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INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION is the name

given to those economic and technological de-

velopments which gathering strength and speed

during the eighteenth century produced modern
industrialism.

As a label it is admittedly unsatisfactory. One
writer calls it "an unhappily chosen epithet for

a singularly constructive epoch" (Beales); an-

other doubts whether the term, "though useful

enough when it was first adopted, has not by
this.time served its turn" (Unwin); Lipson occa-

sionally puts it in inverted commas. The chief

objection is to the word revolution. Yet that

use goes back to the period to which it is ap-

plied. Yarn making machines, coke smelted iron,

Watt's engine and Wedgwood's ceramic tri-

umphs were described by contemporaries as

"great and extraordinary," "most wonderful";
their effects must be "beyond the power of cal-

culation." The steam engine would "produce
great changes in the appearance of the civilized

world"; and "a revolution is making," said Ar-

thur Young in 1788 when he saw the textile

machines spread from the cotton to the woolen

industry. Frenchmen after 1789 naturally used

the word even more freely in reference to

changes in technique, organization and commer-
cial policy; and it became part of the socialistic

vocabulary. Blanqui in 1837 declared that by the

revolution industrial conditions in England had

been more profoundly transformed than at any

period since the beginnings of social life. Engcls
used the word in 1845, and the Marxian thesis

was that the technological revolution had trans-

formed the economic and social structure and

would do the same to political and intellectual

life. Toynbee knew Marx' Capital, had studied

the German socialist movement and was un-

doubtedly influenced thereby in his use and

understanding of the term he put into academic

circulation. Mill and Jevons also spoke of revo-

lution; and in 1852 Michael Angelo Garvey, an

English barrister, published a little volume called

The Silent Revolution, which dealt with the ef-

fects of steam transportation and the telegraph
on "the condition of mankind."
To Toynbee the use of the word seemed en-

tirely justified. He envisaged a peaceful eve fol-

lowed by a stormy dawn. Prior to 1760 the "old

industrial system obtained"; industry was in the

hands of small independent master manufac-
turers who combined farming and industry, em-

ployed a journeyman or two and trained an ap-

prentice. Between master and man was a "warm
attachment"; the employee was the "cherished

dependent." The class of capitalist employers
was "as yet in its infancy"; there was some put-

ting out of materials by merchants to be worked

up in the operative's home, and a few large fac-

tories were in existence. But small scale organi-
zation predominated, and the gulf between em-

ployer and wage earner was narrow. Over this

"quiet world" of "scarcely perceptible move-

ment," this "slowly dissolving framework of

medieval industrial life," hung the comprehen-
sive code of state regulation of production, trade

and distribution. Internal free trade had come
in Great Britain, but foreign and colonial trade

were fettered and free movement or enterprise
was checked.

This old order "was suddenly broken in pieces

by the mighty blows of the steam engine and the

power loom," the spinning machines, the im-

proved roads, the expansion of domestic and

foreign trade and the Wealth of Nations. The
"two men who did most to bring [the revolution]
about were Adam Smith and James Watt";
aided by the other inventors, they "destroyed
the old world and built a new one." A period of

"economic revolution and anarchy" resulted, in

which productive methods changed, economic

beliefs were revolutionized and the state swung
over from regulation to laissez faire. Population
was "torn up by the roots" and, like industry,
was dragged "from cottages in distant valleys

into factories and cities," there to become a col-

lection of hands, "the living tool, of whom the

employer knew less than he did of his steam

engine." Population grew rapidly in numbers,
but the number engaged in agriculture declined

both relatively and absolutely; the factory system
became the "all-prominent fact" in industry;

overproduction and depressions "a phenom-
enon quite unknown before" became normal
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parts of business life; landlords and manufac-

turers waxed rich, but the wage earner fared

badly. True, he now had personal freedom, but

war prices and the "innumerable evils which

prevailed in this age of confusion" made his

sufferings acute and long. Eventually his lot

improved, thanks to organized self-help, the re-

peal of the corn laws, and factory acts; but mean-

while he had been in the track of a social tor-

nado, which had torn him from his old moorings
and left him damaged in status and living

standards.

Toynbee put the industrial revolution into the

series of historical phases. Henceforth it was

apparent that for any understanding of the nine-

teenth century one must take account of English
economics as well as of French politics. The
term became popular, and at least two recent

writers have described post-war efforts toward

rationalization and the changes resulting from

the coming of electric power and new chemical

processes as "the New Industrial Revolution"

(Meakin) and "the Second Industrial Revolu-

tion" (Jevons). But economic historians use the

phrase with increasing hesitation and many
mental reservations. They dislike the suggestion

that revolutions in any generally acceptable

sense of that term happen in economic affairs.

"Sudden catastrophic change is inconsistent

with the slow gradual process of economic evo-

lution," says Birnie; "On the vast stage of eco-

nomic history no sudden shift of scene takes

place," says Se"e; while Lipson emerges from

a study of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies with the conclusion that there is "no hiatus

in economic development, but always a constant

tide of progress and change, in which the old is

blended almost imperceptibly with the new."

The modern view springs from a fuller knowl-

edge of the periods both before and after 1760
than was possible in Toynbee *s day. It is now
known that the revolution did not "break" on an

almost unchanging world of small scale non-

capitalistic units, that the speed of transforma-

tion was far from rapid, that the ground was not

quickly captured and that a picture of the social

and economic evils of the period from 1760 to

1850 is far from filling the whole canvas. In the

first place, the notion of an "eve" is blurred, if

not blotted out, when it is discovered that the

revolution had in 1760 "been in preparation for

two centuries" (Unwin); that large scale enter-

prise under capitalistic conditions existed from

at least the sixteenth century; that the changes in

technique were "the completion of tendencies

which had been significantly evident since Leo-

nardo da Vinci" (Usher); and that the develop-
ments between 1760 and 1830 "did but carry

further, though on a far greater scale and with

far greater rapidity, changes which had been

proceeding long before" (Ashley). In the second

place, the changes in productive methods de-

pended on far more than a handful of inventions

in Lancashire and Glasgow and with one or two

exceptions took decades to work themselves out.

The machines and engines raised as many prob-
lems as they solved problems of metal supply,
machine design, mechanical engineering, power
transmission and so on. Machine production
could improve only as quickly as did the pro-
duction of machines and the invention of refine-

ments to make their operation more efficient.

The nature of some processes or materials was
such that change was long delayed; wool cosnb-

ing refused to yield to machinery until about

1850, and wool yarn was so frail that even in

1860 the power loom in a woolen mill could

work no more quickly than did the hand loom.

In some industries change resulted from chemi-

cal discoveries rather than mechanical invention;

in others, such as pottery, advance depended

upon the discovery, by countless experiments,
of new bodies, glazes, methods of decoration,

better understanding and control of kiln tem-

peratures as well as upon easier access by road

and canal to raw materials and markets. Mining
had no revolution; its story was one of "better

methods, . . . slowly forged from the painful ex-

perience of common men, and only gradually
did a new idea or a new device spread from pit

to pit or from one coalfield to another" (Ash-

ton). Building, one of the biggest fields of em-

ployment, suffered no revolution in methods

until cheap steel and concrete were available.

Thus with the one exception of spinning and its

preliminary processes there was no sudden

breaking of old methods or organization by
"mighty blows." Professor Clapham's survey of

British industry between 1820 and 1850 is a

study in slow motion. He finds that "no single
British industry had passed through a complete
technical revolution before 1830" and reminds

us that while the revolution had cut deep into

the cotton industry by that date the Lancashire

cotton operative was not the representative work-

man of the day. Even the typical town operative

was "very far indeed from being a person who

performed for a self-made employer, in steaming

air, with the aid of recently devised mechanism,

operations which would have made his grand-
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father gape." Thus it is not until well into the

nineteenth century that one finds the economic

transformation approaching a stage that can be

described as complete. A revolution which con-

tinued for 150 years and had been in preparation
for at least another 150 years may well seem to

need a new label.

Yet despite all hesitation the term stands and

no better one has been devised. For there is in

the period which began about 1750 something
different in tempo and temper from that of any
earlier epoch. The long inventive effort comes

to a head in increased productive power, capital

increases its power and resourcefulness, eco-

nomic freedom is gained, domestic and foreign

trade expand, the nature of the soil begins to be

understood, goods can be moved more rapidly

in greater bulk at lower cost for longer distances,

anc? there is at least a "partial introduction of

the methods of exact science in economic af-

fairs" (Clapham). Any one of these things would

have made a deep mark on the economic life of

Europe; but when they came contemporane-

ously they interacted on one another and pro-
duced results which were far reaching and fun-

damental. From this "unprecedented social and

economic development" (Unwin) the material

appearance of England was changed "more pro-

foundly than at any other time since the epoch
of the last geological changes" (Tawney).-^
The familiar question, "Why did the changes

come when and where they did?" is now best

answered if the changes are regarded as the out-

come of developments which had been under

way since at least 1600. Those developments
included a great expansion in the volume of

domestic, colonial and foreign trade; an im-

provement in commercial and financial struc-

ture; some growth of large scale organization and

production; some advances in industrial equip-

ment; and some scientific discoveries capable of

industrial application. British trade grew fitfully

but substantially during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries: the European demand ex-

panded; the American colonists provided a grow-

ing market for textiles and hardware; the door

into the Spanish possessions was forced wider

open; while Africa, the West Indies and the

Orient provided good markets and profitable

materials for carriage to Europe. Such statistics

as exist show that exports from Great Britain

doubled between 1720 and 1760 and again by

1795. Meanwhile the British population grew

rapidly after, at latest, 1730, thanks chiefly to a

declining death rate. It lived on the largest free

trade area in Europe; the wealth which flowed

in from oversea trade gave its people a larger

spending power and fund of capital; and some
of the goods it imported stimulated natives to

find ways of making these articles at home, e.g.

cottons and pottery. The French story is some-

what similar. Export trade grew almost fivefold

between 1715 and 1789 and was probably larger
than that of Great Britain in the latter year.

Shipowners and merchants flourished, and capi-
tal accumulated. Holland and Scandinavia also

shared in the general trade expansion.
Economic organization improved during the

seventeenth century. Banking and exchange fa-

cilities became more abundant and satisfactory,

and joint stock companies were established for a

large variety of purposes. Industries which

served large or distant markets (textiles), which

needed large sums of capital for equipment

(mining, finishing trades), which worked on

costly raw material (silk, precious metals) or

which supplied customers who demanded long
credit and were slow in paying their bills (Lon-
don high class tailoring, coach building) were

passing into the hands of large entrepreneurs.
Sometimes these men were big industrialists

who had risen from small beginnings; but often

they were merchants who established control

over the production of the wares they sold. The
merchant had capital or knew where to get it;

he could afford to buy raw materials in bulk; he

knew the needs of the market and he could allow

long credit. He therefore sometimes gave orders

to independent master manufacturers instead of

buying what was offered in the open market; he

supplied working capital to the mines from
which he obtained his coal; but in some indus-

tries he took control. He bought raw materials

and put them out to be processed by domestic

workers; he supplied patterns and specifications

and possibly the tools and equipment as well;

while the final processes whether of finishing or

assembling might be done in his own workshop.

Independent master manufacturers still existed,

who worked aided by the members of their

family, journeymen and apprentices and sold

their wares in fairs or local markets; such men
could be found in the urban handicrafts catering
for purely local needs and in the woolen dis-

tricts of Yorkshire. But in the great staple indus-

tries especially textiles of France, the Low
Countries and England the merchant was gain-

ing control and sometimes counted his depend-
ents by the hundred or even the thousand. At
times the economies of supervision, discipline
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and time saving were realized by gathering many
of these workers under one roof; while in mining,

brewing, soap making, smelting, shipbuilding,

tanning and the finishing trades large groups of

men had to work together by reason of the very
nature of their work or of the equipment they
used. Sometimes these groups worked under full

factory conditions at machinery driven by power.
Polhem's factory set up in Sweden about 1700
was remarkable for its use of machinery, water

power, division of labor and mass production
methods.

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries also

witnessed some advance in industrial equipment
and scientific knowledge. Leonardo da Vinci's

notebooks contain sketches of a spinning ma-

chine, a power loom, roller bearings, universal

joints, gears, lathes, drills, rollers for shaping

iron, coin presses, turbines, steam cannon and

other things, but no one can tell how far they

depict contemporary equipment or are the prod-
uct of his fertile imagination. The stocking

frame, invented about 1589, was said to contain

over two thousand parts; and cloth finishing

machines caused much controversy in the same

century. Glassmaking, tinning, gold and silver

refining, were all improved after 1600; makers

of clocks, jewelry and instruments of precision

obtained better equipment; a ribbon loom capa-
ble of weaving a dozen or more widths at once

appeared in Danzig, then in Holland and finally

in England; the Dutch developed the wind saw-

mill and other devices for speedy production of

ships; the French experimented with the "draw

loom," by which patterned cloths could more

easily be woven; Polhem's factory was full of

power driven metal shears, slitting mills, rollers

and hammers; and a silk throwing machine

which had been known in Italy before 1300 was

copied north of the Alps and reached England
in 1718. The harnessing of water, wind and ani-

mal power became more efficient, as did the use

of gears, while the use of treadles seems to have

spread. The work of the growing body of sci-

entists on atmospheric pressure had by 1700 laid

a foundation on which the steam engine could

be built. True, the seventeenth century saw

more technical problems than it was able to solve

but it was far from being devoid of inventive

inquisitive minds.

The motives which led to the technical prog-
ress of the eighteenth century were many and

varied. Steam engines and coke fuel came as aids

to men who were fighting a losing battle. Shallow

deposits of coal, tin and copper were being ex-

hausted, yet existing pumps could not cope with

the water which seeped into the lower levels;

ruin was inevitable unless the pumping problem
could be solved. Ironmasters were faced with

vanishing charcoal supplies as the forests near

iron deposits were cut down; they must find a

new fuel or abandon their furnaces. Many in-

ventions aimed at saving labor, at making pos-
sible the use of children for processes formerly
done by adults and at overcoming a scarcity of

skilled labor. The whole textile industry was

hampered in its growth by the fact that a large

number of workers was needed to prepare yarn
for one weaver; a cotton loom used the yarn
made by four or five spinners; a woolen weaver

kept nine or ten people busy; while in the sail-

cloth industry Arthur Young found twenty yarn
makers to each weaver. Since much of the spin-

ning was done by country dwellers, weavers

were often idle in summer when the spinners
went to gather the harvest. In making patterned
cloths the silk weaver needed the aid of three

women to raise or lower the warp threads prior

to the passage of the shuttle. In the metal indus-

tries the cutting of cogwheels for watches and

other implements was slow and unsatisfactory
until a machine was designed which "reduced

the expense of workmanship to a trifle in com-

parison to what it was before and [brought] the

work to such an exactness that no hand can

imitate it" (Campbell). Watt, Roebuck and

Wedgwood all had great difficulty in finding
tools and men capable of making goods exact in

measurement: there was an error of three eighths
of an inch in a cylinder made for Watt. Wilkin-

son's boring machine was designed to make pos-
sible the production of cannon and cylinders
which would be uniform in diameter.

Inventive ingenuity was also stimulated by
the hope of monetary reward. Leonardo da Vinci

had planned a needle polishing machine which

was to bring him the income of a Medici, and

eighteenth century opinion grew more tolerant

toward the inventor's claim to compensation.
Even when patent rights were challenged, it was

agreed that the inventor should be rewarded by
some gift from the state or from some organiza-

tion set up to encourage invention. Kings and

parliaments protected or rewarded innovators,

and such bodies as the Society for the Encour-

agement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,
established in London in 1754, offered premi-

ums, medals and prizes.

The spearheads of the technological advance

in the eighteenth century were iron, cotton and
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pottery, and it is no mere accident that this

should be so. For these industries were virtually

new to England and were free from vested inter-

ests and government control. More important

still, they had two markets, one to be captured,
the other to be created. They strove to capture

existing demands which were already met by

supplies from the continent or the Orient; but

in addition they saw the vast demand which

would spring into being if they could offer cheap

cottons, crockery or iron. Wedgwood showed

his grasp of the situation when he established a

Useful Branch as well as an Ornamental Branch.

In the latter he won a luxury market once served

by Dutch, French, German and Oriental pot-

ters; in the former he created a new demand

atfiong all sections from the middle class to the

poor. Lancashire cotton goods ousted oriental

produce from the European, African and plan-

tation markets and eventually invaded the Orient

itself; they stole some ground from the linen and

woolen producers; but the total was insignificant

when compared with the new demand for more

clothing and for domestic decoration which the

cheap fabrics created. The story is not one of

insistent demand compelling changes in produc-
tive methods; it is rather one in which changed
methods and lower production costs resulted in

a commodity which created a new big demand.

These many stimuli to industrial change were

at work in both France and Britain all through
the eighteenth century. In each country inven-

tion and imitation were active, and the search

for new ideas was made abroad as well as at

home. England had welcomed the Huguenots
after 1685; Lombe had copied the silk machine

from Italy in 1718 and become a big factory

owner; London paper makers strove eagerly to

learn the secret of French, Dutch and Italian

superiority; London calico printers imitated the

methods practised m Hamburg; while tin plate

makers set up rolling mills of Swedish design.

The English countryside was sprinkled with

methods, rotations, crops and implements picked

up by English gentlemen during their "grand

tour"; and such publications as the Annual Reg-
ister and the Gentleman's Magazine gave space
to descriptions of industrial and agricultural

innovations. If one dare talk of "the spirit of

the Age," that spirit in the mid-century was

certainly a powerful stimulant to interest in and

search for new and better methods. Of that

spirit nearly all sections of society were drinking.
Of the outcome of this enthusiasm no detailed

account can be given here. The great inventors

and discoverers whose names are known often

built on foundations kid by scores of obscure

men; their work was frequently an improvement
or refinement upon that of others and in turn

needed still further improvement before it be-

came really satisfactory. Crompton's mule was,

as its name suggests, at least a crossbred and
did not do its best work until it was made self-

acting nearly fifty years later. Watt's engine was

originally only an improvement on that designed

by Newcomcn sixty years before, and until it

obtained a crank action was little more than a

somewhat more economical pump than its pred-
ecessor. Some men went searching on wrong
tracks, and their chief contribution was that of

warning others not to seek solutions in those di-

rections. CartWright's loom, for instance, seems

to have been almost worthless. In the gallery of

inventors some canvases are too large, some
should not be there at all and many deserving
ones have not yet been painted, much less hung.

By 1789 it was becoming apparent on both

sides of the English Channel that Britain was

pulling ahead of its nearest rival in industrial

and agricultural technique. Young boasted that

France had no counterparts to Arkwright, Wedg-
wood, Darby, Wilkinson or Boulton and those

Frenchmen who opposed the Anglo-French
commercial treaty of 1786 pointed to the advan-

tages Britain enjoyed through its lead in equip-

ment; its comparative freedom from state inter-

ference; its supplies of iron, coal, china clay

and water power; its access to raw materials; its

abundant supplies of capital in London, Liver-

pool and Glasgow; and the power which its in-

dustrialists and merchants wielded in political

life. These assets did much to make Britain the

workshop of the world during the next fifty years;

the Napoleonic wars strengthened its grip on the

seas and weakened France's access to raw mate-

rials and markets, while the demands of these

wars strengthened the demand for mass produc-
tion of many commodities, a demand which the

British inventions were particularly fitted to

meet. Meanwhile France, which had been ea-

gerly copying the British cotton and iron equip-
ment before 1789, fell back; and although there

was some development in the production of cot-

ton, iron and sugar during the revolution and

war it ended that period economically weaker,
with foreign trade crippled, capital scarce, trans-

port facilities disorganized and many skilled

workers killed. Not until about 1830 did French

economic effort begin seriously the task of mod-

ernization, and even in 1850 there was little that
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deserved to be called an industrial revolution.

Fuel and raw materials were insufficient; capital

was scarce; facilities for industrial investment

were scanty; and the Frenchman was wedded to

individualism, agriculture and small scale enter-

prise. Alsace-Lorraine was lost before ways were

found of turning its ore into steel. Hence nine-

teenth century France fell behind its traditional

rival; Holland had no resources on which to

build up the new kind of industry; and of the

two countries which were best fitted to follow

the English lead only Belgium moved quickly;

Germany remained almost stationary until 1850,
ifnot later. It had to wait until the Zollverein and

railroads overcame the obstacles to easy move-

ment of persons and goods. In Italy industriali-

zation was retarded by political disunity and

later by lack of raw materials.

Great Britain was therefore left almost alone

in developing the new technique and organiza-

tion. France did contribute something to the

common stock of invention and discovery silk

throwing machines, the Jacquard loom, the tu-

bular boiler, the water turbine, chemical bleach-

ing, a sewing machine and other things. Ger-

many gave attention to the relations between

science and production; Justus von Liebig put

agricultural chemistry on its feet in 1 840; nearly
a century before that date Margraaf had found

there was sugar in beetroot; while in 1802 the

Silesian Achard found a way of extracting it

on a commercial scale and thus gave Europe a

new industry. After 1800 the North American

contribution began to be important, and by 1850
American machine tools and machine products
were entering the European market. The key-
note of the American development was mass

production of standardized articles, each part of

which was made by machinery designed for one

task. Skilled labor was scarce; the frontier con-

sumer wanted goods which were cheap, service-

able or labor saving rather than polished, well

finished and long of life. The designing of spe-
cial machines which could be attended and fed

by unskilled workers therefore became the first

manifestation of "Yankee ingenuity"; these ma-
chines produced parts which were of standard

sizes and which could therefore be assembled

quickly by the same kind of labor. From the

making of muskets and revolvers this method of

production spread to that of clocks, woodwork,

sewing machines, harvesters, locks and the like.

English observers in the 1850*8 marveled at the

"fearless and masterly manner" in which "cor-

rect principles" were applied by American engi-

neers. Still the crucial developments which led

to production by power driven machines did

take place chiefly on British soil; it was there

that the new factories, metallurgical plants, big
coal mines, engineering shops, railroad and

steamship were worked out and the resulting
social problems had first to be faced.

The workshop of the world exported indus-

trial products to all parts; but soon its customers

wished to import industrialism instead, and the

encouragement of that importation has figured

largely in the politics of most countries. The
motive of this state fostering of industrialization

was the belief that it was derogatory, disgraceful
and dangerous to remain a nation of farmers and

handicraftsmen: dangerous because the handi-

crafts would be destroyed by the competition
of imported machine products, because there

would be no openings for those whose inclina-

tions and talents were not rural and because the

nation could not make its own war equipment;

derogatory because the standards of the nine-

teenth century seemed to place the townsman
on a higher plane than the rustic and the man
who lived near a factory chimney above the

hewer of wood, the shepherd or the cultivator;

disgraceful because it was shameful to depend
on other nations for the goods that one could

and should make for oneself. If China, Japan
and India were to count in the eyes of the west-

ern world they must westernize their industrial

equipment as well as their judicial and educa-

tional systems; if Canada, Australia and even the

United States were to emerge from colonial

status or stature they must cut the ties that

bound them to the factories of Lancashire, York-

shire and the Black Country; if new or reborn

nations, such as Germany or Italy, were to make
their unity or freedom real they must translate

nationalism into factories, mines, banks and sta-

tistics of industrial output; and if Russian com-

munists wished to justify their faith and place

in a hostile capitalistic world they must teach a

nation of peasants how to make electricity,

tractors, cloth, electric lamps and cheap matches.

Hence the political thought of nearly every na-

tion has been obsessed with problems of protec-

tion and self-sufficiency and of nurturing indus-

trial growth in face of the competition of more

highly industrialized countries. Only the crack

of doom will end the debate concerning the

extent to which success, where it has come, has

been the result of governmental action in grant-

ing tariffs, bounties and the like or has sprung
from such other causes as abundant natural
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resources, improved transportation facilities,

large home markets and the inventive ability,

organizing capacity and industrious habits of the

population.
In the New World there was some industrial

revolution, but many industries came so late that

they were able to begin operations on the mod-
ern plan. In the United States and to a slight

degree in Australia and Canada there was some

small scale and domestic industry to be de-

stroyed or superseded. Colonial America had its

frontier household manufacture of cloth, clothes,

furniture and implements, its farmhouse proc-

essing of land and animal products, its charcoal

smelting of bog iron, its nail shops, town handi-

craftsmen; distilleries, potash plants and ship-

yifrds. It had some putting out and some artisans

who rambled round the countryside or worked

in their own shops on materials belonging to

their customers; and its flour, fulling or sawmills

often treated customers' grain, cloth or lumber.

But frontier conditions usually decided that the

settler should rely on others only for those goods
which he could not make for himself. Gradually
most of these occupations passed into factories

and workshops; there was a steady shedding of

by-occupations by the farmer and a correspond-

ing concentration on his main task. Improved
roads, canals and finally the railroad brought a

wider area within reach of factory products and

spinning wheel, churn and candle mold became

antiques. The interruption of Anglo-American

relations during the revolution stimulated do-

mestic production, while the period from 1807
to 1814 saw some adoption of machinery and

factory organization; tariffs after 1815 helped the

textile and iron industries over some of their

difficulties with foreign competitors; the west-

ward flow of population called for the produc-
tion of settlers' effects at such inland points as

Pittsburgh; the Erie Canal made it possible to

process farm products at such centers as Buffalo

and Rochester and to send them to eastern mar-

kets; the scarcity of labor stimulated the produc-
tion of labor saving farm implements and indus-

trial machinery; while engines had to be designed
and built suitable to American railroad condi-

tions. But agriculture and commerce remained

the chief interests until the Civil War; capital

and enterprise found their richest rewards in the

unoccupied areas of the west, in the production
of staples for the seaboard or the European
market, in land speculation, in supplying the

stream of settlers and in shipping. The really

serious industrialization of the country did not

set in until after 1860; by that time the methods
and organization which seemed most suitable

had already been worked out in New or old

England and only needed to be adapted when

adopted. The extension of industrialization to

the south of the United States, slowly since 1890,
with increasing rapidity since 1914, has again
involved the imposition of known industrial

techniques on an agricultural economic organi-
zation. Australia and Canada had little of the

old order to sweep away; their industries could

begin on the modern pattern. The South Ameri-

can countries are still predominantly agricul-

tural, the only important traces of industrializa-

tion being the penetration of modern methods
of finance, large scale plantation organization
and the spreading use of machinery in the ex-

tractive industries.

In the Near and Far East the machine tech-

nique has met a social organization far older and
more stable than that which it superseded either

in the countries of the New World or in Europe;
but here too changes which may be called indus-

trial revolutions have occurred or are in prog-
ress. The first of the oriental countries to feel

the impact of industrialism was India. Conquest,

railways and foreign goods introduced the sys-

tem. The dissolution of the old princedoms and
their courts, followed by the rapid introduction

of improved methods of transportation, and the

prohibition of the importation of Indian cottons

and silks into England had gone far toward de-

stroying the highly developed urban and village

industries of India even before the products of

English machines appeared upon the Indian

market. Loss of older means of livelihood drove

increasing numbers of artisans back upon agri-

culture, and meanwhile the relentless growth of

population continued. By 1880 there were many
observers who felt that the one solution of In-

dia's economic difficulties was the development
of modern industries. The factory system ap-

peared first in the i85o's with the building of

cotton and jute mills. While the jute industry
was developed almost entirely by English capi-

tal, the cotton mills were started by native Bom-

bay merchants and the industry has remained

largely in native hands. The growth of the cotton

textile industry was slow until about 1880, when
it began to expand rapidly. As has been true in

most countries, machine spinning was at first far

more important than weaving, large quantities

of machine spun yarn being used by Indian hand

loom weavers; even larger quantities were ex-

ported to China and for a time to Japan. This
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Chinese market was eventually lost to Japan,
and after the World War Japan became a for-

midable competitor in the Indian market itself.

Until 1914 India depended entirely upon im-

ports for her machinery and industrial equip-
ment. Early attempts to establish an iron and

steel industry failed; and though the stimulus of

war demands caused a rapid development of

that industry after 1914, it is still unable to

supply the country's needs. The war led also to

some development of chemical industries, oil

and water power. India has today over a million

factory workers, and the Calcutta jute mills are

large scale units. But industrialism has touched

scarcely more than the fringe of Indian life as

yet; banking and finance are little developed,
and the factory worker is often a villager who
has come to town for a few weeks or months in

order to earn money to supplement the inade-

quate income of the farm.

The same is true of China. Attempts at fac-

tory spinning of cotton were made as early as

1860 and were successful after 1880. These early

mills were owned by Chinese masters, who gath-
ered in their kinsfolk and thus retained some-

thing of the family unit. After China's defeat by

Japan foreign capital was invested in cotton

mills, and a large spinning industry half Japa-

nese, partly Chinese and slightly British grew

up in the Shanghai area. In that region about

250 factories now exist making textiles and a

wide range of other consumer goods, including
even fountain pens and gramaphones; but else-

where there has been little industrialization, ex-

cept in Manchuria under Japanese influence.

The rapidity of the modernization of Japan
seems to make the phrase industrial revolution

particularly applicable in its case; but it is sig-

nificant that the commercial and financial trans-

formations have been more far reaching than

the strictly industrial. Even before 1868 impor-
tant changes in economic organization had been

taking place in Japan; throughout the eight-

eenth and the early nineteenth century the feudal

system was gradually being transformed by the

development of a money economy, including a

wage system. Under the modern government of

the Meiji era industrialization became one of the

first objectives of economic policy. Government
subsidies secured by borrowings abroad made

possible the construction of railroads and later

of public utilities, gas and electric power works.

The government established model factories and

schools for the training of workers. Neverthe-

less, the progress of industrialization was slow;

not until after the Sino-Japanese and Russo-

Japanese wars did Japan's factory industries de-

velop on any large scale. The World War caused

an enormous expansion of all industries and
offered an opportunity for Japan to capture the

markets of the Orient; but the troubled economic
and political conditions of post-war years forced

a considerable recession. In 1927 Japan had

49,000 factories employing 1,700,000 workers.

The most important factory industries are silk

reeling and cotton spinning; but the weaving of

cotton is still preponderantly a domestic indus-

try, while silk weaving is negligible. Raw silk

remains Japan's principal export and the major-

ity of the population is still agricultural or rural,

engaging in handicraft industries as a subsidiary

occupation. Japan is already experiencing diffi-

culties in finding an outlet for its cotton yarns
or textile goods in India or China, and the de-

velopment of the heavy metallurgical industries

is costly because of its lack of raw materials.

In one sense the vast changes in progress in

Soviet Russia do not constitute an industrial

revolution, since they do not represent the sub-

stitution of one form of industrial organization

for another. But this industrialization of an agri-

cultural country is in another sense completely

revolutionary. It could occur of course only after

the methods and instruments of industrialism

had been fully worked out in other countries.

The logic of large scale production, the factory

system and the machine technique are being

adopted more completely in Russia, through
their extension to agriculture, than anywhere
else. The pattern of industrialization, which has

been much the same for most countries, is com-

pletely changed in Russia. The heavy industries

are being developed first rather than last; indus-

trialization, while depending on foreign aid and

the exports necessary to pay for it, is not based

on a foreign market for consumers' goods. The
social consequences of the industrial revolution

in Russia are also vastly different; great as the

hardships involved may be they fall most heavily

on such classes as the kulaks and the merchants,

not on the factory worker. Russia possesses all

the natural resources necessary for a most com-

plete development of the machine industries; a

labor force is in process of creation. It is easy to

overestimate the rapidity of progress, but these

changes do have a spectacular quality which the

first industrial revolution never possessed even

in retrospect.
* In all lands where it came to displace an es-

tablished industrial structure the industrial rev-
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olution ran a roughly similar course. The textile

industry was usually the first to be affected, then

the making of clothes, metal articles and food-

stuffs; the large scale manufacture of iron and

of steel represented often a distinct step

forward but one not easy to take, while the

manufacture of machines and producers' goods

generally was a hazardous venture. Indeed it is

this final step toward complete industrialization

which has been most difficult for more recently

industrialized countries. In lands coming late to

industrialism the easiest success has been won
in industries which process the natural or farm

products, which produce simple wares such as

blankets or plain cotton pieces or which enjoy
the natural protection of distance from possible

competitors.

Migration of industry from manual domes-

tic or shop conditions to the factory varied in

speed from industry to industry. Spinning went

quickly; weaving, knitting and some metal trades

passed through a transitional workshop period,
in which workers were gathered under one roof

but continued to use the old equipment. In the

clothing industries the sewing machine could

be used in the home, and many women clung
to the putting out system but had to submit to

sweated conditions. The shoemaker and hand

loom weaver put up a long fight, and the victory

of the laundry and bakery is still far from com-

plete in Europe.

Dependence on coal and water power led to

industrial concentration on the coal fields, river

valleys and such belts as the fall line in America.

Water power had only a limited effect in causing

concentration, for it strung the factories all along

the banks of rapidly flowing rivers, and for cer-

tain textile washing processes an ample supply
of water was almost as important as a supply of

fuel or power. Where water and coal were found

together, as in the Pennine valleys and eastern

Belgium, industry was spread over the whole

region in villages or towns. For the metal indus-

tries location was determined by the coal supply,
since it was easier to bring the metal to the coal

than vice versa; but this involved the construc-

tion of adequate transport facilities, such as the

railroad between Lorraine and the Ruhr.

The movement of population to the industrial

areas still needs further study. But for England
it is now evident that there was no simple mass

transfer of people from the south and east to

the north and west. The industrial towns grew

by drawing workers in from the hinterland, and

the void thus made was filled by people from

II

slightly further afield. Journeys were generally

short, except in the case of the Irish who
swarmed across the Irish Sea to Lancashire,

Glasgow and Yorkshire. Only later, when the

railroads made longer journeys easier, was there

any serious long distance migration. In newer

countries, such as the United States, native pop-
ulation was for long streaming away from the

eastern industrial centers and a continual inflow

of immigrants was necessary to insure an ade-

quate labor supply.
Problems of urban health and housing were

probably most acute in those towns which were

the homes of the early spinning factories. In

looking at them it should be remembered that

until 1835 many British manufacturing centers

had no adequate municipal government, that

knowledge about the essentials of public health

was scanty, that cheap production of pipes,

bricks and woodwork did not come until about

1840, that house building depended on the will-

ingness of someone to sink capital in dwellings
and that the rate of interest current or the profits

to be made in industry might be more tempting
than the return on house property. A glance at

the housing of the poor in non-industrial towns

of the eighteenth century and at the difficulties

which have surrounded the provision of working
class dwellings since 1914 should provoke a more

merciful judgment of the "jerry builder" of the

early nineteenth century. In the United States

living conditions in the early textile towns of

New England were very good; only with the

coming of wave after wave of foreign laborers

did the worst slum conditions appear.
Of labor conditions no easy generalization is

possible. Long hours, child labor, employment
of women, insanitary conditions, payment in

truck, unemployment, low wages, capitalistic

tyranny, labor unrest, industrial fatigue, occu-

pational diseases and the "cash nexus" were not

inventions of industrial factory capitalism. Night
work was a new thing in the textile industries;

but the only novelty about child labor was that

children now worked in large groups, were sub-

ject to factory rather than parental discipline,

discharged more responsible tasks, had to leave

the hearth to work and were kept rigorously at

their day or night tasks. It should be noted,

however, that child labor was universally re-

garded as natural and that the children's earn-

ings were larger in the factory than they had

been at home. When child labor was forbidden,

something else education had to be devel-

oped to fill the waking hours of the young. The
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hazards to life and limb might perhaps have

been prevented before they were attacked by

legislation but they had first to be recognized as

such, and the apathy toward them was as marked

among the operatives as among employers. Such

conditions and attitudes repeated themselves in

most countries or regions where the factory sys-

tem was introduced.

As to wages and employment light and shade

alternate. In the early stages the new industries,

especially cotton and pottery, seem to have paid
much higher wages than were prevalent in the

older industries, and the demand for hand loom

weavers to cope with the flood of machine made

yarn raised the rates paid for weaving. In Eng-
land the long war with France lifted many nomi-

nal wages and some real ones, but the slump
after Waterloo lowered levels in industry and

agriculture alike. The hand loom weaver and

some other manual workers suffered when they
stuck to their benches in face of the machine;

but elsewhere conditions seem to have improved
because of rising wages and falling prices after

about 1820 or 1830. Some occupations passed
from male to female hands, but new occupations
were opened up and old ones expanded metal-

lurgy, mechanical engineering, the construction

and operation of railroads, shipbuilding, mining,

building and the opportunities for skilled well

paid work multiplied accordingly.

In short, the industrial revolution increased

rather than decreased the material welfare of the

mass of the population; but some sections suf-

fered from the transition, war and business fluc-

tuations disturbed wages and prices and the

dangers latent in the employee's lot became

apparent. Unfortunately much of our view of

the social aspects of the revolution is drawn from

reports of official investigations, which in their

very nature are full of complaints and griev-

ances. From them one can paint the industrial

revolution as "an orgy of soulless cupidity"

(Tawney) and assume that to be the whole pic-

ture. But quantitative studies such as that by

Clapham; detailed business studies of Oldknow,

Owen, Wedgwood, Boulton, Gott, Krupp and

others; and a more detailed knowledge of pre-

revolutionary conditions tone down the picture
and make at least some of the industrial leaders

appear more like human beings and less like

incarnations of ruthless self-interest. Moreover

it is still far from certain how much the revolu-

tion was "a triumph of the spirit of enterprise"

(Tawney). Enterprise there was but not always

triumph, and the industrial field was strewn

with the wreckage of men who failed. The trou-

ble with machinery that broke down, with work-

men who refused to use it, with customers who
demanded long credit yet refused to pay their

debts, with booms that burst, with banks that

refused any more loans, with wars that closed

markets, all made the road stony. Inadequate

supplies of working capital wrecked many a ven-

ture, and when a successful period came the

profits had to be plowed back into the business.

The industrial revolution has not yet been stud-

ied through the records of bankruptcy, but

enough is known to show on what a treacherous

sea the entrepreneur of the early machine age
launched his boat.
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INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM. See TRADE
UNIONS.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE
WORLD. The Industrial Workers of the World,
a revolutionary industrial union, was organized
in 1905; its object is to organize the working class

industrially not only for the everyday struggles

against employers hut for the final overthrow of

capitalism. It was originally a socialist organiza-
tion but since 1908 it has combined the indige-

nous American doctrine of industrial unionism

with the ideology and practises of syndicalism.
The emergence of the I. W. W. was the result

of the convergence of two forces: the frustration

in the east of the socialists who wished to com-

mit the American Federation of Labor and the

Knights of Labor to socialist programs and the

sharp differences beyond the Mississippi be-

tween the socialist Western Federation of Miners

and the conservative, opportunist American

Federation of Labor. In the early nineties Daniel

De Leon and his followers in the Socialist Labor

party were aggressively working in the east to

convert to socialism the two chief national labor

bodies of the country the declining Knights of

Labor and their vigorous competitor the A. F.

of L. These efforts failed and the De Leonites,

insisting that the conservative unions hampered
the emancipation of labor, organized in 1895 the

Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, which was

avowedly socialist and revolutionary. The alli-

ance created considerable agitation but was not

a success; dissatisfaction with these manoeuvres

of the De Leonites, which were linked up with

fundamental differences involving revolutionary
and opportunist conceptions of socialism, led

the opportunist faction to bolt the Socialist La-

bor party and at the turn of the century to set

up the Socialist party, which opposed organiza-

tion of dual unions and advocated "boring from

within" the A. F. of L. Soon after its organiza-

tion in 1893 the Western Federation had affili-

ated with the A. F. of L. but broke away in 1897;

it waged ten great strikes during the period 1893
to 1903. In 1898, three years after the launching
of the alliance, the Western Federation set up
the Western Labor Union (after 1902 the Amer-

ican Labor Union), of which the federation itself
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was the chief constituent. The American Labor

Union was an industrial union, class conscious

and strongly socialist; it proposed industrial

unionism and independent political action "of

all wage workers" as "the only method" of

working class emancipation in essentials the

program subsequently adopted by the I. W. W.

By 1904 both the alliance and the American

Labor Union were extremely weak the one a

purely propagandist body, the other important

only as the expression of the Western Federation

of Miners. Meanwhile new and aggressive labor

struggles provided an opportunity for the agita-

tion of revolutionary unionism. The defeat of

the steel workers' strike in 1901 glaringly re-

vealed the limitations of craft unionism; the

victory of the coal miners one year later stirred

labor everywhere. There was an increasing dis-

cussion of the need for a new labor organization,

as the result of which a constitutional conven-

tion met in 1905 and organized the Industrial

Workers of the World. The most important

organization represented in the convention was

the Western Federation of Miners; other organi-

zations were the alliance, the American Labor

Union, the United Metal Workers' Industrial

Union and a few disaffected locals of the A. F.

of L. There were also a number of individual

delegates from both the Socialist Labor party
and the Socialist party. The proceedings were

dominated by De Leon, William D. Haywood,
Eugene V. Debs, William E. Trautmann and

Vincent St. John.
The I. W. W. arose primarily out of dissatis-

faction with the craft unionism and conservative

policies of the A. F. of L. The latter had repudi-
ated the Knights of Labor policy of organizing
all the workers, skilled and unskilled; its con-

stituent unions were composed overwhelmingly
of skilled workers among whom craftsmanship
was still an important factor, and these unions

refused to organize the unskilled workers (e.g.

in the iron and steel industry). The I. W. W. on
the contrary proposed to organize all wage work-

ers, regardless of craft distinctions; it proposed
moreover to organize them into industrial unions

which would embrace all the workers in a par-
ticular plant, enterprise and industry. The I. W.
W. thesis was: machinery is rapidly eliminating
the craftsman's skill; the unskilled workers are

becoming preponderant and it is necessary to

organize them; without the organization of these

workers into industrial unions, an integrated
unionism paralleling the integrated structure of

modern industry, it is impossible to wage effec-

tive war on the great combinations of capital.

The craft structure of the A. F. of L., insisted

the I. W. W., is not only incapable of organizing
all the workers but develops the conservative

policy of defense of exclusive craft interests (fre-

quently at the expense of the unorganized work-

ers) instead of the revolutionary policy of the

overthrow of capitalism.

Although the I. W. W
, including its prede-

cessor the American Labor Union, was strongly
influenced by the traditions of earlier experi-
ments in radical unionism, it made important

departures. The I. W. W. accepted the Knights
of Labor idea of organizing all workers including
the unskilled but it repudiated the K. of L.

leaders' middle class ideology and adopted a

definitely socialist policy. The L W. W. agreed
with the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance that

unions should organize for the overthrow of

capitalism, but it substituted industrial unionism

for the craft unionism of the alliance. This in-

dustrial unionism was an essentially indigenous

product and constitutes an American contribu-

tion to revolutionary labor theory and practise;

it grew primarily out of the rapidly increasing

concentration of American industry. This con-

centration, in socialist theory, represented the

socialization of production upon which sociali-

zation of industry and socialism depend; the

I. W. W. accepted that conclusion but added a

new concept the industrial unions, paralleling

the integration of industry, would become the

basis of the future socialist society (whence the

theory of "forming the structure of the new

society within the shell of the old"). This con-

ception was given its most brilliant formulation

by De Leon, who considered it the fulfilment of

Engels' theory that the government of socialist

society would be an "administration of things";

Lenin accepted the conception as an adumbra-

tion of the Soviet system and as the ultimate

form of government in communist society.

Within one year a split took place in the

I. W. W., which led to the secession of the

Western Federation of Miners, depriving the

new organization of nearly one half of its 60,000
members. The split involved issues of revolu-

tionary or moderate tactics and left control in

the hands of the more revolutionary elements

under De Leon, Trautmann, St. John and Hay-
wood.

The secession did not, however, end internal

controversy; a new struggle developed between

the advocates and opponents of political action.

Although in theory the I. W. W. was a product
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of modern concentrated industry it drew its

strength from casual labor in the west and immi-

grant workers in the east, men who by the

nature of their work and social position had no

stake in voting and who developed an antistate

complex. This complex was emphasized by the

frontier traditions of "direct action" which in-

fluenced western workers. In consequence a

strong antipolitical tendency developed, aggra-
vated by the struggle for party influence within

the I. W. W. between representatives of the

Socialist Labor party and the Socialist party.

De Leon opposed the antipolitical tendency,

emphasizing the Marxist conclusion that "every
class struggle is a political struggle." The con-

tro^versy over political action came to a head at

the 1908 convention. The De Leon delegates

were expelled and thereupon set up a rival

I. W. W. with headquarters in Detroit, but it

was never more than a propagandist group. It

declined with the general decline of the Socialist

Labor party, changed its name in 1915 to the

Workers' International Industrial Union and

struggled on to formal dissolution in 1925. The

majority I . W. W., sometimes called the anarcho-

syndicalist group, espoused revolutionary indus-

trial unionism without affiliation or cooperation
with any political party. The antipolitical bias of

the groups now dominant in the I. W. W. was

reenforced by syndicalist theory. But there were

important differences between syndicalism and

the I. W. W. The I. W. W. was an industrial

union, while the European syndicalist groups
were essentially craft organizations; moreover,
where syndicalism envisaged the future society
in terms of autonomous, loosely federated pro-
ducers' groups, the I. W. W. proposed a more

integrated economic organization of soeicty and

more highly centralized social control the fun-

damental difference between the anarchist and

the socialist conceptions.
In the midst of controversy and secession the

I. W. W. was becoming a militant expression of

class war in the United States. It made its appeal
to all wage workers regardless of occupation,

creed, color or sex, attempting to link up the

immediate struggle with the necessity for the

overthrow of capitalism. It opposed the inter-

vention of intermediate agencies, such as the

state, in labor's struggles with the employers and

emphasized direct action in the form of strikes,

boycotts and so on but not collective bargaining,
which it considered an interference with labor's

only weapon, the strike. Unlike the A. F. of L.,

which considered time agreements necessary

15
and sacred, the I. W. W. rejected them because

such contracts make it more difficult to declare

strikes at moments most embarrassing to the

employers. The I. W. W. avoided violence and

sabotage in spite of the emphasis on direct action;

it talked much of those tactics but did almost

nothing to apply them. Its tactics included inter-

mittent strikes and strikes "on the job." In the

course of its history the I. W. W. directed or

participated in not fewer than 150 strikes, the

most important of which were the Goldfield,

Nevada, miners' strike of 1906-07; the Law-

rence, Massachusetts, textile workers' strike of

1912; a lumber workers' strike in Louisiana in

the same year, in which many Negro workers

participated; the Paterson, New Jersey, silk

workers' strike of 1913; and the iron miners'

strike on the Mesabi Range, Minnesota, in 1916.
The period from 1905 to 1914 was one of rising

prices and stationary real wages, of aggravated
labor discontent; these conditions provided an

opportunity for I. W. W. militancy, and its

activities were considered a serious revolution-

ary threat. Most of the I. W. W. strikes were

marked by severe repression on the part of the

public authorities; and along with their strikes

the I. W. W. waged numerous "free speech"

fights when their attempts to organize were in-

terfered with. Arrests and convictions were

numerous. The strikes were marked by tempo-

rary accessions to the I. W. W. ranks, the

frequent w inning of some or all of their demands

and, at the end, abandonment of the battlefield

without any serious attempt to build up a stable

organization. This defect in I. W. W. tactics

was aggravated by the difficulty of organizing
unskilled workers, particularly when they were

foreign born and spoke many languages.

During the World War the I. W. W. took an

antimilitarist position, opposed the participation
of the United States in the war and continued

to organize strikes in spite of the truce pro-
claimed by the A. F. of L. The government
acted swiftly and drastically; 166 of the I. W. W.
leaders were indicted, 113 arraigned and tried

and 93, including Haywood, convicted; they all

received severe sentences, twenty years' impris-

onment in the case of the more important leaders.

The post-war years were marked by further

prosecutions of the I. W. W. under the criminal

syndicalism statutes of various states. In Wash-

ington agitation and strikes among the lumber

workers aroused considerable tension; on Armi-

stice Day, 1919, a group of American Legion
men in Centralia attacked the I. W. W. hall
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and met forcible resistance. In the struggle four

legionaires were killed and a number of I. W.
W.'s arrested; seven were sent to prison for from

twenty-five to forty years; and although seven

jurymen have since repudiated their verdict and

there is a general demand for their release, the

I. W. W.'s are still in prison. Wholesale prose-

cutions effectively broke the strength of the

organization for a period of years perhaps per-

manently. They forced it to concentrate what

strength it had upon legal defense and cam-

paigns for amnesty. Its energy was further

sapped by bitter internal controversy over the

conditions on which its members should accept

amnesty. The I. W. W. played no part in the

great strike movement during the period 1919
to 1922.

This decline was sharpened by I. W. W.
losses to the communists. The communist revo-

lution in Russia profoundly influenced the I. W.
W., some of whose former members were active

in the Bolshevik party. At first the I. W. W. was

sympathetic to the Bolshevik Revolution; but as

communist theory and practise with their em-

phasis on a political party and the capture of the

state were better understood, a violent contro-

versy over communism broke out. The contro-

versy was aggravated by the organization of an

American Communist party which struggled for

hegemony over the revolutionary movement. An

appeal issued in 1920 by Gregory Zinoviev in

the name of the Communist International rec-

ognized the "long and heroic service of the

I. W. W. in the class war" and urged it to join

the International; the appeal said that the exist-

ing revolutionary situation did not permit of

waiting until "the new society is built within the

shell of the old," that the struggle of the workers

must be a struggle for political power and that

the I. W. W. theory of the general strike is in-

complete unless it includes the final necessity of

armed insurrection. The appeal was rejected;

the I. W. W. emphasized its syndicalist orienta-

tion and became increasingly hostile to com-

munism and the Soviet system. The Commu-
nists, however, were aided in the struggle by the

fact that their program included fundamental

elements of the I. W. W. program (as well as

that of the Socialist Labor party); on the whole

the I. W. W.'s have been Bolshevik and anti-

syndicalist in their concepts of industrial union-

ism and the structure of the new society and

syndicalist and anti-Bolshevik in their rejection

of political action. The essential theoretical dif-

ferences are: the I. W. W. believes in the gradual

acquisition of control of industry by economic

action "on the job" and has no clear idea of

how the final overthrow of capitalism is to be

accomplished; the Communists accept indus-

trial unionism but insist that it is necessary to

overthrow the capitalist state and organize a

dictatorship of the proletariat in order to build

up the new society. These differences were at

first a matter of discussion, and the Communists
tried to win over the I. W. W.; in recent years
the differences have become practical and have

assumed the form of an open struggle for leader-

ship over the revolutionary labor union move-

ment. The Communist organization, the Trade

Union Unity League, is opposed to the I. W. W.
as well as the A. F. of L. In this struggle for

leadership the I. W. W. has rapidly lost ground
to the Communists. Left wing strikes which in

pre-war days would have been led by the P. W.
W. are now led by Communists. Many promi-
nent I. W. W. leaders, such as Haywood and

William Z. Foster, joined the Communist party,

and an appreciable proportion of this party's

membership is composed of former members of

the I. W. W.
In 1924 the I. W. W. suffered a serious split

over the question of centralization of power
within the organization. Still smoldering differ-

ences regarding amnesty were also involved. The
so-called Emergency Program, or E. P., faction,

supported especially by western groups, favored

the loose federation of highly autonomous locals.

The eastern, or Administration, group favored

continuance as an amalgamation of local units

subordinated to a highly centralized national

organization. The decentralizers were defeated

but set up a Reorganized Faction with head-

quarters in Portland, Oregon, and formulated

an emergency program calling for the abolition

of certain national offices and the per capita tax

to the general administration. In July, 1925, the

E. P., or Reorganized Faction, adopted a new
constitution which provided for the decentrali-

zation of the industrial divisions of the organi-

zation, called industrial unions, intojob branches

having local autonomy. Although this faction is

still in existence it has even less influence than

the dominant administration group. In Los An-

geles it publishes a monthly paper, the New
Unionist, which is extremely syndicalist in its

theory and strike tactics.

The enrolled membership of the I. W. W. has

never been large and has always been of a shift-

ing, unstable character. The organization prob-

ably reached the peak of its popukrity and
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prestige at the time of the textile workers' strike

in 1912, when it may have had 100,000 mem-
bers. During the post-war period its member-

ship and influence have been low and steadily

declining. In 1930 it probably numbered less

than 10,000 members.

Few skilled workers have been attracted by
the I. W. W. Its strength has always lain in its

effective appeal to the casual and migratory
worker in particular and the unskilled worker in

general. These groups, which the A. F. of L.

has largely ignored and failed to reach, the

I. W. W. has successfully recruited. Its more im-

portant branches are made up of such workers in

lumbering, construction, agriculture, longshore
work and marine transport. It has been strong-
est on the Pacific coast and in the wheat belt

but has succeeded temporarily in the textile

milk of Massachusetts and New Jersey, in the

lumbering industry in Louisiana, in the coal

mines of Colorado and in the oil fields of Okla-

homa. Its chief centers of influence in 1930 were

the wheat belt, the northwest woods and the

docks of the chief port cities. It attracts most

strongly the immigrants and the native Ameri-

cans who drift into migratory work. Its leaders

have for the most part been Americans, although
some foreigners, especially Italians, have played
active roles in its affairs. The activities and influ-

ence of the I. W. W. have been confined almost

entirely to the United States and Canada, al-

though there have been set up "foreign admin-

istrations," which simply reflect the propaganda

activity of seagoing I. W. W.'s. The organization
has no other international affiliation.

Of crucial significance is the practical result

of the I. W. W.'s inability to combine effectively

the struggle for immediate improvements with

the struggle for final working class emancipa-

tion, a defect aggravated by its guerilla strike

tactics and lack of organizational solidity. The
result is that the I. W. W. has been far less

successful as a disciplined labor union than as

an organization of propaganda and protest. Un-
less immediate benefits can be offered and

won workers do not stay in unions. This is

why, although the I. W. W.'s have staged nu-

merous strikes and free speech fights, these dra-

matic activities have borne little or no fruit so

far as permanent, stabilized organization is con-

cerned.

Although there have been among the I. W.
W.'s not a few "two-card" men, holding union

cards in some A. F. of L. union as well as in the

I. W. W., the relations between the I. W. W.

and the federation have been for the most part

bitterly hostile. The I. W. W. was conceived in

hostility to the federation and since 1905 has

been a most persistent critic of that organization
and its policies. The federation, which is op-

posed to both syndicalism and communism, is

highly conservative and represents primarily the

interests of the skilled craftsman; the I. W. W.
is radical and represents the unskilled worker,
who is ignored by the A. F. of L. and whose

interests demand more aggressive action. The
two organizations typify sharply contrasted

points of view on doctrine, on tactics, on form

of organization as well as sharply contrasted

groups of workers to whom they appeal. Many
clashes have occurred between the I. W. W. and

the A. F. of L
;
the two organizations have de-

nounced each other consistently and interfered

in each other's strikes. During I. W. W. strikes

the A. F. of L. unions of skilled workers would

refuse to come out and were in consequence
accused of "organized scabbery." These antag-
onisms are not simply a product of theoretical

differences; they express the conflict of interests

between the skilled and unskilled workers, the

organized and unorganized, which constitutes

an important aspect of the American labor

movement.

The I. W. W. has been a significant influence

in the American labor movement. Unquestion-

ably it galvanized the A. F. of L. into taking

more interest in the organization of unskilled

labor; amalgamation proposals in the A. F. of L.

are one result of the I. W. W. propaganda for

industrial unionism. The industrial structure of

some of the newer unions, like the Amalgamated
Food Workers and several unions organized by
Communists, such as the Needle Trades Indus-

trial Union, is to be traced in part to the I. W.
W.; indeed industrial unionism is an accepted
idea of American communism. The I. W. W.
has been responsible indirectly for state legis-

lation more adequately to control private labor

exchanges. It improved conditions among many
groups of workers, especially in the lumber

camps, and it has made it easier for Negro
workers to organize into unions; in fact the

I. W. W. was the first labor organization which

actively organized the Negro. There is, finally,

the influence of the I. W. W. upon the com-

munist movement. The I. W. W. was an Ameri-

can expression of the revolt against moderate

socialism which developed in all sections of the

international socialist movement. In the pre-war

days the I. W. W. stimulated the development
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of a strong left wing group in the Socialist

party; the struggle between revolutionary and

opportunist was waged over the issue of indus-

trial unionism. During the war the new left

wing, which led directly to organization of the

Communist party, was influenced, although in

minor degree, by I. W. W.'s, while the Com-
munist party now claims the revolutionary her-

itage of the I. W. W.
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INDUSTRIALISM. Every age and every peo-

ple has a character stamped upon it by the way
it gets its bread. This is true not only of the

modern era, which has been called the age of

industrialism, but of all eras from the beginning
of man's time on earth. It is as true of prehistoric

peoples or of the ancient world as of modern
Britain or the United States. Modern indus-

trialism did not create man's dependence on his

means of living or first cause society to take a

shape governed by the nature of his economic

activities. It only sets a new shape in place of

the old and causes societies to organize them-

selves in different ways.
Industrialism represents essentially a particu-

lar stage in human knowledge and in man's

command over nature a stage at which man
has learned the arts of machine production and

the use of mechanical power on a large scale but

has not yet become so much the master of these

new arts as to bring them to full maturity or

under fully satisfactory control. It is a phase in

material progress, but only a phase, destined to

be superseded when its development has become

sufficiently complete.
The point has not yet been reached when the

world will have so thoroughly solved the prob-
lem of producing material wealth that it will

cease to be a problem at all and men will be left

free to turn their attention to the satisfaction of

other needs and desires. Nor can one expect
such a point lo be reached over the world as a

whole for a long time. Indeed in many countries

poverty due to the underdevelopmcnt of pro-
ductive power is still by far the most pressing
economic problem. The masses in China and

India are still desperately poor, not from unem-

ployment or misdirection of productive energy
but from sheer inability to produce enough to

provide a reasonable standard of living. Their

great problem is still to increase production in

order to raise their own power to consume.

But in the great industrial countries of Europe
and America the sitiwtion is rather different.

Not that enough is being produced to give all

the citizens even of these countries a satisfactory

standard of life but in their case the further

increase of actual production seems to be held

back far less by a failure of productive power
than by an inability to find means of distributing
the increased real wealth which they are in a

position to produce. Their problems are pri-

marily unemployment, unremunerative prices,

lack of proper balance between the output of

different kinds of goods, dislocation of regular

trading relationships between countries and a

creaking of the financial mechanism by which

the exchange of goods has to be carried on.

They could produce far more with their existing

resources than they are producing at present;

but they cannot do this because there is some-

thing seriously wrong with their methods of

distributing and exchanging wealth. And there

seems little chance that their powers of produc-
tion will be allowed to develop as they could

until these fatal defects in the structure of Indus-
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trial society have been somehow remedied.

Meanwhile production and the standard of life

advance only by fits and starts; and progress is

again and again interrupted by crises which

cause the industrial nations deliberately to re-

strict their output of goods in an endeavor to

create scarcity in place of a plenty which they
have not learned to control.

How does such a situation arise? Obviously
the power to create more real wealth ought to

be the means to a higher standard of living for

the community as a whole. Obviously on the

whole and in the long run it has hitherto been

so witness the great advance in the real in-

comes of all classes in industrial countries during
the past century. But it is no less obvious that

this advance is less than it might be if the exist-

ing powers of production were being used to the

full, and that even so it is made precarious by
the liability of the economic system to recurrent

crises and business depressions.
Industrialism is fundamentally an affair of

productive technique. It is based upon the dis-

covery and exploitation of improved methods

of producing wealth, primarily in the processes

of manufacture but also to an increasing extent

in agriculture and in the extractive industries

yielding primary products. It is closely associ-

ated with an increase in the scale of production,
with the development of capitalistic methods in

both manufacture and marketing and with the

employment of wage labor. Its secondary effects

have included hitherto a concentration of the

population in densely inhabited urban areas, a

very rapid increase in the volume of international

trade, much lending of capital for development

by the more advanced countries to those less

advanced and a very rapid increase in the num-
bers and social importance of the middle classes,

including those engaged in the professions as

well as in the administration and supervision of

industry and commerce.

At the basis of industrialism is the machine.

Both capitalism and wage employment are much
older than industrialism in the sense in which

the term is used in this article; and there were

many factories before there was a factory system
based on mechanical power. But industrialism

can be said to have begun when machinery
driven by a central supply of mechanical power
became the typical method of manufacturing

production. For from that point industry re-

placed commerce as the directing force of eco-

nomic life, and the scale of production and the

forms of business organization came to be deter-

mined by the growth and character of mechani-

cal power.
Thus in England, where the industrial revo-

lution proceeded a stage ahead of its develop-
ment elsewhere, the industrial employer step by
step ousted the merchant from his previous

predominance. The typical rich men of the sev-

enteenth and the early eighteenth century were

merchants and financiers engaged in buying and

selling goods gathered together from a host of

small scale producers. The few big employers
who did exist were not typical. The rich clothier

whose memory is kept alive by his monuments
and benefactions in countless English churches

was not primarily an employer of labor but a

merchant, although the position of the small

producers who supplied him with the goods he

distributed may often have differed little in

effect from that of wage workers. The bourgeois
class to which the aristocrats of England and

France before the great changes of the eight-

eenth century were compelled to pay some atten-

tion was above all a class of merchants.

The industrial revolution, based upon a great

series of mechanical inventions and above all

else on the economic utilization of steam power,

radically changed the situation. It substituted

for a relatively static system of production an

essentially self-expanding technique. The mer-

chant of the seventeenth or eighteenth century
had indeed an incentive to expand his sales as a

means to additional profits. But there was for

him as a rule no economy in buying on a large

scale or in larger total amount, since the small

producers who supplied him could not produce
more cheaply merely because they were asked

to produce more. It is a commonplace among
economists that handicraft production tends to

obey a law of "constant cost" and indeed that,

if additional workers have to be pressed rapidly

into the service in order to meet an expansion
of demand, costs will tend to increase on account

of both the greater demand for labor and the

less skill of the new labor attracted into the trade.

This was undoubtedly the position in hand loom

weaving in the eighteenth century, in the "golden

age" of the hand loom weavers that preceded
the introduction of the power loom. The desire

of the eighteenth century merchant to purchase
more goods from the small producers was there-

fore conditional on his ability to sell more with-

out reducing the price or even while increasing

it; and this, owing to the rapid expansion of

trade with both America and the East, he was

in fact often able to do.
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But as fast as machine production based on

mechanical power superseded handicraft, the

situation was radically altered. Until then the

pace of production had been set by the orders

of the merchants, to whom the producers were

for the most part merely subservient. But now
under the new factory system the industrial

employer himself had not only an incentive to

get as large orders as he could but also a means

of stimulating the merchant's demand. For in

most cases he could produce more cheaply by

increasing his output; and he was therefore, un-

like the handicraftsman, in a position to offer

the merchant goods at lower prices if only the

merchant would increase his purchases. This

enabled the merchant in his turn to take new

steps in stimulating demand by offering goods
at lower prices to the consumer both at home
and abroad, and the increased orders given by
merchants under these conditions reacted upon

industry. But the initiative in the new system

passed more and more into the hands of the

industrial employer, whose offers of more goods
at lower prices became the driving force of

material progress. From this point of view the

coming of industrialism was in manufacturing

industry the transition from a condition of con-

stant to one of decreasing costs.

The industrial employer, who thus became

the pivot of the new economic system, found

himself urged on to new conquests by the pres-

sure of the machine itself. He had to be abreast

of his competitors in reducing prices; and this

was a perpetual incentive to him both to increase

his scale of production and to avail himself of

the improved machines that were constantly

being produced. There was doubtless, even when
the industrial revolution was at its height, an

optimum size for any given business beyond
which it could not grow without loss of pro-
ductive efficiency. But as the optimum was

growing larger with very great rapidity, the great

majority of businesses were probably well below

it and racing to catch up. Accordingly machine

technique gave the employer the greatest pos-
sible stimulus to increase his scale and quantity
of production in order to cut his prices and thus

enabled the merchant to take full advantage of

the elasticity of demand, especially in oversea

markets.

This last qualification is necessary because

the strong competitive pressure on employers to

reduce costs and prices, while it was a powerful
stimulus to improved productive technique, re-

acted unfavorably upon the level of wages and

therefore upon the consuming power of the

domestic market. The employer could cut his

costs not only by improving the efficiency of

production but also by reducing wages or taking
a firm stand against their increase; and this

course appealed strongly to the less efficient

employers, who were threatened otherwise with

extinction. Relatively few employers could be

brought to believe in Robert Owen's doctrine

of the economy of good wages and conditions;

and perhaps relatively few were efficient enough
to make it true in their own case. The rapidly

falling costs of the new industrialism were based

on low wages as well as on a rapidly improving

technique of production.
There was a second and no less powerful

reason why wages and consuming power in the

home market remained low in the period follow-

ing the advent of industrialism. The new em-

ployers under a constant necessity of improving
their machinery and expanding their scale of

production were avid for fresh supplies of capital

which they could apply to these purposes. But

capital was hard to find in the days before the

recognition of limited liability and the working
out of the modern solution of joint stock com-

panies and corporations based on widely diffused

and easily transferable shares. The employer was

therefore compelled to expand his business out

of his own resources as far as possible, living

frugally himself and putting back his profits as

capital. Under this pressure he was disposed fo

resist demands for increased wages as sheer

waste, the devotion to useless expenditure of

resources badly needed for the expansion of

output.
It is true that money thus saved was spent on

buildings and machinery. But the constructional

trades, powerfully stimulated as they were by
these new conditions, did not quickly respond
to the new technique or pass over from handi-

craft conditions of constant cost to conditions

of decreasing cost. Building remained and re-

mains in part even today a handicraft industry
in which prices tend to rise rather than fall with

any quick expansion of demand. And machine

making continued for a long time to be a highly
skilled job, demanding the services of highly
skilled craftsmen who were limited in number
and incapable of being reorganized on a basis of

mass production. Not until the methods of pro-

ducing iron and steel and of forging and casting

had been revolutionized in the latter half of the

nineteenth century did the engineering trades

become at all generally subject to the conditions



of decreasing cost which had come to prevail

in the cotton trade more than fifty years earlier.

Consequently spending on building and ma-

chinery did not expand production in the same

degree as spending on consumers' goods, which

were on the whole more easily mass produced.
This helps to explain the intense concentration

of the new industrialism on the development of

exports and the constant search for new markets

abroad.

Industrialism grew then at first chiefly in the

textile trades, making Manchester the effective

capital of the new industrial world. It was no

accident that the economists who based their

doctrines upon industrialism in this first phase
came to be called the Manchester school or that

their outstanding dogma was a supreme faith

in laissez faire. For their own experience seemed

plainly to demonstrate the self-expansive nature

of the new industrial system, its capacity con-

stantly to increase the supply of goods while

lowering their cost, and the value of competition
in weeding out the inefficient producers and

compelling the survivors always to adopt the

latest advances in technique on penalty of being
left behind in the race. What could be better

than a self-acting system which at once benefited

the consumer by lowering prices, rewarded the

efficient with the high profits of the pioneer and

weeded out the inefficient who misused the re-

sources of production? It was not clearly seen

at this stage how far those results depended on

the superior efficiency of Great Britain over

other countries, ofwhose markets she was there-

fore able to take her pick, or how low wages
must retard the growth of consuming power in

the home market. These difficulties came later;

and before they had been fully realized the char-

acter of industrialism had been greatly changed.
For in time the new technique was extended

from industry to industry until it came to em-

brace the industries producing capital as well as

consumers' goods. The development of railways

played a dominant part in this transformation,

not only because the railway enabled the interior

of countries and continents to be opened up for

economic exploitation but also because the de-

mand for railway material gave an enormous

stimulus to the metal trades and compelled them

to devise and resort to mass production methods.

The new steel making processes of Bessemer,

Siemens, and Gilchrist and Thomas gave the

metal using industries for the first time a reliable

and durable raw material to which methods of

standardized production could be applied and
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thus made possible the development of large

scale enterprise in the engineering and kindred

trades as well as in the translation of shipbuild-

ing from wood to metal. The same causes revo-

lutionized the coal industry, greatly expanded

already in the earlier phases of industrialism,

and created a new and powerful grouping of

"heavy industries" to balance the older textile

trades. With the coming of these new forces the

authority of Manchester began to wane; and

industrialism, no longer so fully wedded to

laissez faire and competition, entered on a new

phase which led on before long to the growth of

trusts and combines, the recrudescence of tariffs

and in general to a renewed attempt at regu-

lating just those processes of production and

sale which the Manchester school held should

be left severely alone.

The explanation of this difference is not hard

to find. In the first phase of industrialism the

maximum expansion of wealth could be secured

by concentrating as far as possible on those

forms of production which most clearly showed
their obedience to a law of decreasing costs in

other words, primarily upon textiles. This could

be done as long as there was adequate scope for

the expansion of the sales of industrialized coun-

tries in markets where native producers were

well behind in efficiency. But in time it became

clear that this expansion could not continue

unabated unless steps were taken to develop the

complementary powers of production of these

less industrialized countries so as to increase

their supply of goods which they could give in

exchange for the mass produced manufactures

of industrialism. The railway was the great in-

strument of this development, opening up in

the less industrialized countries vast new sources

for the supply of raw materials and foodstuffs.

Incidentally this expansion helped greatly to

raise wages in the industrialized countries, both

because it enabled export to go forward at a

greater pace and because it secured an abundant

supply of cheap foodstuffs. In the fourth quarter
of the nineteenth century there was a rise in

both money wages and the purchasing power of

money with the result that a great stimulus was

given to consumption in the home markets of

the industrialized countries.

In building railways and in supplying railway
material and later in the supply of machinery

produced on a large scale the industrialized

countries advanced to a new type of export trade

vitally different from the old. The sale of cotton

textiles or woolen goods was essentially a cash
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transaction to be balanced at once by an equiva-

lent purchase of goods. But the sale of railway

material and other classes of capital goods could

not be conducted on these terms, for the pur-
chase price could be paid by the buyers only if

and when the railway or the factory became

productive. Payment for such exports had to

await the economic development of the coun-

tries to which they were sent and had then to

be made in the products which their use had

caused to be created. Consequently this second

phase of industrialism was marked by a great

increase in the export of capital that is, in the

loan of capital in order to make possible the

export of capital goods from the industrialized

to the less developed parts of the world. Great

Britain especially exported huge masses of capi-

tal to all parts of the world and above all to its

own dominions and India, to the United States

and to the South American republics. Capital
was exported also to the continent but was

as a rule more speedily repaid and railways and

factories built with British money were bought
back by native investors.

It would be far beyond the scope of this essay

to describe the reactions of this growth of foreign
investment on world politics and international

rivalries and on the development of economic

imperialism; here only its effects on industrial-

ism in a narrower sense can be considered. It

made possible a very rapid growth of the indus-

tries producing capital goods and speeded up in

them the development of an intensified tech-

nique of mass production. Whereas in the first

half of the nineteenth century the typical in-

stance of large scale production was a cotton

mill, by its close the types of large scale enter-

prise were to be found above all in the heavy
industries in the great steel making plants of

Bethlehem or Middlesbrough, the great arma-

ment factories, the shipyards and the great coal

mines already closely linked with steel. In the

heavy industries there was already a growing

tendency for combination to replace competition
and for the size of the business unit far to

transcend that of the single manufacturing plant.

Even before this period technical development
had begun to influence business structure. As
has been noted, the earlier industrialists were

sorely hampered by shortage of capital. There
was no investing public in the modern sense and

broadly speaking no one could invest money in

industrial development unless he either lent it

to a business man on his personal security or

became a partner in the business without the

protection of limited liability and therefore at

the hazard of his entire fortune. The gradually
extended recognition by law ofjoint stock organ-
ization and limited liability removed this diffi-

culty and opened the door to industrial invest-

ment by all who had savings or resources to

spare.

Joint stock and limited liability not only in-

creased immensely the total resources available

for business expansion but also removed the

limits to the size of the capitalist concern. Before

this the entrepreneur's difficulty had lain in

gathering together enough capital to equip and

run a plant large enough to take full advantage
of the economies of large scale production. But

now he was able not only to do this but readily

to expand the scale of business organization So

as to bring a number of separate plants under a

unified control. While the scale of business or-

ganization was still expandingunder the inherent

necessities of improving industrial technique, it

was now able not only to reach these limits but

also to pass beyond them. Indeed, as the larger

concerns were often at an advantage both in rais-

ing fresh resources in the capital market and in

getting credit from bankers and others, to some
extent a premium was put on a scale of business

organization considerably larger than that made

necessary by the technique of production itself.

In the early days of the trust movement there

was a marked tendency for the increase in the

size of the business unit to be dictated by finan-

cial rather than technological considerations, and

this tendency was strongly manifested again in

the troubled years after the World War in the

gigantic mergers and concerns organized by

Hugo Stinnes in Germany and in the unwieldy

aggregations of businesses gathered under one

control by Vickers or Lord Leverhulme in Great

Britain.

There was also, however, a new technological

tendency leading toward an expansion of the

business unit on a scale very much larger than

that even of the largest single plant. Under the

earlier conditions of industrialism the plant was

the essential technical unit and each plant could

face its own technical problems independently
of the rest. But the modern development of

industrial technology is making the separate

plants growingly interdependent in a variety of

ways. In the first place, it is often essential, if

the maximum economy in production is to be

secured, to group together in very close relation

and under unified control plants engaged in

complementary industrial processes in order,
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for example, to save intermediate transport costs

on bulky half finished goods or in order to

utilize a waste product, such as blast furnace

gas, in a subsequent manufacturing process.

Secondly, it is often advantageous from the

standpoint of economic production to reduce

and simplify the varieties of a particular com-

modity placed on the market and for that pur-

pose to secure at least as much unity of control

as is necessary. Thirdly, the maximum economy
is likely to be realized in many trades if each

plant instead of producing a wide variety of

goods in competition with the rest is in some

degree specialized to the manufacture of a lim-

ited range of products and thus enabled to pro-
duce within this range upon a larger scale.

l^he first of these technological requirements
leads to a growth of vertical combination; that

is, tht linking up of successive stages of produc-
tion under a common control. The second leads

to fairly loose horizontal agreements between

firms at the same stage of manufacture but need

not disturb the independence of each distinct

business. The third leads to much closer hori-

zontal integration, as it is found in such busi-

nesses as Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., or

the English Steel Corporation, Ltd., or the

Vereinigte Stahlwerke, A.-G., in Germany.
Karl Marx, whose analysis of the industrialism

of the first half of the nineteenth century re-

mains the most penetrating study of capitalist

development, has often been arraigned as a false

prophet because he predicted a growing con-

centration of capital and an increasing polariza-

tion of the two rival economic classes of capi-

talists and laborers. It is indeed the case that

there is in modern industrialism no sign of the

disappearance of the small employer and that

the growth of joint stock organization has in-

creased immensely the number of small part

proprietors of capitalist business. But, on the

other hand, the small employer has become in-

creasingly an agent or subcontractor or a hanger
on of large scale business; and the great body of

shareholders in modern industry has literally

no say at all in its conduct or control. There has

been a tremendous concentration if not of the

ownership at any rate of the control of capital.

The old personal nexus between employer and

worker has been snapped; and the real struggle
for power today is to an ever increasing extent

between the few controllers of large scale indus-

try and finance and the organized force of the

labor movement, with the middle classes and the

small investors largely passive spectators of the

conflict. Even the growing body of industrial

technicians, who should, one would suppose,

occupy a key position in the modern world, have

been able to assert themselves but little as an

independent force. They have been in the main

merely the executive servants of large scale capi-

talism, although in many cases their personal

sympathies might range them rather on the side

of labor.

It has been pointed out how industrialism in

its first phase concerned itself mainly with the

sale of cheap consumers' goods in the markets

of the less developed countries and how in its

second phase it supplemented this form of trade

with the sale of capital goods fostered by the

lending of capital and credit overseas. The sec-

ond of these processes like the first cannot be

expanded indefinitely without check. The first

fails when it reaches the limits of the power of

the less developed countries to offer more goods
in exchange until their own productive resources

have been more fully developed. This check

leads on to the second phase; and this in turn

fails when the burden of external debts upon the

less developed countries becomes so large as to

check further loans. Moreover as more and more

countries pass under industrialism their rivalry

in selling goods and lending capital to the less

developed areas fills up the available markets

more swiftly. The advanced countries find grow-

ing difficulty in selling their goods and lending
their capital overseas on favorable terms. They
scramble for openings and concessions; and, as

Marx foresaw, international rivalries are inten-

sified and cries of "overproduction" raised.

All this time the technological revolution

knows no pause. It is always impelling indus-

trialists to produce on a larger and larger scale

and to create plants, based on heavier and

heavier capital expenditure, which can be oper-
ated at a profit over and above the interest

charges involved in their construction only if

they are able to work full time and to find buyers

constantly for theif full output. Post-war Ger-

many, for example, when it rationalized many
of its industries with borrowed American capi-

tal, created a productive machine capable of

producing very cheaply while it was fully em-

ployed, but only at high unit cost if the volume

of output had to be cut down through a failure

of markets. The same conditions apply to many
types of business in the United States and Great

Britain and in every advanced industrial country.
It is therefore plain that the technical condi-

tions of modern industry imperatively demand
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from the world of today an increase and a sta-

bilization of consuming power. In default of this

many of the greatest technical improvements are

apt to mean not low costs but high because of

the heavy expense of the capital equipment on.

which interest has to be paid. These high costs

serve further to restrict demand both because

they result in high prices, often artificially main-

tained, and because they throw potential con-

sumers out of employment and so cut down their

purchasing power.
But the increase of consuming power up to

the expanding limits of productive capacity is a

matter that industrialism under present condi-

tions finds very hard to arrange. Herein lies the

chief importance for the world of the gigantic

experiment in socialist industrialism that is now

proceeding in Soviet Russia. The Russians have

set themselves not only to bring their industries

up to the very last point of modern technological

development largely with the aid of American

engineers but also to industrialize in their vast

country with its millions of peasant proprietors

the technique of agricultural production. The
socialized factories of Russia are of far less po-
tential significance for the future of the world

than its socialized farms.

But the importance of the Russian experiment
does not lie mainly in the mere fact that the

Russians are forcing on industrialization at a

hitherto unprecedented pace but rather in the

fact that they are doing this under conditions

which insure an outlet in consumption for

everything that they are able to produce. With

the entire control of production and distribution

centralized those in control are able to order what

things shall be produced and in what relative

quantities and also to distribute enough pur-

chasing power among consumers to insure a sale

for all that can be produced. All this of course

can be done only within certain margins of error

and subject to the export of enough goods to

pay for what must be imported. But with the

export trade in the hands of the state exports
are not restricted to those that can be sold at a

money profit. Foreign trade is in essence barter,

and the state can put on imports prices calcu-

lated to represent the value of the exports needed

to pay for them. Under these conditions Russia

appears to be immune from the fears of over-

production or underconsumption which beset

the rest of the industrial world. To whatever

other objections its economic system may be

open, it seems to have solved the problem of

balancing production and consumption and thus

have set itself free to make the fullest use of

every technical improvement in the arts of pro-
duction.

This example of Russia raises a fundamental

issue. How far are industrialism and capitalism

the same thing viewed from two different as-

pects? Or how far are they two different and

separate things connected only at a particular

stage of the world's evolution? Historically the

connection is close, but they can by no means
be identified. For, as has been pointed out, capi-

talism existed long before industrialism and took

at first a mercantile rather than an industrial

form. It is arguable that as capitalism preceded
industrialism and was modified by its coming
so industrialism is destined to outlive capitalism,

taking on a new shape, as in Russia, untier

socialist control.

For manifestly socialism, the child of indus-

trialism, will not speedily take up arms against
its parent. Industrialism bred socialism because

it required the concentration of the workers into

factories, their subjection to a common disci-

pline of monotonous labor and an opposition
between their demand for higher wages and the

demand of the owners of the instruments of

production for interest and profits. But socialism

is not hostile to industrialism; basing itself on

the demand for a higher standard of life for all,

it therefore cannot afford to dispense with the

fullest possible use of every technical deyice
which will serve to increase production and

lighten the burden of labor. It is true that the

workers today may sometimes oppose the intro-

duction of labor saving devices or other instru-

ments of higher production through fear of

unemployment or out of hostility to the capitalist

controllers of industry. But if under a socialist

system they get the instruments of production
into their own hands, as they have done in

Russia, they are bound to be on the side of

changes designed to increase output or to lighten

labor. Possibly at a later stage of the world's

history, when the problem of producing enough
to afford to all a satisfactory standard of material

living has been fully solved, the mass of the

people may declare against industrialism and

express in deeds its preference for some other

system; but assuredly that time is not yet. The
advent of socialism would intensify and not re-

tard the progress of industrialization.

This remains true despite the common indict-

ment of industrialism that it condemns the great

mass of the workers to a life of dull, monotonous

and even irksome toil. It is easy to contrast the
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skilled, varied and interesting labor of the handi-

craftsman with the deadening monotony of

purely repetitive machine minding. But before

industrialism arose what part of the whole pop-
ulation consisted of skilled handicraftsmen? Was
it ever as large proportionately as the number of

persons, including those in supervisory and pro-
fessional work, to whom the modern economic

system affords interesting and colorful employ-
ment? If the modern machine minder is to be

contrasted with the guildsman of the Middle

Ages, he should be contrasted with the medi-

aeval peasant as well. And if one is to stress the

effects of machinery in destroying craftsman-

ship, it should not be forgotten what effects it

has had and the far greater effects it might
haVe under proper control in eliminating hard,

disagreeable, unskilled and brutalizing labor.

The modern world cannot yet afford to re-

strict its use of machinery, both because there

is much drudgery still to be eliminated and be-

cause the growth of working class power means
an ever more insistent demand for a high and

rising standard of life. If therefore capitalism

gives place to socialism, the first phase of social-

ism will be more intensely industrialist than

capitalism has ever been, because for the first

time the whole community will be pulling to-

gether toward higher production over the whole

field of industry and agriculture as well as in the

management of domestic affairs to remove the

burden of the drudgery of housekeeping now
laid on half the human race.

It does not follow that industrialism need in

its later phases preserve certain of the features

most prominently associated with it up to the

present time. Urbanization is still proceeding
unchecked in the industrial countries, but its

causes are now social quite as much as economic.

The development of cheap road transport and

of widely diffused electrical power is removing
the technological reasons for close urban con-

centration of industry and preparing the way for

a rediffusion which will enable it to be carried

on under far healthier conditions. Little advan-

tage has yet been taken of these opportunities,

because no less essential to business than acces-

sible power and cheap transport is an available

supply of labor with sufficient housing and kin-

dred accommodation. The business that wants

to set up in the country has to attract its labor

and often to house it and help provide it with

the amenities of life. It cannot readily take on
fresh workers to meet a rush or discharge work-

ers when times are bad for fear of losing them

altogether. Accordingly only businesses catering
for a stable demand are able to move out of the

towns, and even such businesses are often de-

terred by the difficulties and initial capital costs.

Nor is this the only factor. Urban life has for

the worker many attractions: its cheap amuse-

ments, varied society, the hurry and bustle of

life and a sense of nearness to the center of

things. It increases his freedom to change his

job and his independence of his employer, whose

eye cannot always be on him out of working
hours. Men and women leave the country for

the town from preference as well as from neces-

sity, and business tends to stay near the sources

of labor supply.
But here again a socialist system might make

a great difference. For with the power of coor-

dinated planning of industry in its hands it

would have also the power of town and regional

planning. It would be able, as the Russians are

endeavoring, to create new small towns in the

country areas and to equip them with the means
of a varied and satisfying life, as only a few

capitalists here and there have tried to do with

garden villages and the like. Even so the socialist

state would not succeed in decentralizing and

de-urbanizing industry if the preference of the

great mass of men was for living close together
in great towns; but at least the other obstacles

in the way of decentralization could be removed.

If under a socialist system industrialism

should be intensified in order to provide a higher
standard of life, there would nevertheless arise

also a keener demand for leisure. The necessity

of reconciling these two demands would only
increase the pressure to nuke the most pro-
ductive use of labor, to push rationalization to

the furthest possible point and to eliminate all

preventible waste of human energy. Hours of

labor would doubtless be reduced; but the tend-

ency would be to put more labor into each hour

and then to aim at reducing the burden of this

labor by increased mechanization of processes.
If mechanization were applied with the con-

scious object of making labor less hard and

intense as well as more productive, a great deal

that is barely attempted as yet could be readily

accomplished. The demands for more leisure and

for more production do limit each other in some

degree, but they are by no means incompatible.
Industrialism then does not connote capital-

ism, although it is historically connected with it.

The essence of industrialism lies in certain tech-

nical forms of productive activity which are

capable of being directed to various economic
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ends and by radically different forms of eco-

nomic organization. It may be, as Marx insisted,

that capitalism has played an indispensable his-

toric role in the development of industrialism,

because only under the control of the autocratic

individual entrepreneur could the new technical

forces have found free play. Certainly it needed

a strong directing authority to break up and

replace the mercantile capitalism of the pre-

industrialist era, to destroy the domestic system
of small scale production and concentrate the

workers in factories and towns, to accumulate

capital at the expense of the immediate standard

of living and to force upon the state an attitude

toward industry consistent with the free growth
of the new powers of production. Certainly the

state itself, based on the aristocratic power of

the landed classes, was at the time of the tech-

nical revolution quite unfitted to assume this

directing role; and certainly the working class

was equally unfitted, for it learned cohesion and

became a force only as a result of its experience

of concentration and discipline under the new

industrial system. Capitalism was therefore for

the countries that led the way into industrialism

an indispensable stage; but it does not follow

that industrialism once created depends on the

survival of capitalism for its effective operation.

Indeed, to use again a Marxian phrase, there

are signs today that capitalism has become a

fetter upon the limbs of the industrial giant,

holding back industrial development and check-

ing the increase of production for fear of glutting

the market. For the capitalist system of pro-
ductive organization is based essentially on the

incentive of private profit. The capitalist entre-

preneur will not and cannot go on producing

goods unless he can make a profit by their sale.

His market is therefore limited not by the needs

of the consumers but by their willingness and

ability to pay him a remunerative price. As the

prices he can get tend to fall as the supply of

goods on the market is increased, the entrepre-
neur is disposed to retaliate by restricting pro-
duction in order to keep them up to a remunera-

tive level. But this reacts on his costs, which

tend to decrease with larger and to increase with

smaller output. Everywhere in the world today
frantic efforts are being made to hold stocks of

goods off the market, to buy up "redundant"

factories in order to close them down and to

maintain prices by valorization schemes at the

cost of limiting demand. These are surely signs

of something amiss with the capitalist world.

Some say that all would be well if capitalists

would but abandon their attempts to control the

market and go back to competition and laissez

faire. But there is no chance of their doing this,

because so many of the factors of production
that they have to use are now under external

control. The state limits their authority by legis-

lation, and trade unions are too strong both

economically and politically to allow wages to

be governed by the mere higgling of the market.

Moreover, even if all these obstacles could be

removed, where could world capitalism hope to

sell the vast mass of goods industrialism is capa-
ble of producing unless it were prepared to let

wages rise to a point fully corresponding to the

growth of productive capacity? And that would
ruin the capitalists of any one country unless

that country were isolated from the rest of the

world or unless all other leading countries did

the same.

A return to laissez faire is impossible. The
concentration of capital needed for the full ex-

ploitation of modern productive resources is too

great to be left uncontrolled by the state; for

those who have this concentrated capital in their

hands will assuredly control the state unless it

controls them. The attempts of capitalist com-
bines to control production and prices are apt
to defeat themselves, creating artificial scarcity,

depression and unemployment in place of the

plenty which man's technical command over

nature is making possible. Is not the truth tfyen

that partial controls set up by groups of entre-

preneurs for the maintenance of profits will have

to be gathered up into a wider unified control of

industry based on maximum production bal-

anced by an equivalent emission of consuming

power? There is nothing in this idea inconsistent

with the development of industrialism. On the

contrary, it seems that industrialism has now
reached a stage at which its fuller development

requires above all else coherent planning and

unified control from the standpoint of consump-
tion as well as of productive technique.

G. D. H. COLE
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INFANTICIDE is the murder of a newborn
child committed by the parents or with their

consent a practise that stands apart both as to

its origin and its associations from the killing of

another man's child, which is simple murder.

In some cultures parents are allowed to decide

whether the newborn child shall be reared; if

their decision is positive they will not thereafter

under normal circumstances kill it. Older chil-

dren are sometimes killed in times of famine

such cases have been known in Europe during

sieges but far from being customary these acts

have been regarded as a breach of the moral law.

Likewise if a mother, like Medea, kills her chil-

dren as an act of spite against her husband, her

deed is regarded as a crime and is remembered

with horror.

Judging from its wide distribution, infanticide

is probably extremely ancient. Destruction of

human progeny is universal whether in the form

of infanticide, abortion or contraceptive meas-

ures. Infanticide is the most primitive, since

prenatal destruction involves anatomical and

physiological knowledge. Even with this knowl-

edge abortion is hazardous and consequently has

never been as prevalent as infanticide, except
where the latter is treated as murder.

The primary cause of infanticide is the diffi-

culty of obtaining sufficient food, whether be-

cause the population has reached a saturation

point or because of some temporary shortage.

Almong peoples such as the Africans and South

Sea islanders, who suckle their children for as

long as two years, a child born before the pre-

ceding child is weaned is sometimes killed. In

communities such as those of the Australian

aborigines, where women are indispensable for

the food supply, no discrimination in infanticide

is made between the sexes. In Rome, Greece,

Arabia, India and China women of the upper

classes, relieved by the males of the harder tasks

both as an effort to keep them young and as a

sign of rank, became an economic burden; and

consequently infanticide fell mainly on the fe-

males. The necessity of finding a dowry for

daughters contributed to a selection of female

children for infanticide in China and India. An-

cestor cults of Greece, Rome, India and China,

which could be transmitted only through the

males, also resulted in the destruction of girl

infants. When a sorcerer or astrologer was con-

sulted before deciding the fate of the infant, it

was usually killed if the omens were interpreted
as indicating that it would bring ill luck or ca-

lamity a motive for infanticide familiar in

myths, such as that of Oedipus. The Roman
Twelve Tables forbade the rearing of deformed

children; in Sparta the newborn child was sub-

mitted to the elders, who exposed deformed in-

fants to death. Athens did not enforce such

infanticide, but Plato and Aristotle advocated

the practise. In ancient Greece exposure often

proceeded from affection for the previous chil-

dren, from a desire to procure for them a stand-

ard of living which numbers would have made

impossible. Illegitimate birth, which has been a

common cause of infanticide, has remained prac-

tically the only cause in modern Europe, where

infanticide has declined with the spread of con-

traceptives.
The decision as to whether to rear or kill a

child is usually made at birth, probably because

the parents become attached to the child if it is

allowed to live for some time. In some countries

there is a ritual reason: as long as the child has

not gone through some sacrament it is not ac-

counted a full human being or a member of the

tribe. In Athens the decision was made prior to

the amphidromia, a ceremony at which the child

was carried round the hearth and so associated

with the cult of the ancestors. The Frisian father

could destroy the child only before the child had

taken food and by this act had entered into

communion.

The usual method of infanticide is by suffo-

cation, by choking or by drowning; the infant's

blood is rarely shed. The child may be exposed
to starve, to die of cold or to be eaten by dogs
sometimes for the purpose of insuring death but

more frequently in order to give it every chance

of being picked up and reared by a stranger.

Foundling hospitals have been established in

China and in modern Europe to provide for

infants so exposed. Conflict between parental
affection and necessity also betrays itself in the

rationalizations offered for the practise, such as

the one found among the Chinese that female

children by being killed are given a chance to be

reborn as males.

In China edicts have frequently been issued

against infanticide. In Europe the church in 305
decreed excommunication for life as the punish-
ment for women guilty of the double crime of

adultery and consequent infanticide; this sen-

tence was reduced in 314 to ten years, in 524 to

seven. The Council of Toledo in 589 directed

clerics and civil judges to unite in their efforts

to prevent infanticide due to poverty, which

proves that the Theodosian code, which pre-

scribed death, had remained ineffective. Infan-
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ticide is condemned in the Koran (xvn: 38).

Modern English and Scottish laws treat infan-

ticide as murder English law defines infanti-

cide as the killing of the child after the entnc

body is brought from the womb alive; Scottish

law from the time the child has breathed,

whether or not it is completely out of the womb.
The crown has usually exercised its right of

mercy when defendants have been found guilty

of this charge. French law also treats infanticide

as murder; in practise juries find extenuating
circumstances and acquittals are common. The

penalty for infanticide in the German code is

from three years' penal servitude to death. The
Italian code reduces the penalty from between

eighteen and twenty years to between three and

twelve if the child is killed before being entered

in the civil register, not more than five days after

birth.

Child sacrifice is distinct from infanticide, for

it is not a family arrangement but a public func-

tion usually ordered by persons other than the

parents; it bears equally on males and females,

particularly on first born, instead of last born;

it knows no age limit; and rather than being per-

formed for the purpose of keeping down num-
bers it is often resorted to in order to insure

further progeny.
A. M. HocART
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INFLATION AND DEFLATION. Although

employed earlier, the terms inflation and de-

flation did not come into general use until the

World War. Only with the severe currency dis-

turbances initiated at that time was anything

approaching a technical sense applied to them;
and even now the meaning which an economist

associates with them is apt to vary in accord-

ance with his general views regarding the money-
credit-price mechanism.

Some use the terms inflation and deflation in

connection with expansions and contractions of

currency only; others, with a better knowledge
of money and banking phenomena, expand them
to include primarily credit movements; still

others limit their application to currency and

credit disturbances connected with price move-
ments more or less general and violent. In con-

trast, many associate inflation and deflation

above all with the movements of foreign exchange
rates and consequently are inclined to ridicule

the idea of a gold inflation, however great the

accompanying credit, currency and price expan-
sions. Finally, there is in the United States a

small group who insist on basing the definitions

largely on the liquidity of banking assets, infla-

tion increasing as liquidity declines.

Perhaps the most generally accepted definition

of inflation is that it is the issue of too much

money; deflation is commonly taken to mean the

opposite of inflation the issue of less than

the right amount of money. The question is thus

raised as to the standards or norms, the devia-

tion of the circulating medium from which is

considered to be either inflation or deflation.

One group vaguely measures the extent of infla-

tion or deflation by the deviation of the cir-

culating medium from "the legitimate needs of

trade." Sometimes inflation is defined equally

vaguely as the multiplication of money in rela-

tion to goods, sometimes as the increase in the

volume of purchasing power in relation to the

total volume of transactions. A few refine

slightly their definitions so as to make infla-

tion or deflation mean an increase or decrease

in the circulating medium in relation to "the

legitimate needs of trade" at some given price
level. Most of those using the above definitions

are proponents of the quantity theory or of

some modification of it; hence such deviations

are expected to lead to or to support changes
in the price level. Whether or not price changes

largely supported by changes in the velocity of

circulation would be considered as inflation or

deflation is generally not clear.
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Some writers go even further and make price

change the sole criterion of inflation or de-

flation. Cassel, who has given perhaps the best

although a far from exact statement of this

position, maintains: "If no scarcity in commodi-

ties exists . . . the rise in prices is to be ac-

counted for as a result of the more plentiful

supply of currency in other words as a result

of inflation. The general level of prices, on

this hypothesis, is a measure of the extent of

inflation. If a scarcity of commodities sets

in, ... the rise in prices is thereby intensified.

But even this further rise in prices may be

regarded as a result of a too plentiful supply
of currency and consequently of inflation. . . .

In both cases the essential point of inflation

iS a too plentiful supply of currency. In the

former case we estimate this excess only from

the standard which prevailed before; in the

latter case we also take into consideration the

excess in the supply of currency which arises

through the former standard being retained even

after the supply of commodities has diminished"

(p. 61-62).

Keynes too makes price change the criterion

of inflation or deflation; but he distinguishes

between two types, which affect the economic

equilibrium quite differently. Changes in the

price of output as a whole, which measure the

extent of inflation or deflation, may be re-

flected in changes either in the cost of production

per unit (or income per unit) or in profit

per unit (profit being the difference between

sales price and cost of production including the

normal remuneration of entrepreneurs) . A price

change reflected in income inflation gives entre-

preneurs no incentive to expand the scope of

their operations, but a price change reflected

in profit inflation leads them to attempt ex-

pansion and results in a tendency toward a boom.

Thus a stable price level would not necessarily

maintain business equilibrium. If as a result

ofmarked improvements in technique and organ-
ization the cost of production per unit fell

while prices were kept stable, profit would ab-

sorb the difference, at least temporarily, and

business expansion might result. If, on the

other hand, prices were kept stable in face of

higher costs of production, entrepreneurs would

suffer negative profits and business contraction

might result.

An altogether different criterion of inflation

is advanced by a small group of writers who
tend to identify inflation with extension of

bank credit on the basis of unliquid assets.

According to Laughlin, one of the leaders of

this school, only price changes resulting from

monetary factors are to be considered inflation

or deflation, since price changes caused by a

scarcity or abundance of goods are only the nat-

ural and desirable result of such a condition.

Further no expansion of credit based on liquid

goods can lead to a rise in prices, as the newly
created credit is exactly counterbalanced by the

goods on which it is based. It is only when
credit is granted on assets which cannot be

liquidated without loss to repay the loan at

maturity that credit is depreciated in terms of

goods and inflation exists. Robertson and others

pointed out that this coining of even liquid

goods into money may lead to rising prices as

the resulting deposits circulate from hand to

hand. It might be argued further that since the

liquidity of assets is usually high in periods
of rising prices and low in periods of falling

prices, inflation of credit, as Laughlin uses

the term, would be most conspicuous in a period
of declining prices; inflation as generally
understood is of course usually associated with

rising prices.

The writers prefer to define inflation (none
too exactly) as an increase in the general level

of prices growing out of an increase in expendi-
tures while goods available for purchase are

not correspondingly increased in amount. Like-

wise deflation is defined as a decrease in the

general level of prices growing out of a de-

crease in expenditures while goods available for

purchase are not correspondingly decreased in

amount. Unfortunately in the present state of

knowledge the relative importance of different

factors in price change cannot be ascertained.

It cannot even be said that all price changes
have the same significance; some may lead to

economic disequilibrium while others may be

necessary to maintain equilibrium. Keynes has

attempted, although not yet entirely success-

fully, to distinguish these changes.
In the past, major instances of inflation seem

always to have been associated with government
finance. An increase in government expenditures
even if unusually large does not of itself lead

to inflation provided the government finances

itself by taxation. Under such conditions the

increased demand for goods and services on the

part of the government is approximately counter-

balanced by decreased means of purchase on the

part of its citizens. A rise of prices is not, how-

ever, excluded: it is possible that citizens will

secure additional credit to avoid too large a
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reduction in their expenditures. Yet inflation

initiated by governments with balanced budgets
is rare. In a period of war, when military re-

quirements necessitate huge and sudden in-

creases in government expenditures, it has usually

been found inexpedient on economic as well as

on political grounds to raise more than a small

portion of the newly needed revenues through
taxation. In such cases resort may be had to

loans from private investors or banks or even to

the direct issue of government paper money.
If loans from private citizens are relied

upon, the effect may or may not be inflationary,

according to the conditions of the borrowing. If

each individual who lends to the government
curtails his own expenditures by an amount ex-

actly equal to the sum lent, total expenditures
will not thereby be increased. The chief result

will be a redistribution of the demand for goods.
Whether or not price indices change would

depend upon the articles included in the index

and the extent of individual price changes

resulting from the redistribution of demand.

In most instances, however, individuals do not

decrease their expenditures by amounts equal to

the sums lent to the government. The unwilling-
ness suddenly to change spending habits, the

need of expanding production to satisfy in-

creased demand by the military, the possession
of highly acceptable collateral in the form of

government securities and the usual liberal dis-

count policy at the banks lead government credi-

tors to restore the funds at their disposal at

least partially by borrowing from the banks on

the basis of the purchased government securi-

ties. If these bank loans are not offset by de-

creased loans of other types, the result is a

net addition to bank credit likely to be used to

demand goods.
The World War finances of the United States

government furnish an excellent example of this

type of inflation. Individuals were encouraged
to "borrow and buy" government securities. To
the extent that banks loaned on these securities

without reducing their other earning assets the

effect was much the same as it would have been

had they loaned the same amount directly to the

government. Gold exports were forbidden ex-

cept under special permit. Reserve requirements
of member banks were lowered and all reserves

were required to be held at the Federal Reserve

Banks; thus most of the reserve money of the

country was concentrated in the central banks

and the basis of credit expansion was much en-

larged. At the same time rediscount rates were

kept low and member banks were encouraged to

borrow on government security collateral at a

preferential rate of interest.

If a government decides to finance its opera-
tions either wholly or partially by an expansion
of bank credit or by increased paper money
issues or by both, the sums it must raise will

depend partly on the volume of goods and serv-

ices needed and partly on price movements. If

the prices of the goods which it purchases move

slightly or not at all, the government will be

able to balance its budget with relatively smaller

issues. If these prices rise in direct proportion
to the increase in the circulating media, the

new funds required to purchase the same

physical volume of goods will increase corre-

spondingly. If, however, as is frequently thts

case, prices increase faster than the circulat-

ing media, the treasury may find that every

inflationary attempt to balance its budget tends

to create a greater deficit.

Major instances of inflation show that al-

though the movements of circulation and prices

are in general in the same direction, wide fluc-

tuations in one may occur with only retarded

and disproportionate or even dissimilar changes
in the other. Perhaps more surprising is the

fact that during such inflations the movements
of prices tend to be far more correlated with the

movements of foreign exchange rates than

with circulation. The relationship between

prices, circulation and foreign exchanges may b*e

illustrated by the history of the World War and

post-war inflations in France and Germany.
Soon after the outbreak of the war the French

government, unable to raise sufficient funds by
taxation and private loans, was forced to make

up the difference by borrowing from the Bank of

France. Throughout the inflation period these

loans increased almost continually and by large

amounts as receipts from other sources became
more and more inadequate. Commercial loans

instead of falling off to balance the increase of

treasury loans rose as the lag of production
costs behind prices increased commercial prof-
its. At the very beginning of the inflation the

increase of circulation may conceivably have

preceded the rise of prices, but soon thereafter

prices began to rise earlier and faster; it was

only in 1926 during the last stages of the in-

flation that circulation did not lag perceptibly.

Although prices probably moved slightly ahead

of foreign exchange rates from 1919 to 1923 and

exchange rates slightly ahead of prices from

1923 to 1926 during much of the period they
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moved approximately simultaneously, with a

slight tendency for exchange to precede. The

lag of circulation behind both prices and ex-

change rates led to an insistence on the part

of the French that the increase in circulation

did not cause the rise in prices but was itself

caused by the price rise as the existing circu-

lation became inadequate to meet the needs of

government and industry. In fact the increase

in government purchases led to increased busi-

ness activity and to price rises and these in

turn to currency expansion as fast as the gov-
ernment warrants were cashed into notes of the

Bank of France.

The German war and post-war inflation paral-

leled in many respects that of France. Shortly
after the outbreak of the war the Reichsbank

was allowed to suspend specie payments and to

substitute discounted treasury bills for com-

mercial bills as non-cash cover for its notes.

Although the government had borrowed large

sums from the Reichsbank and the latter's notes

had increased considerably, the extent of infla-

tion at the end of the war was not greater than

that in several other of the belligerent countries.

In the post-war period, however, large repara-

tions payments and other heavy expenses made

impossible politically if not economically
the balancing of the budget, thus necessitating

heavy inflationary borrowing from the Reichs-

bank. Even more than in France the movements

of prices seem to have preceded in time and ex-

ceeded in extent the movements of circulation.

As a contributing factor to the price rise the ve-

locity of circulation showed a great increase,

especially in the period of most rapid inflation.

Evidently people were attempting quickly to ex-

change their money for goods in order to escape
further loss of purchasing power. Although as in

France the correlation between their movements
was high, during most of the period prices

showed a noticeable lag behind foreign exchange
rates. With this tendency of prices to follow ex-

change and to increase more rapidly than circu-

lation the government was forced to borrow in

progressively larger amounts in order to get
needed supplies. From industry too came the in-

sistence that there was a shortage of credit and

money and that instead of causing the price rise

the increased volume of notes was itself made

necessary by previous price advances.

The fact that during inflations the rise of

prices tends to exceed the increase in currency
is directly connected with the increase in the

velocities of circulation of all types of cur-

rency: people attempt to reduce to the minimum
the amount of funds on hand in order to escape
the loss due to depreciation. Another explana-
tion suggested by the fairly steady lag of cir-

culation behind prices is the fact that prices of

goods purchased on credit or manufactured

to order are recorded two or three months before

currency is needed to close the transaction.

In countries where deposit currency is used in

all business transactions of any magnitude the

lead of the general index of wholesale prices
over the issue of banknotes and paper money for

hand to hand circulation may correspond roughly
to the lead of wholesale prices over retail

prices and wages.
One explanation of the close relationship be-

tween prices and foreign exchange rates is

offered by the purchasing power parity theory

championed in recent years by Cassel. Since,

according to him, a monetary unit as such, that

is, apart from its value as a commodity, has

no utility other than its power to command goods
in exchange, the demand for currency of country
A in exchange for currency of country B is sim-

ply an offer to exchange purchasing power in one

of the countries for that in the other. There-

fore the valuation of one currency in terms of

the other will depend upon the relative purchas-

ing power of the two currencies in their own
countries. Following this line of reasoning
Cassel contends that apart from slight fluctua-

tions the exchange rate between the currencies

of two countries will remain unaltered so long
as no variations take place in the purchasing

power of either currency and no obstacles

are placed in the way of trade. Should inflation

occur in country A and the purchasing power of

its currency be consequently reduced, the value

of currency A in country B will necessarily fall

in like proportion. If at the same time currency
B has undergone inflation, the valuation of cur-

rency A in terms of currency B will as a conse-

quence rise in corresponding degree. Cassel

arrives thus at the following rule: "When two

currencies have undergone inflation, the normal

rate of exchange will be equal to the old rate

multiplied by the quotient of the degree of in-

flation in the one country and in the other" (p.

140). He recognized that underlying his rule

is the assumption that the prices of articles

for export move in the same degree as the gen-
eral price index. If the prices of exports rise

more than the general price index, the country's

money will buy correspondingly less of the for-

eign currency; but if the prices of a country's
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exports rise less than internal prices, its money
will buy correspondingly more of the foreign

currency.
This theory has been subjected to severe criti-

cism on several points. Kcyncs states that it

is only a truism to say that the relative value

of two currencies can be derived by finding

their relative purchasing power over goods en-

tering into trade between the nations involved,

but he would deny validity to the assertion that

rates of exchange can be found by comparing

comprehensive indices of internal purchasing

power. The observed similarity between actual

exchange rates and theoretical purchasing power

parities arrived at by comparing wholesale price

indices he would explain largely by the fact that

those indices as at present constructed are domi-

nated by articles enjoyingan international market.

Nogaro points out that as goods purchased in

international trade can often be produced at

home only at prohibitive or very high costs,

Cassel's contention that merchants will refuse

to purchase a currency quoted above its purchas-

ing power parity is too strict to be tenable. He

prefers the older, less strict and in his opinion

more nearly tenable theory that if foreign

exchange rates rise faster than prices, exports

will be encouraged and imports discouraged,

thus tending to restore the balance of payments
and to reduce the disparity between price and

exchange movements. Further he denies the

existence of a purchasing power parity, from

which any deviation will set into operation in-

fluences tending to restore the norm. Internal

prices are not fixed by factors independent of

exchange rates. If foreign exchange rates rise

faster than prices, the cost of imports in terms

of home currency rises. At the same time the

high price obtainable for bills of foreign ex-

change raises the price of exportable goods in

the home market. Certain psychological effects

may also ensue. Considering the rise in foreign

exchange as evidence of probable future price

increases, consumers may hasten to exchange
their money for goods. Sellers instead of basing
sales prices on actual cost or on cost of replace-

ment may base them on prevailing or even ex-

pected future exchange rates a practise com-
mon in Germany during the period of most rapid
inflation. Thus a rise of exchange rates above

the purchasing power parity resulting from ex-

change speculation or from any other factor in

the balance of payments may serve to draw in-

ternal prices with it and thereby establish a new

purchasing power parity. Nogaro also points out

that this tendency of internal prices to movewith

exchange rates prevents the automatic adjust-

ment of the balance of payments which would

result from the encouragement of exports and

from the discouragement of imports and hence

to that extent fails to stabilize exchange.
Of the evils of rapid inflation there can be

little doubt. Although for some time the rise of

selling prices above costs increases profits and

stimulates production, when inflation becomes

extremely rapid entrepreneurs often hesitate

to enter into contracts drawn in money and

production becomes deranged. Long term credi-

tors find their claims virtually wiped out, and the

amount of new capital offered for long term in-

vestment soon declines. The banks do a rushing
business in extending short term loans despite

the rise in interest rates. During progressive in-

flation, however, the rise of the market rate of

interest compensates but slightly for the depre-
ciation of the principal; business enterprises

are thus not only largely relieved of their

bonded indebtedness but are tendered a con-

tinuous subsidy by the banking system of the

country. The victims of inflation are those

whose money incomes do not rise as fast as

prices; creditors, salaried workers and wage
earners find their real incomes reduced as the

monetary unit loses purchasing power.
The end of inflation is usually marked by

credit stringency and numerous bankruptcies.
The ensuing scramble for liquidity intensifies

the liquidation of both business and banks, until

in turn the volume of credit and prices are re-

duced far below their otherwise normal levels.

Only by drastic measures, which are rarely ap-

plied except by accident, has the downward
movement been speedily checked. With the de-

cline of prices come decreased production and a

shift in distribution. Recipients of fixed incomes,

wage earners, salaried workers and creditors find

that their money incomes have greater purchasing

power than before. This gain may be more than

balanced, however, by loss of employment and

defaults in payments. Entrepreneurs and debtors,

on the other hand, find their incomes greatly de-

creased and their obligations harder to pay.
While major inflations receive their impetus

from treasury needs and are later fostered by
business expansion, minor inflations commonly
occur during the upswing of the business cycle.

Although inflations characteristic of recurring

periods of prosperity never attain the heights
reached during inflations fostered by govern-
ments they follow a similar course. Some occur-
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rence or group of occurrences leads to actual

or prospective profits. Expansion of operations

and of borrowing ensues, which gradually be-

comes more general and further increases prof-

its. With new and increased loans made to prof-

itable and expanding business a rise in prices is

sure soon to follow. Inflation has thus made its

appearance through normal business processes.

As in the major cases, the end is frequently set

by the limitation of credit either at home or

abroad; liquidation and usually deflation ensue.
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INGENIEROS, JOSE (1877-1925), Argen-
tinian psychiatrist and sociologist. Ingenieros,
who holds a commanding position in Latin

American thought, elaborated the economic in-

terpretation of history traditional in Argentina

by ultimately explaining economic behavior in

terms of biological processes. From this point of

view he wrote on the living and working condi-

tions of the proletariat and on the history and

thought of Argentina. In his approach to the

problems of psychology and philosophy he was
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neopositivist. He condemned mediocrity but

recognized the part played by the average man
in preserving and transmitting the variations

useful for the continuity of the social group. In

criminology, which was his earliest sociological

interest, he is best known for his classification of

delinquents, which categorized criminals ac-

cording to whether their delinquency was asso-

ciated with the intellect, the feeling or the will.

He was critical of the value of Spanish culture in

South America, opposed Pan-Americanism as an

instrument of imperialism and led a group which

turned its intellectual sympathies from France

to Soviet Russia. The Union Latino-Americana,
established in 1925, was a result of a campaign
which he initiated. In addition to his many
stimulating and widely read books in all fields of

the social sciences he founded and edited the

Archivos de psiquiatria y criminologia, medicina

legal (12 vols., Buenos Aires 1902-13) and the

Rcvhta de filosofia (1915- ), which is still pub-
lished.
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INGERSOLL, ROBERT GREEN (1833-99),
American lawyer and lecturer on agnosticism.
Born at Dresden, New York, the son of a Con-

gregational minister, Ingersoll spent his boyhood
in small town parsonages in his native state and

in Ohio and Illinois. He was admitted to the bar

in 1854, entered Illinois local politics as a Demo-
crat and saw brief service in the Civil War as
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colonel of the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry (Volun-

teers). In 1863, having resigned from the army

following his capture and parole, Ingersoll re-

sumed the practise of law and joined the Repub-
lican party. He immediately attained fame as a

lawyer and was especially noted for his ability in

rapidly assimilating a brief and for his skill in

gracious but devastating examination of wit-

nesses. As leading counsel for the defendants in

the notorious "Star Route" trials he performed
one of the outstanding legal feats of the second

half of the nineteenth century by securing their

acquittal in 1883.
For a whole generation because of his great

oratorical gifts and his enthusiastic acceptance of

the tenets of Republicanism Ingersoll was one of

the chief adornments of his party. At the

nominating convention of 1876 his designation
of Elaine as a "plumed knight" almost saved the

day for his candidate. He campaigned for Gar-

field. His violent attacks on the leveling doc-

trines of Bryan in 1896, his defense of the war

with Spain and his acceptance of McKinley 's ex-

pansionist program put the stamp of approval,
for many, on the newly developed capitalistic-

imperialistic policies of the Republican party.

Ingersoll might well have attained high public
office had it not been for his radical religious

beliefs; his conservative views on political

and economic questions made his social accepta-

bility assured.

It was as a foe of religious orthodoxy that In-

gersoll was best known. For thirty years, us-

ing the lecture platform largely as his medium
and talking before great assemblages, he ex-

pounded with great force and eloquence a

simple agnostic creed the chief articles of which

were a protest against the doctrine of eternal

punishment, a denial of the certainty of the

existence of God and a rejection of the inspired
character of the Old Testament. These orations

were singularly effective and succeeded in shak-

ing the faith of thousands. Not an original

scholar, he had an alert and absorptive mind and
was familiar with the popular scientific writings
of his day, particularly those of Huxley, and with

the higher Biblical criticism. He selected as his

own guiding principles those of "observation,

reason and experience." On the other hand, he

did not concern himself with the part played by
organized religion in the support of dominant
economic and political groups. Among Inger-

soll's more notable lectures were"Some Mistakes

ofMoses,""TheGods,""TheGhosts,""Super-
stition," "The Truth," "Some Reasons Why,"

"The Foundations of Faith," "What Is Reli-

gion?" "The Liberty of Man, Woman and
Child."
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INGRAM, JOHN KELLS (1823-1907), Irish

scholar and sociologist. For the major part of his

life Ingram was connected with Trinity College,

Dublin, where he was successively scholar, fel-

low, professor of oratory and English literature,

professor of Greek, librarian and senior fellow.

He wrote on mathematical, statistical, philolog-

ical and literary subjects and also published a

volume of poems. But he is chiefly important as

an economist and sociologist. After studying the

writings of Comte he became at the age of

twenty-eight a convinced positivist. His main

works in this field are devoted to an exposition of

positivist views on ethics and religion in their

relation to society. They include Outlines of the

History of Religion (London 1900), Human Na-
ture and Morals According to Auguste Comte

(London 190 1), Practical Morals (London 1904),

The Final Transition (London 1905) as well as

Passagesfrom the Letters ofAuguste Comte (Lon-
don 1901).

Ingram's conception of economics was largely

determined by his positivist sympathies. He con-

sidered orthodox political economy as repre-

sented, for example, by Cairnes to be at fault

in that it tried to study wealth in isolation from

other social phenomena, was abstract and in-

humane, deductive and unhistorical. In his view

economics should be treated as merely a part of

"sociology" the empirical study of the evolu-

tion of social life and institutions in general. In

opposition to the German historical school he

held that such a study need not be confined to

description; it could formulate laws, not indeed

of static equilibrium but of changing develop-
ment. This thesis he first enunciated in his ad-

dress to the British Association in 1878, pub-
lished the same year as Present Position and

Prospects of Political Economy (London 1878). It

is implied throughout his History of Political

Economy (Edinburgh 1888, republished from
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his article in the ninth edition of the Encyclopae-
dia Britannica, vol. xix, 1885; new ed. with sup-

plementary chapter by W. A. Scott and intro-

duction by Richard T. Ely, London 1915), which

constituted the first comprehensive and authori-

tative history of economic doctrine in English.

These two works, although exaggerating the

interdependence of the social sciences, were

nevertheless influential along with the writings
of Ingrain's fellow countryman Cliffe Leslie in

broadening the basis of economic studies

throughout the world. In the United States they

provided one of the chief sources of inspiration

for Richard T. Ely and the "new school of eco-

nomics." Ingram also wrote a History of Slavery
and Serfdom (London 1895).
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INHERITANCE is the entry of living persons
into the possession of dead persons' property
and exists in some form wherever the institution

of private property is recogni/ed as the basis of

the social and economic system. But the actual

forms of inheritance and the laws and customs

governing it differ very greatly from country to

country and from time to time. There is no

"natural" law or principle of inheritance, which

is essentially a changing thing, based on the

changing forms of economic and social organiza-

tion; for the special laws and customs governing
inheritance are always and everywhere part and

parcel of the general structure of property rela-

tionships. Changed ways of owning and using

property will always bring with them in the long
run alterations in the laws and practises relating

to the inheritance of wealth.

Unless there is private property, owned or

possessed by individuals, the question of in-

heritance hardly arises. For whereas an indi-

vidual dies and his property, if he has any, has

to be disposed of in one way or another, a group,
such as a clan or tribe or family, does not die.

Members die and are replaced by new members
in the common enjoyment of the property of the

group. The property itself, however, never

changes hands or needs to be disposed of.

Under such conditions there is no inheritance,

in the sense in which the word is used in this

article, because the group is conceived of as the
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repository of the right of possession. This is one

reason why inheritance plays a very small part
in the life or laws of most primitive societies.

The group holds in common and is tenacious of

its rights. The individual does not hold but only
shares in the use; and accordingly, when he dies,

there is nothing for anyone else to inherit.

Even when there is in primitive societies in-

dividual property of a sort it can seldom be in-

herited. For where most property is group

property, what is recognized as a man's own is

usually limited to things so personal to himself

that it would appear impious to hand them over

to another at his death. His weapons, his simple
tools and utensils are thought of as extensions of

his own personality, as in modern times Hegel
and other philosophers have thought of property
over a far wider field. As part of his personality

they are often to be burned or buried with him;
and this tendency is the stronger because it is

commonly believed that the dead will have need

of them in another world. The deceased must

take his means of creation and expression of his

personality with him to the other world; and

consequently no one else may inherit them in

this. The very idea of inheritance in any shape
or form is slow to develop in societies where

private property scarcely exists.

But as fast as private property develops, and

especially as soon as it touches the means of

production beyond mere tools of a craftsman's

trade, inheritance comes with it. Indeed property
in the sense of ownership is not essential; it is

enough that there should be private possession
and use, for rights over things can be passed
from the dead to the living as well as things
themselves. There is a right to succeed to a

tenancy as well as to the ownership of a farm;

and many forms of inheritance are in effect suc-

cessions to rights and sometimes to duties rather

than to things. This is obviously true of heredi-

tary titles and offices as well as of many forms of

feudal and similar tenure. Indeed in one sense

all inheritance is of rights or duties; and these

rights and duties are only sometimes embodied

in material things.

The inheritance laws and customs of societies

are apt to be most complicated where they are

still based, in part at least, on a lingering sense of

group possession or ownership. Complete free-

dom to bequeath property or to give it away

during a man's lifetime can develop only under

social and economic conditions based on highly
individualistic notions about property. A thing
must be absolutely a man's own in a most indi-
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vidual sense for him to have a full right to give

or bequeath it to whom he will. Indeed only

among English speaking peoples, where in

general only dower or similar rights created by
statute limit free disposal by the testator, does

full freedom of bequest exist today or has it ever

existed; and even in their case it is fairly modern,
a product of an increasingly individualistic eco-

nomic system. It does not exist in Scotland even

now or wholly in the United States; and there is

no continental country in Europe that even ap-

proaches it. Everywhere except in England and

in countries which have borrowed their legal in-

stitutions largely from England property still re-

tains something of a group character. It is not

purely personal, and it has functions apart from

the purposes of its possessor for the time.

This is most clearly seen in such institutions

as the legitim, the legally enforceable claim of

widows and children to at least a part of a dead

husband's or father's estate. The legitim takes

many different forms but it exists in some form

and degree in the great majority of countries, in-

cluding South American and important Euro-

pean states, exclusive of Russia, and Louisiana in

the United States. Nor is it reasonable to regard
it simply as a restriction on the right of bequest;
for that would imply free disposal of property by
will or gift to be the natural and obvious thing.

It is so far from being natural or obvious, how-

ever, that it has never occurred to the great

majority of mankind that it ought to be the main

way of disposing of property. On the contrary,
in all peasant countries there is still a strong

tendency to think of real property at least as

belonging to the family rather than the indi-

vidual. It is the family's means of life, from

which no member can be shut out except for

positive misconduct. Property is no longer com-
mon to the family, as it used to be to the clan or

tribe; but neither is it purely the personal prop-

erty of the head of the family.

Naturally the notion of a group right or claim

clings most tenaciously to forms of property
which the group actually uses as instruments of

production. The more property ceases to have

this character and takes the form of money or

shares in undertakings which are not purely

family affairs, the less the group feeling remains

attached to it. The family's claim to money or to

shares in a joint stock concern is far less deeply
rooted in tradition and seems far less compelling
than its claim upon the family estate as a means
of life. Townsmen in India often exist on pit-

tances derived from the family land, which is

regarded as charged with the maintenance of all

the members. Even where property takes a

money form or that of paper claims on the earn-

ings of businesses outside the family's control,

the notion of the estate as a group possession

usually dies hard. It is not dead even in England
or the United States; there it asserts itself not

only in the laws governing intestacy but also

even more powerfully in social custom, in-

fluencing the wills men actually make, even

when they have full legal freedom to make what

wills they like.

Modern forms of economic organization are

very powerful solvents of the group notion of

property, for they tend to make the claims to in-

come arising out of property divisible without

the need for dividing the property itself. Tihe

chief argument against the legitim in most of its

forms is that it tends to a more and more minute
subdivision of property. Where landed property
is the chief form of wealth, this may have very
serious results not only in the breaking up of

large estates but also in the subdivision of

peasant holdings to a point which makes agricul-

tural improvements impossible and reduces

holdings to a size too small to admit of a toler-

able standard of life. The institution of primo-

geniture has been upheld mainly on the ground
that it keeps estates and agricultural holdings

together, thereby making possible their more

efficient development for the production of

wealth. When, however, property comes* to

consist largely of stocks and shares, the argu-
ments against division have far less force. In

public companies and corporations the parceling
out of the shares among a larger number of

holders has little effect upon management; even

in the case of family businesses charges can be

made on the net earnings for different members
of the family, and where such a business is

turned, as now often occurs, into a private com-

pany, actual shares can be issued and the busi-

ness still carried on without change of policy. It

can be urged that the setting up of charges on

the business or the diffusion of the ownership of

shares makes the accumulation of capital out of

reserved profits harder than it would be if the

whole business were inherited by a single

owner. But this is only one aspect of the wider

argument that great inequalities of wealth and

income are necessary for the adequate accumu-

lation of capital in modern societies. In general
there is no doubt that the institution of share-

holding in joint stock concerns as the outstand-

ing form of property ownership has made far
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easier and less open to economic objection the

diffusion of estates at their owners' deaths.

This diffusion tends to a more individualistic

conception of property rights; for, save in the

special case of businesses which retain their

family character, the divided property loses all

unity and becomes simply part of the separate
estates of the various inheritors. It may still be

regarded as the duty of the richer members of

the family to help maintain the poorer; but this

becomes a purely social duty, unconnected with

the conception of a family estate charged with

the maintenance of all the members. Only in

the case of landed estates does this notion retain

any force in developed industrial societies and

even there it has been greatly undermined. In

peasant societies, on the other hand, the idea of

the family holding as charged with the family
maintenance still retains great force. Often most

of the family are driven or impelled to go away
and work elsewhere, as factory hands or laborers

or in a higher stratum of society as doctors, civil

servants or lawyers. But even when they have

left the family property, the notion of its re-

sponsibility for helping them in adversity sur-

vives with almost undiminished force.

In modern industrialized societies, where the

conception of property has become highly indi-

vidual and the family survives as a social rather

than an economic institution, the tendency has

ben to leave inheritance as free as possible from

regulation by the state and therefore to extend

continuously the right of unfettered bequest.

The state has still to postulate what is to happen
in cases of intestacy, but with the increase of the

will making habit, fostered both by the growth
of education and by the enlarged freedom of

bequest, intestacy becomes of less practical im-

portance. Most people with anything consider-

able to leave do dispose of their property by will,

and in most English speaking countries they are

left a very wide discretion practically complete
freedom to carry out their wishes.

In the early nineteenth century, in England at

any rate, freedom of bequest came to be widely

regarded as an integral part of laissez faire. The
classical economists, especially McCulloch,

argued strongly against the legitim and in favor

of primogeniture as a social institution, on the

double ground that division of property operated

against its efficient exploitation and that the dis-

inheriting of younger children gave them the

maximum incentive to make their own way in

the world. A secure competence they regarded
as disastrous both for society and for the indi-

vidual who enjoyed it; and they urged that men
would be spurred on to make the best use of

their powers only by need and by emulation of

the rich. Inequality was defended as a means to

the accumulation of capital and primogeniture
favored on the ground that although it might be

bad for the heir by making him lazy it was good
for the younger children and the community.

According to McCulloch it was a positive privi-

lege to be disinherited; but it never entered his

head that the best thing would be to disinherit

everybody.

Although primogeniture was favored, there

was no desire to enforce it by law; for freedom of

disposition by will was regarded as a necessary
incentive to the accumulation of capital and it

was intended that the father should be able to

leave his property away from his children, thus

having the whip hand over them while he lived

and the authority to induce in them virtuous and

industrious habits. The object was to give men
the greatest possible incentive not only to make
but also to save money; and this would be best

secured by putting what they made and saved

absolutely at their free disposal. Despite Jeremy
Bentham's pleas for limitation of inheritance the

nineteenth century doctrine of property and in-

heritance developed in England on purely indi-

vidual lines in strict keeping with the philosophy
of laissez faire. In this field as in many others it

was left for John Stuart Mill to go back on the

classical tradition and to propose in addition to

some restrictions on the right of bequest a severe

limitation of the sum which any one individual

would be allowed to inherit from any source.

Mill is hesitant, for he is impressed with the un-

desirabihty of doing anything to check capital

accumulation. But he also dislikes and desires to

reduce inequality and his wish is at several

points the forerunner of modern doctrines deal-

ing with taxes on inheritance.

Before Mill the question of inheritance was

considered, except by the socialists, almost

solely in relation to the accumulation of capital

and the efficient use of productive resources and

hardly at all as a problem of social justice. In

Mill the two points of view are in conflict; and

from his time the question has always to be con-

sidered from both standpoints. On the one hand,
inheritance and freedom of bequest are de-

fended as necessary incentives to saving and as

means to the more effective use of capital; for,

given freedom of bequest, it is held that men
will tend to leave their capital in such ways as to

promote its effective use. On the other hand, in-
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hcritance is attacked as one of the greatest

sources of social and economic inequality and

proposals arc made to limit or even to abolish it

in order to secure a better distribution of income.

Abolition of inheritance, however, can hardly
be urged as a self-contained and sufficient re-

form, for if property is to lapse to the state at its

owner's death, and that is what abolition in-

volves, the state will have either to make use of it

for production under collective control or to let

it out to the individuals who seem best qualified

to use it. The former is the socialist solution; the

latter has been urged by various small groups
from time to time and is urged today by the fol-

lowers of Rudolf Stcincr. In cither case the

abolition of inheritance involves a radical change
in the economic as well as the social system and

especially new methods both of accumulating
and of using capital. It would also involve, at

any rate in the first generation, some restrictions

on gifts inter vivos, such as a real enforcement of

the legitim also demands; but whether such re-

strictions would remain necessary after the first

generation would depend on the opportunities
for fresh capital accumulation still left to the

individual.

There can be no doubt that under any socialist

system, even if it fell far short of communist

thoroughness, the right of inheritance would be

in practise very severely restricted, for with the

instruments of production in the hands of the

state the chief means and therewith also the

need of private accumulation would be gone.
The accumulation of capital would clearly be-

come a collective function of society. Incomes

would be distributed after subtracting the

amounts needed for the provision of new capital

equipment; and they would be meant for spend-

ing, not for saving. Inheritance would thus be

restricted at most to things of use and could not

include instruments of production, except dur-

ing a period of transition. Probably even within

these limits it would be further restricted by law,

at any rate as long as any considerable inequali-

ties of income existed; for with the development
of social services the argument that a man
needs to provide for his children would be pro-

gressively undermined. Probably the bequest of

personal possessions up to a limited amount
would be allowed; but inheritance in excess of

this would be likely to disappear, not so much
because it would have been deliberately stamped
out, though this might be the case, as because

the need and opportunity for it would alike have

gone.

There has been a good deal of dispute among
economists about the extent to which the in-

heritance of wealth is in modern societies the

principal cause of inequality. Its influence is

likely to be greater in older settled countries

than in new countries still largely at a pioneering

stage, since the older countries have already
much larger masses of inherited wealth and

usually greater opportunities for investing it

securely so as to perpetuate its existence. In-

vested money, from which the owner simply
draws a revenue without venturing it in risky

undertakings, is in old settled countries largely

self-perpetuating. There are losses of course and

men do sink from class to class on occasion, but

under ordinary conditions in such countries

reasonable prudence secures the perpetuation of

wealth once acquired.

In older countries also there are usually fewer

opportunities for the rapid acquisition of wealth

by those who start life without it. There are some

of course, and there are plenty of chances for the

rich to become richer. But the older and the

more settled in its economic habits a country is,

the more likely wealth is to go to those who have

some already and the smaller is the proportion
of men likely to rise from nothing to great

fortunes.

There can then be no doubt that in the older

settled societies inheritance is a very big factor

indeed in causing economic inequality, although
the whole question of the relation of inheritance

to economic inequality demands a more thor-

ough investigation than has as yet been made.

It counts for a good deal not only in perpetuating

large fortunes but also in giving those who in-

herit even quite small fortunes a very long eco-

nomic start over those who do not.

In the newer countries the influence of in-

heritance is probably less decisive, both because

the current accumulation of new capital bears a

higher proportion to the amount of inherited

wealth and because, conditions being less

settled, there are more opportunities for a man
to rise cither by accumulating capital for himself

out of profits or by being placed at the head of a

big business on the score of ability alone. Such

countries, however, as they grow in wealth

rapidly accumulate heritable property and begin
to develop a propertied class distinct in some

degree from the class of successful business

men. The United States has already a large class

of this type, although inherited wealth still

probably counts relatively for less in America

than in either Great Britain or France.
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In nearly all countries the proportion of those

dying who have anything substantial to leave

is very small indeed. In England and Wales, ac-

cording to estimates made by Professor Henry
Clay, before the World War only 156 percent of

all persons possessing incomes of their own had a

total capital wealth of over jioo and only 6.8

percent had more than 500. Even in 1920-21,
when prices were very high, only 24.6 percent
had 100 or over and less than 12 3 percent

500. In Prussia, according to Dr. King, only

14 percent had over 6000 marks in 1908.

Inheritance in any economically significant

form is thus confined to a comparatively small

section of the population. Nor can there be any
doubt that in the main those who die leave most

of thcir money to persons of the same social

class as themselves. There are of course many
small legacies to poor relatives, servants and

employees, but apart from charitable bequests
the bulk of property tends to pass to relatives

occupying a similar social status to those from

whom they inherit. This causes inheritance even

on a basis of freedom of bequest to act as a

powerful force in perpetuating inequalities in the

distribution of wealth and income. Gifts and be-

quests to charities have indeed an opposite

tendency, for they usually result in the distribu-

tion of increased incomes or services to the

poorer sections of the population. But in no

country, not even in the United States, is the

amount of gifts and bequests for education and

charity large enough seriously to affect the dis-

tribution of wealth in society as a whole. Com-

prehensive figures are unavailable on this point

but, according to Wedgewood, less than i percent
of the estates o French persons were bequeathed
to public and charitable institutions in 1912 and

1913. In Great Britain the proportion is prob-

ably somewhat higher. It is fairly certain that in

the United States a much larger percentage of

the wealthy man's property goes through gifts

inter vivos or bequests to philanthropic institu-

tions than in England or on the continent, al-

though in the United States such bequests now
seem to be declining.
The inheritance of wealth lies then at the

very roots of the class structure of modern com-
munities. Class divisions would not necessarily

disappear if it were abolished; for if the change
stood alone, differences of wealth and income

arising within the lifetime of the individual

would still be enough to lead to wide differences

in education and in equipment for money mak-

ing. The rich parent could still give his children

a preferential start in life by expensive profes-

sional training or by setting them up in business

for themselves. It is, however, inconceivable that

the abolition of inheritance should stand alone.

If it came about it would certainly be accompan-
ied by increased public provision for higher

education, which would undermine class mo-

nopolies in the professions, and by a restriction of

opportunities for the application of private

capital to business enterprise. Inheritance is by
no means the only source of class divisions and

great economic inequalities, but it is difficult to

imagine their persistence in anything like their

present forms without it. This is the case, how-

ever, primarily because of the other social

changes which the abolition of inheritance con-

notes and only secondarily because of the direct

effects of its abolition.

Short of abolition the rights of bequest and in-

heritance can of course be drastically restricted

without the immediate necessity for any com-

plete change of economic system. Mill's pro-

posal to limit the amount that can be inherited

instead of the amount that can be bequeathed
has nowhere been acted upon; but one state after

another has introduced some form of inheritance

taxation and thus confiscated to the public purse
some part of the fortunes of those who die with

any considerable property. Such taxation has

many forms in different countries; but it usually
involves some degree of graduation according to

the total value of the estate and also some dis-

crimination according as the property is left to

nearer or remoter relatives or to strangers. Al-

though inheritance taxes are not chiefly a method

of influencing freedom of bequest but rather a

method of taxing big accumulations of wealth,

they are not nearly considerable enough to have

noticeable effects in reducing inequalities of

wealth or income.

It is sometimes suggested that this failure to

reduce inequality by taxation of inheritance is in

itself a sign that most big fortunes are made
rather than inherited and that inheritance is not

so powerful a factor as has been supposed in

causing inequality of income. But this suggestion

ignores the great power of large fortunes to at-

tract more money. If it were not for death duties,

the distribution of income in Great Britain

would be still more unequal than it actually is.

What is left of such fortunes after taxation,

however, is ample enough to serve as a prefer-

ential basis for the accumulation of further

wealth. It is not denied that in Great Britain,

unlike the United States, economic inequality
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has been somewhat diminished of late years; but

this is a result far more of the heavier taxes on

incomes than of the taxation of inheritance.

It is in effect impossible to divide the wealth

of the richer classes into two parts, the one in-

herited or the result of those gifts inter vivos

which are really a form of inheritance, and the

other acquired by the owners' personal exertions;

for this is to ignore the truth that money breeds

money and that it is far easier for a man who in-

herits money both to make more and to save out

of his income than it is for one who starts with

nothing. Fresh capital accumulations are in part

the result of saving out of inherited fortunes, and

the invested capital on which large profits are

made is in part inherited money. What a man
makes in his own lifetime may be fully as much
a result of his inheritance as of his personal skill,

luck or exertion. It is therefore a sheer impossi-

bility to isolate in any quantitative sense the

results of inheritance, but it is fully possible to

say that income and property would be very dif-

ferently distributed if everyone started with an

equal supply of capital.

However great the social and economic influ-

ence of inheritance is admitted to be, the institu-

tion will not lack defenders as long as it is con-

sidered necessary for the accumulation of capi-

tal. It is true that the growing tendency for in-

dustries to finance their own expansion out of

reserved profits has led to some substitution of

group for individual saving and has thus to some

extent lessened the need for private accumula-

tion out of incomes; and it may be that this

method of group saving foreshadows a time

when industry will be wholly self-financed or, at

any rate, when the calls for capital out of indi-

vidual savings will be much reduced. But for the

present individual investment continues to play
a large part in financing production and it is

therefore deemed necessary to keep up the rate

of saving. Some economists, notably J. A. Hob-

son, have suggested that in prosperous times

capitalist societies attempt to save and invest too

large a proportion of their incomes, which re-

sults in a deficiency in the demand for consum-

ers' goods. There is much to be said for this

view, which would provide an economic justifi-

cation for measures tending to reduce the volume
of saving in prosperous times, including the

higher taxation of inheritance at such times and

the appropriation of the proceeds as revenue and

not as capital. It cannot be held, however, that

this tendency to oversaving exists, in the same

degree at any rate, when times are bad; while it

is precisely at such times that the state, hard

pressed for revenue, is likeliest to use capital

taxes for meeting current expenditure.
In any case the need for private accumulation

of capital does still exist in a considerable degree
in modern societies and inheritance will continue

to find defenders on the ground that it promotes
this end. It will indeed be defended not so much
in spite of its tendency to aggravate inequalities
of wealth and income as because of this tend-

ency; for there is a school of economists that

maintains that the richer the rich are, the richer

will the poor be also, because the highest pro-
duction and the highest wages will be secured

when profits are highest and profits will tend to

be highest where the accumulation of capital has

been pushed to the furthest point. This view

has of course some plausibility; admittedly in-

equalities of wealth and income are greatest in

the richest societies and these have also the

highest real wages. But it does not follow that

the high productivity on which this wealth is

based is the product of economic inequality or

that unrestricted inheritance is necessary to its

maintenance.

Admitted, however, that any severe restriction

on the right of inheritance would, unless the

state used the proceeds as capital, reduce the

rate of capital accumulation; the question is how
far severer taxation of inheritance would react

on the individual's will to accumulate.

That high inheritance taxation stimulatcs*gifts

inter vivos is evident enough. That it does not

have this effect in a far greater measure is a clear

sign of the tenacity with which the aging tend

to cling to their money. Most of them remain un-

willing to surrender ownership or control to

their children, except on a small scale, despite

the possibility ofavoiding a good deal of taxation.

This bears out the point that in general the

psychological incidence of taxation is upon the

inheritor and not on the testator.

If this is so, it seems reasonable to suppose
that taxes on inheritance will not much affect the

will to save. It is moreover highly relevant to

point out that among the richest members of a

community saving is largely automatic in that it

represents surplus income beyond the desire to

spend. Clearly saving of this sort will not be

affected by taxation except to the extent to

which gifts inter vivos and charitable donations

may be stimulated. Graduated taxes on large in-

comes by reducing automatic saving react far

more decisively on the volume of accumulation

than do death duties.
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In the case of small fortunes taxes on in-

heritance where they exist at all are usually at a

low rate and unlikely to affect saving, although

they may to some extent direct it to forms of sav-

ing that are exempt from the tax, such as life in-

surance policies.

If a state should, however, merely hy gradually

increasing its taxes on inheritance seek to

abolish inheritance altogether, it would reach a

point, far short of actual abolition, at which the

taxation would react sharply on the volume of

saving. Accordingly any state pursuing such a

policy would have to take steps in the course of it

to bring into being alternative methods of capi-

tal accumulation on a collective basis and would

have to apply the product of its inheritance taxes

as capital and not as income.

Plans for the abolition of inheritance are nec-

essarily anticapitalistic; for they involve either

direct collective operation of capital resources or

collective control and rationing of their use.

They are not necessarily socialist but they do

imply the supersession of capitalism as an eco-

nomic system. It is not possible to advocate the

abolition of inheritance on purely ethical

grounds without being prepared to suggest al-

ternative methods for the accumulation of capi-

tal; and to this difficulty socialism presents the

most obvious answer. Moreover if inheritance is

abolished or even if taxation of it is pushed very

far, it.becomes inevitable for the state as the tax-

ing authority to take over actual assets, since

beyond a certain point the proceeds of inherit-

ance taxes could not possibly be collected in

money. The state then would become in effect

the heir and it would be difficult to avoid the

conclusion that the state should administer the

assets acquired by way of taxation.

The economic and the ethical aspects of the

question are thus closely intertwined. Many
persons who are not prepared to defend inherit-

ance directly on ethical grounds nevertheless

uphold its economic desirability, because they
mistrust the effects on production ofan approach
to socialism, and are ready to advocate the taxa-

tion of inheritance up to the point at which they
think it will interfere with the private accumu-

lation of capital. This was in essence Bentham's

position and it has still powerful upholders in

the world today.
To others the ethical arguments, which are

directed partly against inequality in general and

partly against inequalities resulting from in-

heritance and not from a man's own exertions,

constitute a strong inducement to consider

favorably any economic system which will make
these inequalities unnecessary. The case for

socialism, which is based on a mingling of eco-

nomic and ethical considerations, gains here a

powerful reenforcement; for it can be pointed
out that what the legatee in fact inherits is not

a sum of money but essentially a claim on the

productive capacity of society. This capacity, the

result of centuries of development, is in reality a

social product, the common heritage of civiliza-

tion, in which it would seem that all are entitled

to share. In other words, when a man saves

under present conditions, the result is to secure

to him much more than he saves because he ac-

quires a preferential share in the social heritage.

It seems unfair that a man should be able to pass
on this preferential claim to his successors with-

out limit. Most states have passed legislation to

prevent "perpetuities" and to limit testators'

rights to prescribe for generations ahead how
their money is to be used or to order that it shall

accumulate at compound interest for a long

period. But in spite of these restrictions there is

nothing to prevent the claim itself from being

perpetual; this seems to many people to be mani-

festly unjust.
It is true that capital does not in. most cases

survive forever in an unbroken line of succes-

sion. Physical instruments of production, except

land, wear out; and even where the capital they

represent is perpetuated by the provision of ade-

quate allowance for depreciation, there are

hazards which do in the long run bring the

life of most forms of business enterprise to an

end. Even states though they cannot go bank-

rupt do sometimes repudiate their debts and so

confiscate the property of their bondholders;
and apart from the wasting of the assets them-

selves there is likely at some point m a long suc-

cession of heirs to arise a wastrel who will dissi-

pate his patrimony. But with the growth of trust

companies and the corporate organization of

business this becomes increasingly a less im-

portant factor. It is indeed often stated that the

life of most inherited fortunes is not long except
in the case of landed estates; and this is probably
true if it is meant that large fortunes are seldom

kept together for many lives in the hands of a

succession of sole heirs. There is a trend toward

division of fortunes as well as to wastage; and

this tends to become more pronounced as

property can be more and more easily divided

through the operation of the joint stock system.
But property rights are not any the less perpet-
uated because they are divided up; the division
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does not make strongly for greater equality, be-

cause the property even if it is divided is usually

left in the main to persons of the same social

class.

It is possible to imagine a form of socialism or,

at any rate, collectivism that would perpetuate
inheritance much in its present form. If the state

carried on industry, borrowing the money from

its citizens as it borrows now in the case of

nationalized or municipalized undertakings, in-

heritance could continue, the inherited property

taking the form of perpetual state bonds or

stocks. It is, however, difficult to imagine such a

system being of long continuance, for it would

clearly render the private owners of the capital

completely functionlcss, mere receivers of inter-

est or dividends with no claim to income based

even on a show of service. Under such conditions

they would certainly before long suffer ex-

propriation, for no economic or social institu-

tion can survive permanently if it has lost the

function which it came into being to perform.
Socialism of this type would end, although it had

not begun, in the abolition of inheritance or in its

restriction to things other than claims arising

out of loans to the state.

Belief or disbelief in the institution of in-

heritance is therefore very closely linked up with

belief or disbelief in the private ownership and

operation of the instruments of production. The
abolition of inheritance or its limitation to per-
sonal possessions of use is in practise if not

necessarily in theory a socialist doctrine. Peculiar

interest therefore attaches to the handling of the

problem in Soviet Russia, where almost the first

step of the new government in 1918 was to de-

cree the abolition of inheritance of all property
above 10,000 rubles except for provision for

meeting claims of relatives based on proved
need. This attitude has since been modified and

under a decree of 1922, the civil code (1923) and

a decree of 1926 the limitation on the value of the

property which can be inherited is removed;
direct descendants, dependents and surviving

spouses are entitled to share; and furniture and
household effects go to the housemates of the

deceased. Wills can be made so as to vary the

disposal of property among the legal heirs but

not so as to leave it to others; and in the absence

of testamentary provision distribution among
those entitled to benefit is equal.

The new provisions mean far less than appears
on the surface since they are indeed rather the

result of the Communists' success in destroying

private property than any token of a reversal of

ideas or policy. The Soviet government can now
afford to permit inheritance because it does not

permit the accumulation of wealth in private
hands and because, when accumulation does ex-

ceptionally still occur, it has plenty of other

methods besides the prevention of inheritance

of breaking it up. The private trader or the

kulak (rich peasant) who succeeds in amassing

property has no security at all of being able to

retain it for his own lifetime; and the question
of his right to pass it on to his descendants there-

fore loses most of its importance. The one form

of private property which has hitherto remained

in being is now on the road to destruction by the

placing of agriculture on a collective basis; and

when that has been completed, the citizens of

the Soviet Union will have only personal po&es-
sions to leave, except for the continuance for the

time being of a small quantity of state bonds.

For the Soviet Union does still to a small extent

supplement the collective supply of capital by

borrowing from its citizens.

This shows that, when a transition from capi-

talism to socialism is made abruptly and is ac-

companied by a general confiscation of existing

wealth, the question of inheritance ceases at once

to possess much economic importance; for both

the existing capital and the power of fresh pri-

vate accumulation are taken away at a blow.

Moreover while private accumulation may sur-

vive for a tune it is more likely to be attacked by
the direct confiscation of property from living

owners than by the removal of the right of be-

quest or inheritance.

Inheritance as a contemporary problem is

therefore essentially a problem of capitalist so-

ciety; and it cannot be abolished or restricted

within narrow limits so as still to leave capitalist

society intact. If private persons are not to in-

herit, the state must; and state inheritance means

state control of the use of capital. Propaganda for

the abolition of inheritance is in most cases in

effect propaganda for socialism; and the question
of inheritance, as distinct fiom taxation of it

within limits that will not destroy its essential

character, thus merges in the wider question of a

socialist versus a capitalist framework of society.

This is why there has never been any important
social or economic movement making the aboli-

tion of inheritance its main objective.

If it is impossible to abolish inheritance with-

out altering profoundly the economic structure

of society, it is no less out of the question to re-

tain inheritance in anything like its present form

if that structure is radically altered in a socialist
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sense. For inheritance is bound up with the di-

vision of society into distinct social and eco-

nomic classes and influences this division the

more profoundly because in advanced communi-
ties the better o classes tend to have lower

birth rates than the poorer sections of the people
and therefore to keep their wealth within a nar-

row range. The institution of inheritance helps
indeed to foster this control of numbers among
the well to do, since they are conscious of the

need for limitation as a means of preserving
their class status. Even where primogeniture re-

mains the custom this limiting influence holds

good; for the disinherited younger children are

likely to be provided for during the testator's life

by expenditure on education and training, by
enabling them to start in business or by marrying

daughters off with at least some "portion" of

their own. It is true that the growth of feminism

has tended to cause further diffusion of property,
for daughters are now more often than before

treated on an equality with sons. But this may
even accentuate the tendency toward family
limitation among the middle class.

The future of inheritance then appears to de-

pend, on the one hand, on the growth in modern
communities of collective methods of capital ac-

cumulation and of the control of business re-

sources and, on the other, on the pressure of the

popular movement toward a less unequal distri-

butiqn of incomes; for this movement, ethical as

well as economic in its driving force, results in

forms of taxation which limit saving and impinge
on profits and thus leads to the necessity of al-

ternative methods of saving and of insuring ade-

quate production. The two influences thus meet

and mingle; and it is not easy to see how the in-

stitution of inheritance, save in a greatly modi-

fied form, can indefinitely stand out against

them, despite the fact that it is for the moment

strong.

To the extent to which it is restricted there is

a return from the individualistic notion of prop-

erty to a communal notion, based now on a unit

wider not only than the family but also than the

clan or tribe, since property comes to be re-

garded as part of the social heritage of the mod-
ern community, legitimately charged with the

maintenance of all its members. This notion

may further undermine, as it has already under-

mined in Soviet Russia, what remains in indus-

trial societies of the conception of family solidar-

ity. It will inevitably affect the institution of

marriage and the relations between parents and

children. But even in capitalist society the family

has largely lost its economic significance and

become, save in respect of inheritance, mainly a

social unit whose bonds have grown far looser

even within living memory. If inheritance goes,
the last economic bond will be snapped, at any
rate beyond the period of the children's upbring-

ing; and that too is likely to become increasingly
a social function.
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INHERITANCE TAXATION. The inheri-

tance tax is a levy made on the occasion of the

transfer of property at or in connection with the

death of the owner. It may take the form of a tax

on the estate as a whole, on the respective shares

of the beneficiaries or on both. The tax is vari-

ously held to be a direct tax upon property (of

testator or recipient) or an indirect tax upon the

act of the transfer or receipt of property at the

death of the owner. In modern times the in-

heritance tax has been incorporated into the tax

system of every important country.
Transfers of property at the death of the

owner were subject to the property transfer taxes

of ancient Egypt and Greece. The element of

death, however, was purely incidental in these

taxes. The first true inheritance tax was the

Roman mcesima hcreditatium instituted in 6

A.D., a 5 percent tax on collateral inheritance and

bequest. With various modifications this tax per-

sisted for several centuries.

During the Middle Ages there were certain

feudal dues the relief, the Erbkauf and the

heriot which resembled inheritance taxes; in

several countries the royal relief evolved into a

rudimentary national inheritance tax. By the end

of the fourteenth century several forms of death

tax had been established in the Italian and Ger-

man commercial cities. The seventeenth century
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saw the enactment of inheritance taxes in the

Dutch provinces and in a number of German

principalities. By the end of the seventeenth

century there were inheritance taxes in the four

national states, England, France, Spain and

Portugal.
The substantial development of the European

inheritance tax occurred during the nineteenth

century. From a disorganized set of minor

probate duties the English tax expanded into a

full fledged estate duty; it was extended from

personalty to real property; its rate schedule, at

first regressive, became proportional and then

progressive. The present English estate duty is

supplemented by the legacy duty on movable

property and the succession duty on immovable

property; both taxes, levied on the shares re-

ceived by the individual beneficiaries, are

graduated according to the degree of the bene-

ficiary's relationship to the deceased. The
French inheritance tax, established in 1796, had

rates graduated according to the relationship of

the beneficiary or heir to the deceased and dis-

criminated between realty and personalty; dur-

ing the nineteenth century the discrimination

according to the character of the property was

eliminated and the relationship graduation was

augmented; in 1901 the rates of the tax were

made progressive. Italy in 1862 adopted an in-

heritance tax modeled on the French law; its

rates were made progressive in 1902. The Prus-

sian collateral inheritance tax of 1873 was fol-

lowed by similar taxes in the other German

states; growing agitation for an imperial inheri-

tance tax resulted in 1906 in a national inheri-

tance tax with relationship discrimination and

progressive rates.

The general character of European inheritance

taxes has undergone no radical change during
the past twenty-five years. During the World
War and the post-war years because of the pres-
sure of increasing fiscal burdens and the growing

political power of propertyless groups rates in-

creased and progressionwassharpened; since 1921
in France combined maximum rates of estate

and inheritance taxes would call for a rate of 98

percent, were not the maximum limited by law

to 80 percent. Various discriminations have been

experimented with to bring these heavy taxes

more in line with various concepts of fiscal jus-
tice. During recent years inheritance taxes have

yielded over 10 percent of the national tax rev-

enue in England, over 5 percent in France and
less than i percent in Germany.
A dozen American states attempted the levy of

inheritance taxes during the first three quarters
of the nineteenth century, but their statutes were

badly drawn and poorly administered and most
of these early state taxes were repealed within a

few years of their levy. Effective use of the in-

heritance tax did not occur in the United States

until the New York inheritance tax law of 1885,

carefully drawn and well administered, proved a

success. Other states were encouraged to experi-
ment with this form of taxation, and by 1902

twenty-six states levied inheritance taxes of one

sort or another. The taxes of this period were all

proportional, usually embodied relationship

graduation and were generally limited to col-

lateral inheritance and bequest. In 1892 New
York led the way to extending the tax to direct

heirs. Wisconsin in 1903 enacted a progressive
inheritance tax which soon became the model for

other states.

In the years 1797 to 1802 the federal govern-
ment collected a stamp tax on successions by in-

heritance to personal property. A federal in-

heritance tax was also levied during the Civil

War decade. The inheritance tax embodied in

the federal income tax act of 1894 was aban-

doned when that income tax was declared un-

constitutional. Four years later a short lived pro-

gressive tax was levied as part of the Spanish
War tax program. Not until 1916 did the federal

government make an inheritance tax a perma-
nent part of its tax system. The tax levied in

this year was an estate duty applying to estates

in excess of $50,000 with a progressive rate

schedule rising to a maximum of 10 percent on

the excess of an estate over $5,000,000. Subse-

quent revenue acts increased the rates of this

tax until in 1924 the rate on the excess of an

estate over $10,000,000 was 40 percent. The
maximum rate was reduced to 20 percent in 1926,
but was raised to 45 in the revenue act of 1932.
A feature of the 1924 federal estate duty was

the allowance of a credit to taxed estates to cover

state inheritance taxes charged against them; the

maximum credit allowance was 25 percent.
When the rates of the federal tax were lowered

in 1926, this credit was increased so that it

ranged from 15 to 75 percent; this credit sched-

ule was maintained in 1932 when the estate duty
was raised. The effect of this credit was to

eliminate the burden of state taxes on estates

where the rates of the state taxes did not exceed

the credit allowed under the federal tax. State

inheritance taxes were thus deprived of their

effect of driving rich individuals to adopt resi-

dences in states levying no or low inheritance
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taxes. The consequence of this federal estate tax

credit was an increase in the number of states

levying death taxes; in 1932 only Nevada was

without an inheritance tax. The rates of the state

taxes were generally increased so as to take full

advantage of the credit; in the process many
states changed the form of their taxes from in-

heritance taxes levied on the shares received by
the beneficiaries to estate taxes levied on the full

estate left by the decedent, so as to obtain an

exact adjustment of the rates of their inheritance

taxes to the credit allowed under the federal

estate duty.
Because of the large initial exemption of

$100,000 and the generous credit allowance to

cover state inheritance taxes the federal govern-
ment received little revenue from its estate

duty in 1926-32. For fiscal year 1929-30 its re-

ceipts from this source were $64,842,725, less

than 2 percent of its total tax revenue. State

governments during their 1929 fiscal years de-

rived $148,591 ,827, about 9 percent of their total

tax revenue, from their inheritance taxes.

There has been much dispute both in Europe
and in America as to the legal character of the

inheritance tax. One school of nineteenth cen-

tury thought, stemming from Bentham, held

that the inheritance tax can be viewed as an

exercise of the state's inherent right to regulate
inheritance and bequest. Another, developed by

Munzinger and championed by Bluntschli,

Wagner and Ely, held that the state as feudal

overlord of the individual was coheir in every
estate and took its share in the form of an in-

heritance tax. These two theories never gained
wide acceptance, and the inheritance tax is now

universally viewed simply as a tax levied under

the state's taxing power.
,

Distributive justification of the inheritance

tax has been based on many theories of tax

justice. Moderate transfer fees have been de-

fended as a recompense to the state for its super-
vision of the ownership of the property of a de-

ceased person. Heavier inheritance taxes have

been justified as a recompense for the protection
accorded to property during the lifetime of its

owner. The quid pro quo doctrines of tax jus-

tice, however, afford little encouragement for in-

heritance taxation, and appeal to them is gen-

erally made by the opponents rather than the

supporters of inheritance taxation. The ability

and sacrifice doctrines have been heavily drawn

upon in defense of inheritance taxation, par-

ticularly of progressive inheritance taxes. The

deceased, it is argued, has no further use for his

property, while to the heirs and beneficiaries it

is an unearned windfall whose reduction by a tax

involves no sacrifice whatsoever. Several writers,

like Graziani and Adams, have chosen to view in-

heritances or bequests as simple increments of

income received by the beneficiary and so sub-

ject to all the ability and sacrifice doctrines ap-

plying to income. Schgman justifies the inheri-

tance tax both as a tax on accidental income and

as a payment for the privilege of inheritance con-

ferred by the state.

Several unusual distributive justifications for

inheritance taxes are to be noted. A scattered

group of writers have defended this tax on the

ground that it constitutes a lump sum payment
of taxes evaded by the deceased and his estate

during the lifetime of the deceased or a lump
sum payment of periodic taxes, such as the in-

come tax, not conveniently levied in their true

form. Certain American writers have viewed the

state as a silent partner in the accumulation of

individual fortunes and have described the in-

heritance tax as a method employed by the state

to realize on its partnership share. Individual

radical writers have urged inheritance taxes as a

method of breaking down large family fortunes

and so reducing inequality in the distribution of

wealth, although the socialist school of writers

have generally ignored the inheritance tax, view-

ing it as merely an undesirable palliative of the

evils they are attacking.

The levy of inheritance taxes has raised many
practical issues which have not yet achieved final

solution. There still exists open disagreement as

to the respective advantages of the inheritance

tax levied on the shares of an estate received by
individual beneficiaries and heirs and of the

estate tax levied on the entire estate left by the

deceased. The latter is the form of the English
estate duty and of the American federal estate

tax, while the former is employed on the conti-

nent and was until recently the characteristic

form of American state inheritance taxes. The

great advantage of the estate tax is the simplicity

of its determination: only one calculation is in-

volved for each estate and there are no complica-
tions caused by life estates, remainders and con-

tingencies. Furthermore a progressive estate

duty with a given schedule of rates has a higher

yield than an inheritance tax with the same

schedule of rates; the fractions of an estate re-

ceived by the individual beneficiaries and heirs

rarely involve the application of the same high
bracket rates to which the undivided estate

would be subject. The disadvantage of the estate
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tax is its maladaptation to the ability and sacri-

fice doctrines of tax justice. Only by strained

reasoning can the ability and sacrifice theories

be made to support the use of progressive rate

schedules in an estate tax. Furthermore an estate

tax is not adapted to relationship graduation;

where such graduation is effected in an estate tax,

as in the Canadian provincial death duties, it is

at the cost of simplicity and facility of adminis-

tration.

Relationship discrimination is itself an open
issue in inheritance taxation. Its strongest theo-

retical foundation is the family sense, the feeling

that the direct heirs of a deceased person have a

greater claim on his property than collateral or

unrelated beneficiaries, that the former are but

realizing a latent property right in the estate

while to the latter their shares are pure wind-

falls. Some writers, like Schccl and Puviani, have

attempted to make out a case for relationship

graduation on the basis of the sacrifice doctrine

of taxation; they argue that the value of the

property coming to direct heirs is lessened by
their grief over the death of the decedent, that

this diminution of the value of an inheritance

decreases with the distance of the relationship

between beneficiary and deceased and that the

relationship graduation of an inheritance tax off-

sets this "grief sacrifice." In the Latin countries,

where the sense of family remains strong, rela-

tionship graduation in death taxation is carried

out to minute detail. In the English speaking

countries, on the contrary, the trend seems

strongly against such graduation, except for

generous rate and exemption allowances to the

widow and children of the deceased, who in

gaining an inheritance have lost their bread-

winner.

Progressive inheritance taxes, as previously in-

dicated, do not derive much support from the

ability doctrines of taxation. If the tax be viewed

as one on the property owned by the decedent,

it is difficult to see wherein the ability doctrines

can apply to a dead man. If the tax is considered

a levy on the recipients of the estate, their tax-

paying ability is determined not only by the

shares of the estate received by them but also by
the property owned by them; surely a rich man

receiving a small inheritance has a greater tax-

paying ability than a poor man receiving a large

inheritance. These considerations prompted
several German writers to advocate the gradua-
tion of the tax rates on the basis of prior wealth

of the heir plus his inheritance. The German
and Italian inheritance taxes of 1919 made pro-

vision for supplementary graduation of the tax

rates according to the prior wealth of the heir.

Effective determination of such prior wealth

proved administratively impracticable, however,
and in both Germany and Italy this provision
was abolished in 1923.

Beginning with Adam Smith fiscal economists

have pointed out an important discrimination in

the inheritance tax; namely, that it bears un-

equally upon the property of families according
to whether deaths in the family follow each other

at short intervals or are widely spaced. With the

heavy rates now in effect in some countries a

rapid succession of deaths in a family could

easily wipe out a large family property. Various

proposals that the tax on an estate be propor-
tioned to the number of years it had been en-

joyed by the deceased have never been embodied

in legislation. Instead, beginning with the

Chilean inheritance tax of 1878, many taxes

have included a provision for a rebate of the tax

on any part of an estate which has paid an in-

heritance tax within a period of preceding years,

usually five. Such a provision is found in the

American federal estate tax and in the inherit-

ance taxes of fifteen states.

Several of the European inheritance taxes in-

volve a rate discrimination intended to favor

decedents or beneficiaries with large families. In

France the inheritance tax of 1917 allowed a

beneficiary a lo-percent reduction in his t?x for

each child above the number of three. At the

same time a progressive estate duty called the

taxe successorale was levied on the estates of de-

cedents who died leaving fewer than four chil-

dren; besides progression based on the size of the

estate the rate schedule of this tax was graduated
in accordance with the number of the children

left by the deceased; the rates on the estate of a

deceased leaving three children ranged from

\ percent to 3 percent, while those on the estate

of a childless decedent ranged from 2 percent to

24 percent. The Belgian tax of 1919 provided for

a 2-percent reduction of the tax on a beneficiary
for each of his children. It is doubtful whether

such fiscal discriminations can have any effect on
the birth rate of a country. Rather they provide
an excuse for the levy of tax rates higher than

might otherwise be acceptable to the popular

temper of the times. The favoring of a beneficiary
or heir with a large family finds ample justifica-

tion under the ability doctrines of taxation, since

it can logically be argued that the expense of

maintaining his large family definitely reduces

his taxpaying ability; the levy of special rates on
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the estates of decedents with few or no children,

as under the taxe successorale, does not enjoy
such support in ethical theory.

Soldiers and sailors who die while in the na-

tional service are sometimes favored under in-

heritance taxes. The English death duties have

accorded full or partial exemption to such de-

cedents since 1694. Exemption to the estates of

officers and men who fell in the World War was

introduced into the French and American death

taxes.

Certain minor discriminations found in earlier

inheritance taxes are no longer common. The
seventeenth century inheritance taxes of the

Dutch provinces and some of the inheritance

tax$s of the Canadian provinces and of the

American states levied discriminatory rates on

bequests to or inheritance by alien heirs. The

only defense for such discriminations is a rather

narrow nationalism, and in most cases they have

been rendered inoperative by international

treaties of fiscal reciprocity. Another outworn

mode of discrimination is the levy of special high
rates on the transfer of property by intestate

succession. Such discrimination was found in

the early death duties of England, Sweden,

Uruguay and Brazil. It probably represented a

belated aftermath of the mediaeval ecclesiastical

prejudice against intestacy and it no longer has a

place in inheritance tax legislation. A third

spedal discrimination peculiar to the inheritance

taxes of the American states was the levy of penal
rates on such part of an estate as had evaded other

state taxes during the lifetime of the deceased.

Such a provision appeared in the Wisconsin tax

of 1899, the Louisiana tax of 1904, the New York

tax of 1917 and the Connecticut tax of 1918. In

every case the penal tax proved administratively

impracticable and was soon dropped.
A unique proposal by the Italian economist

Rignano has recently received much favorable

attention. His suggestion was to levy a supple-

mentary estate tax on such part of an estate as

had been received by the deceased as gift, in-

heritance or bequest during his lifetime, that is,

on the property which had not been accumulated

by him through his own efforts. Rignano 's

underlying idea was frankly socio-ethical rather

than fiscal. His proposed tax would result in

breaking down large fortunes by striking at their

root the transfer intact from generation to

generation of large family properties; levied with

the high rates advocated by Rignano, such a tax

would provide a "painless transition to social-

ism." In the more moderate form suggested by

its American and English proponents it would
be less of a weapon of social revolution and more
of a fiscal expedient. To date no inheritance tax

law has embodied the proposal.
The history of death tax legislation shows a

steady broadening of the scope of the statutes to

block possibilities of evading the tax. Fictitious

debts created in favor of beneficiaries, joint
estates passing by survivorship, testamentary

trusts, provision for excessive remuneration to

executor beneficiaries, deathbed donations and

gifts made prior to and in anticipation of death

have all been brought within the scope of death

tax statutes. Only the last named class of trans-

fers still presents a problem to the death tax

administrator. The federal and state inheritance

tax laws in the United States have sought to cir-

cumvent this form of evasion by providing that

gifts made "in contemplation of death" shall be

taxed as part of the estate transferred at death.

At first the statutes set specific periods, ranging
from six months to six years prior to death,

within which time gifts made by a property
owner would be deemed attempts to avoid the in-

heritance tax and should therefore be taxable as

part of the estate. The American courts have

shattered this arbitrary attack, and at present the

most that tax administrators can claim with re-

gard to such gifts is the presumption that they
were made in anticipation of death. A more di-

rect approach to this problem is the levy of a

gift tax as a supplement to an inheritance tax.

All gifts except deathbed donations are subject
to such a gift tax irrespective of whether they
are made to avoid the inheritance tax or are

innocent of ulterior motive. Gift taxes of this

nature are common in Europe. The American
federal government levied such a tax in 1924,
abolished it two years later and enacted another

gift tax in 1932, with a rate schedule ranging
from | percent to 33^ percent.

Outright evasion of an inheritance tax is diffi-

cult if the tax is administered with reasonable

effectiveness. Administration of the early Ameri-

can state inheritance taxes was usually left to the

probate courts, charged with supervision of the

administration of estates. The indifference of the

officers of these courts to the fiscal duties arbi-

trarily imposed upon them led to the failure of

these early state inheritance taxes. When admin-

istration of the tax was transferred to central

state agencies, evasion of the tax was readily

checked. Administration of inheritance taxes in

the United States and England is facilitated by
the circumstance that the executor or adminis-
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trator of an estate who is charged with payment
of the tax is an officer of the probate court which

appoints him and is accountable to the court for

his actions. The opportunities for successful

evasion of the tax are so slight and the penalties

which would be incurred by such abuse of the

executor's or administrator's official obligations

are so heavy that there is little incentive to tax

evasion. In the continental countries, where

control over the administration of estates is not

so effective, the fiscal authorities rely to a greater

extent on minute and inquisitorial examination

into the lifetime transactions of the deceased.

It is generally accepted that the inheritance

tax is not shifted. It reduces the shares of

estates received by beneficiaries and heirs, and it

is beyond their power to pass their tax burden to

other economic classes.

It is frequently argued that an inheritance tax

is injurious to economic development because it

destroys capital, diverts it from productive uses

and discourages the incentive for saving, thus

acting as a deterrent to accumulation of capital.

The first argument, sponsored by Ricardo, is

based on the assumption that a tax "measured"

by capital is necessarily paid out of capital

property. This, however, is not the case. Fixed

capital remains unimpaired regardless of the tax

on it at the death of the owner. It is true that the

payment of a high inheritance tax which is in the

nature of a sudden liability may result in forced

liquidation and consequent depreciation of as-

sets. But the loss here is purely individual. What
is lost by the seller is gained by the buyer. From
the social aspect the economic significance of the

property remains unimpaired. Furthermore the

various provisions for the distribution of the tax

over a number of years, in England as many as

eight, and the growing practise of providing for

the payment of the tax through insurance obviate

the necessity for forced and hasty liquidation.

With regard to the effect of inheritance on the

volume of liquid capital available for investment

it must first be determined whether the high tax

rates on inheritance are offset by reductions in

other taxes and if so whether the reductions

apply to that portion of wealth which is likely to

be saved, that is, turned into capital, or to the

part of wealth which is likely to be diverted to

the purchase of consumers' goods. In the former

case the loss in the volume of saving occasioned

by the payment of the inheritance tax will be off-

set by the greater saving capacity of other tax-

payers. In the latter case, which is more frequent
in democratic countries, where the reductions

will apply to taxes of wide incidence, the amounts
so remitted will be applied to current consump-
tion and the payment of the inheritance tax will

undoubtedly constitute a net reduction in the

volume of capital available for private invest-

ment. The final judgment in this instance hinges
on the broader problem of the relative merits of

public expenditure and private investment;
moreover in view of the increasing participation
of governments in productive enterprises the

distinction loses in importance.
The argument concerning the adverse effect

of high inheritance taxes on saving and accumu-

lation is theoretical and devoid of any factual

verification. A priori it can be argued with equal

plausibility that the existence of high tax rates

will stimulate the affectionate parent to greater

accumulation in order to offset the loss which

his estate will sustain from the tax.

At present the inheritance tax may be con-

sidered to have completed the experimental form-

ative stage of its evolution. By scholars and

legislators alike it is accepted as a valid source of

an appreciable quota of tax revenue. Attempts at

intricate graduation and discrimination to effect

non-fiscal designs have been for the most part

abandoned, and the trend of recent years would

seem to be toward ever greater simplicity and

uniformity. The major inheritance tax problem

facing legislators today is that of overlapping tax

jurisdictions and double taxation as between

states and between nations; interstate and in-

ternational reciprocity agreements together
with court decisions in federal countries like

the United States have gone far toward eliminat-

ing the worst features of this abuse.
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INITIATION. A systematic ceremonial induc-

tion of adolescent youths into the full participa-

tion,in social life is a practically universal trait of

the peoples of simpler culture. Such practises

represent efforts to rivet the youth securely to

the regnant social order and are devices for the

development of social cohesion. The initiation

rites are prosecuted with special vigor when the

exclusive, personal interests of the group or class

are threatened by exigencies, such as initial con-

tact with alien peoples, migration, depopulation,
threat of complete extinction or absorption into

outside cultures, or the Heimweh provoked by a

novel environment. The ciders under these

stresses try to maintain group consciousness and

custom largely through the extensive emotional

and mental schooling of the manhood ceremo-

nies 'because only in thiswaycan the social herit-

age be perpetuated as a living thing. Thus in

Nyasaland the rite is at present being performed
at an earlier age than formerly so that the youths
can receive tribal instruction before they come
under mission influence.

At puberty physical and emotional changes in

the child become evident, and with this sexual

maturity comes a critical juncture in the social

position of the individual in view of the potential

disturbances which may be effected in the social

order. The threat to the perpetuation of things
as they are produces the need for endowing the

youth with knowledge of his mores and with

sympathy for them and with an understanding of

the responsibilities and rights accompanying
sexual maturity. The initiation signifies not

simply physical but full social adulthood, and the

two do not necessarily converge. Considerations

of a purely cultural nature may determine the

age of initiation, as, for example, in the New
Hebrides and Australia, where the requirement
of an entrance fee results in old men being
initiated along with youths.
The prestige associated with passage through

the manhood ceremonies is such that the person
uninitiated is invested with complete social

obloquy. A child is also in an ignominious posi-

tion until this event. Although socialization is

fundamentally a gradual, cumulative affair, the

accession to social maturity in primitive society

is conceived as climactic and abrupt. The past of

the individual is considered to be cut off and

during the course of initiation an exceptional,

marginal environment is staged in which he is

outside the normal life. In this period, called rite

de passage (to use van Gennep's term), the ordi-

nary cement of society crumbles license, theft,

arson, violence are often allowed. Promiscuous

sexual intercourse is allowed the novices among
the Papuans; even the conversation of the Kaffir

boys may be of a dubious nature to show that

shame no longer exists; moreover they are al-

lowed to rob gardens and kill cattle with impu-

nity. Among the Nandi ofEast Africa the novices

are given purges and have their heads shaved;

among the Indians of Virginia it was the custom

to give them emetics "whereby remembrance of

the past is obliterated." Among the Xosa of

South Africa clothes, which are a social asset,

are discarded and ordinary speech inverted.

These measures heighten the sense of a break

from the past, which is often reenforced by tak-

ing the neophytes by simulated violence from

the company of the women. A strict regime of

secrecy surrounds the rites, and as the candidate

emerges it is believed that a rebirth has occurred.

In the sociological sense this designation is justi-

fied, since with new costume (including such

tribal mutilations as circumcision) and a new
name the objective evidences of the new person-

ality indicate a complete severance with the fu-

tility of childhood.

Most abiding in the metamorphosis wrought
on the initiate is the strenuous inculcation of the

pattern of sentiments and behavior which, it is

thought, best promotes tribal solidarity and

prosperity. The initiation thus serves as the chief

vehicle to link generations in the transmission of

the culture complex. The individual is now an

active contributor to the food supply, a family
head and a cult participant; he is in intimate as-

sociation with the ancestral glories of his tribe

a complete and full fledged tribesfellow. Of these

various duties food getting is the prime concern.

The series of abstentions, fasts and privations

ceremonially undergone, as, for example, in the

Adaman Islands, is intended to develop the real-

ization that not only the power to obtain food

but also the right to use it without danger is
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something that one owes to society and that its

bestowal involves acceptance of the correspond-

ing obligation to share the catch or yield with

one's fellows. Other customary outward marks of

affiliation, such as dress, are assumed for the first

time; and the right to other pleasurable activi-

ties, such as smoking and drinking, are conferred.

Usually the primitive educational system is cli-

maxed in the didactic tactics of the initiation:

law, morality, tradition, hygiene and cult hocus

pocus in a varying degree of agglomeration com-

pose the curriculum offered in the initiation bush

or hut.

Through all initiation exercises there is set up
an atmosphere of continuous excitement, novel-

ty and tumult that is intended to enlist the fer-

vent interest of the youth. Put on edge through

ingenious torments, sleeplessness and nerve

racking frights, the candidate becomes keenly
sensitive to the power of his preceptors and

indelible, life long impressions are made. The

technique is illustrated among the Bechuanas,
where the boys in a state of nudity engage in a

dance during which the men of the village pum-
mel them with long, supple wands while asking
them questions such as "Will you guard the

chief well?" "Will you herd the cattle well?" In

this way is enforced the sentiment that success

rests in conformity and power in the hands of

the elders. Those who wince or demur or who
cannot pay the necessary fee are killed or de-

classed for life.

Initiation rites in the more complex, historical

cultures are generally assumed to be functions of

specific institutions or subgroups rather than of

the folk as a unit, largely since the employment
of written language makes possible the use of

more consecutive pedagogical devices of less

spectacular nature. To custodians of the cult

and to professionalized religious groups par-

ticularly pass the functions designed as means

for the transmission of the general power of

social bonds a mystification or abstraction of

the cohesion required to maintain the existing

social order. Active participation in the organ-
ized religions requires passage through the cere-

mony of Communion or confirmation in Chris-

tian churches and that of the bar-mitzvah in tra-

ditional Judaism, ceremonies which have ab-

sorbed much of the solemnity and ritual of pagan
rites. With the greater economic potency of pri-

vate property, chattels, slavery and the like there

arise the invidious interests of the aged, the men
and the professional groups, which can be en-

forced or shared only through the medium of

surrounding entrance rites with an aura of se-

crecy. Thus investiture with the trade and pro-
fessional secrets in the guilds of the Middle Ages
took on the proportions of esoteric ceremony
akin to the magical regeneration crisis occurring
when the neophytes were admitted into the

Greek mystery cults. Many religious and trade

groups adopted the esoteric tradition of puberty
as a protection against penetration or for survival,

since the sacralia are revealed only on this occa-

sion to the initiated. In recent and contemporary

society initiation and entrance ceremonies often

acquire the air of incongruity or buffoonery as

anachronisms in their use by fraternal societies,

clubs, universities, subversive political move-

ments and the like. Yet the common thread es-

sentially characteristic of all types of initiation

lies in the integrative and subordinating tend-

ency of a social group to draw its members into

a workable unity a unity continually threat-

ened by youth or alien.
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INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM. The
initiative is a device by which any person or

group of persons may draft a proposed ordi-

nance, law or constitutional amendment and by

securing in its behalf a designated number of

signatures may require that such proposal be

submitted to the voters for their acceptance or

rejection. The referendum, on the other hand, is

an arrangement whereby any measure which has

been passed by a city council or state legislature

may under certain circumstances be withheld

from going into force until the voters have had

an opportunity to render their decision upon it.

Thus the initiative and referendum logically go

together and supplement each other. They were
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grouped with the recall (q.v.) of public officials

in the movement in the early part of the twen-

tieth century for "more democracy to cure the

ills of democracy.
"

The initiative and referendum are by no

means new features in the mechanism of popular

government. All ancient democracy was direct

democracy. In the Greek city-states all legisla-

tion was initiated by the people and authorized

by direct popular vote without the intervention

of representatives. In the cantons of the Swiss

republic the initiative and referendum have had

a virtually continuous history from earliest times

down to the present day. Even in the United

States the initiative and referendum are among
the oldest of native institutions. The initiative,

for example, was given recognition in 1777 in

the first constitution of the state of Georgia,
which bestowed upon the people the exclusive

right to propose constitutional changes. The
referendum was brought into use before the

adoption of the earliest American state constitu-

tions and has been compulsory in the process of

constitutional amendment in practically all states

ever since.

But the use of the initiative and referendum in

the process of ordinary lawmaking is a relatively

modern development in the United States, al-

though sporadic examples may be found in

various states during the latter half of the nine-

teenth century. More particularly the referen-

dum was used as a means of expressing the

direct voice of the people in certain localities on

such matters as bond issues and the sale of in-

toxicating liquors. Not infrequently moreover

state legislatures and city councils referred to

the people some other controversial matters

upon which they could not themselves agree.

Not until the closing years of the nineteenth

century, however, did any American state au-

thorize the use of the initiative and referendum

as regular instruments for the making of ordi-

nary laws. This first step was taken in South

Dakota in 1898; Utah followed in 1900, Oregon
in 1902 and seventeen other states during the

ensuing three decades. Two other states have

adopted the referendum but not the initiative.

The chief reason for the spread of direct legis-

lation in the United States is to be found in the

impatience of the people with the work of their

state legislatures. By reason of the lack of author-

itative leadership, the persistent lobbying on the

part of special interests and the intermittent con-

trol of legislative bodies by political bosses a

great deal of dissatisfaction with the work of

these legislatures developed during the closing

years of the nineteenth century. People came to

the conclusion that by their own direct action

they could hardly do worse and might do better.

Consequently they took into their own hands the

power to make and to reject laws not as a pro-
cedure for everyday use, but merely as a method
to be used when the desired results could not be

had in any other way.
The first step in the exercise of the popular

initiative is the framing of a proposed ordinance,
law or constitutional amendment. This is usually
undertaken by some organization. Then it be-

comes necessary to secure a designated number
of signatures in support of the proposal. From 5

to 8 percent of the qualified voters is the usual

requirement. The petition is then submitted to

some designated public official, who checks the

names and if he finds them sufficient makes out a

certificate to that effect. After this the measure is

placed on the ballot, usually in abbreviated form

or by title, and the voters record their decision

upon it at the next regular election or at a special

election called for the purpose. When a measure

has been adopted by the people in this way it can-

not ordinarily be amended or repealed by any
action of the legislature. Generally speaking, the

referendum follows the same general lines, ex-

cept that the petition merely demands that a par-
ticular measure passed by the legislative body be

submitted to the whole electorate before being

put into effect.

Both initiative and referendum have been

widely used by municipalities and by states,

especially in the western part of the country,

during the past thirty years. Sometimes as many
as thirty questions have been placed on the bal-

lot for decision by the voters at a regular state

election. These proposals have been of every

type, ranging from matters of fundamental pol-

icy to altogether trivial issues, from the levying of

a state income tax down to the length of the

luncheon hour in a city's fire department.
This submission is usually accompanied by a

flood of propaganda on the part of the interested

groups. It was anticipated that individual voters

would study the various questions, make up
their minds and cast their votes accordingly. To
some extent the voters do this, especially when

only a few questions are submitted; but with

twenty or thirty questions on the ballot the great

mass of the voters either follow the advice of

some organization or are influenced by the ad-

vertising campaign. It has been demonstrated

that a sufficiently vigorous publicity campaign
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can usually encompass the adoption or defeat of

any measure in which the people do not feel that

they have a definite interest.

In practise moreover direct legislation has

proved to be lawmaking by a minority. On the

average not more than 80 percent of those regis-

tered vote on election day, and the proportion is

usually much smaller. Moreover many of those

who vote give all their attention to candidates

and do not concern themselves with the questions
on the ballot. Hence measures are sometimes

adopted or defeated at the polls by only 25 or

30 percent of the whole electorate.

The adoption of the initiative and referendum

was urged a quarter of a century ago by the

progressive elements, who took for granted that

if the people were allowed to legislate directly

they would give their assent to progressive meas-

ures. On this basis the conservatives fought the

movement in its early stages, while liberals wel-

comed the initiative and referendum as weapons
with which to curtail the political power of the

vested interests. But direct legislation has not

proved to be revolutionary; on the contrary, it

has been at least of equal value as a bulwark of

conservatism. Voters in American cities and

states have not hesitated to reject proposals for

adopting the single tax or undertaking municipal

ownership of public utilities, for giving pensions
to city employees or imposing progressive in-

come taxes. The use of the initiative and refer-

endum appears to be slowly but steadily lessen-

ing in the United States. This may be a symp-
tom of declining faith in political democracy and

of increasing interest in some form of pluralism.

A part of the same progressive movement and

closely related to the referendum was the demand
for the recall of judicial decisions advocated by
Roosevelt in his campaign of 1912 and adopted

by Colorado in the same year. Under this pro-

posal judicial decisions declaring invalid laws

passed by the state legislature would be sub-

jected to popular vote under conditions similar

to those set forth for the legislative referendum.

If a majority of those voting upheld the law, it

would become valid despite the decision of the

court. The movement made no headway and the

Colorado provision was never invoked.

Outside of the United States the initiative and

referendum have been used most frequently and

effectively in Switzerland. There too, however,
the response of the voters has almost uniformly
been less than in the choice of parliamentary

representatives. The average vote at initiative

and referendum elections has been slightly less

than three fourths of the average vote at elections

for the National Council, although it has on one

occasion gone above the latter average. As in the

United States, the effect of direct legislation has

been slightly conservative.

Direct legislation was accorded a great deal of

favor in the democratic post-war constitutions of

European countries. Germany adopted the ini-

tiative and the referendum for the country as a

whole, the largest political unit to attempt their

use; they were also adopted by the German
Lander. The adoption of direct legislation in the

post-war constitutions was characterized by a

number of innovations. Most interesting of these

were the powers given the president and one

third of the lower house in connection with the

referendum; the use of the referendum to decide

deadlocks between the two houses; the automatic

dissolution of the Estonian Seimas following a

popular vote contrary to the vote of the Seimas

on a particular measure; and the German provi-
sion that an absolute majority of the qualified

voters is needed to carry a referendum proposal

involving constitutional questions and that a

majority of the qualified voters must vote in any
referendum in order to make its results valid.

The complications resulting from these varia-

tions have militated against the practical utility

of the initiative and the referendum. In actual

practise they have been employed to a very slight

extent in these countries, even less than in the

United States.
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INJUNCTION. This very effective judicial

order usually commands a party to a suit and if

necessary commands his associates to refrain

from action which the court considers to be

wrongful or a hindrance to the attainment of

justice. Less frequently it commands the per-
formance of acts conducive to justice. Disobedi-

ence to the injunction is contempt of court,

punishable by imprisonment or other severe

penalties. With rare exceptions all questions as to

the issue of the injunction and disobedience

thereof are decided by a court without a jury.

Injunctions originated in the English Court

of Chancery. Requests for them by litigants indi-

cate that they were granted as early as 1400.

Several injunctions are recorded during the

fifteenth century, but the first of which the text

is extant dates from 1483 (i Cal. Ch. cxiii).

The sources from which the chancellor de-

rived the injunction are obscure. Although
several writers have emphasized the resemblance

of its language to the Roman law interdict, the

methods of enforcing the latter were very dif-

ferent and much feebler. Any direct imitation

of the interdict by the chancellors is unproved
and improbable, but the interdict had a remote

influence through its long development in the

canon law. The ecclesiastical interdict forbid-

ding religious services in a particular place offers

a much closer analogy to the injunction. The
canon law recognized other forms of orders for-

bidding specified acts, and since the chancellors

were almost invariably churchmen until the

sixteenth century they would very naturally ap-

ply in civil litigation a type of remedy which had

been found effective in ecclesiastical controver-

sies. A second probable source was the proce-
dure of the common law courts. For nearly two

centuries before the earliest indication of in-

junctions in Chancery the writ of prohibition
had issued against waste injuries to land by
tenants. This writ sometimes differed from the

injunction in that the order was directed not to

the defendant but to the sheriff, who could take

a posse comitatus and stop the waste. Many other

types of wrongs were subject to prohibitions
and subsequently, like waste, to injunctions. A
third probable source lay in other proceedings in

Chancery itself. For instance, subpoenas issued

at the start of an equity suit commanded the de-

fendant under a penalty to appear and answer

the bill. It was only a step to impose a penalty

for failure to obey some other command of the

chancellor during the course of the suit. It is

significant that injunctions apparently began
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about thirty years after the earliest subpoenas.
The early chancellors were bound to no rigid

and settled procedure. They were looking about

for any remedy that might prove effective. This

experimental attitude is illustrated by a Chan-

cery suit about 1400 (Selden Society Publica-

tions, vol. x, Sel. Cas. in Ch., no. 70) asking for

a writ directed to the sheriff and justices of the

peace commanding them to order the defend-

ants to allow the plaintiff to occupy his land

without disturbance a counterpart of the com-
mon law writ of prohibition. In another suit the

chancellor might dispense with the officials as

intermediaries and address the writ to the de-

fendants themselves a true injunction. This

makes it even clearer that the injunction was a

natural development of methods of enforcing
obedience which were in use in England in the

fourteenth century.
The subsequent history of the injunction is

bound up with the general history of equity. As
the equitable jurisdiction of Chancery spread
over new fields, the scope of the injunction cor-

respondingly widened, for it was one of the most

powerful weapons for carrying out the chancel-

lor's determination of rights. Resort to the in-

junction was also stimulated by the gradual dis-

appearance of prohibitions and other preventive
common law remedies which proved unsuited to

the mechanism of trial by jury. Until 1700 in-

junctions were likely to be used for two main

purposes. First, they protected interests in land,

then the chief form of property, although some

cases involved chattels like title deeds, jewelry
and heirlooms. Secondly, legal proceedings or

judgments founded on unjust grounds were fre-

quently enjoined by the chancellor, who thus

corrected the defects of the common law courts,

a practise which aroused the resentment of the

lawjudges and culminated in the famous contro-

versy between Coke and Ellesmere. Thenceforth

if the rules of equity conflicted with those of the

common law, the injunction enabled the rules of

equity to prevail. The growth of business in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries led to new

types of private wrongs for which the injunction
was needed. It was also employed against public
nuisances as urban congestion rendered these

more numerous and more injurious. With the

disappearance of separate courts of equity in

England and most of the United States and the

consolidation of legal and equitable powers in

the same courts, all trial judges (except those in

petty courts) acquired the power to grant in-

junctions. But the constitutional guaranty of a
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jury trial does not apply to injunction proceed-

ings, for it was not customary in equity courts

when the constitutions were adopted.

Injunctions are classified chronologically into

ex parte restraining orders, temporary injunc-

tions and permanent injunctions. These may be

conveniently discussed in reverse order. Perma-

nent injunctions are granted at the end of a suit

after both sides have fully presented their evi-

dence and the case has been decided on the

merits. Temporary (or interlocutory) injunctions

are granted during the course of the suit and

framed to prevent acts which might prejudice its

final results. Sometimes such injunctions are said

to preserve the status quo, but this does not

necessarily mean the maintenance of the existing

situation without change. The phrase merely de-

scribes the situation which the court thinks it

just to maintain until the merits have been de-

cided. Temporary injunctions are issued after

notice to the defendant and a brief opportunity
for both sides to present evidence and argu-

ments, but without the fulness required for

permanent injunctions. They may also be dis-

solved before the final decree if the defendant

shows that they were improperly issued or have

become undesirable. The plantiff is frequently

required as a condition of temporary relief to

give bond. Ex parte restraining orders resemble

temporary injunctions and are frequently called

by the same name; but they are issued at the out-

set of a suit on the basis of proof presented by the

plantiff alone in the form of affidavits or oral

testimony, without any chance for the defendant

to be heard or to cross examine. This drastic

remedy should be given only on a showing of

great urgency, and the defendant should be af-

forded an early opportunity to attempt to vacate

or modify the order.

Injunctions are also classified according to

their form, as prohibitory (negative) and manda-

tory (affirmative). Since the very numerous

simple affirmative orders to sign deeds, pay

money and the like are not called injunctions,

the term mandatory injunction is applied only
to orders for the performance of more complex
or unusual acts, and such orders are much less

frequent than prohibitory injunctions. A cen-

tury ago mandatory injunctions were theoreti-

cally regarded as improper, although they had

been granted in several early cases. Defendants,

however, were in effect required to perform af-

firmative acts through the ingenious but not in-

genuous method of negative language forbidding
them to allow the existing situation to continue.

Thus if a defendant had wrongfully cut a door-

way in the plaintiff's brick wall, the court would

enjoin him from permitting the opening to re-

main. The English judges have now repudiated
these roundabout methods. During the nine-

teenth century courts were especially hostile to

mandatory injunctions ordering the construction

of a building, the operation of a railroad and

other detailed or prolonged activities, but they
are now increasingly ready to regard such ob-

jections as merely a factor to be weighed against
the hardship upon the plaintiff if left to his ac-

tion for damages. As Judge Hough has said,

"The tendency of the times is to 'take on' harder

and longer jobs" [Kearns-Gorsuch Bottle Co. v.

Hartford-Fairmont Co., i Fed.,2nd, 3 18(1921)].

Mandatory injunctions are usually permartent,
because it would be harsh in most cases to make
a defendant perform elaborate and expensive
acts to which the plaintiff may prove in the end

not to be entitled.

The definiteness of injunctions varies greatly

with different judges. Some use general terms,

such as forbidding any acts which operate "to

the injury of the plaintiff" or "render his

premises unfit for use and enjoyment as a resi-

dence by reasonable and normal persons." The
defendant is thus left to ascertain for himself

"how near he may with safety drive to the edge
of the precipice, and whether it be not better for

him to keep as far from it as possible" [Charles
E. Hires Co. v. Consumers' Co., 100 Fed. 809

(1900)] . A preferable view is that an injunction is

analogous to a criminal statute and ought to be

equally definite and clear in its terms; when

practicable it should discriminate carefully be-

tween the acts which are lawful for the defend-

ant and those which are unlawful [Collins v.

Wayne Iron Works, 227 Pa. 326 (1910)]. An un-

learned man should be able to understand it

without employing counsel. Flexible decrees

may also be framed directing the use of remedial

devices with the hope that they will end the in-

jury and at the same time avoid the necessity of

closing down the defendant's business until he

has had an opportunity for installing and testing

such devices. Meanwhile the case can be kept

open for further action after the results of ex-

perimentation have been ascertained. Unlike a

judgment for damages, which is necessarily

simple and final, an injunction can contain many
qualifications adapted to the facts and can be

modified from time to time if changes are made
desirable by new evidence or new conditions.

This flexibility renders the injunction an ad-



mirable instrument for judicial handling of the

complexities of modern life.

Injunctions are applied in a great variety of

well settled situations. In connection with the

specific performance (q v.) of contracts both

mandatory and prohibitory injunctions may be

issued. The commonest use is against torts in-

juring real and personal property and various in-

tangible business rights. A threatened or existing

wrong will ordinarily be enjoined if the legal

remedy (an action for damages) is inadequate.
For instance, the defendant threatens to destroy
a grove of oaks, which no money damages could

replace. The prevention of "irreparable injury"
is sometimes stated to be an indispensable requi-

site for injunctions, but this is true only if the

phrase is understood in a loose sense to include

situations where the legal remedy is inadequate
for other reasons besides the impossibility of

physical replacement. Thus an injunction may
be granted when the defendant is insolvent, so

that a judgment at law would be worthless; or

when the extent of the prospective injury to the

plaintiff's business could not be accurately meas-

ured by a jury; or when the defendant threatens

a long series of wrongs which would lead to a

vexatious multiplicity of suits. Likewise in

many cases not involving torts the injunction

may be used to obtain joinder of causes of action

growing out of the same transaction.

Cfther acts enjoined include breaches of trust,

improper foreclosures and judicial sales, the

exercise of eminent domain powers before com-

pensation to the owner is paid or secured and (in

some states) the enforcement of illegal taxes.

Partners can enjoin improper uses of the firm

property; stockholders sometimes have a similar

remedy against waste of the corporate assets and

other wrongful acts by officers and directors;

taxpayers can prevent the unlawful expenditure
of public money.
The frequent assertion that injunctions will

not issue to protect interests of personality, like

reputation or freedom from bodily restraints and

mental annoyances, rests on no principle of jus-
tice. Indeed the injunction is much better

adapted than the jury action for damages to deal

satisfactorily with some subtle injuries, such as a

series of insulting letters persistently sent to a

nervous person. Recent courts have been in-

creasingly willing to enjoin wrongs to personality.

Each type of such injuries, however, presents

special considerations which ought to make a

judge cautious in granting relief. For instance, it

is doubtful whether an injunction can practically
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succeed in terminating the illicit association of a

plaintiff's wife or daughter with her paramour.

Again, improper expulsions of members of

clubs, churches and other associations injure the

member's personal enjoyment and standing in

the community; but indiscriminate judicial in-

terference by injunction or mandamus (q-v.)

with the internal affairs of these associations

may cause objectionable results.

The desirability of the injunction for dealing
with numerous civil wrongs is generally recog-

nized, but serious doubts have been aroused by
its rapidly extending use in the United States

for two other purposes checking activities

which might be prosecuted criminally and up-

setting administrative orders and decisions.

Since the 1890*8 the injunction has been in-

creasingly employed in the United States as a

substitute for criminal proceedings. The situa-

tion recalls the Wars of the Roses, when crim-

inals were brought to justice in Chancery be-

cause the law courts were helpless to cope with

the widespread disorders of the time and judges
and juries were cowed or corrupted by powerful
offenders. But since 1500 crimes as such have

had to be established in the criminal courts,

where the accused has a right to trial by jury.

However, additional factors of an equitable na-

ture might bring some criminal acts within the

scope of injunctive relief. For example, a

threatened criminal act might also be a private

wrong which would cause irreparable injury to

property; then the owner could enjoin the act

regardless of its criminal aspects. This principle,

occasionally used for centuries, has become very

important within the last few decades, because

upon it rests the frequent issue of labor injunc-
tions (q.v.\

Another long established principle allowed the

attorney general or other official to enjoin as well

as prosecute public nuisances, like a highway ob-

struction, a chemical factory spreading poison-
ous fumes and other structures which consti-

tuted a source of continuing injury to the public
health and convenience. This power has like-

wise been much enlarged of late through legisla-

tion or judicial decisions bringing many addi-

tional crimes under the head of public nuisances.

Prosecutors have used the injunction to break up
prize fights, gambling dens, red light districts

and illegal saloons. The Volstead Act and other

statutes against liquor selling authorize "pad-
lock injunctions." Many vice and liquor laws

allow these injunctions to be obtained by a group
of neighboring taxpayers when the district at-
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torney takes no action because he is too busy or

lazy or he is too tolerant or friendly to the

lawbreakers.

How far can criminal acts be removed from

the constitutional guaranty of a jury trial by the

simple process of labeling them publ ic nuisances ?

Conservative judges and writers would limit the

extension to crimes which roughly resemble the

older types of such nuisances and they insist

that the so-called nuisance must possess a local

habitation of some permanence, from which dis-

orders and public annoyances radiate and which

can serve as the focus of the attack by the in-

junction. A more radical view dispenses with

these requisites and allows the public prosecu-
tor to enjoin unlocalized groups of persons from

continuing alleged illegal activities, such as

large strikes or criminal syndicalism. An occa-

sional syndicalism statute, as in New Hamp-
shire, expressly authorizes such injunctions; but

Kansas and California judges have endeavored

to break up the Industrial Workers of the World

by blanket injunctions without any legislative

sanction other than the statutory creation of this

new crime.

This resort by public officials to the injunction
to stop illegal establishments and revolutionary

organizations is defended on several grounds.
Public safety is then much more surely and

rapidly maintained than by criminal proceedings.
The police will not arrest for some of these of-

fenses, and juries will not convict. In any case a

jury trial means delay, and the grand jury where

still required adds another burden. In a criminal

trial the defendant's guilt must be proved be-

yond a reasonable doubt, while a padlock in-

junction or a jail sentence for contempt can be

obtained on a bare preponderance of the evi-

dence. Furthermore a prosecution cannot be

brought until a crime has been committed, while

an injunction can often forestall the offense and

thus prevent any injury to the public. Finally, an

injunction is sometimes more humane to de-

fendants. If successfully prosecuted they will be

punished for acts which perhaps they thought

legal, whereas an injunction gets rid of the ob-

jectionable establishment without punishing in-

dividuals, so long as they obey the court order.

An injunction tells the defendant exactly what
he must not do and so serves as a much fairer

warning than a general criminal statute, which

men sometimes disobey without knowing it.

This partial absence of the punitive element

avoids the vindictive atmosphere surrounding a

criminal trial and makes it easier to obtain a de-

cision in the state's favor. In short, injunctions
are much more efficient than prosecutions.
These frequent public injunctions, however,

against acts which were formerly prosecuted

criminally raise grave objections. The accused is

deprived of trial by jury and of all the normal

safeguards of the criminal law. Even if the de-

fendants are in fact lawbreakers, the community
may gain less from the increased efficiency of the

injunction than it loses from the resentment

caused. The responsibility in criminal prosecu-
tions is shared by the jury, but in these injunc-
tion suits it falls entirely upon the judge. The

turning of equity judges into superpolicemen
creates the risk of arousing a hostility which may
eventually lead to drastic restrictions upon t}ieir

powers, even over matters where equitable relief

is badly needed for the accomplishment of jus-
tice. The breakdown of the criminal law in the

United States is the real reason for the increasing
use of the injunction against criminal activities.

It would certainly be better to reorganize the ad-

ministration of criminal justice than to continue

to rely upon this substitute.

The injunction is also much used in the

United States against the administrative acts of

public officials, such as the collection of taxes,

the regulation of business and the fixing of rates

by public utility commissions. This injunctive
relief is especially important when the constitu-

tionality of the statutes under which the officials

are acting is questioned. Although the plaintiff

must allege the existence of some normal ground
for equitable jurisdiction, such as multiplicity of

suits or the probability of irreparable injury, the

courts do not scrutinize these grounds closely.

The real purpose of the injunction is to obtain a

judicial review of the administrative order; and

in some jurisdictions for instance, the federal

courts it has become the regular method of ac-

complishing this result, which may be attained

elsewhere by an entirely different procedure, like

certiorari in New York. The injunction has the

advantage of raising questions of the validity of

administrative action at an early date, but it is

absurd for one branch of the government to be

trying to do something while another branch is

exerting itself to prevent it. The process is like

putting on the brake while the accelerator is

pressed down. Additional objections arise when
lower federal courts block state administrative

bodies by this summary method, which although
desired by plaintiffs may not be the wisest way of

adjusting delicate conflicts between different

parts of the federal system. Because of the readi-
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ness with which single United States judges en-

joined orders of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission or state commissions on constitutional

grounds, a series of acts of Congress required
three federal judges to participate in such action

and imposed other restrictions (U. S. Code, tit.

28, sects. 47, 380). Perhaps a more straightfor-
ward method than the injunction for the judicial
review of administrative decisions would be de-

sirable in both state and federal courts.

The modern law of continental Europe has no

precise counterpart to the injunction. Its work is

performed by several different remedies. Un-
lawful acts are prevented by administrative

orders and police action more than in the United

Stages. The civil tribunals, which recognize no
distinction between law and equity, enforce

theirjudgments whenever possible by execution

in natura, by which through the aid of officers

comparable to sheriffs the plaintiff gets the very

thing to which he is legally entitled instead of

a money substitute, as in Anglo-American actions

at law. A similar remedy in Anglo-American
courts would often render injunctions needless.

Interlocutory relief is less common than in

Anglo-American law but can be obtained

through attachment and other forms of sum-

mary procedure when speed is necessary. Since

administrative decisions cannot be reviewed in

the civil courts but only in administrative courts,

anyrfiing resembling the injunction against of-

ficial acts is naturally impossible.
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INNOCENTIII(LothardeiConti)(n6i-i2i6),
pope from 1198. Innocent's activities as pope
were largely concerned with the two problems of

reviving and propagating the orthodox faith and

firmly establishing the political power of the

papacy. In connection with the first, his pontifi-

cate is famous for the Albigensian crusade, which
he finally launched in 1207 as a last resort to ex-

tinguish that heresy; and for the fourth crusade

to the East, which, after he had failed to divert it

from Zara and Constantinople, brought him the

glory as well as the responsibility of establishing
the Latin rite in the western portion of the

Eastern Empire. His management of the second

problem marks one of the high points of papal
influence over secular powers. The death of the

Holy Roman emperor Henry vi in 1 197 and the

reaction against Henry's lieutenants in Italy
allowed Innocent to assume shortly after his

elevation a commanding position both in Ger-

many, where the recognition of the future em-

peror depended upon his support, and in south-

ern Italy and Sicily, where Henry's wife, Con-

stance, became his vassal in order to secure pro-
tection for her son, the future Frederick n. In

the matter ofthe vacant empire Innocent decided

for reasons ultimately dictated by fear of the

Hohenstaufens to support the Guelph candidate,
Otto iv, against the two Hohenstaufens Philip
of Swabia and Frederick. The reasons for his
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decision he gave in his famous Deliberatio upon
the courses open to him. In so intervening he

provided the first legal basis for the papal right

to confirm imperial elections, founding this right

on the original transference of the empire by the

papacy from the Greeks to the Germans. At the

same time the eviction of the German governors
from central Italy and Otto's oath never to unite

central Italy with Sicily enabled Innocent to ex-

tend the Papal States to their widest boundaries.

After 1204 he was complete master of Rome. lie

exercised feudal sovereignty over Portugal, over

Aragon and, after he had broken down John's

opposition, over England. He attached the Bul-

garo-Wallachian kingdom to the Holy See. He
intervened drastically in the aft'airs of the Scandi-

navian kingdom to support the local church re-

formers against King Sverre. With Philip

Augustus of France he was never fully successful.

In the face of the pope's exhortations and fulmi-

nations Philip refused for years to enter into con-

jugal relations with his lawful wife, Ingeborg.
His great triumph came when the perfidy of the

Guelph Otto iv forced Innocent to admit the

correctness of Philip's view that Guelph domi-

nation in Germany was dangerous. Innocent had

to excommunicate Otto and to secure his deposi-

tion by the princes and the election of the young
Frederick as emperor. To end the trouble he had

to organize Europe against the party which he

had originally supported and to form a coalition

with the Hohenstaufens and the French, which

defeated Otto and his ally, King John, at

Bouvines in 1214.

In the realm of political ideas Innocent in

with his high yet cautious claims stands midway
between Gregory vn and Boniface vin. Chris-

tendom, he maintained, was not only a moral

unity but a visible, concrete world state under

clerical guidance; although it was governed by
territorial rulers, yet each part and the whole

must recognize the supremacy of the Roman See

and the plenitude of power held by Peter's suc-

cessor, the representative of Christ. But when
he came to intervene in temporal matters Inno-

cent cautiously limited himself to moral issues.

He declared that he had no intention to pass

judgment in matters of feudal custom (judicare

defeodo) but only to decide cases of moral guilt

(decernere de peccato), since it was his duty to

snatch every Christian soul from mortal sin.

His views on the relations between the civil and

religious powers he further expressed in his de-

cretal letter Per venerabilem, addressed to the

Count of Montpellier. No mediaeval pope has

had so strong a sense of responsibility for the

moral welfare of Christendom. As a canonist he

is of vital importance for his definition and classi-

fication of existing rules. His court formed a

school of instruction for Christendom. In mat-

ters of detail his chief concern was for the purity
of elections; for the integrity, discipline and edu-

cational standards of the clergy; for the conser-

vation of church property; and for the unity of

the faith on the basis of a dogma at once flexible

and cautious. These matters were definitely pro-
vided for by the Latcran Council of 1 2 1 5 . As an

administrator Innocent made important contri-

butions to the organization of the papal chancery
and to the development of the cursus. He also

laid down rules for the detection of forgery. His

pontificate saw a prodigious increase of the judi-
cial and administrative business that came to the

Holy See. He maintained touch with the various

parts of Christendom through the system of

legates so largely employed by Gregory vn. In

contrast with the latter pontiff Innocent ranks as

a diplomat and a business man rather than as a

saint. But like the greatest administrators he

never set the means before the goal. The asser-

tion of the plenitude of power was for him an

avenue to the salvation of souls an end with

which, as his letters and sermons show, he was

constantly preoccupied.
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INNOVATION. The changes or novelties of

rites, techniques, customs, manners and mores

which constitute innovation are usually thought
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of as purposive. The actualities of the social

process, however, do not validate this connota-

tion. The attribution of intent is always retro-

spective. But the causes of innovation are too

complex to be covered by merely personal intent.

In so far as human existence is a process and not

sheer repetition, the rise, the forms, the life

cycles and the influence of innovations arc the

vital theme of history and the social sciences.

Innovation includes in its range the transforma-

tions in food, clothing, shelter, defense against

enemies and disease, tools and technologies of

production and consumption, forms of play and

sport, rituals and liturgies of religion, precedents
of law, inventions in science and thought, styles

and attitudes in literature and the arts. Every so-

cial institution is a field of innovation, no matter

how conservative its intent and how standardized

its techniques and procedures. The limit to in-

novation comes only at the point where the iden-

tity of an establishment itself is menaced.

Within this limit innovations may be numer-
ous and rapid: the very individuality of the insti-

tution may consist in them. This is the case

among the various divisions of science. The es-

sential of each of these is the process of deliber-

ate innovation which goes by the name of scien-

tific method. Scientific method is simply another

name for the gathering, testing and applying of

innovations. How these innovations arc reached

is iiKlifferent. Every innovation involves a certain

contingency, a dimension of chance and luck;

every innovation also begins as focal to some

particular individual or very small group. Once
a "scientific" mind has become aware of it, it is

developed formally and tested experimentally,

given its chance to succeed or fail. The work of

breeders of animals, legumes, fruits; the inven-

tion and elaboration of machines; the transfor-

mations of the art of medicine in the last fifty

years, in so far as these have anything deliberate

in them, all rest on the presumption and use of

scientific method. This is postulated wherever

innovation is both deliberate and follows the

gradients of social change. Where innovation is

incongruous with those it must either struggle

for its survival, establishing itself by means of a

process of give and take with its environment, or

be imposed by force majeure, as when after a

revolution or a war the victor imposes upon the

defeated a new way of doing or thinking.

Innovation may be slow or rapid, manifold or

simple, but it is ineluctable. In a sense the mere

lapse of time is innovating. Aging takes place in

institutions and societies no less than in woods

and wines. This autogenous transformation

through invariant repetition seems, however,
never to occur in isolation. It is crossed and
modified by other processes which add novelties

a priori. Such are inventions, wars, crises and

catastrophes, migrations, exhaustion of ma-

terials, exhaustion of interest (i.e. boredom).
Boredom is a psychic force of innovation which
deserves more attention than it has received. The
revulsion which it generates and the subsequent

searching and seeking are no small part of the

dynamics of fashion, gaming, sport, crusades,

exploration, scientific investigations and the like.

All these involve contacts with changing en-

vironments, natural and human, osmosis or more
violent impacts of cultures and consequent in-

novations.

The optimal conditions for innovation are a

certain flexibility and readiness in the organic

pattern of a society itself. These develop as a rule

more easily in new societies, where a fresh start

is being made; they develop also during a crisis

such as a war, a profound business depression, a

natural catastrophe or a revolution. At such times

playing upon a ground of fear and uncertainty
there is a feeling of the significance of the social

adventure. Novelties are invited, projected and

perhaps installed and domesticated; experiments
arc made and change may become a standard of

public policy. Such was the case in Athens from

the Persian wars through the Pcloponnesian War
and in the United States while the frontier

lasted; it is now the case in Soviet Russia. Where
custom coheres too firmly and authority is un-

shaken, the situation is reversed. In primitive
societies the new way must be assimilated to the

ways of the fathers before it can be accepted.
Theocracies require that it shall confirm before

it can be confirmed by the divine authority
which they wield. Military or bureaucratic es-

tablishments reject it if it does not conform to

the customary patterns and rituals of conduct.

So does the institution of the law. In all these

cases the variant is seen as a disorderly interrup-

tion of set routine and therefore a priori a heresy,

a sedition and a danger. If its import is acknowl-

edged and it is adopted it is usually denatured of

all qualities inharmonious with the established

procedure. Apparently only a crisis, the feeling

of danger at hand, can transform this habitual

inertia into a readiness to try new tools and ways.

Thus the range and degree of international co-

operation between the Allies during the World

War, especially during 1917-18, have never

been reached since and are being denounced in
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peace by the very innovators who developed
this cooperation during the war. Now in 1932
the whole world suffers because of the absence

of this cooperation, which inherently would be

far more competent in peace than in war. But

now that the war crisis is over, the "elder states-

men" have relapsed into the elder ways. The

peace crisis is insufficient to raise them out; and

international cooperation, which goes inevitably

with the diffusion of the industrial economy, is

being held back by traditionalists in power
anxious about the status quo of their rights and

privileges. Should the crisis become profound

enough, the innovation will be sped and facili-

tated.

Innovators are not necessarily rebels and the

temper of innovation is not by any means the

temper of revolt. Novelties, spontaneous devia-

tions of the same energy, continually pour from

the main stream of custom and convention.

Thus the industrial revolution in England, the

growth and diffusion of the factory system in the

United States, in Germany and in Japan, took

place mainly in the context of the old mores and

on the initiative and by the effort of persons who
were on the whole champions of those mores.

Now the mores are being transformed and dis-

placed by what they allowed. Again, the impact
of photography and the theory of color vision on

the painter's art constituted a fecundation of

method and a diversion of ideals. The impres-
sionists began by affirming the novelty and were

forced into a defensive denying of the tradition.

So-called modern movements are innovations

only because of reaction against the innovation

which photography itself represented. The intent

of the post-impressionist schools was conserva-

tive; their achievements were innovations.

Nevertheless, innovators are forced into a

combative position. For their novelties enter a

social organization most of whose establishments

are going concerns, and enter as competitors and

deprecators of one or another. If they succeed in

establishing themselves they become embodied
in the organic flow of the mores. They cause that

flow to deviate to a slightly different gradient de-

finable by what they represent. This is what the

city life of the Renaissance did to Christian so-

ciety in Europe, what the fusion of the scientific

with the technological attitude did to the eight-

eenth century mind and what the industrial sys-

tem is doing to contemporary civilization. Of
course there are programs of innovation whose

dynamic is a reaction against the established

order. Such programs sometimes function as

precipitates of deep lying emotions which are

not disturbing enough to change the social order

but do nourish a formulated opposition to it.

The opposition becomes organized into cults and

movements whose rituals and programs then

identify it as a sort of antibody in the social

organism. So Methodism grew to maturity in the

Episcopal milieu of England. The single tax

movement in the United States is such a devel-

opment, and such also are cults of diet (like

vegetarianism), of dress (like nudism), of health

and of other goods of life. They arise as variants

and survive as orderly antagonists within the

nexus of the social process.

Since all innovations animate readjustments
in the distribution and organization of social

forces they automatically evoke the antagonism
of those who are disturbed. If the antagonism is

pervasive and deep, the innovation perforce

lapses. If, however, it satisfies a want or nullifies

an annoyance, however illusorily, it gathers a

following. If the following comes from any top
stratum of the community, from the prestige

carriers, the innovation may win a great deal of

superficial favor without modifying the basic

social processes. It may become fashionable, like

Christmas trees among Jews; like the consump-
tion of yeast, liver, tomato juice and other diet-

ary nostrums; like the recession of the corset and

the spread of nudism; like the cult of patriotism
and militarism among women claiming descent

from revolutionary fathers. The scope and dura-

tion of the fashion vary with the amount of ef-

fort that the adoption of the novelty is likely to

cost; the effort must not be very great in any
event. If the innovation is relevant to deep lying
discontents or to feelings of insecurity, then it

may change the direction of an institutional

process and break the fashional cycle altogether.

Thus emulative realization of western attitudes

and standards has the effect of displacing hara-

kiri as a social procedure in Japan and face sav-

ing suicide in China; it has unveiled the women
of Turkey and unbound Chinese ladies' feet; it

has created the nationalisms of the Asiatic

peoples and is profoundly transforming the pat-

tern and goal of their civilizations.

Innovations are mostly resisted out of motives

of self-interest and fear. The new is quite usually

synonymous with the unreasonable, the danger-

ous, the impossible. As William James pointed
out long ago, rationality is a sentiment in which

the feeling of familiarity is fused with that of

congruity with our fundamental hopes and de-

sires. Sometimes mere familiarity may become
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identical with this congruity. Thus people resist

changing their dietary habits in spite of the fact

that this change is required by health, the social

setting or religion; there are freethinking Jews
who get indigestion at the very thought of pork
and "liberated" Hindus who arc upset by the

idea of meat. Between love of food and love of

God or country the difference is in degree, not

in kind. All involve clinging to the habitual, fa-

miliar and secure. When that is felt to be men-

aced, the opposition to innovation becomes

fanatical, as may be observed in the attitude of

so-called patriotic societies in the United States

toward "socialism" and "Bolshevism." One of

the most curious of phenomena is met when the

proponents of an innovation that has reached the

point of toleration turn upon those who propose
a more extreme innovation in the same direction,

as is often the case with the socialists and the

communists. All these attitudes rest funda-

mentally on a sentiment combining fear and in-

security. But they become rationalized as "loy-

alty to the principles of the fathers," "rugged

individualism," "you can't change human na-

ture," and the rationalizations are elaborated

into philosophic systems demonstrating the fore-

gone conclusion. Such are the various philoso-

phies of racial supremacy, cultural superiority

and the like. Where innovations have finally

established themselves and compel recognition

they are assimilated to the old order or the old

order is assimilated to them by means of some

formula. Thus in the United States "trusts"

were feared at their origin and laws were passed
to constrain them. But they developed into the

dominant controls of the economic process; the

established order has to count with them and

acquiesce in them. The Supreme Court of the

United States celebrated this necessity by the

well known decision concerning "the rule of

reason" [Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221

U. S. i (1911)], which has resulted in the virtual

nullification of the original intent to control the

trusts rigorously.

In the light of the foregoing the social position

of an innovator is determined, other things being

equal, by the success of his innovation. Persons

like Edison, Einstein and Marconi have by no

means entirely overcome the resistance to their

respective innovations. But they are honored at

home and abroad. If Jesus of Nazareth can be

called an innovator, the same thing holds of Him.

For His status in Europe changed with the com-

ing to economic and political power of the priests

of His cult. The same thing is true of Lenin both

in Russia and abroad and would be of Henry
George if his program could be imposed at least

as those of Christ and Lenin have been. If, how-

ever, an innovation fails to establish itself, its

projector may be thrown into jail, like Roger
Bacon, or live a despised outcast all his days.
Social position for the innovator, as for every-

body else, is a function of proved and acknowl-

edged power.
HORACE M. KALLEN
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INQUISITION. The Inquisition was the of-

fice of the mediaeval church for inquiry into

heresy, which was commonly interpreted as ob-

stinate adherence to opinions arbitrarily chosen

in defiance ofaccepted ecclesiastical teaching and

interpretation. It was an office not primarily of

punishment but of examination and of instruc-

tion, and it attempted to secure the abjuration of

their errors by the heretics whom it discovered.

To a logical churchman of the time it repre-
sented the natural and merciful method of pre-

venting the spread of doctrines which endan-

gered the souls of all who heard as well as of all

who communicated them.

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries popular

frenzy against those who professed unorthodox

opinions resulted in indiscriminate burnings of

the suspected; their protection as well as their

proper examination became necessary. In the

absence of clear understandings as to the re-

spective parts which the secularand ecclesiastical
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authorities might play in the punishment of

heretics the arrangements prevalent throughout
Christendom were often the result of local agree-

ments between the bishops and the king. In 1 184
Lucius in and Frederick Barbarossa had ar-

ranged that the bishops should make the inquiry

for heresies and excommunicate the heretics and

that the secular arm should enforce the imperial

ban of exile and undertake the destruction of sus-

pected houses.

Decrees such as these were only spasmodically
carried out, for as Catharism grew the problem
became too general to be solved along local lines.

The initial failure of Innocent in to convince the

Albigensians by means of special missionaries,

together with the crusade which in consequence
he felt bound to undertake, made it clear that

some more permanent prophylaxis was needed.

This the normal canonical method of diocesan

inquiry through the bishop was not strong

enough to provide, since the bishop was a man of

many duties and the task of discovering and

examining heresy demanded both expert theo-

logical knowledge and an organized system of

delation through trustworthy informers. The
latter was to a certain extent constructed by the

decrees of the Council of Verona, 1184, which

directed that bishops in making periodical cir-

cuits of the dioceses for inquiries into heresy
should compel trustworthy persons to denounce

those who were diffamati for not living as good
Catholics. The problem was how to secure the

regular and effective body of witness of error,

and for this task the ordinary church courts were

just as inadequate as the special delegates sent

by the papacy into disaffected areas.

Gregory ix organized these spasmodic efforts

into a regular system. Permanentjudges delegate

were instituted to cooperate with the bishops in

their inquiries. They were given power in 1233
to take action without appeal against all sus-

pected persons and to call upon the secular arm
to aid in their capture. The personnel of these

judges came to be selected from the two mendi-

cant orders . The preaching friars
,
or Dominicans

,

through the location of their early settlements

and the personal character of their founder took

the leading place in the new organization, but

they divided their duties on a geographical
basis with the Franciscans. Scandinavia was

exempt from their activities and England, as will

be shown, had no inquisitors other than the

archbishops and their suffragans. Portugal did

not receive the system till 1531.
The most threatening fourteenth century her-

esies prior to the spread of the doctrines of Wyc-
liffe and Huss were the remains of Catharism in

the south of France and the theories of the

Waldensians, Beguines and pseudo-Apostles in

northern Italy. In addition, the church was

called upon to stamp out sorcery and witchcraft

of various kinds and belief, such as that of Joan
of Arc, in interior revelation from or communi-
cation or understanding with supernatural

powers. The later Middle Ages witnessed the

growth of heresy in two main directions: doc-

trines of internal illumination and extreme re-

ligious subjectivism, which are frequently the

product of mystical enthusiasm; and the kindred

notions, that of the absolute poverty of Christ

associated with the "spiritual" Franciscan^
and that of clerical possessions as depending for

their justification on the personal goodness of

the possessor. The latter notion was the applica-

tion to the clergy, particularly the religious

orders, of Wycliffe's doctrine that lordship is

founded upon grace. To this the English Lol-

lards and a large section of the unorthodox

Bohemians added erroneous opinions on the

sacrament of the Eucharist. But although sacra-

mental heresy was serious it was not so dangerous
as a false ecclcsiology, the main error which the

later mediaeval church had to combat.

The method of procedure for inquisitors has

been described by the Dominican Bernard Gui
in the fifth part of his Practica inqmsttionis here-

ticae pravitatiS) written in the early fourteenth

century. The citation of the suspected person was

made in his own house through the parish priest

in the presence of witnesses and again on a

Sunday or in certain cases on three consecutive

Sundays or festivals. If the suspected person did

not come within a year, the citation having been

repeated, he was pronounced excommunicate.

The alternative method of citation was the more

stringent one of summary capture upon clerical

request by the secular power. The inquisitor

then interrogated the prisoner in the presence of

two religious and a notary who took minutes of

the questions and replies. There was no Itbellus

presented as in ordinary canonical procedure.
The inquisitor was instructed to make his in-

quiry simply and directly (de piano) and his

powers were not subject to the territorial limits

laid down in the thirty-seventh canon of the

Fourth Lateran Council of 1215. No exemptions
or appeals were permitted. Culpability was de-

termined either by the confession of the victim

under examination or by the evidence of wit-

nesses, who for this purpose need not necessarily
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be persons of unblemished character. Their dep-
ositions were communicated to the accused, but

their names were kept secret and he was never

confronted with them. Generally the inquisitor

aimed at securing a personal confession, which

might be effected by persuasion, accompanied
where necessary by judiciously prolonged deten-

tion in prison.
In certain more obstinate cases the confession

might be elicited by torture, as sanctioned by the

bull Ad exstirpanda of Innocent iv. The period

when torture seems to have been most employed
is the fifteenth century in the great campaigns

against witchcraft undertaken in southern Ger-

many and in the district of Arras. The bull of

Innocent vin Summis desiderantes (1484) shows

thai a reaction had been taking place in the upper
Rhineland against the rigorous method of the

inquisitors. In 1522 the humanist J. L. Vives in

his edition of the De civitate Dei, when com-

menting upon the ninth book, speaks of the

evils of torture, which men preferred to death.

The sentence required the cooperation of the

ecclesiastical ordinary and was generally given.

in an assembly of secular and religious clergy

reenforced by lawyers. It could always be re-

voked or modified except where the accused was

left to the secular arm for death by burning; and

even here repentance in extremis, provided that

the accused was prepared to abjure sincerely and

denounce his errors and former accomplices,

would justify the lay court in returning him to

the inquisitor, in which case his punishment
would be perpetual imprisonment. The penalty

of the stake could not, however, be mitigated in

the case of a relapsed heretic, although he was

allowed to receive the sacraments of penance and

the Eucharist if he was converted at the end.

In the case of others the penalty might be im-

prisonment either in more or less open confines

(murus largu*) or else in rigorous and solitary im-

prisonment (murus strictus)\ the wearing of a

distinct mark upon the dress to indicate the

brand of heresy; or pilgrimages to the greater or

smaller shrines of Christendom. In the last

case annual visits were often prescribed and the

penitent was enjoined to hear mass and sermon

in the church which he was compelled to visit

and to offer a candle to the celebrating priest, by
whom he was solemnly fustigated before pro-

claiming his offenses aloud to the assembled

congregation. In other instances pecuniary pen-
alties were inflicted. In Languedoc severe cases

frequently involved confiscation ofgoods and the

destruction of the heretic's dwelling. Of the

property so confiscated part went to the ruler,

part to the church. These confiscations consti-

tuted one reason why the pursuit of heresy was

to the advantage of the state; but in any case the

secular authority never scrupled to put the

heretic to death. The use of the stake was made

general throughout the Germanic empire by
Frederick n in 1238; it became customary in

France under St. Louis.

Although there was no inquisitor appointed by
papal authority in England, the procedure, rest-

ing in the first instance in the hands of the

bishops, followed not dissimilar lines. The prac-
tise as it developed after the papal condemnation

of Wycliffe's heresy was that the bishop made

inquiries and with the help of the secular arm, if

necessary, seized and examined the suspected

persons. Abjuration was made in the first in-

stance before the bishop, who prescribed the

penalty, frequently that of imprisonment. Par-

ticularly bad cases, where the accused persons
continued their errors after abjuration or where

they were condemned for disseminating Lollard

opinions by means of books and writings, might
be referred to convocation. About 1400 and

thereafter, probably as a result of the deter-

mined influence of Archbishop Arundel, all the

leading heretics were brought by their diocesans

to the provincial synod. According to the proce-
dure governing such cases articles were first

"objected" to the defendant and his replies

noted; after this there followed an examination

conducted by a tribunal consisting of the arch-

bishop and members of each of the mendicant

orders representing theological interests and of

trained lawyers representing legal interests; at

the end there was rehearsal of the points es-

tablished and an exhortation by the archbishop
to the accused person to abjure. In the event of

abjuration the penalty was fixed by the arch-

bishop in convocation and generally took the

form of a public recantation of error and of im-

prisonment until the heretic could find sufficient

security for his good behavior. In cases of obsti-

nate persistence convocation relinquished the

accused to the secular arm. The state bound it-

self to assist the church in its pursuit of Lollardry
both by putting the heretic to death (statute De
hcretico comburcndo of 1401) and by cooperating

through its local officials in the inquiry for

heretics (statute of Leicester, 1414) In a serious

case involving a man of high standing, like Sir

John Oldcastle, the king himself tried to exercise

his influence.

The sinister reputation acquired by the Holy
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Office was probably due to the great powers given
to the inquisitor, by the subtle distinctions em-

ployed in grading the suspected person and by
the actual horror of the burnings. But it must be

remembered that the inquisitor was frequently
assisted by viri periti, lawyers who could keep a

watch upon proceedings and who would cer-

tainly prevent serious injustice being done.

Furthermore there is reason to believe that the

number of relaxations to the secular arm was not

great. The destruction of the suspect was by no

means the purpose of the tribunal. The church

did not desire the death of the sinner, and the

inquisitor's object was to instruct and convince

those in error of the truth of its doctrines. Less

favorable interpretations derive largely from the

rigorous conduct of individual inquisitors, like

Conrad of Marburg and Conrad Tors in Ger-

many or Torquemada and Lucero in Spain. In

sixteenth century Italy the Inquisition became

notorious for the examinations to which it sub-

jected a number of illustrious men of science and

letters. By this time, however, its main work in

the suppression of heresy was done.

The adaptability of inquisition procedure to

political ends was first revealed in the program of

Philippe le Bel and his shrewd legist, Guillaume

de Nogaret, in fourteenth century France, and

later by the popes in their attempts to consoli-

date their temporal power in Italy. This adapta-
tion was effected most thoroughly in Renais-

sance Spain, where the Inquisition was organ-
ized in close cooperation with the Spanish

monarchy as a piece of state machinery, de-

signed to exterminate antimonarchical groups,

primarily Jews and Moors, and to establish both

in Spain and throughout the Spanish empire in

the New World a homogeneous population with

a unified nationalistic outlook. The fact that

these methods tended to contribute instead to

the subsequent decline of Spanish enterprise

may be attributed in part to the extreme severity

with which they were applied at home and in the

colonies.
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INSANITY
CRIMINAL LAW. In criminal cases the problem

of insanity must be considered in three respects:

first, as to the capacity of an accused person to be

tried; second, as to the sanity of an accused per-

son at the time of his offense; third, as to the

procedure following acquittal on the ground of

insanity.

The legal problem of insanity before or during
trial does not involve the issue of responsibility

or irresponsibility, which is based on the condi-

tion of the accused at the time of the offense, but

so-called present insanity, i.e. mental incapacity
for trial. Under early English law as in modern

Anglo-American a man who becomes insane be-

fore arraignment or during trial is not obliged to

plead to the offense or to stand trial provided he

meets certain criteria, such as that he has, not

such "mind and discretion" as would enable him
to appreciate the charge against him and the pro-

ceedings thereon or that he is not sane enough to

recall the events of his life and to present to

counsel the facts which ought to be stated to the

jury. At common law the question of capacity to

be tried was customarily settled by a separate

jury, occasionally by personal inspection by the

judge. Today the method for determining the

condition of the accused before or after indict-

ment or during trial varies. In some American

states the court has discretion as to the means of

inquiry, in others lunacy proceedings in chan-

cery must be instituted; in some a jury trial is

necessary, in others there is inquiry by two or

more qualified physicians or by a commission of

doctors and lawyers.
The chief weaknesses of these provisions are

that since the initiation of the proceedings is left

to persons untrained in psychiatry it becomes

largely a matter of chance whether the defend-

ant will be examined mentally before or during

trial, unless his symptoms are striking, and that

when an examination does take place it is not
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always made by skilled experts. In Massachu-

setts under a unique provision of a law of 1921

(as variously amended in minor details) this

situation has been remedied. A psychiatric ex-

amination by experts of the Department of

Mental Diseases is a routine provision for all

persons indicted for a felony who have been

previously convicted of a felony or indicted for

any other offense more than once. The objects

of the examination are to determine the mental

condition of the accused at the time of the

examination and "the existence of any mental

disease or defect which would affect . . . criminal

responsibility." The report of such examination

is not admissible as evidence in a case that goes
to trial, and each side may still call its own ex-

pef ts; but in practise the neutral nature of the

examination is relied upon to a considerable ex-

tent by courts, prosecutors and defense counsel,

and "battles of experts," which so often mar the

procedure in other jurisdictions, have in Massa-

chusetts become practically unknown.

The most important aspect of the law of

criminal insanity relates to the conditions under

which the mentally ill are exempt from criminal

responsibility. Some attempts to define these

conditions were made as far back as the time of

the Roman law as a result of the influence of the

Greek physicians. A rescript cited in the Digest
of Justinian (Dig. i, 18, 14) dealt with the prob-
lem. The rescript states that the insane are irre-

sponsible because they have been punished

enough through their infirmity, that persons who
are mentally ill may have "lucid intervals," that

lack of knowledge of what one is doing may be a

criterion of irresponsible insanity. Even the

Germanic law sources of the Middle Ages, as is

apparent from the various mirrors,town laws and

custumals, recognized the criminal irresponsibil-

ity of the insane. The Romanistic writers re-

introduced the idea of the lucid interval, but

Farinacius states that the majority of them in-

dulged a presumption that the offense was com-

mitted during the ordinary state of insanity.

Among English legal commentators Bracton,

Fitzherbert, Staunderforde, Coke, Hale and

Hawkins attempted in various ways to evolve

precise tests of irresponsibility. These, however,

hardly amount to more than scraps of opinion.

The Roman influence is particularly marked in

Bracton. In Rex*;. Arnold (16 How. St.Tr., 695),

decided in 1724, a remark of Bracton's that an

insane person is non multum distat a brutis

turned up as the "wild beast test"; in Hadfield's

Case (27 How. St. Tr., 1281), decided in 1800,

the brilliant advocate Erskine disposed of the

views of Coke and Hale in insisting that "delu-

sion, where there is no frenzy or raving madness,
is the true character of insanity."
The modern English law rests upon the fa-

mous M'Naghten Case (10 Clark & Fin., 200),
decided in 1843, in which the rules of responsi-

bility were crystallized in the well known answers
of the judges of England to certain questions

propounded by the House of Lords as the result

of an unpopular acquittal of M'Naghten, a

paranoiac who killed Sir Robert Peel's secre-

tary. Thejudges said that "to establish a defence

on the ground of insanity, it must be clearly

proved that, at the time of the committing of the

act, the party accused was labouring under such

a defect of reason, from disease of the mind, as

not to know the nature and quality of the act he

was doing, or, if he did know it, that he did not

know he was doing what was wrong." This

simple sounding "test" has in practise led to

great confusion and difficulty of application; al-

most every phrase in the classicjudicial utterance

has been subjected to criticism from both a legal

and a psychiatric point of view. The same is true

of the further opinion of the judges in this case

that a person who suffered from delusion might
be liable to punishment if he knew that he was

acting contrary to law.

Most American courts refuse to consider any
criterion of the irresponsibility of the insane

other than some local variation of the "nature-

and-quality" or "right-and-wrong" test. In a

number of jurisdictions, however, under the

influence of both legal theory and medical at-

tacks it has been held that irresponsibility may
under certain conditions result from the pres-
ence of an "insane, irresistible impulse" even

though knowledge of the nature and quality and

wrongfulness of an act exists. The tests have

been further complicated by the introduction in

some American decisions of the element of de-

lusion and its effect upon responsibility. The
New Hampshire law expresses the doctrine that

the question of irresponsibility by reason of in-

sanity is altogether one of fact for the jury, since

there is in truth no particular legal test which

they must observe. Reviewing all the "symp-
toms, phases, or manifestations, of mental dis-

ease as legal tests of capacity to entertain a

criminal intent," Judge Ladd in a well known
case [State v. Jones, 50 N. H., 369, 398, 399

(1871)] concluded that "they are all clearly

matters of evidence, to be weighed by the

jury
"
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In criticizing the tests of insanity it must be

remembered that it has never been held that the

mere existence of mental disease or defect in it-

self constitutes an exemption from criminal re-

sponsibility. One reason for this view is, as

Kenny has said, that "lunatics are usually ca-

pable of being influenced by ordinary motives,

such as the prospect of punishment; hence they

usually plan their crimes with care, and take

means to avoid detection" (Outlines of Criminal

Law, p. 52). Nevertheless, a historical review of

the subject indicates that the tests themselves,

while remaining unchanged theoretically, have

in practise gradually undergone modification not

only to meet changing attitudes toward the ob-

jectives of punishment but to take account of re-

finements in medical knowledge.
The standard tests today proceed more or less

upon the following assumptions, which are from

the viewpoint of psychiatry questionable: first,

that lack of knowledge of the "nature or quality"

of an act (assuming the meaning of such terms

to be clearly defined in the minds ofjuries and in

judicial opinions), or incapacity to know right

from wrong, is the sole or even the most im-

portant symptom of mental disorder; second,

that such knowledge is the sole instigator and

guide of conduct or at least the most important
element therein and consequently should be the

only criterion of responsibility when insanity is

involved; and, third, that the capacity of know-

ing right from wrong can be completely intact

and functioning perfectly even though a defend-

ant is otherwise demonstrably of disordered

mind.

The irresistible impulse test supplies in a

measure the deficiencies of the knowledge tests;

for it takes into account disturbances in the voli-

tional inhibitory mode of mental life. It recog-

nizes that although the disorder in the cognitive

sphere may not be such as to prevent a defendant

from having had some conception of the dif-

ference between right and wrong, he may never-

theless have been suffering from a deep seated

mental disturbance which markedly affected his

conduct. Emphasis of delusion as a test may be

criticized in that it represents a singling out

of but one symptom from a general disease pat-

tern in the delusional mental disorders, a

symptom which is not necessarily more impor-
tant than the others.

All three concepts knowledge, irresistible

impulse and delusion are subject to criticism

as tests of irresponsibility because their employ-
ment neglects the fundamental theory of the

interdependence and interrelationship of mental

processes; a disturbance in the cognitive, voli-

tional or emotional sphere can hardly occur

without affecting the personality as a whole and

the conduct that flows from the personality. It

could readily be shown that these outworn pre-

suppositions may work injustice to offenders of

various types of mental disorder, particularly
those suffering from pronounced psychoneu-
roses, in whom unconscious motivation of con-

duct is believed to play a predominant role.

Several attempts have been made to remedy
the situation. A distinguished legal and medical

committee of the American Institute of Criminal

Law and Criminology recommended in 1913 a

test that was not really a test at all, for it was to

the effect that no one should be held liable f6r a

criminal act if his state of mind was such that he

could not have had the necessary criminal intent

a proposition that is not of much practical

value to a judge in charging a jury. A better at-

tempt to overcome the dilemmas inherent in

existing tests of irresponsibility was the earlier

proposal of a committee of the New York State

Bar Association, which in 1910 moved to abolish

insanity as a defense to a charge of crime. This

endeavor to eliminate the technicalities of the

tests of irresponsibility at one stroke was ac-

companied by a provision that the court, if it

believed the prisoner was insane or mentally de-

fective at the time of the offense, might have an

inquiry made and as the result thereof either

impose the regular penalty or sentence him
to confinement in an asylum for a term of years

or life. Thus the effort was made to have the

question of mental disorder considered, as cer-

tain criminologists feel it should be, not as a

matter for the jury in its deliberations as to guilt

or innocence but as a matter for the court aided

by impartial experts in its deliberations as to

sentence; this was essentially the principle be-

hind a Washington statute which, not without

room for doubt, was declared unconstitutional in

Strasburg v. State [60 Washington, 106 (1910)]

and a somewhat similar provision more recently

invalidated in Mississippi [Sinclair v. State, 132

So., 581 (1931)].

While not much progress has been made with

tests of insanity, it must be remembered that the

consequences of conviction or acquittal on the

ground of irresponsibility have in recent years

been considerably modified in many jursidic-

tions. On the one hand, conviction today is not

always or even often followed by the death pen-

alty; on the other hand, acquittal frequently re-
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suits in the defendant's commitment to a hospi-
tal for mental diseases instead of his release.

In the earliest English law insanity seerns not

to have operated as an acquittal, at least in

murder, but to have resulted in a special verdict

entitling the accused to a pardon. Subsequently
in England and in a number of American juris-

dictions if the accused was found irresponsible

because of insanity he was not only acquitted but

apparently no special order looking to his safety

or to that of society was made. Under the English
Criminal Lunatics Act of 1 800 such a defendant

was detained "during his Majesty's pleasure."
In 1883 the Trial of Lunatics Act provided that

upon an acquittal on the ground of insanity the

jur^ should return a special verdict of "guilty,

but insane," under which the acquitted person
could be legally controlled by the home secre-

tary. Under the Criminal Appeal Act of 1907 the

Court of Criminal Appeal was empowered to

quash the sentence of an appellant found guilty

who was, however, in its opinion insane and to

order the appellant to be confined as a "lunatic,"

as if a special verdict had been found under the

1883 act. The defendant is not released until the

home secretary so decides.

In America practise varies. In one group of

states the jury that acquits the defendant because

of insane irresponsibility must state in one way
or another whether it still regards him as insane;

in other jurisdictions the jury must state whether

it finds the defendant to be still dangerous; in

several states the mental condition of the de-

fendant at time of acquittal is determined by

separate machinery.
The consequences of such findings vary. In a

few states if the jury finds the defendant no

longer insane or dangerous he is allowed to go

free; in others when a jury acquits a person on

the ground of insanity the statutes allow the trial

court no discretion but to provide for his com-

mitment with or without separate lunacy pro-

ceedings; in many states the court may, if it

deems such a defendant dangerous, commit him
to a hospital; in Massachusetts the court must

order a defendant acquitted of murder or man-

slaughter because of insanity to be committed to

a mental hospital "during his natural life."

A frequent remedy for release of persons in-

carcerated on the ground of irresponsibility is

habeas corpus. The writ is used for this purpose
in about a fourth of the states, while in the re-

mainder special machinery for release is also

provided. Whether the hearing on the return of

the writ shall be with or without a jury also

varies from state to state; in some this matter is

within the judge's discretion, in others within

the petitioner's. In various states discharge from

the hospital is within the discretion of the super-

intendent, commissioners of insanity, depart-
ment of correction, trustees, special commission

or a justice of the supreme court. In addition

there exist of course the general provisions for

commutation and pardon.
In recent years there has been an increasing

demand for radical reorganization of the ma-

chinery of criminal justice. A plan has been

frequently urged sharply to differentiate and

specialize the two major processes of criminal

justice ascertainment of guilt and imposition of

sentence. The decision as to the sentence, that is,

the treatment of the offender found guilty,

would in such a scheme be made by a tribunal

specially qualified in the interpretation and

evaluation of psychiatric, psychologic and

sociologic data. The treatment originally im-

posed would be modifiable from time to time in

the light of scientific reports of progress or retro-

gression of the offender. Certain procedural safe-

guards would protect him from possible arbi-

trary action on the part of the tribunal. A com-

pletely indeterminate sentence law, or at least

one giving the tribunal wide administrative dis-

cretion as to the duration of the sentence, is an

indispensable adjunct to such a system, as is also

a scientifically manned clearing house and

laboratory where offenders awaiting sentence

would be given thorough observation and study.

Finally, for the system to operate efficiently a

thorough overhauling of existing treatment

practises probation, various forms of imprison-

ment, parole would be necessary and there

would have to be continuous experiments with

new correctional and educative instruments.

The result of this outlined system would be

practically to eliminate the need of the cumber-

some and unscientific defense of insanity, since

the offender would as a matter of routine pro-
cedure be assured appropriate treatment regard-
less of whether or not the defense was resorted

to. The clumsy device built up by the law for

taking mental pathology into account in the de-

termination of criminal responsibility would

gradually become atrophied.
The continental law and practise with regard

to criminal insanity are not significantly differ-

ent from the Anglo-American. According to the

German criminal code of 1871, "there is no

punishable act, if at the time of its commission

the actor was in a state of unconsciousness or of
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marked disturbance of the mental faculties which

excluded the free determination of his will."

The French penal code of 1810 stipulates that

"there is neither crime nor offense if the accused

was in a state of mental alienation at the time of

doing the act, or if he was constrained by a

force which he could not resist." Generally

the European codes take account of both the

cognitive and the volitional elements in be-

havior and are broad enough to allow the trier of

fact considerable scope for introducing "the

human element in justice" in cases in which

popular sympathy is with the accused. While the

continental tests are subject to some of the same

criticisms as Anglo-American tests, it should be

noticed that the business of securing expert

testimony is generally managed more rationally

in European courts. Some European codes pro-

vide for "partial responsibility" and correspond-

ing mitigation of punishment, but this is not

true of the German or the French code. It is

doubtless, however, possible for partial respon-

sibility to be taken into account as an "extenuat-

ing circumstance." Most European codes also

provide for measures of security against a person

acquitted on the ground of insanity, but the

provisions vary considerably.

SHELDON GLUECK

CIVIL LAW. In the civil law as in the criminal

law mental incompetency of an individual

leads to the extinction or diminution of his

legal capacity to act and of his legal responsi-

bility for his acts. The protection given the men-

tally incompetent in modern systems of law is

limited by the protection accorded innocent per-

sons who deal with him, hence the emphasis is

placed upon preventive measures such as guard-

ianship. The primitive superstition that the in-

sane person was accursed by the gods or seized

by evil spirits left no trace upon Roman private

law, which as early as the Twelve Tables desig-

nated a familial curator for thefuriosus, a lunatic

who might or might not have lucid intervals, and

an officially appointed guardian for other mental

incompetents (mente capti^ insani). The Roman
law system has been adapted in modern Euro-

pean codes to a wider range of mental incompe-

tency. Thus Germany and Switzerland have ex-

tended guardianship not only to prodigality,

which was recognized in Roman law, but also

to dipsomania and mental weakness, and the

French civil code authorizes in case of prodigality
or mental weakness the appointment of a judi-
cial counselor whose consent is necessary to the

validity of certain types of transactions. A simi-

lar expansion of the concept of civil insanity as a

ground for the appointment of a guardian has oc-

curred in many Anglo-American jurisdictions,

which by statute or judicial construction author-

ize the appointment of a guardian for a spend-
thrift, a habitual drunkard or even for a person

likely to be imposed upon. Drug addicts are also

frequently included. California and England are

among the jurisdictions which have apparently

gone furthest in this respect, while New York
adheres more nearly to the narrower conception
of early English law. In the latter system the

king's prerogative of acting as guardian of the

person and property of the mentally incompe-
tent, however mercenary in its origin, came to

be based upon the humanitarian conception that

the king was parens patriae. To the lord chan-

cellor was delegated at an early date the royal

power to appoint guardians, and this function

thus became a part of the jurisdiction of the

Court of Chancery. In the United States courts

of equity jurisdiction, adapting the powers of the

English court, have ordinarily taken over this

function, although by statute it has sometimes

been conferred upon probate courts which have

jurisdiction of decedents' estates.

While English and American judicial reports
deal with many varieties of mental abnormality,

legal tests of sanity do not conform to standards

recognized by abnormal psychologists with

educational or clinical objectives in view. The
law has striven to establish flexible standards of

incompetency. To deprive a man of his civil

capacity or to relieve him of his civil responsibil-

ity to others calls for a more pronounced degree
of mental abnormality (to say nothing of differ-

ences in type) than is requisite where the deci-

sion involves only specialized educational or

clinical treatment. Other factors which have

tended to maintain a relatively low legal stand-

ard of sanity are the emphasis upon freedom of

alienation, judicial acceptance of the theory that

mental faculties operate independently of one

another and trial by jury. The frequency with

which decisions of lower courts are reversed on

appeal indicates the uncertainty of the legal

standard.

Legal proceedings involving a determination

of mental incompetency may be grouped into

two main classes: preventive and restitutive. In

the first group the issue is the competency of the

individual for future conduct; in the second it is

competency for a particular act already consum-

mated, such as a conveyance, contract, will or
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tort. In the former belongs the statutory pro-

ceeding to commit an insane person to a public
or private institution for treatment and for con-

finement in the interests of the individual as well

as of his relatives and the public. Although it

resembles a criminal prosecution it is usually
denominated a civil proceeding.
No person may be permanently restrained

against his will except by due process of law.

The safeguards of ordinary contentious litiga-

tion, designed for mentally competent litigants,

are here inadequate; hence other safeguards are

provided. The class of persons who may petition

for commitment is restricted to near relatives or

a public official, and in many jurisdictions the

petition must be accompanied by the certificates

of two qualified physicians. Notice must be giv-

en to the person alleged to be insane or to his

near relatives, and a hearing is required. While

trial by jury is not constitutionally requisite, in

some states it may be demanded as of right and

in others it is discretionary. Since propensity to

do injury is the test in such proceedings, com-

mitment does not preclude a finding that the in-

dividual remains competent for business trans-

actions.

The other type of preventive proceeding is the

appointment of a guardian (also called a commit-

tee, conservator or the like) of the property and

person of an insane person. The test of sanity as

.usuaHy formulated is a person's competency to

manage himself or his affairs. The law thus

emphasizes the intellectual process rather than

the emotional basis of conduct. Yet in some

jurisdictions the concept of incompetency is

broad enough to include the emotional instability

of old age and extreme susceptibility to imposi-
tion in business dealings. Lack of ordinary busi-

ness judgment is not incompetency. The courts

have felt that the denial of contractual freedom to

a large portion of the adult population would

seriously hamper economic intercourse. While

guardianship of the person alone is still permis-

sible, the proceeding is seldom resorted to

where no property is at stake. The procedural

safeguards in proceedings for the appointment
of a guardian are much the same as in commit-

ment proceedings, save that a jury trial is more

commonly required. Unlike the Roman law,

which effaced the juristic personality of an in-

competent under guardianship (save during a

lucid interval), American law limits the in-

capacity created by a judicial determination of

insanity. The older doctrine that the contracts,

conveyances and transactions of an incompetent

under guardianship were absolutely void has

been shaken by more recent decisions holding
that the appointment of a guardian merely raises

a presumption of insanity, which may be re-

butted by proving restoration of sanity and prac-
tical cessation of the guardianship. Notice of the

guardianship is imputed to all persons dealing
with the lunatic on the theory that the proceed-

ing is one in rem.

The validity of a contract, conveyance, gift or

other transaction may be questioned in a suit or

by way of defense by the incompetent or his

guardian or after his death by his heirs or repre-
sentatives to set aside the transaction and obtain

restitution of the status quo. Such a suit or de-

fense may be maintained even though no prior

adjudication of insanity has taken place. The
test of competency is ability to understand the

nature and consequences of the particular trans-

action at the time when it took place. The resti-

tutive adjudication may seriously impair the in-

terests of third parties, and the reported deci-

sions show a tendency to apply a lower standard

than would be applied in a guardianship inquisi-

tion. The policy of maintaining freedom of

alienation excludes in most jurisdictions the

mental weakness of old age and delusions on sub-

jects not connected with the particular transac-

tion. Transactions during a lucid interval are

upheld, even though the individual has been

confined to an asylum or has been suffering from

delusions on unrelated subjects. Some courts,

however, have set aside transfers of property be-

cause motivated by insane delusions, such as de-

lusions of persecution [Riggs v. American Tract

Society, 95 N. Y. 503 (1884)], thus shifting the

emphasis from the intellectual to the emotional

basis.

In most Americanjurisdictions transactions of

insane persons are treated as "voidable" rather

than "void." The legal consequences of this

doctrine are that restitution of benefits received

by the lunatic (or at least of those retained by

him) is a prerequisite of his regaining that which

he parted with, that innocent purchasers from

the donee or the vendee are fully protected, that

ratification after restoration to sanity validates

the transaction and that the suit to regain land is

tried in a juryless equity court. While very few

American courts have gone as far as the more

recent English decisions in enforcing the trans-

actions of an incompetent in favor of a person
who deals directly with him in actual ignorance
of the insanity, the requirement of restitution

often attains the same result by indirection. The
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low standard of competency, excluding mental

weakness or old age, is eked out by the Anglo-
American doctrine of "undue influence," which

permits cancellation of a conveyance or gift by a

weak minded person to a domineering relative or

confidant who by deception, threat or insistent

suggestion knowingly took advantage of the

other's weakness. Many of the undue influence

cases involve controversies over the effects of

senile dementia [McGregor v. Keun, 330 111.

106, 161 N. E. 99 (1928)].

Competency to execute a will may be deter-

mined in a contest over the probate of the will,

in which trial by jury is the rule. The standard

of competency is even lower than in transactions

inter vivos because of the policy of upholding

testamentary dispositions, especially where

those persons are favored whom the court or

jury regards as the natural objects of the testa-

tor's bounty. Some courts avowedly test the

rationality of the testator partly by reference to

the rationality of his testament. The mores of a

testator's duties to his relatives thus exert influ-

ence under this guise.

An insane person, even one previously adjudi-

cated to be incompetent, is civilly liable for his

tortious injuries to the person or property of

others. Although English law balks at imposing

liability on one who did not understand the na-

ture of his act, American courts award compen-
sation to the injured person, partly in order to

induce the lunatic's relatives to confine him
and partly in order to discourage simulation.

The ancient contention that the lunatic has no

will ("Furiosi . . . nulla voluntas est," Dig.

L, 17, 40) has not sufficed to protect him from

liability for some wilful torts, such as assault and

battery or defamation (on which authorities are

divided), but has precluded liability for malicious

prosecution and for punitive damages in any
event. An insane person although not bound by
his contracts is liable in quasi-contract to pay
the reasonable value of necessaries furnished

him, for without the ability to obtain credit he

would be left destitute.

Two standards of mental incompetency have

struggled for recognition in the Anglo-American
law of marriage. A marriage has been treated as

the making of a civil bargain which can be an-

nulled only upon proof that one of the parties

was then incapable of understanding the imme-

diate incidents of the relation; hence such ail-

ments as feeblemindedness, epilepsy, klepto-

mania and delusions are generally not grounds
for annulment. Yet the eugenic standard ofcom-

petency has steadily gained recognition through

legislation prohibiting the marriage of epileptics
and others who though capable of understand-

ing the legal consequences of a marriage are un-

fitted for its biological and social functions. The
new standard is also recognized in judicial deci-

sions [Gould v. Gould, 78 Conn. 242 (1905)]

decreeing annulment or divorce on the authority
of these statutes, although many of them are so

loosely drafted as to be ineffective. Supervening

insanity prolonged and incurable is a ground for

divorce in a growing minority of American
states: Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho,

Kansas, Minnesota, Nevada, North Dakota,

Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont and

Washington. Mental incompetency is also a dis-

qualification for the acquisition of citizenship,
for voting, forjury service and for holding public
office.
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INSPECTION. Inspection of commodities,

buildings, industrial processes, trade practises

and other phases of modern civilization by spe-
cial employees of the government is merely one

phase of law enforcement, conspicuous because

governmental activity has penetrated into fields

where common knowledge and chance report no

longer furnish adequate information. In the col-

lection of revenues, in which governments are al-

ways vitally interested, inspectors of a sort have

been employed for as many centuries as customs,

tolls, tributes and taxes have been exacted. In-

spection and other aspects of enforcement are

not in fact separable, for although in some in-

stances inspectors merely publish their findings

and the publicity itself acts as a corrective to il-

legal or undesirable practises, in others they are

charged with the double duty of reporting in-

fractions of the law and of bringing offenders to

justice.

Supervision of commodities and of market

practises by civil authorities is as ancient as the

records. It was undertaken in Egypt, China,

Greece and Rome. Mediaeval town authorities

and later the wardens of craft guilds made par-

ticularly notable efforts to establish and uphold
standards of quality, price and weight. The
character of the supervision inquiry into the

accuracy of weights and measures or insistence

that the producer place his mark upon the wares

as well as the severe punishments meted out

to bakers whose bread was short in weight, to

farmers who filled sacks with poor grain and

sprinkled a little good grain at the top, to metal

workers who used debased material in their

wares, indicates the gravity of the offense of

cheating. These regulations, like those of mod-

ern chambers of commerce and better business

bureaus, protected not only the consumer but

the business of more reputable interests against

encroachment from less reputable. And although
this supervision may often have been thought of

as a desirable restriction of trade, it is clear that

it must sometimes have been considered con-

structive promotion. Towns became important

as trading centers; town officials would therefore

wish to encourage legitimate trade. And as the

records suggest that in proportion to the number

71
of sales cheating was extremely common, the

mediaeval authorities met the situation by build-

ing up a body of specific regulations. Only when
makers and sellers discovered that greater satis-

faction of consumers' wants meant increased

business did the early supervision and inspec-
tion by local authorities tend to become un-

necessary and even troublesome. The growth in

the volume of trade made the national govern-
ments which emerged in the following centuries

increasingly aware of their dependence upon a

sound economic life. In both England and
France there were movements to nationalize the

regulations protecting the quality of commodi-

ties, although the machinery for inspection re-

mained local, exercised by wardens of crafts,

clerks of the markets or special inspectors ap-

pointed by local justices. In France, where

failure to develop large shipping interests made
for greater dependence upon small but stable

markets, high standards of production were in-

sisted upon much longer than in England, where
constant access to new markets opened up by

explorers and traders soon shifted the emphasis
from quality to quantity. The laissez faire move-

ment matured there as a protest against the mass

of restrictions and regulations which penalized

producers and traders and impeded the expan-
sion of competition based on rapidly changing
methods of production. In country after country

government supervision, which was by tradition

specific and hence in a changing society restric-

tive, became less noticeably part of the economic

life. But inspection was of course never com-

pletely abandoned. Even in America, where

production took its own course more freely than

elsewhere, certain standards were always in-

sisted upon. The Journal of the New York state

assembly for 1828, for instance, contains annual

reports (submitted in accordance with statute)

from inspectors in the cities of New York and

Albany of fish, flour, sole leather, staves and

heading, liver oil, potash and pearlash and

lumber. Four standard grades of pine boards are

listed in the report.
Now that quantity production has given rise

to world wide competition for markets, uniform

quality to insure liquidity has again become

vital for the producing interests. Goods must be

equally salable in Europe or South America, in

six months' time or on twenty-four hours' no-

tice. To a very great extent private interests in

industry and commerce have brought about

such uniformity as now exists the machine

technology is indeed responsible for much of
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it but here as elsewhere government has been

pressed into service to control situations which

private interest could not or would not supervise

itself. Thus today there exist official inspection

and grading of a wide variety of commodities for

the domestic market or for export grains,

fruits, vegetables, dairy products, meat, ice, silk

and so on through a long list. In recent years

governments have somewhat increased their

supervision over the conditions of fair competi-
tion through such organizations as the Federal

Trade Commission in the United States. The
use of unfair (substandard) marketing methods

is discouraged not by systematic inspection but

by special investigation of particular abuses in

behalf of honest competitors, and legal proceed-

ings are dropped against offenders who agree to

desist.

The increasing complications of industrial so-

ciety have led to governmental regulation of less

tangible commodities. National banks are sub-

ject to inspection as part of the currency system;

state banks and trust companies on the ground
that they are of basic importance to the whole

economic life. The extension of state activity to

protect the savings oflow income groups through

supervision of savings bank investments, through

regulation of building and loan associations and

insurance companies and through the adminis-

tration of blue sky laws is more definitely a

limitation of private enterprise in the interest of

certain classes of consumers. In the case of

public utilities regulation of rates and services

and of financial structure is justified on the legal

ground that these industries are affected with a

public interest. Supervision is accomplished by
the requirement of standard accounting prac-

tises and similar devices for minimizing the

work of inspectors rather than by positive con-

trol of operations. Logically, however, the sup-

pression of fraud, the elimination of undue risk,

the prohibition of undesirable trade practises

and even such things as the age old supervision

of weights and measures are simply necessary

stages in the promotion ofgood business through
the promotion of confidence.

Police power in its broadest sense that is to

say, the power of a state to act in the interests of

the whole public and including, for example, the

commerce power of the federal government of

the United States provides in theory the neces-

sary authority for many types of regulation. But

the most conspicuous exercise of police power in

the modern state has come about through activi-

ties in behalf of public health, morals and safety.

The suppression of crime and the use of special

officers of inspection for that purpose need no

specific mention. Supervision of public health

and safety is more characteristic of the modern

age. A series of government functions were in-

itiated by the humanitarian protestants against
the abuses of the industrial revolution. Limita-

tions on child labor in factories began in England

early in the century; the act of 1833 (3 and 4
Will, iv, c. 103) stands out as the first factory

legislation in any country to provide for national

inspectors. On the continent governments inter-

ested themselves first in conditions of work, in

special industrial hazards presented by the use

of machinery and steam boilers and in safety ap-

pliances and only later in hours and wages of

labor. Compulsory education and official interest

in tenement house problems followed. Some

pressure for housing reform in England came

from overseers of the poor, but in regard to

working conditions public opinion was only
aroused to legislative action when strikes and

drafts had called attention to the potential threat

of poverty to the health and decency of the

whole public.

Health services and regulations have grown
most rapidly since the turn of the present cen-

tury. The ancient standards of sanitation and

building construction had disappeared in the

dark ages. And even before scientists knew how
diseases could be transmitted through polluted
water supplies, communities again became aware

of the need for pure water and were active in

supplying it. When fires swept away towns,

building and safety regulations were instituted.

Other reforms followed. Meat, milk, food and

drug, seed and fertilizer inspection; plant

quarantines; periodic water analysis; smoke and

light tests; sanitary inspection of bakeries, food

factories, beauty parlors, dwelling houses and

industrial plants; supervision of the manufacture

of biological preparations; health examinations

of school children and immigrants; enforcement

ofminimum standards of light and air in schools,

homes and places of work; regulation of the use

of fire apparatus and safety devices; inspection of

elevators, ships, motor vehicles, airplanes and
other dangerous inventions, these are only a few

of the services instituted by governments, central

or local, in the interest of public health or public

safety. No adequate explanation can be offered

of why the complete list of government inspec-
tion services includes the particular items which
it does. Long as it is, it could obviously be much

longer. The need for assistance in behalf of pub-



lie safety is felt more acutely than other needs,

perhaps because dangerous technological inven-

tions are more visible than changes in the distri-

bution of industrial and financial power. Yet

even here it would be difficult to say whether

supervision had kept pace with the increase of

danger. Regulation in behalf of consumers may
have been retarded because of opposition by

special business interests, or because public

opinion has been so steeped in the doctrine that

the promotion of good business is the promotion
of the general good that it has not thought to

notice how the people were faring. A great

variety of influences have been at work and no

single formula can describe them.

Growing up piecemeal, the administration of

inspection services shows even more diversity

than do the codes which they enforce. In every
modern country there is some conflict of juris-

diction between local and central authorities.

Inspection services traditionally in the hands of

local authorities sometimes remain there after

state or national laws are passed. In Germany
the standards created by factory acts are national

but factory inspection is left to the states. In the

United States the health and safety standards

themselves differ from state to state. Convenience

of administration is sometimes sacrificed to

tradition in these matters. In certain fields, how-

ever, as in building, the problem of control is es-

sentially local, and city building and sanitary

codes 'and inspection services frequently super-
sede the less rigid state requirements. As inspec-

tion grows more technical, division along func-

tional lines is often made. Factory boiler inspec-
tors cannot be charged with enforcement of the

sanitary code, nor inspectors of electrical equip-
ment with concern over the ages of child work-

ers. Where inspection requires sampling and

laboratory analysis, the field work may be in the

hands of one group, technical work in those of

another, while a third set ofpeople concern them-

selves with the legal processes involved in en-

forcement. Different departments of a govern-
ment may supervise precisely similar processes.

The inspection in the United States of manufac-

turing establishments preparing biological medi-

cal materials for human consumption is the

concern of the Public Health Service in the

Treasury Department, and the inspection of

such establishments preparing equivalent ma-

terials for use in animal diseases is the concern of

the Department of Agriculture. Factory inspec-
tion in England is separate from mine inspection
and from department store inspection, although
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hours of labor and working conditions are the

concern of each.

In effectiveness inspection services differ con-

siderably. Even where statutes are relatively

simple and specific and their enforcement some-

what removed from political and commercial

pressure, there may still be difficulty in securing

adequate personnel. Civil servants in Europe

enjoy a prestige which is largely lacking in the

United States and in consequence European

factory inspection has been of higher grade than

American. On the other hand, European trade

unions maintain that their interests would be

better served if workers received some of the

higher appointments now reserved for experts.

Inspection can rarely be either continuous or

complete. Accordingly it will be most effective

when enforcing such codes as building regula-

tions, where one visit can certify lasting com-

pliance with the laws, or when applied to such

commodities as grain, where the smallest

sampling will be representative of the whole. It

will be least effective where conditions are so

fluid that they can be altered or concealed while

inspection takes place, a factor which for a long
time made industrial inspection powerless and

which still impedes banking and utility supervi-
sion. But even the most effective inspection may
prove impotent when penalties for violation are

incommensurate with the pecuniary gain.

The problem of administrative standards is

fundamental. A striking difference between

contemporary state regulations and those of post-
mediaeval days is the large measure of adminis-

trative discretion now needed. Swift advances in

knowledge of what constitutes purity in food or

water or safety in transportation or construction

make a large degree of elasticity in enforcement

imperative. Furthermore modern legislators can

seldom sift expert evidence sufficiently to be able

to draft effective laws of the more specific type.

Where standards are largely lacking, as, for

example, in the case of biologicals, the govern-
ment has been obliged to experiment in order to

standardize materials. Safety standards in the

United States are developed and assisted in

operation by the Bureau of Mines, the Interstate

Commerce Commission, the Bureau of Stand-

ards and the Public Health Service, by the various

departments in all the separate states and by an

almost indefinite number of trade associations,

engineering societies and other private organiza-

tions exercising some degree of authority or

control. The policing of standards already es-

tablished may in such cases become less impor-
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tant than activities leading to the formulation of

new standards, and this has been the aim of

European factory inspection. Even in the United

States, where there is a strict theoretical separa-
tion of legislative, executive and judicial func-

tions, it may conceivably happen that inspection

activities, undertaken originally for purposes of

enforcement, will furnish the necessary data for

important and unheralded reforms. The wide-

spread banking failures occurring in spite of

supervision illustrate the weakness of a purely

negative policy.

Inspection by the government in so far as it

merely supplements the work of private interests

is thus undertaken in a somewhat accidental

number of unrelated fields as an aid to business

and as a protection to the public. Essentially the

same function is performed almost universally

by industry itself. Every producer has his

products "inspected" at some stage of the

process, although the standards for acceptance
or rejection may be extremely variable. Even

public health and public safety are protected to a

degree by inspections conducted by insurance

companies, whose standards may be higher than

the government minima. Whether or not govern-
ment inspection services continue to increase in

importance and elaborateness depends primarily

upon how far the movement toward commercial

standardization can go. Industries may succeed

in imposing standards upon themselves without

government intervention, as the cooperative

marketing associations have already done. And,

conversely, if all industry should be conducted

by government, inspection as a separate and

conspicuous phenomenon might disappear. Or
the general enforcement of standards might even

become a function of supreme control, as it has

in Soviet Russia, where the Workers' and

Peasants' Inspection checks the activities ofother

branches of the government.
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INSTALMENT SELLING. An instalment

sale, aside from a cash or down payment, is

simply a credit or deferred payment transaction

in contrast with a cash payment and does not

differ in its nature from any other credit trans-

action. Instalment credit provides for the pay-
ment of goods in fixed instalments at stated in-

tervals and in this respect it is a sort of funded

debt in contrast with a demand obligation, which

is payable at the request of the creditor, or the

old fashioned book credit, which was payable in

whole or in parts at the convenience of the

debtor. It also stands in contrast with the kind of

debt which runs for a stated period and which is

to be paid in a lump sum at the end of the period.

Instalment credit is protected by the commodity
sold and is on the whole limited to goods with a

resale value. The sales are usually conditional;

the goods are delivered to the buyer, but the

seller retains control over them; either the title

remains in the seller and does not pass to the

buyer until all the instalments are paid or the

title passes immediately to the buyer and a

chattel mortgage is given on the goods as security

for the balance due. Default in payment usually

gives the seller the right to repossess the goods;
it also quite frequently forfeits all previously

paid instalments.

Instalment buying is an old practise; it existed

in ancient Rome, where houses were sold on
time payments. But the practise did not assume

importance until the period of capitalist produc-
tion for widespread markets; it developed real

significance only in industrialized countries dur-

ing the nineteenth century and came increasingly

into use in spite of a measure of disrepute at-

taching to it. As early as 125 years ago a furni-

ture house in New York City was selling goods
on time payments. Building and loan associa-

tions, which provide for the buying of houses on

this plan, have been in existence for more than

seventy-five years. The Singer Sewing Machine
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Company has been doing a very profitable in-

stalment business since 1856. There are also

numerous piano and other musical instrument

houses that have been selling in this way for the

same length of time. McCormick reapers and

binders have been sold on instalments almost

from the beginning of their use. Books have

probably been sold on time for a longer period
than any of the commodities mentioned; all en-

cyclopaedias, beginning with Chambers's En-

cyclopaedia, which appeared about 1750, have

been sold on instalments. An extensive indirect

form of instalment selling was the "credit check"

system. The customer bought from organiza-

tions carrying on this kind of business a credit

check for which he made a down payment and

agrttd to pay the balance at stated periods; the

check was then used to buy goods (except food)

at specified stores. The credit check system still

prevails in England and Germany; in Australia

the system, known as cash orders, nourishes

alongside instalment selling.

Even though instalment selling similar to that

which exists at the present time has been a com-

mon practise for the past fifty years or more, the

growth of the system was not great until the last

fifteen years, when it experienced an enormous

expansion in both volume of sales and number of

industries affected. About 1915 instalment sell-

ing was introduced into the automobile business

in the United States, where it had a somewhat

gradual growth for several years; after 1919 it

suddenly expanded, reaching great volumes

within a few years' time. In the industrial de-

pression of 1920-21 the system spread to other

lines of business and grew rapidly to large

proportions.
Exclusive of houses, which are widely sold on

instalments, it is variously estimated that from

five to seven billion dollars' worth of goods were

being thus sold at retail annually prior to the

beginning of the depression in 1929. According
to the Department of Commerce retail sales in

the United States in 1929 amounted to $50,000,-

000,000. On the basis of an estimate of $6,000,-

000,000, instalment sales composed 12 percent
of retail sales. It is commonly estimated that the

amount of instalment debt outstanding at a given
time was from $2,225,000,000 to $2,500,000,000,
which is a more significant figure than the total

of instalment sales over a period of one year's

time. More than half the instalment debt out-

standing is for automobiles; the next most im-

portant items are furniture, radios, clothing and

sewing machines. It is estimated that 70 percent
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of automobiles with respect to value is sold on

instalments; 70 percent of household furniture;

80 percent of pianos; 80 percent of phonographs;

75 percent of radio sets; 90 percent of washing
machines; 85 percent of vacuum cleaners; 90

percent of sewing machines; 70 percent of gas

stoves; 90 percent of mechanical refrigerators;

and 25 percent ofjewelry. In 1927 approximately

27 percent of tractors and other farm machinery
was sold on instalments (approximately $100,-

000,000). In recent years there has been a con-

siderable increase in instalment sales of clothing
and jewelry. Instalment selling has been used in

the sale of stocks and bonds, but apparently not

with any great success.

Instalment selling in the United States is

overwhelmingly in the form of conditional sales.

Legal regulation of these sales varies from state

to state; in a number of states the seller cannot

retain title to goods sold on time and such con-

ditional sales are not recognized as valid legally

against third parties. There is agitation for the

enactment of similar laws in other states. In the

event the buyer defaults his payments the seller

generally has three recourses: he may sue to re-

cover the purchase price, he may foreclose the

mortgage or he may repossess the commodity.
Definite regulations are provided for in the Uni-

form Conditional Sale Act adopted in many
states; the seller, for instance, may repossess but

he must give the buyer at least twenty days'

notice, if the buyer docs not meet his obligations,
the commodity is repossessed and sold at public
auction. Efforts are being nude to secure uni-

form laws governing instalment sales; meanwhile

the National Association of Finance Companies
is trying to standardize selling practises.

Instalment buying in England is known as

"hire purchase" and has been in use for many
years in various branches of the furniture trade.

In this form of sale the owner agrees to rent the

article to the hirer or lessee (in reality the pur-

chaser) for a stated period and stipulates a cer-

tain number of instalments for rent; after the last

one the lessee has the option of purchasing the

article for a nominal sum, possibly no additional

sum at all. The hire purchase system has made

great strides since 1922, stimulated by over-

production in certain lines of trade and by the

business slump. According to the Hire Traders'

Protective Association instalment sales in 1927
accounted for 50 to 80 percent of the sales of

automobiles; 70 percent of sewing machines,

phonographs and pianos; 50 percent of furni-

ture; and 10 percent of jewelry. Considerable
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concentration prevails; a few large London firms

with stores in various provincial towns do most

of the business in instalment furniture.

French law recognizes a form of conditional

sale, known as vente a temperament, in which the

title passes to the buyer. The seller cannot retain

title to the article sold nor can he repossess it if

the buyer defaults payment; the seller must sue

in the courts. This legal restriction compels the

instalment seller to be unusually careful in

granting credit and eliminates much high pres-

sure selling. Yet instalment selling is widespread
in France; from 50 to 75 percent of motor cars

are sold on time.

In Germany instalment selling under which

title to the property remains vested with the

vender has become increasingly popular in re-

cent years. It almost disappeared during the in-

flation period but has since acquired a volume

approaching in relative magnitude that of the

United States. Approximately 75 percent of

automobiles and furniture is sold on instalments.

A considerable quantity of agricultural machin-

ery is sold on time, one finance company devot-

ing itself exclusively to that field. Banks partici-

pate directly in the capital and management of

many instalment finance companies.
Instalment selling is found in almost all other

countries; it has recently made considerable

progress in the Balkans, Latin America and

Japan. In all of these countries the articles sold

on instalments consist mainly of furniture, auto-

mobiles, sewing machines, bicycles and musical

instruments; they do not include, owing to dif-

ferent standards of living, some of the articles

most commonly bought on instalments in the

United States, such as electric washers, vacuum
cleaners and electric refrigerators; nor are cloth-

ing and jewelry included to any large extent.

Instalment selling in Europe and Latin America

has been greatly stimulated by the sale of Amer-

ican automobiles abroad, a large proportion of

which are sold on terms similar to those used in

the United States. In Europe the proportion of

automobiles sold on time payments averaged 61

percent in 1927-28, ranging from 15 percent in

Spain to 80 percent in Denmark.

The recent expansion of instalment selling in

the United States originated in developments in

the automobile business. In the beginning of the

industry manufacturers sold all cars at wholesale

strictly for cash and urged retailers also to sell

for cash. In time, however, through a desire to

increase sales (emphasized by a great increase in

plant capacity) the manufacturers changed their

attitude in regard to the granting of credit by the

retailer to the consumer. The easy terms which

were finally granted to the consumer increased

sales and output; this coincided with an im-

mense increase in productive efficiency, and the

combination of these factors produced lower

prices. These in turn increased sales and output,

bringing about a still further expansion of plant
and equipment. This expansion of plant capacity
exceeded the capacity of available markets to ab-

sorb new cars, leading to an increase of both

competition and instalment selling. Thus the

automobile business developed the instalment

system to a degree that made its former eifbrts

seem comparatively insignificant. By 1923, how-

ever, the increase in automobile instalment sales

slowed down considerably; and the finance com-

panies sought new business in other fields,

thereby becoming an important factor in the

spread of instalment selling.

Other fields of business were prepared for in-

stalment selling by poor sales and excess pro-
ductive capacity during the depression of 1920-
21. In the years just prior to 1920 plant and

equipment had been expanded in the hope of

great profits which were possible in the period of

rapidly rising prices; and when the depression
came some of these industries burdened with

large overhead costs profited by the experience
of the automobile industry and resorted to easy
terms to the consumer as a means of increasing
sales. The upsurge of prosperity in 1923 "again
increased plant capacity and competition; instal-

ment selling spread. Following this period new

products such as radios and electric refrigerators

were seldom sold for cash; while instalment sales

slackened in the case of automobiles and were

stationary in the case of pianos they increased

over 200 percent in the case of radios.

Competition among those selling the same
kind of goods is a causal factor in the growth of

instalment sales. If partial payment selling in a

certain line of business stimulates sales and is

otherwise successful, the manufacturer or re-

tailer who refuses to use this device suffers.

Under a regime of competitive business what-

ever is generally advantageous becomes a neces-

sity for all competitors. Competition first forced

the granting of instalment credit and then the

offering of easier credit conditions in smaller

down payments and a longer time in which to

pay the balance. The tendency in some instances

to depart from standard conservative terms may
also be attributed to competition among retailers

engaged in the same kind of business, among
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manufacturers producing the same commodity
and among finance companies and banks for

business in lending funds to finance instalment

sales.

Another factor in the spread of instalment sell-

ing is the competition between different kinds of

goods, the type of competition which was inten-

sified in the period from 1922 to 1929. It is be-

lieved generally that the public would purchase
fewer radios, automobiles, mechanical refrigera-

tors and the like if it were obliged to pay for

them in a lump sum; and that consequently the

purchasing power now expended on these com-

modities would, unless it were saved, be di-

verted to the purchase and consumption of other

commodities. If the individual pledges his future

income for automobiles, pianos and vacuum

cleaners he will buy less clothing, food or the

like than he would otherwise unless he is able to

increase his income under the stimulus of instal-

ment debts. In the opinion of many observers

this latter condition is possible only in isolated

cases and within narrow limits; consequently
one of the effects of the increase in instalment

selling has been a diversion of purchasing power
from one group of goods to another. Instalment

selling tends to slow down the sales of goods
which cannot be sold on time payments; at the

same time, however, it tends to induce consum-

ers to purchase durable rather than ephemeral

goods-
Modern methods of advertising and high

pressure salesmanship produced by the intensi-

fication of competition have been partly respon-

sible for the extension of instalment selling. In-

stalment goods are among the most heavily ad-

vertised, and this advertising is an important
factor in the diversion of purchasing power facil-

itated by instalment selling. Advertising and in-

stalment selling combine to determine wants by

increasing the prestige and popularity of certain

wants as against others.

When considered from the side of the demand

for goods on instalment terms a very real factor

in the instalment movement is to be found in the

increase of the income of the wage earning and

salaried groups. In recent years the middle class

has increased in both numbers and income to a

greater extent than any other section of the

population; real wages have increased over 25

percent in comparison with pre-war wages and

there has been a similar increase in the salaries

of clerical employees. The larger part of these

gains in income were secured during the period
from 1920 to 1925, the very time in which instal-
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mcnt buying assumed large proportions. The
increased income meant that people could buy,

pay for and consume more than formerly on any
terms of sale and undoubtedly helped to stimu-

late the growth of instalment selling. Other

forms of merchandising, however, such as mail

order and cash and carry purchases, also greatly

increased during the years of rapid growth of in-

stalment selling. Credit facilities hitherto un-

available were offered to consumers through the

development of finance companies, and the in-

creased real income of the consumers gave them
more than sufficient purchasing power to meet
all their instalment obligations as they came due.

Before the recent expansion of the system buy-

ing on the instalment plan, except in the case of

houses, was practised almost entirely by the poor
and by the unstable groups in the community.
Losses to the dealers were great, and conse-

quently the price charged for the credit was so

high that only those who could not possibly make
other arrangements bought on instalments. Up
until about fifteen years ago there was strong
social disapproval of the practise and there is

still a certain stigma attached to some types of

instalment buying. It is only within the last ten

years that the practise has become generally

respectable.

At the present time instalment buying is not

confined to the poorer classes. All economic

groups except the very rich practise it exten-

sively. Stores with a high class clientele sell

furniture on instalments. Seven or eight years

ago higher priced automobiles were sold on time

payments only very quietly, but for the last few

years they have been sold in the same manner
and under the same conditions as cheaper cars.

Electric refrigerators, too expensive to be bought

by the poor, are sold largely on an instalment

basis. While the largest number of instalment

buyers is still to be found among the lower in-

come groups, the total value of their purchases is

probably less than that of the other groups; in

fact, the great sources of instalment buying are

probably among the middle class and upper lay-

ers of skilled workers. Nor is instalment selling

confined to any particular section or sections of

the country; it is well established everywhere, in

both urban and rural districts.

One of the effects of instalment buying has

been the creation of a new middleman, the fi-

nance company, the business of which has grown
to great size within a few years' time. The selling

of automobiles on the partial payment plan
created a demand for some special agency to
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finance the sales; the finance companies which

were organized to supply this need made pos-
sible the growth of instalment buying by provid-

ing the necessary credit facilities for the exten-

sion of the system. Each new increase in instal-

ment buying resulted in a still greater demand
for the services of the finance companies, which

rapidly increased in size and number. In func-

tion these companies are in certain respects like

commercial banks, although very few of them

are incorporated under the banking laws and

subject to regular examination by the state bank-

ing departments. It is one of their functions to

supply funds with which dealers can buy and

carry a stock of goods. This activity is sometimes

referred to as wholesale financing. They also ex-

tend credit on a large scale to individual pur-

chasers of goods bought on the instalment plan.

This is sometimes called retail financing. The

one service helps the dealer to buy goods, the

other helps him to sell them on the instalment

plan. In the final analysis instalment financing is

accomplished by borrowing from commercial

banks; the major finance companies borrow to

the extent of five times their capital resources,

with a smaller ratio among the smaller com-

panies.
The practises of finance companies in extend-

ing credit to individual purchasers of goods

bought on the instalment plan are so varied that

it is impossible to generalize as to their methods.

In the case of the automobile business, however,

considerable uniformity exists. When an indi-

vidual buys an automobile on the instalment

plan he is usually required to pay in cash one

third of the purchase price and to give a note

which provides for a schedule of equal monthly

payments to be made over periods of time rang-

ing from three to twelve or more months. The
dealer if he is able to do so sells these notes out-

right to a finance company and thus receives cash

for the goods sold on the instalment plan. When
the dealer is able to sell the notes in this manner

his legal responsibility ends. In most cases,

however, he is required to endorse his custom-

er's paper and assume the responsibility for its

payment. Some of the finance companies dis-

count the instalment notes in the regular way
with banks located in the territory in which the

notes originate. Others place their receivables in

trust with some trust company and issue short

term debentures against the trusteed notes,

which are sold to banks. Sometimes collateral

trust bonds running for a period of about ten

years are sold. In any case the finance company

secures additional funds with which to finance

more instalment sales.

Finance companies were at first organized by
men not connected with the producing enter-

prises, but later automobile companies formed
their own finance companies (for example, the

General Motors Acceptance Corporation organ-
ized in 1919). Some important finance compa-
nies are subsidiaries of commercial banks; gen-

erally, even when affiliated with a particular in-

dustry, the companies do a diversified business.

There has recently been a tendency for finance

companies to combine; this has been influenced

not only by problems peculiar to the financing
field but by the general tendency of American
business. Concentration and centralization of

control are accompanied by localized martage-

ment; some of the finance companies have sub-

sidiaries in foreign countries. In June, 1930, four

finance companies had instalment paper out-

standing amounting to $525,040,000, or ap-

proximately one quarter of the total. The busi-

ness is profitable ,
losses are small and failures are

few. One of the larger finance companies, the

Commercial Credit Corporation of Baltimore,

with assets of $171,000,000 in 1930 paid over a

period of nine years 85 percent in stock dividends

in addition to substantial cash dividends. The
General Motors Acceptance Corporation with a

capital of $50,000,000 and assets of $381 ,000,000

has an excellent dividend record; it paid 8. per-
cent in 1923, 1924 and 1925 and 12 percent from

1926 to 193 1 in addition to extras of 3 percent in

1926, 5, 7, and 8 percent in 1927, 1928 and 1929

respectively and 16 percent in 1930.

The development of the finance company has

had the economic effect of making possible more

steady production in an industry where demand
for the product is seasonal. The volume of sales

of automobiles in the beginning of the industry
was subject to extreme seasonal fluctuations;

they became more moderate with the improve-
ment of roads and the increased use of closed

cars, but demand still varies considerably

through the year. The industry has therefore

been confronted with the difficult problem of

how to secure steady production to meet a sea-

sonal demand. The manufacturer's own capital as

well as what he could borrow was needed for

manufacturing purposes; this and other factors

made it impossible for him to carry his entire

output over the winter months. He did not have

adequate storage space; even if he could have

provided it, the problem would not have been

solved, for cars must be distributed geographi-
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cally before the spring demand arises. The dealer

could not take the cars off the manufacturer's

hands because he did not have funds of his own
and could not secure them from the regular
banks for this purpose. The development of the

finance company solved the problem. It extended

credit to the dealer permitting him to lay in his

stock as it was finished at the factory. The manu-
facturer was paid in cash. Production was con-

tinuous. Transportation was more easily effected

as it was spread over a longer time and the spring
rush was lessened. The dealer was able to show
his stock on his sales floor and have it ready for

immediate delivery in order to meet the seasonal

demand.
Finance companies and retailers are able to

extend credit to individual instalment buyers be-

cause they in turn are able to borrow from banks.

Some large retailers who have well organized
credit departments carry on their instalment

business without the service of finance com-

panies and borrow directly from the banks to

finance their instalment sales. Thus one of the

costs to the finance company or the retailer is the

interest that must be paid on borrowed funds.

A second element of cost is that of a sum suffi-

cient to cover losses in the case of individual

buyers who default in payment. While complete
statistical information is lacking, it is reported

that the losses sustained by finance companies
as a .whole average 0.5 percent; in automobile

paper the loss is small, as low as o 2 percent on

aggregate new and used car paper. It should be

observed that the finance company's rate of loss

does not show the loss sustained by the dealer.

Some of the paper was "recourse" paper, that is,

paper carrying the dealer's endorsement and for

which the dealer stood the losses; in such cases

the finance company lost nothing except in the

event of the dealer's default. In reference to the

losses sustained by dealers the statistics com-

piled by the United States Department of Com-

merce, based on a study of 10,992 representative

retail establishments located in all sections of the

country and representing all the principal lines

of retail trade
,
show that the average bad debt

loss on instalment sales in 1929 was 1.2 percent.

These losses ranged from an average of 0.2 per-

cent for those selling coal, wood, lumber and

building material to an average of 7.9 percent for

general clothing stores. A third cost is that of

making the preliminary credit investigations

which are necessary if the credit is extended

wisely. A fourth expense is incurred in the pro-
vision of the necessary facilities for making col-
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lections on many small notes from numerous
customers. There are other costs, particularly
those in the nature of overhead expenses, such as

the maintenance of places of business and the

salaries of officers and general managers.
The cost of instalment credit to the consumer

as evidenced by the difference between the cash

and credit prices of goods vanes greatly, ranging
from nothing (where the cash and credit prices

are the same) to as much as 80 percent, depend-

ing upon the individual transaction. Extensive

inquiry among retailers of all kinds as to the cash

and credit prices of various commodities and

examination of the rate schedules of a number of

finance companies indicate that the usual cost of

instalment credit ranges from 10 to 40 percent.
Nominal interest rates are of course lower, but

the real cost to the borrower becomes larger be-

cause of the fact that the debt is repaid in instal-

ments. In many cases the dealer increases the

cash price of articles so that the spread between

the cash and instalment price shall not appear
excessive.

Reasoning a priori individuals in both the

United States and Europe have come to widely
different conclusions in regard to the effect of

instalment buying on saving. Business men have

frequently advised their employees to go into

debt for homes on the ground that it will give

them a stake in the community and their job and

will make them work harder and save more in

order to meet their financial obligations. It is also

set forth as a reasonable supposition that if the

individual is not paying for furniture, vacuum
cleaners and washing machines he is apt to spend
his odd dollars in the theater or for other ephem-
eral luxuries. It is also a fact that if the life of the

commodity purchased is longer than the period
of payment a saving has taken place. If, for ex-

ample, the automobile has been paid for before

it is worn out, the purchaser has made a saving

provided he has not taken the money out of his

savings account or mortgaged his house to com-

plete the payments on the automobile. On the

other hand, it is stated that instalment selling

causes people to buy and consume luxuries

which they would not buy if they were required
to pay cash. It is argued that the instalment buyer
soon acquires the luxury habit by being able to

possess these articles, and that the luxury habit

thus acquired leads to spending and consuming
rather than to saving. Those who think that in-

stalment buying is not conducive to saving men-

tion frequently the demoralizing effect of too

much debt on the individual. Against this view it
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may be argued that instalment buying substi-

tutes a plan or orderly method of payment for

arrangements which sometimes have had little

system in them, and consequently has a distinct

disciplinary value.

Instalment buying in its present volume has

existed for a comparatively few years, and experi-

ence with it has been too brief to prove anything
conclusive in regard to its effect upon savings.

The goods bought and paid for on the instalment

plan between 1920 and 1929 were apparently not

paid for out of savings; while large quantities of

goods were being bought and paid for and per-

haps only partly consumed, the savings of all in-

come groups were apparently increasing at an

unusual rate. The statistics on savings are not

conclusive, but they do seem to indicate that

savings are at least not declining because of in-

stalment selling. It is true that the $2,500,000,-

ooo of outstanding instalment debt is a liability

of the instalment buying group. But it is also

true that this liability is perhaps more than

covered by assets in the form of more or less

durable goods. Finally, there is a growing belief

that savings have been overstressed in the past

and that spending is as important a factor as

saving in promoting economic progress and sta-

bility. The danger is that the individual unpro-
tected by a comprehensive system of social in-

surance may ignore the needs of illness and old

age in his urge to spend.
When first introduced instalment sales create

new consumer purchasing power. The instal-

ment debt outstanding at any given moment rep-

resents goods which would not otherwise have

been sold or produced. Since instalment selling

is necessarily limited to particular kinds of

goods, there are limits to its expansion. When
that limit is reached and stabilization sets in, in-

stalment selling becomes an ordinary institu-

tional factor in the business mechanism and

ceases to be an additional stimulus to increasing

production. This may have a disturbing effect on

an industry keyed up to unusually rapid expan-

sion, an effect which becomes still more disturb-

ing if instalment sales decline.

Instalment selling also exerts a decided influ-

ence on the character and structure of industry.

Most of the goods sold on time are of the more
durable variety; in 1928 the instalment sales of

automobiles, radios, washing machines, mechan-

ical refrigerators and similar goods accounted for

approximately 70 percent of all instalment sales.

Instalment selling therefore stimulates the ex-

pansion of mass production industries with high

fixed charges industries which are characteris-

tic of modern large scale production.

During the period of greatest growth in in-

stalment selling, between 1920 and 1925, it was

frequently predicted that the next period of

business depression would destroy the instal-

ment system if not the entire retail credit struc-

ture. It was pointed out that because of the

widespread unemployment which would result

consumers would not be able to meet their

obligations; there would therefore be a flood of

repossessions, enormous credit losses and frozen

accounts receivable, all of which would subject
the credit structure to unbearable strain. Instal-

ment risks, however, are highly diversified,

spread over many classes of people. In a depres-
sion only a part of the population become* un-

employed, and the portion of the population sub-

ject to the unemployment hazard includes only a

fraction of those who have instalment payments
to make. Moreover the instalment buyer usually
strains all resources to make his payments and
thus prevent repossession. It is not to be over-

looked that a certain period of time elapses be-

tween the outset of the crisis and the point at

which unemployment becomes really acute, an

interval sufficiently long for a considerable pro-

portion of the outstanding debts to be repaid.

Finally, instalment buying is not confined to

wage earners and salaried employees. The in-

come of other groups of instalment buyers is not

so seriously affected by the depression as to en-

danger repayment; while the purchasing power
of the fixed income groups is in fact increased by
the fall in prices.

This view is apparently confirmed by the ex-

perience of the depression year 1930. Statistics

gathered by the retail credit survey of the United

States Department of Commerce show that

changes in 1930 in comparison with 1929 were

not of a serious nature. True, repossessions, past
due payments, losses and management expenses
increased and the earnings of finance companies

declined, although lower interest rates in bor-

rowed money constituted a favorable factor for

the companies. Numerous individual dealers and

purchasers had trouble with their accounts; the

strain on many instalment buyers, forced to re-

strict expenditures or borrow money to meet

their payments, was severe. But considering the

fact that 1929 was on the whole a year of unusual

business activity the changes were small. There

were no disturbing increases or decreases in

credit sales in relation to cash sales. Current

obligations in the form of instalment accounts
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for the first fourteen months after the crisis

were paid in an orderly manner and new goods

bought on these terms in the same proportion to

cash sales as formerly, both showing approxi-

mately the same relative decline. Taking the sys-

tem as a whole, instalment credit stood the test

of business recession in a manner that may be

considered satisfactory.

While instalment payments are met and the

system satisfactorily withstands depression, an

undoubted decrease in immediate consumer

purchasing power takes place. Persons whose in-

comes decline make their instalment payments,
but they are paying for goods previously bought
and to that extent are unable to buy new goods.
This is offset by the creation of new purchasing

power when instalment sales are increasing, but

that is not true in periods of depression when
instalment sales decline. They declined sharply

in 1930-31, years of depression; in the first

nine months of 1931, for example, instalment

sales of automobiles declined $472,000,000, a

drop of 20.4 percent over 1930. Precisely as in-

stalment selling tends to increase prosperity it

tends also to deepen and prolong depression;

when, however, instalment selling begins once

more to increase and create new purchasing

power it becomes a contributing factor in busi-

ness recovery.

Instalment selling according to all indications

is hec to stay; it has assumed a definite place in

the institutional arrangements of business enter-

prise. The system, however, will probably show

no unusual expansion in the future as it did in

the recent past; instalment selling will depend
more closely on the general rate of economic

progress or regression.
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INSTINCT. The concept of instinct goes back,

in a vague way at least, to Plato and Aristotle;

it lacked specific definition among the Greeks

because they did not distinguish clearly between

inherited and acquired traits. With the revival of

Greek philosophy in the Middle Ages the con-

cept of instinct again appeared, especially in St.

Thomas Aquinas, where it was identified more

or less clearly with the idea of natural law work-

ing through the individual to produce responses

that are inherent in his spiritual endowment.

These spiritual endowments derived from nat-

ural law were fairly similar to the Aristotelian

theological categories of the virtues and the vices.

By the eighteenth century they had evolved into

the definiteness of conscience, benevolence,

sympathy and other moral sentiments and were

basic to the philosophy of the English and Scotch

ethicists of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, whose intellectual tradition harked back

through Calvinistic predestination to natural

law. The term instinct came into use with espe-

cial frequency in the writings of the eighteenth

century and was made to refer not only to the
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moral sentiments but also to the natural mental

endowment. Specific instincts were rarely men-
tioned by name, and the concept remained for

the most part general until well into the nine-

teenth century.
The growth of biological analysis in the mid-

dle of the nineteenth century and the rise of

physiological psychology immediately thereafter

as well as the great prestige of the biological

approach to the study of man in that century
stimulated the detailed analysis of mental hered-

ity and the resultant classification of the in-

stincts. This work was practically all speculative

and a priori rather than experimental because

of the difficulty of developing objective methods

of analyzing the genetic aspects of behavior.

The Germans, particularly Prcyer, a disciple of

Darwin, following the more general emphasis of

the Scotch and English cthicists as well as the

new biology, developed lists of specific instincts

and attempted to apply these to the analysis of

child and adult behavior. In the United States

William James followed the newer German lead

and developed some fifty separate instincts, but

he in turn was surpassed in the matter of quan-

tity by later psychologists, notably by Thorn-

dike and Woodworth. In Great Britain the same

tendency to particularize instincts developed a

little later under the leadership of McDougall.
The groups working in education and social

psychology, which increased rapidly after 1900,
took over the trend and developed a large vari-

ety of classifications.

As late as 1918 or even 1920 the active or

passive support of the instinct hypothesis in the

United States by psychologists, sociologists and

educationists appeared to be almost unanimous;
and the economists, political scientists and his-

torians were beginning to develop an interest

in the concept of instinct along with their ex-

pansion in the direction of a psychological ori-

entation of their disciplines. As late as 1917

Dewey, for example, emphasized the importance
of the instinct interpretation for social psychol-

ogy. By 1922 he had shifted to a basic emphasis

upon the importance of habit in character inte-

gration. Between 1921 and 192^ an acrimonious

controversy arose over the question of instinct,

and after the smoke and confusion were dissi-

pated it seemed quite evident that the anti-

instinctivists held the best positions on the field.

The pro-instinctivists began to rearrange their

broken legions in the form of redefinition and
of substitute categories, such as drives, desires,

wishes, hormic urges and prepotent reflexes;

others retreated and took up position with the

endocrinologists, psychoanalysts, gestaltists and

other diverse schools. In Great Britain the criti-

cism of the instinct usage and hypothesis is only
now beginning in earnest, while on the conti-

nent, where the instinctivist interpretation never

became much of a scientific fad, the mild and

relatively passive emphasis upon a general in-

stinct interpretation continues.

Many conceptions of instinct have obtained

since the term came into use. It can scarcely be

said that there was any definite basis for a care-

ful discrimination between inherited and ac-

quired elements in so-called instinctive behavior

until the critical work of Wcismann and Mendel
became generally available. The old metaphysi-
cal concept of natural law as the source of human
behavior and character did not contain a theory
of biological inheritance, although it leaned

toward one in its later phases and thus favored

the biological interpretation of instinct without

eliminating entirely the environmentalist inter-

pretation. The Lamarckian theory, which in the

nineteenth century made the transition from the

natural law to the scientific or analytic explana-

tion of the origin and integration of human

traits, combined in true eclectic fashion the con-

cepts of environmental and hereditary factors

without analyzing either concept in detail. The
forced abandonment of the Lamarckian eclec-

ticism brought about by the experimental work
of Mendel, Weismann and others ultimately
forced the analysis of the concept of instinct in

purely biological terms. This analysis was finally

performed by the present writer, thus forcing
the issue of the controversy in terms of inherited

biological structure and acquired or conditioned

behavior patterns. It became evident that most

of the so-called instincts were not inherited

mechanisms but either acquired patterns of be-

havior or even conceptual language categories

embracing large fields of functionally (not struc-

turally) similar behavior. The new criticism on
the basis of structural (including endocrine) bio-

logical analysis also forced the abandonment of

the widespread practise of defining and classify-

ing so-called instincts in terms of their adjust-
ment functions instead of in terms of their gene-
sis. More popular uses of the term instinct,

making it equivalent to unconscious, unpremed-
itated, habitual or automatic activity, are being
eliminated from writings in the field of the men-
tal and social sciences, although they still freely

persist among litterateurs and publicists, who

usually come in contact with scientific criticism
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only indirectly and frequently a generation or

more after it has been made.

The definition of instinct most widely ac-

cepted has been essentially biological and has

varied but little, if at all, in its general concep-
tion since the middle of the last century, al-

though it has been subjected to greater precision

of detail as biological knowledge has itself be-

come more precise. In its simplest precise form

this definition of an instinct may be stated as a

specific and definite inherited or unlearned re-

sponse which follows or accompanies a specific

and definite sensory stimulus or organic condi-

tion that serves as a release to the inherited

mechanism. This definition of instinct bars both

the conception of acquired instincts and the

related conception, not infrequent in German
and continental philosophic literature, that in-

stincts are inherited behavior patterns which

were at one period of the history of the race the

result of rational adaptation.

Among the most significant results for the

social sciences of this stabilization of the instinct

concept has been the revised outlook upon hu-

man society and social control made possible

to the social scientist, the educator, the legis-

lator and the administrator. The social scientists

are confronted with the problem of distinguish-

ing inherited forms of behavior from those

which are acquired. The narrowing of the scope
of inherited behavior patterns as thus analyzed
must frequently turn the educator, legislator and

administrator, in the face of some difficult per-

sonality or social situation, from the barren

statement that "You can't argue with an in-

stinct" or "You can't change human nature"

to an intelligently constructive social program
which will remove the obstructing or perverting

conditioning factors and stimuli and lead them

to substitute new environing pressures more

favorable to the production of the desired ad-

justment. The effect of the more critical study
of instinct upon the subject matter and orien-

tation of the social sciences themselves has been

even more marked. The most immediate and

thoroughgoing response to this analysis was

from sociology and the branch of social psychol-

ogy which works from the standpoint of soci-

ology; these disciplines were somewhat distantly

and haltingly followed by social work, which is

considerably under the influence of the psycho-

analytic theories regarding instinct. The uncriti-

cal use of the term instinct by a branch of the

institutional school of economics under the lead-

ership of Veblen, who misapplied the erroneous

concept in an otherwise brilliant analysis of soci-

ety, has been turned into a more fruitful envi-

ronmental and cultural analysis of traditional

and conventional factors conditioning economic

behavior. Political psychology, which at first

responded to an instinct interpretation under the

leadership of Graham Wallas, is now recover-

ing its balance through environmental and per-

sonality analysis. Psychology, which has closely

trailed biology during recent decades, was slow-

est to respond generally to the new critical

findings regarding instinct; but very recently the

biologists themselves have begun not only tacitly

but also openly to accept the environmental

analysis and interpretation of the factors which

are responsible for the cultural elements in

human behavior.
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INSTITUTION is a verbal symbol which for

want of a better describes a cluster of social

usages. It connotes a way of thought or action of

some prevalence and permanence, which is em-

bedded in the habits of a group or the customs ofa

people. In ordinary speech it is another word for

procedure, convention or arrangement; in the

language of books it is the singular of which the

mores or the folkways are the plural. Institutions

fix the confines of and impose form upon the

activities of human beings. The world of use and

wont, to which imperfectly we accommodate our

lives, is a tangled and unbroken web of institu-

tions.

The range of institutions is as wide as the in-

terests of mankind. Any simple thing we observe

a coin, a time table, a canceled check, a base-

ball score, a phonograph record has little sig-

nificance in itself; the meaning it imparts comes

from the ideas, values and habits established

about it. Any informal body of usage the com-

mon law, athletics, the higher learning, literary

criticism, the moral code is an institution in

that it lends sanctions, imposes tabus and lords

it over some human concern. Any formal organi-

zation the government, the church, the uni-

versity, the corporation, the trade union im-

poses commands, assesses penalties and exercises

authority over its members. Arrangements as

diverse as the money economy, classical educa-

tion, the chain store, fundamentalism and de-

mocracy are institutions. They may be rigid or

flexible in their structures, exacting or lenient in

their demands; but alike they constitute stand-

ards of conformity from which an individual may
depart only at his peril. About every urge of

mankind an institution grows up; the expression
of every taste and capacity is crowded into an

institutional mold.

Our culture is a synthesis or at least an ag-

gregation of institutions, each of which has its

own domain and its distinctive office. The func-

tion of each is to set a pattern of behavior and to

fix a zone of tolerance for an activity or a comple-
ment of activities. Etiquette decrees the rituals

which must be observed in all polite intercourse.

Education provides the civilizing exposures

through which the potential capacities of indi-

viduals are developed into the abilities for per-

formance, appreciation and enjoyment which

are personality. Marriage gives propriety to the

sex union, bestows regularity upon procreation,

establishes the structure of the family and ef-

fects such a mediation as may be between per-
sonal ambition and social stability. A number of

institutions may combine and compete to im-

press character upon and give direction to the

mass of human endeavor. The state claims pri-

mary obedience and imposes a crude order upon
the doings of mankind; the law by punishing of-

fenses and settling disputes determines the out-

most limits of acceptable actions; morality with

neater distinctions and more meticulous stand-

ards distinguishes respectable from unconven-

tional conduct. The community is made up of

such overlapping provinces ofsocial government.
It is the institution in its role of organizer which

makes of this a social and not a monadic world.

It is impossible to discover for such an organic

complex of usages as an institution a legitimate

origin. Its nucleus may lie in an accidental, an

arbitrary or a conscious action. A man savage
or civilized strikes a spark from flint, upturns
the sod, makes an image of mud, brews a con-

coction, mumbles a rigmarole, decides a quarrel
or helps himself to what he may require. The act

is repeated, then multiplied; ideas, formulae,

sanctions and habits from the impinging culture

get attached; and gradually there develops a

ritual of fire, a hoe and spade agronomy, a cere-

monial for appeasing the gods, a cult of healing,

a spell for casting out devils, a due process of

law or a sound business policy. Even if it is

deliberately established an institution has neither

a definite beginning nor an uncompromised

identity. A religious creed or a legislative statute

is compounded of beliefs and ideas which bear

the mark of age and of wear; a paper charter and

a document engrossed upon parchment are not

insulated against the novelties in usage which

attend the going corporation and the living con-

stitution. It is impossible even in the most rudi-

mentary culture to find folkways which are

simple and direct answers to social necessities.

In all societies, however forward or backward,
the roots of the most elementary of arrange-

ments barter, burial, worship, the dietary, the

work life, the sex union run far back into the

unknown past and embody the knowledge and

ignorance, the hopes and fears, of a people.
In fact as an aspect of a continuous social

process an institution has no origin apart from

its development. It emerges from the impact of

novel circumstances upon ancient custom; it is

transformed into a different group of usages by
cultural change. In institutional growth the

usual may give way to the unusual so gradually

as to be almost unnoticed. At any moment the

familiar seems the obvious; the unfamiliar ap-

pears but a little revealed an implication in a
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convention which is itself taken for granted, a

potentiality slowly quickening into life. So it is

that the corporation is still a person, the work of

the machine is manufacture, the labor contract

concerns masters and servants and industrial ac-

cidents are personal wrongs. It often happens
that new arrangements spring up under the

cloak of an established organization. Thus the

empire of the Caesars emerged behind the forms

of the republic, the holy Catholic church is

nominally the episcopal see of Rome and the

British Commonwealth does its business in the

name of His Majesty. In like manner in the

domain of ideas the novelty in doctrine usually

appears as a gloss upon the ancient text; systems
of theology are commentaries upon the words of

Scripture; Coke and Cooley set down their own

understanding of the law upon the authority of

Littleton and Blackstone. Thus too so intangible

a thing as a social theory or a public policy may
emerge from the practical commitments of the

moment. A mere expediency, such as the aboli-

tion of the corn laws, is abstracted from cause

and occasion and becomes a generalized policy of

free trade; or a comprehensive scheme of railway

regulation, such as obtains in the United States,

appears as a by-product of the empirical elimi-

nation of specific abuses. In the course of events

the fact arrives before the word and new wine

must be put up in old bottles. Novelties win a

tacit acceptance before their strangeness is no-

ticed and compel before their actuality is ap-

preciated. In institutional life current realities

are usually to be found behind ancient forms.

As an institution develops within a culture it

responds to changes in prevailing sense and

reason. A history of the interpretation of Aris-

totle or St. Paul or Kant at various periods indi-

cates how easily a document lends itself to suc-

cessive systems of ideas. The public regulation

of business has consistently even if belatedly re-

flected the prevailing winds of doctrine upon the

relation of the state to industry. The pages of the

law reports reveal the ingenuity with which, in

spite of professions that the law remains the

same, old rules and standards are remade to

serve changing notions of social necessity. An
institution which has enjoyed long life has man-

aged to make itself at home in many systems of

thought. The classic example is the Christian

Gospel. The simple story of the man Jesus pres-

ently became a body of Pauline philosophy; the

Middle Ages converted it into an intricate theo-

logical system and the rationalization of a power-
ful ecclesiastical empire; at the individualistic

touch of the Reformation it became a doctrine of

the personal relationship between man and his

maker; it is today patching up a truce with

Darwinism, the scientific attitude, relativity and
even religious skepticism. In this continuous

process of the adaptation of usage and arrange-
ment to intellectual environment an active role

is assumed by that body of ideas taken for granted
which is called common sense. Because it deter-

mines the climate of opinion within which all

others must live it is the dominant institution in

a society.

In an even broader way an institution is ac-

commodated to the folkways of a culture. As
circumstances impel and changing ideas permit,
a usage in high esteem, like piracy, may fall from

grace; while another under tabu, such as birth

control, may first win tolerance and in time

general acceptance. As one social system passes
into another and the manner of living and the

values of life are transformed, one institution

gives way to another better adapted to the times.

It required a number of changes in use and

wont to convert the ordeal by combat into the

trial by law; the prestige of the family tie, of

blood vengeance, of the magical ritual and of

might made right had to decline and a conscious-

ness of the waste and injustice which attended

legalized conflict had to become prevalent. An
institution that survives, such as matrimony, re-

sponds surely even if stubbornly to cultural

change. While the basis of Christian marriage is

no more than the primitive custom ofmonogamy,
the rigid lines of the institution bear the marks

of the mediaeval order. It gave support to a caste

system resting upon landed property, elevated

the social values of family above the individual

values of love, was blessed with the ascetic ideal

of otherworldliness and became a sacrament.

Companionate marriage is emerging from a dif-

ferent world of fact, appreciation, habit and be-

lief. It reduces to usage an attempt to escape the

rigors of matrimony without resort to casual

relationships; it reflects the condition of an

urban society where blood is no longer blue, life

is impersonal, children are a luxury and women
must earn their own livings. In a culture which

develops slowly enough to allow a graceful ac-

commodation folkways may be drawn together
into rich and intricate institutional patterns. In

the Middle Ages the usages of the church the

trinity, the creed, the litany, the ecclesiastical

empire were all fused into a single conventional

whole, to which unity was given by the idea of

the death of the god as a vicarious atonement. In
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the late eighteenth century politics, law, econom-

ics, ethics and theology in separate domains alike

attempted to superimpose a symmetrical system
of mechanical principles upon the mass of hu-

man behavior; the common element was an

analogue horrowed from physical science. In the

social process the life of an institution depends

upon its capacity for adaptation. But always amid

the whirl of change elements of disorder are

present; and long before a harmony is achieved

between unlike conventions disintegration has

set in.

Nor is an institution introduced from an alien

society immune to this process of development.
The act of borrowing merely gives the oppor-

tunity for its transformation. The nucleus is

liberated from its cultural matrix and takes on

the character of the usages among which it is set

down. In their native habitat the books of the

Old Testament were the literature of a people; in

the strange world of the mediaeval schoolmen

they became a collection of verses inviting

dialectical exposition. In England "the higher
law" was invoked to justify a popular revolution

against an irresponsible monarchy; in America it

has become the sanction for a judicial review of

legislative acts. In appropriating the machine

process Russia stripped away the enveloping
business arrangements and made of it an instru-

ment to serve a national social economy. The act

of transplantation may at first retard but even-

tually is likely to promote growth. It introduces

into a culture an unknown usage but allows it to

emerge as an indigenous institution.

Its very flexibility makes an institution a

creature of social stress and strain. In a stable or

slowly changing society it fits rather neatly into

the cultural pattern; amid the disorder which

change brings its office may be compromised by
the inflexibility of its structure. As necessity

changes, tradition and inertia may stand in the

way of the performance of new duties. A group
of usages, for all the new demands upon it, may
never quite escape slavery to its past. The shadow
of ordeal by combat still hangs heavy over trial

by law; the jury decides the contest, the judge is

the umpire, the procedures are the rules of the

game, the witnesses are clansmen armed with

oaths and the attorneys are the champions; an

appeal court orders a new trial not primarily for

want of justice but because of error in the con-

duct of the ordeal. The United States Supreme
Court has come to be the official interpreter of

the constitution; yet by tradition its function is

judicial, and it is only as an issue is germane to

the disposition of a case that it can declare the

meaning of the higher law. Almost every insti-

tution from the superfluous buttons on the

sleeve of a coat to the ceremonial electors in a

presidential contest bears the vestigial mark of

a usage which is gone.
But its elements of stability may be powerless

to prevent the conversion of an institution to a

service for which it was never intended. Its

existence and repute give it value; it may ad-

ventitiously or by design assume a new character

and play a new role in the social order. Equity,
once an informal method of doing justice, now

possesses all the appurtenances of a system of

law. The principle of "no liability without fault"

was once the basis of an individualistic law of

torts; in our times the rules of recovery are biting

socialized, as, for example, in workmen's com-

pensation, by a mere extension of "fault" to acts

involving no personal blame. An institution may
even fall into the hands of the enemy and be used

to defeat its reputed purpose. Thus a community
of ascetics develops into a wealthy monastic es-

tablishment; a theory of social contract invented

as a justification of monarchy is converted into a

sanction for its overthrow; a party dedicated to

personal freedom becomes the champion of

vested wealth; and a philosophy contrived to

liberate thought rerruiins to enslave it. As time

and chance present their problems, men meet

them with expediencies as best they can; but

those who contrive rules and formulae cannot

control the uses to which they are put. The

proneness of an institution, like a lost sheep, to

go astray, has been caught in the sentence:

"Saint Francis of Assisi set out to bring people
to sweetness and light, and left in his wake a

plague of gray friars." The folkways are marked

by a disposition of event to belie intent.

In the course of time the function of an insti-

tution may be compromised by or perhaps even

be lost in its establishment. The spirit may be-

come the letter, and the vision may be lost in a

ritual of conformity. In time a way of intellectual

inquiry may become a mere keeping of the faith;

a nice propriety in social relations may decay
into a code of etiquette; or a morality intended

to point the way toward the good life may come
to impose the duty of doing right. Thus cere-

monial replaces purposive action and claims a

vicarious obedience. The existence ofan informal

institution gets buttressed about by prevailing

opinion and by personal interest. In legislative

"deliberation" statesmen cherish their stock in

trade of tune honored argument and resent the
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appearance of unfamiliar issues; scholars of re-

pute defend the established ways of inquiry and

the accepted verities; and social lights conserving
the older proprieties against feminism "en-

trench themselves behind their tea-cups and de-

fend their frontiers to the last calling-card."

The persons immediately concerned have their

stakes in arrangements as they are and do not

wish to have personal position, comfort of mind

or social prestige disturbed. As it crystallizes

into reputable usages an institution creates in its

defense vested interest, vested habit and vested

ideas and claims allegiance in its own right.

If an institution becomes formal, an even

greater hazard to its integrity is to be found in its

organization and its personnel. A need for order

finds expression in a government or the demand
for justice in a legal system or the desire for wor-

ship in a church; and various groups become

interested in its structure and offices, its proce-
dures and emoluments, its ceremonials and con-

solations. A host of officials great and small

comes into being, who are as solicitous about

the maintenance of the establishment to which

they are committed. They possess preferences
and prejudices, are not immune to considera-

tions of prestige and place and are able to ration-

alize their own interests. As the scheme of ar-

rangements grows rigid, "the good of the na-

tion" or the church or the party or the lodge or

whirtever it is tends to become dominant. The
lines of activity may be frozen into rigidity and

ecclcsiasticism, legalism, constitutionalism and

ritualism remain as fetishes to be served. An in-

stitution when once accepted represents the

answer to a social problem. In the maze of ad-

vantage, accommodation, sense and reason which

grows up about it lies a barrier to the considera-

tion of alternatives. Its successor for better or for

worse is likely to prevail only through revolu-

tion or by stealth.

In its ideal likeness an institution usually
creates its apology. As long as it remains vital,

men accommodate their actions to its detailed

arrangements with little bother about its in-

herent nature or cosmic purpose. As it begins to

give way or is seriously challenged, compelling

arguments for its existence are set forth. The

picture-as-it-is-painted is likely to be rather a

work of art than a representation of fact, a prod-
uct rather of rationalization than of reason; and,

however adventitious its growth, disorderly its

structure or confused its function, the lines of

its defense lack nothing of trimness and purpose.
The feudal regime was an empirical sort of an

affair; men of iron lorded it over underlings as

they could, yielded to their betters as they were

compelled and maintained such law and order as

the times allowed; but with its passing its sprawl-

ing arrangements and befuddled functions were

turned into office and estate ordained of God. In

the days of the Tudors kings were kings without

any dialectical to-do about it; the overneat state-

ment of the theory of divine right had to await

the decadent monarchy of the Stuarts. The

tangled thing called capitalism was never created

by design or cut to a blue print; but now that it is

here, contemporary schoolmen have intellectual-

ized it into a purposive and self-regulating in-

strument of general welfare. If it is to be re-

placed by a "functional society," the new order

will emerge blunderingly enough; but acquisi-

tion of a clean cut structure and clearly defined

purpose will have to wait upon its rationalizers.

An assumption of uniformity underlies all

apologies; invariably they impose simple, ab-

stract names, such as monarchy, democracy,

competition and socialism, upon a mass of di-

vergent arrangements.
In this endowment with neatness and purpose

an institution is fitted out with the sanctions and

trappings of ancient usage. Republican govern-
ment harks back to Greece and Rome; the

"liberties" for which seventeenth century Eng-
lishmen fought were the ancient rights of man.

Magna Carta, a feudal document, was remade to

serve the cause of Parliament against king; a

primitive folk government was discovered in the

dim twilight of the German forests to give to

English democracy a fountainhead which was

neither French nor American; and "the spirit of

'76" grew up long after the event to serve the

patriotism of another century. In the courts it is

a poor rule which cannot find a good reason in

former decisions and fit itself out with an ancient

lineage. But law does not invoke the sanction of

precedent more often than other institutions; the

openness of its written records merely makes

more evident the essential process. A succession

of usages stretching from Aristotle to Calhoun

has been justified as expressions of the natural

order. Even or above all in the church the

prevailing dogma is set down as interpretations

of the creed of the apostles; and Christian mar-

riage "was instituted by God in the time of man's

innocency." As tradition leaves its impress upon
fact, fact helps to remake tradition. The thing
that is is the thing that always was.

It is only as stability gives way to change that

the lines of an institution stand out in sharp re-
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lief. So long as a people is able to do as its

fathers did it manifests little curiosity about the

arrangements under which it lives and works;

the folk of the South Sea Islands can administer

justice after their ways, but they can neither

give answers to hypothetical cases nor tell in

abstract terms what they do. So long as the pro-
cedure of a group or a school is unquestioned it

is little aware of the conventions and values

which give character even to outstanding achieve-

ment: Scott had little conscious appreciation of

the distinctive qualities of the English novel;

Jowett could never have put in terms the pecu-
liar features of Oxford education; and Kant

might not have been able to place his own phi-

losophy in time and opinion. But the break of

usage from usage within a culture and the re-

sulting maladjustment lead to a discovery of

the detail which makes up an institution. A num-
ber of crises were required to reveal the customs

which are the British constitution; it took a Civil

War to make clear the nature of the union be-

tween the American states. The appearance of

social unrest was essential to an appreciation of

the difference between competition and laissez

faire and between industry and business. An
aesthetic revolt marked by a riding into almost

all the winds that blow was requisite to a realiza-

tion of the distinctive modes and values in

classical music and in Gothic architecture and to

an appreciation of the molds imposed by ac-

ceptable form upon creative effort. For such

casual glimpses of the intricacies of social institu-

tions as men are permitted to see they are in-

debted to the stress and strain of transition.

It follows almost of course that institutional

development drives a fault line between current

fact and prevailing opinion. Men see with their

ideas as well as with their eyes and crowd the

novel life about them into outmoded concepts.

They meet events with the wisdom they already

possess, and that wisdom belongs to the past and

is a product of a by-gone experience. As new
institutions gradually emerge from the old, men

persist in dealing with the unfamiliar as if it

were the familiar. A national legislature by the

enactment of antitrust laws tries to superimpose
the competitive pattern upon the turbulent forces

of a rising industrialism; a trade union uses the

traditional device of a strike to advance wages
in an industry in which the unorganized plants

can easily supply the total output; a group of

elder statesmen approaches the problems of war
debts and reparations with the old formula of

protection versus free trade. At a time when a

depression bears witness to economic disorder

the institution of business is discussed in the

outgrown vocabulary of private property, liberty

of contract, equality of opportunity and free

enterprise; and rugged American individualism

is invoked as a way of order for a system which

has somehow become an uncontrolled and un-

acknowledged collectivism. Even the Protestants

as often as not turn belief into denial; and heresy
shackled to an inherited ideology is merely a re-

verse orthodoxy. In the flux of modern life the

various usages which with their conflicting

values converge upon the individual create diffi-

cult problems that demand judgment; and in the

course of very human events it is the fate alike of

individual, group and society to have to meet

emerging fact with obsolescing idea.

Thus an institution like the living thing it is

has a tangled identity. It cannot be shown in per-

spective or revealed in detail by the logical

method ofinclusion and exclusion. It holds with-

in its actuality the vestiges of design and acci-

dent, the stuff of idea and custom, from many
ages, societies, civilizations and climates of

opinion. In any important group of institutions,

such as marriage, property, the market or the

law, there are to be discovered as inseparable

aspects of an organic whole notions, procedures,
sanctions and values hailing from cultural points

far apart. Each holds within its being elements

in idea and in form drawn from the contempo-

rary era of relativity, the rational universe of the

eighteenth century, the mediaeval world of abso-

lutes and verities and the folkways of some dim
far off era. An institution is an aspect of all that

it has met, a potential part of all that it will en-

counter. It holds many unknown possibilities

which a suitable occasion may kindle into life.

It may continue to hold sanctions which we
think have departed; it may already have come
to possess compulsions of which we are still un-

mindful. The discovery of its meaning demands
an inquiry into its life history; but even the

genetic method will tell much less thanwe should

like to know of how a thing which cannot for

long abide came to be.

Moreover the way of knowledge is itself an

institution. The physical world, natural re-

sources and human nature may be elementary

things; but we can learn about them only in

terms of and to the extent allowed by our pre-

vailing methods of inquiry. The little we under-

stand of the universe is a function of the size of

the telescope, the sensitiveness of the photo-

graphic plate and the bundle of intellectual
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usages called astronomy. Our national resources

are a product of technology, and their cata-

logues at different times reflect the contempo-

rary states of the industrial arts. It was the steam

engine and the machine which made of coal and

iron potential wealth; it was not until Faraday
and Edison had done their work that electricity

became potential energy. The little we under-

stand or think we understand about human na-

ture is an institutional product. The inquiries

called physiology, anatomy and neurology each

of them a bundle of intellectual usages reveal

no more than the raw material of personal char-

acter; the stuff has ripened into individuality
within the matrix of the prevailing folkways.
Man and woman arc so much creatures of cus-

tom and belief that the word innate is most

treacherously applied to masculine and feminine

traits. In various societies the stages upon which

peoples mustplay their parts are set so differently

by social heritage that we can as yet speak with

little certainty about racial characteristics. The

physical world and the human nature we know
are aspects of the prevailing state of culture. In

matter and in the chromosome may lie limitless

possibilities; the actualities which appear are

creatures of social institutions.

Among the ways of knowing is "the institu-

tional approach." Institutes as the ordained

principles of a realm of learning or of life have

long .existed; they are known to theology, law,

education and all subjects ruled over by dialec-

tic. About the turn of the last century a genetic

study of the folkways began to win academic re-

spectability. It could make little headway so long
as the Newtonian concept was dominant; in-

quirers went in search of laws and uniformities,

explanations were set down in mechanical for-

mulae and the end of the quest was an articulate

and symmetrical body of truths. The institu-

tional method had to wait until the idea of de-

velopment was incorporated into academic

thought and the mind of the inquirer became re-

signed to the inconsistencywhich attends growth .

The analogy with a biological organism had to be

renounced and a basis in ideology had to be dis-

covered before it could become a fruitful

method of study in economics, history, philos-

ophy, law and politics. The practical impulse
toward its use came with a change in public

opinion; so long as laissez faire dominated our

minds, dialectic served well enough to turn out

explanatory apologies for the existing social

arrangements; when we began to demand that

order and direction be imposed upon an unruly

society, a genetic study of how its constituent

usages had grown up into an empirical organi-
zation seemed proper. An inquiry into institu-

tions may supply the analytical knowledge
essential to a program of social control or it may
do no more than set adventures for idlecuriosity.

In either event the study of institutions rests it-

self upon an institution.

Accordingly an institution is an imperfect

agent of order and of purpose in a developing
culture. Intent and chance alike share in its

creation; it imposes its pattern of conduct upon
the activities of men and its compulsion upon
the course of unanticipated events. Its identity

through the impact of idea upon circumstance

and the rebound of circumstance upon idea is

forever being remade. It performs in the social

economy a none too clearly defined office a

performance compromised by the maintenance

of its own existence, by the interests of its per-

sonnel, by the diversion to alien purpose which

the adventitious march of time brings. It may
like any creation of man be taken into bondage

by the power it was designed to control. It is a

folkway, always new yet ever old, directive and

responsive, a spur to and a check upon change, a

creature of means and a master of ends. It is in

social organization an instrument, a challenge
and a hazard; in its wake come order and dis-

order, fulfilment, aimlessness and frustration.

The arrangements of community life alike set

the stage for and take up the shock of what man
does and what he leaves undone. Institutions

and human actions, complements and antitheses,

are forever remaking each other in the endless

drama of the social process.
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INSTITUTIONS, PUBLIC. Public institu-

tions care for individuals who are in need of aid

or treatment and whose disadvantages of condi-

tion or personality have been accepted as a public

responsibility. For the destitute, the mentally

disturbed or incapable, the physically handi-

capped, the aged, delinquent and dependent

children, persons accused or found guilty of

crime, institutional care may seem desirable or

necessary.
Institutional care for all these groups, except

prisoners, owes its rise almost wholly to the

Christian church. Although it is true that the

literature of early peoples, notably the Hebrews,
contains frequent admonitions relative to the

care of the poor and needy, such provision was

purely an individual responsibility devolving

upon the family and friends of the afflicted. In

the case of the Greeks and Romans provision by
the state for its destitute took the form of the

distribution of public largess. Particularly in

time of famine corn, oil and other commodities

were given out to the poor, a practise which was

the precursor of modern "outdoor" relief.

Nowhere in antiquity, however, is there evi-

dence of the establishment of large scale institu-

tions for the sick and the destitute, a develop-
ment which characterized the Christian church

from its inception. Xcnodochia, or houses of

refuge for the accommodation of pilgrims, grew

up under religious auspices in the East and in

Italy, and they were followed soon afterward by

hospitals. The latter, ministering to the aged,

the widowed and orphaned as well as to the sick

and disabled, gave rise to the almshouse, the

most familiar mediaeval institution of charity.

To the church likewise belongs the credit for the

first orphan and foundling homes, hospitals for

lepers and incurables and asylums for the insane.

In addition to the various ecclesiastical organi-
zations there were institutions developed by the

merchant and craft guilds for the relief of distress

among their own members.

Out of this religious and secular beneficence

grew municipal and state care of the poor and

destitute. Partly because of abuses by the mon-
asteries and ecclesiastical organizations in the

exercise of their charitable prerogatives and

partly because of a desire to share in the revenues

devoted to philanthropic activities the various

states in Europe manifested an increasing desire

during the late Middle Ages to gain control of

hospitals and almshouses. By the time of the

Reformation the groundwork of public welfare

in Europe had been recast, the towns and cities

having assumed what had always been the func-

tion of church and guild.

The notion of government responsibility for

the problems of poverty, dependence and delin-

quency has gained especially wide acceptance in

the Scandinavian nations, where public welfare

has been the business of the state from the very
first and where private institutional charity is

almost non-existent. In Germany after the

Reformation the parish became a civil unit for

the purpose of administering relief. At the pres-

ent time institutional care is extensive and di-

verse and remains under the administration of

the government, except for certain ecclesiastical

institutions, which are, however, subject to state

supervision. In France the trend from private or

ecclesiastical to public control of welfare institu-

tions gained momentum with the advent of the

revolution when the National Assembly de-

clared all hospitals and almshouses public prop-

erty and took over their administration. The
central commission of bienfaisance created by
these administrators, although it was but mea-

gerly effective during most of the nineteenth

century, was a work destined to last and it fur-

nishes the impetus for the present system of in-

stitutional as well as outdoor relief in Paris. In

all these countries as a rule public institutions

for charity or correction institutions for the

criminal, insane and pauper are under the di-

rection of a central bureau or governing bqard.
In Soviet Russia relief is based on the prin-

ciple of state responsibility and of the right of

all workers to receive assistance from the state

during illness, infirmity, unemployment, old

age or any other form of distress. Under the

auspices of the People's Commissariat of Social

Relief and the Institute for the Protection of

Women and Children, sanitoria for the mentally
and physically handicapped, homes for de-

serted children and orphans, creches, maternity
homes and hostels for unmarried or destitute

mothers and numerous other public institutions

have been established. Public health occupies a

central place in the government welfare program
and all hospitals, clinics and sanitoria have

been nationalized. These institutions, together
with the health resorts, spas, rest and vaca-

tion homes maintained for the benefit of work-

ers, are administered by the People's Commis-
sariat of Public Health. The state, however,

places primary emphasis on pensions and in-

surance and on the various rehabilitation schemes

whereby those in need of care are not only

provided with temporary institutional relief
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but are given treatment and education through
which they are enabled to resume their normal

status in society. This prophylactic effort is

especially apparent in the case of criminals and

delinquents who, even though they are confined

in prisons or houses of correction, are given

every encouragement to mitigate their stay and

to reestablish themselves as citizens.

In England as on the continent in the early

days relief of the poor and dependent was in

charge of ecclesiastical authorities. With the dis-

solution of the monasteries by Henry vin, how-

ever, it became necessary for the state to assume

the responsibility. Efforts to cope with the

alarming increase of mendicancy during this

period culminated in the Poor Law of 1601,

whifih with its later modifications and revisions

forms the basis for most public welfare work to-

day in the United States as well as in England.
Provision of institutional care for public

charges in the United States was at first an en-

tirely local function. It was performed through
the almshouse, which was established on the

same principles as the English workhouse. Like

its English prototype, the almshouse was used

for all varieties of public charges, except crimi-

nals, without regard to sex, age, health or habit.

It harbored paupers and vagabonds, dependent
children and epileptics, the insane, blind, deaf,

crippled, diseased and aged. It was a town or

county institution, almost everywhere mis-

managed or neglected. Provision for the deten-

tion and custody of persons accused or found

guilty of crime was also local and characterized

by the weaknesses of local administration. Early
in the nineteenth century, however, as the evils

of the almshouse system came to be recognized,

special groups began to be segregated and cared

for in special state institutions. The sick poor,

the insane, orphan or deserted children, persons

charged with crime or already found guilty, came

increasingly to be considered as state charges
and as groups with special and varied needs.

The first state hospital for the insane was that

authorized by the Virginia legislature in 1769
and opened in 1773. The principle of state care

for insane persons whatever their pecuniary
status has now been adopted in all the states. In

1798 Kentucky included in a statute containing

many of the reforms in the criminal law urged
for thirty years by the great English law reform-

ers the provision for a state prison, to which

persons convicted of felonious offenses anywhere
in the state should be sentenced. Today every
state has its prison. Early in the nineteenth cen-
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tury private benevolence provided institutions

for the education of the deaf in Hartford, Con-
necticut (1817), and in Danville, Kentucky

(1824); anc* tneir national significance was held

to be so great that Congress voted them grants of

public land to be sold for funds. In the late

1820*3 and early 1830*3 Samuel Gridley Howe,
the philanthropist and educator, led the way
toward provision for the education of the blind

in Massachusetts and later of the mentally sub-

normal. His undertakings, like those at Hartford

and at Danville, were cooperative and public
funds were paid to private organizations for

definite services. State institutions for the educa-

tion of deaf and blind children were soon opened
elsewhere and today they are found in nearly

every state. In the west, however, most of them
have been public from the first.

It is still a question whether for certain types
of needy the treatment should be given by the

local unit or by the state. In Massachusetts state

as distinguished from local responsibility was

early recognised in the care of the "unsettled

poor," and three state almshouses were opened
in 1854. Also for the group ofjuvenile offenders,

or delinquent children as they would be charac-

terized today, Massachusetts, departing from

the program of the prison reform group in Eng-
land, established state institutions, one for boys
in 1847 and one for girls in 1854. In nearly all

states, however, the care of the destitute and the

detention of petty offenders have continued in

the hands of local authorities; and the almshouse

and jail remain today as unsolved problems and

sources of humiliation to local public welfare

administrations.

The administrative organization of state insti-

tutions has shown a certain degree of uniformity
but also within limits a great diversity. For the

institutions caring for the mentally and physically

handicapped, insane, feebleminded, deaf, blind

or delinquent the pattern in the beginning was

generally a separate unsalaried board of trustees

or directors, appointed by the governor or by the

governor and senate for overlapping terms; the

board was thus supposed never to be entirely

renewed at once and was supposed to be assured

continuity of policy and freedom from partisan

interference. The members were expected to

represent the interests of the entire state. Often

the board was given the power to appoint the

superintendent and the staff of the institution,

but sometimes, as in the case of the Massachu-

setts state almshouses, this power together with

that of appointing the board itself was vested in
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the governor. Although in recent years the value

of these boards has been widely questioned, no

adequate basis of judgment as to their service-

ability has been supplied. The problem is so

complicated, the records kept are so diverse and

so lacking in comparability that contradictory
conclusions are urged by equally able and well

meaning students of the public service.

The existence of a number of state insti-

tutions, which operated independently of each

other,and of variouslocal authorities,whichoften

overlapped in function, caused inevitably a good
deal of confusion. In Massachusetts, for example,
in addition to the local institutions for the relief

of the destitute and the local law enforcing agen-
cies there were by 1860 nine state institutions,

each, as reported by a special joint committee of

the house and senate in 1859, "created without

especial reference to others, and in no degree
as a part of a uniform system," and four others

that received grants from the legislature. Because

of the varieties and anomalies in organization
and the rapid increase in public expenditures for

state charities, which in Massachusetts had al-

most quadrupled in twenty years and more than

doubled in ten years, the establishment of a

central state board ofcharities was recommended,
to which should be given power of visitation, in-

spection, transfer of patients and general super-

vision; by the exercise of this power it was hoped
that some unity, uniformity and economy might
result. As a result of this recommendation Mas-
sachusetts created the Board of State Charities in

1863, thus marking the first state attempt at cen-

tral supervision. Similar authorities were estab-

lished in 1867 by Ohio and New York; in 1869

by Illinois, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and

Rhode Island; in 1871 by Wisconsin and Michi-

gan; and in 1873 by Kansas and Connecticut.

From that time the administration of public
institutions has been inextricably bound up with

the problem of the organization of centralized

state welfare authorities. These authorities in the

early years were with few exceptions supervisory

boards, which were generally composed of un-

salaried members appointed for overlapping

terms, as in the case of the local boards of trus-

tees. They were given wide powers of visitation

and inspection and were called upon to make
researches into the causes of pauperism and

crime and to take action leading to greater uni-

formity of practise as well as to the possible

adoption of preventive measures and programs;
but they usually had no direct control in ad-

ministration, the separate boards of trustees re-

taining the actual management. In some states,

however, the boards of trustees were soon re-

jected. Wisconsin, for example, after a period of

"supervision" of state institutions by a state

Board of Charities and Reform, abolished the

separate boards of trustees in 1881 and trans-

ferred the administration of those institutions to

a state administrative board, a plan that was

later widely followed in other states. In general
the administrative boards are composed of sala-

ried members with direct control over the man-

agement of state institutions. In 1909-1 1 a care-

ful study was made of the administration of state

institutions in New York, where there was

"partial centralization" under three different

commissions of supervision and control. For

purposes of comparison the investigator studied

also the systems in Indiana, where the state cen-

tral authority merely supervised the boards of

trustees, and in Iowa, where there had been from

the time the central authority was set up the

greatest possible measure of central administra-

tion. The results seemed to indicate that an in-

stitution of four hundred or over could be served

under the Indiana system at least as well as and

possibly better than under the Iowa system. The

report recommended state supervision and par-

tial control and an organization which included

institutional management by the separate boards

of trustees (Wright, II. C., Report of an Investi-

gation of the Methods of Fiscal ControJ. of

State Institutions in New York, New York 1911).

In 1917 there was undertaken in Illinois a

system of one-man supervision and control

which has had great influence. The entire ad-

ministration of the state was reorganized and its

functions were divided among nine (later eleven)

departments at the head of each of which there

was a director appointed by the governor. Most

of the duties and responsibilities connected with

the administration of the whole system of

charitable, penal and reformatory institutions

were assigned to the Department of Public Wel-

fare. The purchase of supplies and equipment
and the power to erect or repair buildings were

vested in the Department of Public Works and

Buildings, and to the Department of Finance

were given broad powers of financial and

budgetary control in all departments.
Since that time the authorities have been re-

organized in many states. The administrative

arrangements for state charitable and correc-

tional institutions, as they were in 1927, could

be roughly grouped into five principal types of

programs: public welfare departments resem-
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bling that of Illinois in the attempt to depart-
mentalize (California, Colorado, Idaho, Massa-

chusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wash-

ington); single authorities in the form of super-

visory boards (Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Lou-

isiana, Maine, Maryland, Montana, New Hamp-
shire, North Carolina); administrative boards,

either unpaid or ex officio (Connecticut, Florida,

Kentucky, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Caro-

lina, Vermont, Virginia, Wyoming); salaried

boards of control (Alabama, Arizona, Iowa, Kan-

sas, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,

Texas, West Virginia, Wisconsin); two or more

separate authorities (Arkansas, Minnesota, Mis-

souri, Tennessee).Three states (Mississippi, Ne-

vada and Utah) have never created any central

authority.

Although the movement toward centralization

has been widespread it has been limited to the

governmental arrangements of the states, and

there has been no effective approach toward

greater uniformity and cooperation between or

among states or between the central and local

jurisdictions in the states. There is as yet no

national system. Such organizations as the Na-

tional Conference of Social Work, the American

Prison Association, the National Committee for

Mental Hygiene, the American Association of

Public Welfare Officials, have done valuable edu-

cational work and helped to achieve a unanimity
of view, promoted national conferences and

stimulated interest on the part of officials and

of members of the legislatures, but the results

are still far short of what could be desired.

As a consequence of this lack of unified direc-

tion there remain a number of important ques-
tions awaiting further agreement. Whether all

the administrative institutions, penal and chari-

table, should be centralized inone department, as

was done in Illinois and later in New Jersey; or

whether there should be, as in Massachusetts

and New York, separate departments of mental

diseases, of corrections and of charities or public
welfare caring for the destitute separately from

the other groups, are subjects on which discus-

sion is by no means closed. All these services

have certain problems in common, such as the

provision of shelter, food, clothing and hygienic
and decent living conditions, and they all need

similar provision for the investigation and diag-

nosis of individual requirements. It may well

be desirable to have a degree of flexibility in

the use of the different types of institutions.

It is, nevertheless, equally clear that their spe-
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cfalized tasks vary greatly and call for the serv-

ices of persons professionally equipped in dif-

ferent fields: the mental expert, the physician,
the nurse, the teacher, the prison administrator,

the dietitian and nutrition worker, the occupa-
tional therapist and so forth. Another problem
on which agreement does not exist is the degree
to which the separate institutions should serve

the agencies in the local units or should be the

instrumentalities through which the central au-

thority secures such treatment as its diagnosis
would suggest. This is perhaps a wider question
than that of institutional organization. Shall the

county authorities commit an insane person to an

institution or to the department? Shall the

juvenile court commit a delinquent child to an

institution or to the department? Shall the

criminal court sentence a guilty defendant to an

institution or commit him to an authority? The

relationship of institutions for the education of

blind and deaf youth to the central authority in-

volves another problem of jurisdiction. The

origin of these in the provision for young persons
from lower income levels and the fact that relief

in the form of transportation and clothing is

provided by public money have led to their being
included in the general welfare structure. The
teachers in these institutions, however, have

frequently urged that they be universally re-

garded as part of the educational organization.

Concerning these questions much greater una-

nimity may be expected in the future.

At a time when neither domestic nor institu-

tional management had been placed on a pro-
fessional basis, when cost accounting had not

yet been developed, when the budget had yet to

be accepted as a necessary device and central

purchasing was an untried experiment, the rapid
increase in the number of public positions and

in the amounts of public money to be expended
resulted in great waste in the use of public re-

sources and great temptations to the corrupt and

selfish. The situation was brilliantly and com-

prehensively summed up by Samuel Gridley
Howe in 1866 in his first report as chairman of

the Massachusetts Board of State Charities.

Since that time the adoption of a budget and

provision for some form or degree of coopera-

tion, if not centralized purchasing, have charac-

terized the development of institutional care in

all the states. With regard to personnel the use

of competitive examinations after the pattern set

by the United States Civil Service Act of 1883
has been followed in ten states (California,

Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Massa-
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chusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Wis-

consin). Other states resort to classification

and to statutory descriptions of required qualifi-

cations for selected positions.

The Bureau of the Census has prepared sev-

eral special reports which provide some illumi-

nating figures concerning the number of inmates

and the cost of their care in state institutions.

Between 1910 and 1923 the number of hospitals

for mental patients in the United States in-

creased from 366 to 526. In the former year
there were 143 state hospitals caring for 159,096

patients; in the latter, 165 caring for 229,837.
Of the patients in these hospitals 34.2 percent,
or more than one third, had passed ten years or

more in such an institution, and 13 percent

twenty years or more. In 1922 with an average

daily patient population of 225,685 the per capita

cost for maintenance in 153 mental hospitals was

$282.13 a year. The corresponding figures for

1928 for 159 hospitals were an average daily

patient population of 264,484 and a per capita

cost for maintenance of about $309. If the costs

for the services of the 23,788 nurses and attend-

ants, 1223 physicians, 670 occupational thera-

pists and 153 social workers be included, the

total per capita cost for operation and main-

tenance becomes about $360.
In 1928 there were 73 state institutions for

the feebleminded and epileptic. Reports re-

ceived from 71 of these institutions showed

68,269 inmates in 1928 as compared with 66,444
in 1927 and 47,337 in 1922; during 1928 there

were admitted 11,169 as compared with 10,224
in 1927 and 8565 in 1922. There was a marked

decrease in the per capita cost of operation and

maintenance during this period. In 1922 with an

average daily resident patient population of

43,674 in 58 institutions the per capita cost was

$414.76; in 1927 the figures for 65 institutions

were 57,104 and $392.71; in 1928 for 67 institu-

tions they were 61,295 an<^ $388.49.
The census reports 100 state and federal penal

institutions in 1928, under whose control there

were at the beginning of the year 109,346 pris-

oners, of whom 4363 were women; during the

year 67,769 were admitted (3784 women) at a

total cost of $29,298,641, of which $11,043,060
was paid in salaries and wages, $6,594,671 for

provisions. With an average daily population
of 91,305 the per capita cost of state and

federal penal institutions during 1928 was

$320.89. Figures for other groups, such as

children under institutional care, paupers in

almshouses or prisonersandj
uvenile delinquents ,

are also easily available from the census reports.

An interesting feature of the cost of institu-

tional services is that although they are consider-

able they are constituting a relatively smaller

percentage of public expenditures, especially as

compared with those for schools and highways.
The total state expenditures for charities, hospi-
tals and corrections increased from $89,189,400
in 1915 to $215,627,016 in 1929, but in 1915

they represented 23.5 percent of all state ex-

penditures and in 1929 their percentage had

dropped to 16.6. In 1915 the percentages for

schools and highways were 38.5 and 6.0, and in

1929 they rose to 39.8 and 16.9 respectively

(United States, Bureau of the Census, Financial

Statistics of States, l>2p, 1931, p. 26, 28).

With the increasing numbers of institutional

inmates there has been a growing demand that

treatment in each case be adapted to the actual

needs of the individual patient and directed both

toward mitigating the effect of his particular

handicap and toward lessening any social dis-

advantage associated with it. The development
of professionally equipped social workers makes

this more possible, and although it entails

greater expenditures and somewhat more elabo-

rate organization it also results in greater econ-

omy and decrease in human suffering. Institu-

tional custody is not always desirable or even

necessary; a complementary service can be ren-

dered by supervisory agencies which make pos-
sible approximately normal life in the commu-

nity for many "wards of the state" who at an

earlier date could have been cared for only in

institutions. The idea of treatment has always
been present to some degree in the case of the

insane and the sick; for the mentally deficient,

the blind, the deaf and the young offender edu-

cation as well as custody is now being provided;
and in the case of delinquent boys and girls and

adult prisoners there is usually some effort

toward reformation. Mothers' pensions and

foster homes for dependent children, probation
for the delinquent child or adult, parole for the

adult prisoner or mental patient, are illustrations

of the way in which a professional public social

service can complement the work of institutions.
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INSURANCE
PRINCIPLES AND HISTORY ALFRED MANES
INDUSTRY A. H. MOWBRAY
LAW AND REGULATION EDWIN W. PATTERSON

PRINCIPLES AND HISTORY. The theoretical

treatment of insurance in American economic

literature differs from that in European, par-

ticularly German, literature. Many outstanding
American writers consider insurance as only one

ofthe^numerous risk covering agencies and there-

fore give inadequate or primarily legalistic defi-

nitions of its functions. Elsewhere this point of

view is not generally held; with Germany as its

center of growth, insurance has developed as an

independent discipline distinct from other fields

of economics and as such has received separate
and extensive treatment. There is, however, gen-
eral agreement among most economic theorists

that the essence of insurance lies in the elimina-

tion ofthe uncertain risk of loss for the individual

through the combination of a large number of

similarly exposed individuals who each contrib-

ute to a common fund premium payments suffi-

cient to make good the loss caused any one in-

dividual. Therefore before insurance can be

undertaken on a sound economic basis not only
the nature of an insurable risk but its probable
occurrence and resulting loss must be deter-

mined.

It is obvious that all risks are not equally sub-

ject to indemnification by means of insurance.

The chance or the uncertainty as well as the

measurability of various types of risk differs.

From an insurance standpoint there is no risk

unless there is uncertainty or, to use a better

term, fortuitousness. It may be uncertain

whether the risk will materialize in any particu-
lar case. Even death may he considered fortui-

tous, because the time of its occurrence is beyond
control. Pure risks, such as hail or storm, cannot

be produced deliberately by human agency; but

there are many risks, such as fire, burglary or

suicide, in which deliberate speculative causa-

tion can play an important part. Insurance as

such, however, ceases to exist when more than

the expected need is covered; that is, when a

profit is consciously and deliberately planned
for. In such cases insurance partakes of the ele-

ments of betting or gambling. This characteristic

would be still more obvious were an individual

to insure against someone else's risk and profit

by its occurrence. There must always be the

possibility, however remote, that the hazard will

cause personal and direct loss to the insured,

who must have, in legal phraseology, an in-

surable interest.

To secure a minimum of accidental over-

insurance or underinsurance it must be possible

to measure statistically the probability of the oc-

currence of the risk. The hazard must belong to

a class large enough to conform to the theory of

probability and to be calculable according to the

law of averages, as must also the amount of

coverage required and the number, magnitude.
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and duration of the premium payments. For two

individuals to afford each other mutual protec-

tion would not be insurance; the law of large

numbers would not apply and the degree of un-

certainty would be too great. But when many
thousands of persons or houses are considered,

the risk and the future financial requirements are

measurable once human ingenuity has devised

a suitable technique, an actuarial science, for this

purpose. In order that these future financial de-

mands shall be met, however, certain economic

conditions are prerequisite, such as the existence

of a unit of value and suitable means of accumu-

lating wealth through extensive capital invest-

ments. This does not mean that coverage has to

be provided in money; it may take the form of

goods (medicines, cemetery plots) or repairs

(automobile or house repairs) or services (medi-
cal aid or legal assistance), depending on the type
of hazard or risk.

The risk itself may involve a direct loss (burn-

ing down of a house), loss of profit (destruction

of crops by hail or interruption of business), loss

of capital (bankruptcy), loss of income (unem-

ployment or strikes), the cessation of ability to

save (advanced age), expenditures to avoid a

threatened loss (prosecuting a liability case) or

planned expenditures (endowment for a college

education). In all these cases there exists a need

for money or for the equivalent of money pro-
duced by a risk of some sort. Although risks

such as embezzling and the guaranteeing of

mortgages are not pure insurance risks, they are

generally considered so by statutory authorities.

The three principal branches of insurance

life, fire and marine, and casualty may for con-

venience be grouped according to the interests

insured, that is, coverage of tangible and intan-

gible property risks and of personal risks, as in

the accompanying classification. The practise of

insurance companies, influenced as it is by tradi-

tion and statutory regulation, does not always
follow specialization by forms as enumerated be-

low. On the other hand, a more detailed analysis

would show that each of these forms represents a

variety of separate risks.

There is a fundamental distinction between

the type of loss which life insurance and health

insurance attempt to cover and other losses. If a

house is damaged by fire or crops are harmed by
storm, there is ordinarily some objective meas-

ure of the loss, and only this actual loss or a per-

centage of it is made good. In other words such

insurance operates in greater or less degree as a

contract of indemnity. But when an individual's

life or earning power is affected no accurate

measure of its value is possible. The insurance

contract therefore assigns the risk a fixed value,

which is all that the insured receives when the

policy falls due.

The economic function of insurance is not the

elimination of risk or loss although insurance

CLASSIFICATION OF INSURANCE FORMS
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organizations may find it profitable to engage in

this activity but rather the substitution of a

known small loss for an uncertain large loss. The

implications of this function are not as negative
as they at first appear. Society as a whole benefits

through the accumulation of capital reserves

which make good the loss resulting from the de-

struction of valuable assets; business costs are

lowered to the degree that risk is eliminated and

credit strengthened; and the insured individual

is enabled through mutual action to obviate

poverty and destitution for himself and his de-

pendents. The fact that the payments of all par-

ticipants aid each participant in case of need is an

essential characteristic of insurance. This prin-

ciple of mutuality is not limited in the slightest

degtee to mutual companies but applies to all in-

surance organizations whatever their legal struc-

ture, to stock companies as well as to govern-
ment insurance funds. The more numerous the

individuals of each class who share the risk, the

more exactly can it be estimated and the more

cheaply can it be covered and protection ad-

ministered. It is precisely because insurance is

mutual that public opinion, even in states pre-

dominantly capitalistic, has almost universally

caused the governments to abandon the theory

of individual initiative in favor of compulsory in-

surance of risks such as health, workmen's com-

pensation and fire.

Insurance has not been possible at all stages of

economic development, nor is it probable that

there will ever exist insurance for the coverage

of all conceivable risks. In addition to such ob-

stacles as an insufficient knowledge of the facts

there may be an inadequate capacity for organ-
ization or legal and religious prohibitions,suchas

the ban on the taking of interest. The concepts
of prerequisite conditions have changed con-

siderably in the course of time; experience has

shown that an imposing structure can be erected

upon foundations which were considered inade-

quate in less highly developed periods; techno-

logical advance has brought with it new and

formerly unknown hazards to life and property.

Modern life is surrounded by a vast number of

latent dangers produced chiefly by the harness-

ing of natural forces whose direction is entrusted

to fallible human beings. On the other hand,

even when all the technical conditions have been

met, insurance will not be realized if there exists

neither an economic need among a sufficiently

large number of people nor the desire or the

financial ability to make use of it. To the pre-

requisite conditions for the development of in-

surance might be added certain subjective
limits arising from the ethical outlook of the

individual and of his social group.
The history of insurance is as yet unwritten:

only milestones of its evolution are known. De-
vices resembling insurance were not unknown in

antiquity. In imperial Rome, for example, there

existed collegia, associations of artisans, which

paid the surviving dependents of their members
a funeral sum in return for the payment of an

initiation fee and monthly premiums. Loans on

bottomry were common. Few such institutions

of antiquity, however, survived into the Middle

Ages. In most of the early mediaeval insurance

institutions (funds for freeing comrades from im-

prisonment, for mutual bearing of losses due to

fire or the death of cattle and for replacing cattle

stolen from members of a guild) groups of per-
sonsjoined together because ofcommon interest.

But with the sense of common interest both

within and without the guild funds there was as-

sociated the acquisitive instinct to which mod-
ern insurance owes its origin, its entire develop-
ment and its beneficial effects. The origin of

insurance as a profit making business lay not so

much in the guild system as in Italy's marine in-

surance trade, which began about the middle of

the fourteenth century. Here the early phase of

insurance ends. The first period of its evolution

proper, characterized by the introduction of the

insurance contract, lasted until the end of the

seventeenth century. The second period, marked

by the founding of insurance stock companies,
includes the eighteenth century and the first half

of the nineteenth. In the third period, which

comes down to the present day, social insurance

developed alongside individual insurance, while

the latter, expanding everywhere beyond the

boundaries of the several countries and conti-

nents, evolved into big business. In this general
evolution there can be distinguished three types
of insurance operation, more or less independent,
not successive but rather passing often and con-

tinuously from one type to another. These three

types may be called cooperative, capitalistic and

governmental.
The organization of insurance on a cooperative

basis is motivated by the same causes and fol-

lows essentially the same development in mod-
ern times as in antiquity. The capitalist type of

insurance, the insurance business proper, was

born of marine insurance, which, of Roman

origin, was founded for profit and based on

commercial calculation. Fire insurance, on the

other hand, arose by the beginning of the six-
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teenth century in Germany as a communal

undertaking, developing thereafter partly as a

governmental institution and partly as a business.

The capitalism which characterized the second

period of growth beginning with the end of the

seventeenth century is expressed in the develop-
ment of stock insurance companies. The first

precursor of the modern insurance concern was

a short lived marine insurance company founded

in 1668 in Paris. Two marine insurance com-

panies founded in England in 1720 are still in

existence. In Germany the first corporation for

marine insurance was founded in Hamburg in

1765 and another concern of the same type was

founded during the same year in Berlin. Life in-

surance in its present form arose almost a

hundred years later than marine and fire in-

surance of the modern type because of the fact

that life insurance is built upon more scientific

foundations. There was no mathematical statisti-

cal mortality research, essential to the modern

life insurance company, before the end of the

eighteenth century. Its development was more-

over impeded by the legislation of previous cen-

turies, which forbade the taking of interest,

gambling or betting and which not always un-

justifiably viewed life insurance as a bet or as a

dangerous gamble because of its almost criminal

excesses. The last third of the eighteenth century
witnessed the rise of hail insurance and cattle

insurance as aids to the new intensive agricul-

ture.

The highly differentiated economic life of the

second half of the nineteenth century brought
with it numerous cultural gains accompanied by
new dangers and new requirements: the growth
of railroads; the increase in factory production
and the liability of the entrepreneur; improved
methods of building, especially the wider use of

glass windowpanes, the installation of water pipes
in dwelling nouses; the extension of credit and

mortgages; the rise of the automobile and of air-

craft. All these innovations made room for the

spread of the idea of insurance. Accident insur-

ance was introduced in 1845 and liability in-

surance in 1876; these were followed by glass in-

surance, insurance against damage to water

pipes and so on. Corporate fidelity bonding was
first practised in 1840, title insurance and credit

insurance developed in the 1890*3, workmen's

compensation met the need of statutory require-

ments of the early twentieth century and public

liability insurance, especially of automobile

risks, has expanded rapidly in the last decade.

The expansion of the insurance industry made

necessary in turn the extension and spread of re-

insurance, which more and more displaced coin-

surance. But the new epoch is even more clearly

characterized by the growth of the insurance

companies into enterprises operating on an inter-

national scale, by the founding of subsidiary

companies and by the formation of cartel-like

associations of entrepreneurs in all large coun-

tries and in all branches of insurance.

The introduction of social insurance proved
an influential factor in the development of in-

surance during the last half century and has been

most extensively developed in the various

branches of personal insurance. Social insurance

is not so much a new principle as the combina-

tion of various elements which may be found

separately in individual insurance, whether

private or mutual: compulsion, the establish-

ment of monopolistic state funds, partial support

by treasury funds and more distinctively the levy

upon employers for premium payments. Social

insurance originated in Germany and is closely

connected with the name and the policies of

Bismarck, who introduced sickness insurance in

1883, accident insurance in 1884 and disability

and old age insurance in 1889.
A new era of growth began with the end of

the first decade of the present century; new

general insurance companies were formed for the

writing of branches of insurance which pre-

viously had been undertaken separately. In addi-

tion numerous unions of local insurance societies

and of those limited in membership were organ-

ized, leading increasingly to that more general
distribution of risks which is especially advan-

tageous for insurance. The World War did not

exert as destructive an effect upon the position of

insurance in economic life as might have been

supposed, and between 1918 and 1923 more
new companies were founded than in any pre-
vious five-year period. The effect of the post-war
inflation period was catastrophic, but the success-

ful stabilization of currencies brought with it to

an astonishing degree a rapid and extensive

growth of insurance. Horizontal concentration to

reduce competition has been especially charac-

teristic of this period. But vertical concentration,

for instance, in the form of the combination of

insurance and reinsurance within the same con-

cern, is not uncommon. The increasing impor-
tance of the insurance industry has everywhere
resulted in legislation leading to more effective

state supervision of its conduct and its policy
forms.

ALFRED MANES
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INDUSTRY. In any survey of the modern eco-

nomic world the business of insurance must have

a prominent place. In the United States, where

insurance is probably more extensive than in

any other country, the aggregate insurance pre-

miums of all classes of carriers for all types of

risks is nearly $6,000,000,000 annually; yet even

in this country the full potential development has

not been approached. Some American and more

particularly English companies do an extensive

foreign business in various parts of the world;

today there are local companies even in such

relatively undeveloped regions as the Fiji

Islands. Moreover in many European countries

governmental systems of social insurance are

even more important than private systems.

Bjf its nature the insurance business is a quasi-

public utility. To be effective it must deal with

large numbers of individuals, few of whom have

any clear idea as to its fundamental principles.

Through inequitable treatment harm might be

done large classes of policyholders and unfair

advantages be given others. And while it is

possible to carry on a limited insurance service

on the assessment principle, extensive operations

require advance collection of premiums and

sometimes, as in life insurance, the collection of

at least a part of the cost many years before re-

quirement for loss payment. Thus arises the

need of wise conservation of unearned funds in

reserv.e for future expenditure For this reason

most governments have assumed greater or less

powers of supervision of the investment policies,

rates and related aspects of the insurance busi-

ness. While the industry has not yet been gen-

erally required to undertake the responsibility

imposed on public utilities of justifying to a

public authority its refusal to serve any who

apply, this requirement, dangerous in insurance

because of the intangibility of moral hazards,

has been imposed in a few cases.

In the development of the insurance industry
several types of carriers have received recogni-

tion of supervising authorities. None has yet

proved so superior as to warrant acceptance as

the one proper type; and only one, the individual

underwriter acting alone, has passed from the

stage. It is difficult to visualize a new type more
effective than any yet developed; nevertheless,

it might be unfortunate if supervision should

cause such standardization as to preclude this

possibility. Any new development must neces-

sarily be surrounded with adequate safeguards
for the public to whom it may offer its services.

By a wise choice of carrier the insured may often

gain distinct advantage; not all types are suited

to every condition, and careful discrimination is

important. The tendency on the part of the in-

suring public in the United States to rely too

greatly on a government license as a guaranty of

safety imposes a distinct limitation on the range
of permissible experiment.

Existing types of carriers fall into three general

categories: proprietary, cooperative and govern-
mental. In addition, notice may be taken of self-

insurance. There is a real distinction between

non-insurance and true self-insurance. Under
non-insurance risk is not eliminated by artificial

means, although extensive operations involving

separate risks may bring about considerable

regularity in loss occurrence. True self-insurance

involves the establishment of a fund into which

regular payments are made and from which

losses are paid. Self-insurance is practicable only
when the operations of the self-insurer are so

conducted that a large number of independent
risks are present, such as would be brought to-

gether through the operations of a professional

risk carrier. The workmen's compensation and

public liability risks of a metropolitan street rail-

way system are examples of those suitable for

self-insurance treatment. But even in this case

the fund should be protected by an adequate

surplus or reinsurance against an unusual con-

centration of losses in a brief interval of time.

There are two types of proprietary insurance

carriers: individual underwriters, operating in

syndicates, and stock corporations. Under care-

ful supervision, such as is exercised by Lloyd's
of London, underwriting syndicates have proved

satisfactory as carriers of short time risks. In-

deed they have furnished for centuries and still

furnish a major part of the marine insurance of

the world. They are not suited for and have not

attempted the long time coverage of life in-

surance. The chief drawback in dealing with

members of underwriting associations is the un-

certainty of continuous financial responsibility

except in cases where somebody, such as the

Lloyd's committee, has power to use adequate

pressure to assure it. Stock corporations have

proved satisfactory carriers in all fields of in-

surance, although they are not per se proof

against mismanagement. With adequate regula-

tion and in some countries with merely enforced

publicity of accounts and transactions only rea-

sonable care on the part of the insured has been

necessary to maintain his safety. In the United

States the most serious criticism is that expense
of operation is excessive, primarily because of the
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cost of acquiring business under a competitive

system which employs agents paid by commis-

sions on premiums.
There are three distinct classes of cooperative

risk carriers: first, friendly societies (q.v.) or

fraternal orders (q-v.)\ second, mutual corpora-

tions; third, interinsurance, or reciprocal, ex-

changes. The distinguishing characteristic of the

first group is the operation through local lodges

which are also centers of social activity. Such

lodges have generally confined their insurance

activity to life insurance and the granting of dis-

ability benefits. Until recently they have tended

to ignore actuarial principles and consequently
have been forced to make painful readjustments.
Low cost and social attractions have constituted

their chief drawing card.

Mutual corporations may be subclassified ac-

cording to their reliance on the assessment of

members or on advance premium collections for

the payment of losses. Even when reliance is

placed principally upon assessment, it is the

usual practise to collect a sufficient sum in ad-

vance to pay losses in the interval between as-

sessment periods. Assessment is practical only
for carrying risks closely uniform in kind and

degree; it fails utterly when these conditions are

lacking or in cases of progressive risk, as in life

insurance. Its chief advantage is low operating
cost because of simplicity of organization. The
advance premium system, on the other hand,

may or may not have coupled with it a supple-

mentary assessment liability of the policyholder;

in life insurance on an actuarial basis such provi-
sion is not common. The advance premium is

usually more than adequate and excesses are re-

funded through so-called dividends. Since ad-

vance premiums in both stock and mutual sys-

tems must be conservatively determined to as-

sure adequacy, mutual companies have the ad-

vantage of more accurate subsequent adjustment
to actual cost Except in life insurance, where the

agency methods are similar to those of the stock

company, lower costs are frequently realized

usually by virtue of lower operating costs, prin-

cipally acquisition costs; sales staffs work either

on a salaried basis or on a lower scale of com-
missions than do the representatives of stock

companies. In contrast dividends paid by the

mutual life insurance companies derive mainly
from interest in excess of that assumed in the

actuarial calculations as well as from savings in

mortality. The loadings by which gross pre-
miums are derived from the net premiums found

by actuarial calculations frequently contain a

margin for dividends, which in times of emer-

gency may also be a safety factor. Mutual com-

panies outside the life insurance field, in which

they predominate in America, have been most

successful in acquiring highly protected manu-

facturing risks for fire insurance and workmen's

compensation insurance and isolated dwelling
and farm buildings for fire insurance. In the

large companies where the policyholders control

in name only the high salaries paid the officers

have taken the place of profits as an incentive to

efficient operation.
Interinsurance exchanges are unincorporated

groups of individuals reciprocally insuring each

other and operating through an attorney-in-fact
who is given a power of attorney by each mem-
ber in the course of his application. In general,

advance "deposits" are made by the several

members against which the members' propor-
tion of losses and expenses are charged. Periodi-

cally an adjustment is made by refund of bal-

ances or collection of deficiencies. While the

attorney-in-fact is usually invested with full

powers to do anything necessary for the conduct

of the exchange he is not personally responsible
for the results of unwise underwriting or loss

adjustment. When the exchange is managed by a

competent and honorable attorney-in-fact and

membership is confined to the financially re-

sponsible with substantially similar risks, such

exchanges have proved satisfactory carriers and

have operated at low cost. In a number of cases,

however, the plan has been subjected to grave
abuse by irresponsible and dishonest individuals,

who set up exchanges under their attorneyship
and offer coverage to the general public without

adequate explanation of the nature of the carrier.

Governmental carriers, that is, state insurance

funds, are of two types. The term is applied, on

the one hand, to a self-insurance fund for carry-

ing risks to which the state and its subdivisions

are exposed and, on the other, to state institu-

tions set up to act as insurance carriers for the

risks of its constituents. In the field of non-

compulsory life insurance which experience
indicates must be sold energetically they have

written little business but have operated at very
low cost. Where for reasons of state policy in-

surance has been made compulsory, it has been

argued that the state must set up a carrier in

order to provide insurance at the lowest possible

cost. Sometimes the state fund has been given a

monopoly of its field, as in certain European so-

cial insurance systems and in workmen's com-

pensation insurance in some of the states of the
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petitive. Although they have at times been the

victims of political abuse they have as a rule

furnished sound insurance at low net cost be-

cause of low operating cost. Organization has in

general followed the lines of private mutual cor-

porations; save that a government board or bu-

reau takes the place of the board of directors

elected by the policyholders.

All insurance carriers except the simplest as-

sessment type have certain common problems.
Premium rates must be established for each class

and degree of risk assumed; an adequate volume

of risks must be procured to give a reasonable

stability to the mass; and the company must be

safeguarded against adverse selection and too

great concentration of risks. Such work is known

technically as underwriting. Premiums received

in advance of requirement for loss payment must

be conserved and suitably invested. Losses must

be investigated and settled fairly. In addition

every carrier has a large amount of detailed

clerical accounting and statistical work calling for

an elaborate and highly organized staff.

The problems of rate making and underwrit-

ing are closely associated. The economic func-

tion of insurance is the substitution of a fixed

charge for an uncertain risk by transfer of that

risk to a professional risk carrier who may thus

acquire mass stability, with a consequent equi-

table redistribution of the losses and the expense
involved. Thus the insurance contract must be a

contract of indemnity life insurance policies are

to some extent an exception because of the im-

possibility of accurately appraising life values

and the rate must be equitable. The test of equity
is that the individual insured should so far as

possible pay only what would be his proportion-
ate cost in a sufficiently large company com-

posed exclusively of risks identical with his own.

Precise equity is probably unattainable, but the

aim of all rate making practise and procedure is

approximate equity. In a competitive situation

countenance by a carrier of substantial inequity
carries its own punishment. The general rate

level rarely gets high enough to yield more than

a modest underwriting profit. If overcharged
risks do not seek insurance elsewhere, forming if

necessary new mutual carriers, competition of

carriers for the "preferred" business augments

acquisition expenses and reduces the margin of

profit. The losses on the undercharged risks are

then unbalanced and the guilty carrier is cor-

respondingly weakened.

Although rates must be made for the future
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they can be based only on past experience.

Changes in condition, especially in long time

trends, must be carefully observed; as, for ex-

ample, the effect on accident rates and conse-

quently upon costs of workmen 's compensation
of increasing mechanization of industry. Varying
with the type of coverage the making of rates in-

volves statistical study of experience, engineer-

ing technique and trained judgment of ex-

perienced underwriters. Seldom if ever is even a

single carrier's experience broad enough to form

a safe basis of rates. Moreover, since competitive

bargaining over rates is disastrous, rate making
can never be wholly an individual company
matter but must always remain a group problem.
The safeguards for the public are publicity in

methods and in some cases direct or indirect

public control. Since the rate must cover ex-

pense as well as loss cost, control of rates implies

control of expenses. Sometimes, as in life insur-

ance, the return upon invested funds must also

be considered; but generally it is not possible to

determine underlying probabilities with suffi-

cient precision, and investment profits have been

left as the source of return to stockholders.

The acquisition of an adequate volume of

business presupposes an effective selling organi-

zation. Such organization is usually a blend of

three types of systems: direct reporting, branch

office and general agency. The first involves

direct contact between the head office and the

individual members of the sales staff, who may
be paid by salary or commission, and is not

adapted to complex conditions or to operations

extending over a large area. It is used only by the

simplest types of carriers operating over a small

territory or by larger organizations for the region

closely adjacent to the home office. Under the

branch office system subordinate offices are

maintained at central points in the charge of

salaried officials of the company, whose compen-
sation may be supplemented by a share of the

profits from the business in their territory. In

some cases the activities of the branch are

limited to sales efforts and closely associated

duties. In others the full range of operations (ex-

cept investment of funds) is carried on in the

branch office and only summary reports are

made to the head office. The contacts with policy-

holders are maintained through local agents or

brokers. This form oforganization is best adapted
to a well established company which has already

developed a large volume of business in the

territory. Under the general agency system con-

tracts are made with individuals or firms for the
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development of extensive territories. The gen-
eral agent under such restrictions as his con-

tract provides builds up and supervises his own

organization of local representatives. He usually

finances himself in this work and his profit is the

difference between his commission and the sum
which he pays local representatives and brokers.

In fire and casualty insurance he has at times

some powers and responsibility for loss settle-

ments in his territory. In these fields he may
have authority also to represent his company in

rate making and other regulatory bodies.

Brokers are independent experts offering their

services to the public in insurance matters. In

marine insurance they are indispensable. While

they represent the applicant in negotiations for

insurance they obtain their compensation from

the companies in a commission on the premiums

paid. When they are given policies on order to

deliver and collect they become the agents of the

companies for that purpose. In life insurance

policies are issued only at head or branch offices

and the agent merely takes the application and

delivers the policy. It is the usual custom in fire

and most casualty lines to supply the agent with

blank forms authorizing him to issue the policy

and to report the facts to his supervising office.

In the United States an insurance agency is often

combined with a real estate office or other busi-

ness, although strong efforts have been made by
life insurance agents to eliminate the part time

agent.
The American business man does not as a

rule deal directly with insurance companies. If

he is not solicited he usually takes his risk to an

agent or broker, leaving to him the selection of a

company. In fire and casualty lines agents fre-

quently represent more than one company. Con-

sequently competition between carriers tends to

be a competition for those agents who can turn

in the most business. This competition centers

on rates of commissions, prizes and other allow-

ances to agents and brokers. On the other hand,

high commissions tend to bring about oversell-

ing, with a consequent high lapse rate; this has

proved an unfortunate characteristic of the life

insurance business, involving a serious economic

waste. Excessive commissions also lead to rebat-

ing and other unfair practises which are difficult

to control by statute. Moreover even the in-

surance of property values involves the intan-

gible personal element as an important part of

the hazard. All risks offered therefore must be

carefully investigated. Where the insurance pol-

icy is issued only by head or branch offices, the

company may be safeguarded against excessive

hazard by rejection of an application or by offer-

ing insurance only on special terms or at in-

creased rates. Where the agent is authorized to

issue policies he may be controlled to some ex-

tent by instructions. The final safeguard is

exercise of the right of cancellation reserved to

the company in the policy contract. Brokers are

at times able to exert improper pressure upon

agents and through them upon underwriters by

offering a mixture of good and poor risks and

insisting that if these are not accepted in toto the

entire business will be placed elsewhere and

other good business will be withdrawn upon
expiration of the current policies. More or less

effective efforts are made through company as-

sociations to control such competition. But it is

extremely difficult to do so through purely

voluntary associations and in some cases, par-

ticularly in the United States, it has been neces-

sary to place statutory limits on commissions.

Underwriters must also consider the matter of

concentration of risk. Insurance began among
traders and in the cities and the chief demand for

insurance still comes from the great metropoli-
tan centers, where values are so congested and

exposed to common hazards that careful under-

writing calls for the retention of relatively small

net lines. This involves the fixing of a maximum
limit on the amount or "line" which will be car-

ried on an individual risk and often the fixing of

supplementary limits for groups of risks which

may be exposed to loss from the same event.

Hence there is apt to be in those centers an un-

satisfied demand for insurance which tends to

bring about the establishment of new carriers.

These new carriers, however, cannot find an

adequate volume of satisfactory business in large
cities alone; they seek to diversify and spread
their risks by conducting their activities in the

smaller communities, where unit values are

smaller and the extent of common exposure not

so great. Here there is a larger underwriting

capacity than necessary, involving the severest

competition, which can be held within safe

bounds only by wise cooperation, not merely for

rate making but also for the regulation of agency
relations and other practises. Regulation is ex-

ceedingly difficult to maintain unless it is re-

quired by law. The history of each branch of in-

surance in the United States is largely a record

of efforts to maintain such organizations. The

problem has been made the more difficult by the

fact that insurance has been held not to be com-
merce and is therefore not subject to federal
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regulation. The several states have not been con-

sistent in their views, particularly on this matter

of combination. At first the theory generally
held was that it was an improper restraint of trade

and should be suppressed. Many anticompact
laws were the result. More recently a better

understanding of the business and its problems
has led to the repeal of many of these laws and
in some cases to the requirement of combination

under state supervision. But not all anticompact
laws have been repealed, and many carriers are

required to conduct their business in one state in

a manner which in another would subject them

to severe penalties.

In some fields, as in workmen's compensation,
it is impossible to fix limits on the risks written,

since* public policy demands that all employees
be insured for the full statutory benefit. It is also

desirable at times to accommodate agents by as-

suming more than the fixed line on an individual

risk. Groups of individually acceptable risks

may give rise to excessive group lines. The car-

rier can protect himself in such situations by re-

insurance. Although there were sporadic in-

stances of reinsurance in the early history of in-

surance, the practise necessarily became more

widespread as values presented to the carriers

for coverage increased cither individually or by
concentration. The latter half of the nineteenth

century witnessed the formation of a number of

companies devoted exclusively to reinsurance.

Such companies offer either facultative con-

tracts or treaties; most reinsurance is now handled

by the latter method, practised also by com-

panies which do not confine their operations

exclusively to reinsurance. Under the facultative

method the direct writing company is not re-

quired to cede and the reinsurance company is

not obliged to accept any particular risk. If the

reinsurer is offered a risk, however, he is bound

to it until he declines. Under an automatic ex-

cess treaty the direct writing company is bound

to cede and the reinsurance company to accept
all excesses falling within the classes stipulated.

The treaty usually provides that the excess cov-

ered shall not be greater than the net retention

of the original company; in order to be fully pro-
tected and yet offer its agents the opportunity to

cover their clients adequately a direct writing

company often arranges several treaties covering
successive excesses. As a rule the coverage of the

reinsurer is identical in terms with that of the

direct writing company and transactions are re-

ported periodically by a tabulation or bordereau.

Companies writing such risks as workmen's

compensation protect themselves by a reinsur-

ance treaty which covers losses on any risk from
a single event in excess of a fixed limit and up to

a secondary limit. Under such a contract, the

premium for which is a fixed percentage of the

total premiums for that kind of risk written by
the direct writing company, there is no need of

reporting individual risks. The amount of pre-
miums is determined and paid periodically. Re-

insurance carriers are subject to sudden in-

creases in the amounts they have at risk in par-
ticular locations or on individual risks and must
have the means of divesting themselves promptly
of dangerous excesses. They must in turn ar-

range reinsurance facilities; many of these ar-

rangements are international and large risks may
ultimately be spread among carriers throughout
the world. Young carriers with strong backing
and good agency connections, finding the financ-

ing of a large volume of business too expensive,

frequently arrange for quota share reinsurance of

a fixed percentage of all business they write.

When a fleet of carriers in a single field, such as

fire insurance, is under the same management
because of interlocking control, quota share

pooling of all the business of each of the carriers

is not uncommon. Similar reinsurance pools may
be formed by independent carriers operating in

the same line.

The public interest requires that in general
the insurance policy be a contract of indemnity
and from this arises the problem of loss adjust-
ment. This problem is relatively simple in life

insurance, since all policies are for fixed values

and only total losses are encountered. In other

fields it is most difficult to determine the car-

rier's obligation. The insured rarely reads his

policy before a loss, and despite most careful

definition therein of the risk assumed and the

procedure for determination and settlement of

losses he may have an exaggerated idea of his

rights and none of his obligations. Overpayment
of losses tends to lessen the interest of the in-

sured public in the prevention and minimizing
of losses. It not only tends to increase the cost to

all policyholders but it invites fraud. The avoid-

ance of overpayment is an obligation of an in-

surance carrier to its policyholders as a group.
But the public renders all too little support to

the companies, since it is commonly assumed

that insurance companies like public service

corporations are fair game. Thus the agents of

the company which acquires a reputation for

niggardliness and insistence on technicalities

find it difficult to carry on. Because of the pres-
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sure for liberality, not to say laxity, in loss settle-

ment the adjusters are placed in more or less of a

dilemma. In general the policy of representatives
of well managed carriers is governed by their

estimates ofthe good faith of the claimant. Where
fraud is suspected, every technicality is insisted

upon. If misunderstanding of obligations is ac-

companied by evident good faith, technicalities

may be waived and values liberally estimated, so

that policy provisions as to disinterested ap-

praisal are invoked only when agreement is ap-

parently impossible otherwise.

The need for conservation of funds during the

interval between their receipt as premiums and

their disbursement for losses and expenses
creates the problem of investment. The normal

length of this interval and the time and manner

of loss payment are the determining factors in

setting investment policies. Both vary materially
with the type of coverage.

Fire and marine insurance provide coverage
for relatively short intervals. The nature of the

potential demand for funds requires that invest-

ments be quite liquid, for there may be need of

large sums on short notice. Although reserves

need be held only for losses in course of settle-

ment, unearned premiums and incurred un-

liquidated expenses, wise management calls for

the accumulation of considerable surplus. Total

assets, of which about 85 percent are invested,

aggregate in the United States a little less than

three times the annual premium income. For

most casualty lines the conditions are generally

similar; but in some, for example liability in-

surance, the time required to determine the

company's liability in particular cases provides
an interval during which cash reserves may be

built up out of current income. Large workmen's

compensation losses may be incurred through

single events, but the fact that benefits are pay-
able over considerable periods of time slightly

relaxes the need for liquidity. The reserves for

unliquidated losses in casualty and compensa-
tion insurance are much larger than in fire and

marine.

In life insurance reserves assume the great-

est importance. The life insurance contract

usually covers a long term of years. But because

the premiums remain level throughout the term,

the payments exceed the risk cost and the differ-

ence, the unearned premium, must be held by
the company in the form of reserves which act as

self-insurance to reduce the net amount at risk

and thus compensate the increasing risk. Life in-

surance companies thus accumulate vast sums

for investment. Even in the United States, where
the proportion of recent business is large in all

companies, the assets at the present time exceed

five times the annual premium income. If a com-

pany has a substantial premium income it has

little need for concern with liquidity in invest-

ments. Security and regular yield are the prime

requisites, the latter by reason of the neces-

sary assumption of interest income in rate calcu-

lations.

Investment policies are controlled by the

directors of the several companies. Unfortu-

nately these directors, who are usually engaged in

other businesses, have not always respected the

trustee character of their reserves as guaranties of

their contracts but under the guise of invest-

ment have indulged in speculation. At times this

has been merely bad judgment but there have

been instances of improper use of company
funds for the advantage of officers, directors and

others having a close relation to the companies,
and some failures have resulted with loss to

policyholders and stockholders. This has led to

government regulations and restrictions with re-

spect to investment policies. Theories and

methods of governmental interference in invest-

ment activity differ widely. At one extreme is the

British system of freedom of action with the

requirement of full publicity and only minor

prohibitions, such as those forbidding invest-

ment of life insurance funds in the shares pf any
insurance undertaking except with the consent of

the court. At the other extreme stand Germany
and some of the states of the United States, which

prohibit definitely some classes of investments

and restrict the proportion of funds which may
be put in others. Under the German law, for

example, stocks to be eligible must be listed on a

German bourse and not more than 10 percent of

the reserves may be so invested. Intermediate

perhaps are those states which leave the field

fairly open but require periodic reports and vest

in an official of the state authority to require im-

mediate sale of an investment which he does not

regard as within the statutory category of first

class securities. In general, only such real estate

may be held permanently as is requisite for the

convenient transaction of business. Other real

estate may be taken on foreclosure of mortgages
or otherwise in the satisfaction of debts but must

be disposed of within five years unless an exten-

sion of time is granted by state supervisors. In-

vestment in loans on personal security or so-

called commercial paper is not permitted in the

United States. Real estate mortgages, subject to
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a set ratio to the value of the pledged property,

are freely permitted. Government bonds and

those of established private corporations are

generally allowed. More restrictions are placed

upon stocks, especially as investments for life

insurance companies. Loans on security of

stocks and bonds are generally permitted, at

least on such securities as might have been

bought. Officers and directors are generally pro-
hibited from being interested except on behalf

of the company in any such loans. Annual state-

ments, including detailed schedules, from which

the character of the assets and the investment

policy may promptly be ascertained, are a uni-

versal requirement. Sometimes they must be

published; usually they are filed as public docu-

ments open to general inspection.

In the United States alone the insurance car-

riers, with over $26,000,000,000 assets and

$6,000,000,000 annual premiums, form an enor-

mous collecting reservoir of investable funds.

Their influence in the investment markets for

farm and urban mortgage loans, for bonds and

stocks is correspondingly important. In the

autumn of 1929 no small amount of the loans of

New York banks on stock market securities

"for account of others" came from insurance

carrier funds.

The qualities desired in life insurance invest-

ments security of principal and fixity of yield

for long periods have caused their distribution

over a'period of years to vary between urban and

farm mortgages, government, railway, utility and

industrial bonds, in accordance with the state of

the market and prospect of security and yield.

Certain life insurance companies have until very

recently confined their investments to mortgages,
with a large proportion of farm mortgages, and

built up extensive organizations for the purpose
of handling such loans. The last quarter of a

century has seen such an enormous growth in life

insurance in the United States that recent dis-

cussions have shown some uneasiness regarding
the adequacy of the volume of safe outlets for

future investments. The need for fire companies
to keep their portfolios liquid has caused a fre-

quent turnover of their investments. Large

profits have been made in rising stock markets

and the companies have at times been suspected
of speculating. It may be difficult to draw the

line between speculation and proper safeguard-

ing of liquidity in such times, as it is also difficult

to find a just basis of valuation of insurance as-

sets. Since bonds are bought by life insurance

companies as permanent investments, it is ap-

propriate to value them by the amortization

method, a practise which is prescribed in some
states. Stocks, however, are not susceptible to

valuation on the amortization principle and its

application to bond investments of those classes

of carriers subject to potentially heavy demands
for ready cash is inappropriate. All investments

of such carriers are properly subject to a market

value test, which creates no little difficulty for

supervisory authorities in times of declining
markets. In the event of forced liquidation an in-

surance carrier usually sacrifices substantial but

intangible values in agency organization. If the

decline is temporary this should be avoided. The

problem is to determine when the decline is

permanent and whether it is safe to allow time

for adjustment.

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS OF LIFE, FIRE AND CASUALTY
COMPANIES OPERA TING IN NEW YORK STATE AS OF

DECEMBER 31, 1928

* The relation of bonds to stocks is js follows life companies
have relatively little in stocks, the investments of fire companies
are divided about evenly, while for casualty companies bonds
predominate bhtfhtly

Source New York State, Insurance Department, Annual Re-
port of the Superintendent, vol Ixx (Albany 1929).

The essentially mutual character of the in-

surance industry has led to the establishment of

numerous associations and to the forwarding of

their common interests. The lack of general

understanding of the fundamentals of insurance,

the large amount of unwise legislation proposed
in consequence and the difficulty of opposing it

individually have led to intcrcarrier organiza-
tions for lobbying and propaganda. Although
actuated by motives of self-interest such propa-

ganda and lobbying have often worked to the

public advantage. Carriers and their representa-
tives have sponsored research in fire prevention,

accident prevention and life conservation meth-

ods. They have cooperated with the law enforc-

ing authorities in the suppression of arson and in

other protective measures. High technical ca-

pacity is requisite for certain kinds of work re-
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quired by insurance carriers; for example, the

work of the actuary. While general educational

institutions have long furnished the basic ground
work for such capacity they have until recently not

attempted the necessary specialized training. As-

sociations of actuaries, insurance institutes and

similar bodies have tried to fill this need with the

encouragement and sometimes the financial sup-

port of the carriers. Their publications have

furnished material for study, and examinations

for admission have provided the incentive to

such study. Since the turn of the century such

activity has increased markedly, and with the

introduction of curricula in commerce in the

leading universities a growing number of courses

on insurance are being given. Some of these are

general, dealing with the economic aspects and

services of one or more classes of insurance,

principally fire, marine and life insurance.

Others are technical, concentrating on actuarial

science and fire or accident prevention engineer-

ing. As more broadly educated and better trained

men become available for the management of the

carriers and as the public acquires better under-

standing of the services and problems of in-

surance, there will undoubtedly be an even

greater efflorescence of the industry.

A. II . MOWBRAY

LAW AND REGULATION embrace three groups
of legal provisions. The law of the insurance

contract although nominally based upon consent

actually prescribes the rights of insurer and in-

sured under a highly technical document with

less regard for freedom of the will than for equal-

ization of bargaining power between the parties,

for the legal protection requisite to an effective

selection and control of risks and for the social

desirability of a widespread use of the insurance

device. The law of insuiance regulation,

grounded in the state's police power over private

enterprises, is designed to secure the financial

safety of insurance carriers, their prompt and

easy amenability to suit by the insured and the

fairness of their business methods. A third group
of laws prescribes the operations of the state

itself or of a subordinate governmental instru-

mentality as a carrier of workmen's compensa-
tion and other social insurance. This group
is highly developed in Europe but is restricted in

the United States to state compensation funds,

war risk insurance and minor state insurance

schemes.

The antiquity of insurance has long been dis-

puted. If the mutual aid associations of Greece

and Rome usually recreational societies with

incidental death benefits are included, the

origin of insurance may be traced to ancient

times. In a sense the family may be considered a

primitive type of mutual aid group. At any rate

the benefactions of the early societies were ap-

parently without legal sanction and their exist-

ence has left no trace upon modern insurance

law. If, on the other hand, only the entrepreneur

type of insurance organization is included, then

insurance originated probably in northern Italy

around 1300. The mediaeval Italian contract

(polizza) was the earliest known form of insur-

ance policy.

The insurance contract being a promise to

pay a larger sum (the amount of loss) in ex-

change for the prior payment of a smaller sum

(the premium) was thought at first to violate the

canonical prohibition of usury. Hence the early

contracts were disguised as pseudo-sales; that

is, the insurer agreed to buy the goods from

the insured only if they were lost at sea. When
the usury ban ceased to be operative and these

evasive devices were abandoned, the clumsy
forms of early insurance policies (witness the

Lloyd's marine policy) made possible their

abuse as wagering devices by those who suf-

fered no loss from the catastrophe insured

against. Early continental legislation was aimed

at this evil. In England marine insurance con-

tracts, probably introduced in the early sixteenth

century and first extensively used in the Eliza-

bethan period, came during the early eighteenth

century to be used as wagering devices through
the insertion of the "P. P. I." (policy proof of

interest) clause, by which the insurer agreed to

dispense with proof of the insu red's interest in

the property insured. English courts, unwilling
to create a rule against wagering and tolerant of

the protection thus afforded to smugglers, en-

forced contracts in this form until 1746, when

they were declared void by a statute (19 Geo. n,

c. 37) which was later reenforced by criminal

sanctions [Marine Insurance (Gambling Policies)

Act, 1909]. In the United States most courts did

not await the advent of legislation before de-

claring wagering contracts unenforceable. They
fashioned from the Puritan and pioneer tradition

of useful industry a judge made public policy

against wagering.
To differentiate insurance from wagering the

courts require an insurable interest, which in its

broadest sense is any relation other than that

created by the contract between the insured

and the event insured against, such that the
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event if it occurs will cause loss or injury to the

insured. A comparison of property insurance and

personal insurance reveals marked differences in

the application of the Anglo-American legal re-

quirement of msurable interest. In property in-

surance the insurer's promise is by explicit

wording, as in fire insurance, or by interpreta-

tion, as in marine insurance, a promise to pay
the insured his loss or damage and the insured's

interest is an upper limit of his claim to indem-

nity; in life and casualty insurance the insurer

promises to pay a fixed sum on the happening of

the insured event.

In Anglo-American law a legally enforceable

right or duty in relation to the insured object is

requisite in property insurance; in life insurance

a relation of mere factual expectation of pe-

cuniary loss, such as the insured's well founded

expectation of beneficence during the life of the

person insured, will suffice. Moreover while an

insurable interest in property must exist, by the

weight of authority, only when the casualty oc-

curs, an insurable interest in life need exist only
when the contract is consummated.

The recognized insurable interests in property
fall into three main groups. In the first, a pro-

prietary interest, ranging in extent from that of

the sole owner to that of the lienholder or the

lessee, is sufficient whether its basis be legal or

equitable. In the second, a contract right, ex-

pressly made dependent upon the insured event

or upon a contingency directly affected by it, is a

valid interest [National Filtering Oil Co. v.

Citizens' Insurance Co. of Missouri, 106 N. Y.

535 (1887)], although the contingent claim of an

unsecured creditor against his debtor's property
has generally been regarded as too remote for

legal recognition. In the third, legal liability to

pay for loss or damage caused by the insured

event provides an msurable interest in that

event. Thus the bailee of goods has an insurable

interest in them because of his liability to com-

pensate the owner for damage to them. A fourth

class of interests, represented by an adult son's

factual expectation of obtaining a gift of certain

property from his father, is recognized in a few

cases [Home Insurance Co. v. Mendenhall, 164
111. 458 (1897)] but is generally rejected as too

uncertain and remote under the influence of an

early dictum by Lord Eldon [Lucena v. Crau-

furd, 2 Bos. & P. N. R. 269 (1806)]. In general it

may be said that expected profits and other eco-

nomic advantages contingent upon the safety of

property are insurable if supported by a legally

enforceable right.

Both French and German law maintain a clear

distinction between life insurance, in which no

insurable interest is required, and the various

types of indemnity insurance. For the latter a

factual expectation of economic loss, even

though unsupported by a legal right or duty, is

both necessary and sufficient to constitute an

insurable interest. Hence a legal right of no

economic value, such as the ownership of prop-

erty mortgaged for far more than its value, is not

an insurable interest. The contrast with Anglo-
American law is thus complete in theory. The
actual divergence is less because legal rights and

economic advantages usually coincide. Expected

gains are insurable in French and in German
law.

In the Anglo-American law of life insurance a

legal relation, such as a woman's right to support
from her husband, is a sufficient insurable in-

terest; but so is a mere factual expectation of

benefit from the prolonged life of the person in-

sured, such as that of a foster child not legally

adopted to continued support from the foster

parent. The unsecured creditor has long been

recognized to have an insurable interest in the

life of his debtor on the theory that payment of

the debt is directly dependent on the debtor's

earning capacity. Recent legislation in New
York has extended group life insurance to meet

this need [N. Y. Laws, ch. 292, sect, i (1929)].

The beneficiary's love and affection for the

person whose life is insured have, however,
been deemed insufficient in a majority of the

states of the United States, partly because the

English statute of 1774 (14 Geo. in, c. 48) re-

quires a pecuniary interest.

An adult who procures insurance on his own
life may name as beneficiary a person who has

no insurable interest. The exercise of an inde-

pendent choice by the former is regarded as a

sufficient prophylactic against wagering by the

latter. The growing recognition of this principle
in the United States, coupled with the estab-

lished practise of requiring a signed application

for life insurance from the person whose life is

to be insured, has restricted the problem of in-

surable interest to the rare situation in which the

beneficiary induces the applicant to apply for a

policy upon his life paid for by the beneficiary.

The older notion that a continuing insurable

interest was necessary as a deterrent to mer-

cenary murder was exploded by a brilliant

opinion of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes up-

holding an assignment (not contemplated when
the policy was issued) of a valid policy to one
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having no insurable interest [Grigsby v. Russell,

222 U. S. 149 (1911)]. Yet the requirement of

insurable interest has not been relaxed in

American law to the same extent as in German
law and French law, which seek to counteract

the sinister tendencies of wagering on death by

requiring merely the consent of the person in-

sured to the original issuance and to every subse-

quent assignment of the policy. American stat-

utes frequently limit the amounts insurable at

various ages on the lives of minors, even where a

parent is the beneficiary. Similar restrictions are

found in English, French and German legisla-

tion.

The peculiar obligation of the insured to act

in good faith toward the insurer is recognized in

all legal systems. The doctrine of concealment

requires that the applicant for insurance volun-

tarily disclose all known facts which would

materially affect the insurer's decision to make
the contract. At a time when the English com-

mon law of commercial bargaining was pervaded

by the ethics of the jungle, Lord Mansfield to

foster the business of underwriting as an aid to

the expansion of British foreign trade laid down
this doctrine in an opinion [Carter v. Boehm,

(1766) 3 Burr. 1905] which was substantially

copied in subsequent British legislation (Marine
Insurance Act, 1906, sects. 17-19). The nullifi-

cation of a contract because of innocent non-

disclosure of a material fact known to the in-

sured was justified by the inaccessibility to the

insurer of information about marine risks and by
the practise of having expert brokers familiar

with the material factors of the risk to represent
the insured in negotiations with the underwriter.

English law rigorously applies the same rule to

other kinds of insurance [Home v. Poland,

(1922) 2 K. B. 364]. American courts have ac-

cepted this rule for marine or inland marine

risks. Insurance against terrestrial risks is avoid-

able only if the insured has withheld material

facts with intent to defraud. This judge made
reform was eloquently defended by the late Chief

Justice Taft [Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. v.

Mechanics' Savings Bank and Trust Co., 72
Fed. 413 (1896)] on the ground that the insured

is inexpert in estimating risks and that the in-

surer commonly relies upon independent in-

vestigation of the risk.

To Lord Mansfield's influence is also due the

English rule that the insured 's non-fraudulent

misrepresentation of fact, which materially in-

duces the insurer to contract, gives the latter a

privilege of avoiding the policy. This doctrine

was accepted in American insurance law, but its

range of operation has become restricted. In fire

insurance the practise of issuing the policy with-

out a written application from the insured has

made the doctrine practically inapplicable. In

life insurance the legal effect of innocent mis-

representations by the insured in his application

has been diminished by judicial decisions and by
legislation. A growing minority of courts hold

that the insured should not suffer forfeiture be-

cause of honest erroneous opinions about his

health, however unqualifiedly expressed. Some
statutes prescribe that a non-fraudulent mis-

representation avoids the policy if the fact mis-

represented is found by the tribunal to have in-

creased the risk that is, the probability of

death. Others even restrict the insurer's defense

to cases in which the fact misrepresented actually

contributed to the death of the insured. The

scope and effect of these ineptly worded laws re-

main yet to be settled.

The codification of insurance law which took

place in Germany in 1908 and in France in 1930
has mitigated the harsh consequences of the in-

sured's innocent concealment or non-disclosure.

Except in cases of fraud the insurer may not in

French law cancel the contract for concealment

or misrepresentation discovered after a loss has

occurred; the insured suffers only a reduction of

his claim in inverse proportion to the premium
which would have been charged had the whole

truth been told. The German law adopts the

view even more favorable to the insured that a

fact which did not contribute to the loss or to the

extent of the insurer's liability is no ground for

defeating the insured 's claim except in marine

insurance. Cancellation before loss is permitted
in French law even when the insured 's deception
was innocent; in German law, only if the in-

sured was culpable. In the United States a lone

New Hampshire statute [Public Laws 1926, ch.

276, sect. 4 (1926)], revising pioneer legislation

in this field [N. H. Laws, ch. 1662 (1855)], allows

cancellation after loss only if the misrepresenta-
tion was fraudulent or if the fact misrepresented
contributed to the loss. Otherwise recovery is

reduced as under the French law, but the

method of estimating this reduction remains

obscure.

Oral contracts of insurance are valid in Ger-

man law and, with some statutory exceptions, in

English and in American law but not in French

law. The universal practise of insurers, however,
save in case of temporary coverage is to issue a

formal policy. Since this document is drafted by
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the insurer with an eye to his own interests,

judicial interpretation favors the insured where-

ever doubt as to its meaning is possible. The
marine policy became standardized in archaic

language which left judicial interpretation a

wide range of flexibility. The British Marine

Insurance Act of 1906 virtually codified this un-

couth hulk in its present form along with the

encrusted deposits of judicial construction. The

paucity of American legislation reveals a laissez

faire attitude toward this esoteric branch of in-

surance.

The amazing growth in the United States of

the popular branches of insurance during the

latter half of the nineteenth century was accom-

panied by increasing complexity and length of

the terms of the insurance policy. Liberty of

contract bred weasel promises, against which

judicial interpretation struggled with only partial

success. Under the guidance of astute lawyers
the insurers redrafted their contracts so as to

circumvent decisions favoring the insured. In

the competition among insurers, legally un-

restricted and actually severe, rates were more

important than the terms of the contract; and

the insured 's inability to understand the latter

tempted the insurers to multiply the contractual

restrictions upon their liability. Many of the re-

strictions were motivated by a genuine and not

wholly unfounded distrust of the common man's

honesty in dealing with insurance companies.
Thus many American insurers sowed the drag-
on's teeth of legislative reform. The crop is still

maturing.
One of the most salutary results of this legis-

lation has been the compulsory standardization

of policy forms. Although leading New York fire

underwriters long sought uniformity of policy

provisions for their own protection in the adjust-

ment of losses involving several companies under

different policies, only the legislative threat of a

standard policy to be drafted by the superintend-
ent of insurance [N. Y. Laws, ch. 488 (1886)]

spurred them to produce the New York standard

fire policy, a form still prescribed with minor

modifications in the statutes of many other

states. In New York this form was superseded in

1918 by a shorter form, prepared under the

direction of the National Convention of In-

surance Commissioners, which eliminates some
of the harsh consequences of technical defaults

by the insured. An earlier Massachusetts form

drafted by legislators is even more favorable to

the insured. Despite these legislative reforms

American fire policies are still much more

lengthy than those used in England and seem to

have more technical loopholes for the insurer

than those in France and Germany. Workmen's

compensation policies have frequently been

standardized under American legislation. In life,

accident and health insurance the legislation

merely prescribes and proscribes certain types of

clauses.

The problem of adjusting the technical re-

quirements of a successful insurance enterprise
to the needs, capacities and ethical notions of the

common man is not peculiar to the United

States, where, however, for reasons which are

not entirely clear it has become more acute than

elsewhere. Technical requirements appear as

conditions of the insurer's promise to pay. Non-

compliance with any one of these conditions re-

lieves the insurer of liability. Some conditions

have a more important bearing on the risk than

others; some deviations from the required con-

dition are serious, while others are merely tech-

nical. The English law ofwarranty was developed

by Lord Mansfield on the assumption that the

court should not inquire into the purpose of the

expert underwriter in inserting the warranty or

into the materiality of the breach. This assump-
tion, not wholly unjustified in respect to the

bargained for warranties adapted by marine in-

surers to each particular risk, led to the doctrine

that any breach of the warranty as literally con-

strued precluded recovery by the insured regard-
less of the materiality of the breach. This strict

rule has been steadily adhered to by the English
courts [Dawsons, Ltd. v. Bonnin, (1922) 2 A. C.

413]. American courts apply it with widely vary-

ing degrees of severity.

The extension of this strict doctrine to mod-
em machine made policies poured forth by a

central home office and distributed through a

myriad of local agents, many of them indiffer-

ently trained and only avocationally interested,

wrought havoc with honest claims. Attempts to

attain an equitable interpretation of the numer-

ous conditional clauses have led to confusion

both in judicial decisions and in legislation. Par-

ticularly fruitful of litigation are the numerous

fire insurance provisions aimed at fraudulent

incendiarism by the insured, such as the clause

invalidating the insurance if the insured is not

sole and unconditional owner or if the insured

chattel is mortgaged or if other insurance is pro-

cured without written consent of the first insurer.

Judicial interpretation of these clauses in ac-

cordance with the purpose for which they were

inserted has frequently eliminated technical de-
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fenses. Some American states have enacted that

only a default which is material to the risk will

avoid the policy. More drastic legislation in a few

states requires the insurer to prove that the

breach of condition actually contributed to the

loss. The German insurance code excuses the

insured 's default if he proves that it did not

contribute to the loss. The French law of 1930
affords less liberal protection to the insured.

Another embattled safeguard in American law

is the limitation upon the local insurance agent's

power to bind his company. Either he has no

authority whatever to modify the printed forms,

as in life insurance, or he has authority to modify

only by a written endorsement, as in fire in-

surance. These restrictions, coupled with the

parole evidence rule which excludes proof of

contemporaneous conversations not embodied in

the written contract, tend to effectuate uniform

centralized home office control over multitudes

of local agents. Yet the ordinary man accustomed

to the looser dealings of local merchants and de-

partment stores can scarcely understand why the

agent who takes his premium has no power to

bind the company by oral statements. The harsh

consequences to the insured of this slot machine

plan of distributing insurance coverage are miti-

gated by the twin doctrines of waiver and

estoppel. While the American decisions are in

hopeless confusion as to the scope and meaning
of these doctrines, it may be said that they apply
in general where the insurer's agent with knowl-

edge of the insured 's default lulls him by sooth-

ing speech into a sense of security without

properly endorsing the policy. The federal

courts rigorously exclude proof of the agent's

contemporaneous conversations unless the in-

sured sues in equity to reform the policy. A
decided majority of the state courts allow such

proof, in a trial by jury, for the purpose of re-

lieving the insured of a breach of condition..

Hence the insured 's rights will often depend

upon whether or not the insurer can seek the

beneficent protection of the federal courts. At
their best waiver and estoppel impose upon the

insurer a duty of serving the individual needs

of the insured. At their worst they cloak fraudu-

lent claims or rationalize judicial sympathy and

prejudice.

Sympathy and prejudice, particularly of ju-

rors, add to the American insurer's troubles a

juridical risk unmatched in England, where

judges control juries, or on the continent, where

judges alone decide. Had the English statute of

1601 (43 Eliz., c. 12), which sought to take in-

surance litigation from the common law courts

by creating a special insurance court, been suc-

cessful, American law might have inherited a

special jurisdiction for insurance cases similar to

that of the juryless admiralty courts. As it is,

jurors' verdicts against insurance companies re-

flect the same tendency to effect a redistribution

of wealth which is manifested in verdicts against
other rich corporations. The introduction into

life insurance policies of a clause making the in-

sured 's claim legally incontestable after one or

two years from date of issuance has proved an

unforeseen boon to insurers by opening the

doors of the juryless equity court to the timely
cancellation of a policy procured by deception.
The growth of social insurance, although more

backward in the United States than abroad, has

been paralleled by an increasing tendency to

make private insurance coverage available for

victims of the casualty other than the contracting

party. This tendency has been most marked

(aside from workmen's compensation insurance)
in automobile liability insurance, where statutes

which perfect the injured person's claim

against the insurer of the automobilist who in-

jured him have been upheld by the Supreme
Court on the ground among others that liability

insurance tends to make the driver more careless

and thus enhances the danger to other persons

[Merchants' Mutual Automobile Liability In-

surance Co. v. Smart, 267 IT. S. 126 ("924)].

Quasi-negotiable marine insurance certificates

protecting all persons who become interested in

shipments of goods have facilitated export trade,

and fire insurance obtained by bailees on goods
"held in trust or on commission" serve a similar

purpose in inland trade. While American and

English laws still treat the ordinary fire policy as

a "personal" contract which does not follow the

transfer of the property, in France and in Ger-

many automatic coverage of the transferee, at

least for a brief period, is now the rule. The use

of life insurance to protect the widow and

children of the breadwinner has been recognized
in numerous American statutes which exempt the

proceeds of the policy in the hands of the bene-

ficiary from the claims of the insured 's creditors,

even in case of bankruptcy. This is only another

example of the way in which insurance law tran-

scends the bounds of the individual contract.

Another tendency away from an individualist

economy is seen in the growth of mutual in-

surance carriers.

Legislative and administrative regulation of

insurance enterprises dates from almost the be-



ginning of modern commercial insurance. The
Barcelona Code of 1435 prescribed brokerage

fees, and a Florentine law of 1523 established

official control of rates and of policy forms.

Regulation of reserves and investments were

introduced by nineteenth century American

legislation. Not until the twentieth century did

English or continental legislation approach that

of the United States in strictness, and today only

Germany (law of 1901 ,
with drastic amendments

in 1931) exercises a comparable degree of super-
vision.

Four types of state control have been used.

The state may prescribe the initial qualifications

of a new enterprise, as in the early special in-

corporation statutes of Massachusetts. The state

may require annual publication of financial

statements on the assumption that the insuring

public will thus be enabled to choose the more
reliable companies. This device was unduly relied

upon in early American legislation. The state

may establish norms for the subsequent conduct

of the enterprise, backed by criminal penalties or

the threat of judicial receivership. Finally, with-

out abandoning any of these devices the state

may establish a continuous official supervision
with summary administrative powers. This last

stage has been attained in every state of the

United States by investing a single official (the

insurance commissioner or superintendent of

insurance) with these powers. In Germany and

in France advisory committees representative of

insurers, insured and actuaries participate in the

official control.

In England the attempts of the Privy Council

from 1574 to 1576 to regulate marine insurance

rates proved abortive. Insurance enterprises as

such were not subjected to regulation of their

financial arrangements until 1870, when life in-

surance companies were required to make ini-

tial deposits of 20,000 each and to file financial

reports annually with the Board of Trade (33 &
34 Viet., c. 61). The same or similar require-

ments were extended in 1907 and again in 1909
to other types of insurance companies. The As-

surance Companies Act of 1909 (9 Edw. vn, c.

49) for the first time brought individual under-

writers, such as the members of Lloyd's in

London, within the scope of such regulations;

yet the beneficent autonomy of those individual

underwriters' associations, approved by the

Board of Trade, was preserved by exempting
their members from requirements other than the

deposit of 2000. The vexatious problems of

fraternal societies were dealt with more compre-

Insurance in

hensively and effectively by the Friendly Socie-

ties Act of 1896 (59 & 60 Viet.
,
c. 25) than by com-

parable American legislation. The Industrial

Assurance Act of 1923 (13 & 14 Geo. v, c. 8)

confers summary inquisitorial powers on the

industrial insurance commissioner and attains

continuous administrative supervision. Thus

English legislation better safeguards the interests

of the proletarian policyholder than of the well

to do. In the United States the converse has

generally been true. On the whole regulation in

England has been mild.

The American insurance commissioner or

superintendent has extensive and flexible powers
over the conduct of insurance enterprises. He

may refuse to issue or revoke an insurance com-

pany's license, and the unlicensed insurer be-

comes subject to heavy penalties if it continues

to do business. The grounds of refusal or revoca-

tion are sometimes specifically prescribed by
statute; but in other instances a blanket provision
is added, such as "whenever in the judgment of

the superintendent of insurance it will best pro-
mote the interests of the people of this state"

[N. Y. Laws, ch. 9 (1913)]. Grounds for the

revocation of agents' licenses are more narrowly

prescribed. In those few states which authorize

the licensing of insurance brokers revocation is

usually authorized on the ground of untrust-

worthiness or incompetence. Another important
administrative device is the commissioner's

power to demand the privilege of making an ex-

tensive examination of the books, securities and

affairs of local enterprises, commonly at the ex-

pense of the enterprise examined. To ascertain

the financial safety of insurance companies he is

authorized to evaluate their assets and liabilities

and to approve or disapprove their investments.

I lis powers over policy forms are somewhat less

discretionary and apply only to a few types of

insurance. Only in the exercise of his power to

prescribe rates, usually limited to fire and to

workmen's compensation insurance, does he

ordinarily hold a formal hearing.

Elastic discretion and inadequate procedural

safeguards have led to some abuses, less fre-

quently through corruption than through official

zeal to stretch the scope of regulation beyond the

terms of the statute. Thus the tendency to en-

force by unauthorized administrative sanctions

the payment of private contract claims against

insurers or against brokers is an encroachment

on the judicial prerogative of determining the

validity of such claims. While judicial remedies

against the commissioner are available to check
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these and other bureaucratic abuses, they are

sparingly invoked by insurance companies be-

cause of the resultant unfavorable publicity and

official ill will.

It was early held that the regulation of inter-

state insurance business is beyond the powers of

Congress over interstate commerce [Paul v.

Virginia, 75 U. S. 168 (1868)]. Hence each state

enforces its own legislation as to both domestic

and foreign enterprises. The power of the state

to exclude arbitrarily an insurance corporation
of another state has, however, been denied by the

Supreme Court [Fidelity & Deposit Co. of

Maryland v. Tafoya, 270 U. S. 426 (1926)]. The
burdens imposed on interstate insurers by forty-

eight autonomous officials and some ten thou-

sand sections of insurance law are lightened by

extralegal influences. Imitation of the legislation

of other states, notably of New York, has less-

ened divergences. The National Convention of

Insurance Commissioners, organized in 1870, a

gathering of state officials which meets twice

yearly, has conducted numerous investigations
of their common problems, drafted important
uniform legislation and standardized administra-

tive practises, especially in regard to the volumi-

nous annual reports required of insurance com-

panies. By expediting the interstate exchange of

official examiners' reports it has decreased the

expense to the companies of multiple supervision
and relieved the smaller state insurance depart-
ments of tasks for which they are inadequately
manned.

The constitutional limits of the state's police

power over the insurance business are not clearly

defined. Since the Supreme Court upheld the

regulation of fire insurance rates on the ground
that competition was practically ineffective

[German Alliance Ins. Co. v . Lewis, 233 U. S.

389 (1914)], the insurance business has been in

some measure "affected with a public interest."

Although insurance companies are forbidden to

discriminate unfairly between applicants for in-

surance or to give rebates to those whom they
choose to insure they are not like public utilities

under a legal duty to serve all who apply. No

showing of public necessity or convenience is

prerequisite to the incorporation or licensing of

a new insurance enterprise. Insurance is in the

twilight zone of state control.

State supervision of insurance has passed the

experimental stage. In the United States its pre-

ventive work has well protected the insuring

public from commercial enterprises inade-

quately capitalized or fraudulently managed. Its

constructive work has effectuated important

changes which the insurers would not or could

not bring about voluntarily. A notable example
is the establishment of the compulsory reserve

and of the life policyholder's right to a share of

the reserve fund, the cash surrender value,

through the efforts of Elizur Wright, commis-

sioner of Massachusetts, after the middle of the

nineteenth century in 1854-61. Here as in other

constructive efforts the state bureaucracy has

served less by invention than by selecting its

norms from among those professional standards

and business mores which are deemed to have

the greater social utility.
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INSURGENCY, POLITICAL. Rebellion a-

gainst authority is far from rare. It is attempted
in various forms and for various motives and has

various consequences. In international law the

term insurgency is used to describe an internal

political revolt which the withstanding state does

not wish to recognize as war and which other

states are not ready to recognize as belligerency

(see INSURRECTION). The consequences are of

interest to international lawyers but the situation

arises with relative infrequency.
The term insurgency is more often employed

in domestic party politics. There have doubtless

been insurgents wherever authority has been as-

serted over groups, but the word was first used

to describe those Republicans who in 1909 re-

volted against the party leadership in the House

of Representatives, dethroned Speaker Cannon

and reformed the rules of the House.

The 1909 movement was not the first move-

ment of its kind in American party history, for

insurgency although not called by that name had

raised its head in 1872 and in the i88o's and

1 890*8.

Dissatisfaction with the first Grant adminis-

tration, lack of confidence in the leadership of
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the Republican party and a desire for a different

policy toward the South led to the movement of

liberal Republicans in 1872. The leaders of these

dissentients were distinguished men Carl

Schurz, Charles Francis Adams, William Cullen

Bryant, Lyman Trumbull, Whitelaw Reid

who had outstanding ability and possessed the

public confidence. A liberal Republican conven-

tion nominated Horace Greeley for the presi-

dency and the nomination was endorsed by the

Democrats at their convention in Baltimore.

Grant was elected and, since his second adminis-

tration was no more successful than the first, the

liberal Republicans continued their irregularity.

After Hayes was nominated most of them be-

came regulars. In 1884 independent Republicans

supported Cleveland on the ground that Blaine

was an unfit leader. They were called mug-
wumps, an epithet which had been used to de-

scribe the liberal Republicans of 1872 but which

did not gain currency until it was used as a name
for the influential Republicans again including
Carl Schur/ who bolted their party twelve

years later. During Cleveland's administration

there were "silver Democrats," and in 1896

"gold Democrats" were unwilling to accept

Bryan as the nominee of the party. They put up
their own candidate, but he polled only 130,000
votes.

These insurgent movements were connected

with presidential nominations and campaigns.
The movement of 1909 began on the congres-
sional terrain. Its principal objectives, which

were attained in March, 1910, by coalition with

the Democrats, were the exclusion of the speaker
from membership on the Committee on Rules

and the election of the committees by the House
instead of their appointment by the speaker.

Once these objectives had been attained, the

movement in all probability would have had few

further immediate results had it not been for the

attempt made by President Taft to discipline the

insurgents and for the split between President

Taft and Roosevelt. The insurgent Republicans
were prominent in the Progressive party of 1912,

but by 1916 most if not all of them were again

regular. Some of them became irregular again
when Senator La Follette ran for the presidency
on a third party ticket in 1924.

The term insurgency is still used to describe

"progressive" Republicans who are out of tune

with the regular leadership. In recent years con-

gressional insurgency has largely been confined

to the Senate, where its objectives have been

chiefly legislative and inquisitorial. The con-

gressional investigations of the Harding and

Coolidge administrations were largely brought
about with the support of the insurgents. It is

interesting to note that the insurgent movement
of 1909-10 and recent irregularity in the Senate

have been led by representatives and senators

from the west. This is natural enough, for the

leadership of both American political parties still

derives from the older sections of the country.
It is to be expected that the newer sections will

send to Washington representatives whose

opinions and interests are not en rapport with

the opinions and interests of the eastern and

middle western states.

The Democrats have been spared or have

not been blessed by an insurgent movement
similar to that of 1909. One reason is doubtless

the fact that the Democrats are usually in the

congressional minority. Insurgency seems to be

encouraged when a party has a majority, for then

leadership is highly prized so small a value is

placed on a vigorous party opposition in the

United States and tends to bring forth the

countervailing tendency of insurgency. It would

be accurate to say, however, that dissentient

groups in the Democratic party have been just as

frequent as dissentient groups in the Republican

party; but their identities have been inchoate

and their activities have been temporary and not

too notorious.

The indigenous character of American party

development, with the parties extragovcrtimen-

tal, elaborately organized, under irresponsible

leadership and made up of loose federations of

state or sectional parties, encourages factional-

ism. Insurgency can be an avenue to political

prominence. A larger percentage of insurgents
than of regulars can become known to the coun-

try. Irregularity is more interesting than regu-

larity, while it is not unlikely that there is a

higherpercentageofablemen amongthe rcvolters

than among the regulars . Unlike politicians on the

continent, American insurgents cannot use their

irregularity to obtain cabinet posts or the one

great prize in American politics, the presidency.
American political parties are inclined to select

only "safe" men for their highest posts. Public-

ity, in short, is the principal means and perhaps
the chief end of political insurgency in the

United States. There is no possibility of influ-

encing the tenure of a government or of per-

suading a parliament to withdraw its confidence

from the executive. A revolt can accomplish little

more than to force the regular organization to

modify its policy. Or it may add numerical
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strength to the minority party so that the ma-

jority group becomes a minority. Finally, the

price of acquiescence may be greater legislative

preferment for the revolters consideration of

measures which they espouse or better places in

the committee hierarchy of Congress.
It is interesting to note that representatives

and senators who insurge in Congress arc in-

frequently irregular in presidential elections

and that their temporary independence rarely

means even temporary abandonment of the party

label. Since the insurgents are dominant in their

local party organizations for example, Senator

La Follettc always controlled the Republican

party machine in Wisconsin the only discipline

which the national party may attempt is a with-

dravJal of federal patronage or a threat of exclu-

sion from important congressional committees.

These sanctions may be boomerangs, as Presi-

dent Taft discovered. If the party majority is

small, the congressional leaders may need in-

surgent votes to "organize" Congress; or the

party leaders may simply conclude that discre-

tion is the better part of valor. In these cases

discipline is not attempted.

Complaint is sometimes made that the irregu-

lar senators and representatives from smaller

states have prominence and power dispropor-

tionate to the size and influence of their constit-

uencies. There is little merit in such a sugges-

tion; for an irregular senator sent to Washington

by a majority of the votes of a small state may be

an effective representative of sizable minority

opinions in large states. In Congress the legisla-

tive hopes of insurgents or progressives or ir-

regulars arc made more easily realizable by the

bipartisan character of the bulk of congressional

legislation. As is frequently pointed out, few im-

portant laws are driven to the statute book by the

advocacy of one party in the face of opposition by
the other party. Congressional majorities are

usually bipartisan and under such circumstances

a bloc of representatives or senators, anxious for

more progressive measures than the regular ma-

jority leaders are willing to sanction, can be ex-

tremely powerful.
In Great Britain and on the continent political

insurgency is far from unknown, but because of

different governmental structures and party

organizations it has disclosed different tactics

and objectives. In Great Britain revolts against

party leadership have had different strategy and

objectives. For example, Liberal dissentients

known as Adullamites and headed by Robert

Lowe and Lord Hugh Grosvenor opposed on

"5
principle Gladstone's Reform Bill in 1866 and

were largely responsible for the defeat of his

government. In much the same way twenty

years later the Irish question created irreconcil-

able minorities in both the great English parties.

But this defection was so extensive and so con-

tinued that its participants were not in the same

category with the occupants of the cave of

Adullam.

A better English illustration is perhaps the

Fourth party, which indeed had hardly more
than four members. The two ablest were

Arthur Balfour and Lord Randolph Churchill.

Organized in 1880 after Gladstone had won his

Midlothian campaign and when the leadership
of the Conservative opposition in the House of

Commons might have been more vigorous and

effective, the Fourth party made its members far

more prominent than they could have been if

they had remained regular Conservatives. Partly
because Gladstone's temperament made him

easy to bait and the brilliant Fourth party men
knew how to do it they were far more annoying
than were the leaders of the official opposition.
There was in this insurgency slight divergenceon

principle. The consciences of Balfour and Lord

Randolph were not bothered by what they con-

ceived to be mistaken Conservative doctrine.

They wished to make their mark in Parliament

quickly; and insurgency was the highly success-

ful method that they employed. All four mem-
bers of the party were given office in Lord

Salisbury's government and their insurgency
was at an end.

On the continent, where most cabinets are

coalition cabinets and parties are multiple, ir-

regularity is frequently the shortest road to

ministerial preferment. This is not to say that

doctrinal differences do not exist. Splits in the

French Socialist party, for example, proliferated

a single organization into several, and in other

continental countries the same phenomenon has

been responsible for the post-war birth of com-

munist parties. But what may be called insur-

gency frequently occurs in France because of

reasons which to the foreign observer seem

purely personal. To the intimately informed the

nuances of doctrine may be perceptible, but to

the outsider it frequently seems that a group of

deputies withdraws from their previous group
and organizes their own group solely for the

purpose of prominence and profit. Since a

French cabinet must pick its members so as to

secure the support of a majority of deputies, a

newly organized group may be strategically
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placed. One or two of its members may receive

the accolade of office solely because of their

separate organization. Hence revolt against

authority can be made a stepping stone for the

revolters.

When parties are elaborately organized and

under strict discipline, insurgency is a more

serious and less promising manoeuvre. If the

members of the Fourth party had been less able

and less well connected they would have been

punished by ostracism. On the other hand, in-

surgency within a well organized party may con-

tinue for a time but may have to result in sepa-

ration. The difference may be tolerated if it

relates to a matter of strategy for example, as

to whether the members of the French Socialist

party should participate in forming a bourgeois

government but when the difference is doc-

trinal cleavage is likely.

Insurgency of course manifests itself in non-

pohtical groups- in churches, educational institu-

tions, trade unions and so on. Sometimes it is

little more than a matter of personal cleavage.

The insurgents desire the positions which the

leaders hold. In other cases there are differences

of principle. The clash between modernists and

fundamentalists is one of doctrine although it

may be exacerbated by the clash of personality.

In some trade unions notably the textile

unions, whose membership is largely made up of

immigrant races insurgency is communistic.

The essence of statesmanship, whether it is

political or industrial, is to detect dissentient

movements before they become formidable, to

scotch them or to put their leaders in office and

thus encourage them to become regular. It is the

essence of leadership also to remember that

while some men are born insurgents and some

deliberately seek to be insurgents, some have

insurgency thrust upon them.
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INSURRECTION. While the term insurrec-

tion as used by international lawyers and jurists

to refer to a particular legal situation has a

reasonably precise meaning, its use by historians,

political scientists and sociologists is unfortu-

nately characterized by extreme ambiguity and

confusion. It is loosely used along with revolu-

tion and rebellion to refer to an armed resistance

to government. In general an uprising directed

toward a radical modification of the exiting

political or social order throughout the whole

territory of a state is referred to as a revolution,

while the word rebellion is more frequently
confined to efforts on the part of a portion of a

state to throw off the authority of the remainder.

Insurrection usually refers to movements smaller

in scope and purpose than those described by
the other terms. But obvious exceptions come to

mind at once. The American Revolution was in

reality a rebellion. The insurrection of the Paris

Commune of 1871 was an abortive social revolu-

tion, while the Great Rebellion in England in the

seventeenth century was a temporarily success-

ful revolution. The Whisky Rebellion in the

United States and the Sepoy Mutiny irt India

were both insurrections.

Whether the distinction between types of re-

sistance to government be based upon scope and

extent, purposes or methods, no sharp line can

be drawn between the three terms. It may be

suggested, however, without departing from

common usage that the term insurrection should

be limited to the initial stages of movements of

opposition to government which take the form
of armed violence as distinguished from non-

violent non-cooperation or passive resistance.

Such armed movements may develop into what

may better be described as rebellion or revolu-

tion, depending upon whether they are directed

toward territorial secession or toward the over-

throw of a government throughout a state. The
use of the more general terms is justified, how-

ever, only when the movement attains sufficient

magnitude to require the use of a substantial por-
tion of the armed forces of the established gov-
ernment for its liquidation and when it has

definite political objectives beyond mere nega-
tive resistance to constituted authority. In this
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sense an insurrection may be thought of as an in-

cipient rebellion or revolution still localized and

limited to securing modifications of govern-
mental policy or personnel and not as yet a

serious threat to the state or the government in

power.
Considered as a phenomenon of social and

political dynamics insurrection involves the use

of armed force against the established govern-
ment in order to achieve public purposes which

cannot in the opinion of the insurgents be

achieved by pacific means. Motives may be pri-

vate but insurgents almost always tend to ration-

alize them in terms of public good, and the en-

suing struggle is for control of the machinery of

the state. Pacific means of attaining political ob-

jectives are adequate so long as the contestants

for public office and political power envisage
their particular interests as phases of the general

interest or are at least prepared to subordinate

them to the prevalent conception of the general

good as represented by those in authority. When
this is no longer the case, acquiescence is no

longer forthcoming and armed action is likely if

circumstances offer hope of success. In other

words, the "constitutional consensus," which

normally furnishes the frame of reference within

which the political process continues peaceably,
breaks down under the tensions between the

hostile and irreconcilable groups into which the

body politic has become divided. Discussion,

bargaining and compromise are then replaced by
coercive violence in the clash of rival wills to

power. Whether the ensuing insurrection de-

velops into factional warfare, secession, political

overturn or social revolution depends upon the

lines of cleavage between the conflicting forces.

In every case a resort to armed resistance emerges
out of a politico-social situation in which irrecon-

cilable interests and programs are adhered to in

such uncompromising fashion that the risks ofan

open trial of strength seem less dangerous to the

contestants than continued acquiescence in a

situation which is regarded as intolerable.

The effectiveness of insurrection as a political

weapon can scarcely be measured in abstract

terms, since the variables in each instance are

too numerous to admit of prediction and insur-

rectionary movements are frequently carried

forward by their own momentum into rebellion

or revolution. Governments threatened by in-

surrection usually resort to armed repression,

the success of which obviously depends upon
the fortunes of war, the numbers and organiza-
tion of the insurgents and the attitude of groups
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hitherto neutral Concessions may sometimes be

made to forestall armed action and to weaken the

ranks of the rebels. If an outbreak occurs and is

put down, the treatment meted out to the de-

feated groups will depend upon the attitude

adopted by the government in power toward

their purposes and their capacity for creating
future disturbances. Where the line of force is

drawn between geographical sections or parties
or factions, with basic economic and social in-

terests not involved, the defeated insurrectionists

are likely to receive only mild punishment and

may even secure a complete or partial redress of

grievances. Where the struggle is a true class war,

repression is likely to be savage and merciless, as

in the Red and White terrors of post-war

Europe. The importance attached by the con-

testants to the interests at stake conditions the

attitudes of the contending groups toward each

other.

In international law the concept of insurgency
has recently been accepted as a basis for defining
the legal rights and obligations of states in public
disorders more serious than mob violence and

less serious than true civil war. Outside states

may legitimately take cognizance of the existence

of a condition of insurgency when their interests

are affected. In 1895 President Cleveland recog-
nized the existence of a state of insurgency in

Cuba. Similar action has frequently been taken

with regard to civil disturbances in other Latin

American states. Such action confers no special

rights upon the insurgents, but merely recog-
nizes a state of fact and warns nationals of the

state taking the action that the situation warrants

more vigorous enforcement of local neutrality

laws. The question of whether the state in which

the disturbance is taking place is responsible for

injuries to aliens resulting from insurgency has

usually been answered in the negative when due

diligence has been observed in the protection of

foreign lives and property and the injuries result

from force majeure which the de jure govern-

ment, despite its best efforts, has been unable to

suppress. Occasionally, however, the United

States and some European powers have at-

tempted to enforce liability upon weaker states

in which insurrections are chronic. Interference

by outside states on behalf of the insurgents is

contrary to the principles of international law.

The act passed by the United States Congress in

1912 authorizing the president to prohibit the

export of arms or munitions of war to American

countries in which "conditions of domestic

violence exist" has under the provision giving
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the president power to prescribe limitations and

exceptions to the operation of the law been

frequently applied to hamper insurgents in

Latin American countries. The Sixth Interna-

tional Conference of American States in 1928

adopted a convention prohibiting all traffic in

arms with insurgents. If an insurrection leads to

persistent and widespread hostilities, outside

states may recognize the belligerency of the in-

surgents, as did Great Britain and other Euro-

pean states in the American Civil War. In this

case the local state is relieved of all responsibility

for insurgent acts and the usual principles of the

international law of war and neutrality apply.
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INTELLECTUALS are persons possessing

knowledge or in a narrower sense those whose

judgment, based on reflection and knowledge,
derives less directly and exclusively from sensory

perception than in the case of non-intellectuals.

Although moral or aesthetic development is often

associated with intellectualism, these qualities

stem from other roots and are not indispensable

components. While intellectuality is not, as

Schelling and others have held, necessarily pro-

ductive, those who have merely accumulated

knowledge are not true intellectuals. The scholar

must possess priestly qualities and fulfil priestly

functions, including political activity. His knowl-

edge, as Fichte says, "should be truly applied for

society's use; he should get people to feel their

true needs and acquaint them with the means of

their satisfaction" (Werke, vol. i, Leipsic 1908,

p. 258). While the most typical intellectuals are

academicians or instructors in schools of higher

learning, it would be wrong to define intellec-

tuals in terms of academic examinations; while

they are necessarily educated, the education they

possess may vary widely in quantity and type
from case to case. The "half" educated, the

"eternal student," even the self-educated man
all are intellectuals in so far as they assimilate

the materials of knowledge and employ them in

mental labor, in so far as they are vocationally

concerned with things of the mind.

Intellectuals play a special role in social life.

In general they tend to revolt against the existing
order wherever it hinders their freedom of intel-

lectual activity. Their demand for freedom of

teaching, freedom of study, university autorfomy
and freedom of student activities has played a

prominent role in the development of move-

ments of revolt in Europe and is beginning to be

of some importance in the United States. Fur-

thermore since their intellectual pursuits bring
them into contact with theories and information

not available to others, they often come to re-

gard the social order in which they find them-

selves as anachronistic with reference to ideas

and institutions developed elsewhere or at other

periods. Hence they acquire an intellectual mo-
tive for urging change; this assumes a patriotic

coloration when they feel that the change they
advocate is a national need. These attitudes were

typically expressed by the Russian Decembrists

and the westernists in general in their struggle

against cxarism. A characteristic influence over

general developments was exercised by the in-

telligentsia in eighteenth century France. The
best representatives of the bourgeois intelli-

gentsia from Rousseau to Voltaire were absorbed

in "philosophy" rather than in economics or

politics. Devoted to generalizations and the

elaboration of logical constructs, they came more

and more to champion "pure principles." Thus

largely without conscious intent they served the

French Revolution, seriously weakening the po-
litical resistance of the ruling classes by under-

mining their confidence in the good of their

cause. The revolution itself was swept by

intellectualism, especially that naive optimistic

belief which the Jacobins communicated to the

masses that since evil in men was the effect of

bad state institutions and their ideologies, a

change in the form of the state and the work of

the guillotine would restore "natural good" to

the hearts of the survivors.

The thesis that intellectuals champion revolu-
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tionary ideas must, however, be taken with a

grain of salt. In most historical cases only a sec-

tion of intellectuals has been involved, as, for

example, an age group or a professional group.
While the French Jeunesse cles Ecoles was rad-

ical, there was no corresponding solidarity

among the professors. German literary men in

the first half of the nineteenth century opposed

government institutions and state power and

were more patriotic, more social minded and

more radical than the more or less well to do of-

ficial professors and bureaucracy with the same

intellectual training. In Paris in 1830 and 1848
and in Vienna in 1848 university students

formed revolutionary legions, and the German
Burschenschaft and the Russian students have

also been more or less revolutionary; but it is

beyond historical proof and contrary to knowl-

edge of the behavior of comparable groups to

maintain that this was true of all the students.

While in France the political and historical

sciences, whose most prominent representative
was Louis Blanc, served the Revolution of 1848,

Proudhon correctly maintained that the literary

intellectuals handicapped it by diverting the

passions of the masses into romantic and erotic

channels. In England the participation of uni-

versity trained men in socialist politics has never

been extensive, except perhaps in the Chartist

movement and in the Fabian Society, a study

group rather than a political party. This has been

a consequence of the fact that in England politics

as a profession was and in part still is the privi-

lege of people of means (election contests arc

extremely expensive) who have achieved a

career or who because of their anstocratic birth

need none. In the United States intellectuals,

who are usually not well oft economically and

who arc socially overshadowed by business men
and without esprit de corps, are largely dom-
inated by utilitarian values and only a limited

number are to be found in the leadership of

unions or radical political parties.

The theory that the intelligentsia has an im-

manently revolutionary character is then not in

accord with the facts. Differing among them-

selves basically in origin, character, training and

theory, intellectuals are the officers and sub-

alterns of all arms and of all armies. In the

politics of any period the parties of revolution,

of continuity and of reaction have all been in

their hands, and thus in a sense their efforts

have negated each other.

Intellectuals have played important roles in

stimulating national consciousness, the basis of

their attitude being some form of the idea that

the nation has a mission. This mission can be

accomplished only with the aid of an extensive

intellectual staff of mythologists, archaeologists,

poets and the like, although the result of their

work corresponds somewhat with an existing

popular feeling. The late Middle Ages, the

Renaissance and the Reformation were to some
extent colored by the nationalism of intellectuals

whose professional interests as a consequence of

the rise of the national languages for court and

literary use tended away from the universalism

of Latin and the papacy. The struggle against

ultramontanism had not only a religious, social

and politico-economic basis but also a basis in

the desire of intellectuals to strengthen their

position in their respective countries.

During the nineteenth century in Europe in-

tellectuals cultivated the nationalist idea, kept it

alive during difficult times and led it to victory

over all obstacles. Today students are among the

foremost leaders of nationalist movements in

Asia and Africa. While crude mass nationalist

reaction against foreign rule has always played
an important role, the struggle of nationalist

political movements for power has had to await

intellectual leaders to shape ideas, to spread them

among ever widening masses and to stimulate

popular response. It may be said that without

students, professors, journalists and writers no

modern national state could have come into

being. More recent language conflicts in Europe
have had important roots in the fact that con-

siderable pecuniary interests of publishers, edi-

tors, authors and journalists are bound up with

the maintenance and advance of any national

speech. These persons are natural defenders of

the language and its literary monuments with

which they happen to be linked emotionally as

well as professionally. In countries of several

nationalities, as, for example, the Austrian

monarchy, there arose out of such circumstances

national conflicts over schools, universities and

government offices. Intellectuals had to fight for

their nationality as for life, for an Italian savant

without an Italian university or a Czech poet
without a popular Czech school system had little

significance. In some situations nationalist in-

tellectuals, hampered by cross currents of eco-

nomic interests in their efforts to organize broad

masses of workers or peasants on the basis of a

national culture and to fight a nationalist

struggle, come to advocate a socialist society as

the only one which can solve the nationalist

problem.
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The World War, at least in its literary expres-

sions a struggle among national cultures, mobil-

ized intellectuals by placing upon them the

burden of lower and intermediate army leader-

ship and by using them to elaborate a rationale

for the war. In this task strong emotion was

achieved by intellectuals at the expense of pure
science. They turned out many literary national-

ist manifestoes, such as Es ist mcht wahr (1914),

in which German scientists proved themselves

thoroughly uncritical and platitudinous, and the

Manifeste du parti de Vintelligence (1919), issued

by fifty-seven French intellectuals, chiefly lit-

terateurs, advocating a national policy of force.

The Italian official professorial staffs in 1915

justified by irredentist ideals Italian participation

in the World War.

In many central and cast European countries,

especially since the war, growing numbers of

intellectuals and students participate in anti-

semitic movements. While the basis of antisemi-

tism has often been ethnical and sentimental, the

fact that a disproportionate number of Jews are

economically able to acquire advanced education

and to pursue learned professions has played a

major role in creating these movements and in

spreading them through academic circles. Jews
are less numerous and more assimilated in Eng-
land, Italy, the smaller countries of northern and

central Europe and France; these countries have

been relatively free from this attitude despite
the fact that some faculties (business law, mathe-

matics, economics) are largely manned by Jews.

Although academic antisemitism is without po-
litical form in the United States it is not uncom-

mon, and most faculties of non-professional

schools, especially in the more important uni-

versities, are practically closed to Jews. The
numerus clansus for Jewish students applied

openly in some central and cast European uni-

versities is achieved in many American institu-

tions by administrative action.

The greatest contribution of intellectualism to

a practical movement is Marxism. By transfer-

ring socialism from the Utopian to the scientific

level of thought and by demonstrating the exist-

ence of an objective, economically inevitable

trend toward socialism it intellectualized the

modern labor movement, endowing proletarian
interests with the ethical aspects of a universal

cultural movement, and made it conscious of a

"scientific function" bearing the germ of a new

society.

This achievement, which has had such bound-
less political consequences, was largely the work

of bourgeois intellectuals; indeed it may be stated

as a historical law that class movements are led

by members of the classes against which they
are aimed. Marx correctly said in the Communist

Manifesto that it was the tragic fate of the

bourgeoisie to be the teacher of its economic and

social archenemy, because it is compelled in its

constant battles ("at first with the aristocracy;

later on, with those portions of the bourgeoisie

itself, whose interests have become antagonistic

to the progress of industry: at all times, with the

bourgeoisie of foreign countries") "to appeal to

the proletariat, to ask for its help, and thus, to

drag it into the political arena," supplying it

with a weapon, in the form of education, which

is destined to be turned against the teacher. In

addition the bourgeoisie becomes the fencing

master of the proletariat when as a result of con-

stant interclass contact members of the bour-

geoisie, especially many intellectuals, are de-

tached and use their knowledge and spirit to in-

spire the working masses to struggle against

existing conditions.

Intellectual socialists are of the following main

types: ethicists, armed with social conscience;

scientists, convinced of the necessity for or the

practicability of socialism; demagogues; quacks,

selling confused ideological merchandise; men
of the CorioLmus type, who desire revenge for

personal misfortune, including in a deperson-

alized, class sense the so-called intellectual pro-

letariat, the declassed; and satiated rich men,

philanthropists or grands seigneurs. These types

fall into two principal categories: "missionaries"

and "interested parties." There are of course in-

numerable mixed types. Sometimes special

groups of intellectuals tend by virtue of their

particular experiences to drift toward socialism

more rapidly or more generally than the whole

body of their fellows. For example, the percent-

age of intellectual Jews in socialist ranks is rela-

tively large. This fact may be explained by the

analytical and critical qualities which the social

experience of the Diaspora has bred in the Jew-
ish mind. In pre-war central and eastern

Europe furthermore social oppression, espe-

cially as expressed in the numerus clausus in the

universities, when it did not divert the ablest

Jews into business caused them to suffer keenly
at the hands of prejudiced authority. In addition

many were forced to study abroad, an experience

which accentuated the comparative looseness of

the Jew's connection with the traditions of the

peoples among whom he dwelt and laid an emo-

tional basis for internationalist ideology. Other
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groups of intellectuals who have suffered from

similar discriminations have shown comparable
trends to radicalism of varying degrees; such are

aliens, religious dissidents and, latterly in the

United States, Negroes. In the case of the Jewish

intelligentsia their international relations and re-

lationships and frequently an clement of Hebraic

Messianism contribute to their radicalization.

Ethically the alliance of bourgeois and talented

intellectuals with socialist parties signifies a

capacity for entering into the alien fate of the

masses and adapting their personal, individual

fates to it. While the worker may be driven to

socialism merely as an instinctive reaction to his

class position, the intellectual reacts in terms of

distress involving his intellectual life. He acts

under ethical or intellectual constraint, except in

those cases where he is instinctively or con-

sciously seeking to use the proletariat as the raw

material for a personal political adventure.

As a matter of fact intellectuals are in some

ways untrustworthy as leaders of political parties

of any character. By their very nature they are

often led, especially in parliamentary struggles,

to an attitude which tends to blur natural social

antagonisms and to hamper the play of class

forces. For example, there has developed among
parliamentarians in England an atmosphere
of sport, "fair play" and friendly agreements

among opposing politicians, all of whom are

"members of this club"; and in France de-

spite the severity of election and parliamentary

struggles an attitude called camaraderie, which

combines esprit de corps with an attitude of

mutual responsibility, binding deputies of the

most diverse parties closer to each other than a

deputy is bound to a rank and file member of his

own party.

Disgusted by the behavior of their own class

and its individual members, intellectuals first

tend to have Utopian illusions concerning the

character of the proletariat; and their subsequent

discovery that workers are also human beings
sometimes makes them cynical. The purer their

intentions and the higher their ideals, the sooner

they lose courage in the face of mass cowardice,

brutality or egoism. Especially those seeking re-

venge are led to open or veiled desertion of their

ideals by each outstanding success of their poli-

cies. They endeavor to lead the masses along

paths which lie close to their personal interests

and, when the masses are unwilling to follow,

sever connections to seek a career upon the basis

of the notoriety achieved through them. Again,
radical intellectuals tend toward impossibilism;
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through favorable circumstances they may lead a

movement to a victory which they ruin through
excesses and undue severity. More often, be-

coming dogmatic and pedantic, they ride a

movement to death for the sake of "immortal"

principles. This tendency toward extremism

arises also from the nature of mental work, which

can be easily dissociated from hard reality, from

the intellectual's experience in the transvalua-

tion of all values and from the vehemence of

emotions and convictions, newly released in

fighting his former class. Regarded as apostates,

deserters and fanatics intellectuals are most

hated in the milieu of their birth and hence tend

to set up rigid principles which justify their con-

duct. Moreover the intellectual who engages in

social conflict frequently serves a movement

poorly or even deserts it because of his dislike of

so-called detailed work.

The attitude of the working masses toward the

intellectuals who serve them as leaders has its

own mode of change. When a movement is still

naive and inchoate, the intellectual who offers

his services appears as a savior and as such

worthy ofconfidence and admiration. Even when
the supply of intellectual leaders has increased

and new, "really proletarian" leaders have be-

gun to develop from the workers' ranks, the in-

tellectual is indispensable because of the increas-

ing complexity of the problems of the party and

auxiliary organizations, the broadening of po-
litical aims and the invasion of new arenas of

struggle, such as parliament. Now, however, the

moral position of intellectuals becomes less un-

assailable; they are accused of job hunting and

careerism and are felt to be a foreign body.
Furthermore their struggles and intrigues

among themselves compromise them in the eyes
of the masses. It would, however, be false to

assume that leaders drawn from the ranks of the

proletariat manifest greater political dependa-

bility than those coming from the educated

bourgeoisie; the process of becoming middle

class is rapid among both labor leaders and the

upper strata of the workers, and these too may
desert the cause. Nevertheless, labor leaders of

proletarian origin tend to discipline severely, to

displace and even to mistreat colleagues of upper
class origin from a sort of feeling of class struggle.
Some intellectuals have tried to win greater con-

fidence from the masses by sacrificing their

forms of life to their principles on the theory that

words are less effective as propaganda than the

silent example of daily life. The ideal of self-

denial incidentally involves a heroic postulate
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kid down by Bakunin: immediate disappearance
or suicide of the leaders after the success of the

revolution in order to prevent the rise of a new

ruling class in their persons.

While educational categories can be denned

only in terms of examinations and diplomas and

have no economic significance, Karl Renner's

characterization of intellectuals as "those beyond
economics" is misleading. Neither those in the

liberal professions nor those drawing state sala-

ries are free from the effects of the business cycle

in respect to real or money income. Nor are clear

divisions along social and economic lines absent

among intellectuals. For example, in England
students of the old, aristocratic universities of

Oxford and Cambridge rank socially above those

of the new and more plebeian universities of

Manchester and London, and university gradu-
ates tend to fall into the middle or the upper
middle class according to the amount and type
of their training and economic success attained

in their professions. Such facts as well as the

geographical dispersion of intellectuals make it

hard to organize them.

The social status of student bodies is condi-

tioned among other things by the fact that for

several years, during which their contemporaries
as laborers, merchants and managers of industry

produce and earn, they as students only con-

sume and that they enjoy a far reaching qualita-

tive as well as a quantitative autonomy of work

known as academic freedom. Thus the university

period is a sort of capital investment of time and

money, and the very fact of this investment

proves that students aside from scholarship
holders or stipendiaries come from a possessing
class. The few exceptions are candidates for en-

trance to the bourgeoisie, the university acting
as a bridge from a lower to a higher stratum of

society.

While there is thus a definite logical and em-

pirical connection between property and educa-

tion, it cannot be said that each class has a fixed

amount of education as an immanent peculiarity

or necessary cultural attribute. With the excep-
tion of the old English universities the student

body does not belong ipso facto to the bour-

geoisie, and intellectuals must not be confused

with the bourgeoisie. In eighteenth century
France intellectuahsm was a transition to the

noblesse de robe\ there was then a sharp distinc-

tion between manufacturers or merchants and

bourgeois intellectuals as subclasses.

Intellectuals in the lower income groups are

termed the intellectual proletariat, aphenomenon

which arises as a consequence of an overabun-

dance of persons offering their knowledge in the

market. Always a pathological condition, it is

caused by an intellectual overestimation of

formal education in general; by sudden stoppage
in the consumption of intellectual commodities

due to general impoverishment; by industrial

backwardness which forces youth into the civil

service or a liberal profession, both of which are

unprofitable because overrun; and to a small

extent by personal negligence and foolishness

resulting in ruined careers. Intellectuals who do

not find a satisfactory place in the social order

are retrospectively declasses: they have been lost

to their class of origin (birth); and prospectively

spostati (dislodged): they have not proved their

ability to wm good jobs. While it is obvious'that

the size of the intellectual proletariat is related to

the rapidity of social change, the intellectual

proletariat docs not consist merely of unsuccess-

ful members of the upper classes. It also includes

the sons of small manufacturers and artisans,

who seriously menaced by large scale industry
turn to an intellectual profession and endeavor to

obtain a place at the government trough. From
the standpoint of the political state there are two
main groups of intellectuals, those who have

obtained such places and those who have unsuc-

cessfully tried to do so. The first, considered the

most loyal of citizens, are always ready because

of class egotism and personal selfishness tp de-

fend the state which feeds them, no matter what

questions are at stake. The others are sworn

enemies of government policies, eternally rest-

less spirits which lead the bourgeois opposition
and even revolutionary proletarian parties. The
number of intellectual proletarians fluctuates

widely; but although the state from time to time

is compelled to transform thousands of danger-
ous opponents into active protectors and clients

by making them officials, in general the tendency
of government officialdom is to grow more

slowly than would satisfy middle class elements.

Having, however, some expectation of socio-eco-

nomic advance the intellectual proletariat consti-

tutes a transition class and reflects its character-

istics. When this element is impatient or loses

hope of improvement it may be absorbed by the

lower classes. Poor persons of education become

consciously antagonistic to the educated well to

do. They furnish the yeast for social revolutions

and champion the masses in the class struggle,

which in part becomes a struggle for power of

two economically differentiated educated classes.

Estimates of the social value of intellectuals
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differ widely. Plato, for example, characterized

the ideal republic as one in which philosophers
would be kings and kings philosophers. Most in-

tellectuals continued to cherish such a view of

their kind: after the Napoleonic era the intelli-

gentsia proposed a prominent role for itself,

Saint-Simon's doctrine of the producer, for ex-

ample, calling for a supreme council of scientists

to direct economic life; and today intellectuals in

many countries insist on their peculiar ability to

govern reasonably, fairly and efficiently. The
nineteenth century was profoundly influenced by
the bourgeois intelligentsia and valued it highly.

Early in the twentieth century some intellectuals

began an intense spiritual self-criticism, a trend

which is still going on and which has found in

Fran'ce its richest expression. Today some writ-

ers try to base upon the well known fact that

both workers and employers entrust the political

advocacy of their interests to intellectuals a

theory that the intellectual fulfils a special func-

tion of social initiative, creativeness and leader-

ship.

Some Marxists hold that the intelligentsia can

maintain its intellectual power and freedom and

properly fulfil its creative function only by af-

filiation with the working class. This view has

some support in the fact that while the possession
of education, as of riches, the power to com-

mand services and exclusiveness, is a hallmark of

the bpurgcoisie, intellectuals are bourgeois of

slight social rank if they are bourgeois merely

through the possession of education, and that

while mental work is considered by the bour-

geoisie to be more honorable than manual labor

when it is more profitable to do no work at all

and to live on one's income is considered most

honorable of all.

In the syndicalism ofthe Sorel school the func-

tion of the intelligentsia shrinks from that of

teacher to that of pupil. At the French socialist

convention of Toulouse in 1908 Lagardelle de-

fined the intellectual's task not as teaching the

proletariat but only as interpreting the prole-

tariat's experiences, using its data and employ-

ing its new principles for general cultural work.

In any case this function of interpreting the ex-

perience which has been accumulated by the

proletariat would presuppose the highest degree
of intellectualism.

On the other hand, some thinkers have

branded the political function of intellectuals as

uncreative and sterile and, in so far as it serves

the masses, pernicious and intrinsically false.

Edouard Berth, Sorel 's disciple, complains bit-

terly that producers entrust the championing of

their interests to intellectuals who enthralled by
demagogy and without economic interests sell

themselves like harlots to all parties for money
and kind words, while at bottom they are unable

to serve any.
Maurras places before intellectuals two alter-

natives: money (capitalism) or blood (tradition).

He argues that since under the hegemony of

finance adaptability to temporary requirements
is valued rather than objectivity, the intellect is

degraded through loss of independence. Hence
the intelligentsia is powerless in a parliamentary

democracy, while in a more authoritarian regime,
where a caste principle of some sort rather than

the principle of wealth would be the element of

continuity, it would regain its proper impor-
tance. The materials of education and tradition

must be taken from the masses, who waste them,
so they may again acquire purity and fineness;

and intellectualism must be removed from poli-

tics. Others, whose values are similar, believe

they may conclude from the protest against de-

mocracy and the aristocratic tendencies manifest

at the beginning of the Third Republic by such

brilliant French minds as Renan, Taine and

Fustel de Coulanges that the intelligentsia re-

tains the character of an elite. Some intellectuals

now ridicule the nineteenth century as the epoch
of stupidity, decry efforts to "rationalize the un-

rationalizable" and oppose to Rabelais' "divine

skepticism" the apparent objectivity of Auguste
Comte. Others protest against the nationalization

and pohticization of literary men and scientists,

movements which have progressed greatly since

1800; and perhaps Benda is right in attributing

this development to the greater intrusion of the

state into the life of its subjects. It is of course

true that intellectualism is not "purely scientific"

in spirit and "universal" in passion but actively

champions states, classes and fatherlands. For

good or for evil the scientist is no longer "exempt
from civic duties" he is a taxpayer and must do

military service; more important, he has been

conquered by the "fact," the concrete, and has

adapted the world of his ideas to it. But thinkers

who protest against this condition tend to em-

phasize the subjective aspect of intellectualism

and to neglect the objective significance of a non-

universal, non-scientific nature which character-

izes much of the so-called universal and purely

scientific intellectual work. In any case no very

clear prescription for avoiding political service in

its broadest sense has been given by these

critics,
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In some countries the prevailing trend even of

the state is anti-intellectual. Although the Soviet

state was partly the creation of intellectuals, to-

day intellectuality in the U. S. S. R. is subordi-

nated to the needs of the state and to a consider-

able extent "Americanized"; that is, spurred on

to performances of maximum energy, particu-

larly in the task of increasing production. In

Fascist Italy intellectualism is subordinated to

the strongly centralized concept of the state, the

military origin of Fascism and its social disci-

pline. At the same time corporationism has given

a strong impulse to juristic, technical and some

economic studies. In the more or less democratic

countries intellectualism although largely de-

moralized still continues to play its old political

role.

Finally, it may be said that while education is

undoubtedly power, only a minimum of in-

tellectuality is needed for the acquisition and

exercise of political power for any length of time;

such factors as energy, self-confidence and un-

derstanding of men are of far greater moment.

The influence of the intelligentsia upon the mass

remains superficial; it can unleash political

movements which profoundly change the social

structure, but only when aided by objective

factors.
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INTENT, CRIMINAL. The modern notion

of responsibility in both civil and criminal law

seems to involve a mental element. But if in

the civil law it is more readily recognized that

liability may exist without fault, a criminal

act is scarcely conceivable unless deliberately

committed by the guilty person. It thus ap-

pears almost axiomatic in the modern criminal

law that two elements are necessary to consti-

tute a crime: first, an injury; and, second, an in-

tention to cause it.

Nevertheless, the history of the doctrine of

criminal intent shows plainly that it is an ele-

ment that has usually been rendered largely

illusory. In many circumstances there may be

enormous practical difficulties in distinguish-

ing intent from negligence, and even an accident

may appear to be negligence. The legal and pop-
ular conceptions of intent do not always coin-

cide. In popular speech physical act, intention

and motive are not as sharply differentiated as

they usually are in law. In legal contemplation
the requirement of intent is met not by the will-

ing of the mere physical act but by the accom-

plishment of the constitutive elements of a

crime. Even when the rules for determining
criminal intent have been settled, it is far

from an easy matter to apply them. The proof
can be had only from external circumstances, a

factor which leads either to the relaxation of

the rules themselves or to the indulgence of

presumptions. Fundamentally a great part of

the confusion has been due to the failure to ac-

cept all the logical consequences of the require-

ment of guilt as the basis of punishment. Old

notions have persisted.

For historically the necessity for the exist-

ence of any mental element is the late require-

ment. The right of satisfaction recognized by

early law is an undifferentiated claim which may
in modern terminology be based on tort, crime

or a breach of contract; but whatever the basis of

liability it attaches to purely external conse-

quences. Since the right of satisfaction is a

right to reparation, the question of the wrong-
doer's intent is considered irrelevant.

Still the idea appears fairly early that some

difference must be made between injuries caused

deliberately and those caused involuntarily. In

the Pcntateuchal legislation (Numbers xv: 27-

28) a thoroughgoing distinction was made be-

tween "ignorant" and "presumptuous" wrongs
because in theocratic society sins and crimes are

similarly regarded. In Plato's Laws voluntary
and involuntary injuries are systematically dis-

tinguished, and the latter are more severely pun-
ished than the former; but Plato is aware that

the distinction is something of a paradox and

by no means generally adopted. In Hellenistic

times various philosophic sects, notably the

stoics, introduced moral concepts into legisla-

tion and thereby made it necessary to distinguish

between the harmful result and the evil will.

Punishment was confined as far as possible to

the latter: thus Cicero could say that it is an

implied rule of mankind (tacita lex est humani-

tatis] to punish not the event but the consilium

(Pro Tullio, 22, 51).

This conception was adopted more and more

fully in the mature Roman law. It had always

played a larger part in the Roman law than in

other ancient systems: the qualification sciens

dolo malo, "wittingly and willfully," is found

in early documents and the supposed sacral law

of Nurna uses the expression dolo sciens. The
term dolus malus in its abbreviated form dolus

became in popular and later in technical speech
the embodiment of the concept of wrongful in-

tent. While public punishment was permissible

only if dolus was present, culpa, or negligence,
sufficed for the dclicta privata. It is disputed
whether in the imperial period after the reign

of Hadrian culpa was not sufficient in the

case of such heinous crimes as murder and

arson.

A criminal theory had to be recreated for

western Europe during the Middle Ages. The

concept of law of the Germanic tribes consisted

almost entirely of more or less elaborate tariffs

of compensation for injuries. Practically no

account was taken of intent or of wrongful
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purpose. The liability for consequences was in-

deed recognized in a maxim: Qui tnsctenter pec-

cat, scienter amendet. But contact with the

Roman law and especially the canon law the

developed Christian theology went the full dis-

tance of considering only the wicked will as

really punishable and the harm done as im-

material forced men once more to pay atten-

tion to the subjective condition of the wrong-
doer. The result was, nevertheless, merely a

compromise.
The Roman dolus received only lip service.

The canon law held that versanti in re ilhcita

imputantur omnia quae sequuntur ex dehcto,

which implied no relation of will between the

act and its consequences; the mere fact that

the offender was engaged in evil sufficed. The

ruling doctrine of the Italians, who were espe-

cially important in the elaboration of the general

doctrines of the criminal law, was that the ac-

cused was responsible for all the consequences
of an intentional deed which according to an

objective standard must necessarily or probably
follow from it. From such sources emerged the

dolus indtrectus of Carpzov, which dominated

criminal theory almost into the nineteenth cen-

tury. In its essence dolus indirectus is the as-

sertion that all the foreseeable but not neces-

sarily foreseen consequences of a criminal act

are to be regarded as willed Dolus indirectus

thus represented merely a modification of the

idea of versari in re ilhcita.

The necessity for the existence of intent in

English criminal law has been expressed in the

maxim of mens rea. The old Germanic rule of

criminal responsibility is found in the Leges

Henriciofthe twelfth century; in this same code,

however, in what Liebermann called a "shriek-

ing contradiction" there is a phrase unintelli-

gently filched and corrupted from the Decretum

of Gratian: reum non facit nisi mens rea. This is

a sentence from the sermons of St. Augustine

referring to perjury, and it is doubtful whether

in that passage rem had yet acquired its medi-

aeval meaning of guilty. The maxim is not

heard of again until it is cited by Sir Edward
Coke in his Institutes (3, 6) with the addition

of actus, and from Coke the requirement of a

mens rea has been accepted in Anglo-American
law.

The difficulties involved began to show them-

selves as soon as proof of a mens rea as an

element distinct and separable from the unlaw-

ful act was deemed necessary. Such distinct

proof was usually unobtainable and recourse in
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general was had to presumptions and inferences

from the fact that an unlawful act had been com-
mitted. The denial of a mens rea required the

averment of some specific defense, such as acci-

dent, incapacity or the like. It is small wonder
that SirJames Fit/james Stephenwas ready to de-

clare the phrase mem rea to be an entirely mean-

ingless one.

When the source of the maxim is remembered,
it would be natural enough to imply that only
the "guilty intention" was punishable, but this

was never seriously accepted in English law.

The proposition voluntas reputatur pro facto,
"the will is taken for the deed," was voiced in

connection with the crime of treason, since the

mere "compassing the king's death" was in itself

treason. But even here as in conspiracy an overt

act of some sort if only writing the plan out

on paper was in fact required, and the few

cases that went further were not considered

authoritative.

Indeed English law has gone almost to the

opposite extreme of maintaining the old respon-

sibility for consequences. It presumes every
adult to intend the natural consequences of his

acts. The mens rea is present at least theoretically
when a criminal act is committed in the course

of the performance of a "wrongful" action.

This may be not only an act that is a mere
civil tort but an act that is a breach of the ac-

cepted rules of morality. Such was the opinion
of many of the judges in Reg. v. Prince [(1875)
L. R. 2 C.C.R. 154]. It is true, however,
that some crimes require a "special mens rea":

they are those that must be committed with

"malice aforethought," "knowingly," "negli-

gently," "fraudulently
"
But the effect in such

cases is merely to change the burden of proof:
the crown must prove the ordinary mens rea by
further evidence than the mere inference from
the actus reus. It must be remembered also that

"malice" in English law is not equivalent to

intent but includes also forms of evil purpose,

design or motive. Thus while the terms dolus

indirectus and versari in re tllicita are not

current English law, the ideas they repre-
sent are present perhaps in their most extreme

forms.

The American law is much the same as the

English, with one most important difference:

the mens rea is not so readily constituted from

any wrongful act. Many courts have held that an

act merely malum prohibitum will not suffice. Of-

fenses requiring special intent also constitute

the exceptions to responsibility for indirect
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intention. With respect to at least crimes of

homicide (q.v.) American law, which has divided

murder and manslaughter into degrees, is gen-

erally more rigorous than English law in insisting

on direct intention. This is indeed a great dif-

ference, because crimes of homicide most fre-

quently result in fortuitous consequences, and

the most important aspect of the struggle to

limit the scope of intention has everywhere been

in connection with such crimes, a struggle that

has succeeded in most European countries even

where dolus indirectus is still otherwise rec-

ognized.
This is now the case, however, in a decreasing

number of continental countries: the most im-

portant exception at present perhaps is France.

The change has been brought about chiefly

through the influence of German criminal law

theorists. The campaign against dolus indirectus

began with Leyser, Bohmer and Nettelbladt

toward the end of the eighteenth century. Deci-

sive for the subsequent development was Feuer-

bach's theory of the psychological compulsion of

the criminal law, which led inevitably to the re-

sult that only conscious violations of express pro-

hibitions could be punishable. The final result

has been that German penal science and the

German courts have abandoned dolus indirectus

with all its associated ideas. Nevertheless, this

again has not meant the complete triumph of di-

rect intention. For in place of dolus indirectus

there has arisen the modern doctrine of dolus

eventualis, which has come more and more to be

accepted in European doctrine and drafts of

penal codes.

It is impossible to supply a generally appli-

cable definition of eventual intention, for the

reason that the doctrine is not everywhere held

in precisely the same terms. In its essence,

however, it consists of two requirements. In

the first place, the consequences which result

from an act must be actually not merely puta-

tively foreseen. In the second place, the person
who acts must have taken a certain intellectual

or emotional attitude toward these consequences.
It is with respect to this necessary attitude

that opinions differ. The celebrated so-called

Frank formula is based upon the hypothesis that

the person who acts would not have been re-

strained from his deed even if he had come to

the conclusion that consequences would certainly

follow. The prevailing German doctrine, how-

ever, is of a more positive character: the person
who acts must have decided to act in any event

whether the consequences ensued or not. This

doctrine is based upon the so-called Willens-

theorie, whose most determined champion has

been Hippel and which asserts that the conse-

quences are willed because the person who acted

was in "accord" with the eventuality. Opposed
to this theory is the Vorstellungstheorie, number-

ing a strong minority of adherents, who assert

that it is sufficient for the person who acts to

consider the consequences as probable. But cer-

tainly not all consequences are willed which
are considered probable. The will theory is also

not free from difficulties but it probably has

the merit of being closer to popular conceptions.
It must be recognized, however, that the theo-

rists who have distinguished between Wille and

Vorstellung have perhaps advanced matters less

than might be supposed, for the reason that the

problem of proof makes it difficult to apply the

distinctions.

Any consideration of the responsibility for

intent apart from the responsibility for neg-

ligence would be misleading. In no legal system
has responsibility been confined to intentional

conduct alone. The tendency in earlier centuries

was to consider some forms of gross negligence
as at least presumptively intentional. Upon the

basis of the somewhat obscure Roman culpa lota

the Italian law constructed the doctrine of cul-

pa dolo proximo, to serve as a form of presump-
tive dolus. In the first period of the German
common law absolute distinctions were ma^e be-

tween culpa lata, levis and levissima. To escape
the implications of his theory of guilt Feuer-

bach was eventually driven to invent a culpa
dolo determinata, which served as a substitute

for dolus indirectus. He also spoke of "con-

scious" negligence an idea that has descended

to modern German criminal law, where it now

serves, however, solely as the boundary of dolus

eventualis, having in itself no consequences
for measuring punishment. Moreover it is only
in modern law that the decision that an act was

merely negligent does not as a rule entail at

least milder punishment. Both the mediaeval

Italian law and the German common law seem

to have punished as a matter of general principle
all crimes committed through negligence, unless

indeed dolus was of the very substance of the

crime. The practise under the German and

French codes is to set the accused free when
there is a failure to establish dolus unless the

codes expressly or by necessary implication pro-
vide also a punishment for negligence in the par-

ticular case. Such express provisions are rare

with respect to major but common with respect
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to minor crimes. The contraventions of Euro-

pean codes are usually construed to require only

negligence; while this result has been achieved

by construction under the German and French

codes it is provided expressly under the new
Italian code of 1931. Again it is axiomatic that

where dolus indirectus is recognized the field of

criminal negligence will be small, as it is espe-

cially in Anglo-American law. Finally, it should

be recognized that probably all countries can

show some examples of responsibility not only
for intentional or negligent crimes but for

consequences alone; such provisions arc usually
found with reference to crimes of great public

danger.
To realize the full reach of the doctrines of

criminal responsibility it is also necessary to

consider the effects of the doctrines of mistake

or ignorance of fact or law. Their net result

is often to make a violation of the criminal law

intentional in only an artificial sense. The

general tendency in all mature legal systems has

been to excuse mistakes of fact. Of course the

mistake must relate to the constitutive elements

of the crime. Tf Jones intending to murder

Smith mistakes Robinson for Smith and murders

him, he is guilty of murder because the law

forbids the killing of any human being. On the

other hand, errors of law have been very rarely

excused. However, for both the Roman law and

the Italian law of the Middle Ages it has been

disputed whether a consciousness of criminality

was necessary. The Roman law seems to have al-

lowed the plea of ignorantia juris to be made

by rustics or women, an idea that was later rec-

ognized in various places. One of the causes for

the controversy with respect to past systems
is the difficulty of determining whether the

excuse of ignorance or mistake of law repre-

sented a rule of responsibility or a presumption
of proof. As has been seen, metis rea in English
law was never held to mean that ignorance of

the criminal law was an excuse. In the German
common law down to the end of the eighteenth

century the rule was error juris non excusat,

Under the influence of Feuerbach the excuse was

later actually admitted for several decades with

the result that there set in a sharp reaction,

which has restored the old rule in modern Ger-

man law. In France exceptions are made in

very unusual circumstances. The Norwegian
code, however, provides that where there is a

mistake of law the punishment may be decreased

or even abrogated altogether. In fact many of the

continental theorists are in favor of abrogating
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or at least modifying the generally prevailing
old rule, and some of the recent drafts of penal
codes provide for milder punishment. But the

problem is a difficult one. It is true that modern
criminal norms are so complex that the average
citizen cannot be expected to know them all.

On the other hand, a relaxation of the old rule

may very well endanger the legal order.

It is obvious that the part played by intent

as an element in crime has depended largely upon
the penal theory which has been current at any
given time. Where the underlying principle has

been retaliation, as in early societies, intent will

play only a very slight part, since the purpose
of retaliation on its rational side is to equalize
the loss of the injured. Under the theory of de-

terrence still the accepted theory of modern
communities punishment is directed against
the will of the prospective offender, and hence

it is conceived that it can be effective only
if the offense is a matter which the will can

control. When reformation is considered the

object of punishment, intent must still be con-

sidered the essential element of a crime, be-

cause it is only the wicked will that can be the

subject of correction and reformation. But

even where contrition has made punishment un-

necessary as a corrective, it may still be required
from a religious point of view in order to purge

away the pollution of the crime. A version of

this doctrine appears curiously enough in such

statements as that of Fichte that the criminal

has a right to be punished and that he is there-

fore unjustly treated when this right is denied

him.

The writers of the Enlightenment emphasized
classification of punishments according to the

grievousness of the wrong. They directed their

efforts chiefly against the penal system which

had grown up in continental Europe an amal-

gam of the primitive desire of retaliation, of the

newer concept of the duty of the state to pro-
tect itself against destructive forces and of the

canonical theory of crime as a sin to be dis-

charged by purgation. In theory the last element

demanded a very delicate gradation of evil

intent and a much more precise adjustment of

punishment to individual deserts than did the

system of the reformers. In practise, however,
the continental penal system had degenerated
into the arbitrary and often brutal determina-

tion of punishment by "reasons of state." Only
too often not dolus but the praesumptio doli

sufficed. The reformers demanded the fitting of

the punishment to the crime and insisted upon
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the attribute of personal guilt, which meant

necessarily the presence of intent.

The modern positivist school of criminology
has compelled a reconsideration of most ques-
tions of penology from a scientific point of view.

Since this school refuses to admit the freedom

of the will and considers the right to punish to

be justified simply as a measure of social

protection, it might be expected that the ad-

herents of these schools would insist upon
concern only with the happening of injurious

consequences. The initial tendency, from which

there has been a reaction, was to accept over-

hastily theories of scientific determinism. The

concept of intention may be retained by the

most uncompromisingly scientific theory in order

to express the fact that an individual has the

power to select social rather than antisocial

ends, although how and why he will use this

power is not certainly predictable. This leaves

the question exactly where it was in the most

definitely "subjective" schools. The problem
becomes one of inducing individuals to select

social ends and of how they are to be treated

when they refuse or neglect to do so. It follows

that as long as in popular belief intention and

the freedom of the will are taken as axiomatic,

no penal system that negates the mental element

can find general acceptance. It is vital to retain

public support of methods of dealing with

crime.

The positivists delight in pointing out the

inconsistency of punishing a negligent act as

a crime. Indeed it is difficult to see how such

punishment can be reconciled with the postulate

of guilt. Either the latter must be abandoned

or a theory created which will fit the punish-
ment of both intentional and negligent acts.

A unified theory has usually been sought. At-

tempts have been made to see in the act of neg-

ligence a defect or a failure of the will. The

application of the penal law to negligent as

well as to intentional acts has been seen to be

justified by its schooling of the will. The place

of negligence in the theory of guilt seems to

have attracted a particularly great amount of

attention among Italian theorists. Two types

of Italian theories may be distinguished: the

theory otprevcdibililia, which regards negligence
as punishable because the offender has not fore-

seen a consequence that he might have fore-

seen a view that is taken essentially by the

positivists; and the theory of causalita efficiente,

which insists upon guilt and finds it in the

willing of the bodily action which may be

illegal. The latter theory really shifts the

ground upon which the ordinary concept of

intent rests; moreover the initial action may
be involuntary or negligence may involve a total

omission to act.

The question of criminal intent will probably

always have something of an academic taint.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the deter-

mination of the boundary between intent and

negligence spells freedom or condemnation for

thousands of individuals. The watchfulness of

the jurist justifies itself at present in its insist-

ence upon the examination of the mind of each

individual offender. Courts will doubtless long
be compelled to separate from the mass of the

community certain definitely recognizable ir-

responsible classes, such as infants and icliots,

and to hold the rest of the community respon-
sible for the direct consequences arising from

their acts.

MAX RADIN
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GOVERNMFNTAL; RI-PARATIONS.

INTEREST. History of Doctrine. Interest

in its primary meaning is the payment for the

use of money; more broadly, it may mean the

return on investment in any form. In theoretical

analysis it is generally taken to mean a "pure"
remuneration for the use of money, or yield on

money capital; pure interest is deduced from

nominal interest by elimination of all elements

imputable to cost or effort of administration,

to insecurity of payment of interest or principal,

to prospective changes in the purchasing power
of money and to amortization necessary to main-

tain the principal intact. The word interest

came into use in the late Middle Ages, replacing

the term usury. The Greeks called the interest

payment tokos, meaning offspring, whence

Aristotle's statement that "money does not

breed." The modern term comes from the Ro-

man law expression for an indemnification for

damage due to the delay in the interval (interesse)

before repayment, one of the chief forms under

which payment for loans came to be tolerated by
canonical and civil courts. Interest in the

modern sense was in the Middle Ages merely an

important type of usury; since then the term

usury has become specialized to mean interest

at exorbitant or illegal rates.

In tribal and economically undeveloped socie-

ties there is a strong sentiment against lending

money at interest, which is usually prohibited
as between members of the social group. The

repugnance to interest has been ascribed to the

danger of weakening the group in a military

sense, since citizens capable of equipping them-

selves for war might be reduced to penury or

slavery through debt. In Greece and Rome,
where the ownership of landed estates was the

gentlemanly source of income, the opposition to

money lending was ostensibly grounded in ideas

of social respectability; the opposition tended to

disappear when money lending was regularly
conducted on a scale which permitted the capi-

talist to live according to the genteel standards

of the old aristocracy, and in the period of high
civilization the law permitted interest at re-

stricted rates. In the Middle Ages the prohibi-
tion was premised on religious and ethical

principles. A loan was usually made under stress

of special need for consumption purposes, and
it was considered that to exact interest under

such circumstances was to take advantage of a

brother's need. Indeed it was admittedly a com-

promise with strict Christian tenets to require

repayment of the principal. The doctrinal basis

of the opposition to interest was found in the

concept of objective value, any departure from

which was looked upon as unjust. It was argued
that no value could attach to the use of a con-

sumptiblc good separate from the good itself,

and money was regarded as consumptible be-

cause it could be used only by parting with it.

Another argument was directed against the

payment for time, over which no man could claim

ownership. Church apologists therefore contend

that mediaeval practise never seriously inter-

fered with loans made in the course of business,

where the use of funds had a money value to

borrower and lender, provided only that the

charge was "just." Moreover the payment of rent

for the use of land or durable goods was never

condemned by the churchmen or the canon law.

As trade and industry developed and a general
loan market came into being, lending ceased to

be treated as different from other market trans-

actions. The role played by the Reformation in

this connection has been disputed. Some attrib-

ute to Protestantism an important part in the

disintegration of the mediaeval effort to apply
ethical ideals to business relations, while

others contend that it was rather a reaction,

centering in relatively backward Germany,
against the advanced humanistic tendencies of

the Renaissance. In any case the prohibition of

usury became increasingly difficult to enforce.
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Legal devices and forms which to the modern

student seem merely disguises for loans at inter-

est came into general use; these forms were

troublesome and their interpretation by the

courts was uncertain. During the sixteenth cen-

tury there developed a movement to abolish the

prohibition; its literary champions were the Prot-

estant leader Calvin and the French jurist Du-
moulin. The first legal action was in England,
where at the close of the reign of Henry vin the

prohibition of usury was replaced by a legal max-

irnum [37 Henry vin, c. 9 (1545)]; after a reaction

this legislation was restored under Elizabeth [13

Eliz., 0.8(1571)]. Other countries soon followed.

In the two following centuries the justice of

charging interest was still the subject of con-

troversy in voluminous theological and political

writings but no attempt was made to discuss

interest as an economic problem. The attack ran

in the old moral and religious terms; and the

defense was based on the supposedly evident

fact that the use of money is a source of gain,

is therefore of value to both the debtor and

the creditor and hence should be treated by
law like other articles of commerce. In the

latter half of this period the demand for regu-
lation was based more on mercantilist grounds:

English writers, for example, argued that low

interest cost was necessary to help English busi-

ness to compete with foreigners in the export
trade.

The next stage in the historical development
of interest theory, comprising the work of the

classical school of economists, extends for more
than a century after 1776, the date of publica-
tion of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations.

Writers of this school contributed little toward

the formulation of an integrated distribution

theory, in which interest theory falls. They re-

garded the problem of distribution not as one

of pricing services furnished to production but

as one of dividing the total income of society

into the shares of the three economic classes

which they recognized. The landlord's share,

rent, was explained as a "surplus," on the ground
that it did not enter into the price of the final

product stated in terms of pain cost. Wages
were explained by the simple observation that

the laborer must live. Thus the way was opened
for treating the share of the capitalist, which

was called profit, as a residue after the other

shares were paid. J. S. Mill, for instance, re-

garded it as a settled doctrine that profit arises

because labor produces more than is required
to sustain the laborer; in other words, because

industry produces more than the laborers

get. Yet the explanations of wages given when
the topic of wages and not that of profit is

explicitly under discussion run in very dif-

ferent terms; the most famous of these ex-

planations, the wages fund theory, even as-

sumes profit as previously determined (or negli-

gible) and makes the wage share either the total

capital or the portion actually used to employ
labor. The classical school never faced the

problem of the nature of capital as a quantity
and hence could not have said anything very

illuminating about the rate of interest. Their

general conception of capital was that, like

products generally, it is produced by labor

and hence is really the embodiment either of a

certain quantity of labor or of the subsistence

goods on which the laborer lives while per-

forming that labor.

In contrast to their vagueness regarding fun-

damentals, classical writers showed profound in-

sight in many partial analyses and especially in

practical conclusions. N. W. Senior in par-

ticular, following up hints in Ricardo, developed
brilliant ideas in connection with capital and

its return; and his lesser known contemporaries,
Rae and Longfield, came near to explaining
interest on the ground of capital productivity.
Senior made the general character of capital
and its function in production one of the

four fundamental propositions from which he

wished to develop the whole science of political

economy. In his effort to bolster up the pain
cost theory of price at one of the weak points

recognized by Ricardo, Senior argued that

the essence of capital as an element in cost is

the pain of abstinence. Yet it is indefensible to

attribute to him, as Bohm-Bawerk does, an

abstinence theory of interest. Besides his clear

and repeated explanations of the productivity
of capital Senior stated expressly that ab-

stinence has nothing to do with the return

after capital has changed hands through gift or

inheritance. In his discussion of profit he as-

sumes that the sacrifice of abstinence would

prevent the return from ever falling to zero

but explains the actual level first as a residual

and finally, after a very tortuous argument,

by the proportion between capital and kbor
in existence; this is true but incomplete.
Economists of the classical school achieved

progress also in their discussion of the various

elements into which the gross return on capital

must theoretically be analyzed. Adam Smith

himself made it clear that in typical cases
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part of the return must be treated as essen-

tially a wage later called wage of management
and another part as compensation for risk, true

interest being different from both. J. S. Mill

even had fairly clear notions of a further dif-

ferentiation between payment for risk in the

sense of an insurance premium against a recog-
nized hazard and mere accidental deviations

from a normal return because of miscalculation

or unforeseen changes. These beginnings de-

veloped into the tendency to treat profit not as

the gross income including interest, which was

the usage of the classical writers, but as the final

residual income ofthe entrepreneur after a deduc-

tion of both interest and wages of management.
The confusion in the classical reasoning be-

tween the causality problem of the market value

of services of various kinds and the ethical

question of remuneration for sacrifice explains
in part the contemporaneous development ofan-

other system of economic thought which treated

all property income as exploitation of labor. The
socialistic and anarchistic schools, from God-
win and Thompson to Louis Blanc, Rodbertus

and Karl Marx, have held that the modern eco-

nomic order based on "economic freedom" has

merely substituted the economic power of prop-

erty ownership for the physical and military

power of slave owner and feudal lord as a means

of enabling the upper class to live by the sweat

of the, masses. Practically every detail of so-

cialistic theory can be taken almost verbally

out of the classical treatises, which habitually

referred to labor as the producer of all wealth.

Abstinence as a justification for interest was

particularly vulnerable to ethical attack, since

most of the abstaining seems to be done by

persons who have first consumed all they can

or at least more than they need. This point
was used with telling effect by Lassalle in

Germany. Whether they do or do not explain

how property income is possible exploitation

theories do not offer a cause and effect analysis

of the proportions obtaining between property
and labor incomes. As to the ethical challenge

which they present, it goes without saying that

in competitive society every income is based

on economic power. Whether or when or how
far property income is defensible on grounds
of abstract right or of social expediency is a

question to be answered by the ethical or polit-

ical philosopher rather than by the economist.

Interest is merely a form of payment for the

use of real wealth transferred from one person
to another. Hence no special objection can be

directed against it; its merits and demerits are

those of private property and of a social order

based on ownership. Moreover it is questionable,
at least in theory, whether a clear cut dis-

tinction can be drawn between property and
labor incomes. As was emphasized by Smith
and Senior among the classical economists, a

large part of the earning power of individuals

paid for as labor is really the fruit of an in-

vestment no different in principle from any
other; and another large part is the result of

inheritance or chance.\s

Discussion of interest theory during the gen-
eration preceding the World War centered

around the work of Bohm-Bawerk. Before him

the English economist Jevons had given a

mathematical version of a type of productivity

theory along with a very penetrating discussion

of the relative valuation of present and future

goods. But Jevons' work received only limited

recognition until similar views were presented in

more popular non-mathematical form by the

Austrian school, which for interest theory prac-

tically means Bohm-Bawerk, although Wieser's

variant of the productivity theory is more in

harmony with accepted doctrine of today. While

it appears to rest on the preference for present
as against future goods Bohm-Bawerk 's view

of interest is really a productivity theory, since

the possibility of productive investment is

the most important, at least from a short time

point of view, of the three "reasons" ad-

vanced by him for such a preference. Jevons,
Bohm-Bawerk and the writers who have followed

their line of approach interpret capital as

meaning essentially the substitution of more
indirect or "roundabout" for more direct meth-

ods in production, as an increase in the time

length of the production process with a resulting

increase in efficiency of the use of primary fac-

tors. This is similar to the classical conception
of capital, except that the earlier writers lacked

the notion of correlated variation in elements

of complex situations; they tended to think

of capital as conditioning production in an

absolute sense rather than of the amount of

product as subject to increase by increasing

proportions of capital. Bohm-Bawerk also la-

bored to establish a distinction between the psy-

chological preference of present to future and

the notion of abstinence. He had great influ-

ence, especially in the United States, where

particularly Fetter and Fisher took his work as a

point of departure in constructing time prefer-

ence or eclectic theories.
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In recent years attention has been centered

on Schumpeter's theoretical construction which

regards interest as belonging essentially to a

dynamic economy. The innovators among the

entrepreneurs who bring forward new and more

efficient methods of production and business

management obtain a surplus over cost, a part of

which is returned in the form of interest to banks

and other suppliers of capital funds without

which the new projects could not be executed.

In the absence of new inventions and other ad-

vances there is according to Schumpeter no room
for interest. In application to statics Schumpe-
ter's theory is similar to Marshall's in that it

deals with the long run equilibrium rate; while

for Marshall this rate is determined by the inter-

relation of "waiting" and productivity, Schum-

peter assumes that the rate is zero. It is diffi-

cult to see the reasons for this assumption:
there is no limit to the use of capital even in

the absence of new inventions, although the

rate of return would of course fall indefinitely

low as investment proceeded. Intellectually

Schumpeter's dynamic interest is related to sub-

sequent attempts to explain interest on loan funds

in terms of banking cost.

General_Tfieory . The theory of interest begins

properly with two facts. The first is the ex-

istence of various kinds of goods, the use of

which has economic value as distinct from the

objects themselves; it is actually bought and

sold, and the payment, based on the length of

use, is called a rent. The value derived from

possession of an item of wealth for an interval

of time may be of three main kinds: immediate

satisfaction, as in the case of durable con-

sumption goods; assistance in producing other

goods, as in the case of producers' goods;
increase in sale value of the item itself through

time, whether through natural increase in its

quantity, improvement in its quality or change
in the conditions of supply and demand. An ef-

fective increase in value must of course exceed

any direct cost incurred in connection with it.

The second fact is that many kinds of rentable

goods can be produced under conditions and at

a cost more or less accurately known. Both of

these facts are of a technical sort; that is, they
are data for the interest theorist, although

they may be problems for the business man-

ager.

The peculiar feature of interest which makes

it a special problem for economics is that it

is not a rent paid directly for the use of property
in the concrete sense but is a payment for

the use of money (and as such takes the form
of an abstract number, a ratio or percentage).
Yet while the borrower obtains and repays a

money loan, it is the use of goods which
the borrower wants and gets by means of the

loan. If loans for consumption are left out of

account, as they may well be since under mod-
ern conditions their terms depend upon those

of loans for productive purposes, the rental

or yield of goods the use of which is obtained

by means of the loan provides under normal con-

ditions the income paid out in the form of inter-

est. Competition tends to bring about equality

of return from equal investments; the ratio of

this equalized return to investment is the rate

of interest. Since the income from property is

a given fact, the problem of the rate of interest

is that of explaining how the amount of the

investment, the capital, is determined in mone-

tary terms; in other words, it is the problem of

the evaluation of productive property.
The psychological or time preference or agio

theorists solve the problem of capital accord-

ing to the immediate facts of demand and sup-

ply, buyers' and sellers' offers, viewed psycho-

logically. There is in the market, they argue, a

certain aggregate of such goods, on which the

owners set a certain estimate and which prospec-
tive purchasers likewise value according to

individual tastes and means. The value set on

an item of wealth is of course the value of the

stream of income which it is expected to yield

in the future in comparison with similar units

of service or satisfaction at the moment. The

competition of buyers and sellers will set on
income yielding wealth a price which makes the

amount demanded equal to the amount offered at

that price. This price involves a uniform market

rate of discounting future values. Thus if at

the equilibrium point it takes Si in hand to

buy SL05 payable one year from date, it will

also take $20 to buy a piece of property yield-

ing a perpetual income of $i per year; all other

income bearers will be valued on the basis of

the same arithmetic proportion and the rate of

interest will be 5 percent. Taking into consid-

eration the ordinary form of loan, involving

repayment of principal, and ordinary investment

and accounting policy, which reckons return

only after full provision for maintaining the in-

vestment in perpetuity, the correct standard for

comparison is that of a perpetual income of given
size with the value of the wealth yielding such

an income. As regards any particular item of

wealth the process of evaluation takes the
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form of capitalizing its income, with allowance

for its expected duration, at the general market

rate.

The productivity theorists approach the prob-
lem of capital valuation from a different angle.

They do not question the validity of the time

preference reasoning but find that it lacks fi-

nality as an explanation under actual conditions.

They observe that as regards unique and non-

reproducible durable goods there is no objection
to the capitalization theory of evaluation, as a

first approach at least; and if all durable

wealth were of this character, in other words,

if there were no possibility of producing it,

there would be no objection to the theory as a

final explanation. But the possibility of more

or less closely reduplicating existing types of

wealth or of producing new types of wealth

yielding future satisfactions places the matter in

an entirely different light. If the capitalized

value of any income bearer is more than the

known cost of producing items yielding an equiv-

alent income stream, people will instead of pur-

chasing the existing items set about producing
new income yielding goods and these will sell

not at their capitalized value but at the lower

level set by cost of production. Conversely, no

new wealth will be produced for the future un-

less the capitalized value of the expected in-

come is greater than the cost of production.

Hencejf new wealth of more or less durable form

is actually being produced, all such wealth must

sell under competitive conditions for precisely

the cost of producing items of any physical type

yielding the same income (after all deductions

necessary for perpetual maintenance).
If goods are valued for the sake of their

future yield, then their physical character is a

matter of indifference; all such goods viewed

economically form a perfectly homogeneous

class, and the value of any item depends only on

the amount of the future income maintained in

perpetuity. It is characteristic of the psycho-

logical theory itself that only the future income

as such is valued. Hence if it is possible to

produce any goods yielding future income, the

cost of production of these must determine the

value of all goods of the class. Under equilib-

rium this value will be equal to the value as

determined by capitalization, but that is be-

cause the supply of any good yielding more than

interest on its cost will be increased as long
as this relation holds. For non-reproducible

goods or goods yielding less than interest on

reproduction cost capitalized value with rate

determined at the investment margin and cost of

production of equivalent goods are in fact dif-

ferent ways of saying the same thing as long
as any kind of durable wealth is actually being

produced. In a society or a. world in which there

is actual growth the rate of interest is deter-

mined by or simply is the ratio between per-

petual annual income and the cost of income

yielding goods at the margin of growth. New in-

vestments will not be made unless they offer

more than the purchase of old ones, which forces

the writing down of the old ones to the level

of the new.

That interest is the ratio between perpetual
income and cost at margin is true only under
"
perfect competition." In actual markets eco-

nomic adjustments work themselves out more or

less slowly and imperfectly. Perhaps the most

typical result in real life is to " ov erdo the thing
"

in expanding or contracting investment and

thus to set up oscillations in the rate of return.

Since neither the yield nor the cost of new
wealth items can be exactly foreknown at the

time when productive commitments are made,

any piece of new property may from the start

yield more or less than the interest on its cost

and the longer the item lasts the more uncertain

becomes the relation between return and cost.

When an unforeseen change in conditions oc-

curs, the owner of wealth affected by it receives

a speculative profit or suffers a speculative loss

through appreciation or depreciation of his in-

vestment. The capital value of an investment is

measured directly in the case of new, free cap-

ital just flowing into concrete forms of wealth

and is arrived at by the capitalization process in

case of all concrete items of wealth m existence.

Another variant of the productivity theory is

that advanced by Jevons and Bohm-Bawerk,
which states the basic facts in terms of the

length of time elapsing between the application

of labor (and any other primary factors) and the

enjoyment of the fruits and in terms of the ef-

ficiency in the use of these factors as a function

of the time length of the production process.

There is obviously a rough correspondence be-

tween this notion and the one expounded above

which relates the cost of income yielding goods
to the net return obtained from their utilization.

While Bohm-Bawerk's view may be more ap-

propriate for some theoretical analyses, it is

fatally handicapped by the lack of a general and

accurate conception of the length of the produc-
tion process. In a certain loose historical sense

capital goods may be resolvable into labor and
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time or into labor,
" nature" and time; but no

particular item can be so treated for the simple
reason that in the production of any capital good
the use of preexisting capital goods is always
involved. There is no working distinction be-

tween capital and other factors. Without the

presence of the element of uncertainty all

natural resource values at once become capital;

from the standpoint of the market itself they are

capital in any case. Much the same must be said

of a large element in labor power, which is a

produced good; it is social institutions which

justify any separation of labor from capital, as

the case of the slave suffices to prove. Nor is

there a computable time length of the produc-
tion process in any particular case; still less is

there an average length in a literal sense. Much

capital is completely permanent unless made
obsolete by unpredicted changes, and a series

containing infinite items cannot be averaged.
An average can be found only theoretically by

dividing the annual maintenance and replace-

ment into total capital value, a calculation which

presupposes that all the data of the capital and

interest relation are previously known. In fact

it is always intermediate products, not the ap-

plication of labor over more time in a literal

sense, which produce the increase in output.
Interest must be treated as the productive

yield of capital, defined and measured by its

cost or the cost of equally productive items,

in terms of sacrificed immediate goods.
Eclectic theories generally make use of the

demand and supply scheme of analysis to com-

bine the psychological and the productivity ex-

planations of interest. To complete the exposi-

tion it is necessary therefore to consider the

problem in terms of demand and supply. In this

connection it is not clear what is supply and

what is demand, what is being priced and what

is the price, since both the commodity and its

price are stated in money terms. One may regard
interest as the price of the commodity, use-of-

capital, or savings as the price of future income.

The former is the more familiar view: the

supply of the commodity, use-of-capital, comes

from saving, while the demand for it comes from

the people controlling opportunities for invest-

ment.

In this view the supply is the total amount

of productive wealth in society, and the savings
made in any short interval constitute merely a

small addition to it. The rate of saving, which

is only the rate of increase in the supply of capi-

tal, may or may not depend on the interest

rate; but in any case the supply as such keeps on

increasing always, at all rates. The supply is

thus highly inelastic: strictly speaking, it is

absolutely inelastic at any instant of time. De-

mand, on the other hand, is highly elastic, since

it is indisputable that the opportunities for in-

vestment would absorb large amounts of

capital with only a gradual lowering of the rate

of return. Hence demand determines the price,

supply being a "datum," a given condition but

not a cause.

The other view of the interest transaction as

a purchase of future income for present wealth

in hand corresponds to the statement of the

problem as essentially that of the valuation of

productive wealth. Now, if the commodity is fu-

ture income, supplied through the production of

income yielding goods, and the demand comes

from savings, then the supply is indefinitely

elastic and the demand inelastic. The virtually

unlimited possibility of using more capital in pro-
duction means that future incomes can be pro-
vided in correspondingly large volume at a

slowly increasing cost. Other things being equal,

it is true that a given investment that is, cost

incurred does tend to yield income at a' de-

creasing rate as the amount of investment in-

creases, since capital as a factor in production is

subject to diminishing returns; but this decrease

is very slow in comparison with the total magni-
tudes involved. It appears, for exampl", that

in the United States the elasticity of demand
for capital is around unity; that is, the total

supply of capital, which includes the entire

national wealth, would have to be doubled be-

fore the interest rate would be reduced to half its

value at the beginning of the test. This would
call for saving for a full generation at a high

rate, so that it is correct to consider the supply
of future income at a given time as prac-

tically unlimited, indefinitely elastic. The de-

mand for future income, represented by the

amount of savings available for investment, is

at a given moment narrowly and almost abso-

lutely limited. In the theoretically perfect ad-

justment it would at any instant be zero in abso-

lute amount, a mere rate of flow, disappearing in

investment as it appeared in saving. In this

situation, as in the case of any commodity pro-

duced under nearly constant cost, demand con-

ditions the psychological comparison between

present and future can operate only to affect

the volume of savings without an appreciable

influence on the price at which they are invested.

Men with different estimates of future in terms
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of present satisfactions will save different

amounts (or conceivably consume varying
amounts of capital already in hand); hut the ef-

fect on the interest rate of the resulting changes
in total supply of capital will in any short

short interval, even a year, remain negligible.

In the long run the yield on new investment

depends in part on the amount of capital pre-

viously invested (in all past time) and thus re-

flects variations in the amount of savings in

the past, which may be said to depend on com-

parisons made in the past between present and

future. This does not affect the conclusion that

at any given time the supply of capital is a

datum and that the current psychological esti-

mates have no effect on the rate. Moreover

serious objections arise with regard to the his-

torical view itself. At the rates of pure interest

which have obtained in modern times it would

require a generation for a saver to get in income

a total sum equal to that given up in making Ins

investment. In reality the net accumulation

of capital depends on the fact that savers

maintain their capital and leave it behind when

they die. At most they consume the income; and

the classes which make substantial savings even

reinvest a part of income through life. It does

not seem very realistic to call the decision to

save and invest, looking beyond one's own life,

a choice of future rather than present satisfac-

tion. It may of course be put in that form in

order to construct a rationale of economic

choice. But there is no reason to believe in the

reality of "impatience" or of preference of

present to future as a general principle of con-

duct, if conditions are correctly stated to

isolate this comparison from other factors, par-

ticularly if interest itself is eliminated as a fac-

tor. A realistic discussion of the motives in-

volved in decisions as to saving would run

rather in terms of interest in security and power,
of living standards, of forms of social emula-

tion and of similar facts of social psychology
and culture history.

Nor is it legitimate from a long time point
of view to assume that other things remain equal

in connection with the law of diminishing re-

turns on investment. As new investment tends to

lower the point of equilibrium on a descending
demand curve for capital, other social changes
are always and inevitably acting to change the

position of the curve itself. In fact these two

sets of changes have roughly offset each other

through history, so that there has been no clear

trend of the interest rate upward or downward,

especially in the modern industrial era. The rela-

tive constancy of the interest rate has aroused

the curiosity of many economists and pro-
voked much speculation. An older view, held

by Henry George and Alexander Del Mar, found

a physical basis for interest in the average rate

of growth of animals and plants, while Cassel

has made the ingenious suggestion that it may
be connected with the length of human life. A
sufficient explanation is found in the tendency
of practically every form of social progress
both to make saving easier and to increase the

demand for capital, raising the curve vertically

if drawn with quantity on the base line. Even
if invention and all forms of social progress
ceased and saving went on at an indefinitely

high rate, the interest rate would never fall to

zero; for there is no limit to the possibility of

using capital to increase the supply of in-

numerable commodities which could never be-

come free goods. There is no empirical evidence

or abstract reason even for the belief that under

such conditions the point of long run equilibrium
a naturally stationary supply of capital

would be reached. It appears therefore that

Marshall's long run equilibrium theory is just as

untenable as the short or long run psychological
theories.

The long run may be discussed only in the

manner of the philosophy or theory of history.

The interest rate tends to fall or rise as the

effect of accumulation runs ahead of or behind

the effects of other types of social change,

notably increase of population, development of

natural resources, invention of new technical

processes and opening up of new fields of de-

mand. Accumulation itself likewise depends on
the general movement of taste and the people's
outlook on life. Here analysis of the type of

price theory in terms of tendency toward

equilibrium under given conditions has no ap-

plicability whatever. The problems and theories

are necessarily sociological or institutional, and

comparatively little help may be expected from

any sort of deductive theorizing yet devised.

From the standpoint of computation there are

two ways of looking at the interest relation.

One is the everyday view of the interest loan

or other investment in which the investment it-

self is maintained permanently. From the gross

yield of the property is deducted, first, all

operating expense; second, direct upkeep cost;

and, finally, a sum which accumulated to the

point of retirement from service will replace

the original investment. The remainder is a
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perpetual net income; when divided by the cost

of the property it shows the rate of interst. It

is evident that both the cost of a capital good
and the annual contribution to a sinking fund

for replacing it involve the interest rate it-

self. Another method of formulation is more

suited to the bond market and amortized loans.

In a continuous market under stationary condi-

tions any investment can theoretically be made,
continued or realized at will; hence the accumu-

lated cost (less return if any) up to any point

in time must equal the discounted net return

looking forward from the same point. Both of

these facts may be stated as equations with the

interest rate as the unknown; a few algebraic

operations would simplify the two equations into

the same form. It is most realistic to take as

the equating point the moment when construc-

tion is complete, equating past cost with future

return. If S dollars per year are saved and in-

vested for C years and the resulting property

yields a net rental of R dollars per year for a

service life of L years (with no scrap value),

then SA L
(A

C -
i)
= R(AL -

i), where inter-

est is compounded annually and for simplicity A
is written for (i -{- *'), unity plus the interest

rate. The first view more nearly corresponds to

the realities of the situation than does the view

of discounting. The essence of the matter is

that artificial capital goods yield during life a

total net rental greater than their cost; the

difference is, roughly speaking, interest on the

cost for the period, which must be distributed

equally through time. To do this exactly calls

for compounding continuously instead of an-

nually by the use of the same type of formula

as that given above.

Historical, Dynamic and Sociological Aspects.

A survey of the general theory of interest serves

to emphasize the vast territory which would
still have to be covered in order to give much
concrete information about the factors determin-

ing the rate on a loan under varying historical

and social conditions or even on loans of a

different character in the same country and year.

In the first place, the general theory itself

is abstract in a sense beyond that implied in

generality: it explains in terms of given con-

ditions which are taken for granted in every

aspect except the quantitative. Back of the mo-
tives affecting choice immediately, at the time

and place in which the decision is made, is an

infinite complex of why's and how's, ultimately

including most of human history. A final ex-

planation of any economic choice would have to

include these factors in their concrete character,

giving a sociological or institutional treatment

instead ofone based on the analogy ofmechanical

forces. In the second place, there are con-

siderations which affect the terms of loans and

investments in greater or less degree in different

classes of cases, large or small, running into

unique circumstances of the individual case.

Some of these considerations are of such a

character as to supplement the general theory,
some rather of the nature of interfering forces

which prevent competitive tendencies from

finding effective expression.

Even in the most highly developed loan market

hardly two loans are alike within significant

limits, and many divergent types must be recog-
nized. Superficially viewed, this is something
of a paradox, since the commodity dealt in is

the use of wealth in its most abstract form; yet

loans are in fact much less amenable to standard-

ization than many concrete commodities, such

as wheat. But in addition to the unlimited di-

versity of circumstances among different loans

and capital commitments at any given moment
there is the supreme fact that they all look to

the future for their value. And with reference

to the future both an intrinsic uncertainty as

to facts and an even wider divergence of human

opinions and attitudes defy specification.

Even in the most advanced countries there is

no one general interest rate and no one general

money market, although there is a perfect market

for certain securities dealt in by name and an

approximation to a general market for loans of

very short duration and unquestionable security.

In practise in virtually every case the making
of a loan is a matter of negotiation, and nego-
tiation is the antithesis of what happens in the

perfect market ofeconomic theory. A few govern-
ments and large corporations are in a position
to issue securities within limits and to offer

them to the public through an impersonal

marketing organization, but even with them a

new loan of considerable size will be floated by
negotiation. Even within the field where stand-

ardization of loans is carried farthest, it is normal

for the bank rate to be about double the rate

on the best bonds, while call money may go at

a fraction or at a multiple of the latter. Farm

mortgages plod along very steadily at an inter-

mediate level, while the others fluctuate in

their respective ranges, largely independent of

one another. Outside the field covered by organ-
ized markets the loan rate may be almost rigidly

uniform through widely varying conditions an
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instance of the "customary price" in connection

with loans or may fluctuate within the widest

limits from case to case; the latter is of course

the more usual situation. Generally the rate is

much higher than in organized markets. Thus in

the south in the United States Negroes are

said to borrow $5 at the beginning of the week

and repay $7 at the end of it, an interest rate

of 40 percent per week. Loans made to the very

poor on furniture and similar articles arc said

to range from 100 percent up. In instalment

selling, a method by which a large fraction of

the automobiles and a smaller fraction of many
other goods are regularly marketed in the United

States, the terms involve a rate of interest from

ii to 40 percent; it is to be noted that these

rates are charged to persons of good credit

standing and on quite sizeable sums. The
Uniform Small Loans Act, designed to curb the

exactions of loan sharks and adopted by over

twenty states, prohibits interest above the

monthly rate of 3^ percent.
Because of the overwhelming difficulty of the

task no study of the general interest rate

through history has as yet been undertaken; even

the investigations of limited periods in the

history of single countries are not detailed

enough to permit confident generalization. Until

the nineteenth century the available information

relates to specific cases which may or may not

be typical; yet even when allowance is made for

their uncertain representative value, the data

are sufficient to illustrate the extreme diver-

genceof nominal interest rates in differentepochs .

This, however, should not be taken to imply

qualification of the statement that the rate of

pure interest has been surprisingly constant

through history.

ThusW H. Dubberstein's study of numerous

clay tablet records extending over many centu-

ries found that in later Babylonia the rate of 20

percent recurred with monotonous regularity;

the rate was twice as high in the neo-Babyloman
and Persian periods (650-325 B c

). In Ptole-

maic Egypt the regular rate was 2 percent per

month (Westermann, W. L., Upon Slavery in

Ptolemaic Egypt, New York 1929, p. 32). In

Greece the rate at the time of Solon was about

1 6 percent; at Corcyra in the second and third

centuries B.C. loans on good security commanded

24 percent while the common rate at Athens in

the time of the orators was from 12 to 18 per-

cent (Palgrave's Dictionary ofPolitical Economy,
vol. ii, new ed. London 1923, p. 429). Mommsen
states that in Rome the rate in the time of

the monarchy was probably about 10 percent

per annum (The History of Rome, tr. by W. P.

Dickson, vol. i, new rev. ed. New York 1905, p.

195). Under the later republic interest was usu-

ally stable and low, normally ranging from 4 to

6 percent. In Asia, where invasions, inefficient

government and indirect business methods made
for insecure possessions, 12 percent was a low

rate even in times of peace (Frank, T., An Eco-

nomic History of Rome, 2nd ed. Baltimore 1927,

p. 294). The Byzantine law of Justinian limited

the rate of interest to 12 percent for loans on

cargoes, 8 percent on loans for business pur-

poses and 6 and 4 percent in other cases (Ash-

ley, W. J., An Introduction to English Economic

History and Theory, vol. i, 4th ed. London 1909,

p. 210). In the early Middle Ages Byzantine
commerce could raise money at the moderate

rate of 8 to 12 percent; the rate was lower still in

the tenth century, which was quite unusual for

the rest of Europe (Boissonade, P., Life and

Work in Medieval Europe, tr. by E. Power, New
York 1927, p. 51).

For western Europe in the Middle Ages it is

difficult to make definite assertions regarding
the interest rate, because the fact of interest

was concealed or disguised in consequence of

the usury laws. Interest was certainly high for

most loans. Ashley states that the rate which

the Jews were permitted to charge in England in

the thirteenth century was two pence per week

on the pound, or approximately 43 percent per
annum (p. 203). According to Sombart the rate

permitted to the Jews by a regulation of 1243
in Provence was 300 percent, while that specified

by the emperor Frederick n the next year was

173 percent (Der moderne Kapitalismus ,
2nd ed.,

Munich 1916, vol. i, p. 626). In contrast Bois-

sonade states that during the Hundred Years'

War commerce in Italy and Germany obtained

credit at the rate of 4 to 10 percent (p. 288), and

M. M. Knight asserts that commercial interest

rates in southern Europe became standardized

from the thirteenth century at 10 to 17 percent

(Economic History of Europe to the End of the

Middle Ages, Boston 1926, p. 116).

For the Renaissance and the following period
data have been made available by Ehrenberg

(CapitalandFinance in theAge ofthe Renaissance,

abr. and tr. by H. M. Lucas, London 1928) from

the Fugger records and other sources. Ferdinand

and Isabella sold annuities bearing 10 percent

(p. 24). In the sixteenth century the rate on

commercial loans on the Antwerp bourse, an ef-

fectively organized market, was from 2 to 3 per-
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cent per fair, i.e., 8 to 12 percent per annum

(p. 247). In a list of thirteen short period
loans made to various governments between

1519 and 1521 the rate varies from 7 to 27 J per-
cent besides "considerable" brokerage charges

(p. 259-60). In the decade 1532-41, it is as-

serted, there was a slow reduction in the rate of

interest, which varied from 13 to 20 percent in

1535-36 (p. 265). For the years 1546-47 there is

available a list of loans in which the Fuggers
were borrowers, chiefly from other south Ger-

man banking families, and another list of loans

by the Fuggers to various courts and govern-

ments; in the former the rate varies from 8 to 10

percent, in the latter from n to 13! percent

(p. 269).

The first modem bank, the Bank of England,
was founded at the end of the seventeenth cen-

tury in connection with the first funded state

debt. From that date one may speak of a general

rate of interest in a sense not previously pos-

sible, especially as London has since been the

central capital market of the world. The trans-

actions of such a bank and dealings in such

funds involve a publicly known rate, and publi-

cation is the main consideration in standardiza-

tion. The initial loan to the state, which was a

new dynasty of questioned status engaged in a

major war, was at 8 percent; but the rate fell

rapidly and after the conversion of 1750 the

English government was borrowing from the

bank at 3 percent. In 1751 the government is-

sued 3 percent consolidated annuities; but later

the consols fell far below par, fluctuating with

the wars and the progress of the industrial revo-

lution. In Holland in the second half of the

eighteenth century, as Adam Smith observes,

the government was borrowing at 2 percent and

private persons at 3 percent (Wealth of Nations,

bk. i, ch. ix).

Modern conditions may be said to begin after

the post-Napoleonic settlement and the final

establishment of English coinage on a gold basis.

Since the first quarter of the nineteenth century
information on interest rates becomes increas-

ingly abundant both for the London money
market and for other markets. An analysis of

such data reveals the existence of permanent
differences between rates on the same type of

loan in different markets as well as between

rates on different types of loans in the same mar-

ket. Only when allowance is made for the fact

that each type of rate in each money market

seems to have its own zone of variation do the

fluctuations of the rates appear more or less cor-

related. If the level of the interest rate after

1825 is to be judged by the yield of British

government consols, which by many authorities

is taken as the nearest available approximation
to pure interest, it will be found to have fluc-

tuated between 3 and 3^ percent until the i88o's;

the trend after that was downward until the turn

of the century, when the rate began to rise,

reaching its customary level by 1910. Similar

data for the United States are available only
from the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
Thus F. R. Macaulay's index of bond yields,
based on the quotation for the "best" railroad

bond that is, the one with the lowest interest

rate indicates that the interest rate was ap-

proximately 5! percent in 1875; it fell fairly

steadily to about 3^ percent in 1900, rose to

about 4 percent by 1914, reached its post-war

peak at 5 percent in 1921 and has fluctuated since

in the neighborhood of 4! percent.
There is no great difficulty in indicating the

general lines along which changes in the general
interest rate and divergences between various

types of nominal interest rates are to be ex-

plained. The most important immediate causes

producing changes in the interest rates in mod-
ern times (acting apart from or through the in-

termediary of real investment opportunity and

real savings) have been the fluctuation of busi-

ness conditions in the now unpleasantly familiar

cycle, war and the opening up or saturation of

new fields of investment, of which the rail-

ways are the stock example. The main causes of

divergence in the rate from one type of loan to

another at a given time are included in the

categories recognized by Adam Smith and his

followers; namely, trouble or expense in connec-

tion with the loan and uncertainty of payment
of interest or principal. To these should be

added the case of monopoly: special conditions

may cut a borrower off from the general market

and give a lender power approaching that of ex-

clusive control over a necessity of life.

Administrative expense clearly accounts for

the excess of the bank rate over that on good
bonds. Indeed some economists have held that

the interest rate under modern conditions is de-

termined by the operating expenses of banks, a

statement to be interpreted in connection with

the entire theory of the relation between cur-

rency and interest. Again, a pawnbroker may
lend at a rate per month equal to that yielded in a

year by good securities and still make no more

than the same net rate of interest, if account is

taken of the expenses incident in the conduct of
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a pawnshop and the competitive wages to which

the pawnbroker may lay claim.

Uncertainty, which is a better general term

than risk, affects more or less every loan or in-

vestment, depending especially upon how far

into the future the commitment looks. The
measurable element of uncertainty, risk in the

proper sense, can be eliminated by applying the

insurance principle in some form. But the sub-

jective and individual element of uncertainty is

not susceptible to standardization; it is a matter

of how much confidence one feels in his opinions
about the future course of events and of how
much courage he has in acting upon his convic-

tions. Uncertainty, more or less connected with

expense, explains the major differentiations in

interest rates between different sections of the

money market. Rates are high in new countries

and frontier areas, partly because experience
offers no basis for accurate prediction of the

future or objective estimation of risk and partly

because the lenders typically live far away in

the older centers and have to depend on sources

of information in which they place limited

confidence. There is also the cost of obtaining,

transferring and validating such information

as is available as well as special mechanical

costs of administration at a distance. Such

considerations also apply as between loans

separated by other than geographical distinc-

tions, % particularly between older and newer

types. In addition most capitalists are more in-

formed or feel more confidence in their informa-

tion about certain types of investment than about

others. The fact probably does not produce im-

portant permanent differences, but it certainly

retards the flow of capital from one field to

another in response to rapid changes in real

investment prospects.
One phase of the factor of uncertainty has to

do with changes in the general price level, to

which Irving Fisher has given special attention.

Apart from any connection with general business

conditions changes in prices should obviously
affect the interest rate, if they are generally

foreseen. If the value of money is expected to

fall between the contraction and the maturity of

a loan, the borrower should be correspondingly
more disposed to borrow and the lender less

disposed to lend until the rate goes high enough
to compensate for the change. Perfect foresight

would clearly mean foreknowledge of conditions

during the period of the loan and not an adjust-

ment of the rate on the assumption that the rate

of change at the time the contract was made

would hold good forever, as Fisher assumes; but

the latter interpretation of foresight may more

nearly describe the way men think and act.

People do not have the necessary foreknowledge,
in the full sense of the term, and even in the

face of actual changes they inveterately tend

to consider the value of money as absolute un-

less it is visualized in some concrete speculative

price, such as the quotation of one currency
in terms of another. As a matter of fact, to the

extent that the effects of anticipated changes
in the value of money do appear in the his-

tory of interest rates and prices they are

largely due to an indirect influence; namely,
the relation between price changes and business

conditions. Rising prices mean large profits,

because wages and other basic costs tend to

lag, and hence an increased demand for loans.

Also capital owners may be more disposed to go
into business for themselves rather than to lend

their funds at a time when things are "boom-

ing," which would mean a reduction of apparent

supply as well as increase in demand.
However the matter is viewed, the problems

of interest, of the price level and of the business

cycle overlap. Certain economists, notably

Fisher, consider the business cycle essentially

a phenomenon of price level changes, a "dance

of the dollar"; while others would regard price

changes as effect rather than cause, some of

them suggesting even that the primary phenom-
enon is precisely the artificial stimulation of the

creation of capital through credit expansion.
The obvious relationship between the interest

rate and cyclical price movements arises from

the fact that in the modern business world the

great bulk of the medium of exchange consists

not of money in the primary sense of a money
commodity, such as gold, but mainly of bank
credit and to a lesser degree of government cred-

it. Bank credit, whether in the form of deposits
or of banknotes, represents a right to obtain

gold on demand and under a gold standard de-

pends for its validity on the power of the banking

system to make this right good. But only a frac-

tion of the normal total volume of bank deposit
and note obligations is represented by gold
stored up anywhere to meet the demand; the pri-

mary backing of such credit consists of the pre-

sumably liquid assets of borrowers from banks.

Deposits and notes for the system as a whole

are created through loans by banks to their cus-

tomers. Since the banks lend money chiefly for

productive purposes, taken in the broad sense

to include merchandising, there exists a close
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and inseparable connection between the phe-
nomena of money and circulating credit on the

one hand and those of capital and interest on the

other; a new bank loan is an addition at once to

the supply of effective currency and to that of

effective capital, for the proceeds are used by
the borrower in the same way as is a loan based

on real saving.
If "other things remained equal" it would be

fair to argue that the creation of capital by
bank loans represented a tax on the owners of

money through a reduction in the purchasing

power of each unit. For the writing of slips of

paper and the making of book entries by bank

clerks do not directly create any more goods or

productive capacity, and the new purchasing

power placed in the hands of borrowers must be

subtracted from that of the effective money pre-

viously in circulation; the dilution of the cir-

culating medium must manifest itself in a rising

price level. It is arguable, however, that new

purchasing power may serve to bring into use

existing wealth or productive power previously
idle and so to increase the total output and cir-

culation of goods instead of raising prices. Then
in effect the new real capital created through
the loan will represent no real cost to society

as a whole other than what may be involved in

putting idle capacity to work, and this may even

be a gain.

Apparently both of these effects are repre-
sented in some degree in what actually happens.
An expansion in the volume of bank loans is as-

sociated with both an increase in the total

volume of production and a rise in the price

level; the latter is higher than it would have

been in the absence of credit creation, even

though it may not rise absolutely. In the past
business expansion financed by created media of

exchange has turned out to be a process which

ultimately reversed itself, giving rise to cycles.

Precise proof of what is causal in the process

depends on a very accurately measured statis-

tical knowledge of the sequence and timing of

changes or upon the successful control of the

phenomena by actual manipulation of some ele-

ment in the situation. Until such proof is avail-

able it is not possible to say positively even that

the process is necessarily self-limiting and re-

versing or that this feature is necessarily con-

nected with the use of credit currency and with

expansion and contraction in its volume.

For the student of interest the important fact

is that all these phenomena exert a large and

at times overpowering influence on the loan

market, acting on both the supply and demand
sides. One effect is a fairly sharp separation
between short term and long term loans, the lat-

ter being relatively much less affected. In the

market for short term loans the fundamental

investment conditions, with which the general

theory of interest is concerned, may be eclipsed

at crucial points in the cycle by the special

situation generated by the cyclical movement.

The demand for loans may be dominated at the

moment by the state and prospects of business

from a cyclical standpoint and by the necessity
for business men to meet outstanding obliga-

tions and keep solvent. The supply of loan-

able funds may be just as completely dominated

by the state of bank reserves and the general

banking position and by the vicissitudes to

which money incomes in general are subject
because of monetary changes.
The effects of the cycle exercised through phe-

nomena associated with long term capital are

more varied. The fluctuations of profit connected

with cyclical movements of business affect the

magnitude of corporate savings which have be-

come an important source of supply of new

capital. Although corporations invest reserves to

some extent in public securities or in those of

other industries, the bulk of their savings repre-

sents plant extensions and improvements; the in-

crease in corporate savings based on rising profits

is thus a factor contributing to the overdevelop-
ment of industries momentarily prosperous,
which tends to unbalance development and to

aggravate the cycle. The fact that interest on

long term loans is a fixed charge which does not

rise with the general upswing is one of the fac-

tors responsible for the lag of costs during pros-

perity and contributes to unsound expansion. On
the downswing the bond or mortgage interest

becomes a heavy charge on industry; and the long
term creditor often becomes complete owner of

the business, entirely wiping out the equity of

the active direct owners.

Interest as a form of property income which

does not involve its recipients in direct par-

ticipation in active processes of business and

production is bound up in a capitalist society

with group antagonisms. There is a tendency to

regard as parasitic people who live from a fixed

and assured income completely divorced from

effort or concern with the work and life of the

masses. The antagonism between the active busi-

ness group and its silent partner, the outside

investor of long term capital, creates the op-

portunity for abuses such as insiders' profits or
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the shift of losses to investors; while the

presence of such a party as the innocent investor,

whose property must not he affected, makes

regulation by public authority difficult and

sometimes unfair, since most of its burden is

apt to fall on the owners of the equity. At the

same time the shrinking in the value of fixed in-

comes during prosperity and the passing of pro-

ductive enterprises during depression into the

hands of people who neither want nor are fit to

assume the responsibility of management create

social problems of far reaching significance.

These social antagonisms and problems tend to

become increasingly vital as industrial civiliza-

tion makes more use of accumulated wealth both

in providing for the satisfaction of consumers'

wants and in playing the game of power in the

national and international arenas.

Capital and interest are commonly regarded
as peculiarly characteristic of the capitalist

order. Thus while the regulation of wages by

public authority and the limitation of profits

by taxation were accepted as interesting experi-

ments not vitally affecting the foundations of

the capitalist system, the emergency decree of

December 8, 1931, reducing interest on private

loans in Germany was interpreted by many as

evidence of the passing of capitalism. Yet there

is no abstract reason or experimental evidence,

in so far as any is available, to justify a belief

that interest will disappear in a socialist or

communist society. The use of the pecuniary
calculus to maintain the existing btock of capital

and to increase it by accumulation as well as to

distribute it among the various branches of

production must lead to the employment of an

interest charge for the use of capital. As long
as capital is merely maintained, the interest

charge may be nothing more than an accounting
device and the interest income received by the

national authority may be returned to the pro-
ducers either as a uniform reduction in the

prices of all goods below cost or in some other

form. But if new capital is accumulated, the

presence of interest as an element of cost would

mean that only a part of the total output is

distributed to the population in the form of con-

sumers' goods. In a socialist economy, however,
the class living on interest income would dis-

appear and with it also the social problems and

antagonisms to which rentier incomes in a capi-

talist society give rise.
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INTERESTS. When a number ofmen unite for

the defense, maintenance or enhancement of any
more or less enduring position or advantage
which they possess alike or in common, the term

interest is applied both to the group so united

and to the cause which unites them. In this sense

the term is most frequently used in the plural,

implying either that various similar groups or

advantages combine to form a coherent complex,
as in the terms vested interests, moneyed inter-

ests and labor interests, or that the uniting in-

terest is maintained against an opposing one, as

in the expressions conflict of interests and bal-

ance of interests. Interests so understood usually
have an economico-political character.

The importance of compact interest groups in

the development and the vicissitudes of states

was recognized by the great historians of antiq-

uity in the struggles leading to the legislation of

Solon and of Clisthenes, in the tenacious system
of the Spartan oligarchy and later in the struggle
of the orders at Rome, in the agrarian reforms of

the Gracchi and in the conflicts which led to the

establishment of the principate and the empire.
Modern historians have seen in the clash of

interests, as the conjuncture of conditions and

events favored one side or another, one of the

universal factors in social and political change.
In one of its broadest forms it appears in the

conflict of older agrarian interests with the ag-

gressive interests associated with commerce,
finance and industry. To the Marxians all his-

tory is a record of a series of clashes between

various changing class interests; in the modern
economic order the important conflict ofinterests

is that between capitalist interests and those

uniting the wage earning classes. These eco-

nomic interest complexes, however, are limited

by competitive differences within themselves

and are crossed by interests of varying potency
derived from other than purely economic con-

siderations, such as those of status, race, nation,

region and religion.

The historical dominance of interest groups
has at various times been challenged by concep-
tions of society based on individualistic doc-

trines, such as those of the social contract and of

natural rights. In the formation ofmodern demo-
cratic institutions there are discernible two very
different attitudes of revolt from the feudal sys-

tem of established class interests; in the earlier

stages the two work together, but later their

latent contradiction appears. One is the demo-

cratic idea, the other the opposition of the grow-

ing interests which industrial development has

stimulated, the interests of manufacturing and

trading groups seizing their opportunity to de-

throne the interests of the landed class. The
feudal system of estates was a system of interests

adjusted to the domination of property in land.

The growth of other forms of property required
a modification of the system but not necessarily

of the principle. The "divine right of kings" was

with relative ease transformed into the "divine

right of freeholders." The English Revolution

of 1688 was simple because it merely extended to

a slowly increasing class and a slowly changing
situation the old principle that the property of

the country should govern it. Writers like Locke

and Harrington were not revolutionary prophets
but new interpreters of the old doctrine of the

political role of property interests. Their social

contract individualism was sharply limited by
their theory that the state exists for the preserva-
tion of property. With the industrial changes of

the later eighteenth century the concept of in-

terests ceased to be formulated in the simpler
terms of homogeneous "property." The new
economic interests evoked by the industrial revo-

lution revealed a different kind of struggle, which

has continued with additional complications up
to the present.
On the other hand, the democratic idea in its

pure form was essentially opposed to the interest

principle. It translated the doctrine of natural

rights into the "self-evident" maxim that "all

men are created equal" and drew from it the

conclusions which Locke and others who had

used the same language had conveniently re-

fused to draw. This was the principle the un-

compromising logic of which was enunciated by
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Rousseau. It was the principle which inspired
the Declaration of the Rights of Man and which

in revolutionary France abolished all corporate
interests within the state. It was the principle of

the Declaration of Independence. It was in a

later form the Benthamite principle that every
man is to count as one and that the greatest hap-

piness of the greatest number is the goal of the

state.

The conflict of these two doctrines received

much illumination in the course ofthe eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The groups which

were seeking political power were ready for the

time being to enlist under the democratic ban-

ner, but when the battle was won the victory

proved generally to belong to the interests repre-
sented by these groups rather than to the people
as a whole. One of the most significant illustra-

tions of the initial convergence and later diver-

gence of the two doctrines is afforded by the

events following the American Revolution. It is

seen in the transition from the language of the

Declaration to that of the constitution. His-

torians of the school of Beard have stressed the

part played by economic interests in the framing
of the constitution and in the struggle between

the Federal and the Republican, or Jeffersonian,

party. They have maintained that if Thomas

Jefferson still employed the language of the

Declaration after the development of the Fed-

eralist-Republican schism, it had become the

language of agrarian protest against capitalist

control. It need not be assumed that the ideal of

democracy as enunciated by John Adams or by
Jefferson had no vitality in its own right; but

certainly the evidence is good that it was service-

able also, because of its vitality, to the protago-
nists of struggling interests. So far as the framers

of the constitution are concerned, they have left

no doubt as to their conception of the role of

interests. They recognized that "a landed inter-

est, a manufacturing interest, a mercantile in-

terest, a moneyed interest with many lesser

interests, grow up of necessity in civilized na-

tions, and divide them into different classes,

actuated by different sentiments and views"

(Madison in The Federalist, no. 10). They
recognized that this conflict of interests creates

the problem of government and is the origin of

factions or parties. But they thought that this

conflict must be held in check and some balance

of interests must be established in the very
framework of government.
The question as to how far the state is based

on group interests, whether thought of in terms

of class or of economic function or of territory,

and how far on the general interest of a whole

community has been a prominent issue in mod-
ern political theory. The followers of Rousseau,
the school of Fichte and Hegel, have insisted on
the subordination of group interests to universal

state purposes. Some present day writers, such

as M. P. Follett, take the same point of view (for

example, in The New State). Others maintain

that the state while deriving cohesion from in-

terest groups is in principle above them and is

ideally the impartial arbiter of their claims

(Hocking, W. E., Man and the State), The oppo-
site point of view is represented by such writers

as Bentley, who in his The Process of Government

claims that political issues are inevitably deter-

mined by the strength of group pressures. The
adherents of the Marxian school go even further

and assert that the state is essentially for the

domination of one class over another; they lay
stress on the solidarity of the controlling capital-

ist interest in the modern state. The Marxist

ideal, however, points to a coming socialist state

which will be essentially classless and in which

the interest principle will be overthrown. The
Soviet experiment has tended to give a new

emphasis but also a redirection to this ideal. A
somewhat different conception is held by such

writers as Duguit, Benoist and Cole, who have

maintained that the reorganization of the state

through the representation of purely functional

groups would restore to the machinery of gov-
ernment a reality which the "democratic" sys-

tem of territorial representation lacks and would

also make possible a more effective coordination

of these interests within the whole. Since, how-

ever, interest groups find an important means of

expression and influence through political par-
ties and since political parties seem an inevitable

condition of any democratic system, the efficacy

of these proposals remains doubtful. Both

the fascist and the socialist conceptions of the

state assume the coercive abolition of political

parties.

In economic theory the concept of interests

has not been so prominent. In earlier stages this

was perhaps due to the identification of econom-

ics with "political economy." The cameralists

and the mercantilists took their stand on the

solidarity of national economic interests. The

physiocrats did work out a system of economics

based on an assumption of the relative social

utility of interest groups. Although Adam Smith

had on occasion referred to group interests, to

the classical economists they were unimportant
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for the explanation of economic phenomena as

compared with competitive individual interests.

The historical school of economists, however,

stressed the role of the group rather than that of

the individual and in studying the rise and fall of

institutions necessarily paid considerable atten-

tion to the conflict of interests. Socialist econo-

mists tended to stress interests even more

strongly but for the most part limited their at-

tention to the interest complexes of broadly de-

fined social classes. The possibility of a more

thoroughgoing study of the economic role of in-

terest groups as such is suggested by the work of

economists like Sombart and Veblen. Further-

more alongside the more formal studies of eco-

nomic theory there have always been studies of

practical economic problems and of economic

institutions, in which the question of group in-

terests has generally been accorded considerable

attention.

In the theory of law interests have generally

been considered as sources of conflict requiring

readjustment through social agencies. From this

point of view judicial decisions and the law be-

hind them constitute a specially sanctioned proc-

ess for the peaceful settlement of conflicts of

interests. Law is on this ground contrasted with

customary and other non-legal modes of deter-

mination of the range of interests, and the de-

velopment of law is attributed to the inadequacy
of these modes as interests have grown in variety

and in complexity. Under such conditions cus-

tom develops too slowly to keep pace with social

changes and leaves too many "areas of discre-

tion" which are productive of social disturbance.

Voluntary agencies of adjustment although they

play an important part are also quite inadequate,
often lacking sufficient authority to compose the

issue and often, when effective, tending to dis-

regard the interests of members of society other

than those who are directly involved in the dis-

pute. John Dickinson has said: "No fact is more

important for an understanding of social proc-
esses or of the development of agencies of social

control than that a conscious adjustment of in-

terests between numerous parties cannot shape
itself initially through the spontaneous action of

all the interested parties, but must ordinarily re-

sult from the special efforts of some external

agency . . . charged with the task ofsurveying the

situation as a whole and devising a plan." Such
an agency not only is authoritative but also can

adapt its determinations to the requirements of

each changing situation.

Some writers on the theory of law have given

a greater reality and concreteness to the old

conception of legal rights by translating them, in

the language of Ihering, into "legally protected
interests." Rights, in other words, become a

particular species of social interests, selected for

recognition and confirmation by legislation and

judicial decision. This idea has in turn led to the

concept of the state as essentially an organization
for the determination and adjustment of the in-

terests operative within a society. By Krabbe,
for example, the state is conceived as a regulatory

power over interests, in consideration of the

necessity for the continuous adjustment of these

interests for the sake of practical harmony. The

state, in his view, should be regarded not as the

"possessor of public interests" but as a complex
of agencies which administer a series of public
services and of organs which generally bring into

a workable system the various conflicting inter-

ests of the community. This process Krabbe

speaks of as "an evaluation of interests," al-

though in interpreting this statement the saying
of Korkunov should be borne in mind that "law

is the determination, morality the evaluation of

interests."

In the field of sociology and social psychology
the term interests has also had considerable

vogue. From the beginnings of modern system-
atic sociology writers have sought to distinguish
and classify the various aims or strivings of hu-

man beings which give rise to the varieties of

social phenomena and especially of group be-

havior. Herbert Spencer dealt with what he called

the "internal factors of social phenomena," and

Lester Ward sought to classify "social forces."

Ratzenhofer employed instead the term inter-

ests, being chiefly concerned to show how variant

or antagonistic interests of individuals and

groups explain or illustrate his theory of social

conflict. This usage was adopted by Albion

Small although for a different purpose and was

popularized by him among American sociolo-

gists. Small offered his own classification of in-

terests; and various other writers, such as Ross,

Ellwood and Hayes, engaged in the same task.

Their definitions of the term were essentially

psychological. Thus Small said that "an interest

is an unsatisfied capacity corresponding to an

unrealized condition, and it is predisposition to

such rearrangement as would tend to realize the

indicated condition" (General Sociology , p. 433).

His own list reduced itself to the following:

health, wealth, sociability, knowledge, beauty,

Tightness. The crudity of this list is obvious; and,

while it was improved upon by the other writers
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referred to, the difficulty of finding a basis for

classification remained. Nor was the attempt to

explain social phenomena as expressions or em-
bodiments of specific interests particularly suc-

cessful. Moreover a fundamental difficulty lay in

the confused application of the term at once to

the subjective phenomena of motivations or

desires and to objective phenomena, such as

wealth. For this reason Maclver has proposed
that a clear distinction should be drawn between

attitudes or states of consciousness, on the one

hand, and interests, or the objects toward which

these states are directed, on the other. The con-

fusions and difficulties of the interest concept
have led various sociological writers to reject the

tern\ altogether and to substitute such terms as

values and wishes.

If the term interests is used with this objec-

tive significance as the correlative of attitudes,

the concept becomes particularly useful in the

explanation of the growth and change of social

organization. Under more simple conditions of

society the social expression of interests was

mainly through caste or class groups, age groups,
kin groups, neighborhood groups and other un-

organized or loosely organized solidarities. The
coherence of these groups was fostered by ap-

propriate traditions established interpretations,

as it were, of the interests or values which the

groups embodied. A social class, for example,
sustained its relative dominance not simply by
insistence on the merits of the interests which

were peculiar to its members but indirectly by
the translation of these presumed merits into an

ideology of prestige and social function. The
attitudes thus engendered in dominant and in-

ferior groups alike both masked the group in-

terest and helped to perpetuate it. With the ad-

vance of civilization interests are organized in

particular associations and in this way become

more specialized, defined and limited. In an in-

dustrialized society with its division of labor and

its opportunity for widened contacts every in-

terest of any proportions establishes an organi-

zation for its promotion. Many quite limited and

selective interests are enabled to draw their

scattered adherents into personal or impersonal

relations over greater areas, while the more uni-

versal interests extend correspondingly the range

and the size of their organization. Thus the most

marked structural distinction between a primi-

tive and a civilized society is the paucity of

specific associations in the one and their multi-

plicity in the other.

This definite organization of interests reacts

upon the character of the interests as well as on

the modes in which they are pursued. A broad

distinction may be drawn here between like and

common interests. Persons have like interests in

so far, for example, as each seeks a livelihood for

himself. They have common interests in the de-

gree in which they participate in a cause, as the

welfare of a city or country, which indivisibly

embraces them all. The two types of interest are

inextricably combined in their attachment to

associations. Thus the like interests which lead

to economic association are reenforced by the

sense of membership in a corporate unity on the

success of which the attainment of these like or

distributive interests depends. Moreover the as-

sociation gives a greater stability to the interests

which it promotes. An organized interest, espe-

cially if it assumes the form of incorporation,
achieves a certain continuity in spite of the

fluctuating devotion and the changing composi-
tion of the membership.
With the increase of organization the conflict

of interests takes new forms, and the problem of

establishing some harmony between them
thrusts new tasks upon the state. There are some
interests which remain localized and others which

have special local aspects. But on the whole the

attribution of interests to localities, the principle

on which the system of representative govern-
ment has been built, has diminishing signifi-

cance. Moreover, inasmuch as with the develop-
ment of communications many of these in-

terests, both economic and cultural, are organ-
ized on lines that transcend the boundaries of

individual states, the regulation or protection
not only of such interests as may be deemed
more specifically national but also of those which

have inevitably a wider range introduces con-

siderations at variance with traditional ideas of

the sovereign independence of states.

International conferences reveal on a larger

scale that essential problem of the reconciliation

of interests which every social organization,

temporary or permanent, has to face. Every

organization presupposes an interest which its

members all share, and its task is to find a way of

reconciling with or adjusting to this wider inter-

est the conflicting interests of its component

groups or individual members. While some at-

tention has been given to this subject, for ex-

ample, by the school of M. P. Follett, much re-

mains to be done to clarify the nature of the

problem, to analyze the varying forms which it

assumes and to discover methods by which the

larger interest of the whole group can be most
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effectively maintained against the particular in-

terests which divide it.

R. M. MACIVER
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INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES. Two
corporations may be said to have interlocking

directorates when one or more individuals are

members of the board of directors, managers
or trustees of both corporations. The practise of

interlocking directorates has become increas-

ingly widespread with the multiplication and

growing complexity of corporate enterprise.
At present few directors of important corpora-
tions are not directors in other concerns. The
link between corporations formed by the inter-

locking of directors may be an important aid to

management. At the same time it raises serious

social problems with respect to the respon-

sibility of directors and to the maintenance of

competition.
From the purely business point of view and

in terms of the interests of particular corpora-
tions the advantages of interlocking directorates

are threefold: the quality of the directorate

may be raised by obtaining men of wider

experience and connections or by increasing the

experience and connections of the existing di-

rectorate; transactions between the two com-

panies may be multiplied and made more profit-

able; and the rigors of competition between them

may be reduced if not altogether eliminated and

replaced by a measure of cooperation.
Since a board of directors is concerned pri-

marily with problems of policy and control

and a director's activity requires wide experience
and judgment combined with extensive chan-

nels of information rather than large expendi-
ture of time, a man with the proper qualifica-

tions can act effectively in the capacity of

director for several corporations. The experience
and knowledge gained in handling the prob-
lems of one corporation may redound to the ben-

efit of other companies even in the absence of

mutual business relations. Within narrow limits

therefore a director may be more useful to his

company if he is also a director of other im-

portant concerns. This is not the case, how-

ever, when one person, holds membership on the

boards of a large number of corporations; it

is physically impossible for such a director

to attend to his duties in all of the companies
and he must perforce remain ignorant of many
important activities of some of the companies.
Where a director of this type is a person with

a national reputation, as is all too often the

case, he merely allows the use of his name to

enhance the prestige of the company.
Of perhaps greater importance is the advan-

tage which results from interlocking directo-

rates where two or more corporations are in a

position to have direct business transactions

with each other. The presence of common direc-

tors can be used to gain advantage for one or

both companies by insuring business on profit-

able terms and with the minimum of selling

costs. It is not uncommon for a corporation to

add to its directorate the president or another

influential director of a company furnishing an

important part of its raw materials or purchas-

ing its product in large quantities. The market

or source of supplies can thus be stabilized

and the rigors of opposing self-interest some-

what curbed, although the relation may develop
abuses in the form of preferential contracts

and excessive prices. Interlocking directorates

are particularly common between banks and

other forms of business enterprise, since here

more than in most cases a reciprocal service can
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be rendered and new opportunities for profitable

business created. A bank attempts to increase

the number of its depositors and accredited

borrowers, while an industrial or other com-

pany seeks a safe depository for its funds and an

assured line of credit and banking support in

times of stress. Each is a customer of the other

and each supplies a service to the other. A
similar dual relation may exist between a rail-

road and an important shipper. Through an in-

terlocking director the railroad can protect its

position against a competing carrier, while the

shipper can be assured that his shipments will

receive the best possible treatment; this type
of interlocking has been particularly frequent
between railroads and coal operators in the

United States.

Finally, the rigors of competition between

two companies may be reduced or eliminated

through an interlocking director who serves as

liaison officer between two companies, insuring
that neither acts seriously to the detriment

of the other and frequently bringing about a

measure of common action. As the proportion
of interlocking directors is increased the two

concerns may act in common to the point of

eliminating all competition.
Where a combination of competitors has been

achieved, with the enterprises still retaining

their corporate identity, the device of inter-

locking directors is used to unify policy and

administration within the combination. Simi-

larly the interests of a holding company in the

subsidiaries under its control are represented by

interlocking directors. The same device is

used also by financial capitalists or large bank-

ing institutions to represent and unify their

interests in the various corporations in which

they own a substantial block of shares. The

interlocking of directors is greatly compli-
cated where the interests of financial capitalists

are pooled through affiliation with the same

banking institution, which in its turn may
have independent interests in the same cor-

porations.
From the social point of view the existence

of interlocking directorates introduces two

serious problems: the divided loyalty of a di-

rector of two companies which enter into busi-

ness relations with each other, and the reduction

or elimination of competition in a community
which relies on competition as an instrument

for the social control of business enterprise.

In his official capacity a director is a fiduciary

and is required by law to act in the inter-
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est of the owners of his corporation. A director

of two companies which nave business deal-

ings with each other or other conflicts of

interest is therefore placed in the anomalous

position of a fiduciary with respect to both

parties. The dangers inherent in this condition

of divided loyalty have been recognized by the

courts and certain safeguards have been devel-

oped out of the common law. In the United

States "Transactions between boards having
common members are regarded as jealously by
the law as are personal dealings between a direc-

tor and his corporation, and where the fairness of

such transactions is challenged the burden is

upon those who would maintain them to show
their entire fairness" [Geddes v. Anaconda Min-

ing Co., 254 U. S. 590, 599 (1921)]. Where the

boards of two corporations are almost identical,

some courts have gone so far as to declare that

agreements between them "must be deemed pre-

sumptively fraudulent unless expressly author-

ized or ratified by the stockholders" [Pa. Knit-

ting Mills Corp. v. Bayard, 287 Pa. 216, 221

(1926)]. Under common law the burden of proof
as to the fairness of intercompany transactions

rests directly upon directors who are in a fiduci-

ary relation to both parties. Even in the absence

of fraud such transactions are voidable unless

proved to be fair, and in some jurisdictions

they may be voided at the option of either party

regardless of such proof. The efficacy of

these safeguards built on the common law has

been greatly reduced with respect to many cor-

porations by the so-called immunity clause in

their charters; such a clause provides that no

contract or transaction entered into by the cor-

poration shall be affected by the fact that a

director is connected with any party to such

contract, so long as it is ratified either by
directors not so connected but constitut-

ing a majority of those present at the meet-

ing of the committee authorizing such con-

tract or transaction or by a majority of stock-

holders having voting power. By these or

similar provisions the duty of a director to

show the fairness to both sides of a trans-

action in which he is an interested party would

appear to be easily evaded, and the problem,

raised by the presence of divided loyalty would

seem to be placed in much the same status which

it held before the common law had been invoked.

In European countries this aspect of the prob-
lem of the responsibilities of directors has

been less serious than in the United States,

partly because there is no charter mongering
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by their political subdivisions to lower the

legal restrictions on the action of directors

and partly because in some countries the cor-

porate organization tends to subdivide the func-

tions of directors between a supervisory board

with little power of action and a management
board which performs the active function. Man-

agement boards are seldom interlocked; and

while the supervisory boards of separate com-

panies frequently are, the common supervisors

have relatively little opportunity to affect rela-

tions between the companies.
More serious than the problem of directors*

responsibility is that raised by the reduction

of competition brought about by interlocking

directorates, both when the concerns are doing
business with each other andwhen they arecom-

petitors. In the first case competition is reduced

indirectly by impairing the opportunity of the

competitors of one of the linked companies to

transact business with the other party to the

arrangement. Less conspicuous and much
more prevalent than the reduction of direct

competition, this is perhaps the more serious

of the two. No extensive investigations have

been made or legislation enacted with respect

to this form of
"
regulating

"
competition;

yet it can be said that in a great number of

cases where corporations not under common
control are linked by interlocking directors,

the purpose is in part to give one company
(or both) an inside track over competitors in

dealings with the other to "cement their

relations." This represents a very real step
toward vertical integration in that buying or

selling costs may be in part eliminated between

the companies involved and the number of

truly independent competitors may be reduced,

thereby weakening the efficacy of the compet-
itive market as a regulator of enterprise.

It is a debatable question just how far the

interlocking of two otherwise competing con-

cerns through their directorates tends to reduce

competition between them. In the absence of

other devices for maintaining common control

a single director common to the boards of two

companies is not in a position to impair seri-

ously the competition between them unless he

is either a dominant personality in one or both

companies or is able to bring about actual agree-
ments in restraint of trade between them, agree-
ments which might have been accomplished as

easily in the absence of a common director.

When the number of directors in common is

sufficiently large to make possible a radical re-

duction or elimination of competition, this

usually indicates that two corporations are al-

ready under common control through some
other device. The interlocking of directors is

then a symptom and not the cause of common
control and is an aid rather than an essential to

the elimination of competition, which is pre-

sumably bound to follow the existence of com-
mon control.

In the United States an attempt has been

made through legislation to limit interlocking

directorates and prevent their interference with

competition. Prior to 1914 interlocking direc-

torates were apparently never declared illegal,

but the courts in several trust dissolution cases

prohibited for a period of years the interlocking
of officers and directors among the dissolved

corporations. The chief agitation, however, was

against the use of interlocking directorates

among the banks on the ground that they tended

to promote a
"
money trust." In 1913 the con-

gressional investigation by the Pujo committee

disclosed extensive interlocking of directorates

among the largest corporations, banks and in-

surance companies. The directors of eighteen

major banks or investment banking houses

(180 individuals) held 746 directorates in 134

companies with combined capitalization or

resources of $25,000,000,000. Following the

popular demand which grew in part out of these

disclosures the Clayton Act of 1914 contained

provisions directly limiting interlocking di-

rectorates. Section 8 provided that no individual

should be a director of more than one bank,

banking association or trust company organized
and operating under federal laws and having
resources ofmore than $ 5,000,000. An individual

was also prohibited from being a director of

such a bank if he were already a director of

a state bank with resources of over $5,000,000.
Federal Reserve Banks were excluded from these

provisions. The same section also made it un-

lawful for an individual to be a director of

two or more corporations (other than banks and

carriers) engaged in interstate commerce if at

least one of them had capital and surplus of

over $1,000,000 and if the elimination of com-

petition by agreement between them would con-

stitute a violation of any provision of the anti-

trust laws. The law, however, imposed no

penalty for the violation of any of its prohi-

bitions.

The great benefits expected to follow from the

enactment of these provisions failed to materi-

alize. Some of the larger banking houses did
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immediately reduce the number of their inter-

locking connections. But on the whole the pro-
visions of section 8 have been ineffective, partly

because they have not been vigorously en-

forced and partly because dummy directors and

other devices have been used to gain the same

ends. Not once has the section been invoked in

the courts nor has the Federal Trade Commis-
sion issued any orders to "cease and desist"

under it. Interlocking directorates among finan-

cial institutions increased greatly in the post-war

period; thus in 1929 the partners and directors

in one investment banking house, two trust com-

panies and three national banks, all in New
York City, held over 2400 directorships in cor-

poratjons with combined net assets of approx-

imately $74,000,000,000, equal to over 20 per-

cent of the assets of all American corporations.

The extent of interlocking among non-financial

corporations is illustrated by the fact that in

1930 the directors of ten of the largest non-

financial corporations held over 1850 director-

ships in other corporations. In both cases the

large number of directorates reflects in part the

increased use of holding and subsidiary com-

panies, the directors of the parent company fre-

quently being also directors ofmany subsidiaries.

More effective has been similar legislation

with respect to the railroads and other car-

riers. By the Transportation Act of 1920 it was

made unlawful for any person to hold the posi-

tion of officer or director of more than one

carrier unless such holdings had been authorized

by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Be-

tween 1920 and 1928 the commission granted
over 2500 applications, many legalizing the sit-

uation which existed at the time the act was

passed, to hold such position in two or more car-

riers. The policy of the commission has been to

refuse applications when the railroads concerned

have clearly conflicting interests.

No legislation limiting the interlocking of

directorates appears to have been enacted out-

side the United States. In other countries the

public or political pressure to enforce competi-
tion has been far less strong and the problem
of interlocking directorates, being one of the

less important elements in reducing competition,
has received little attention. In countries which

have encouraged or at least not resisted the

concentration of industry, such as Germany
and Japan, there can be no objection to inter-

locking, which is extensively practised, on

the score of suppression of competition. In

England, the home of the competitive tradition,

interlocking directorates are frequent and have

aroused some criticism but no legislative action.

It has become an almost binding convention

that the directors of the Bank of England should

not be directors of other incorporated banks,

although exceptions have been made. The char-

ters of European corporations occasionally con-

tain specific provisions against interlocking. In

general, however, there is no opposition to

interlocking directorates and they have in-

creased greatly in Europe in recent years; among
the causes are the growth of pan-European hold-

ing and finance companies and the increase in

the affiliations of American and European cor-

porations.
GARDINER C. MEANS
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INTERMARRIAGE. In every society, primi-
tive or historical, personal choice of a mate from
another group is regulated by group sentiments

of approval and disapproval defined by the

group's vested interests and its desire to perpetu-
ate or enhance its prestige. Current evaluations

of the ranking of other groups, cultures, castes,

classes, occupations, nationalities, religions and
races determine the degree of encouragement or

discouragement accorded a prospective mar-

riage. Hostile attitudes toward intermarriage,
which are constantly changing in their direction

and intensity, range from ridicule and scorn to

tabus involving ostracism or death. Correlated

with heightened group self-consciousness, fos-

tered by ethnocentric leadershipand perpetuated

by isolation, these attitudes act as means of in-

sulating the group, of preventing the dissipation
of its forces and of preserving its traditions

againstthe disintegrating effectofalien influences.

On the other hand, intermarriages looked upon
with favor by the group are those that it believes

will extend its social, economic and political

power and improve its status.
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Marriage functions in primitive society as a

means of effecting cooperation between small

isolated groups in conflict, barter and ritual; and

such marriages are arranged as are thought to

advance these ends. Distinctions based on

property and rank when present, as, for example,
on the northwest coast of America, regulate the

marriage choice, as do occupational discrimina-

tions in east African society, where the black-

smith is held in low esteem. In Roman society

political caste and occupational considerations

determined the range of intermarriage relations.

Romans had conubium, or legal intermarriage,

with neighboring Latin groups by special grants.

Conubium was also permitted with some pere-

grines who were not Roman citizens or Latins

but members of political communities which had

acknowledged Roman supremacy and which had

been absorbed or had been granted a measure of

autonomy. No conubium with slaves was per-
missible and intermarriage between patricians

and plebeians became legal only after 445 B.C. A
freedman could not marry his patroness or the

widow or female descendant of his patron,
whether the woman was of senatorial rank or not;

the extreme penalty for such an offense was

condemnation to the mines. Senators and their

descendants were forbidden to marry freed

women or men and anyone who was or whose

father or mother had been engaged in the

theatrical profession. Soldiers, imperial officials

and tutors lost certain privileges of conubium

during the period of their employment. When
Caracalla in 212 A.D. made full Roman citizen-

ship a common status for free subjects of the

empire he increased thereby the range of terri-

torial and racial intermarriage.

In societies where religious ritual and cere-

mony give significant sanction to marriage and

where the interest of the group is oriented

around sectarian beliefs religious differences

interfere with free intermarriage. Religious
sects demand unreserved loyalty and their emo-
tional appeals for group cohesion develop atti-

tudes of zealous exclusion in the marriage rela-

tion with members of other sects. The antago-
nisms against intermarriage are intensified if the

religious leaders are seeking to counteract the as-

similation process concomitant with religious

tolerance or if there has been a tradition of em-
bittered conflict between the religious groups
involved. Economic and political factors deter-

mine and modify religious prohibitions to inter-

marriage, which are likewise tied up with provin-
cialisms and national and racial consciousness.

Christianity has since its inception established

impediments to marriage with those outside of

the faith. On the authority of passages in the

New Testament (// Corinthians vi: 14) and the

utterances of the church fathers St. Cyprian and

Tertullian the Council of Elvira (300-306) for-

bade Christian girls to marry "infidels, Jews,
heretics or priests of the pagan rites." The
Christian emperor Constantino in 339 prohibited
all intermarriages between Christians and Jews
and a statute of Valentinian, Theodosius and

Arcadius enacted in 388 regarded such inter-

marriages as adulterous. The councils of Laodi-

cea (343-38i), Hippo (393), Orleans (538),

Toledo (589) and Rome (743) reiterated the in-

terdiction against the intermarriage of Christians

with Jews, heretics and infidels and these' pro-
hibitions were incorporated in the Gratian col-

lection. With the coming of the Reformation

councils and synods in various parts of Europe
extended these prohibitions to apply to Protes-

tants; and popes, particularly Urban vui, Clem-
ent xi, Benedict xiv, Pius IX and Leo xni, in-

veighed against intermarriage with non-Catho-

lics in vigorous language. The secularization of

marriage laws and procedures, the increasing

power of the civil authority over ecclesiastical

authority in the regulation of marriage and the

diminishing part played by religion in contem-

porary life have lessened the force of marriage

impediments of the church, but they are still

potent in religious communities. The revised

code of canon law of 1918 reiterates the prohibi-
tion of marriages between individuals of "mixed

religion" and "disparity of cult," but as a con-

cession to the increasing laxness in the rigid en-

forcement of the impediments it permits such

marriages if the non-Catholic party promises in

writing that he will not interfere with the reli-

gious worship of the Catholic and if both parties

promise that the children of both sexes will be

baptized and reared in the Catholic religion.

These conditions were rigidly insisted upon in

1932 in a letter issued by the church authorities

who set as punishments for violations the annul-

ment of the marriage, exclusion from participa-
tion in church activities, the denial of a church

funeral and in extreme cases public excom-

munication.

After its secession from the church of Rome
the Church of England continued to regard dif-

ference in religion as an impediment to marriage
and annulled mixed marriages when made; it in-

cluded among prohibited marriages those with

Jew, Turk or Saracen. The Westminster Con-



fession of Faith published in 1647 declared

that "such as profess the true reformed religion

should not marry with infidels, Papists, or

other idolaters." Ireland in 1697 passed
"An act to prevent Protestants intermarrying
with Papists," which provided that no Protestant

woman who either possessed or was heir to any
form of real property to the value of 500 should

marry a Papist under the penalty of losing all her

property the act revealing economic factors

underlying prohibitions against intermarriage

usually concealed by the overtones of rationali-

zation. An Irish law in 1725 made it a felony for

any Papist priest or unfrocked clerk to perform a

mixed marriage and a statute in 1745 threatened

those who celebrated such marriages with capi-

tal pTinishment. A declaration of the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America in

1932, subsequent to the statement of the Cath-

olic church on intermarriage, asserted that
"where intolerable conditions are imposed . . .

persons contemplating a mixed marriage should

be advised not to enter it." Some Protestant

sects have prohibited intermarriage with mem-
bers of other creeds on pain of expulsion; all have

brought pressure to bear upon their members to

marry within their religious group.
The Mohammedan law of marriage accord-

ing to the Maliki school ordains that the con-

fession of Islam by the husbands is one of the

conditions of all marriages. A Moslem may not

marry a woman who is an unbeliever; but on the

basis of the Koran (v: 7) an exception is made of

a marriage to a kitabiyyah, a free "scriptural

woman," a term which designates Christians and

Jews. Such marriages although legally valid are

considered "abhorrent" especially in non-

Moslem countries.

Jews have also consistently looked with dis-

favor upon intermarriage with non-Jews. Bibli-

cal injunctions against marriage with neighbor-

ing tribes and the demand of Ezra that the Jews
after their return from the Babylonian exile put
aside their foreign wives were used as authority

for Talmudic prohibitions against intermarriage

and by Maimonides, who incorporated the

prohibition in his code. Exception was made by
some rabbis if the non-Jew became a proselyte;

in the codification of the Shulchan aruch the

consensus of opinion was that such marriages
should be exempt from the prohibition. The

Jewish synod convened in Paris by Napoleon in

1807 decided that although intermarriages be-

tween Jews and Christians in accordance with

the civil code could not be solemnized by the
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religious rites of Judaism they were valid and

not subject to religious anathema. The declara-

tion of the rabbinical conference in Brunswick,

Germany, in 1844, that intermarriage between

Jews and Christians and with the adherents of

other monotheistic faiths was not forbidden if

the children were reared as Jews met much hos-

tile feeling in Jewish circles as being too assimi-

lationist in tone. The large majority of Reform

Jewish rabbis have supported the traditional or-

thodox opposition to intermarriage as a threat to

the survival of Judaism. The food customs and

ritualistic observances of orthodox Jewry con-

centrated in enforced or voluntary ghettos, the

barriers of antisemitism and nationalistic loyal-

ties evoked by the Zionist movement have

served to maintain group cohesion; in spite, how-

ever, of the tenacious efforts of a spirited leader-

ship the rate of intermarriage between Jews and

non-Jews is increasing. Drachsler's statistics of

New York City, where the Jewish population
was highly concentrated, showed the ratio of in-

termarriage of Jews between 1908 and 1912 to be

1.17 percent, among the lowest of the intermar-

rying groups; the rate varied widely, however,
with the country of origin, and Jews of the

second generation were found to have intermar-

ried seven times more frequently than those of

the first generation.
Extensive intercontinental migration has led

to intermixture of races throughout history with-

out biological detriment (see RACE MIXTURE).
Such intermixture was sometimes unimpeded

by social restrictions and at other times took

place in the face of discrimination. Because color

is especially conspicuous it has served as a pri-

mary criterion of race in laws against racial inter-

marriage, but where differences in color do not

reflect historical or contemporary differences in

culture, religion or economic status they do not

hinder intermarriage. In Mexico and in Central

and South America, for example, whites, Ne-

groes and Indians intermarry without restraint.

There has been wide variance in the attitudes of

the Spanish and Portuguese, themselves mixed

groups, and the English conquerors toward in-

termarriage with native populations. Wherever

garrisons of soldiers are stationed in colonial

countries large mixed populations result. Racial

intermarriage is common in Malaya and in the

Hawaiian Islands. The eight hundred castes and

subcastes and the approximately five thousand

local castes of India are not exclusively racial

divisions but have also arisen from occupational

and sectarian differentiations. In the United
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States and in the Union of South Africa, the

chief arenas of race conflict, whites as a means of

retaining their economic, political and social

domination have legislated against racial inter-

marriage (see MISCKGENATION). Neither the

laws against racial intermarriage, which are

found upon the statute books of twenty-nine

states, nor the intensity of the caste sentiment

against it has prevented the merging of races in

the United States, as is shown by Herskovits*

findings that 80 percent of Negroes show traces

ofmixture with whites or with American Indians.

The miscegenation laws have, however, pre-
vented Negroes from obtaining the legal and

property rights which the marriage contract

provides. The prejudice against intermarriage

with orientals on the west coast of the United

States is a reflection of the prevailing social dis-

crimination against them. Racial intermarriage

has increased in Soviet Russia in the wake of full

political and economic equality accorded to all

racial groups.
Commercial and administrative groups in for-

eign countries, especially in colonial lands where

they are racially distinct from the native popula-

tion, do not intermarry with the latter. Govern-

ing minorities, even when of the same race and

with approximately the same cultures as the

governed, hold themselves aloof; and when their

status is threatened by intermarriage they enact

against it the Statute of Kilkenny (1366) for-

bidding the English of the Pale to intermarry
with the Irish is typical of such legislation. Im-

migrant national groups transport to their new
homes the national loyalties and the Old World

customs, which are suffused with heightened

appeal because of the immigrants' nostalgia and

their impact with a hostile culture. In their seg-

regated ethnic communities a strong sentiment

prevails against intermarriage with its disinte-

grating influences. These are resisted most ef-

fectively if the immigrants are massed geo-

graphically, if they have effective nationalistic

leaders to foster loyalties to the traditions and

language of the group through systematic propa-

ganda and education. But even if these factors

are at work, intermarriage takes place; Drachsler

found an intermarriage ratio of 14 per 100 with

an increase of approximately 300 percent in the

second generation, an increase which ranged
from 100 percent to 1000 percent among the dif-

ferent nationalities. The ratio of intermarriage
was highest among the northern, northwestern

and some central European peoples and, with the

exception ofthe Jews and Negroes, lowest among

the Italians and the Irish. De Porte, in his

study of the marriage statistics of New York
state exclusive of New York City between 1916
and 1929, found that the relative number of mar-

riages of immigrants from southern and eastern

Europe in which the bride was foreign born and
the groom native increased six times in a decade

and that the proportion of marriages of this

group in which the groom was foreign born and

the bride native was in 1929 greater than the

proportion among the immigrants from Canada,
northwestern Europe and Germany. With the

multiplicity of cultural contacts afforded by
facility of communication and mobility and with

the decline in immigration it has become in-

creasingly difficult for national groups to main-

tain the separatist attitudes nurtured by isohition

in ethnic communities. The propinquity afforded

by urban and industrial life develops personal
associations that do violence to the traditional

stereotypes that inhibit social relations leading to

marriage. Class lines which were important in

marriage selection within the national and reli-

gious groups now function as the chief deter-

mining factor the dominant economic classes

seek to maintain their prestige and wealth by

looking with disfavor upon marriage with per-
sons from the lower social and economic levels.

Intermarriage is also on the increase among
foreign born dispersed in rural communities re-

mote from the cohesive pressures of foreign
nationalistic agencies. The fact that in the mod-
ern world marriage has become increasingly an

individual matter, less dominated by parental

control, has likewise accelerated intermarriage.
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INTERMEDIATE CREDIT BANKS. See

FARM LOAN SYSTEM, FEDERAL.

INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES. See EXCISE.

INTERNATIONAL ADVISERS. The prac-

tise of employing foreign advisers and experts

seems to have been an outgrowth primarily of

the westernizing movement which swept over a

number of countries in the Orient and Near East

during the nineteenth century. In the period

following the establishment of the Capitulations
in Turkey and of exterritoriality in China and

Japan, European advisers or controllers came

more and more into prominence, being in some

cases employed, notably in Japan, to reorganize
the administration of justice with a view to ter-

minating exterritoriality.

Advisers and experts from abroad have also

been frequently invited to assist in reforming
financial conditions so as to remove cause for

foreign intervention or annexation. Because of

their inability to meet the charges on foreign

loans governments have often been forced, usu-

ally under pressure from creditors, to grant
aliens certain powers in connection with the

collection of customs and the administration of

finance. Foreign advisers or debt commissions

of this type have been given varying degrees of

control over the collection of revenue in Egypt,

Turkey, Greece, China, Haiti, Santo Domingo,

Nicaragua, Salvador, Bolivia, Liberia and

Persia.

In other cases governments have employed
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military advisers or missions to aid in developing
their military resources and in resisting the

encroachments of more powerful neighbors. An
early example of this practise was the arrange-
ment whereby Mehemet Ali of Egypt in the pe-
riod after 1815 took into his service a number of

officers who had formerly served with Napoleon.
In 1835 the sultan of Turkey, Mahmud n, ob-

tained the consent of the Prussian government
to employ as military adviser Captain Moltke,
who later became the famous chief of the Prus-

sian staff. Forty years later Baron von dcr Goltz

went to Turkey, where he spent twelve years in

reorganizing the Turkish army. After the Tai-

ping rebellion theChinesegovernmentemployed
several Englishmen and Frenchmen in the super-
vision of arsenals. Within the past few years

military missions have been sent to a number of

countries: an Italian military mission to Ecuador

and Albania, American naval missions to

Brazil and Peru, an American military mission

to Guatemala and British military and naval

missions to a number of countries. From time to

time France has had a number of military mis-

sions in Latin America and in the new states

of central Europe, while Spain has organized
the military and police systems of Salvador.

In addition to judicial, financial and military

advisers scientific experts have been frequently

engaged within recent years to instil modern
methods of sanitation, agriculture, public

works construction and engineering. The most

extensive use of this type of foreign expert has

been made by the Soviet government of Russia,

which by 1930 had made contracts with nearly

forty American firms and engineers whereby
these concerns agreed to provide technical assist-

ance in the construction ofnew plants, the instal-

lation of irrigation projects and the development
of new industries. The Soviet government has

likewise engaged a large number of individual

foreign engineers, foremen and skilled workers.

Foreign advisers or experts have been em-

ployed during the past few years for a wide range
of purposes. Brazil has employed experts in

forestry, agriculture and town planning; Ecua-

dor, in the customs, as advisers to the central

bank, superintendents of banks, comptrollers

general, experts in rice growing, vegetable and

genetic pathologists, engineers in colonial agron-

omy, veterinary specialists, zoo technical experts

and specialists in tropical plants; Chile, in educa-

tion, health, central banking and finance; China,

in the customs administration, salt gabelle,

coast guard, government printing bureau, legis-
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lative yuan, judicial yuan, Ministry of Finance,

Ministry of Communications, Ministry of Rail-

ways, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Interior,

Ministry of Military Affairs, National Re-

construction Commission and River Con-

servancy Commission; Persia, as wireless ex-

perts, financial advisers, directors of national

bank, administrators general of customs, tech-

nical health advisers, directors of antiquities,

road and highway engineers, tea experts, agri-

cultural and veterinarian experts, directors of

printing plant and experts in the foreign office.

International advisers may be classified at

present as of two main types. The first is the

consultant who visits a country, studies the

difficulties concerning which his advice is

sought, prescribes a remedy and returns home,
the responsibility for carrying into effect his

proposals being left to the local government.

Largely because debtor countries have often

found it impossible to obtain foreign loans

without first putting their house in order,

consultants of this type have been concerned

in the main with financial problems. Within

recent years invitations to study the local finan-

cial systems have been issued by many coun-

tries to a number of well known authorities,

such as Charles Rist of France, Sir Otto Nie-

meyer of England and E. W. Kemmerer of the

United States, who has performed the services

of a "money doctor" for about twelve govern-
ments. Usually the recommendations of the

Kemmerer financial missions have related to the

establishment of the gold exchange standard,

the creation of a central bank of issue, the

establishment of budget laws and fiscal control

systems and the enactment of new tax measures.

More striking examples of this type of financial

expert were the members of the Dawes commit-

tee of 1924 and of the Young committee of 1929,

both of which were composed of a large number
of financial and business experts from various

countries, who diagnosed the financial troubles

of Germany primarily with a view to securing

reparation payments.
As a result of the recommendations of con-

sulting advisers a number of countries, particu-

larly in Latin America, have carried out reforms

which apparently have led to improvements in

administration and made it possible to secure

foreign loans. The practise is criticized in

many quarters, however, on the ground that

governments employ foreign financial advisers

merely to obtain loans with no real intention of

carrying out the promised reforms. Yet even in

such situations reponsibility would seem to

fall more logically upon the foreign bankers

and the borrowing government than on the ad-

viser who acts in good faith. It is also contended

that no government can hope successfully to

adopt the intricate financial methods of the lead-

ing countries merely as a result of recommenda-
tions by visiting advisers and that modern
financial methods can be developed only as part
of the institutional growth of a country. On the

other hand, foreign advice in a difficult finan-

cial situation may have considerable psycho-

logical and political value, as was evidenced in

the work of the Dawes reparations committee of

1924.
The second type of adviser or expert, the one

who remains in a foreign country for a period
of years either advising in regard to or actively

participating in administration, is in many
cases appointed as a result of the recommenda-
tions of the consulting type of expert. Many
of the laws drafted by the Kemmerer missions

provide for the appointment of a permanent

body of foreign banking or financial experts. The
Dawes committee recommended the appoint-
ment of three foreign commissioners to supervise
the "controlled revenues," the railways and

banks of Germany as well as an agent general of

reparations and other foreign officials consti-

tuting an organization which was set up by the

agreements signed at the London conference of

1924 and which continued in operation until the

adoption of the Young plan.
It is difficult to distinguish between those

foreigners who serve merely as advisers and

those who actually assume responsibility for

administration. The tendency generally is for

an adviser to become, at least in extremely
backward countries, an administrator. Many
controversies have arisen between governments
and advisers over the scope of the functions of

the latter. In those instances where a government

employs an adviser merely to secure a foreign

loan or to satisfy the political demands of a

great power it usually pays little attention to

his recommendations unless he is the official

representative of an outside government, as in

the case of the American financial advisers to

Haiti and Liberia. Even where a government

genuinely wishes to make progress, the role of an

adviser is not easy. As a rule his powers are

limited to persuasion, and whether he succeeds

in bringing about reforms depends not only upon
his technical knowledge but upon his personality

and ability as an educator, A successful ad-
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viser must be not only an expert but also a

teacher and statesman endowed with infinite

patience.

Many countries in the process of obtaining

independence realize the desirability of foreign

advisers. Egypt employs financial and judicial

advisers from Great Britain, and it is not un-

likely that Iraq after the recognition of its

independence and admission into the League
will employ a number of British advisers. It is

also probable that India and the Philippines

upon becoming self-governing or independent
will wish for the same reason to make use of out-

side aid. On the other hand, growing nationalism

and self-confidence often lead a country to re-

duce the authority and number of foreign ad-

visers. The Nanking government of China, for

example, has increased the Chinese personnel in

the customs, salt gabelle and postal services.

Advisers have often been used by the great

powers as a means of establishing control over

or even of governing backward areas. Great

Britain came to rule Egypt through a system of

British advisers responsible to the British con-

sul general at Cairo. Native rulers in Tunis and

Morocco are obliged to take the advice of

French residents general and other officials. In

a number of areas in Africa, such as Uganda
and Nigeria, the British government follows a

policy of indirect rule in which responsibility

is imposed upon native states, which are, how-

ever, subject to constant check by British ad-

ministrators who are in a sense advisers. In

the native states of India British advisers are

also to be found, although they exercise less

authority here than in the native states of

Africa.

The extent to which the adviser may become

an instrument of imperialism can be illustrated

by frequent historical examples. In 1897 Russia

and England engaged in a struggle over the

question whether an Englishman should be fi-

nancial adviser to the king of Korea. Neither

government won this struggle, for in a protocol
of 1904 Korea agreed to accept a Japanese finan-

cial and diplomatic adviser, which ultimately led

to Korea's absorption by Japan. In the famous

twenty-one demands of 1915 Japan asked that

China employ Japanese advisers in political,

military and economic affairs. Communism also

advances its cause by the system of advisers.

Thus M. Borodin became extremely influential

in the Kuomintang government of China in the

three years from 1924 to 1926. Sometimes gov-
ernments have attempted to compromise these

rivalries over advisers by the sphere of influence

system. In the unratified agreement of 1920

France, Great Britain and Italy promised that in

their respective Turkish spheres France and

Italy should have a "preferential" claim to sup-

ply advisers if the Turkish government desired

assistance.

In an effort to eliminate the military influence

of Germany the Treaty of Versailles (art. 179)

provided that Germany should not send to any

foreign country any military mission and should

take measures to prevent German nationals

from leaving her territory to become enrolled

in the military forces of any foreign power.
The Allied and Associated Powers agreed more-

over not to employ any German military experts.

Despite these provisions General Hans Kundt,
a German military expert, was chief of staff in

Bolivia until the 1930 revolution, while German

experts have advised the Nanking government of

China in military affairs.

There are a number of cases where a govern-
ment torn between the demands of two rival

powers will turn as a measure of protection to a

supposedly neutral country for advisers. Thus

Siam, which at one time feared the encroach-

ments of Great Britain and France, has em-

ployed a number of American advisers since

1903. Fearing absorption by Russia and England
the government of Persia in 1910 asked the State

Department of the United States to recommend
an adviser to assist in the reformation of its fi-

nances. The department responded with a list of

possible candidates, from which the Persian

government selected Morgan Shuster. Russia,

however, sent an ultimatum to Persia, as a re-

sult of which Shuster resigned. Following an

abortive agreement with England in 1919, which

apparently would have resulted in a British

protectorate, the Persian government again

turned to the United States, this time employing
A. C. Millspaugh, who had been a State De-

partment official, as administrator general of

finances. In 1927 he resigned and was succeeded

by German and Swiss experts, all of whom were

made subject to the Persian minister of finance.

Within its own sphere of influence the United

States has employed advisers for political

purposes perhaps to as great an extent as any
other power. As part of the policy of "dollar

diplomacy" the United States in 1907 concluded

a treaty with the Dominican Republic which

provided that the president of the United States

should appoint a general receiver of Dominican

customs and his assistants, who would receive
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from the United States "such protection as it

may find to be requisite for the performance of

their duties." In 1915 the United States con-

cluded a more far reaching treaty with Haiti

which authorized the president of the United

States to nominate a general receiver and fi-

nancial adviser as well as officers to organize
a constabulary. By virtue of the authority sup-

posedly derived from this treaty the United

States sent about two hundred Americans to take

up positions in the Haitian administration,

which, nominally at least, continued to be head-

ed by a native president and cabinet. American

financial advisers have also been nominated

under authority of loan contracts between the

foreign government concerned and American

bankers. Thus in 1911 the Nicaraguan govern-
ment signed a contract authorizing the appoint-
ment of an American collector of customs. In

1926 the Liberian government entered into a

similar contract with the so-called Finance Cor-

poration formed by Harvey S. Firestone where-

by the State Department of the United States

undertook directly or indirectly to nominate sev-

en Americans to act in an expert or advisory

capacity for the Liberian government. Within

recent years American financial experts have

been employed, often following consultations

with the State Department, by the governments
of Colombia, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras, Pan-

ama, Peru, Bolivia, China, Ecuador, Hungary,

Mexico, Paraguay and Poland. In an act of May
19, 1926, Congress authorized the president of

the United States to detail officers and enlisted

men to assist Latin American governments in

military and naval matters. Today American of-

ficers are in command of the Haitian and Nica-

raguan constabularies.

Because of the political implications of the

national adviser and because his responsibility
is often ill defined, there are many theoretical

advantages in favor of the international ad-

viser; that is, an expert selected to serve a

foreign country by some disinterested inter-

national organization, such as the council or

technical organizations of the League of Na-
tions. The Provisional Finance Committee of

the League has stated these advantages as fol-

lows: "Some countries which would be unwilling
on grounds of prestige, to apply for advisers to

particular governments, may be willing and

anxious to utilize the services of an international

and impartial body like the League of Nations

for this purpose, and in view of the fact that

the financial administration of certain States

is at the present very critical time in the hands

of relatively inexperienced officers, we ven-

ture to think that an experiment in the direc-

tion indicated may be fruitful of good results.'*

In 1922 the Albanian government asked the

League Council to assist it in selecting a

number of advisers, and the Council nominated

J. D. Hunger of Holland as financial adviser.

The Albanian government, however, largely be-

cause the League was unable to provide it

with a loan soon repudiated his contract and

turned to Italy, which has established a pre-
dominant influence over Albania by means of

Italian loans and Italian advisers a form of

control which is the object of suspicion in the

Balkans and throughout Europe.
As part of the League reconstruction plans

for Austria and Hungary the League Council

appointed a commissioner general to each coun-

try and also certain other foreign experts. The

League health and transit organizations as well

as the International Labor Office have likewise

performed important services in advising gov-
ernments. If the League of Nations grows in

authority, the time may come when all advisers

to needy governments will be appointed by and

made responsible to international authority.
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCE comprises the

network of transactions and institutions con-

nected with the transfer of money or of credit

from one country to another. The pecuniary
claims of one country against another are settled

to a very large extent by bringing into play

the obligations of the creditor country to a

number of other countries which in their turn

have to meet the claims of the debtor country.

The balance remaining after such international

clearing must, however, be paid by the shipment
of money (gold bullion) or postponed through
some form of credit.

The transfers of money or of credit by one

country to another may be described as tributes

in the technical sense of the term and advances.

Tributes represent unilateral payments of pri-

marily political origin. They include contribu-

tions drawn by a mother country from its colo-

nies; subventions paid by a metropolis to its

dependencies; military subsidies paid by one

government to another; war indemnities, such as

the reparations payments; or obligations arising

from a former state of dependency, such as the

Egyptian tribute of 720,000 per annum for-

merly payable to Turkey. Advances represent
loans granted byone country to another or invest-
ments made by one country in the economic ac-

tivities of the other. Advances give rise to two in-

ternational financial movements: at first from the

lending and investing country to the borrowing
and capital importing country and later, with

the beginning of payment of the service on loans

and of the return on investments, in the opposite
direction.

Several types of international advances may
be distinguished according to the character of

the parties to the transaction. In the case of

intergovernmental loans the creditor and the

debtor are both governments. Such loans played
an important part during the World War, when
the British government and later the United

States government advanced funds to their allies.

The guaranty by a government of a loan issued

in a money market under its jurisdiction by a

foreign government resembles in many ways an

intergovernmental loan; the subject of the ad-

vance in this case is not money but the credit

of the government with private lenders. Ex-

amples of this type are the Russian government
loan made by English and Dutch bankers in

1820; colonial or quasi-colonial issues, like the

Sudan loan of 1919; and the Austrian League of

Nations loan of 1922. The most frequent type of

international government loan in modern times

is the borrowing from private citizens of foreign

countries, particularly through the public flota-

tion of government securities in foreign money
markets. On the other hand, the most unusual

form of international government finance is

government ownership of property in foreign

lands, such as the ownership of railroad lines in

the United States by the Canadian government
or the control of Suez Canal shares by the

British government, or the grant of government
credits to private concerns established abroad;

government credits are rarely given to compa-
nies domiciled in foreign lands except to those

operating in colonies, spheres of interest or

regions approaching colonial status. The largest

share of the total volume of international finan-

cial transactions, however, does not concern

governments either as debtors or as creditors.

Such transactions involve private citizens or

corporations of one country lending to or in-

vesting in private enterprises in another coun-

try. They include long term loans and permanent
investments as well as the great bulk of short

term international financing, the total of which

is enormous.

International financial relations are meant to

be either temporary or permanent. The direct

ownership of property in one country by persons

or corporations of another country constitutes

a permanent financial link. The international

relationship created by foreign holdings of

stocks, bonds and mortgages may be severe4
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more easily; when the stock exchanges function

regularly and securities have an international

market, the lines dividing permanent and tempo-

rary investments are rather blurred. Temporary
financial relations typically arise in the course of

trade between two countries. Acceptances and

revolving credit are bound to be self-liquidating

and short lived, as are also deposits of funds

in foreign banks recallable on demand or

at short notice and holdings of foreign bills

of exchange. The volume of short term inter-

national credit has grown immensely in recent

years; thus the net commitments of the London

market alone were about 245 ,000,000 in March,

193 1 . But this is due not so much to a stupendous

growth of international trade or of the need

for financing it as to the hesitation of the

capital exporters to invest for long terms.

Since the World War the owners of capital have

consistently preferred the comparatively lower

yield that goes with the opportunity of with-

drawal at a moment's notice to the risk involved

in permanent investments at a time when stock

markets do not function properly and govern-
ments are not always willing to respect con-

tractual obligations.

Under normal conditions, when the fluctua-

tions of foreign exchange rates are confined to a

very narrow range, the international movement
of short term funds is governed completely by
the relationship obtaining between money rates

in the different money markets: if rates in one

market decline relatively to the rates prevailing

elsewhere, funds will be exported; if rates rise,

funds will be imported. The advances made

through this mechanism by one market to an-

other may be regarded therefore as equilibrium

loans. Another type of short or medium term

loan, characteristic of the post-war era, is the

currency or stabilization loan advanced by one

central bank to anotherwith the object ofenabling
the latter to maintain or to reestablish the stabil-

ity of its exchanges. From the point of view

of economic function most of the advances made
to private citizens or corporations and the

advances made to governments for productive

purposes must be regarded as development loans:

they enable the borrowing country to develop its

resources at a much quicker pace and at much
smaller capital costs than would be possible
were they to rely entirely on their own savings.

Development loans obviously enable the cred-

itor country to draw a higher rate of interest

they raise the income of its rentier class and

provide additional profits for its bankers. They

also open up new markets for its industries,

at first because the proceeds of such loans are

spent in buying industrial equipment from the

creditor country and later because development
loans provide the inhabitants of the borrowing

country with new or enlarged incomes, which

can be spent on purchasing imports. The widen-

ing of the markets for the industries of the

creditor country raises the wages of its laborers

and the profits of its entrepreneurs. Again, the

development of new countries by means of such

loans assures an increased supply of foodstuffs

and raw materials, upon which the creditor

country is enabled to draw by the return on its

capital exports. The benefit to the debtor coun-

tries may be much greater. The economic trans-

formation of a stationary non-capitalistic sys-

tem in countries inhabited by primitive peoples
cannot proceed without advances from abroad,

while new countries settled by white immigrants
need foreign capital to make the nation an ef-

ficient economic unit. Debtor countries have

often artificially accelerated the process of

their industrial development by raising tariff

barriers against manufactured goods, thus forc-

ing their creditors to finance not only non-

competitive industries, such as railways, but

also manufacturing establishments competing
with the industries of the creditor country. From
a purely economic point of view the result is

probably the greatest misdirection of capital

in which the modern world has indulged the

output of existing plants in the creditor country
shrinks while new plants which represent con-

siderable investments and which have at best a

limited market enter an already crowded field.

The acquisition of property or claims to in-

come by aliens has given rise to grave political

problems, especially where the social traditions

and legal conceptions of the debtor countries

differ from those of the western world. The
status of alien residents in such countries is

regulated by special arrangements, which usually
include the right of the foreign trading com-

munity to be subject to its own law and its own
law courts as far as the transactions among its

own members are concerned, while its transac-

tions with the natives are subject to the juris-

diction of special tribunals and special courts.

The abolition of these privileges, very objec-
tionable to the native population, occurs only
after the establishment of trustworthy native

tribunals which can be charged with the applica-

tion of native codes framed after western pat-

terns.
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Alien property is less secure than native even

in countries of the same social and economic

civilization. While it is fairly easy to make

contracts fit into different systems of law, the

impartiality of courts toward strangers is by
no means everywhere assured. Where the credi-

tor is a foreigner, national prejudice is likely to

be aroused in times of stress; this occurred,

for example, in 1931 and 1932 when the City of

London was denounced by some labor leaders in

New South Wales as the embodiment of rapa-

cious capitalism. National prejudice of this sort,

sometimes encouraged by special legislation, has

often excluded foreigners from buying land or

stock of important corporations with full voting

privileges. It disregards the obvious fact that

it is the creditors rather than the debtors who
face serious dangers by placing their capital

within the jurisdiction of foreign law courts

and the grasp of foreign governments. Thewhole-
sale confiscation of foreign property during the

World War has shown how serious this risk is.

The political aspects of foreign loans come
to the fore when the debtor is unable to pay.
The incapacity of individual concerns abroad to

fulfil their obligations differs from individual

bankruptcies at home only in so far as it may
involve a clash of different legal systems; but

where the debtors are large concerns of national

importance or where numerous corporations

break down simultaneously under the stress of an

economic crisis, the possibility of their passing

into the hands of foreign bondholders and the

measures taken by the government of the debtor

country to relieve the critical conditions of

business raise political problems of interna-

tional importance. Moreover the fear of bank-

ruptcy may lead to the withdrawal of foreign

short term credits and the sale by foreigners of

long term investments at sacrifice prices; under

such circumstances the currency system of the

debtor country may be easily deranged, as very

nearly happened in Germany in the summer of

1931. On the other hand, currency disturbances

caused by faulty government finance may pre-

vent even solvent debtors from fulfilling obliga-

tions contracted in foreign money. In either case

resort is sometimes had to wholesale moratoria,

which extend to foreign loans and undermine

the confidence of the foreign creditor.

Far more serious friction is caused by the

bankruptcy of foreign governments. Only in ex-

ceptional instances does it take the form of

complete repudiation of debts; of this Russia

is the classic example. More often a government

withholds for a limited period interest due on
its obligations or funds it into another interest

bearing obligation; sometimes it resorts to a

forced conversion of its debt at a lower interest

rate, a reduction of interest which may be

achieved almost as effectively by the imposi-
tion of a coupon tax. Where government bonds

held by foreign investors are in terms of the

domestic currency, a generous inflation may
materially reduce the public debt without an ac-

knowledged breach of the government's legal ob-

ligations. Defaulting governments can rarely be

sued in their own courts; and even if judgment
were given against them, foreign creditors could

hardly make use of it as long as they could not

sell government property or attach government
revenues. Although governments scarcely ever

assume responsibility for the investments of

their nationals in foreign countries they are

often made to intervene when frictions con-

nected with such investments lead to loss of life

or to "denial of justice." In the case of compara-

tively weak states creditor countries have often

employed naval demonstrations, occupation of

ports or some form of blockade; even since the

general recognition of the Calvo and Drago doc-

trines governments have used diplomatic pres-

sure and occasionally direct military interven-

tion. In the case of older and stronger states such

measures are not available. The foreign creditor

is then protected merely by the hesitation of

the government to impair its credit standing.
While the capital markets of the world are not

thoroughly organized and while the various de-

fense associations of foreign bondholders do not

cooperate in every case, few governments are

able completely to rid themselves of their old

obligations; when they need new loans they must
settle with their old creditors, although Russia

seems to have succeeded in getting camouflaged

import credits without compensating its old

creditors.

The dominant fact, lost to a superficial view

in the mazes of international finance, is that

wealth and especially moneyed wealth is not

merely a source of income but an embodiment of

economic power. In national affairs the money
power is under the sway of the national govern-

ment, although in some cases it openly or se-

cretly controls the government. In international

affairs political and financial power are in

separate hands; hence the variety of possible

combinations, which ranges from sincere co-

operation to bitter animosity.

Theoretically the foreign money lenders,
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whether as individuals or as a body are interested

in obtaining a higher personal income rather

than in political domination. While their prin-

cipal is safe and the promised return on their

investment is secure their attitude remains pas-

sive; but passivity gives way to panic, which

affects adversely general financial and business

conditions, whenever either the principal or the

return on the foreign investment appears to be

in danger. As long as loans to foreign govern-
ments were made directly by the owners of the

capital, the power which the investor could ex-

ercise was very limited; his position was vulner-

able because the refusal of the debtor govern-
ment to pay spelled his own bankruptcy. But

under modern conditions the money power is

wielded not so much by the owners of the money
as by the intermediaries to whom they have en-

trusted it the great banks and issue houses.

With the development of the modern stock ex-

changes the amount of money available to the

great lending institutions has increased enor-

mously; and their influence has grown corre-

spondingly, particularly since their own financial

strength is no longer completely at the mercy
of foreign governments. They have been able to

evolve and to enforce a technically complete

system for safeguarding the interest of the

foreign creditors. States whose solvency or

whose willingness to pay is doubtful have been

forced to pledge certain revenues for the service

of a loan; these revenues are paid in a separate
account under the control of the creditor

and supply sufficient surplus reserves to meet

all possible contingencies. In other cases the

administration of certain monopolies, as the

tobacco monopoly in Turkey or the various

safety match monopolies granted to Kreuger, are

handed over to the creditors, with the double

object of increasing the yield by efficient ad-

mininstration and of giving them complete se-

curity. The system of creditor protection reached

perfection in Turkey before the World War and

Egypt under Lord Cromer. The governments of

these countries had contracted huge loans and

squandered their proceeds with the result that

the state budget was permanently unbalanced.

The investment of the creditors could be saved

only by the creation of a creditors' administra-

tion, on which the different creditor countries

were represented proportionately to their com-

mitments. It reorganized the country's finances

and especially the administration of the revenues

which were allotted to the debt service. The
native government was outwardly maintained,

but the creditor countries insisted on the intro-

duction of skilled advisers in all of its branches.

After the war the principal financial features

of these schemes were introduced in Austria and

Hungary under the auspices of the League of

Nations. In Germany this was done under the

Dawes plan and some traces of it were retained

even under the Young plan.
While foreign investors are interested mainly

in the security of their claims, the governments
of creditor countries have often used the finan-

cial power vested in their money markets for

political purposes. Loans were offered and in

some cases even obtruded on less organized
nations for military or political concessions.

Financial control was resorted to not merely
for the purpose of rehabilitating the country
and securing the creditors' rights but for getting

control over its administration without having

openly to assume political responsibility. In

many cases there has been a quick transition

from a loan made to a native ruler, originating

in the wasteful splendor of his court and in the

greed of an unscrupulous financier, to reorgani-

zation by a creditors' council, which in its turn

has led to a protectorate that has easily de-

veloped into control equivalent to political an-

nexation. In countries where the rivalry of

the various nations made direct annexation vir-

tually impossible, a creditors' council some-

times provided a useful form of international

financial administration, which guaranteed fi-

nancial security and a certain amount of eco-

nomic progress without political control. Inter-

national finance was thus made to provide a

capitalistic substitute for political colonization

and territorial imperialism.
In some cases international finance enabled

native governments to develop the resources of

their countries and greatly to improve their

economic status. For the promise of a share of

profits foreign financial interests were allowed

to form corporations for the exploitation of rail-

ways, mines, oil fields, plantations and pub-
lic utility services. Such corporations were

sometimes strong enough to control the native

governments. The De Beers company in Cape

Colony in South Africa was for a long time in

this position; and the connections of foreign

finance with the Dfaz regime in Mexico were in-

timate and unbreakable. While the profits of the

foreign concession holders were accumulated in

many cases at the expense of the native workers,

the upper and the middle class of the backward

countries participated in this newly created
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wealth. Even where these corporations acted

wisely, friction was bound to arise with the

spread of modern democratic ideas. The friction

often assumed the form of a conflict between

labor and capital in countries which did not

appear sufficiently advanced for such a class

struggle; in fact it was a revolt of more or

less backward native populations, wedded to old

traditions, against industrialism, which was
forced upon them by capitalistic development

impersonated by foreign financial exploiters.

In this case too financial power has been wielded

not by the owners of the money but by people
to whom it was entrusted, although the connec-

tion of the large shareholders with the adminis-

tration of the companies is naturally closer than

that of the bondholders with the issue houses.

The general adoption of the gold standard

and since the World War the popularity of the

gold exchange standard have given rise to new

powerful influences in international finance.

The central banks, which in most countries are

supposed to be independent of the government

although everywhere their connection with their

respective treasuries is very close, are in a

position to exert considerable influence on the

international distribution of gold and thus to

contract or to expand the base of the credit

pyramid not only in their own country but also

abroad. Ultimately of course the international

distribution of monetary gold stocks is deter-

mined ky the distribution of the world's income

among the various nations, as effected through
the adjustments in the balance of payments; but

in the short run central banks can control the

volume of short term loans, regulate the financ-

ing and the actual flow of commodities and

affect thereby the movement of gold in and out

of the country. The degree of control over credit

which the central bank enjoys in its own

country varies; more important in this connec-

tion is the fact that the power to affect credit

abroad is vested only in central banks of the

large creditor countries at present the United

States, France and England. The debtor coun-

tries are more or less dependent on them for the

financing of their imports as well as for the

maintenance or the restoration of the stability

of their currencies. It is, however, only in

normal times, when traders' decisions are de-

cisively affected by small differences in profits,

that the central banks might be considered

powerful. In critical times, when confidence is

waning and price fluctuations are apt to be

large and frequent, the central bank may not be

able to enforce its policy. The declaration of

a change in its discount rates no longer works

automatically; in fact the raising of rates may
be interpreted as a storm sign and may lead to

huge withdrawals of foreign short term funds,

with the result that an unwanted severe contrac-

tion of credit takes place if the gold standard

is retained or a complete dislocation of the

foreign exchanges sets in if it becomes clear

that the reserves are not large enough to with-

stand the drain. The events of post-war finan-

cial history have shown that even strong central

banks, like the Bank of England, are at the

mercy of their countries' foreign creditors when
the crisis is sufficiently acute.

Because central banks are powerless in times

of crisis, they have been unable to control the

flow of credit and the international distribu-

tion of gold by that close cooperation upon
which they have embarked since the war. The
need for organi7ed and explicit cooperation
after the war was created by the lack of recog-
nized international leadership among central

banks. It was assumed at the same time that the

power of a central bank within its own country
could be enhanced by assurance of cooperation
from abroad. The cooperation of central banks

was expected to provide a type of international

financial control which would impose sane,

healthy and reasonable international policies on

the foolish political passions of nations Some
such hopes were cherished when the project of a

"world bank" was being grafted on what was in-

tended originally as a clearing house for rep-

arations payments; it was to be a powerful in-

ternational financial agency, acting for the best

of mankind in a purely rational way and un-

hampered by political considerations. The
actual creation, the Bank for International

Settlements, has justified these hopes neither by
its constitution nor by its performance. Its char-

ter providing rather limited powers cannot be

enlarged without the consent of every govern-
ment concerned; and its activities, although

highly beneficial in a modest way, can scarcely
be interpreted as imposing the wisdom of inter-

national finance on the folly of national politics.

MORHZ JULIUS BONN
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INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZA-
TION. The International Labor Organization

represents an attempt to integrate under govern-
mental auspices the various aspects of an inter-

national labor movement which had been de-

veloping for over a century. In the early days of

industrialism Robert Owen and other philan-

thropic employers, having become convinced

that protective labor legislation although increas-

ingly urgent could not be effective under the

prevailing system of unrestricted national com-

petition, proposed international regulation.

Similar ideals and programs continued sporadi-

cally throughout the nineteenth century to exert

influence in a few quarters; but the movement
did not progress beyond the stage of resolutions,

such as those drawn up by the Berlin Labor

Conference of 1889. The founding of the Inter-

national Association for Labor Legislation at

Paris in 1900 marked, however, the beginning of

a more coherent program. Under its auspices the

Berne conferences of 1905 and 1906 formulated

the first multilateral labor conventions, which

prohibited night work for women and the use of

white phosphorus in match manufacture. In the

years preceding the outbreak of the World War
the association gained in prestige, coordinating
and expanding its program of standardization

and reform of labor legislation.

The war, which frustrated the preliminary
work of the Berne Conference of 1913, acted as

an unprecedented stimulus to the international

labor movement; as a result of conferences be-

tween trade union organizations of the various

countries it emerged from the war with a clearly

formulated program of demands. Impelled by
motives of gratitude for labor's wartime sacri-

fices as well as by an enlightened sense of pre-
caution against the threat of Bolshevism, the

peace conference of 1919 shortly after assembling
in Paris appointed a Commission on Interna-

tional Labor Legislation, to which was delegated
the task of outlining an international labor or-

ganization and a world labor charter. The report
of the commission, based primarily on a draft

submitted by the British delegation and couched

in the current idealistic terms of social justice

and universal peace, was accepted promptly and

with but slight modification. In view of the gen-
eral labor unrest it was decided to set the organi-
zation in motion as quickly as possible, and the

first conference was held in Washington, D. C.,

in October, 1919, before the peace treaties came

into effect.

While in 1920 the labor conference waslield in

Genoa, those in subsequent years have been held

in Geneva, where the contacts of the Labor Or-

ganization with the League of Nations have

been numerous and intimate, although it has

constantly maintained its autonomous status.

A state which is a member of the League is

automatically a member of the affiliated organi-

zation; a state may, however, withdraw from the

League and still maintain its standing in the

more specialized body, as did Brazil; Germany
and Austria, on the other hand, were admitted in

1919 prior to their admission to the League. In

order that the decisions of the annual conference

may conform to a reasonable degree with the

anticipated attitudes of the various governments
which will be asked to ratify and incorporate
them into national legislation, and to satisfy the

demands of the trade unions, a system of repre-

sentation is followed whereby two government

delegates, one from the most representative as-

sociation of employers in the country and one

from the corresponding association of workers,

are appointed by the governments. In contrast
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with orthodox international practise each of the

four delegates votes individually, and the voting

alignments have shown a marked tendency to

follow group rather than national loyalties. The
final decisions of the conference, which require a

two-thirds majority vote and are arrived at in the

greater number of cases by a process of com-

promise, are of two types. The more formal draft

convention must be submitted within a limited

period to the competent ratifying authority of

each member. A state, once it has ratified such a

convention and deposited its ratification with the

secretary general of the League of Nations, ac-

cords the convention treaty status and theoreti-

cally exposes itself in case of violation to meas-

ures of control, such as investigation by the

Governing Body or the Permanent Court of In-

ternational Justice, and even to concerted eco-

nomic pressure .Thesecond ,
lessstringent type is

the recommendation, which does not require

ratification, although information concerning its

application must likewise be deposited with the

secretary general of the League. In federal states

where social legislation falls within the jurisdic-

tion of the smaller units the draft conventions

may be treated as recommendations. After try-

ing several unsatisfactory systems of adopting
conventions and recommendations the present

"double discussion" procedure was evolved and

first employed in 1927 and later revised in 1929.

Under, this system a first conference devotes it-

self to a discussion of national law and practise

an4 may adopt draft conclusions. During the

course of the ensuing year questionnaires cover-

ing the points raised in the draft conclusions are

forwarded to the governments of all member
states. When the conference reassembles the fol-

lowing year it is presented with proposed draft

conventions or recommendations which repre-

sent an average position based on the replies to

the questionnaire. The conference may then

finally adopt a draft convention or a recommen-
dation.

The small group of twenty-four representa-

tives, known as the Governing Body, meets at

least four times a year. Because of the importance
of this body the determination of its membership
has been a source of contention since the early

years of the organization. As in the conference,

the governmental representation is equal to that

of employers and workers combined. Eight of

these government representatives are perma-

nently apportioned, according to the terms of the

peace treaties, to the countries of chief industrial

importance. The original selection of criteria for

determining this importance was contested by
several excluded states; in 1922 an investigation
carried out under the auspices of the Council of

the League awarded these seats to Belgium,
Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy,

India and Japan. The other four government
seats as well as the twelve functional seats, which

are divided equally between employers and

workers, are held for three years and are filled by
the vote of the corresponding groups of repre-
sentatives in the conference. Efforts of certain

outlying states to counteract the predominantly

European cast of the Governing Body by the

introduction of geographical ratios have so far

proved unsuccessful. This group of twenty-four,
often working through small committees which

contain the three types of representation, con-

trols to a large degree the finances of the organi-

zation, draws up the budget, which is passed by
the League Assembly, participates in the activi-

ties of the League in so far as they involve the

conditions of labor and establishes the agenda of

the annual conference. Moreover it works in

closest cooperation with the director and deputy
director of the International Labor Office.

The office collects and publishes information

on the problems of industry and labor and con-

ducts exhaustive research in collaboration with

permanent or ad hoc committees of specialists

and experts in the preparation of conventions

and recommendations. Its well known investiga-

tions concerning social insurance, wages, produc-
tion and conditions of work in coal mines are but

the more notable examples of research which it is

conducting in varied fields of industry, com-

merce, agriculture and migration. Its library is

becoming an outstanding research center for

specific labor problems.
While Americans took an active part in fram-

ing the labor section of the Versailles Treaty
Samuel Gompers was president of the peace
conference Commission for International Labor

Legislation the United States is not a member
and the American Federation of Labor has

shown only moderate interest in the organization.

Failing direct collaboration with the "most rep-
resentative" American employers' and workers*

organizations, important unofficial collaboration

on industrial relations has developed. Americans

have on occasion been connected with the Inter-

national Labor Office and at various times have

participated in the investigations of technical

committees and conferences. Although tho

Soviet Union, the only other outstanding non-

member, regards both the organization and the
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League as appendages ofwestern capitalism, the

Soviets have for several years exchanged docu-

ments and scientific information with the office.

The attitude of the great trade union organiza-

tions, such as the International Federation of

Trade Unions with headquarters at Berlin, is

friendly, although their representatives in the

conference have had some difficulty in cooperat-

ing with members of the Christian trade unions.

They have moreover because of unwillingness to

recognize the Italian Fascist corporations made

repeated attempts since 1922 to have the creden-

tials of the Italian workers' delegate rejected by
the conference. While the employers are often

openly skeptical of the value of the organization,

only the shipowners (the employers' representa-

tives at maritime sessions of the conference) have

gone so far as occasionally to refuse cooperation
or to withdraw from the conference, as they did

for a few days during the maritime session of

1929.
The thirty-one draft conventions and thirty-

nine recommendations adopted by the confer-

ence during the period from 1919 to 1931 repre-

sent a definite trend toward the international

codification of labor law. A cardinal objective of

the Labor Organization is freedom of association

as a preliminary to trade unionism and collective

agreements. An attempt to frame a convention

on this subject in 1927 failed because it did not

go far enough to satisfy the workers' group, but

the principle has been applied on several occa-

sions in connection with the nomination of the

workers' delegates to the conference. An equally

dominant objective is the regulation of the hours

of labor. The Washington hours convention of

1919 which provides for the eight-hour day and

forty-eight-hour week in industry has, however,

been ratified with extreme caution. The other

conventions and recommendations include pro-

tective regulation of the conditions of labor

among agricultural and industrial employees,
women and children, forced native laborers, for-

eign workers, seamen, coal miners and others as

well as provision for certain kinds of social insur-

ance, industrial hygiene and inspection, the

prevention of industrial accidents and the de-

velopment of measures to combat unemploy-
ment.

Most of the constitutional difficulties of the

organization have been solved. The procedure of

preparation and adoption of conventions has

been greatly improved and the technique of re-

vising conventions after their adoption has been

formulated and tried. Three broad problems

now face the organization: the elaboration of its

code of labor law, the extension of the interna-

tional network of ratifications and the effective

application of conventions when ratified. The
annual conferences assure a gradual evolution of

international labor legislation which will fill the

remaining gaps in the program outlined by the

peace treaties and adjust national labor legisla-

tion to future economic change. ,X

It is difficult to estimate the actual effect of the

organization's work on national legislation. The

gradual accumulation of ratifications (454 had

been deposited up to March, 1932) will no doubt

continue and with a return of normal economic

conditions will be greatly accelerated. But the

fact that varying degrees of industrialism in the

member countries and their already existing

standards must be taken into account makes it

impossible to gauge progress solely by the num-
ber of ratifications. Nor have ratifications in the

less industrialized countries always meant eleva-

tion in the standard of living of the workers. On
the other hand, members refusing to ratify on
technical grounds have often maintained a rela-

tively higher level of life for workers than ratify-

ing governments. As ratifications accumulate

and take effect, these inequalities may tend to

become adjusted and the fear on the part of in-

dustrially advanced states of unfair competition
from industrially undeveloped countries will

probably diminish, thus removing a significant

obstacle in the way of more rapid progress.

Perhaps the most important single constitu-

tional development in the organization is the ap-

plication of expert observation to the annual re-

ports which gcvernments are obligated to submit

under article 408 on the enforcement of ratified

conventions. For several years this procedure
has been bringing to light the failure of certain

states clearly to conform their national legislation

with ratified conventions, and gradual improve-
ment may be observed.

The International Labor Organization has at-

tained far more than its enemies conceded in its

early years; but it has achieved much less than its

friends thought possible. From the governmen-
tal standpoint there is little doubt of permanent

support. Regardless of the conflict of interests

sometimes observable in the debates between

employers and workers in the conference, Gov-

erning Body and committees, their collaboration

seems to be a stable factor in modern interna-

tional life.

FRANCIS G. WILSON
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INTERNATIONAL LAW is a binding body
of rules applied by and to states in their inter-

national intercourse. The rules rest partly on the

assent of the states and partly on generally ap-

proved practise, assent to which is either pre-
sumed or, in respect of a particular state declin-

ing adherence, immaterial. International law is

objective law after it has by time and experience

acquired general recognition and application by
international tribunals. The term international

law seems to have first been used by Bentham,
and it has almost entirely replaced the older

term, law of nations.

The sources or agencies by which the rules of

international law are formulated are either

usage, giving rise to custom, or positive agree-
ment or treaties. The difficulty with custom is

one of proof. It is often determined only after

submission of the issue to adjudication. It is al-

ways a troublesome matter to decide at what

stage custom can be said to have become authori-

tative.

The evidences of custom are either documents

tending to show what the practise of states has

been or the writings of publicists to show gen-
eral opinion or the decisions of international

tribunals and national courts. The documents

evidencing practise are treaties between par-
ticular states, municipal statutes and decrees,

instructions issued by governments prescribing
rules for diplomatic and consular officers, opin-
ions of attorneys general and law officers on
international subjects, diplomatic correspond-

ence, the decisions of prize courts and other

municipal courts, the history and record of inter-

national transactions, including the proceedings
of international conferences. The writings of

jurists have weight according to the authority of

their authors; among the best evidences are the

resolutions of the Institute of International Law.
The principal treaties which establish inter-

national law arc the great lawmaking treaties,

which in so far as they are not merely a declara-

tion of preexisting law are law only for such

states as have ratified. Among important treaties

are those embodying territorial settlements, so

far as they concern the contracting parties, and

treaties establishing administrative unions. Dis-

tinctions should be made between (i) treaties

governing only two or a limited number of con-

tracting parties, (2) general treaties binding a

great majority of states and on matters of cus-

tom the others by implication and (3) a more or

less universal rule of private law common to all

or most civilized countries. The suggestion of an

"American" international law as distinct from a

universal international law, which attracted at-

tention through the writings of Alvarez, is

probably without substantial merit; admittedly
certain problems are more important to the

American continent than to Europe.
The sources of international law are thus more

flexible and diverse than those of any municipal

system. The method of its growth resembles

that of the common law rather than the civil law,

for it invokes as authority practise and precedent.
The opinions of arbitral tribunals, now some

thousands in number, are regarded as of primary

authority; but any practise or opinion deemed to

have weight may be legitimately used as per-

suasive evidence. The rules of evidence are not

rigid. International law is therefore quite un-

hampered in its growth by restrictions of method

or juristic technique.

Normally international law governs the rela-

tions of states. Not much time need be spent on

the debate whether individuals are also subjects

of international law. The word international

would indicate that the rules govern nations.

But individuals, pirates, recognized revolution-

ists, minorities, shippers of contraband, man-
dated territories, administrative unions, the

League of Nations all these arc also the sub-

jects of rights and duties declared by what is

called international law. International law is a

developing science. A movement is on foot to

permit individual foreigners to sue a state under

certain circumstances in an international forum,

a privilege which would of course depend upon

treaty. Is this relation between the individual

and a foreign state still international law? Has

the concept expanded so as to take in new topics?

Was it too narrow in the first place? Are the "new

subjects" merely the indirect objects of inter-
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national law or are the new fields branches of

public law affecting the relations of states with

individuals? The answer depends on one's major

premise and since it is definitional only is rela-

tively unimportant.
International law constitutes but one aspect

of international relations, in many respects not

the most vital. The political competition for na-

tional aggrandizement, the acquisition or control

of territory advanced or backward and of spheres
of influence, the struggle for markets and raw

materials, the quest for and grant of trade pref-

erences, the height of tariffs and immigration

policies, the size of national armies and navies

these factors, which to a large extent determine

the economic and political relations of nations,

have escaped up to the present time the control

of international law. The scope of the subject is

therefore limited to the legal and diplomatic re-

lations between states in their treaty and what

may somewhat inaccurately be called non-

political aspects.

International law is thus concerned with the

classification of states according to their degree
of independence; their recognition and admis-

sion to the international community; the extent

of national territory; the limitations upon na-

tional jurisdiction; rights upon the high seas and

in international channels of communication and

transit; the position of agents of the state, such

as consuls and diplomatic officers; international

ceremonial; extradition; the international re-

sponsibility of states to other states for injuries

to aliens; the conflicting laws of citizenship; the

conclusion, interpretation and termination of

treaties; and means of redress for alleged injury,

from pacific measures, such as diplomatic repre-

sentation, mediation and arbitration, to the

forcible prosecution of claims and interests lead-

ing up to war and including the vast complex of

rules governing the relations of belligerents and

neutrals in time of war. Within its limited field

both in theory and in practise it is supreme, any

municipal law to the contrary notwithstanding.
Until many departments of state activity denot-

ing political and commercial rivalry and reprisal

are brought within its domain, the conduct of

international relations cannot be said to be al-

together controlled by law.

Aside from recent qualified experiments pro-

hibiting war international law permits war, re-

garding it as something like a disease but ex-

pressing no moral judgment on the merits of the

issue. The recognition of the legal rights of neu-

trals has indeed been regarded as one of the

crowning achievements of the nineteenth cen-

tury. International law recognizes the legal

validity of treaties imposed by physical force or

duress, a type of contract which probably all

civilized systems of private law regard at least as

voidable. It recognizes the results of conquest.
It permits imperialistic extensions of territory in

backward areas and to insure temporary peace

accepts inescapable facts. But so long as the

gains derived by any nation from a successful as-

sertion of physical force can secure legal sanc-

tion and this up to the present time has been

unavoidable the system is necessarily some-

what immature.

Inasmuch as international law has been a

growth responding to the need for regularized
intercourse of states, it is natural to find fhat its

roots go back to antiquity and that its develop-
ment was influenced by the current learning of

its many periods. Its origins lie in the intercourse

of the Jews, the Greeks and the Romans with

other peoples and it has early exemplification in

the distinctions between friendly and enemy
peoples, in the conclusion of treaties, in the con-

duct of war and the making of peace, in the ex-

change and protection of ambassadors and even

in arbitration as developed among the Greek and

later among the Italian city-states.

During the Middle Ages with a unitary church

and emperor the rules for external intercourse

were applied only among the Italian city-states,

the Hanseatic towns and the feudal lords. The
institution of chivalry came into vogue, but there

was little need for interstate law. The Treaty of

Verdun of 843 began the process of division in

Europe; after the time of Frederick in (1440-93),
the last of the emperors to be crowned by the

pope, many Christian states arose. Then came
the discovery of a New World, the scramble for

possessions, the growth of sea trade, the respec-
tive claims to dominion over new land areas and
over the sea, the break up of the empire, the

Reformation, the system of independent states

and the Thirty Years' War, which was ended by
the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. Modern inter-

national law thus began with the rise of the

European states system. Some regularized con-

trol of the competition arising from the inter-

course of a group of so-called independent states

became necessary, and the past was laid under

contribution to furnish the materials for its

ordered management.

Oppenheim lists seven factors before Grotius

as preparing the ground for the growth of prin-

ciples of international law: (i) the civilians, who
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revived the study of Roman law and furnished to

external relations the necessary analogies from

private law, and the canonists, who furnished

moral and ecclesiastical precepts; (2) the collec-

tions of maritime codes after the eighth century
for the government of maritime commerce,
which in turn nurtured the controversy over the

freedom of the seas; (3) the leagues of trading
towns for the protection of their trade and their

citizens; (4) the custom of sending and receiving

permanent legations; (5) the custom of standing

armies, beginning in the fifteenth century, which

hardened the rules of war; (6) the Renaissance,

which revived interest in antiquity and in the

philosophical and aesthetic ideals of the Greeks,
and the Reformation, which promoted the

spiritual influence of the Christian religion; (7)

the numerous plans for universal peace.
The principal forerunners of Grotius, com-

monly called the father of international law be-

cause of his great work, Dejure belli ac pacts, are

Legnano, Vitoria, Soto, Suarez, Ayala, Bodin

and Gentilis, all of whom made contributions of

note. The importance of Grotius' work lies in

the fact that it exerted so profound an influence

not only on theory but on practise. Grotius' aim

was to bring the practise of nations, especially in

war, into conformity with what he called natural

justice. He did not define the term. To the cus-

tomary law developed by the practise of states he

conceded obligatory force unless it contravened

natural justice. In the peace settlements after

many wars of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the opinions and doctrines advanced

by Grotius and other jurists often found reflec-

tion.

Indeed publicists in the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries particularly exerted considerable

influence on the development of the rules of law.

Contemporary with Grotius was Zouche, who

emphasized the customary or voluntary law of

nations. The differences in approach gave rise to

three different schools of writers: (i) the natural-

ists, who denied that there was any positive law

of nations and declared that the latter is only a

part of the law of nature, leading exponents of

this school being Pufendorf, Thomasius, Ruth-

erford, Barbeyrac; (2) the positivists, who rely on

practise and deny any ethical or "natural"

qualification, including in the main Rachel,

Textor, Bynkershoek, Moser and G. F. von

Martens; (3) the "Grotians," or "Eclectics,"

standing midway between the naturalists and

the positivists, whose principal votaries were

Wolff and Vattel. The idea of natural law as the

basis of a law of nations was fruitful in a period
in which international rights and duties had to

be deduced primarily from considerations of

human reason and natural justice. The idea of

natural law, however, also served as a sanction

for the voluntary arrangements established by
treaty. It thus prepared the way for the positiv-

ism which grew from the increasing reliance

upon the treaty formulation of international

rights that followed upon the many international

wars.

International law after 1648 grew largely in

the light of the rules adopted among the major

powers in their negotiated treaties of peace or

through prize courts and other institutions set

up to determine international legal relations.

The Peace of Westphalia produced the first great

secular European conference and breaking down
the theory of the unity of the civilized world

opened the way to that conflict of nationalities

and states which marks the present era. It

inaugurated the conception of the European

equilibrium through the balance of power, the

guaranty of independence and the admission of

Protestant states and republics on a par with

Catholic states and monarchies. The wars of

conquest of Louis xiv, which kept Europe in

turmoil for half the seventeenth century, resulted

in five important treaties: Pyrenees (1659), Aix-

la-Chapelle (1668), Nijmegen (1678), Ryswick

(1697) and Utrecht (1713). These with other

treaties of peace established principles which

find their place in the development of interna-

tional law, such as the right of visit and search of

neutral vessels by belligerents, the rule that free

ships make free goods not universally recog-

nized until 1856 the necessity for blockades to

be physically effective as a condition of their

recognition by neutrals and a general extension

of the freedom of the seas. In 1721 Russia en-

tered the councils of Europe as a great power.
The eighteenth century was marked by further

wars and treaties of peace, which established po-
litical doctrines and not a little law. The peaces
of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748), Paris (1763) and Ver-

sailles (1783) emphasized the principles of the

balance of power and rules governing the rela-

tions between belligerents and neutrals. The
United States now entered the ranks as an inde-

pendent state and was led by old colonial experi-

ences to espouse vigorously the rights of neutrals,

which through the First and Second Armed
Neutralities of 1780 and 1800 had already ob-

tained strong support from European powers.
The organization of the Holy Alliance and the
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fear of its designs for the restoration to monarchy
of the Spanish American republics led in 1823 to

the Monroe Doctrine, a political principle of

self-preservation, and to the doctrines of the

recognition of de facto governments and non-

intervention, which may be said to have become

legal principles.

The Peace of Vienna aside from the modera-

tion of its political terms made important legal

contributions by extending the doctrine of the

neutralization of strategic territories, by stipu-

lating the freedom of navigation in international

rivers, by establishing the modern scheme of

diplomatic representation and by denouncing
the slave trade. At the congress of Aix-la-

Chapelle the law of nations was formally recog-
nized as the basis of international relations and

the maintenance of the status quo on the basis of

legitimacy was posited.

The democratic upheavals of 1848 weakened

the principle of legitimacy and gave rise to mod-
ern nationalism. Napoleon in developed it as a

principle in France, from which it extended to

Italy and to Germany; both of these nations

were consolidated after wars. At the end of the

Crimean War, when Turkey although still under

the Capitulations was admitted to the family of

nations, the epoch making Declaration of Paris

(q v.) of 1856 was promulgated. It abolished

privateering and recognized generally that enemy
goods on neutral vessels and neutral goods on

enemy vessels are free from capture unless

contraband and that blockades to be binding
must be effective. Even powers that did not sign

the Declaration, like the United States, recog-
nized its validity in practise, and it is now gen-

erally regarded as universal law. The period that

followed was marked by the growth of conven-

tions for the amelioration of the cruelty of war.

During the American Civil War in 1863 Lieber's

celebrated Instructions for the Government of
Armies of the United States in the Field (United

States, Adjutant-General'sOfrice^eneralOrder,
no. 100) was issued, and this has since become
fundamental for land warfare. In 1864 came the

Geneva convention for the amelioration of the

condition of the wounded and in 1868 the St.

Petersburg convention forbidding the employ-
ment in war of explosive shells beyond a certain

weight. At Brussels in 1874 came the codifica-

tion of the rules and usages of land warfare,

which although unratified exerted much influ-

ence.

The period of political consolidation in

Europe was followed after 1874 by the period of

dismemberment based on the so-called rights of

nationalities, a movement which reached its

apotheosis in the treaties of Versailles, St. Ger-

main, Trianon and Neuilly. After the Russo-

Turkish War of 1877 the Balkan states were set

up and promptly became a source of conflict

among the great powers. At the Berlin Congress
of 1884 ru les were laid down for the more

regularized exploitation of Africa. The freedom

of commerce, the neutralization of territory in

the Congo district, the prohibition of the slave

trade, the notification of occupations and the

freedom of navigation of certain African rivers

were stipulated. After the Smo-Japanese War

(1894) and the gradual abolition of exterritorial-

ity in Japan the latter was admitted as a great

power.
The third quarter of the nineteenth century

was marked by the establishment of many inter-

national administrative unions, such as the In-

ternational Telegraph Union (1875), Postal

Union (1874), Protection of Industrial Property

(1883), Copyright (1886) and innumerable others

connected with navigation, health, transporta-

tion, commerce and labor.

The Hague conferences (q.v.) of 1899 and

1907 constitute a landmark in international law

in that they codified or revised many of its

branches. Their greatest contribution, however,
was the adoption of rules of procedure for the

arbitration of international disputes. The Per-

manent Court of Arbitration, before which some

twenty cases had come by the end of 1930, was

established at The Hague in 1899. The Declara-

tion of London (q.v.) of 1909, ratified, however,

by only a few powers, confirmed or adopted im-

portant rules relating to blockade, contraband,
unncutral service, destruction of neutral prizes,

transfer from enemy to neutral flag, enemy char-

acter, convoy, resistance to visit and search and

compensation for breaches. An international

prize court proposed at the Hague Conference,

1907, was never established because of inability

to agree upon a method of selecting judges.
On the American continent the important

Pan-American congresses of 1889, 1901, 1906,

1910, 1923 and 1928 and the Commission of

Jurists at Rio de Janeiro of 1925 and 1927 for

the codification of law considered or adopted

lawmaking conventions on aliens, claims, arbi-

tration, the recognition of new governments,

boundaries, jurisdiction, corporations, immigra-

tion, diplomatic protection, extradition, freedom

of transit, navigation and aviation, treaties, dip-

lomatic agents, consuls, maritime neutrality, the
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refusal to recognize the results of conquest and

other subjects. A few of these conventions have

been ratified by all the states and some by only a

few, if any. But they marked a lawmaking trend

and arc not without importance as evidence of

the growth of law. The Inter-American High
Commission has fostered the adoption of nu-

merous treaties facilitating trade and commerce.

In 1907 a Central American Court of Justice was

established, which lasted until 1918.
The twentieth century was moreover marked

by four Hague conventions on private interna-

tional law to facilitate legal recourse between

country and country and by a large number of

administrative conventions concerning the pro-
tection of health, wild life and agriculture and

governing various aspects of transportation and

communication. An increasing number of

treaties embodying the obligation to arbitrate

and conciliate disputes, with ever narrowing ex-

ceptions, also marked this period. Many of the

rights of neutrals were violated by all belliger-

ents during the World War, and a tendency on
the part of some of the victors to dispute the

validity of well established rules made itself felt.

The war exemplified a new weapon false

propaganda which poisoned the minds of men
and made wise negotiation difficult if not im-

possible. The Treaty of Versailles and its ana-

logues of 1919 were the result. Through some of

the practises sanctioned in that treaty, such as

the confiscation of private property and the

obligation of the defeated powers to compensate
for all damage sustained by civilians regardless
of source or wrongfulness, even including pen-

sions, international law has suffered a setback,

the extent of which cannot today be measured.

But useful new principles were embodied in the

treaties providing for the protection of minori-

ties and in the mandates system. To offset the

retrogressive tendency there has been a power-
ful movement in the form of the League of

Nations theoretically aiming to make interna-

tional relations more pacific and systematic and

to minimize if not prevent future war.

It is an evidence of realism that in 1923 a con-

ference at The Hague drafted a body of rules

governing the use of radio and aircraft in time of

war; but these have not been officially adopted as

yet by any power. The post-war period has been

marked by numerous efforts to consolidate peace,
such as the Locarno treaties of 1925 and the

Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928. But they are all

based on the preservation of the status quo re-

gardless of its merits. The Kellogg-Briand Pact

is also encumbered by exceptions which render

its utility doubtful. This peace movement has,

however, made progress in the enlargement of

the scope of obligatory arbitration of legal dis-

putes at the behest of one of the interested par-

ties only. The Permanent Court of International

Justice established in 1920 has rendered over

forty decisions, partly judgments and partly ad-

visory opinions, to the Council of the League.
In 1930 an International Conference for the

Codification of International Law was called at

The Hague under the auspices of the League of

Nations to resolve conflicts of nationality laws

and to agree on the rules governing territorial

waters and the international responsibility of

states arising out of injuries to aliens. The con-

ference drafted a convention dealing with some

of the nationality problems but had to record its

inability to agree on the other two subjects.

Since 1919 there have been numerous financial

and political conferences in Europe designed to

bring some semblance of order into a disordered

world. Many of these have arisen out of the

Treaty of Versailles; perhaps the most important
has been the series of conferences preparatory

to the 1932 disarmament conference called to

redeem the pledge of disarmament contained in

article 8 of the Covenant. The success of most of

these conferences has been limited.

In its juristic theory international law since

the days of Grotius has struggled to reconcile its

premises with the central realities of the Euro-

pean states system: the tremendous forces of

democracy and nationalism. The constant

changes in the internal and external organization

of states emphasized the difficulties of the basic

postulates which had obtained in international

law since the Peace of Westphalia. These were

contained in the doctrines of the independence
and sovereignty of states.

The theory of sovereignty has impinged on

international law in the assumptions that as law

is the will of the state no rules of international

relations have the force of law except by the con-

sent of the state, and that as the state epitomizes
moral values international law has only such

validity as the state concedes. To explain the

obvious fact that particular states have often

been held bound without their consent and that

the moral value of a rule has not been left to any
individual state to determine the theory of auto-

limitation was developed, by which the subjec-

tion of the state has been explained as voluntary.

But a state which is bound only to the extent that

it wishes to be bound is not bound at all, and the
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experience of a century with international tri-

bunals conclusively negatives any such conclu-

sion. Law must be objective; and once it is recog-

nized as a rule by international tribunals or

majority practise, a state can neither refuse obe-

dience nor be thejudge of its moral value. A new
state entering the community of states is bound

immediately by all the rules of the organization.

Its consent to any or all the rules is not asked.

The assumption of the system is the equality of

all states before the law; none can ask exemptions
or favors.

If international law is entitled to be character-

ized as law a question of definition it must

necessarily limit the omnipotence or sovereignty
of thestate. Austin wasthus more consistent than

Jellinek in denying the qualification of "law" to

international law; for while both proclaim the ul-

timate sovereignty of the state as the source of

law, Austin considers the law of nations as inter-

national morality only, whereas Jellinek explains

its controlling character as resting solely on the

will of the state, on autolimitation. Inasmuch as

Austin demands of law that it be declared by a

determinate sovereign, international law by defi-

nition could not be law to him but only moral

precepts presumably not binding on the state

when found inconvenient. The Austinians even

assume that rules which rest on consent and

agreement cannot be law, for only a sense of

moral obligation makes them binding merely
another way of saying that they are not legally

binding.
The fault is with the major premise. Only new

international law derived from international

legislation rests on express consent or agree-

ment, and even then probably only for a com-

paratively restricted period would the unwilling
state be able to deny the force of a rule generally

accepted. But in the matter of customary inter-

national law, which embodies the bulk of the

rules, neither complete consent nor agreement
of states is necessary. Even Bodin, while an abso-

lutist in the internal aspect of sovereignty,
viewed external sovereignty as subject to the law

of nations. Unfortunately many of his successors

reversed the process; for they appear to regard

sovereignty, viewed as a symbol of the state in

international relations, as absolutely free from
external restraint.

But no state can posit its freedom from the

rules of international law. No state so professes.

The mere fact that violations of international law

occur and occasionally go unredressed is no evi-

dence that the rules violated are not law, any

more than the no lessfrequentviolation of munic-

ipal law is evidence of its non-legal character.

International law is often uncertain; so is munic-

ipal law. The sanctions are somewhat different,

but they are probably none the less effective and

the interpreting agencies none the less active.

International courts do not "enforce" interna-

tional law; neither do municipal courts "en-

force" municipal law. But the declaratory and

binding decisions of international courts are ob-

served and carried out with a uniformity equal
to that prevailing in the case of municipal courts.

The agencies for the enforcement of interna-

tional law are not necessarily courts but other

constitutional organs, usually the executive.

The weakness of the system, which attracts a

disproportionate amount of attention, consists in

the inability to compel nations to submit their

differences to a court and in the physical power
of states, exercised on occasion without regard to

law, to constitute themselves plaintiff , judge and

sheriff in their own cause.

The World War and the resulting treaties

punctured many illusions concerning the origin,

causes, conduct, aims and accomplishments of

the war. As a result there has arisen in some

quarters a cynical contempt for international

law. While naked force did override international

law in many respects, mainly in the violation of

neutral rights, the remarkable fact that in hun-

dreds of instances international law was ob-

served receives but little publicity.

The horrors of the World War have induced

movements to abolish war, and attempts at its

regulation have come to be regarded as an un-

fortunate admission of war's legality. Thus the

jurists who take a functional view of interna-

tional law, who hold that the provision of arbi-

tral machinery should be the chief aim of inter-

national law, have looked with disfavor upon the

post-war attempts of League agencies to secure

its codification even where this codification

means the introduction of not a little new law of

a progressive character. But the exceptions to

the Kellogg-Briand Pact constitute an almost

universal admission of the legality of wars of

"defense" and of the other wars excepted in the

exchange of notes interpreting the obligations of

the contracting parties. Thus there has also come
a revival of the abstract distinctions made by
Grotius and others between "just" and "unjust"

wars, the privileges of normal belligerency to be

extended to those who conduct the former but

not the latter.How thetwo are to be distinguished
and who is to be the judge are questions either
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left open or to be decided by some League body.
Those who would abolish war necessarily would
abolish neutrality, which although once re-

garded as the most advanced stage of interna-

tional law is frowned upon as unworthy, for war
is deemed a crime to which no one can legiti-

mately remain indifferent.

The League Covenant in articles n to 16 has

sought to render war difficult by invoking the

Council whenever war threatens and imposing
the penalties of non-intercourse upon the nation

which conducts war deemed by the Council to

be aggressive. The definition of aggressor while

apparently simple in the abstract is almost im-

possible of application, and unanimity of agree-

ment in time of stress may well prove unachiev-

able. It is probably fantastic to suppose that

people having only a remote interest in the

status quo can be made to endanger their exist-

ence in the pursuit of an abstraction, possibly
undesirable. International law will have to go on

with all its handicaps until the major nations

realize that nationalism and the apparatus of

nationalism are inconsistent with and destruc-

tive of an ordered world. Whether greater co-

operation in regulating common interests, for

which the machinery of the League is probably

adaptable, can produce a deflation in tariffs,

trade restrictions, attempted monopoly of mar-

kets and raw materials and other instruments of

unfair .competition and thus lead to a reduction

of armaments and of war psychology and tech-

nique is still an unsolved question. That such

deflation is essential to a more fruitful organiza-

tion of the world and for the happiness of its

people will hardly be denied. So long as each

nation can determine the height of its tariff wall

and the size of its armies, there is always danger
of war. Reliance must be placed upon reciprocal

agreements to curb the extreme manifestations

of this liberty. The realization of the idea of a

superstate implying a surrender to an inter-

national body of control of tariffs, national poli-

cies, armaments which would alter the position

of nations to resemble the position of a state in

the American union is probably remote. Until

that time comes international law must be dealt

with as it is; and yet attempts must be made to

bring within its range those relations which now

escape its control, to close many gaps, to deflate

the causes of political competition and war and

to persuade the nations to realize that coopera-

tion even at the sacrifice of national self-suffi-

ciency is a wiser and less costly exercise of inde-

pendence than a recalcitrant insistence upon

one's own ambitions regardless of the common
welfare.
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INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION. The
term international legislation may be used in two

senses: to describe the process by which changes
are made in international law through lawmaking
treaties or conventions and to refer to the results

of that process which have been embodied in the

content of international law. The term has not

been in very common use in the past and is still

somewhat novel. Indeed legislation as a means
of developing international law has been much

neglected until recent years. Few of the stand-

ard treatises deal with it. Many writers repeat
that there is no international legislature, and

some therefore deny that there is any interna-

tional legislation. Yet it is now beginning to be

appreciated that there is a process by which

states can join together to change or add to the

law governing their relations and that the multi-

partite treaties and conventions concluded dur-

ing the last hundred years constitute an impor-
tant part of the prevailing law.

The Congress of Vienna of 1815 may be taken

to have inaugurated the process of international

legislation. Although that conference was not

convoked for any such purpose, advantage was
taken of the opportunity afforded by the assem-

bling of representatives of a number of states to

formulate certain provisions of international law.

The formulation took the shape of instruments

binding only on the states parties to them; but

these states were so influential and the formula-

tions so desirable that some of them have come
to be accepted as applicable to relations between

all states. A protocol of March 9, 1815, supple-
mented at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle in

1818, served as the formulated law on the classi-

fication of diplomatic agents for a whole century
and it still has influence. The Final Act of the

Congress of Vienna established the principle of

free navigation on the international rivers of

Europe by the merchantmen of all states, and

until the adoption of a new statute at Barcelona

in 1921 it served as the basis of international

river law. Similarly the Conference of Paris in

1856 formulated a declaration concerning the

abolition of privateering which has since been

respected by belligerents not parties and which
is firmly embedded in the existing law.

It was not until the middle of the nineteenth

century, however, that conferences of state rep-
resentatives began to be held to deal expressly
with current international needs not filled by

existing law. The revolution in international

society wrought by improvements in methods of

communication and transportation then called

for international cooperation on a new scale.

Problems had arisen for a solution of which

traditional conceptions and practises oifered no

aid. Nothing short of continuous legislative ac-

tivity would suffice. This was possible only

through ad hoc international conferences, at

which multipartite international conventions

were adopted. Gradually these conferences be-

came more frequent, more and more states sent

representatives, forms tended toward some

standardization and in time the importance of

continuity came to be appreciated, with the re-

sult that various series of conferences were es-

tablished. In some fields conferences continued

to be convoked by single governments, which

came to regard it as their prerogative to initiate

action in those fields. For questions of maritime
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law the initiative was that of the Belgian govern-

ment; for other maritime questions, that of the

British government; for questions of private in-

ternational law, that of the Dutch government.
In some fields the responsibility was shared by
all the states interested; and where administra-

tion during the intervals between conferences

necessitated the maintenance of permanent of-

fices, public international unions, such as the

Universal Postal Union, were created. These

unions established a periodicity in the holding of

conferences and made possible cooperative and

systematic preparation for international legis-

lation in advance of the conferences themselves.

Such developments led inevitably toward a

more general form of permanent international

organization. The unions were the precursors of

the League of Nations, which was established in

1920 "to promote international cooperation and

to achieve international peace and security."
The activities of the League of Nations have re-

sulted in a great quickening of the process of in-

ternational legislation. The sharing of responsi-

bility for conferences has tended to displace the

calling of conferences by single governments.
Most of the older unions have continued their

work, which has been greatly stimulated and in

some cases facilitated by the work of organs of

the League of Nations. In addition many new
fields have been explored, many new forms have

been developed and the importance of continuity
has been more generally appreciated. The result

is that attention is now being given to many sub-

jects which had previously been outside the

range of legislative consideration. Conferences

have become more frequent, preparation for

them has become more thorough, their proce-
dure has produced fewer possibilities of friction,

their legislative output has been greatly in-

creased and conventional forms have become
standardized. The League of Nations has ush-

ered in a new era of legislative effort. The volume

of international legislation produced during the

twelve years from 1920 to 1932 exceeded that

produced during the entire century which pre-
ceded 1914.

It is still true that there is no international

parliament with authority to legislate for the

world of states. The nearest approach to it is the

Assembly of the League of Nations, which sel-

dom adopts acts and which does not purport to

legislate except with respect to the organization
of the League itself. The International Labor
Conference also has some of the characteristics

of a legislative assembly. If there is no interna-

tional legislature, it does not follow, however,
that there is no international legislation. As long

ago as 1907 John Bassett Moore could say that

"of all the achievements of the past hundred

years, the thing that is most remarkable, in the

domain of international relations, has been the

modification and improvement of international

law by what may be called acts of international

legislation." The history of the past quarter cen-

tury has merely emphasized the truth of his

statement.

Legislative progress has been particularly no-

table in certain fields. Legislation concerning

telegraphic relations dates from the Paris Con-

vention of 1865, which has been followed by
numerous instruments; the St. Petersburg Con-

vention of 1875 is still in force, but the regula-

tions annexed to it were modified in 1925. The
Universal Postal Union, organized under the

Berne Convention of 1874, now comprises prac-

tically all the states of the world; periodic con-

ferences have endeavored to keep the convention

up to date, the latest having been held at Madrid
in 1920, at Stockholm in 1924 and at Ixmdon in

1929. For weights and measures the Paris Con-

vention of 1875, modified in 1921, has served to

create a common language for the whole world.

Numerous conventions have dealt with the pro-
tection of industrial property, the latest general

convention, which met in 1925, having been

ratified by a large number of states; and with the

protection of literary and artistic works, con-

cerning which the Rome Convention of 1928 has

recently been brought into force. The conven-

tions drawn up by the peace conferences at The

Hague in 1899 and 1907, the various conventions

on private international law representing the

work of six conferences held at The Hague and

the conventions on maritime law resulting from

the work of the unofficial Comite Maritime In-

ternational as completed by the diplomatic con-

ferences held at Brussels are all excellent ex-

amples of the fruits of the legislative process.

The six international conferences of American

states, held between 1889 and 1928, have pro-
duced many legislative instruments, not all of

which have been brought into force.

Since the World War the greater volume of

legislative instruments has come from League of

Nations conferences. The legislation effected by
the Communications and Transit Organization
of the League of Nations is notable. In a few

instances legislative instruments have been pro-

mulgated for signature and ratification by the

Assembly of the League of Nations, e.g. the
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Slavery Convention of 1926, the General Act for

the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes
of 1928 and the Convention for the Regulation
of Whaling of 1931. More frequently, however,

special conferences have been held; various

conventions on the opium traffic, on traffic in

women and children, on traffic in arms, on traf-

fic in obscene publications, on road traffic, on

buoyage and the lighting of coasts, on counter-

feiting and on unification of laws of bills of ex-

change have been concluded in this way. In the

field of labor legislation only two conventions

had resulted from a whole generation of effort

before 1914; since 1919 the International Labor

conferences have adopted more than thirty

laborConventions, which have been brought into

force by various groups of states.

The technical problems which arise in inter-

national legislation are legion. Most of the work

in international conferences is done by technical

advisers sent by the various governments. The
technical legal problems require close attention,

although there is a tendency to follow more or

less stock legal forms. The names given to instru-

ments frequently carry little indication of their

special character; an instrument may be called a

treaty, a convention, a protocol, an act, a statute

or by some other name. Signature is usually
followed by ratification, and states which do not

sign may be permitted to adhere or accede.

Definitive acceptance of legislation has been

greatly encouraged by the insistence of the As-

sembly of the League of Nations and by the

work of the Secretariat of the League of Nations.

The latter publishes periodical lists of signatures,

ratifications, adhesions, denunciations and other

acts relating to such acceptance. Problems of

language, of reservation and of revision do not

always receive uniform solution. Yet on the

whole standards are developing which are being
followed with remarkable regularity.

MANLEY O. HUDSON
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION. In-

ternational organization is a phase of the rela-

tions among the nation states of the world. Indi-

vidual nations exist in widely dissimilar physical
situations and develop different social conditions

and national interests, which result in divergent
national policies both domestic and foreign.

Foreign policies, programs of action in respect

to other states, consist of desires or intentions of

affirmative action, such as acquisition of terri-

tory; of negative action, as the denial of entrance

to aliens; or of prevention of action by other na-

tions, as the defense of territory. The satisfac-

tion of national interests and policies requires in

some cases only passive toleration from other

nations; in other cases active cooperation. Where
the latter is true, the development and execution

of an international policy a policy held by two

or more nations become desirable. For these

purposes the nations need a system of institutions

and procedures whereby national policies may be

communicated by one nation to another, socially

synthesized (internationalized) and executed.

This body of institutions and procedures is re-

ferred to by the now fairly familiar phrase inter-

national organization.
National policy is internationalized at two

stages: at the time of formation and at the time

of execution; and in three ways: by international

means of expression, by control (restraint and

expansion) of such policy and by provision for

its execution. International organization pro-
vides opportunities and facilities for the expres-

sion of programs of national policy and for the

statement of national needs, interests and de-

mands, which it endeavors to harmonize. These

may be controlled while in process of formation

if facilities are available at the time for subject-

ing the nations concerned to international in-

fluence; or their execution by individual nations
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may be so controlled. The process of control

operates essentially by providing opportunities
for possible bargaining or exchanges of conces-

sions among the nations. Such action and hence

the process of control may be developed by the

nations to such a point that the exchange be-

comes very indirect and the institutions and

procedures employed for the purpose of effect-

ing international control tend to obscure the

essential character of that process. The results

consist of increased or decreased benefit, in-

cluding restrictions or expansions of liberty of

action, in the case of individual nations, and in

unification of policy among several nations, with

consequent unity of action. Finally, the applica-

tion of national policies after they have been

harmonized and the expression, development
and application of international policy as it has

thus emerged become the main task of inter-

national organization, overshadowing the earlier

action of harmonization.

International organization is thus broader than

international government, which consists essen-

tially of control exercised over one or more na-

tions by one or more other nations. Such control

may be exercised by an overpowering general

preference shared by the controlled nation, for

example, for the maintenance of treaty obliga-

tion, or by some form of pressure, such as mili-

tary force. Thus the preference of the coerced

nation in some current controversy is overpow-
ered by considerations of value extrinsic to the

issue at stake but important to the coerced

nation. A certain amount of such coercion, con-

trol or government exists today among the na-

tions without violating theories or principles

which might seem to render it impossible. In

this sense there exists an organized international

control community, or international state, al-

though there is no world state or world govern-
ment. In its origin and even in its further de-

velopment international government in this

strict sense of the term is an outgrowth and ex-

pression of voluntary international cooperation,
but its ultimate development is far different from

its beginning. On the other hand, international

organization as a whole remains more extensive

than this type of internationalization and in-

cludes immediate and completely voluntary co-

operation among the nations, just as socializa-

tion in the individual state proceeds not only by
state control, coercion or government but also

by strictly voluntary cooperation among indi-

viduals even in matters to which the state turns

its attention, such as health and social work.

A complicating factor enters the problem at

this first stage of its consideration. Since a na-

tion is a group of individuals, any relation be-

tween one nation and another may involve a

relation between the two nations as such, be-

tween one nation and one or more members or

nationals of the other nation or between one or

more nationals of one and one or more nationals

of the other. The relations, procedures and insti-

tutions set up for the purpose of socializing or

internationalizing national policies and activities

may be cast in such form as to deal with the

policies and activities cither of the nations as

such or of individual nationals of various states.

When the latter method is adopted individual

nationals are invested with relations, rights and

obligations or allegiances to nationals of other

states, to other states themselves and to the inter-

national community or state directly without the

intermediation of their own national state.

Under any logical theory of law there could

never arise any real although there might be

many apparent conflicts of allegiance in this con-

nection; but the situation, inescapable in view of

all the ciicumstances, is undoubtedly compli-
cated both in fact and in principle.

Another difficulty arises here also. The na-

tional state developed under conditions in which

international iclations were few and inter-

national antipathies strong. There resulted doc-

trines of national independence or of sovereignty

(q.v.) and of the equality of states (q.v ) which

held that no state could logically, ethically or

legally be required by another state or other

states acting singly or in common to do anything
it did not wish to do. Such doctrines apparently
make unanimous consent necessary at every step

in international cooperation a formidable ob-

stacle to effective progress. It seems difficult to

reconcile national sovereignty and international

authority in such a manner as to make possible

international government by majority vote.

Such reconciliation is, however, made possible

by the doctrine of the original agreement. The
doctrine of national sovereignty does not deny to

states the right to consent to any measure they

may even accept the obligation to do in the future

something which at that time they may not wish

to do. Hence by an original agreement the state

may consent to the future operation upon itself

by majority vote of international authority and

even coercion. It might go so far as voluntarily
to surrender its entire sovereignty without violat-

ing the doctrine of sovereignty. Numerous ex-

amples of this reconciliation occur constantly
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in the conclusion and execution of treaty agree-

ments, in the practise of international adjudica-
tion and in all forms of international government.

By implication international organization is to

be contrasted strongly with simple international

relations and with international politics. Inter-

national relations consist of the geographical,

mechanical, social and political relations among
nations. International politics is the interplay of

the policies of various nations before any process
of international harmonization has been ini-

tiated. This interplay takes the form of relations

of conflict and coincidence, identity, contradic-

tion and competition. International intercourse

in trade, travel and communication of various

kinds bulks large in international relations and

provides indeed the fundamental basis for most

international organization; just as international

politics with the waste and friction it engenders
constitutes one of the principal reasons for the

establishment of machinery and methods for

synthesizing national policies.

True international organization differs even

from what is at times called private international

organization or internationalism, which in

reality is neither international organization nor

indeed international in any proper sense of the

term but rather primarily what may most ac-

curately be described as private world living or

cosmopolitanism. In trade, travel and communi-
cation wof various sorts individuals in different

nations act without reference to their legal na-

tionality or place of residence, across national

boundary lines or not, as their interests dictate.

This is true also of the hundreds of so-called

private international organizations which spring

up to express this unofficial world life. Private

individuals and organized groups in different

countries join together to form "international,"

or world, organs, such as the Institute of Inter-

national Law and the Rotary International.

These organizations hold meetings, maintain

permanent offices, publish proceedings and liter-

ature of all kinds, stimulate world unity and

international cooperation and at times lead the

way to the establishment of official international

organizations. But they are not in themselves

entitled to be so regarded, and they pay rela-

tively little attention to official nationalism or

internationalism and often challenge the claim

of these to respect and loyalty.

International organization is thus not the only

possible form of world order. A world state

based upon the type of cosmopolitan society

which has just been described would provide
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one alternative; if official internationalism is en-

couraged by world living it is also threatened

with being superseded if it does not progress

swiftly enough, and more radical progressives
in this field clamor for the world state today.

Imperialism is another form of organization
which might conceivably lead to world unity.
In times of chaos many men's minds turn in this

direction, but the spread of democracy and
nationalism tends to limit its field of activity.

The basic motives for the development of

international organization seem to be three: the

desire of human beings for satisfactions obtain-

able only from beyond national boundaries,
which gives rise to the whole body of interna-

tional intercourse; the desire of national states

and their component citizens and officials for

effective international cooperation in the regula-
tion of this intercourse and in connection with

all the activities of the individual state, many of

which seem strictly national in character but

demand such cooperation for their successful

conduct; and a similar desire to avoid inter-

national friction and violence. Ideal aims of in-

suring peace and justice among nations are

based upon these concrete desires.

Even in the presence ofsuch motives, however,
international organization could not develop in

the absence of certain prerequisite and favorable

conditions. Thus there must be more than one

state in the world; in a single empire, which

might constitute a world state and a means of

securing world order, there would be no room
for international organization. Moreover the

existence of many states rather than of a few

increases the need for organized interstate co-

operation, broadens its basis and promotes its

development in many ways. Substantial equality

among the states is desirable and gross inequal-

ity fatal to this cooperation. Similarity of situa-

tion, need and policy, at least in order that points
of common interest can be found by numbers of

states, is requisite; individual states must have

breadth of interest and policy in order to enter

fruitfully into international cooperation. Sta-

bility on the part of the individual states is

necessary; where states rise and fall too rapidly

the maintenance of a system of international

organization is impossible. Obviously too these

states must be in contact with one another.

Finally, there must exist a science of interna-

tional organization if these facts and potential

causes and consequences are to be adequately

realized, interpreted and acted upon.
The functions to be performed by interna-
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tional organization may be classified according
to two standards: first, the form; and, second,

the substance, or subject matter, of the action

to be taken. The forms of action in international

organization needed by the nations have already

been suggested. The irreducible elements in in-

ternational organizational activity seem to be

formulation of law by agreement, administra-

tion of the law by international agencies and ad-

judication of disputes by international courts,

which is perhaps a form of administration. The
actions of individual states toward one another

have no element of true international coopera-
tion unless the states agree among themselves on

common lines of action; they are then making
law by agreement. The operations of interna-

tional organization may be essentially analyzed
into the making and execution of law; where the

carrying out of the law is remitted to individual

states, as it often is, there is international action

only in so far as that action also is regulated by
international law.

Here arises the problem of international coer-

cion, or sanctions, the most critical and the most

difficult problem in the entire field. Enforce-

ment of international law is now left to the indi-

vidual state possessing rights under that law, and

international law defines certain modes of action

available for that purpose: non-violent measures

of litigation in national courts, diplomatic ac-

tion, litigation in international courts, violent

measures short of war (reprisals and interven-

tion) and war. Obviously objectionable features

of this situation lead to the suggestion of a sys-

tem of international enforcement; all sound logic

and theory of social organization and the entire

history of government among men point irre-

futably to this end. Although almost insuperable

political and technological difficulties obstruct

progress in this direction, this ultimate problem
of international organization and international

government must eventually be solved.

With regard to subject matter the proper scope
of international jurisdiction and action may be

stated to include in principle all matters of inter-

national interest. These comprehend the entire

field of national life, of which no aspect is not of

international concern, for many alien nationals

and much alien property are present in every
state. There are no "purely domestic questions"
in international affairs today after the composi-
tion and organization of the individual state have

been determined, and even here international

interest and regulation are beginning to trench

upon national discretion. Legally recognition of

this principle and of its exact implications in

terms of concrete questions is left to interstate

practise and agreement. The states may lag as

far behind the factual situation as the sociological

pressure for group action against individual

liberty allows.

In practise one subject after another passes
over from national to international regulation.

All of the interests of individuals who are en-

gaged in activity outside their own nations or on
the high seas are involved: protection of life,

liberty and property; health, morals, transit and

communications; industry, trade and finance;

and scientific and artistic needs relating to all of

these. Many of the same interests of concern to

nationals within their own states especially

communications, health, morals and scientific

and cultural interests are served by interna-

tional cooperation. All matters upon which the

individual state develops its own policies, legis-

lates and takes administrative action come up for

international treatment of those points at which

they are of interest to other states.

Underlying all such subjects are the interests

and the demands for peace and security on the

part of the individual state as such. Preservation

of peace and the protection of territorial integrity

and political independence of the state against
external aggression are the two most fundamen-

tal and important functions to be performed by
international organization. The first is attempted
both indirectly and directly. The indirect method
is to treat by legislation and administration the

fundamental causes of international friction.

The direct method in case of acute controversy
involves the use of diplomacy, including the

"good offices" of third states where diplomatic
connections are severed; the organization and

use of the processes of inquiry, mediation and

adjudication, including commissions of inquiry,
in reality a species of administrative agent, and

councils of conciliation, a form of international

conference, and including also of course inter-

national courts and tribunals of all kinds; and
the development of agreements not to resort to

war but to employ the stipulated forms of pacific

settlement. The second function of interna-

tional organization is attempted by encouraging
the conclusion of non-aggression and even mu-
tual assistance agreements, but the provision of

an effective general international guaranty of

security depends upon solution of the problem
of sanctions.

It is possible to distinguish six special forms

and one general form of international organiza-
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tion intended to serve the needs of the nations

and the international community. Of the special

forms, three: diplomacy, treaty negotiation and

international law, may be described as pre-

institutional in character; and three: conference,

administration and adjudication, as institutional.

International federation is the general and final

form of international organization.

Diplomacy (q.v.), essentially an extremely

primitive form of international action, is the

communication from one state to another of an

item of information or policy. Such action may
be taken by any agency entitled to act for the

state, as the chief of state or a diplomatic repre-

sentative; but historically the resident diplomat
has become most prominent in the process and

the Siplomatic corps has approximated the char-

acter of an international organ. Treaty negotia-

tion, which grows out of diplomacy, consists of

the making of agreements between states; it par-

takes of the nature of contract although it rises

eventually to the level of statute legislation and

constitution making (see TREATIES). International

law (q.v.) is the most effective of the primitive

devices for international control of national pol-

icy and action and for effectuating international

policy and action. It consists of rules accepted by
the nations as defining with binding authority

their rights and obligations toward one another.

It logically follows treaty negotiation and di-

plomacy in that it can hardly grow up without

interstate communication, is much aided by

treaty agreement and is broader and more stable

than either. The customary law is amplified by
international legislation (q.v.) and systematized

by codification. It covers logically all phases of

actual interstate relations peaceful or otherwise,

including the later forms of international organi-

zation, although the descriptive science of inter-

national organization is not part of international

law.

Conference, logically the primary form of in-

stitutionalized or organized international co-

operation, consists essentially of diplomacy and

treaty negotiation but gains its final character

and status by the multiplication of the number
of nations taking part. An international con-

ference is a meeting of one or more delegates

from each country participating. Participation is

determined in the case of the single conference

by the invitation of the country initiating the ac-

tion; in the case of the conference in series, by

prior international agreement. Attendance is

wholly voluntary. The conference is opened by
the chief delegate of the state in whose territory
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the conference is held, unless other arrange-
ments have been agreed upon; the conference

elects its chairman and other officers, including a

secretary, and creates such committees as it sees

fit. The agenda of the conference is settled,

usually in advance of the meeting, by agreement

among the participants under the leadership of

the convoking country or in accordance with

procedure for that purpose stipulated in ad-

vance, as in the drawing up of the agenda by a

permanent bureau. The agenda may be altered

only with the consent of all participants, unless

otherwise stipulated; actually items are rather

freely added in the course of the conference and

the tendency toward this practise is on the in-

crease. The conference operates through plenary
sessions and committee meetings; the real dis-

cussions and negotiations take place in the latter.

There is little voting even in the plenary sessions,

although provisions for majority decisions in

matters of procedure are increasingly common

today. In principle and for the most part in

practise the conference rests upon and respects

the principle of equality and especially the rule

of unanimity. The conference is thus similar in

character to the legislature or constituent as-

sembly. It frames international constitutions,

such as the Covenant of the League, and adopts

statutes, such as conventions on maritime navi-

gation. But in few cases as yet does the confer-

ence operate by debate and majority vote of dele-

gates at discretion; rather for the most part it

proceeds by unanimous consent of instructed

delegates by way of the conclusion of treaty

agreements. Even with these limitations the con-

ference is the most dynamic and creative form of

international organization.

Administration and execution in international

government are ordinarily entrusted to bureaus

or commissions of two or more persons and at

times to individual officials. Such agencies, as,

for example, the Universal Postal Convention,

which define the composition and organization
of the agency and the scope and mode of the

action to be taken by it, are established by con-

ventions among the interested states. Ordinarily
it is the terms of a treaty, rarely general inter-

national law and still more rarely an international

judicial award which is to be administered.

Most international administrative agencies are

provided in connection with some specific sub-

ject matter, such as river navigation (see INTER-

NATIONAL WATERWAYS); but the creation of a

general international administrative service

capable of functioning in connection with what-
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ever questions arise has already appeared in such

bodies as the Pan-American bureau and the

League Secretariat. Such agencies consist in

principle and to a large extent in practise of per-

sons chosen not as representatives of the nations

but as individuals expert in the subject matter to

be treated. Professional technicians and adminis-

trators rather than political amateurs are needed.

On the other hand, the administrative agency is

supervised and controlled more or less closely by
the constituent governments and the general con-

ference or interim committee of the union of

states maintaining the bureau. The action of the

bureau impinges upon the participating states as

such, upon their nationals and indeed upon other

states and their nationals when subject to the

jurisdiction of the former states. In this respect

international administration approaches true

international government more closely than does

international conference. It is at this point
moreover that the question of compelling na-

tional or individual compliance with interna-

tional authority, the question of "sanctions,"

arises.

International courts serve to settle interna-

tional controversies which arise in the course of

unorganized international relations or in con-

nection with international administration and

which can be settled according to accepted law or

treaty agreement. Arbitration is the settlement

of such questions by general principles of law

and equity, adjudication proper their settlement

by positive law; but the difference between the

two is not great. International controversies are

sometimes submitted by the disputants to an

international organ for investigation of the facts

(commission of inquiry). Such a commission

must be created by agreement defining its com-

position, procedure and powers; unless specially

stipulated it has no power to pronounce upon
the legal rights of the parties, but its findings of

fact are conclusive. It is believed that authorita-

tive establishment of the facts of a controversial

case, together with the lapse of time necessary

thereto, will aid peaceful agreement upon the

merits. Going further, the parties may submit a

dispute to a commission for recommendations as

to settlement (mediation, conciliation); this

practise is growing as a result of many treaty

agreements. But the nations are not generally

willing to submit their disputes for binding de-

cision (arbitration, adjudication) unless these

disputes can be settled by accepted law; this re-

stricts the discretion of the judges and gives the

participants an opportunity to foresee and argue

the fate of their contentions. Cases may be sub-

mitted only by agreement between the parties at

the time or in advance of the dispute. Interna-

tional arbitration and adjudication are in reality

essentially administrative action and also raise

the question of enforcement. Actually inter-

national awards are with rare exceptions volun-

tarily obeyed; although this feature of the situa-

tion may change if obligatory submission de-

velops very far. Finally, the future utilization of

international adjudication seems clearly to turn

not merely upon a desire for pacific settlement

and a willingness to lose, if the loss be according
to law, but upon development of the law itself

and of forms of submission and procedure which

shall render international adjudication more de-

pendable and effective (see ARBITRATION, INTER-

NATIONAL; MFDIATION).
International federation follows as a general

and synthetic form of international organization.
It consists of the union of states for one common

purpose or more and varies in membership
and purpose from the alliance upward. The
union is established by a formal agreement in

which the scope and method of federal action are

described and any federal agencies set up. Many
details concerning the membership and duration

of the union, its officers, organs and activities

and the revision of its fundamental law must be

settled in the original agreement. The treaty or

convention establishing the union is in effect an

international constitution. Strictly speaking, any
union of two states constitutes an interstate

federation, although the idea and the term are

used chiefly to refer to multipartite unions.

What is more significant is the fact that every
union of states for the establishment of an inter-

national conference, court or commission is in

principle a federation. In the creation of confer-

ences and courts such federation is not com-

monly of long duration and is therefore not of

great significance in this connection; on the

other hand, administrative bureaus are frequently
set up for indefinite periods and the unions of

states supporting them provide the most numer-

ous examples of international federation. The
federal system seems complete when the union

has a recurrent conference acting as constitutent

assembly or legislature, an interim committee

acting as an executive council to supervise the

work of the administrative bureau and perhaps
even an arbitral board or tribunal to settle dis-

putes in connection with the operations of the

bureau. In such administrative unions the scope
of action is generally narrow, but from the point
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of view of structure and procedure international

federation is present in all its essential qualities.

Both the foundations and the phenomena of

international organization have varied con-

siderably through the course of history. Certain

forms of international organization originated in

ancient times. The state system of the ancient

world was not conducive to the development of

such activity until the rise of the Greek city-state,

but in Greece and even in the less favorable

circumstances of Asiatic, African and Roman
state systems a certain amount of international

organization existed. Traces of international

law, much diplomacy and treaty negotiation,

some international conference and a large amount

of international adjudication capped by serious

experiments in international federation de-

veloped. All these were more or less ended,

however, by the establishment of Roman im-

perial domination.

Certain of these activities diplomacy, treaty

making and international law persisted into the

early Middle Ages. Later arbitration revived

somewhat, as did international conference and

even a weak sort of interstate federation; for ex-

ample, in the Hanseatic League. Until the six-

teenth century, however, international organiza-

tion was at low ebb.

The appearance of strong national states in

place of the feudal chaos and weak empires of the

Middle Ages and the revival of communication

led to a reappearance of international organiza-

tion. The half dozen great powers and their de-

pendencies are surrounded by fifty or sixty more

or less independent states; the volume of inter-

national trade, travel and intercourse of all sorts

has grown tremendously. These developments

inevitably stimulated international organization.
International law arose and has continued to the

present with an ever growing body of scientific

literature and of official international treaty legis-

lation and codification. Consular and diplomatic

organization and practise have greatly increased;

today there exist over twenty-five thousand con-

sular and diplomatic agents. Thousands of

treaties have been concluded, more and more

frequently and on all sorts of subjects, with a

notable increase in the number of multilateral

conventions. International conferences in times

of peace have become far more frequent, broader

in scope and increasingly effective during the

course of the past century; today the practise is

very common, to some extent because of the use

of special conferences instead of a single inter-

national assembly of general jurisdiction. Inter-

national administrative agencies, unknown prior
to 1800, have multiplied gradually, especially
since 1875, while more recent years have seen

the creation of the general administrative serv-

ices of the Pan American Union and the League.

Finally, international arbitral tribunals, claims

commissions and courts of justice have multi-

plied and broadened their activity, again since

1875, reaching their climax in the Permanent

Court of Arbitration (q,v .)
set up at The Hague

in 1899 and the Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice (q.v.) established in 1921 under the

auspices of the League of Nations. With more or

less serious but constantly decreasing interrup-
tions in times of war organized international

cooperation has grown at an increasing pace dur-

ing the past fifty years.

Various experiments in interstate federation

were launched during the early modern period
from 1500 to 1800 in the form both of alliances

and of such national confederations as the Swiss

Confederation and the United States of America;
these were followed by projects for true inter-

national leagues put forward from time to time

by Crucc, Kant and others. It was in the attempt
to develop the Holy Alliance into a Concert of

Europe, however, that contemporary interna-

tional federation was foreshadowed. The concert

led through varying success and failure to the

setting up of the League of Nations and its re-

lated organizations, the International Labor

Organization and the Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice. In the meantime the Pan

American Union had been developing slowly
into a weak rival federation in the western hemi-

sphere.
The League of Nations has grown enormously

in membership, structure and activity since its

establishment in 1920. Provided with a delibera-

tive if not legislative Assembly, an executive

Council and an administrative Secretariat, al-

though without coercive power, the League has

also developed a number of auxiliary organiza-
tions (Health, Economics and Finance, Transit

and Communications, Intellectual Cooperation),
each rather pretentious in structure and func-

tion. Various commissions and special confer-

ences function in connection with the League on

such matters as disarmament, mandates and mi-

nority protection. The International Labor

Organization is a duplicate league dealing solely

with labor questions.
The historic development of international

organization in terms of functions is reflected in

the record of the development of the organs of
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international cooperation. In earlier times con-

ciliation of national policies in international law

and diplomacy and treaty agreement was the

chief objective, with some application of inter-

national law and treaties by arbitration. Not until

the nineteenth century were elaboration of inter-

national policy in conference and its execution

and international service to national needs by
international administration established on an

extensive scale. Even today the problem of in-

ternational enforcement, or international sanc-

tions, remains to be solved. In the meantime the

other functions continue.

Any estimate of the effectiveness of contem-

porary international organization, including the

League of Nations, turns mainly upon this

question of the need for coercion in international

organization. An amazing amount of interna-

tional cooperation has proved obtainable on a

purely voluntary basis, while constant discussion

and comparison of national policies have led to

much voluntary synthesis of them. On the other

hand, the nations noticeably resent any verbal

suggestion of coercion, although they act con-

stantly under legal compulsion; in the efforts to

establish a system of sanctions not the resistance

of the potential victims but the reluctance of the

prospective enforcers has held up progress.
Furthermore cases may always arise in which

voluntary compliance is not obtainable; in Man-
churia and Nicaragua, for example, where weak-

ness of state authority rather than action by a

strong state constitutes the threat to peace and

justice, this absence of international police

power means that strong national states must be

left free to act. In such cases the danger of illegal

violence on the part of the intervening nations is

always present. This great shortcoming of con-

temporary international organization and the un-

willingness to see it remedied in the only way in

which it can be remedied logically and practically

lead to dangerous want of confidence and oppo-
sition to world order and evoke in one or two

cases, such as the United States and Soviet

Russia, policies dangerously close to absolute

non-participation, non-cooperation, isolation or

international anarchism. Such attempts to stay

out or to get out of the organized international

community prevent the fully effective function-

ing of that community. Certainly contemporary
international organization is both valuable and
effective in facilitating, stimulating and inducing

voluntary international cooperation and in syn-

thesizing national views and policies to that end;
but it cannot be entirely adequate while it is de-

void of organization and procedure for inter-

national coercion in case of need. Such organiza-
tion and such procedure would of course be of

no value unless the members of the organization
were willing to employ them; on the other hand,

they will never be set up until the nations so de-

sire.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS is a title

that requires definition. It will be dealt

with here as concerning, in the first place,

the relationship itself, not the precepts and pro-
cedirre regulating international relations, which

constitute international law; nor the principles

and procedures for conducting them, which cor-

respond to diplomacy; nor the happenings con-

sequent on that relationship, which is the course

of history; nor even the products of the relation-

ship either in new institutions, such as the

League of Nations, the Soviet system and the

British Empire, or in new ideas, such as pan-

Europeanism, pacifism or pluralism.

In the second place, this article is concerned

only with the relationship between nations. The
social relationships between community units

anterior or inferior to the sovereign nations of

modern civilization are of interest here only in

so far as they may suggest that these national

states are but episodes in the present evolution-

ary epoch of civilized society. It is in this rela-

tionship between nations that the process of so-

cial evolution can be most clearly seen as one of

periodic pendulum swings between centripetal

and centrifugal tendencies. Thus the past two

centuries exhibited an accelerating action of

centrifugal decentralization, the "national move-

ment," whereas the present century is experienc-

ing an even more rapidly accelerating centrip-

etal activity in the internationalism of capitalist

and communist collectivities. These interna-

tionalisms although fighting on international and

internecine fronts are none the less founding a

new social synthesis in the international relation-

ship.

The equations of international relations have

true significance only as expressed in terms of

the political factors and economic forces of a

particular period. Thus at the beginning of the

Christian era international relations in the orbit

of the western social organism were regulated

by the administrative and judicial institutions of

the Roman Empire; the "nations" were com-

munities, each of which had a relation to the

Roman rule but little or none to one another.

It was in this imperial regulation of the rights of

non-citizens that international law had its incep-
tion. Its emergence from the jus gentium andjus
fetiale is as significant of the flux and reflux in

the organisation of civilization as the process by
which the League of Nations has emerged from
an international relationship reproducing in

principle that which existed between the Greek

city-states. The Roman Empire represents the

most recent epoch in which the pendulum swing
reached such an extreme point of centralized

control over the external relations between com-
munities that practically there was between

them no international relationship at all. Since

at the accelerated pace of present day change
such an extreme point of centralization in a

higher phase of the spiral of progress may at no

distant date again be reached, it becomes im-

portant to reexamine the general course of inter-

national relations.

It is impossible to review here in any detail the

process by which the pendulum swung back to

decentralization: through the degeneracy of the

Roman ruling class and its defeat by younger

races; through the division regionally between

the Western, or Latin, and the Eastern, or

Greek, empires; through the dualism between

regime and religion that led to the rivalry of em-

pire and papacy; and through the decline of the

diarchy exercised by chivalry and the church.

But the political conditions under which the

modern European nations were created should

be noted because of the form they imposed on

the modern European international relationship.

This relationship can be very briefly and very

broadly characterized as distinctively dynastic

during the first phase of the sixteenth, seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries and as demo-

cratic in the Anglo-Saxon definition of the word

during the nineteenth and the first half of the

twentieth century. For the modern nations

emerged from a welter of warfare that during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries swept away the

internationalism of caste and creed by which

chivalry and the church had diluted and pro-

longed Roman imperialism. The center round

which the racial, regional and regimental re-

bellions of nationalism rallied, the new authority
to which they appealed, the new rule on which

they relied, were those of the crown. Having
conferred on itself a divine right to a separatist

sovereignty the crown then cut away above itself
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the supremacy of emperor and pope; and having
converted a social structure of status into a sim-

plified internal relationship of sovereign and

subject it then crushed out below itself the

clerical, feudal, provincial, municipal and other

organisms that claimed to share its sovereignty.

Thus it was natural and indeed necessary that

such international relationship as remained

should be represented solely through the person
of the national sovereign. It was also natural, in-

deed inevitable, that as the authority of the

sovereign was based on armed force, so also the

international relationship could be expressed

through him only in terms of arms. Thus foreign

policy and diplomacy in so far as they were not

directly movements or menaces of war could be

conducted only in a mentality of war. At best

they based peace on a precarious balance of

power; at worst they barred all progress by the

wastage of warfare.

Even when revolts from the moral reaction

and material ruin of the wars of religion or of

the colonial and continental wars created the

Protestant Reformation or the French Revolu-

tion and an effort to reconstruct the international

relationship, results were nullified by the rival-

ries of the ruling dynasties and ruling classes and

by their resistance to any redistribution of that

responsibility for international relations that

they had misused. Thus the "great design" of

Henry iv and subsequent similar schemes for a

world state, although they represented in form a

real international idealism, in fact were little

more than diplomatic gambits in the dynastic

duels of the day. And one of the latest of these

reconstructive revolts after an epoch of warfare,

the Holy Alliance, soon convicted itself of being
not so much an international peace council as a

conspiracy against national progress.
In the first period of this dynastic phase of

international relations the commonalty still re-

tained some measure of control over the crown.

As late as the sixteenth century monarchs de-

pended on voluntary or voted supplies for the

man power and money power for warfare. But
this regime was more or less rapidly replaced by
one based on professional forces and on a per-
manent fisc, the use of which parliament was in

a position to veto only in certain countries and
on certain occasions. By the eighteenth century
the conduct of foreign affairs and the control of

foreign policy had come to be universally ac-

cepted as a prerogative of the crown.

Consequently both the maritime competition

for colonial supremacy that resulted from the

opening up of the Asiatic, American, Austral-

asian and African continents to European ex-

ploitation and the military competition for con-

tinental supremacy in Europe that resulted from

the collapse of the authority of church and em-

pire were conducted by sovereigns unrestrained

by any super-national regime or international

regulation. The instruments of their struggle
were professional soldiers, privateers and profit

seeking subjects unrestricted by any realization

of or responsibility for a common civilization.

Somewhat later chartered companies holding
concessions from the crown or corporations of

international importance made a transition to

the present principle of governmental respon-

sibility. But just as there was little to choose be-

tween pioneers and pirates in the early colonial

and commercial relationship so there was small

room for choice on the continent of Europe it-

self, where the permanent representatives of the

crown at foreign courts were expected by train-

ing and tradition to be as cunning as smugglers
in tricking the law and as callous as slave traders

in trading with the lives of their fellow country-
men and with the liberties of their fellow

Christians. Family connections between the

competing princes and common feelings be-

tween competing peoples were quite ineffective

even to mitigate the evils of such a relationship.

Before the end of the nineteenth century the

pendulum had started to swing rapidly back

toward a new synthesis of society in respect to

the international relationship. For a new civiliza-

tion based on science was by then establishing
itself swiftly throughout the European and

American continents and as swiftly extending it-

self into the international relationship. One of

the earliest and most evident economic expres-
sions of this new scientific synthesis was the so-

called industrial revolution, while its most

prominent political beginnings were the British,

American and French revolutions, which estab-

lished the representative principle of govern-
ment. And although the control and conduct of

international relations remained for nearly a

century thereafter a reserve of the ruling king or

class, this became more and more a reserve re-

mote from the real international relationship be-

tween peoples.

This reintegration of society proceeded from
the bottom upward. It began by connecting up
the international relations between individual

nationals two centuries ago and has ever since

been coordinating the international relations of

national institutions. It has, for example, ef^
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fectively organized international correspondence
in telegraphic and postal unions under inter-

national regulation and rates. It has provided
international security for the persons of indi-

viduals by contract and cooperation and for their

property by a corpus of so-called private inter-

national law that is now better established than

the public international law which concerns the

relations between states. Thence it is passing
from the individual to the institutional region of

foreign relations by initiating a policing of civil-

ized society. Inhumane exploitations of subject

peoples for profit, such as the slave trade or the

arms and drug traffic, and the extermination of

valuable animals, as in the fur seal or osprey
feather trades, have been regulated by inter-

natioifal compact, while extradition has ended

the exploitation of frontiers by crime.

By the end of the industrial revolution a cen-

tury ago an international renaissance had been

brought about by such agencies as travel, trade

and translation, which had so broken down or

bridged over the barriers of national frontiers

and fashions that the individual citizens of

western civilization were beginning normally to

think of one another as akin in certain matters.

Europe and America had come to eat, live and

learn, to drudge and dream, to reason and be

ruled, all on much the same lines and within

much the same limits.

Unfortunately these emerging attitudes could

be given no solid foundation either in Christian

society or in scientific solidarity, as Christianity

had gone too far from its original simplicity and

sodality into ecclesiasticism and Erastianism,

while science has not as yet left its laboratory

attic for the arena of life. In economics the new
international impetus has made even less prog-
ress than in ethics. Mechanism in production
and mercantilism in commerce had set up com-

peting and compacted national economic enti-

ties. Protection by tariffs, treaties and territorial

imperialism became as favored a form of security
as armies or alliances. Moreover this system with

its support of private interests by public institu-

tions made the interests both dependent on and

dominant over the institutions. Thus commer-
cialism like capitalism and clericalism became

nationalized to the detriment of its own develop-
ment and that of civilization. The wars of the

nineteenth century were all more or less caused

by commercial competition, while tariff walls

and trade wars were and still are obstacles to the

establishment of an international economic

system,

Political union in any form can be effective

only as the expression ofan economic unification.

For this reason the new internationalist ideals

have as yet had little effect in the political realm

against the national idols of sovereignty, security
and self-complacency. A regulation of the recip-
rocal requirements of different regions in ma-

terials, markets and manufactures would by now
have reorganized civilization and removed na-

tional rivalry but for conservative maintenance

of national competition in the name of security.

The competition for prestige and territory be-

tween the crowned rulers of the eighteenth cen-

tury was less of a brake on progress than is the

competition for production and trade between

the ruling classes of the twentieth. In the eight-

eenth century there was as yet very little inter-

national relationship to represent; in the twen-

tieth there is such a relationship both ethical and

economic, but its political representation and

realization are irreconcilable with the religion of

private property and personal profit.

Accelerated reaction toward internationalism

resulted from the World War a reaction ethical

in its realization of the evils of warfare and war

fever and economic in respect of the material ex-

tremity to which the world was reduced by war

wastage. The complete consequences of this in-

cipient revolution in the international relation-

ship cannot be dealt with here in detail. They
represent a variety of different and in some
cases divergent lines of advance and it would

be hard to say which of these at present offers

the best prospect of progress. Whether progress
will come by a general reduction of armaments

or by the construction of a supernational power
and police in the political region or as a con-

federation of corporative states for reorganizing

production and consumption in the economic

region; whether it will be reached by the road of

diplomatic negotiation or by that of democratic

representation, are questions impossible to

answer.

But one development must be dealt with, as it

has for a century been inherent in the interna-

tional relationship and seems likely to become

imperative. That is the development in the field

of capital and labor, the present tendency of

property owners and proletariat alike to concen-

trate into two hostile camps irrespective of na-

tional feelings and frontiers. Labor, man power,
as the greatest sufferer by the industrial revolu-

tion was the first to organize its wage slaves

against the owners of wealth. But the money
power now through its command of publicity, of
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parliaments and of the other instruments of

power has formed a fighting front which al-

though less conspicuous has a far greater control

of the international relationship. Moreover,
whereas money power bases its activities on the

national organism and is evolutionary, man

power has an international objective and is revo-

lutionary. The international ideologies of social-

ism and syndicalism, ethical in their propaganda
and economic in their procedure, are so revolu-

tionary in principle that they have as yet not

succeeded in getting real power by peaceful
means. On the other hand, money power exer-

cised by the owners of wealth is so associated

with the existing order and with national govern-
mental authority that it has been unable hitherto

to give effective expression to its real interna-

tional interests.

But man power as such has now become ef-

fectively organized in communism. Thus there

emerges a civilization in which man power and

money power are no longer incorporated, as they
were in the mediaeval guild, or merely compet-

ing for profit, as they were in the national craft

union, or even in social conflict within the na-

tional state. Civilization is coming to be divided

not only into economically conflicting class

camps but also into ethically, economically and

ethnically competitive continents: Asia and pos-

sibly Africa under the communist creed and con-

stitution on the one side and on the other Europe
and America under the capitalist creed and con-

federations. And very significantly both of these

systems show a recent and remarkable expansion
of the economic entity to the total or partial elim-

ination of national sovereignty and separatism.

The communist system was based originally on

a concession of constitutional and cultural self-

determination to constituent nations but severely

subjected to central control of capital and com-

merce, production and consumption. This sys-

tem is now well advanced into the second stage

toward a new economic entity, that of building

up underneath its complex political confedera-

tion a unified economic state structure. In the

external international relationship the Soviet

system is both economically and politically an

organic whole and evidently it will eventually be

so also in the internal relationships of its com-

ponent nations. On the other hand, the capitalist

system is still feebly feeling its way toward an

internal control of private property and profit

which will empower each national government
to promote and participate in such international

controls of capital, currency and commerce as

have become urgently necessary if the whole
basis of private capitalism and national competi-
tion is not to break up. And although the League
Council with its diplomatic and non-democratic

constitution has been as yet little more successful

than would have been its predecessor, the concert

of Europe, and although such economic experi-
ments as the Genoa or Hague conferences be-

came less a cooperation of governments than a

competition of big businesses, yet Europe and
America arc being speedily driven by economic

pressure into economic solidarity.

The international relationship of the future

seems therefore to be that of a fighting front be-

tween a progressive centrally controlled "corpo-
rative" state of communist Eurasia and a con-

servative confederation of more or less cdrpora-
tive commonwealths and countries. The rela-

tionship between the nations composing this

capitalist confederation may in time become as

peaceable as that at present established between

the nations within the British Commonwealth
or within the Bolshevist commonalty. But who
can say whether war will then disappear or will

only once again be concentrated into outbreaks

at longer intervals, of greater intensiveness

and wider extension in which civilization will

itself be re-fused and reforged into a "Parliament

of Man, a Federation of the World"?
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK. History and De-

scription. International trade, or trade between,

the members of different political units, is

the oldest form of commodity exchange. Primi-

tive communities were so organized that trade

was conceivable only between members of differ-

ent tribes; and when the intracommunal ex-

change of goods developed, even where it did not

grow out of intertribal trade it was patterned on

the lines of the latter. A similar relation between

international and domestic trade obtained at the

beginning of the modern era; capitalistic whole-

sale trading was organized on an international

scale before the domestic market expanded suf-

ficiently to afford the requisite opportunity for

men of large capital thoroughly imbued with

the spirit of business.

It was only when domestic trade became as

capitalistic as foreign commerce that writers

were struck by the essential similarity of the

two and the question was raised as to the funda-

mental criterion of difference. This was found

at the time primarily in the fact that productive
forces labor, capital and entrepreneurial abil-

ity, not to speak of natural resources do not

move as readily across national frontiers as

within the borders of a country. On the back-

ground of differences in the stage of economic

development and in the structure of national eco-

nomic systems, which are traceable in the last

resort to differences in the course of history

and in the national traditions deriving from it,

the lower mobility of factors of production

provides a more or less permanent basis for the

exchange of commodities between different

countries. The peculiarities of international

trade, however, are not wholly explained there-
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by; these are due to the existence of cultural and

linguistic barriers, of differences in political

structures and legal systems, of different com-

mercial, monetary and financial policies.

For a long time the discussion of international

trade was limited to the subject of commodity

exchange and with good reason. The inter-

change of services and capital funds, the so-

called invisible imports and exports, always
formed a tiny stream alongside the mighty flow

of goods; but it was relatively insignificant and

could be disregarded. Since the end of the

eighteenth century, however, it has come to ac-

quire increasing importance despite the tre-

mendous expansion of the volume of interna-

tional commodity exchanges. At present there is

no longer any justification for limiting the term

international trade to the exchange of goods.
It is now more nearly coextensive with the en-

tire complex of international economic rela-

tions, with the movement across national boun-

daries of tangible goods, services, capital funds

and even of population.
The end of the eighteenth century is generally

associated with the beginning of the process of

industrialization which originating in England
has gradually transformed other countries. The

importance of industrialization for interna-

tional trade cannot be overestimated. Yet it must

not be overlooked that the end of the eighteenth

century marks also a turning point in the polit-

ical history of the western world; at that time

there were set in motion political forces whose

action offers valuable clues to the understanding
of the course of international trade. The estab-

lishment of an independent union of North

American states and scarcely a generation later

the emancipation of South American states sig-

nalized the downfall of the old colonial system.
The unification of Italy and the creation of

the German Empire signified an important vic-

tory for the principle of the national state and

permitted the economic integration of large

areas. The era of imperialism was inaugurated
in the 1890*8 with the expansion of European
nations to other continents through the acquisi-

tion of colonies and the annexation of distant

territories. The organization of new states fol-

lowing the World War led of necessity to an

expansion in the range of international trading,
and the rising tide of nationalism in the east

in the Balkans, Egypt, India and China

brought in its wake a greater demand for for-

eign capital and signified a further extension of

international economic relations.

The change in character and volume of inter-

national trade since the end of the eighteenth

century was due to the interaction of a number
of factors. First among them is the growth of

population out of proportion to the increase in

the domestic food supply. To provide suste-

nance for the surplus population industrializa-

tion became imperative; another means of re-

lief was emigration to unexploited territories

in the New World. Vast masses of people were

thus set in motion first in England, then in

Germany, later in Italy, the Balkans and Poland;

Japan and China have also contributed their

share. The stream of emigrants flowed into the

United States, the countries of Latin America

and to a smaller extent into other areas,where

the material conditions of existence were less

favorable; thus virgin territories were settled

and new civilizations created. Almost from the

beginning the young countries exercised a de-

mand for a variety of goods which could not be

produced there, a demand which increased with

the growth of population and the rise in its

standard of living and acted as one of the princi-

pal stimuli for the further expansion of inter-

national trade.

Another important factor has been the de-

velopment of industrialism impelled by techno-

logical invention. Since unit costs have been

found to decline with an increase in scale of

operations, the competitive pressure fov lower

cost led eventually to an expansion of manufac-

ture beyond the capacity of the domestic market

and a dependence upon foreign outlets for the

surplus output. At first English textile manufac-

turers, later German ironmasters and in the

course oftimean increasing number of industries

in various countries chemical, electrical manu-

facturing, machine construction, automobile

found it essential to export a growing share of

their output in order to maintain the scale of

production. At present there is scarcely a major

industry anywhere which is not dependent upon
the world market for its sales. Specialization,

one of the principal sources of the strength
of modern industry, has encouraged this de-

velopment: since the demand of any single coun-

try for a highly specialized product is rapidly

met, the plant manufacturing it is capable of

maintaining production at an undiminished pace

long after the home market has reached the point
of saturation. The reports of the experts pre-

sented to the International Economic Conference

held in Geneva in 1927 show that the highly
industrialized countries are the most dependent
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upon the world market and that rationalization

is likely further to accentuate this dependence.
Industrialization was preceded and accompa-

nied by capital export, which became really im-

portant only in the second half of the nineteenth

century. Individual capitalists and banks may
have invested their capital abroad merely be-

cause they were attracted by high interest

rates; but from a social point of view the signifi-

cance of capital export lies in the establishment

in the younger countries of new branches of

production the cultivation of cotton and

tobacco, certain types of mining or in the

further development of already existing produc-

tion, such as wheat growing. Foreign capital,

which flowed into the countries on the American

continent, into European colonies in Asia, Africa

and Australia and which was of assistance in

Germany, Russia and elsewhere in eastern Eu-

rope, accelerated the economic development of

the debtor nations and enabled them to partici-

pate in the international exchange of raw ma-

terials and manufactured products.
International trade on a large scale was also

connected with the development of transporta-

tion facilities. The construction of railways with

a consequent large reduction in the cost of

freight transport was an essential condition of

long distance mass traffic and enabled the devel-

opment of production in regions which had no

direct
^access

to navigable waters. Railroads

brought the interior of Europe nearer the ocean

and linked the American far west to international

commercial routes. A few trunk lines also

crossed other continents and brought them

within the orbit of the world market. Railroads,

which represent a total investment of about

$100,000,000,000 and which at least in the

younger countries could not have been built

without the aid of foreign capital, thus opened
new opportunities for its investment also in

agriculture, mining and manufacturing. The
utilization of steam power in ocean shipping
likewise facilitated international exchanges.

Freight charges were so reduced that even bulky

goods of low value Australian wool, Indian

jute, ore from Sweden and Spain could be

shipped to distant manufacturing centers.

The movement of population so important

during the second half of the nineteenth century
has in recent years diminished as a result of

immigration restrictions in many countries. On
the other hand, the international migration of

capital has gained in importance and will prob-

ably loom even larger in the future. The early

tempestuous developmentoftransportation facil-

ities was succeeded by a period of moderate ex-

pansion; in this field Asia and Africa still offer

vast opportunities. The principal effect of

the interaction of these forces has been an

enormous increase in demand for goods in all

types of countries old and young, "civilized"

and "backward" which in its turn has caused

an expansion and intensification of interna-

tional economic relations. At the same time there

occurred a fundamental transformation in the

character of international commodity exchanges
as the economic systems of the various countries

were reorganized and their consumption needs

and production requirements radically modified.

In this connection three types of international

exchanges may be distinguished: between trop-

ical and temperate countries, between agrarian
and industrial countries and between industrial

countries.

The exchange of tropical products for those

of the temperate zone, the earliest variety of

international trade, still retains some impor-
tance: coffee, rubber, cane sugar, tobacco, rice,

spices and tropical fruits play a large role in

international trade. The methods of production
have of course changed fundamentally: the

primitive agriculture of the natives has given way
to the modern capitalistic plantation managed

by Europeans or Americans. Yet the cultivation

of tropical plants, the success of which is bound

up with peculiar conditions of climate and soil,

is in many cases almost as localized as it was

a century ago, while an increasing number of

countries have become dependent upon tropical

products. Consequently tropical areas have

been drawn more and more into the orbit of

international exchanges; in fact the products
of some tropical regions have entered the world

market rather recently and only as a result of

an increased demand for plantation wares.

The changes in the trade between agrarian and

raw material countries on the one hand and in-

dustrial countries on the other are of greater

significance. For the past hundred years food-

stuffs have constituted an ever larger portion
of the total volume of international trade.

Industrial countries with a limited arable area,

in which agriculture was developed far beyond
the point of diminishing returns, have become

dependent upon the importation of grain from

abroad from the United States, Canada and

Argentina in the western hemisphere and from

Russia and the Balkans in Europe. Similarly the

domestic production of meat, animal fats and
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dairy products in the industrial countries proved
insufficient for the growing and prospering
urban population; therefore cattle from South

America and Australia and dairy products from

Denmark and Holland became important items

of import. International trade in industrial raw

materials has grown even more; its rapid expan-
sion was due to improvements in industrial tech-

nique which have led to the substitution of min-

erals of localized distribution, such as iron,

copper, petroleum and potash, for organic sub-

stances and to the increased reliance upon cer-

tain organic raw materials, such as cotton, silk

and jute, which can be grown only under cli-

matic conditions of limited occurrence. Coun-

tries exporting foodstuffs and raw materials ob-

tain industrial products in exchange; as a rule

they are debtor countries exporting more than

they import and using the surplus to pay interest

and amortization charges on foreign capital

invested in their railroads, public improvements,

banks, plantations and the like.

Trade among industrial countries, the volume

of which is much greater than is commonly be-

lieved, is the direct outgrowth of industrialism.

European industrial nations do more trading

among themselves than with agrarian countries.

Germany, for example, sends three fourths of

its industrial exports to European industrial

countries, which provide a market also for three

fifths of American industrial exports; similarly

Great Britain sells a major portion of its ex-

ported merchandise in industrial countries.

France trades silk and perfumes for machines

and electrical appliances; England yarns, fine

fabrics and agricultural machinery for coarser

fabrics, chemicals and musical instruments; and

the United States automobiles, agricultural and

industrial machinery for silk and paper goods.
Such interindustrial trading is traceable to

specialization based on differences in natural

resources, technical equipment and industrial

tradition and is indicative of a marked degree of

interdependence among industrial nations. It

is to be observed that a large share of the out-

put of highly industrial countries consists of

producers' goods, such as machines, electrical

appliances, chemical and metal products adapted
to industrial and urban needs rather than to

those of agrarian and raw material countries.

The production of consumers* manufactures,

among which textiles used to bulk very large in

international trade, has now become more de-

centralized, each country relying more upon its

domestic plants and less upon imports.

The type of commodities entering world trade

determines the routes which it follows. Since

the principal commercial countries of Europe
and the industrial regions of North America as

well as great sections of South America border

on the Atlantic Ocean the transatlantic trade

has been very important since the beginning of

the modern era; at present its share of the total

ocean freight movement is estimated at 70 per-
cent. The transpacific trade is small in com-

parison, because the west coast of the Americas

has not yet reached as high a state of industrial

development as the east and the trade of the

Asiatic Far East is still carried on mainly by

way of the Indian Ocean. The importance of

the Pacific as a trade route has risen, however,
since the opening of the Panama Canal,"which

brought the Far East and the west coast of the

Americas closer to the industrial areas on both

sides of the Atlantic. Moreover transpacific

traffic may be expected to grow with the more

rapid economic development of the Far East.

Similarly the Pan-American traffic is definitely

on the increase, the oceanic trade between the

two continents having profited greatly by the

building of the Panama Canal. Euro-Asiatic

trade, which is as old as European civilization,

benefited by the opening of the Suez Canal and

remains of some importance. The Indian Ocean

is still the great trade route linking the British,

Dutch and French East Indies to Europe; yet

India's share of world trade was only 3.5 per-

cent in 1900 and 5 percent in 1930.

In close connection with international com-

modity movements are the international move-

ments of capital in the form of short term loan

funds and long term investment funds. The flow

of a considerable part of short term funds, that

which represents immediate or deferred pay-
ments for commodity imports, parallels the

movement of commodities but proceeds in the

opposite direction. The movements of long term

capital, an increasingly important aspect of inter-

national economic relations, are even more sig-

nificantly if less directly related to international

traffic in commodities. Capital exported from

older and richer countries to younger countries

and colonial areas opens new regions for capital-

istic development and creates the conditions for

the establishment of international commercial

relations; indeed trade follows capital more than

it does the flag. Whether as direct or as in-

direct investment such capital makes possible

the capitalistic exploitation, more efficient and

rational than the primitive destructive form,
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of the natural resources of the younger coun-

tries and assures a continuous supply of in-

dispensable raw materials and foodstuffs for

the industries and population of the older

countries. Foreign capital is also indispensable
in the development of transportation facilities

which link the distant areas of the younger
countries to the central home markets and

through them to world markets; the engineering
trades of the capital exporting countries benefit

directly from such railroad and ship construc-

tion. The establishment in younger countries of

processing and fabrication plants meat pack-

ing, milling, textile manufacturing is often de-

pendent upon foreign capital. Many of these

industries furnish a desirable supplement to the

produttion of creditor countries, while others

tend to compete with the home industries of

these countries; thus Indian cotton manufacture

competes with that of Lancashire. The inter-

national movement of capital, whether to finance

trade and industry or for purposes of specula-
tion and government finance, sets in motion a

return flow of interest payments. The capital

importing countries are compelled to develop an

export surplus of commodities, while the credi-

tor countries unless they continue to export

capital in excess of return payments of interest

and amortization instalments must acquire a

passive trade balance.

In addition to goods and capital funds nations

also interchange services, of which the oldest is

the commercial agency or brokerage service.

Greeks, Armenians and Chinese, prominent in

this field in the early history of international

trade, still play an important part in certain

quarters of the world; for the most part, how-

ever, modern foreign agents and brokers are

English and German. Not infrequently the enter-

prises serving as intermediaries in international

trade cluster about certain markets to which

goods are shipped from all parts of the world

and from which they are distributed to con-

sumption centers. In England and in the Neth-

erlands profits derived from the existence of

such intermediary markets are fairly important
in the international balance of payments.

Shipping is another such international service.

The shipping companies of certain countries,

better equipped, with good connections through-
out the world and with the assurance of pay-

ing return cargoes, may undertake the trans-

portation of freight for other countries. Before

the World War English and German shipping
lines were in this favorable position with re-

spect to most other countries, including the

United States. Transit rail traffic in some

European countries is sometimes similarly ex-

ploited to bolster the debit side of the balance

of payments.
An international service next in importance to

shipping is the short term financing of foreign

purchases or sales. Such financing is often done

directly or through subsidiaries by the banks

of the older of the two trading countries. But

it is not unusual for the banking institution of

a third country, fortified by sound knowledge
of conditions in the two trading countries and

by ready access to international money markets,
to undertake this type of business. Other serv-

ices auxiliary to international trade, such as

insurance of merchandise in transit, are as often

as not in the hands of nationals of a third coun-

try which for historical reasons came to occupy
an established position in this field.

Tendencieswhich have recently become mani-

fest in the field of international services may fore-

shadow a future decline in the volume of inter-

national trade. The position of the intermediary

country or market is being undermined by direct

purchases in the producing country; Egyptian

cotton, for example, is now purchased in Egypt
instead of at auctions in England. The same
result is achieved by international agreements
which effect a direct exchange of the commodi-
ties of one country for those of the other a

variety of barter subject to the usual difficulties

of determining a mutually satisfactory ratio

of exchange. Direct purchase and inter-

national barter are exemplified to a degree in

the Soviet monopoly of foreign trade which de-

termines the quantity of imports and exports and

tends to buy and sell in the primary markets.

A similar decline in international trade services

results from the development of national

merchant marines and the establishment of

branch plants on foreign territory.

Whatever the future of international trade

may be, its volume has grown in the past despite
the presence of numerous obstructing factors,

as may be seen from the accompanying table.

The number of participating countries has grad-

ually increased until international exchanges
have come directly or indirectly to comprise the

entire world. The quantity and variety of goods

entering world trade have experienced a parallel

growth. Luxury articles no longer form a major

portion of the volume; nor is it merely a ques-
tion of selling abroad the surplus output. The

principal driving force of international ex-
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changes is found at present in the demand of

advanced industrial countries for imported food-

stuffs and raw materials; in other words, modern
international trade affects the fundamental com-

ponents of a nation's economic system. Thus
in 1929 of the total volume of international

trade 23 percent represented foodstuffs and 33

percent industrial raw materials as compared
with 37 percent as the share of finished goods
and 7 percent as that of services. Indeed the

vitality of the most advanced and from a world

point of view most important national economies

is nowadays essentially dependent upon the con-

tinuation of normal economic intercourse with

other nations.

WORLD VOLUME OF INFLRNATIONAL TRADE AND THE
SHARE OF PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES,

1840-1929

Source Figures for total volume for 18 (0

States Buieau of Foremn and Domestic Co
Abstract of Hie Untied States, iyii (1^22)

91 } from United
merce, Statistical

y.-j Tlie

taken from France, Statistique Wnfrale, Annuaire \lati\lique,
IU24 (Pans I02S) P ?!<)*- \i*, and for the United States from
the Statuttuil I Strait for the United Vales, 10.18 (1028) p 447
and 450 Tlie figures for 1029 aie derived from United Stat. s,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Comment
Yearbook 1931, (iyji) vol. u, p 726-27.

Public and Private Regulation. Ever since it

has come into prominence international trade

has been considerably affected by the interven-

tion of governments. At the beginning of the

modern era mercantilist governments, resolved

to augment national power by making the bal-

ance of trade as favorable as possible, gave most
of their attention to the regulation of foreign
trade and of domestic production connected

with it; since that time foreign trade policy has

remained an important element in the economic

programs of governments. Direct regulation

through protective or liberal tariffs, commercial

treaties and most-favored-nation agreements,

reciprocity arrangements and import quotas
has always been a vital issue in public dis-

cussions. On these points various economic

interest groups make themselves loudly heard

and violent conflicts of interests arise, while

the interest of the national economy as a whole

is not always carefully weighed in the balance.

Protection of course is desired much more often

than is free trade. Fanners and industrialists

fearing foreign competition demand protection
for their products and as a rule command suffi-

cient influence with the government to obtain a

fair degree of satisfaction. In agrarian countries,

however, agricultural producers, who export
most of their output and use a great many im-

ported manufactures, insist on free trade.

Similarly, merchants, especially in the seacoast

cities, and shipping interests advocate free

trade, as do those industrialists who are de-

pendent upon export. Consumers also demand
that commodities be offered for sale at low

prices. Workers as consumers are largely in favor

of free trade, but as producers they may be easily

influenced by the fear of cheap foreign competi-
tion and led to demand industrial protection.
Less attention is usually paid to regulation by
administrative measures, a form of regulation

which governments have developed in the course

of time as a supplement to or even as a substitute

for regulation by legislation and treaty. Like

tariffs, administrative regulation may be free

trade or protectionist in spirit and operates

effectively and unobtrusively.

Among administrative measures those relating

to currency are perhaps of most far reaching

importance. Unstable currency means continual

price fluctuations, which obstruct domestic and

to a much larger extent foreign trade. The gold

standard, adopted first in England and later in

other countries, provided one of the essential

prerequisites for the normal development of

foreign trade. More recently central bank policy,

which even under the gold standard is a most

important instrumentality of currency regula-

tion, has come to be guided to a certain extent

by its anticipated influence upon the foreign

trade of the country. A deflationist bank policy
leads to internal stagnation; but a policy
of inflation although it temporarily stimulates

exports and discourages imports a result

which may be deliberately attempted, as in

the case of England in 1931 injures in the

long run both the country resorting to it and

other countries maintaining close economic re-

lations with it. Equally undesirable is the

regulation of foreign exchanges sometimes at-

tempted as a measure of administrative protec-

tionism; for example, the foreign exchange re-

strictions employed in a number of European
and South American countries in 1931 and 1932
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amounted to a most drastic regulation of foreign

trade designed to reduce imports to the absolute

minimum.
The capital policy of the government is often

related to its currency program; thus the main-

tenance of a stable currency standard is essen-

tial to protect the equity of the foreign capitalist

in his investment. In addition specific protective
measures are ordinarily taken by younger coun-

tries: the legal status of the foreigner and

the negotiability of his securities are assured,

and the interest on his investment is guaran-
teed even in private enterprises such as rail-

roads. The general taxation policy as well

as the promises given with regard to specific

loans are also relevant. The governments of

capital exporting countries are ordinarily less

concerned with international capital move-

ments. Yet even before the World War it was

quite customary to discriminate in favor of

colonies and certain countries of close political

affiliations. Since the war measures of a re-

strictive character have come to the fore: com-

plete embargoes on foreign loans have been im-

posed, investment bankers have been advised

against loans to certain countries, and central

banks have been forbidden to make loans on cer-

tain foreign securities.

In the field of transportation administrative

regulation of foreign trade employs such devices

as shipping and mail subsidies and numerous

other forms of grants intended to encourage the

development of regular freight shipping at low

rates. Important seaports and canals as well as

a great many railroad trunk lines have been

built with government aid, and if necessary

governments have assisted also in their opera-
tion. Not infrequently the public authority ar-

ranges railroad rates in such a way as to en-

courage the movement in and out of the country
of certain important commodities, such as coal,

grain, cotton and wool. Freight rate differentials

are likewise used to impede imports and exports
or to facilitate the movement toward certain

seaports with a view to affecting specific

world markets. Manipulation of rates is, how-

ever, a rather complicated procedure and often

defeats its own purpose.
Under administrative action with regard to

foreign trade must be included also: the work

of the consular service, which protects, advises

and aids national trade in foreign countries;

the services of governmental agencies, particu-

larly well developed in the United States and

England, which supply information about export

possibilities and in general about business con-

ditions in foreign countries; and the activities

of national chambers of commerce in foreign

countries, which often collaborate with gov-
ernment agencies in gathering and distributing
information. Mention should also be made of

the discontinuous but more or less periodically

recurring activities, such as government as-

sistance in the organization of international

fairs and government action to promote inter-

national standardization of trademarks and mer-

chandise nomenclature.

It will be observed that administrative regula-

tion even where it is intended to encourage
the development of foreign trade tends to give
the trade and traders of one country preferred

standing over those of other countries in foreign

markets. Where administrative action aims at

a reduction of imports it explicitly assumes a

protectionist tinge. Such discrimination and

protectionism, which have become rather com-

mon of late, escape to a large extent the regula-

tive and mitigating influence of international

agreements and go far toward nullifying even

most-favored-nation arrangements. From a na-

tional point of view administrative regulation is

therefore much more elastic and adaptable to

current needs than regulation provided by legis-

lation or treaty.

Government regulation interacts with regula-

tion attempted by combinations of private in-

terests for their own benefit. The cooperation
of private interests, whether intended to facili-

tate penetration into foreign markets or to re-

sist foreign competition ,
must of course operate

within the framework of government regulation;

but where it becomes really important private

regulation may call forth a sympathetic or an-

tagonistic modification of government policy.

The government is more likely to be favorable

if the benefits of such regulation are widely

diffused; indeed where the combination of a

large number of producers is essential, govern-
ment assistance becomes well nigh indispensable.
The mildest form of private regulation is the

allowance of export rebates on manufactured

goods, when the prices of raw materials entering
into production are raised by import duties or

cartel agreements. Through such rebates prices

of the manufactured goods are restored to their

free trade level as far as export is concerned;
the objections of exporters to protective duties

and price fixing are eliminated thereby, and

the sale of raw materials to export industries

is left unimpaired. Export rebates may easily
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lead to dumping, i.e. selling in foreign markets

at prices below average production costs. Dump-
ing has become important with the rise of in-

dustrial protectionism and the development of

monopolistic combinations and has called forth

protective measures in the form of antidumping
duties. A substitute or a disguise for export

rebates is sometimes found in the activities of

national export cartels or export associations

which aim at joint action on the part of national

producers in foreign markets and the sup-

pression of competition between them.

National export associations or cartels may
develop into international agreements or cartels

which are designed to eliminate competition in

outside markets among their participants. Such

international combinations attract attention out

of proportion to their intrinsic economic im-

portance because of the close connection with

international politics. Before the war inter-

national cartels functioned in certain branches

of the iron and steel industry and in the pro-
duction of artificial dyes. After the war some

of the old combinations were restored and many
new ones organized, notably in copper, elec-

trical equipment and international communica-

tions. In the field of shipping, agreements be-

tween American and German or American and

British interests concerning the allocation of

lines or freight and passenger rates have by now
become traditional. An important prerequisite
for the successful operation of international

agreements is the existence of strong national

cartels or the domination of the domestic indus-

try by a few very large concerns; even so it has

proved rather difficult to reconcile conflicting

national interests and to maintain international

cartels through periods of depression.
For certain commodities monopolistic com-

binations influencing international trade take the

form of producers' pools which attempt to regu-
late supply: in the case of agricultural com-
modities pools are often aided by the govern-
ment. A control of supply similar to the pool
is sometimes undertaken by a very large pri-

vately owned concern which on account of its

size and international connections has risen to a

position of dominance. Attempts at control by
such devices have been made repeatedly for

wheat as well as for oil, rubber, bananas and
matches. The success of such organizations

hinges upon the command of enormous capital
and ability to forestall the growth of competition
from unexpected sources; as either of these con-

ditions is very difficult to realize, attempts of

this sort have heretofore involved considerable

risk of failure.

The experience of somewhat similar schemes

of price regulation through valorization has

proved equally hazardous. Valorization is a plan
to maintain the world price at a predetermined
level by regulating the flow of commodity to

the world markets; it may involve the accumula-

tion of large stocks which can be disposed of

only very gradually. The best known instances

of valorization Brazilian coffee and Chilean

nitrates were carried on with direct economic

and political support of the government. Never-

theless, the success of such schemes was found

to depend upon favorable market conditions.

Even after prices are stabilized there is present
the danger of an expansion in production in-

duced by the achievement of a profitable price;

if this risk cannot be met successfully, valoriza-

tion inevitably fails.

National Economic Systems and the World

Economy. The importance of international trade

for any one nation varies with the economic

structure of the country and the magnitude of its

productive resources relative to the population
which must be maintained. Apart from an eco-

nomically self-sufficient country, somewhat like

Fichte's "closed state," it is possible to conceive

several limiting cases in a country's relation

to the outside world: the purely agrarian coun-

try producing only agricultural and mineral

commodities and importing manufactures, the

purely industrial country completely dependent

upon the outside for foodstuffs and mineral

raw materials, the trading and capital exporting
nation whose entire stock of consumption goods
is imported in payment for international services

rendered by the country's merchants and for

capital invested abroad. Of course no one coun-

try exemplifies perfectly any of these types,
but countries do approximate one or the

other of them. The importance for a country of

economic relations with the outside world is

reflected most clearly in its dependence upon
imports: the larger the imports relative to the

domestic supply and the more essential they are

to sustain the smooth functioning of the eco-

nomic machine, the greater the economic signifi-

cance of international trade for the country.
The importance of merchandise movement in

and out of the country is generally measured by
the import-export per capita figure. On this basis

it is found that foreign trade is more important
for smaller nations and industrial countries

than for larger and non-industrial countries.
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Thus in 1929 the per capita foreign trade turn-

over in dollars was as follows:

Denmark
Netherlands

Switzerland

Great Britain

France

Germany
United States

Japan
British India

Russia

266

243
228

219

103
100

79
32

6-5

5-7

The enormous preponderance of foreign trade in

smaller countries is due to the importance of

transit trade and to a greater dependence on

foreign supplies because of small natural and

man power resources. Industrial countries too

are densely settled and contain a population

maintaining a high standard of living. A better

measure than per capita figures is the ratio of

exports or imports to domestic production. Un-

fortunately total production figures are not

available for many countries, and even for the

most advanced countries they form a discon-

tinuous and short series. It is estimated that

Great Britain exports one fourth of its output
and Germany one fifth; the industries and labor

of both countries are thus in a very real sense

dependent upon foreign markets. Other coun-

tries export a much smaller proportion, but with

the expansion in their industries and the growth
of their population a higher ratio of exports to

output may be expected as a matter of course.

To industrial countries an expansion of the

market through exportation, which means lower

production costs because of a larger scale of

operations and the possibility of greater spe-

cialization, offers the opportunity of a better

utilization of industrial resources and of em-

ployment for surplus labor. In fact the Malthu-

sian law of population is rendered ineffective

for industrial countries through such enlarge-

ment and specialization of their industries,

which assure the importation of foodstuffs from

less developed areas. It is no accident that in

recent years emigration from industrial coun-

tries has been smaller than from agrarian coun-

tries: the limits upon the productive capacity
of the former are much more elastic than for the

latter. Industrial countries also profit by the

intensification ofcompetitionwhich accompanies

expansion ofthemarket. Technological and busi-

ness inventions originating in one country are

transmitted through these channels, and the

domestic industries are forced to keep as efficient

as possible. National peculiarities are not neces-

sarily eliminated thereby; on the contrary, they

may often be turned to advantage in inter-

national competition. Attempts are made of

course to eliminate troublesome competition,
and the line between invigorating and destruc-

tive rivalry is not always properly drawn. Indus-

trial countries are usually also creditor and

trading nations. Their national incomes are in-

creased by returns obtained from foreign invest-

ments, which are generally greater than would
have been earned by investment at home, and by
payments for services rendered in international

trade.

The benefits derived from international trade

by agrarian and raw material countries are the

obverse of those enjoyed by industrial coun-

tries. The latter not only transmit to the former

their industrial arts and their business methods

but also supply man power and entrepreneurial

ability. Similarly, foreign capital in the younger
countries makes possible the exploitation of

resources and the development of produc-
tive forces which would otherwise have lain

dormant. The increased output finds a market

in the older countries, which means also that

the new countries become vitally dependent

upon export, much concerned with the steadi-

ness of the foreign outlets and extremely sensi-

tive to international price changes; this applies

with particular force to those countries whose

exports consist virtually of one commodity.
Nevertheless, the younger countries develop and

grow into strong economic entities through their

connection with the world market. The standard

of living of their population is raised modern

dwellings, finer clothing and the like are de-

manded and it becomes possible to accommo-
date a larger population. Some of the younger
countries endowed with certain raw materials

and a suitable population may imitate the older

countries and attempt to become independent, at

least in trades closely connected with agricul-

ture and mining. The United States passed

through this stage of economic emancipation in

the first half of the nineteenth century and the

examples of India, Egypt and the Balkans at

present point to such a trend. Many readjust-

ments become necessary in consequence: exports
of such countries are reduced and they may be

threatened even with a complete loss of their

customary markets. The network of interna-

tional economic relations, however, is not de-

stroyed thereby: as countries become industrial-

ized their inhabitants develop new needs, for the
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satisfaction of some of which they must look to

other countries.

The influence of international trade extends

beyond the individual national economies. As
the relations between them grow in scope and

importance, there gradually develops an inter-

national economic system, with its own markets

and auxiliary institutions, which in a certain

sense functions apart from and in contrast to

national economic units.

The world market is a congeries of supply and

demand relations centering about certain com-
modities and entered into in varying degrees by
all countries. As contrasted with national mar-

kets, which are influenced by policies of na-

tional governments, the world market is free

from any restrictions of a non-economic charac-

ter. World prices therefore reflect the underlying
balance of economic forces much more accurately

than do national prices. They register the influ-

ence of the entire supply of a commodity, includ-

ing stocks and reserves, regardless of its spatial

distribution. For this reason the world price

may be lower than is desired by interests operat-

ing in national markets, as is attested by the

history of grain, sugar, coffee, rubber and oil.

It may even fall below the cost of production.
In such a case no makeshift measures would

help; the only remedy is a reduction of output
which is slow and difficult because of the threat-

ened loss of invested capital and which may be

offset by the increase of output in another coun-

try. That docs not imply that world prices may
not be manipulated for short periods; more per-
manent artificial price fixing, however, as at-

tempted through valorization schemes, by pools,

international cartels and world wide combina-

tions, fails in the long run.

Another important difference between world

and national markets concerns the number and

types of commodities which reach the world

market. A great many commodities are not

traded internationally because the cost of their

transportation over long distances is too high as

compared with their value, for example, build-

ing materials; or because they are adapted to

specific demands of one region or country, as

is true of most finished goods. The world mar-
ket is naturally limited to those commodities

for which cither the demand or the supply is of

an international character and which are pro-
duced in large quantities, mainly raw materials

and food staples. Those which are capable of

exact grading are dealt in through commodity
exchanges; others, whose quality must be ascer-

tained by the buyer on the spot, are bought and
sold at acutions. The location of such exchanges
and auctions is determined by proximity to pro-
duction areas and consumption centers; but once

established they cannot easily be moved, because

their effective functioning comes to depend upon
a complicated network of wholesalers' and

brokers' offices, financial institutions, trans-

portation and communication connections and

warehousing facilities.

World prices are in a sense not comparable
with national prices. There is no world price
level because there is no world currency whose

purchasing power it would express. Moreover

the world trade volume is but a part of national

trade volumes; national price levels are affected

by the prices of a number of goods which do

not enter international exchanges hence the

permanent disparity between the purchasing

power of money in the several countries. But for

those commodities which are traded in world

markets world prices exercise a decisive influence

on national prices. Neither import nor export
duties can establish a permanent differential be-

tween the two. Where the country produces an

export surplus, the price of that surplus, which

is determined in the world market, must eventu-

ally control the domestic price; where the coun-

try depends upon imports to satisfy its require-

ments, protective duties are economically justifi-

able only if they encourage the expansion of

domestic manufacture to the point where it is

capable of meeting in full the demand in the

home markets.

As international economic relations grow in

importance, influences transmitted through the

world market come to play an increasingly de-

cisive role in stimulating or depressing busi-

ness in the various countries and produce a

striking if imperfect parallel of prosperity
and depression throughout the world. If the pur-

chasing power of one country drops because of

a special credit and agricultural crisis, the

exports of other countries are more or less

affected. Large bankruptcies and suspensions of

payments are reflected in a drop of imports; and

a stock exchange crash in one country may lead

to default in obligations and a drop in security

quotations in other countries. These observa-

tions apply most aptly to those countries which

are organically integrated with the world econ-

omy; ofcourse if prices, unemployment, security

quotations or interest rates in a country fluc-

tuate in a radically different fashion from cor-

responding economic indices elsewhere, it is
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evident that a close relationship with the outside

world has not yet been established. Even
within the world economy proper, countries dif-

fer in economic structure and are not equally

susceptible to international economic fluctua-

tions; prosperity and depression are therefore

not exactly simultaneous everywhere. Even in

these countries changes in business conditions

are still dependent upon purely domestic fac-

tors, such as crop conditions, efficient organi-

zation and management of the financial system,

government policies, political upheavals and

the like; and in each country, no matter how

closely linked to the world economy, prosperity

and depression bear a peculiarly national stamp
and differ in many characteristic details.

International economic interdependence is re-

flected also in short and long term finance.

Although the general level of rates in the several

money markets is determined by causes peculiar

to each market, nevertheless a fall of the

rate below normal in one country will cause

short term funds to flow out and induce a tend-

ency to weakness in the rate in other money
markets. Similarly, high discount rates in. one

market are inevitably transmitted to other mar-

kets and induce a corresponding stringency there.

No central bank therefore can manipulate rates

in its home market without taking into account

the existence of other markets not equally sub-

ject to
%

its influence. For long term capital

international interdependence is not so pro-

nounced. Still there are securities of high inter-

national standing which are traded on all the

important exchanges and which pass from one

country to another as easily as short term funds.

Long term loans are sometimes floated with the

participation of the financial institutions of

a number of countries which take up the issue

in agreed proportions; such loans are issued in

terms of several currencies to suit the conven-

ience of the buyers. Nor is mediation for long
term investments unknown. Thus Swiss banks

receive deposits from many countries and are in

a position to finance the industries of various

countries. In the post-war period London acted

as an intermediary between French and Ameri-

can investors and German borrowers, and to a

certain extentNew York reloaned funds obtained

from France and Great Britain to South Ameri-

can countries. The more customary type of rela-

tion in long term finance is, however, the direct

one between the creditor and debtor nation and

the interdependence is interregional rather than

international in character.

International economic relations give rise to a

number of international and interregional organ-
izations of an auxiliary nature which facilitate

the exchange of information, expedite com-
munication and transportation and bring about

the modification of divergent national practises
to conform to international standards. Perhaps
the most inclusive of such organizations is the

Universal Postal Union. There is nothing cor-

responding to it in the field of transportation,
but there exist a number of conventions between
several countries regarding the use of railways.

Similarly, there is as yet no international

organization for bank clearings, although the

Bank for International Settlements may even-

tually serve as such. The International Chamber
of Commerce, the economic and financial section

of the League of Nations, the International

Labor Organization, the International Institute

of Agriculture, the International Statistical

Institute, provide facilities for the exchange
of economic information among countries, carry
out research on economic problems of an inter-

national character and serve to crystallize world

opinion on economic problems. The work of

these organizations becomes the basis of inter-

national agreements which when once entered

upon limit the freedom of action of individual

countries and create in the international field

a counterpart to government action in national

economic life. The list of international organiza-
tions of an official nature would be much
extended were it to include also regional organi-
zations such as those linking the United States

and Latin America, the countries of South

America among themselves, countries of central

Europe and of the Balkans and the like. The
number of semipublic organizations, congresses
and agreements joining special interest groups
in various countries is even greater. The post-
war period was characterized by a striking

growth in the number of such permanent or tem-

porary international and regional organizations
and by a remarkable extension in the scope of

their activities. This development reflects the

increase of economic interdependence among
nations and an aspiration for the rationalization

and systematization of international economic

relations.

As the world economy is constituted at present
no country, no matter how distant or how large,

can be regarded as standing apart from it. Some
countries need food for their population and raw

materials for their industry, others need manu-
factured goods; and the development of many
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countries depends upon a plentiful supply of

foreign capital. No country is now economically

independent; in the long run it needs trade with

the rest of the world in order to survive, and

in the short run it is influenced by the state of

business conditions in other countries. There

exists thus a broad economic basis for the soli-

darity of interests among nations.

Dependence upon the outside has its draw-

backs as well: the profitable disposal of export
commodities is uncertain because of potential

foreign competition; the supply of essential im-

ports may be reduced by artificial manipulation
or by disturbances in the political balance;

capital from abroad may be offered only at the

price of concessions which restrict the freedom

of political and economic action. These con-

siderations may explain the drive for economic

self-sufficiency which was apparent even before

the World War and which was very considerably

strengthened in the post-war period. The eco-

nomic readjustments which took place during
the war prepared some countries for a greater

degree of economic independence than formerly

they cared to enjoy, while the new states created

by the peace treaties and Russia were eager

to place their political independence on an

economic basis. Thus old tariff walls were

raised and new ones erected, and barriers here-

tofore unheard of were placed in the way of

population movement across national frontiers.

In the years 1919 to 1926 currency disorganiza-

tion added its weight as an obstacle to inter-

change between countries, and with the begin-

ning of the depression in 1929 restrictions were

deliberately made more stringent as the result

of a shortsighted policy of national self-

preservation.
It does not seem to be open to doubt that the

drive for national economic self-sufficiency is

inspired by political considerations rather than

by economic logic. There is at present no

country, not excluding Russia, which commands
all the economic factors in sufficient amounts to

assure its independence; and even should such

independence prove feasible it would not be ad-

vantageous from a strictly economic point of

view. Technological progress and a rise in the

standard of a growing population will in the

future be accompanied necessarily by a further

extension of international economic relations

and an intensification of mutual interdepend-
ence. The forms which such relations will as-

sume and the position of each country in the

world economy will undoubtedly change. Some

of these changes, those due to industrialization

of younger countries, can be more or less antici-

pated; other changes, those resulting from the

progress of technology or from the shifting of

the centers of control in various national econ-

omies, are at present only a fascinating subject
for speculation.

FRANZ EULENBURG

THEORY. The theory of international trade

consists in the application of general value and

monetary theory to a special case in which the

economic universe is divided into two or more

partially independent units as the result of ob-

stacles to the free movement of the factors of pro-
duction or of the existence of distinct currency

systems. To bring out sharply the consequence
of immobility in the factors of production the

classical writers assumed that there was abso-

lutely no international mobility of the factors

and that there was sufficient internal mobility to

equalize the value productivity of each factor in

all its employments. They entertained no illu-

sions, however, as to the reality of these assump-
tions; they moderated their rigor upon occasion

and conceded that the differences between inter-

and intranational mobility of the factors were

differences in degree rather than in kind. Hume
explicitly stated that his theory of international

equilibrium applied equally to trade between

different regions of the same country. .Cairnes

treated international trade as a special case of

trade between non-competing productive groups.
Bastable suggested that the term interregional
trade would be preferable to international trade

because the differentiating factor between do-

mestic trade theory and international trade

theory was the existence of barriers to movement
of the factors, of which distance was the most

important.
The special significance of political boundaries

in the study of trade should not, however, be

overlooked. Political boundaries tend to corre-

spond with physical barriers or to coincide with

racial, linguistic, sentimental, legal, monetary
and other differences in population and institu-

tions which operate as hindrances to trade. Po-

litical frontiers moreover have been made the

basis for the deliberate establishment of barriers

to trade and to the free movement of the factors

in the form of tariffs, administrative restrictions,

immigration legislation, discriminatory legisla-

tion against foreign capital, business enterprise
and the like. For political reasons the interest in

foreign trade is greater than in internal trade,
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and statistical information in all countries has

been more systematically and fully compiled for

the former than for the latter.

The theory of international trade has been

generally treated in two main divisions: the the-

ory of international values and the theory of the

mechanism of international trade. In both divi-

sions systematic exposition of positive doctrine

has been largely confined to the English classical

school and its modern English and American

followers. Continental writers have either ig-

nored the theory or have confined themselves to

criticisms of the validity of its specific proposi-
tions but have not attempted to construct an

alternative theory. An exception should be made
for Pareto, who applied his general equilibrium

theory to trade between regions as a special case.

The old classical theory has been revised and ex-

panded almost without exception by its own ad-

herents rather than by its critics or as a result of

their writings.

The classical theory evolved largely as an in-

cidental by-product of current controversies on

practical issues; in the selection of problems and

the distribution of emphasis it still reflects clearly

the special circumstances under which it was

developed. It was never adequately integrated

with the general theories of value and price and

ofmoney and banking, with a distinct loss to both

bodies of doctrine. Moreover the theory has suf-

fered from the fact that with Taussig as the out-

standing exception its leading exponents have

attempted comprehensive and systematic expo-
sition only in the form of overcompact and over-

abstract summaries, in which the short run com-

plications, the details of mechanism and the

necessary qualifications, to the elucidation of

which they had often made important contribu-

tions elsewhere, were either wholly ignored or

treated too summarily. Much of the criticism

which has been directed against the classical

theory of international trade is based on these

inadequate summaries and would not have been

undertaken by the critics if they had examined

the lesser writings of its leading exponents.
The theory of international values has been

expounded by Ricardo, J. S. Mill, Marshall,

Bastable, Edgeworth, Taussig and others largely

with reference to its bearing on the perennial
tariff controversy. The central proposition of

this theory is the doctrine of comparative costs.

It was apparently first stated by Torrens in 1815
but was given special emphasis for the first time

by Ricardo in 1817. Adam Smith saw only that

free trade made available the benefits of what
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Torrens later called territorial division of labor;

it involved the specialization by each country in

the production of those commodities which it

could produce at lower real costs than could other

countries. Ricardo argued that superiority in

comparative rather than absolute real costs

should and under free trade would determine

what commodities a country produced. A coun-

try which could produce all commodities at

lower (or at higher) real costs than other coun-

tries would nevertheless gain from trade if it

specialized in those commodities for which its

comparative cost advantage was greatest (or its

cost disadvantage was least). Ricardo presented
the doctrine in unqualified and highly abstract

form. He supported it by an arithmetical illus-

tration for two commodities and two countries in

which it was assumed that prices are propor-
tional to real costs, the latter consisting only of

days of homogeneous labor and remaining con-

stant with changes in output. He apparently be-

lieved that, given differences in comparative

costs, each country under free trade would nec-

essarily specialize completely in the production
of that commodity in which it had a comparative

advantage and that both countries would neces-

sarily profit from the trade. He adopted an arbi-

trary but not inconsistent ratio of exchange be-

tween the export and the import commodities

without apparently seeing any necessity for ex-

plaining how that ratio would in fact be deter-

mined. He failed, however, to bring out ade-

quately the relation between his comparative
cost doctrine and his general theory of interna-

tional equilibrium.
A succession of later writers have attempted to

fill in these gaps. Pennington and J. S. Mill

showed that the reciprocal demands of two

countries for each other's products in terms of

their own products, operating within the limits

of the comparative costs, determined the ratio of

exchange between the two countries' products
and that the equivalence in value of exports and

imports (the so-called equation of international

exchange) was a condition of equilibrium. The

sufficiency of Mill's demonstration that there

was a determinate ratio of exchange between

export and import commodities has been ques-

tioned, and in later editions of his Principles Mill

added some unsatisfactory analysis to take care

of some cases in which he conceded that there

were multiple points of possible equilibrium.

These were cases, however, of foreign trade

elasticities less than unity, which are unlikely to

be of practical importance in the analysis of
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foreign trade, when a country's entire exports
and imports are involved and when for many
commodities the purchases can readily be shifted

from one country to another with a change in

relative prices.

J. S. Mill showed that if one country was of

much greater economic importance than the

other, under constant costs the ratio of exchange
of the two commodities might be the same under

trade as they would have been in the larger coun-

try in the absence of trade, with the result that

all the benefit from trade would go to the smaller

country. Whewell showed that in such cases the

larger country might not find it profitable com-

pletely to specialize in the production of the

commodity in which it had a comparative advan-

tage. Mangoldt and Edgeworth showed that if

there were more than two commodities, recip-

rocal demand operating within the limits of

comparative costs rather than comparative costs

alone would determine which commodities each

country would export and import; the result,

however, would always be that each country
would export commodities in the upper range of

its scale of comparative advantage and import
commodities in the lower range.

All the writers from Ricardo on and probably
even in the mercantilist period were aware that

the course of trade was determined proximately

by comparative differences in prices; and those

who presented their analysis in terms of costs ex-

pressed in days of labor including J. S. Mill,

who elsewhere rejected the labor cost theory of

value did so only on the assumption that

prices and money costs were proportional to real

costs and that days of labor were a satisfactory

index of comparative real costs. The task of ex-

panding or revising the theory to take account of

differences of wages in different occupations and

of other cost factors than labor is still far from

accomplishment, but some of the writers in the

classical tradition, especially Longfield, Cairnes

and Taussig, have made important contribu-

tions.

If labor costs are the only costs and differences

ofwages in different occupations are proportional
to differences in the attractiveness of the occupa-
tions, comparative real costs in terms of dis-

utility of labor still determine comparative

prices and therefore the course of trade. Where
the differences in wages are due to the existence

of non-competing groups, however, and are not

identical in order or degree in different coun-

tries, specialization will fail to be carried as far as

or will be carried farther than comparative real

costs justify; thus if in any country wages are

higher in the industries with a comparative ad-

vantage in real costs and if the ratio of compara-
tive wages exceeds the ratio of comparative ad-

vantage in real costs, that country will under free

trade specialize in the production of commodi-
ties in which its real costs are comparatively

high. In such cases, however, free trade by

operating to lessen the volume of employment
in the comparatively overpaid occupations would

tend to break down the labor monopoly in such

occupations, whereas protection of the high wage

industry would tend to perpetuate it.

When factors other than labor are taken

into account and variability in the proportions in

which the different factors are combined in dif-

ferent industries in the same country or 'for the

same industry for different outputs is conceded,
it is permissible to adhere to the comparative
real cost type of analysis only on the highly

questionable assumption that money rates of

remuneration are proportional to real costs even

as between different factors, or on the less ques-
tionable assumption that in the absence of addi-

tional information forces operating to create dis-

parities between real costs and money costs are

as likely to be in one direction as in another and

will therefore tend to offset each other. On this

last assumption comparative cost analysis estab-

lishes only a presumption rather than a demon-
stration ofthe economic desirability of free trade.

The older writers adhered to the assumption
of constant costs, under which average and

marginal costs are identical. Later writers

pointed out that if production is subject to in-

creasing costs, specialization will tend to take

place in accordance with comparative marginal
rather than average costs. If the cost curves have

different degrees or directions of inclination as

between different industries in the same country
or as between the same industries in different

countries, then the scale and possibly even the

order of comparative marginal costs of different

commodities in two or more countries will not be

fixed but will vary with different degrees of

specialization.

Several writers have argued that if a country
finds itself at a comparative advantage in indus-

tries subject to increasing costs and at a com-

parative disadvantage in industries subject to

decreasing costs, it may lose if it specializes in

accordance with comparative costs. If decreasing
costs are due to net internal economies of large
scale production, individual marginal cost and

industry marginal cost will tend to be identical;
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and even under free trade no resources will be

transferred from decreasing to increasing cost

industries when they would have greater value

productivity in the former. If decreasing costs

are due to external economies, there is possibility

of loss to a country from specialization in ac-

cordance with individual marginal comparative

costs, since the increase in cost due to the con-

traction of the decreasing cost industry will be

borne chiefly by others than those responsible
for the transfer of productive resources from it

to other industries. But if the external economies

are a function of the size of the world industry
rather than of the national industry, as may well

be the case, transfer abroad of a portion of the

national industry will not reduce these econo-

mies; and specialization in the increasing cost

industries will not be carried farther under free

trade than is justified by the comparative value

productivities of the transferred resources in the

two types of industry.

The most commonly used test of the existence

of national benefit from trade, originating in the

early part of the eighteenth century, was whether

or not a unit of import commodities could be got

indirectly through trade at a lower real cost than

that at which it could be produced at home.

This is still the best available measure of benefit

from the marginal units of trade, when expressed
in terms of the relative costs of direct and in-

direct ?<cquisition of the marginal unit of a par-

ticular commodity. It is unsatisfactory, how-

ever, when used to measure the amount of bene-

fit of trade as a whole, since, as Malthus pointed

out, when the imported commodities can be

produced at home only with great difficulty, the

excess of the cost of producing them at home
over the cost of obtaining them in exchange for

domestic commodities may far exceed the total

national income and may approach infinity.

Under free trade a country employs a bundle of

productive factors different in size and constitu-

ents as compared to restricted trade to obtain

a bundle of consumable goods also different in

size and constituents J. S. Mill on one occasion

claimed for trade that it increases the national

supply of all commodities. Where this is the case

it is an unambiguous demonstration of the exist-

ence of benefit from trade, if one disregard con-

siderations relating to the distribution ofnational

income or to the comparative intrinsic desirability

of the different possible modes of employment of

the country's productive resources. This result is

not inevitable, however, for under free trade the

consumers in the aggregate may choose to con-

sume less of some commodities and more of

others than under protection. Adhering to the

abstractions listed above the national case for

trade is still unambiguous, if on the basis both of

their relative market values in the absence of

trade and of their relative market values under

trade the increase in those commodities which

become available under trade in increased volume
exceeds in value the decrease in those commodi-
ties which become available under trade in de-

creased volume. From the cosmopolitan point of

view trade will meet these tests more often than

from the national point of view; and, except for

the special cases of national external economies

or of trade by nationally monopolized industries

without foreign competition, long run restric-

tions on trade will never meet these tests whether

from the cosmopolitan or from the national point
of view. The classical theory of international

trade does not, as many of its exponents have

supposed, demonstrate the national profitability

of trade under all long run circumstances, but it

does establish strong presumptions in its favor

under most practically realizable circumstances

and leaves the situation ambiguous in most of the

other conceivable circumstances.

So far the discussion of the benefits from trade

has taken into consideration only costs, quanti-

ties of commodities and relative market values.

For a complete analysis it would be necessary
also to take into account the variable desires for

or utilities of commodities, including consum-

ers' surpluses. But all attempts so far made to

introduce utility analysis into the theory of inter-

national trade have rested on the inadmissible

identification of national demand schedules with

national utility schedules.

Other concepts have been used to gauge the

trend of benefit from trade as distinguished from

its absolute measurement. The oldest, going
back to the mercantilist period, is the amount of

import goods obtained in exchange for a unit of

export goods. This might be called the "com-

modity terms of trade." Given a common base

year and base value for both indices, the trend

of the ratio of the export price index to the im-

port price index would measure the trend of the

commodity terms of trade, with an increase in

the export price index relative to the import

price index signifying more favorable commodity
terms of trade. A more significant although less

used concept might be designated as the "fac-

toral terms of trade" and would indicate the

number of units of other countries' products
which could be obtained in exchange for the
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output of one unit of a given country's factors of

production. This concept takes into account

both the commodity terms of trade and the costs

of production of the exported commodities. For

some purposes this concept could be modified so

as to take into consideration also the factoral

costs of production of the other country. Taussig
has introduced a third concept, which he calls

the "gross barter terms of trade" to distinguish
it from the commodity terms, which he calls the

"net barter terms of trade." By the gross barter

terms of trade he means the ratio of the physical
volume of imports to the physical volume of ex-

ports or of their respective money values after

correction for changes in the value of the mone-

tary unit. On the ground that imports are what a

country gets as a result of its foreign trade and

exports what it gives he maintains that the

higher the value of imports as compared with

exports the more favorable the gross barter

terms of trade. This concept is superior to the

concept of commodity terms in that it takes into

account volume of transactions as well as unit

exchange ratios, but it suffers from the defect

that it treats credit transactions involving

liquidation of previous indebtedness or the in-

curring of new indebtedness as if, for the time

being at least, they were equivalent to the grant
or the receipt of free gifts.

Torrens and Longfield appear to have origi-

nated analysis of the changes in the terms of

trade caused by specific types of disturbances in

a preexisting equilibrium. In connection with the

controversy as to the relative merits of uni-

lateral and reciprocal free trade during the 1830*3

Torrens maintained that the unilateral abolition

of a tariff would result in an unfavorable shift in

a country's commodity terms of trade. Senior

and other economists, obviously influenced by
their hesitation to make any concessions to the

protectionist doctrine, disputed this but it was

conceded by J. S. Mill and later writers. Long-
field (Three Lectures on Commerce and One on

Absenteeism, Dublin 1835) replied to the denial

by Senior and McCulloch that the Irish suffered

economic loss from the absenteeism of their

landlords by pointing out the unfavorable effect

on the Irish commodity terms of trade which

such absenteeism would tend to have.

In the nineteenth century it was generally

agreed that the export of capital or the remit-

tance of subsidies or tribute abroad tends to

make the commodity terms of trade move against

the remitting country while the process of trans-

fer is under way. The post-war discussion of the

transfer phase of reparations and interallied

debts has resulted in a fuller analysis of the

problem and in serious questioning of the old

conclusions. In the traditional mode of dealing
with the question it was argued that the prelim-

inary export of gold by the remitting country
would lower prices in that country and raise

them in the receiving country and that such a

relative movement of prices was necessary if the

remitting country's exports were to increase and

its imports to decrease sufficiently to transfer the

payment in the form of goods rather than money.
But this can be granted without conceding that

the export prices of the paying country need

necessarily fall relative to its import prices. The
transfer of spendable funds from the paying to

the receiving country will lead: (a) to <m in-

creased monetary demand in the receiving

country for both its export and its import goods;

(b) to a decreased monetary demand in the pay-

ing country for both its export and its import

goods; (c) to an increased monetary supply in the

paying country of its export class ofcommodities;
and (d) to a decreased monetary supply in the

receiving country of its export class of commodi-
ties. Of these changes only (c) and (d) are in

character such as to establish a presumption in

support of the traditional doctrine. But the net

effect of all these changes on the commodity
terms of trade will depend on the elasticities and

the relationships to the domestic commodity
supply and demand functions of all of thv^e ele-

ments, and a definite solution would require

quantitative analysis in terms of all the signifi-

cant demand and supply functions. The a priori

presumption will be stronger, however, in sup-

port of the proposition that the factoral terms of

trade will shift against the paying country and in

favor of the receiving country. There will be

even a stronger presumption that the gross barter

terms of trade will shift against the remitting

country; i.e. that the physical volume of its ex-

ports will increase relative to the physical volume

of its imports. In order that this should not occur

it would be necessary for the commodity terms

of trade to shift sufficiently in favor of the remit-

ting country to make possible a relative increase

in the aggregate value of its exports as compared
to that of its imports, while no change in the ag-

gregate physical volume of its exports as com-

pared to that of its imports takes place.

The theory of international values usually
works with comparative real costs and with recip-

rocal supply and demand functions of one

commodity or class of commodities offered or
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demanded in terms of another commodity or

class of commodities received or given in ex-

change. It abstracts from money, monetary

prices and monetary supply and demand sched-

ules. Bastable heralded as Ricardo's greatest

contribution to the theory the argument that in-

ternational trade in a money economy produces
the same results as would take place under barter.

This abstraction from money was useful as a

means of avoiding the complications of a chang-

ing value of the standard of measurement itself

and of emphasizing the more fundamental fac-

tors underlying the monetary phenomena. It has

been criticized, however, as leading to the mis-

taken impression that the monetary mechanism

was purely passive and was not itself a factor

contributing to the determination of the nature

of and the benefit from trade.

S In developing the theory of the mechanism of

adjustment of international balances the classical

economists did, however, take explicit account

of money, money prices and the monetary

mechanism; and in fact they often expounded it

as an integral part of their monetary theory. The
classical theory of the mechanism of adjustment
of international balances was first clearly formu-

lated in its main outlines by David Hume and

was closely approached even by earlier writers;

it was used as a refutation of the mercantilist con-

tention that foreign trade can and should be so

regul?Jed as permanently to augment the na-

tional stock of money. The theory insists upon
the existence of a self-regulating mechanism for

the international distribution of metallic money,

whereby each country gets the amount of money
necessary to maintain equilibrium in its inter-

national balances. It maintains that if the quan-

tity of money in a country is increased, then,

other things remaining the same, prices in the

country will rise, exports will consequently de-

cline and imports increase, with the result that

the foreign exchanges will move against the

country and will tend in some degree to bring
about a restoration of equilibrium in the trade

balance. If, however, imports continue to ex-

ceed exports in value, the exchanges will move
to the gold export points; gold will be exported
to liquidate the adverse balance of payments;

prices will consequently fall at home and rise

abroad; imports will fall and exports rise; and

equilibrium will be reestablished with the foreign

exchanges at or near par, no further gold move-

ments, an even balance of trade and prices higher
than before both at home and abroad. This is

essentially Hume's account and was reproduced

without substantial change by the classical econ-

omists in their general treatises.

For some phases of the mechanism, however,
the classical economists introduced in their lesser

writings a number of important elaborations and

qualifications and in controversy among them-

selves developed divergent and rival explana-
tions. The first important advance was made

during the bullionist controversy in England in

the first quarter of the nineteenth century. The
results of an expansion of convertible paper cur-

rency, circulating alongside and on a parity with

standard metallic money and issued freely by a

number of banks subject only to the requirement
of convertibility, were analyzed by Henry
Thornton, Ricardo and other writers. Special
attention was paid to the question of the depend-
ence of the amount of note issue by country
banks and therefore of the general price level on

the amount of note issue by the Bank of Eng-
land, Ricardo maintaining and others denying
the necessity for any such close dependence.
Thornton initiated analysis of the mechanism of

restoration of international equilibrium when
disturbed by other causes than variations in the

quantity of money, such as harvest failures or

payment of subsidies. He maintained that in

such cases equilibrium was restored by the same
mechanism as that invoked by Hume to explain
the restoration of equilibrium when disturbed by
changes in the quantity of money. Wheatlcy and

Ricardo denied this and contended that in the

case of non-currency disturbances equilibrium
was immediately restored through the automatic

adjustment of the demands of the different

countries forone another's products, without set-

ting into motion any intermediate mechanism of

exchange rate variations, gold flows and price
level changes. A number of writers participating
in the bullionist controversy made it clear that

they saw the distinction between the commodity
balance of trade and the balance of immediate

indebtedness and that they realized that for the

theory of the mechanism of international trade

the commodity balance of trade had significance

only as the predominant element in the larger

balance of immediate indebtedness, which in-

cluded the invisible as well as the tangible ele-

ments in international transactions.

Incidental to the controversy between the

currency and banking schools of 1830 to 1860

the theory was further elaborated so as to take

account of short run complications and of bank

deposits as either constituting currency along
with gold and banknotes or as contributing to
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the efficiency of currency proper. In the course

of this controversy most of the present day doc-

trines with respect to the part played by the

credit policy of the central bank and of the bank-

ing system as a whole both in disturbing and in

restoring equilibrium in international balances

were clearly and frequently although somewhat

unsystematically presented. Many of the partici-

pants in this controversy, including J. S. Mill

and Cairnes (An Examination into the Principles

of Currency Involved in the Bank Charter Act of

1844, Dublin 1854), dealt with the mechanism

not as if it were a purely automatic process, the

outcome of the unregulated activities of count-

less individuals pursuing their private gain, but

as managed by the Bank of England and elabo-

rated on the need under a system of credit bank-

ing of a central agency which should endeavor to

foresee and forestall dangerous gold drains. The

increasing importance of central banks and of

international short term capital movements later

resulted in still greater emphasis in the more

recent literature on these phases of the mecha-

nism, especially in discussions of short run dis-

turbances and cyclical variations but, with one

important exception, in no radical revision of the

general doctrine.

Most of the classical economists followed

Thornton and Malthus rather than Ricardo in

placing great emphasis on the part played by rel-

ative changes in price levels in the adjustment of

international balances to disturbances resulting

from international capital movements. Taussig

following a hint of Cairnes further elaborated

the theory by distinguishing between the diver-

gent trends of the sectional price levels, i c. the

price levels of internationally traded commodi-

ties on the one hand and of domestic commodi-

ties on the other. Cairnes argued that the inter-

national transfer of gold associated with such

disturbances would of itself constitute a transfer

of purchasing power, would therefore operate to

increase the purchases of foreign goods in the

receiving country and to decrease them in the

remitting country even in the absence of price

changes and would thus lessen the need for price

level changes as a part of the mechanism of ad-

justment. In recent years Bastable, Wicksell and

Ohlin have carried this line of argument still

further. Wicksell asserted that a sufficient con-

tribution to adjustment would be made in the

absence of price level changes by the increased

purchases of exportable goods as well as of im-

ports in the receiving country and by the de-

creased purchases of exportable goods as well as

of imports in the paying country, which would
result in each case from the transfer of purchas-

ing power. Ohlin has emphasized the possibility
of the transfer of purchasing power otherwise

than through gold movements and especially

through international shifts of bank balances.

This trend marks essentially a return to the con-

clusions although not necessarily to the analysis
of Wheatley and Ricardo. While these writers

correct the predominant overemphasis upon the

part played by gold movements and direct at-

tention to a neglected phase of the mechanism,
their reluctance to attach any weight to price
level changes induced by gold movements as a

significant part of the mechanism seems un-

warranted on either a priori or empirical

grounds. These modern modifications of the

classical theory have had practical significance

in that they have been used to reenforce the pre-

sumption already derived by many economists

from the classical theory that the transfer prob-
lem in connection with reparations was unlikely
to prove a serious one.

The dominant form of classical theory of in-

ternational trade did not posit any simple rela-

tionship between general price levels in different

countries, even when these were on a common

gold standard. Internationally traded commodi-

ties, given a common currency, would have

maximum differentials in prices in different

countries corresponding to the costs of transfer-

ring these commodities from the country of ex-

port to the country of import. In the absence of

transportation costs and tariffs the scales of rela-

tive prices of such commodities would approach

identity in all countries, even when the currencies

were different. But there would be no simple

relationship between the prices of particular do-

mestic commodities or the price levels of do-

mestic commodities as a class in different coun-

tries; where these are different commodities,
direct price comparison is impossible in any
case. If the factors of production employed in

one country's export industries have high effi-

ciency measured in the monetary value of out-

put as compared to the factors of production em-

ployed in other countries' export industries,

money wages and other incomes would be com-

paratively high in such a country and real in-

comes would also be high if measured in export
or import commodities. But the prices of do-

mestic commodities might be comparatively

high and real incomes in terms of domestic

commodities comparatively low, if the compara-
tive efficiency in their production was low.
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Wheatley, Ricardo and in recent years Cassel

and other exponents of the purchasing power

parity theory have, however, expounded a

simpler theory of international price relation-

ships. According to these writers relative trends

of price levels in two countries will be inversely

proportional to the trends of the rates of ex-

change of their respective currencies, so as to

maintain constancy in the trend of the ratio of

general purchasing power of the two currencies

in either country multiplied by their exchange
ratio. This theory was applied especially to

paper currencies, but Cassel admitted that if

valid it should hold also for gold standard cur-

rencies. Since under the gold standard variations

in exchange rates are limited to the narrow range
of the gold points, it would follow from this

theory that under the gold standard appreciably

divergent price level trends in two countries

would be impossible. Wheatley and Ricardo ad-

mitted of no exception, but Cassel has conceded

that the theory of uniform trends or price levels

after adjustment for changes in exchange rates

would hold only if no disturbing factors such as

changes in transportation costs, tariffs or capital

movements occurred. There is an element of

truth in the theory. If in one country there is an

increase in the volume of currency which affects

all prices proportionately within that country
and if no other change occurs, then that coun-

try's currency should fall in value relative to for-

eign currencies by exactly the degree in which its

price level has risen. But even under the gold
standard and even if transportation costs are

disregarded, there may be divergences in the

trend of the general price levels in two countries,

if there are changes in the reciprocal demand of

these countries for one another's products due to

changes either on the demand or on the cost side.

There may even be divergent trends of weighted

price indices in the two countries for interna-

tionally traded commodities, if the weights used

correspond to the relative importance of the dif-

ferent commodities in the respective countries

and if these weights differ for the two countries.

During a period, however, when the dominant

factor in the situation is the variation in the is-

sue of inconvertible paper money, the purchas-

ing power parity theory in the absence of

speculative disturbances often gives a fairly satis-

factory explanation of the actual course of events.

Under the gold standard dependence on a com-

mon monetary standard tends to result in a sub-

stantial similarity of trend of price levels and

especially of prices of internationally traded

commodities in different countries. But there is

no simple relationship either between the abso-

lute levels or between the trends of the price
levels of domestic commodities in different

countries, whether these have paper currencies

or different metallic currencies or are all on the

gold standard.

The chief difference between the mechanism

of adjustment of international balances under

the gold standard and under the paper standard

is the greater importance under the latter of

variations in the exchange rates. The role in the

equilibrating mechanism played under the gold
standard by exchange rates, gold movements
and changes in relative price levels must under

the paper standard be carried out by exchange
rate changes alone. The contrast, however, is less

sharp in this connection between the mechanism

under a managed gold standard and that under a

paper standard. Under a paper standard price
levels are under the control of the paper money
and bank credit issuing agencies more completely
than under the gold standard. These agencies
can keep price levels as a whole substantially free

from external influence and can thus throw the

main burden of international adjustment on the

exchange rates. But the disparity in terms of their

own currency which may thus develop between

the prices of international and of domestic com-

modities will ordinarily result in considerable

pressure on these agencies to make the price
level move much as it would under the gold
standard. Even in such a case, however, the

movement of prices is the result of deliberate

central action and not, as under the pure gold

standard, of the automatic response of countless

individuals to changes of external origin. No
detailed theory of mechanism under the paper
standard analogous to that under the pure gold
standard can be developed on a priori grounds
because of the presence in the former and the

absence in the latter of a deliberate and central-

ized control over the amount of circulating

media.

The theory of international trade is almost in-

variably expounded in terms of free competition
within and between countries. The growth of

monopolization of industry and the development
of government trading, most notably and com-

pletely in Soviet Russia but also in other impor-
tant instances, tend to lessen the applicability of

this theory to the actual course of post-war trade.

But complete commodity monopolies in world

markets are still rare, and trade under partial

monopoly conditions is qualitatively little dif-
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ferent from trade under perfect competition.

Where governments trade as units on behalf of

their nationals they can follow other principles

than those of buying in the cheapest and selling

in the dearest markets and of specialization in ac-

cordance with comparative costs, and they may
pursue political as well as economic objectives.

It is impossible to generalize about such cases,

and the only procedure available is to observe

the methods and the objectives of the particular

policy followed and to compare its results with

those which could reasonably have been ex-

pected to flow from trade conducted by private

enterprise in pursuit of private gain.
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INTERNATIONAL WATERWAYS. Under
Roman law a navigable stream was a public pas-

sage way free for the navigation of all citizens of

Rome or of its subjects or allies. The public law

of the Holy Roman Empire, which applied in

central Europe, contained the same principle. In

both empires this question was looked upon as

one of internal public law, but the wide extent of

their territories and the universality of their

claims to dominion made for a general acceptance
of the rule of freedom of navigation and com-

merce over great rivers, such as the Danube, the

Rhine and the Oder, which persisted after the

political situation had been changed by the

emergence of national states, like France, and by
the increasing independence of the great princes
in Germany.
Freedom of commerce and of navigation was

frequently recognized in legal documents of the

empire and was expressly declared to be an inter-
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national right in treaties affecting the Rhine and

German rivers, notably the treaties of West-

phalia at the close of the Thirty Years' War. This

legal freedom of commerce and of navigation
was limited, however, by the rights of riparian

lords, of cities and of boatmen's associations. In

theory the right of princes and cities to take tolls

rested on ancient custom or grant from the em-

pire, but the existence of many illegal tolls is

evidenced by provisions in the early treaties re-

quiring their abolition . The tolls were established

theoretically as a grant by the empire to provide
a means of protection to boatmen and merchants

and for upkeep of towpaths and channels, but

they were in fact a heavy burden on the naviga-
tion

cjf
the river and a source of great profit to

the territorial princes. The monopoly of naviga-

tion on various stretches of the river by guilds of

boatmen, the right of merchants in the riparian

cities to demand compulsory unloading of pass-

ing cargoes and the heavy passage tolls of the ri-

parian princes, made worse by the delays at the

numerous toll stations, continued in effect to the

time of the French Revolution. The advantage to

the princes and to their subjects which carne

from attracting traffic to the river was the only
check on these obstructions. It led on the Rhine

to a sort of joint control by the four great Rhine

princes. Recognizing the common interest, they

agreed with one another to protect traveling

merchants who had paid the tolls and to make

the examination of cargoes for toll purposes as

prompt as possible. A committee was to meet

yearly to discuss navigation questions and to ad-

vise on improvements on the river and on police

measures. While this ameliorated the situation it

did not free the growing commerce of Europe
from hampering restrictions.

The rise of independent states and the conse-

quent development of international law does not

appear to have changed the situation substan-

tially. Early writers on international law accept
the existing tolls and ancient privileges but main-

tain the right of free passage for boats and goods.
Grotius argues that no toll can be taken for the

exercise of this common right except as a rec-

ompense for the cost of protection of travelers

and maintenance of the river. Others, however,

developed a theory that the law of nature did not

permit free passage of goods and that such pas-

sage could be claimed by merchants and boat-

men of other countries only as a result of con-

tract.

A striking claim for river freedom was made
in the eighteenth century. The Treaty of Mun-

ster gave the Dutch the privilege of closing the

Scheldt, the estuary which led from the sea to

Antwerp, and that closure was strictly main-

tained. The emperor Joseph II as lord of the Low
Countries tried to break the Dutch hold on the

river on the ground that the treaty throttled the

trade of the city of Antwerp. Through the medi-

ation of France, however, the treaty right was

affirmed. Seven years later France, then a re-

public, took a contrary view. The French army
occupied Antwerp and the French Executive

Council declared the river open on the ground of

natural justice, but only for riparian countries.

After the decree was confirmed by a treaty be-

tween France and Holland the French govern-
ment proceeded to extend by treaty the prin-

ciple to the Rhine, on which it was a riparian,

and proposed that the Holy Roman Empire
should agree to apply to the Danube the rule of

freedom of navigation for French vessels; but

this was not accepted by the empire. As French

power was extended on the Rhine, the republic

succeeded by the agreement of 1 804 in abolish-

ing the guilds and limiting the obstructive rights

of the cities to the right of transfer of cargo at

Mainz and Cologne. In effect a monopoly of

navigation was secured in reorganized govern-
ment regulated associations on the upper and

lower river, into which, however, any qualified

boatman might be admitted. Tolls were fixed

and could not be increased without the consent

of both parties; toll stations were limited in

number, but the principle of profit was not

abandoned. France and the German princes di-

vided the surplus revenue. The treaty is famous

in river history for establishing the first organ-
ized system of international river control. It was

administered by a director general, appointed

jointly by the French government and the arch-

bishop of Cologne, acting for the German Rhine

princes. The director general had supervision
over the towpaths and the policing of navigation.

The cost of maintenance of towpaths was made
a charge on the toll revenue. Judicial unity was

sought by the establishment of an appeal Board

of Jurists, made up of one representative for

each party to the treaty and the director general;

to this board could be carried rulings of the toll

officials involving tolls or infractions of regula-

tions. Such was the situation at the close of the

Napoleonic wars. By the Peace of Paris in 1814
the allies went a step beyond the opinions and

practise of the French government by declaring
the freedom of the Rhine "so that it can be inter-

dicted to no one" and engaged the congress
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which was to settle the affairs of Europe to ex-

tend the same principle to other rivers.

The Congress of Vienna went on record in

favor of freedom of navigation and confided to

the riparian states on each stream the duty of

organizing its administration as an international

system. The principles which were to govern
Rhine regulations were laid down in some detail.

As a compromise between the general interest in

freedom of navigation and the territorial rights

of individual states a central commission was set

up to make rules and regulations for the naviga-
tion of the river and to keep it free of hindrances

to navigation, but it was without power to do

more than propose the regulations to the states.

Compromise again appears in the Rhine courts

which were to settle disputes over the tolls and

to judge infractions of the regulations. The

judges were appointed by the local authorities,

but they took an oath to observe the treaty and

regulations; and an appeal was allowed from

their decisions to the Central Commission itself.

As an alternative an appeal could be taken to a

higher court of the local state. The number of

toll stations and the total tolls were also fixed in

the treaty.

It was not until 1831 that the Rhine Treaty
was accepted and the commission set up. It func-

tioned well, with certain liberalizing modifica-

tions made in 1868 by the Treaty of Mannheim,
until the World War. A similar system was ap-

plied on the Elbe and on other European rivers

and was enacted for the Congo by the Berlin

Conference of 1885, ^ut an administrative organ
was never set up on the African river. The sys-

tem was able to deal with the changes resulting
from the replacement of boats moved by sail and

horse power by steamboats and long fleets of

barges towed by powerful tugs. It was adjusted
to the commercial transformation by which

boats owned by individuals gave way to great
fleets of steamers and barges owned by large cor-

porations, which controlled the navigation on

the river. It preserved the navigability of the

channel in the common interest against threat-

ened interference by bridges and power works.

The system of tolls was formally abolished in

1868 and complete freedom of navigation as-

sured to non-riparian boats. Other less impor-
tant international rivers in Europe were regu-
lated by treaty between the riparian powers, as-

suring free navigation for riparians and freedom

of commerce but without any elaborate ma-

chinery for enforcement. Thus freedom of navi-

gation was in principle declared the rule for all

international rivers on the continent, with con-

trol over the navigation and detailed regulation
vested in the riparian states, which were recog-
nized as having a primary interest.

A notable exception to the principle of ripa-

rian control was the European Commission of

the Danube created by the Treaty of Paris of

1856 at the end of the Crimean War. The com-
mission was intended at first as a temporary ex-

pedient. The permanent control of the river was

to be in a riparian commission following the

normal European system. There was, however,
an urgent need of improvements to deepen the

water in the mouth of the river. The powers did

not trust Turkey, so the European Commission
was set up to do the work and authorized to fix

tolls to cover the cost. The commission walS com-

posed of members appointed by the great pow-
ers, except Russia, and Turkey as sole riparian.

It was expected that the commission would have

completed its labors in two years, but the weak-

ness and inefficiency of Turkey led to its con-

tinuation and to the great increase of its power,
so that it finally became the authority which

made the rules of navigation on the stretch with-

in its jurisdiction and enforced them through its

own administrative officers, who had the power
of levying fines. Russia as a great power and

Rumania as riparian were later admitted. Guard
boats of the great powers represented on the

commission were authorized to act against ships

flying their flags, as far as the jurisdiction of the

commission extended, although it was all on

Turkish, subsequently Rumanian, territory.

That jurisdiction was extended to the cities on

the river to which the seagoing vessels ascended,

so that the commission, at first a mere engineer-

ing organization on the Danube delta, came to

have a very wide authority independent of the

riparian state over works and the navigation in

the river up to the great ports. On the upper
river no plan for a regulating commission proved
successful because of political difficulties, but

navigation was free to all riparian countries

under treaties and in the lower river navigation
was free to all flags.

On the European rivers it was evident that

there must be control of works interfering with

navigation. This was taken care of in the Rhine

Treaty by requiring the consent of the Central

Commission for the construction of bridges,

dams and other works which might hamper

shipping. Planning and building works of im-

provement on the river were left to the riparian

states, which defrayed the cost, except in the
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notable case of the Danube Commission and in

the instance where improvements at the famous

Iron Gates, a series of rapids in the same river,

were confided to Austria-Hungary, which was

permitted to charge tolls to recoup the cost.

Normally, however, if the river was improved
no extra charge could be made on passing boats.

On the Rhine after 1868 all vessels could profit

without charge by the expensive works which

deepened and rectified the channel.

On the American continents the development
followed another course. The great South

American rivers were opened to the navigation
of all flags by treaties and by unilateral declara-

tion of the individual governments. Notably
Brazil proclaimed the freedom of navigation on

the Amazon, which is a means of communication

from Peru and Bolivia to the Atlantic. There was

no necessity on these wide or comparatively
little frequented streams for the joint regulation

of navigation and for the creation of an organ for

quick adaptation of the rules to new conditions

arising on the river.

In North America the United States was in

the beginning of its history vitally interested in

the free navigation of rivers. Both the St.

Lawrence and the Mississippi were outlets for

great interior American territories. The mouths

of both rivers were held by foreign states and the

American government was always most insistent

on the principle of freedom of navigation for the

upper riparians down to the sea and the right to

use the port of New Orleans, without which

freedom of navigation was of little value. The

necessity of freeing the trade of the west had

more influence than the acquisition of new terri-

tory in leading to the Louisiana Purchase, which

put the whole Mississippi valley under the

American flag. On the St. Lawrence and other

rivers between the two countries the United

States and Canada were able to arrive by treaty

at a satisfactory arrangement of their disputes
over navigation. There has been no necessity for

the kind of administration developed in Europe
to regulate vessels using the waterway, but the

problem of interference with navigation by works

in the river caused the creation in 1909 of an

international commission, more properly a sort

of administrative international court, whose con-

sent is required for the construction of any dams

or other obstructions in waterways common to

the two countries or for the taking of water from

them.

The peace conference after the World War
emphasized world wide as against riparian rights
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in European rivers, being principally concerned

with the great streams flowing in part through
the territory of the central empires. Several of

the new states created at Versailles Czechoslo-

vakia, Hungary, Austria had no seaports but

were upper riparians on navigable rivers. France

had come back to the Rhine as an upper riparian
after having been off the river since 1870. There

is also the possibility of the development by the

building of connecting canals of an inland water

route from the North Sea to the Black Sea much
shorter than the sea route and competing with it.

There were therefore strong economic and po-
litical reasons for the Allies' insistence on the

rights of other than riparian states in the control

of the rivers. The treaties of peace declared the

central European streams international and open
to the commerce of all flags. They changed the

principle of Vienna which confided the regula-
tion to the riparians, by putting a strong group
of non-riparians on the commission which laid

down the river statutes and judged river cases.

In no instance were the non-riparians given a

majority, but no longer was the administration of

the Rhine and the Elbe and the Oder looked on
as a matter of local concern. International rivers

other than those in central Europe were in

general left in control of riparians. In the Com-
mission of the Danube which was created as a

result of the conference of Paris the non-riparian
interest was represented by members of the

European Commission, which was continued

minus Russia, Germany, Austria-Hungary and

Turkey.
Freedom of navigation of international rivers

as part of general freedom of communications

and transit is fixed as a principle in the Covenant

of the League of Nations and has been included

in general treaties which assure to all countries

signing them free use of international streams

passing through the territory of other signatory
countries. Machinery has been set up in the

League to facilitate the carrying out of the obli-

gation of free transit. The transit and communi-
cations organization of the League consists of a

permanent secretariat, an advisory and technical

committee which meets about twice a year and a

general conference meeting every four years. It

thus provides a forum for the discussion of diffi-

culties, and it has provided also a method for

settling disputes arising on particular river sys-
tems under the treaties governing them. Such a

difference may be submitted to the organization,
which will then investigate through experts and

render an opinion which although not binding
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may have very persuasive effects. The judicial

system of determining the meaning of treaties

set up by the League through the Permanent

Court applies here also, and a new legal guaranty
of order on European rivers and a protection of

rights of navigation and use of waters is con-

tained in the clauses put into the post-war river

treaties and into the general convention, permit-

ting appeal to the International Court on the

part of any one of the states interested.

While there will always be minor disputes be-

tween the nations using the rivers, the adminis-

tration of the Rhine and the smaller central

European streams under the post-war order has

offered few serious problems and has worked to

the general satisfaction of all. The Danube, how-

ever, is a more complex problem. While the re-

vived European Commission and the new inter-

national commission, which divide the ad-

ministration between them, have preserved gen-
eral freedom of navigation, they have been

criticized for their failure to perform some of the

functions of construction and improvement as-

signed to them at Versailles and for postponing

repeatedly consideration of difficult problems
instead of meeting them at once. Nevertheless,

many difficulties have been overcome and sub-

stantial results achieved.

Freedom of navigation of international rivers

is sometimes treated as a principle of interna-

tional law, and some authors even extend the

principle to national rivers; but in practise there

have been no cases where navigation even of an

international river has been claimed and per-
mitted as a legal right. The United States en-

deavored to make the point with Great Britain

but encountered stout resistance and finally

yielded to settling the dispute by a treaty. In

Europe the system of treaties covers all the im-

portant rivers, and freedom of navigation of in-

ternational streams has been accepted "as the

public law of Europe." The right of navigation is

a custom secured by treaty rather than a prin-

ciple of international law, and perhaps the best

proof of its dependence on convention is in the

general treaty of 1921 on navigable waters, by
which each signatory grants reciprocally freedom

of navigation on the portion of international

waterways under its jurisdiction. Even, how-

ever, if the principle of law were accepted, it

would be necessary to have a regulation in detail,

which would be possible only through agreement

among the states. On crowded rivers there must
be a single set of rules and regulations for navi-

gation effective in the territory of all the riparian

states; there must be found some way of regu-

lating the customs formalities and controlling

boatmen on the river. Furthermore the right

of passage with vessels and goods would be of

little importance without the right to use the

ports to which the goods are sent, and this must
be secured also by reciprocal treaty regulation.

Again, many rivers are broken by rapids and

falls around which canals have been constructed.

If free navigation of a river is to be a reality, the

right to use these canals must be permitted. Even

if a rule of law authorized joint use of the stream

by the riparians, this right would not extend to

works constructed by one of the states on its

own territory. In practise on the great waterways
of the world canals are made free by treaty.

The custom of freedom of navigati6n, no

matter how well guaranteed by treaties, is likely

to break down in time of war. Thus during the

World War navigation onthe Danube was broken

up by active naval operations on the river and by
the planting of mines, clear breaches of the

Treaty of Berlin. It is very difficult in practise to

prevent strong belligerent states from using any
force at their disposal to defeat the enemy and to

keep naval activity off a river which forms a

military line.

National rivers are under the control of the

national sovereign, who may permit or refuse

navigation by foreign vessels. Several South

American countries, some by treaty and some by

statute, permit free navigation on their streams.

Such statutes may of course be repealed at any

time, in which case no government whose sub-

jects have been enjoying privileges under the

provision has the right to complain. In China

the right to navigate Chinese rivers has been

given to foreigners by treaty. There is vigorous

opposition on the part of many Chinese to this

arrangement, but there is not likely to be any

change before there has been a considerable de-

velopment of Chinese navigation. The Chinese

object not only to having foreign vessels on their

rivers but also to the unfairness of an arrange-
ment which gives to foreigners a privilege on in-

ternal Chinese waters which is not granted to

Chinese in the territory of the foreign state.

The principle of the first French Republic
that a stream is the common property of all the

riparians has been fully accepted in Europe and

generally applied in other countries, but this

recognition has been limited to use for naviga-

tion and extended to non-riparians. Only com-

paratively recently, as the value of streams as a

source of electrical power has increased, has the
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community of interests theory been suggested as

applying to the use of these streams either for

this purpose or for taking water for irrigation or

other uses. There are many difficulties inherent

in the establishment of electrical works so placed
that they will involve more than one country. In

1911 the Institute of International Law, repre-

senting the best theory on the subject, prepared a

draft convention under which the principle of

community of interest was to be applied in re-

spect of all the uses of an international river. The

institute, however, was ahead of its time, and

even in 1921 at the Conference on International

Waterways at Barcelona the governments were

able to agree only on a general treaty binding sig-

natory states to permit investigation of condi-

tions on their territory by other signatory states,

where necessary, to prepare plans for a develop-
ment and to enter into negotiations for the exe-

cution of a project interesting two or more states.

Even this mild attempt at securing unity of de-

velopment has been ratified by few states. The

principle of unity of use of streams has been

most fully developed in the Treaty of 1909 in

respect to boundary streams between the United

States and Canada.

Both as doctrine and as practise the question
of the right of an upper riparian state to take

water from an international stream to the detri-

ment of a lower state has been contested between

the United States and Mexico. The United

States as an upper riparian has never admitted

the right of its neighbor to prevent the construc-

tion of dams and the diversion of water from

the Rio Grande and Colorado but has admitted

that as a matter of equity and comity the rights

of the lower riparian should be considered. In

the Convention of 1906 the United States gov-
ernment agreed to assure to Mexico a certain

flow of water as a result of the Rio Grande irriga-

tion project, although the government declared

expressly that this arrangement was not to be

considered as a recognition of any right on the

part of Mexico. Authors are divided on the

question, many maintaining that one country
should not be permitted even by works entirely

on its territory to make such use of an inter-

national stream that injury results to another

riparian without the latter's consent. In deciding

disputes between the states in the United States

the Supreme Court has applied this theory.

Other authors agree that the injured state has

no legal right to object, but good neighborliness

and comity should lead to respect for its neces-

sities. It is probable that the development will
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be in this direction. But the principle of com-

munity of use has not behind it the long historic

development of the principle of community of

navigation.

Freedom of navigation of the great canals

which join two seas is more far reaching than

freedom of rivers. It is the commerce of the

world and not the commerce of a group of ri-

parian states that is affected by transportation

through the Suez Canal, the Panama Canal and

the Kiel Canal, which unites the North Sea with

the Baltic. These canals are open by agree-
ment. The Convention of 1888, signed by the

great powers and some of the smaller powers of

Europe and revived by the Treaty of Lausanne
of 1923, requires that the Suez Canal "shall al-

ways be free and open in time of war as in time

of peace, to every vessel of commerce or of war,
without distinction of flag." The treaties be-

tween Great Britain and the United States and
between the United States and Panama adopt
for the Panama Canal the rule that "the canal

shall be free and open to the vessels of commerce
and of war of all nations ... on terms of entire

equality." The Kiel Canal, by article 380 of the

Treaty of Versailles, "shall be maintained free

and open to the vessels of commerce and of war
of all nations at peace with Germany on terms of

entire equality." The right of use by belligerents

of the Suez and Panama canals is regulated, and

acts of war in their waters are forbidden. The
notion of their neutralization is, however, very
limited. The United States while at peace will

enforce the neutrality of the Panama Canal but

is not barred from preventing its use by an

enemy. The Suez Convention binds the Euro-

pean powers and has been applied in several wars

to assure equality among the belligerents.

After the World War an attempt was made

effectively to internationalize the Dardanelles

and the Bosporus by the Convention of 1923.
Demilitarized zones have been established on
both sides of these waterways and they are con-

trolled by an international commission under

the League of Nations. Turkey holds the per-
manent presidency of this commission. The
straits are to be open to merchantmen and war

vessels of all powers in peace or war, except to

the enemies of Turkey.
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INTERNATIONALISM may be defined as the

ideal of an organic, supernational society which

would include within itself constituent national

societies controlled from above but endowed
with independent functions and vitality. Implicit
in the ideal is the deeplying presupposition that

the process whereby the social unit within

which individuals feel themselves bound by ties

of mutual sympathy, common interests and

moral obligation has been gradually enlarged

through the course of history is capable of still

further expansion. Since the beginning of the

modern period the dominant unit of moral and
social obligation has been the nation, a grouping
bound not only by political allegiance and eco-

nomic interests but also by certain elements of a

common culture, usually by a common language
and invariably by a common historical back-

ground of struggle and achievement. While in-

ternationalism aspires to transcend national an-

tagonisms, whether due to geographical or to

historical forces, and entails necessarily a genu-
ine limitation of national sovereignty, it assumes

the survival of nationality in a modified, regu-
lated form. Essentially institutional in its pro-

gram and objective in its approach, it is distin-

guishable from cosmopolitanism, which may be

interpreted as a subjective state of mind that

grasps the unity of mankind without, however,

attempting to solve the relations of the part to

the whole.

Despite the violent antagonisms which it has

aroused ecclesiastical organization may be said

to have been on the whole a powerful influence

in the evolution toward internationalism. Al-

though the cosmopolitan tradition inherited by
the mediaeval Christian world should be dis-

tinguished from internationalism proper, which

presupposes the existence of national states, it

remains none the less true that the mediaeval

church created and conserved in the shadowy
structure of the Holy Roman Empire at least the

aspiration for an international society. This as-

piration, which later European civilization never

wholly lost, inspired in the period following the

rise of the national state a succession of influ-

ential projects which were international in spirit.

Sully's project for a federation of Christian

princes who would assure peace among them-

selves and incidentally fight the Turks was fol-

lowed by William Penn's more sincere version,

and by stimulating the more systematic propo-
sals of the abbe de Saint-Pierre and Rousseau

for a pacific federation it helped indirectly to

form the visionary mind of the czar Alexander

and thus to shape the Holy Alliance. These
schemes were all confined to Europe and based

themselves rather on the fraternity which ought
to unite Christian princes than on any demo-
cratic conception of human brotherhood.

As an effective force, however, the conception
of ties wider than national frontiers was for-

warded less by speculation than by the struggles

of creeds and classes in the modern world. The
wars of religion of the seventeenth century,
which divided Europe into a Protestant and a

Catholic party, reflected, however broadly, a

sense ofcommon interests within the rising mer-

cantile and capitalist class in its struggle with

feudalism. The Enlightenment of the eighteenth
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century, which freed this new outlook of the

middle class from its early theological basis, was

cosmopolitan. A lay intelligentsia of writers and

scientists was winning for itself in this century
a new position of leadership. Experimental sci-

ence was based from the first on international

collaboration and created its own world wide

republic of learning. It was an age of cheap and

rapid translation; what was written in Paris was

printed in English within a few months. The

philosophers wrote for mankind. The musicians

could defy the legacy of Babel. This cosmopoli-
tan outlook the intellectual and artistic world

has never since lost. At a later date German
music and philosophy and French painting

helped to soften a national feud; while a dis-

tinctive national note in art could whet the

curiosity and sympathy of the rest of mankind.

Moreover the eighteenth century made the im-

mense intellectual advance of conceiving world

history as a single evolutionary process. A gen-
eration which had read Volney or Condorcet's

stimulating sketch could no longer suppose that

nations work out their destiny in isolation. When
the Enlightenment became with the French

Revolution an "armed doctrine," there resulted

at least in the earlier phases of the movement a

vast international struggle waged by a class, con-

scious of a common antagonism to priests and

kings and of common interest transcending fron-

tiers. .Franklin's epigram, "Where liberty is,

there is my country," and Paine's crusading

retort, "Where liberty is not, there is mine,"

sum up its spirit. Theoretical speculations con-

cerning an eventual international federation were

in the main hasty improvisations ephemeral in

their influence. A striking exception, however,

is Kant's Zum ewigen Frieden, which still retains

its value as a clearly formulated and systematic

expression of this early liberal internationalism

dedicated to the perpetuation of peace. Although
Kant's sketch represented on its formal, con-

structive side a development of the project of

Saint-Pierre, it is significant that in harmony
with the rapidly emerging spirit of democracy

great emphasis is laid upon the stipulation that

every member of the international common-
wealth be a republic.

This liberal, revolutionary internationalism

giving way for a time to the distorted interna-

tionalism imposed by Napoleon produced even-

tually by way of reaction the Holy Alliance. Not

genuinely international, inasmuch as it consti-

tuted an extreme repression of nationality, the

Holy Alliance was a loose union of Old World

"police" states designed to preserve order on
the basis of the dispositions of the Congress of

Vienna, to keep the peace and to buttress mon-

archy, conceived as a divinely appointed institu-

tion, against the godless forces of revolution.

The just hatred which it aroused among demo-
cratic and liberal elements in Europe and Amer-
ica has tended to obscure the immense advance

which it represented. After the anarchy of uni-

versal war it was the first attempt to base order

on the consent of the chief governments of civi-

lization. It conceived of its congresses as quasi-

sovereign assemblies entitled to make decisions

for the general good; nor was its organized
conscience wholly absorbed in combating lib-

eralism and nationalism, for it repressed the

slave trade also. Fully recognizing the principle
that in any part of the world disturbances, how-

ever minor, may become matters of universal

concern it represented, albeit with the feudal

perversity of an older time, a higher sense of

human solidarity than did some of the states-

men who broke away from it. Canning, for ex-

ample, although in fact he helped the cause of

freedom, was in principle looking backward

when he invoked the "healthy" rule, "each for

himself and the devil take the hindmost." It

remains true nevertheless that the identification

of world order by the Holy Alliance with the

pretensions of "legitimate" dynasties and des-

potic empires discredited internationalism itself

and delayed its advance.

This incarnation of internationalism in a po-
lice uniform led to popular reactions in various

forms, ranging from nationalist risings to the

Monroe Doctrine. One of these, although based

on a reading of history as the struggle of classes,

was the most uncompromising assertion of an

international position yet uttered. Karl Marx

through his Hegelian training belonged, as it

were under a bar sinister, to Kant's family. The
Communist Manifesto proclaimed the solidarity

in interest and feeling of the toiling masses the

world over, regarded national governments and

the sentiment of patriotism that they foster as

devices of the capitalist ruling class to enslave

the proletariat by dividing it and based the

modern socialist movement on the watchword

"Workers of all lands unite." Victory would

mean the abolition of class and therefore the

complete unity of mankind. The Socialist Inter-

national in its first form aimed at this unity

through the creation of a world wide party of

workers. The fact that it was composed of indi-

vidual members pledged to a personal allegiance
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led, however, to fatal internal dissensions; and

therefore when it was later revived as the Second

International it was a federation of autonomous

national parties, which none the less obeyed
the resolutions of its periodical conferences on

broad questions of principle and strategy. While

recognizing the fact and sentiment of nation-

ality the theorists of the Second International,

notably Jean Jaures, emphasized its cultural

aspects, the spiritual heritage which a society

based on equality would bring within the grasp
of every working citizen. The ethics and to a

great extent the actual practise of the move-

ment ranged it in opposition to every form of

chauvinism, militarism and imperialism. The

duty of a good socialist was to combat the ag-

gressive and acquisitive designs of the ruling

class of his own country, trusting to his com-

rades in other lands to do as much. Socialist

parties tried within the limits of their influence

to extend their protection to the subject popu-
lations of the empire to which they belonged.
With international organization, save on this

class basis, a logical Marxist was not concerned:

that would come with the triumph of the revo-

lution. The World War subjected the Second

International to a test which revealed how

superficial was its faith in this revolutionary

creed; but there were distinguished exceptions,

notably the Independent Labour party in Great

Britain, the Socialist party in the United States

and the Independent Socialist minority in Ger-

many.
A working model of an international socialist

federation now exists in the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics. Although it is more highly
centralized than any other federation in the

world, its component republics in theory are

sovereign and enjoy the right of secession.

Actually its unity is preserved and internal dis-

putes composed by the tightly disciplined Com-
munist party, which exercises in all of them the

dictatorship of the proletariat. However open
to criticism in other respects, it has solved suc-

cessfully the specific problems of nationalism.

Russians Great, Little and White Tartars,

Georgians, Jews and many backward Asiatic

peoples enjoy within it complete equality, are

helped to preserve their languages and their

distinctive cultural traditions and find in the

Communist party a ladder which may, in fact

does, lead members even of the minor races to

positions of the highest influence in the federal

government. It is possible moreover to reconcile

a considerable measure of national and regional

autonomy with an economic structure that plans
and coordinates production, consumption and

external trade over the whole of this immense

continental area. The theory of the Communists
is that as the world revolution spreads other

socialist republics will enter this union on the

same terms. The U. S. S. R. is not a Russian

state: it is an international society and a rival to

the League of Nations.

After the disappearance of the Holy Alliance

its place throughout the latter part of the nine-

teenth century and the pre-war years of the

twentieth was partially filled by the concert of

Europe. This loose association of great powers
had no permanent organization and functioned

only in emergencies arising chiefly out of the

Eastern Question, in which lay through' three

generations the chief risk of war in the Old

World. Preoccupied with the possible break up
of the Ottoman Empire, the Concert of Powers

alternated between the imposition of inadequate
reforms and the repression of nationalist insur-

gency. It had no rigid legitimist principles, such

as those of the Holy Alliance; if its bias was

conservative leading it on occasion, as in Crete,

to check rebellion by armed force, it was influ-

enced chiefly by the dread that any disturbance

of the status quo would precipitate a major war.

Although resorting now and then to formal con-

ferences it reached most of its decisions through

ordinary diplomatic channels. Its prestige served

as a check upon antisocial ambitions and kept
alive a certain faith in the authority of inter-

national opinion and the possibility of united

international action, although its actual con-

structive achievements, such as the regulation
of the Danube as a free waterway and the crea-

tion of an international gendarmery in Mace-

donia, were few in number. Its work in the Near
East served in certain respects as a model in

the settlement of the somewhat analogous Mo-
roccan and Chinese questions. Within its lim-

ited range of action it constituted a nucleus that

might have developed into a kind of oligarchical

international authority. It had behind it, how-

ever, no body of popular opinion, no proclaimed

principles, no prophet who might have done
for it what Wilson did for the League of Na-
tions. Essentially an improvisation, it left intact

the ultimate right of a great power to do what
seemed good in its own eyes. But its main de-

fect was insincerity. Throughout its long career

of spasmodic service to the cause of peace the

powers that composed it were rendering inter-

national cooperation in the long run impossible
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by their competitive armaments and the alli-

ances that ranged them in two camps more

permanent and better knit for action than the

concert itself. The Great War was an outcome

of this very Near Eastern question and of the

failure of Sir Edward Grey to mobilize the con-

cert to regulate it.

The collapse of the concert in 1914 set the

central problem of internationalism which the

vrorld has since struggled to solve. The value of

the ad hoc conference was still recognized, but it

became increasingly apparent that improvisation
on the eve of an emergency was not enough and

that a permanent organization was necessary.

Moreover since any major disturbance might

leac^ to a world war, it was unrealistic to confine

the nfcw concert to Europe or to hope that dis-

putants in the hot hour of anger would submit

themselves to the judgment of their peers. If

confidence was to prevail, if the old competitive
armaments were to be avoided, each nation must

have from its neighbors a pledge that they would

follow some recognized pacific procedure. Fi-

nally, if in spite of all an aggressive power should

break its bond, the rest of the world must be

mobilized to support the innocent victim.

Out of such reasoning grew the League ofNa-
tions. Primarily an international organization to

enforce peace, the League has exerted an un-

precedented stimulus on the development of

internationalism. With astonishing suddenness a

world which hitherto had organized itself per-

manently for international ends only in such

minor fields as the postal and quarantine services

provided itself with an organization which un-

friendly critics could describe as a superstate or a

world government. The inaccuracy of this de-

scription is evident from the fact that member
states seem to surrender nothing of their sover-

eignty, save in so far as every treaty is a voluntary
restriction of one's supposed right to do as one

pleases. No subject or field of action is aban-

doned by the members and made over, as in a

federation, to the League. It can take no action

and impose nothing in the nature of legislation,

save with the consent of every member of its

Council or Assembly. None the less, if and when
its Council acts as, for example, to impose sanc-

tions every member of the League is involved

in the consequences. A pledge once voluntarily

given can be enforced. A disputant moreover

loses his vote for the time being in the Council

and cannot invoke the rule of unanimity to stop
its action. In these respects the League does in-

volve a real restriction of
sovereignty. Again, in

theory, if its machinery of conciliation and arbi-

tration worked reliably, the great powers would

surrender the advantage of negotiation inherent

in the possession of unrestrained force.

It seems probable in retrospect that the found-

ers of the League went at once too far and too

fast and yet not far enough. The question arises

whether perhaps they conceived their problem
too simply as the abolition of war. The ultimate

cause of war is the survival of sovereign national

states which claim the right to exert their will

for their own ends subject to no judge save

themselves. But sovereignty can hardly be lim-

ited in one particular if it retains Old World
nationalist habits of action and thought over the

rest of its field. While on paper the League is

well equipped with all the powers necessary to

prevent or stop the physical act of war, it lacks

the means to redress the grievances or meet the

needs that may drive a wronged or ambitious

nation into war pressure of population, the

need of markets, the lack of raw materials, the

suppression of nationality. With none of these

can the League deal directly, for all of them

belong to the sphere of domestic jurisdiction,

which it must not invade. It has the power to

stop war, but it lacks the ability to bring about

by peaceful means the changes which desperate
nations attempt by violence to hasten.

Peace, in other words, is but a single aspect,

a function, of internationalism. It cannot be

insured without an advance into forbidden fields

above all into the economic field which seem

at first glance only remotely involved. So much
indeed the League seemed to realize as soon as

it began to function. It has discussed tariffs,

the gold standard and the overproduction of

coal, but always on the understanding that it has

neither the intention nor the right to promote
action in the sense of the findings of its com-

missions and that it contemplates no modifica-

tion of national sovereignty such as would per-
mit of habitual, organized cooperation in the

economic field and no common action capable
in the last resort, in case of sufficient gravity, of

overriding the will of obstructive states.

And yet the world in the last two generations
has become a single economic unit. The anni-

hilation of distance by modern means of com-

munication was the first step in this evolution.

The next was the development of machinery

incessantly demanding a market for its ever

rising flood of products. Money and capital have

become as mobile as goods, traveling by cable-

gram across frontiers with baffling rapidity. In-
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vestment knows no patriotism; whole countries

or their major industries at least may pass in

a few years into foreign ownership. The collapse

of a Viennese bank may cause in London first a

financial and then a political crisis. In the eight-

eenth century two magistrates strolled round

the market place of each little country town in

England and fixed the price of wheat. Today it

has a world price, which shifts as a few cosmo-

politan dealers study the cablegrams that report

on harvests and the movements of ships from

Winnipeg to Bombay and from Buenos Aires to

Odessa. Gold alters its purchasing power as

bullion is shipped from Paris to New York. The
level of the gold reserves in the vaults of Wall

Street may determine the price at which the

Indian peasant can sell his rice and with it his

ability to pay taxes, rents and usury, on which

again his contentment and political loyalty are

contingent. A speculative boom in New York

followed by a sharp contraction may start a

slump that counts its unemployed victims by

twenty-five millions the world over. In a word,
our political structure no longer answers the

economic realities. National sovereignty with its

restricted territory was an obsolescent arrange-

ment in the days of sailing ships; the airplane

and wireless telegraphy have made of it a

solecism.

The World War drove a large part of the

world to the perception that some measure of

international political organization was neces-

sary. The question now arises whether the world

wide depression will make it apparent that eco-

nomic anarchy is no less devastating and that

tariffs, currency and the price level are matters

of vital concern calling urgently for international

planning by a permanent international organi-

zation. If such controls were instituted, the

purely political and military problems which

concert and League have sought to solve would

be immeasurably eased. Thought and sentiment

would adjust themselves to the wider horizon.

The League or whatever organization may re-

place or supplement it would gain a new prestige

and power. In proportion as it confers benefits

it may dispense with coercion: the establishment

of economic stability would obviate the neces-

sity for sanctions, since an offending state could

be threatened with exclusion from economic

privileges and advantages. Frontiers under such

a regime would lose much of their importance,
and territorial changes would be easier to effect.

Nationality in such a world would retain and

might even deepen its cultural significance. The

nation state, ceasing to act beyond its frontiers

with fleets and armies and admitting a measure

of regulation over its economic policies, would
work out the more intensively its distinctive con-

ception of social life.

A realistic thinker, while admitting the trend

of economic development toward international-

ism, will not underrate the obstacles. It may
be that machinery has outpaced intellectual

growth and that obsolete habits of thought and

archaic emotional associations will continue to

forestall rational attempts to amend overrigid
constitutions. More formidable still is the oppo-
sition of interests which rely on national diplo-

macy and armaments for furthering or defend-

ing their economic pursuits abroad. Again, one

may doubt whether collaboration is feasible

among states, some of which are democratic,
some Fascist, some communist. Kant admitted

to his international federation only republics,
Wilson wished to exclude autocracies, Marx and
Lenin welcomed only the classless state. But

despite the difficulties inherent in the task new

organs of international direction and control

must somehow be evolved to keep pace with the

triumphs of mechanical efficiency.
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INTERNMENT. See ENEMY ALIEN; NEU-
TRALITY.

INTERPELLATION. An interpellation is a

demand addressed by a member of parliament
to a minister for a public discussion on some

definite subject which may relate to the general

policy of the government or to some question of

detail? Originally designed to elicit information

and to serve as the text for a clarifying debate,

the interpellation has become one of the most

important means by which legislative control of

the executive is made effective under the cabinet

system of government. While it is not used in

England, where the cabinet is interrogated

through the written question, which does not of

itself lead to debate and a vote, the interpella-

tion has become rather generally accepted on the

continent as a necessary accompaniment of min-

isterial responsibility.

It has been most elaborately developed in

French parliamentary procedure and is used

much more frequently in France than in other

countries. Although a procedure resembling the

interpellation was adopted by the Constituent

Assembly in 1791, it seems to have been aban-

doned within a few years. The right of interpel-

lation was definitely established in the French

Chamber in 1831 without any change in the

written rules of the Chamber but merely as a

logical corollary to responsible government. With

the coup d'etat of 1852 the right was suppressed

along with the parliamentary control of the ex-

ecutive and was reestablished partially in 1867
and entirely in 1869 with the return to respon-
sible cabinet government.
The French parliament uses both oral and

written questions as well as the interpellation.

The former, which are rarely used, can be asked

only if the minister consents; they must be asked

at the close of a sitting and not more than two

questions are permitted at one sitting. The dep-

uty is allowed fifteen minutes in which to present
his question and the incident is closed with the

reply of the minister, except that the deputy may
be given five minutes of rebuttal. No other

speakers are permitted. Written questions are
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very numerous in the Chamber of Deputies.
Within eight days after they are submitted to the

assembly they must be printed in the Journal

officiel together with the answer of the minister,

although the latter may consist merely of a state-

ment that for reasons of public policy the minister

cannot reply or that he requires more time in

which to assemble the material for a reply.

Written questions do not have much connection

with parliamentary control of the executive but

are used primarily to attract attention to a

deputy, to his public spirited curiosity and to his

concern for certain interests.

Oral and written questions are thus unim-

portant in France, because interpellations oc-

cupy the center of the parliamentary stage. The

interpellation is a request for information which

the government cannot ignore. The demand is

made in writing to the president of the assembly,
who reads it to the assembly. A member of the

government suggests a date on which the minis-

try will reply and the assembly than fixes a date

without debate, although the author of the inter-

pellation may be allowed five minutes in which

to reply to the government. The discussion of

the motion to fix a day cannot, at least in theory,

go to the merits of the subject; but the vote is

politically important, for the government may
fall if it puts a question of confidence and is not

permitted to have its way in respect of indefinite

postponement or the selection of a date satis-

factory to it. Interpellations relating to internal

affairs cannot be postponed for more than one

month, but those relating to foreign affairs may
be postponed indefinitely. A strong ministry can

force the indefinite postponement of embarras-

sing interpellations; weak ministries must con-

sent to discussions which they wish to avoid.

On the date set the author is allowed one hour

in which to present his interpellation. The min-

ister replies and the author is then allowed

priority in answering. After one deputy has

spoken, closure may be applied; but usually the

debate is permitted to proceed. It is closed by a

motion to pass to the order of the day, which may
be either pur et simple or motivd. The former,

which may be moved verbally and has priority,

expresses neither approval nor disapproval of the

government. If such a motion is not made or is

defeated, the assembly is usually called upon to

choose between several orders which are motive's,

or qualified by some expression of censure or

praise of the government. The various motions

are adroitly phrased so that they will isolate par-

ticular issues and will serve to catch the greatest
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number of deputies. The question of priority

between the various motions is determined by
the assembly. Where the order of the day pur et

simple is not proposed or is defeated and where

the issue is very complicated, a motion to sub-

mit the question to one of the standing com-

mittees or to a special commission may be made
and has priority over the qualified orders. Where
the order finally approved by the assembly is

obviously contrary to the tacit or expressed
wish of the government or is a serious criticism

of its policy, the government may resign.

With a general debate on the various motions,

with a vote on which order shall have priority,

with a vote on the order selected and with ex-

planations of individual votes under a five-

minute rule, the discussion of interpellations can

manifestly consume a great deal of time. Com-

plaints of the waste of time are frequent. The

ministry presided over by Meline from 1896 to

1898 replied to more than two hundred inter-

pellations. The prime minister told the Chamber
of Deputies on July 12, 1909, that there had been

293 interpellations besides 76 questions in three

years of that legislature. Nor, save under the

Poincare Ministry of National Union in 1926,

have recent chambers been less inquiring. The

ordinary session of 1929 (January 9 to July 26)

and the extraordinary session of the same year

(October 22 to December 29) devoted 28 and 18

percent respectively of their time to interpella-

tions. The extraordinary session is for budget

purposes; and since it concentrates on fiscal

matters, interpellations are not so frequent.

French ministers reply to interpellations in the

Senate as well as the Chamber, but the upper
house does not demand as many debates as the

lower.

Interpellations cover all sorts of subjects.

Petty incidents relating to the local police or in-

significant functionaries, the sermon of a country

cure\ municipal activities, lectures of university

professors on such minor matters ministers

have had to consent to be interpellated. Even

when conditions are most favorable for the

cabinet, interpellations put a tremendous drain

on ministerial strength and time. On the other

hand, it is the business of a parliamentary body
to inform itself as to what the executive is doing
and to exert control when control is needed.

Criticism of the French machinery therefore

should be directed to the manner in which the

machinery functions and not to the theory which
underlies it.

In continental countries, although procedure

in general follows the French model, interpella-

tions are relatively less important. Furthermore,
while in France the right to present questions
and interpellations belongs to every individual

member, in many countries the signature of a

certain minimum number of members is re-

quired. In France, partly because the legislature

exercises a greater supervision over the details of

executive action and partly because the highly
centralized administrative system broadens the

range of subjects which are of interest to the

interpellates, the device is more frequently

used, more occasionally abused and always more

discussed. To this result the amorphous character

of French political parties and the instability of

cabinets have contributed. It is not without in-

terest, however, that half of the eight)- odd
cabinets under the Third Republic have re-

signed because of the general political situation

or for other reasons which were unconnected

with adverse votes in the Chamber of Deputies.

Interpellations, however, hold the executive to

accountability even though the mefiance of the

Chamber may not be formally expressed.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE
UNITED STATES. The relations of government

to trade and transportation are sufficiently diffi-

cult in a unitary state. The complications of a

federal state accentuate the difficulties. In the

United States these difficulties are implicit in

the concise phraseology of article I, section 8,

paragraph 3 of the constitution: "The Congress
shall have Power ... to regulate Commerce with

foreign Nations and among the several States,

and with the Indian Tribes." In the beginning,

however, were not the words but the warm and

lively issues which engendered them.
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The clause was conceived as a means of com-

posing the commercial rivalries among the states

created by the revolution. Beginning in 1784

protective tariffs were enacted by New England
and most of the Middle States, the burden of

which fell chiefly on the consuming states with

a less flourishing foreign trade. Additional trib-

ute was exacted from the coasting trade, notably

by New York, through the imposition of clear-

ance fees. Madison drew a classic picture of

"New Jersey, placed between Philadelphia and

New York, . . . likened to a cask tapped at both

ends; and North Carolina, between Virginia and

South Carolina, to a patient bleeding at both

arms." Retaliatory measures invited attacks and

reprisals, with the inevitable devastating con-

sequi*nces which experience with international

trade feuds since the World War has made all

too vividly clear. New Jersey and Delaware

adopted a contrary expedient, the establishment

of free ports, and thereby weakened the resist-

ance of the states as a whole to the discrimi-

natory treatment accorded American shipping

by Great Britain, France and Spain. For the

fledgling states the constitution and the com-
merce clause in particular were expected to

afford relief and stability.

Continuously from its adoption the commerce

clause has been the vehicle for settling dominant

issues of national economy as well as of politics.

The legal form which these problems have most

persistently assumed reflects the historical basis

for the grant of power to Congress. With in-

creasing frequency courts have been called upon
to determine the scope of authority of the indi-

vidual states over activities not isolated within

the boundaries of a single state.

The question first came before the Supreme
Court in Gibbons v. Ogden [22 U. S. i (1824)].

Speaking for the court Chief Justice Marshall

held invalid a New York law granting to Living-
ston and Fulton the exclusive privilege of navi-

gating the waters of that state by steamboat and

sustained Jie right of competitors to navigate
between New York and New Jersey under a

coasting license sanctioned by an act of Con-

gress of 1793. The effect upon commerce was

immediate and far reaching. In New York as

well as in several other states which had granted
similar monopolies the number of steamboats in

service greatly increased, with an attendant

sharp reduction in fares. The legal import of the

decision is enveloped in considerable fog. The
case is voluminously cited for the broad doc-

trine that power over interstate commerce is
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confided by the constitution "exclusively" to

Congress. This interpretation neglects the im-

portant ingredient, relied on by counsel and

court, of a conflict between state and federal

statutes affecting the same subject. Nor did the

decision in the absence of control by Congress
deter states from granting monopolies of inter-

state ferriage, of land transportation and later of

telegraphic communication. It has been sug-

gested plausibly that at the time the power of

Congress over interstate transportation was con-

ceived to embrace only navigation. But this limi-

tation merely expresses evanescent imagination.
In 1866 Congress ended the grant of monopoly
of railroad and telegraph service between states.

During the quarter of a century following
Gibbons v. Ogden the meaning of the commerce
clause became the sport of confusing debate.

The conflict without was reflected within the

Supreme Court, and differences among the

judges fostered the conflict. Some of the justices

rested approval of state action upon subtle dis-

tinctions regarding the true aim of contested

legislation: a regulation ofcommerce was invalid,

while a regulation of health or safety was per-

mitted, although no practical difference was dis-

cernible to an intelligence not steeped in the

sophistications of legal dialectic. Other justices,

defining powers according to their consequences,
insisted that the states regulated commerce when

they affected it. But these judicial pragmatists
differed among themselves as to the constitu-

tionality of such regulation.
These doctrinal conflicts were composed by

events, not by the harmonics of disputation. The

development of new modes of transportation

provoked increasing exertion of state power and

gave rise to new controversies over interstate

commerce. The struggle between steamboat and

railroad interests for dominance in transporta-

tion was brought into focus in the suit by Penn-

sylvania [Pennsylvania v. Wheeling etc. Bridge

Co., 54 U. S. 518 (1851)] to enjoin the main-

tenance of a bridge across the Ohio River, the

construction of which had been authorized by

Virginia, on the ground that it would impede

navigation to Pittsburgh. During this period
also several instances of social legislation were

forced to run the gauntlet of the commerce
clause. Some were sustained: a New York law

requiring masters of incoming vessels to furnish

information concerning passengers and laws of

three New England states prohibiting the sale

without a license of liquor brought in from an-

other state. But a Massachusetts measure impos-
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ing a tax on incoming vessels for each passenger,

although designated a health law, was held in-

valid by a sharply divided court. Behind these

legal controversies, often sufficiently heated,

loomed the burning issue of slavery. A number

of southern states had passed laws to exclude

free Negro laborers. The relevance of the deci-

sion holding the Massachusetts immigration law

invalid was apparent to press and public no less

than to court and counsel.

Only an awareness of the issues which lay

beneath the surface of these cases and of the

tenuous and frequently scholastic reasoning by
which they were formally decided can reveal the

full meaning of Coolcy v. Board of Wardens of

Port of Philadelphia [53 U. S. 299 (1851)]. Suc-

cinctly stated the doctrine is that over subjects

of commerce which are "in their nature na-

tional, or admit only of one uniform system, or

plan of regulation" Congress alone may legis-

late, while over subjects of commerce concern-

ing which there is a "superior fitness and propri-

ety, not to say absolute necessity, of different

systems of regulation" state legislation is valid

until supplanted by Congress. This decision

afforded a candid basis for sustaining state regu-
lations of interstate commerce and as frankly

made the determination in each case depend

upon judgment and judgment by a majority of

the court as to the propriety of the regulation.

By making the question of constitutionality turn

not upon abstract notions regarding the nature

of state powers but upon their concrete and

multifarious applications the decision in the

Cooley case shifted the center of attention to

actualities in the disposition of questions under

the commerce clause. Thus even in local mat-

ters state regulation becomes invalid if unduly
burdensome to interstate commerce, while even

commerce national in character may be sub-

jected to state regulation if the effect is "re-

mote," "indirect" or "incidental." These are

questions of reasonableness and therefore be-

come matters of degree, of more or less, de-

pending for their adjustment not upon tall talk,

upon resounding generalities, but upon the rele-

vant facts concerning the necessity or appro-

priateness of the challenged regulation, the local

benefits to be secured and the countervailing
cost or inconvenience to interstate commerce.

So essential arc these specific justifications or

handicaps that the same statute which has with-

stood a blanket charge of "burdening" interstate

commerce may succumb before the shrapnel
of facts and figures [compare Southern Ry. Co.

v. King, 217 U, S. 524 (1910) with Seaboard

Airline Ry. v. Blackwell, 244 U. S. 310 (1917)].
Indeed more recently the Supreme Court has

been disinclined to decide at all unless the

record adequately discloses the elements of the

specific situation. If the pertinent data concern-

ing local needs and the degree of interference

with interstate commerce are lacking, it is ill

advised to sustain or to invalidate local control.

There is available the sensible procedural device

of remanding the case to the lower court for

the necessary findings of fact [Hammond v.

Schappi Bus Line, 275 U. S. 164 (1927)].
The process of adjusting the interacting areas

of federal and state authority over interstate

commerce testifies to the free play left by the

framers of the constitution to judicial and 'politi-

cal construction of that document. In this field

certainly constitutional adjudication is largely
borne on the tide of circumstance. Matters

which once were within state competence may
be withdrawn: the power of a state to prohibit

discriminatory interstate rates was not denied

until 1886, in Wabash, St. L. & Pac. Ry. v.

Illinois (118 U. S. 557) a decision which pre-

cipitated the passage of the Interstate Commerce
Act in 1887. Yet in the absence of congressional
action a large measure of authority reposes in

the states to satisfy needs for which a uniform

regime is not required. The issue here is not

whether federal action would be preferable to

state but whether state action or none at all is

to be preferred [Minnesota Rate Cases, 230
U. S. 352, 402 (1913)]. Even over matters inti-

mately affecting interstate carriers themselves,

such as quarantine and inspection, wharfage

charges, pilotage, the improvement of rivers and

harbors, the construction of dams and bridges,
the misconduct or defaults of carriers, the states

have been allowed to legislate until Congress
has moved. Again, states may enforce social

policies directed not at the carriers but at articles

of commerce which a state considers socially

injurious. In enforcing such local policies the

states encountered the "original package" doc-

trine, one of the most beclouded and casuistic

conceptions of American constitutional law.

Shorn of its qualifications and complexities it

means that articles transported from another

state are immune from state regulation so long
as they remain in their original packages or

have not been resold locally. Obviously this

doctrine opens up broad avenues of evasion of

state policies through the shipment of proscribed
articles from out of state sellers to local con-
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sumers. The main doctrine therefore brought
its confining counterdoctrines. In the first place,

noxious articles were deemed outside its sway
state policy in part determining what is to be

treated as noxious. Thus articles fraudulently

misbranded or unfit for consumption may be

excluded upon arrival. In the second place, Con-

gress by its own legislation may complement
state action in order to achieve state policy. In

practical terms, the allowable range of state

power may be merely power on paper unless

effectuated by the control of Congress over ship-
ments into the state. The best known instance

of this collaborative effort is the Webb-Kenyon
Act of 1913 allowing state prohibition laws to

apply to liquor upon its arrival in the state.

The same expedient has been applied to the un-

desired introduction into states of such diverse

products as food, explosives and plants. The

possibilities of the device in the economic field

are suggested by the Ilawes-Cooper Act of 1929,

effective January, 1934, which by applying the

same principle to interstate shipments of con-

vict made goods permits the operation of what

are in effect state antidumping laws. If frus-

tration of state policy is to be prevented effec-

tively, however, this scheme is always open to

two further difficulties, one legal, the other

practical. Although the validity of state action

under a Webb-Kenyon Act is established, there

remains in specific instances the preliminary

question of the validity of the congressional
act itself as a genuine regulation of commerce.

Thus, may Congress protect the industrial

standards of a state by authorizing the exclusion

of goods manufactured in states maintaining
lower standards? By the logic of analogies there

should be no doubt. But the odd member of the

Supreme Court has from time to time been sin-

gularly fertile and effective in the invention of

doubts. Moreover enforcement by the states of

policies so easily defeated by inroads from other

states may require more and better equipped
officials.

Legal doctrine has likewise accommodated

itself to the demands of the expanding national

network of economic forces. If congressional
action may invalidate state regulation of inter-

state commerce it may also invalidate state reg-

ulations which had theretofore not been banned

by the commerce clause. In its earliest and sim-

plest form this principle derives from Gibbons

v. Ogden and is merely the rule that a state law

must yield to a federal law dealing with inter-

state commerce if the two are "in conflict."

Frequently, however, there is no explicit con-

flict between the two. In action they may not

move in overlapping spheres. Yet the efficient

operation of the federal law may depend upon
its supersession of the state enactment. A fed-

eral safety appliance law describing require-
ments for railroads engaged in interstate com-
merce must apply, if it is to be efficacious, to

cars of the railroad even though they are used

solely in intrastate commerce. Where Congress
has manifested an intention "to occupy the

field," so runs the conventional formulation for

these adjustments, state authority in that field

must give way. This is of course a figurative

field, and merely the compendious expression of

the court's sense of policy. "The intention of

Congress" not infrequently is non-existent or

too obscure to be discovered. Here no less than

in cases where Congress has not acted the court

not only does but must exercise a practical judg-
ment. Its chief applications are evoked by rail-

road regulation and concern rates, issuance of

securities, liability to shippers and passengers
and industrial relations. The questions of na-

tional authority which these raise tend to be-

come questions of the statutory powers of the

Interstate Commerce Commission (q v.).

Flexible as are the bounds of federal and state

authority, the newer forms of interstate enter-

prise transcend the simplicity of the traditional

categories of governmental control. The intri-

cate corporate arrangements in the public utility

field raise particularly acute problems. The di-

vorce of ownership from operation puts ques-
tions not dreamed of in the constitutional phi-

losophy ofJohn Marshall; whether, for example,
rates charged to the consumer by an operating

company can be regulated effectively without

control over the managerial and financial activi-

ties of the holding company and if not, what

mechanism of control should be adopted. Direct

grip by law, state or federal, over holding com-

panies appears inevitable. Indirect control by
the states through scrutiny of the intercorporate

relations of the local operating units is an alter-

native which has received impetus through re-

cent Supreme Court approval [Smith v. Illinois

Bell Tel. Co., 282 U. S. 133 (1930)]. But

technological changes even more basic than

financial have begotten new situations for which

old instruments of government will no longer

suffice. The precedents in the law books are

very tenuous aids for the solution of problems
which the radio, motor carriers and electric

power present to legal statesmanship. And to
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look for a single solvent is to seek the philoso-

pher's stone. In the electric power industry, for

example, if the processes of law and legal admin-

istration are to be effective they must heed the

economic interaction of the factors of genera-

tion, transmission and distribution, the eco-

nomic interplay between local and interstate

transmission, the relative volumes of intrastate

and interstate transmission and the regional or

national character of the interstate transmission

itself. These and conundrums like them are now

being explored by the FederalTrade Commission

and will for many years continue to tax all the

resources of wisdom of the Federal Power

Commission (Federal Power Commission, Elev-

enth Annual Report, 1931). There is a growing
realization that these issues cannot be settled in

terms of explicit duality of state and nation.

That simple dichotomy may be ill adapted to

deal with regional forces ministering to regional

prejudices. A variety of legal devices has been

proposed to take account of these significances.

On the administrative side it has been suggested
that state boards act jointly as regional commis-

sions or that a federal commission be supple-
mented by regional boards locally or federally

appointed. On the legislative side the constitu-

tion offers the device of interstate compacts
entered into with the consent of Congress. Legal
inventiveness is not restricted to a few fixed legal

categories when called upon to subdue the pro-
tean forms of interstate commerce to the diverse

interests of society which they supposedly serve.

The power of Congress is a limitation not

only upon state powers of regulation but upon
those of taxation as well. Apart from the com-
merce clause a tax may be imposed only upon
that portion of an enterprise which can fairly be

attributed to the taxing state; various apportion-
ment formulae have been attempted to meet the

more general problem of double taxation (q.v.).

To this territorial limitation the commerce
clause adds restrictions where the activities in

the state are part ofa concatenation transcending
the state line. The historic purpose of the com-
merce clause might have confined this limitation

to taxes which discriminated against or "unduly
burdened" interstate commerce. Thus the com-
merce clause prevents the imposition of a higher
tax on goods coming from without the state than

upon similar goods of local origin. Under the

influence, however, of Marshall's dictum that

the power to tax is the power to destroy it

awaited Justice Holmes a hundred years later

to dispose of it: "The power to tax is not the

power to destroy while this Court sits" the

Supreme Court early declared that the ban ex-

tended to any tax, however general its incidence,

in so far as it was a tax on interstate commerce.
If consistently applied this doctrine would have

resulted in pervasive discrimination in favor of

interstate commerce at the expense of competing
local enterprise. New Jersey, for example, would
be forced to confer exemption on merchants

who supplied New Jersey buyers with goods
from New York warehouses in competition with

merchants sellingNew Jersey goods. Even where
the perversities of the doctrine are not so fla-

grant, it would have deprived the states of an

important source of revenue from enterprises
which burdened the state and received its bene-

fits. Happily the states were not reduced to so

unfortunate a predicament. The prohibition

against taxes "on" interstate commerce con-

tained a liberating equivocation. Indeed so effec-

tively was the legal rather than the economic

connotation seized upon that for a time the pro-
tection of interstate commerce from hampering
state taxation threatened to become only a pious

profession. The states were allowed to lay a tax

on a concededly valid subject property located

or privileges exercised within the state even

though the tax was measured by elements, such

as gross receipts from interstate commerce, that

would not have been tolerated as subjects of

taxation. The legislative legerdemain promoted

by this distinction reached its climax in 1908 in

a temerarious effort by Texas to distinguish be-

tween an invalid tax of i percent on the gross

receipts of railroad companies and a tax on rail-

road companies "equal to" i percent of their

gross receipts. The court shrank from carrying
its formal doctrine to the ruthless logic of for-

malism. The first limits upon an old doctrine

are apt to mark the beginning of a long retreat:

in an opinion which presaged a new approach to

the problem Justice Holmes warned that "nei-

ther the state courts nor the legislatures, by

giving the tax a particular name or by the use of

some form of words, can take away our duty to

consider its nature and effect" [Galveston, H. &
S. A. Ry. v. Texas, 210 U. S. 217, 227 (1908)].

The Supreme Court has not found the duty
an easy one. If the adjustment of the claims of

state and taxpayer cannot be made by any gen-
eral formula, neither can it be left to unbridled

empiricism on the basis of the amount and bur-

den of the tax in each case. The state must have

in advance some reasonable assurance of the

permissible incidence of the tax. Moreover to
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invoke standards of reasonableness with refer-

ence to an individual taxpayer presents a logical

solecism; and practically a large tax on an inter-

state business may be less burdensome, where a

similar tax is borne by businesses generally, than

a small tax the impact of which is particularly

upon interstate commerce. This will explain why
although a carrier engaged in both interstate and

intrastate commerce may successfully resist a

tax levied in part on gross receipts from inter-

state commerce, it may be required to pay the

same amount of taxes under a statute increasing

the general tax rate but confined in application

to gross receipts from intrastate commerce. The
distinction between the taxation of a subject
and the use of that subject as a measure of taxa-

tion has a real economic significance, in that

the subject will indicate in the light of experi-

ence and analysis whether the tax will fall dis-

proportionately upon interstate commerce. A
broad subject is a. reasonable guaranty that the

incidence of the tax will be equitable. This has

been recognized in decisions upholding a tax on

property, even though the property is used in

interstate commerce or valued by its connection

with that commerce, and a gross receipts tax

levied in lieu of a property tax. But in dealing

with franchise taxes the court has given the sub-

ject of the tax a more formal importance. If

applied to a corporation doing solely interstate

business the tax has been held invalid, although
if the corporation does both interstate and intra-

state business the tax may be levied in respect

of the latter. The court in sustaining a net in-

come tax, even as applied to income from inter-

state commerce, based itself frankly on economic

considerations; in contrast to the gross receipts
tax the net income tax is imposed only if and

to the extent that the commerce is profitable,

and does not vary directly with the amount of

the commerce. Particular importance attaches

to the permissible scope of the net income tax

in view of the increasing extent to which the

states are adopting this form of revenue measure.

In short, if the state frames its taxing system

wisely, even interstate commerce can be made to

pay its share for the support of the states wherein

it operates.

An epitome of the whole process of legal ad-

justments under the commerce clause is pre-
sented by the original package doctrine. Al-

though first announced in 1827 (Brown v.

Maryland, 25 U. S. 419) as a prohibition of state

taxation of foreign imports while they remained

in their original packages and had not been re-

sold locally, the doctrine was in fact the enforce-

ment of a policy which several states had volun-

tarily adopted and then abandoned. In Brown
v. Maryland the tax was discriminatory and was

laid upon importers; but the doctrine was un-

critically carried over to cases of non-discrimi-

natory treatment of goods from a sister state. In

its uncongenial soil the doctrine suffered the fate

of unfortunate transplantation. In 1923 it was

finally uprooted [Sonneborn Bros. v. Cureton,
262 U. S. 506 (1923)]. The states may now levy

property or sales taxes on all goods in the original

packages except those imported from abroad. In

its adopted field of state regulation, however, the

original package doctrine evinced a more hardy

vitality. After having been disregarded in rela-

tion to state prohibition laws it was later applied
to them and it continues as a limitation on the

exercise of state police power subject to the

inroads that have already been noted. A corol-

lary to the original package doctrine may be

observed. Just as the state taxing power may lay

hold of goods in the state of destination before

the state regulatory power may be exercised, so

there are indications that the taxing power may
operate in advance of the regulatory power in

the state of origin of the goods. Federal regula-

tion, finally, may persist in the state of destina-

tion even after the original packages have been

broken, as in the case of the pure food laws; and
federal regulation may apply in the state of

origin even before movement of the goods, as in

the case of the antitrust laws.

The last fifty years have witnessed an efflores-

cence of federal authority having its roots in

the commerce clause. In considering the extent

to which the dominant forces of modern eco-

nomic society have thereby come under federal

control certain tendencies and limitations are

suggested. The older forms of transportation
and communication have been brought under

broad national supervision. The Interstate Com-
merce Act of 1887, applicable in varying degrees
to railroads and their water connections, express
and sleeping car companies, pipe lines, tele-

phone, telegraph and cable companies, marks

the first step. Subsequent enactments have

strengthened federal control and regulated the

financial activities of the carriers. The Air Com-
merce Act of 1926 and the Radio Act of 1927 are

recent additions to federal power. A second type
of federal commercial legislation enacts prohibi-

tions and penalties like those found in state police

power enactments. In this group are the Lottery-
Tickets Act of 1895, the Food and Drugs Act of
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1906, the Mann Act of 1910, the Dyer Act (auto-

mobile larcenies) of 19 19, the Packers' and Stock-

yards Act of 1921 ,
the Grain Futures Act of 1922

this class of enactments, it is manifest, deal

with activities closely related to the physical
movement of persons or things. A third type of

federal control takes its origin in the Sherman

Anti-trust Act of 1890. These restrictions upon
trade agreements of manufacturers and the tac-

tics of organized labor involve perhaps the most

permeating impingement of federal authority on

business and industry. Yet even here the courts

are guided in applying limitations on activities

which are not themselves interstate commerce

by a feeling for the "dramatic circumstances" of

interstate movement, which in 1905 served to

bring the so-called Beef Trust within the pro-

scription of the Sherman Act. The extent to

which such activities as corporate organization,

finance (apart from national banks), insurance,

stock exchanges, will yield to constitutional con-

trol by the central government, if the pressure of

circumstances should make that desirable, may
well depend, so far as lawyers' arguments go, on

the extent to which they are dramatically linked

to the element of distribution in the complex of

commerce.

Pressures more powerful than even the most

prescient language of constitution framcrs were

bound to weld the loose congeries of the original

states into a cohesive centralized nation. To
a considerable degree therefore the Supreme
Court registers inevitabilities in the political and

economic unfolding of the United States. Yet

even inevitable development may be eased or re-

tarded by the constitutional channels through
which the national life flows. The commerce
clause undoubtedly has been utilized as the great

centralizing vehicle in the American constitu-

tional scheme. Barring the war power it is the

deepest source of the affirmative exertion of

national power. The national interest prevails,

yet the states are not excluded from dealing with

state phases ofthe nation's commerce. The states

may to some extent regulate interstate commerce
because they must always with the power of

Congress to gainsay through legislation and the

power of the Supreme Court to annul through

litigation. And so for a hundred years and more
exertions of state authority within the field of

interstate commerce have successfully passed
the scrutiny of the Supreme Court. Practical

necessities and shrewd judgments about prac-
tical matters decide the fate of state legislation

when challenged by the power or the action of

Congress. State necessities, the fitness of state

relief as against nation wide action, the limited

manifestations of a given evil or the limited

benefits of its correction, the actual interest of

the whole country in a phenomenon especially
virulent in a particular state, the advantages of

local regulation balanced against the cost or in-

convenience to interests outside the states

these and like questions are involved in the

process by which the Supreme Court in con-

crete cases has held for or against state and

national action in the interacting areas of state

and national interests.

Ultimately these are phases of the central

problem of the one and the many, which has

been the leitmotif of American political and con-

stitutional history. The solution of conflicts in

the future as in the past will depend upon the

prevailing philosophy of federalism of the Su-

preme Court justices, reflecting in turn views of

American society which judges share with their

fellow men. With the growing use of taxation as

an instrument of state policy and the develop-
ment of state schemes for controlled production
the questions will become nicer and the adjust-

ments more subtle. If the due process clause

does not interdict these "social experiments in

the insulated chambers afforded by the several

states," the commerce clause remains to admon-
ish that the insulation may have worn too thin.

On behalf of the states it will be urged that

demands for centralization, although in apparent

harmony with the unifying forces of technology,

frequently overlook possibilities of cooperative

action; that there is a practical limit to effective

administrative oversight and judicial control;

that in matters not obviously of common na-

tional concern the states or at least regions of

them have a localized knowledge of details, a

concreteness of interest and varieties of social

policy which themselves constitute values that

it is to the highest interest of the nation to

conserve.

FELIX FRANKFURTER

PAUL A. FREUND

OTHER FEDERAL STATES. The experience of

the United States in adjusting the problems of

the distribution of powers between the central

government and the member states was widely
known and carefully studied by many of the

individuals responsible for subsequent federal

constitutions, but the guidance offered by this

experience was variously interpreted. Only Aus-

tralia, Brazil and Argentina followed the lead
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of the United States in confining to interstate

commerce the power of the federal government
over commerce. The Swiss constitution of 1874

(art. 31) merely guaranteed freedom of com-
merce and industry throughout the confedera-

tion, with certain exceptions including sanitary

police measures and provisions relative to the

practise of commercial and industrial pursuits.
Other federations gave the central government
control of all trade and commerce. The Reich

under the constitution of 1871 had general con-

trol of commerce and trade where uniformity
was essential but the administration and the

details of legislation were the province of the

Lander. Under the constitution of 1919 federal

powers over both legislation and administration

were increased. The Austrian constitution of

1920 gave powers both of legislation and of ad-

ministration in respect to commerce and indus-

try to the federal government, declared the fed-

eral territory a uniform economic zone and pro-

hibited any hindrances on interstate or internal

trade. Mexico in its constitution of 1917 gave
the central government power to prevent re-

strictions on interstate commerce and to regulate

for the entire republic in all matters relating to

mining, commerce and institutions of credit (art.

73). In these countries the problem was essen-

tially one of determining the limits between

these broad powers over commerce and the

powers specifically granted or impliedly reserved

to the states.

The British North American Act of 1867 es-

tablishing the constitution for the Dominion of

Canada also gave to the federal government ex-

clusive control over commerce and trade (art.

91, sect. 2) as well as the power to legislate for

the peace, order and good government of the

dominion and to regulate the railways. The
intention was quite evidently to profit by the

difficulties of the United States by giving to the

central government ample powers over com-

merce. In Citizens Insurance Co. v. Parsons

[7 App. Cas. 96 (1881)], however, the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council found it neces-

sary to restrict the literal meaning of the words

"regulation of trade and commerce" in order to

afford scope for the powers granted exclusively

to the provincial legislatures in article 92, among
them the powers to legislate on municipal insti-

tutions, property and civil rights and matters of

a merely local or private nature and to raise

provincial revenue by direct taxes and by shop,

saloon, auctioneer and other licenses. The com-

mittee suggested that the clause might include

political arrangements in regard to trade which

require the sanction of Parliament and also the

regulation of trade in matters of intcrprovincial
concern and perhaps the general regulation of

trade affecting the whole dominion. It could

not, it held, extend to the regulation by legis-

lation of the contracts of a particular trade or

business, such as fire insurance, in a single prov-
ince. The court expressly abstained from defin-

ing the exact limits of the dominion power,

leaving its determination to particular cases. In

accordance with this policy of interpreting nar-

rowly and strictly the nature of the powers

granted to the dominion the Privy Council has

upheld the right of various provinces to require
licenses for the sale of liquor, to levy direct

taxes on banks and insurance companies and

to pass various measures of local police power
which affect particular trades. By a process of

judicial interpretation exactly the reverse of that

adopted in the United States the Privy Council

and the Supreme Court of Canada have reduced

the power of the central government over trade

and commerce to the point where, in view of

the increased power over commerce gained by
the United States Congress through judicial

interpretation, the central powers over com-
merce in the two countries have become much
more alike than seemed possible in 1867.
Next to the United States, Australia is the

country in which the regulation of interstate

commerce has presented the greatest legal and

economic problems. The commerce clause (sect.

51, sub. i) of the Australian constitution was

framed in direct imitation of the American,

giving the commonwealth power to make laws

with respect to "trade and commerce with other

countries and among the states." This section

was clarified, extended and modified by certain

other sections of the constitution. Federal con-

trol was definitely indicated as extending to navi-

gation, shipping and state owned railways (sect.

98). Parliament was given the power to prohibit

any undue, unreasonable or unjust preference
or discrimination in railway rates as between

one state and another (sect. 102). The states

were forbidden to levy customs duties (sect. 90)
or to impede interstate free trade (sect. 92),

but they could levy inspection charges (sect.

112) and legislate with regard to intoxicants

(sect. 113). The states were guaranteed against

any action by the federal government favoring

one state as against another (sect. 99) or abridg-

ing the rights either of states or of residents

thereof to a reasonable use of the waters of
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the rivers for conservation or irrigation (sect.

100). In a measure these detailed provisions rep-
resented an attempt to settle by constitutional

provisions certain questions which in the United

States had been settled by judicial decisions

or by subsequent legislation. Of the latter nature

was especially the provision (sect. 101) creating

an Inter-State Commission "to be appointed

by the Federal Parliament with such powers of

adjudication and administration as Parliament

deems necessary for the execution and main-

tenance within the Commonwealth of the pro-
visions of this constitution with regard to trade

and commerce and all the laws made there-

under." The commission never came to occupy
its intended position in the governmental sys-

tem; it became moribund after the Privy Council

denied it the right to exercise the judicial powers

granted it under the Inter-State Commission

Act of 1912 [New South Wales v. Commission,

(i9i 5)2oC.L.R.54].
In interpreting the scope and meaning of the

Australian commerce clause judges and consti-

tutional lawyers have drawn heavily upon Amer-
ican experience. The question of what is com-

merce has been generally decided along lines

following American precedents [W. and A.

McArthur Ltd. v. State of Queensland, (1920)
28 C. L. R. 530]. The power over commerce

granted to the federal government has been held

not to apply to matters, such as conditions of

employment, of which the effect upon trade and

commerce is not "direct, substantial and proxi-

mate" [Federated Amalgamated Government

Ry. etc. Assn. v. New South Wales Ry. Traffic

Employees' Assn., (1906) 4 C. L. R. 488]. The
Australian Industries Preservation Act of 1906,
intended like the Sherman Act to prevent mo-

nopoly and restraint of trade as well as unfair

competition, has been held unconstitutional ex-

cept in so far as it referred to trade or commerce
with other countries or among the states [Hud-
dart Parker & Co., Pty., Ltd. v. Moorehead,

(1908) 8 C. L. R. 330]. The federal power over

shipping and navigation has been held applicable

only to oversea or interstate shipping, on the

principle that the specific constitutional provi-

sion does not enlarge the territorial jurisdiction

defined in section 51, subsection i [Owners of

SS. Kalibia v. Wilson, (1910) n C. L. R. 689].
States have been denied the right to impose dis-

criminatory burdens upon products of other

states [Fox v. Robbins, (1908) 8 C. L. R. 115].
Until 1920 the doctrine of reserved powers
that the grant of power over interstate commerce

to the commonwealth reserved all regulation of

intrastate trade to the states had been applied
in a number ofcases to invalidate commonwealth
acts. In that year in the Engineers* Case (28
C. L. R. 129) the High Court repudiated the

doctrine and conceded to the commonwealth the

right to regulate intrastate trade if that regulation

was essentially involved in the exercise of any
federal power. Despite this concession the feel-

ing is strong in Australia that the powers of the

commonwealth over commerce are inadequate.
Three attempts to transfer to the commonwealth
all power over commerce succeeded to the extent

of passing both houses of Parliament but failed

to secure the necessary vote in the popular
referenda.

Argentina (art. 67, sect. 12) and Brazil (art. 34,

sect. 5) also copied very closely the commerce
clause of the United States constitution. The
former by implication also adopted established

American jurisprudence on the clause except in

so far as peculiar conditions necessitated changes

[in re Lino de la Torre, (1877) r9 S. C. N. 231].

In both Argentina and Brazil, however, the

power of the central government was tremen-

dously increased by certain general grants of

power which have rendered more or less aca-

demic the question of the exact limits of federal

power under the commerce clause. Thus the

Argentine constitution (art. 67, sect. 16) gives
the Congress power to provide for "all that con-

duces to the prosperity of the country, to the

advancement and welfare of all the provinces"

powers so broad as to give the Congress com-

plete control over the industrial development of

the country. Similarly among the concurrent

powers of the Brazilian Congress is the power
"to encourage in the nation the development of

letters, arts and sciences, as well as immigration,

agriculture, industry and commerce without

privileges that might hinder the action of the

local governments" (art. 35, sect. 2). Interstate

commercial relations in Brazil are complicated

by the right of the individual states to levy export
duties (art. 9, sect, i) and under certain condi-

tions import duties (art. 9, sect. 3). In 1896 the

court declared export duties levied on products

going to other states unconstitutional but re-

versed its position the following year in accord-

ance with legislation passed by Congress. Two
subsequent reversals by the court have left such

export duties constitutional. Since the constitu-

tion specifically gives to the central government
the right to levy import duties only on foreign

goods, the states claimed the right to levy import
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duties on goods from other states but the Su-

preme Court has repeatedly held such levies

unconstitutional. The extent of state powers
with respect to the levy of import duties was

finally clarified and regulated by federal law in

1904.
The trend toward centralization of control

over commerce in the federal state would seem

to be clear from the foregoing analysis of the

types of arrangements for the regulation of com-

merce prevailing in the various federal states.

Succeeding federations have shown in their con-

stitutions a tendency to accord to the central

government more power over commerce than

the fathers of the United States constitution

were willing to grant in 1787. That grant itself

has been tremendously expanded by the Su-

preme Court in response essentially to the de-

mands of an expanding technique and scale of

commercial relations. It is significant that in

Australia which followed most closely the origi-

nal scheme of apportionment set out in the

United States constitution the dissatisfaction

with this provision in particular and with feder-

alism in general is very strong. Canada alone

seems not to conform to this general centralizing

trend in control over commerce, but Canada's

experience must be interpreted in the light of

the constitution's relatively liberal grant of

power to the central government. Increasing
economic integration within the various federal

states has resulted in such increasing central

control that the problem of interstate commer-
cial relations has everywhere, except perhaps in

the United States and possibly in Australia,

become far less important than that of sur-

mounting or somehow eliminating the barriers

to international trade.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS-
SION. This federal administrative tribunal is

unquestionably the leading governmental agency
of economic control in the United States.

Through its sweeping authority over the trans-

portation of persons and property, especially by
rail, it not only imposes extensive restrictions

upon freedom of enterprise but exerts a domi-

nant measure of positive control over both indi-

vidual transportation agencies and the transpor-

tation system as a whole. In the exercise of this

authority moreover there is a marked departure
from traditional legal processes. Although the

commission is a federal tribunal its most signifi-

cant powers extend in practise to intrastate as

well as interstate commerce; although it is an
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administrative agency it continually adjusts

controversies and prescribes courses of future

action; despite the exercise of these judicial and

legislative functions it institutes criminal pro-

ceedings and penalty suits, and it moves on its

own initiative as well as in response to complaints
and applications. Its regulatory activity in execu-

tion of vast grants of discretionary authority re-

sults in a series of governmental acts which,
while subject to modification by the administra-

tive tribunal itself, constitute for the most part

conclusive determinations. The commission's

performance on this basis is exerting an increas-

ingly potent influence upon the status of the

railroads and of the other carriers subject to its

jurisdiction; and its administrative experience is

providing a rich background for fashioning the

character of other agencies of control, state as

well as federal, particularly in the field of the so-

called public service industries.

The commission's prevailing position, as in-

fluenced in large measure by the weight of its

own informed recommendations, is the outcome

of a course of development, legislative and judi-

cial, extending over a period of more than four

decades.

The original Act to Regulate Commerce,
under which the commission was established in

1887, was a mere beginning. Because the states

had been held to be without constitutional

authority to regulate interstate railroad rates,

even in the absence of congressional action, and

in view of the growing predominance of inter-

state traffic, the federal government entered

upon the tasks of control; because continuous

supervision, impartial investigation and flexible

adjustment of carrier-public relations were

deemed to be imperative for effective control,

resort was had to administrative regulation. The

widespread prevalence of discriminatory adjust-
ments was the most influential cause of the adop-
tion of this federal legislation, just as the outcry

against extortionate charges had lent primary

impetus to the enactment of the earlier granger

legislation by the states. The act of 1887 was

designed principally to prevent unreasonable

and discriminatory rates and practises; the pro-
visions prohibiting pooling, requiring publicity
of operations, dealing with accounts and reports
and endowing the commission with investiga-

tory power were calculated to facilitate the

achievement of these main purposes. But serious

difficulties progressively emerged which ren-

dered this original legislation an inadequate
basis for the commission's exercise of control.

Through reliance upon constitutional protection

against self-incrimination unwilling witnesses

withheld essential testimony from the commis-

sion; as a result of the procedure provided for

the enforcement of administrative orders

whereby the commission was charged with the

burden of securing compliance with its findings

through judicial processes and these findings

were to serve only as primafacie evidence of the

facts the adjustment of controversies was long

delayed, and by considering proceedings de

novo the courts tended to exercise a dominant

influence in their disposition; because of re-

strictive judicial interpretations of some of the

basic provisions of the act those relied upon
especially to prescribe future rates and to, elimi-

nate alleged long-and-short-haul violations

the commission found itself without adequate
substantive power to mold on any positive basis

the relationships which should subsist between

the railroads and the public.

During much of the first two decades of the

commission's existence therefore the need of

bolstering up its position in various directions,

both procedurally and substantively, was re-

peatedly brought to the attention of Congress.
Part of the response manifested itself in the pas-

sage of the Compulsory Testimony Act of 1893
and the Expediting Act of 1903 for the more ef-

fective exercise of existing governmental author-

ity; in the adoption of the Elkins Act of 1903,

largely under pressure of the railroads them-

selves, for the prevention of departures from the

published tariffs and the elimination of personal

preferences; and as a parallel development, for

the protection of persons and property, in the

enactment of safety legislation. Not, however,
until the passage of the Hepburn Act of 1906
under the vigorous leadership of President

Roosevelt was the commission vested with

reasonably adequate powers of regulation. By
that legislation in recognition of the organic

unity of the transportation function the jurisdic-
tion of the commission was extended to a group
of carriers other than railroads; the scope of rail-

road transportation subject to control was ex-

panded to embrace auxiliary services and facili-

ties, such as those provided by private car owners

and industrial railroads and tap lines; the com-

mission's authority over accounts and reports
was strengthened by the sanction of penalties

and by the right of access to and examination of

the records of the carriers; above all, power was

expressly conferred upon the commission to

prescribe rates and practises for the future in lieu
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of those found to be unreasonable or discrimina-

tory, and the enforcement procedure was so

changed that the commission's orders were made

binding by their own terms with the support of

heavy penalties, and the burden of testing their

validity in the courts was shifted to the carriers.

On this basis the commission came to exercise

positive control over railroads and other carriers,

and with the consequent narrowing of the scope
of judicial review the method of administrative

regulation came to dominate the field.

But administrative experience disclosed addi-

tional difficulties from time to time, necessitating

further modification and expansion of the legis-

lative structure. The first group of significant

provisions was embodied in the Mann-Elkins

Act of 'i 910. It rehabilitated the long-and-short-
haul clause, so that relief from its prohibitions
was made dependent upon the discretionary au-

thority of the commission; it conferred power to

suspend changes in rates, so that the commission

might enter upon the regulatory process before

the proposed rates became operative; it estab-

lished a Commerce Court as a means of securing

speedier, more uniform and more expert judicial

determinations. Although the Commerce Court

was abolished less than three years later, even

this aspect of the 1910 legislation exerted a

permanent influence upon the commission's

status, since the most significant controversies

during that short period concerned the lawful

scope or judicial review and these controversies

were almost uniformly resolved by the Supreme
Court in support of the commission. Basically

indeed the tendency of the Commerce Court to

encroach upon the legitimate sphere of adminis-

trative power was responsible for the transfer of

its jurisdiction to the district courts. The other

important provisions of the Mann-Elkins Act

not only resulted in a direct enhancement of the

commission's authority but contributed to the

enactment of further substantive legislation.

While the new fourth section made possible far

reaching curtailment of long-and-short-haul

violations, particularly in southern and western

territory, its application also emphasized the

close interrelations between rail and water

transport. Accordingly under the Panama Canal

Act of 1912 provision was made for the dissocia-

tion of competing rail lines and water carriers,

the commission to determine the existence or

possibility of competition, and the commission's

authority over joint rail and water carriage was
extended in various directions. Similarly, while

the rate suspension power was immediately uti-

lized in comprehensive proceedings as a means
of preventing proposed advances in railroad

charges, its application also emphasized the

absence of reliable data of capital investment and

property values. Accordingly under the Valua-

tion Act of 1913 the commission was directed,

although with little guidance as to controlling

standards, to make valuations of the carriers'

properties and to keep these valuations up to

date to initiate a vast research undertaking,
which after almost two decades of investigation

is not yet completed (see VALUATION).
But the commission's authority was to be still

further developed in highly significant direc-

tions. In the decade after 1910 railroad facilities

proved increasingly inadequate to meet growing

transportation needs. Impaired railroad credit,

which was widely recognized as the immediate

cause of difficulty, was generally ascribed on the

one hand to financial malpractiscs by important
carriers and on the other to restrictive rate deci-

sions by the commission. Both factors were

doubtless operative in some measure, and they
were alike grounded in the negative approach
which had thus far characterized the develop-
ment of the Act to Regulate Commerce. Re-

straint upon specific abuses, principally rate

maladjustments, had been the chief objective of

legislative policy; no affirmative responsibility
had been imposed upon the commission so to

utilize the regulatory process as to maintain and

develop an adequate transportation system. This

was evidenced by the lack of statutory guidance
in the matter of fair return and by the absence of

federal regulation of security issues; it was re-

flected too in the insistence upon maintenance of

competition, in the statutory silence with regard
to conflicts between state and federal authority,

in the neglect of direct control over service and

facilities. All these legislative defects contributed

to the rapidly emerging transportation difficul-

ties, which in turn were dramatically accentuated

by the unprecedented traffic demands of the

World War. Government operation of the rail-

road properties became inevitable during the

period of this emergency, and the twenty-six
months of federal control (January i, 1918, to

March i, 1920) not only emphasized the fruit-

fulness of recognizing the unity of the national

transportation system but afforded an oppor-

tunity for recasting the regulatory scheme in

terms of such recognition. The roads were re-

turned to their private owners under a system of

regulation broadly reconstituted on an affirma-

tive basis, in which the railroads of the country
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were placed under "the fostering guardianship
and control" of the commission.

The Transportation Act of 1920 involved

many "new departures" from traditional legisla-

tive policy. In the field of rates and charges the

commission's authority was expressly extended

for the first time to matters of financial return,

with emphasis upon the support of carrier credit

and the maintenance of an adequate transporta-

tion system. This is evidenced by the statutory

rule of rate making requiring under honest, effi-

cient and economical management and reason-

able expenditures for maintenance a fair return

on the fair value of the railroad properties as a

whole or in groups; by the recapture clause

providing for the disposition and use of the

earnings of individual carriers in excess of a fair

return; by the requirement that joint rates be

apportioned among participating carriers in

furtherance of the public interest; by the express

recognition of federal authority over intrastatc

rates found to be discriminatory against inter-

state commerce. With like ends in view the com-

mission's directing powers were extended to the

control of service practises, culminating in the

extraordinary authority to order acquisition of

facilities and extension of lines and under

emergency conditions to direct the pooling of

equipment, the common use of terminals, the

establishment of priorities, the rerouting of traf-

fic. Finally, an important group of enabling

powers, to be exercised upon application of the

carriers, extended the commission's dominant

influence into the sphere of finance and manage-
ment. New construction and abandonment of

lines were made to depend upon its issuance of

certificates of public convenience and necessity;

the pooling of traffic or of revenue by competing
railroads, the acquisition of control of one carrier

by another through lease or stock ownership and

the actual consolidation of railroad properties
were made subject to its approval; the issuance of

securities and the assumption of obligations
were made dependent upon its authorization.

While legislative policy on this basis was deemed
to constitute a more intelligent and more con-

structive adjustment of relationships between the

railroads and the public than had theretofore

prevailed, the scope of the commission's powers
was radically expanded thereby.
The sweep of the commission's control of eco-

nomic adjustments appears not only in the wide

range of substantive powers exercised over the

railroads but in the variety of the types of car-

rier subject to its jurisdiction. While railroad

transportation was from the beginning and still

remains the chief field of the commission's regu-

latory activity, the scope of its control now in-

cludes water lines under prescribed conditions

as well as express companies, sleeping car com-

panies, pipe lines employed in the transportation
of oil or other commodities (except water and

gas) and telephone, telegraph and cable com-

panies. The actual assertion of authority over

some of these carriers has been rather narrowly

restricted; but there has been an increasing

recognition of the intimate interrelationships,

competitive and otherwise, which prevail be-

tween the various transportation agencies and of

the need of still further extension of the commis-

sion's jurisdiction, particularly over water lines

and motor carriers, if the primary tasks of rail-

road regulation are to be executed wisely and

effectively and if necessary coordination in the

transportation field as a whole is to be measurably
achieved.

Although the commission's authority is ex-

pressly declared to be inapplicable to the trans-

portation of passengers and property wholly
within one state, its functioning jurisdiction em-

braces such control of intrastate commerce as is

essential to the effective control of interstate

commerce. This development is grounded, first,

in the fact that identical instrumentalities simul-

taneously serve both types of commerce and,

second, in the controlling circumstance that

commercial enterprise does not accommodate it-

self to the artificial political lines which separate

the states. Under these conditions the commis-

sion's regulatory activities normally comprehend

many matters which are primarily of local con-

cern. The prescribed accounting classifications

and the required reports cover all traffic; the

service regulations are applicable to the entire

supply of facilities and the entire flow of com-

merce; the certificates of convenience and neces-

sity generally embrace lines located or to be

located wholly within one state and intrastate as

well as interstate service; the issuance of securi-

ties by interstate carriers, even when the pro-
ceeds are to be used exclusively for intrastate

facilities, is conditioned upon federal authoriza-

tion and cannot be validated by state action; car-

rier combinations are generally dependent upon
federal approval, and such approval exempts
them from the restrictions of state law; state

made rates which are found to be discriminatory

against interstate commerce, whether because of

the prejudicial effect of rate disparities upon
specific persons and places or because of the
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general financial burden imposed thereby upon
the transportation system, are subject to the

commission's direct control. Under the influence

of congressional enactments, as interpreted by
the courts, the powers of the states have become

increasingly attenuated in this field.

But despite this centralization of authority the

commission has tended to steer a statesmanlike

course in dealing with state and federal relations:

without subordinating dominant national inter-

ests it has largely avoided undue encroachment

upon the legitimate sphere of local control. Only
in the initial enforcement of the affirmative rate

policy introduced by the 1920 legislation did it

virtually occupy the entire field, with seemingly

unnecessary disregard of the economic and gov-
ernmental interests of the states. In due course

by way of response to judicial dicta and to the

lessons ofmore mature administrative experience
a commendable spirit of restraint came to char-

acterize its adjustment of junsdictional issues.

Only substantial disparities in charges which

operate "as a real discrimination against, and

obstruction to, interstate commerce" are now
held to justify the assertion of federal authority;

and even in such cases reliance is regularly placed

upon the state commissions, in the first instance,

for the removal of the maladjustments. A co-

operative procedure following express statutory

provisions has facilitated these developments.
Due notice is given to the state authorities of all

proceedings involving matters of intrastate con-

cern, so that local representations may be made
and cooperative action arranged; joint hearings
and joint conferences are held in most such pro-

ceedings, so that on the basis of a common rec-

ord and free discussion conflicting views may be

harmonized and divergent results avoided; the

facilities and services of the state commissions

are frequently utilized by the federal agency as

media of investigation and administration.

While ultimate authority resides in the federal

tribunal, this system of cooperation, voluntarily
fashioned by agreement between the Interstate

Commerce Commission and the National Asso-

ciation of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners,
is achieving notable practical results in remov-

ing maladjustments, in averting conflicts, in re-

ducing to a minimum the necessity for direct

federal action in matters primarily of state

concern.

Perhaps the commission's outstanding char-

acteristic as an agency of control lies in the vast

scope of its administrative discretion. In the per-
formance of its mixed functions it is not only

virtually unhampered by procedural restrictions

but free to mold its substantive determinations

in such directions and by such processes as in its

informed judgment will best serve public ends.

Despite the elaborate character of the legislation

under which it operates, the guiding standards

prescribed by Congress are usually so general
that a continual stream of policy making admin-

istrative decisions is necessary to translate these

general standards into concrete arrangements.
The just and reasonable rates and practises

which the commission seeks to maintain and

develop are based upon the facts and circum-

stances of each proceeding, in the light of con-

stantly changing conditions in both industry and

transportation; and a like approach characterizes

its disposition, in furtherance of the public in-

terest, of the numerous and varied applications

for approval of proposed courses of action in the

newer field of finance and management. Al-

though a body of controlling principles has been

progressively developed in all phases of the com-

mission's tasks, pragmatic considerations tend to

dominate the course of administrative perform-
ance. Precedent often plays but a minor role; fu-

ture needs are nicely balanced against the claims

of vested interests and the pressure of established

relations; typical data are frequently accepted as

providing sufficient support for comprehensive

findings; provisional orders are issued when cal-

culated to achieve major public ends; experimen-
tal adjustments are encouraged; few obstacles

are interposed to the rehearing of complaints
and the reopening of proceedings; emphasis is

directed to the achievement of flexibility of rela-

tions through continuity of control.

Furthermore this broad exercise of discretion

is virtually free from external limitations im-

posed by the courts. Through a self-denying

interpretation of basic statute the courts have

sharply narrowed the scope of judicial review in

recognition of the general intent of Congress to

constitute the commission the dominant agency
of control. In most matters involving alleged

violations of the Interstate Commerce Act pre-

liminary resort must be had to the commission

in order that uniformity of results molded by

expertjudgment may be adequately safeguarded;
denials by the commission of the relief sought
are held to be beyond the reviewing powers of

the courts, in order that the discretion of the

courts may not be substituted for that of the

commission; and upon the commission's assump-
tion of primary jurisdiction and its issuance of

affirmative orders the grounds of judicial cen-
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sorship tend to be confined essentially to the

single issue as to whether the exerted powers
could be and were in fact vested in the commis-

sion. The commission's acts may be invalidated

because they infringe upon constitutional limi-

tations, because they exceed the scope of statu-

tory authority, because as a result of want of evi-

dence or mistake of law they involve arbitrary
action or abuse of discretion. Even in these terms

there is no extensive judicial interference with

the commission's findings and orders. Despite
the far reaching expansion of regulatory processes
there has been an almost complete absence of

proceedings in which either the underlying legis-

lative provisions or the administrative decisions

have been invalidated on constitutional grounds.
There have been frequent disagreements be-

tween the commission and the courts in matters

of statutory interpretation, but the gaps left by
such judicial curtailment of administrative

authority have generally been filled in due course

by amendatory or supplementary legislation; and

while censorship for mistakes of law broadly
conceived has afforded numerous opportunities
for judicial encroachment upon administrative

judgment, it has almost invariably been re-

stricted in the maturity of the commission's

status to the maintenance of basic procedural

safeguards and to the enforcement of legal prin-

ciples of general applicability. The Supreme
Court's approach in connection with the valua-

tion controversy notably in the famous O'Fal-

lon case [St. Louis and O'Fallon Railway Co. v.

United States, 279 U. S. 461 (1929)] seems to

constitute a striking exception to the general
doctrine that the commission's determinations

when supported by evidence and within the law-

ful scope of its delegated power are free from

judicial interference; but even in this proceeding
the adverse decision of the majority of the court

was professedly based upon the commission's

mistaken construction of the relevant statutory

provisions, in the light of principles deemed to

have been established in previous valuation cases

with regard to the consideration to be given to

current reproduction costs. It has been re-

peatedly affirmed that issues of fact, primary or

ultimate, which necessarily involve the exercise

of discretion, are subject to conclusive settle-

ment by the primary tribunal. The courts do not

pass upon the weight of the evidence, nor do they
render independent judgment upon the wisdom
or expediency of the policies and practises sought
to be enforced. The commission is recognized as

the tribunal "appointed by law" and "informed

by experience" to which the tasks of regulation
have been committed, the courts merely provid-

ing negative safeguards against abuse of power.
The accumulation of regulatory tasks and the

expansion of administrative responsibilities have

resulted in important developments in organiza-
tion and procedure. The commission's original

membership of five has been increased through
successive amendments to eleven, and the com-
mission has been authorized to act through sub-

divisions of this membership, the decisions of

which, subject to ultimate control by the entire

body through rehearing, possess the same effect

as those of the commission . The staff has grown
from less than a dozen to about two thousand,
and expenditures from somewhat less than

$100,000 during the first full year of the corn-

mission's existence to more than $8,000,000 for

1930. There have been many reorganizations of

the internal mechanism of administration; the

bureaus of the commission, which not only per-
form routine tasks but participate intimately in

the processes of regulation, now include those of

formal cases, informal cases, traffic, valuation,

finance, law, inquiry (prosecutions), service,

safety, locomotive inspection, accounts and

statistics. Originally the commissioners person-

ally examined complaints, held hearings, con-

ducted investigations, prepared reports, ren-

dered decisions, issued orders. These duties are

now largely performed, at least in the first in-

stance, by attorney examiners and other sub-

ordinate employees; but by pursuing a liberal

practise in permitting oral argument before di-

visions or the entire body and in authorizing the

reopening of proceedings and the rehearing of

complaints as well as through a carefully de-

veloped system of internal conference and co-

operation the commission has encountered no

insurmountable obstacles to fashioning harmo-

nious policies, attaining reasonably uniform

results, assuming informed responsibility for

findings and orders. Nevertheless, the extent

and diversity of the commission's tasks have

given rise to serious problems of administrative

pressure. The commission is probably the most

overworked body in the entire governmental es-

tablishment, and it is becoming increasingly

difficult to maintain its various activities on a

measurably current basis. Procedural experi-

ments involving the voluntary elimination or

curtailment of formal hearings have tended to

afford some relief; further improvement would
doubtless result from increased appropriations,

especially for additional examiners to handle
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formal cases, and also perhaps from the delega-

tion of authority under proper safeguards to in-

dividual commissioners and specified employees
as recommended by the commission. But more

drastic expedients the establishment of inde-

pendent or subordinate regional commissions,

the creation of parallel regulatory tribunals in

the sphere of finance broadly conceived, the or-

ganization of a cabinet department of transporta-

tion to exercise general administrative supervi-

sion over the railroad system have been pro-

posed from time to time. While the organic

character of the regulatory process and the high

quality of the commission's performance tend to

cast doubt upon the wisdom or feasibility of most

such proposals, the suggestions direct attention

to practical aspects of the increasingly important

issue of administrative effectiveness.

The commission is called upon to accommo-

date such numerous and far reaching conflicts of

interest that its decisions frequently elicit criti-

cism and disapproval, but it is a matter of gen-

eral agreement that its functions are indispen-

sable and the services which it renders highly

salutary. Its vast powers are usually exercised

with admirable restraint, and it accords domi-

nant influence to the complex realities of the

situations with which it deals. Without attempt-

ing to reconstitute the railroad industry on any

uniform basis of abstract principle, the commis-

sion is none the less constantly safeguarding the

interests of the public in a great variety of direc-

tions; and at the same time it is not unmindful of

the legitimate claims of the railroad owners and

is protecting the carriers themselves against the

excesses of competitive practise and the mistakes

of corporate self-seeking. With the increasingly

extensive inroads upon railroad traffic by motor

trucks, buses, water carriers and pipe lines it has

become essential that the commission direct it-

self to the outstanding task of effecting a proper

coordination of the various carrying agencies.

The commission's recommendations for added

statutory authority in this sphere will doubtless

come to fruition in due course; and much may
also be gained from its proposals for repeal of the

recapture provisions and for modification of the

rule of rate making as well as from progress

under its supervision in the actual accomplish-

ment of railroad consolidations. In face of these

large responsibilities, however, it is of crucial im-

portance that the commission's administrative

independence be jealously maintained. Execu-

tive or legislative interference tends to substitute

political power for informed and disinterested

judgment. In recent years such interference has

not been altogether absent. On the executive

side there has been some manipulation of the

powers of appointment and confirmation under

pressure of disgruntled litigants and in general
furtherance of political ends; and on the legisla-

tive side there has emerged a tendency to resort

to direct congressional action, as through the

largely futile I loch-Smith Resolution of 1925 for

according relief to agriculture, in similar re-

sponse to dissatisfaction with the commission's

orderly determinations. Such developments have

not hitherto involved serious consequences but

they tend to undermine administrative responsi-

bility, to distort the closely integrated system of

regulation, to drag into the political arena com-

plicated technical questions which can be settled

properly only through patient inquiry and expert

judgment. Freedom as well as power is essential

to the satisfactory performance of the commis-

sion's important labors.
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INTERSTATE COMPACTS. See COMPACTS,
INTERSTATE.

INTERVENTION. Intervention, in interna-

tional law, occurs where one state interferes by
force or the threat of force in the affairs of

another state. It may be directed, as was the case

during the earlier history of the practise, against

a recognized member of the family of nations or,

as has happened on numerous occasions during
the more recent period of planned colonial ex-

pansion, against an outlying state with a less ad-

vanced civilization (see PROTECTORATE).
As a technical term the word is of compara-

tively modern origin, but the idea comprised in

it may be traced back to E. de Vattel, the Swiss

jurist, whose Droit desgens was first published in

1758 (2 vols., Leyden). He laid down the general
rule of state independence that every state has

the right to govern itself as it thinks fit, adding
the corollary that no foreign power has a right to

interfere with a state apart from friendly help
unless it is asked to do so or unless prompted by
special reasons. Vattel's frequent repetition of

this corollary was no idle tautology. The notion

that states were independent was recognized in

theory, but in the European practise of that age
little attention was paid to it by the more power-
ful states when it did not suit their purpose.
From the Peace of Utrecht in 1713 to the Treaty
of Vienna in 1815 there were events which might

justify serious speculation as to whether rules of

common morality applied as between states.

Even while Vattel wrote, Frederick n's plunder
of Silesia in direct contravention of his father's

guaranty must have been fresh in his memory.
The very king in whose diplomatic service Vat-

tel was employed, Augustus in of Saxony, had

been forced as a ruler upon the Polish nation by
the arms of Russia and Saxony.
The writers on international law who suc-

ceeded Vattel forged and welded the materials

scattered throughout his book into a more com-

pact form, but it was some time before "inter-

ference" was insulated as a substantive branch

of international law and longer still before it ac-

quired "intervention" as a technical name. This
hardened as a distinctive term during a period

extending roughly from 1817 to 1830. The

reason for its swift evolution during this period
is paradoxical. The gross infractions of state in-

dependence were so numerous that jurists were

forced to give the topic of intervention, whether

justifiable or otherwise, an increasing amount of

attention. Within the brief span of the twelve

years between 1820 and 1832 the Holy Alliance

exploited its principles of interference in Naples
and Spain, Greece and Belgium became inde-

pendent states by the intervention of foreign
states and French and Austrian interventions

balanced one another in Italy. English historians

have been inclined to regard Castlereagh's cir-

cular dispatch of 1821 as the locus classicus on

non-intervention; yet it was Castlereagh who

dispatched a British fleet in 1814 to punish the

Norwegians because they refused subjection to a

Swedish king.

Even in current international law interven-

tion has a perplexing vagueness of meaning, but

three tolerably distinct varieties are noticeable.

The commonest type, the type which has been

discussed in the above historical sketch, is in-

ternal intervention, or interference by one state

between disputant sections of the community in

another state, the matter of dispute being usually
but not invariably some constitutional change.
Since state independence is the foundation of

modern international law, non-intervention is

now the rule and intervention the exception. It

took some time to establish this fact, but for the

last century it has been generally recognized as

prevailing within the family of nations. Internal

intervention when it occurs is directed against
abnormal conditions resulting from internal

strife, and as a general rule the expectant treat-

ment of non-intervention has come to be pre-
ferred to the surgery of intervention.

A second type of intervention so-called con-

sists in punitive measures adopted by one state

against another to enforce the observance of

treaty engagements or the redress of illegal

wrongs. Such interventions occurred with con-

siderable frequency throughout the nineteenth

century, as, for example, the blockade by France

in 1838 of the coast of Argentina on the ground
of the alleged ill treatment of French subjects by
the local government; the warlike expedition sent

jointly by England, France and Spain in 1861

to compel Mexico to make compensation for in-

juries inflicted upon resident foreigners in Mex-
ico and upon their property; the English em-

bargo on Greek shipping in 1850 as a means of

redressing the wrongs suffered by Don Pacifico

and other British subjects; the naval expeditions
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dispatched against Korea in 1866 by France and

the United States to punish in the one case the

murder of a French apostolic vicar and in the

other the destruction of an American vessel and

the massacre of its crew . The plea of protection
of nationals and national property in backward

areas as well as the collection of debts has often

been advanced, especially in more recent times,

as justification for forceful interference by an

imperialistic power, notably by the United

States in the Caribbean and Central American

areas. All such proceedings are essentially meas-

ures of redress falling short of war and might
more properly be referred to that branch of in-

ternational law under some such subhead as

reprisals, embargo or pacific blockade. They
woulfl not have been styled interventions but for

the capricious application of that term; and con-

fusion ensues from singling out certain pacific

blockades as interventions. It is possible for

punitive intervention to be closely followed by
internal intervention, as happened in the pro-

ceedings instituted by England, France and

Spain in 1861 to secure redress for injuries in-

flicted by Mexico; in spite of the protest and

withdrawal of the other two powers France pro-
ceeded beyond the original aim and attempted to

coerce Mexico in its choice of internal govern-
ments.

A third type of intervention, usually referred

to as pxternal intervention, consists in inter-

ference by one state in the relations usually the

hostile relations of other states without the

consent of the latter. The great majority of such

interventions have had as their aim the promo-
tion or settlement of a war between the states

interfered with. It might be said that until quite

recently the cardinal difference between internal

and external intervention lies in the fact that

while the causes which justify the former are

within the province of international law, those

which lead to the latter are outside its scope,
however appropriate their discussion may be to

the sphere of morals. For external intervention

usually involves participation by the intervener

in a war, and modern international law does not

profess to classify the causes of war as just or

unjust. But since the institution of the League of

Nations in 1919 this doctrine has been seriously

modified. Article n of the Covenant of the

League declares that any war or threat of war,

whether immediately affecting any members of

the League or not, is a matter of concern to the

whole League, which shall take any action that

may be deemed wise and effectual to safeguard

the peace of nations; and not only are elaborate

provisions made in other articles for the settle-

ment of disputes between member states but cer-

tain topics are expressly specified as generally
suitable for arbitration. It is true that the Cove-

nant, like other treaties, is binding only on those

states which have acceded to it, but these are so

numerous and powerful that it is difficult to say
that the causes of war are still a matter of indif-

ference to international law. Consequently every

war, whether it originates as an external inter-

vention or not, must since 1919 be regarded as a

matter of interest to international law, although
there is as yet no genuine prospect of a reversion

to the attempts of eighteenth century jurists to

catalogue the causes of war as just or unjust.

Since all three forms of intervention involve

force or the threat of force, the question is raised

as to the difference between intervention and

war. This is found to lie not in the acts of the

parties but in the intention of one of them. The

intervening state in spite of the hostile character

of its conduct and of its recognition as such by
the state affected usually regards pacific relations

as uninterrupted. The touchstone is to be found

in the circumstances which immediately precede
the attack. The claim of the intervener may be

reluctantly acquiesced in, in which case the inter-

vention is non-belligerent; or it may be taken up
as the gage of war, and then it becomes belliger-

ent. When it reaches that stage the rules govern-

ing the contest differ in no respect from those

applicable to any other war, except in those in-

stances of internal intervention which take the

form of assisting a mother country to subdue

rebels to whom recognition of belligerency has

not been accorded.

Discussion as to the theoretical justification

for intervention may most profitably be limited

to internal intervention, since from the very
nature of the other two types exhaustive classifi-

cation of their grounds is impossible. At one

time or another some forty justifications of in-

ternal intervention have been advanced, most of

which were of the flimsiest description and mere

excuses for violent interference by one state in

the internal quarrels of another. Out of this

number only three are regarded by modern in-

ternational law as unimpeachable.

"If," writes Hall in the classic statement of the

first of these justifications, self-preservation, "a

government is too weak to prevent actual attacks

upon a neighbour by its subjects, if it foments

revolution abroad, or if it threatens hostili-

ties which may be averted by its overthrow, a
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menaced state may adopt such measures as are

necessary to obtain substantial guarantees for its

own security" (A Treatise on International Law,
8th ed. by A. P. Higgins, Oxford 1924, p. 339).

Or again intervention is clearly justified as a

means of checking unlawful intervention by
another state. Such, for example, was the help
afforded by Great Britain to Portugal in 1826 in

order to secure the Portuguese throne against

the attacks of Portuguese subjects stimulated by

Spain.
In the third case, where intervention is justi-

fied on the grounds of an existing treaty right, a

distinction must be drawn. If one of the parties

to a struggle which is in actual existence con-

cludes a treaty with a state authorizing its inter-

ference and in effect making it an ally, the inter-

ference is unlawful in spite of the treaty. Such

treaties were common enough in time past; but

now the rule of state independence has hardened

sufficiently to make them unlawful, since in gen-
eral a state must settle for itself its own form of

government, a right which cannot be alienated

by a single disputant section. Where, however,
such a treaty has been concluded between two

states before any dispute has arisen in one of

them, it is impossible to say that it is unlawful.

It may turn out to be unwise when occasion

arises to put the treaty into operation, but a state

is permitted to alienate to another state even its

entire sovereign powers. For example, the

Treaty of Havana in 1903 and the Treaty of

Washington in the same year gave the United

States lawful rights of intervention in Cuba and

Panama respectively. Another example of such

intervention is that provided for by the Treaty
of Versailles, according to which the League of

Nations may under certain conditions intervene

to secure equitable treatment of racial, linguistic

and religious minorities.

Beyond these three accepted grounds of jus-

tification there are others as to which interna-

tional practise is uncertain. The most conspicu-
ous of these are humanitarian intervention and

collective intervention. The former has been

repeatedly put forward to support interference

designed to terminate civil discords accompanied

by brutalities revolting to the notions of western

civilization; such were those repeatedly under-

taken by the European powers in Turkey during
the nineteenth century. As to the second the only

plea in its favor is that it usually excites less dis-

approval than intervention by one state because

it is less likely to be selfish. But it is impossible
to dogmatize as to the legality of either, because

most interventions of this or indeed any other

kind have been based on a variety of motives,
some just, some doubtful, some unjust. It is this

fact which makes it so difficult to deal with the

grounds of intervention in a generalized fashion

instead of taking each case on its own merits.

Thus neither nationality nor religion can be now

regarded by itself as an adequate reason for in-

tervention, but it has often happened that an

intervention on either of these grounds has been

confused by a plea based upon several others at

the same time.

The social and political consequences of inter-

vention in its varied forms and disguises do not

lend themselves to brief summary. During the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it repeatedly
stifled democratic aspirations in the minor

European states, as in Italy before its unification,

and postponed freedom at the cost of continued

oppression. Occasionally it produced beneficial

results, as in the intervention which led to the

creation of the modern kingdom of Greece in

1830. The recognized pretexts for intervention

seemed even more convincing in the eyes of the

family of nations when invoked against remote

states addicted to civil discord in one form or

another and so obviously lacking in the essentials

of nineteenth century political and economc

stability.

Intervention has been and probably still is

inevitable as one means of standardizing the

civilization upon which international law is now
based. From the point of view of maintaining

peace there is something to be said for the sup-

pression of internal discords in another state

when it is common knowledge that no revolution

can break out in a European state without the

likelihood of the balance of power between

other states being upset. In many instances this is

at best an excuse and not a justification, but it

does show clearly that a policy of isolation, if it

signifies absolute indifference to what occurs in

other states, is at present neither advisable nor

practicable. If any change in the trend of ideas

about intervention is perceptible it is this. In the

future intervention is more likely to be under-

taken collectively, and the threat in it will more

probably be one of economic outlawry which is

one of the sanctions of the Covenant of the

League of Nations rather than one of actual

war.
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INTESTACY. See INHERITANCE; SUCCESSION,

LAWS OF.

INTIMIDATION as a means of achieving de-

sired ends is a feature of behavior where power
or authority is based primarily and essentially on

force. The less the public feels bound by stand-

ardized ethical norms of conduct, the larger are

the opportunities of using intimidation. It calls

for a technique calculated to evoke fear in the

party which is expected to do or not to do cer-

tain things, without, however, resorting to direct

violence, which would bring the intimidator into

conflict with established authority and law. In-

timidation is presumed to border on violence,

carefully enough not to cross the line which de-

marcates the former from the latter yet closely

enough to leave no doubt in the mind of the

party of the second part that the party of .the

first part means business.

The distinction between intimidation and vio-

lence, on the one hand, and intimidation and

persuasion, on the other, is so subtle and elusive

that, for example in the field of industrial rela-

tions, where intimidation is a part of the worka-

day procedure, the American courts have found

it next to impossible to lay down definite formu-

lations and differentiations between the per-
missible and the impermissible. While most
courts repeatedly have declared peaceful picket-

ing entirely legal provided the picketers abstain

from "unlawful intimidation," thus assuming
lawful intimidation as a possibility, the Appellate
Court in Chicago in 1921 in t\vo separate cases

declared emphatically: "There is no such thing
as peaceful picketing" (221 111. App. 299, 303).

"The very fact of establishing a picket line by
the appellants is evidence of their intention to

annoy, embarrass, and intimidate the employees
of the appellee company, whether they resorted

to physical violence or not (221 111. App. 322,

336). The United States Supreme Court in a

decision handed down by Chief Justice Taft in

1921 postulated the right of picketing workers to*

attempt peaceful communication for the purpose
of persuasion but also declared that "if . . . the

offer is declined, as it may rightfully be, then

persistence, importunity, following and dogging
become unjustifiable annoyance and obstruction

which is likely soon to savor of intimidation."

Intimidation as a practise is not limited to par-

ties in the opposition who do not share in the

privilege of operating, controlling or directly in-

fluencing the machinery of government and the

administration of law. The resort to intimidation

is also practised by persons, groups and institu-

tions of functioning authority as an extralcgal

means of achieving desired political, economic,
fiscal or other pecuniary ends.

Employers seek to intimidate employees by

holding out the threat of discharge in order to

prevent them from joining trade unions. En-

forcement of the so-called yellow dog contracts

is one of the means to that end. Potential union

organizers among the employees are made to feel

that they are risking their jobs by "butting in"

on what is "none of their business"; the "agita-
tors" are spied upon and may be directly dis-

charged to instil fear in the hearts of the men at

work. Where the employees live in what is
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known as a company town, intimidation is

achieved by warnings that disloyalty to the em-

ployers will result in the cutting off of credits in

company stores or in eviction from company
owned homes.

Where trade unions are firmly established,

employers may seek to intimidate their employ-
ees by the prosecution of conspicuous union

organizers. The celebrated case ofTom Mooney
originated in an attempt of the San Francisco

utility companies to intimidate all organized
labor in the city. The companies may sometimes

have the tacit acquiescence of the standpat ele-

ment of the trade union movement in a fight on a

radical leader, if the conservatives consider their

own position endangered or threatened by the

ascendancy to power of the radical element. Or

employers may seek to intimidate the unions in

order to force them to yield important conces-

sions, to which end they will seek to arouse pub-
lic sentiment against organized labor as re-

sponsible for the high cost of living or for the

falling off of foreign trade.

Workers on strike seek to intimidate other

workers who wish to take their places in the

establishment involved. Intimidation need not

necessarily be practised in the vicinity of the

workshops. The strikers may attempt to reach

their competitors at their homes or on some ad-

jacent thoroughfare. The technique of intimida-

tion varies from massed demonstrations before

the workshop, accompanied by loud expressions
of opprobrium, to the use of subtle yet persua-
sive methods of conveying the strikers' views of

the situation to those who are consciously or

otherwise engaged in breaking the strike. Where

professional strike breakers are called in, the

strikers seek to frighten and discourage them
and to force their withdrawal from the scene.

For workers who are engaged in strike breaking

activity because they need the jobs for their liv-

ing a different technique is used; the methods
are those of persuasion, of demonstration and
of appeal to the obligations of solidarity and

brotherhood. This sort of approach often proves

effective, especially in countries where labor is

traditionally and socially class conscious and

presents a largely homogeneous racial entity. In

the United States, however, where differences of

economic position have not generally evolved

into social class divisions, where labor solidarity

is tempered more often than not by job con-

sciousness and where race and language lines

cross those of economic class, it would seem
that methods might tend toward intimidation

and violent expression of disapproval rather

than toward peaceable communication and per-
suasion. But this is only rarely the case, judging

by the conclusions arrived at by the United

States Commission on Industrial Relations,

which held that "the greatest disorders and most

acute outbreaks of violence in connection with

industrial disputes arise from the violation of

what are considered to be fundamental rights,

and from the perversion or subversion ofGovern-

mental institutions."

The workers in most cases do not view their

recourse to intimidation in an industrial dispute
as contrary to law. Conservative or radical,

workers look upon their right to their jobs as a

basic and indisputable condition of their welfare.

On the other hand, the organs of public autKbrity
in objecting to intimidation of strike breakers as-

sume the abstract individual right of any worker

to work whenever, wherever and under what-

ever conditions he chooses; this was the view of

Charles W. Eliot when he declared the strike

breaker "a national hero."

Intimidation is used in the struggle of labor

factions for supremacy. The labor group organ-
ized into one trade union may act as a monolithic

collective whole when it faces an attacking out-

side power but it is very often much divided

within. Contests for leadership, while they may
be couched in statements of differing opinions on

policy and tactics, are more often presented in

such a way as to carry a threat to the rank and

file that might be misled into following the oppo-
sition. The advantages of a material nature de-

pendent upon maintenance of the leadership in

power are featured prominently. The opposition
to be silenced by intimidation need not be a

minority. A majority may be kept in dread of the

danger to which the well being of the members
will be exposed, should a change of administra-

tion take place. The intimidation technique be-

gins with publicity which plays up the governing

machine, presenting it as endowed with extra-

ordinary talent and diplomatic skill, as doubly

powerful because it is admired by the over-

whelming majority of the rank and file and re-

spected and feared by the employers. Another

part of the intimidation technique is running
down the opposition as inimical to the best

interest of the union. The exclusion of the

leaders of the opposition from initiating any
constructive action which may win for them the

confidence of the rank and file is also a part of

that technique. The membership is constantly

confirmed in the thought that the opposition
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leaders are phrasemongers, good for nothing

faultfinders; and the contenders for office and

power themselves are made to feel that they
stand no chance of ever functioning in any ca-

pacity within the organization unless they are

ready to accept terms imposed by the adminis-

tration. The more drastic procedure in the in-

timidation technique is that of depriving opposi-
tion leaders of their membership in the union

and thereby excluding them from jobs in the

industry.
The intimidation of radical minorities in trade

unions presents for the most part no aspects dis-

tinctive from the practises of intimidation where

an ordinary contest for power takes place. The

technique is generically similar to that used

where power is in the hands of the radicals

themselves, who excommunicate dissenters or

objectors to their policies. The historic case of

Sacco and Vanzctti is illustrative of what a social

group in power will do to intimidate radical dis-

senters, a game of intimidation practised on a

state wide scale. The treatment accorded by the

Communist parties everywhere to the followers

of Leon Trotsky after his banishment from the

Soviet Union may serve as an illustration of the

other aspect of this situation. The elimination of

Trotsky from the country whose revolution he

had helped crown with success and to which he

never forfeited loyalty was justified by the claims

that hjs presence in Russia would constitute a

danger to the Soviets. In the other countries
"
Trotskyites" were excluded as a means of in-

timidating dissenters.

The intimidation of voters by employers inter-

ested in certain kinds of politics is a relatively

simple procedure. The voters are intimidated by
fear of material disadvantage as well as by the

odium of nonconformity. Following the Civil

War Republican campaign managers practised

what the Democrats called "waving the bloody
shirt." The campaign for McKinley in 1896,
with finance and industry seriously alarmed over

the "free silver" danger, was notorious for the

variety of means used to intimidate voters,

especially the workers, to whom William Jen-

nings Bryan was making a strong appeal. Em-

ployees were discharged for turning out to sec or

hear Bryan; employers threatened to "close

down" their factories should McKinley be de-

feated. Business contracts were made out to con-

tain an invalidating clause in the event of Bryan's
election. The Republican party's self-assumed

custodianship of prosperity has intimidated and

stampeded voters on many occasions since 1896

by the implied or open threat of hard times

should the opposition party win.

There are other forms of political intimidation.

The political machines which usually dominate

local politics practise intimidation on a large

scale. Opposition voters are intimidated in va-

rious ways, some of them subtle, others crude, in

order to keep them away from the polls. Business

men are made to fear that contracts or favors

may go to competitors if they do not "stand in"

with the machine. Criticism of the leaders within

the machine is usually fatal for the aspiring

politician. The power to grant or withhold

patronage is a strong weapon of intimidation in

both local and national politics. And intimida-

tion of course is an indispensable weapon in

suppressing opposition and maintaining unity in

war time.

A whole social group may practise intimida-

tion upon another group, as is the case in the

south, where the intimidation of the Negro as-

sumes many forms in which are intermingled
factors of a racial, economic, political and social

nature. In Europe national minorities are in-

timidated in much the same manner. In coun-

tries where aliens are numerous they are the vic-

tims of many forms of intimidation, one of which

is the threat of deportation hanging over alien

radicals.

Intimidation is also a part of the technique of

business. Competitors resort to intimidation

which may merge into violence. The oil industry
of the earlier years presents many examples of

the resort to violent intimidation. Lowering

prices in order to force competitors out of busi-

ness may be considered a form of intimidation.

Price associations and cartels often resort to

intimidation to force recalcitrants into line.

Chain stores by threatening to withdraw their

orders sometimes force onerous terms upon
small manufacturers who have come to depend

upon the chain as their main market. Distribu-

tors of securities may be forced to handle certain

objectionable issues by the investment banker's

open or covert threat of ceasing further transac-

tions. And financial groups out to secure control

of particular corporations or to achieve other

ends may make use of various forms of intimida-

tion which flow from the possession of great

power.
Intimidation is the stock in trade of gangsters

and minor racketeers in the United States. They
intimidate the small business man and sell him

"protection" against the danger of which they
make him aware. The small business man or
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service agency is continually harassed, annoyed
and intimidated by sub rosa representatives of

the racketeering gang, while a formal representa-

tive offers in matter of fact business fashion

protection from the harassing, annoying, in-

timidating crew. In recent years this industry
has muscled its way into the labor union field.

The gangster comes to the union, for instance,

when it is engaged in a conflict with an em-

ployer, and offers to intimidate the adversary and

force him to terms. Although his charges for this

service are usually reasonable, he later sees to it

that union officers become implicated in an overt

act, after which he has the union in his grip and

can collect as much as the traffic will bear.

Should the union try to dispense with the

gangster's services, he may intimidate it into

retaining them. Having established connections

within the union he next approaches the em-

ployer, to whom he sells protection from the

union's organizing efforts. To convince an em-

ployer who shows little anxiety to be protected
the racketeer, acting through his gangsters sta-

tioned in the union, will engineer "trouble" in

order to prove that it pays to be protected. A
large scale employer may not fall prey to the

game of intimidation; nor will a well organized
and intelligently led union open its doors to

gangsters.
The success of the practitioners of intimida-

tion is largely due to the growing insecurity of

large masses of workers and to the narrowing of

opportunities hitherto open to the intermediate

social groups above the working class and below

the business and professional classes. The pe-
culiarities of the American system of law ad-

ministration and enforcement, the conflicting

jurisdictions of city, state and federal administra-

tive and judicial authorities, furnish an appro-

priate setting for traffic in intimidation. The
absence of normalized socio-ethical concepts and
the all pervading reverence of material success as

intrinsically valuable, characteristic of a popula-
tion still in a condition of flux, supplies a milieu

in which intimidation not only flourishes but is

accepted as a legitimate part of the routine of

living. The social process is consequently de-

moralized and aberrated, as the practise of in-

timidation makes more severe and still more

complicated the conflicts unavoidable in a com-

plex social system based on a pecuniary civiliza-

tion.
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INTOLERANCE. People are apt to condemn
or deplore intolerance in others and condone or

honor it in themselves. Perhaps it would be more

just to say that it appears to them bad in some
cases and good in other cases: bad when it is

intolerance of the good and good when it is

intolerance of the bad. Intolerance in the ab-

stract has lost caste, but abstract intolerance

happens to be of no social significance. And it

is generally agreed that in the concrete a point

is invariably reached beyond which tolerance

ceases to be a virtue. In other words, contem-

porary conditions of life enforce a practical kind

of toleration and leave the intolerant spirit

largely untouched.

In analyzing the concept of intolerance a dis-

tinction must be drawn between the act of tol-

erating and the tolerant disposition; between the

unwillingness to tolerate and the intolerant

frame of mind which may or may not be asso-

ciated therewith. According to the general as-

sumption the person who tolerates a thing is in

so far tolerant and the person who does not is

to that extent intolerant. Intolerance is held to

be an inevitable corollary of deep conviction,

especially in social and political spheres, where

vigorous discrimination is the beginning of prac-

tical wisdom.

This familiar viewpoint is open to serious

qualification. Intolerance is far removed from

discrimination in the sense of unwillingness to

condone certain beliefs or practises. It will hardly
be contended, to take an obvious example, that

refusal to risk the effects of contagion by disease

or insistence upon the isolation of the sick is

evidence of intolerance in any proper sense of

that word. In a variety of other situations as

well discrimination may result from an open
minded examination of the factors involved and

from a perfectly rational apprehension of the

unhappy results entailed; while, on the other

hand, so-called tolerance in its negative aspect

of acquiescence may be due to nothing more

than ignorance or indifference. It becomes in-

creasingly clear that intolerance turns less on

the attitude of yes or no than on the nature of

the feelings and the state of mind which lie back

of the particular attitude. Intolerance does of

course in the same way as discrimination deny
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sufferance to the object of disapproval. But this

is merely its outward aspect. The deep lying

source of this outer attitude is a repudiation of

the whole technique of empirical experimenta-
tion to which human beings acting as individuals

or groups owe such objectivity of judgment as

they are capable of. Another inner characteristic

of intolerance is its cold indifference to the

larger social implications of the situation at hand

and its resultant tendency to minimize or delib-

erately to ignore broader relationships which if

properly appraised would constitute the deter-

mining factors in the formulation of an attitude

or policy in regard to the particular problem
This imperviousness to social and humanitarian

considerations, combined with the refusal to

appraise social programs in a tentative, experi-

mental manner and in this way to keep these

programs actively responsive to growing ex-

perience, may therefore be abstracted as the

essentially distinctive qualities of the intolerant

attitude.

The primary source of intolerance as an active

social disposition is dedication to a fixed goal.

Such dedication may vary from a more or less

blind "drive" to a thoroughly conscious yet

frenzied espousal or to a calm, reasoned com-

mitment. The values which intolerance aims

to preserve may be accreted by accident or cir-

cumstance to a general economic or political

purpose, as in Fascist Italy. In such cases in

proportion as these drives remain actively domi-

nant the values are capable of an opportunistic
evolution up to the point where they become

too closely merged with the broader purpose to

admit flexibility. The values may, on the other

hand, constitute an integral component of the

original propulsive purpose, as in Communist

Russia; here the margin of compromise is cor-

respondingly diminished. The religious institu-

tion and the state are the chief types of organized

groups in possession of the authority and the

sanctions to enforce their conception of values.

The ground of intolerance frankly avowed, for

example, by Roman Catholicism, is the church's

responsibility as the custodian of the eternal

and unalterable truth on which the destiny of

man in the next life depends. A religious in-

stitution claiming universal validity and essen-

tial changelcssness for its doctrine of salvation

is necessarily intolerant. It is a self-evident duty
for such an institution to give no quarter to

conflicting views, since any conflicting view

tends, if the initial premise be accepted, to cor-

rupt true religious belief and thus to endanger

man's immortal soul. "The Church of Christ,"
said St. Augustine, "persecutes in the spirit of

love . . . that she may recall from error ... to

secure the eternal salvation" of her enemies.

Wherever doctrine becomes more responsive
to growing human experience, religion becomes
tolerant in spirit as well as in practise, but insti-

tutionalized religion suffers correspondingly in

authority and power. Any religion therefore

which is based upon correctness of theological
belief is forced to adopt St. Augustine's position
of nulla salus extra ecclesiam and in dealing with

heretical opinions is forced to act on the prin-

ciple that might makes right. The successors

of St. Augustine in the mediaeval period could

therefore be single minded and blunt. They
were sure of their ground, and complete cer-

tainty fosters unabashed intolerance; they were

unhampered by the prevalence of humanitarian

feelings from carrying out extreme measures of

repression; and they were provided with ade-

quate social machinery for making their intol-

erant will effective.

The theoretical justification of political in-

tolerance has varied with the conception of the

state. In pagan Rome wide tolerance of belief

was permitted, but the state was unyielding
in its demand for participation in the imperial

rites, which was in a sense an oath of alle-

giance. Marcus Aurelius, renowned for his intel-

lectual and emotional liberality, prosecuted in-

transigent Christians because they refused to

recognize the sacred character of the Roman

emperor, a refusal which threatened to under-

mine the foundations of the state. With the

establishment of the Christian empire the state

became in theory the secular arm of religion
and throughout the Middle Ages was expected
to enforce the dogma of the church. In the early

modern period the absolute state adopted the

right, formerly exercised by the absolute reli-

gious institution, to insist upon uniform belief

in all matters involving the stability and cohe-

sion of the polity. A further development of the

state idea, necessarily linked with intolerance,

is illustrated by pre-war Prussia and present

day Italy and Russia. Here the state is con-

ceived as having a moral end to serve and
becomes imbued with a Messianic sanctity. In

all these instances the basis of intolerance derives

from the assumption that a selected set of values

either by its very nature is not or for practical

reasons must not be subject to revision. The
canonization of the will of the people in demo-
cratic rhetoric has made prevalent a type of
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intolerance even more devastating in its po-

tency than the intolerance of an absolute ruler

or of an autocratic dictator. As Lord Acton

has pointed out: "It is bad to be oppressed

by a minority, but it is worse to be oppressed

by a majority. For there is a reserve of latent

power in the masses which, if it is called

into play, the minority can seldom resist. But

from the absolute will of an entire people there

is no appeal, no redemption, no refuge but

treason."

Not only the church and the state but any

political, military, social, economic, educational

or religious group having a program to forward

or a vested interest to protect may become

intolerant and if in a position to do so may
attempt to suppress all manifestations of diver-

gence. But whatever the nature or the source

of the intolerant disposition, it enters the mili-

tant stage only when the values accepted as

ultimate are felt to be actually in danger. An

important factor in all persecution is fear. Even
the religious persecutions of the past for all

their appeal to eternal truth and their zeal

against error as a spiritual disease did not take

violent form except when intellectual or eco-

nomic developments aroused lively fears for the

prevailing religious system. It could be argued
that intolerance unassociatcd with a fear com-

plex of some sort is from the social point of view

quite negligible.

The World War, which liberated a host of

fears on the world, marks the beginning of a

strong accentuation of militant intolerance; just

as the subsequent fluctuations of intolerance

reflect ups and downs in the apprehension of

danger to social, political and religious insti-

tutions. For a considerable period prior to 1914
the civilized world was comparatively tolerant.

There was good ground for John Morley's

opinion, expressed in the 1870*3 in his book

On Compromise, "that the right of thinking freely

and acting independently ... is now a finally

accepted principle in some sense or other with

every school of thought that has the smallest

chance of commanding the future." This op-

timism, shared by many of Morley's contem-

poraries, has given way in the post-war period
to a growing skepticism even in England and

still more in those countries where the march
of events gives support to Mussolini's dogma
that the road to progress lies "over the more or

less decomposed corpse of the Goddess of Lib-

erty." In the United States too a retroactive

tendency has been gathering momentum. The

passing of the illiteracy test over President Wil-

son's veto, deportation processes, criminal syn-
dicalist laws, anti-evolution legislation, special

oaths of national allegiance for teachers, the

decision of the United States Supreme Court

(October term, 1930) to the effect that the ex-

pressed will of Congress must be accepted as

harmonious with the will of God and the like

are indications of a movement toward cultural

uniformity by coercion.

To deal constructively with the problem of

intolerance is obviously difficult. No institution

or organized group having adopted a program
of action can afford to turn aside to consider

any and every counterproposal. Successful ad-

ministration of a social scheme is impossible
without a kind of blindness to criticism. In this

sense the refusal to tolerate is inevitable and

useful, but as already indicated this is not in-

tolerance in its stricter meaning. Adherence to

a program turns into intolerance when the pro-

gram becomes an end in itself and the uses to

be served by the program are a secondary con-

sideration. And "the uses to be served" are in

their turn instruments of intolerance when as

objectives of action they are looked upon as the

final court of appeal in disregard of the living

urgency of experience. If education in and out

of school can develop a general understanding
of ideals, customs and institutions as tentative

means in the search for happiness, means to be

freely tried out yet always subject to revision

at some point by reference to the course of

everyday life, education will greatly aid in over-

coming intolerant inclinations. And in so far

as such institutions as the state, the church and

the school can more obviously and more effec-

tively secure what must be gained through co-

operative effort, the reason for the fear which

has been and remains one of the chief causes

of intolerance will have been removed. But the

most important reform is also the most difficult

to accomplish. According to the conventional

conception of society, especially as this is enter-

tained by dominant educational, religious and

political groups, the mass of men must be cut

from the same cloth. The ideal is adherence

to a common pattern. A genuine or positive

tolerance of spirit, on the contrary, would lay

down as the basic social principle the intrinsic

importance of individual differences. In a soci-

ety which aimed at uniqueness in its citizens

rather than at sameness, although in the process
it would create for itself other problems, the

evils of intolerance would tend to be eliminated
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and the dangers of mediocrity and standardiza-

tion greatly minimized.
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INTRANSIGENCE entered as a term into so-

cial and political theory in the year 1873 when

Spanish republicans put through a revolution

and set up a democratic government. The con-

stitution written for their new republic did not

suit the radical section of the revolutionary party.

They refused to accept it and turned a cold

shoulder to every proposal that fell short of their

demands. Their stand created an impasse, which
was one of the conditions that led to the restora-

tion of the monarchy. It was described as in-

transigent and for some time the political radi-

cals of the Latin countries of Europe were called

intransigents.
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The attitude of mind which is designated by

the name is, however, by no means restricted to

radicals. Intransigence is a typical and recurrent

phenomenon in the life cycles of societies and is

found indifferently among any company of ex-

tremists. On the whole it has been somewhat
more persistent among conservatives and reac-

tionaries such as the loyalist adherents to the

house of Stuart in England, the Carlists in Spain,
the royalists in France than among radicals.

Its attribution to radicals is an accident of the

fact that it was in a radical situation that the atti-

tude first received its identifying name. The
name applies to any person or group which re-

fuses to compromise its principles or arbitrate

its demands, which rejects the adjustment of

differences or the conciliation of disputes. The

intransigent takes his stand upon the principle

of "all or nothing," "rule or ruin."

In the social process such a stand rarely de-

velops as a healthy or intelligent one. It presents

itself in the form of a counsel of perfection, but

its roots he commonly in a mood of despair. The
mood is hardly ever conscious. Its stimulus may
be some not too obscure individual diathesis,

like Savonarola's; or it may be a feeling of im-

potence and frustration in the presence of in-

superable social facts. Whatever the stimulus, a

program is formulated to alleviate the unrest it

arouses. If the times are unstable, if many feel

uncertain and insecure, this program becomes a

focus of equilibration for a group. The group
comes together, debates, analyzes, refines, re-

formulates. In the course of time an organic
doctrine takes shape which has established itself

as the ruling passion of the group, with all the

authority and ineffability of a religious revela-

tion, to be set up as an imperium over all the

people. If the particular national or ecclesiastical

economy where this is happening continues to

disintegrate and the mores loosen, the group
with the set doctrine and discipline may be able

to seize power and apply its doctrine as a pro-

gram. When this happens it finds that to retain

its power it must compromise its principles. If it

fails to compromise it is defeated. The effect of

defeat, however, is not an abandonment of the

doctrine but an intensification of faith. The va-

lidity of the doctrine increases as the power and

importance of its adherents diminishes. Every

practical setback is compensated for by an en-

hanced theoretic affirmation. The affirmation be-

comes in the course of time the compensatory
corrective to every feeling of inferiority or de-

ficiency from which the arfirmer suffers. In hoc
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signo is his sense of personal dignity and worth

preserved and victorious; he must hence affirm

it regardless of consequences.

Intransigence thus involves all the stigmata of

a religious cult. Its doctrines with their com-

mentaries and interpretations become tanta-

mount to a theology. Their role is to serve as

rationalizations of the discontents of their be-

lievers. Once formulated and fixed, such ra-

tionalizations become the special tradition of a

group and are passed by emotional contagion

and doctrinal schooling from one generation to

another. They gain when so transmitted a litur-

gic and ceremonial significance. And this consti-

tutes their vital function; by its means they sur-

vive even when they contain an aggressive com-

ponent which leads their devotees as is so often

the case, for instance, with the Camelots du Roi

in France to clashes with the police power of

residual society.

Often the entire response of an established

order to its intransigent minorities is occasional

action of the police. There arc several reasons.

To begin with, the mere definition of their prin-

ciples and the ordination of their practises serve

to drain and to relieve the implicated feelings of

intransigent associations. Again, their small

numbers, the exclusiveness of their "mystery"
and their consequent supercilious attitude

toward the uninitiate and profane who neither

acknowledge their doctrines nor admit their dis-

ciplines all help to expand their self-feelings,

until they gain without further action a sus-

tained sense of personal adequacy and even of

superiority. Radicals and conservatives alike

make themselves, by means of their intransi-

gency, in their own eyes a company of the elect

which promulgates right rules but bears no re-

sponsibility for applying them.

Avowed religious cults manifest these traits of

the intransigent in their sumptuary practises,

their diet and their dress such as the Kashruth

of orthodox Jews, the prescriptions and tabus

by which Gandhi and his sect govern their per-
sonal habits, the buttonless garments of the

Mennonites, the uncut and unshaven head-

pieces of the Seventh Day Adventists and the

practise of marriage and divorce of the Roman
Catholics. The prohibition movement in the

United States is allied to these by mood and

sanction; so are vegetarianism, antivivisection-

ism and various health cults. The domain of po-
litical and economic organization offers such

types as the legitimist cults already referred to of

France, Spain and England. American com-

munists as compared with Russian are intransi-

gent. So are the Industrial Workers ofthe World
in the labor movement. So are extreme pacifists.

So are all anarchists. In all these cases the in-

transigence develops as compensation for feel-

ings of inferiority set up by some perhaps unre-

lated situation. Thus the doctrine and discipline

of Jewish orthodoxy compensate the persistent
failure of the Jews to realize their national aspira-

tions. Defeated in those, they define themselves

as a chosen people whose election is signalized

by peculiarities of dress and diet, by priestly

peculiarities made common to a whole people.

Similarly the principles and practises of the

royalists of France offset the obvious ludicrous-

ness of titles of nobility and courtly ceremonial

in a bourgeois republic of petty tradesmen', ren-

tiers and farmers who have abolished monarchy
and all its impedimenta. Prohibition, which

when bona fide is mainly a woman's gospel,

provides a somewhat secularized channel for the

emotions of the genteel tradition whose sectarian

manifestations get belittled and nullified by the

harsh realities of changing American society

with its pioneer standards and industrial econ-

omy.
Prohibition in the United States is an intran-

sigency which has come to power and has been

compromised, but not by its honest adherents.

As a rule it is the leaders of the intransigent

group themselves who under the weighj of re-

sponsibility which comes with power abandon

rationalizations for reasonableness, principles

for policy and ceremonial for purposive action.

The history of communism in Russia provides
the great current example of a substitution of this

type, as the record of Christianism in Europe

provides the great historic one. But rarely does

intransigency happen into power. In the main

its influence in the socio-political process is a

function of its powerlessness. Powerlessness

leads to the elaboration and refinement of doc-

trine and to ceremonial or symbolic action. The
latter is dealt with, if at all, by the police; but the

former operates by distortion and contagion. Its

systematic completeness and logical rigidity

make of it almost automatically a focus of attack.

It becomes to its opponents a surrogate for the

devil of orthodox theology. They incarnate in it

their own fears and discontents. So royalist sal-

vation is republican damnation; communist
heaven is capitalist hell. Socialist, communist,

Bolshevik, mean in America what bourgeois or

capitalist would mean in Russia if such a group
were free there to publish principles and pro-
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gram. But attack imposes attention to the enemy,
calls for information concerning his abilities and

weaknesses. The required attention distorts the

direction of the processes of the majority; the

needful information contaminates its purposes.
If the intransigency is of sufficient prestige and

loud enough it remains unchanged in itself, but

it has considerably modified the residual social

process. This is the case with royalism in France

and Catholicism and communism almost any-
where in industrial Europe. Where the intran-

sigency lacks prestige it remains an irrelevancy

and is left behind in the backwash of social

change. This is the case with most of the lesser

religious cults.
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INVENTION. A sharp distinction is often

drawn between invention and discovery; the

former is defined as an active combination of

social elements into a new form, the latter as a

more passive perception of existing relations of

such elements. The two processes are, however,

closely interrelated. Discovery of new facts or

laws in physical or mental nature presupposes
the intention of new methods of acting or think-

ing; on the other hand, invention of new influ-

ences and reactions whether in nature or in so-

ciety is rarely devoid of newly discovered facts

as assisting, inspiring or even originating its

conditions. Invention in contrast to discovery is

usually thought of as a change founded on or

culminating in a new or altered technical proc-

ess, in the sense of a combination of physical or

material factors. However, there are also the

"moral" inventions stressed by modern French

sociology; Gabriel Tarde rightly balanced the

conservative and collective forces of social imita-

tion against the innovating and individual forces

of social invention. Social scientists must reckon

with mutations as the casual appearance of new
data in a given combination of interrelated phe-

nomena; their research in causation is able only
to analyze the conditions under which man's cre-

ativeness reacts to or furnishes such new data.

Inventions may grow out of fixed situations

and habits by imperceptible degrees, principally

through the continuous summation of a large

number of small deviations from initial situa-

tions and habits. In such cases, which are preva-
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lent in primitive as well as in modern industrial-

ized mass society, as has been shown by Lester

Ward, Lloyd Morgan and others, the difference

between invention and imitation is reduced to a

minimum. The momentum of the change is

overwhelmingly on the side of collective action;

the singularity or heroism of invention and in-

ventors is negligible.

Modern and primitive societies also furnish

examples of a strong preeminence of the creative

and voluntary element in both the origin and the

elaboration of the inventive process. The in-

stincts of workmanship and of leadership cannot

be severed from the emergence of technical or

non-technical invention; the whole process of

invention becomes in consequence at once more
irrational and more rationalized. Recent eth-

nology shows that heroes are not always legend-

ary symbols of collective change. Modern tech-

nical invention as a commercialized branch of

the division of labor also appears to serve a sys-

tem of social wants which may be taken for

granted by modern man but as a whole hardly
admits of a rational explanation.
The two aspects of invention might seem to be

another statement of the ethnological contro-

versy between evolutionism and diffusionism.

But the relation is at best an indirect one. Diffu-

sionist conceptions are strengthened when it is

recognized that a good deal of inventive change
has definitely been introduced into static socie-

ties from outside. On the other hand, it will be

well to regard the concept of a static society as a

negative rather than a positive one and to ask

what is to prevent cumulative progress through
evolution. Scientific appreciation of social

change by invention demands patient empirical
research into the series of factors whose interre-

lation determines the fate of invention in human

society. These factors are the character of real or

personal data acting as initial mutations and the

character of the natural and social systems and

organisms that respond to those stimuli actively

or inactively, rationally or irrationally, con-

sciously or unconsciously. The traditional

method of logical or psychological speculation on
the origin of technical principles, such as the

wheel and the screw, must be replaced by the

collection of data on the different milieus and

moments of their first historical or prehistorical

appearance.
In the history of civilization Greek society was

the first to exhibit the signs of technical and
"moral" invention in the more discontinuous

and explosive form of its sophism and idealism.
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Greek mathematics and physics have provided
all later civilizations with the fundamental ma-

terial for social and scientific construction and

reconstruction; the manner in which invention

was here anticipated for centuries has provoked

justified wonderment. Greek culture has served

as a principal basis for theories of the inventive

process that emphasize the difficulties encoun-

tered by inventions in a politically and econom-

ically static society and the dependence of the

spread and development of inventions on a paral-

lel evolution of the whole social body. One of the

striking incidents in the history of technology is

the precocious advance of Greek scientific theory
toward revolutionary inventions, such as the

steam engine and pneumatic artillery, and the

arrest of this advance not so much by social

checks or prohibitions directed against it as by
the limited and unimportant uses to which it

was put: the utilization of steam expansion in

Hero's steam boiler and of the same great

physicist's anticipation of Percival Everitt's

automatic seller for the religious purpose of dis-

tributing holy water are pertinent examples. But

it is precisely these positive instead of negative
deflections of inventive processes that warn

against laying too great and one-sided stress on

the materialistic conception of social conserva-

tion as a result of undeveloped productive forces.

It would be just as legitimate to conclude that

the tremendous outburst of human intellect rep-
resented by Greek civilization was devoid of far

reaching social and economic consequences be-

cause it was insulated by the economically
neutral city-state and its aristocracy; this very
economic sterility may have contributed to

Greek intellectual precocity.

Mediaeval society erected under the auspices
of the Roman church the static equilibrium of

social strata and of economic existence within

these strata into an ideal of sufficiency. Even if

reality did not always and everywhere corre-

spond to this ideal, its tendency clearly dis-

couraged violent inventive progress in reference

to both supply of and demand for economic

goods and services; similarly it discouraged new
mental and moral views and attitudes that might
have stimulated technical invention. On the

other hand, there was not only the underground
devotion to ancient intellectualism both in ec-

clesiastical tradition and in the Arabian Aris-

totelianism and empiricism that was like a surf

all along the sourthern border of mediaeval

Christian culture; there was also, as modern
research reveals, a slow cumulative growth of

empirical observation in the various scientific

fields connected with mediaeval arts and crafts,

such as medicine, mining, fishery and nautics. It

is probable that the outward triumph of the

Renaissance was less of an original landmark and

more of a sudden sprouting of germs after long
incubation than traditional conceptions would

have it. In some respects the scientific urge of

the Renaissance, bound up with the mystical
intuition of alchemy and astrology, must in a

sense have exerted a restraining influence upon
extreme innovations that are taken too widely.
From this viewpoint the theory of Max Scheler

that the church was fundamentally friendly

toward scientific discoveries and innovations and

that it combated in Giordano Bruno and later in

Galileo not so much the scientific kernel as the

metaphysical setting of their doctrines loses its

prima facie paradoxical character. The new
monastic orders of Franciscans and Dominicans,
as they made for a spiritual and moral intensifica-

tion of the Christian religion, brought forth

theoreticians and inventors of the rank of Robert

Grosseteste and Roger Bacon; and the Coperni-
can revision of the Ptolemaic astronomical sys-

tems was more or less anticipated in the school

of Ockham at Paris.

The role of invention in the form of technical

and social change in modern Europe is, however,
as unique in the history of mankind as is the con-

temporary advent of "capitalistic" economy; the

two may be taken as different aspects of the same

great transformation of the western world. The

underlying principle of this transformation is

the changed attitude of man to his natural and

social surroundings, from the acceptance of a

given state and order of things to an ever grow-

ing determination to use and belief in being
able to use discovery as a means of altering and

adapting the environment to the fulfilment of

new wants and plans. This changed attitude,

which conceives of science as an instrument for

making and remaking a universe of one's own,
seems to contain the secret of the European's ul-

timate political ascendancy over the older civili-

zations of Asia. It alone was able to hold down
the dangers of Mongol and Islamic invasion and

in turn made western Europe the center of dis-

covery, colonization and economic integration of

all the outlying continents. "Moral" inventions

were henceforward directed toward extending
the circle of rationalistic enlightenment to an

ever wider range of groups and strata inside as

well as outside this cultural center, under the

political and social concept of modern democ-
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racy, while scientific and technical inventions

have been advancing on parallel lines with the

object of exchanging production and consump-
tion in ever widening markets. Hence the paral-
lelism of periods of political and industrial revo-

lutions (mostly with a certain lag of the latter)

led by England in the seventeenth and taken up
by America and France in the eighteenth cen-

tury. As every political revolution is the emer-

gence of tendencies and forces long accumulated

in a social and political situation but has dis-

tinctive causes and characteristics of its own, so

revolutionary epochs of modern technical inven-

tion show extended and collective effort toward

the solution of certain productive problems and

sudden and individual intensification of this

effort. The leading inventions of modern indus-

try, those of the textile trades and of metallurgy
and chemistry, had been anticipated experi-

mentally and economically from the time of the

arrival of capitalistic enterprise in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. But only their conden-

sation in the shape of a few definite solutions,

called forth by peculiar social and economic

situations, enabled them to revolutionize modern
economic life and to assign definite evolutionary

power and place to the principal capitalistic na-

tions, P2ngland, France, the United States and

Germany. Made possible by an exceptional
combination of transport facilities and mineral

wealth, the heroic age of English industrial in-

vention was opened by the pressure of world

demand for English yarns and cloths, the me-
chanical fabrication of which in turn stimulated

puddling and coke production as a basis for the

new textile machines and steam engines. Inven-

tion in France was applied rather to the artistic

refinement characteristic of its special function in

the international division of labor. Eli Whitney's
cotton gin and McCormick's reaper were as pe-
culiar to the economic demands of the United

States as Fulton's and Ericsson's work was to

the shipping and shipbuilding trades. Germany
fructified the inheritance of French chemistry
and English iron smelting in the inauguration of

the latest stage of industrialization, that denoted

by the branching out of modern coal industry
into the gigantic networks of the chemical and
electrical industries.

The biographic history of these inventions

also betrays the duality of collective atmosphere
and individual inspiration, of the genius and the

quack, of inventors and money makers. If the

theory of economic motivation has tended to

exalt the psychology of inventions above that of

industrial enterprise as a kind of earnest of a

more altruistic future of society, it seems to have

overlooked in a too rationalistic way the funda-

mental relationship between the two; namely,
the ultimately irrational will to power that urges
both the apparently disinterested work of scien-

tific and the apparently acquisitive work of eco-

nomic conquest. In historical perspective the

two are coordinated products of the machine

age, in so far as even in the case of the most inde-

pendent pioneers it is the technical and economic

urge of the age rather than any conscious motive

or set of motives that furnishes the background
and presupposition of their activities.

In the economy of the capitalistic market there

has also been some inclination to idealize the in-

ventor as the humanly more valuable but eco-

nomically helpless or inferior object of exploita-

tion by business. Without minimizing the repre-
sentative importance of the many cases that have

realized this pattern one may draw attention to

the fact that an extreme individualistic view ob-

scures the laws of interdependence between the

inventive genius and economic society. Inven-

tion, like all other situations of "opportunity

cost," contains at least an element of potential

monopoly, the existence and execution of which

depend largely on the whole body of surround-

ing social institutions. The prevailing form of

this dependence is social protection awarded to

the inventor from the magic secrecy of early

procedures and discoveries to the patent and

copyright laws of modern civilized nations and

to international treaties. It is significant that the

first introduction of patent laws in early Stuart

England was closely bound up with the mercan-

tilist monopolies so objectionable to economic

liberalism. The individual fortunes made under

patent laws by inventors or appliers of inventions

are frequently balanced by the fortunes lost in

obtaining and defending the grant of a patent.

The possible retardation of economic progress

by individual authorship rights has its counter-

part in the apparently frequent practise of capi-

talistic business of buying up inventions for the

purpose not only of preventing untimely losses

in productiveness but also of keeping up monop-
olistic situations. In the case of major inventions

involving new industrial developments the tend-

ency of modern business toward ever increas-

ing size and concentration of plants explains the

tremendous difficulties and risks involved in the

step from the most perfect technical elaboration

of an idea to its most modest economic applica-

tion. The latter is governed not only, as is com-
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monly supposed, by the laws of cost and supply

prices but in a much more precarious manner by
elasticities of demand that play the most sur-

prising tricks even under a "dictatorship of the

producer," as exhibited by modern standardized

mass societies. On the other hand, the directed

invention, which has come to take such a promi-
nent part not only in the laboratories and the ex-

perimental studies but also in every other de-

partment from personnel to marketing of

modern rationalized industry, has to a large ex-

tent exchanged the creative and individual for

the cumulative and collective function and there-

fore the entrepreneurial for the executive labor

character. This development has raised new and

difficult problems of both internal remuneration

and external commercial law: for example, in the

question of the betrayal of business secrets to

competitive firms.

The historically unique character of the

modern age of industrial invention in the west-

ern world is best shown by the signs of a change
or at least a division of public opinion on the

social desirability of the continuance of technical

progress at the present rate of increase. The
sentiments prevailing in the early decades of last

century, when not only the revolutionary work-

men of the Luddite movement but even a lead-

ing theorist like Ricardo came to despair of a

smooth working of the "law of compensation"
for loss of employment caused by the increased

production resulting from the introduction of

machinery, repeat themselves a hundred years
later. Technological unemployment has become

a favorite reproach chiefly of socialist economists

against what appears to them the incapacity of

the capitalistic system to maintain proportions
between technical progress and its rationalizing

effects on production and consumption. The
"law of compensation" can today no more than a

century ago be regarded as an automatic process.
On the contrary, the increase of the national and

international complexity of modern industrial

society makes adaptation to technical progress a

series of equations with an increasing number of

unknowns. Empirical research has made little

progress toward the solution of the problem of

the normal introduction of technical revolution

into the apparatus of modern production. It has

not determined whether or to what extent capi-
tal for rationalization purposes is taken away
from other enterprises; nor has it revealed the

proportions between negative rationalizing as

cost saving and positive rationalizing as ex-

panded production, between primary unem-

ployment created in the rationalized industries

and secondary unemployment created in the in-

dustries that used to supply the primarily un-

employed that is, between the gain in physical

productive power and the loss in purchasing

power of the masses of a society, not to speak of

the changing conditions of money and popula-
tion. The planned economy of a communistic

state might on principle do much to remove fric-

tion and accelerate adaptation between these

various elements. But at least under the peculiar

conditions of the Soviet government proof has

not yet been given that this principle makes

much practical difference, because even the com-

plete dictatorship over labor and capital claimed

by this government has not yet removed the

enormous disproportion between a strangled
national consumption and a forced investment

of capital into a huge apparatus of industrialized

production.
While societies like those of the United States

and Russia continue to believe in progress by un-

checked technical and other invention, because

they believe either the harmony of the market

or the dictate of economic plans will be able to

make the ends of the social product and the

social income meet, some skeptical social scien-

tists question either the blessing or the possibil-

ity of such unchecked progress. They ask

whether this progress in continuing to replace

physical and mental "nature" in society by the

artificial structures of an invented world* might
not dry up the sources of creative force that

underlie even the most rationalized and collec-

tive inventing. They further inquire whether

there is logic in the assumption of an endless

rectilinear technical accumulation and whether

a static state of equilibrium can be evolved out

of a series of processes inherently dynamic. They
point to the possibility that political or economic

catastrophes may befall the domination of the

world by the western nations through the agency
of racial or economic outsiders, or that the genius
of the western nations may turn away from the

inventive period of the last few centuries, back-

ward or forward to other forms of activity and

symbols of desire. But such possibilities of in-

verted progress cannot be deduced from any
actual data of the present situation in modern
scientific thought, when even the program of

world revolution leaves unshaken the factor of

technical progress in the older conceptions of

economic society.
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INVESTIGATIONS, GOVERNMENTAL.
The term governmental investigations might be

interpreted broadly to include every attempt on

the part of a governmental agency to secure in-

formation of any sort whatsoever even the re-

search and investigations of a scientific, commer-

cial, agricultural or similar character which are

constantly being conducted by various depart-
ments of government and attempts by the de-

partment ofjustice or the police to solve particu-

lar crimes. It is perhaps more valuable, however,
to limit its meaning in this connection to in-

quiries conducted by ad hoc bodies or by perma-
nent bodies empowered by some definite statute,

resolution or order to investigate some particu-

lar problem of public interest. Governmental

investigations may be motivated by several dis-

tinct purposes: to assist legislative bodies in

judging of the elections, returns and qualifica-

tions of their members; to effect legislative or

executive supervision of the administration;

to secure information to aid in framing new

legislation, amending old laws or voting ap-

propriations; and to determine the causes of

particular events, for example, military defeats,

industrial disputes or business depressions. In-

vestigations may serve also cither incidentally

or even primarily to inform public opinion re-

garding the matters under inquiry. With the

growth of governmental powers, the widening of

the suffrage, the increasing democratic control

of government, the development of new means

of communication and the widespread dissemi-

nation of education this informing function has

become more and more important.

Inquiries are customarily conducted by legis-

lative or administrative committees or commis-

sions; but in relatively rare cases, such as the

inquiry into the magistrates' courts of three

counties in New York City during 1930-31 by
the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court,

they have been committed tojudicial bodies. The

question as to which agency shall undertake an

inquiry has at times assumed considerable im-
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portance. In the struggle for parliamentary

government in Prussia, Germany and Austria in

the latter half of the nineteenth century the

demands of the legislatures for their own investi-

gations were several times checkmated by the

creation of royal special investigating committees

composed entirely of members appointed by
the governments or of such persons and members
of the legislatures. By setting up the Dodge
Commission President McKinley similarly fore-

stalled congressional investigation into the

conduct of the Spanish-American War, the only
war engaged in by the United States which was

not investigated by Congress.
In Great Britain and the United States the

investigating committee or commission generally

proceeds by holding hearings, after due notice,

at which persons believed to possess relevant

information are invited, requested or summoned
to appear and testify. In France and Germany,
while the method of oral hearings is employed,

greater reliance is placed on other methods,
such as distribution of questionnaires and

analysis of statistical samples. Increasing use of

these methods is being made by English speak-

ing countries.

Effective utilization of the method of oral

hearings rests fundamentally upon the power to

summon witnesses, to compel testimony, to re-

quire the production of books and records and to

have recalcitrant witnesses punished for con-

tempt. Such power is not possessed by ordinary

legislative committees, although they may con-

duct hearings on a voluntary basis for the pur-

pose of determining the opinion of the public as

a whole, of experts and of interested parties on

proposed legislation. For special tasks, how-

ever, the legislature may endow such committees

or ad hoc bodies with the power to summon wit-

nesses and require the production of papers.

Royal commissions of inquiry in Great Britain

can exercise enforcing powers only if specifically

granted them; departmental commissions do

not receive such grants. Congress generally

gives the power to investigating committees in

the act creating them, except in cases where the

purpose is solely educational, as in the inquiry
conducted in 1931 by the United States Senate

Committee on Manufactures upon the proposal
for a national economic council. Similarly tem-

porary fact finding commissions in the United

States are rarely given enforcing powers, al-

though permanent administrative bodies with

investigative functions, such as the Interstate

Commerce Commission and the Federal Trade

Commission, are generally vested with compul-

sory testimony powers within limits. The inves-

tigating body cannot itself punish disobedience

but it can generally call upon the regular organs
of justice or, in the case of legislative investiga-

tions, upon the house which created it, to punish
recalcitrant witnesses.

Investigating committees empowered to com-

pel testimony are not bound by all the principles
or precedents of courts of law regarding the

privileges of witnesses or the giving of testi-

mony. The witness in the United States has no

inherent right either to give evidence in his

own behalf or to be advised by counsel or to

cross examine his accusers. There has been a

growing tendency in recent years, however, to

allow witnesses greater liberty to consult? coun-

sel; and committees usually permit counsel for

any interested person to cross examine witnesses.

Although investigations are not criminal cases,

the only privilege which Congress has generally
tended to recognize is that guaranteed by the

Fifth Amendment to the constitution that "no

person shall be compelled in any criminal case

to be a witness against himself." In order

to secure testimony without violating the

amendment Congress in 1857 passed a statute

denying persons the right to refuse to give in-

criminating testimony but granting them im-

munity from any prosecution in connection with

the acts testified to. Similar legislation was en-

acted by the legislature of New York 'state in

1931 in order to facilitate the work of the Hof-

stadter Legislative Investigating Committee.

Congress, however, after seeing confessed cor-

ruptionists escape prosecution through their

testimony amended the law in 1862 to provide
that witnesses in congressional investigations
must give testimony even though incriminating,
but that their testimony or private documents

produced by them could not be used against
them in subsequent prosecutions. Samuel Sea-

bury, counsel for the Ilofstadter committee, at-

tempted to escape the same difficulty by refusing
to permit important officials suspected of corrup-
tion to testify unless they signed a waiver of im-

munity. The House of Representatives has at

times indicated, although never in precise terms,

that some of the "guaranties of a fair trial"

apply in investigations preliminary to impeach-
ment proceedings. In Germany also a distinction

has been made between investigations whose ob-

ject is criminal or disciplinary action and those

merely incidental to legislation; in the former

the privilege of refusing to give incriminating
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testimony is recognized, but not in the latter.

France apparently provides the least protection
to witnesses before investigations; England,
on the other hand, has in the Witnesses Pro-

tection Act of 1892 gone furtherst in the other

direction.

In France hearings are private; most other

countries provide that they be public unless a

majority of the committees votes otherwise; in

the United States, while they may be either pub-
lic or private, the tendency in recent years has

been toward publicity. Publicity aids the com-

mittee by informing and arousing public opin-
ion. In the Hofstadter Legislative Committee in-

vestigation into the government of New York

City in 1931 and 1932 private hearings before a

single committee member were used to obtain

information later presented in public hearings
before the committee as a whole. The power of

committees to designate subcommittees of one

or more to hear testimony is generally recog-

nized, but such subcommittees do not generally

have the same control over persons and papers
as the full committee, unless specifically granted

by the assembly.
The right of investigating bodies to hold

meetings and take testimony at places other than

the seat of government has now been generally

established. Congressional committees in the

United States may hold hearings during or be-

tween legislative sessions, at the committee

room in Washington or elsewhere. In senatorial

election years the Senate usually appoints a

special committee to investigate campaign
funds, which holds hearings in various states.

Investigating committees usually have the

right to report at any time; they may make in-

terim or progress reports and a final report

upon the completion of the inquiry. Both major-

ity and minority reports will be filed if the

members are not unanimous. The assembly as a

rule orders reports of its investigating comittees

printed together with the minutes of the hear-

ings, which often fill several volumes. More than

11,000 printed pages emerged from the hearings
of the Senate and House committees on the coal

problem during the Sixty-third to the Sixty-
seventh Congress, inclusive. Reports of British

royal commissions are printed as parliamentary

papers; those of American fact finding commis-

sions are generally printed by Congress but

sometimes by quasi-public agencies. The reports

of investigating committees are invaluable for

an understanding of the social, economic and

political history of the countries concerned.

253
The power of legislative assemblies to institute

investigations and to endow its investigative

bodies with the power to compel attendance,

testimony and the production of books and rec-

ords was first established by the English House
of Commons. A legislative committee of inquiry
vested with this power was used in the House of

Commons in disputed election cases as early as

the end of the sixteenth century. There are rec-

ords of many subsequent election investigations.

The earliest grants of investigative power to

parliamentary committees and their enforce-

ment by the Commons as part of the legislative

process and to determine the legality of expendi-
tures also occurred in the seventeenth century,

especially after 1688. Innumerable instances of

inquiries since that time, of orders for the

attendance of witnesses and of punishment
for disobedience have definitely established the

broad investigative powers of the House of

Commons. In Howard v. Cosset [(1845) 10 Q.B.

359] Lord Coleridge said that the Commons
could inquire into "every thing which it con-

cerns the public weal for them to know; and

they themselves, I think, are entrusted with the

determination of what falls within that category.

Coextensive with the jurisdiction to inquire

must be their authority to call for the attendance

of witnesses, to enforce it by arrest when dis-

obedience makes that necessary . . . .

" The

power to commit for contempt contumacious

witnesses before committees of investigation has

been recognized and sanctioned by judicial de-

cision as an inherent and indispensable auxiliary

of the legislative power, without which the

Commons could not perform its legislative and

supervisory functions; just as from ancient times

legislature and courts have exercised the power
of summary commitment, for reasons of neces-

sity and self-defense, to deal with libel and

slander or with breaches of their privileges.

The importance of legislative investigations is

declining in England because of the development
of more permanent means of performing their

functions. Since 1868 election contests have

been tried in the courts. Since 1832 Parliament

has placed increasing reliance upon royal com-

missions to make inquiries preliminary to legis-

lation. These commissions are agencies of the

executive and they enjoy a longer tenure and are

composed of a more impartial and expert person-

nel than legislative committees. Most of the

great English social reforms have resulted from

their investigations. They do not have enforc-

ing power unless specifically granted by Parlia-
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ment. The British Treasury uses departmental
and interdepartmental committees to supervise
and control the financial affairs of the several

services; such committees, however, cannot com-

pel testimony. Since 1866 the Commons has re-

ceived complete reports from the comptroller
and auditor general on the manner in which its

grants have been expended. Since 1861 the

Standing Committee on Public Accounts of the

House of Commons has been a critic of Treasury

administration, and by reporting its findings to

the Commons has fastened financial responsibil-

ity on the executive. Several additional sanctions

for enforcing ministerial responsibility to the

Commons reduce the need for committee in-

vestigations: "grievance before supply," the daily

parliamentary question hour, supplementary

questions, debate on the motion for adjourn-
ment and on the address in reply to the speech
from the throne, and votes of censure. The com-

position of investigating committees of the

House of Commons is as a rule non-partisan, and

almost invariably their work is concerned with

the determination of questions of fact or with the

formation of judgments based on facts and the

opinions of experts. The British select commit-

tees are not intended to be the tools of party
tactics and party fights seldom occur.

The inquisitorial power was assumed by the

American colonial assemblies, which modelled

themselves after the House of Commons and as-

serted the same privileges. The contempt power
was conferred upon all colonial legislative bodies

as an essential auxiliary of the legislative power
and without specific provisions. The records

of the thirteen colonial assemblies, the practise

of the Continental Congress and the com-

mittees of investigation of the state legisla-

tures in the period following the revolution

furnish ample evidence of the effective transfer

of this institution to American political practise.

In the course of their existence state legislatures

have authorized thousands of investigations and

have equipped their committees with the

contempt power, which with rare exceptions
has been upheld by state courts. At least ten

state constitutions now provide specifically

for this contempt power; some states do the same

by statute.

The federal Congress, which began to func-

tion in 1789, also assumed that the legislative

power implied the use of committees of inquiry
with power to send for persons and papers. The
first investigation by a committee of the House
of Representatives with such power concerned

the defeat of General St. Clair in the northwest

in 1792; the duty of the House to guard all

public expenditures was cited as justifying this

procedure. The first Senate committee inquiry
under a grant of power to call for persons and

papers took place in 1818 and dealt with the

conduct of the Seminole War in Florida. Mili-

tary affairs and operations were thus the object
of the earliest investigations by the United

States federal government, and they have been

the object of more such investigations than

any other single subject. Committees of in-

quiry had been employed to investigate the

conduct of administrative departments and offi-

cials a number of times before 1827. In that

year for the first time a standing committee of

the House was given power to call for persons
and papers in order to investigate the effect of a

proposed revision of tariff duties upon do-

mestic manufactures. This was the first con-

gressional investigation as a preliminary to

legislation. Investigations of the qualifications,

behavior and immunity of members have been

conducted upon occasion by committees in

both houses. The first joint committee of both

houses was created by a resolution passed in

December, 1861, to investigate defeats of the

Union armies.

About 285 investigations of the executive were

completed by select and standing committees of

the House and Senate from 1789 to 1925. Only
three Congresses have not instituted such in-

vestigations, while no administration has been

spared. A high watermark was reached during
Grant's eight turbulent years, when Congress
undertook thirty-seven inquiries into the admin-

istration; but this was surpassed in Wilson's

last two years, when fifty-one congressional

investigations either of the executive or to

secure information were authorized. The total

number of congressional investigations concern-

ing members or the federal judiciary or collateral

to the lawmaking function probably runs into

the hundreds. Landis gives an incomplete list

showing forty Senate inquiries between 1818

and 1923, thirty-eight House investigations be-

tween 1792 and 1892 and fourteen joint in-

vestigations between 1861 and 1922 by commit-

tees empowered to send for persons and papers.
On various occasions hostile witnesses have

challenged the power of Congress to punish for

contempt their refusal to testify or to produce

papers. In 1857, after a newspaper correspond-
ent refused to answer questions put to him by a

committee appointed to investigate published
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charges of the corruption of members, Congress
in order to fortify itself in the exercise of the

inquisitorial power provided by statute that a

person who is summoned as a witness and who
fails to appear or refuses to testify shall be

punished by fine or imprisonment. The fact of

contumacy was to be certified by the speaker of

the House or the president of the Senate under

seal to the district attorney of the District of

Columbia. This act was upheld by the Supreme
Court in the Chapman case [166 U. S. 66 1

(1897)]. Except for the single case of Kilbourn v.

Thompson [103 U. S. 168 (1880)], in which the

Supreme Court adopted the view that the con-

tempt power of the House of Commons is judi-
cial in character, derived from the time when
Parliament sat as a high court, and is hence not

exercisable by a legislature deprived in its crea-

tion of all judicial functions, the Supreme Court

has affirmed the contempt power of Congress
within the limits of its legislative power. The
constitutional status of the congressional power
of investigation was not finally settled until in

McGrain v. Daugherty [273 U. S. 135 (1927)]

the court held that the power of inquiry, with

enforcing process, is an essential and appropriate

auxiliary to the legislative function; that a

legislative body cannot legislate wisely or ef-

fectively in the absence of information; that an

inquiry to obtain information in aid of the

legislative function, even though this purpose
is not avowed in the resolution ordering it, is

proper; and that a witness rightfully may refuse

to answer where the bounds of the power are

exceeded or the questions are not pertinent to

the matter under inquiry. This decision was

later reaffirmed in the Sinclair case [279 U. S.

290(1929)].
Refusal to testify before a congressional in-

vestigating committee thus exposes a witness

to three risks. If the committee takes no action

against him, he will be left under suspicion. If it

summons him to the bar of the house which

created it, he may be committed to jail for con-

tempt for a period not exceeding the duration

of the current Congress; but he can obtain judi-

cial review of his case through a writ of habeas

corpus. If the house refers the case to the dis-

trict attorney, he may be criminally prosecuted
under the act of 1857. ^n tne other hand, a

rebellious witness may, like Mally S. Daugherty,

escape punishment altogether, even if the

highest court decides against him, through the

prior termination of the life of the select com-

mittee whose questions he refused to answer.
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Both the right of Congress to make legitimate

inquiries without interference and the right of

privacy of witnesses appear to need further

protection, but only a voluntary reform in

methods of conducting inquiries is likely to

bring this about.

Before the Civil War inquiries were more fre-

quently authorized by the House of Representa-

tives; but since that time the Senate has been

the more active body. This change has been as-

cribed to the control of party leaders in the

House; to the fact that the House is more likely

to be in political agreement with the president,

especially during the first half of a term; to the

freedom of debate and absence of effective

closure in the Senate; and to its more frequent
lack of political harmony, a result of the pres-

ence of the holdover members or of a group of

insurgents.
In recent times congressional investigations

have ranged over a wide area. Committees have

delved into such matters of public concern as

immigration; group, chain and branch banking;
economic conditions; unemployment insurance;

communist propaganda; railroad consolidations;

lobbying; and post office leases. They have kept
watch on the functioning of various federal bu-

reaus, departments and establishments; theyhave

inspected the affairs of private citizens and

corporations; and they have inquired into

such other diverse matters as the conserva-

tion of wild life, the condition of the Alaskan

Railroad, Indian affairs, treaties with China,

campaign expenditures, animal feeds and the

price of shoes.

The frequency of American legislative inves-

tigations is probably traceable to the separation
of powers set up by the framers of the constitu-

tion. Their plan was so to separate the legis-

lative, executive and judicial branches of the

federal government as to prevent the abuse of

power by any one branch and thus to safeguard
individual liberty. But this balance of power
and dispersion of responsibility proved unwork-

able and precipitated a struggle for supremacy
between the president and Congress which has

continued to this day. Congress has steadily

tended to encroach upon the executive and the

executive has quite as steadily sought to resist

such encroachment. In the absence of minis-

terial responsibility or of some arrangement
which would bring the administration face to

face with Congress the investigative activity

of congressional committees has developed in

response to the need for some means of holding
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the administration to a strict accountability.

With the development of an elaborate adminis-

trative mechanism at Washington and the great

increase of powers exercised by the executive

branch this need has become more and more in-

sistent. Governmental efficiency, the protection

of private rights and the execution of legislative

policy as the will of the people demanded of

Congress that it devise methods of supervising
the administration of the law and executive

conduct.

As a legislative function investigation has

several distinct advantages. It is less unwieldy
and cumbersome than impeachment and less in-

convenient in its consequences than budget re-

fusal. It provides a more effective control than

mere resolutions requesting information "if

compatible with the public interest," and it is a

substitute for a system of administrative courts

to protect the citizen from the arbitrary action

of subordinate officials.

The attitude of the executive toward these

inquiries has varied. Occasionally presidents

and cabinet members, their reputations or con-

duct assailed, have asked for investigations.

Such requests came from Alexander Hamilton

and Oliver Wolcott as secretaries of the Treas-

ury, from Postmaster General Gideon Granger,
President Monroe and Vice President Calhoun

and from Daniel Webster as secretary of state

and William H. Crawford as secretary of war.

More often, however, the executive has vigor-

ously resisted committee inquiries. President

Jackson vehemently repelled the attempts of the

Wise committee to investigate his administra-

tion in 1837; President Buchanan protested

against the methods of the House in the Covode

inquiry in 1860; and President Coolidge criti-

cized the procedure of the Couzens committee

in its investigation of the Internal Revenue

Bureau.

Any analysis of congressional investigations

must take account of their political motivation.

Political interests were apparent in the investi-

gations launched against Jackson, in the in-

quiries which led to the impeachment of John-
son and in the frequent scandals of the Grant

and Harding administrations. Party competition
for the spoils of office has been reflected in re-

peated investigations of the customs houses, the

Government Printing Office, the Bureau of Pen-

sions and other branches of the civil service.

Party affiliation makes for party prejudice and

legislative committees do not always exercise

their quasi-judical duties impartially. The

members sometimes feel obliged to advance the

interests of their party even at the expense of

the facts and they rationalize their actions by

identifying party interest with the general wel-

fare. There exists a strong temptation to trans-

cend the proper limits of a public inquiry and

a great disposition to enter the domain of private

life. The door is open to an indefinite search after

evidence; and the suspension of the usual

rules of evidence and of judicial procedure
has often transformed the legislative com-
mittee into a tribunal of inquisition.

But if many congressional investigations have

been partisan in their inception, methods and

recommendations, disinterested observers gen-

erally agree that the results have justified their,

use. Their value arises from the exposure*which

they secure and the cautionary example which

they set. Corrupt and inefficient officials may
be removed, forced to resign or be disciplined;

court action or impeachment proceedings may
follow; the Senate may exercise its control over

appointments more carefully; and Congress may
transfer neglected duties to another depart-

ment, create new agencies or even abolish an

office. Hope of gaining a partisan advantage is

less open to criticism when it results in the

disclosure of some abuse, while the presence of

a spirited opposition usually prevents the pun-
ishment or defamation of the innocent. But the

repetition of practises once exposed indicates

that party policies alone are no substitute for

that eternal vigilance which successful demo-

cratic government demands.

The expenses of congressional investigating

committees are met either by special appropria-

tion, which requires a bill or resolution or a

provision in an appropriation bill specifying a

given amount, or out of the contingent fund of

the House or Senate. In the latter case the

amount is not specified, authorization being left

to the Committee on Accounts in the House
or to the Committee to Audit and Control Con-

tingent Expenses in the Senate; disbursements

are than made by the secretary of the House or

Senate upon vouchers approved by the chair-

man of the committee. A joint committee re-

quires either a joint resolution or payment in

equal shares from the contingent funds. Com-

plete data concerning the cost of congressional

inquiries are not available. A total of $214,660
was expended in connection with the principal

investigations conducted by the Senate from

March 4, 1923, to April 16, 1924. In 1926 Sena-

tor Warren, chairman of the Senate Appropria-
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tions Committee, compiled figures showing that

in the preceding sixteen years the Senate had

spent $1,383,500 on various inquiries. According
to the annual reports of the public printer the

expense of printing hearings of Congress in the

fiscal years 1922 to 1924 was $414,614. Although
these amounts seem large, one commentator,

calculating that 20,000 questions are asked an-

nually in the House of Commons at a cost of a

guinea apiece, concluded that over a period of

sixteen years the cost of the daily question hour

in Great Britain had considerably exceeded the

cost of senatorial investigations.

In addition to legislative inquiries a familiar

device for investigating public administration

or problems of public concern in the United

States is the permanent or temporary fact mid-

ing commission, usually authorized and financed

by the legislature but appointed and conducted

by the executive. Federal fact finding commis-

sions made their modern debut in the United

States with the creation of the Civil Service

Commission in 1883; President Roosevelt made

conspicuous use of them in dealing with coal,

conservation, industrial relations and other

problems; and several important commissions

with investigative and other functions were

created during the Wilson administration, no-

tably the Federal TradeCommission, the Federal

Reserve Board, the United States Tariff Com-
mission , the Federal Board for Vocational Edu-

cation, the United States Shipping Board, the

Railroad Labor Board and the Federal Power

Commission. Expert commissions to investigate

the tariff and other issues were promised by both

presidential candidates during the campaign of

1928. In his first two years President Hoover ap-

pointed twenty-nine ad hoc commissions and

committees, either upon his own initiative or by
authorization of Congress, to deal with such mat-

ters as ocean mail contracts, law enforcement,

agricultural marketing, child health, conserva-

tion of the public domain, wages and building

construction, social trends, policies in Haiti,

home building and ownership, employment,

drought, timber conservation and illiteracy. A
commission of congressmen and cabinet mem-
bers studied methods of equalizing the burdens

of war in 1931. In some quarters "government

by commission" has been praised as a scientific

approach to the solution of public problems; in

others it has been condemned as a device for

dodging issues.

Administrative investigations are financed

either from direct appropriations by Congress,
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as in the case of the National Commission on

Law Observance and Enforcement, or entirely

by private contributions, as in the case of the

President's Committee on Social Trends. Some

agencies, such as the National Timber Conserva-

tion Board, receive both public and private

support.
In all departments of government there are

agencies charged with making investigations or

entrusted with administrative tasks for the per-
formance of which investigations are essential.

Large numbers of inquiries into matters of social

significance are constantly functioning under

governmental auspices. Congressional investiga-

tions of executive expenditures may have be-

come less necessary since the establishment in

1921 of the office of comptroller general with

supervisory and inquisitorial powers, although
his influence over the departments as an agent of

Congress was impaired by the Supreme Court

decision in the Myers case [272 U. S. 52 (1926)].

Since 1910 temporary economy and efficiency

commissions with limited funds have been es-

tablished from time to time by law in many states

to investigate the administrative organization
and methods of the state government as a whole

or of particular departments or institutions.

These commissions have consisted of members
of both houses of the legislature or of outside

specialists or of both. The value of their work

has varied. During the sessions of 1929-30 a

total of 251 investigations preliminary to law-

making were authorized by state legislatures.

Considerable investigative work is also carried

on by state governments through the research

activities of industrial, railroad, taxation and

other permanent commissions, banking and in-

surance departments and departments of educa-

tion. In New York the governor is authorized at

any time, either in person or by one or more per-
sons appointed by him, to examine and investi-

gate with enforcing process the management and
affairs of any department, board, bureau or com-

mission of the state.

Official agencies for investigating the admin-

istration of particular cities have been created in

a few instances. Examples are the Boston Fi-

nance Commission (1907-09), authorized by the

City Council and appointed by the mayor; the

Permanent Finance Commission of Boston, es-

tablished by law in 1909; the Chicago Commis-

sion on City Expenditures (1909-11) and the

Efficiency Division of the Civil Service Commis-
sion ofthat city ( 1909-1 5); the Milwaukee Bureau

ofEconomy and Efficiency (1910-12) and Bureau
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of Municipal Research; the commissioner of ac-

counts of New York City; and the Efficiency De-

partment of Los Angeles (1914-17). The finan-

cial investigations of city comptrollers, as in

Philadelphia, and the studies of police depart-

ments and municipal courts by local official

crime commissions, as in Baltimore, also deserve

mention. The legislature of New York state has

several times instituted investigations into the

government of New York City, the most notable

being the Lexow investigation of 1895 and the

Hofstadter investigation of 1931-32. Govern-

mental inquiries in American cities, however, are

infrequent, their place being taken by the unof-

ficial investigations of bureaus of municipal re-

search.

On the European continent the French as-

semblies were the first to follow the lead of the

House of Commons and to assume the power to

conduct investigations of the administration and

to obtain information on which to base legisla-

tive policy. The commissions of the first revolu-

tionary assemblies functioned in a way as per-

manent agencies of inquiry into the various

branches of administration. The constitution of

the Year in, however, did not mention this

right of the legislature. After the Restoration

there were repeated proposals for inquiries

and some successful resolutions; during the July

Monarchy the right of investigations was freely

admitted. The right to conduct enquctcs has been

tied up in France with parliamentary govern-

ment, ministerial responsibility and the right of

interpellation. Thus with the coup d'etat of

Louis Napoleon in 1852 all of these were abol-

ished. Under the Third Republic the right of in-

vestigation was again successfully claimed by the

legislative bodies, although there was neither

constitutional nor statutory regulation of the

enquete. Enquetes are generally ordered by simple

resolution, in the case of investigations of ad-

ministration generally only after a commission

has considered the resolution and has reported
on it to the house; they can also be instituted

by the adoption of an ordre du jour motive to

that effect at the close of the debate on an inter-

pellation The legislative committee cannot

coopt non-parliamentary members unless au-

thorized by the house. The right of legislative

committees to require the attendance of wit-

nesses, the production of papers and testimony
under oath was not clearly established until a

statute to that effect was passed in 1914. The

expenses of the enquete are paid from the budget
of the house authorizing it. Pierre lists twenty-

five investigations conducted by the Chamber of

Deputies between 1832 and 1892 and five by the

Senate between 1876 and 1891. Both during and

since the World War the enquete has aided in

securing more effective legislative control of

the executive. It has been used by no means as

frequently in France as in the United States,

however, and as a method of control of admin-

istration it is distinctly less important than the

interpellation.

While the legislative power of investigation

was assumed in England, the United States and

France as an essential corollary of the general

legislative powers, the constitutions of many
European countries provide specifically for this

power. The earliest constitution of this, type
was probably that of Saxe-Weimar of 1816,

which provided that the assembly of estates

could set up investigating committees when it

thought them desirable. Belgium made a simi-

lar provision in article 40 of the constitution of

183 1 . The Netherlands gave the right to the Sec-

ond Chamber only in its constitution of 1848 and

carefully regulated the exercise of the power in a

law of 1850, but in the constitutional revision of

1887 the power was extended to the First Cham-
ber as well. The right of legislative investigation

was asserted in a number of German constitu-

tions, including the Frankfort constitution of

1849; the Prussian constitution of 1850 reluc-

tantly granted it in principle butleft the details to

subsequent legislation, which was never enacted.

When legislative investigations were inevitable,

special acts were passed applicable only to the

particular investigation concerned; effective op-

position by the government limited such in-

vestigations to four between 1850 and 1864; after

the latter year the provision was practically a

dead letter. The imperial constitution of 1871
contained no provision for legislative investiga-

tions; when such investigations were unavoid-

able they were as in Prussia provided for by

special acts. Such were the acts establishing
the tobacco inquiry of 1878, the stock exchange

inquiries of 1892 and 1905 and the armaments

inquiry of 1913. Thus although Germany had

precedents for legislative investigations it had

no effective provision for them until after the

revolution of 1918. The Weimar constitution

provides for legislative investigations under

certain circumstances on the demand of one

fifth of the members of the Reichstag. The
constitutions of the Lander also provide for

such investigations on the demand of from one

fifth to one third of the members of the Landtag.
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The legislative investigation in Germany is thus

intended to serve in addition to its other func-

tions as a protective weapon for minorities.

By 1925 seven investigations had been au-

thorized and in 1926 a committee was established

to investigate the conditions of production and

marketing in German industry; this last com-

mittee has issued a number of valuable reports.

Several other European post-war constitutions

established the right of investigation, but it has

not played an important part in the government
of the states concerned.

In the Rabkrin (Raboche-Krestyanskaya In-

spektsia), or Workers' and Peasants' Inspection,

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has a

powerful organ of investigation. The Rabkrin is

one of the commissariats represented in the

Council of People's Commissars of the Soviet

Union, the administrative agency of the Central

Executive Committee, which in turn constitutes

the supreme legislative and executive body of the

U. S. S. R. The Rabkrin is composed of the

people's commissar for Workers' and Peasants'

Inspection chosen by the Central Executive

Committee; three assistant chairmen, a secre-

tary and a collegium of thirteen members subject

to confirmation by the committee; four central

sections for supervision of all inspection, im-

provement of government apparatus, bookkeep-

ing and accounting and general administration;

and information, legal and complaint depart-
ments. It has also local branches and each mem-
ber republic has its own commissariat. This

agency investigates all organs of government
administrative, economic and social in order to

check results and to combat red tape and bureau-

cracy; and it makes recommendations to the cen-

tral government for simplification and increased

efficiency. The Rabkrin proceeds on its own mo-
tion and also receives complaints from groups or

individuals against Soviet officials or institutions.

During 1930 and 1931 its Joint Complaint Bu-

reau investigated 43,000 out of 100,000 com-

plaints, most of which were against the kulaki,

the administration of village Soviets and misuse of

office by politicians. Public and private hearings
are held throughout the country and the Rabkrin

has power to question the management and em-

ployees of any Soviet institution and to demand
access to all books, accounts and documents nec-

essary to its investigations. Its recommendations,
which may involve removal of officials, reduction

of staff, lowering of prices or reorganization of

an industry, are subject to ratification by the

Central Executive Committee.
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An increasingly important position in the de-

velopment of governmental investigations has

been taken by the League of Nations and the re-

lated International Labor Organization. Through
its technical organizations and permanent advi-

sory committees, linked up with sections of the

Secretariat, as well as through special ad hoc

committees the League has undertaken a great

many inquiries ranging over a very broad field.

Characteristic of the permanent investigative

organs of the League is the Permanent Mandates

Commission, which maintains constant supervi-
sion over the carrying out of the terms of the

mandates. The ad hoc commission appointed by
the League to investigate the Sino-Japanese con-

flict in Manchuria in 1931 is reminiscent of

earlier international commissions of inquiry ap-

pointed to determine disputed questions of fact

in international controversies. The inquiries of

the International Labor Organization have been

concerned primarily with the international as-

pects of the problems of labor and industrial

relations, largely preliminary to the drafting of

recommendations or conventions for interna-

tional action. Although many international in-

vestigations have functioned through direct oral

examination of witnesses at the place involved

in the investigation, such examination has not

been based upon any power to compel testimony
and the production of papers. Most inter-

national investigations have been conducted on
a statistical or documentary basis rather than

by means of oral hearings.
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INVESTITURE CONFLICT. The subject of

the investiture conflict, which raged, although
not continuously, from the last quarter of the

eleventh century until 1 122, was the place of the

secular authority in the appointment of ecclesi-

astical officials. While the controversy frequently

tended to turn upon the right of the secular

authority to give the pastoral staff and the epis-

copal ring, the spiritual symbols of ecclesiastical

office, the important question at issue was the

degree of control which the secular authority

might exercise in the actual appointment. The
investiture conflict may be regarded as the first

phase of the sustained struggle between the

spiritual and temporal powers which occupied
western Europe for some 250 years after the ac-

cession of Pope Gregory vn (q.v.) in 1073. In the

course of the investiture conflict other and more

profound issues as to the relations of the two

powers were raised. It is nevertheless true that it

was this problem which originally brought the

two powers into violent collision and made their

relation one of mutual animosity. In the ninth

and tenth centuries and in the first seventy years

of the eleventh century the relations of the two

powers were very complex and, at times, stormy.
The temporal power continually wielded great

influence in the ecclesiastical sphere, while the

spiritual power exercised some and often con-

siderable control over temporal affairs. This con-

dition although partly contingent upon historical

circumstances was a natural consequence of the

difficulty in the practical application of an ab-

stract principle the Gelasian theory that each

of the two great authorities was independent
within its own sphere. In spite of the overlapping
the actual relations of the two powers prior to the

investiture conflict were on the whole sympa-
thetic and dominated by a cooperative spirit. It

is only by a consideration of the earlier con-

ditions of episcopal appointments that the nature

of the investiture conflict can be understood.

On the particular question of the appointment
of bishops and abbots there was in the ninth

century general agreement at least in principle.

The typical view may be found in the Epistles

(xix: i) of Hincmar, archbishop of Reims, who

was the most outstanding churchman of north-

ern Europe in the latter part of the century. He
was clear that while having no arbitrary authority
in appointing bishops the prince nevertheless

had his rightful place, along with the clergy and

laity of the diocese and the metropolitan and

comprovincial bishops, in such appointments.
In the tenth and the first part of the eleventh

century the principles of Hincmar were nor-

mally recognized as just. Some writersof the time

seem to insist upon the rights of the clergy and

laity of the diocese to elect; others require the

authority of the prince; but in the main there was
little serious intention of ignoring what were

regarded as the reasonable claims of both. The
best evidence of this is the fact that in the tenth

century writings of Gerbert, archbishop of

Reims (afterward Pope Sylvester n), and in

those of Peter Damian, one of the most famous

representatives of the reform party of the elev-

enth century, it is easy to find some phrases
which apparently favor the predominant place
of the electors and others which seem to attrib-

ute chief weight to the prince.
The explanation of this attitude as well as the

later emergence of conflict is to be found in the

history of the times. The decay of the Carolin-

gian civilization in the ninth century as a result

partly of its own internal weakness, partly ofnew
barbarian invasions, had been accompanied by a

corresponding decline of the ecclesiastical life

and order. Almost simultaneously with the re-

vival of the religious life, which began in the

tenth century and found its most important cen-

ter in the monastery of Cluny, the political re-

covery of Europe was inaugurated by the recon-

struction of the Holy Roman Empire by the

German king Otto I. These two movements pro-
ceeded hand in hand until the middle of the

eleventh century; and it was no doubt partly for

this reason that even the ecclesiastical reformers

tolerated the exercise of a very great authority on

the part of the secular power in ecclesiastical ap-

pointments. There was another and very im-

portant reason for the development of this au-

thority. With the growth of feudalism in the

tenth century the great administrative offices of

the empire had increasingly tended to become

hereditary, and the emperors had come to look

to the bishops with their great territorial juris-

dictions as a counterbalance against the feudal

nobility and as men to whom they might safely

entrust great political power, provided of course

that they themselves might exercise a command-

ing influence in appointing them.
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While perhaps not trustworthy in all details

the account given in Anselm's Gesta episcopo-

rum leodiensium of the appointment of Wazo, one

of the most illustrious of the reforming church-

men, to the bishopric of Liege in 1041 provides a

good illustration of the typical and accepted
method of appointing ecclesiastics in this period.

After having been unanimously elected by the

clergy and laity of the diocese Wazo protested

that his election would displease the emperor

Henry in. His objections were overruled and he

was sent with a letter of the diocese and the pas-

toral staff to meet Henry at Ratisbon. In the de-

liberations of the emperor and bishops and

princes of the court much opposition was mani-

fested and it was urged that a bishop be appoint-
ed from the clergy of the royal chapel. But the

active support of the archbishop of Cologne and

the bishop of Wurzburg finally secured the

imperial consent to the choice of the diocese.

Not until the death of Emperor Henry in in

1056 did serious friction develop between the

two authorities. Henry in had cooperated with

the reformers in the movement against the more

flagrant ecclesiastical abuses, especially the vice

of simony, by which church offices were con-

stantly bought and sold. But after Henry's death

the temporal power in the empire, as in France,

not only ceased to support reform but became

the active cause of demoralization. Whether or

not the charges brought against the administra-

tion of the empire during the minority of Henry
IV and against Henry himself after he had as-

sumed the reins of government were wholly

justified, it is evident that simony was rampant
both in France and in the empire.
The popes from Leo ix (1048-54) had taken

energetic measures to suppress it. When Hilde-

brand became pope as Gregory vn in 1073 he

continued their policy but gave it a new direc-

tion. Previous popes had dealt mainly with the

simoniacal clergy; Gregory turned the attack

against the secular authorities as being mainly

responsible for the abuses. It was this which led

directly to the great conflict.

The conflict first arose in France. In letters of

1073, 1074 and 1075 Gregory charged the

French king with the most outrageous simony
and threatened the severest penalties of the

church unless he reformed. It was not until 1075,
and then apparently in connection with the dis-

pute over the appointment of the archbishop of

Milan, that Gregory in a synod at Rome directly
forbade Emperor Henry iv to bestow bishoprics
and any layman to give investiture. The precise

terms of this decree are not known but those of

the decree issued by the Roman council of 1078,
at which the condemnation of lay investiture was

repeated, have been preserved (Gregory vn,

Register, vi: 5 b). The Roman council of 1080

added that any person receiving and any em-

peror, king or secular authority giving such in-

vestiture was excluded from the grace of St.

Peter and forbidden to enter a church. As the

proper mode of appointment it prescribed elec-

tion by the clergy and people with the consent of

the Apostolic See or the metropolitan (Gregory
vn, Register, vn: 14 a).

While the issue was thus set, considerable am-

biguity still surrounded the meaning of the pro-
hibition. Just as the party of reform had not

generally or clearly maintained that the temporal

authority should have no place in appointments,
but only that it should not have an arbitrary right

to override the wishes of the people and clergy
or to "invest" with the sacramental symbols of

spiritual office and power (Adversus simoniacos
,

in: 6, by Cardinal Humbert of Silva Candida),
so even Gregory vn seems in letters of 1077 and

1079 to recognize the right of the French king
and of Rudolph of Swabia to some voice in

episcopal appointments (Register, v: 1 1
,
and

Epiftolae collectae, 26).

This vagueness, only gradually clarified, is re-

flected in the controversial tracts which the pro-
hibition evoked in the succeeding years. Although
sometimes seeming to deny the secular authority

any share in appointments the supporters of the

papacy, whose position may be illustrated by the

Libellus contra invasores et symoniacos (1097) of

Cardinal Deusdcdit, laid emphasis upon the

abolition of the arbitrary right of the prince and

upon such practical evils as the prevalence of

simony and the congregation of place hunting
clerics at the royal court, which according to

Deusdedit arose from dependence upon the

prince (prologue and cols, i
, 15). During the first

phase of the controversy they avoided discussion

of the secular position of ecclesiastical officers,

which the protagonists of the imperial party
stressed. Prominent among the latter was Wido,

bishop of Ferrara, who in De schismate Hilde-

brandi, written probably in 1086, foreshadowed

the later solution of the conflict by drawing a

distinction between the two aspects of the

bishop's office. While justifying lay investiture

on the ground that the bishop's secular power
and possessions must be granted by the prince,
Wido admitted that his spiritual powers came

through the ministry of other bishops.
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In the closing years of the century the begin-

nings of a mediating tendency can be recognized
in the position of Ivo, bishop of Chartres, a great

canonist, one of the most important churchmen

in France and a convinced supporter of the

popes. In his Epistola ad Hugonem and Epistola

ad loscerannum Ivo developed the view that the

question of investiture should be conceived as a

matter not of eternal law but of what may be

called an administrative order and that the grant-

ing of the temporalities was clearly the right of

the prince. Indication ofa similarmediatory tend-

ency in the opposite camp is given by the

anonymous Tractatus de investitura episcoporwn,

written probably in 1 109 by a protagonist of the

imperial party.

Progress toward settlement was, however, in-

terrupted in 1 1 10 by the startling proposal of

Pope Paschal II to solve the difficulty by com-

manding the bishops and abbots to surrender

their regalia, that is, their political authority and

feudal lordships and possessions, if in return the

temporal power would admit the freedom of

election and give up the claim to investiture. It is

tempting to relate this offer to some general
movement of revolt against the secularization of

the church through the immense development of

the wealth and political position of the bishops
and great abbeys to such a movement as seems

to have been represented later in the century by
Arnold of Brescia and is reflected in the writings
of so pious a churchman and so devoted an ad-

herent of the papacy as Gerhoh of Reichersberg.
But unfortunately little evidence has been pre-
served of the considerations prompting Paschal's

action. His proposals were rejected if not by the

whole episcopal body at least by those German
and Italian bishops who were in Rome with the

pope and Emperor Henry v in 1 1 1 1
,
and they

were condemned in emphatic terms in the De
honore ecclesiae of Placidus of Nonantula. Fol-

lowing the failure of this solution, Paschal, who
was in the power of Emperor Henry v, was re-

luctantly forced by the devastation of Rome and

of the surrounding country and by the immi-

nence of schism to issue a privilegium providing
that bishops and abbots should be freely elected

with the consent of the prince and that royal in-

vestiture with the ring and staff be a prerequisite
of consecration. The church as a whole, how-

ever, violently repudiated the pope's temporary
submission and at a council held in the Lateran

in 1 1 12 Paschal had to rescind his privilegium.
In France and in England an understanding

had already been reached, although the exact

process and terms of the settlement with these

countries is not known. It seems clear, however,
that the French king and his great vassals had

gradually accepted the papal prohibition of in-

vestiture with ring and staff and without re-

nouncing their privilege of confirmation had

recognized the principle of free election. In

England the controversy between Anselm and

Henry I had ended during the first decade of the

century with similar concessions on the part of

the king, who, however, continued to exact the

oath of allegiance from the bishops. But no

progress toward a solution of the major conflict

between papacy and empire was made until after

the death of Paschal's successor, Gelasius II, in

1119. The negotiations were then resumed, at

first by representatives of the French church.

When these broke down they were renewed

under the more authoritative influence of the

German princes, who at Wurzburg in 1121 ex-

pressed their determination to achieve a settle-

ment by which the empire and the church should

both retain their rights.

The result was a direct correspondence in

1 1 22 between Pope Cahxtus n and Emperor

Henry v. In September, 1122, Henry and the

German bishops met the papal legates at Worms,
and the conflict was finally terminated by the

Concordat of Worms. The concordat provided
that the churches of the empire should have the

right of free election and consecrationtand that

the emperor should renounce all right to invest

with the ring and staff. The papacy conceded

that all elections within the German kingdom
should be held in the emperor's presence and

that in the case of disputed elections the emperor
with the advice of the metropolitan and bishops
of the province should give his assent to the

wiser part (saniori partt) of the electors; that the

bishop or abbot elect should receive the regalia

from the emperor before consecration and that

in those portions of the empire outside the Ger-

man kingdom the bishop or abbot should receive

the regalia within six months after his consecra-

tion, except in the case of those sees or abbeys

belonging to the Roman church.

In recognizing both the claim of the church to

freedom of election and the reasonable right of

the temporal power to some voice in determining
ecclesiastical appointments, which in fact held

so great a place in the political life of the Middle

Ages, the concordat represented substantially the

acceptance of the principles of the mediating

party. The concordat secured peace between the

church and the empire for thirty years. When
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with the accession of Frederick Barbarossa in

1152 the two authorities again became ranged

against each other, different issues were at stake.

There seems to be evidence of varying interpre-

tations of the settlement even during the interim

of peace, and during the reign of Frederick n in

the thirteenth century the question of ecclesias-

tical appointments grew once more acute. But on

the whole the broad principle of the concordat

was fully recognized. That principle constituted

the application of the dualistic theory of the rela-

tion of the two powers. The investiture conflict

did not disturb the normal validity and accept-

ance of this theory. It is, however, true that in

holding the temporal power responsible for what

he conceived to be its part in spiritual corruption
and in* evoking every sanction that the church

had ever claimed to support his case, even to the

extent of excommunicating and then deposing
the emperor, Gregory vn had made a practical

application of his spiritual authority which in-

volved revolutionary consequences. Thus, while

the conclusion seems clear that the investiture

conflict did not imply an official assertion of any
theoretical authority on the part of the spiritual

power in temporal affairs, it did lead to actual

claims to interference with the temporal power,
which although they had little practical impor-
tance in the twelfth century could furnish a pre-

cedent for the great struggles between church

and state, in the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies.
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INVESTMENT is the act of directing the em-

ployment of funds into capital or into claims

to income. In the broadest sense investment in-

cludes not only the employment of funds in the

maintenance and increase of capital goods from

which a present or future money income is to be

derived but also the purchase of durable con-

sumption goods from which the income stream

is of a psychic rather than a pecuniary nature. In

the usual business interpretation of the term,

however, such goods do not represent invest-

ments. Moreover in business terminology invest-

ment is regarded from an individual point ofview

rather than from the point of view of the com-

munity; that is, it is regarded as the transforma-

tion of current income into claims to future in-

come rather than as a transfer of savings to those

who can make the most productive use of them
with a resulting increase in the capital and in-

come producing power of the community. Dur-

ing 1918, for instance, the investments of the

American people amounted to about $22,000,-

000,000, yet the net loss in the physical capital of

the country through war activities amounted to

$2,000,000,000. While some capital was de-

stroyed and the social income stream lowered,

certain individuals went through a process of in-

vesting funds and held higher claims to future in-

come in the form of government promises to pay.
The maximum available for investment is the

total savings, or the amount by which money in-

come exceeds money expenditure on current

consumption. Saving is dependent upon a large

number of factors, among the most important of

which are the natural resources of a country, its

efficiency of labor, its stability of government, its

distribution of wealth, the thrift, foresight and

education of its people, and the development of

institutions encouraging the accumulation of

savings and facilitating their gainful employ-
ment. These factors affect the amount of saving
because they influence the ability and willing-

ness of a people to save. Thus the larger the

natural resources of a country and the greater

the efficiency of its labor, the larger is the

excess of income over the amount required for

subsistence and the greater is the ability to save
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for the country as a whole. For a single indi-

vidual the ability to save is a function of the

size of his income relative to the subsistence

minimum; hence, other things being equal, the

more unequal the distribution of wealth in a

country, the greater its ability to save. Willing-
ness to save depends very largely upon the es-

tablished mores. For people with very large

incomes willingness to save is a factor of less

importance, as their saving is largely an auto-

matic accumulation of unspent income. Even a

certain amount of saving by the mass of the pop-
ulation may not be the result of a deliberate

decision, particularly in countries with a strong
commercial banking system. Through the crea-

tion of new purchasing power, which is trans-

ferred in the form of credit to producers, the

banking system increases the ability of the pro-
ducers to draw upon the resources of the com-

munity, reducing ipso facto purchasing power in

the hands of consumers. In highly developed in-

dustrial countries corporate savings, or the

amount of corporate net earnings which are not

distributed to the stockholders in the form of

cash dividends, form a significant part of total

savings. The larger the net income of a corpora-
tion relative to the outstanding capital stock and

the more promising the opportunities for expan-
sion in the business in which the corporation is

engaged or in related lines of business, the more

likely is the corporation to retain a part of

its net earnings. Even in a capitalist society

saving may be undertaken also by the govern-
ment when it employs the proceeds of taxation

for public works and other productive purposes;
whether the total savings of the country are

increased thereby depends of course upon the

uses to which the individuals would have

turned that part of their income which is ap-

propriated by the government through taxation.

Apart from other considerations the total amount
of savings varies with changes in general busi-

ness conditions. Corporate savings depend upon
the movement of business activity; they are

largest in years of prosperity and smallest in

years of depression. Individual savings, which

depend on the size of current income, likewise

vary although less widely than do corporate sav-

ings. Estimates have placed the amount of sav-

ings for the United States in the year 1924, a

fairly representative year, at about one sixth of

the national income and for the United Kingdom
at about one eighth of its national income.

Saving and investment are not coterminous.

At all times, at some to a greater extent than at

others, a certain amount of saving takes place
which does not result in immediate investment.

Savings may be hoarded because investment op-

portunities are scarce or do not offer sufficient

security, as in a period of financial uncertainty.
Hoarded savings are in no sense investments,

since the term investment implies the em-

ployment of funds in a manner which gives to the

investor a claim to income either in the present
or in the future. Savings which are not hoarded

may be employed in a manner which is essen-

tially different from genuine investment; they

may be used for speculation for the acquisition

of goods which are expected to appreciate and

which represent from the point of view of the

purchaser an anticipated increase in capital

value rather than a more or less permanent
claim to future income.

There are certain general considerations which

investors of all types take more or less into ac-

count: yield and appreciation possibilities, the

ability readily to dispose of the investment

(marketability) and safety. These are to a certain

extent mutually incompatible a high degree
of safety, for instance, goes generally with a

low yield and the investor will therefore tend

to emphasize one of these desiderata at the

expense of the others. Even where invest-

ments are diversified the composition of the

investment portfolio will reflect the bias of

the investor with reference to each, of these

investment principles.

Apart from the purposes which he has in view

the individual's choice of investments will be

affected by the size of his income and his

knowledge of investments. An individual with

small income who desires to save for emergency
and for competency in old age may find it dif-

ficult to obtain the diversification in investments

which he desires; consequently his savings may
be entrusted to a savings bank in the form of

deposits or to an insurance company in the

form of premium payments. Other individuals

with greater ability to save may place a portion
of their savings with banks and insurance com-

panies and invest the rest in stocks, bonds and

mortgages.
Where the individual's knowledge of invest-

ment opportunities is limited and his capital

large enough to warrant the cost, he may use the

services of investment counsel, which will help
him to obtain such diversification of investment

as is best suited to his needs; or he may en-

trust his savings to financial institutions which
make it their business to invest the savings
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of others in such a manner as they deem advis-

able, subject to certain restrictions imposed

by public authority. The individual, however,
will still have to choose among the various

types of investing institutions. These include

among others savings banks, which receive

savings too small in amount to obtain the safety

made possible by diversification; trust com-

panies, which handle in a fiduciary capacity the

funds and estates of individuals; and investment

trusts, reaching that part of the investing public
which desires diversification, higher yields

than might be obtained elsewhere and op-

portunity for capital appreciation. Other in-

vesting institutions are building and loan as-

sociations and to a certain extent life insurance

companies.
From the social point of view an act of in-

vestment results in the addition to the capital

equipment of the country, unless the investment

is made abroad. In primitive societies capital

equipment is maintained and increased dnectly

by turning labor that could be spared from

the production of consumer goods to the pro-
duction of equipment. With the development of

the money economy the process of capital forma-

tion becomes more complicated: the funds for

the purchase of capital goods produced by spe-
cialized industries are obtained from individual

savers Before the industrial revolution investor

ownership
took the form of a direct ownership of

productive wealth, a form which still predom-
inates in the less industrialized countries. With

progressing industrialization this older form of

direct ownership has been increasingly displaced

by indirect ownership through stocks, bonds and

other securities. The value of outstanding secu-

rities in the United States in recent years may
roughly be estimated at one third to one half of

the national wealth; in England it was esti-

mated at 60 percent of the national wealth for

1918.
In an individualistic society the investor is

left more or less free to decide which of the

various enterprises bidding for his funds are

to increase their power of commanding capital

goods. The correctness of his decision will be

reflected in the future market value of his in-

vestment; thus if the industry in which he in-

vested is overexpanded relative to the demand
for its product, his investment will depreciate.

Under these conditions a certain amount of over-

investment in some industries and capital short-

age in others cannot be avoided. In a planned

society, where the flow of savings into various

industries is regulated by a central authority,
much of this maldistribution could presumably
be eliminated except for some radical and un-

expected shifts in consumer demand.

In a developed capitalist society the judgment
of the investor, whether he acts directly or

through an investing institution, is directed

by the machinery of the organized investment

market, the two important constituents of which

are the investment bank and the stock exchange.
The investment banker acts as a middleman be-

tween those who require funds and those who
have a supply of funds to offer. His profit is ob-

tained from the margin between the price at

which he underwrites the issue and the price at

which he disposes of it to the public. Large

corporations, to the extent that they seek

capital not furnished through reinvestment of

earnings, as well as states and municipalities

normally satisfy their capital requirements

through the services of the investment banker.

The financing of hotels, office buildings and

apartment houses is frequently done through the

investment banker by the issuance of bonds se-

cured by a mortgage on the property. Capital for

the purchase and erection of homes, in so far

as it is not obtained from building and loan

associations, is raised by special companies
which deposit mortgages on the property with

trustees and issue bonds against this collateral;

mortgage companies have developed in the

United States only in recent years. Many financ-

ing programs, however, are not arranged

through investment banking institutions. The
demands of a national government are generally

handled through the agency of a central bank,

which in turn enlists the cooperation of invest-

ment houses. A few of the larger corporations,

particularly certain public utility companies
which have a wide and direct contact with the

public, do a part of their financing without the

mediation of the investment banker. This is

likewise true of concerns whose capital require-

ments are relatively small and in which investors

in general have little interest. In some European
countries the functions of investment banker

for industry are assumed by ordinary banks

directly or through a subsidiary finance com-

pany, and loans on mortgages for the construc-

tion of homes and for agricultural uses are raised

through mortgage banks owned by the public

authority or by a cooperative association.

Just as the raising of capital funds is facilitated

by the investment banker, so the transfer of

capital is effected by security brokers who act
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as intermediaries between buyers and sellers of

securities. The purchase and sale of securities

through brokers is facilitated by stock ex-

changes whose members enjoy the privilege of

transacting business on the exchange. Only secu-

rities listed by the stock exchange committee

can be traded on the exchange; securities with

restricted markets are not approved for listing

and are dealt in "over the counter" trading by

specialized bond houses and similar institu-

tions. Although the mere listing of a security

does not necessarily assure it a ready market,
since some securities are not actively traded,

nevertheless a security which can be sold on

the exchange is as a rule more marketable than

an unlisted security and is for that reason

preferable from the investor's point of view.

Thus by improving the marketability of securi-

ties the stock exchange facilitates the raising

of capital . An extremely important consequence
of marketability due to the continuous function-

ing of stock exchanges is that a part of the

investment needs of the country can be satisfied

by the employment of commercial bank funds,

which flow into the investment market as the

result of loans to investment banks and brokers

and as the result of direct investments in stock

exchange securities by commercial banks.

One of the most important classes of securities

for which market facilities are relatively in-

adequate is real estate mortgages. Individual

real estate mortgages differ fundamentally from

mortgage bonds in that the holder of the indi-

vidual mortgage proceeds alone in the execution

of his rights in case of default, while the

holder of a mortgage bond proceeds through the

intermediation of a trustee. The absence of a

centralized market for real estate mortgages
has been due to the nature of these mortgages.

They often cover small pieces of local property,
the value of which cannot readily be determined

by scattered investors, and they may be of in-

convenient denominations; moreover they re-

quire a considerable amount of attention with

respect to maintenance of tax payments on the

property, the regular payment of insurance and

other details. It is to make these mortgages a

more desirable investment that mortgage com-

panies have developed which deposit individual

mortgages with trustees and issue real estate

mortgage bonds against this collateral.

Investments in stocks, bonds and mortgages
are investments in the permanent capital of a

country; from the point of view of the commu-

nity the process of liquidating these investments

is normally a very slow one: the value invested

in capital goods can be recovered only bit by bit

from the sale of the commodities in the produc-
tion of which they are employed. But the in-

dividual investor who wishes to recover his

principal does not need to await the more or less

distant maturity date in the case of con-

tractual obligations, such as mortgages and

bonds, or the liquidation of the concern in

which his investment has been placed; he may
sell his securities if there is a market for them
and thus transfer his investment to others. The
sale of securities at the price which was paid
for them is, however, uncertain.

Investors who are particularly desirous of

liquidity usually find that a portion of their

funds may advantageously be placed ii. short

term investments, such as commercial paper,
trade and bank acceptances and demand or time

loans against stock exchange collateral. These

represent short term loans, usually for working

capital purposes in contrast to fixed capital pur-

poses, which are in many cases self-liquidating.

Commercial banks, whose obligations are in the

form of deposits payable on demand or at short

notice, find it desirable to employ part of their

funds in such forms. In the marketing of these

loans certain specialized businesses have de-

veloped, such as acceptance and commercial

paper houses.

With the increasing complexity of the invest-

ment market the apportionment of savings be-

tween industries has become more and more de-

pendent upon the network of financial institu-

tions. Investment banks are in a position to

accept or reject applications for the flotation of

securities which are brought to their attention.

Commercial banks determine whether deposits

left with them shall be loaned to particular enter-

prises. These institutions act as intermediaries

between those who need capital and those who
have capital to offer; but they are organized as

businesses for a profit which is regulated by the

margin between the price at which they furnish

capital and that at which they obtain it. They
will therefore direct savings not into industries

which are in the greatest need of capital from the

point of view of the community but into those

industries which allow them the largest profit

margin. The latter of course depends also on
the price at which securities can be sold

to investors. Assuming that the investors

are well advised, they will adjust the price
which they pay to the profit prospects of the

industry in question; and these are determined
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by the demand of consumers for the goods and

services of the industry. Ultimately therefore

the apportionment of savings among industries

is regulated by the distribution of demand
for their products; by and large investments

will tend to be placed in capital goods which

are calculated to produce commodities demanded

by consumers. But the immediate and direct

control of savings is in the hands of the institu-

tions constituting the framework of the invest-

ment market, while the part played by con-

sumers is an indirect one and subject to many
qualifications.

The fact that an overwhelming share of the

new capital for industry is supplied not dnectly

by the investors but through the investment

market* means also that the investor is removed

from direct control over the use to which his

investment is put. A person who employs his

savings in a small local enterprise, even if it

is only in the form of a long term loan, retains

a great deal of influence over the policy of the

firm; but if he invests them in securities he

acquires nothing more than a potential claim

to income. Control of the physical objects on

which the investor's money has been spent and

of the business opportunities arising from the

combination of the physical properties into a

going concern is vested proximately in the man-

agement. Where the management is not a self-

perpetuating group subject to no real control, as

it is sometimes in large corporations whose

stock is widely distributed, the control over

it is likely to be in the hands of a small group
of people who own only a very minor part of the

total investment. For investor control there is

substituted sometimes continuous control by the

investment banker, one of the functions of which

is to assure sound management for the benefit

of the investor; this purpose, however, is often

submerged by other aims which the investment

banker is likely to regard as important, such

as the exclusive handling of the financing opera-
tions of the concern and the effective coordina-

tion of the activities of the concern with those

of others similarly controlled by the banker or

by the group of financial capitalists with which

he is affiliated.

The obtrusion of the investment banking ma-

chinery between the investor and industry tends

also to accentuate the cyclical fluctuations in

the flow of savings into investment channels.

When the market for securities is good, the in-

vestment banker generally attempts to take ad-

vantage of this fact by encouraging industrial

concerns to a generous issue of securities; in

periods of depression, on the other hand, the

pessimism prevailing in the investment market

discourages borrowing even for legitimate ex-

pansion. Adequate control over the flow of sav-

ings into investment channels might go far to-

ward moderating the alternate periods of ex-

treme prosperity and depression so character-

istic of modern capitalist economy. Central

banks in all countries have been granted broad

powers designed to control money rates and the

volume of credit, with the ultimate purpose of

moderating the course of industry and of com-

modity prices. If through this means price and
business stabilr/ation could partially be achieved,

investment losses through changes in the pur-

chasing power of money might be reduced.

In the formative period of capitalist economy
during the late eighteenth and the early nine-

teenth century investment institutions were

subject to little regulation by the state. Under
the influence of the philosophy of natural liberty

and of natural rights it was assumed that the

maximum economic welfare of the group is

attained through the free and unhindered play
of individual self-interest. As wealth and in-

come increased, industrial organization assumed

a predominantly corporate form; the investment

market became more complex and the attain-

ment of adequate knowledge by the individual of

the industries and companies in which his sav-

ings were placed became increasingly difficult.

His losses, for which poor judgment was pri-

marily responsible, were increased by misman-

agement and fraud on the part of certain financial

institutions. Consequently the efficacy of the

principle of laissez faire as applied to the invest-

ment market was questioned and, while the

fundamental concepts of the earlier system re-

mained, regulatory measures designed to protect
the individual were enacted. Commercial bank-

ing became subject to regulation early in the

nineteenth century. Insurance companies, build-

ing and loan associations and savings banks have

similarly come under state supervision. Laws
have been enacted to prevent the sale of fraudu-

lent securities
,
and the issue ofsecurities has been

controlled through the regulation of corporate
business. With the organization of the invest-

ment market its representative organs have im-

posed a considerable amount of control on the

activities of the individual investment banking
institutions. So vitally does investment affect

the individual, state and world economy that

there are tendencies for the whole field to be
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subjected to greater scrutiny and regulation

than have heretofore prevailed. The relation of

foreign investment to tariffs, to trade balances

and to the international flow of gold has received

increasing attention since the World War, par-

ticularly during the depression beginning in

1929. Some form of public control over security

issues to prevent overinvestment in fixed capital

by private enterprises has been strongly urged
in recent years, but so far such control has

been fully exercised only during the World War
and in the post-war period in Russia, where the

entire industrial system operates according to

plans laid down by the government. Control by

public authority over the investment in and the

import of capital from foreign countries has

been more common, but it has been exercised

with a view more to the political consequences
of capital migration than to the economic effects

of over- or underinvestment.

LIONEL D. EDIE
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INVESTMENT BANKING. Banking, or the

business of receiving and lending the funds of

the community, is described as commercial

banking when it consists of receiving demand
and short term deposits and making short term

loans and as investment banking when it involves

mainly originating and distributing long term

securities, such as bonds and stocks. The basic

functional difference between commercial and

investment banking is the time factor: commer-
cial banks facilitate the transfer of short term

funds, whereas investment banks deal in long
term capital. Investment banking therefore is

largely utilized to finance the creation and use

of durable capital goods, while the purpose of

commercial loans properly so called is usually
to finance a single business operation. Invest-

ment and commercial banking, however, are not

as clearly separated in practise as they may be

made to appear in a theoretical analysis: com-
mercial banks in many countries play an impor-
tant role in supplying long term loans, while

investment banking houses not infrequently sup-

ply short term advances to governments and cor-

porations, with or without public offering ol

the evidences of short term indebtedness.

Investment banking has played a vital role

in modern economic life. One of the most typical

characteristics of the present industrial order

is the large scale enterprise financed through
the aggregation of funds of numerous individual

investors. The investment banking mechanism

furnishes the channel through which funds are

combined and directed to users who hold out

prospects of an attractive return and protection
for the original investment. While those who can

utilize long term funds profitably might and at

times do appeal for them directly to the investing

public, in practise this is frequently a crude and
wasteful process as compared with the specializa-

tion of this function in the hands of organiza-
tions which have won the confidence of the

investing public and which stand ready to ap-

praise expertly the credit of those who apply
for such funds. By handling many security issues

the investment banker can spread his expenses
over a large volume of business and so cut down
to moderate proportions the cost of investigating
and distributing each offering.

The growth of investment banking coincides

roughly with the evolution of modern capitalism.

More specifically, modern investment banking
dates from the nineteenth century and is the

result of certain economic and political develop-
ments within capitalism. One of them is the

rise of the modern state. Governments have been

the earliest and most persistent borrowers from

investment bankers, and the investment banking
mechanism was originally created in most coun-

tries to help finance the government. In the

nineteenth century the number of strong and

stable governments which could be regarded as

preferred risks increased; at the same time

loans to governments became safer because they
ceased to borrow for war purposes primarily and

developed instead a tendency to borrow heavily

for productive purposes, such as public works.

Even more important for the later growth of in-

vestment banking was the development of large

scale corporate industry. Because the investment

banker is typically a merchandiser of securities,

his task is greatly lightened if he can offer his

clients issues of large and well known cor-

porations. Such corporations by tending to adopt
financial policies which make for more continu-

ous financial strength create for their bonds

and stocks a favorable status as investment

media. Allied with the growth of corporate busi-
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ness was the development of the export of capi-

tal. As nations became industrialized and turned

to foreign markets as outlets for surplus produc-
tion they had to extend long term credits to less

well developed regions in need of equipment.
The export of capital assumed major propor-
tions in several countries during the nineteenth

century and added the financing of governments
and industries abroad to the other activities of

investment banking organizations.

The mobilization of capital through invest-

ment banking media was facilitated during the

nineteenth century by the rise of institutional in-

vestors and investing institutions, which fur-

nished a large and certain market for securities

at all times except in periods of major defla-

tion, kife insurance companies built up re-

serves aggregating many billions of dollars in-

vested largely in real estate mortgages and

securities; other insurance carriers also accumu-

lated in the course of time large reserves which

had to be invested. Commercial banks properly
so called devoted part of their assets to the pur-
chase of securities. At the same time eleemosy-

nary institutions and general business corpo-
rations became buyers of securities in vast

amounts. There was also a great increase in the

number of individual investors. The evolution

of the money economy early created a special

class in the community which received money
incomes substantially in excess of expenditures,

furnishing a surplus available for investment;

the proportion of the population in receipt of

such surplus money incomes has steadily in-

creased in economically advanced countries. In

the more industrialized nations participation of

the mass of the population in the investment

banking process was encouraged by the creation

and spread of investing institutions, such as

savings banks, trust companies and investment

trusts, which act as agencies of cooperative
investment for numerous individual savers.

In its more primitive form banking was con-

cerned often with investment as well as com-

mercial operations. Banking in antiquity, as

judged by the fragmentary evidence available at

present, appears to have been largely commer-

cial in character; but allowance must be made
for the fact that governments sought long term

credits and that certain industries, such as ship-

ping, required even at that time outside long
term capital. During the Middle Ages banking
was practically unknown as a separate business,

but whatever banking was carried on was

largely of the investment type. Thus the Bank

of Venice, known as the first public bank, was

primarily a transfer office for public debt and

was created through a forced loan levied on the

wealthy citizens of the republic. The Lombard
bankers combined extensive trading operations
with the grant of long term loans to lay and

clerical rulers. The Bank of England itself was
founded in 1694 as a device for raising a long
term loan for the government; it obtained the

note issue and banking privilege in return for an

advance at 8 percent of 1,200,000 to the

government of William III.

The tendency of banking institutions to spe-
cialize along either commercial or investment

lines became manifest first in Great Britain.

The reasons for it are largely historic. Since

London developed as a center of international

trade before it became the financial capital of

a great industrial nation, its banks early con-

cerned themselves with the financing of trade.

British industry, which was the first to exper-
ience the rapid transformation and expansion
known as the industrial revolution, has been

built up from small units and financed largely
out of its own profits or by local investors

rather than through large public issues of securi-

ties. The earliest and perhaps the most im-

portant type of investment banking institution

in England were the merchant bankers or accept-
ance houses. These houses, originally engaged
in trade, gradually built up reputations for

financial strength which made their credit gen-

erally acceptable; their major interest shifted

then from trading in goods to the acceptance of

bills drawn on them by English and foreign mer-

chants. In the course of time foreign govern-
ments also turned to them as an easy means for

tapping the London capital market, with the re-

sult that they became important also in foreign

security financing. For a time some merchant

bankers, such as Overend, Gurney and Com-

pany, sought short term deposits, allowing a

liberal rate of interest in order to attract funds

for long term investment abroad; but the col-

lapse of this famous Quaker firm in 1866 pre-

cipitated a major panic m London and tended to

establish in Great Britain more firmly than ever

the desirability of institutional specialization.

Merchant bankers have refrained as a rule from

financing home industry. The same is true in the

main of houses of issue, which are large invest-

ment banks specializing primarily in the origina-

tion of new issues. The long term financing of

domestic industry, where the organized invest-

ment market is drawn upon, is done through
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finance and investment companies or through

promoting groups created for the flotation of

specific issues. Some issues are undertaken also

by ad hoc groups of investment trusts, finance

companies, insurance companies and large indi-

vidual investors, the purpose of which is to

benefit their participants to the extent of under-

writing costs and profits. The distribution of

securities to the ultimate investor is handled

mainly by brokers working for a commission, al-

though in recent years joint stock banks, which

otherwise specialize narrowly in the commercial

banking business, have undertaken to execute

security orders for their clients.

On the continent of Europe the tendency has

been for both commercial and investment bank-

ing to be carried on by the same institution. This

combination of functions is to be explained

largely by the comparative lateness of the in-

dustrial revolution in these countries and by
the absence of a substantial body of individual

local investors ready to finance home enterprise.

The relatively large units necessary to take

advantage of modern industrial methods could

be founded in these countries only with the aid

of banks which provided long term as well

as working capital and often took an active role

in initiating, planning and promoting enter-

prises. This is clearly illustrated in the history

of German industrial development after the

creation of the empire. The large German banks

promoted the establishment of new enterprises,

financed the expansion of old ones through
short term loans funded after a while into

long term obligations and on the whole tended

to dominate large scale industry through the

retention of substantial blocks of securities

and through controlling access to the capital

market. Investment banking in all continental

countries is carried on more or less on the

German model, the only important exception

being France, where banks are more specialized.

The large credit banks in France confine them-

selves on the whole to distribution of fixed inter-

est securities through their numerous branch of-

fices, while the banques d'affaires act as full

fledged investment banks originating new issues,

distributing them to large investors and carrying
substantial blocks of securities in an attempt to

retain control and stabilize the market. Both

types of institutions tended until the World War
to neglect home industry, with the exception of

railroads.

Of less importance than the general banks in

the evolution of investment banking on the con-

tinent have been two types of organizations

private banks and finance companies which

have engaged primarily in investment banking
and at times carried on a competitive struggle
for supremacy. Many of the private banks, re-

sembling the English merchant bankers, were

family enterprises which attained to prominence
in the eighteenth century, some tracing their his-

tory back to the Middle Ages. One of them, the

house of Rothschild, assumed during the nine-

teenth century a dominant position in the more

important money centers of Europe. Private

bankers constituted the financial aristocracy of

their countries and exercised an influence in busi-

ness and politics entirely out of proportion to the

amount of capital under their control. Finance

companies were launched by public subscrip-

tion, especially during periods of prosperity, to

enrich their stockholders by the fabulous profits

that were supposed to be reaped by investment

bankers. One of the earliest and certainly the

most spectacular of the continental finance com-

panies was the Socictc Generale du Credit Mob-
ilicr incorporated in 1852 in France. Its organi-
zation was encouraged by Napoleon ill as a

balance to the power of the Rothschilds, who
had been very intimate with his predecessors on

the French throne. Its prime purpose was to

furnish long term credits for large scale busi-

ness by selling its obligations and shares to

numerous small investors. It engaged in indus-

trial promotion on its own initiative arid sought
to dominate the market for new issues by bidding

vigorously for prospective new offerings, by

purchasing outstanding securities in the open
market and by making a large volume of security
loans. The Credit Mobilier eventually got into

difficulties and was reorganized as a commercial

bank of deposit and discount, but its methods

were copied by many German and French banks

and its influence is believed to have been sub-

stantial in shaping the course of development of

continental investment banking. The experience
of the Credit Mobilier is typical of the history
of later finance companies: organized during

security market booms and depending upon pub-
lic security issues for their funds, they have been

burdened with a frozen portfolio in the subse-

quent period of deflation. General finance com-

panies must be distinguished from companies
created by groups of bankers, with or without

the participation of industrialists, to facilitate

the financing of an important industry which

has been brought under unified control or at-

tempts organized expansion into foreign fields.
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Finance companies for specific industries are

quite common in the smaller continental coun-

tries and are found also in England. In Germany
the finance company is generally a subsidiary
of one of the large banks or of an important
industrial combination.

In the United States investment banking was

much slower in developing than commercial

banking. Incorporated banks which began to

grow rapidly at the end of the eighteenth century
were at first restricted to commercial activities;

and both the first and the second Bank of the

United States were by their charters limited

to dealing in bills of exchange and bullion.

The assumption of the national and state debts

by the federal government after the adoption of

the constitution created a temporary flurry

of interest in securities; the beginnings of

brokerage organizations in New York and Phila-

delphia are traced to this period. Capital to

finance a few large enterprises and the Louis-

iana Purchase was obtained largely from England
and Holland, the two most important capital

markets at the time; also the internal improve-
ments and the westward expansion which fol-

lowed the War of 1812 were based on large im-

ports of capital from abroad, chiefly Great Brit-

ain. As the capital import movement grew, a

special mechanism was gradually evolved to

handle it. Some Americans, like George Peabody,
a Yankee dry goods merchant, opened houses in

London to bring American securities to British

investors. The second Bank of the United States,

after being rechartered in 1836 as the United

States Bank of Pennsylvania, opened a London

agency and sought to popularise American se-

curities there. Conversely British houses, like the

Barings, built up American connections of their

own and even the Rothschilds after long hesita-

tion sent August Belmont as their personal rep-

resentative to the United States. A few domestic

investment banking houses served the home
market exclusively. Many of the commercial

banks bought bonds at the time or made loans on

them freely, and in the period of "wildcat bank-

ing" the distinction between commercial and in-

vestment banking became very tenuous.

The collapse of the United States Bank of

Pennsylvania and defaults on state securities

after 1841 cut off for a time the supply of

capital from abroad and stimulated the growth
of a domestic capital market, which prior to

that time consisted of a few wealthy traders and

shipowners in New York and Philadelphia. Be-

cause of disastrous experiences with wildcat
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banks there was a general tendency to draw a

sharper distinction than heretofore between com-
mercial and investment banking, both in law and

in practise. As a result security houses combin-

ing issue and brokerage functions gradually came
to the fore, especially in connection with the

railroad financing of the period. In the years
from 1840 to 1860 such houses as E. W. Clark

and Company of Philadelphia, which helped
finance the Mexican War, and Drew, Robinson

and Company of New York, which included

Daniel Drew and aided in the financing of the

Erie Railroad, were organized.

During the Civil War the development of in-

vestment banking was further stimulated by the

exclusive reliance upon domestic financing
forced upon the union government by its lack of

popularity in Great Britain. Funds were ob-

tained through a syndicate of banking houses

under the leadership of Jay Cooke and Com-

pany, the first such operation carried out in the

United States; and the sale of a billion dollars of

government bonds to a vast number of individual

investors was successfully accomplished through
the use of salesmen and advertising.

After the war the investment banking mecha-

nism developed during the conflict was shifted to

the sale of railroad mortgage bond issues, stim-

ulating the overdevelopment in this field which

led directly to the panic of 1873. While Jay
Cooke and a number of other houses that had

turned to railway financing collapsed during the

panic, others continued active in the retail dis-

tribution of securities; and in the following

twenty years the size and strength of the security

selling organization enjoyed further growth.

Many new firms were started, while several

mercantile and trading organizations shifted to

investment banking in response to the attraction

of larger profits, thus repeating the history of

the English merchant bankers. The house of

J. and W. Sehgman, for example, evolved

from a mercantile to an investment banking
status during this period, and Lehman Brothers

changed from a cotton to a security house. In

addition there was a marked tendency for many
investment houses throughout the country to

shift their major activity to New York as the

financial center of the nation.

International bankers, whose relative impor-
tance had waned during the Civil War and post-

bellum days, came to the fore again in the 1890*3

when a wave of railway receiverships engulfed
about one fourth of the railway mileage of the

country and the gold standard was endangered
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by the monetary policies of the federal govern-
ment. Houses like J. P. Morgan and Company
with excellent English and French connections,

Kuhn, Loeb and Company and August Belmont

and Company with strong German and Austrian

affiliations, took the lead in the reorganization of

bankrupt railroads and the rehabilitation of gov-
ernment finances.

In order to make their work of railroad con-

struction effective the bankers had to take a

keen interest in management. Prior to this time

American investment bankers, following the

English tradition, concerned themselves mainly
with the sale of securities; they assumed only a

minor role in the enterprises which they financed

leaving the active heads of the business free

to determine its policies. It was principally

due to this fact that American enterprise re-

tained control in a large number of concerns

financed largely with capital imported from

abroad. But the international banking houses

which reorganized the network of bankrupt rail-

roads were too jealous of their reputation and

too keenly aware of the dangers involved to

leave management in the old hands. Not only
did they take prominent places on boards of

directors but they also merged properties,

bought control of competing railroad lines and

formed holding companies or voting trusts which

tied up control of individual lines for a number
of years.

The period of prosperity which followed the

election of McKinley in 1896 made the railway

reorganizations and combinations of the preced-

ing years extraordinarily successful. The great

banking houses, their prestige raised and their

wealth multiplied by the successful railway re-

organizations, proceeded to apply the same

methods to other industries, thus initiating the

era of industrial mergers which followed the

turn of the century. Frequently they took the

lead in organizing combinations the United

States Steel Corporation, for example, was di-

rectly promoted by J. P. Morgan and Company
and in other cases, where industrialists or

promoters initiated the combine, the bankers

took over control when their financial aid or

managerial ability was sought.
While in the time of Jay Cooke the house with

the most salesmen and the largest number of

clients was in the lead, during the period of

reorganization and combination stress was laid

upon origination rather than distribution power.
In the following decades the actual work of do-

mestic security distribution fell increasingly to

relatively small organizations scattered all over

the country; and the big international banking

houses, whose prestige stood high with insti-

tutional investors and retail dealers at home
as well as with security distributors abroad,
held a dominating position in the financial

markets. At the same time a number of financial

institutions other than investment banks were

drawn into the security business. During
the great speculative boom trust companies,
which had for some time exercised general

banking powers without specific regulation in

New York and other states, became active also

in the security markets. The large life insurance

companies, in possession of huge reserves and

closely affiliated with investment bankers, par-

ticipated freely in underwriting the numerous
issues of securities floated in connection with

large merger and expansion programs. Commer-
cial banks, although limited by law in their pow-
ers of engaging directly in the investment bank-

ing business, purchased bonds freely and greatly
increased their security loans during this period.
The panic of 1907 was followed by consider-

able readjustment. The Hughes investigation in

New York state caused the removal of life in-

surance companies from the security underwrit-

ing business, although they continued as the

largest single group of security buyers. The fail-

ure ofthe Knickerbocker Trust Company in New
York City brought about laws for the regulation
of trust companies, but these did not interfere

directly with their security purchasing or under-

writing activities. While greater specialization

of function among financial institutions was

thus enforced, commercial bankers made use of

security affiliates incorporated under state law

in order to enter freely into investment banking

operations. To preserve identity of ownership
between the bank and the security company
the stock of the latter was deposited in trust

for the benefit of bank stockholders and it was

provided that bank stock could not be sold

without the transfer of stock ownership in the

security affiliate. The First National Bank of

New York organized the First Security Company
in 1908, the National City Company followed in

191 1 and in the ensuing years commercial banks

in a number of cities followed suit.

The World War and post-war periods wit-

nessed a spectacular expansion of the investment

banking mechanism in the United States. The

unprecedented increase in the number of indi-

vidual security holders during the war, a result

of the intensive Liberty bond campaign, paved
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the way for the enormous sale of corporate and

foreign securities after the war, a course which

was facilitated by the prosperity of the 1920*3.

The avidity of the public for new investment and

later for speculative issues exceeded all bounds,
and the rapid expansion of bank investments and

security loans to individuals and brokers created

purchasing power with which to pay for the

new flotations. Because of their strategic posi-

tion the security affiliates of banks played during
this period an increasingly important role in the

origination and even more in the retail distri-

bution of securities. So broad did the security

market become and so plentiful were the avail-

able foreign bond issues, investment trust

securities and all kinds of industrial flotations

that numerous new or formerly obscure or-

ganizations rose to prominence and competed

vigorously with the older and well established

houses. The latter were compelled in many
cases to change their methods to keep pace
with these less conservative and often remark-

ably effective rivals. Even where the older

houses became less active, however, the fact

that they still played a prominent role in the

managementofmany leading enterprises through

interlocking directorates and substantial stock-

holding enabled them to maintain a position of

influence. In addition a number of organiza-
tions other than investment banks became once

more engaged in the security business. Invest-

ment trusts, particularly those affiliated with

investment houses, participated in underwriting
activities. In the public utility field some

holding companies took a prominent part in the

financing of their subsidiaries, organizations like

the Electric Bond and Share Company and

Stone and Webster, Inc., combining manage-
ment and investment banking functions. The
stock market panic of 1929 and its aftermath

caused considerable mortality among the newer

organizations and enhanced the prestige of a

number of the older houses; it also led to agita-

tion for a return to the earlier basis of institu-

tional specialization, particularly through a re-

duction in the activity of commercial banks in

the security markets.

Outside the United States, to which Canada is

closely linked with respect to investment opera-

tions, and the European countries the develop-
ment of investment banking has been retarded by
the absence of a large class of individual inves-

tors. Thus in Japan despite the attempts made

by the government to foster investment in home
securities by people of small means a compila-
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tion made in 1928, a year of comparatively active

new financing, showed that 92 percent of the

new issues was sold to banking, trust and in-

surance companies and only 8 percent was taken

up by individual investors. Such conditions do

not warrant the creation of a specialized invest-

ment service; whatever investment financing is

done locally must be consummited by general
banks.

The investment banking mechanism of each

country and period has been strongly influenced

by the type of borrower seeking funds in its

capital market. In Great Britain, for example,

foreign government financing called for a small

group of strong houses under whose auspices the

rank and file of investors could be successfully

appealed to. With the coming of the railway

era it became necessary to evolve new channels

for raising the capital needed and the great rail-

road building boom of 1844-47 brought into

prominence a group of contracting and financing

houses that subsequently played an important
role in London investment banking. Again, new

types of institutions became important in several

European countries immediately after the World

War when, through the cooperation of banks

with the government, organizations were created

to promote the expansion of foreign trade by

providing intermediate and long term credits.

An interesting outgrowth of industrial ration-

alization in the subsequent period was the

holding, promoting and financial enterprise of

Kreuger and Toll, based in the first instance on

the successful monopolistic organization of

the Swedish match industry. It made large

loans to governments in return for match mo-

nopoly concessions and obtained funds by selling

its own securities in the richer capital markets

of the world. The taint of fraud in its manage-
ment as well as the world wide depression

brought on its complete collapse in 1932.

Investment banking practise is even less

standardized than investment banking organiza-
tion. The manner in which security issues are

handled varies not only from country to country
but also within the same country, depending

upon the size of the issue, the investment or

speculative character of the security and its other

relevant characteristics. Generally, however, the

course of each new issue may be said to consist

of three successive stages investigation and

negotiation, purchase, and distribution.

New security offerings come to the investment

banking house in a variety of ways. The very

large corporations maintain continuous financial
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and personal relations with a banking house,

such relations being often based on interlocking

directorates. Buying representatives of the bank-

ing house and independent agents and negotia-

tors also play an important role. Smaller houses

usually obtain securities for distribution by

joining syndicates initiated by the larger or-

ganizations. Many issues of a less seasoned

character are brought to an investment banking
house by direct application on the part of cor-

porations, while in the case of municipal issues

and railway equipment trust certificates com-

petitive bids are sought because of the high

degree of standardization found in this field.

However the new offering may be brought to the

attention of the investment bank, its statistical

or buying department will make an investiga-

tion. Often an option will be taken on the issue

for a period of time while thoroughgoing ac-

counting, engineering and financial surveys are

made, at times with the aid of outside specialists.

If the investigation leads to a favorable result

a purchase agreement is drawn up describ-

ing the issue and the terms on which it is to

be taken over.

Because of the magnitude of possible losses

investment bankers prefer to share risks, even

those they assume only for a short time. Accord-

ingly it is customary for issues to be purchased,
either in the first instance or immediately after

acquisition by the originating house, by a bank-

ing group. In the case of large issues two or three

such groups may be formed in rapid succession,

additional houses being brought in at each

stage to spread the lisk further and to interest

additional organizations in the eventual dis-

tribution. When an issue is purchased outright

by the investment banker it is said to be under-

written; the term, however, is also used in a

narrower sense when bankers underwrite the

sale of an issue offered directly by the corpora-
tion to its existing shareholders. Because of

the legal preemptive right of shareholders

in most corporations to subscribe to addi-

tional common stock issues such offerings of

established companies are generally made first

to their own shareholders, with the underwriting
bankers standing ready to take over the un-

sold portion.
Since sudden changes in financial conditions

may make new security issues unsalable after

their purchase by investment bankers, a large
measure of risk is incurred by them in compari-
son with the profits that can be made on any
one issue and the capital that must be embarked

in the business. It is customary therefore for

the original purchase group to form distribution

syndicates to take over and sell the issue to

investors in the shortest time possible. Such

syndicates bring to bear the joint efforts of

their sales forces and established connections

with numerous small dealers to push the sale

of each issue; thus they are able to reduce the

risk incurred by shortening the time needed for

selling and also to obtain a more widespread
and hence more effective distribution. The orig-

inal purchase or banking group may at times use

selling groups instead of distribution syndicates;

these do not underwrite the sale of the issue

but merely obtain a "dealer's discount" from

the offering price to the public if they accomplish
sales to their clients.

The gross income of investment banking
houses is obtained primarily from the spread be-

tween the purchase and sales prices ofnew issues.

Among the important supplementary sources of

revenue arc the acquisition of bonus shares and

blocks of securities at low prices in connection

with new issues or promotions and the exercise

of fiscal agency functions for governments and

corporations for whom financing is carried out.

Expenses arise chiefly from salesmen's commis-

sions, advertising and the overhead cost of run-

ning the organization. A prominent item of ex-

pense is the cost of large loans from commercial

banks, arranged by syndicate groups or by indi-

vidual houses and protected by security collat-

eral. Investment banking organizations must
resort to such loans, because their capital usually
constitutes but a small percentage of the total

commitments they undertake. The slowing
down of the process of security distribution,

especially in periods of temporary congestion
of new offerings or of severe bond market de-

flation, calls for a very large increase in these

loans, as the amount of unsold securities in

the hands of investment banking houses is at

such times abnormally high. Although invest-

ment banking houses do not as a rule publish
statements showing their income accounts or

balance sheet position, profits are known to vary

widely with changes in security market condi-

tions. Costs in relation to the volume of business

handled are smallest for wholesale houses and

those specializing in selling to financial institu-

tions, while they run highest in houses en-

gaged in retail distribution to the small in-

dividual investor. They are very high in the

case of small and highly speculative issues,

which, however, are generally avoided by large
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and well established banking houses. In these

issues high pressure salesmen or aggressive mail

order advertising campaigns are used to reach

small buyers; the greater and more expensive
effort needed to effect distribution is balanced

by a very wide spread between purchase and

sales price.

The outstanding peculiarity of investment

banking practise in the United States as com-

pared with that of European countries is perhaps
this ubiquitous use of the security salesman,
a practise which developed from the aggressive
"doorbell ringing" methods of selling first made

prominent by Jay Cooke in Civil War days. Vir-

tually all houses of any size engaged in retail

security selling depend upon corps of salesmen,

comjJensated in the main by commissions on

actual sales, to keep in touch with clients and

obtain orders. In continental European coun-

tries, on the other hand, security buyers are

expected to come to their banks and investment

houses to place orders; while in England brokers

play a prominent part in retail security distribu-

tion by advising clients and taking orders on a

commission basis for new offerings. Other

features more or less peculiar to American prac-
tise in times of prosperity are the popular sale

on a large scale of stock as well as bond issues,

the speedy nominal "closing of the book"

shortly after the ottering, the pegging of prices

through syndicate bids in the open market

during the period of distribution and the de-

velopment in recent years of periodical, bill-

board
,
radio and direct mail advertising of securi-

ties as a means of reducing the resistance met by
the salesmen in effecting actual sale.

While the basic economic function of invest-

ment banking is to allocate the annual flow of

savings to specific productive employment, it

tends also by offering acceptable media for in-

vestment to encourage saving and hence to ac-

celerate industrial development. The stimulation

of investment thus attained is uneven; it is at

its peak in periods of prosperity, for as soon as

the public evinces a willingness to buy there

is a general rush among investment bankers to

create and dispose of new issues at a profit

before the market becomes saturated. When the

expansion in investment banking operations as-

sumes the proportions of a boom in the security

markets, the investment banking mechanism is

all too likely to absorb an excessive proportion
of liquid funds and short term credits in order

to support investment in long term securities.

At such times large scale purchases of securities
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by banks and the sharp increase in security

loans to individuals permit the investment bank-

er to sell new issues on a greatly enlarged scale.

The resulting rapid bank credit expansion for

investment purposes, experience teaches, leads

to maladjustment later, in the course of which

the indebtedness is scaled down while the

volume of new financing is reduced for a time

to abnormally low levels. Investment banking
also tends to strengthen large business units

at the expense of the small: since large enter-

prises and combinations attract the attention

and the confidence of the investing public,

their securities are more readily marketable

and because of their larger volume they can be

handled at a smaller unit cost. The presence in

a country of a highly developed investment bank-

ing organization hungry for business is thus an

important stimulus to the expansion of estab-

lished enterprises by the issue of more securities

and an incentive to the formation of large

scale combinations. In Great Britain, where the

investment banking institutions have been tradi-

tionally engaged only in government and foreign

financing, large scale enterprise and industrial

rationalization have been relatively long de-

layed despite the fact that in the early nineteenth

century British industry was in the van of

progress by a wide margin.
The issue house, the central factor in the in-

vestment banking mechanism, exercises a dom-
inant role in determining the distribution of new

capital among various industries. In normal

times important issue houses turn down far more

individual applications for funds than they ac-

cept, selecting those which are likely to prove
most attractive to the investor and which prom-
ise the greatest profit for the house. In order

to protect their clients, to assure future control

over financing and to profit in other ways in-

vestment banking houses have sought to gain
control over large corporations by retaining

large blocks of voting stock and by obtaining

representation on boards of directors. In con-

nection also with government financing the in-

vestment banker has frequently sought to be

more than a merely passive agency for selling

securities at a profit. At times bankers have dic-

tated policies to political bodies as a price for

their financial aid. Especially the governments
of less well developed countries have had to

subject themselves to a measure of control

by investment banking houses floating their

issues.

In the richer countries the search by invest-
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ment bankers for new offerings with relatively

high yields tends to turn their attention to

foreign securities. Commercial and industrial

groups often take the initiative in stimulating
an export of capital, seeking to provide buying

power for foreign customers by urging bankers

to sell bonds for them. In many instances politi-

cal and trade treaties, concessions, building
contracts for public works and similar privileges

for special interests have been sought abroad

by big banking and industrial groups with

loans as the consideration. The need for foreign

capital in the economically less developed coun-

tries to finance government deficits, railway
and other capital improvements and corporate

development has made the international banker

an important factor in the political development
of the last century. In the United States the

investment banker has often been guided solely

by the desire to distribute at a profit what

he considers a satisfactory security. In Great

Britain investment bankers have sometimes at-

tempted to foster specifically British exports,

going so far in certain cases as to insert in the

loan contract a "tying clause" earmarking the

proceeds for the purchase of British manu-

factures. French foreign financing, on the

other hand, has frequently been based on

political considerations, the foreign office of

the government working closely with the inter-

national investment bankers for this reason.

Investment bankers may also finance domestic

corporations which acquire interests abroad and

thus indirectly finance the export of capital.

In such cases domestic corporations may float

security issues designed to finance the con-

struction of plants and other facilities abroad

or the purchase of stock interests in foreign

enterprises. In some instances separate corpora-
tions are organized to operate abroad. The
International Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany and the American and Foreign Power

Company are outstanding examples of American

corporations that have raised funds freely

through security issues in the home market and

have invested them in public utility enterprises

in foreign countries. Occasionally such corpora-
tions develop into full fledged international fi-

nance companies. Companies of this type, which

have been an important factor in the international

migration of capital since the earlier days of the

railway era, seek to combine the functions of

security flotation with investment and direct par-

ticipation in industrial management. They raise

funds by selling their own securities in the

home market, supplemented at times by foreign
issues as well. Capital so raised is then invested

in foreign enterprises, control of which is often

retained in whole or in part through stock-

ownership or monopoly concessions from the

government. The finance companies of the nine-

teenth century being interested in railway pro-
motion often carried on also contracting and

construction activities. Finance companies of

the twentieth century, like the ill fated Kreuger
and Toll, have fostered national industry, in

which they participate by stockownership,

through utilizing their investment resources to

obtain new markets abroad.

Public regulation and control of investment

banking are present to some extent in nearly all

countries where it constitutes an impo'rtant

economic activity. A number of objectives are

sought in public control. The effort to prevent

security frauds has resulted in nearly every

country in special legislation (known in the

United States as blue sky laws) providing either

for approval by a regulatory authority of new

security issues before offering or for effective

prosecution and punishment of fraud after its

commission. Also legislation governing the

organization, administration and financing of

corporations is in part designed to prevent losses

to investors through unsound or fraudulent

practises in connection with promotions and

security issuance. The fact that investors have

suffered enormous losses in perfectly sound

securities because of sharp declines in quota-
tions during periods of major deflation has

created another objective of control stabiliza-

tion within reasonable limits of security prices.

During boom times this may take the form of

restrictive central banking policies. During de-

pressions the reverse policy of artificial easing
of credit to encourage expansion of bank invest-

ments and loans as support for declining prices
is frequently attempted. In certain countries

efforts have also been made to attain a measure

of stabilization through regulation of stock

exchange practises.

A more fundamental objective of investment

banking control is the allocation of capital

among various prospective users in accordance

with some preconceived plan. One instance of

such control is that exercised by the Capital
Issues Committee set up in Washington during
the World War with power to pass on each new

offering proposed. Because of the stupendous
volume of government financing that had to be

accomplished this committee sought to dis-
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courage other issues as far as possible, except
where they were regarded as necessary to finance

industries which played an important role in the

prosecution of war, such as the railroads, steel

companies, munitions manufactures and the

like.

Numerous proposals have been advanced to

apply the same principle in peace time in the

interests of more rational and stable economic

development. During the post-war period several

capital importing countries Italy, Germany,
Poland, Australia and Colombia actually set

up control over issues floated abroad. In Italy

the minister of finance was given full control

over all foreign borrowing in 1928. In Germany
borrowing abroad by states and municipalities

was *made subject to approval by an advisory

board of government and central bank officials;

this body sought to restrict the import of capital

as far as feasible to funds required for pro-
ductive uses, so that the necessity to pay interest

and principal would not constitute a dead weight
burden on Germany's international balance of

payments. In Italy, Austria and other European
countries a large measure of state control over

the flow of domestic capital was obtained during
the post-war period through close cooperation of

the government with large banking institutions.

Such a policy has led, however, to the necessity

for liberal government aid and intervention in

depression periods to prevent the collapse of

institutions which become overloaded with

frozen commitments undertaken at the sugges-
tion or behest of the state. Complete control over

the flow of long term capital is now achieved only
in Soviet Russia, where a portion of the national

income is allocated each year to stated capital

investments under a system of national planning
and state control of industry.
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INVESTMENT TRUSTS. Investment trusts

are corporations, common law trusts or trusteed

funds set up to provide investors with the ad-

vantages of diversification and supervision of

their investments. The sole objective of such

trusts is cooperative investment resulting pre-

sumably in higher return with equal safety or in

greater safety with equal return. Unlike holding,

operating and finance companies they generally
avoid the "entangling alliances" of management
or control of the corporations whose securities

they own and so limit their ownership in any one

industrial, merchandising or public utility com-

pany that they may at any time quietly withdraw

without sacrificing related interests or disturb-

ing the market for the securities being liqui-

dated. The preponderance of common stocks in

portfolios of most American investment trusts

has made more difficult any popular distinction

between them and companies organized at least

in part for quite different purposes Terminology
is less confused in Great Britain, where invest-

ment trusts own principally bonds and preferred
stocks and show a wide distribution of risk

in their limited common shareholdings.
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In the historic Scottish and English sense

investment trusts are more closely akin to sav-

ings banks or insurance companies than to hold-

ing, financing, operating or purely trading con-

cerns. Like the former their appeal has been

primarily to the thrifty who have built up estates

by systematic saving and reinvestment. Any
holder of investment trust securities other than

debentures and notes is, however, in a very dif-

ferent position from the savings bank depositor
or the insurance policyholder. Instead of being
creditor for a stated sum of money under given
conditions the investment trust participant is

part owner of a fund of securities and cash; his

immediate and ultimate returns vary, depending

upon the ability and conservatism of the trust

administration.

With regard to service investment trust funds

and companiesmay be compared also with invest-

ment consultants. Here again, however, the dif-

ferences are marked. The services of investment

counsel may be relatively expensive and are nec-

essarily limited to the wealthier investors. In-

vestment counsel moreover possess varying de-

grees of authority in giving effect to their recom-

mendations. In some cases their functions are

advisory only; in others they are entrusted with

complete administration. Participants in in-

vestment trusts possess only such control over

management as is conferred by voting power of

common stocks; while in uniform trust funds the

beneficiaries, as long as they choose to hold

their certificates of participation, have no con-

trol over the trustees. Investment counsel and

trust companies in their accounts for private

estates must as a rule administer each invest-

ment fund separately. Investment trusts rest

upon the principle of mingled investments under

responsible centralized supervision.

When properly run, investment trusts are the

logical vehicles for middle class investors, en-

abling them to enter the investment arena on

something approaching terms of equality with

institutional investors and the rich whose capital

is sufficient to permit large distribution of risk

and employment of special financial counsel.

This has proved true during the ups and downs
of a half century of British experience, although
in the United States certain varieties of in-

vestment trust were engulfed in the speculative
mania of 1928-29 and departed very far from

their proper purposes. Only half the truth

would appear, however, if it were not recognized
that the wealthy also have found investment

trusts convenient and serviceable in building up

a backlog of safe investments which yield a

larger return than government bonds.

From the point of view of the individual in-

vestor, particularly the inexperienced small

investor, the theoretical justification for co-

operative investment devices lies in the confus-

ing variety of securities available for purchase,
the technical character of modern investment

markets and the need for expert guidance in in-

terpreting business trends and critically analyz-

ing corporate reports. From the social and

economic standpoint investment trusts may be

said to encourage thrift by making investment

safer and more profitable and to attract the

scattered capital of small investors who other-

wise might hesitate to buy securities. By their

own purchases and sales and in Great Britain

by the limited underwriting they do in new of-

ferings of bonds which meet their investment

requirements investment trusts have acceler-

ated the sifting processes by which investment

markets distinguish between better and poorer

grades of securities. Sales from their portfolios

when prices are top heavy and purchases adding
to their holdings when bargain levels obtain have

generally introduced a steadying force into

fluctuating markets. On the other hand, in the

unusual situation in which investment trusts

experience feverish growth and assume a specu-
lative character their heavy purchases of securi-

ties on a rapidly rising market may prove an ad-

ditional unsettling factor by aggravating the in-

flation of values.

Investment trusts originated in Great Britain

around 1860 or even earlier. British investment

trusts, however, did not assume real importance
until they became actively identified with the

rapidly increasing export of capital overseas

in the period between 1875 and 1890; the identi-

fication of one with the other continued until

the World War. Investment trusts assumed a po-
sition of leadership in discovering oversea in-

vestment opportunities and contributed materi-

ally to the consolidation of Britain's financial

supremacy by mobilizing the resources of nu-

merous small investors for purposes of capital

export a function which in France was per-
formed by the banks. So important in this con-

nection were the investment trusts that German

imperialists urged (with negligible success) that

similar companies were necessary for Germany
to compete more successfully with England in

the export of capital.

In the late i88o's public interest in British

investment trusts reached feverish proportions
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and a boom was ushered in accompanied by all

the evils ofmushroom growth. Investment trusts,

which were organized so speedily as to outstrip

the growth in the volume of good securities, pur-
chased too freely on rapidly rising security

markets and drove the prices of some securities

to dizzy heights. The struggle to increase earn-

ings and dividends during times of rapidly rising

security prices led many trusts to use devious

and unsound practises. In order to realize profits

from financing, dealing, issuing and underwrit-

ing many companies created large numbers of

new trusts, which engaged in a variety of pro-

moting, financial and investment activities and
created a pyramid of paper values. In some cases

cash dividends were disbursed without allowance

for nfarket depreciation and without reference in

the reports to the impairment of capital Some
of the trusts failed adequately to distribute risk,

confining their investments to a single industry
or to a narrow group of securities. A number of

the early trusts were characterized by still

another weakness, the lack of sufficient re-

serves built up out of current earnings. There

were instances also of too high overhead, of

excessive organizers' profits, of transactions

which proved more advantageous to certain di-

rectors than to the investment trust and of fail-

ure to keep a sufficiently liquid position in view

of the imminent price reactions. The new

institutions also suffered from two kinds of un-

desirable directors: those whose eminence in

other fields attracted investors, regardless of

the directors' fitness for their new responsibili-

ties; and those connected with banking houses

which frequently used the affiliated investment

trusts as a dumping ground for issues which the

public failed to absorb.

The Baring crash in 1890 and the accompany-

ing international disturbances revealed the glar-

ing weaknesses and abuses of the investment

trusts which had sprung up so rapidly in the pre-

ceding decade. During the five years following

1890 some investment trusts were reorganized or

wound up; others were compelled to reduce or

eliminate dividend rates and to write down capi-

tal. Large losses were incurred and public confi-

dence was not restored until the end of the

decade. Out of these experiences, however, there

emerged tested principles upon which a sounder

superstructure was erected. The example of sev-

eral companies which had successfully overcome

adverse conditions and made progress during
this entire period was studied to advantage. It

was recognized that to finance new and untried

enterprises, to originate securities and to serve as

fiscal or management agency for industrial or

public utility undertakings are functions separate
from those of investment and should not be

undertaken by investment trusts. Reports were

submitted to investors revealing in a clearer and

more detailed manner the financial and invest-

ment status of the trusts, and auditors became
more exacting in their requirements. Unethical

practises in this field are now strikingly absent.

The satisfactory performance of investment

trusts during the World War and the deflation

following it served to increase the faith of the

British public. It also emphasized the importance
of such factors as purchase for investment val-

ues, wide distribution of risk, continuous super-
vision and freedom from domination by banking
houses that would not scruple to place their own
interests above those of investment companies
with which they are associated.

Practically all British investment trusts, which

arc usually incorporated under the general

Companies Acts, have outstanding debentures as

well as preferred and common shares. Borrowing

rarely exceeds in amount the aggregate of paid-
in share capital; and debentures, perpetual and

terminable, through issuance of which almost all

borrowed capital is obtained, are protected by
cash and security assets equivalent at cost to at

least 200 percent of their outstanding face value.

Share capital is raised as a rule in the propor-
tion of 60 par value of preferred stocks for

every 40 in par value of common, or "ordi-

nary." Thus of every 2000 paid in there will

frequently be found 700 to 1000 in debenture

borrowings, ,800 to ^600 in preferred stocks

and 500 to 400 in common.
The comparatively low fixed rates on the bor-

rowed and preferred share capital, generally

from 4 to 5* percent, together with expenses of

management averaging annually about J percent
on invested funds can be comfortably met out

of income from interest and dividends on the

trust's holdings; net earnings resulting from

employment of fixed cost capital thus increase

the amounts available for distribution on the

common shares and for building up of reserves.

Advantageous as such a capital structure proves
to owners ofcommon shares in times of prosper-

ity and stable security markets, it would be

perilously top heavy in unfavorable financial

weather except for the British practise of buying

mainly senior securities, treating realized profits

as capital rather than income, paying out in

dividends less than the net earnings derived
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from interest and dividend income alone and

regularly building up reserves in the form both

of surplus appearing under the capital and li-

abilities side of the balance sheet and of de-

ductions made from the cost figures for invest-

ments on the assets side.

In fact there has developed in Great Britain

a clear cut distinction between investment trusts

and finance companies based mainly upon the

arbitrary standard of the treatment of capital

profits. Investment trusts are regarded as quasi-

permanent investors in securities considered

more or less as fixed capital. Sales and reinvest-

ments are made as a rule in order to maintain

or improve the quality of the portfolio or to

increase the interest and dividend yield thereon

and only incidentally to realize profits. Profits

and losses on turnover are treated as capital

items not subject to the income tax; they
are run through a special hidden account sepa-
rate from ordinary profit and loss, or income,
statements and are used in very large measure

for reducing the figure at which investments

stand in the balance sheet to points often far

below cost. Finance or trading companies, on

the other hand, treat securities owned as stock

in trade and actively buy and sell with the

intention of making trading profits; such profits

are regarded as income available for expenses
and dividends and must be reported, with

deduction of realized losses, as taxable income.

There are at present in Great Britain more
than two hundred investment trusts with an ag-

gregate paid-in capital well in excess of 319,-

000,000 derived from issuance of debentures,

preferred and common stocks in approximate
ratios of 40, 35, and 25 percent respectively. The

holdings of each company vary from a hundred
to a thousand different investments. As appears
from the reports of eighty-three companies hold-

ings are distributed between senior and junior
securities as follows: bonds and debentures 41.7

percent; preferred stocks 23.6 percent; common
stocks 34.7 percent. For seventy-one companies,
whose reports permit such comparative surveys,
the geographical distribution of holdings is as

follows: British Empire (excluding Canada) 45

percent; continental Europe 18 percent; Latin

America 16 percent; United States and Canada

14 percent; other countries 7 percent.
Few institutions closely resembling the Brit-

ish investment trusts are to be found elsewhere.

Switzerland and Belgium especially offer notable

examples of investment, holding and operating

companies interested in rails, utilities and

industrials of many countries; because of the

diversity of their holdings and the broad dis-

tribution of risk in their portfolios it might not

be inappropriate to term some of these com-

panies financing investment trusts. Yet important
as have been the credits and investments extend-

ing across national boundaries and overseas of

numerous banks and corporations in these coun-

tries and in France, Germany and the Nether-

lands, the organizations existing solely in order

to diversify risk cooperatively and to provide
investment supervision are conspicuously few in

number.

In the United States and in Canada there has

developed during the last eight years a formi-

dable investment trust movement. The first at-

tempts, during the World War and the early post-

war period, to organize investment trusts in the

United States were connected with the export of

capital. Such attempts, however, were few and

were for the time ended by the depression of

1921-22. Interest in investment trusts revived

in 1924, but they did not become important until

two years later. From then on growth was ex-

tremely rapid; within four years investment

trusts were organized with resources exceeding

$3 ,000,000,000. Motives prompting the sponsors
varied all the way from a desire to provide the

public with sound cooperative investment facili-

ties to a wild scramble for private profits, evi-

denced in high pressure salesmanship with its

attendant abuses. Particularly as the speculative
mania of 1928-29 reached fantastic heights, it

became evident that an investment device thor-

oughly sound in principle was in many instances

being distorted and misapplied by persons who
lacked background, knowledge and in some cases

even personal integrity abuses which recall the

vicissitudes of early British investment trusts as

well as American experience in the field of mort-

gages, mortgage bonds and in earlier decades

railways, public utilities and banks.

The development of American investment

trusts, finance, trading and holding companies
not only repeated the earlier British abuses but

gave rise to entirely new ones based upon un-

sound holding company practises. Control of

huge aggregations of capital for the purposes of

manipulation and speculation was easily obtained

in some instances by the issue of non-voting

stock; the grant of large common stock bonuses,

subscription rights and special voting privileges

to promoters; and the use ofthe holding company
controlling a series of subsidiary companies by
credit pyramiding devices. Much concentration
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of utility, railroad, banking or industrial interests

was readily accomplished through capitalizing
an almost blind public faith in anything bearing
an investment trust label. Promoters' fees and

management charges were very often excessive.

A few trusts were disguised trading companies
speculating in a riotously inflated stock market.

Even at the height of the bull market in 1929
there were organized investment trusts which
filled their portfolios with stocks bought at

prices beyond any reasonable earning capacity.
Bankers in some instances unloaded new issues

upon investment trusts under their control or

influence. Plain as was the earlier British evi-

dence of dangers involved in close relationships
between houses originating and distributing
securities and investment trusts, it required the

events of 1930-31 to give conclusive American
demonstration that managers of such companies
and funds must have no ulterior motives in

their investment policies if they are faithfully
to serve investors.

Despite their initial disappointments American
investment trusts appear, when viewed in proper

perspective, to be firmly established. Compara-
tively few outright failures occurred as a result

of the stock market collapse, and many weak
trusts were salvaged, at least in part, by mergers
with stronger groups. In spite of heavy shrink-

age in their assets investment trusts have largely
maintained service on their outstanding de-

bentur*es. From interest and dividend income

many of them earn enough to pay preferred divi-

dends, although in numerous instances these

have been continued only after writing down of

capital or have been discontinued because of

shrinkagem asset values behind their outstanding
debentures. Official investigations, including
careful surveys by the New York State Bureau of

Securities, have shown relatively few instances

of deliberate fraud or dishonesty in management,
although the New York state attorney general

reported to the legislature in March, 1932, that

only about half of the one hundred companies
intensively studied were free of one or more

objectionable practises in "dumping," borrow-

ing and lending, inadequate reporting, specula-
tive operations and dividend payments. The

charge that price gyrations rather than stability
of security values resulted from their activities

is heard less frequently. It is more generally
realized that mistakes of judgment in timing
their purchases and sales, although largely nega-

tiving any stabilizing market influences which

the relatively modest capital of investment

trusts might even then have exerted, could not

reasonably be blamed for the speculative orgy
and its inevitable aftermath.

Very few of the American investment trusts

have specialized in foreign securities, and
those which had been large buyers of bonds or

stocks originating abroad have greatly reduced

their commitments, both absolutely and propor-

tionately, since 1930. Nevertheless these com-

panies were a factor of some importance in the

pre-crisis export of American capital to South

America, Japan and Central Europe, particularly

Germany. Although no more than twelve or fif-

teen at the most have held really substantial

amounts of German securities, their aggregate
funds invested in that country have probably
ranged between $75,000,000 and $100,000,000
and have represented perhaps as much as 10 per-
cent of their total holdings at cost. The natural

bent of the American investor to place his funds
in domestic securities has been fortified by the

international collapse of business and credit on a

hitherto unprecedented scale. As revival of con-

fidence at home, however, must in some measure

depend upon and accompany the same phenom-
enon in other countries, it does not appear likely
that the future policy of American investment

trusts will place a strong emphasis upon purely
domestic holdings. On the contrary, it seems

probable that some companies now functioning,
as well as others which may be created as ve-

hicles of international investment, will promote
the export of capital and thus help to delay the

conversion of the United States' favorable

visible balance into the unfavorable balance

which is normally characteristic of creditor

nations.

There are several widely different varieties of

investment trusts in the United States. The

major types are the contractual (or trust) and
the statutory (or incorporated) trust. The con-

tractual investment trust is set up under a special

contract, indenture or trust agreement, in ac-

cordance with the terms of which a trust com-

pany, a party to the trust contract, retains legal
and physical possession of the securities or cash

or both comprising the corpus of the trust and
issues or authenticates certificates of participa-
tion. The most widely known investment trusts

of this kind are the so-called fixed and semifixed

trusts. They may be described as unit series in

their make up, because the trust indenture de-

scribes a given unit of stocks against which cer-

tificates representing two thousand, more or

less, pro rata shares are issued for public sale.
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When the trust agreement prevents change in

the composition of the unit (except in cases of

mergers, reorganizations or liquidations) or

merely allows eliminations without substitution

of any other securities, the trust is fixed; when
some leeway is given to make substitutions,

whether under purely arbitrary or less exact-

ing restrictions, the trust is semifixed or super-

vised, as the case may be.

The statutory (or incorporated) type comprises
investment trusts organized under the general

statutes of incorporation of the several American

states or inviting public participation on sub-

stantially the same basis and by means of sub-

stantially the same kind of securities. Unlike

the contractual (or trust) type these investment

trust corporations (or Massachusetts or other

common law trusts, which are operated like

corporations) issue shares or stocks which are

not redeemable or convertible like trust certifi-

cates; they are shares in an investment enter-

prise rather than merely certificates carrying a

pro rata claim to trustee held units of securities

or funds of securities and cash.

Besides the fixed, semifixed and supervised
investment trusts of the contractual type, on the

one hand, and managed investment trust cor-

porations and Massachusetts trusts, on the other,

uniform funds administered by trust companies
or affiliates may be regarded as a form of invest-

ment trust. Such uniform funds include trust

funds and incorporated funds. Uniform trust

funds are the means by which several large trust

companies enable their clients to share in jointly

operated trust funds in minimum amounts too

small to warrant an individual trust estate. Par-

ticipation involves hardly any more formalities

than signing a standardized trust instrument or

becoming a party to the indenture under which

the uniform trust is established by the act

of subscription. Details differ, but the purpose
is to give small estates the supervision and

division of risk enjoyed by large ones. In uni-

form trust funds the participant, or certificate

holder, is both beneficiary and remainderman;
the trusts are revocable or the certificates re-

deemable at the option of the participants at

their current values as determined in periodical
revaluations. For technical reasons involving

problems of taxation, accountancy and invest-

ment and distribution policies funds of this kind

are not altogether suitable for that great majority
of living or voluntary and testamentary trusts

reflecting the peculiar requirements of each

testator and separating the interests of life

beneficiaries and remaindermen. Application of

the economies and advantages of mingled in-

vestment for the ordinary types of trust estate

may be made more conveniently through an in-

corporated fund, especially if the trust officers

plan an active supervision which will result in

shifting investments, and aim both to build up
reserves and to pay out distributions from income

comprising profits as well as interest and divi-

dends. The corporate form of uniform fund has

been worked out by several leading trust com-

panies and is being adopted or seriously con-

sidered by others; it is applicable, of course, only
where permission to mingle is specifically given
in the terms under which the individual trusts

are established. No direct public participation
is involved; these special investment corpora-
tions are merely convenient devices employed by
the trust officers for trust estate investment.

Complete service can thus be given to smaller

voluntary or testamentary trust estates with

less inconvenience to the trust officers and

with the same attention as that enjoyed by the

largest estates and a distribution of risk which

is at least equal to, if not much greater than,

theirs.

Insistent publicity has created the impression
that fixed investment trusts include the bulk of

American investment trust capital. That the

enormous amounts paid in to companies of the

managed variety in earlier years, however, leaves

them still far in the lead is evident from com-

pilations made in 1931, which show a total in

round numbers of $3,500,000,000 paid in to

American investment trusts, of which approxi-

mately $600,000,000 is for certificates in fixed

and semifixed trusts. The $2,900,000,000 of

company capital may be split roughly into

$400,000,000 in debentures or bonds and $2,-

500,000,000 in share capital. Although an inde-

terminate part of this gross figure may represent

financing for holding or finance companies or

for enterprises on the border line between these

and investment trusts proper, it is still suf-

ficiently impressive to illustrate the important
if quiet role which such companies are playing

today in American finance.

That this has been a passive rather than an

active role since 1930 has been due primarily
to two factors: the extreme difficulty of raising
new capital, which has limited funds available

for additional purchases; and the great depre-
ciation as to both bond and stockholdings, which

has raised the problem of absorbing realized

losses resulting from sales either in the course
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of reinvestment or in the process of repur-

chasing at a discount their own debentures

and preferred stocks for retirement. The first

difficulty will yield only with time; the second

has been met to a degree by the establishment

of special investment reserves to bear the im-

pact of necessary losses in the readjustment of

long range investment positions. These reserves

have been created out of earnings, out of capital

surplus arising from the writing down of stated

values on paid-in capital stock and out of

surplus resulting from purchase and retire-

ment of the trust'sown debentures and preferred
stocks at prices less than par and liquidation
values.

The New York Stock Exchange requirements

concerning listing of investment trust company
securities, while not insisting upon the separa-
tion from income ofany realized profits or losses,

have at least made it necessary, where such

separation does not occur, to disclose clearly

in the income statement the amount and origin

of any drafts upon these reserves to cover

losses over any fiscal period. The practise of

excluding from income any cash losses or

profits and running these through special re-

serve or surplus accounts is increasing. Not

only are regular dividends to be largely divorced

from fortuitous profit and loss on portfolio

turnover, according to the Stock Exchange rec-

ommendations, but there are to be more frequent
and complete accounting, proper exposition of

consolidated positions and intercompany reLi-

tionships, more conservative marketing methods,

publicity of holdings and other practises em-

phasizing professional responsibility among di-

rectors and officers. These are all in accord with

universal British practises, which also include

making interest and dividends alone available

for expenses and ordinary dividends, paying

only cash on common and regularly reinvesting

part of the earnings thereon, eschewing purely

trading operation and recognizing the role

of bonds and preferred stocks in any balanced

investment position.

Of the fixed and semifixed investment trusts

it may be remarked that many have improved
their set up, presentation and sales methods as a

result of the Stock Exchange rulings applying ex-

pressly to them. These offerings are not eligible,

as are investment company stocks, for listing on

the exchange. Association of member firms with

them is limited, however, to an approved list

of those which conform to requirements setting

up new standards in the business. Appeal to

prospective investors on hypothetical charts of

"what might have been" (in the highly im-

probable case that ten or twenty years earlier

the identical list of common stocks comprising
the present unit would have been chosen) has

had to be abandoned. "Loading" and trustee

charges have been more clearly expressed in or-

der to permit comparison between offerings.

Distinctions have been more clearly set forth

between real income and return of capital in

distributions made by those trusts which are re-

quired by their indentures to sell rights, stock

dividends and split ups. There has been positive

statement concerning disposition of interest

paid by trustees on accumulations and on reserve

funds paid in by the public.

One notable result of these requirements as

well as of the changed position of many earlier

"blue chip" stocks has been the issuance of new
series by sponsoring groups for numerous fixed

trusts. Not only has the principle of supervision
been granted recognition by the dropping of

old market favorites and the inclusion in the new
units of stocks hitherto less popular, but the

indentures have been drawn with greater care or

amended with a view to a better definition of

the trustee's responsibilities and a provision for

his compensation during the life of the trust.

Even more significant is the shifting of sales

effort from the so-called distributive to the

accumulative types. The former, it may be as-

sumed, worked well enough when stock prices

were high and markets were soaring. Now, how-

ever, the interests of the investor are presumably
better served by conserving the results of stock

split ups (if any), by saving stock dividends

and by exercising rather than selling such rights

as may accrue.

The efforts of investment trusts to put their

own houses in order, spurred on by official in-

vestigations and encouraged by the constructive

recommendations of the New York Stock Ex-

change, have done much to forestall drastic pro-

posals made in various quarters for state regula-

tion. While projects of varying tenor are still

under consideration, the laying down of wise

comprehensive codes could be exceedingly diffi-

cult without a broader background of American

experience. Blue sky legislation in the majority
of American states gives the commissioners cer-

tain powers in requiring reports and in ferreting

out abuses, and it is likely that antifraud acts

will be strengthened with specific reference to

certain generally condemned practises. In so far

as investment trusts and particularly holding
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companies tend to increase the separation be-

tween ultimate ownership and control, it seems

likely that federal and state regulation will be

broadened and strengthened to take cognizance
of their activities in the fields of banking, rail-

roads and public utilities.
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IONESCU, TAKE (Jonescu) (1858-1922),
Rumanian statesman. lonescu studied law in

Paris and as a member of Ilfov's Bar Association

entered the political arena with buoyant enthus-

iasm for the realization of the national aspira-

tions of Rumania and for a program of social

reform inspired by his admiration for France

and Great Britain. He was the founder of the

Democratic-Conservative party and served suc-

cessively as minister of public instruction,

minister of finance and minister of the interior.

He was minister without portfolio from 1916 to

1918, minister of foreign affairs in 1920 and

prime minister during the short crisis which

extended from December, 1921, to January,

1922.
lonescu furthered the social betterment of the

peasant class by making primary education com-

pulsory and by proposing in 1915 the agrarian

reform, which was realized in the years from

1917 to 1921. His sympathy for the bourgeoisie
moved him to advocate reformation of the in-

heritance tax (law of 1900), reduction of the legal

interest from 5 percent to 4 percent (law of

1904), increase in the number of secondary
schools and expansion of higher culture. He pro-
tected with equal vigor the political and civil

rights of the Jews, defended freedom of the

press and was influential in establishing univer-

sal manhood suffrage in 1917.
His political career culminated in the part he

played in the national unity of greater Rumania,

lie aided the Transylvanian national movement

despite the treaty of alliance of 1883 with

the Austro-Hungarian Empire, secretly re-

newed after thirty years. At the negotiations for

the Treaty of Bucharest in 1913 he secured the

territorial expansion of Rumania into the

Dobruja and from 1914 to 1916 he directed the

campaign against the Central Powers. His

famous parliamentary speech of December 16

and 17, 1915, brought Rumania into the World
War on the side of the Allies. At the peace con-

ference he was instrumental in securing the an-

nexation of Bessarabia, Bukovina and Transyl-
vania, lonescu favored the creation of a Danube
federation of the Balkan states but subsequently
realized the impossibility of achieving this and
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was instrumental in the formation of the Little

Entente in 1920.
CHRISTINE GALITZI
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IRISH QUESTION. Thepax romana was never

troubled by the Irish question. Not that the Ro-

mans were unacquainted with the Hibernians;

on the contrary, the evidence points to ever

growing trade relations between Erin and Roman
Gaul. Christianity was transmitted to Ireland by
traders in the fourth century, paving the way for

the work of St. Patrick and his disciples in the

fifth. Simultaneously, although independently,
Roman letters and Roman learning were con-

veyed to Ireland, perhaps by pagan scholars flee-

ing before the irruption of German barbarians

into Gaul. The eventual fusion of saints and

scholars engendered a monastic movement
which played a basic role in the re-Christianiza-

tion and reeducation of Merovingian Gaul and

its Germanic annexes, offering formidable com-

petition to the Benedictines and their Roman

sponsor. Irish Christianity was not in close com-

munion with the Apostolic See of Rome; Irish

saints who were also scholars made their peculiar

contributions to mediaeval Catholicism inde-

pendently notably the Penitentiah, of which

Gregory the Great was unaware. It was this iso-

lation of Irish Christianity which in the seventh

century first posed the Irish question in Eng-
land. The Book ofArmagh admitted of appeal to

Rome from the successor of St. Patrick "if he

cannot decide," but this measure of recognition

of Roman headship did not suffice for the zeal-

ous emissaries working from Canterbury and

faced with the rivalry of the Irish at Lindisfarne.

At the synod of Whitby in 664 the intervention

of an English king decided the issue against the

Irish. It was the first but by no means the last

time that England and the papacy were to see

eye to eye in Irish matters.

In the ninth century the Celts of Erin had to

deal with their first invaders. The Northmen, or

Ostmen, established themselves in the chief

ports from Dublin round by Waterford to Lim-

erick; their walled towns, which frequently had

Celtic antecedents, were soon incorporated as

integral elements in the Irish political structure

a structure which had meanwhile been evolv-

ing, like that of Anglo-Saxon England, toward

monarchy of a feudal type. The usurpation of

Brian Boru (1002), although it dispossessed the

time honored dynasty of the Ui Neill and opened
the way to other aspirants, perhaps gave greater

reality to the office of high king. The economic
conditions of the time did not permit of real

centralization, but in the eyes of contemporary

European princes the magnificus rex Hiberniae

was the acknowledged ruler of ail Ireland. The
state of Ireland in the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies has been not altogether unjustly compared
with that of the east Prankish kingdom after the

disappearance of the Carolingian dynasty, where
an elected king, himself a "stem duke," exercised

a variable measure of authority over his fellow

dukes, themselves eligible to election to the king-

ship. In the twelfth century, however, Irish saints

and scholars set in train a movement that was to

wreck the high kingship. The Cluniac and Hilde-

brandic reform movements, launched in Ireland

by Bishop Gillebert of Limerick, actively propa-

gated by St. Malachy of Armagh (d. 1148) and

supported by the high kings, reached their cli-

max at the synod of Kells in 1 152, where a Ro-

man legate bestowed the pallium on each of the

four archbishops. Ireland of her own motion had

accepted the whole program of ecclesiastical re-

form, but the fact weighed little with popes who
had not the reasons for championing political

independence that had prevailed in the cases of

Poland and Hungary. Accepting at face value the

clamorous accusations of Malachy and other

Irish reformers, successive pontiffs abetted the

Norman-Welsh conquest of Ireland, and there-

by facilitated the surrender of its bishops and

kings.

The conquest itself was distinctly unnational.

Invited and guided by Irish Celts, led and com-

manded by Norman-French lords whose blood

was mixed with that of the Celts of Wales, of-

ficered and manned mainly by Welsh and Flem-

ings, Strongbow's force was anything but

English. Henry, "son of the empress," followed

less to reenforce the conquest than to curb his

own vassals. Under Prince John Ireland bade

fair to become a Norman sister to England;
under John as king the foundation of an Anglo-
Norman lordship in Ireland with institutions

distinct from their English counterparts was

continued; under the justiciar Wogan (1295-

1312) the work reached its climax in the forma-

tion of a local Irish Parliament. In 1394 Richard

II writing from Ireland summarized the situa-

tion: "There are in the land of Ireland three

kinds of people; the wild Irish, our enemies;

Irish rebels; and obedient English." The irrois
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savages were the Celtic chieftains O'Briens,

O'Conors, O'Neils, O'Donnells and the rest

who although ever ready to make submission in

return for confirmation of their land and author-

ity were consistently striving to restore and ex-

pand the possessions of their septs; the irrois

rebelx were the "chieftains of English lineage"

Geraldines, Butlers, Burkes and lesser lights

who although ever ready to seize additional

lands from "Irish enemies" were still more ready
to resent the intrusion of fresh lords from Eng-
land or attempts to govern Ireland from Eng-
land. Of very different stuff were the Englois

obetssantz, consisting mainly of the population of

the Anglo-Irish towns; this population was a

variegated composite of Irish, Ostmen, Flemish,

Welsh, English and other elements hound firmly

together by a common business interest. The
feudal lords whether Gaclicized Normans or

crossbred Celts could have no loyalty to Eng-
land's king; the towns in Ireland as everywhere
in mediaeval Europe were the foes of feudalism

and the friends of centralizing monarchy. Anti-

Irish only in so far as Irish spelled feudal, the

townsmen passed the statutes of Kilkenny and

similar defensive legislation. Far below these

categories, almost beyond the ken of Richard n
or of the chiefs who dickered with him, the mass

of the Irish, the tillers of the soil, the drovers and

laborers, remained little affected. Transferred

from Irish bondage to Norman villenage, their

numbers augmented by the depression of many
free churls, the betaghs, or htbernici, possessed no

rights, Irish or English, until as was also the

case with their congeners in England the oper-
ation of economic changes wrought their slow

conversion into a free rent paying tenantry de-

pendent mainly on wages for their livelihood.

In the fifteenth century the English interest in

Ireland reached its lowest ebb, and the rise of

the new monarchy in England entailed a new,
this time an English, conquest of Ireland. The
Tudors in England using Star Chamber and
Parliament to crush the survivals of feudalism

were fain to use other tactics in Ireland. A Parlia-

ment of the "obedient English" of the four

counties of the Pale less than a twelfth of all

Ireland called in 1494 by the deputy Poynings,
ratified for Ireland recent acts of the English
Parliament and provided that in future all legis-

lation of the Irish Parliament must have the

prior approval of the English council. The Par-

liament of Ireland having thus surrendered its

independence not to the English Parliament but

to the English crown, the latter in its turn handed

back its powers, old and new, to the Geraldine

Kildare. Unable as yet to cope with feudalism in

Ireland, Henry vn left the Irish to "crown apes
next" while he consolidated his position in Eng-
land. Although the Butler-Geraldine feud and

the headlong revolt of Silken Thomas in 1534

compelled the extension of the Pale to include

most of Leinster, Henry vm preferred to govern
Ireland "by sober waies, politique drifts, and

amiable perswasions." Nor did his emphasis on

repudiation of papal supremacy in assuming the

title of king of Ireland in 1541 meet with especial

resistance from Ireland.

As Elizabeth became increasingly involved in

continental politics, the attempt to rule Ireland

through Irish chiefs broke down. Shan O'Neil

denied the queen's right to make him a hereditary

earl and, posing as a champion of Catholicism,

intrigued with Guise and Spain, a policy imi-

tated by other and lesser chieftains. Thus

sprouted the religious branch of Gladstone's

upas tree a branch that was to flower in the

penal laws and bear fruit in the "uncrowned

king." While Englishmen despite the efforts of

the Jesuits gradually abandoned Roman Catholi-

cism, Irishmen clung to it as the badge of their

special interests. The queen's answer was the

policy of plantation and the reduction of Mun-
ster and Connaught. With the flight of the earls

in 1607 the way was open for the plantation even

of Ulster. The growth in James' reigij of the

agrarian branch of the upas tree did not stop
there: gavelkind and tanistry were judicially pro-
nounced invalid; Davies undertook a general
examination of old Irish tenures and redistribu-

tion in fee among the former holders. The small

freeholders, deliberately dispossessed, emi-

grated, were reduced to tenants or took to the

wilds as "tories," forerunners of the Whiteboys.
In certain areas the Elizabethan policy of "sur-

render and regrant" was superseded by wide-

spread confiscation and systematic plantation.
Yet the bulk of the land did not change hands,
and the survival of brehon customs later known

paradoxically as the Ulster custom left the

tenants essential security; the position of the

toiling masses, the cottiers, remained unaffected

by the fortunes of their betters whether Irish or

English. Commercial prosperity was deliberately

fostered, especially by Strafford, in the interest

of the revenues of the English crown, then so

anxious to avoid financial dependence on the

English Parliament; an Irish army supported by
Irish money promised to be a strong prop to

English absolutism. Irish Catholics suffered
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fewer disabilities than English and only in po-
litical life.

Stuart prosperity bred Stuart loyalty. The in-

surrection of 1641 , mainly of quondam landlords

against plantation landlords, gave place to a far

wider movement for the crown against the Par-

liament, although Owen Roe O'Neill still as-

serted an independent Catholic patriotism,
which hampered Ormond's efforts. Cromwell in

Ireland knew no distinction between royalist and

Catholic. Unprecedentedly sweeping confisca-

tion totally altered the agrarian problem: "Hell

or Connaught," coupled with continental armies

and American colonies, claimed the vast bulk of

Irish landlords and tenants; the laboring cottiers

remained to till the soil for Puritan warriors and

London realtors. Trade and industry were an-

nihilated by war and discrimination. Restora-

tion brought fresh "settlement" of the land,

which was restored only in small part to pre-
Cromwellian holders; absenteeism mounted and

insecurity depressed values. However alien

themselves, the landlords welcomed the reap-

pearance of an Irish tenantry; customary tenant

right survived all storms, and Catholic disabili-

ties did not extend to rights in land. The loss of

population, hurtful to the landlords, seems to

have benefited the cottiers. Trade and industry

revived, again encouraged by the crown, al-

though the English Parliament was now able to

keep a watchful eye out for English commercial

interests. Once again the Stuarts strove for the

welfare of the "obedient English" of Ireland,

and once again even conditional prosperity bred

not nationalism but loyalty to the crown and

hostility to the Parliament of England.
The triumph of William of Orange at the

Boyne in 1690 ushered in a new era for Ireland,

the rule of the English Parliament. The conquest
was complete and was fully exploited by the

conqueror. The English Parliament at once as-

sumed and in 1719 asserted the right to legis-

late for Ireland. By English law Catholics were

excluded from the Irish Parliament, and the

latter was permitted to enact the penal laws. To
reenforce the Protestant landlord garrison
further confiscation of Catholics' land was ac-

companied by abolition of customary tenant

rights. The Catholics, forbidden to purchase
land or to lease it for long periods, were reduced

for the most part to tenants at the mercy of

Protestant landlords. These landlords, whose

title rested on seventeenth century confiscations

and whose ascendancy rested on the penal laws,

were bound to loyal dependence on England.

The middle class, Protestant and Catholic alike,

was simultaneously eliminated. William had

promised: "I shall do all that in me lies to dis-

courage the woollen manufacture in Ireland, and

to encourage the linen manufacture there, and to

promote the trade of England." The legislative

destruction of the Irish woolen industry by the

English Parliament in 1698 was but the chief of a

series of measures which while tolerating distill-

ing, the linen industry and the provision trade

drove thousands of manufacturers of both creeds

to France and other countries. In such an Ire-

land, ruled by a class of landlords largely absen-

tee and almost exclusively Protestant, with a

negligible middle class -save for the agents and

middlemen of the landlords and a hopelessly
rackrented peasantry, there was no room for

nationalism; neither 1715 nor 1745 produced a

ripple in Ireland; like Swift and Molyneux be-

fore him, Lucas went unheeded.

The accession of George in heralded the

birth of a new, non-Celtic although largely

Catholic Irish patriotism. Disturbances in the

American colonies impaired the market for Irish

linens; worse, the revolution led to an embargo
on Irish provisions, bringing distress and suffer-

ing to landlord and tenant. The Irish Parliament

was moved in 1779 to demand free trade with

England. Backed by non-importation agree-

ments, the drilling of the volunteers and the in-

ability to find Irish money to pay British troops,

the demand was impressive; at war with France,

England repealed her restrictions on Irish trade

and industry; under further pressure the act of

1719 was repealed in 1782; and in 1783 the Eng-
lish Parliament completely renounced its legis-

lative authority over Ireland. During the agita-

tion of the "rival Harries" Grattan and Flood

most of the penal laws had been repealed;

the remainder soon followed, and m 1793 Grat-

tan's Parliament admitted Catholics to the

franchise although not to the legislature. A
period of prosperity marked by resuscitation of

Irish industry ensued.

Simultaneously had been born a very different

movement. The Whiteboy disturbances, begin-

ning in Munster in 1761 and spreading under a

variety of names to other provinces, have been

well described as the operation of "a vast trades'

union for the protection of the Irish peasantry:

the object being, not to regulate the rate of

wages, or the hours of work, but to keep the ac-

tual occupant in possession of his land, and in

general to regulate the relation of landlord and

tenant for the benefit of the latter." At the same
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time efforts were made to reduce or abolish the

tithes to the Protestant clergy and to limit the

fees of the Catholic priests. Economic distress

enhanced by the rapid growth of the poverty
stricken population took no heed of religion or

politics save in the north; there the division of

the lower classes into Catholics and Protestants

made it possible to stimulate the latter against

the former. The rise of the Peep o' Day Boys,
later Orangemen, rallied the Catholics to the

ranks of the Defenders, later Ribbonmen, and

precipitated a long series of disturbances of reli-

gious color.

The French Revolution was echoed through-
out the British Isles in the formation of republi-

can secret societies; the chief Irish society, the

United Irishmen, arose among the Presbyterians
of Belfast. The appeal of liberty and equality

was primarily to the middle class; the aristocracy

and gentry boasted few such romantics as Lord

Edward Fitzgerald. For these Jacobin enthu-

siasts the victory of 1782 was of small moment.
Grattan's Parliament had two grave defects: it

did not control the Irish executive the "king-
fishers" and it remained a landlord assembly

thronged with English placemen. Conscious of

weakness in the face of a ruling class backed by a

foreign government, Theobald Wolfe Tone, a

Dublin Protestant accepted as leader of the

movement, appealed to the peasants against the

landlords: "Our independence must be had at all

hazards. If the men of property will not support

us, they must fall: we will free ourselves by the

aid of that large and respectable class of the

community, the Men of no property." The

peasantry, flattered by the unusual attention of

their betters and as in France ready to embrace

the opportunity to remedy their grievances on an

exceptionally generous scale, rallied to the

cause; the Defenders were partly absorbed into

the United Irishmen, and Whiteboyism ven-

tured into new fields. From its new allies the

movement suffered more than it gained: the

Presbyterians tended to draw back in alarm;

agrarian disturbances enabled Fitzgibbon to in-

tensify repression French expeditions ended in

disaster, and Tone escaped the gallows by Ro-
man suicide in prison; his associates paid on the

scaffold for the insurrection into which they
were driven in 1798. The union was bought, if

not fully paid for, and Robert Emmet's brief

flare was speedily extinguished.

In the first half century after the union the

Irish upas tree speedily put forth a verdant

its three branches agrarian, religious

and educational sturdily supported by the an-

cient political trunk. The roots lay deep in Ire-

land's past, but the mature verdure of the nine-

teenth century was of a hue not conspicuous in

earlier Irish landscapes. Throughout Irish his-

tory the agrarian question had risen from the

struggles among landlords past, present and

prospective. The completeness of the William-

ite conquest and the subsequent proved stability

of the British government had removed all fears

of fresh confiscations. By the end of the eight-

eenth century existing Irish land titles might be

regarded as secure. But the very security of the

landowner, coupled with the effects of capitalistic

economy, increasingly forced to the fore a new

agrarian problem the problem of relations be-

tween landlord, tenant and laborer.

At the time of the union there existed a marked

tendency in the direction of small holdings, due

principally to the operation of Foster's corn law

of 1784 but stimulated by the admission of Cath-

olics to the franchise in 1793; the one factor put a

premium on tillage, the other on the number of

forty-shilling freeholders on a landlord's estate.

The "peace without a parallel" and the conse-

quent fall of grain prices, coupled with the land-

lords' unwillingness to adjust rents correspond-

ingly, produced a marked tendency to clearances.

Heightened by the disfranchisement of the forty-

shilling freeholders in 1829, clearances were to

reach their climax with the famine, being further

encouraged by repeal of the corn laws in 1846,

by the new poor law of 1847 and by the Encum-
bered Estates Act of 1849. Absenteeism mounted

sharply after the union. Agents and middlemen

in a seemingly endless chain extracted the ut-

most in rents, fees and services from the tenants,

holding arrears always over their heads; cottiers

paid in labor for their conacre holdings. Leases

for short or indeterminate periods prevailed; in

1847 the Devon Commission reported: "The

greater portion of the occupiers of land in Ire-

land hold as tenants from year to year." Except
in Ulster compensation for improvements was

unknown; at the first opportunity the land was

"canted" to the highest bidder. To Nassau

Senior "the treaty between landlord and tenant

is a struggle like the struggle to buy bread in a

besieged town or to buy water in an African

caravan." Against the evils of rackrenting the

laborers and poorer farmers, who were also

laborers, continued to react in Whiteboyism,

although they were unable to bring the agrarian

question to the pass at which Gladstone felt con-

strained to set himself the task of defining and
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redressing Irish grievances. Whiteboyism in its

various aspects lacked the cohesivcncss of a

definite organization, although its sporadic
manifestations seem to have been linked by

potato vine telegraphy. Only in connection with

the tithe agitation of 1831-32 did Whiteboyism
reach the proportions of a national movement, a

movement shadowed by the religious as well as

the agrarian branch of Gladstone's tnfurcate

upas tree.

The religious question was partly political,

partly agrarian. G rattan's Parliament had re-

pealed the penal laws and admitted Catholics to

the franchise; the union had failed to fulfil the

hope of Catholic emancipation. Although upper
class Catholics had resented the continuance of

their political disabilities, it remained for a popu-
lar demagogue to make Catholic emancipation
an issue. Thwarted in his own political ambitions,

a middle aged criminal lawyer named Daniel

O'Connell founded the Catholic Association in

1823. The established Protestant church of Ire-

land was not merely endowed but empowered to

levy tithes on all occupiers of land of whatever

creed. Tithes and parish cess had long been ob-

jects of Whiteboy attack; not infrequently these

grievances had been employed by landlords and

middlemen to divert peasant attention from their

own rack rents. Momentarily coupling religion

and economics for a political end and aided by
his storrny bilingual oratory O'Connell carried

the county Clare in 1828. Fearing revolution the

tories yielded; the "uncrowned king" entered

Parliament at the price of the disfranchisement

of six sevenths of the Irish electorate. To reward

the peasantry O'Connell guided the "tithe war,"

which ended in 1838 after minor concessions, in

the comedy of commutation; the landlord paid
the tithe for the tenant and increased the rent.

Shifted from the religious to the agrarian account

the question lost interest for the Liberator, who
bent his efforts to stamping out Whiteboyism
and Ribbonism along with trade unionism and

Chartism.

The third branch of the upas tree, the educa-

tion question, was a more slender growth. While

the "national schools" were successfully com-

bating the survival of Gaelic speech, higher edu-

cation in Ireland was virtually open only to

Protestants, through Trinity College, Dublin

University. Presbyterians preferred to go to

Scotland, Catholics to the continent, although

Maynooth existed with state aid to educate

Catholic priests. In 1845 the Maynooth grant
was more than doubled, and three non-sectarian

"godless colleges" were established, a measure

which failed to solve an essentially religious

question.
One other branch of the Irish upas tree, the

problems of trade and industry, completely es-

caped Gladstone's attention, perhaps because its

leaflessness permitted it to be obscured by the

thick foliage of the other branches. "The Union
dealt a heavy blow to trade," as O'Connell

phrased it. The textile industries, temporarily
and partially protected by the union duties, suf-

fered rapid decline on their withdrawal; every-
where domestic hand loom workers were thrown

out of employment; only in the north did a new
linen industry grow up on a factory and machine

basis. The provision trade and its dependent in-

dustries declined as the exportation of livestock

was resumed. The handicrafts, which had

flourished under Grattan's Parliament, were

ruined by the removal of the seat of government
from the Liffcy to the Thames. Only brewing
and distilling, the former almost exclusively for

export, prospered. Whatever other factors may
have played a role, it is fairly certain that lack of

capital in Ireland indeed the virtual impossi-

bility of accumulating capital save in the north,

where the Ulster custom prevailed was of basic

importance. Such industries as were established

in Ireland, particularly before the removal of

the union duties, were mostly established by
Englishmen. Englishmen, however, had little

incentive to invest in Ireland: the possibilities

of profitable industrial investment in England
itself still seemed inexhaustible; employers of

labor were especially deterred by the reputation

of the Whiteboys as a ready school for industrial

trade unionism. In this latter opinion English
manufacturers were encouraged by O'Connell 's

denunciations of Irish combinations.

The absence of industry while it intensified

the agrarian problem also made for the weakness

of the middle class, and this fact in turn meant

the continued absence of serious nationalism.

The day had not yet come for tenants and la-

borers to make common cause and unfurl the

banners of nationalism in a struggle for agrarian
reform. Herein lay the secret of O'Connell's

power. He had accepted the disfranchisement of

the peasantry. The handful of urban workers

had never enjoyed the franchise; although they
were organized in combinations, he could afford

to defy and denounce them. Concerned mainly
with strengthening his "tail" in Parliament and

controlling the Irish patronage, King Dan was

no enemy of the established order. Davitt, the
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greatest foe of landlordism in Ireland, yet an ar-

dent admirer of O'Connell, acknowledges that

"he cannot be classed among those who have

fought strenuously against landlordism"; nor

could anyone charge O'Connell for whom
Unitarian and Dissenting mill owners in Man-
chester in 1836 raised a purse of 700, and who
"would to God, children of thirteen years old in

Ireland could earn the money which the English

factory children might have earned" save for

Lords Althorp and Ashley with having been a

foe of capitalism. Politically as well as socially

O'Connell was conservative in the extreme. He

rejoiced that he "kept Ireland free" from the

"pollution" of the Chartists. Successive repeal

associations were organized for an object which

the "uncrowned king" himself stated to be "not

worth the price of one drop of blood." His

slogan, "Ireland for the Irish God save the

queen" is reminiscent of the policy of Strafford

and Ormond.
Under the wing of the Repeal Association,

however, there blossomed in the 1840*5 a vigor-
ous nationalist movement. To be sure, Young
Ireland was more in tune with the European

Zeitgeist than with the conditions of the moment
in Ireland. Inspired by Davis, guided by Mitchel

and rationalized by Lalor, the movement even in

its very name reflected continental stirrings

rather than the aspirations of any social class in

Ireland. Renunciation of England and all her

works was the prime article in the catechism.

Thomas Davis, poet and idealist, reacted vio-

lently against the idea that the factory system
would benefit Ireland: "Oh, no! Oh, no! ask us

not to copy English vice, and darkness, and

misery and impiety; give us the worst wigwam in

Ireland and a dry potato rather than Anglicise
us." John Mitchel, chief of the Young Ireland-

ers, who at the outset conceived of the nationalist

movement as necessarily embracing all classes of

the population, eventually adopted Davis* char-

acterization of the landlords as a "filthy mass of

national treason." Ardent republican and advo-

cate of "public opinion with a helmet on its

head," he was deemed worthy of transportation
for fourteen years. But although his virulent

Anglophobia led him to rejoice that the French

insurgents of February, 1848, had renounced

competition and free trade "in the sense in

which an English Whig uses these words," the

June days left him positive that "Socialists are

something worse than wild beasts."

Of the Young Irelanders the clearest and most

vigorous thinker was Fintan Lalor. Lalor defined

the spirit and aim of Young Ireland as "not to

fall back on '82 but act up to '48 .... Not the

constitution that Tone died to abolish, but the

constitution that Tone died to obtain, independ-

ence, full and absolute independence, for this

island, and for every man within this island."

Lalor, like Tone, had no hope of countenance

from the Irish aristocracy; from the middle class

he hoped for sympathetic assistance, but it was

to the peasantry that he turned to give the neces-

sary drive to the movement. "The principle I

state and mean to stand upon, is this, that the en-

tire ownership of Ireland, moral and material, up
to the sun, and down to the centre, is vested of

right in the people of Ireland; that they, and

none but they, are the landowners and law-

makers of this island .... For let no people de-

ceive themselves, or be deceived ... by constitu-

tions . . . and franchises. These things are paper
and parchment, waste and worthless . . . those

who own your land will make your laws ....
The rights of property may be pleaded ....

Against them I assert the true and indefeasible

right of property the right of our people to live

in this land, and possess it."

Lalor's teachings were not fully appreciated

by his associates; national not social revolution

was their goal. In any case the time was badly
chosen for revolution; as in 1798, it was foreign

example not native ferment that produced the

Tipperary rising of '48. The famine and famine

fever of '46 and Black '47 had left the peasantry
no energy to expend in revolt; misery and de-

spair counseled emigration, and in a decade

Ireland's population was reduced by one fourth.

Interesting as a projection of the ideology of in-

dividual nationalists, Young Ireland cannot be

accounted an Irish national movement. The
mass of the peasantry was powerless to help or

hinder this non-sectarian movement; the prop-

erty qualification for the franchise was further

raised in 1850, and the electorate continued to

support O'Connell 's band, known, now that the

maestro was dead, as the Pope's Brass Band.

In the second half of the nineteenth century
the Irish upas tree came to full growth. If its

foliage was less verdant, its poison sap ran strong
and proved the bane not only of successive

British ministries but of Gladstonian Liberalism

itself. Emigration, always a conspicuous Irish

phenomenon, became a constant factor; although
a few towns grew slightly, the heavy drain of

population from the countryside produced a

steady diminution in the general density of pop-
ulation. Notwithstanding the continued decline
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of agriculture in favor of pasturage, reduction of

population tended to effect reduction of the pres-

sure for land; the peasantry was therefore in a

stronger position for an economic struggle

against landlordism, which with the disappear-
ance of the middlemen loomed ever more prom-

inently as the national grievance. In the years

immediately following the famine duringwhich

the Liberator's son had publicly averred: "I

thank God I live among a people who would

rather die of hunger than defraud the landlords

of their rent" Gavan Duffy's all Ireland tenant

right movement was inevitably aborted; but the

time gradually ripened for the more prosperous
tenants to make common cause with their less

fortunate fellows.

Emigration, which to some minds offered a

happy solution for the Irish question, proved to

be a complicating factor of far flung implica-

tions. Overseas and particularly in the United

States the Irish reaped fulfilment of the angel's

promise to Abraham. Whether by politics and

contracts or by means more devious many out

of their multiplying millions equipped them-

selves to possess the gates of their never forgot-

ten enemies. The Ribbonmen, who after the

Tithe War had gradually absorbed most of the

Whiteboy elements, disappeared from Ireland

to reappear as the Ancient Order of Hibernians.

In time this and other Irish-American orgam/a-
tions were to play a vital role in Irish affairs.

This by-product of emigration soon nurtured

disturbing fruits. In the American Civil War

many Irish had fleshed their swords; their com-

missions dazzled the eyes of surviving revolu-

tionists in Ireland. In 1858 James Stephens, a

disillusioned Young Irelander, had founded in

Dublin the Irish Republican Brotherhood; a few

years later a cognate Fenian society was formed

at Chicago. Deliberately the Irish Fenians

through the newspaper which was founded to

serve as the public organ of their secret society

appealed for the aid of "the blistered hands of

labour." "It is a waste of time and labour, or

worse, to endeavour to arouse the upper and

middle classes to a sense of the duty they owe

their country." With the farmers the Fenians

had little to do; their agitation centered in the

towns among the artisans and laborers, with the

result that m the i86o's the landlords enjoyed a

temporary surcease from agrarian disturbances.

The Fenians were not socialists even in the

limited agrarian sense of Lalor; their program
was purely and romantically nationalistic. In-

spired by the news from Russia and fed with
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talcs of the thousands ofarmed men ready to sail

from America, the I. R. B. plotted dire conspira-

cies, which eventuated in the pitiable collapse of

1867.
Yet Fcnianism produced results in England,

in Ireland and in America. In England Glad-

stone was moved to attempt the felling of the

upas tree. Characteristically the Liberals ad-

dressed themselves first to the religious question.
In 1869 the Protestant church of Ireland was dis-

established and in part disendowed; in the gen-
eral readjustment the Maynooth grant and the

larger regium donum to the Presbyterians were

abolished; the measure interested churchmen,

Orangemen and Catholic bishops but left the

mass of the population unmoved. The Land
Act of 1870 did not accept what the Liberal

prime minister in 1864 had called ''communistic

views disguised under the term of tenant right";

it merely legalized the Ulster custom in so far as

it was practised and provided compensation for

improvements if the evicted tenant could afford

to prosecute his case in the courts. The Irish

University Bill of 1873 was defeated with the aid

of the Irish members. With the branches

trimmed Gladstone hoped to remove the politi-

cal trunk by continued coercion. In Ireland the

amnesty agitation for the release of Fenian

prisoners swept Isaac Butt into the leadership of

the Irish parliamentarians. Under his cautious

guidance Irish members at Westminster adopted
the policy of independent opposition. To pres-
sure for a federal solution of the political prob-

lem, for which the epithet home rule was

coined, Butt linked a revived agitation for tenant

right, which crystallized as the demand for the

"three F's." In America Fenianism produced
the Clan-na-Gael, ever a ready supporter of

revolutionary agitation for Irish independence.
Michael Davitt, a Fenian, was chiefly instru-

mental in effecting the close cooperation between

agitation in Ireland and Irish organizations over-

seas. The "new departure" of 1878, which put at

the disposal of the leaders in Ireland generous
sums of American money, coincided with the

supersession of Butt by another Protestant

champion of home rule; Parncll and his lieuten-

ants at once embarked on the policy of obstruc-

tion in Parliament, driving out of the organiza-
tion the more moderate of Butt's following. In

America Davitt's proposals met with a response

embarrassingly overenthusiastic. The American

revolutionary Irish had no sympathy with mere

parliamentary agitation as a substitute for revo-

lutionary conspiracy but were more than ready
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to welcome vigorous agitation against landlord-

ism. In 1879 shortly after Davitt's return from

America the Land League was successfully

launched in Mayo, whence its operation soon

spread to other parts of Ireland. In the antip-

odes as well as in the United States supporting
land leagues were formed; the Irish World, the

Clan-na-Gael and the A. O. H. poured money
into Ireland. The Land League campaign dif-

fered in many essentials from the earlier White-

boy disturbances; the movement attracted all

elements of the peasantry, including the more

well to do farmers; its methods despite the horror

excited by the new word boycott were in the

main legal; it worked in the open, countenanced

by Parnell and other Irish political leaders and

even by one of the archbishops. Rome's attempts
to interfere against Parnell and the Land League
tended to "make Peter's pence into Parnell

pounds." The land agitation, with its slogan
"The land for the people," was the most revo-

lutionary movement in nineteenth century Ire-

land. O'Connell had intimidated the Iron Duke,
but it needed Michael Davitt, the friend of

Henry George, to convince English Liberals

that under certain circumstances a man might
not do what he would with his own. The Land
Act of 1 88 1 embodying the principle of the

"three F's" established a dual property right in

the land. Although unsatisfactory to the Land

Leaguers and still more to the Parnelhtes, un-

able to admit that any good could come from a

parliament at Westminster the act, followed in

1885 by the Ashbourne Land Purchase Act,

went far toward removing the grievances of the

more prosperous farmers. Something was also

done for the agricultural laborers by the series of

laborers acts beginning in 1883.
The politicians, who had curbed Davitt's en-

thusiasm for a no-rent campaign before the pas-

sage of the Land Act, found the weapon a failure

when used for purely political ends. Hampered
by the Phoenix Park murders, the Invincibles

and the suppression of the Land League, the

constitutionalists almost regretted that they had

ever hearkened to Davitt's ringing denunciation

of a policy that would ask "our peasantry to plod
on in sluggish misery from sire to son, from age
to age, until we by force of party power may free

the country." The Parnellites had failed to wreck

the bill, but the circumstances of its passage and

the coercion policy that accompanied it fed the

agitation, assisted by the revival of the National

Land League as the National League. Extension

of the franchise in 1884-85 merely strengthened

Parnell, who steadily augmented his phalanx at

Westminster. In 1886 the impossibility of form-

ing any ministry without Irish support impelled
Gladstone's Liberals to commit political suicide

by sponsoring the First Home Rule Bill.

For an almost uninterrupted period of twenty

years of "resolute government" the Unionists

strove to "kill Home Rule with kindness." Their

initial Land Purchase Act was amended and ex-

tended, culminating in the Wyndham Act of

1903. The fundamental difficulties of the small

holder, which lay beyond the direct reach of

government, were recognized in the creation in

1899 of the Department of Agriculture under the

guidance of Horace Plunkett, since 1889 the

apostle of cooperation. The Local Government
Act was extended to Ireland in 1898. The Irish,

however, remembered the kicks and forgot the

kindness. Although the Parnell split of 1890 was

but ill healed by the recognition of Redmond's

leadership in 1900 and although funds from

America temporarily dried up, the Nationalist

party continued to be the chief vehicle of Irish

political expression. Ignored by the renascent

Liberals, save for the passage of the virtually

non-partisan Birrell University Act of 1908 and

a few acts in further remedy of details of the land

problem, the veterans of Parnell 's struggles were

enabled by the parliamentary situation conse-

quent on the elections of 1910 to wring from

England the goal of their ambitions the Home
Rule Act of 1914, providing for the establish-

ment in Dublin of a parliament frankly subordi-

nate to its parent at Westminster.

If the Nationalist party reflected the national

aspirations of Ireland, the aspirations of Irish

nationalists were finding expression in the Irish

Ireland movement. Landlordism had suffered a

mortal blow; slowly but inevitably it was being

extirpated in Ireland on terms which left ex-

landlords and ex-agents the wealthiest and so-

cially most considerable class in the country.
The Church of Ireland had been disestablished,

but the Protestant ascendancy remained socially

intact. Although the local government patronage
was surrendered to the Catholics in 1898, the

"county class" retained its impregnable position.

At the same time the material improvement of

the farmers' position was reflected on the shop-

keepers; manufacturing industry outside the Bel-

fast area made little progress, but an important
and well to do middle class developed. Not being

gentlemen, the middle class youth must find

some new avenue to social standing; and this

they sought in Irish Ireland. The Gaelic Athletic
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Association founded in 1884 excluded agents of

the Castle garrison from its clubs and strove to

place hurling and "Gaelic football" on a level

superior to tennis and cricket. The Gaelic

League founded by Douglas Hyde in 1893

preached the superiority of the Celtic language
and literature to the Saxon; in 1913 the National

University made Irish technically compulsory.
A new school of Irish literature, using admirable

English, clothed Irish mythological figures in

Grecian garb or wove dramas racy of the soil.

In 1896 an immigrant son of an Irish emigrant,

James Connolly, attempted the formation of an

Irish Socialist Republican party; from 1898 to

1903 his Workers' Republic preached Karl Marx
in Celtic terms, spiced with emphasis on Tone
and Emmet, Mitchcl and Lalor. Another re-

turned emigrant, Arthur Griffith, through the

pages of the United Irishman, later Sinn Fein,

preached his fanatically narrow "Hungarian

policy," derived mainly from Friedrich List and

Ferencz Deak; least national in its conception
and policy of all the phases of the Gaelic revival,

Griffith's organization was destined to become

through the operation of forces which he la-

bored vainly to combat the dominant mouth-

piece of Irish nationalism. Even in 1910 the re-

publican left wing of Sinn Fein through Irish

Freedom lent countenance to what Griffith ven-

omously dismissed as "English trade-unionism

in Ireland" and queried the patriotism of Irish

industries built on underpaid labor. Although

insisting that "the independence of this country
is the first practical step towards the building up
of a decent civilisation," Irish Freedom viewed

the Dublin labor war of 1913 as a "spiritual re-

volt"; like the young Irclanders, the republicans

were prepared to hate "imported" capitalism. It

was mainly members of this group who with a

few survivors of the I. R. B. and a large follow-

ing of constitutionalists organized in 1913 the

Irish National Volunteers, the grateful response
to the inspiration provided by Carson and the

Ulster Volunteers; control was soon taken over,

however, by Redmond and the parliamentary

party.

Far different was the reaction to capitalism of

another element in twentieth century Irish na-

tionalism. Trade unionism in Ireland had been a

spontaneous growth closely akin to trade union-

ism in England; its progress had been aided by
the progress of the larger movement, for English
trade unions in self-protection had found it ex-

pedient to build Irish branches. An Irish Trades

Union Congress founded in 1894 had functioned
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virtually as an adjunct to the Nationalist party.

In 1907 the labor movement took on fresh life

with the rise of Larkinism and the organization
of unskilled labor. Fought by Griffith and Red-

mond alike, Larkinism developed a nationalism

of its own, welcoming Connolly back from

America in 1910. The great Dublin lockout of

1913-14 marked a vital turning point: the Trades

Union Congress renounced allegiance to Red-

mond and formed itself into an Irish Labour

party; Connolly, the nationalist, in Larkm's ab-

sence assumed direction of the Transport Union
and its protege, the Irish Citizen Army. Taking

advantage of the split in the National Volunteers,

Connolly and Tom Clarke, of the I. R. B., won
the support of the republicans in Sinn Fein.

Despite the frantic opposition of Griffith this

triangular combination of organized labor, pre-

dominantly unskilled, of the old line physical
force revolutionaries, who brought the money of

the Clan-na-Gael, and of the Irish Ireland in-

tellectuals who controlled the Irish Volunteers,

sought to turn England's difficulty into Ireland's

opportunity. The Easter rising of 1916 was fore-

doomed to failure, but its ruthless repression

swung national sentiment from constitutional-

ism to warfare. A metamorphosed Sinn Fein

gave birth to the Irish Free State.

The establishment of the Free State was

strenuously resisted by fanatical republicans and

rued by many who had looked forward to the

establishment ofa new social order. But although
more potent than the penniless Communists,
who welcomed the ripple of Soviets of agricul-

tural laborers and creamery workers, the Irish

Republican Army, largely financed from Amer-

ica, could make no headway against the forces of

Great Britain, whose artillery was now operated

by men in the green uniforms of Saorstit Eire-

ann. The labor movement, again dominated by
the skilled workers, set its face against radical

action. A Labour party in the Dail has not pre-
vented the abridgment of British social legisla-

tion. The Free State quickly adopted tariffs and

turned to the Shannon to aid industrial develop-

ment; but it found that the consular service of

Erin could for the most part be best handled by
the British Empire. The remnant ofthe landlords

were given short shrift; but British sports are

embraced by gentlemen of a new definition, who

may be sons of publicans. The Irish language has

proved an embarrassment, although it had to be

made an official language; literary ferment has

been replaced by rigorous censorship; "Irish

Ireland," the iridescent dream born of the ro-
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mantic times of struggle, has become a night-

mare in the mundane days of self-control. Reli-

gion, ever an extraneous injection into the ma-

terial problems of Ireland, is not a present issue;

with blatantly sectarian Northern Ireland on her

flank the Free State has not yet followed the

example of so many Catholic nations in open

struggle with the church. The peasants and the

shopkeepers, the bulk of the people, have in-

herited the land; to them as to Sydney Smith

"Erin go bragh" has ever meant "Erin go bread

and cheese."

An aberrant aspect of the Irish question is

presented by Belfast. A portion of Ulster was

so thoroughly planted at the beginning of the

seventeenth century that a large proportion of

the lower classes in that region is Scotch Presby-
terian. The infiltration of Irish into the planted
area could not be prevented; in particular the

heavy emigration of Scotch-Irish to America in

the eighteenth century opened the way for the

return of numbers of Catholic Irish peasants.

This fact gave a freakish twist to Whiteboyism
in the north, the Presbyterian tenantry resented

the competition of the Catholic Irish; under the

name of Peep o' Day Boys, later Orangemen,

they initiated a series of attacks on their rivals,

forcing them to organize as the Defenders, later

Ribbonmcn. With the rise of industry in the

Belfast area this guerrilla warfare of the two

creeds was carried over into the ranks of the

urban workers. The Ulster linen industry aided

in the growth of the shipbuilding industry, the

one employing the women, the other the

men; the sexual division of labor and the temp-
tation of an increasing family wage tended

to depress wage scales and the position of the

workers in general. To Ulster employers the

creed of their workers was a matter of indiffer-

ence, their wages a matter of vital importance.
Elsewhere trade unionism might force wages

up; but in Belfast, where with monotonous

regularity religious processions provoked rioting

between the two portions of the working class,

trade unions found it difficult to function.

Ulster business men feared economic separation
from Great Britain and the rule of a farmers'

parliament at Dublin; hence their enthusiasm

for the Churchill slogan of 1886, "Ulster will

fight, and Ulster will be right." To the Orange
workers, whom Birrell described as having no

more religion than a billiard ball, this meant

simply "To hell with the pope." The rioting

that year reached unprecedented dimensions.

Twice, in 1893 and in 1907, the warring workers

fraternized openly, but these were special occa-

sions that constituted reversals of the general
rule. The "home rule means Rome rule" agita-

tion and the drilling and arming of the Ulster

Volunteers brought a return of the days of 1886.

Ulster solemnly covenanted to prove her loyalty
to Britain by resisting to the death the applica-

tion of British law. The World War and the

suspension of the Home Rule Act brought a

reconciliation so complete that in the first years
after the war a united trade union front forced

wage scales even above Glasgow and Dublin
levels. On July 12, 1920, at a monster mass meet-

ing Carson carefully identified Sinn Fein,

Catholicism and Labor as a trinity not to be

tolerated "be the consequences what they may."
The consequences were two years of violence,

the expulsion of Catholics from virtually every
form of employment, the disruption of trade

union organization and the rapid decline of wage
scales. In the meantime Ulster accepted the

Better Government of Ireland Act of 1920 and
scaled her separation from agrarian Ireland.
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IRNERIUS (c. 1055-*:. 1130), Italian jurist.

Irnerius was born in Bologna, where he became

professor of rhetoric and dialectic at an early

age. His fame came to the attention of the count-

ess Mathilda, who urged him to study law. His

life from approximately 1076 to 1090 is a matter

of controversy among modern scholars. Fitting

and others (such as Besta, Palmieri and Vmo-

gradoff) allege that he studied law at the school

in Rome, where he later taught, and that about

1084 because of political strife he returned to

Bologna, where after a period spent in research

and writing he began to teach about 1090. The
better view, advanced by Savigny and affirmed

by Pescatore, Patetta and Kantorowicz, seems

to be that Irnerius studied law as an autodidact

at Bologna, working through practically all

the Corpus juris before beginning to teach there.

Documents from 1113101118 reveal him acting

in a judicial capacity; after a visit to Rome in 1 1 18

he taught at Bologna until his death.

Uncertainty also exists concerning the works

of Irnerius. All are agreed that he was the author

of a great portion of the marginal and interlinear

glosses to the Corpus juris and that he was the

compiler of numerous Authentica, or notes,

which made use of the constitutions in the Nov-

els to indicate those statutes in the earlier com-

pilations of Justinian that had been supplanted.

Fitting edited and attributed to Irnerius works

of a different type, more comprehensive in scope
and yet more theoretical in nature; for instance,

the Queslioncs, Summa codicis and De aequitate.

Others, in agreement with Fitting, have either

edited or attributed to Irnerius works of a similar

nature. Pescatore, Patetta and Kantorowicz deny
that the edited texts were written by Irnerius,

and Kantorowicz even holds that no works out-

side the glosses and Authentica were written by
him, but that he did transcribe the so-called

Codex S (now lost), the fount of all the vulgate

manuscripts of the Corpus.
Irnerius' great contribution to jurisprudence

was undoubtedly the establishment of the law

school at Bologna, which focused its attention

upon intensive study of Roman law and the

development of jurisprudence in all its aspects.

The personality and ability of Irnerius within

a few years made Bologna the center of legal

thought in Italy, and his students, the four doc-

tors, extended its renown over Europe.
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IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
HISTORY AND PRESENT ORGANIZATION MEREDITH GIVENS

LABOR CONDITIONS

United States COLSTON E. WARNE
Other Countries HORACE B. DAVIS

HISTORY AND PRESENT ORGANIZATION. Al-

though it is the center of a galaxy of industries,

the heavy iron and steel industry comprises the

normally integrated processes of smelting, refin-

ing and shaping iron and steel. Its products

pig iron, and semifinished steel in the form of

ingots, structural shapes, bars, tubes, rails,

plates, strips, sheets, wire rods, forgings and
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castings constitute the raw materials for fur-

ther fabrication by the metal or engineering

trades, from which the heavy iron and steel in-

dustry is to be distinguished. Because of its

unusually great integration of operation and

concentration of control the industry includes

many other related activities. All of the larger

companies mine their own ores and fuels, most

of them operate extensive transportation facili-

ties, while some embrace under unified control

all the related and essential processes from min-

ing to the final manufacture of ordnance, the

construction of ships and the output of other

products. In addition the industry has many
by-products. Thus in 1930 the United States

Steel Corporation controlled from one sixth

to one fifth of the American production of Port-

land cement utilizing its own blast furnace

slag; the industry furnishes the bulk of the im-

portant coal arid tar by-products of the coking

process and a substantial volume of gas for

light and power.
Iron especially in the form of steel provides

the structural basis of industrial civilization.

Iron and coal are inseparably associated with

modern technology and have been decisive in-

struments in the growth of capitalism, particu-

larly since their technological interlocking in the

modern steel industry. It is this development
which has made possible the intensive ex-

ploitation of the mineral accumulations of the

ages and the tremendous acceleration in the

rate of production and consumption which

underlie the recent development of industrialism.

The increasing consumption of iron and steel

measures the onward sweep of the machine age.

In the United States the industry produced 108

pounds of pig iron and 34 of steel per capita in

1878, 638 pounds of pig iron and 592 of steel in

1909 and 786 pounds of pig iron and 1042 of

steel in 1929 an increase of more than 500 per-
cent in pig iron and nearly 3000 percent in steel.

This enormous expansion in the output of iron

and steel has been the primary factor in the con-

quest of industry by machinery, the growth of

industrial integration and mass production, the

concentration and trustification of industry, the

great changes in consumer habits and the

rapidly increasing urbanization of modern life.

In addition to the fact that it is the basis of

other industries, the heavy iron and steel in-

dustry ranks among the foremost of the major
industries in all highly industrialized nations.

In the United States since 1919 iron and steel

and their products have occupied third place in

the fourteen major industrial groups as classified

by the census, exceeded in total value of pro-
duction only by foods and textiles, although

closely pressed by the machinery industry, and

have alternated from third to fourth place in

"value added by manufacturing." In 1929 blast

furnaces, steelworks and rolling mills had an

output comprising 5.9 percent of the total value

of American manufactuies and employed nearly

5 percent of the wage earners engaged in manu-

facturing. If machinery and allied products are

included, the iron and steel industries surpass
all others in value of production.
The almost infinite diversification in the

modern use of steel in the metal trades, in

the manufacture of machinery, automobiles and

ordnance and in thousands of other major and

minor uses is one of the most characteristic

aspects of the steel age. All industries are de-

pendent upon iron and steel either for machinery
or raw materials or both. In the United States

for the ten-year period 1922 to 1931 the rail-

road, construction and automotive industries

were the predominant consumers of steel, ab-

sorbing over one half of the total, as shown in

Table I. The sharpest increase in the consump-
tion of steel was in the automotive industry
because of its recent great expansion; in 1929
it consumed 52 percent of the output of malle-

able iron foundries as well. Greater consump-
tion by the construction industry reflected not

only the expansion in building but also the in-

creasing use of steel as a substitute for other

materials. The railroads have always been im-

portant consumers of steel, but their relative im-

portance in the steel market declined seriously
after the wartime shortage had been made up, as

they were unable to extend their lines mainly
because of increasing competition from alter-

native methods of transportation. On the other

hand, agriculture has increased its consumption
of steel as a result of the agricultural crisis

and the decline in prices which has accelerated

the pace of mechanization. Although a consid-

erable amount of iron and steel appears in con-

sumption goods, most of the product takes the

form of capital goods, reflecting the enormous
fixed capital requirements of modern industry
and its essentially metallurgical character.

An important consumer of iron and steel

which does not appear in the statistics on the

distribution of its uses is the munitions in-

dustry. Especially since the introduction of

firearms and ordnance iron has furnished the

sinews of war and constituted the basis of mili-
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TABLE I

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FINISHED STEEL TO PRINCIPAL CONSUMING GROUPS IN THE UNITED STATES,

1922-1931

* Figui%3 not available.

Source- Compiled from data in the Iron Trade Review and Steel.

tary power. Particularly in Europe the iron

and steel industry has been intimately iden-

tified with the production, of munitions and the

growth of militarism. In the Franco-Prussian

War the Krupp works' improved ordnance was

an important factor in Germany's victory. The
World War was fought with steel, and one of its

prizes was the iron mines of Lorraine. The Cen-

tral Powers could not have fought as long and

effectively as they did had not Germany been

the greatest steel producer in Europe mainly by
virtue of the union of the iron of Alsace-Ix)r-

raine and the coal of the Ruhr within its borders.

Lorraine had been taken from France in 1870,
but the strategic industrial and military im-

portance of the prize was not appreciated until

years later. During the World War barbed wire

for entanglements, steel rails for the roads of

transport and pursuit, steel plates for sub-

marines, armor for tanks and battleships, were

as indispensable as projectile steel, ordnance,

small arms and ammunition. Minor steel pro-

ducing countries, such as Italy, were relatively

ineffective because of the difficulty with which

these essential supplies were obtained. The

weight of the American industry decisively

turned the scales in favor of the Allies. No
modern nation can become a first class military

power without a highly developed iron and steel

industry.

Although iron has been of overwhelming eco-

nomic importance only during the past one hun-

dred and fifty years and steel only during the

past fifty years, iron has been an indispensable
element in technology since it was first smelted

three or four thousand years ago. Technologi-

cally the importance of the metal lies in its

abundance, its strength and malleability and

in the fact that for many uses it has no sub-

stitute. The slow steady growth of the indus-

trial arts is nowhere more clearly demonstrated

than in the history of iron. Prehistoric fires

probably drew iron from the rocks quite acci-

dentally; iron tools were used by primitive peo-

ples. The use of iron was preceded by the use of

copper and bronze, although in some cases the

order was reversed. In the primitive open forges

and bloomeries the impurities of iron were

slowly "burned" out and a disappointingly small

amount of pasty metal a variety of the modern

wrought iron was ready for hammering, draw-

ing and shaping. Uniting the two primary

stages of iron manufacture smelting and shap-

ing the early iron makers fused and softened

the balls of malleable iron and hammered out

their own shapes and implements for industry
and war. For thousands of years the open wood
or charcoal fires of the forge, or bloomery, was

the sole known method of obtaining iron, the

only progress during that long period taking the

form of minor improvements in the bellows and

other auxiliary apparatus.
On the basis of these primitive methods

(which still persist in remote parts of the civi-

lized world and in economically backward coun-

tries) the ancient civilizations developed an im-

portant iron industry, which produced an excel-

lent quality of wrought iron and steel used

mainly in the manufacture of military and agri-

cultural implements. The industry reached its

highest development in the Roman Empire,
with the main producing centers in Italy, Spain
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and Britain. There was an active international

trade both in iron ores and in iron products. In

Roman Italy the craft of the smith was highly

developed; production was commonly carried

on in small shops with a single forge, an artisan

and a few apprentices, and smelting and manu-

facture were combined with the sale of the final

products in which the shops specialized. Imple-
ments were wrought by repeated heatings and

forgings on individual anvils. Prices were high in

contradistinction to those of copper; and the ar-

tisans were usually prosperous and occupied an

important social-economic status. Although in

some places manufacturers gathered many
smiths together under one roof, the factory sys-

tem in the iron industry was negligible. Capital-

istic merchants, however, bought up part or alt

of the output of independent artisans and sold

it throughout the world. The most important use

of iron was in the manufacture of implements of

war; the armies had their own smiths and the

government participated in the industry, al-

though it was left mainly to private enterprise.

In the later Roman Empire the government took

over the exclusive manufacture of arms and

armor and concentrated it in large state fac-

tories.

During the Middle Ages both the technology
and economic organization of the iron industry

remained practically unchanged, except for the

improvements in furnace construction, the in-

troduction of the Catalan forge and of the use of

water power in driving the bellows and the ham-

mers. Great skill was attained by the Arabians,

Spaniards, Germans and Swedes inthe manufac-

ture of iron, particularly in the making of swords

and ornamental ironwork. The forges, however,

continued to be highly wasteful of iron, fuel and

labor. It was not until the fourteenth century
that molten iron for direct casting was produced
in improved smelting furnaces of European iron

makers. This was accomplished by means of

larger furnaces with higher stacks, by forcing an

air blast into the furnace by the use of water

power, and by better heat conservation all the

result of attempts to save fuel and labor. The
first castings were of poor quality and the uses of

cast iron were not at once appreciated. It was

gradually discovered that iron smelted directly

from the ores requires further refinement for the

production of really satisfactory castings. This

led eventually to the divorce of smelting and

casting and the growing importance of iron

founding. The origin of the blast furnace, a

vertical cylindrical crucible in which iron is

separated from the ore by smelting in direct con-

tact with the fuel and flux, is enveloped in un-

certainty. In the latter part of the mediaeval

period the Germans developed the Stiickofen, an

improved form of the Catalan forge which they
had built to a height of ten to sixteen feet. This

improvement was the direct antecedent of the

blast furnace, which is known to have been used

in Belgium about 1340. Smelting practise was

improved and perfected during the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries by the Germans, Belgians
and the French; and gradually the Catalan

forge and its improved form, the German Stiick-

ofen, were both superseded by the charcoal blast

furnace. The greater economy of fuel and labor,

the larger output and the greater diversity to

which the greater supplies could be put more
than compensated for the dissociation of smelt-

ing from the forging of malleable iron.

During the sixteenth century the most im-

portant use of casting was in the making of can-

non, which revolutionized the technique of war-

fare. The demand for more and improved cannon

greatly stimulated the iron industry. At this time

the industry had reached its highest development
in Germany, both in quality and quantity of iron

output. A considerable capitalistic organization

prevailed in the mining of iron and the sale of

the final products, although on a much smaller

scale than in the production of silver and copper,
in which the Fuggers operated mines, smelting
works and rolling mills. It was from Germany
that England imported the blast furnace and
other improved methods of iron, making.
The next phase of the development of the iron

industry was bound up, both as cause and effect,

with the industrial revolution, which was largely
a revolution in metallurgy and power. By the

beginning of the eighteenth century the primi-
tive bloomery was obsolete in Britain; it was

replaced by the more complex sequence of oper-
ations represented by the blast furnace, the forge
and the rolling and slitting mill. The iron

industry was third in importance among
British manufactures, mining and smelting 180,-

ooo tons of ore annually and giving employment
to 200,000 people in mines and manufactories.

But the industry was hampered by the "tyranny
of wood and water" wood to provide charcoal

and water to transport raw materials and prod-
ucts and operate the hammers and mills and fur-

nish the blast for the smelting furnaces. Estab-

lishments were therefore widely scattered. The
extent to which industry was hampered by the

scarcity of charcoal, because of deforestation
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and restrictions to protect forests from further

ravages, is indicated by the fact that only 17,350
tons of iron were produced in Britain in 1740.

Pit coal was used in iron smelting by Dud

Dudley as early as 1619 and the first Abraham

Darby established the commercial use of

coke in 1709, but it was not until sixty years

later that coke came into general use in smelt-

ing despite the economic need for a new fuel.

In the midst of its decline the British iron

industry was revived and transformed by the in-

troduction of mineral fuel in smelting, the

application of the steam engine to furnish the

blast and the rapid advance in mechanical en-

gineering all phases of the industrial revolu-

tion, for which more and cheaper iron was the in-

dispensable basis.

During this period the great change in the

refining and shaping of iron was initiated in

1784 by Henry Cort. Building upon the experi-

ments of others Cort introduced the puddling

furnace, which permitted the use of fuels other

than charcoal and furnished hot malleable iron

directly to the rolling mill in a single con-

tinuous process. Until then malleable iron had

been made either by the direct process or from

pig iron by reheating in the forge. Cort had

been among the first to investigate the applica-

tion of Watt's engine to the forge hammer.

His inventions now substituted a reverberatory

puddling furnace for the hearth of the forge,

grooved rolls for the hammer and the chemical

removal of impurities in the iron for the method
of removal by sledging. The puddling furnace

reduced the cost of manufacture and yielded a

larger quantity and more uniform grade of iron;

the new rolling mill could handle heavier blooms

and greater lengths and could turn out a greater

variety of shapes and sixes of rails, bars and

plates than had hitherto been possible. The
result was startling. Hitherto a tilt hammer
had with difficulty produced a ton of bars in

twelve hours; but now fifteen tons of puddled
metal could be passed through the rolls in the

same time, and iron produced with pit coal

could be substituted for charcoal iron for all pur-

poses except the manufacture of crucible or

cementation steel.

Technological changes in the iron industry

produced corresponding changes in its economic

organization in Great Britain. While the indus-

try nowhere passed through the guild stage prior
to the factory system (the guilds of ironmongers
were fabricators and not producers of iron) and

was dominated by capitalists who owned more or
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less extensive works and paid wages to workmen,
it remained a relatively small scale and de-

centralized industry until the close of the

charcoal era. With the breaking of the "tyranny
of wood and water" by the use of coal adjacent
to iron mines the scattered establishments gave

way to large and integrated concerns which

mined the ore and coal, smelted, refined, rolled

and slit the iron in its finished form of plates

and rods. Smelting and refining were again
united in the new integrated processes. Iron-

works were concentrated near the coal fields,

larger capital was invested and single works

frequently employed half a hundred or more

men. Landed proprietors, who formerly had par-

ticipated actively in the industry, now leased

their coal and iron lands to industrialists and

provided most of the fixed capital as absentee

owners. Thus comparatively small capital of

their own was required by the active industrial-

ists, most of whom had been metal traders, as

in the case of many successful craftsmen in

Sheffield and Birmingham seeking control over

sources of raw materials. As fixed capital re-

quirements increased amalgamations became

numerous, and the industrialists early formed

associations to regulate the business. Profits

were very large, both for the landowners and

the active industrialists. Upon retiring many
of the latter engaged in banking and financier-

ing, thus establishing an early and intimate

association between the iron industry and

finance.

Under the influence of its own higher produc-

tivity, declining prices and the demands for iron

of an increasingly industrial economy, the iron

industry expanded its output. By 1788 Britain's

59 coke furnaces produced 53,800 tons of pig

iron as against 14,500 tons of charcoal iron

made by 26 furnaces. The total output of pig

iron in Britain increased from 68,000 tons in

1788 to 250,400 tons in 1806, Swedish and Rus-

sian iron were no longer imported, and the pro-

duction of charcoal iron almost disappeared.

Output kept on. mounting, stimulated by the de-

mand for munitions during the Napoleonic wars

and the increasing use of the steam engine,

machinery, water pipes and gas apparatus. The
decline in prices resulting from greater demand
and output was accelerated by increasingly high-
er productivity due to a series of mechanical

and other improvements, particularly the Neil-

son hot blast introduced in 1828, a device to

economize heat which resulted in a great saving
of fuel, higher smelting temperatures, more
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rapid working and a large increase in furnace

output. This decline in the price of iron was

one of the most important factors in the devel-

opment of manufacturing. Minor improvements
in processes were introduced by foreign manu-
facturers (the French use of furnace gases to heat

steel, for example, introduced in 1811); but

although iron production grew rapidly on the

continent, the iron industry at this time was pre-

dominantly British, the basis of Britain's in-

dustrial supremacy and of its leadership as the

workshop of the world. The industry received

another tremendous impetus from the introduc-

tion of railroads in the 1830*3, both because of

their demand for iron and of the provision of

cheaper and better transportation. Moreover the

construction of railroads in economically back-

ward countries increased Britain's exports of

iron as well as the export of capital to finance

construction of the railroads.

Meanwhile in the vast forests of North Amer-

ica the iron industry persisted in the use of

charcoal for one hundred years after that fuel

had become obsolete in England. By the middle

of the eighteenth century the British colonies

were producing almost as great a quantity of

pig iron, bars and blooms as the mother country,

perhaps from a fifth to a third of the world

output during this stage of the charcoal era.

England encouraged the colonial production of

pig iron and discouraged the manufacture of

iron, but there is no evidence that these tactics

relieved the situation of the ironmasters in

the mother country. After the War of Independ-
ence American production declined and the

new country did not regain its relative position

for a century. Production was mostly in the form

of cast iron produced in small charcoal furnaces

making from a few tons up to 25 tons per
week. In contrast with the contemporary

progress in Great Britain there was little im-

provement in American smelting practise be-

tween 1790 and the introduction of anthracite in

the 1830*8. As late as 1825 tne use of mineral fuel

was unknown, and the census of 1850 enumer-

ated only 4 furnaces burning coke. Throughout
the charcoal era the iron industry was a rural

one; the furnaces and forges were scattered in

every state in the union, although the establish-

ments were more numerous in areas where sur-

face outcroppings of ores were readily available.

In the United States the first great improve-
ment in the production of iron came with the

introduction of anthracite in smelting, first

used in 1812 but not an important factor until

1840. The use of this peculiarly American fuel

in smelting enabled the furnace stack to bear

a much heavier burden of ore, flux and fuel than

had been possible with the fragile charcoal.

Anthracite iron maintained its ascendancy until

after the Civil War. A thriving iron industry
concentrated in the anthracite fields of eastern

Pennsylvania with easily accessible markets.

The introduction of anthracite prepared the ex-

pansion of the American iron industry, which

was stimulated by the manufacture of solid iron

rails and the rapid growth of railroad construc-

tion. Railroads absorbed from one third to

one half of the iron output; the demand from

other industries was still small because of the

relatively slow pace of industrialization. English

competition was keen and the American in'dustry

insisted that its existence depended upon high
tariffs. Nevertheless, in 1850 approximately
60 percent of American iron needs were sup-

plied by imports. Despite continuous tariff

protection the American iron industry in the

years 1850 to 1860 was still a poor second to the

British industry, but the Civil War gave the

American output an enormous stimulus.

In Germany the industry forged rapidly ahead

after 1840, mainly as a result of the rapid

growth of railroads and of a series of inventions

which improved materially the quality of

cast iron and made it in some respects superior
to the British product. The rise in the output
of German iron was interrupted by the world

crisis of 1857, after which the development was

resumed at a more rapid rate, stimulated by the

increasing manufacture of improved ordnance

by the Krupp works. In 1860 Germany produced

522,000 tons of pig ironincomparisonwith82i,-
ooo tons produced in the United States and

3,890,000 tons in Great Britain. In France the

industry was also expanding rapidly, although
on a much smaller scale than in the other major

producing countries. At the outbreak of the

Franco-Prussian War the iron industries of both

Germany and France had reached approximately
their maximum development with the ores and

technical practises then prevalent.
In 1870 Great Britain was still the world's

leading producer of iron; it produced 5,964,000
tons of pig iron while the American output was

1,665,000 tons and the German 1,240,000 tons.

As the figures in Table n indicate, the situation

was completely changed within thirty years, In

the decades between 1860 and 1890 the Ameri-

can iron and steel industry began to outstrip
the other major producing countries. The Amer-
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TABLE II

PRODUCTION OF PIG IRON IN PRINCIPAL PRODUCING
COUNTRIES, 1740-1930

(In thousands of gross tons)

Source. FIKU
trial Depression
for 1870-1930
Industries.

,res for 1740-1860, from Hull, George II , Indus-
(rev cd New York 1026) p 206-98. Figures
ompilcd from Statistics of the Iron and Steel

ican producers, competing among themselves for

new records, embarked upon a spectacular cam-

paign of furnace driving; the reports of mounting

daily output per furnace were greeted with in-

credulity in England. During each of these dec-

ades the annual production of American pig
iron doubled. The British output increased con-

siderabty during the same period, but it could

not meet the pace set in the United States. By
1890 American production exceeded the British,

and the United States became thereafter the

leading producer of iron and steel. This phe-
nomenal growth took place in spite of seemingly

insuperable obstacles to the use of ores mined

thousands of miles from coal, manufacturing
facilities and markets.

At the basis of the increasing output of Amer-
ican iron and steel was the amazingly swift

tempo of the country's industrialization. Horse

power in manufacturing rose from 2,346,000 in

1869 to 5,939,000 in 1889 and 10,098,000 in

1899, this rise reflecting an enormous increase

in the use of machinery. Railroad mileage rose

from 30,626 in 1860 to 163,597 in 1890, an un-

paralleled growth which would have been impos-
sible except for the advance of cheaper tonnage
steel. The expanding agricultural machinery

industry also required large amounts of iron

and steel; and the output of metal consumption

goods mounted steadily. These demands the

iron and steel industry was able easily to meet

because of its large reserves of coal and iron,
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increasing integration and efficiency of operation
and almost prohibitive tariff duties.

In Germany also the industry developed rap-

idly. In the ten years after the annexation of

Alsace and Lorraine with their great stores of

iron ores the German output of pig iron doubled

and continued to increase almost as rapidly as

in the United States. This growth reflected

the general expansion of industry in Germany
(including railroad development) and progressive

specialization in the manufacture of iron and

steel products, such as cutlery and ordnance. By
1910 the German output of pig iron exceeded

the British 12,905,000 tons as against 10,012,-

ooo tons. The easy economy of production in

Britain, where adjacent raw materials, iron and

steel mills and consuming industries had long
formed a fortuitous union, had apparently
reached the elastic limit of expansion. The
world's pioneer iron and steel industry was now
unable to compete on even terms with the re-

sources and technique of the United States and

central Europe; this was an important factor in

the relative decline of British manufactures and

the decline of Britain as the workshop of the

world. Meanwhile the iron and steel industry had

been developing rapidly in France, Belgium and

Sweden. In 1913 the per capita consumption of

iron and steel (in pounds) was: United States

600, Germany 575, Great Britain 520, Belgium

419, France 333, Sweden 333, Italy 84.

These changes in the relative position of the

great producing nations were bound up with the

change from iron to steel as the industry's major

product with the introduction of the Bessemer

steel making process. Prior to 1870 steel was not

a tonnage factor in the industry. The metal

of the early industrial revolution was iron,

cast and wrought. Steel was a high grade special

product, relatively expensive, used for cutlery

and edge tools. Since early times steel had

been made by the cementation process, a

variety of what is now called case hardening

whereby small bars of iron embedded in charcoal

are heated for days until they are impregnated
with carbon. The crucible process of later origin

is closely related to the cementation process.

Steel making was a small scale industry, less

spectacular than iron making, although fine

steel cutting tools have been essential in the

technology of all times. Industry required a

cheaper steel and this was first provided by
the Bessemer process. The new steel was not as

fine as the old, yet for most purposes better

than cast or wrought iron. Although there is no
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concise and satisfactory definition of steel,

which always includes carbon but varies widely
in its chemical composition, the term has come

to be applied to all refined ferrous products
aside from pig iron, cast iron, malleable cast

iron and wrought iron.

The pneumatic method of making steel was

discovered independently by an Englishman,

Henry Bessemer, and an American, William

Kelly, but Bessemer developed the process more

fully and pioneered in making its commercial

application possible. Bessemer's epoch making
discoveries in England in 1855 and 1856 arose

out of his quest for a material with the qualities

of malleable iron to be used in the casting of can-

non. By driving a blast of air through a bath of

molten pig iron he oxidized the metalloids

without the use of fuel and obtained a metal

purer than ordinary cast iron; unfortunately,

however, the phosphorus which remained in the

resulting metal rendered it practically useless

and the process could be used only with pig

iron containing very small quantities of that

element. The Bessemer process was conse-

quently hampered by the limited supply of non-

phosphoric ores both in Britain and elsewhere.

It was therefore an event of major importance
when Thomas and Gilchrist in 1879 successfully

introduced an adaptation of the Bessemer con-

verter which for the first time rendered phos-

phoric iron ores completely available for the

manufacture of steel. A premium was actually

put on the use of phosphoric ores for the slag

was found to be a by-product highly prized as a

fertilizer. The Lorraine iron region with its

phosphoric ores was now ready to come into its

own, and the final technical obstacle to the

uninhibited and phenomenal rise of the world

iron and steel industry was removed.

Bessemer steel was destined to yield early

precedence to the product of the regenerative

open hearth furnace. In 1856 before the Bes-

semer converter was widely accepted William

Siemens demonstrated that the use of gas to heat

the furnace hearth produced high temperatures
and fuel economy, the gas being developed by
the burning of coal in auxiliary producers prior

to its combustion in the furnace. This process

slightly improved by the Martin brothers of

France was in commercial operation by ^865.
The advantages of the Siemens-Martin regenera-
tive furnace over the Bessemer process are as fol-

lows: the use of ore as an oxidizing agent and

the external application of heat render the

temperature of the bath independent of the

chemical reactions, which gradually eliminate the

impurities in such a manner that the temperature
and composition of the boiling metal are under

more precise control; a larger diversity of prod-
ucts from a greater variety of raw materials

may be produced; a greater output of finished

steel is obtained from the same amount of pig

iron, thus reducing the number of blast furnaces

required in the industry; phosphorus can be

eliminated from Bessemer ores even more satis-

factorily than by the Thomas- Gilchrist process.

In the United States this latter fact is of great

importance since immense ore deposits are

TABLE III

PRODUCTION OF STEEL BY PROCESSES IN LEADING COUNTRIES, 1870-1930

(In thousands of long tons)

* Includes the Saar throughout but excludes Lorraine and Luxemburg after 1915 and Upper Silesia after 1925.

Source. Statistics of the Iron and Steel Industries.
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rendered available which could not otherwise

be utilized. The basic open hearth process has

become the leading method in the United States

and Great Britain; on the continent the Thomas
converter is still used in refining most of the

pig iron from the Lorraine deposits.

The statistics in Table in show not only the

victory of open hearth over converter steel

but also the enormous increase in the output of

steel from 1870. The substitute for puddled
iron resulted in an extremely rapid expansion
of plant and of markets in the United States,

England and other countries, as the new product
offered a cheap, superior and plentiful supply
of steel in a great variety of forms. The manu-
facture of wrought iron declined to the position
of a minor branch of the industry. The Bessemer

and open hearth processes laid the firm founda-

tions of the modern steel age.

All finished iron and steel has once been pig

iron, a semifinished material requiring further

refinement before manufacture; hence the blast

furnace is the common denominator of the

iron and steel industries. There has been a

revolution in scale and method of operation, in

furnace design, in auxiliary equipment and in

the economical use of raw materials, but the

essential principles of the blast furnace have

remained unchanged since the early furnaces. As

the data in Table IV show, the productivity of

blast fujnaces has increased steadily and spec-

tacularly, particularly in the United States.

From 1740 to 1860 British furnaces were im-

proved in efficiency by more than 200 percent

and led all other nations in output. But British

output was exceeded by American production in

1885 and by German production in 1890; since

then Britain has fallen far behind the other lead-

ing producers in output per blast furnace. Im-

proved smelting efficiency has lowered costs,

consumption of coke and flux per ton have been

reduced remarkably, and actual yields are more

closely approaching theoretical yields even

though the iron content of the available ores

drops somewhat each year. Today the modern
steelworks stack will make from 600 to 1000 tons

in a single day with the same operating crew re-

quired by small furnaces, with a resulting large

increase in the productivity of labor. According
to estimates made by the writer average blast

furnace crews in the United States have fluc-

tuated within narrow limits since the i88o's,

ranging from 116 men per furnace in 1884
to a high point of 185 men per furnace in 1908
and dropping again in recent years to a low

TABLE IV

AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUT PFR BLAST FURNACE IN

PRINCIPAL PRODUCING COUNTRIES, 1740-1930

(In thousands of gross tons)

point of 121 men per furnace in 1929. Along
with increased furnace output have come im-

provements in handling materials, until at pres-

ent the electrically controlled stoking operations

of modern furnaces are practically manless.

There have been equally great gains in pro-

ductivity in the steelworks and rolling mills.

The most far reaching change has been the rise

of the continuous process whereby the steel

furnaces receive hot metal directly from the

blast furnaces, and the time formerly required
for reheating is eliminated. As shown in Table

v, 82 tons of finished steel per man were pro-

TABLE V
AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUT PER WAGE EARNER, IRON

AND STEEL INDUSTRY, UNITED STATES,

1879-1929

Source Computed by autho

publication statistics.

n the basis of census and trade
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duced in 1899, about three times the productiv-

ity of 1880. By 1910 the output per man had

risen to in tons and to a still higher level

in 191 5 and 191 6,when American steel plants be-

gan heavy shipments to war ridden Europe. Pro-

ductivity has since continued its upward march
,

reaching approximately 138 tons per man in

1929, probably five times the efficiency of fifty

years ago. Hand charging of the open hearth

furnace has disappeared; labor saving equipment
in all modern operations is now substantially

uniform from plant to plant. The tendency of

the large producers is toward the construction

of open hearths with a tonnage capacity ranging
from 150 to 200 tons per heat. The modal fur-

nace for the industry has a capacity of from 75
to 90 tons, with the same operating crews re-

quired regardless of the size of the furnace.

Higher indirect costs for the larger furnaces

are counterbalanced by lower tonnage costs. The

progress over this entire period has been due

to increasingly effective combustion control;

the construction of ever larger furnaces; the

combination and elimination of occupations, es-

pecially after the partial introduction of the

8-hour day in 1923; and the universal adoption
of the standard labor saving devices, most of

which were known as early as 1911.

Among the most important improvements

yielding higher productivity are straight line

production and automatic control, which have

reached their highest development in the rolling

of steel. After Cort's original application ofsteam

power to the rolling mill manual labor was still

indispensable in the handling of the metal as

it passed to and fro in the rolls. The modern

specialty mills making highly standardized

shapes or products are usually continuous auto-

matic mills with series rolls arranged in tandem,

automatically handling the glowing metal

as it is transformed from ingot to finished shape
without reheating. The scale of operation re-

quired by this continuous process is typical of

all modern plants in the industry. Reduction of

costs in rolling mills has been made possible by
the increasing standardization of shapes and

chemical requirements. Steel rails are highly

standardized, for example, while there is little

uniformity in the steel requirements of the

automobile companies. In the rolling mills ar-

duous manual labor has been reduced to a mini-

mum in recent years as a result of electrification

and standardization. The electrification of main
roll drives and incidental controls has facilitated

smooth operation and has saved maintenance

and indirect labor. In 1905 there were only 5
electric main roll drives in the iron and steel

industry in the United States, while in 1931
there were 1806 such installations, with an

aggregate capacity of 3,000,000 horse power out

of the industry's total rated horse power of

not much more than twice this figure. These

developments are factors in the increased output
of finished steel per worker.

The spectacular increase in blast furnace

output would have been impossible without the

employment of the fibrous coke, which supports
the burden of larger and taller furnaces without

impeding the blast. Despite its economic ad-

vantages coke at first was slow in supplanting
the use of anthracite in the American industry.

It was not until 1875 that the total output of

coke burning furnaces exceeded that of anthra-

cite stacks, but since that time the growth of

production and the increasing efficiency of

smelting have been due in large part to the ex-

clusive use of better and better metallurgical
coke. Coke has been an important factor in the

integration of the steel industry; the Carnegie

company became dominant in the industry only
after it acquired the Frick coking interests in

1882. The making of metallurgical coke is now
the most important auxiliary of the steel in-

dustry. Historically iron ore is almost always

brought to coal rather than coal to the ore.

The continuance of this tradition is explained
not solely by the importance of coke in the

blast furnace but by the large quantities of

coal and ofcoke oven gas required to supplement
blast furnace gas in providing power for the

integrated steel plant, which owns and controls

its own coal mines and coking ovens. The pro-
duction of coke has been improved by the slow

but steady adoption of the distillation process.

In the old beehive process all of the constituents

of coal aside from the coke itself were wasted,
while distillation now yields such valuable

by-products as the benzols, toluol, naphthalene,
tar and ammonia. From 1913 to 1931 the

total American coke production (including do-

mestic coke) increased from 12,700,000 tons to

more than 32,000,000 tons, 70 to 80 percent of

which was manufactured by distillation in by-

product plants operated in connection with steel-

works or merchant blast furnaces. To supply a

modern furnace plant with coke a sufficient

supply of gas is produced, in combination with

blast furnace gas itself, to operate all of the

heavy machinery of the mills with a surplus left

over for the market. In addition to its financial
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advantages the integrated operation of coke

plants guarantees a steady supply of uniform

coke for the smelters. Practically the entire out-

put of coke is now produced by steelworks or

public utilities engaged in the manufacture and

sale of artificial gas. This type of integration

is now universal in steel plant operation in

all countries.

With the growth of the steel industry the

isolated merchant blast furnace of small capacity
has permanently declined in the United States.

This decline has been due to the steadily

falling price of pig iron, to the high com-

parative costs of small scale operation and to

the ruinous competition from steelworks fur-

naces which in slack times dump surplus iron on

the market. What remains of the merchant iron

industry is chiefly dependent upon the foundry
trade. Except as casting is required for the

internal operations of the basic industry, the

foundry is a distinct industrial entity with two

main branches, the gray and malleable iron

foundries and the steel foundries, and with two

distinct types of busiiiess concerns, the jobbing
foundries and those operated in conjunction with

machining and fabricating enterprises. The job-

bing foundries are physically dissociated from

other processes; the trade is loose and decen-

tralized, composed principally of small scale

units producing and selling a wide variety of

products for local use. The growing importance
of steel melting units, usually larger than the

iron foundries, reflects the inroads of steel

into the domain of the gray iron casting.

Perhaps the most far reaching recent change
in steel manufacturing was the introduction in

1927 of a remarkable process of continuous strip

sheet rolling. Largely because of the expansion
of the automotive industry the production of

steel plates and sheets (including tin plate)

increased until by 1930 it absorbed 30 percent
of the total steel output. Since the early days
in Wales the bulk of the product has been

produced on simple hand rolls; to roll sheets by
a continuous process without reheating was

considered an impossibility. In the United

States in 1929 there were roughly 1400 of the

old mills in thesheet and tin plate industry, with

an aggregate annual capacity of 7,500,000

gross tons of sheets. One of the new continuous

strip sheet mills has a yearly capacity of ap-

proximately 400,000 gross tons of uniform

gauge, equivalent to the capacity of forty
or fifty old style sheet or tin mills. According
to present indications the "hot mills" may
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become as obsolete as the bloomery and the

forge. More than 10,000 workers may be dis-

placed when both direct and indirect labor items

are taken into account, and sheet production will

be concentrated in the hands of a few concerns.

Hitherto the steel sheet trade with its growing
market has attracted a large number of small

independent concerns into a highly competitive

industry not physically integrated with the

central processes and requiring comparatively
little capital. A series of recent mergers again
demonstrates the dual role of technology and

unfavorable market conditions in stimulating
concentration. By 1931 the continuous strip

sheet process was adopted by 9 American pro-

ducers, including the United States Steel

Corporation, and by a number of foreign pro-
ducers.

Increased productivity in the basic iron and

steel making processes and in the production of

coke has been paralleled by similar progress in

the mining of iron ores. Ore mining is an aux-

iliary of the iron and steel industry; in 1922,

according to the Federal Trade Commission, two

American steel companies owned or controlled

over one half of the available reserves of iron ore.

Average daily output per man in ore mining has

increased steadily, rising from 3^ tons in 191 1 to

9 tons in 1929. Since the percentage of produc-
tion from open pit mines has not materially

changed, the explanation of improved efficiency

must be sought in the operations ofunderground
mines where mechanical slusher hoists have been

extensively introduced, increasing shift produc-
tion per man from 8 or 9 tons by the hand process
to 15 or 1 8 tons with the new equipment.

In recent years there have been no marked

technical advances in the American steel indus-

try,which in comparison with manyother indus-

tries is relatively backward in scientific research,

devoting its attention primarily to the pursuit
and consolidation of profits on the basis of

past discoveries and inventions. Two interest-

ing developments, however, have taken place in

the manufacture of wrought iron and in the

small scale production of sponge iron. Wrought
iron has been displaced by the stronger Bes-

semer and open hearth steels, but the earlier

product retains valuable physical properties be-

cause of its ropelike structure and its resistance

to corrosion. The mechanical difficulties en-

countered in making wrought iron at low costs

have been found in the puddling and not in the

rolling processes, but now the Ashton mechanical

puddling process has successfully produced in a
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fraction of an hour an amount of wrought
iron which from the time of Henry Cort had

required a day's labor. Wrought iron still enjoys

advantages in the manufacture of pipe, certain

railroad accessories and other specialties, but it

is not likely to become a serious competitor of

tonnage steel. Recent experiments with direct

methods of steel making have demonstrated

that sponge iron can now be made directly from

the ore without the introduction of impurities

from the coke and flux of the blast furnace.

This direct conversion is only practicable on a

small scale at present, and its manufacture

is too expensive for tonnage production; the

new process can, however, readily provide
iron for small concerns in outlying districts,

where a large blast furnace would be impracti-

cable, and it is effective in smelting ores not

readily usable in the blast furnace.

More important is the recent growth of alloy

steels in response to the increasingly exacting

requirements of the steel trade. Alloys are use-

ful especially in the manufacture of automobiles,

airplanes, electrical machinery and other prod-
ucts which need steel of particularly fine quality.

From 1925 to 1930 the alloy steels composed
from 5 to 7 percent of the total American

production of steel. The increasing production
of fine steel is a counterinfluence against the

development of extremely large furnaces and

places a premium on the employment of highly
skilled workers to supervise the necessarily

careful operations in alloy production. Alloy
steels are refined in the open hearth furnace

or in the smaller electric furnace which replaces

the costly crucible process for making finer

steels and permits more precise control of

temperatures and chemical reactions. In recent

years the "electric" steels have provided be-

tween i and 2 percent of the total American

production, but the figure obscures their real

importance in the fine steel industry. One of

the alloy products of the electric furnace is

stainless steel, a combination of iron (custom-

arily 74 percent), chromium and nickel. This

alloy steel is practically impervious to rust,

heat and acid and since 1927 has been improved
and has assumed increasing importance. In 1931
the United States Steel Corporation purchased
the rights to an improved method of manufactur-

ing stainless steel perfected by the Friedrich

Krupp A. G. of Germany, becoming the fourth

American company to engage in the production
of stainless steel. The price of the product is

still very high, but increasing demand and vol-

ume production are expected to lower it ma-

terially. Alloys are not only providing a finer

material for old products but are also opening

up new uses for steel.

One of the important long time technical

changes in the industry is the increased use of

steel and iron scrap in steel making, as a result

of which the annual output of steel now regu-

larly exceeds the output of pig iron in all steel

producing countries. In the United States in

1 896 approximately 750,000 tons of scrap were

remelted in making steel, in 1900 about 2,000,-

ooo tons were used in this manner, and in

1929 the consumption of scrap reached the

enormous total of 25,000,000 tons, about 45 per-
cent of the total production of steel. If there

were to be a scrap famine today, twice as Vnany
blast furnaces would be required to support the

steel industry. The sources of the scrap metal are

varied. It is estimated, for example, that the

number of automobiles commercially scrapped
has increased from about 794,000 in 1922 to

2,450,000 in 1928. The use of scrap supports a

steel industry in areas where smelting is uneco-

nomical and where freight rates for pig iron are

prohibitive. It is not limited to the iron and steel

industry itself; thus the Ford Motor Company
provides much of its steel and foundry iron

requirements by salvaging its own used cars on

a large scale.

Technological and other changes in^he iron

and steel industry have been accompanied by in-

creasing integration of operations and concen-

tration of corporate control m all the produc-

ing countries. Concentration in iron and steel

has advanced further and proceeded more rap-

idly than in any other manufacturing industry.

The production of iron and steel has always re-

quired relatively large amounts of fixed capital;

these were enormously increased by the techno-

logical transformation wrought by the industrial

revolution and the subsequent integration of

operations, which laid the physical basis for

amalgamation and large scale combination. All

developments since have emphasized the need of

large fixed capital. In the United States the

capital investment per wage earner in blast fur-

naces rose from $6 in 1849 to $ 1 5 m I9 I 9> an(l

in rolling mills and steelworks from $30 to $170.
Since 1919 the investment has again greatly in-

creased. The concentration arising from large
investment of fixed capital and integration of

operations has been supplemented by vertical

and horizontal combination by the ownership
or control of sources of raw materials and of
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transportation and by the diversification of out-

put, including the manufacture of products not

strictly within the domain of the heavy iron

and steel industry. The concentration within

the industry represents in an acute form the

tendencies inherent in large scale production.

Adoption of the Bessemer process and the use

of coke in smelting in the United States was

accompanied by integration and concentration.

In 1882 the Carnegie Steel Company acquired
control of the H. C. Frick Coke Company, which
dominated the Connellsville district of Pennsyl-

vania; in 1897 it secured control of large Lake

Superior ore reserves; by 1900 the company was

entirely independent in its supply of raw ma-

terial^ and transportation facilities and manu-
factured a wide variety of products, including
steel for naval vessels. The Carnegie profits were

large $133,000,000 from 1875 to 1900, $40,-

000,000 in 1900 alone, exclusive of reinvested

profits. Stimulated by the sharp decline of prices

and profits due to cut-throat competition and the

depression of 1893-96, the industry put through
a series of mergers which gave rise to a rela-

tively small number of large companies. These

companies fell into two definite classes, those

which made pig iron, steel billets and other

heavy products, and those which manufactured

more highly finished materials. This movement

toward consolidation had as its main objectives

the restriction of competition, the physical in-

tegration of primary manufacturing processes

(involving only the more standardized products),

the control of raw materials and transportation

and the flotation of securities in the expectation
of large future profits. The chief of these ob-

jectives was the desire to limit competition,

although the flotation of securities was most

important to the promoters at least $150,000,-
ooo in profits was realized by promoters in the

series of mergers which culminated in the

United States Steel Corporation. Despite merg-
ers and concentration competition was still ramp-
ant by 1900 and threatened to flare up more dis-

astrously. Companies manufacturing finished

steel prepared to make their own crude steel, and

the Carnegie Steel Company retaliated with

plans to manufacture finished steel, build a com-

peting railroad and wage ruthless competitive
war. To forestall this threatened overexpansion
and ruinous competition the Morgan interests

organized the United States Steel Corporation
in April, 1901. This great combination united

most of the leading heavy producers with the

principal concerns manufacturing finished steel
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in the United States and comprised some twelve

combinations (including the Carnegie Steel

Company), which in their turn had been formed

out of 200 or more independent enterprises. The

corporation was heavily watered; a capitalization

of $1,384,000,000 was imposed on tangible

property worth only $676,000,000 according to

the United States Bureau of Corporations. The
water was subsequently squeezed out by the re-

investment of profits. At its inception the

United States Steel Corporation controlled 45

percent of the blast furnace output, 65 percent
of the crude steel and 5 1 percent of the finished

steel production of the United States. With the

exception of the purchase of the Tennessee

Coal and Iron Company in 1907 the cor-

poration has refrained from any major acquisi-

tion. This expansion and the corporation's re-

strictive influence in the industry led the federal

government in 1911 to institute an action to

dissolve it under the antitrust laws; in 1920
the United States Supreme Court decided the

case against the government. The growth of the

United States Steel Corporation has lagged
behind the progress of the industry its capacity
declined from 65 percent of the total in 1901
to 40 percent in 1929. Other concerns, however,
have integrated and combined. Between 1919
and 1929 no fewer than 270 mergers achieved

consolidations among 690 individual concerns

engaged in the manufacture of iron and steel

and its products, while more than 1000 con-

cerns totally disappeared. This expansion

through mergers (and to a smaller degree exten-

sion of plant) has aimed at diversification of

products, access to new markets and control of

production and sales. In 1930 six great combina-

tions controlled 75 percent of the industry's

output in the United States.

Because of concentration and the reluctance of

the United States Steel Corporation to affiliate

with national groups, the American steel in-

dustry has not been fertile ground for the de-

velopment of trade associations (which, how-

ever, flourish in the manufacture of metal prod-

ucts). The American Iron Association organized
in 1855 was subsequently succeeded by the

American Iron and Steel Association, which in

1911 became the American Iron and Steel Insti-

tute. The institute has been used to promote the

stabilization of competitive practises and has

provided a channel for discussion of business

and technical problems and the compilation of

trade statistics. A strong trade organization, the

National Association of Flat Rolled Steel Manu-
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facturers, has been organized among the inde-

pendent sheet producers; and the Institute of

Scrap Iron and Steel unites the ferrous scrap

industry.
Under the influence of the United States

Steel Corporation and because of increasing
concentration among independents American

steel production has been in a state of "monopo-
listic competition" in which prices and output
are substantially controlled by a few cooperating

producers. Beginning in 1907 there was an ac-

tive effort to enforce a uniform price system by
means of the informal Gary dinners, which were

finally abandoned in 1911 as a result of wide-

spread criticism. However, price stabilization

was effectively supported by other means, par-

ticularly by the Pittsburgh-plus practise main-

tained under protection of the United States

Steel Corporation a practise whereby con-

sumers were required to pay Pittsburgh base

prices for steel plus the equivalent of the freight

rates from Pittsburgh, regardless of the point of

actual manufacture of the purchased steel and

without reference to the costs of production in

the various districts. After 1910 consumers of

steel particularly in the middle west became

restive under Pittsburgh-plus and in 1924 a

group of associated western states secured a

ruling from the Federal Trade Commission

condemning the system "as an unfair method of

competition" in violation of the federal laws

prohibiting price discriminations. The subse-

quent breakdown of Pittsburgh-plus has given
rise to a new multiple basing point system, but

the leadership of Pittsburgh in the industry has

been definitely impaired and an artificial bar-

rier removed from the further development of

the Chicago and Great Lakes districts as the

natural economic centers of ino^t efficient pro-
duction and distribution.

In view of the huge fixed capital require-

ments of iron and steel manufacture the financ-

ing of the industry is more akin to that of

railroads and public utilities than to that of

the usual manufacturing enterprise. An analysis

of financial ratios in various American indus-

tries has shown that steel ranked at the bottom

of a list of eleven industries in the rate of turn-

over of fixed capital during the years 1914-21,

showing a ratio of .7 as compared with approx-

imately 3 for automobiles and 10 for slaughter-

ing and meat packing. The larger companies

ordinarily enjoy lower costs of production than

the smaller concerns, but investigations have

revealed that the larger enterprises generally

yield a smaller return on investment than is

earned by the less thoroughly integrated firms

in prosperous times. According to the Federal

Trade Commission fourteen completely inte-

grated steel companies had an average rate of

return of 21.9 percent from 1915 to 1918, while

the less integrated companies earned progres-

sively higher rates, 42 rolling and finishing mills

yielding an average rate of 36.8 percent on in-

vested capital. Since most of the steel capacity
is concentrated in the hands of the integrated

companies, the industry is eager to stabilize

prices and thus attain a secure and steady mar-

gin of profit above fixed and operating charges.

Although a relatively high degree of price sta-

bility has been characteristic of the American

steel market in recent years, there is no evidence

that the achievement has increased the stability

of production or employment.

Although the British iron industry was one of

relatively high integration and concentration

during and after the industrial revolution, it

lagged behind the onward sweep of concentra-

tion after the introduction of the Bessemer and

open hearth processes. This was due to the con-

servatism and independence characteristic of old

family concerns with strongly developed pride
of ownership and to the general relative decline

of British industry after 1890. These influences

inhibited the combination movement and ham-

pered the efficiency of the industry,, yet both

vertical and horizontal combinations have been

more extensively developed in iron and steel

than in other British industries. In 1919, 30

companies controlled 80 percent of the iron and

steel output. During and since the World War
there has been a rapid extension of large plants

in Britain and, although the physical make up
of the industry continues to reflect the con-

servatism of earlier days, integration and con-

centration have considerably increased. Vickers,

Ltd., have greatly enlarged the scope of their

operations by means of mergers and new plant.
In 1929 Bolckow, Vaughan and Company, Ltd.,

merged with Gorman, Long and Company,
Ltd., and the new concern acquired control of

four other companies; in addition it owns one

half the share capital of five other companies,
two of which are in South Africa. The Bolckow-

Vaughan company has an annual capacity of

2,500,000 tons of steel ingots and 4,000,000 tons

of coal. Most of the iron and steel companies
own their own coal and iron mines; in 1925 it

was estimated that they owned one fifth of the

coal mines in Great Britain. Diversification of
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output is increasing along with concentration

and rationalization. The industry is still strongly

competitive, however. British steel manufac-

turers are now closely banded together in the

strong National Association of Iron and Steel

Manufacturers organized in 1918 at the sugges-
tion of the government; in 1932 it extended its

membership to include representatives of the

iron and steel industries of the empire.
The iron and steel industry in France is much

less competitive than in Great Britain; integra-

tion and concentration are more highly devel-

oped, but they lag considerably behind the

United States. Where there had been more than

1000 French metal works in 1864, integration

and combination reduced the number to 208 in

1912. Competition was never really very active

because of the work of the comptoirs, a form of

cartel or unified selling agency, although these

never had the extensive control of the American

trusts or German cartels. The strong Comitc des

Forges, founded in 1864, has the legal status of

an employers' association with no right to trans-

act business, yet it has been the most active

central influence in the industry, fostering the

pre-war iron and steel cartels and exercising

unified administrative authority over the entire

metallurgical industry during the World War.

Comptoirs began to appear at an early date in

France. There was one for pig iron as early as

1876; in 1904 a comptoir for the export of

metal products and in 1905 one for the export
of pig iron were set up. During the war the

comptoirs disappeared and efforts to revive some
of them have been unsuccessful. But in their

place integration has made considerable prog-

ress, especially vertical organization including
all stages of production and distribution. These

organizations tend to expand and absorb an

increasing proportion of the blast furnace out-

put. Horizontal combinations have not been

important except in Lorraine, where five groups
of associated companies acquired control of

the former German iron and steel concern. This

is an outstanding example of concentration,

since the Lorraine enterprises now constitute

the basis of the French industry. The major
French producers have a diversified output, in-

cluding the production of munitions.

Integration of operations and concentration

of corporate control are more highly developed
in Germany than in any other European country,
almost as highly developed as in the United

States. This was true also before the World War,

although partly obscured by the prevalence <?f
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cartels. The Krupps early adopted a policy of

integration and diversification, which has been

maintained; they acquired ownership or control

of coal and iron mines as well as transportation
facilities (including a fleet of ships to carry
ores from Spain), combining all stages in the

manufacture of a variety of products many of

them more within the scope of the metal or

engineering industries and in 1896 went into

shipbuilding. During the post-war inflation

period Hugo Stinnes formed a huge iron and

steel combine, which disintegrated after his death

and the restoration of a normal currency. Ra-

tionalization stimulated the movement of inte-

gration and concentration, which culminated in

1926 in the formation of the United Steel Works

(Vereinigtc Stahlwerkc A. G.), a consolidation

of the Rhein-Elbe Union, formerly in the Stin-

nes combine; the Thyssen and Phonix groups;
and the Rheinische Stahlwerke A. G. The new
combination had 40 percent of the German in-

dustry's capacity and it was increased in 1932

by absorption of the principal iron and steel

works of central Germany; in 1929 the United

Steel Works had assets of 2,145,000,000 marks

and owned a large block of stock in one of the

most important manufactories of machinery.
Within recent years six giant concerns have dom-

inated the industry, their combined quotas in the

cartels ranging from 55 percent in pig iron to 91

percent in plate. Cartels, partly a substitute for

and partly a supplement to integration and con-

centration, flourished in Germany as early as

the 1860 's. Before the World War there were two

main cartels the pig iron cartel (Roheisenver-

band) and the steel cartel (Stahlwerksverband),
the latter uniting 10 subsidiary cartels of

manufacturers of semifinished products. All

cartels except the pig iron were dissolved during
the post-war inflation period, but many in-

cluding the steel cartel have been subsequently
revived. Since 1924 the raw steel syndicate

(Rohstahlgemeinschaft) uniting companies, in-

cluding Krupp, which could not or would not

join the steel cartel, has imposed production

quotas upon its members, although it does not

allocate orders and sales or fix prices. There are

a number of other cartels in the industry.

An extremely high degree of integration and

concentration has characterized the iron and

steel industry of Russia since the acceleration of

the industrial evolution of that country after

1870. Before the World War there were several

huge steel plants, such as the Pugachev Works
in the Donets basin, each of which employed
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over 10,000 workers. Soviet Russia, particu-

larly since the adoption of the first Five-

Year Plan, has concentrated on the building of

an iron and steel industry as the indispensable
basis of industrialization and consequently of

the realization of socialism. The number of

active blast furnaces increased from 45 in 1925

to 77 in 1929 and 92 in 1931; a total of 26 new
blast furnaces, 65 open hearth furnaces, 7 elec-

tric furnaces and 27 rolling mills will be put
in operation in 1932. A high degree of integra-

tion prevails in the iron and steel industry
built up in the Soviet Union. The Ural-Kuznets

combination of plants is to produce 6,500,000
tons of pig iron in 1933; 4,000,000 tons of

Kuznets coal is to be transported 1400 miles by
rail for the use of the Magnitogorsk steel

plant, which rivals in size the American works

at Gary, and on the return trip the cars will

carry ores from Magneto Mountain to the sec-

ondary metallurgical base at Kuznets. The
union's planned output of iron and steel in 1932
was placed at 9,500,000 tons, double the pre-war

production. In Soviet Russia of course the iron

and steel industry operates like the other indus-

tries under government direction and control.

No other government participates directly in

the industry except the German government,
which in 1932 purchased a large block of stock

in the United Steel Works.

In the capitalist countries the growth of

integration and concentration has resulted in

increasing control of the iron and steel industry

by financial capitalists and the great banks.

Steel stocks are ordinarily widely held; the

multiplication of stockholders separates owner-

ship and management; and control can be exer-

cised by concentration of blocks of minority

holdings in the hands of financial capitalists or

banks or a combination of both. This control

is unified and strengthened by means of inter-

locking directorates. Thus the United States

Steel Corporation since its inception has been

under the control of J. P. Morgan and Company,
and most of the other large companies are in a

similar position. In view of the industry's great

capital requirements strong banking connec-

tions are indispensable. The general situation

is the same in France and Germany. For ex-

ample, the important French bank, Banque
de 1'Union Parisienne (which is closely allied

with Schneider et Cie), has holdings in the im-

portant Longwy iron and steel companies and

several other companies and finances the domin-

ant group of Lorraine iron and steel producers.

In Germany the large D banks are represented
on the boards of directors of all the important
iron and steel companies; the Deutsche Bank

was active in the formation of the United

Steel Works and two minor combinations, while

the Disconto-Gesellschaft, the most important
iron and steel bank (now merged with the

Deutsche Bank), has engaged aggressively in the

trustification of the industry. In this fusion of

large scale industry and finance the iron and

steel industry is once more typical of the modern

development of capitalist enterprise. Here again,

however, Great Britain lags behind, although
recent mergers and consolidations are pro-

ducing conditions of financial control similar to

that in other major producing countries.

Although Japan is developing its own heavy

industry (stimulated by the World War but ham-

pered by lack of raw materials) and there is

one giant integrated plant in India, iron and

steel constitute an essentially European and

American industry. In the principal producing
countries the industry has expanded greatly

since the war, particularly in capacity, but

only in the United States has there been any

TABLE VI

PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF IRON AND STEEL,

1913-25

(In pounds)

* Including Ireland

t Excluding Irish Free State
** Intituling the Duchy of Luxemburg.
J Including the Saar

Source Adapted from Opburn. W F., and Jaffe, W , The Eco-
nomic Development of Post-war brance, p. 314.

considerable increase in per capita consumption

(see Table vi), explained primarily by the un-

usual expansion in the American output of auto-

mobiles, machinery and metal products and in

building activity. Italy's increase in 1925 was

fortuitous; its post-war consumption was only

slightly higher than pre-war. Great Britain's

consumption was approximately stationary,
while Germany's declined considerably. French

consumption increased mainly because of repa-
rations and acquisition of the Lorraine iron and

steel industry, which temporarily stimulated in-

dustrialization. These developments express the
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relative economic decline and crisis in Europe.
The consumption of iron and steel rose only

slightly among the non-producing countries. In

1929 the combined exports of Great Britain, the

United States, Germany and France were

16,563,000 tons, a slight increase as compared
with 14,698,000 in 1913; but the average for

1930-28 was slightly below the 1913 level.

The world's uneven rate of iron consumption
and distribution of iron ores may result in im-

portant geographical shifts of the iron and
steel industry in the immediate future. Knowl-

edge regarding the amount and distribution

of the world's ore resources (Table vn) is es-

3"
sential to an understanding of the industry's

growth, its geographical concentration and the

producers' international competitive position.

Estimates at any time are necessarily faulty, for

information concerning available ores obviously

depends upon the progress of the industry.

According to estimates of the Eleventh Inter-

national Geological Congress in 1910 the 30,-

000,000,000 or 3 5,000,000,000 tons ofthe world's

actual and possible supplies of iron ore would

last more than 1000 years at the rate of produc-
tion of 1913. More recent surveys indicate that

the 55,000,000,000 or 60,000,000,000 tons of

known reserves will probably hold out for 333

TABLE VII

ESTIMATED IRON ORE RESERVES OF THE WORLD

Source: Adapted from Kuhn, Olin R., "World's Iron-ore Resources," Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. cxxli (1926) 84-93.
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years, and the total reserves of three times that

amount should last for 1300 years if the world

rate of production from 1926 to 1930 is main-

tained. New explorations hold promise of future

increases in estimated reserves, but it must be re-

membered that geological availability is very dif-

ferent from commercial availability. According
to present estimates the United States is richest

in iron ores, with 41 8 percent of the world's

total. The steel empire of the northern American

states now rests solidly upon the unparalleled

economy of the Lake Superior region, where the

soft Mesabi ores of practically all grades are

scooped by steam shovels directly into railroad

cars, from which they are loaded by gravity into

the ore boats of the Great Lakes. The reserves

of this region are known to contain about 2,650,-

000,000 tons, most of which averages 55 to 60

percent iron; Kuhn estimates that the total

possible reserves aggregate about 72,000,000,000
tons. Approximately one half of the Mesabi re-

serves are holdings of the United States Steel

Corporation. Since 1910 Mesabi ores have pro-
vided more than half of the annual American

output of 40,000,000 to 70,000,000 tons. In close

proximity to coal and flux, the available Alabama

ores are leaner but the known supplies are more

extensive at present than the Lake Superior
ores. The southern states contain known reserves

of about 4,000,000,000 and possible reserves

of about 10,710,000,000 tons. It is predicted

by competent authorities that the high grade
ores of the Mesabi region may be exhausted in

about 30 years at the present rate of production
and that the United States will begin to use

large supplies of imported iron ores between

1945 and 1950. The American industry has al-

ready imported a small amount ofore 3,1 39,000
tons in 1929 the chief importer being the

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, which because of

its late entrance into the producing field was

forced to go to Chile for the bulk of its iron

reserves.

The large reserves widely distributed in Great

Britain are ordinarily so lean that they require

beneficiation before smelting; and for many
years Britain has imported iron ores from various

parts of the world, a fact which accounts in

part for the backward state of its iron and steel

industry. Germany's reserves were greatly re-

duced by the loss of the Lorraine ore fields in

the World War, from which it must now import
ores, while the French position has been cor-

respondingly improved, with France now enjoy-

ing virtual monopoly of the iron mining industry

of western Europe. The Lorraine field, which

yields from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 tons an-

nually, is the largest iron ore district in Europe
and is estimated to contain over 6,000,000,000
tons of ore with an iron content of 25 to 48

percent. As in the Mesabi Range most of the

Lorraine ore is mined by steam shovels directly

from open pits. Large Spanish reserves exploit-

ed for more than two thousand years furnish val-

uable Bessemer ores for export to the iron and

steel industries of other countries. In Soviet

Russia the iron reserves are still largely un-

explored and consequently seriously under-

estimated, as recent discoveries indicate; they
include important deposits of rich ores at Krivoy

Rog and Kerch in southern Russia and other

ores in central Russia, the Caucasus and tht Ural

Mountains, with probable undiscovered reserves

in Siberia. Contradictory to previous opinion
in many quarters a recent survey in China indi-

cates that the relatively small reserves of

less than 1,000,000,000 tons of iron ore in that

country cannot be regarded as a storehouse of

future supplies.

While only Great Britain and Germany im-

port ores to any considerable extent, all iron and

steel producing countries must import a variety

of commodities necessary in the fabrication of

steel. The United States imports 40 of these

commodities (one of the most important being

manganese) from 57 different countries. The
other producers are in a comparable situation.

Most of the imported commodities come from

colonial and other economically backward coun-

tries and constitute an important consideration

in the politics of the imperialist powers.

Changes in the available reserves of iron ore

as well as in the tempo of general industrializa-

tion have affected the relative distribution of

the world's output of iron and steel between the

leading producing countries. As indicated in

Table vm the expansion of the American share

from less than 20 percent before 1880 to nearly

50 percent in the period 1921-30 contrasts

sharply with the declining share of Great Brit-

ain, which in 1926-30 produced only 7 percent
of the world's output compared with 50 percent
before 1870. The solid position of central Europe

(Germany, France, Belgium, Luxemburg and

the Saar) is evident in the consistent progress of

this region despite the bitter industrial and

national rivalries which have hampered normal

industrial operations. Central Europe on the

whole has maintained its relative position; Great

Britain's relative loss has been absorbed by the
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TABLE VIII

RELATIVE SHARE OF LEADING PRODUCING COUNTRIES IN WORLD'S OUTPUT OF IRON AND STEEL, 1871-1930

United States. Within central Europe, how-

ever, important national changes have taken

place with the reconquest by France of Alsace-

Lorraine. Germany is no longer dominant in

European iron and steel production, while the

French industry greatly exceeds its pre-war

proportions.
The international competitive situation in the

iron and steel industry is influenced not only

by ore reserves and the output of the industry

quisition of the Lorraine iron and steel plants;

and while domestic consumption has risen con-

siderably, mainly because of an accelerated

pace of industrialization, exports are of ever

greater importance to France. England and par-

ticularly Germany have likewise increased their

capacity, while the growth of home markets has

been restricted by national economic crisis

and decline. According to a 1928 estimate, Bel-

gium and Luxemburg must export 60 to 75 per-

but also by the problem of excess capacity as cent of their iron and steel output, France 40 to

determined by available home and foreign mar-

kets. Since the World War this problem has be-

come acute in all the producing countries (ex-

cept the Soviet Union), the result of new plant,

higher productivity and the restriction of mar-

kets. American capacity has increased more than

domestic demand; in the case of the United

States Steel Corporation capacity rose from

22,700,000 tons in 1920 to 26,075,000 tons in

1930. It has been estimated that despite the

great increase in consumption the American in-

dustry must rely upon foreign markets to absorb

more than 25 percent of its annual output,

largely in the form of finished steel and highly

manufactured products, as compared with only

12 percent in 1905 and approximately the same

in earlier years. For semifinished products the

need of export markets is somewhat smaller. The

export of crude steel in recent years has ranged
from 7.8 percent of the total output in 1922 to

4.1 percent in 1931. The capacity of European

producers also has increased greatly in recent

years. The French industry has augmented its

capacity both by higher productivity and by ac-

60 percent of its output, and Great Britain and

Germany 20 to 35 percent of theirs. Excess

capacity and the desirability of continuous oper-

ation have forced down prices and profit margins
and competition for world markets has been in-

creased in consequence.
Because non-producing countries are not in-

creasing their demands, the iron and steel ex-

ports of the world's leading producers in recent

years have risen only slightly over those of

1913 (see Table ix on p. 314). The pre-war
trend of American exports of iron and steel was

distinctly upward; and although the post-war
tendencies are somewhat confused, the trend

since the Armistice has clearly been downward

despite increasing capacity and the need for ex-

port markets. The position of the United States

in the world trade in these products can be con-

sidered without reference to imports, which have

remained practically constant for thirty years.

American reliance on foreign trade in steel was

stimulated by the abnormal wartime activities

in the industry, and the aftermath of the war,

which placed a premium on domestic production
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TABLE IX

EXPORTS OF IRON AND STEEL FROM LEADING COUNTRIES, 1913-30

* Including the Saar from 1923

Source: Compiled from Statistics of the Iron and Steel Industries.

in the demoralized countries of Europe, left the

United States unable to export the excess over

normal domestic requirements. Germany ex-

ports about the same percentage as in 1913, but

the total has shrunk considerably, while the ex-

ports of France have increased absolutely and

relatively. The most serious decline is in British

exports; the export of iron and steel continues

to be much more vital to Great Britain than to

the other major producing countries. Competi-
tion for foreign markets is aggravated by boun-

ties and rising tariff barriers, including the

British tariffs imposed in 1932 in the form of

continuing tariffs on certain finished products
and temporary duties on certain semifinished

products. In the case of the United States the

tariff on tonnage steel is now an anachronism,
useful only in the protection of seaboard mer-

chant iron producers, in fostering certain of

the alloy steels and as an aid in maintaining

stability of prices, particularly in the manufac-

ture of specialty products such as tin plate.

Intensified competition for export markets

has led in Europe to revivals of international

cartels, such as prevailed before the World War.

In. 1926 an International Steel Entente was

formed by the producers of Germany, France,

Luxemburg, the Saar and Belgium. Czechoslo-

vakia, Austria and Hungary subsequently joined
the cartel. This agreement, scheduled to expire
in 1931, proposed to adjust production to de-

mand and to reorganize the market in central

and western Europe. The terms of the cartel and

the subsequent movement of prices furnish

ample evidence that a price agreement underlay

the quotas arranged. The cartel has brought
some degree of amity into the politically dis-

united industry, but its operations have been

fraught with great difficulty, particularly in the

allocation and enforcement of production and

market quotas within the several countries. Dur-

ing 1931 and 1932 negotiations for the renewal

of the cartel were delayed by the failure to

agree upon quotas. On the other hand, some such
international arrangement seems inevitable if the

politically disunited industry is to function ef-

fectively. Cartels have been formed ali>o among
the continental tube, strip and wire industries.

In Germany a movement has developed to curb

the cartels on the ground that they maintain

higher prices in the domestic market and lower

prices in the export markets. The cartels answer

that lower export prices are to secure foreign

markets, and that exports by increasing output
make domestic prices lower than they would be

otherwise. Domestic attacks on international

cartels have aggravated the instability resulting

from the efforts of rival national producers to se-

cure larger quotas.
The iron and steel industry has now reached

comparative maturity. It seems unlikely that

aluminum or any other metal will in the predict-

able future replace steel in its heavy uses; an

iron and steel industry on approximately its

present scale is indispensable for the mainte-

nance and growth of material civilization under

the conditions of technology now prevailing.

The market, however, no longer expands as it

did from 1870 to 1900, and production in

recent years has remained relatively constant.
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Meanwhile centralized organization, integration
and concentration, a substantial degree of co-

operative action and the availability of com-

prehensive trade information provide the man-

agements of steel companies with an unusually

adequate basis for effective planning. In addi-

tion to internal problems of organization and

production there are two important international

problems the intensification of competition for

export markets and the control and distribution

of the raw materials scattered all over the world.

What developments the future will bring in this

vital industry is a matter of the utmost concern

to every national community as well as to the

society of nations.

MEREDITH GIVENS

LABOR CONDITIONS. United States. The

largeness of capital units, the necessity of con-

tinuous processing in basic operations and the

extensive mechanization characteristic of iron

and steel production have been dominant

factors in determining the status of labor in the

industry. Labor is mainly unskilled or semi-

skilled; hours are unusually long and the work

arduous; and unionism has been effectively re-

sisted by the giant corporations. In 1930 four

large companies employed an overwhelming

majority of the 577,000 iron and steel workers;

nearly one half were employed by the United

States Steel Corporation. The existence of large

immigrant groups has complicated the work of

organization, and craft separatism has played an

important role in retarding unionism.

Although lifting and conveying machinery
tended by "control workers" has largely re-

placed brawn in furnace operation, many un-

skilled workers, frequently recruited from immi-

grant groups, are still required for repairs, re-

placements and handling of materials. Many jobs

involving high skill especially in heating proc-

esses have been abolished through technical

changes. While the tasks of steel workers are not

in general as monotonous as assembly work, ex-

cept perhaps in the finishing trades, many men
must labor in dirty, hot, drafty surroundings.

The melting process involves an alternation of

periods of intense activity and periods of less

arduous work. Despite relatively high full time

weekly earnings living conditions dominated

by the long day or by irregularity of employ-
ment have been extremely poor. In many steel

centers special problems have arisen in conjunc-
tion with the company town.

When the industry was first established in

3*5
America it used charcoal for fuel and was con-

sequently localized in rural sections. Indentured

Scottish prisoners taken by Cromwell, slaves,

convicts and redemptioners were employed
at various times and places. Skilled workers

of the Saugus Iron Works of Massachusetts, es-

tablished in 1643, were generally paid i\ shil-

lings ($.42) a day plus board valued at $.94 a

week. At the Stiegel furnaces in Pennsylvania
in the first half of the eighteenth century

prevailing daily rates were \\ and 2 shillings

($.19 and $.266) and board. In 1795 South

Carolina steel workers received the value

of $9.00 to $11.90 a month in bar iron or

castings, from which $4 50 was deducted for

board. A Treasury report in 1832 estimated

average daily pay at $1.00, with more highly
skilled men in New York and Connecticut re-

ceiving $2.00.

The trend of wages in recent years, as shown
in Table I, indicates an increase of 35 percent m
real wages between 1890-99 and 1926, most of

the increase appearing during the World War.

TABLE I

EARNINGS OF IRON AND SILEL WORKERS IN IHE

UNITED SIAIES, 1890-1926

1890

1900

1910
1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

$ 550

567

697
2015

1394

1314

1640

1638

1659

1687

103

104
106

137
no
III

136

136

135

136

Source- Douglas, P II , Real Wages in the United States, iSyo-
192(3 (New York 1930) p 271-7.2

Between 1926, when the level was slightly below

that of 1920, and March 31, 1931, hourly rates

and full time weekly earnings turned slightly

upward, the former rising from $ 637 to $.663,

the latter from $34.41 to $34.58. Wage cuts in

1931 and 1932 substantially reduced both rates.

Rates for unskilled labor working a lo-h'our

day in United States Steel Corporation plants

rose from $2.00 in 1915 to $5.06 in 1919. A
series of reductions had brought the figure to

$3.00 in August, 1922. A rate of $4 40 estab-

lished in August, 1923, was continued for eight

years. In the fall of 1931 a reduction of 10

percent was made; in May, 1932, another of 15

percent. Estimated full time earnings in 1931
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for different branches of the industry are shown

in Table 11.

TABLE II

ESTIMATED FULL TIME EARNINGS OF IRON AND STEEL

WORKERS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1931

Source: Monthly Labor Review, vc

1447-48, and vol. xxxiv (1932) 145-

i (1931) 1184 and

Technical improvements and in the last few

years speed up methods displaced considerable

steel labor prior to the 1930 crisis. Between

1926 and 1928, when production advanced about

7 percent, employment dropped 9.1 percent and

actual pay rolls 7.3 percent. In 1930 employment
was 15.5 and pay rolls were 20.2 percent below

the 1926 level; in 1932 both were considerably
lower. Employment in Pennsylvania, where

about one third of the industry is located, was in

March, 1932, about 25 percent below the figures

for January, 1931, while pay rolls were more

than 40 percent lower.

Hours, especially in the continuous processes,

have always been long; marked reductions date

only from 1922 and the change is still far from

complete. In 1913 full time blast furnace work-

ers in plants surveyed by the United States

Bureau of Labor Statistics averaged 76.9 hours

a week. This total was gradually reduced until

in 1922 it reached 72.3. After an abrupt drop
to 59.7 in 1924 it rose slightly but in 1931 re-

ceded to 57.2. The average hours of full time

Bessemer converter workers dropped from 70 in

1913 to 53.3 in 1931, while those of open hearth

furnace workers fell from 76.7 to 53.8. Beginning
in 1919 public sentiment against the 12-hour

day and 7-day week increased and was crystal-

lized in part by the publications of the Inter-

Church World Movement, the Federated Amer-
ican Engineering Societies and the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America. Al-

though in 1924 the American Iron and Steel In-

stitute, an organization of steel manufacturers,

was forced by this sentiment to promise the

gradual elimination of these conditions, they
still exist for a considerable percentage of

workers especially in basic processes. The study

by Haiti and Ernst indicates that of 300,000
steel workers surveyed in 1929 more than

half were working 10 hours or more a day and
more than a quarter were on a 7-day week

basis, which "remains the heaviest burden on
the workers in the steel industry." Maintenance

crews have lagged most in effecting a reduction

of working hours.

According to the United States Bureau of

Labor Statistics accidents in the iron and steel

industry have declined materially since 1907

(Table in). In that year workers were killed

or injured at the rate of 80.8 for every million

man hours of exposure (frequency rate)/.and

for every thousand man hours of exposure 7.2

days were lost as a result of accidents (severity

rate). In 1930 the frequency rate had been re-

duced to 1 8.6, a decrease of 77 percent, and the

severity rate to 2.5, a decrease of 65.3 percent."

TABLE III

ACCIDENT RATES IN IRON AND STEEL IN THE UNITED

STATES, 1907-11 AND 1926-30

The bureau reports that in a selected group
of plants where safety work has been stressed

the reduction in accident frequency since

1913 has been 87.2 percent as against 15

percent for plants in which such work has not

been emphasized.

Many iron and steel workers are subjected to

wide and rapid variations oftemperature. United

States Public Health reports show that pneu-
monia occurs at almost twice the frequency

among such workers as it does among those in a

group of miscellaneous industries. The effect of

radiant furnace energy upon health has been

studied, but conclusions of such research are of

uncertain value because of the probability that
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workers continuing in these trades have superior

physique and are more likely to resist disease.

Leaders in the steel industry, wielding arbi-

trary authority over a large number of un-

skilled workers, have not chosen to be innovators

in welfare work, except possibly in safety work.

The United States Steel Corporation was one

of the first large companies to launch a plan
of stock sales to employees. On December 31,

1926, after twenty-three years of sales, 47,-

647 employees were reported to own 163,802
shares of its preferred stock and 501,999 of its

common stock. The plan has not resulted in

transferring any control to labor, and in the

long market decline beginning in 1929 many of

the employees' stockholdings were wiped out.

Housing and recreational programs have been

developed by the United States Steel Corpora-

tion, especially for skilled workers. Pensions

have been established out of a fund created

jointly by Carnegie and the corporation. A con-

siderable number of workers, chiefly in the Beth-

lehem Steel Company and the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company, have been given "employee rep-

resentation," otherwise known as the company
union. The workers are frequently afraid to

bring important grievances before their "repre-
sentatives" or the latter are afraid to fight for

them. Wage cuts are often readily endorsed by

company unions on the grounds that they cannot

expect more than is paid by the largest indus-

trial unit, the United States Steel Corporation,
which is an open shop.
As in other countries the metal workers of

the United States were early among the most

advanced elements of the working class. They
organized with vigor and persistence, experi-

mented boldly and conducted many important
and successful strikes. But with the displacement
of many skilled workers by technical develop-
ments and with the failure of the unions to

abandon with sufficient rapidity their craft basis

unionism ceased to be a power. American steel

corporations increasingly hostile toward labor

organizations have used violence, spy systems,

political pressure and economic controls to resist

even conservative trade unionism. The industry
was being organized into ever stronger units

capable of putting up a hard fight against organ-
ization by the workers. Once unionism was

broken in the leading plants it was doomed

throughout the industry, and today less than 5

percent of the workers are organized.
The United Sons of Vulcan, the union of

skilled iron puddlers organized in 1858 to resist

317
wage reductions following the panic of 1857,
won in 1864 a sliding scale wage agreement
based on the price of pig iron. In 1866 it

wrote the first national agreement in American

history and seven years later its membership
reached a peak of 3331. In 1876 it joined with

the Associated Brotherhood of Rail Heaters of

the United States (founded in 1861 and later

known as the Associated Brotherhood of Iron

and Steel Heaters, Rollers and Roughers) and

the Iron and Steel Roll Hands Union (founded
in 1870), organizations of skilled workers, to

form the Amalgamated Association of Iron and

Steel Workers of the United States with 3000
members. Skilled tin workers were admitted in

188 1 . By 1891 the Amalgamated included 24,068

workers, about one quarter of those eligible,

and had become a most powerful union. Its

strongholds were the Pittsburgh and Youngs-
town districts, especially the iron mills, where as

late as 1889 it was able to dominate the wage

negotiations with employers. Because of the

constant introduction of new processes, how-

ever, agreements with manufacturers were un-

stable and increasingly difficult to reach. More-

over in the i88o's the Knights of Labor chal-

lenged the power of the Amalgamated through
National District Assembly 217, Iron, Steel and

Blast Furnacernen, especially by taking in the

unskilled workers barred from the Amalgamated.
This threat soon died, but junsdictional friction

was rife among craft groups in the Amalgamated.

Puddlers, roll turners, tin plate and rod mill

workers successively threatened secession and

some elements split off. In the Homestead strike

of 1892 Andrew Carnegie and H. C. Fnck em-

ployed private detectives and the state militia in

a bitter union breaking campaign; as a conse-

quence the Amalgamated lost control of the Car-

negie shops and began to decline rapidly. In

August, 1901, it made a vigorous but unsuccess-

ful attempt to unionize workers of the hostile

United States Steel Corporation and as a result

lost its agreement with three of the corporation's

large constituent companies. Minor strikes at

McKecs Rocks in 1909, Bethlehem in 1910 and

Youngstown in 1916 were likewise unsuccessful.

After 1910 insurgent movements led by the In-

dustrial Workers of the World both within and

without the organization helped to democratize

the Amalgamated and in 1911 unskilled workers

were nominally admitted to membership. The

organization continued to seek out only the

skilled workers, however, and in stakes of 1909
and 1919, in the latter case aided by several al-
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lies, it was defeated by the fierce opposition of

giant corporations.

An attempt to organize steel workers on a

broad basis was launched on September 22,

1919, by a National Committe for Organizing
Iron and Steel Workers. Led by William Z.

Foster, it was backed at the outset by the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor and by twenty-four co-

operating unions with jurisdictional rights in the

industry. According to the union estimate 365,-
ooo workers were brought on strike by an inten-

sive campaign. Their demands were: the right

of collective bargaining, the 8-hour day, one

day's rest in seven, wage increases "sufficient

to guarantee American standards of living,"

double pay for overtime and Sunday and holi-

day work, seniority, abolition of physical exam-

ination of applicants for employment and rein-

statement of those discharged for union activity.

The strike was met by a campaign of terrorism

conducted by burgesses, rruigistratcs, police and

constabulary. Gangs of Negro strike breakers

were imported from the south. The failure of

the strike in December, 1919, was due not only
to the terrorism but also to lack of coordination

arising from the weakness of the craft structure,

to the action of the steel companies in rais-

ing wages and allowing overtime pay in the

months just preceding the strike call, to a

"Red" scare initiated by the press, to the

ability of highly integrated companies to shift

production to areas in which the walkout was

not fully effective and to the failure of the

American Federation of Labor to stand by at

critical junctures.

Largely by sufferance of a few employers the

Amalgamated lingers as a conservative relic with

a declining membership in wrought iron and a

few sheet, plate and bar mills. Its jurisdiction
is challenged by the Metal Workers' Industrial

League, an affiliate of the Trade Union Unity

League, which is attempting to organize the

steel industry as part of the campaign to union-

ize the unorganized basic industries.

COLSTON E. WARNE

Other Countries. Because of the tendency to

concentrate in certain relatively restricted

areas and the general similarity of the processes

involved, there is less variation from country
to country in labor conditions in the iron and

steel industry, including blast furnaces, steel

works and rolling mills, than in many other

industries. While American and European wages
differ markedly, wages and hours in European

countries tend to move together since the large

producing areas depend on export markets for

their very existence; 20 to 75 percent of their

output must be exported to utilize capacity

fully. At the same time many important differ-

ences exist, and nowhere more than in the field

of labor organization.

THH NUMUFR OK WAGE EARNERS EMPLOYED IN THE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN THE PRINCIPAL

PRODUCING COUNTRIES*

* Although care has been taken to include all wage earners em-
ployed in blast furnaces, steelworks and rolling mills and no
other workers, differences in classification may render the

figures not strictly comparable
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In the leading iron and steel countries, which

together produced 86 percent of the world's pig

iron and raw steel in 1930, more than 1,425,000

wage earners are normally employed in the in-

dustry. This is a minimum estimate; for Bel-

gium, Sweden, Spain, Luxemburg and Canada

the number of workers is probably underesti-

mated. Since 1929 because of the depression
the trend of employment has been seriously

downward in all countries except the Soviet

Union, where reports as of January, 1931, show
an increase to 230,300 workers. The number

employed in the Soviet Union has apparently
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approached the number employed in Great Brit-

ain, where the figures compiled for July, 1931,
from the live registers of the employment ex-

changes showed a total of 239,410 wage earners

in the iron and steel industry.

Up to the time of the World War it was cus-

tomary for iron and steel workers on continuous

processes to work the two-shift system, which

has now given way to the three-shift system in

all the countries. The bulk of the British blast

furnaces have been on three shifts since 1898,
as have at least two British open hearth plants
since 1905. The rest of the British industry

adopted three shifts in 1919. Germany adopted
three shifts in the immediate post-war period,
but after the Ruhr occupation the employers
were permitted to rcintroduce the two shifts in

order to recoup their finances; in 1925 and

1927 official decrees restored the three-shift

system. Luxemburg legally adopted the 8-hour

day in 1918. The decree introducing the three-

shift system into the French industry was pro-

mulgated in 1920, and Belgium followed the

next year. In India the great plant of the Tata

Iron and Steel Company at Jamshedpur, which

opened six years before the war on a three-shift

basis, still retains it. Japan is apparently the only

producing country of any importance in which

the 12-hour day in continuous processes is still

the rule. The change to three shifts has been

made for social rather than economic reasons

under pressure of labor and public opinion and

the reduction of hours in other industries.

The y-day week in blast furnace and some

continuous steelworks operations was still com-

mon in 1932 in all the leading producing coun-

tries except the Soviet Union. In the mainte-

nance and other non-continuous processes the

57-hour week is the rule in Germany, and the

8-hour day and 44 or 48-hour week in England;
but workers in American plants often work 10

hours a day 6 days a week and in the smaller

plants they usually work from i to 3 hours

longer when there are rush orders. The French

decree regulating hours in heavy industry per-

mits work longer than 8 hours "in case of emer-

gency," but most maintenance work may be

classed as emergency work. Overtime is sup-

posed to be paid at extra rates in France, but

only for the first 140 hours of such excess per

year. In the Soviet Union departures from the

8-hour day are officially prohibited, and the 7-
hour day is the rule in many cases.

Comparisons of money wages in different

countries can best be carried out by taking the
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starting rate for unskilled adult male labor; it

should be noted, however, that in Germany 86

percent of the heavy industry workers are paid
on piecework or bonus systems, that in England

piecework is also common and that in general
the common labor rate does not have in Europe
the preponderating importance it assumes in

the United States. At the beginning of 1930
unskilled labor was receiving an average "nor-

mal" weekly wage, including family allowances

and other social allowances, of $7.77 in France,

$7.40 in Belgium, $7.68 in Luxemburg and

$11.28 in Germany (this figure includes some

pieceworkers). Unskilled British workers were

earning about $10.00 a week when steadily em-

ployed. Common labor in the Birmingham,
Alabama, plants of the United States Steel Cor-

poration were paid $18.60 per week for main-

tenance work, and in the Pittsburgh area $26.40.
Unskilled male industrial labor in India earned

in 1930 from 10 to 15 rupees ($3.65 to $5.48)

per month, but the rate at the Jamshedpur steel-

works has always been above the prevailing

rate in other industries. Men's wages in Japan
before 1929 ranged from $.50 per day up-

ward, supplemented usually by bonuses and

allowances in kind. In the Soviet Union after

the 40 percent increase of October i, 1931, the

day rate for the lowest grade of unskilled labor

was 3 1 rubles a day, which at the official quota-
tion of foreign exchange is equivalent to $ i .80;

in addition more than 20 percent is added to

wages by social benefits, or "socialized wages"
as the Russians call them.

The trend of real wages, defined as the power
of full time money wages to buy goods and

services, has been downward since 1929 in all

countries except the Soviet Union. In the period
from 1923 to 1929 real wages were highest in the

United States, followed by England, Germany,
France and Belgium. But the prevalence of un-

employment in the first three countries raises

doubts as to the value of estimates based on
full time wages, and the apparent differential

in favor of the American iron and steel workers

is materially lessened in fact by the failure of

the United States to provide unemployment
insurance.

The differential between the lowest and high-
est wage rates paid in the industry appears to

be greatest in the United States, where some

wage earners (rollers) earned in 1929 as much as

$450 a month. It is also great in India and South

Africa, where the unskilled workers are natives

while the skilled workers are imported mainly
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from England and are paid higher wages than

they would earn at home. The differential is

greater in England than on the continent of

Europe. In the Soviet Union the differential

was recently increased. Since October i, 1931,

workers are divided into eight earnings groups,
and the ratio of earnings in the highest to those

in the lowest groups is 3.7 to i instead of 2.8

to i as formerly.

Figures are lacking for a satisfactory com-

parison of the accident risk in the iron and

steel industry of the several countries. Exam-
ination of such material as is available leads

to the conclusion that accident rates have been

reduced in all countries, partly through planned

safety work undertaken under the stimulus of

workmen's compensation laws and partly

through revision of the industry's technique,
but that the reduction has not been as rapid in

Europe as in the large plants of the United

States. Since the accident risk in the United

States and Germany seems now to be roughly
the same, one may infer that the American risk

before the beginning of the safety campaign in

1907 was inordinately high. It is noteworthy
that the early American compensation laws

were modeled largely on the European, whereas

the technique of safety campaigns as developed
in the United States, largely on the initiative of

the iron and steel industry, is now serving as a

model for both public and private bodies in

Europe. The advance of mechanical improve-
ment has caused a diminution of the excessively

hot work, which has made iron and steel workers

especially subject to respiratory ailments, and

has diminished the danger from such special

occupational diseases as "hot mill cramps."

Major shifts in the relative importance of

different producing areas since the war coupled
with rapid technical advance in the midst of the

general economic crisis have produced in Ger-

many and England a chronically unemployed

group of iron and steel workers. This group in-

cluded in Great Britain about 25 percent of the

wage earners in the industry during the five

years beginning with 1925. But while the British

blast furnace industry has been declining, and

the industry in general has failed to produce
more steel in any post-war year than in 1917,
certain branches, such as tube manufacture, have

expanded employment. In France, Belgium and

Luxemburg, however, the expansion of the iron

and steel industry (partly responsible for the

German and British decline) necessitated re-

cruiting labor from abroad. The depression

which began in 1929 caused unemployment in

all countries except Soviet Russia, where pro-
duction and employment continued to increase.

In contradistinction to the United States,

where it is almost wholly absent, collective

bargaining prevails to a certain extent in the

European iron and steel industry. Although the

industry participates in the various national

plans for labor-capital cooperation, particu-

larly in Germany, the employers usually resist

unionism, which is not as highly developed as

in most other industries. In the resistance to

unionism the same methods are employed as in

the United States spy systems, terrorization

of workers and organizers, pressure through

company housing, and similar measures.

Trade unions have flourished in the British

heavy industry ever since its inception. A num-
ber of these unions amalgamated in 1916 in the

British Iron and Steel Trades Confederation,

organized largely on an industrial union basis.

Twelve years later this union claimed 53,328

members, most of them in the affiliated union

known as the British Iron, Steel and Kindred

Trades Association, covering skilled and semi-

skilled workers in the steelworks, rolling mills

and tin plate works of the whole country and

the blast furnace industry of Scotland. The
trend toward industrial unionism is, however,
not complete; there exists an independent or-

ganization, the National Union of Blastfurnace-

men, Ore Miners, Coke Workers and Kindred

Trades with 15,000 members in 1928, and in ad-

dition some thousands of laborers from the

heavy industry are affiliated with the National

Union of General and Municipal Workers and

other unions of unskilled workers. Since the war
union membership has not held its own and the

depression which began in 1929 precipitated a

marked decline. Working conditions are regu-
lated by collective agreements and by joint wage
boards set up by government intervention. Most
of the agreements contain provisions for some
form of wage sliding scale regulated by the sell-

ing price of the product. This plan was formerly
used quite generally in the coal and iron in-

dustries of Great Britain and the United States

but has passed out of favor in the coal industry,

although it persists in the unionized section

of the American iron and steel industry. Since

1865, when unionism was first firmly estab-

lished in the British industry, there has never

been a strike (other than local stoppages) except
for the walkout of the iron and steel workers

during the general strike of 1926.
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In England the unions of iron and steel work-

ers are distinct from the unions of machinists

and other workers in the engineering trades.

On the continent, however, the organized iron

and steel workers usually belong to larger un-

ions of metal workers, which include machinists

and other workers in the engineering trades.

The problem of organizing the iron and steel

workers in Germany has been largely the prob-
lem of penetrating the mammoth plants of

Rhineland-Westphalia, which operated on a

non-union basis until the outbreak of the war.

The German Metal Workers' Federation

claimed jurisdiction over the iron and steel in-

dustry and carried out repeated propaganda and

organization campaigns in the Ruhr and Saar

valleys without much success. The growth of or-

ganization during the war was rapid; in Novem-

ber, 1918, the first general collective agreement
was signed with the organized employers in the

iron and steel industry. The works councils for

a time threatened the supremacy of the unions,

but were finally subordinated to the unions.

Many steel workers in the Ruhr participated in

the miniature insurrection of 1920, which fol-

lowed the Kapp Putsch and had for its object
the overthrow of the capitalist government. The
unions and employers have had frequent re-

course to the machinery of arbitration set up
under the new labor code. In 1928 the em-

ployers defied an arbitral decision and a lockout

of about a month ensued, resulting in a compro-
mise. The German Metal Workers' Federation

in the Ruhr had about 50,000 members in 1928;

an equal number of iron and steel workers are

organized in the Christian Metal Workers'

Federation, which rejects the socialism of the

"free" unions.

The French metal workers' federation has al-

ways been industrial in form, but the unions are

still largely localistic in spirit and their benefit

system is relatively undeveloped. From 1905
to 1907, only a few years after the rapid develop-
ment of the Briey basin had begun, the union

conducted a series of bitterly fought strikes in

the Longwy district of French Lorraine but

was defeated. During the war the fact that the

bulk of the French plants were behind the

German lines and were not running prevented
the growth of unionism. After the war the plants
were rebuilt and greatly extended but on a non-

union basis. For a number of years after the

union split of 1921 neither the half which re-

mained in the Confederation Ge"ne"rale du Tra-

vail nor the half which went over to the Con-
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federation Ge"ne"rale du Travail Unitaire (affili-

ated with the Red International of Labor

Unions) made much progress in the Lorraine

iron and steel industry, although both applied
themselves to the task. As in the United States

the problem of labor organization has been com-

plicated since the World War by the fact that

more than half of the iron and steel workers are

immigrants, a large number of them from Po-

land and Italy.

About 60 percent of the workers in Belgian

industry were organized in 1930, the majority
in the Ccntralc des Metallurgistes de Belgique.
The Centrale, which has a very well rounded

system of benefits, was able to carry on a strike

(precipitated by a lockout) of about 15,000 in

the iron and steel industry of the Charleroi

district for more than eight months ending in

February, 1926. Since the war collective bar-

gaining has been carried on through a national

mixed commission, consisting of a president,

nominated by the state, and representatives of

the employers and workers, including among
the latter all the unions in the industry; but the

recommendations of the commission are not

binding. A somewhat similar system of bar-

gaining prevails in Luxemburg, where union-

ism was first established on a firm footing during
the World War. It has been estimated recently

that 38 percent of the heavy industry workers

in Luxemburg are members of the labor union,

which comprises both miners and iron and steel

workers.

The history of unionism in the various coun-

tries suggests that a most important factor

influencing the success of labor organization
is the degree of concentration of control in

industry. When one employer or a close federa-

tion of employers dominates the field, the task

of the unions is very difficult. Thus the Car-

negie interests in the United States were able

to drive the unions out of their plants within

a few years after they had emerged as the dom-
inant steel makers of the country. All the French

employers accepted the leadership of Robert

Pinot in the strike of 1905-06 and have since

formed very closely knit trade and employers'
associations which have successfully resisted

unionism. It is significant that the German

employers did not lock out the workers in the

post-war period until after the formation of the

United Steel Works, a dominant firm with a

productive capacity of 40 percent of the coun-

try's total. In England, where unionism is most

strongly established, a single firm has never
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dominated the industry. In India, however, the

Tata Iron and Steel Company, one of the largest

concerns in the country, has seen the establish-

ment of unions among its imported skilled

workers, as well as among the native workers,

who put their organization to the test of a strike

in 1928 after having maintained it for some

years previously.
Unionization has been hampered in coun-

tries where development has been most rapid
and great numbers of workers have been drawn

suddenly into the industry from a rural or semi-

rural background. In cases where these new-

comers speak a different language, as in the

United States before the war and in France, Bel-

gium and Luxemburg after the war the problem
of unionization is further complicated. Isolation

from other industries has seemed to work

against unions in the Saar, Luxemburg and

Lorraine and in the American industry with its

company towns. On the other hand the steel

workers ofJamshedpur, India, have achieved or-

ganizational results despite the fact that they
were for the most part recruited from an agri-

cultural population scattered through all parts of

a large and polyglot country.
In all countries, even where industrial union-

ism prevails, labor organization is based on the

skilled workers. The unskilled have usually

followed the lead of the skilled and have been

unable to establish organizations of their own

except where the skilled workers were already

organized or organizing.

The success of unionism in the iron and steel

industry of Great Britain, as compared with

that of the United States, is to be explained

largely on the basis of the different degree of

technical development in the two countries and

indirectly by the different geographical con-

ditions that led to mass production in the one

country and to relatively small scale competi-
tive production in the other. The industrial

unions of the continent have demonstrated

their capacity to penetrate heavy industry, but

it is not yet clear that the penetration is perma-

nent; nevertheless, the comparative absence of

craft separatism in Europe makes the problem of

organization more easily solvable than in the

United States. The experience of Europe has

shown also the great usefulness of labor political

parties in stimulating and maintaining trade

union organization in the large scale trustified

industries.
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IRREDENTISM. The term irredentism is de-

rived from the Italian irredenta (unredeemed).
The concept originated in the nineteenth cen-

tury in connection with the Italian movement
which after the unification of Italy aimed at the

annexation of Italian speaking regions still under

Austrian or Swiss rule, such as Trent, Dalmatia,

Istria, Trieste and Fiume. The concept, how-

ever, has become detached from its concrete and

specific connotation and has come to denote any
movement which aims to unite politically with

its co-national mother state a region under for-

eign rule. Since national and political frontiers

seldom coincide, irredentism belongs to those

movements which since the nineteenth century
have been especially directed against the political

status quo.
At the basis of irredentism lies that principle

of nationality which was developed by Mazzini

and Mancini and which was a popular slogan of

European politics at the time of Napoleon in;

namely, the principle that national and political

frontiers should coincide. In the field of foreign

affairs this principle gives rise to irredentism;

applied to domestic politics it sanctions the as-

similation by the dominant majority of the sub-

ject minorities differing from it in language and

race. Irredentism also finds justification in the

principle of democracy, for it takes its starting

point from the principle of self-determination of

peoples and from the conviction that the sover-

eignty of a state over a given territory is legiti-

mized not by dominion or international treaties

but by the homogeneity of the population and by
the consensus of opinion resulting from this

homogeneity. Since democratic doctrine regards

the state as an institution of national self-organ-

ization, ethnic homogeneity and national com-

pleteness of the population are decisive guaran-
ties for the stability ofthe state. All other motives,

such as regard for the sacredness of treaties and

of the oath of allegiance, are sacrificed for the

sake of this supreme principle. Accordingly

Masaryk proclaimed the primacy of national

loyalty over state loyalty, thus virtually sanction-

ing high treason.

The development of these principles provided
a moral and psychological basis for. revolutionary

nationalism, which with the aid of modern
methods of organization and propaganda sup-

plied the border populations with a technique of

rebellion against their political sovereigns. This

propaganda is, on the one hand, carried on by
organizations consisting of the dissatisfied ele-

ments of the irredentist population who appeal
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to the mother state for help; and, on the other

hand, by the press, associations and parties in

the neighboring state
,
which working secretlyand

generally also as indirect organs of the state are

interested in the fate of the co-national region
and in preparing for its future annexation. This

often gives rise to serious international friction,

as in the case of the Austro-Serbian relations

during the period before the World War and in

the German-Italian friction over the German

population in the Tyrol. In the decades that

preceded the war the extremist elements of the

irredentist regions in Italy developed a technique
which enabled them to keep in constant touch

with the influential spokesmen of the masses in

the mother state. The Italian government, how-

ever, in view of its alliance with Austria-Hun-

gary kept aloof from these tendencies of national

solidarity and sometimes even disavowed them;
but after the interventionists carried the day in

the World War it formally gave up its dualistic

policy in favor of an outspoken policy of con-

quest, which it carried even beyond the irreden-

tist regions in the proper sense of the term, ex-

tending its claims to purely German and purely
Slav provinces.
Within the territories inhabited by the irre-

dentist groups irredentism does not find active

support among those elements whose interests

may be adversely affected by a change in the

status quo or by any revolutionary and military

convulsions. This is particularly true of those

persons who are prevented by professional and

business interests or by social position from em-

barking upon a policy of open national partisan-

ship and of opposition to the existing state power
and its organs. Irredentism is championed most

passionately by the youth, by academic circles, by
certain liberal professions and by the press in so

far as any articulate expressions are permitted by
the state. The majority of the population is

usually ready to compromise and to accept the

traditional rule and the customary boundaries,

restricting its activities to seeking more favor-

able national-cultural and economic conditions.

Very often its attitude is opportunistic and it is

the first to join the irredentist movement as soon

as it gives promise of achieving success. The dif-

ferences, however, between the groups and

classes which keep aloof from irredentism and

those which actively support it tend to become

more relative and less rigid as the state and the

nationalism of the dominant majority begin to

interfere with the life of the individual.

The history of Europe even before the World
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War shows that wars are never a remedy for ir-

redentism. Some border territories, like Mace-

donia, contain populations whose ethnic and

national make up is most difficult to determine;

and in very large territories of mixed population
it is impossible to draw a sharp line of territorial

demarcation between the various ethnic com-

munities. New national frontiers set up by peace
treaties almost invariably leave some elements

dissatisfied and merely serve to call forth new
irredentist movements. The difficulties of solv-

ing irredentist problems in this way are clearly

illustrated in the treaties of Versailles, Saint-

Germain and the Trianon, which represent the

most far reaching attempt ever made to reorgan-
ize large territories on the principle ofnationality.

Although official sanction was given to the prin-

ciple of national self-determination and an im-

portant aspect of irredcntism was thus recog-
nized as a basis for the new order, the Paris Peace

Conference was unable to carry out this prin-

ciple in a practical way because of the selfishness

of the victorious nations as well as the obstacles

offered by geo-political and economic factors.

As a result foreign rule was extended not only
over outlying scattered settlements but also over

territories compactly inhabited by subject

peoples; and thus germs for new irredentist

movements were planted. German border re-

gions came under the dominion of France, Bel-

gium, Denmark, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Jugoslavia and Italy;

strong irredentist tendencies have developed

among the Magyars in the territories which

Hungary had to cede to Czechoslovakia, Ru-

mania and Jugoslavia; there is a Bulgarian ir-

redentism which is directed against Rumania in

Dobruja and against Jugoslavia in Macedonia;
the Ukrainian, White Russian and Flemish ques-
tions are still unsolved or unsatisfactorily settled.

In all about 40,000,000 people belonging to eth-

nic minorities remain in a state of national dis-

content.

As counter-remedies for irredentist difficulties

three methods have been suggested: the rectifica-

tion of frontiers, assimilation and accord of in-

terests. A state that rules over a foreign territory

against the will of its inhabitants may voluntarily

renounce for higher reasons of state or under

military or revolutionary compulsion the exer-

cise of its sovereignty and allow the territory

either to become independent or to join the co-

national state. Generally a union of this sort,

even though it might redound to the benefit of

the renouncing state, is prevented by reasons of

prestige or by the possibility of repercussion

upon domestic and international politics.

Instead of regarding the seat of sovereignty as

variable and adapting state affiliations to the

ethnic structure and the racial will, the method

of assimilation is often attempted. The domi-

nant national group tries to destroy the roots of

irredentism through the denationalization of

minorities by assimilating the heterogeneous

groups with the dominant national majority. The

degree of compulsion which is applied is deter-

mined by various factors. It depends upon
whether and how far the racial minorities are

prompted by extra-ethnic interests to remain

within the original state union and how far the

assimilatory tendencies of the state have been

furthered by the existence of self-assimflatory

tendencies in the subject racial groups or in

certain social elements. It is also true that it is

not always possible to change the political affilia-

tions of a group without calling forth religious,

economic, social and cultural transformations. If

these changes signify a new form of suppression,
the process of assimilation is rendered difficult.

Other factors, such as economic enrichment, a

rise in the educational level and social advance,

indirectly further assimilation.

If the attempt to change both the dominant

sovereignty and the ethnic character of the racial

groups is abandoned, then a compromise must
be found outside the alternative between irre-

dentismand assimilation between revolt against
the state on the one hand and extermination of

nationality on the other. Tolerance on the part
of the state and loyalty on the part of the racial

groups are here in a relationship of natural

reciprocity in so far as tolerance is not a sign of

weakness and loyalty is not an expression of

national indifference. The aim must be to find

political and national forms which would enable

the members of the subject racial minorities to

participate in the general life of the state without

affecting their national ideals and to take an

interest in the life of their groups without inter-

fering with their patriotism toward the state. A
harmony must be established between loyalty to

the state and adherence to the life of the national

group, although the two do not coincide. If the

attempt is made to satisfy the members of the

minorities upon a more individualistic basis,

then the state must above all give them full

rights both de facto and de jure in all walks of

life. Moreover the state must guarantee the indi-

vidual a sufficiently extensive private sphere
either as a matter of general policy or as a special
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privilege for the subject minorities. One of the

chief causes of irredentism lies precisely in the

attempt on the part of the state to interfere with

spheres which formerly were outside state juris-

diction. The corporative forms of satisfying the

various national groups involve the granting
of national autonomy either on a personal or on a

territorial basis. This enables the minorities to

develop special co-national spheres, either ob-

jective or locally delimited, which do not inter-

fere with the sovereignty of the dominant state.

In the former case the danger of irredentism for a

given state is mitigated by the mutual isolation

of the members of the minorities. In the latter

case the autonomistic method with general de-

centralization, regional self-government and cul-

tural autonomy offers through the segregation of

minorities as wholes an excellent means of avoid-

ing conflicts between the will of the groups and

the authority of the state or of confining possible
frictions to isolated cases.

During the post-war period no steps have

been taken to redraw obviously unpractical

boundary lines to satisfy ethnic discords. Even

in the case of Eupen-Malme'dy, where both Bel-

gium and Germany as well as the affected popu-
lation itself have been friendly to a revision,

nothing has been done because of the objections
made by France. Only in exceptional cases have

states displayed a readiness to abandon assimila-

tory polices. The situation of the minorities has

been made especially precarious by such im-

portant contemporary tendencies as plebiscitary

democracy, state socialism in the economic and

cultural fields, fascism and national socialism,

collectivism and mass terror. On the other hand,

the task of assimilation is rendered equally diffi-

cult by the general state of education, by the

general increase of national consciousness and by
the wide diffusion of the theories of political

nationalism. The failure of the revision of fron-

tiers combined with an intensified assimilatory

pressure consequently tends to foster the dis-

content of the minorities and in this way to

further irredentism.

Two types of method have been resorted to in

the post-war period in order to counteract na-

tional oppression and irredentism. One method
is the international legal protection of minorities

provided for by the Treaty of Versailles, where-

by provisions were made for possible appeal to

the Permanent Court of International Justice at

The Hague. The starting point of this method is

thoroughly individualistic. Its aim is essentially

to guarantee through international supervision

equality in civic and political rights to the indi-

vidual members of the minorities even in opposi-
tion to the parliament and the administration.

The tendency is here to transform political con-

flicts into juridical procedures upon the basis of

international law and in this way to check the

irredentism of the racial groups. The protective

procedure is of a schematic and general nature; it

clings, however, to positive treaties and declara-

tions. But on the one hand it does not go deeply

enough into the principles upon which the rela-

tion between state and nation is based, and on
the other hand it fails to do justice to the con-

crete relations obtaining between individual

states and national groups. This method has

proved to be entirely ineffective for righting

wrongs committed by states. Its chief signifi-

cance is prophylactic; its function probably lies

in the prevention of further acts of violence,

whose extent naturally cannot be estimated with

exactness. As shown by the examples of Italy

and France it has scarcely any effect upon the

domestic policies of those states which although

they are members of the League of Nations and

partners in protective treaties are not formally

obliged to protect minorities.

More promising and effective are the attempts
made by individual states, such as Prussia,

Estonia, Czechoslovakia and others, to regulate

the question of minorities legally and within the

sphere of domestic politics. In these instances

the state has exhibited a more tolerant and just

attitude toward its minorities, and the state

legislature and administration have recognized
and stimulated the latters' autonomous institu-

tions. Whether and to what extent these at-

tempts will check irredentist developments can-

not yet be foreseen. The future of irredentism

will depend upon how far the consciousness of

the age will be affected by the principle of na-

tionality and consequently by the ideal of a

national state in which national and political

frontiers coincide. As long as the belief is cur-

rent that the function of the state is to enable a

particular ethnic individuality to assert itself and

to exercise power, it inevitably follows that the

state territory must be completed in accordance

with ethnic frontiers and that all ethnically ho-

mogeneous territories must be united in one

political whole.
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IRRIGATION is the process of artificially sup-

plying water for agriculture in regions where

rainfall is deficient or lacking. From remote an-

tiquity the peoples of the tropics have cultivated

food and fiber crops by its aid, and many of their

institutions have arisen in part from the coop-
erative nature of this undertaking. In the mod-

ern world irrigation has often been motivated

by purposes other than the conservation of the

food supply or the cultivation of industrial plants

for local needs. In the United States and

throughout large areas of the British dominions

irrigation projects have been inaugurated upon

territory of small or no population, with the aim

of establishing in these regions communities of

agricultural farmers. A nucleus of such farming
families eventually becomes a township; other

industries are attracted and the result is a com-

mercial agricultural economy in which crops are

grown for export, and transport and banking
facilities soon appear. Irrigation thus aids in the

settlement of a formerly barren region, fre-

quently by emigrants from congested areas.

The modern irrigation works installed by the

British in Egypt and by the French in northern

Africa have as one of their objects the desire to

assure the necessary food supply for the native

peoples; of equal importance, however, is the

wish to provide water for capitalistic enterprise.

In Egypt the latter is concerned with cotton; in

northern Africa with fruit, especially dates. In

sparsely populated Mesopotamia native irriga-

tion methods suffice for local needs, but the soil

and temperature are preeminently suitable for

cotton, a raw material in which the British Em-

pire is deficient. At present in Mesopotamia
several small irrigation projects are already in

operation, although more ambitious schemes

have been under consideration and in the future

may become possible.

A few European countries practise some sea-

sonal irrigation. A summer irrigation in the Po

plain provides for rice and for the mulberry,
which is cultivated for silkworms. Irrigation in

the Roman Campagna now furnishes both good

pasture and forage for fattening livestock in

winter and a summer harvest of fruit and is

leading to the replacement of a temporary by a

permanent population. The terrace and huerta

gardening of Spain provides for oranges (of

which there is a considerable export), other

fruits and esparto grass as well as cereals for

home consumption. Although irrigation is of

long standing in Asiatic, it is in its infancy in

European, Russia. The reorganization of agri-

culture under the Five-Year Plan embodies an

elaborate program of irrigation for the wheat,

forage and other crops in the Ukraine and the

Caucasus. The dense populations of the Far

East could not raise sufficient food without irri-

gation: in India it has largely banished famine;

in China the system of multiple cropping and

intertillage raises enormous harvests by utilizing

field ditches for rice cultivation in water which

through seepage irrigates the other crops grown
upon the intervening banks.

The recovery of underground water by sink-

ing wells early supported a little agriculture

among tribes that were preponderantly pastoral.
Surer results were obtained where rivers cross-

ing arid territory could be dammed by a crude

barrier of earth or stones, forming reservoirs

from which simple channels might be led out

to the fields. The corn and food crops of ancient

Mexico were thus irrigated from mountain

streams, and the early Mormon irrigation was
of the same type. This method is still in use

upon the Deccan of India and elsewhere in the

East.

Taking advantage of the fact that inundation

of riverine lands might be considerable when
floods were heavy, the pharaohs of ancient Egypt
elaborated the"basin,"or"flood,"systemof irri-

gation. A longitudinal dike parallel to the bank

of the river secured the left side of the valley

from the exceptionally high floods that swept
down it every eight or ten years. Shorter, trans-

verse dikes stretched from the long dike to the

Libyan hills, thus dividing the country into

compartments or basins with an average area of

7000 acres. Where the valley was narrow these

basins were not more than 2000 acres in size;

where it was wide they averaged 20,000 acres.

Groups of seven or eight basins were served by
a feeding canal fitted with regulators, which led

the turbid flood waters into one basin after an-

other beginning at the lowest, the furthest from

the intake on the Nile. The waters stood on the

land for about forty or forty-five days and then

returned to the subsiding Nile through breaches
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in the embankment walls and through escape
channels in the tail basins. Each flood deposited
fertile alluvium, and the ground was ready for

sowing in November. This process of reclama-

tion was eventually repeated on the right side of

the valley; and since the double longitudinal dik-

ing might cause inundations throughout Lower

Egypt in years of exceptional flood, natural chan-

nels enlarged for the purpose diverted these

waters to the Faiyum depression to form the

so-called Lake Moeris. Similar channels took

the excess back to the Nile when the flood season

was over; but ultimately the river widened and

built up its own trough, in which it remained.

Thus Lake Moeris, now no longer required as

a safety valve, has been reclaimed for agriculture.

The contemporaneous irrigation of Babylonia
involved two rivers, each carrying about five

times as much silt as the Nile. The floods oc-

curred too late for winter and rather early for

summer cultivation, so that Babylonia evolved

what may be called the perennial system of irri-

gation, which made agriculture possible at prac-

tically all seasons. The salt deposit resulting

from a temporary overflow of the Euphrates as

well as the liability of the flooded Tigris to ex-

cessive inundation necessitated careful drainage.
Powerful escapes took the Euphrates floods into

two depressions northwest of Babylon, thus pro-

viding reservoirs for feeding the river when low.

The Tigris had two large canals, one on each

bank and more or less parallel to it. The more

important left bank canal possessed three heads,

so that when one was closed for desilting, the

system was still in working order. The canals

rilled naturally in flood time; but when the river

was low, sections were flooded with reserves

stored behind huge storage dams of rubble or

brickwork. Gigantic regulators for filling and

emptying the canals and thousands of miles of

subsidiary channels were part of this system,
which resulted in flourishing cities and a phe-
nomenal agricultural return.

A species of basin irrigation (more accurately
called overflow irrigation) was a feature of the

Ganges and Damodar deltas more than 3000

years ago. Shallow channels were constructed at

right angles to the river in order to draw off the

upper layers of the flood waters, where the silt

was finest. Breaches in the canal walls, closed

after use, supplied the cultivable tracts. Irriga-

tion took place during the monsoon rains for the

double purpose of manuring soil exhausted by
rice crops and of combating malaria, because

silted water destroys the mosquito. When the
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Chola kings of Bengal conquered southern India

they imposed this system on the country, where

it is still in use although it has vanished from its

original home.

The ancient form of irrigation in Ceylon was

the tank, constructed for the irrigation of rice.

The larger tanks occupied natural depressions,
whose walls were heightened by earthworks.

They were fed by canals drawing from reser-

voirs created in a river by means of barrages of

masonry or brickwork, the more permanent of

which were fitted with valves and sluice gates.

The largest tanks covered from 4000 to 6000

acres, although the general magnitude was much

less; the heavy constructional expenses were met

by the royal exchequer. Similar tanks were built

in Madras; two of these, one irrigating 3000 and

the other 4000 acres, are still in working order

although over eleven hundred years old. In

peninsular India and Ceylon small tanks, con-

structed by the cooperative labor of the village

community and generally filled by the monsoon

run-off, have been in use since remote times.

The earliest monster irrigation project in

China was the ingenious diking by which the

Min River floods spread out laterally in nu-

merous channels, carrying irrigation to the Red

Basin of Szechwan. The scheme was planned
and installed by two successive hereditary gov-
ernors of Cheng-tufu between 250 and 200 B.C.

Extensively repaired in the thirteenth century,

this great work still furnishes the major part of

the irrigation in the Chengtu plain.

Stupendous engineering feats necessitated by
adverse topography were a feature of the Inca ir-

rigation. Massive masonry dams, cisterns carved

in solid rock, canals and subterranean aqueducts
lined with freestone slabs were the character-

istics of these irrigation constructions effected

by a people living in its stone age.

The "terrace" irrigation practised by the

Moors in the Old World and the Amerinds in

the New World deserves special mention. In

this system water drawn from either mountain

streams or reservoirs filled by rain or water lifts

flows over successive terraces constructed on a

hillside. Primitive harrowing or a low outer wall

allows a small amount of water to remain after

the sheet has passed. Terrace irrigation spread

in the wake of the conquering Arabs westward

across Africa and into Spain in the eighth cen-

tury and eastward to India and the Far East,

where it still flourishes. It is also highly devel-

oped in the intermontane valleys of the Andes

ranges.
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Generally speaking the king or the state work-

ing through him was responsible for the larger

engineering constructions, while local boards of

magnates, as in Egypt, or of peasants, as in

Bengal, adjusted the individual amounts of water

and settled disputes between users. In Egypt the

law exercised a general control with regard to

the dikes, while the basins and their canals were

kept in order by local corvee. Slaves and cap-

tives were employed for the dikings, for which

local quarries supplied stone. The small state

expenses were met by the land tax, and the

water was otherwise free. The efficacy of the

Mesopotamian irrigation depended upon the

power wielded by the central authority and was

greatest when one king held the whole of the

Tigris-Euphrates trough. The labor of desilting

the canals was so arduous that it could be under-

taken only by royal corvee, and probably much
of the Babylonian aggression arose from the need

to obtain captives for this purpose. Townships
and landowners along the course of the river

dealt with local silt and drainage difficulties.

Apart from its aid to agriculture irrigation

conferred other benefits. The mutual interest of

the cultivators in the available water developed
a spirit of association which went far in pro-

moting common action for the attainment of a

common aim. In the ancient world the irrigation

empires were the most coherent and the strong-

est, as they were also the most advanced in the

learning and science of the times. When irriga-

tion produced surplus crops, a medium of ex-

change was provided leading to oversea trade

and a cultural link with other lands. Egyptian

grain was of special value to countries with fewer

agricultural advantages, a factor which undoubt-

edly contributed to its many invasions. Particu-

larly was this true of the conquest of the country

by Caesar Augustus: with a failing Italian food

supply the Egyptian fields were vital to the

maintenance of the Roman Empire.
In modern times irrigation on the pioneer

fringe has been a cooperative venture; the neces-

sary dams and ditches have been constructed

by the water users. The earliest of these pioneer

enterprises was the Mormon irrigation in Utah,
where there sprang up flourishing settlements

based on an agriculture fed from the diverted

waters of the mountain streams. These early ex-

periments in Utah showed that harvests could be

gathered from the by no means infertile soil of

the far west; irrigation companies were formed
for profit, with the result that the actual cultiva-

tors became mere purchasers of water rights. But

such schemes were never really successful, be-

cause settlement was slow and the original esti-

mates of possible revenues for shareholders

could not be realized; again, western states en-

acted laws rendering illegal the demand for the

payment of a water service charge (over and

above the original purchase price of the water

right). Cooperative and commercial enterprises
are still to be found, but irrigation has very

generally entered upon a third phase, in which

reclamation on a large scale and in the more
difficult regions has become the concern of pub-
lic authority. Such projects in the United States

are carried out under the supervision of the

federal Reclamation Bureau; similar bodies

function in the Union of South Africa and the

separate states of Australia and provinces of

Canada.

Irrigation sometimes gives rise to problems of

more than local significance. One of the most

frequently recurring of these is the equitable use

of a river supplying a number of jurisdictions.

In the United States, for example, recourse to

interstate compacts has been necessary; typical

are the one governing the use of the waters of

the South Platte River, entered into by Ne-
braska and Colorado, and the Colorado River

compact, to which six southwestern states are

parties. A similar problem arises when rivers

suitable for irrigation cross countries under dif-

ferent governments. The state possessing the

source waters may divert needed water down-
stream. Difficulties sometimes spring up when a

river technically navigable becomes too shallow

through excessive use of its waters for irrigation.

By 1930 some 200,000,000 acres throughout
the world were under irrigation. In North Amer-
ica the United States led with 20,471,000 acres,

in Mexico there were 5,700,000 acres, in Canada

400,000 acres. In South America, Argentina was
the principal user of the method with 3,000,000
acres being watered by ditches, Chile had 2,458,-

ooo acres and Peru 1,000,000 acres. In Europe,
France led with 6,000,000 acres, Italy had 3,-

900,000 acres, Spain 3,500,000 acres and Por-

tugal 1,200,000 acres. In Asia and Oceania,

India had 55,800,000 acres artificially watered,
China had 50,000,000 acres, Java had 8,350,000

acres, Asiatic Russia had 8,000,000 acres, Japan
had 6,675,000 acres, French Indo-China had

3,470,000 acres, Siam had 1,750,000 acres,

Mesopotamia had 1,500,000 acres, Australia had

1,000,000 acres, the Philippine Islands had 750,-
ooo acres, Ceylon had 350,000 acres. In Africa,

Egypt led with 6,000,000 acres, while Morocco



had 1,500,000 acres, South Africa 800,000 acres

and Algeria 400,000 acres.

The value of irrigation may be considered

under three heads: local needs, cash crops for

export and the maintenance of the livestock in-

dustry. In the first category belongs most oasis

irrigation. In Iran and Soviet Turkestan such

irrigation depends upon glacier fed streams; and

cereals, fruit and cotton crops (some of which

are exported) are the main products. In general
the Saharan oases are fed from underground
water, although some depend on mountain

streams. In Egypt, India and the Far East as

well as in Spain, Italy and other countries of

Europe irrigation is employed largely to fulfil do-

mestic requirements. Terrace agriculture largely

serves local needs, although at times it provides

exports to neighboring mining centers and other

nearby settlements. In the second category are

the cereals, temperate fruits and cotton crops of

the newly developed lands of America and the

British dominions as well as the date crops of

the recently created oases in northern Africa.

Irrigation belonging to the third category may
be used to promote good alpine grazing grounds
and valley pastures, where at the appropriate
season the natural grassland can be abundantly

cropped or cut for winter forage. Such irrigated

pastures are a feature of the pastoral economy of

southern Europe and are also to be met with

in the Netherlands. In other cases the irrigation

is supplied to meadows created by the deliberate

sowing of one or more forage grasses of special

excellence. The marcite fields of the Po valley

and the "made meadows" of the Proven9al

plains and a number of mountain valleys of

Europe have revolutionized the pastoral life of

these countries. The large crops of irrigated

alfalfa and hay grasses raised in western North

America, southern Australia and South Africa

are utilized in fattening stock for the meat indus-

try or in feeding dairy cattle.

The effects of government programs for irri-

gation have at times been very unexpected. In

the Old World the chief aim was the securing of

sufficient food for the native peoples, but the

magnitude of the operations have made other

developments possible. In Egypt water is now

provided for the growing of cotton, and the

natives sell their crops to the state domains or

private companies. New storage dams are being

projected and the existing irrigation area is likely

to be considerably increased. In the French

Sahara the creation ofoases is winning over some

of the nomads to an agricultural life and at the
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same time provides centers of order which will

assist in checking the depredations of the wan-

dering tribesmen.

The advance of irrigation does not go on un-

checked, nor is it without its drawbacks. The
transformation of Mesopotamia is likely to be

delayed by difficulties arising from sparse popu-
lation, political unrest and the nomadic tenden-

cies of a large part of the inhabitants. In the

French colonies the natives persist in clinging
to their primitive modes of agriculture and suc-

ceed in disregarding, sometimes quite effec-

tively, the advantages brought by an increase of

water and new transport facilities. Deficient

drainage is a great menace wherever there is irri-

gation on a large scale. Underground accumu-

lation of unused irrigation water may lead to

waterlogging, which destroys crops and may
even cause the formation of swamps. Such un-

derground water is likely to bring up to the

surface deposits of mineral matter, which form

infertile salty tracts. A delicate situation arises

when modern works assuring a perennial irriga-

tion are imposed upon a densely populated

country accustomed only to seasonal irrigation.

The absence of fallow causes soil exhaustion

which can be remedied only by expensive ma-

nuring, a condition which has manifested itself

in Egypt. Moreover the increased production of

cereals and fiber crops through the opening by

irrigation of marginal and submarginal lands

has already proved to be by no means wholly ad-

vantageous. These additional crops have merely
succeeded in increasing large world carryovers
and have depressed prices to such a point that

since 1930 the growing of grains and industrial

plants has, except where acreage has been dras-

tically restricted, seemed on the whole commer-

cially unprofitable.
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ISELIN, ISAAK (1728-82), Swiss historian

and economist. Isehn's works are all animated

by the optimistic eudaemonism of the Enlight-

enment and the endeavor to trace the process

whereby mankind developed from barbarism

to higher perfection. As a disciple of Leibniz

and Wolff he emphasized the predominance of

reason. He protested against Rousseau's glori-

fication of the natural man and looked for the

stage of man's perfection not in the past but in

the future. He classified historical eras into peri-

ods of youth, maturity and decay and considered

the phase represented by maturity as the climax

of development. Unlike Herder he denied any
cultural values to the non-western peoples and

to the whole period of the Middle Ages. He gave

particular emphasis to the cultural significance

of the ancient world.

In his theory of the state Iselin opposed the

contract theory and called it chimerical and a

fiction. His theory was closer to that of the con-

sensus tacitus which served as a transition form

from the social contract theory to the organic

concept of the state. The motives which led to

the rise of the state were the gregarious instinct,

the habit of obedience and the desire to com-

mand. In accord with his ideas of progress and

perfectibility he was also a disciple of Basedow

in his interest in education and philanthropy.
In his economic views Iselin was influenced

by the physiocrats. Like them he distinguished
between the actual and the normative ideal

orders. From the standpoint of a theory of im-

putation he also favored the physiocratic classi-

fication of individuals as advantageous for a

distinct evaluation of the economic value of the

several classes. This, however, was but an ab-

stracting process, and a certain balance of classes

and occupations was necessary as a guaranty of

a well functioning economic society. Iselin also

favored an international economic balance of

power, in the sense of an international division

of labor, in order that the process of economic

circulation be not impeded. Although from the

purely economic standpoint "net proceeds" are

attributed to the landowner alone, a part thereof

in the form of taxes belongs to the state which

assures the owner peaceful possession. Iselin

opposed all forms of constraint and considered

freedom of commerce and trade as the best

regulator of prices. He also advocated the classic

principle of preestablished harmony according
to which the happiness of the individual is closely

bound up with that of his fellow men.
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ISIDORE OF SEVILLE (Isidorus Hispanien-

sis) (c. 560-636), mediaeval Spanish encyclo-

paedist. Isidore was both the last of the early
Christian philosophers, the direct descendant of

Boethius and Cassiodorus, and the forerunner of

the scholastics, the pioneer of the great revival of

learning in the thirteenth century. He is the

originator of the encyclopaedia, the first to com-

pile a summa of all available knowledge. The

greatest of his works, the Etymologiarum sive

originum (ed. by W. M. Lindsay, 2 vols., Oxford

1911), with its twenty books subdivided into

more than three hundred chapters, is a compen-
dium of seventh century scholarship and a li-

brary of information. Isidore drew freely from
the classic Latin writers, from St. Augustine and

St. Jerome and from Boethius, Gregory the

Great and the Latin fathers of the Christian

church. His work enjoyed a wide popularity

among students throughout the early Middle
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Ages and was translated into the vernacular not

only of his native land but of other European
countries. In the progress of learning the influ-

ence of Isidore is discerned in shaping the form

of knowledge and directing the mind to univer-

sals rather than to special subjects. He antici-

pated the work of Peter Lombard, Albertus

Magnus and Thomas Aquinas. All that could be

saved of Greek and Latin culture in the break up
of the Roman Empire was carefully guarded by
Isidore and he is credited, perhaps justly, with

introducing the writings of Aristotle to the west.

In Spain as archbishop of Seville, Isidore was

conspicuously an instrument of reconciliation in

fusing the ancient civilization of Rome with the
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Weltanschauung and way of life of its believers.

In its foundations and in numerous features

Islamic culture is closely related to the Christian

culture of the Middle Ages and is derived from
the same roots.

Islam arose in Arabia, where in Mohammed's
time paganism had ceased to exercise any spiri-

tual sway and where pagan rites were practised
as a part of tradition or, as in the annual pil-

grimage to Mecca and the observance of the

holy months, chiefly because of their economic

value. Even before the days of Mohammed
some Arabs, the so-called Hanifs, had turned

from paganism but without embracing either

Judaism or Christianity. The evolution of mono-

Visigothic elements. No less was he an active theistic tendencies was aided by the influence of

force in the education of the clergy. The Fourth

National Council of Toledo (633-34), held dur-

ing Isidore's archepiscopate, ordered the estab-

lishment of seminaries for clerical students a

reform in the standard of learning that had to

wait for the Council of Trent before it was gen-

erally enjoined. Isidore's educational policy also

required that Hebrew and Greek must be taught
and fresh incentive given to Biblical studies.
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ISLAM is the name of the youngest of the great

world religions. The word itself means submis-

sion that is, submission of believers to Allah

and his prophet and may denote the primitive

preaching of Mohammed (q-v.) as well as the

sensibly different later orthodox system or the

folk religion of the modern Moslems. Islam is,

however, more than a religion; it represents also

a political and juristic theory which has been

at least partially realized in one of the greatest

oriental world empires and in numerous sep-
arate states extending down to the Moslem states

of the present day. Finally, Islam signifies a

cultural whole, encompassing religion and state,

since the concept of Islamic state and the tenets

of Islamic civilization derive their authority

solely from their foundation in religion. The
ideal of Islam is the rule of religion over all of

life; as a religion it is at the same time the

these two religions, both of which had numerous

adherents in Arabia. Jews, chiefly converts of

Arab descent, dwelt in compact groups in the

oases of western Arabia. Christianity had spread,

although as a rule superficially, toward the north

and east from the Christian-Arab buffer states

set up by the Roman and Persian empires. In the

period immediately preceding Mohammed, Al-

lah had begun to be recognized among the mass

of individual gods as a supreme deity of uni-

versal character, so that Mohammed's preaching
aroused contradiction not because of his cult of

Allah but because of his insistence on the exclu-

sive worship of Allah. Thus Mohammed could

restrict himself to Islamizing the cult of Mecca,
while retaining its essential ancient forms; that

is, the cult of the Caaba and the adjacent shrines

and the so-called hajj of Arafat, which together
form the principal elements of the Islamic pil-

grimage. From its very beginnings in the sev-

enth century Islam was not a desert cult but a

typically civilized or urban religion, which was

only externally influenced by Arab paganism.
It was, however, profoundly affected by Arab

society, especially by its dominant tribal spirit

strongly bound in tradition.

The main religious tenets of Islam were de-

rived from Judaism and heretical gnostic Chris-

tianity, although it cannot be assumed that

Mohammed possessed any exact knowledge of

either religion. He felt himself called upon, how-

ever, to proclaim to the Arabs the divine reve-

lation which the Jewish and Christian peoples
had already received through Moses and Jesus;

and the Koran is the Arabic edition of the earlier

Scriptures, with which it agrees in content.

When the Jews refused to acknowledge him as

a prophet, Mohammed became convinced that

their Scriptures had been falsified. He accord-
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ingly invoked Abraham against them and pro-

posed to restore and propagate Hanifism, Abra-

ham's uncorrupted religion; the institutions re-

tained from Arab paganism were also ascribed

to the religion of Abraham. These steps marked

a definite break with Judaism and Christianity.

Mohammed ceased to regard Islam as a form of

revelation ranking equally with them and pro-

claimed it the only true religion.

The starting point of Mohammed's teachings
is the idea of the day of judgment, which he at

first considered imminent and which was to put
an end to the materialistic activities of the in-

habitants of Mecca if they did not do penance;
the judge is Allah himself. There results from

this eschatology a belief in monotheism. Man is

a slave in his relationship to Allah, who is om-

nipotent but kind. In the Koran predestination

and free will are emphasized alternately, de-

pending upon the situation; this gave rise later

to the problem of the freedom of the will. Within

the prophetology of the Koran, which is related

to the gnostic concept of the cyclical renewal of

unitary original revelation, there appears a spe-

cial form of Christology in content resembling
the apocryphal Gospels, which is basically Do-
cetic and which denies the divinity of Jesus.

For Mohammed the conviction of his prophetic
mission was at first simply the presupposition
of his teachings, but later it developed into a

fundamental dogma. He considered the essen-

tial elements of a revealed religion the possession

of a holy scripture and the use of that scripture

in divine services. From this doctrine is derived

the significance of the Koran, whose authen-

ticity and completeness are unquestioned. The
Koran is Allah's uncreated word in the sense

that in its actual form, in its Arabic language,
it is supposed to be the identical reproduction
of the celestial original. The use of the Arabic

tongue in the Koran is important in that it

determines the essentially Arabic coloring of

Islam. As a source of religious doctrine it is

supplemented by the way of life (Sunna) of

the prophet, as laid down in the tradition

(Hadith). The role of the Sunna is best illus-

trated by the fact that in Islam Sunnite is

synonymous with orthodox. Mohammed's reli-

gious authority, even beyond the statements of

the Koran, could not be questioned, and soon

after his death people began to cite him as a

model. In the meanwhile religious institutions

and doctrines continued to develop under Jew-

ish, Christian and Persian influences. If Islam

was to maintain its position as an independent

religion it had no choice but to pretend that

these elements were traditions emanating from
the prophet himself. Finally, there was no better

way of establishing disputed points of view than

to ascribe them to the words of Mohammed.
Thus everything absorbed by Islam during the

course of its first few centuries had to be stamped

by a gigantic fiction as the Sunna of the prophet
and put into the form of the Hadith, as a result

of which the true kernel of tradition was almost

entirely concealed. In the ninth century canon-

ical collections were made from the huge mass

of orally transmitted traditions.

Originally Islamic dogmatics not only served

as apologetics toward non-Moslems but were

also directed against the literalness of the old

fashioned orthodoxy. Questions of dogma were

raised also in connection with political issues.

The first theological school, which dates from

the eighth century, was that of the so-called

Motazilites, whose endeavors centered about a

number of detailed problems. In part these were

of a purely dogmatic nature questions con-

cerning the unity of God, the uncreated nature

of the word of God and the freedom of the will

and their treatment revealed the influence of

dogmatic discussions among Christians. Other

problems, such as the attitude toward authority
and the consequences of grave sins, were of

political importance. The problem of the free-

dom of the will and semipolitical questions had

been treated in a similar fashion even earlier

by the schools of the so-called Quadarites and

Murjiites, but Islamic theology did not attain

full development until the tenth century, when
the intellectual labors of the Motazilites were

reconciled with traditional orthodoxy through
a refined dialectical technique of Greek origin.

By the eleventh century Islam had attained in

all its essentials the definitive form which was

to determine its future course. The orthodox

system had been developed and, although evo-

lution did not cease entirely, an increasing de-

gree of rigidity and stagnation became evident

in intellectual life. The development attained

at that time was generally regarded as both ele-

mental and final; all innovations were looked

upon as abhorrent.

The legalism and rigidity which characterized

orthodox Islamic doctrine led at an early period
to a reaction in the direction of mysticism. The
classical development of mysticism (Sufism),

which took place principally during the ninth

century, represents the infiltration into Islam

of the Christian-gnostic type of piety with its
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characteristic ascetic features, retirement from

the world and the love of God, which lead to

a renunciation of worldly goods and activities.

Three principal trends were evident in its later

evolution: first, there is a striving for mystical

union through the renunciation of personality
and through ecstasy; secondly, there is the de-

sire for individual salvation, which leads to an

esotericism of the holy and to an easy disregard
of the law intended for the masses of the people;

and, finally, there is the association with the

philosophy of late antiquity, as a result of which

mysticism becomes gnostic. The reconciliation

of moderate mysticism with orthodox dogma
and law was effected by al-Ghazzali (1058-
1 1 1 1), whose influence has persisted down to the

present day. Non-orthodox mysticism tended

toward excesses and exaggeration. In the twelfth

century arose the religious orders which popu-
larized mysticism. They were the heirs of the

worship associations of late antiquity and to-

gether with the veneration of saints give popular
Islam its local color.

At the opposite pole from mysticism there

existed a traditional school that was dissatisfied

even with the orthodox doctrine; this school

proposed in the name of a rigid concept of the

Sunna to restore Islam to its early purity
that is, to the teachings of the prophet and the

practises of his associates not of course with

any histcrical accuracy but as they appeared in

the embellishments of tradition. A vigorous ad-

vocate of this school, ibn-Taymiya (1263-1328),
thundered against the formulae of dogma and

the teachings of mysticism as well as against

the worship of the prophet and the saints, which

he denounced as a departure from monotheism.

His doctrine was taken up by the religious-

political movement of the Wahhabites.

In addition to these general religious tend-

encies, which in the course of time have trans-

formed Islam, there arose numerous sects which

from an early period threatened its spiritual and

political unity. They were impelled, as was

natural enough in a theocracy, by religious-

political motives. The first sect was that of the

Kharijites (secessionists), which developed soon

after the death of Mohammed and which de-

manded the free election of the most worthy
man as caliph regardless of whether or not he

belonged to the tribe of the Quraysh, Moham-
med's tribe, and which also insisted on the rights

of the community continually to check the

leader and to depose him if he violated his obli-

gations. Like all Islamic sects it broke up into

several separate branches, whose rebellions con-

tinued to give the state serious concern. For a

time the Kharijites dominated north Africa and

established communities of their own; today
their scant survivors, the Ibadites, live in north

Africa, Oman and Zanzibar.

At the opposite pole from the democratic

Kharijites there was the legitimist Shi' a, the

"party" of 'Ali, the son-in-law of the prophet,
which included all degrees of 'AH veneration,

ranging from an almost orthodox esteem to an

un-Islamic idolatry. At an early date the opinion

began to prevail among the adherents of 'All

that 'Ali, as the son-in-law of the prophet, was
alone entitled to the caliphate; this was to be-

come the fundamental Shiite dogma and to sep-
arate the Shiites from Sunnite Islam. The
misfortunes of 'Ali and his descendants, which

were largely of their own making, merely in-

creased the veneration for the "family of the

prophet." Among the countless Shiite groups
the very moderate Zaidites, who are just at the

boundary of orthodoxy, represent the old Arabic

Shi' a. They acknowledge the caliphate of the

first three caliphs and restrict subsequent cali-

phates to 'Ali and his descendants, but they

repudiate the more extreme imam theory. They
have persisted in southern Arabia since the

ninth century. Outside Arabia the Shiites have

become a rallying point for all revolutionary and

heterodox tendencies among the Islamic peoples.

Their fundamental doctrine is the imam theory.

The first imam, as they prefer to call the leader

of the community, was 'Ali, named by the

prophet himself but deprived of his rights by
the first three caliphs. The imamate is handed

down to his descendants, and the problem of

the line of this succession has given rise to

numerous party splits. The imams are without

sin and infallible and, as the bearers of a special

inspiration, the authoritative interpreters of the

divine will. The Sunna of the imams takes the

place of the Sunna of the prophet's associates,

who sinned against 'Ah.

As opposed to Sunnitism, which is governed

by universal agreement, Shiitism represents an

authoritarian church. Persecutions limited the

Shi'a chiefly to secret propaganda and gave it

an air of martyrdom. The concept of the suffer-

ing of the imam and of the salvation of the

faithful thus achieved assumed a dominant role.

After the failure of all the Shiite rebellions there

arose the conviction that the last imam had

vanished in a miraculous manner and that he

awaits the time when he will return as the
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Mahdi, "he who is guided aright" to restore

order in Islam. The split between the "Twelv-

ers," or Imamites, who have the largest number

of adherents, chiefly in Persia, Iraq and India,

and the "Seveners," or Ismaelites, was the chief

break in the ranks of the Shiites; they are differ-

entiated by the number of imams whom they

acknowledge. The Seveners champion the doc-

trine that the Mahdi, as the last of the prophets,

carries on and completes the work of Moham-

med; in conflict with this doctrine stands the

Islamic conviction of the ultimate nature of

Mohammed's mission. The Assassins and the

Bohras as well as the Khojas, who still exist in

India under the Agha Khan, are branches of

the Seveners. Other Shiite sects, which are so

extreme and which diverge so far from common
doctrine that they can scarcely be reckoned as

part of Islam, are the Druses; the Nusairites, or

Alawites; and the Ah-ilahis.

Although the sectarian movements were not

direct expressions of national traits they were

nevertheless the forms in which national or eco-

nomic opposition was frequently expressed.

Among the Persians this opposition was ex-

pressed chiefly in Shiitism, while among the Ber-

bers of north Africa it took on entirely different

forms. The spread of Kharijite ideas as well as

the success of the Shiite Idrisites and the growth
of Almoravide and Almohade movements were

considerably influenced by Berber reactions.

From the Shiites, who first acquired a Mes-

siah, the concept of the Mahdi has been taken

over in a modified form by the Sunnites. For

them he is simply a descendant of Mohammed,
who will fulfil the ideal of the caliphate at the

end of time and carry on the tradition of the

rightly guided caliphs. The figure of the Mahdi
has gradually passed from the realm of politics

to that of eschatology; nevertheless, the history

of Islam is full of Shiite and orthodox Mahdi
rebellions. In its expectation of the Mahdi or-

thodox theory has expressed most vigorously its

condemnation of the entire political history of

Islam since the first four caliphs. But the repu-
diation of any state not entirely dominated by
religion was accompanied by the most far reach-

ing toleration in practise. This departure devel-

oped under the constraint of actual conditions,

particularly in the political field, and was nour-

ished by historical pessimism and veneration

for the inscrutable will of Allah. Thus one is

expressly commanded to obey any ruler, even

if he obtains and exercises power illegally.

The majority of Moslems have for centuries

considered the orthodox system and still regard
it today as the only legitimate form of Islam.

It embraces the entire religious doctrine of

Islam and is the expression of both the religious

consciousness of the Islamic community and

its "catholic instinct." Even though certain

views and customs were initially rejected with

violence, once they had infiltrated a consider-

able section of the community they were ac-

knowledged without difficulty as orthodox. Thus
a person who held that an expression of the

Islamic spirit which the convictions of the com-

munity had stamped as orthodox was inadmis-

sible would himself be guilty of a breach of

orthodoxy. The content of orthodoxy is identical

with that of the universal agreement (ijma'),

which is considered infallible and upon which

not only Islamic law but the entire Islamic reli-

gion is based. Its exponents are the theologians
of every age, for Islam has no councils or other

organs to establish the tjmaf. Its role is retro-

spective and confirmative; the ijmd' serves to

legitimize innovations although it does not in-

troduce them; it tolerates a certain evolution

of Islam but at the same time keeps it within

definite limits. Thus it has recognized as ortho-

dox both moderate mysticism and the venera-

tion of the prophet and saints. As the expression
of the consciousness of the community the con-

cept of orthodoxy is subject to fluctuations and

cannot be delimited logically. The fundamental

doctrines, however, are anchored in the com-

munity consciousness with particular firmness,

even though they have never been officially

defined.

The essential dogma of Islam is belief in the

absolute unity of Allah, the creator of the

world, who neither begot nor was begotten and

whom nothing resembles. Allah causes all the

actions of men as well as every happening in

the world according to his eternal predestina-
tion. At the same time men are capable of free

actions, for which they are rewarded or pun-
ished. Among the prophets accredited by mira-

cles the last and most eminent was Mohammed;
the others were Adam, Abraham, Moses, David
and Jesus. In addition to the prophets there are

the saints. The theoretical compromise by which

orthodox Islam acknowledged the worship of

saints, which was originally quite foreign to

Islam and which came from the preexisting folk

religion, was due to the religious needs of the

masses of the people. Such a compromise was

possible only after the figure of Mohammed, in

contradiction to the Koran, had become en-
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dowed with superhuman attributes. This process

began at a very early date and was furthered by
mysticism and by the popular belief in miracles.

Since then the prophet has stood at the head of

all the saints. Magic and amulets, which have

religious sanction, form an important element

of the popular world of ideas. The principal

signs of the day ofjudgment are the appearance
of the Antichrist, of the Mahdi and the return

of Jesus. The day ofjudgment, with the prophet

interceding for the members of his congregation,
as well as paradise and hell are described in

detail. The believer who commits grave sins

does not necessarily become an infidel, and

while unbelief is punished by eternal hell,

heinous sinners who are believers will not re-

maiA in hell forever.

The chief religious commandments, the so-

called "pillars of Islam," are five in number: the

profession of faith (shahada), the ritual prayer

(salat), fasting (sawni), the payment of the alms

tax (zakat] and the pilgrimage (hajj). One be-

comes a Moslem by reciting the profession of the

faith: "There is no god but Allah, Mohammed is

the apostle of Allah." Circumcision although

generally practised is not obligatory. The faith

consists in belief and profession of the creed.

Islam is decidedly a religion of laws and on the

whole compliance with commandments is em-

phasized rather than "faith." The ritual prayer
as distincjt from the individual prayer has become

the chief outward characteristic of the Moslem.

It consists of movements of the body, recitations

of the Koran and religious phrases and must be

performed five times a day in the direction of

the Caaba in Mecca. On Friday the midday salat

takes place as a communal service under the

leadership of a president (imam), who reads two

sermons. Except for this, Friday is a day of work

like any other. Fasting is obligatory from dawn
to sunset during the month of Ramadan and in-

volves complete abstinence from food, drink,

perfume, tobacco and sexual intercourse. The
alms tax, a sort of capital tax in kind, is levied

once a year and its proceeds are supposed to be

employed only for certain charitable purposes.
It developed during Mohammed's lifetime from

the earlier duty of giving alms and is a church

and poor tax rather than a state tax in the west-

ern sense of the term. In addition private charity

is warmly recommended and widely practised.

Every adult Moslem is obligated to make a pil-

grimage to Mecca once during his lifetime if he

is able to do so. The duty to carry on the jihad,
the holy war against unbelievers, was almost

accepted as a sixth pillar and has a wide popular

appeal to the present day. It is based on the

assumption that the relationship of the Islamic

community to all non-Islamic communities is

one of war, which may be interrupted by an

armistice solely for reasons of momentary ad-

vantage and which ends only with Islam's sub-

jugation of the entire world. As a reaction against

the dominance of the spirit of battle in Islam's

early days there was later developed the doc-

trine of the "great holy war," consisting of the

struggle against one's own passions.

Islam has no clergy, no church organization

and no liturgy in the true sense of the term.

The theologians are merely those who know the

divine law; they do not compose a real clerical

caste. Nevertheless, they possess considerable

influence, because the ordinary Moslem, even

though it is impossible for him to live in ac-

cordance with the law, expresses his respect

for it by the deference he shows its represen-
tatives. Orthodoxy moreover disputes the neces-

sity of guiding the individual soul and dislikes

the activity of the Sufite sheiks, who play the

roles of spiritual directors; nor can Islam ac-

knowledge any dispensation of divine mercy

through men.

Although like mediaeval Christianity Islam is

a religion of the hereafter and as such has an

ascetic element, it has not been able to sup-

press a characteristic elemental love of the world.

The latter appears in the rejection of monasti-

cism, in the natural respect for marriage and

in the positive attitude toward trade and worldly

goods. But in the main a spirit of renunciation

prevails and is indicated by the warnings against

woman, the prohibition of nudity, the repudia-
tion of splendid buildings except as houses of

worship, an economic ethics based upon reli-

gion, the condemnation of speculation in com-

modities and the praise of manual labor and

of poverty. Other religious prescriptions are the

frequently violated prohibitions of music and

the portrayal of living beings and the absolute

prohibition of wine and pork. The obligations
to live simply and continently, to direct all

activity with a view only to God and to bear

up under misfortune arise from the feeling

that one is a mere visitor in this world. -The

widespread fatalism of the Orient, however, is

not based upon religion but is a matter of

education and of temperament. The conscious-

ness that all men are slaves of Allah is of great

social importance, as is the strong feeling of

religious brotherhood. Outwardly this corre-
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sponds to a rigid separatism and a pronounced

religious pride.

The political character which has marked

Islam down to the present day is largely depend-
ent upon the fact that Mohammed was not

merely a prophet but also from the time of his

migration from Mecca to Medina the undisputed
secular leader of his congregation. During his

Mecca period the spread of Islam as a religion

was due solely to the prophet's religious energy
and to the conviction of his associates. But dur-

ing his Medina period emphasis was placed less

upon conversion to the religion of Allah than

upon submission to his prophet. Numerous con-

versions of individuals and even more so the

conversion of entire tribes were of a political

nature. With the spread of the religion of Islam

Medina's hegemony was extended. This politi-

cal structure upset the Arab tribal units by tend-

ing to make the acknowledgment of the prophet
rather than membership in the tribe the distinc-

tive criterion. Nevertheless, tribal feeling re-

mained very strong and it was only Mohammed's

personality that held the community together.

The chieftains considered themselves bound

only to Mohammed and after his death both the

state and the religion were threatened with dis-

solution. Thereupon certain influential associ-

ates of the prophet succeeded in effecting the

maintenance of the monarchical principle and

under it one of them was chosen the first caliph;

that is, the successor to Mohammed in all the

latter's functions except the specifically pro-

phetic. The political leaders succeeded in focus-

ing the lust of the various tribes for booty upon
a common goal, the holy war for the spread of

Islam. The extensive development of the doc-

trine of the jihad at an early period indicates

that the spirit of battle was fostered at the ex-

pense of everything else.

The expansion of the Islamic state cannot,

however, be attributed to religious enthusiasm

but must be explained rather in terms of the

great migrations of peoples who time and again

spread from Arabia to the surrounding civilized

countries. This was the last of such migrations.
Because of economic and political conditions in

Arabia the tribes had been in a state of unrest

for centuries before the advent of Mohammed.
Islam united them. The religion made possible
the political organization of Medina, so that a

state grew out of a congregation. Later, how-

ever, it was the state and not the congregation
that employed the Arab migration, which had

begun independently of it, for its own political

aims. The surprising success of the Arabs is ex-

plained by the combination of a program which

unified the nation, the will to power of a young
state led by eminent men and conditions in the

Persian and Byzantine empires, which practi-

cally invited conquest. The soldiers were stimu-

lated by their share of the booty, four fifths of

which was divided among them.

The thirty-year reign of the four first caliphs,

abu-Bekr, Omar, Osman and 'AH, all associates

of the prophet and members of his tribe, was

later looked upon as the golden age of Islam.

It marked the first great stage of the expansion
of the Arab-Islamic state, which took place
under Omar and Osman and during which

Syria, Iraq, Persia and Egypt were conquered.
But already tribal and personal dissensions were

making themselves felt. Disturbances under the

reign of Osman resulted in the assassination

of the caliph. The new caliph, 'AH, was engaged
in continuous battle with his opponents, the

most formidable of whom was Mu'awiya, a rela-

tive of Osman, who claimed the caliphate him-

self, but before the struggle against Mu'awiya
had been decided 'AH was assassinated and

Mu'awiya obtained general recognition as the

first of the Ommiad caliphs.

Under the Ommiads, during the second stage
of Arab-Islamic expansion, Armenia, Transoxi-

ana, Afghanistan and the Indus area were sub-

jugated in the East and north Africa and Spain
in the West. As a result large areas of me Chris-

tian world came under Islamic rule. Their Is-

lamization and that of other conquered terri-

tories did not, however, keep pace with their

subjugation. As long as Islam remained confined

to Arabia, the overwhelming majority of the

adherents of the new state accepted its religion

no matter how superficially. But as soon as the

civilized countries of the Near East and north

Africa were conquered, the expansion of the

Islamic state was sharply differentiated from

that of the Islamic religion. With certain excep-
tions the Arabs did not want to convert the van-

quished but desired rather to maintain them-

selves as an upper class with special economic

privileges above the masses. The nationalist

Arab factor tended to outweigh the universal

religious factor and the Arabs did not attempt
to press their religion upon the Near East at

the point of the sword. Believers in scriptural

religions who submitted to the conquering Arabs

were given protection and retained the freedom

to exercise their religion upon payment of trib-

ute. At an early date the concept of privileged
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religions based upon scriptures was extended

beyond Judaism and Christianity to include

practically all important beliefs with which Islam

came in contact; only the extinct Arab paganism
was excluded. The dhimmi, or non-Moslem sub-

ject, was a citizen with lesser rights, whose most

important disability was that he was not privi-

leged to appear as a witness in an Islamic court.

The tribute (jizya) paid by the dhimmi and the

kharaj, a tax on the conquered lands left in

the possession of their former owners, became

the chief source of income of the state Treasury.
Pensions were paid from it to the fighting Mos-

lems and their families, varying according to

their station in the theocracy. Because religion

and government were then essentially Arabic

in character the conversion of non-Arabs was

possible only by means of affiliation with the

Arab tribes. Non-Arab Moslems inherited the

position and the name (mawhi) of the tribe's

foreign associates. The spread of the Islamic

religion within the Arab-Islamic empire signi-

fied the growth of the ruling class and a decrease

in the number of tributary subjects, for the

payment of tribute ceased with the acceptance
of Islam. Hence Islamization was not even de-

sired and was certainly not an end in itself.

Nevertheless, the ruling class could not but

exert an ever increasing attraction if the van-

quished could rise to its level and merely by

changing their religion insure for themselves

considerable economic and social advantages.

To forbid conversion was to contradict the

religious tendency of Islam, and ultimately the

idea of the universal religion overcame the na-

tional principle of a state which had originally

been identical with this religion. During the

closing period of the Ommiad empire an en-

deavor was made to reconcile increasing Islami-

zation with this national principle, partly by
means of a reform of taxation which greatly

reduced the economic incentive to conversion.

Alidic propaganda, supported by other fac-

tors, such as the dissatisfaction of the maivla,

finally led to the downfall of the Ommiads in

750. But it was not the Alides, the descendants

of the prophet, but the Abbassidcs, their cousins,

who succeeded to power as a result of the revo-

lution. Using the Shiite propaganda for their

own ends and carrying on intensive propaganda
of their own they pushed the Alides aside and

their victory marked the end of the Arab king-

dom of Islam. A member of the destroyed dy-

nasty succeeded in founding an independent

kingdom in Spain, which later developed into the

caliphate of Cordova. Like the caliphate of the

Abbassides it was orthodox in religion and was

opposed to the latter only in the political field.

During the first century of the rule of the

Abbassidc dynastythe social differentiation based

upon nationality vanished entirely. When the

Arabs entered into closer contact and economic

competition with the native populations, the

latter proved themselves far superior both mate-

rially and intellectually. To this superiority the

Arabs were able to oppose as their own dis-

tinction only their religion, which was therefore

strongly emphasized. The government was char-

acterized by oriental despotism with all its

auxiliary manifestations, instead of by the Arab

aristocratic form of rule. There was no longer
a ruling people dominating the vanquished but

one mass of slaves on the same footing under

a master. With the completion of the process
of social leveling the Arabic language and with

it the religion spread at a faster rate. At bottom

the Arabs had been but little interested in reli-

gion; the new converts or their descendants,

who possessed quite different religious tradi-

tions, now began missionary work. With des-

potism there also entered the concept of a state

church, which had been quite foreign to the

Arabs despite the emphasis upon their own

religious superiority. The conversion of the non-

Moslems now lay in the interest of governmental

authority, to which religion became a necessary

prop. The rulers endeavored to obtain the sup-

port of the theologians, and the latter fired by

religious zeal began to work intensively for con-

version. As a result the caliph's empire was

extensively Islamizcd.

In the unified near eastern state represented

by the Ommiad-Abbasside caliphates there de-

veloped upon a Hellenistic basis an integrated
civilization with Arabic and an increasing num-
ber of Asiatic traits showing the influence of all

the various countries involved. Islam then per-
meated both state and civilization, impressing
them with a unified religious stamp. At the same

time Islam entered upon its close link with a

definite ideal of the state and a culture that

characterized its future, while in turn it under-

went considerable changes as a result of the

assimilation of the spiritual heritage of former

religions. This occurred as much externally,

through religious discussion with its resultant

borrowings and its polemics, as it did inwardly,
because the converts from other faiths simply
continued within Islam their former religious

life with its customs, interests and problems.
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Now for the first time Islam became a combina-

tion of a religion and an ideal of a state and of

a civilization; and despite all local peculiarities

and political splits it formed a great spiritual

unit reaching from the Atlantic Ocean to China.

The religion did not create the state and the

corresponding civilization, but Islam as a whole

arose from the combination of these three fac-

tors. Later, when the state and the civilization

decayed, their ideal based upon religion re-

mained a part of Islamic doctrine.

After a century of brilliant splendor the

Abbasside empire began to break up in a way
that has been characteristic of all great Islamic

states. The weakening of the centralized gov-
ernment led to the political autonomy of the

provinces under practically independent rulers

and dynasties. At the same time the latter

endeavored to legitimize themselves by estab-

lishing a relationship of mutual recognition with

the caliph; he invested them with the admin-

istration of the areas over which they ruled

and in return he was acknowledged as overlord.

Thus there arose the differentiation between

the caliphate and the sultanate, which dominates

all later Islamic history. Besides the Ommiads
in Spain it was principally the Fatimites in

north Africa and Egypt who refused to recog-
nize the supremacy of the Abbassides and set

up in opposition a caliphate of their own, the

most significant political expression of Sevencrs.

The founders of the Fatimite dynasty were

closely linked to the religious-social movement
of the Karmatians, a movement which was

stimulated by the contemporaneous slave rebel-

lions and which temporarily developed a type
of communist society. Like the Ismachtc move-

ment, with which it was originally connected, it

had political and social revolutionary aims,

which its leaders endeavored to realize by means

of a vast conspirative activity within a hierarchi-

cal organization, in which the subordinates were

completely under the spiritual and moral rule

of the master. Ultimately the Fatimite caliph
al-IIakim claimed to be the incarnation of God
Himself. Some twenty years before the rise of

the Fatimites another Shiite state had arisen in

Morocco with the establishment of the kingdom
of the Idrisites.

In the eleventh century there was a reaction

directed against the political dismemberment

and the threatened religious dissolution of Sun-

nite Islam, and for a time religious and political

unity were restored both in the east and in

the west. In the west this unity was achieved

by Almoravides, who were soon succeeded by
the Mahdist movement of Almohades. The
latter in turn departed from pure orthodoxy in

their very strict enforcement of monotheism and

in the magnification of the Mahdi's attributes.

In the east the reorganization of Sunnite Islam

was the work of the Seljuks,who like the Abbas-

sides were the chief exponents of the old Persian

concept of the state with its official religiosity

embodied in Islam. They parceled out most

of Mesopotamia, Syria and Asia Minor in mili-

tary fiefs, which toward the end of the twelfth

century were practically independent. After the

Seljuks had been greatly weakened by the First

Crusade, their role as champions of Islamic

orthodoxy was taken over by Saladin, who put
an end to the Fatimite caliphate of Egypt, and

his Ayubite dynasty. From Islam's point of view

the crusades were a mere episode. Shortly there-

after the entire eastern Islamic world was del-

uged by the Mongol conquest, which came to

a stop only at the frontier of Egypt and which

destroyed the caliphate of Bagdad together with

numerous smaller states. Sultan Baibars, the

most eminent representative of the Mamelukes

in Egypt, who had succeeded the Ayubites

there, gave shelter to an. alleged member of the

caliph's house; and from that time the caliphate

was practically only an office in the court of

the Egyptian sultan, whose occupants exercised

the function of granting their sovereigns a for-

mal investiture. The hopes which the Christians

centered in the Mongols were rendered vain

by the latters' conversion to Islam, which pene-
trated the new Mongol states with unexpected

rapidity.

Upon the ruins of one of the little Seljuk

states which continued to exist in Asia Minor

as Mongol dependencies the Ottoman state de-

veloped, struggling continuously against the

Byzantines. Warriors' leagues established upon
a religious basis played a dominant part in its

foundation. It recovered with astonishing ease

from the blow dealt it by the Sunnite Turk
Timur (Tamerlane), who for a time united

politically most of western Asia. About 1500 the

Shiite Twelvers also found their political cen-

ter, which has persisted down to the present,
in the Alide family of the Safawides in Persia.

The new dynasty, which reached its pinnacle a

century later, energetically opposed the Otto-

mans. The intensification and embitterment of

the conflict between the Sunnites and the Shiite

Twelvers dates from this period of religious and

political struggle. The third great Islamic em-
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pire of modern times, that of the Moguls in

India, which also arose about 1500, experienced
a period of brilliant splendor during the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, then declined

steadily until its last shadow vanished in 1857.
The Ottomans continued to spread in Europe
and Asia and with the conquest of Egypt and

the holy places gained undisputed predominance
in Sunnite Islam. At the time of its greatest

extent in the early sixteenth century and even

later the Ottoman Empire restored the political

and religious unity of Islam to a considerable

degree and the claim of the Ottoman sultan,

as the most powerful Islamic ruler, to the cali-

phate was widely acknowledged. Among the

Ottomans Islam is characterized by the syn-
thesis of strict orthodox dogma and a strongly

mystical piety with a certain Shiite cast. The
Ottoman advance made an even stronger im-

pression upon Christendom than had the initial

expansion of Islam. But the serious even though

essentially temporary losses of the Christian

world resulted neither in the defeat of the mod-
ern occidental civilization, which had developed
in the interval, nor in a decline of the Christian

religion comparable to the Islamization of west-

ern Asia and north Africa.

Islam extended beyond its political bounda-

ries mainly through trade channels as a result

of its cultural superiority over primitive peoples.
Both wirfiin and without the Islamic state the

spread of the new religion took place as a rule

peacefully and naturally; conversions by force

and persecutions, which are contrary to the

spirit of Islam, were comparatively rare. The
same factors account for the peaceful expansion
of Islam as for its strong hold over those whom
it has once converted. Because of the absence

of a clergy and of any ecclesiastical organization

the feeling of responsibility rests upon the

individual believer. Accordingly he tends to

give his religion an important place in his life

and is unusually energetic in his endeavors to

spread it. Not only the religious teachers, who
devoted their lives to this task, but all classes

of the Moslem population participated actively

in the propaganda for their faith, particularly

the merchants, who had many opportunities
and who were not subject to the distrust with

which primitive peoples often regard the for-

eigner and the professional missionary. Chief

among the inherent qualities of Islam which

have aided its successful expansion are the sim-

plicity of its principal dogma of the unity of

Allah and of his relation to the prophet Mo-

hammed and the rationalist nature of the entire

doctrine. The eschatological factor, the strong

emphasis upon the hereafter, and most of all

the fearful threat of the punishment of eternal

hell for unbelievers are also effective. Then there

are the simple and definite religious obligations,

among them the ritual prayer, which must be

recited five times a day by the believer; and the

pilgrimage, which represents an imposing and

inspiring manifestation of Islamic unity. An-
other factor contributing to the strength of Islam

is its ability to assimilate folk beliefs as well

as its theoretically tolerant, syncretic attitude

toward the earlier revealed religions. These
tendencies have been aided by certain external

circumstances: in most of its missionary fields

Islam appeared as the religion of a ruling class,

of a powerful state and of a fascinating civili-

zation; it insured a rise to a higher social and

cultural status and often attracted the more

progressive elements of the population. The

pious life of its believers, which becomes a

permanent missionary message, and the virtues

attendant upon it made a profound impression,
even upon the Christians at the time of the

crusades and the wars against the Turks. The
various movements for religious reform in mod-
ern times have reenforced the missionary activity

of Islam.

During the past fifty years there have been

endeavors at reform through the further devel-

opment of Islam. One of these was made by the

Ahmadiya, founded in the i88o's and since be-

come a separate sect. Its founder, Mirza Ghulam

Ahmad, claimed to be a returned Jesus as well

as the Mohammedan Mahdi; repudiating the

holy war he addressed his preaching to Moslems,
Christians and Hindus. The more moderate of

the two schools which later developed from his

doctrines had its scat at Lahore and devoted

itself to intensive missionary work in India, in

Moslem Africa and in Europe, where it gained
adherents chiefly in England and Germany. De-

spite the endeavors to ally itself with Sunnite

Islam it is rejected by practically all the schools.

More important for the development within

Islam has been the modernist movement.

In Asia the territory of the Moslem state was

Islamized at a relatively early date; only later,

with the rule of the Seljuks and Ottomans, did

the religion penetrate Asia Minor as well. Large
areas in India were added in the eleventh cen-

tury. Islam had reached China even earlier,

through Turkestan, Islamized from Transoxi-

ana, and by the ocean route. The Mongol move-
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ment resulted in larger gains in China. The

Malay islands were Islamized from India and

later directly from Arabia. Islam also gained
adherents in the Philippine Islands. The north-

ern coast of Africa was conquered at an early

date and through trade Islam penetrated beyond
the borders of the empire into north and central

Africa, starting from Upper Egypt and Morocco

and passing along the oasis routes of the Sahara.

After about the ninth century this was supple-
mented by an Arab settlement and the Islami-

zation of the Zanzibar coast as far as Madagas-
car. Islam also gained a foothold in western,

southern and eastern Europe, but was com-

pletely driven out of Spain in the fifteenth cen-

tury. The appearance of the Normans turned

the tide in southern Italy and the Mediterranean

islands, which had been conquered and Islam-

ized from the African shores. In the east the Ot-

tomans carried their religion as far as Hungary
and Greece, but it gained a firm footing only in

the Balkan Peninsula. In Russia it was spread

chiefly through the Mongol movement; the Is-

lamization of the Golden Horde was a great vic-

tory; the Kirghiz were converted to the Islamic

faith in the eighteenth century by the Russian

government, which regarded them as backward

Moslems.

From the end of the seventeenth century the

great Islamic empire of the Ottomans fought a

losing battle with the west. During the nine-

teenth century the process was greatly acceler-

ated, but until the beginning of the twentieth

century the military and political defeats of

Turkey in Europe resulted neither in a weaken-

ing of Turkey's position in the Islamic world

nor in a reorientation of the religious-political

forces within Islam. On the contrary, these de-

feats led to the promotion, particularly by Ab-

dul-Hamid II, of a defensive movement known
as pan-Islamism (q.v.), which was directed

against Europe and which aimed at strengthen-

ing and expanding the traditional Islamic reli-

gious and political unity. The impact of the

West tended, however, to create more particu-

laristic nationalist movements, which after 1900
became popular and spread extensively among
the peoples of the Near East. Among the Otto-

man Turks nationalism temporarily took the

form of pan-Turanism, a tendency toward

union with racially allied Turkish peoples. As a

consequence of the World War nationalist senti-

ments aided by foreign propaganda developed
enormous strength. After the war the new Turk-

ish government, although confined to Turkish

territory, carried nationalism to its logical con-

clusion and effected a complete break with the

Islamic cultural past. Religion was eliminated

from public life and was subordinated to the in-

terests of the state. The sultanate was abolished

in 1922; this was followed in 1924 by the aboli-

tion of the caliphate and in 1928 by the abolition

of Islam as the state religion. The orders of der-

vishes were also suppressed. Among the Arabs,

however, the nationalist movement, which led to

the downfall of the Ottoman Empire, has en-

tered into a union with Islam, conceived as a

religious and spiritual force, while repudiating

religious fanaticism. Arab nationalism is local in

its nature and consists of Syrian, Iraq and
other local movements; for the moment it has

renounced political pan-Arab ambitions. The

disappearance of the caliphate has furthered the

idea of international religious congresses in Is-

lam but not of a pan-Islamic movement in the

proper sense. Thus the end of the political evo-

lution of Islam is marked by the renunciation of

the practicability of the political ideal; despite
the political disintegration of the Islamic area

and the abolition of the caliphate, however, a

strong common feeling exists against European
domination, although without any serious threat

of a holy war.

At the present time the religious aspect of

Islam has again become the most effective; the

bonds between Mohammedans are baned upon
their common faith and the unity of their ideals.

With the modernization of public education tra-

ditional theological training is declining, but a

greater revival of actual religious activity is being
manifested. The mark of real Islamic unity is

the common acknowledgment of the Koran,
which although losing some of its dominion is

still venerated and upheld by the people. The
movements ofmodernism and nationalism which

have arisen under the influence of occidental

ideas involve a new and profound change in the

cultural environment of the Moslems affected by
them. Under their influence the political and

cultural elements of the Islamic ideal are begin-

ning to be consciously abandoned and to be

replaced by modern occidental ideas. Even the

traditional forms of the religious ideal are being
measured by critical standards. This retreat to

the real religious domains of Islam, which to

its advocates seems to be a return to what is

original and basic, may revive its central reli-

gious forces, which are still energetic, and thus

offset the losses sustained by Islam in the politi-

cal and cultural fields.
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A modernist wing has arisen, with its prin-

cipal centers in India, Egypt and Turkey. Com-
mon to all of its tendencies is the realization that

Islam has stood still for centuries and is in need

of a renaissance. Opinions differ as to how
this is to be brought about. Many nuances of

opinion are represented: from an absolute lack

of understanding of the spirit of the west to

its complete adoption; from an almost Wah-
habite traditionalism to the flat rejection of

Islamic law; from the attribution of all modern
achievements to the Koran and the Sunna, to

a critical insight into the history of Islam. Be-

hind these trends is the thought that the real

Islam is not hostile to civilization but on the

contrary looks with favor upon progress; that

the true core of the religion must be freed from

the human structure which has been superim-

posed upon it, and which is responsible for

Islam's decline; and that Moslems are entitled

to take an unfettered stand upon modern prob-
lems with a view to the common good. From
this there follows the rejection of the orthodox

system and the endeavor to reduce Islam to a

core of religious-ethical truths. The tendency
to base the interpretation of the Koran and of

those traditions which are acknowledged as gen-
uine upon modern ethical and social ideas usu-

ally leads to views which are historically incor-

rect. Even within the most narrow orthodox

groups ijiere is an unmistakable striving for a

religious revival. The various currents, which

in part overlap one another, are the expression
of the present crisis in Islam. It is quite possible

that Islam will be even further differentiated

through the formation of national churches

rather than by the rise of sects. It is to be

expected that the mass of the population will

cling to its traditional forms, while modernism
will continue to spread among the educated.

But the advance of modernism will not mean

any weakening of religious convictions and it

is very unlikely that the present grave crisis,

marked by the conflict with western ideas, will

destroy Islam.

According to estimates made in 1929 Islam has

about 246,000,000 adherents, of whom 64,000,-
ooo are Indians, 51,000,000 Malays, 38,000,000
Arabized races including 12,000,000 pure Arabs,

34,000,000 Turks, 26,000,000 Iranians, 23,000,-
ooo Negroes, 7,000,000 Chinese and 3,000,000
members of Balkan nationalities. Only about

50,000,000 are formally independent of western

powers, including Egypt (12,800,000), Turkey

(13,000,000), Persia (9,000,000), Afghanistan,

Arabia and China. From a study made in 1923
it appears that at that time more than 90,000,000
Moslems were under British, 39,000,000 under

Dutch and 32,000,000 under French rule in

colonies, protectorates or mandated territories.

There are over 15,000,000 in Russia. The vast

majority of Mohammedans inhabit Asia and

Africa; in Europe they are confined to Russia

and the Balkan Peninsula; while in Central and

South America they total about 193,000, and in

the United States, including the Philippines,
about 598,000. Sunnites constitute 91 percent,
or 223,000,000, of all Moslems, while 8 percent,

or 22,000,000, are Shiites; of the latter i ,000,000

are Zaiditcs and 17,000,000 Twelver Imamites.

There are about 1,500,000 Ibadites. At the

present time the number of Moslems is increas-

ing principally in the countries which have been

or are now under European rule and is station-

ary in the rest of the world. There is no apparent

expansion of Islam into new fields, but the

decline noticeable in Central Africa, India and

the Dutch East Indies is very slight. No reliable

data arc available on the situation of Islam in

the Soviet Union. Islam still exerts attraction

as a social force. The majority of the new con-

verts come from the "colonial proletariat," who

through Islarnization obtain civil recognition

and the consciousness of human dignity; for

most Mohammedans do not look upon their

community as merely a juridic unit but as the

ecclesiastical and almost ontological reality of a

society of supernatural origin.
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ISLAMIC LAW, called Shorta
t
embraces all

of Allah's rules for the conduct of man. It is

supposed, however, to govern only the external

relations of the Moslem to his fellow men and to

Allah as distinct from the individual's con-

science and feeling of religious responsibility.

Since Islam has been from its beginnings a po-
litical entity as well as a religion, its law is theo-

retically an infallible doctrine of moral obliga-

tions encompassing without limitation not only
the entire religious and domestic life of believers

in Islam but also their political and social activity.

Alongside prescriptions governing religion and

ritual duties it comprises equally authoritative

rules of a juridical and political nature and pro-
visions for matters of all kinds, such as legitimate

and prohibited musical instruments, sexual in-

tercourse, archers' matches and racing, the por-

trayal of living beings, clothing and adornment.

Islamic law, which evolved historically as the re-

sult of the combination of several factors, is a col-
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lection of precepts rather than a system based on

broad general principles in the western sense; it

demands that its adherents accept it as inscru-

table wisdom without criticism. The chief tend-

ency in its evolution was the religious evaluation

of all the conditions of life; juridical considera-

tions were secondary. The SharTa is a typical

example of sacred law in a religion based upon
prophetic scriptures and hence it is specifically

jurists' law, a product of scholastic doctrine

dominated by casuistry. It is of a non-formal

character, since it does not aim at regulating
conflicts of interests but at enforcing material

postulates of religious ethics. Chiefly because of

the close fundamental relationship between state

and religion the theocratic link between religious-

ritual duties, legal norms and moral admonitions

could not be dissolved. The Sharfa differs from

the canon law of the Middle Ages in that the

latter was much more rationally developed and

much more formal from the juridical standpoint.

In the canon law rational precepts under central-

ized authority took the place of interpretative

evolution, while secular law stands alongside the

canon law with a clear distinction between their

spheres of authority.

The prophet Mohammed did %>t intend to

establish a system to regulate the entire life of

his adherents. On the contrary, during his life-

time there continued to exist as a matter of

course the old Arabic customary law, which al-

though f)ased mainly on Semitic tribal law was

considerably modified in the course of adapta-
tion to different social conditions (e.g., the com-

mercial law of Mecca, the agricultural law of

oases like Medina) and contained numerous for-

eign elements of provincial Roman and perhaps

Iraq and south Arabic origin. Mohammed con-

fined himself to the issuance of various religious-

ritual and military-political prescriptions and to

the modification on religious grounds of the law

on individual questions inheritance, for ex-

ample as they arose. This was not always done

through the Koran; important sections of reli-

gious legislation, such as the ritual of divine

service, and various separate points were settled

simply by the prophet's example and command.
With his death this Koranic and extra-Koranic

legislation ceased. The first few caliphs en-

deavored in agreement with the most distin-

guished associates of the prophet to direct the

community as its founder desired; but they

nevertheless considered themselves empowered
to enact legislation upon their own authority and

when advisable they even changed the decisions

ofMohammed. The relationship between the Is-

lamic legislation and the customary law remained

the same as before, even after the latter had been

increasingly exposed to foreign influences as a

result of the vast conquests. This was absolutely

inevitable, for in the conquered territories with

their more complex civilizations the law which

the Arabs brought with them proved inadequate
and frequently inapplicable. At the same time

legal practise was being continually developed
and modified by decisions of Moslem adminis-

trators and judges.
With the rise of the Ommiad dynasty and the

transfer of the capital to Damascus the pious
circles of the former capital, Medina, lost their

influence upon the government and began to

construct an ideal picture of what conditions

should be in contrast with actual circumstances,

trying to systematize the existing legal material

and to infuse it with Islamic religious principles.

It was this group which laid the foundations of

Islamic jurisprudence (fiqti).
To emphasize the

authority of Medina they gave particular weight
to the sayings and actions of their predecessors,
Mohammed's associates, especially to majority
decisions. This deference to majority opinion

(ijmat} favored the development of common doc-

trine and the elimination of isolated viewpoints.
The results of this speculation were largely

formulated into traditions and attributed to the

prophet himself. In this process many new ele-

ments, especially those of Jewish origin, were

again introduced. The beginning of Islamic law

already reveals some of its characteristic features

its interpretative nature, the restriction of

legislative activity to the prophet, the acknowl-

edgment of Mohammed's real or fictitious prac-

tises (Sunna) embodied in the traditions as the

principal source of law in addition to the Koran.

The customary law was still recognized as

fundamental.

The earliest theoretical disputations occurred

during the first half of the eighth century over

the role of the activity of the human mind (ra'y)

in jurisprudence. They ended with acknowledg-

ing the ra'y in principle, the various schools

of opinion giving the traditions more or less

weight. Toward the middle of the eighth cen-

tury special tendencies in jurisprudence were

evident in the spiritual centers, Hejaz and Iraq.

The chief representative of the Hejaz school,

Malik ibn-Anas (d. 795), acknowledged the Sun-

na of Medina as authoritative and devoted

much care to determining the content of ijmef ,

which he defined as the decisions of an almost
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unanimous majority of the learned men of Me-
dina. His doctrine represented the final Islami-

zation ofjuridical material achieved at that time.

Al-Shaybani (d. 804) personified a correspond-

ing stage of evolution for Iraq.

But the founder of Islamic jurisprudence as a

Mohammedan science was al-Shafi'i (d. 820),

who did not limit his argumentation to special

occasions or to single decisions hut established

definite principles. Moreover he investigated

the points of departure and the methods of ju-

ristic argument themselves. He finally fixed the

concept of the Sunna as meaning the prophet's
own practises. He explained the ijmaf as the

opinion of the majority of all Moslems and em-

ployed it as a source of law supplementary to the

Koran and the Sunna. He also did much to ad-

vance the systematization of legal material but

departed to some extent from the path of build-

ing up juristic concepts, in which a start had al-

ready been made. Rather he developed principles

for the use of analogy (qiyas) and employed
them extensively; analogy was in essence the old

method of the ra 'y, for which al-Shafi'i en-

deavored to establish definite norms. He had but

little success in this, however, and the method-

ology for employing the qiyas has remained in-

definite. Al-Shari'i rejected a variant of the ra'y,

the so-called istihsan (the departure from anal-

ogy upon grounds of equity and other grounds),
because he regarded it as purely subjective.

After the great personal achievement of al-

Shafi'i had led to the establishment of a Shafiite

school, the older principal trends of opinion were

also forced to organize into definite schools.

Typical representatives, such as abu-Hanifa (d.

767) in Iraq and Malik in Hejaz, were acknowl-

edged as the heads of these schools. Finally the

old traditional wing, which viewed all speculative
extension of religion with suspicion, also organ-
ized itself into a school of law named after ibn-

Hanbal (d. 855). These are the four Sunnite

schools which have persisted down to the pres-

ent day; others which arose at the same time or

later are now extinct. The non-Sunnite com-

munities of Moslems have their own systems of

fiqh which, however, have been strongly influ-

enced by Sunnite jurisprudence; although based

on different principles their peculiarities are no

greater than those distinguishing one Sunnite

school from another. The most important of

these communities, the Shiites, recognize as

their main source of law in addition to the Koran
the Sunna of the prophet and of his successors,

the imams, the chief among whom was the

caliph 'AH. All religious doctrine is traced by
means of traditions to their paramount authority.

Only in the absence of the last imam who is

hidden is the community guided by the learned

interpreters of the law, the mujtahids. They are

authorized to draw conclusions from the Koran
and the Sunna by using the human reason

(

(

agl); their unanimous opinion (ijmct} is con-

sidered valid.

There are no fundamental differences between

the orthodox schools. They all recognize the

same principles of law and differ merely in their

application; their juridical thinking and the re-

sults achieved are practically alike. They recog-

nize each other as orthodox and as of equal au-

thority; mutual intolerance has always been dis-

approved by their authoritative representatives.

The school of the Zahirites, founded by Da'ud

(d. 883), rejected all qiyas, acknowledged ijmdf

only in so far as it had been reached by the

prophet's associates and insisted upon being

guided solely by the literal interpretation (zahir)

of the Koran and the Sunna. It did not, however,

exert any permanent influence. The spread of

the various schools was determined chiefly by

secondary factors, such as the influence of their

representatives, their geographical location and

the attitudes of rulers. Today about 30,000,000
Moslems in Upper Egypt and the Sudan, north

and central Africa are Malikite; this school also

predominated in Moslem Spain. There are ap-

proximately 118,000,000 Hanifites in Turkey,
central Asia and India and areas formerly under

Ottoman rule. Lower Egypt, east Africa, western

and southern Arabia, the coastal regions of India

and the Dutch East Indies are Shafiite, embrac-

ing some 73,000,000 adherents. Perhaps 3,000,-

ooo Hanbalites are found in central and eastern

Arabia.

The establishment of the schools of law repre-

sented the end of the creative periods of the fiqh',

only details were increasingly elaborated later on.

Evolution after al-Shafi'i, while recognizing the

Koran, the Sunna, tjmat and qiyas equally as the

four roots (usul) of fiqh, emphasized the Sunna

at the expense of the Koran, which could be

modified by the former. The ijma' ,
in the sense

of the agreement of the learned men of any

period, came to be regarded as infallible and

binding for the entire future. Originally a mere

supplement to the Koran and Sunna, it thus

evolved into an instrument for their confirma-

tion and even for their abrogation, as when it

permitted the worship of saints and introduced

the doctrine of the prophet's personal infalli-
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bility. Important portions of the law the cali-

phate, for example are based solely upon this

ijma". In the last analysis the entire system of

the fiqh owes its authority to the ijma
1

, which

vouches for its correctness and for its agreement
with the true meaning of the divine sources.

Although the tjma* really procured official recog-
nition for important elements of practise, its sig-

nificance as a source for progressive develop-
ment in Islamic law should not be overestimated,
since it is at least as likely to hinder as to aid the

introduction of new ideas. Unsuccessful at-

tempts have been made to add
(

urf that is,

general usage to the other four foundations of

the fiqh. Theoretically the customary law is not

acknowledged as binding even when the fiqh af-

fords no rule. Despite the fact that the influence

of customary law and of foreign legal practise,

although not of foreign legal theory, was very

important and was taken for granted in the early

period of Islamic law, their further infiltration

grew extremely difficult after the acceptance of

the concept of the usfil in its final form.

The formal systematization of the legal ma-
terial was ended by the eleventh century. The
works of that period mark the high point for the

evolution of juristic concepts. Subsequently

casuistry again achieved undisputed predomi-

nance; and Islamic law grew more and more in-

flexible In the early period and down to the

tenth century a knowledge of the Shaffa could

be obtained directly by a study of the Koran and

tradition. Later, however, there prevailed among
the Sunnites the conviction that nobody was

authorized to undertake an independent exami-

nation of these sources by personal effort (ijtihdd)

but that all are bound to the unquestioning ac-

ceptance of what the preceding authorities have

regularly established as the law (taqltd). Thus
the SharTa is authoritatively represented to the

later generations by the system offiqh, elaborated

to cover most trifling details, whose authority

rests ultimately on the infallible ijmft of the

community. These doctrines have not gone un-

questioned. They are denied by the Shiites. The

Wahhabites, who arose in the eighteenth cen-

tury out of a much older trend of thought within

the Hanbalite school, reject them and restrict

the ijma' to the agreement of the prophet's asso-

ciates. As a result there were important depar-
tures in doctrine, with the purpose of restoring

those of original Islam. But like the traditional

system the Wahhabite soon reached the stage
where further development was impossible.
The first significant theoretical incursion into

the fiqh system is that effected by the recent

modernist movement, which does not acknowl-

edge thefiqh as binding, since it is only the prod-
uct of the human mind, and which considers it

now obsolete as the expression of a prior epoch.
It proposes instead to revise Islamic law in con-

formity with new ideas, on the basis of the most

modern interpretation of the Koran and with a

corresponding critique of traditions, maintain-

ing at the same time that it attempts a return to

the true principles of Islam. The modernist

movement in Egypt has quite recently gone be-

yond a general criticism of thefiqh system to the

creation of a family law in which an attempt is

made to justify formally, by older authorities of

the fiqh, materially radical innovations. After

having been denounced at first as unorthodox the

modernist movement is now struggling with an

increasing measure of success for recognition
within Islam; it promises, in its own sphere of

influence, a development of those parts of Is-

lamic law which still retain practical significance.

But by their very nature both Shorta and fiqh
are hostile to change. Learned jurists are the

strongest conservative element in Islam and in

spite of the successes of modernism the spiritual

power of the traditional SharTa throughout Is-

lam must not be underestimated. It is a great

educational factor and has always been studied

most diligently. In most circles it is still con-

sidered the sole subject of true learning, despite

the warnings of the religious against exaggerat-

ing its importance.
The evolution of the fiqh as a progressing in-

terpretation of the sources of law, with legisla-

tive activity theoretically confined to the prophet,
has resulted in the absence of a real codification

of the law in the modern sense. But each school

of law has its own authoritative fiqh works and

these have actually become the codes of the

orthodox Moslem. In them he finds the SharTa

expounded in the form binding upon him in ac-

cordance with the doctrines of that school to

which he belongs. Since not everyone is capable
of using the books of the fiqh, laymen generally

require instruction by exports. This is done by
means of fatwa (opinion, information) handed

down by savants called mufti. The "codifica-

tions" compiled by Moslems influenced by

European ideas, of which the most famous is the

Turkish Mejelle, are not intended to replace the

volumes of the fiqh even where they possess of-

ficial character but have been worked out in order

to make the latter's contents more accessible to

the layman. The codifications which have been
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planned or carried out by European authorities

cannot be considered as representative of the

pure Short'a if only because of the innovations

in their content. The French project for Algeria

is the best known.

According to their traditional, unsystematic

arrangement, the books of the fiqh devote the

first chapters to the five principal religious-ritual

obligations: ritual purification, divine service

(salai), the alms tax (zakdt), fasting and the

pilgrimage to Mecca. This is usually followed by
contracts, inheritance law, marriage and family

law, criminal law, the holy war (jihad) and rela-

tions with the unbelievers in general, dietary

laws, sacrificial and slaughter regulations, oaths

and vows, court procedure and the freeing of

slaves. Not all of these involve obligatory prohi-

bitions or commandments; in many cases it is

merely advisable or reprehensible from the re-

ligious standpoint to omit or to do something.

Finally, the law also regulates actions which it

leaves open as permissible or neutral. Thus ac-

tions fall into five classes. This religious valua-

tion has largely superseded the juridical cate-

gories proper.
The SharTa never succeeded in translating its

claim of absolute validity into practise. Tt arose

essentially as a protest against reality and as the

delineation of an ideal, which was looked for

only in the bygone early period of Islam and the

return of which could be hoped for only under

the Mahdi in the indefinite future. As the pious,

who laid the foundations of the fiqh under the

Ommiads, were not bound by actualities, the

doctrine of obligations evolved by them became

largely incompatible with actual practise. After

the failure of repeated endeavors to put the

Shar?a into practise, of which the most notable

example was the attempt under the first Abbas-

sides who accorded much influence to the jurists,
the pious yielded to the conditions of the time.

They obeyed state regulations, retaining, how-

ever, full freedom to voice their theoretical criti-

cism. In theory the state acknowledged the

Sharfa and the learned men as its interpreters,

but although it claimed no right of legislation

upon the basis of the Shari'a in practise it ig-

nored the latter whenever it saw fit. Since all

Moslems could not avoid violating the law con-

tinually, this state of affairs had to be accepted as

willed by Allah; and savants went so far as to

declare that it had been foretold by the prophet.
The Shari'a itself enjoins the acknowledgment
of the de facto ruler and the doctrine was de-

veloped that necessity transcends the laws. In

situations where conditions made the Sharfa

difficult to observe ways were found to elude its

provisions. An evasion of the prohibition against

interest was taken over from the mediaeval West
under its Arabic name, mohatra. The cadis,

whose authority deriving from the Shari'a had to

be recognized by the government, found their

competence gradually curtailed. In this way the

law in so far as it was not workable eliminated

itself from legal practise, although theoretically
it could not accord recognition to differing legal

customs but must at best suffer them in silence.

Nevertheless, there was no sharply defined

boundary between the theoretical system and

the state power. This is shown most clearly by
legal documents and by the office of the cadi,

who was a state official as well as a judge on the

basis of the sacred law. Eventually there re-

mained under his jurisdiction only public wor-

ship, marriage, personal law, inheritance and in

part pious endowments (waqf), all of which are

in the popular consciousness closely connected

with religion. The Shari'a never really applied
to the field of commercial law, even though

practise endeavored to avoid violating in form

such fundamental provisions as that which for-

bade the taking of interest. The secular powers

increasingly assumed jurisdiction in matters of

constitutional, criminal, military and taxation

law as well as the more important property
cases. This led to separate legislation alongside
the Shari'a, of which the best known example is

the Ottoman Kanunnames, and resulted in codes

along European lines, as in Turkey since the

epoch of the Tanzimdt and more recently in

Egypt. Thus throughout Islam there has arisen a

twofold administration of justice, the religious

and the so-called secular, quite independent of

western influence.

Periods of the more or less correct observance

of the Shan'a have alternated with epochs in

which it was violated or totally ignored. The last

great wave of its observance began with the rise

ofthe Ottomans. In practise the Shari'a is every-
where observed solely because and in so far as it

has become customary to do so. The stricter or

more lax observance of the law bears no rela-

tionship to the degree of religious intolerance;

nor is it always the theoretically most important

obligations which are complied with, but rather

those customs through which the Moslems dif-

ferentiate themselves from the followers of other

faiths. Even in marriage, family and inheritance

law the Shari'a is restricted by the
(

ada
t
the

customary law. In the Dutch East Indies the
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dda is even theoretically recognized, outside of

theological circles, upon the same footing as the

Shorta. In British India and in general through-
out the Mohammedan areas under British ad-

ministration the application of the Shan'a in its

restricted sphere has been influenced noticeably

by special rules of judicial procedure as well as

by British legal thought. In Turkey the last stage
of the influence of the Shart*a on commercial

law had been marked by the Mejelle, which in

some territories detached from the Ottoman

Empire is still in force; but already the family
law decreed in 1917 involved considerable en-

croachment upon the Shari'a family law, and in

1926, while Islam was still the official religion,

Islamic law was entirely abolished. In Egypt

family law has been revised since 1920 and the

new regulations governing religious jurisdiction

have transformed fundamentally the judicial

procedure of the Sharl'a\ finally, Parliament has

discussed profound changes in the law governing

pious endowments. In Algeria and in Morocco,
France has officially recognized or allowed the

recognition of the Berber common law, which

differs from the Shari'a, and has in part revised

it with the intention of improving the position of

women.
In conformity with its character as a religious

ethic the Sharfa applies in general to Moslems

only; the adherents of other tolerated religions,

chiefly Jews and Christians, who were con-

sidered citizens of a lower class (dhimmi), retain

in addition to autonomous administration of

their cultural and religious affairs their own in-

ternal jurisdiction with recourse to the cadi,

who decides according to Islamic law. This

logical conclusion of the Islamic concept of the

state has persisted in Mohammedan countries to

the present time for those matters which are still

regulated by the Shari'a. In the Ottoman Em-

pire a community of those professing another

faith within the Islamic state was called a millet.

With the extermination of some non-Moham-
medan minorities and the progressive assimila-

tion of others to their Moslem neighbors the

millet system has been slowly disappearing. In

addition to the millet system there were the so-

called Capitulations, which guaranteed subjects
of foreign, non-Moslem states the enjoyment of

their own consular jurisdiction. The Capitula-
tions fitted without difficulty into the Shan'a

doctrine of the protection of foreigners and were

from the Islamic point of view a mere extension

of the concept of the personal nature of law

which held for the dhimmi. This like the millet

is disappearing or has already disappeared from
Islamic territory.
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ISMAIL KEMAL BEY (1844-1918), Albanian

statesman. A member of the feudal family of

Vlora, which owned large estates in southern

Albania, Ismail belonged by descent and educa-

tion to the Turcophile ruling class. After his

more or less voluntary flight from Turkey in

1900, however, he joined the Albanian national-

ist movement. He first cooperated with Faik

Konitza in the publication of his paper, Albania,

in Brussels, then edited his own paper, Salut

de VAlbanie, and later became the leader of the

Liberal opposition in the Turkish parliament.
He is important historically chiefly for his proc-
lamation of Albanian independence on Novem-
ber 28, 1912. He recognized the necessity of this

step in the spring of 1912, a half year before the

outbreak of the First Balkan War, in order to

prevent the otherwise inevitable partition of the

country. He prepared the proclamation through

negotiations with the leaders of the great Alba-

nian colony in Bucharest and with the support of

Austria-Hungary and finally seized the right

moment for its promulgation after the outbreak

of war.

Ismail directed the government of Albania

until January 22, 1914, when he surrendered his

full powers to the International Commission of

Control. His rule was marked by fundamental

reforms, especially in the religious field. He was
also active in endeavoring to preserve the terri-

torial integrity of Albania by means of personal

negotiations at Rome, Vienna, Paris and espe-

cially at the London Balkan Conference. His

career as a statesman was finally terminated

when after the accession of Prince Wilhelm of

Wied he demanded the division of the country
into three cantons after the Swiss model, the cre-

ation of Italian and Austro-Hungarian spheres
of influence and the departure of the prince.
The storm of opposition to these proposals
forced him to flee to Italy, where he remained

until his death. Although Ismail has been fre-

quently accused of betraying his country for

money, this charge has been proved to be en-

tirely without foundation.

NORBERT JOKL
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ISMAY, THOMAS HENRY (1837-1899),
British shipowner. Ismay was the son of a ship-
builder and was apprenticed to Imrie and Tom-
linson, a Liverpool shipping firm, at the age of

sixteen. After traveling to South America he

became in 1860 junior partner in Nelson and

Company. In 1867 he purchased the flag of the

White Star Line, an Australian sailing fleet, and

built iron clippers. In 1869 he founded the

Oceanic Steam Navigation Company (White
Star Line), running between England and the

United States, which developed one of the

world's leading merchant fleets. Together with

the shipbuilding firm of Harland and Wolff of

Belfast, Ismay produced a faster and more com-

fortable type of Atlantic liner than hitherto

known, beginning with the Oceanic in 1871. Al-

though Ismay refused to enter Parliament he

was a staunch Liberal, was interested in public
affairs and served on important government
commissions relating to military and naval ad-

ministrative questions. During the crisis of the

Russo-Turkish War in 1878 he put the White

Star fleet at the disposal of the government for

war purposes. This tender led to the practise of

state subsidy for the building of large, swift

steamships transformable into auxiliary fighting

cruisers or transports, and in 1897 the White

Star Teutonic participated in a naval review as

a small cruiser. Ismay contributed $100,000 to

the establishment of a sailors' pension fund. He
left an estate worth more than $5,000,000.

A. W. KlRKALDY

ISOLATION. The stability or instability of

isolation depends upon the characteristics of the

existing culture which forms the basis for indi-

vidual and social behavior. The isolation of

castes and ranks in early historical ages, for ex-

ample, was relatively stable; that of social classes

in later individualistic forms of civilization has

been relatively unstable. A group may seek and

emphasize isolation by aristocratic exclusiveness,

while external egalitarian countertendencies of

democracy may endeavor to abolish the isola-

tion. Conversely, an expelled group with pariah
status may try to avoid the isolation which has

been imposed upon it. A voluntary isolation,

which is also emotionally conditioned by hostile

sentiments, has a powerful integrating effect; it

turns the isolated group into a closed community
and makes it tenacious and enduring. An in-

voluntary isolation based on feelings of strange-
ness and indifference exerts only an associative

effect and results merely in a loose and tempo-

rary external community of interests. Even under
conditions of spatial symbiosis extensive isola-

tion may exist when the demarcation of the

group from its surroundings is due to psycho-

logical barriers. On the other hand, spatial
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separations may be overcome by sociological

and psychological bonds that transcend them.

Natural topographic features, artificial national

and administrative boundaries, military fortifi-

cations and prison walls furnish frames for

spatial isolation. The attitude of the isolated

group toward the isolation thus achieved deter-

mines whether and to what extent the available

means of communication may be utilized to

break down the boundaries. In some cases occa-

sional visits of tourists to isolated communities

may inspire the natives with a desire to emigrate

by making them conscious of their isolation. A
group of prisoners of war thrown together in

involuntary isolation may be integrated by a

spirit of camaraderie as a result ofjoint plans for

escape.

The sociological composition and structure of

the isolated group determines its degree of self-

sufficiency and power of survival as well as its

capacity for adaptation to changed temporal and

cultural conditions. The self-sufficiency of an

isolated group may increase either in respect
to its needs, as, for example, by the habituation

of the group to primitive conditions or to soli-

tude, or in respect to the satisfaction of its needs

through a change in the economic situation or in

the conditions of communication. The character

of the biological results of isolation, such as in-

breeding, susceptibility to certain diseases and

the effect,on birth and death rates, as well as the

nature of the effects of tradition and habit, such

as peculiar customs and handicrafts, is also de-

pendent upon the composition and structure of

the isolated group. Social, religious and ethnic

uniformity or multiplicity, the possibility of

changing one's mode of life within the isolated

group, the normal or abnormal ratio of the sexes

or of different ages, the variability of the size of

the group and the possibility of territorial ex-

tension are among the decisive factors involved.

Both the absolute size of the group and its nu-

merical ratio to its immediate environment are

also important in determining the specific ef-

fects of isolation.

The sociological basis of isolation may change:

religious isolation may turn into national or

national into economic. Often the basic legal

reason for isolation is eliminated as a result of

historical changes, but the isolation may continue

either because of political or economic privileges

or because of mere habit. Involuntary isolation

may change into voluntary isolation and vice

versa, or an isolation originally spatial may be-

come independent of such barriers. Barracks,

35 1

boarding schools, college dormitories and sana-

toria are examples of forms of temporary isola-

tion which are widely used as community
measures to increase individual and collective

efficiency. Religious struggles and nationalist

movements may result in the isolation, by mass

emigration or demarcation, of certain groups,
which may become integrated in ethnic com-
munities. Only after the original cause of the

isolation is no longer effective can it be deter-

mined whether and under what conditions the

isolation will be maintained and whether a re-

turn to and merging with the old condition of

life or a separation and dissolution into a new
will follow. The abolition of the ghetto, for

example, has had national, cultural and religious

assimilatory effects; it has also resulted in the

formation of special religious and political

groups, such as that of the Zionists.

Isolation may be on one side only, as when a

group is expelled from a society and is avoided

or when the group isolates itself; in both cases it

lies in the discretion of the society to maintain

the isolation or at least to make an endeavor to

break through it. Component states of a federa-

tive empire and church parishes, on the other

hand, are examples of mutual forms of isolation.

Most forms of specific isolation presuppose com-

plementary behavior in other respects. A troop
of prisoners of war isolated by military authority

requires measures of supervision and feeding
which in part annul the isolation. An aristocracy

which isolates itself permanently requires an ex-

tensive servant class, which it trains in order to

be able to separate itself from the mass of the

people. Thus any kind of isolationist action is ac-

companied by associatory auxiliary activity di-

rected toward attaining the ends of isolation;

often these auxiliary factors contain the germs of

the forces which a"re destined to burst the bonds

of the isolation.

Problems arising from isolation are to a cer-

tain extent related to differentiation and indi-

vidualization on the one hand and to integration

and leveling on the other. Cultures in which

agriculture predominates are characterized by
isolation; while nomadic, hunting and military

cultures counteract isolation by communication

and mobility. Mutual isolation aids the con-

tinuity of cultural forms but also results in the

gradual differentiation oforiginally homogeneous
social elements because of differences in the

tempo of development; for example, in the field

of language where ancient and undeveloped
forms of speech and dialects persist.

Isolation
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tends to dissolve and hinder the development of

large units, societies and groups; but it may be

to the advantage of a people to maintain reserve

forces which are removed from the cultural ef-

fects of urbanization through the isolation of its

rural population or the inhabitants of its remote

districts. This may have a negative, narrowing,

stunting and one-sided effect upon the isolated

group but it may also exert a positive effect

through intensifying characteristic features of its

culture. Social institutions which serve to isolate

certain subgroups may in this way lead to the

accumulation of outstanding achievements of a

political, scientific or technical nature in these

subgroups through specialized tradition which

benefits the entire culture.

The spread of world religions; the rapid ad-

vance of techniques of communication; the

opening of remote and sparsely settled regions;

movements involving democratization, urbani-

zation and industrialization; the present interre-

lations of world economy; the formation of huge

empires; and the mobilization of the earth's pop-
ulation in the World War, have resulted in the

pronounced decline of the tendency toward

voluntary isolation. The isolation which still

exists is in a very unstable condition. The trend

away from the land ,
the movement of populations

from high mountain zones, are phenomena
which favor association and intermixture rather

than isolation. On the other hand, during the

present world economic crisis there is a revival

of the phenomena of isolation resulting from

protective tariff policies, trends toward eco-

nomic self-sufficiency and the development of

nationalism of small countries. Likewise there is

in many places a countertendency against cos-

mopolitanism and against the obliteration of

denominational, social and national peculiarities

which is using isolation as a method rather than

as a permanent form.
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ISOLATION, DIPLOMATIC. Diplomatic
isolation involves the enforced exclusion or the

voluntary and deliberate abstention of a state

from the councils of the powers or from partici-

pation in affairs of general interest. From the

sixteenth to the nineteenth century international

affairs centered largely upon the relations of the

great powers of Europe to one another. The

guiding principle was balance of power, a

principle which involved action to prevent the

concentration of undue influence and power in

any one state. It was therefore a common prac-

tise for powers which felt themselves threatened

by the predominance of another to unite against

the latter, to isolate it if possible and eventually
to break its preponderance by military defeat.

Such was the nature of the alignment and con-

flict against the Ilapsburg power in the,sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, against the power of

France in the periods of Louis xiv and Napoleon
and against the new Prussian state of Frederick

the Great in the Seven Years' War. At this pe-
riod the isolation of the power to be attacked was

part of the regular preparation for war and part
of the accepted strategy of diplomacy. The coali-

tion which preceded the War of the Spanish

Succession, the famous Diplomatic Revolution

of 1756, the combination of powers which dis-

membered Poland and the alliances against
France in the revolutionary and Napoleonic pe-
riods are all classic examples of international

groupings designed to isolate the power against
which the action is directed.

But the isolation of a power was not necessarily
a preliminary to armed conflict. It might be ef-

fected for prophylactic purposes with the idea of

preventing such conflict or aggression. It then

frequently involved the union of power and in-

fluence of a number of smaller or weaker states

against one large or powerful state. Examples of

this practise may be found in the Furstenbund

organized by Frederick the Great against Joseph
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II of Austria and in the so-called Armed Neu-

tralities of the later eighteenth century.
The growth of the idea of the concert of

Europe and the spread of the idea of cooperation

among nations made the application of the policy
of isolation less frequent in the nineteenth cen-

tury than in the days of the old cabinet diplo-

macy. In the years following the Napoleonic wars

France was very effectively isolated by the

Quadruple Alliance, and the victorious powers

attempted to prevent the recrudescence of ag-

gressive policy by building up a bulwark of

powers on the French frontiers as well as by
means of an allied occupation of French territory

and the imposition of a heavy indemnity. But

France was readmitted to the councils of the

powers at the earliest possible moment. She was

effectively isolated again, in the purely diplo-

matic sense, in 1840, when four great powers
united to impose a solution of the eastern crisis

from which France dissented. In the years pre-

ceding 1870 Napoleon in attempted to isolate

Prussia by effecting a combination between

France, Austria and Italy, but this policy was

frustrated by Bismarck when he forced the issue

in 1870 and completely defeated France. The
roles were then reversed, and in the period from

1870 to 1890 the German chancellor devoted his

efforts to the construction of a great alliance sys-

tem which was designed to prevent France from

finding arnong other powers support for her as-

pirations and hopes for revenge. The Franco-

Russian Alliance of 1894 put an end to France's

isolation, and with the building up of the Triple
Entente in the years 1904 to 1907 it was the

Germans who began to fear isolation and talk of

"encirclement." In reality no European power
was isolated in the period immediately preceding
the World War. It was not until after the defeat

of the Central Powers that the old policy was put
into practise once more. The French system of

alliances with states like Poland, Czechoslovakia,

Jugoslavia, as well as the combination of states

known as the Little Entente is designed to isolate

Germany and Hungary and to provide protec-
tion for all eventualities. Similar efforts were

made in the post-war period to isolate Russia

and to cut her off from intercourse with the

other powers
These examples will show that isolation may

be carried out for aggressive or defensive pur-

poses, in modern times more commonly for the

latter than for the former. It may be effected by
various methods. Usually the effort is made to

construct a coalition of powers which will ef-
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fectively deprive the state acted against of sup-

port from outside, according to the principle
enunciated by Bismarck that in a world of five

great powers a state should always strive to be

one of the group of three. Powers centrally lo-

cated are always more exposed to isolation than

those on the fringe, so to speak. A central power

may be surrounded by a group of hostile states

and completely hedged in by enemies. It is also

more exposed to economic and financial pres-

sure, to curtailment of food supply and to other

restrictive measures made possible by the im-

proved methods of communication and trans-

portation. But isolation in the broadest sense of

the term can rarely if ever be successful. Po-

litically speaking the friendship of a state

threatened by isolation can usually be had so

cheaply that it will inevitably find a bidder and

the coalition opposed to it will soon begin to dis-

integrate. On the other hand, the modern world

is economically so much of a unit that states

have become interdependent in politics as well.

For that reason complete isolation is impossible
and the policy of isolation has become a danger-
ous anomaly. In the future it is bound to become

more and more a purely punitive measure di-

rected against an offending state by the decision

of a supernational tribunal.

Of very different nature is the deliberate ab-

stention of a state from the councils or actions of

the powers. Small or weak states even on the

continent of Europe have frequently followed a

policy of self-imposed abstention in all disputes
of a military or political nature. In the case of

Switzerland this end has been attained by the ac-

ceptance of neutrality, internationally recog-
nized. In the case of states like the Netherlands

and the Scandinavian group it goes no further

than refusal to become involved in territorial

disputes or military operations. None of these

states have ever shown the least disinclination to

cooperate with other states in work of common

interest, especially in work in the interest of

peace. On the contrary, they have generally
taken an exceptionally active part in all move-

ments for international cooperation.
States geographically separated from Europe

have generally tended to stand somewhat aloof

from continental squabbles. Far from dreading
isolation they have extolled it and urged it as a

national policy. Thus the English since the time

of Wolsey have been ardent advocates of the

principle of balance of power on the continent,
but they have usually tried to abstain from inter-

ference with continental affairs except when the
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equilibrium was threatened or when direct Eng-
lish interests political in the case of Hanover,
but usually commercial were involved. During
the nineteenth century the representatives of the

Manchester school carried the doctrine of ab-

stention to extremes, making a veritable dogma
of "splendid isolation." In the time of Gladstone

and Granville there was little interest in the

political affairs of the continent and England's

prestige sank rather low. But this was merely a

passing phase. Even the most irreconcilable

Manchesterites never advocated abstention from

anything but political and military affairs. They
favored closest commercial intercourse and were

convinced workers in the cause of peace and

international understanding. The Conservative

party and later the liberal-imperialist group al-

ways took an active interest even in political

matters of international concern. Lord Salisbury

while he abstained from definite written com-

mitments aligned his country with the conti-

nental groups and his successor brought the

period of isolation to an end with the signature

of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. A Liberal min-

istry approved the entente with France and con-

cluded the agreement with Russia. Both parties

approved of England's intervention in the

World War, and in the post-war period England
has played a prominent and important part in

international affairs. Manchester doctrines are

now forgotten and both the imperialist and labor

movements presuppose active participation in

world affairs.

Perhaps the most remarkable example of de-

liberate abstention in international politics is to

be found in the foreign policy pursued by the

United States government for over a century and

still regarded by many Americans as a sacred

legacy. The fathers of the country, mindful of

the days when the colonies were still mere pawns
in the game of European diplomacy, were at

one in their aversion from entanglement with

the European system. Their feelings in this

matter were undoubtedly accentuated by their

fear for the young republic, regarded with hos-

tility by the European monarchies. "We ought
to lay it down as a first principle and a maxim
never to be forgotten, to maintain an entire

neutrality in all future European wars, "said

John Adams in 1775. Jefferson thought that the

new nation should "stand with respect to Europe
precisely on the footing of China" and should,
like the Turks, keep out of European affairs.

Congress in 1783 resolved that "the true interest

of the states requires that they should be as little

as possible entangled in the politics and contro-

versies of European nations," while Washington
in his Farewell Address gave classic expression
to the idea in these words: "Europe has a set of

primary interests which to us have none or a very
remote relation. Hence she must be engaged in

frequent controversies, the causes of which are

essentially foreign to our concerns. Hence, there-

fore, it must be unwise in us to implicate our-

selves by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissitudes

of her politics or the ordinary combinations and

collisions of her friendships and enmities."

It should be noted that Washington himself

declared that "we may safely trust to temporary
alliances for extraordinary emergencies" and

that his objection was chiefly to "permanent"
alliances. Jefferson too, who used the famous

phrase "entangling alliances" in his inaugural of

180 1
,
had no objection to cooperation for specific

purposes, as in the case of the Monroe Doctrine

negotiations of 1823. Nevertheless, throughout
the nineteenth century American statesmen were

prone to place a strict interpretation upon Wash-

ington's words and frequently refused coopera-
tion with European powers even in cases where

these interests were identical with American

interests. Often in such cases the American gov-
ernment took exactly the same action while re-

fusing joint action. On the other hand, there

were notable exceptions to this general rule. At

the time of the Hungarian Revolutioivof 1848-

49 the United States assumed a stand not far re-

moved from interference in the domestic affairs

of another nation. At other times the government

expressed itself very strongly in behalf of the

Irish and of the Jews in Russia and Rumania. In

Latin American affairs the abstention practised

toward European questions was never observed.

As early as 1826 Congress voted to participate in

the Pan-American Congress at Panama and in

1875 Secretary Fish went so far as to propose to

European powers that they intervene jointly

with the United States to restore peace between

Spain and the Cuban rebels. Much the same

attitude was taken toward far eastern issues. In

1864 the United States acted jointly with Great

Britain, France and the Netherlands against

Japan. It cooperated with the other powers at the

time of the Boxer rebellion and took the initiative

in putting forward the doctrine of the open door.

President Roosevelt took a lively interest in the

Russian-Japanese conflict and acted as inter-

mediary to bring about the conclusion of peace.

In general then it may be said that American

isolation was maintained chiefly with regard to
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the political alignments and affairs of Europe. As
international cooperation developed in the later

nineteenth century the government took part in

many conferences for the regulation of the postal

services, weights and measures, cables, copy-

rights, sanitary services, sea law and other mat-

ters. The United States took an active part also in

the work of the two Hague peace conferences, to

say nothing of the essentially political confer-

ences on the affairs of Morocco (1880), the

Congo (1884-85) and Morocco again (1906).
The action of the government in the last named
instances roused much opposition, but there was

in the pre-war period a growing feeling, elo-

quently expressed by men like Senator Lodge,
that Washington's words must not be too strictly

construed and that the United States with grow-

ing commerce and interests abroad could not

and should not stand aloof from matters of gen-
eral concern. In the World War the principle of

isolation was completely discarded and the

United States became deeply involved even in

the affairs of Europe. President Wilson was an

opponent of the ideas of the balance of power
and the "game" of the old diplomacy, but he was

a vigorous advocate of international cooperation
for the advancement of peace, security and the

common interests of mankind and insisted that

"there is no entangling alliance in a concert of

power." His policy, which is best set forth in the

Covenant^ of the League of Nations, met with

bitter opposition from the leaders of the Re-

publican party, notably from Senator Lodge,
who evidently changed his attitude to meet the

exigencies of party politics. The peace treaty

with Germany ,
the Guarantee Treaty with France

and the Covenant of the League were rejected

by the American Senate, although the same body
raised little objection in 1922 to the so-called

Four-Power Treaty relating to the Far East. The
conflict which arose over the action of President

Wilson did, however, lead to a revival of the

isolationist teaching, and the experience of 1920
has made the government wary of far reaching

commitments. But the growth of American com-

merce, the increasing export of capital, the rami-

fications of the reparations and interallied debt

problems, have involved the United States so

deeply in general world affairs that the govern-
ment has been obliged to take an active part and

even to collaborate with the League, unofficial

though its action at times has been.

In the modern world with the growing eco-

nomic and therefore political interdependence of

nations it is quite as impossible for a state to
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maintain a deliberate isolation as for a group of

states to impose isolation on any other. The

machinery of the League of Nations is designed
to prevent a recrudescence of the old diplomacy
and to replace purely selfish, national action by
international cooperation. The old system and

the old practise continue, but they are falling

into ever greater disrepute and are bound

gradually to disappear as the new system es-

tablishes itself.
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ITAGAKI, COUNT TAISUKE (1837-1919),

Japanese politician and statesman. From early

youth Itagaki identified himself with the con-

temporary movement for the restoration of the

authority of the emperor and represented his

native clan of Tosa, one of the four influential

dairnios allied against the then tottering Toku-

gawa shogunate, in Kyoto, the center of the anti-

shogunate forces. When the new Japan was being

organized under imperial control, he headed an

expeditionary force sent to bring about the sub-

mission of the feudatories in the north who were

supporting the shogun against the emperor.

Itagaki was one of the builders of modern

Japan. He was the minister of industry in the

new imperial government but resigned from

office when the ministry refused to declare war

on Korea. Seeing in this a defeat of popular
sentiment he started the agitation for a parlia-

mentary form ofgovernment in Japan. To further

his program he established an educational insti-

tute (Risshi-sha) in which the students were

taught the principles of parliamentary govern-
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ment and which served as a model for similar

schools. In 1 88 1 he succeeded in organizing
under his leadership the first nation wide politi-

cal party, which was known asjiyuto, or Liberal

party. In 1887 in recognition of his distinctive

services to the country he was created a count,

an honor which he vainly tried to decline be-

cause of his opposition as a Liberal to the institu-

tion of a hereditary peerage. Later, when the

constitution was proclaimed and the parliament

established, he was twice recalled to the govern-
ment's service as minister of the interior. His

political importance ceased, however, in 1900
when his party was merged into the Seiyukai, a

new party under the leadership of Prince Ito.

The rest of his life was devoted to the cause of

social reform.

RYUSAKU TSUNODA
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ITO, PRINCE HIROBUMI (1841-1909), Jap-
anese statesman and diplomat. The son of a

samurai in the fief of Choshu under Lord Mori,
Ito was trained in the Chinese classics and mili-

tary science but after Commodore Perry's arrival

in Yeddo Bay he turned his attention to the study
of English. Disregarding the law which forbade

all Japanese to go abroad, in 1863 he secretly

went to England, where he studied the language
and was impressed by the material achievements

of western civilization. The next year he re-

turned to Japan hoping to dissuade Lord Mori,
who had been bitterly opposed to the shogunate's

policy of opening the country to international

intercourse, from bombarding foreign vessels

passing through the Strait of Shimonoseki and

subsequently negotiated an agreement between

the warring parties. From then on he was almost

continuously in the government service and held

many important posts, including those of vice

minister of finance, minister of public works,

minister of home affairs and prime minister.

Ito was one of the leaders in developing mod-
ern Japan and was intimately connected with

many reforms, including financial reorganization.

In 1870 he went to the United States to study its

monetary system; and in 1871 the government

upon his recommendation adopted the gold

standard, which was later changed to a bimetallic

system. But in domestic affairs he is known

especially as the father of the constitution. Be-

tween 1882 and 1883 he traveled abroad study-

ing the constitutions of European nations and

upon his return drafted the constitution which
was promulgated in 1889. Believing that Japan
was not ready for truly representative govern-
ment and anxious to preserve the traditional po-
litical principles of the Japanese, Ito embodied
in the constitution the complete authority of

the emperor in conjunction with decidedly lim-

ited representative institutions. From 1890 on he

helped to steer the government on its difficult

course, constantly hampered as it was by the im-

mature party politics which marked the history
of early constitutional Japan. He himself re-

mained aloof from political parties until in 1900
he became president of the Seiyukai party and

organized his fourth and last cabinet.

In foreign affairs also he was a dominant figure.

He visited the United States and Europe from

1871 to 1873 as a member of the famous Iwakura

mission, the object of which was to secure treaty

revision and to gather information on adminis-

trative matters. In 1895 as prime minister he

signed with Li Hung Chang the Shimonoseki

Treaty, which ended the war with China but

which brought about Russo-German-French in-

tervention compelling Japan to retrocede the

Liaotung Peninsula to China. In 1901 he went to

Europe with the idea of entering into an entente

with Russia on the Manchurian question, but

the Katsura cabinet rejected his recommenda-

tions and entered instead into an alliance with

England. He favored an understanding between

Russia and Japan, because he believed that it

would lead to a peaceful settlement of their con-

flicting interests whereas the British alliance

would only tend to aggravate the situation. From

1905 to 1909 he was resident general of Korea

and inaugurated a program ofwidespread reform,

which, however, he was unable to realize com-

pletely.Hewas assassinated by a Korean in 1909.
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IVAN IV (Ivan the Terrible) (1530-84), czar of

Russia. Ivan was orphaned as a child and the

great Muscovite boyars ruled in his name with

such disregard for his person as to arouse him to

passionate hatred of the old aristocracy and

strong desire for autocratic rule. His personal
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reign began in 1547, when he adopted the title of

czar. For a few years his rule was peaceful: he is-

sued a law code, established elective local gov-

ernment, initiated national consultative assem-

blies with local representation (zemskie sobori).

In 1560 he broke definitely \vith his former ad-

visers and surrounded himself with people of

non-aristocratic origin. This marked the begin-

ning of a new era, which culminated in 1565 in

the creation of a personal bodyguard (oprichniki);

it was to protect the czar, who suffered from a

delusion of persecution, scented treason every-

where and acted with pathological cruelty. The

oprichniki carried out a policy of ruthless terror-

ism directed at first against the princes and bo-

yars and later against other classes as well. The

power of the landed aristocracy was undermined

by the expropriation of its patrimonial estates,

and the class of small and middle landed gentry

(dvoryane) was thereby raised in importance. As

vassals of the state the latter were obliged to per-

form military service for life, and their estates

were inalienable, uninheritable and recapturable

by the state for abuse of official duties. At the

same time the peasants gradually lost the right

of changing their masters; this process of bind-

ing the peasant to the soil was not completed,

however, until the early part of the seventeenth

century. Russia was thus transformed from an

aristocratic state into an oppressive autocracy

with the population bound to a variety of com-

pulsory services and suffering from the excesses

of official terrorism.

Ivan's reign was marked by great territorial

expansion of Russia. As a result of the conquest
of the Tartar khanates of Kazan in 1552 and of

Astrakhan in 1556 areas along the entire course

of the Volga were annexed. In 1582 western

Siberia was added. In 1558 Ivan opened war on

Livonia for control of the Baltic coast, later ex-

tending it against Sweden and Poland; the war

continued with varying fortunes until 1 582, when
domestic disorder caused its collapse.
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IXTLILXOCHITL, FERNANDO DE ALVA
(c. 1578-1648), Mexican historian. Ixtlilxochitl,

a mestizo, was the direct descendant of the poet
and sage, King Netzahualc6yotl of Tezcuco,
and of the Aztec king Cuitlahuac, who drove

the Spaniards out of the city of Mexico in June,

1520, in the famous noche triste. He possessed an

intelligent and profound knowledge of the his-

torical tradition, language and hieroglyphic

writing of his indigenous ancestors and devoted

a great part of his life to the writing of numerous
works concerning the historical evolution ofNew
Spain from the remotest times to the seventeenth

century. These works show Christian and

Spanish influences, but as they seek to glorify

the culture and exploits of his Tezcuco ancestors

they represent in certain respects the native point
of view. Ixtlilxochitl considered the history of

his people to be as important as the histories of

the Romans or the Greeks. On the other hand,
the nineteenth century Mexican patriots who,

seeking to exalt their country's Indian traditions,

circulated a portion of his work as a faithful and

candid description of the "horrible cruelties of

the conquerors of Mexico and of the Indians who
aided them" were uncritical in their methods

and unmindful of obvious differences between

their attitude and his. The widely diffused but

disputed impression that the Spaniards barba-

rously obliterated the carefully kept records of a

remarkably high civilization in Mexico rests to

a considerable degree on his statements. He ex-

plained the advanced character of this civiliza-

tion by the influence of an idyllic Toltec people
whose very existence was long denied. His

credulity modified, however, by euhemerism

his partisanship and the use of his work for

partisan purposes have served to discredit Ixtlil-

xochitl. Nevertheless, his writings, which consti-

tute a rich source of data on Mexican ethnog-

raphy, hieroglyphics, linguistics, folklore and

poetry, are of value to the investigator who seeks

to understand the social phenomena that char-

acterized the pre-Hispanic life and the first con-

tacts of Spaniards and aborigines.

MANUEL GAMIO

Works: Obras hi$toricos t ed. by A. Chavero, 2 vols.

(Mexico 1891-92). The majority of Ixthlxochitl's

works are to be found in Kmgsborough, E. K.,

Antiquities of Mexicot
vol. ix (London 1848) p. 197-

467.

Consult: Boban, Eugene, Documents pour servtr d
I'histoire du Mexique, 2 vols. (Paris 1891) vol. i, p. 21 1-

18; Castillo, Ignacio B. del, "Apuntes para la genealo-

gfa de los Senores de Tcotihuacan, sect. 2, Don Fer-

nando de Alva Ixtlilxdchitl" in Mexico, Secretarfa de
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Agriculture y Fomento, Direcci6n de Antropologfa,
La poblanon del valle de Teotthuacan, 3 vols. (Mexico
1922) vol. i, pt. 11, p. 538-47, Weber, Fnedrich, Bei-

trage zur Charactenstik der alteren Gesclnchtssihreiber

uber Spamsch-Amenka (Leipsic 1911) p. 108-12;
Garcfa Icazbalceta, Joaquin, "Juan dc Zumarraga and

the Precolumbian Records of Mexico" in Inter-

America (English edition), vol. vn (1923-24) 177-97,

284-305.

IZVOLSKY, ALEXANDER PETROVICH
(1856-1919), Russian statesman and diploma-
tist. Izvolsky, a member of the lesser rural no-

bility, entered the Foreign Office under Prince

Gorchakov and was appointed successively to

diplomatic posts at Bucharest, Washington, the

Vatican, Belgrade, Munich, Tokyo and Copen-

hagen. Long before the revolutionary outbreak

of 1905 he foresaw the dangers that beset Russia

from the short sighted bureaucracy which sur-

rounded Nicholas n. Sympathizing with English

liberalism, he desired the gradual introduction

of a parliamentary system.
As minister at Tokyo Izvolsky had the wisdom

and insight to warn his government that a con-

tinuation of the Russian policy in Manchuria

would lead to war with Japan. His warning was

unheeded, but its verification enhanced his rep-
utation and after a short residence at Copen-

hagen he was appointed Russian minister of

foreign affairs. Ambitious to regain for his coun-

try the prestige lost in the Far East, he undertook

to advance Russian interests in the Near East.

As a first step he negotiated the Anglo-Russian
Convention of 1907, smoothing out rivalry in

Tibet, Afghanistan and Persia and establishing

with France the Triple Entente. Then he secretly

proposed to Count Aehrenthal at Buchlau that

Austria should annex Bosnia and Herzegovina
and that in return the straits of Bosporus and

Dardanelles should be opened to Russian war-

ships. Aehrenthal quickly secured his part of the

bargain, but England opposed Izvolsky 's pro-

posal for opening the straits. This diplomatic
failure caused him to be severely criticized in

Russia and greatly embittered him for the rest

of his life against Austria. It was one of the

reasons for his giving up the Foreign Office in

1910 to go as Russian ambassador to Paris, where

he served until the establishment of the Keren-

sky government in 1917. At Paris he cooperated
with French officials, especially with Poincare',

in strengthening and tightening the Triple En-

tente in preparation for a war which should at

last secure Russia's ambitions in the Near East.

SIDNEY B. FAY

Consult. The most exhaustive collections of Izvolsky's

diplomatic correspondence are Der diplomatische

Schriftwechsel Iswolskis, 4 vols. (Berlin 1924), cover-

ing the period from 1911 to 1914, and Iswohki im

Weltknege . . . 1914-17 (Berlin 1925), both edited

by Fnednch Stieve and drawn from earlier collections

based on Russian archive material A historical analy-
sis of the documents may be found in Stieve, F

,

Iswohki und der Weltknei* (Berlin 1924), tr. by E. W.
Dickes (London 1926). Izvolsky's earlier career is

sketched in his Memoirs (Pans 1923), tr. from ms. by
C. L. Sceger (London 1920). For the general diplo-
matic background see Fay, S. B., Origins of the World

War, 2 vols. (2nd rev. ed. New York 1930).

JABAVU, JOHN TENGO (1859-1921), Bantu

politician and publicist. Jabavu was the most

prominent of a small group of educated Bantu

who interpreted the needs of their race while it

was first being brought under the influence of

the culture and political institutions of South

Africa's white rulers. For nearly forty years he

owned and edited the English-Xosa weekly

newspaper Imvo zabantsundo (Native opinion)
and took a leading part in Bantu religious, edu-

cational and political movements. His efforts

resulted in the grant of free primary education

and the establishment of the South African Na-
tive College, which provides university training.

Moved by a liberal attitude founded on religious

convictions which became more and more in-

fluenced by Quaker thought, Jabavu believed

in democratic government, for the introduction

of which he considered the Bantu tmdition of

free public discussion a sound background. On
several occasions he protected with courage and

ability the Cape franchise, free from the color

bar. He led his people in resisting many re-

pressive educational and land tenure measures

and fought against harsh treatment of rebellious

chiefs who had lost their independence. He de-

clined to run for the Cape house of assembly on
the ground that the presence of a native would
be premature and more dramatic than politically

effective; instead he urged the support of a lib-

eral white candidate. Toward the end of his life

his popularity waned on account of party differ-

ences over the Native Land Act of 1913 and on

account of opposition to his leadership by the

Xosa section of the Cape because he was a Fingu
and thus considered outcaste. Under Jabavu 's

leadership the Bantu peoples raised themselves

in the estimation of the white men in South

Africa.

J. D. RHEINALLT JONES

Consult: Jabavu, D. D. T., The Life of John Tengo

Jabavu (Alice, C P. 1922); Gollock, G. A., Lives of
Eminent Africans (London 1928) p. 106 16.
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JACINI,STEFANO FRANCESCO (1826-91),
Italian economist and statesman. Jacini's father

owned and administered vast estates and silk

factories, and Jacini himself became early inter-

ested in agricultural problems. The events of

1848-49 interrupted his study of law, but he did

not, like the majority of Lombard youth, volun-

teer in the Italian army; study in Switzerland

and Austria and extensive travel turned him

toward cosmopolitanism and he displayed an in-

nate aversion to revolutionary methods. A few

years later, however, he rendered conspicuous
service to the Italian cause by his writings, which

although cautiously phrased to avoid police ac-

tion demonstrated incontrovcrtibly that the un-

fortunate condition of Lombardy was due to

Austrian misgovernmcnt. Jacini's works were

immediately received with high praise in Italy

and abroad; Cavour after secret communications

with him chose him as one of his ministers al-

most immediately after the liberation of Lom-

bardy in 1860. He served until 1862 and again

from 1864 to 1867. He was prominent in reor-

ganizing and unifying the railroads and other

public services and was most influential in for-

warding the construction of the St. Gotthard

Railway connecting Italy with Germany. Later

he sat in the Senate and directed the parliamen-

tary commission for agricultural inquiry (1877-

85). For the report of this commission he pre-

pared thejntroduction, the section on Lombardy
and the final summary; the last served as a model

for many similar studies and was regarded as the

most authoritative presentation of agrarian con-

ditions in pre-war Italy.

SALVATORE PUGLIESE

Important workf. Lapropnetdfondiarta e le popolazioni

agncole in Lontbardia (Milan 1X54, 4th eel. Milan

1857); Sidle condtztoni economic he delta prorincta di

Sondrio (Milan 1858), Frammenti dell'inchicsta agraria

(Rome 1883), Jacini's contributions to the agricultural

inquiry, which were later published again as L'ln-

chtesta agrana (Piacenza 1926).

Consult'. Jacmi, Stefano, Jr., Un conservatore rurale

della nuova Italia, 2 \ols. (Ban 1926), Coletti, Fran-

cesco, "Stefano Jacini e 1'agncoltura itahana" m his

edition of Jacini's L'inchiesta agrana (Piacenza 1926)

p. v-li.

JACKSON, ANDREW (1767-1845), seventh

president of the United States. Jackson had

served short terms in Congress as representative

and senator from Tennessee (1797-98) and six

years as a justice of the state Supreme Court

(1798-1804) when his defeat of the British at the

battle of New Orleans on January 8, 1815, made
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him a national hero. He added to his fame by his

invasion of Florida in 1818 at the outbreak of the

Seminole Indian War and by his high handed

treatment of the Spanish authorities there. From

1823 to 1825 he was again a senator from Ten-

nessee. His personal popularity and violent and

contentious temper rather than his champion-

ship of any clearly defined political principles
made him the most conspicuous embodiment of

the spirit ofdiscontentwhichcame to ahead after

the panic of 1819 and of a rising demand in the

west for general political and governmental re-

form. His presidential candidacy was aided by
dissensions in the cabinet of President Monroe
and by a popular demand for the abolition of the

congressional caucus, which in the absence of a

national convention system had assumed to

make nominations. In 1824 he received a plu-

rality of the electoral votes but was defeated in

the House of Representatives by John Quincy
Adams, who received the votes of the supporters
of Henry Clay. Jackson accepted the result as

constitutional but spread the charge of a corrupt

bargain on the part of Clay and was acclaimed as

the predestined candidate of the Democrats in

1828. In that year he was triumphantly elected

and at once instituted a partisan purge of the

federal civil service and pressed a demand for

economy, which included by 1835 the virtual

extinction of the national debt. The other out-

standing episodes of his two administrations

(1829-37) were his vigorous resistance to nulli-

fication in South Carolina; his attack upon the

second Bank of the United States, whose re-

charter he prevented; his refusal to support the

Supreme Court in its adjudication of the rights

of the Cherokee Indians; and an order directing

specie payments for public lands which con-

tributed directly to the panic of 1837. A resolu-

tion by the Senate censuring him for his course

with the bank and its deposits was met by protest

which arraigned the Senate and stoutly defended

his executive prerogative. In his insistence upon
"the people" as the source of political power
and his espousal of the theory of majority rule

his conception of democracy accorded with that

of Jefferson, but the people to him meant the

masses and the importance which Jefferson at--

tached to the agricultural class as the foundation

of a democratic society had no special place in

his thought. With none of the cultural back-

ground or intellectual interest of Jefferson, he

interpreted public opinion by his intuitions and

desires, regarded his own understanding of the

constitution as of equal authority with that of
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the courts and as an executive showed himself

an autocrat. The antimonopoly feeling of the

time had his sympathy, but his financial policy

showed little understanding of either banking or

credit functions or the needs of an expanding in-

dustrial and commercial order. His hold on the

popular imagination of his own and later genera-
tions may be attributed to his ruthless vigor as

military leader and champion of the people, to

his devotion to the union in opposition to the

disintegrating influence of the doctrine of state

rights and to his combination of high political

principles with a realistic playing of the political

game.
WILLIAM MACDONALD

Consult: Catterall, R. C. H., Second Bank of the United

States (Chicago 1903); Turner, F. J., Rise of the New
West, 1819-1829, American Nation series (New York

1906); MacDonald, William, Jacksoman Democracy,

1829-1837, American Nation series (New York 1906);

Bassett, J. S ,
The Life of AndrewJackson, 2 vols. (new

ed. New York 1916); Correspondence of Andrew Jack-

son, ed. by J. S. Bassett, vols. i-v (Washington 1926-

31); Abernethy, T. B
,
From Frontier to Plantation in

Tennessee (Chapel Hill, N. C. 1932).

JACOBINISM. This word may be used to de-

scribe a specific phenomenon of the French

Revolution or to describe a widespread but rather

loose and indefinite form of corporate faith and

organization which indeed took its start from

revolutionary France but which pervaded the

whole western world for several generations.

Jacobinism in this sense had for perhaps a

hundred years the same sort of meaning which

Bolshevism has today; that is, it was quite indis-

criminately applied by political conformists to

their opponents generally, and it had definitely

dyslogistic overtones. The epithet Jacobins,

drawn from their meeting place in the library of

a Jacobin convent, was fastened by contempo-

rary popular usage on the Societe des Amis de la

Constitution of Paris, a political club originating

immediately in a caucus of radical Breton dele-

gates to the Estates General and ultimately

springing from the rich group life of the last

decades of the old regime salons, local acade-

mies, literary societies and Masonic lodges. The
Paris society was founded by radical deputies

who wished to create organized support for

themselves outside the Assembly and soon came

to include journalists, municipal politicians,

professional men; in fact, anyone actively inter-

ested in what was to Frenchmen the new pursuit
of politics. Similar clubs soon grew up in the

provinces and were affiliated with the "mother

society" at Paris in a network admirably organ-
ized all over the country. The membership of

these clubs was pretty uniformly middle class

and respectable throughout the revolution, and

it was recruited chiefly from merchants and pro-
fessional men; at most it may be said that after

the founding of the republic there was a slight

relative increase in the number of shopkeepers
and artisans. Proletarian these clubs almost

never were, even at their fieriest. The total num-
ber of Jacobin clubs in France was probably be-

tween five and eight thousand; their total mem-

bership over the whole course of the revolution

may have been close to a million, but during the

Terror it can hardly have been much over one
half that figure.

The Jacobins began as a pressure group simi-

lar in some ways to the Anti-Cern Law League
or the Anti-Saloon League. Their network of

affiliated societies, centralized through the Paris

society, gave them access to all France. Their

use of propaganda was highly modern and effi-

cient. Newspapers were subsidized, pamphlets
circulated through the mails, prizes for civisme

offered to school children, revolutionary al-

manacs distributed, theaters encouraged to

provide such patriotic spectacles as the Fall of

the Bastile and the Death of Caesar. Direct pres-
sure was brought to bear on elections both local

and national. Candidates were pledged to carry
out Jacobin measures in return for jhe club's

support, opponents were shouted down or even

terrorized an easy matter in the direct primary
assemblies and an excellent political machine

constructed. Few men were elected to the Con-
vention without the support of their local club.

All this pressure was brought to bear in 1792
and 1793 toward the establishment of a republi-
can form of government, universal manhood

suffrage, equality before the law, a rough eco-

nomic equality to be attained by the free play of

individual competition and the voluntary re-

straints of republican morality, universal educa-

tion and separation of church and state sub-

stantially the ideology of eighteenth century
rationalism. These aims would seem to have

been implicit among the Jacobins from the very
start and to have been their real purpose even in

1790. Official historians of the revolution, how-

ever, like Aulard and Mathiez, have considered

the anticlerical republican program of the

Jacobins a product of conservative stupidity and

the European war. Many of the early Jacobins
were indeed Girondins in sympathy and believ-

ers in laissez faire, moderation and local self-
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government. Pure Jacobinism was authoritarian,

radical and strongly in favor of centralization.

Yet there was much pure Jacobinism, especially

anticlericalism, among the early clubs and by
July, 1793, avowed Girondists and other moder-

ates had been driven from the clubs.

The Jacobins, however, were more than a

pressure group or a political party. They suc-

ceeded in investing their rather commonplace

principles even in the late eighteenth century

they were commonplace with the satisfying

glories of religion. Quite early in the movement
the club meetings took on a ritualistic touch.

Club premises, at first adorned with a bust or so,

Voltaire, Rousseau, Franklin, Brutus, accumu-

lated an extraordinary number of sacred objects.

Revolutionary hymns were sung and responsive

readings were followed by moral sermons. The

young were taught in revolutionary Sunday
schools. Civic processions, civic festivals and

love feasts, initiated and administered by the

clubs, were perhaps too consciously worked out

as ritualistic substitutes for Christianity. The de-

tails of this Jacobin ritual were a hodgepodge of

misapplied Roman history, Rousseauistic sen-

timentalism, eighteenth century rationalism,

downright borrowings from Catholic practise

and even immemorial folk custom. Too crude

for men of taste, too unreal for the masses, this

ritual seems to have been real for the Jacobins.

Their meetings displayed many phenomena
which the psychologist must recognize as the

phenomena of religious belief: violent intolerance

of slight dogmatic differences, consciousness of

being persecuted, total want of a sense of humor,
a contagion of mass emotion, a conviction that

opponents are not merely in error but in a state of

sin. It is this religious exaltation that would seem

to explain the Terror. There is nothing in the

social origins or in the specific grievances of the

Jacobins adequate for such an explanation. No
doubt the constant fear of royalist and foreign

enemies augmented the violent manifestations of

this faith; but the faith itself, the force behind

the "Republic of Virtue," must be traced in the

complex fabric of eighteenth century thought
and emotion.

The Jacobin clubs during the Terror were

hardly more than places for revolutionary wor-

ship. No doubt the revolutionists spurred each

other on in club meetings and maintained their

spiritual energies. But from a third to a half of

the members of many clubs were functionaries

of the new government. Naturally enough the

clubs ceased their old activities as pressure

groups. After the autumn of 1793 they no longer
resisted a government of which they formed the

rather narrow base. Such political discussion as

there was took place in the clubs. Elections were

supplanted by epurations at the dictate of the

representative on mission, and here again the

clubs stood for the people. Some minor adminis-

trative work was done by the clubs gathering

saltpeter, policing the market, maintaining the

maximum on prices. After Thermidor the clubs

died out fairly rapidly. They did not protest the

fall of Robespierre indeed by 1794 they ac-

cepted anything done at Paris. But they were in-

convenient to the Thermidorians, since the

earnest Jacobin took liberty, equality, fraternity

too literally for the profiteers, the tired ordinary

bourgeois and the peasants of the new regime.

By 1795 the remaining clubs had been closed.

Many ex-Jacobins were to enter the civil service

of the emperor. From Fouche, who became

Napoleon's indispensable minister of police, to

Picque, who had the relatively humble post of

chef de contentieux in the imperial lottery, the

conventionnels did but set the lead for hundreds

of Jacobins in the provinces. Former revolu-

tionists were as indispensable to Napoleon's civil

administration as to his army.
After the first spontaneous delight with which

most of the world hailed the beginnings of the

French Revolution, the extraordinary radiation

of that movement was largely the work of

Jacobins in France and out. Jacobin clubs were

immediately set up in territories conquered by

republican armies Nice, Savoy, Italy, Belgium,
the Rhineland. French soldiers and civil servants

mingled with a number, never very large, of

natives. In England societies like the London
Revolution Society were already in existence,

although somnolent. The French Revolution

gave a great impetus to groups working for a re-

form of Parliament and led to the formation of

Hardy's London Corresponding Society, a club

largely recruited from artisans, to the Society of

Friends of the People a highly Gallic name
and to many other such societies in London, in

the provinces and in Scotland. There was a cer-

tain amount of centralization and common delib-

eration but nothing like the Jacobin network in

France. In the United States, democratic, some-

times republican or constitutional, societies

sprang up in pretty close imitation of the French

and a system of affiliation and correspondence
was worked out.

There was unquestionably a certain amount of

mutual intercourse between French Jacobins
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and their sympathizers in Europe and America.

International Jacobinism was never a conspiracy,

although to many a conservative it seemed one;

and Frenchmen did not swarm secretly into

foreign countries supplied with armfuls of gold
to build up political clubs, although that too was

charged against them. But travel was relatively

easy, and Jacobinism aspired to be a world reli-

gion. Foreigners like Clootz, Paine, Pigott and

Georg Forster played various roles in French

revolutionary politics. Frenchmen descended in

numbers into Nice, Savoy and the Rhineland.

Margarot, who figures prominently in the Eng-
lish and Scottish clubs, was a Frenchman. The
club of Charleston, South Carolina, which ac-

tually got itself affiliated with that of Paris, con-

tains many French names, not all of which seem

to be those of Carolina Huguenot families. The
role of republican ambassadors, Genet in

America, Chauvelin in England, Bassville at

Rome, is of course familiar. Correspondence was

even more frequent than personal contact. The
Paris society corresponded with several English
societies until the war and sent a good deal of

literature abroad. Finally, French political de-

bates were abundantly reported both in English
and in American newspapers and periodicals.

The similarities between French clubs and

clubs outside France were striking. The phrase-

ology of the addresses issued by American clubs,

their abstract and grandiloquent prospectuses
and preambles, sound as though they were trans-

lated from the French, which in part they un-

doubtedly were. In Germany and Italy the same

was true, although there the clubs were the

fruits of conquest. In England, as might be ex-

pected, this sort of imitation was much less fre-

quent, and on the whole the English revolu-

tionaries employed a vocabulary of their own.

The Jacobin ritual was not without its imitators.

At Boston to "impress the tender minds of the

rising generations with the precepts of equal

liberty" civic cakes inscribed "Liberty and

Equality" were distributed to the youth of the

town assembled in State Street. The Roman so-

ciety took on the impressive if exacting title of

Gli Ernuli di Bruto. Such clubs resorted to

methods of bringing pressure to bear on public

opinion familiar to students of French Jacobin-
ism. The club at Mainz kept two registers,, one

bound in red with tricolor edges for patriots, the

other bound in black and equipped with chains

for those who opposed the revolution. Naturally
not a soul signed the black book. One can even

distinguish in the following statement from the

Democratic Society of Chittenden County, Ver-

mont, that mixture of fear and assurance char-

acteristic of French Jacobin functionaries: "We
are eighty-four citizens amongst whom are

eight members of the Legislature all the Gen-
eral Officers of the County the High Sheriff

the majority of the Bench and all the Bar, ex-

cept two, whom prudence has as yet prevented

from asking for admission." The membership of

the clubs outside France although including

many humble men seems never to have been

without prosperous and distinguished elements.

The Rhenish clubs were filled with professors,

physicians and merchants. If the English move-

ment numbers poor men like Hardy, it includes

clergymen like Tooke; scientists like Priestley;

and even noblemen like Grey, Daer and Stan-

hope. In the Philadelphia society are to be found

such names as Rittenhouse, Biddlc and Dallas.

Finally, political passions, especially in America,
were kept at a white heat by the clubs. Washing-
ton himself, who blamed them for the Whisky
Rebellion, lost his temper with them and spoke
of them scornfully as "certain self-created so-

cieties" attempting to undermine the govern-
ment.

These societies, at least in England and in

America, were unquestionably influenced by
local and national aims and in part twisted

French ideas and French fashions to suit them-

selves. In England parliamentary reform was a

specific goal, and the rights of man might come
after the rights of Englishmen. In America the

quarrel between Haimltonians and Jerfersonians

can certainly not be stated wholly in terms of

French politics. The Jeffersonians, for instance,

were states' rights men, the French Jacobins
ardent centrahzers. The agrarian discontent in

America was a frontier discontent and a power-
ful element in the Jeffersonian party. French

Jacobinism was almost wholly an urban product.
Yet when all these qualifications are made, one is

left with a definite impression that Jacobinism in

the 1790*3 was a genuine international move-

ment; that in the various countries it touched it

did have a roughly similar program, employed a

similar technique of political action , attempted

through a similar ritual to create a political faith.

No doubt selfish men in all countries exploited
this enthusiasm for quite unphilosophical pur-

poses of their own. But for most of the Jacobins
in the western world the faith was real and prom-

ising. Not until the best days of the Second In-

ternational was so widespread and so cosmopoli-
tan a movement to appear in Europe. And
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Marxian socialism even before the Russian Revo-

lution lacked the freshness and hope of Jacobin-
ism.

France herself began the destruction of this

international Jacobinism. The Convention and

the Jacobin clubs abandoned their eighteenth

century cosmopolitanism for an aggressive policy

of national expansion. But France was not alone

in feeling this new, democratic union of all men
in a patriotic emotion. Triumphant Jacobinism
stirred up the new nationalism in the countries

it had conquered. Wordsworth, Fichte, Cuoco,
to take but a few examples, began a search for a

principle to justify their distrust of the once ad-

mired revolution. They all ended in a violent

and extreme repudiation not merely of Jacobin-
ism but of the ideology, the aspirations, even the

fashion and the diction of the century which had

produced Jacobinism. By 1815 Jacobinism had

everywhere been driven underground even in

America, where Jeffcrsoman democracy was be-

coming Jacksonian democracy and the frontier

had lost touch with France.

In France indeed Jacobinism survived to ap-

pear again at crucial moments in French history.

As a type the Jacobin with his anticlericalism, his

dislike of the overrich, his moral austerity, his

distrust of any government actually existing, his

reliance on the individual in economic matters,

has existed outside France. If the word is suffi-

ciently diluted it may be used to cover most

nineteenth century European republicans. As a

movement Jacobinism after having been cut

short by Louis Philippe's acceptance of the

throne in 1830 did much to create the Revolu-

tion of 1848. Here and again in 1871 Jacobinism
sometimes collaborated and sometimes found it-

self at odds with socialism. Jacobinism was char-

acterized by political tactics which came very
near direct action, a group consciousness very
near class consciousness, a fighting tradition, a

devotion to the centralized, bureaucratic state;

and Jacobins no doubt helped develop these

aspects of modern socialism. But in its support
of the small owner, peasant or shopkeeper and in

its fervid nationalism it is clearly distinguished
from socialism. Nineteenth century liberalism

too owes something to Jacobinism, to its confi-

dence in the possibility of a better earthly life for

all men, to its belief in the career open to talents,

to its insistence that law rests ultimately on

morals rather than on power. But the liberal is

shocked at the Jacobin's absolute state, his con-

tempt for history, his love of political violence,

his intolerant anticlericalism, his disregard for

the rights of minorities. Englishmen like Mill

and Acton deny that Jacobinism is liberal and

regret that on the continent liberalism is cor-

rupted by Jacobinism. Traditionalism, that of a

de Maistre or a Metternich, may seem the com-

plete antithesis of Jacobinism. But Comte's ad-

miration for de Maistre is no mere whim. Both

traditionalism and Jacobinism attempt the appli-
cation of moral absolutes to politics. The abso-

lutes are indeed different, but the temper is the

same. Both are authoritarian rather than liber-

tarian, and both are unwilling to admit that ex-

perience is real enough to modify their theories.

Today Jacobinism, if not dead in France, has

achieved its political ends, many of its social and

economic ends France is a land of rough eco-

nomic equality, but also of economic individual-

ism has seen church and state separated, has in

short turned conformist The old Jacobin tactics

of resistance, the Jacobin methods of pressure,
the Jacobin spirit, have passed to the extremists,

to the monarchists and the communists.

CRANE BRINTON
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JACOBS, JOSEPH (1854-1916), Anglo-Jewish
historian. Jacobs was born in Sydney, New South

Wales, and was educated at Cambridge and Ber-
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lin. In 1887 he assisted in organizing the Anglo-

Jewish Historical Exhibition which led to the

founding of the Jewish Historical Society of

England, of which he was one of the first presi-

dents* In 1900 he went to America to edit the

Jewish Encyclopaedia and he was mainly re-

sponsible for its sections on anthropology and

the history of the Jews in England. He was for

several years professor of history in the Jewish

Theological Seminary of New York. In 1888 he

toured Spain, surveying material on the history
of the Jews in that country and producing a

masterly account of his discoveries, which was

limited in value because he failed to see many
original documents owing to the shortness of his

stay in the country. Jacobs' greatest historical

work, embodied in articles in the Jewish Encyclo-

paedia, the Jewish Quarterly Review and the

Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of

England and his book Jews of Angevin England ,

concerned the Jews in England before the ex-

pulsion of 1290. Despite the fact that he was

often careless, had an inadequate knowledge of

Hebrew and was given to conjectures inspired

by patriotic prejudices he produced work of

great value based on long neglected original

sources. The results of his labors, still not super-

seded, are the basis of the known Jewish history
of pre-expulsion England. His Jewish Contribu-

tions to Civilization, although an incomplete frag-

ment of a larger work, is a brilliantly suggestive

essay.

Aside from his work in Jewish history Jacobs

made a number of interesting anthropological
studies of Jews and important contributions to

the study of fairy tales and the migration of

fables. From 1889 to 1900 he was editor of Folk-

lore, the journal of the Folk-lore Society. As
editor of the American Hebrew from 1906 until

his death and in other activities he was a leading

figure in contemporary communal affairs, repre-

senting on the whole a conservative viewpoint.

CECIL ROTH
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JACOBUS. See FOUR DOCTORS.

JACOBY, JOHANN (1805-77), Prussian politi-

cian. Jacoby, who throughout his political career

continued to practise medicine in his native town
of Konigsbcrg, was the outstanding spokesman
of East Prussian liberalism, which during the

decade preceding 1848 set out, under the spell

of Aufklarung and especially of Kantian ideol-

ogy, to constitutionalize the Prussian monarchy
and state and to transform Prussian subjects into

free citizens. His pamphlet, Vier Fragen beant-

wortet von einem Ostpreussen (Mannheim 1841),
in clearly formulating the demand that Frederick

William iv grant the written constitution prom-
ised by his father at the close of the War of

Liberation, gave a decisive impetus to the move-

ment which culminated in the Revolution of

1848 and the establishment of a constitutional

monarchy. As a result of the prosecutions in

which the pamphlet involved him Jacoby's pres-

tige was firmly established as one of the out-

standing champions of aggressive liberalism.

Essentially, .however, a doctrinaire, tending to

an almost religious fanaticism and to a faith in

the categorical imperative as the sovereign rule

of political as well as moral conduct, he was not

skilled in the more immediate problems of po-
litical statesmanship and tactics. Moreover by
the time of the revolution he had come to realize

the greater importance of social problems as

compared with purely political ones. His great-

est practical influence was exerted during 1848-

49, when as a member of the Prussian National

Assembly he played a leading part in formu-

lating the program of the Democrats and ad-

vised the Assembly to resist to the utmost the

threatened coup d'etat. As a member of the dele-

gation sent by the Assembly to the king he

expressed his opinion that it had "always been

the misfortune of kings not to want to hear the

truth." This unguarded outburst tended to

prejudice him in the eyes of less thoroughgoing
liberals and caused his influence to wane. Jacoby
still held fast, however, to his faith in the ulti-

mate victory of democracy in Germany and to

his international ideal of a "union of free demo-

cratic states." He refused to recognize the Bis-

marckian empire, since it had been brought
about by force without the consent of the people.

In 1872 Jacoby joined the Social Democratic

party but declined to take an active part in par-

liamentary life.

GUSTAV MAYER
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JAHN, FRIEDRICII LUDWIG (1778-1852),
German patriot. Jahn together with Ernst

Moritz Arndt was the first herald of national

democracy in Germany. He traveled through

Germany investigating language and folklore

and in 1810 published his Teutsches Volkstum

(new ed. Leipsic 1817), in which he maintained

that national peculiarities arc indestructible and

that foreign interference should be resisted.

In his grief over Germany's humiliation dur-

ing the Napoleonic wars Jahn strove to awaken

the physical and moral energies of the people.
He found the means for accomplishing this in

the development of physical education. Stimu-

lated by Pestalozzi's educational ideas he grasped
the fact that physical exercises are the means of

training the perfect man. His aim was not only
to steel the body but to form the will and de-

velop a feeling of fellowship. In 1811 he estab-

lished the Hasenheidc athletic grounds near Ber-

lin, where he laid most stress on those exercises

which called for practical use and action. Like

vom Stein, Jahn recognized the removal of so-

cial barriers as of utmost importance for the

awakening, of national feeling. He thus aimed to

unite young people of all classes on the play-

ground for common service, and the grey linen

dress which his followers adopted served as a

simple uniform suited to wipe out class differ-

ences. He was convinced that the community of

gymnastics would provide the basis for a com-

mon national spirit.

Jahn's exercises and ideas were closely knit up
with old Germanic traditions and folklore. He

inveighed coarsely against the Jews and all

foreigners and his followers adopted a harsh

manner. For this reason he aroused wide an-

tagonism and soon too the government came to

suspect him as a demagogue and corrupter of

youth. The playgrounds were closed and until

the Revolution of 1848 gymnastics were forbid-

den throughout Germany. Jahn himself was ar-

rested and forced to withdraw from public life.

The Revolution of 1848 brought him into the

Frankfort Assembly and he has since been ac-

claimed as a hero of the Prussian regeneration.

FRANZ SCIINABEL
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JAKOB, LUDWIG HEINRICH VON (1759-

1827), German economist. Jakob taught in suc-

cession philosophy and economics at the Uni-

versity of Halle. In 1806 he was invited to

occupy the chair of political economy at the

University of Kharkov. In 1816 he returned to

Halle, where he spent the remainder of his life.

A disciple of Immanuel Kant and of Adam
Smith, Jakob attempted to combine the theories

of both. He accepted the principles of economic

liberalism, but with Kant asserted the primacy
of ethical considerations and assigned to the

state a more positive function in furthering the

development of society. Jakob recognized the

relative character of the principle of free trade

and thus anticipated the stage theory of List.

While in Russia Jakob carefully studied the effi-

ciency of the serfs and his conclusions antici-

pated those of later writers on the economy of

high wages. His writings on monetary conditions

in Russia are of particular value because of their

suggestive treatment of foreign exchanges, the

effects of paper money and related problems.
V. GELESNOFF
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JAKSlC, VLADIMIR (1824-99), Serbian stat-

istician. Jaksi6 studied statistics under Farlati at

Tubingen and economics under Rau at Heidel-

berg. In 1847 he entered the Serbian Ministry of

Finance and from 1852 to 1862 taught economics

and commercial law in the lycee in Belgrade.

When the government was finally persuaded to

set up an independent department of statistics

in 1864 Jaksic" became its first director; he re-
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mained its leading spirit for over two decades.

Jaks'ic' viewed statistics as an indispensable
tool in the rational administration of a country
and devoted the major part of his life to the task

of collecting and interpreting statistical material

bearing on the social and economic development
of Serbia. In his Prcdlog o mtrojrtvu i programu
dr$avne statistike (Project of the organization and

program of government statistics, Belgrade

1850, 2nd ed. 1858) he attempted on the basis of

statistical material, part of which he had col-

lected in his studies and part in his extensive

tours of European countries, to discover the fac-

tors leading to the decline in the national well

being. He also formulated in this original work

a comprehensive program of social and economic

reform for the purpose of ameliorating the po-
litical and economic status of his country. Jaksic"

is credited with the organization of a systematic

meteorological observation service. His interest

in meteorology may be traced to Rau, who
demonstrated the practical value of the knowl-

edge of climatic conditions in agriculture.

JOSLF MATL
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JAMAL U'D-DIN AL-AFGHANI (1838 or

1839-97), Moslem reformer. Jamal was born

probably either in Afghanistan or in Persia.

lie studied at the famous madrasah of Bokhara,

where he acquired a remarkable knowledge of

all the Moslem sciences and especially of medi-

aeval Moslem theology and philosophy. He then

traveled widely through the Islamic countries,

visiting India, Arabia and Turkey; in 1871 he

settled in Egypt, where he taught at the univer-

sity of Al-Azhar. There he won considerable in-

fluence over the youth of Egypt identifying him-

self with the religious reform and the incipient

Young Egyptian movements; as a result he in-

curred the dislike of both the orthodox clergy
and the European powers and was forced to leave

Egypt in 1879. After three years in India he lived

from 1882 until about 1889 in London, Paris and

St. Petersburg, writing for the leading news-

papers. In Paris he published, together with

Muhdmrnad 'Abdu, who had been his pupil and

follower at Al-Azhdr and became later the fa-

mous Mufh' of Egypt, an Arab weekly, al-

'Urwatu' l-Wuthgd. This journal criticized Eng-
lish policy in Moslem countries, and although

only eighteen numbers were published its influ-

ence was widespread. From 1889 to about 1891

Jamal lived in Persia, where he worked inten-

sively, aiousing a reform movement which sub-

sequently gave rise to the Persian revolution.

The last years of his life were spent in Constanti-

nople on a pension from Abdul-Hamid, the

Ottoman sultan, who was interested in Jamjll

because of his own pan-Islamic activities.

Jamal was one of the earliest thinkers and

leaders of the nineteenth century Moslem and

Asiatic renaissance. He recognized the threat to

the East inherent in the material superiority of

the West; believing, however, that Islam was not

a rigid system but one capable of adaptation to

existing spiritual and temporal needs, he held that

the slumbering forces of the Islamic world

could be awakened to new life by the devoted ef-

forts of the younger generation of Moslems. He

urged the union of all Islamic states under a

single caliphate capable of liberating them from

European exploitation and influence. lie also ex-

pounded the doctrine that Islam aims at popular

government.
His vast knowledge, his incessant endeavors

to revive the splendor of Islam through the

awakening of Moslem youth and his courageous
stand against European aggression and oriental

despotism made him extremely influential and

he may be rightly called the father of all subse-

quent renaissance, pan-Islamic and nationalistic

movements in Egypt and in the Moslem East.

He was, like the European figures of the early

Renaissance, scarcely conscious of the implica-
tions of the new era; nevertheless, he sowed in

many lands the seeds of change which a few dec-

ades later blossomed in a way unforeseen and

perhaps undesired by the sower.

HANS KOHN
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JAMES I (1566-1625), king of Great Britain

and Ireland and king of Scotland as James vi.

James was the son of Mary Queen of Scots by
her second husband, Henry, Lord Darnley. He
succeeded to the Scottish throne as an infant,
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through the enforced abdication of his mother.

His governance of Scotland was a grim school of

experience with a turbulent nobility on one side

and a domineering priesthood on the other. Its

effect upon him is set out in the Basihkon Doron

(Edinburgh 1599), a treatise on the duties of

kingship which he published for the instruction

of his elder son, Henry, and in his True Law

of Free Monarchies (Edinburgh 1598), which he

published anonymously. He argued that kings
were chosen by God to govern and that the duty
of subjects is merely to obey. The king is above

the law but although responsible to God alone

he should concern himself to obey it unless the

well being of his subjects demands otherwise.

In his view even a wicked king is entitled to

the allegiance of his people; only God may pun-
ish him.

In 1603 the death of Elizabeth brought him to

the English throne. He showed little insight into

the character of his position. Impressed by
the despotism of the Tudors, he did not realize

its basis in popular consent. He was led ac-

cordingly by his high notions of prerogative
into quarrels with Parliament, the Puritans, the

Roman Catholics and, in the person of Sir

Edward Coke, the courts of law. James' mistake

was not to realize, first, that he was a foreigner
to his new subjects and, second, that the whole

character of parliamentary institutions was

changing.*His speeches to his different parlia-

ments all show an unwillingness to recognize
the new atmosphere. He took the view that

the king is the shepherd of the flock, the father

of his people; and he sought to make of Parlia-

ment rather a body to advise and support his

policies than one with authority to initiate. Had
he been wise and successful he might have en-

forced his doctrine, but he was weak and vacillat-

ing and given to the cultivation of favorites who
lacked the ability necessary for government.
He was, however, a man of considerable learn-

ing, not without foresight and averse to extremes.

His learning is manifested with some distinction

in his Apology for the Oath of Allegiance (Lon-
don 1607), in which he defended the legisla-

tion which followed upon the discovery of the

Gunpowder Plot. A long controversy followed

his book, in which the protagonist on the other

side was the eminent Jesuit Bellarmine. James
maintained with much ability the danger to

monarchical sovereignty of the allegiance
claimed by popes from their subjects.

HAROLD J. LASKI
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JAMES OF VITERBO (Giacomo Capocci da

Viterbo) (c. 1255-1308), Italian scholastic theo-

logian and political theorist. James of Viterbo

was an Augustinian monk and a pupil of the

famous Augustinian general Aegidius Romanus.

He was educated in Pans and in 1300 became
rector of the Studium Generale of the Neapoli-
tan Augustimans. In 1302 through the favor of

King Charles n of Naples and of Boniface vin

he was appointed first archbishop of Benevento

and a few months later archbishop of Naples, in

which capacity he remained until his death.

Most of his theological writings are still un-

printed, but his tract on ecclesiastical politics,

De regimine christiano, has recently become

especially well known. Recognized as the oldest

scientific treatment of the Catholic doctrine of

the church and of the papacy, the De regimine

was written in the summer of 1302 in the midst

of the struggle between Boniface vin and Philip

the Fair of France. It belongs among those

curialistic writings which paved the way for the

issue of the bull Unam sanctam on November 18,

1302, but it shows hardly a trace of controversial

writing. It is divided into two sections,
" DC regni

ecclesiastici gloria," in which the author analyzes

the nature of Christian society, of the state and

of royal power, and "De potcntia Christi regis et

sui vicaru," in which he develops his ideas con-

cerning the authority of the papacy. By a unique
combination of the mystical Augustinian notion

of the divine state with the natural law doctrines

of Aristotle he arrives at the idea that the true

and perfect state is the church. The church is the

social which James does not dismguish from

the political community of mankind, the uni-

versal respublica. The pope as head of the church

and as Christ's vicar inherits the spiritual royal

power of Christ, which includes both ecclesiasti-

cal and temporal authorities. The emphasis of

James' discussion of the papacy is placed

throughout not upon its specifically sacerdotal

attributes but upon its sovereignty, a sovereignty
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in which religious and mystical elements are in-

separably fused in the mediaeval manner with

temporal and political.

In its conclusions James' De regimine chris-

tiano hears a close relation to the slightly earlier

De ecclesiastica potentate of his teacher Aegidius
Romanus. But without sacrificing Aegidius' ex-

treme position with regard to the temporal au-

thority of the papacy James consistently shows

more deference than does Aegidius to the secu-

lar state. Aegidius holds that the authority of the

prince is unlawful and evil unless derived from

the church; James recognizes a natural and hu-

man justification for the existence of the state

irrespective of its relation to the church. The

only perfect authority is, however, the spiritual

regal power of the absolute pope, whose kingdom
is superimposed upon all states. He is the king of

kings and all human institutions must submit to

him, who alone can bestow the divine elements

necessary to complete the human order. James*
tract had considerable influence on subsequent

writers, particularly upon those who participated
in the conflict between Pope John xxn and Louis

of Bavaria, notably Alexander of St. Elpidio and

Alvarus Pelagius.
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JAMES, WILLIAM (1842-1910), American

psychologist and philosopher. James, who had

the cultural advantages which prosperity pro-

vides, considered his early education, which was

desultory and spread over schools in France,
Switzerland and the United States, as worthless.

The most important influence upon his child-

hood and youth was his father, Henry James the

elder, whose idiosyncratic speculations about

man and nature derived from Swedenborg con-

stituted the permanent intellectual atmosphere
of the Jamesian household. Combined with them
was an antisectarian liberalism in religion, a per-

fectionism in politics and a general Utopianism

in social outlook.

In 1865 James interrupted his scientific stud-

ies at Harvard to go with Agassiz to the Amazon,
but finding the climate bad for his health and

the work not to his liking he returned to con-

tinue his studies. After a term he went to Ger-

many, where he spent eighteen months in the

study of medicine and in a struggle with a

depression so acute as to lead to notions of

suicide. When he resumed his schooling at Har-

vard he was still ill. He obtained his medical

degree but could not practise. During this period
he fell into a phobia with which was associated

the doctrine of materialistic determinism. All

his studies in the sciences had made the doc-

trine seem logically and practically inevitable;

as applied to himself it made him afraid. A read-

ing of Renouvier on free will started a train of

thought of which all his subsequent work was

elaboration and development. From that time

on his health improved.
After a few years as instructor of anatomy and

physiology at Harvard, James (from 1875 on-

ward) taught psychology and philosophy. His

treatment transformed both subjects from "men-
tal and moral philosophy," verbal, abstract and

related neither to living experience nor to the

realities of nature and human nature, into spe-

cific, concrete, vital and new observations of the

qualities of men and the nature of t,hings. The

general view which these observations comprise
cannot be called a system. They presume rather

an attitude of mind and a method and the per-

spectives of the universe and the insight into

human behavior which the attitude defines and

the method enables. The attitude rejects the

closed, exclusive, self-consistent unity which

systems require. It permits an openness to every
item of experience, an acknowledgment that

every event or belief or opinion which presents
a claim to reality or truth has the right to make
its claim good if it can, at its own risk. It is an

empirical attitude, but the empiricism is radical;

no idea, no event, no thing or relation is rejected

or classified a priori. Its status is eventual; it

receives its chance to make good or fail. The

method, which James called pragmatism, is the

process or technique of making good or failing.

It is a summary of the observation that through-
out human experience the reality or illusoriness

of things and ideas, their goodness or badness,

their truth or falsehood, are not primary but

eventual; not the stations or qualities they are

born with, but the positions and powers they
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win to the accumulation of their consequences,
not the expenditure of their endowment.
The world we live in consequently is for James

a world of change and chance, of plurality, vari-

ety and variation, of chaos and novelty and

struggle. He sees the laws of nature not as eternal

principles but as acquired and changing habits

of things. He sees the qualities of men as vari-

ables born of chance, enabling them to live

together in and with and upon their environ-

ment, or not. Every human trait operates as

instrument in the individual's struggle to live;

each is validated or condemned by its effects

upon this struggle. The individual is the pri-

mary and fundamental factor, the terminus a quo
and the terminus ad qucm of societies. Societies

are eventual; folkways and institutions are only

acquired habits of grouping, changing and

changeable. The process of history is the sum of

the changes they undergo. These changes are

always accomplished by individuals. Social like

mental evolution is the flux of the selective ac-

tion of the environment upon individuals and

of the transforming action of individuals upon
the environment. Individuals are data, like other

spontaneous variations, and their interaction

with society is similar. History takes new turns

when individuals decide between alternatives.

Nations, arts, religions, science itself, are all

given direction and character by the free initia-

tive, the effort and activity of individuals. Give

individually a chance, enable initiative and free-

dom, and life and growth are assured to society.

While the current trend of the physical sci-

ences is largely in the direction of James' view

of the nature of things, the social sciences have

moved farther and farther from it. The appli-

cation of the quantitative method has been ex-

tended from the processes of economics to the

activities of the mind; measurement of intelli-

gence paces measurement of interest rates and

business cycles. In all the social sciences the

statistician's correlations are sought as surro-

gates for the operative cause in social change.
The abstract average is set up for study in place
of the living individual and his concrete give and

take with his living environment. For the ab-

stractionism of this procedure, the Jamesian
attitude and the pragmatic method, with their

emphases on individuality, spontaneity and nov-

elty, their stress on free initiative and real action

in time, offer salutary correctives.

HORACE M. KALLEN
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JAMESON,ANNABROWNELL(i 794-i86o),
British writer and feminist. Perhaps more than

any other person of her time Mrs. Jameson ex-

posed the great discrepancy between the tradi-

tional picture of the position of the Victorian

middle class woman and the actual social and

economic status of large masses of self-support-

ing middle and lower class women in the post-

Napoleonic reconstruction period. From her

own experiences as governess and later, after

separation from her husband, as hack writer and

from a careful study of the reports of the Chil-

dren's Commission of 1842-43 she was able in

her writings to bear witness to the sorry position

not only of women in factories and the sweated

trades but of those who were in the overcrowded

and underpaid occupations of governess and

dressmaker. She saw clearly the necessity of new
outlets for the self-supporting middle class

women and at the age of sixty-two, inspired by
the work of Florence Nightingale in the Crimea,
visited hospitals and charitable institutions in

Germany and France to collect information

about the training of workers, which she then

promulgated in lectures later published as Sisters

of Charity Catholic and Protestant Abroad and

at Home (London 1855) and The Communion of
Labour (London 1856). She was the first person
to sign the petition to Parliament in 1856 for a

married women's property act to protect wo-

men's earnings. Without having formulated a

clear cut philosophy Mrs. Jameson's "sound

thought, fearlessly expressed" made her a fore-

runner of feminism.

WANDA FRAIKEN NEFF

Consult: Macpherson, Geraldine, Memoirs of the Life

of Anna Jameson (London 1878); Neff, W. F, Vic-

torian Working Women (New York 1929).

JANET, PAUL (1823-99), French philosopher
and historian. After graduating from the Ecole

Normale Superieure Janet was for a time secre-

tary to Victor Cousin. Appointed in 1848 to the
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University of Strasbourg, he devoted himself to

the history of political and moral philosophy
from its remote origins in China and India up
to the French Revolution. The result of these

studies was his great work on political science,

Histoire de la philosophic morale et politique dans

Vantiquite et dans les temps modernes (2 vols.,

Paris 1858), which appeared subsequently in

several editions (the last of which was ed. by
G. Picot, 2 vols., Paris 1913) with the title

Histoire de la science politique dans ses rapports

avec la morale. This work has remained a model

of clear exposition and impartial judgment. It

was followed by a series of penetrating studies

including La philosophic de la Revolution fran-

faise (Paris 1875, 4th ed. 1892), Origines du so-

cialisme contemporain (Paris 1883) and Saint-

Simon et le saint-simonisme (Paris 1878), taken

from his popular courses at the Ecole Libre des

Sciences Pohtiques. In 1889 appeared his Cen-

tenaire del78Q> Histoire de la Revolutionfrancaise

(Pans) . Janet justified the rights ofman , recalling

that France did not invent them but borrowed

them from America although the French form-

ulated the philosophy, it was the Americans who
introduced the rights politically and demon-

strating at the same time that they corresponded
to concrete needs. lie held that the principles of

the revolution should not be condemned because

of the excesses for which they may have been

the pretext and that the task remaining was that

of better adaptation of means to ends.

The same inspiration is found in Janet's spec-
ulative works, which he wrote after his appoint-
ment in 1864 as professor of the history of

philosophy at the Sorbonne. As he said upon
the publication of his Principes de metaphysique
et de psychologic (2 vols., Paris 1897), he was

never a "peevish and frightened" opponent of

new systems; on the contrary, he was sympa-
thetic and tolerant to new ideas without, how-

ever, sacrificing anything of his fidelity to philo-

sophia pcrennis or of his critical independence.
This proud profession of faith explains the last-

ing success of his chief work, Les causes finales

(Paris 1876, 2nd ed. 1882; English translation,

2nd ed. Edinburgh 1883, with preface by Rob-
ert Flint), which appeared after the publi-
cation of The Origin ofSpecies. In this work Janet

asserts that he has based his ideas only on facts

in order to safeguard "the immanence in the

natural world of a purposiveness which in turn

is to be understood by its relation to a tran-

scendent end." Janet's other works include La
morale (Paris 1874, 2nd ed. 1887; tr. by M.

Chapman, New York 1 883), FJnelon (Paris 1892;
tr. by V. Leuliette, London 1914), La famille

(Paris 1855, 5th ed. 1864), La philosophic du bon-

hcur (Paris 1863), various publications within

the domain of philosophy and literature and

academic handbooks for the teaching of philoso-

phy and the history of philosophy.
LEON BRUNSCHVICG
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JANNET, CLAUDIO (1844-94), French econ-

omist. Jannet studied law in Provence, where he

became the friend and disciple of Frederic Le

Play. At the suggestion of the latter he went to

Paris, where at the newly founded Institut

Catholique de Paris he was given the chair of

political economy, which he held until his death.

Jannet represented the conservative Catholic

wing in French economic thought. His views

were elaborated in Le socialism d'etat et la re"-

forme sociale (Paris 1889, 2nd ed. 1890) and

Le capital, la speculation et la finance aux xixe

siecle (Paris 1892). In common with the socialists

of the chair he stressed the ethical basis of eco-

nomics but differed from them in that he rigor-

ously opposed the intervention of the state in the

economic activities of the people. He was aware

of the necessity for social action to remedy some

of the evils of unrestricted economic individual-

ism but believed that such action should be

undertaken by private or communal agencies
rather than by the state. In his method Jannet

occupied a position approaching that of the in-

ductive school; he stressed the necessity of study-

ing economic phenomena in the light of the po-
litical and cultural milieu of the respective

periods but recognized the universal validity of

fundamental economic principles. Jannet also

won recognition by his study made during a long
visit to the United States entitled Les Etats-Unis

contemporains (Paris 1876; 4th ed., 2 vols., 1889).

In his work Jannet described the public insti-

tutions in the United States after the Civil

War, pointed out the moral forces holding in

check the dissolving elements and concluded

with an avowal of faith in the future of American

democracy.

JEAN AUBURTIN



Janet Jansenism
JANSENISM was a movement within the Cath-

olic church which took form in the seventeenth

century around the theological writings and doc-

trines of the Flemish bishop Cornelis Jansen

(1585-1638). The movement was confined prin-

cipally to France, where it had an important and

many sided influence on social and political life

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

From a theological point of view Jansenism
denoted a return to Augustinianism in opposi-
tion to the Pelagianism and semi-Pelagianism
which the Jansenists attributed to the Jesuits

and particularly to the Spanish theologian Mo-
lina. To the Jansenists the belief that man can

achieve salvation through his own powers was

equivalent to infringing upon the will of God.

They thus defended the causa del against the

man who resists the divine will. Their God was

a ruler with unlimited power, who was under

no obligation to man and whose will must be

obeyed unconditionally.
The controversies between the Jansenists and

the Jesuits concerning the omnipotence of God
and the rights of man offer certain analogies to

the political discussions which arose later about

the nature and limits of secular authority. The

Jesuit conception of God's relation to man,
which grants man certain rights and demands

justice from God, is nearer to modern ideas of

freedom. The Jansenists believed that man, who
is fundamentally corrupted by original sin, can

only hope for God's mercy. Man, they asserted,

is wicked; left to himself he can only commit

evil. For the Jesuits, on the other hand, man as

such is not a sinner. Whether he acts morally or

immorally depends upon his free will. In con-

tradistinction to the Jansenists' utterly pessi-

mistic view of human nature the Jesuits revealed

a more optimistic attitude, one suggestive of the

ideas of the Enlightenment and of Rousseau,
who believed that man is fundamentally good.

But while the Jesuits in many ways anticipated

modern tendencies, the lay communities sym-

pathized chiefly with the Jansenists for several

reasons. The Jansenists maintained that God
must be obeyed in preference to man, and they
were accordingly ready to oppose the public
authorities whenever they had reason to believe

that the latter were requiring citizens to act in

a manner incompatible with true faith and the

duties imposed by it upon every Christian. This

defiant attitude gained for them the favor of

the educated classes, who in theological form

thus gave expression to their own claims against

the public authorities. Furthermore the Jansen-

ists offered the layman opportunities to acquire
an understanding of the grounds underlying
their theological tenets. Their polemical writings
enabled non-theologians to participate in theo-

logical discussions. On the basis of the texts

cited in these controversies it became possible
for the layman to make an independent decision

as to which side was right. To win the layman
over to their cause became in fact the great
concern of the Jansenists, for with his support

they could resist more effectively the attacks of

the state and the church.

Under the influence of the Jansenist polemi-
cal writings religious questions became instru-

mental in creating a public opinion. Every
educated person sooner or later took sides in the

controversies that raged between the two parties.

Theology became a matter of public interest

and the layman acquired the right to utter an

opinion in a field that had been formerly reserved

for the clergy. To this the church and the state

were opposed, while the Jansenists were glad to

see the layman come out in defense of his faith.

These matters concerning which the educated

layman was now given an opportunity to express
his opinions were, in view of the interlocking of

church arid state, of the utmost importance for

public life, and the discussions concerning them

may be considered as constituting a theological

forum of public opinion preceding and in a

certain sense preparing for the philosophical and

political forums of later days. Philosophers were

later to dismiss all theological controversies as

sterile, but such discussions were of great sig-

nificance in the development of the educated

middle classes. These controversies did not of

course involve any free exchange of opinions
such as that carried on by the philosophers of

the Enlightenment. The final court of appeal
was the Catholic tradition. In terms of this tra-

dition the educated layman with the aid of the

Jansenist theologians was in a position to detect

violations in decisions of the state and church.

The Jansenists regarded tradition as opposed to

the authority of the temporary holders of eccle-

siastical power. It was to tradition so interpreted
and especially to St. Augustine that they ap-

pealed in their contest with the Jesuits, whom
they believed to advocate a new and conse-

quently false theology. They emphasized repeat-

edly that nothing must be taught which stands

in contradiction to the inalterable basic doctrines

of the church.

It is this defense of established basic doctrines

that accounts for the intellectual affinity be-
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tween the Jansenists and the parlements, which

were the champions of legal traditions, particu-

larly in the field of canon law. Both had the same

adversaries: the absolute kings, who did not care

for the old rights; the representatives of the

Roman papacy; and especially the Jesuits, who
wanted to bestow unlimited authority upon the

pope. The same reason explains why in the

eighteenth century the Jansenists combated both

the Jesuits and the philosophers of the Enlight-

enment, who in their eyes exhibited a similar

intellectual outlook, and began to play the role

of a conservative opposition in the ecclesiastic

and religious field. They gradually became the

party of the old belief, opposing all modern

tendencies which endeavored in some way or

other to mitigate the harshness and austerity of

this faith.

This evolution of Jansenism from a religious

community which had grown up in the convent

of Port-Royal into a party which penetrated
into wide circles had a profound effect upon the

public life of France. Jansenism was not a sect,

as was claimed by its adversaries. It was neither

an order, like the Jesuits, nor a publicly recog-
nized institution, like theparlements, but rather

an organization which developed freely on the

basis of common convictions and which had

certain characteristics of modern political par-

ties. This became particularly evident when the

Jansenists began to publish a periodical of their

own: the Nouvelles ecclesiastiques (1728-1803).
The magazine owed its origin to the controver-

sies caused by the publication of the bull Uni-

genitus(i'ji^), which condemned the 101 propo-
sitions in the work of the Jansenist Quesnel: Le
Nouveau Testament en franfais avec des reflexions

morales. The Nouvelles ecclesiastiques gradually

began to make critical comments on all the daily

occurrences that took place in the life of the

church. The attitude of opposition which was

thus popularized by the magazine contributed

to the preparation of the lower clergy for the

important role they were to play in the first

days of the French Revolution. By that time,

it is true, theological controversies had already
lost much of their original interest; but the Jan-

senist longing for a pure Christianity aloof from

all secular concessions persisted and continued

to inspire the lower clergy with a desire to re-

form the church.

The Jansenists also made an important con-

tribution to the development of a social morality,

achieving their first great victory in the publi-

cation of Pascal's Lettres provinciales in 1656.

Combating the lax moral views of the casuists

they represented especially in the personality
of Arnauld the type of the honnete homme,
whose life was in accordance with his views.

It would, however, be erroneous to see in the

Jansenists simply the opponents and in the Jesu-
its the adherents of casuistry and probabilism.
The Jesuits too often brought to light a posi-

tively oriented social morality significant for

modern economic life. The most outstanding

Jesuit representative of this tendency was the

preacher Bourdaloue, whose counterpart on the

Jansenist side was Nicole, the author of the

Essais de morale. In both can be found vigorous
elements of an urban middle class morality.
Nicole maintained that the mode of life of this

class lent itself better to Christian ideals than

did that of the courtiers. Poverty, on the other

hand, could become dangerous for a Christian,

who was therefore advised to lead a modest

bourgeois life, to regulate his conduct in accord-

ance with firm principles, to fulfil his duties

loyally, to be conscious of the sinfulness of man
and never to try to rise above his own class.

The social morality of the Jansenists proved
to be a stimulus to the growth of the ethical

consciousness of the urban middle class. Certain

of their tendencies led to the development of

the bourgeois type of Christian, the type who

performs his daily activities with the conscious-

ness that he is pursuing moral ends and that he

is doing God's work on earth. The Jansenist

social morality could not, however, continue to

satisfy the demands of the middle class as the

latter became prosperous and acquired social

prestige. It was not adapted to the spirit of the

new economic life. In glorifying the self-suffi-

ciency of the lower middle class the Jansenist

morality was unable to justify the aspirations of

the upper bourgeoisie for power and wealth. It

was reserved for the philosophers of the Enlight-
enment to supply the latter with appropriate
values and ideas.
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JANSSEN, JOHANNES (1829-91), German
historian. After studying history and theology

Janssen became professor in the Gymnasium at

Frankfort on the Main. His importance, which is

still considerable, is based on his chief work,

Geschichte des deutschen Volkes sett dem Ausgang
des Mittelalters (8 vols., Freiburg i. Br. 1877-94;
new ed. by L. Pastor, 1913-24; tr. by M. A.

Mitchell and A. M. Christie, 16 vols., London

1896-1910, with index 1925). This book was in

many respects not only original but epoch mak-

ing. The account was built up almost exclusively

on contemporary sources, which Janssen har-

monized into a mosaic of extraordinarily vivid

representations. The narrow limits of the hither-

to predominantly political view of history were

extended to include a universal examination of

all historical spheres of life. The masses, almost

overlooked by Ranke and his school, advanced

to the foreground and became the deciding fac-

tor in historical action. The chief emphasis was

placed no longer on political and military events

but on the aspects of social and cultural life.

Thus, along with Freytag and later Lamprecht,

Janssen blazed the trail in social, economic and

cultural history in Germany. He was entirely

original even in his analysis of the course of his-

tory. Like Dollinger before him he grounded his

work scientifically on the thesis today almost

universally accepted that German culture and

the Germam people reached the peak of their

development not in the period of the Reforma-

tion but in that of the later Middle Ages. He
showed that the sixteenth century was a period of

decline, which reached its lowest point in the

Thirty Years' War. Although this complete re-

versal of the official historical picture was

sharply attacked, Janssen's history had a wider

sale in Germany than any previous history of

similar scope.

Janssen, a Catholic, had been urged to make
this complete revision in the evaluation of the

Protestant revolt by his Protestant teacher and

friend, Friedrich Bohmer. Like Bohmer, Jans-

sen supported in opposition to the "Prussian"

school of historians that interpretation of Ger-

man history which saw in the increase of the

territorial power of the princes and in the de-

cline of the idea of a universal empire after the

sixteenth century the greatest peril for the de-

velopment of Germany.
ERNST LASLOWSKI
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JARVIS, EDWARD (1803-84), American stat-

istician and physician. Jarvis was president of

the American Statistical Association from 1852
to 1882 and active in the improvement of the

federal census during this period After a few

years of general medical practise he devoted him-

self increasingly to mental diseases. In this con-

nection he became interested in the reports of

the census of 1840 and discovered gross errors in

the statistics of insanity among northern Ne-

groes. According to the reports many northern

towns had more Negro lunatics than the total

colored population. Jarvis exposed the errors in

a pamphlet, Insanity among the (Coloured Popula-
tion of the Free States (Philadelphia 1844), and

called the matter to the attention of the Ameri-

can Statistical Association, which requested

Congress to take action to correct the errors.

The erroneous figures, however, had been widely
used as proslavcry propaganda and Congress
took no action. Jarvis assisted unofficially in the

census of 1850 and was appointed by the secre-

tary of the interior to prepare the section on

mortality statistics of the census of 1860, which

he put on a more comprehensive and scientific

basis, and worked on the census of 1870. He also

served as a member of several commissions on

lunacy, public health and statistics and published
a number of reports on those subjects. The
American Statistical Association in 1860 sent

him as its representative to the fourth Interna-

tional Statistical Congress in London. On his

retirement in 1883 he was made president emeri-

tus of the association.

GEORGE A. LUNDBERG
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JASTROW, MORRIS (1861-1921), American

orientalist. Jastrow was born in Poland. His

father was a Talmudic scholar who, expelled be-

cause of his sympathies with the Polish revolu-

tionists of 1863, emigrated to the United States

and in 1866 became rabbi of a Philadelphia con-

gregation. After graduating from the University
of Pennsylvania Jastrow studied under the most

distinguished European orientalists and the

pioneers of the science of comparative religion.

He became lecturer in Semitics in his university

and later professor; he was university librarian

from 1898 to 1919. Jastrow showed remarkable

acumen and versatility in almost all lines of

Semitic studies. For his doctorate he published a

work of the Jewish-Arabic grammarian Ilayyuj.

His Biblical studies covered a wide range in phi-

lology and criticism, culminating in a number of

critical translations which illustrated his theory
that the Bible reflected the ideas of a series of

writers with diverse points of view. He early dis-

tinguished himself as an Assyriologist, particu-

larly by his studies in Babylonian religion, which

were among the first authoritative works on the

subject. He cast much light on the social history

of Babylon and on the relation between the

Babylonian and Hebrew cults. Jastrow was an

American pioneer in the study of the history of

religion and the prime mover in obtaining recog-
nition for the new science. He was a founder and

the secretary of the Committee of American

Lectures on the History of Religion, which pub-
lished an important series of volumes, and edited

a series of notable textbooks on the religions of

the world; he stimulated considerable scholarly
work among his students.

J. A. MONTGOMERY
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JAURfcS, JEAN (1859-1914), French socialist

leader, statesman and historian. Jaures studied

at the ficole Normale Superieure and after sev-

eral years of teaching at Albi and at Toulouse,
where he was professor of philosophy, he de-

voted himself to politics and was elected deputy
in 1885. He began as a moderate republican but

was very sensitive to advanced ideas. He soon

left the moderate republican party of the left

center to become one of the most brilliant lead-

ers of the socialist groups of the Chamber along
with Millerand, Jules Guesde and fidouard

Vaillant. After his defeat at the election of 1898
he devoted himself entirely to socialist activity.

He directed with great success the socialist

organ, the Petite republique, and collaborated on

the doctrinal review of reformist socialism, the

Revue sociahste, founded by Benoit Malon in

1885. In 1904 he founded a newspaper entitled

Humanite in which until his death he defended

his ideas and his socialist method and conducted

a vigorous campaign for world peace against

French nationalism and European imperialism.

Jaures can be considered the perfect type of

orator. He appealed at once to the feelings, to

the reason and to the aesthetic sense. The form

of his speeches was harmonious and distin-

guished, his learning wide and deep, his per-
suasive force very great. In his speeches he

appeared at once impassioned and convincing,

the leader of his party and a prophetic states-

man. Great charm and great interest character-

ized his oratory; all of his listeners, even his

opponents, were affected by the majesty of his

words, by the clarity and solidity of his argu-

ments, by the richness of his images. He de-

duced his socialism, which was essentially re-

formist and evolutionist, from democratic ideas.

He considered social reform, the socialization of

capitalist property, as the logical cpnsequence
of political democratic equality. Socialism thus

becomes an economic democracy. The people
will advance from political sovereignty to eco-

nomic sovereignty; they will become masters of

the entire nationalized wealth. Jaures considered

these reforms not only as a partial amelioration

of the economic situation of the working class

but as steps toward the social revolution. The
reforms added one to another will end in an

organic transformation of society. Jaures recog-
nized the class struggle as a historical fact and

emphasized on every occasion the moral gran-
deur of the social revolution, which he wished

to see take place without violence as a result of

the concentrated force of the revolutionary pro-
letariat and advanced democracy.

Jaures was profoundly idealistic. He recog-
nized the scientific and historical value of Marx-
ian ideas; he admitted the historical role of the

proletariat as the fundamental agent of the social

transformation but sought to reconcile Marxist

materialism with his own idealism. In his His-

toire socialiste de la Revolution franfaise (new ed.

by A. Mathiez, 8 vols., Paris 1922-24; originally
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published as vols. i-iv of Histoire socialiste,

1789-1900, 13 vols., Paris 1901-09), one of the

most significant economic interpretations of the

revolution, he attempted to reconcile the so-

ciological history of Marx with the heroic and

dramatic history of Plutarch and Michelet.

Jaures was essentially a pacifist and interna-

tionalist. In his campaign during the Dreyfus
affair, throughout which he heroically combated
the reactionary chauvinism of the clergy and the

military in the period from 1898 to 1902,
he displayed his brilliant qualities as an orator

and man of action. Although he always exalted

the French national genius he recognized the

same right to exist on the part of all the other

nationalities, which form according to the Hege-
lian formula necessary "moments" in the golden
chain of humanity.

Playing a preponderant role in the interna-

tional socialist congresses Jaures, attacked by
the left wing of the Second International (Bebel,

Jules Guesde and others) and supported by its

center (Victor Adler, Emile Vandcrvelde), se-

cured at the Congress of Amsterdam in 1904
the unification of numerous socialist groups in

France. This had been the ideal of his life and

corresponded with his philosophical and social

conceptions, which might be characterized in

general as an evolutionary pantheism in which

the idea of unity predominates. This idea of

unity reappeared in all his political and social

activity based on solidarity and the interpenc-
tration of all advanced ideas. He constructed

the synthesis of socialism, democracy and free

thought. An apostle of secularism, he was one

of the initiators of the separation of church and

state in France. Combining a deep emotionalism

with a cultivated intelligence Jaures was a living

synthesis who sought constantly to reconcile

opposites and to create a harmonious mankind.

This was his strength but also his weakness,
for he believed too deeply in the goodness of

men and things. Surrounded by hatred and by
nationalistic enmity, he was careless of his own

security.

On July 25, 1914, Jaures delivered a remark-

able speech at Lyons, in which he stated the

responsibility of France as well as of the other

capitalist countries in the catastrophe which was

about to occur. On July 31 on the eve of the dec-

laration of the World War he was assassinated.

CHARLES RAPPOPORT

Works: Oeuvres de Jaures, ed. by Max Bonnafous, vols.

i-ii (Paris 1931).

Consult'. Rappoport, Charles, Jean Jaures, Vhonime, le
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rains, ed. by F. Pignatel (Pans 1925); Lacombe, Paul,
"Les historiens de la Revolution: Jean Jaures" in

Revue de synthese historique, vol xvi (1908) 16474 and

272-302; Aulard, A., "M. Jaures, historian de la

Revolution" in La Revolution francaise, vol. xliii

(1902) 289-99; Pease, Margaret, Jean Jaures, Socialist

and Humanitarian (I^ondon 1916).

JAVID, MAIIMAD (1876-1926), Turkish

statesman. Javid Bey was born a dunmeh, a mem-
ber of a Salonika group of Spanish-Jewish origin

which had been converted to Islam. He studied

in Istanbul and worked as a bank clerk, trans-

lator and professor of economics. He became

interested in the Young Turks and was a mem-
ber of the inner Committee of Union and Prog-
ress at the outbreak of the revolution of 1908.

Although the spectacular figure in the uprising
was Enver Pasha, it was Javid and Talaat who

really sustained and directed it.

After the Young Turks came into power Javid

achieved success as a financial administrator. He
became a deputy in parliament, reporter of the

budget committee and in 1909 minister of fi-

nance. He established a finance department on

western lines and, refusing a French loan be-

cause its terms included French intervention in

Turkish finances, arranged in 1910 a loan of

$30,000,000 with the Deutsche Bank. In 191 1 he

was forced to resign but was reappointed after

the First Balkan War and helped with negotia-

tions concerning railway concessions and loans.

He strove to keep Turkey neutral in 1914 and

resigned when war became inevitable. In 1917
he was again appointed minister of finance and

through his financial arrangements he kept Tur-

key comparatively free of burdensome war

debts. He fled after the Armistice but returned in

1922 and became Turkish representative on the

Public Debt Council. At the Lausanne Confer-

ence he was instrumental in preventing French

financial control of Turkey.
After the triumph of Kemal, Javid presided

over a secret conference of surviving Young
Turk leaders, who drew up plans for a pro-

gressive party. The discovery in 1926 of a plot

to kill Mustafa Kemal led to Javid 's arrest;

together with a number of others charged with

conspiring to overthrow the government forcibly

he was condemned and executed.

ALBERT H. LYBYER

Consult: Earle, E. M , Turkey, the Great Powers and

the Bagdad Railway (New York 1923).
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JAWORSKI, WLADYSLAW LEOPOLD
( 1865-1930), Polish jurist and social philosopher.

Jaworski was professor of law at the University
of Cracow. He served for some time as a mem-
ber of the Reichsrat in Vienna and during the

World War he headed the Naczelny Komitet

Narodowy (Supreme National Committee),
which represented the Polish cause before the

Central Powers.

Like many of his generation Jaworski started

out as a rationalist in philosophy, an individualist

in social theory and a relativist in ethics; how-

ever, he soon perceived the limitations of these

views and through an intensive study of Plato,

Aquinas, Vaihinger and Spann arrived at a uni-

versalist-romanticist conception of society with

Christian ethics at its base. His concrete contri-

butions were in the field of law. Despite his

early opposition to the predominant tendency of

his time to regard legal problems from a purely
historical and dogmatic point of view he became

known as a brilliant representative of legal dog-
matism through his works on the law of mort-

gages and on land registers. Dissatisfied, he

turned to administrative and public law and to

the philosophy of law. He became an adherent

of Kelsen's school but differed from Kelsen in

his acceptance of absolute values. His later

studies in private and public law are clearly

imbued with his social attitude. Even private

law, Jaworski held, deals with social phenomena.
There is one group of situations which are the

result of the life of men in society, but they are

after all subject to the control of individuals

through the agencies of political life. There is

another group of situations that originate in in-

dividual aims, but these are nevertheless con-

trolled by the state whenever an individual asks

for its cooperation. The norms of the first group
are the objects of public law, while those of the

second are the objects of private law.

In his project for an agrarian code, published
several years before his death, Jaworski endeav-

ored to put his theoretical views into practise.

The basic idea of present day land reform in

Poland is the creation of the largest possible
number of farms providing adequate means of

livelihood for single families. According to

Jaworski, although this idea belonged to eco-

nomics rather than to jurisprudence it had to be

translated into legal terminology. This transla-

tion Jaworski accomplished by introducing into

his code the pragmatic idea of "the unit of agri-

cultural enterprise." Since the object of the law

is to insure not possession but a definite kind of

organized activity, it was included in the domain
of administrative rather than private law. Ja-

worski also drew up a proposed draft for a

Polish constitution.

KAZIMIERZ W. KUMANIECKI

Important woiks: Pratuo cywilne na ziemiach polskich

(Civil law in Polish territories), 2 vols. (Warsaw 1919);
Prmvo adnnmstracyjne (Administrative law) (Warsaw
1924), Prujekt kodeksu agrarnego (Project of an agra-

rian code) (Warsaw 1928), Projekt konstytucji (Project
of a constitution) (Cracow 1928).

Consult: W. L. Jatvonkiego zycie i dzialalnoU (Life
and work of Jaworski) (Cracow 1931).

JAY, JOHN (1745-1829), American diploma-
tist, statesman and jurist. Jay was serving as

member of the Continental Congress when in

1777 he was recalled to aid in drafting a consti-

tution for New York state, the first of the new
constitutions to provide for the election of gov-
ernor by popular vote. In 1779 he served as

president of the Continental Congress until he

was chosen to negotiate with Spain a treaty

which should give the United States among
other things free navigation of the Mississippi
and a loan. The negotiations proving fruitless,

he was transferred in 1782 to Paris as one of the

commissioners to arrange peace with Great

Britain. He became suspicious of France, per-

haps without entire justification, and was largely

responsible for the decision to conclude inde-

pendently of France and contrary to fhe instruc-

tions of Congress the preliminary peace treaty of

1782. As secretary of foreign affairs from 1784 to

1789 he was engaged chiefly in carrying on pro-

longed although unsuccessful negotiations with

Spain over boundaries and the Mississippi

question. He urged a revision of the Articles of

Confederation, favored a complete separation of

legislative, executive and judicial powers and a

system of checks and balances and contributed

to the Federalist (1787-88) five articles, all but

four on foreign relations. In 1789 he became the

first chiefjustice of the Supreme Court; the most

important decision during his term of office was

thatof Chisholm^. Georgia [2!!. 8.419(1792)],
which affirmed the right of a citizen of one state

to sue another state in a federal court a doctrine

later set aside by the Eleventh Amendment

(1798). The unsatisfactory provisions of the

treaty which he negotiated with Great Britain in

1794, particularly those regarding impressment
and West India trade, caused him to be for a

time bitterly denounced, especially by the suspi-

cious Anglophobes. He resigned the chiefjustice-

ship in 1795, was elected governor of New York
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and served in that office until 1801, when he

retired to private life. A Federalist in politics, his

temperament and social position made him a

moderate conservative with democratic sym-

pathies.
WILLIAM MACDONALD

Works: Correspondence and Public Papers, ed. by II P.

Johnston, 4 vols. (New York 1890-93).

Consult: Jay, William, Life ofJohn Jay, 2 vols (New
York 1833); Pellew, George, John Jay (Boston 1890);
The Federalist, ed. by P. L. Ford (New York 1898);

Scott, J. B., "Jh.n Jay, First Chief Justice of the

United States" in Columbia Law Review, vol. vi (1906)

289-325.

JEFFERSON, THOMAS (1743-1826), third

president of the United States. After completing
his course of study at William and Mary College

Jefferson took over and enlarged his father's

estate in Albermarle county, Virginia. He prac-
tised law until 1774 and from 1769 to 1775 repre-
sented his county in the Virginia legislature.

Elected to the second Continental Congress, he

drafted the Declaration of Independence; but

shortly afterward he returned to the Virginia

legislature to support four measures providing
"a foundation for a government truly republi-

can." Three of these measures abolition of

primogeniture, abolition of entail and separation

of church and state were enacted in the course

of the next twenty-five years; but, the fourth, the

establishment of free public schools, was less

readily acceptable. Again, in Congress in 1783

Jefferson reported the plan for a decimal coinage
and drafted a proposed ordinance for the North-

west Territory. As ambassador to France from

1784 to 1789 he acquired a first hand knowledge
of European society and witnessed the begin-

nings of the French Revolution. As secretary of

state during Washington's first administration

he supported Hamilton's funding and assump-
tion plan on condition that the capital be located

on the Potomac; but he was generally opposed
to Hamilton's upper class, strong government

program. Whereas Hamilton "feared most the

ignorance of the people," his inveterate oppo-
nent was apprehensive above all of "the selfish-

ness of rulers independent of them." During his

two terms as president from 1801 to 1809 Jeffer-

son reduced the forms of office to a "republican

simplicity," endeavored to pay off the public

debt, purchased Louisiana territory from France

and in order to avoid war resorted to commercial

embargo against France and Great Britain. From

1809 until his death in 1826 he lived in retire-

ment at Monticello, advising his successors,
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Madison and Monroe, founding the University
of Virginia, occupying himselfalmost incessantly
in study and writing and managing his estate

not successfully, since he died impoverished. He
chose his own epitaph: "Here was buried

Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of

American Independence, of the statute of Vir-

ginia for religious freedom, and father of the

University of Virginia."

Next to Franklin, Jefferson was the ablest

representative of the eighteenth century philos-

ophy of enlightenment. Apart from inherited

temperament three influences shaped his ideas.

The first was environmental. Born and bred a

gentleman farmer and possessed of a fine estate
,

he disliked urban life and activities; and living in

the relatively democratic
"
up-country

"
he shared

his region's opposition to the more sophisticated

tidewater aristocracy. He thus represented a dis-

tinct class interest, that of the west against the

east, of agricultural against industrial occupa-
tion. The second influence was philosophical.

His natural predilections were rationalized in

terms of the current philosophy, to which he was

introduced in college by Dr. William Small,

"from whose conversation I got my first view of

the expansion of science, and of the system in

which we arc placed
"
Like most of the philo-

sopheSj he believed that God had created the

universe according to on intelligible plan and

that men had been given reason in order that they

might harmonize their conduct and institutions

with the "laws of nature and of nature's God."

Accepting Locke's sensational psychology he

believed that men were inclined to be good un-

less corrupted by ignorance and bad institutions.

Happiest in the country, he regarded rural life as

more "natural" than city life and agricultural

pursuits as less "artificial" than banking and

shopkeepmg. His ideal society was essentially

present in miniature before his eyes at Monti-

cello. With a few changes it could be made, in

keeping with his antislavery principles, into a

community of free farmers economically self-

sufficing or nearly so, sufficiently enlightened by
free schools and governing themselves under the

leadership of a benevolent country gentry

through democratic-republican institutions; the

powers of government distributed among town-

ship, county, state and national authorities would

diminish in proportion to the territorial remote-

ness of the authority from the individuals con-

cerned. The third shaping influence was his

residence abroad, which confirmed him in the

conviction that tyranny and privilege resulted
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from an unproductive class battening on the

producers; and while this strengthened his belief

in the superiority of a simple agricultural society

under republican forms it raised some doubts as

to whether the happier state of America was

more than a special and temporary condition

which would disappear with the disappearance
of free land. Jefferson had no naive, doctrinaire

faith in republican institutions as a universal

panacea. At best republican government "is the

only form . . . which is not eternally at open or

secret war with the rights of mankind." Yet ex-

perience seemed to show that "even under the

best of forms, those entrusted with power have,

in time, and by slow operations, perverted it into

tyranny." Hence it was that "the tree of liberty

must be refreshed from time to time by the blood

of patriots and tyrants." Not any form of gov-
ernment alone, but the best form plus eternal

vigilance, was the price of liberty.

Jefferson's philosophy was of the eighteenth

century, his specific program suited to a simple

agricultural society. Neither his philosophy nor

his program is suited to the present industrial

technological age. What has been of persistent

influence and is still of value is his attitude of

mind: his sympathetic acceptance of man as he

is, his conviction that man can somehow master

his environment to good ends, his assumption
that human conduct and custom should be based

upon the disinterested interpretation of the most

exact and comprehensive knowledge attainable.

CARL BECKER
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JEKELFALUSSY, JOZSEF (1849-1901),

Hungarian statistician. Jekelfalussy studied law,

economics and statistics at the University of

Budapest and entered the Bureau of Statistics

in 1871, the year in which it became an inde-

pendent department. Working under Keleti,

Jekelfalussy soon attained a prominent place in

Hungarian official statistics. He participated in

the census of 1880, the first to use individual

cards. He organized that of 1890, introducing

many reforms, among them a method of collect-

ing vocational statistics in industry which at-

tracted considerable attention abroad. In 1892
he was appointed head of the bureau; he reor-

ganized it and introduced important innovations

in the method of compiling the statistics of

foreign trade and of agriculture. The published

reports on the latter proved of the greatest help

in shaping subsequent agricultural policy. Jekel-

falussy introduced the use of individual blanks

in the compilation of statistics of crime and

social unrest, reorganized educational statistics

and instituted new branches of statistical in-

quiry. He was instrumental in the enactment of

the bill of 1897 which provided for the compul-

sory collection of statistics, and which was of

the greatest significance in the further develop-
ment of official statistics in Hungary.

FREDERIC DE FELLNFR
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JELACIC, COUNT JOSIP (1801-59), Croa-

tian statesman. Jela^ii was educated at the

Theresianum, a school for the nobility in Vienna,
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and became an officer in the Austrian army. In

1848 he was appointed Croatian ban and mili-

tary commander and as such governed almost

all the Croatian lands then under Austria-

Hungary- Croatia, Slavonia, Dalmatia, Medju-
murje and Fiume a unification which greatly
stimulated Croatian national consciousness.

Jelacic was a prominent figure in the Croatian

renaissance and in the formation of the Jugo-
slav nation. His greatest achievement was to turn

the conflict between the Magyars and the Aus-

trian court to the advantage of Croatia at a time

when the Croats were seriously threatened with

the danger of Magyarization. There were Serbs

in Croatia and even in Hungary who were in a

similar position with regard to the Magyars, and

Jelacic in agreement with the Serbian leaders

started thejoint struggle against them. By oppos-

ing the Magyars and maintaining Croatian loy-

alty to Austria Jelacic performed an important
service for the distraught imperial government
and as a result secured significant gains for the

Croats and for the Serbs as well. Magyarization
in Croatia and in Slavonia was checked; Croa-

tian was introduced as the official language and

the Croats were united under the rule of one

man. All these factors helped create conditions

favorable to the foundation of a Croatia inde-

pendent to some extent of Hungary. The joint

war carried on by the Croats and Serbs in 1848-

49 against the Magyars strengthened their rela-

tions anfl pointed the way in the political and

national struggle. During the period of German-

ization which followed the defeat of the Hunga-
rian revolutionists Jelacic succeeded in obtaining
certain substantial advantages for the Croats,

such as the independence of the Croatian church

from Hungary in 1852.

DUSAN J. POPOVIC

Consult. Horvat, R., Ban jfelacic (1909); Sisic, F ,
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JELLINEK, GEORG (1851-1911), German

jurist. Jellinck, the son of the rabbi Adolf Jelli-

nek, was born in Leipsic but in 1857 moved with

his family to Vienna. He devoted himself to legal

and philosophical studies in Vienna, Heidelberg
and especially m Leipsic, where the influence of

Wilhelm Windelband permanently fixed his

Weltanschauung in the new Kantian spirit. After

nearly two years of experience in the Austrian

public service he attempted to embark upon an

academic career, but despite his many important

publications antisemitic opposition hindered his
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preferment. He ultimately became professor at

Heidelberg, where he continued his activity as

teacher and scholar from 1891 to his death.

Georg Jellinek's great importance as a political

theorist lies in his skill at comprehensive synthe-
sis. In the period of positivistic narrowing of the

scope of the science of public law inaugurated by
Gerber and Laband he constantly strove to rest

its dogmatic treatment upon the foundations of

the history of ideas, philosophy, comparative law

and finally sociology. The central problem for

him was the relationship of the individual to the

state. He developed particularly the conception
of the autolirnitation of the state. In his System
dcr subjektiven offenthchcn Rechte (Freiburg

1892, 2nd ed. Tubingen 1905) he revived ideas

of the rights of man
,
and in his internationally

celebrated Die Erklarung der Menschen- und

Burgerrcchte (Leipsic 1895, 4th ed. Munich

1927; tr. by M. Farrand, New York 1901) he

sought to connect the ideas of the celebrated

declaration with Anglo-Saxon experience rather

than with Rousseau. He gave systematic and

brilliant expression to the whole range of his

ideas in his Allgemeine Staatslehre (Berlin 1900;

ed. by W. Jellmek, Berlin 1914). In this classic

of German political theory, which in translation

has also strongly penetrated foreign scholarship,

he attempted, although not always successfully,

to combine the sociology of the state until then

entirely neglected by German jurists with the

science of public law. Jellinek's intellectual

universality as well as his political tact always
restrained him from employing to an excessive

degree in problems of political theory the meth-

od of jurisprudence developed from the private

law.
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JENKIN, HENRY CHARLES FLEEMING
(1833-85), English economist and engineer.

Jenkin was professor of engineering at the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. His importance in eco-

nomics rests on his contribution to mathematical

economic analysis contained in a number of ar-

ticles. In his first paper, "Trade-Unions: How
Far Legitimate" (1868), his refutation of the

economic opinion that unions could not raise

wages anticipated Thornton's attack upon the

wages fund doctrine and led him to a brilliant

statement of the laws of supply and demand.

The expression was algebraic in the form

D = /(A -f i/x), S = F(B -f x), where * is price

and A and B are constants representing the de-

pendence of demand and supply upon the states

of mind of buyers and sellers respectively. This

statement was elaborated and supplemented by

diagrammatic analysis in his "Graphic Repre-
sentation of the Laws of Supply and Demand
and Their Application to Labour" (1870), in

which he laid down three propositions or laws of

demand and supply. Distinctions were made be-

tween the determination of price at a given time

and in the long run, between changes in portions
of the demand and supply curves near the

market price and in the whole curves and be-

tween different conditions of changing cost of

production. In a subsequent paper "On the

Principles Which Regulate the Incidence of

Taxes" (1871-72) he asserted his preference for

the diagrammatic analysis, because the curve for

a given good might be determined experimen-

tally, while the algebraic function is likely to be

complicated. This article, keen throughout, is

most notable for its concepts of producers' and

consumers' surpluses as a direct deduction from

his theory of demand and supply. Here he pre-
fers his own analysis to that of Jcvons because

the latter is in terms of utility which "admits of

no practical measurement," while "statistics

gathered through a few years would show ap-

proximately the steepness of each curve near the

market price, and this is the most important in-

formation."

REDVERS OPIE

Important works: The second volume of Jenkin's

Papers, Literary, Scientific . . .
,
ed. by S. Colvin and

J. A. Ewing, 2 vols. (London 1887) and reprinted by
the London School of Economics and Political Science,
Series of Reprints of Scarce Tracts, no. 9 (London
1931) is a collection of his economic articles.

JENKINS, SIR LEOLINE (1623-85), English

admiralty judge, civilian lawyer and diplomat.

Jenkins fought as a royalist in the civil war and

upon the failure of the king's cause retired to his

native Wales with Archbishop Frewen and

Sheldon, later archbishop of Canterbury. There
he formed the connections which laid the foun-

dation of his subsequent advancement. He was

later admitted to the College of Advocates of

Doctors' Commons and about 1665 was made

judge of the Admiralty Court; from 1676 to 1679
he was one of the English representatives at the

Congress of Nijmegen. He became secretary of

state in 1680 and resigned in 1684.

He achieved eminence in the fields of admiralty

jurisdiction and international law. The agree-
ments as to the jurisdiction of the Admiralty
which were made in 1575 and in 1632 were not

kept; the question was still open in Jenkin's day,
for in 1 66 1 and again in 1669-70 bills were intro-

duced in the House of Lords to enact in sub-

stance the agreement of 1632. Jenkins argued

unsuccessfully but with historical truth in their

favor, pointing out that the common law courts

were ignorant of the maritime and civil laws and

could not take jurisdiction of many types of ad-

miralty causes. Had the bills passed there can be

little doubt that the law merchant would have

developed in England and in America in the ad-

miralty courts.

Jenkins' most enduring work is to be found in

the Statute of Frauds [29 Car. II, c. 3, sect. 17

(1677)] and in the Statute of Distributions regu-

lating the intestate succession of personal prop-

erty [22-23 Car. n, c. 10 (1670)]; he was the

principal author of both these statutes, which

are still substantially in force in every common
law jurisdiction.

FREDERIC ROCKWELL SANBORN

Consult. Wynne, William, Life of Sir Leohne Jenkins,

2 vols. (London 1724); Iloldsworth, William S
,
A

History of English Law, 9 vols. (3rd ed. London 1922

26) vol. i, p. 552-59, and vol. vi, p. 380-93; Costigan,
G. P., Jr., "The Date and Authorship of the Statute

of Frauds" in Haivard Law Review, vol. xxvi (1912

13) 329-46; Hening, C. DM "The Original Drafts of

the Statute of Frauds and Their Authors" in Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Law Review, vol. Ixi (1912-13)

283-316.

JENKINSON, CHARLES. See LIVERPOOL,
FIRST EARL OF.

JENNER, EDWARD (1749-1823), English

physician. Jenner was born at Berkeley, Glouc-

estershire. After studying medicine under the

surgeon Daniel Ludlow and under John Hunter

he obtained the degree of doctor of medicine

from St. Andrews, Scotland, in 1792. He per-
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formed his historic experiment with cowpox
inoculation on the eight-year old James Phipps
in 1796 and in 1798 published the findings of

twenty-three cases in An Inquiry into the Causes

and Effects of Variolae Vaccinae (London 1798,

3rd ed. 1801).

Contrary to the widely prevalent belief,

Jenner did not discover the principle of im-

munization by inoculation. Vanolation, inocula-

tion of the smallpox germ for purposes of im-

munization, had been widely practised in

Europe and America throughout the eighteenth

century and had reached a high degree of suc-

cess in the hands of specialists. Vaccination

offered a less dangerous and simpler procedure
than did variolation, and Jenner 's careful in-

structions as to how to perform cowpox inocula-

tion were invaluable contributions to medical

science. But Jenner 's role in the promotion of

vaccination has been exaggerated largely through

John Baron's partisan biography. Not only had

the principle that cowpox offered immunity to

smallpox been known prior to Jenner 's work and

vaccination previously been performed, but the

credit for convincing the medical profession of

the efficacy of the practise by sufficient evidence

belongs to George Pearson and William Wood-
ville rather than to Jenner. Pearson and Wood-
ville were also the first to establish an organiza-

tion for free vaccination and for the distribution

of vaccine matter. They acknowledged the need

for revaccination, which Jenner persistently

denied.

BERNHARD J. STERN

Consult: Stern, Bernhard J., Should We Be Vacci-

nated? A Survey of the Controversy in Its Historical

and Scientific Aspects (New York 1927), Baron, John,

Life of Edward Jenner (London 1827).

JESSEL, SIR GEORGE (1824-83), English

judge. Jessel, who was master of the rolls, may
justly claim an honorable seat at the symposium
of the masters of English equity. Posterity in

naming him in the same category as Notting-
ham and Hardwicke would be according him no

more than his achievements merit. In a sense

also he may be said to have stood in relation to

the modern understanding of equity in much the

same position as Marshall stood in relation to the

interpretation of the United States constitution,

in that the life work of both was destined to fall

on the morrow of great events, events which de-

manded for the fruition of their purposes ex-

ponents of strength and genius. Without

Marshall the United States constitution might

today be but a rigid and didactic decalogue;
without Jessel the Judicature Acts might have

been interpreted in such a way as to bring chaos

into the jurisprudence of English courts.

Two great decisions of Jessel, by showing

clearly that the Judicature Acts effected pri-

marily an alteration in adjective not in sub-

stantive law, have hewn down before it could

have time to grow to any stature the forest in

which many a modern jurist might have lost his

way. In re Hallett's Estate Jessel pointed out the

fundamental differences in history between law

and equity and described the different machinery
which each can provide for the recovery of

money. In Walsh v. Lonsdale an even more diffi-

cult question arose: did the Judicature Acts

abolish the difference between a lease and an

agreement for a lease ?
Jessel resisted the tempta-

tion of simplicity and concluded that the effect

of the acts was not thus drastic. He discriminated

and held only that an agreement for a lease which

equity would specifically enforce would be re-

garded as a lease for the purpose of giving effect

to all its terms, although those terms might have

been such as law would not countenance. His

decision in Pooley v. Driver is a landmark in the

law of partnership. It is the converse of Cox v.

Hickman, the great case which laid down that

profit sharing does not by itself necessarily con-

stitute the partnership relation. Jessel's cases

have been digested by A. P. Peter under the

title Analysis and Digest of the Decisions of Sir

George Jessel, with Full Notes, References and

Comments (London 1883).

H. G. HANBURY
Consult: Nanson, E., The Builders of the Law during
the Reign of Queen Victoria (London 1904).

JESUITS. When in 1534 Ignatius Loyola or-

ganized a small band of students at Paris, his in-

tention was to create an order for missionary
service in Palestine. Had this been realized, the

society would never have acquired its historic

significance. But the revival of war between

Venice and Turkey prevented travel to the

Orient, and in 1537 Loyola went to Rome in

quest of a substitute for his frustrated purpose.
There he formulated a new program which in-

cluded in addition to missionary work educa-

tional activity, preaching and the service of the

papacy. The society immediately entered upon
active pursuit of these objects, but its definitive

character was not shaped until it emerged as the

most militant weapon of Catholicism against

Protestantism.
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The essential ethos of the Jesuit order is to be

understood only in the light of the reaction pro-
duced in the Catholic church by the disruptive

consequences of the Protestant revolt. At the

time of Loyola's arrival in Italy the Reformation

had gained sympathizers even at Rome, and the

papacy under Paul in (1534-49) nat^ responded
to the menace by stiffening itself against all

compromise with innovation. Fused with the

religious fervor and militant passion which

Loyola brought to Rome this spirit molded the

Society of Jesus, giving to the church the instru-

ment for aggressive warfare unprovided by its

older institutions. The whole future policy of the

order was determined by the undivided purpose
of annihilating the enemies of the church. The

Jesuits became pledged to crush all manifesta-

tions of nonconformism within Catholicism with

the same ruthlessness as open secession, for the

exigencies of warfare demanded unquestioned

unity of both doctrine and guidance. The

slightest concession might threaten the whole

structure. The immutable, absolute authority

which they needed they ascribed to the church

by identifying the ecclesiastical with the divine.

The church in its historical form became for

them the visible realization of God's will; it was

to be semper eadcm\ its dogmas like its constitu-

tion and ritual were unimpeachable. Having
evolved such a conception of the church the

Jesuits found in it ample justification for any
means they might employ to preserve it against

the inroads of change. Their aim constituted an

injunction to intellectual rigidity and to ob-

duracy against pity. The Jesuits may be com-

pared with the mendicant orders which had

risen and been used by the church against the

less serious heresies of the thirteenth century.
The Dominican order had been inclined to favor

the Inquisition and the application of other

violent methods against apostates, but in the

long run it had been more concerned with sci-

ence and the salvation of souls within the faith.

The Jesuits, on the other hand, have never as an

order relaxed the spirit of inexorable militancy
in which it was conceived, although individual

exceptions have sometimes appeared among
their members.
The Jesuits represent the final stage in the

evolution of religious orders away from the soli-

tude and fixity of monasticism. With the mendi-

cant orders or friars the glorification of flight

from the world which had been characteristic of

the Benedictines, Cistercians and Premonstra-

tensians had been supplanted by the ideal of

service through contact with the laity. To fit

their purpose they had developed an institution

allowing peregrination but still sufficiently in-

fluenced by monasticism so that communal life,

the obligatory monkish garb and the common
choral prayer were retained. All these elements

were discarded by the Jesuits as obstructions to

active work in an agitated world. They became

"clerks regular" in contrast to both friars and

monks.

The Society of Jesus was definitely organized
in 1539, when Loyola drew up a preliminary
code of laws which was confirmed the following

year by the bull Regimini militantis ecclesiae; its

definitive constitution, based on the cumulative

experience of the founder and his associates, ap-

peared in its final form in 1558. These documents

arc the institutional expression of the reaction of

Catholicism to its precarious status about the

middle of the sixteenth century. Virtually all

power was placed in the hands of the general of

the order, who was chosen for life. Without

abandoning the semblance of representative

government, introduced by the friars simul-

taneously with their development of a centralized

direction of all branches of the order in place of

the older system of autonomous monasteries, the

Jesuits rendered such a check upon administra-

tive efficiency innocuous. The General Congre-

gation, closely corresponding to the General

Chapter of the mendicant orders, although it

possessed the sole right to legislate, to elect a new

general and to impeach an unworthy incumbent

met, except in extraordinary circumstances, only
after the general's death. The type of organiza-
tion and nature of the society were thoroughly
harmonious with the founder's Spanish heritage.

Loyola had before his eyes the ideal of a holy

militia, of a military Company of Jesus, as was

natural for a Spanish nobleman whose country-
men and class had for centuries engaged in

fanatical crusades against the Moors. The so-

ciety in fact drew its most zealous adherents from

Spain; and nowhere was it to achieve wider

extent.

Obedience occupied the position held by re-

nunciation among the Benedictines. It was Lo-

yola's intention to derive the motive power of

the order from the pure love of God, but as an

inevitable consequence of the dogmatic and

anthropomorphic nature of the Jesuit concep-
tion ofGod the emphasis was transferred to blind

acceptance of the views espoused by the order.

The idea that the dissenter was not only misled

but reprobate was exalted by the Jesuits into an
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infallible principle. While from the time of the

military orders there had been a progressive

tendency on the part of religious orders to stress

obedience, no other order, not even the Fran-

ciscans, whose founder had imposed a kind of

"corpselike" submission, exacted such complete

prostration of its members before the order's

dictates. The individual Jesuit was regarded as a

robot in the hands of his superiors. With a view

to recruiting only persons of sufficient talent and

strength to extinguish their own wills require-
ments for admission to the society were made
more stringent than in any other order and a

long period of probation was enforced.

The peculiar Jesuit device for generating a

corporate spirit was the Spiritual Exercises a

regimen of intensive mental, physical and reli-

gious drill which is prescribed in detail in Lo-

yola's Exercitia spintnalia. Begun probably in

the 1520*3 and finally approved by Paul III in

1548, the exercises reflect at the same time Lo-

yola's military experiences and the agonized
course of self-immolation which had led him to

the final victory of unreserved surrender. Twice

during his lifetime each member of the order had

to undergo the complete drill, which might ex-

tend over a period of several weeks; and every

year he had to undergo an abridged form. Ex-

cept for the presence of a master of cxcicises to

supervise the performance and within certain

clearly defined limits to adapt the rules to the

special weaknesses of the individual absolute

solitude was required. According to a carefully

graduated system the practitioner rose through

meditation, self-examination and purgation from

all earthly concerns to the final ecstatic union

with God. The drill shows a minute knowledge
of the interaction between physical and psycho-

logical states; no stimulus was neglected which

might goad the pupil's imagination to the point

where the teachings of the church and of the

order become identified with divine truth. All

theological speculation was rigidly excluded; the

desired goal was attained by stirring the depths
of the pupil's soul and causing him not to ana-

lyze but to visualize the mysteries of the Catholic

religion. By thus using the practises of ascetics

and saints as a means rather than an end Loyola
evolved an unfailing technique for inspiring the

members of the order with a superpersonal ideal,

which complemented the discipline involved in

constant struggle with the enemies of the church.

Although the original bull of confirmation in

1540 limited the membership to sixty, thevolume

of applications for admission made it necessary

to repeal this rule within three years. By 1555
the order numbered approximately one thou-

sand members. From the outset it engaged in

preaching, in educational work in both Catholic

and Protestant countries and in home mission-

ary work of all kinds. Within the first decade of

its existence it organized extensive foreign mis-

sions: when Francis Xavier, one of the original

members, died in 1552 he had founded Jesuit

missions in the East Indies, India and Japan and

converted thousands to the faith. As the order's

conflict with Protestantism became more clearly

defined, its lines of activity multiplied; and

while throughout its history it never removed

emphasis from its original aims it began its

characteristic practise of penetrating into the

world by any avenue that promised success. The

Jesuits insinuated themselves into the confidence

of princes, became the confessors of royalty,

diplomats, noted organizers. The convent was

not the fixed home of the Jesuit but merely a

meeting place visited by a transient, who was

assigned by the order to whatever post he could

fill most effectively. Since in view of the political

complexion of the age the most practical way of

achieving submission to the church was through

influencing kings and nobles, the order came to

favor the selection of members from men of the

world and of social position. The society itself

trained its recruits to have the adroitness of

courtiers, the cleverness of diplomats and a pro-
found knowledge of human nature. The type of

Jesuit stood out in sharp contrast to the religious

of the older orders.

By 1550 the West was covered with a network

of Jesuit institutions and establishments. At

Loyola's death in 1556 it organized its various

branches into twelve provinces, one of which

was Indo-Japan, one Brazil and one Ethiopia.
The others were Portugal, Castile, Aragon,

Andalusia, Italy, Sicily, upper Germany, lower

Germany and France.

Through their preaching and instruction the

Jesuits were more than any other factor respon-
sible for the regeneration of Catholic conscious-

ness which set in throughout Catholic Europe
about the middle of the sixteenth century. They
founded seminaries for the education of priests,

whose ignorance and unfitness had been an im-

portant cause of the decadence of the church.

Jesuit schools for the laity mushrooming

throughout Italy, Spain and Portugal imbued the

rising generation of Catholics with the Jesuit

faith and ideas. The great Collegium Romanum,
which Loyola opened in 1551, became the
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model for all Jesuit educational institutions.

Although with progressive intensity they con-

centrated their attention upon the youth of the

upper classes they also won much sympathy

during the early years by establishing orphanages
and industrial schools for poor children. Their

influence upon the policies of the church became

particularly apparent at the last session (1562-

63) of the Council of Trent, which built enor-

mously upon two decades of Jesuit experience.

It was chiefly as a result of their activity and

especially of the counsel of Diego Lainez, one of

the first and most important of Loyola's fol-

lowers and general of the order from 1558 to

1565, that this session abjured all doctrinal com-

promise with the reformers and strengthened
the influence of the pope in the church. The

council, however, stopped considerably short of

the Jesuit position that the dogma could be pre-

served only if the pope were given absolute

authority in church matters and over councils.

From the middle of the sixteenth century until

the nineteenth, when they finally carried the

doctrine ofpapal infallibility through the Vatican

Council of 1870, the Jesuits persisted in their

espousal of papal monarchism, seeking to apply
to the government of the church the principles

of their own government, which has been

rightly characterized as an absolute monarchy.
For this reason and in return for the order's un-

abated devotion to their service the popes with a

few exceptions requited it with their protection

and favor; customarily it was the dominant

power at the Holy See.

However important might be the internal re-

form of Catholicism, the essential task of the

Jesuits was the elimination of Protestantism in

its own strongholds. The first Jesuits arrived in

Germany, the most threatening terrain, during
the 1540*3. That in 1543 they gained the ad-

herence of Petrus Canisius (1521-97) was of ut-

most importance for their success on German
soil. Canisius, whose rich correspondence mir-

rors half a century of incessant activity, became

the soul of the German movement, the founder

of numerous colleges, the author of a most ef-

fective catechism and the first provincial general
for upper Germany and Austria. Here even

more systematically than in countries less in-

fected by heresy the Jesuits followed a definite

plan of campaign. Their first objective was the

erection of colleges as a base for all future opera-

tions. After winning the young they penetrated
into family life through their pupils as well as

through lay religious societies, which they

founded everywhere in great profusion. At the

same time they carried on an offensive through
the courts. In 1552 a Jesuit college was estab-

lished at Vienna, in 1556 at Prague, in 1557 at

Cologne, in 1559 at Munich. Soon Augsburg,

Dillingen, Treves, Mainz, Speyer, Wiirzburg,

Halle, Fribourg in Switzerland as well as many
other cities had flourishing Jesuit colleges. The
Vienna institution included 400 pupils within

three years, that at Cologne 480 within two

years.

As systematized by General Aquaviva (1543-

1615) in the Ratio studiorum (1585-99), a famous

document in the history of pedagogy, the Jesuit

plan of education represents the most thorough-

going attempt ever made on a large scale to in-

culcate devotion to church ideals through lay

instruction. Religious education was the funda-

mental element in the structure. But the fame

and tremendous patronage of their schools de-

pended to a large extent upon the emphasiswhich

they attached also to the study of the classics.

While they relentlessly expurgated the objec-

tionable or dangerous, this limitation was offset

by the pedagogical skill of the professors, who
were rigorously trained in their own institutions,

and by the solidity of instruction which they im-

parted to their pupils. In general the atmosphere
of their schools was far from ascetic or austere;

and in this respect they presented a sharp con-

trast to many of the Protestant schools, where

plain living was interpreted in a rigid sense. Indi-

vidual peculiarities became an object of intense

concern to the teachers. Their goal was to ferret

out the special aptitudes of the pupil, to break

his resistance, to link him indissolubly to the

order and to utilize the best available material

for their own ends. They made overtures to self-

love and the spirit of emulation: at frequent in-

tervals the pupils participated in public declama-

tions and disputations, competed for prizes, ex-

hibited their work in the classics and in other

fields and staged dramatic performances. In ad-

dition to stimulating and entertaining the pupils

this served the purpose of impressing and influ-

encing the outside world. Since the Jesuits of-

fered free tuition they were able to attract the

talented children of impecunious parents; the

same consideration often impelled Protestants

to entrust them with their children. During the

first century the order developed into a teaching

corporation of unprecedented influence and ex-

tent. In 1640 it had 521 colleges: 116 in Italy,

104 in the Iberian peninsula, 83 in Germany, 79
in France, 39 in the Low Countries and 30 in
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Poland. It undertook elementary instruction

only with reluctance and particularly in those

regions where Protestantism was most rampant
it catered almost entirely to the upper classes,

for the future was to be won through the youth
of the elite; in most of the European capitals and

metropolitan centers there were special Jesuit

colleges for children of noble birth. The majority
of the Jesuit educational institutions were cither

colleges corresponding to the French lycte and

the German Gymnasium and offering chiefly clas-

sics or institutions of higher learning, including

philosophical and theological academies and

universities (Studium generale). In addition to

their own academies and universities the Jesuits

acquired innumerable chairs in older institu-

tions. In the middle of the seventeenth century

higher education in Catholic Germany, the

Spanish Netherlands, Hungary, Spain, France,

Italy, Portugal and Poland was largely vested in

the Society of Jesus. The Jesuits also founded

and operated a great number of seminaries,

which supplied the churches of all Europe with

a highly educated and cultured secular clergy.

The Counter-Reformation was in large meas-

ure the work of force, and without the assistance

of state power the success of the Jesuits would

have been greatly diminished. Soon perceiving

on their side the indispcnsability of the order in

the battle against Protestantism the Catholic

governments in the two chief battlegrounds,
Austria and Bavaria, as well as in the German
ecclesiastical principalities accorded it every
mark of royal favor: they showered it with en-

dowments, assisted it in founding colleges and

procured for its members university appoint-

ments. At the Catholic courts the Jesuits ac-

quired impregnable positions as confessors, an

office which sometimes made them along with

the academicians the most influential councilors

in the realm. Not satisfied with the hold that the

confessional gave them over the princes and the

female members of the royal families the Jesuits

attempted, wherever possible and by recourse to

whatever intrigue the situation required, to gain

mastery of the lay advisers of the governments.
Within a short time either by persecution or

by less violent methods the Catholic church was

reestablished in Bavaria, Austria and the Rhine-

land. Where not annihilated the Protestants in

these regions were forced into a defensive posi-

tion at the mercy of the princes, whose promises
to them were never kept when the Jesuits were

court advisers. The order relaxed its efforts in

Germany only when the Thirty Years' War ter-

minated Protestantism in Austria and Bohemia.

The same methods were employed in France,

leading eventually to the virtual extinction of

French Protestantism: undoubtedly the order

had its share in the Massacre of St. Bartholo-

mew. It conducted a fervid campaign in the Low
Countries and Switzerland as well as in Poland,

Lithuania, Hungary, Transylvania and even in

purely Protestant countries. It was chiefly in-

strumental in converting the daughter of Gus-
tavus Adolphus, Queen Christine of Sweden,

although before she had taken the first step pub-
lic resentment compelled her to abdicate. It won

Augustus the Strong of Saxony to the faith, as it

did Winckelmann. For a time it nurtured hopes
of regaining Russia. England, to which it sent its

first mission in 1580, was the field of desperate
efforts in the face of a persecuting government;
its hopes were renewed with the accession of

Charles II only to he finally blasted with the oust-

ing of his son James. But wherever Catholic

government held sway and in some Protestant

regions the Jesuits were completely successful.

If the states supplied the power, the strategy and

direction as well as the inspiration came from

the order. In Germany, Switzerland, France and

the Low Countries the Counter-Reformation

was in fact chiefly the work of the Jesuits.

Home missions for religious revival and for

social work, preaching and disputations for the

benefit of the learned went hand in hand with

court intrigue and education, although the latter

function always absorbed the energies of the

majority of the order. To heighten the aesthetic

appeal of the church ritual the Jesuits used every
means that an age of baroque art and absolutistic

government could provide: magnificent church-

es, paintings and statues of enraptured saints,

altars overflowing with gold, dazzling clerical

robes, incense and intoxicating music. The prin-

ces, eager to see their personal majesty reflected

in superbly wrought courts and churches, found

them indispensable advisers in matters of art,

while the masses became aware of the pitiful con-

trast between Catholic splendor and the starkness

of Protestantism with its bare churches and

simple services. Thus under the leadership of the

Jesuits a new church was created a church

which in Germany at least was more sumptuous,
more inflexible, more propagandistic, more fa-

natical but at the same time purer and more

spiritualized than any hitherto in existence.

The Jesuits also fortified the church with a

vast arsenal of apologetics and anti-Protestant

literature. With the assistance of papal favor it
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soon tended to achieve a monopoly of Catholic

theology, its approach to which was determined

by the orthodox scholasticism of the thirteenth

century. Until the present day the Jesuits have

consistently remained advocates of Thomism.

Among the numerous distinguished theologians
whom they educated were Gregory of Valencia

(i55o?-i6o3), Bcllarminc (1542-1621) and Sua-

rez (1548-1617). While it was in the theological

sphere that they achieved particular eminence in

institutions of higher learning they also directed

their scientific and literary energies into diverse

other channels. Just as through their vast output
of pedagogical treatises and textbooks they made

possible that complete unity of instruction from

which emanated the chief strength of their school

system, so they sought to infuse the Jesuit spirit

into all branches of higher education. Historiog-

raphy owes to them the Acta sanctorum (begun
in 1643) besides extensive collections on the his-

tory of the councils and innumerable shorter

works. They produced many eminent natural

scientists, particularly physicists and astrono-

mers. Wherever Jesuit missionaries came in con-

tact with foreign peoples they turned to the study
of ethnology. In Letters edifiantes and other pro-
ductions they have left invaluable documents on

Asia Minor, Tibet, India and Central and South

America. The annual reports, or Relations, let-

ters, journals and other records of their Ameri-

can missionaries (collected as The Jesuit Rela-

tions and Allied Documents . . . I<5io-I7p7,ed.by
Reuben G. Thwaites, 73 vols., Cleveland 1896-

1901) provide the sole available source of in-

formation on many aspects of the life of the pre-
historic American native.

The period of the apogee and glory of the

order was the first century of its existence. Al-

though its militant spirit did not wane, after the

Thirty Years' War its activity was greatly re-

stricted in Protestant countries. Moreover, as a

liberal and tolerant temper became injected into

Catholic circles under the influence of the En-

lightenment, the success of the Jesuits declined

proportionally in those regions where they had

formerly been supreme. Their hold over Catho-

lic countries had already slackened when as an

aftermath of their hegemony they won a twofold

victory in France: the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes in 1685, which to a considerable extent

was the result of their influence upon Louis xiv;

and the destruction of Jansenism, which was en-

tirely tneir work. Between the Jansenists, ad-

herents of a pietistic movement drawing its in-

spiration from a reversion to the ideals of primi-

tive Christianity, and the Jesuits a literary con-

troversy had raged since 1643 on the question
of communion and penance. In 1656 Blaise

Pascal entered the fray with his celebrated

Lettres provinciales ,
a mordant satire on the

moral and political views of the Jesuits. The

Jesuits were able through their superior position

at the court to obtain the burning of Pascal's

book in 1660. and in 1713 the bull Unigenitus,

which outlawed the whole Jansenist movement.
But Pascal's condemned ideas continued to exert

pressure. In the seventeenth century as in the

nineteenth the Jesuits saw many of their pupils

develop into outspoken enemies: Galileo, Des-

cartes, Bacon, Taine and Hoensbroech are only

prominent examples.
After curtailing the influence of the order the

Enlightenment finally led to its suppression. The
rationalist spirit although nowhere attaining the

same potency as in France penetrated even

Spain and Portugal; in the second half of the

eighteenth century there were important min-

isters in almost every European government
Aranda, Pombal, Choiseul, Tanucci, Kaunitz

who were more or less swayed by the ideas of the

philosophes. In 1759 the Jesuits were expelled
from Portugal; in 1764, two years after the

Parlcment of Paris had decreed the suppression
of all Jesuit colleges, the order itself was dis-

solved in France; in 1767 Spain and Naples
banished it; and the following year Pnrma fol-

lowed their example. These governments jointly

importuned the pope to take the ultimate step of

abolishing the order in its entirety and in 1773

Pope Clement xiv fulfilled their request with the

bull Dominus ac redemptor noster. In all proba-

bility Clement's action was a reluctant sur-

render to overwhelming pressure. He justified it

on the grounds that the Jesuits menaced the

peace of the church by their conflicts among
themselves, with the secular clergy, with other

orders and with the princes. The friction neces-

sarily created by the nature and methods of the

Society of Jesus is in fact the explanation for the

circumstance that the Catholic governments in

the eighteenth century joined the Protestants in

hostility to the order and that the demand for its

dissolution emanated from Catholic quarters. A
strong popular sentiment supported this de-

mand. The age of the Enlightenment, it is true,

looked with disfavor upon the whole system of

Catholic orders, regarding the enormous ex-

pansion of the convents and the not uncommon
idleness of their inmates as an affront to "rea-

son." But the Jesuits had given more grievous
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and more urgent causes for complaint, which ac-

count for their suppression while the other

orders survived.

Prominent among these causes was the in-

tolerance of the Jesuit outlook and the basic in-

flexibility of their educational system an in-

flexibility which gravely threatened the con-

tinued existence of the disintegrating Catholic

church. Until their suppression the Jesuit col-

leges still surpassed all other Catholic schools.

But the spirit of the age demanded compromise
with the principles of "reason." No criticism im-

pelled the Jesuits to transcend confessional lim-

its or to modify the compound of religious prop-

agandism and humanism which they had created

for all time in the sixteenth century.
A serious source of friction was provided by

Jesuit influence in affairs of state. This influ-

ence had at times, particularly in Spain, Portu-

gal and the Italian states, amounted almost to

omnipotence not only in matters of religious

policy but in the secular concerns of govern-

ments; in addition to its constant entree into

royal circles through confessorships and court

tutorships the order had had representatives,
like Father Nidhart in Spain, Father Fernandez

in Portugal, Father Lachaise in France, Father

Vota in Poland and Russia, in official diplomatic
and ministerial posts. But even at its apogee the

political status of the order had never been safe

from intermittent strictures and sometimes from

more violent reaction. Charles V and Philip n

always viewed it with distrust. From 1594 until

1604 the order was banished from France after

its holdings had been confiscated. In 1606 the

Republic of Venice expelled it for fifty years. In

the eighteenth century, although Jesuit confes-

sors still held stoutly fortified positions in most

royal families, the policy of the Catholic govern-
ments toward them had tended to a constantly

growing extent to turn upon political considera-

tions. One force with which the order collided

was national particularism, naturally skeptical of

these potentates who not only were servants of a

foreign general but were themselves frequently

foreigners in the countries which they served.

Although the order officially prohibited such

activity, they could on innumerable occasions be

plausibly accused of unsolicited and inopportune

meddling and of intrigues that did not stop at

spying out state secrets. Numerous works were

written, especially in Gallican France, to demon-

strate that Jesuit doctrines were dangerous to

the state. Whatever justification for antiregalism

was offered by individual Jesuits like Mariana,

Suarez and Bellarmine, it can hardly be proved
that they countenanced tyrannicide on principle

or that they had a part in the murder of Henry
IV of France. Popular imagination has shown
little reserve in its imputations against the

Jesuits.

The wealth of the society is for the most part
matter of legend; the Jesuits themselves pre-
served a discreet silence with regard to their

financial affairs. Undoubtedly a great part of

their income was required for the maintenance

of their institutions; and much of what appeared
to be opulence was the result of efficient adminis-

tration. To a large extent their income was de-

rived from endowments, from the estates which

their members were required to transfer to the

order after entrance and from the operation of

their other holdings; but this amount was sup-

plemented by vast commercial enterprises, such

as the lucrative colonial trade carried on by the

Jesuit missions in India, in Mexico, in the An-

tilles and in Brazil. If critics of the order disap-

proved of its participation in trade, they were

still more scandalized at its banking and specula-
tive activities; that Father Lavalctte, whose

bankruptcy cost his creditors over 2,000,000

livres, had acted like many other Jesuit specula-
tors without the consent of his superiors did not

save the order from a renewed outburst of popu-
lar resentment, which culminated in its dissolu-

tion in France. Besides helping to alienate public

opinion and creating a temptation for the con-

fiscatory impulses of princes the Jesuits' wealth

aroused the jealousy of other orders and of the

secular clergy. The attitude of the latter, which

was to some extent responsible for the dissolu-

tion, must be explained in part by envy not only
of the wealth of the Jesuits but of their privileges

and exemptions, of their influence in high circles

and in general of their overshadowing power. It

must be remembered that in 1759 the order still

had 22,589 members in 41 provinces, 609 col-

leges, 171 seminaries and 270 missions.

But other motives were operative in the con-

tinuous attacks leveled against the Jesuits by
sections of the church from the time of the

Dominican Cano (1509-60) until and following
Pascal. The doctrine of grace formulated by the

Jesuit Molina in 1588 was combated with par-

ticular violence. The order was often accused of

giving unconditional support to the views of its

members. Its identification of itself with the di-

vine church this position is clearly expressed

by the great general Aquaviva and the infer-

ences it drew as to its own infallibility were
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flailed by Catholic theologians as sophistical and

even heretical. Certain generals could be pointed
to who had disregarded the views of the pope on

controversial doctrines and made their own pro-
nouncements binding upon the order. In spite of

all efforts to secure cohesion, including the sys-

tem of espionage, which it employed with such

elaborate finesse among its members as well as in

its relations with the laity, the order no longer

presented a united front against its enemies in

the eighteenth century: internal dissensions

hastened its end.

Irrespective of the criticisms urged by the

church it cannot be denied that the Jesuits were

often led by anticipation of victory to carry to

excessive lengths their policy of adaptation to the

world. To win the masses they suffused religion

with sensuousness. Their missionaries trans-

muted it into a superstitious cult. While not

universally approved by their members their

characteristic ethical values represented the

perfection of casuistry; equivocation, mental

reservations, the doctrine of probabilism, ac-

cording to which an act could be assumed to be

legitimate if it was not known to be prohibited,
were resorted to and condoned to provide the

necessary latitude for their activity. As prosely-
tizers among the Protestants they shunned no

machination however clandestine to attain their

goals; families were disrupted, children alienated

from parents and wives from husbands. Such
methods might be justified by the order on the

premise that the supreme crime was heresy, but

they helped to rob it of the popular confidence

which was one of the necessary means to its ends.

If the scientific contributions of their mis-

sionaries be left out of consideration, the perma-
nent results of their work outside Europe were

not proportional to the extraordinary zeal mani-

fested. In Japan, China and Korea at least they
made serious blunders; in Japan, for instance,

political entanglements resulting from their

activity have been held responsible for a large

part of the antiforeignism which led to the ex-

pulsion of all Christians in the seventeenth cen-

tury. In the Philippines, the Marianas Islands

and Central and South America they had more
success. The famous Jesuit "state" of Paraguay,
which the Jesuits organized under Spanish sov-

ereignty and administered from 1609 until it was

dissolved by the Spanish government in 1767,

was a virtual autocracy controlling the native

population by communistic economic and social

regulations. To counterbalance the extravagant

charges leveled against the Jesuit administrators

by their opponents the state has been praised as

a communistic Utopia, even by such enemies of

Catholic orthodoxy as Voltaire, Diderot and

Lessing. That the natives received good treat-

ment from the Jesuits is beyond doubt. Compli-
cations between the state and Portugal and Spain
were used by both governments as a convenient

case against the Jesuits and became one of the

important alleged causes for the dissolution of

the order.

The cultural and political reaction after the

Napoleonic era and the drift toward ultramon-

tanism brought the immediate restoration of the

order by the bull Solicitudo omnium ecclesiarum

of 1814. With the nucleus of several hundred ad-

herents in England and in Russia, countries

where the absence of papal authority had en-

abled the Jesuits to survive after the dissolution,

the order became quickly reorganized in all

countries. Bishops as well as the Catholic no-

bility helped to create for them new spheres of

activity and provided them with abundant ma-

terial resources so that they were able to recover

from the confiscations which had accompanied
the dissolution. Aristrocratic converts in Den-

mark, for instance, gave them notable assistance.

Where educational institutions were transferred

to them, as occurred for a time in France, in

Spain and in Portugal, they received state sub-

sidies. The order itself established numerous

new colleges in all parts of the world ,
even found-

ing universities, as at Tokyo, and taking over

theological faculties, as at the universities of

Innsbruck and Louvain.

Without repudiating its original purpose in

the slightest degree the order considerably modi-

fied its policies to fit the changed conditions.

Usually it abstained from high politics and be-

came resigned to the loss of the strongest prop of

its early period, the Catholic court. But at the

Curia it was supreme; it directed official theology
and guided the rapid course of ultramontanism

until that movement reached its logical conclu-

sion in the decree of papal infallibility by the

Vatican Council of 1870. It made itself the

champion of conservative interests, which ac-

counts for its popularity in aristocratic circles.

But at the same time it promoted if it did not

create "political Catholicism," the policy of

utilizing parliamentarism and democracy for the

furtherance of the church.

For the liberal bourgeoisie the descendants

of the eighteenth century enemies of the order

the Jesuits continued to typify Catholic obscur-

antism and intolerance, popery and authoritari-
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anism. Wherever this class triumphed and not

infrequently on other occasions they were ban-

ished: thus they were excluded from Spain in

1820, in 1835, in 1868 and in 1931; from Portu-

gal in 1834; from Switzerland in 1847; from

Russia in 1820; from France in 1880 and in 1901 .

Both the individual Italian states and after 1860

the Kingdom of Italy repeatedly expelled them.

A reaction in favor of Catholicism, the vanishing
of the Catholic phobia and sometimes the emer-

gence of a radical menace might lead to their

readmission or to the extension of privileges.

France permitted them to return in 1914 for

educational purposes; Germany lifted the ban,

although leaving minor restrictions, in 1917. As
soon as it was expelled from one country the

order intensified its activities elsewhere. Exiled

Jesuits have swollen the ranks of foreign mis-

sionaries. Many of them have migrated to Prot-

estant countries; it is only in England, the United

States, Denmark and Sweden that the order has

been unmolested since its restoration.

In 1917 the order had about 17,000 members
and was continuing to grow. Today its schools

are united into a central system by their

affiliation with the Collegium Romanum (or

Universita Grcgoriana), which was reestablished

in 1824. Preaching, home and foreign missions

and nursing remain a constant part of the order's

program. It takes a lively interest in all fields of

scientific, inquiry, occasionally giving to these

investigations a highly modern appearance. In

theology and in historiography the Jesuits are

still the guardians of rigid orthodoxy; and within

Catholicism they have in addition to enthusiastic

supporters many adversaries who disapprove of

their intolerance and intellectual bias. But the

order continues to exercise a powerful influence

through its energetic literary and polemical ac-

tivity; through its magazines, the most important
of which is Civilta cattolica (1850- );

and

through its carefully selected and excellently

trained members.
WALTER GOETZ
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JEVONS, WILLIAM STANLEY (1835-82),

English logician, economist and statistician.

Jevons, the son of an iron merchant, was

brought up in Liverpool and at the age of fifteen

was sent to University College School, London.

In 1851 he entered the University College,

studying chemistry, mathematics, Greek and

Latin. In the first he was a noteworthy student

and in 1853 was offered the post of assayer to the

newly established Royal Mint in Sydney, New
South Wales, where he arrived a year later. In

Sydney his spare time was first devoted to

meteorology, but he was soon reading Adam
Smith and the Reports of the Social Science As-

sociation. As his interest in human phenomena
grew he read moral philosophy and carried out a

social survey of Sydney, of which the manu-
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script, but not the map which accompanied it, is

extant.

He resigned in 1859 to return to University

College and study logic and political economy.
After touring the Australian gold fields he sailed

by way of Peru and Panama to New York and

traveled in the United States. He passed the

M.A. examination in logic, philosophy and polit-

ical economy in June, 1862; he had already been

actively at work on statistics and had published
two diagrams. These were followed by two

papers read at the British Association for the

Advancement of Science in 1862, which fore-

shadowed all his future work on the mathe-

matical theory of economics and on the study of

periodic commercial fluctuations. In 1863 he

was appointed to Owens College, Manchester, as

tutor, where he later became professor; he had

just published his first important work, A Serious

Fall in the Value of Gold (London 1863), which

was followed by Pure Logic (London 11864) and

Elementary Lessons in Logic (London 1870). His

attention was next turned to the coal question
and then to the further development of his

mathematical theory of economics. After pub-

lishing The Theory ofPolitical Economy (London
1871; 4th ed. by H. Stanley Jevons, 1911) he

turned again to logic and wrote the Principles of
Science (2 vols., London 1874; 2nd ed. 1877).

In 1876 he resigned from Manchester, having

accepted the chair of political economy at Uni-

versity College, London, but resigned in 1880

because of ill health and a desire to devote his

whole time to writing books that he had planned,

especially his Principles of Economics (ed. by

Henry Higgs, London 1905). He was drowned in

August, 1882, before the Principles was finished.

Jevons' writings fall into three main classes:

papers giving the results of his investigations in

natural science; books and papers on logic and

moral philosophy; and books, pamphlets and

articles on political economy and social reform.

He gained reputation by writing The Coal

Question (London 1865, 2nd ed. 1866), which

led to the appointment of a royal commission to

report on available coal reserves. His argument,
which has been much misunderstood, was that

although the actual exhaustion of its coal seams

was a remote contingency Great Britain must
suffer at no distant date from the increased cost

of mining coal at great depths and from the com-

petition of coal, iron and steel industries in

Europe and America, assisted in their growth by
vast reserves of coal which could be cheaply
mined.

Jevons' studies of the science of logic, in which
he was much engaged during the years he spent
at Manchester, developed on lines parallel with

his work in mathematical economics. Jevons fol-

lowed Boole in his mathematical analysis of logic

but simplified many of Boole's methods. He de-

veloped his theory of logic as an exact science

and his conception of scientific method at great-

est length in the Principles of Science, a book

which is still of great interest to mathematicians

and logicians.

His economic works which are now best known
relate to economic theory, fluctuations of prices

(with index numbers), the causes of commercial

crises, and money and banking. At a time when

English thought was dominated by John Stuart

Mill's exposition of economics Jevons developed
the theory of utility, distinguishing final degree
of utility (i.e. marginal utility) from total utility,

applying the conceptions and symbols of calcu-

lus, which led to the equation of exchange, and

thus laid the foundation on which economic

theory was elaborated by later English writers.

Although he was ignorant of the fact, his method

had been anticipated by Gossen; it was simul-

taneously but independently discovered by
Walras and was very similar to that of the

Austrian school (Menger and Wieser). Jevons

declared that value rested on utility, not on cost

of production as taught by Mill. Although he

overemphasized demand as determining price,

careful reading shows that he by no means ig-

nored the effect of the supply of the factors of

production.
His well known index numbers of prices were

first calculated for the period from 1 845 to 1 862

and later extended back to 1782 (Investigations

in Currency and Finance, ed. by Herbert S.

Foxwell, London 1884; new ed. 1909). His

statistical work on periodic fluctuations in the

money market served as a model for later in-

vestigators; but his theory of the periodicity of

commercial crises has been misrepresented. He
did not suggest that sun spots were the cause of

crises but pointed out that the periods of sun

spots and crises, also those of famines in India,

corresponded closely, and that it was reasonable

to suppose that variations of solar radiation

would affect harvests in tropical and semitropical

regions and thus the demand for British goods.
His Money and the Mechanism ofExchange (Lon-
don 1875) was frequently reprinted and trans-

lated.

In his writings on general and social econom-

ics Jevons took the utilitarian standpoint; he was
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an uncompromising free trader and a disbeliever

in the efficacy of trade unionism to raise wages.
He favored cooperation and schemes of workers'

copartnership.

H. STANLEY JEVONS
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JEWISH AUTONOMY in the Diaspora has

been one of the most uncommon developments
in social history and in the present day social

process. A people dispersed in all countries of

the civilized world has succeeded through

twenty-five centuries in preserving to a greater
or lesser extent its personal autonomy, adapting
it to the most diverse political and social forms of

various epochs and countries.

In the ancient Hellenistic cities of Asia Minor

and northern Africa the gerousia (council of

elders) of the Jewish community functioned

alongside the Greek city council, the boule. The
Seleucid and Ptolemaic kings used the self-

governing agencies of the Jewish communities

for the collection of taxes from the Jewish popu-
lation. IruAlexandria there was even a centralized

form of Jewish self-government with ethnarchs,

who according to Strabo (first century B.C.) ruled

their "own people and secured the enforcement

of laws as the ruler of a free politeia" (Josephus,

Antiquities, xiv: vii, 2); a large sized gerousia\

and a special tax inspector, or alabarch. During
the early period of Roman rule in western Asia

there were frequent conflicts in the cities between

Greeks and Jews. The Greek municipalities in-

fringed upon the autonomy of the Jewish com-

munities, which were forced to appeal to Rome
for the protection of their rights. Julius Caesar

and Augustus took the side of the Jews and

ordered their proconsuls to see that the Jews in

the cities of Asia Minor and of the Ionian Islands

were allowed "to live in accordance with their

own laws and the customs of their ancestors,"

were not conscripted for military service or sum-

moned to court on Saturdays or holidays, that

their communal affairs were not interfered with

and that they were not prevented from sending
contributions for the temple in Jerusalem.

Beginning with the third century of the Chris-

tian era the Jewish communities which enjoyed
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the broadest autonomy were those in Mesopo-
tamia and the adjoining provinces of the Persian

monarchy of the Sassanidae, which later (in the

eighth century) became part of the caliphate of

Bagdad. Here the self-government was cen-

tralized in the hands of two separate powers, the

temporal and the spiritual The exilarch (resh-

galutha) was the official intermediary in fiscal

matters between all Jewish communities and the

central government; he appointed judges and

administrators in the communities and trans-

mitted their petitions to the supreme govern-
ment bodies. On the other hand, the learned

jurists, heads of the Talmudic academies (roshe-

jeshiboth] in the Babylonian cities of Nehardea,
Sura and Pumbeditha, who received during the

Arab rule the title of geonim, were officially

recognized interpreters of the law and practically

the legislators and supreme spiritual leaders of

the Jewish people. When a separate Fatimite

caliphate had been formed in Arabic Egypt in

the tenth century, the Jewish communities there

were given their own exilarch with the title of

nagid\ and they had their own geonim, who ex-

tended their authority to embrace the surviving

Jewish communities in Palestine and maintained

it there until the conquest of Palestine by the

European crusaders.

As the Jewish hegemonic centers were shifted

to Europe during the tenth and eleventh centu-

ries the forms of autonomy changed, although
its substance remained essentially the same. In

Arabic Spain the function of exilarchs was per-

formed by the Jewish ministers at the courts of

the caliphs and emirs and in Christian Spain by
the Jewish financial or fiscal agents of the kings.

Frequently, however, the Spanish kings dealt

directly with the Jewish communities (aljama).

In Aragon and in Castile the rabbis had vast

judicial powers. They tried criminal as well as

civil suits and could impose sentences of im-

prisonment, corporal punishment and even

death. The constitutions of Jewish self-govern-

ing bodies were drafted in conferences of rabbis

and lay delegates of the communities, such as

that held in 1432 at Valladolid.

Not so broad in scope, although very durable,

was the Jewish autonomy in Italy, France and

Germany. In the sixteenth century the Jewish
communal council (congregd) in Rome consisted

of sixty members and was headed by three execu-

tives (fattori) responsible to the papal authority.

In France and Germany the system of self-

government centered around the rabbis. The
German emperors, who regarded the Jews as
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Kammerknechte assigned to commercial pursuits
with a view to increasing the revenues of the

treasury, tried to place at the head of the com-

munities an officialwho should combine the func-

tions of rabbi and of fiscal agent (Judenmeister

and Hochmeister), but they met with a deter-

mined opposition on the part of the autonomous

communities. The Jews used to elect from their

own midst an intermediary between their com-

munities and the government, known as shtad-

lan, or solicitor; his office was of particular im-

portance at times of persecution on the part of

the authorities or of wholesale pogroms. The
most prominent shtadlan was Josselmann of

Rossheim in Alsace in the first half of the six-

teenth century, who conducted negotiations on

Jewish affairs with Emperor Charles v and with

Luther and his associates.

Centralized self-government was carried far-

thest in the organization of the Jewish communi-
ties in Poland in the sixteenth, seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. The unit ofself-government
here was the kahal, or Jewish communal council,

which functioned alongside the municipal coun-

cil of the Christian city. It was an oligarchic

institution whose members, elected annually

during Passover week, owed their position to

either learning or wealth. The kahal appointed
from its own membership an executive of seven

persons (known as roshirn and titvim, elders and

optimates) and several groups of officials: judges

(dayanim), tax collectors, curators (gabatm) of

schools, synagogues and charities. In each dis-

trict (galil) kahals of the smaller towns were

grouped around that of the large city. These dis-

trict kahals were combined in each region or

province (medtnah, erctz) into a regional union,

which held periodic conferences (vaad ha-

medinah) for the apportionment of state and

communal taxes between the several communi-
ties and for action upon other matters of self-

government. There were five such provinces in

Poland as the country was then constituted:

Great Poland, Little Poland, Red Russia and

Podolia, Volhynia and Lithuania. These prov-
inces formed in turn a general kahalic union,

which met periodically in general congresses

(vaad ha-arotzoth) attended by rabbinical and

secular delegates from the principal Jewish
communities all over Poland. The congress
acted on constitutional matters, issued regula-

tions (takanoth) for communal institutions,

passed upon controversies between individual

kahals and upon grievances of private persons

against kahals and effected the general appor-

tionment of taxes among the several provinces.
In the seventeenth century Lithuania withdrew

from the general kahalic union and formed its

own "vaad of the principal communities." The
two congresses, or vaads, functioned as officially

recognized Jewish parliaments until they were

abolished by the Polish government in 1764 on

the eve of the dissolution of Poland as a state.

In the old corporate state the several consti-

tuted bodies differed in their attitude toward

Jewish autonomy. Whereas the central govern-
ments found it advantageous to deal with or-

ganized Jewish communities and with their of-

ficial representatives,who assumed responsibility

for the payment of taxes and the enforcement of

state laws, the Christian municipal bodies re-

sented this as an infringement of their authority
and as a privilege for the benefit of a people
which was disliked and which competed with the

Christian bourgeoisie in commerce and industry.
The kings often had to protect the Jews from

hostile action on the part of Christian munici-

palities, merchant corporations and craft guilds,

which endeavored to restrict the most elemen-

tary rights of the Jewish population, especially

its judicial autonomy. In some instances the

kings had to yield to the demand of municipal
authorities that the Jews be prohibited from

residing in specified places.

The rise of the modern state, based upon the

principle of civil equality, and the gradual civil

emancipation of the Jews dealt a heavy blow to

Jewish autonomy in its old form; that is, to the

isolation of the Jewish city (ghetto) from the

general municipal administration. The national

aspect of autonomy was completely lost sight of;

autonomy now had to be confined to religious or

synagogal administration. The very act which

emancipated the Jews in France in 1791 provides
that they shall be granted civil equality on condi-

tion that they give up all their former "privileges
and special laws"; that is, their former autonomy.

Napoleon forced the Sanhedrin of Paris in 1807
to renounce the claims of the Jews to the title of

a nation, and he converted the Jewish com-

munity through the system of consistories and

official rabbinates into a section of the police ad-

ministration of the city. In Russia and Austrian

Poland, where emancipation of the Jews came

late, they were in the first half of the nineteenth

century deprived of the former kahalic autonomy
on the ground that it was an obstacle to their

"blending with the indigenous population." On
the other hand, the assimilated groups of Jews
in western Europe formally renounced national
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autonomy; they regarded themselves merely as

separate religious groups amidst the dominant

nations and were contented with self-govern-

ment within the limits of "synagogal communi-
ties" (Synagogengemetnden in Germany; Kultus-

gemeinden in Austria). In America a variety of

this type of organization was afforded by the

various congregations into which the Jewish

population was divided. But the vitality of the

idea of Jewish autonomy has been demonstrated

by the fact that even those who formally deny it

have had in practise to restore some of its insti-

tutions. Thus arose such centralized forms of

self-government as the communal unions in

Germany (Deutsch-Israelitischer Gemeindc-

bund; Preussischer Landcsverband Judischer

Gemeinden). In fact all those local and central

organizations never actually confined them-

selves merely to functions of church administra-

tion but performed many national, political and

social functions as well; they founded elementary
and higher schools of their own, created institu-

tions of social welfare, reacted to political events

and often manifested their solidarity with the

Jews of other countries.

With the growth of the Jewish national move-

ment at the end of the nineteenth century the

concept of Jewish autonomy received its theo-

retical elaboration and was advanced definitely as

either a complete or a partial solution of the

Jewish problem. The doctrine of Jewish autono-

mism based on the premise that civil emancipa-
tion was insufficient to solve the Jewish problem
was put forward as a national synthesis supplant-

ing the old thesis of national isolation and its an-

tithesis of assimilation. It appeared first in the

countries of eastern Europe where the Jewish
masses still employed the Yiddish language and

had a network of national schools. Autonomism
received a systematic formulation in the writings

of Simon Dubnow, who conceived of the Jewish

nationality as one bound together by only spir-

itual and cultural ties and which therefore needed

neither a territory nor any other political forms

for its national existence. Certain aspects of

Jewish autonomism were also developed by
Nathan Birnbaum and in socialist circles by

Chayim Zhitlowsky, who as leader of the Scjmist

party in Russia formulated a program which

called for autonomous organization based on a

secularized Jewish educational system, the rec-

ognition of Yiddish, the spread of agriculture

among the Jews and the supervision of such

problems as Jewish emigration, hygiene and

workers' relief. During the same period the Aus-
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trian socialist theorists of national autonomy,
such as Renner, Sprenger and Otto Bauer, estab-

lished the distinction between the national state

with an ethnically homogeneous population and

multinational states like Austria-Hungary and

Russia as well as the important principle of

personal cultural autonomy as distinct from

territorial autonomy. This latter principle was

especially useful to the Jewish theorists in view

of the fact that the Jews represented a nationality

that was everywhere in a minority and had no

solid settlement within a clearly defined territory.

As a result of these developments the alliance of

Jewish parties known as the Union for the At-

tainment of Equal Rights for the Jewish People
in Russia demanded during the revolution of

1905 the equality not merely of civil status but

also of national rights. Similar demands were

made by the national Jewish parties in Austria

after the introduction of universal suffrage.

The first attempt to give concrete form to these

demands was made in the Ukraine after the

revolution of 1917. A Jewish national secretariat

and later a Jewish national council were formed

and the principle of personal national autonomy
was given legal recognition. The civil war, how-

ever, put an end to these efforts. As a result of

the various treaties after the World War varying

degrees of national autonomy were given to the

Jewish population in Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,

Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Greece, Al-

bania and Bulgaria. In Lithuania a Jewish min-

istry was created in June, 1919, and by the law

of March 4, 1920, the Jewish communities re-

ceived legal santion to levy taxes and to super-
vise Jewish educational and cultural activities.

As a result of the political changes in 1924 and

1925 most of these institutions were abolished.

In general the development of intense national-

ism among the ruling nationalities and the force

of economic rivalry have tended to reduce most

of the provisions for Jewish autonomy in all

these countries to a dead letter. Complicating
the matter still further is the fact that the Jews
themselves are divided on questions of language,

religion and on the very problem of Jewish

nationality. In Soviet Russia the problem of

Jewish autonomy has been dealt with in the same

manner as that of other national minorities on

the basis of territorial distribution and language.
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JEWISH EMANCIPATION is that develop-
ment which has been responsible for transform-

ing Jewry from a distinct corporate group, con-

centrated in urban ghettos and living a social and

intellectual life essentially different from that of

the surrounding population, into a more or less

integral part of the general population among
which it resides. In a narrower and more tech-

nical sense it is the legal and political develop-
ment which substituted the principle of equal

rights and duties for the previous system of

rights and duties, which were always special in

character although they varied from place to

place and from period to period. While the term

derives analogically from the emancipation of

slaves and Catholics (it was apparently first used

by Zopfl in 1831, two years after the British

Catholics gained their signal victory), the history

of Jewish emancipation is not strictly analogous.
This emancipation began to be effective in

western Europe and America in the eighteenth,
in central Europe in the nineteenth and in east-

ern Europe (where the great majority of the

Jewish people is to be found) in the twentieth

century. This drift largely reflected general

political and economic developments; the spread
of industrial capitalism and democratic institu-

tions was generally accompanied or followed by
Jewish emancipation. The slow progress of the

emancipatory movement in eastern Europe,

however, and its susceptibility to frequent set-

backs have been due in part to complex prob-
lems arising from the relative density of Jewish

population in this region. While emancipation in

the wider sense is still incomplete, legal and

political emancipation express or implied con-

stitutional equality of rights exists for Jews

everywhere except in a few backward countries.

In such countries as Poland, Rumania and

Hungary there is still great disparity between

legal theory and practise.

Conscious moves toward equalizati6n of rights

began in the eighteenth century, when the de-

velopment of capitalism made the Jewish
merchant and industrial entrepreneur a welcome

acquisition to western countries. After the

Reformation had established the principle of

freedom of conscience and the modern state had

begun to transform corporate mediaeval society

into a society of more or less equal individual

citizens, the legal emancipation of the Jews be-

came inevitable. It was long hindered, however,

by the complex structure of the Jewish group, in-

volving peculiar religious, ethnic, social and eco-

nomic characteristics and especially that purest

expression of segregate, corporate life, the ex-

tensive system of Jewish autonomy. Non-Jewish

opponents of emancipation declared that the

existence of the Jewish "state within a state
"

would always prevent the Jews from identifying

themselves with the main body of citizens; some
elements of Jewry rej'ectcd equality of rights in

so far as it endangered their inherited mode of

life or their vested interests in the autonomous

community. The latter type of opposition was

particularly conscious and powerful in Holland
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in 1796, in Baden in 1846 and in Galicia from

1848 to 1867; its most representative spokesmen
were Rabbis Egcr of Posen and Schreiber of

Pressburg. Before 1850 frequent consideration

was given to a proposal (which was finally

abandoned) to distinguish between equality in

civil law and that in public law (pnvatbnrgcrliche
and burgcrlithe Gleichberechtigung) and to re-

move only the disabilities affecting economic

activities while continuing both the political dis-

franchisement of Jews and their rights of self-

government.
Down to the end of the nineteenth century it

was generally assumed that there was a neces-

sary connection between emancipation and the

assimilation of the Jews to surrounding civili/a-

tions. Debate was limited to the question of

whether assimilation had to precede emancipa-
tion or whether emancipation was to serve as the

strongest stimulus to assimilation As the failure

of emancipation to solve the Jewish question im-

mediately bred disillusion and as modern anti-

semitism and Jewish nationalism arose, the idea

of emancipation became divorced from that of

assimilation. Equality of rights was now de-

manded both by Jews and by non-Jews who af-

firmed that the Jews were an ethnically distinct

group. The minority lights guaranteed to the

Jewries of several European countries by inter-

national treaty and independently adopted by
the Soviet Union supplemented in theory the

principle of equality. In America and western

Europe minority rights in the technical sense

were neither imposed by the peace treaties nor

arc they sought by the Jews themselves. An

attempt made at the Council of the League of

Nations to extend minority rights to all member
countries failed.

The progress of emancipation was frequently

stimulated in neighboring countries by states

which had already granted equality. Prussia in

particular excused several such interferences

with the internal affairs of neighboring states by

declaring that too many Jews were being at-

tracted to her territories. Humanitarian reasons

were frequently \oiccd, especially in the inter-

national gatherings from the congresses of

Vienna and Aix-la-Chapellc to the Peace Con-

ference of 1919. The emancipated Jews of the

western and later of the central European coun-

tries also agitated for the emancipation of co-

religionists abroad. After a period of hesitation,

during which they had tried to accentuate their

new national allegiance by severing ties with

Jewries of other countries, came the active inter-

ventions of Sir Moses Montefiore and the Roth-

schilds for the oriental and east European Jews.
In 1860 the Alliance Israelite Universelle was

established in Paris to defend the rights of Jews

throughout the wot Id. With the same ends in

view the British Joint Foreign Committee was

organized in 1878, the American Jewish Com-
mittee in 1906 and the American Jewish Con-

gress in 1916. At the Versailles Peace Conference

in 1919 the Jewish question was raised by the

Comite des Delegations Juives, which included

representatives from the United States and

several central and east European countries and

cooperated with delegations of British and

French Jews. A Jewish world congress with

similar aims has long been debated but never

convoked.

Although Holland in 1593 was the first west-

ern European country to readmit Jews after the

mediaeval expulsions and to grant them exten-

sive rights, it was an Englishman, John Toland,
who first advocated full emancipation in his

Reasons for Naturalising the Jews in Great Brit-

ain and Ireland, o?i the Same Foot with All Other

Nations (London 1714).

Pelham's Jew Bill of 1753, which was to re-

move the obstacles to the naturalization of Jews
in England, provoked such public opposition
that it had to be revoked in 1754; and not until

1829 under the impetus of Catholic emancipa-
tion was the struggle for Jewish emancipation

reopened, with such liberals as Robert Grant,
Lord Russell and Macaulay as its chief protago-
nists. Five emancipation bills adopted by the

House ofCommons between 1834 and 1857 were

rejected by the Lords. In 1858 two House acts

enabled Lionel de Rothschild
,
five times demon-

stratively elected to Parliament by the City of

London, to take his seat. Subsequent amplifica-
tions in 1866, 1871 and 1878 opened to Jews the

highest government and university offices. In

other regions of the British Empire Jews have

long enjoyed full equality; in Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa, for example, since

colonisation.

As early as 1740 the Naturalization Act for the

British American colonies dispensed with

Christian ceremony for "such who profess the

Jewish religion." The Virginia Declaration of

Rights of 1776, the Constitution of the United

States and its First Amendment in 1791 estab-

lished general equality without specifically men-

tioning Jews. Remaining minor disabilities were

gradually removed by state legislatures, in North

Carolina as late as 1868. Most Latin American
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republics proclaimed constitutional equality of

all citizens in the early years of independence. In

the binational parts of Canada there have arisen

difficulties concerning the demand for state sup-

port of Jewish schools equal to that actually

given to the Protestant (English) and Catholic

(French) communities.

Of greater significance for the masses of Jews
on the European continent was the emancipatory
work of the French Revolution. The abolition of

the corporal tax by Louis xvi in 1784, the ap-

pointment in 1788 of a committee headed by
Malesherbes to study the Jewish question,

Mirabeau's pamphlet of 1787 on Moses Men-
delssohn and Jewish political reform and an es-

say contest to encourage the discovery of means

for making the Jews "happy and useful" held by
the Metz Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wisscn-

schaften und Kunste in 1787 adumbrated forth-

coming changes. Discussion of the Jewish ques-
tion occupied a prominent place within and with-

out the National Assembly from 1789 to 1791.

Energetic advocates of emancipation were Abbe

Grcgoire, Mirabeau, Duport and Robespierre;

leading opponents were Abbe" Maury, represent-

ing conservative and clerical forces, and Reubell,

spokesman of the Alsatian third estate, whose
cahiers had expressed deep grievances against

Jewish money lenders. In 1790 Jews of Portu-

guese and Spanish origin and those of Avignon
and in 1791 all other Jews in France were de-

clared full fledged citizens, and the civil equality
of individual Jews was maintained even during
the revolutionary drive against the various

religious creeds.

The impact of these revolutionary measures

was soon felt in all territories which came under

French domination. The Jews of the Rhineland,

Italy and Belgium were automatically enfran-

chised. Most important in view of its numerical,
economic and intellectual importance Dutch

Jewry was fully emancipated by the new Bata-

vian Republic in 1796. The slow pace of Jewish
assimilation as well as the economic conflict in

Alsace led to reaction in France. Aroused by the

ethnic tenacity and apparent lack of patriotism
of the Jews, Napoleon convoked the assembly of

Jewish notables in 1806 and the Great San-

hedrin of Paris in the following year. To twelve

questions put by the government the carefully
selected Jewish representatives gave answers

largely prepared by Napoleon, refusing only to

encourage intermarriage as a means of assimila-

tion. In 1808 Napoleon decreed the reorganiza-
tion of Jewish communal life under rigid govern-

ment control and put the Jews of most French

provinces, the Rhineland and Italy under severe

disabilities. Modified several times by the em-

peror, this decree expired in 1818, when even the

reactionary government of Louis xvm did not

renew it. After the revolution of 1830 the last

vestiges of discrimination were removed by law;

beginning in 1831 the national Treasury subsi-

dized the rabbinate, as it did Protestant and

Catholic clergy, and in 1846 the Jewish oath

(more judaico) was abolished. Strangely enough

despite the influence of France in stimulating

Jewish emancipation in general it is only in the

French colonies of Tunis and Morocco (in addi-

tion to such backward regions as Abyssinia and

Yemen) that the Jews are still legally as well as

practically unemancipated. In Holland in 1815
and in Belgium in 1830 emancipation was also

supplemented by state subvention to the Jewish
cult. In Portugal and Spam, where Jews began
to resettle during the nineteenth century, they
were not definitely emancipated until the adop-
tion of republican constitutions in 1911 and 1931

respectively. A Spanish decree of 1924 and more

emphatically one of 1932 enable descendants of

the refugee Spanish Jews of 1492 to naturalize

as Spanish citizens regardless of their residence

abroad.

In central Europe Jewish equality was de-

manded by Lessing in his Nathan der Weise

(1779) and by Christian Dohm in his Uber die

btirgerliriie Verbesserung der Juden (2 vols., Ber-

lin 1781-83). Joseph n's Edict of Toleration in

1781 indicated the imperial government's aware-

ness of the necessity of a change in Jewish status.

Under the impulse of the French Revolution

Westphalia in 1808 and Frankfort in 1811

granted full equality and several other states

granted limited equality. Even counter-revolu-

tionary Prussia removed Jewish disabilities (ex-

cept exclusion from government office) in 1812.

The period of Restoration, romanticism and

the "historical schools" was one of general re-

action. Attempts of Austria and Prussia at the

Congress of Vienna and the German Diet to es-

tablish a uniform liberal policy in the new Ger-

manic Confederation failed; the relevant article

1 6 of the Acts of Confederation was a compro-
mise, ambiguous at the crucial point. From 1815
to 1824 *ne struggle between the newly reorgan-
ized "free cities" and the Jews assumed inter-

national proportions. Although Austria, Prus-

sia, England and Russia, as signatories of the

Treaty of Vienna, vigorously and repeatedly pro-
tested against anti-Jewish measures, only Frank-
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fort was compelled to conclude an agreement
with the Jewish community in 1824. Bremen
and Liibeck expelled all Jews in 1821, and most

other German states failed to grant them a uni-

form status. Prussia, for instance, retained in the

provinces annexed in 1815 twenty different sys-

tems which ranged, as did those in the rest of

Germany, from full emancipation to full corpo-
rate mediaeval segregation. Under the leader-

ship of Gabriel Riesser the struggle entered a

new stage with the revolution of 1830. After the

extension of Jewish rights by Hesse in 1833,

Brunswick in 1834 and Prussia in 1847, the

movement was crowned with temporary success

through the acts of the Frankfort National As-

sembly and the Austrian, Hungarian and Prus-

sian diets in 1848-49. Following a few years of

reaction, the Austrian and Hungarian constitu-

tions of 1867, a law of the North German Con-

federation in 1869 and the German imperial

constitution of 1871 definitively established

equality of rights for all citizens. Since then

there have been in Germany and Austria only
minor administrative deviations, although the

principle itself has been the target of antisemitic

attacks from the days of Stocker and Luger to

those of Hitler. In Hungary, however, where full

equality had existed from 1867 until 1919, there

have been ever since serious invasions of Jewish

rights; and the establishment of minority rights

by the Treaty of Trianon in 1920 has provided

only a legal solution of the problem. In C/echo-

slovakia the Jews were granted both equality

and minority rights from the outset, but their

numerical insignificance in the former Austrian

provinces and their conservative mode of life in

those previously under Hungarian rule compli-
cate the application ofminority rights on the lines

adopted for the German and other national

minorities.

The restoration of legitimist rulers in Italy in

1815 was accompanied by the restoration of

Jewish disabilities. In Rome the ghetto and the

Inquisition were reinstated; in Piedmont a law

requiring wearing of the badge was almost

adopted; Parma alone held to emancipation. The
reestablishment here and there of the principle

of equality by the revolutionary upheavals of

1830 and 1848 was largely ephemeral; but agita-

tion, initiated particularly by Massimo d'Aze-

glio, the author of Delia emancipazione civile degli

israeliti (Rome 1847), finally brought about en-

franchisement in Sardinia in 1848, in Lombardy
in 1859 and in the new kingdom of Italy by its

constitution of 1861, which was soon extended
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to Venice and Rome. Since then Italian Jewry
has enjoyed full equality.

Most Swiss cantons stubbornly resisted even

the admission of Jews, until the intervention of

foreign powers (the United States in 1857, Hol-

land in 1862 and France especially in 1864)
forced the Swiss Confederation to exempt for-

eign Jews from discriminatory laws. In 1874 the

Swiss constitution established full equality of

rights. In Denmark the Jews obtained extensive

rights in 1 8 1 4, were admitted to municipal offices

in 1837 and achieved full emancipation in 1849.
The provinces of Schleswig and Holstein did not

enfranchise Jews until 1854 and 1863 respec-

tively. Jews were not allowed to settle in Sweden
until 1782, and the attempt of Charles xiv to en-

large their rights failed. They were not per-
mitted to own land before 1860, to vote before

1865 or to hold office before 1870. After the ad-

mission of Jews to Norway in 1851 disabilities

were gradually removed; from 1 89 1 on Jews were

no longer barred from public office.

In the eastern regions of Jewish mass settle-

ment the first signs of forthcoming change were

perceptible in Poland during the last years of its

independence. In 1882 an anonymous writer in-

fluenced by Dohm and Joseph n published in

Polish a widely read pamphlet "On the Necessity
of Jewish Reforms in the Lands of the Polish

Crown." The Quadrennial Diet (1788-91) dis-

cussed the question without reaching a definite

decision. Even in the short lived duchy of War-

saw, whose constitution of 1807 established the

principle of equality in imitation of France,

Jewish political rights were abolished after one

year. In the part of Poland annexed by Russia

agitation for emancipation never went beyond

literary controversy, and even after the Jews of

Posen and Galicia had been emancipated by
Prussia and Austria conditions in Russian Po-

land remained unchanged except for a minor im-

provement under Wielopolski in 1862. As a re-

sult of the revolution of 1905 and the German

occupation of 1915 some disabilities were re-

moved, but full legal emancipation (including
the granting of minority rights) awaited the

Treaty of Versailles in 1919.
The peculiar structure of Russian society lent

to the problem of Jewish emancipation novel and

contradictory aspects. At the very beginning of

Russian domination Catherine II admitted Jews
to participation in municipal government while

laying in 1791 the foundation of the future Pale

of Settlement. Throughout the following cen-

tury numerous imperial committees on the Jew-
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ish question insisted upon assimilation as a

prerequisite of emancipation. There seldom ap-

peared a protagonist of full emancipation among
opposition leaders or among the Jews; the

Decembrist Muravicv was a rare exception. As

industrialization proceeded under Alexander n

exceptional laws against the Jews were mitigated,

but beginning in 1880 policy was reversed until

disabilities reached their height in the May Laws
of 1882 Even after the revolution of 1905 Jews

although reluctantly granted the franchise con-

tinued to suffer from severe discrimination. The
revolution of February, 1917, proclaimed the

principle of equality, reaffirmed by all the Soviet

republics after October. The new independent
states of Finland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithua-

nia retained some old Russian laws but were

forced to recognize legally the civic and political

equality of all inhabitants as a prerequisite of

their admission to the League of Nations.

Intolerance brought about international en-

tanglements in Rumania even before that nation

obtained full independence. By declaring all but

an insignificant minority of Jews to be aliens the

Rumanian government evaded the safeguards of

general equality imposed by the Congress of

Berlin, which had granted the country independ-
ence by treaty in 1878. Recurrent interventions

of treaty signatories availed little. Only the

Treaty of Bucharest in 1918 and more peremp-

torily those of Saint-Germain and the Trianon in

1919 emancipated the Jews, the last also granted
them minority rights.

The other Balkan countries gave Jews full

rights after emerging from Turkish domination:

G recce as early as 1830, Bulgaria in 1878 and

Serbia in 1878 and 1889 (from antecedents

reaching back to 1817). Turkey, possessing an

altogether different legal system, could proclaim
the principle of equality in 1839 and 1856 with-

out thereby altogether abolishing the disabilities

of non-Moslems. Emancipation was achieved

only by the Young Turk constitution of 1908,
which followed western models. In the treaties

of 1919-20 also Turkey and the Balkan states

assumed international obligations to grant spe-
cial rights to their minorities. The mandated

succession states of Turkey (Palestine, Syria and

Iraq) are based upon the principle of equality.

Although equality has been established in all

advanced countries and minority rights have

been enacted in several, there is often a sharp
contrast between theory and practise. In many
countries discrimination against Jews exists,

especially in regard to public offices and employ-

ment in state monopolies. In many, a legal or ad-

ministrative mimertis clansus limits the admission

of Jews to universities. A tax burden dispropor-
tionate both per capita and in relation to eco-

nomic capacity is frequently carried by Jews.
State support for their religious and cultural in-

stitutions is frequently negligible. Poland, Ru-
mania and Hungary are the most frequent ob-

jects of complaint. In Turkey the government
succeeded in persuading representatives of Otto-

man Jewry along with those of the other mi-

norities to renounce their minority rights. Al-

though of dubious validity in international pub-
lic law this renunciation facilitates non-applica-
tion by the government of the clauses in the

peace treaties pertaining to minority rights. It is

in the Soviet Union that the principle of com-
bined civic equality and national autonomy has

been most completely carried out. While intoler-

ant of the Je\vish religion and of Zionism, which

along with other religious and political move-

ments it regards as actually or potentially counter-

revolutionary, and of the propagation of Hebrew

speech, which it regards as an accessory of po-
litical Zionism and an expression of bourgeois

culture, the Soviet government encourages Jew-
ish national andyiddishtst cultural developments.
Whole administrative districts are now Jewish
in a national sense and projects for a Jewish re-

public, to enjoy equal status with other federated

socialist Soviet republics, have been developed.
The effects of emancipation upon Jewish life

have been marked throughout the world. The
removal of disabilities has brought about a great
economic restratification. While Jews were pre-

viously almost totally excluded from agriculture,

the proportion of farmers among them rose to

about 2 percent in 1900 and is almost 5 percent

today. General admission to the medical, legal

and teaching professions and to public offices

as well as their induction into the cultural life of

the surrounding nations has opened a vast range
of opportunities to Jewish intellectuals. Never-

theless, the proportion of Jews in commercial oc-

cupations everywhere remains larger than their

proportion in the population. The transition

from craft to heavy industry has also been very
slow among Jews except in the Soviet Union. As
a whole, however, the preemancipation economic

contrast between Jews and Gentiles is steadily

disappearing.

In some countries rapprochement between

Jew and Gentile resulted in a tremendous in-

crease of intermarriage. At its highest, in Trieste

in 1927 every other Jew or Jewess married a
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the Jewish problem, Zionists postulate a Jewish
homeland to supplement it.
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JEX-BLAKE, SOPHIA (1840-1912), British

feminist and physician. After struggling to ob-

tain an education Sophia Jex-BUke determined

to found a college for women and for this pur-

velopment as a definite and desirable solution of pose traveled in Germany and America. From

Gentile. In Copenhagen and Hamburg the pro-

portion is one third, in Germany as a whole one

fifth, in the interior of Russia one sixth. In

America, where it reached one sixth before 1880,

it dropped suddenly dm ing the ''Russian im-

migration" of the 1880 's but is again increasing.

In the east European mass settlement, including
White Russia and the Ukraine, however, it

ranges between i and 5 percent. Perhaps in part
because of an apparent low fecundity of such

marriages, the change in the racial composition
of the Jews is still comparatively small.

In the communal life of Jcwiy emancipation
meant the abolition of the traditional form of

self-government. In countries such as the United

States and France the separation of state and

church resulted in the substitution of freely

organized congregations for the official com-

munities in which membership was compulsory.
In most European countries the community was

retained, but its range of activities was limited to

the religious field, a term under which was in-

cluded a variety of competences. For instance, in

eastern Europe and Palestine the community
continues to cxcicisc considerable control over

marriages and divorces, birth registration and

social work. In cultural life the transformation

was the more obvious the more readily the Jews

adopted the language of the surrounding popula-

tion and partook of its cultural life. Even in

"purely" Jewish expressions, such as Hebrew
and Yiddish letters, the influx of foreign, ideas and

the adaptation of foreign patterns is fully evi-

dent. The early reform movement in Germany
and the United States was an extreme applica-

tion of emancipation to religious life, and the

emancipation influenced even conservative and

orthodox Jewry. The present religious crisis m
Judaism is due not only to antireligious tenden-

cies of the age but also to the impact of eman-

cipation.

Jews are almost unanimously in favor of legal

emancipation. Even Zionists, who formerly de-

spaired of Diaspora life and demanded "self-

emancipation" instead of emancipation from

outside, today insist upon equality of rights in

the Diaspora. As to emancipation in a wider

sense opinions differ. While assimilatiomsts of

all shades favor it, both Zionists and Diaspora
nationalists reject it, in so far as it implies loss of

Jewish national identity. For them only the com-

bination of equality and national minority rights

presents a more or less satisfactory solution. But

while Diaspora nationalists regard such a de-
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Dr. L. Sewall of Boston she received her first

insight into the pressing need for women doc-

tors, and although she had earlier rejected the

suggestion of a medical career she made an

unsuccessful attempt to enter Harvard Medical

School. She next sought entrance to the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh and with ready speech and

a biting pen surmounted the difficulties ofexam-

ining boards and hospital committees and won a

legal decision against the university in 1869 per-

mitting her to study medicine there only to be

repulsed when the university obtained on appeal
a judgment pronouncing the concession illegal.

Ignoring the advice of those who urged that the

time was not opportune in Britain she engaged
in spectacular agitation to gain the right for

women to study medicine. In 1874 she founded

the London School of Medicine for Women, in

1876 succeeded in getting an act passed enabling
universities to admit women medical students

and in 1877 took her own degree at Berne. Her

fighting qualities and singleness of purpose won

popularity for the woman's education move-

ment, but her uncompromising spirit alienated

many from her and prevented her from winning
fame as a doctor. Through her efforts the School

of Medicine for Women and the Dispensary for

Women and Children were established in Edin-

burgh.
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JHERING, RUDOLF VON (1818-92), Ger-

man jurist. Jhering was successively professor at

the universities of Basel, Rostock, Kiel, Giessen,
Vienna and Gottingen. He began his career as a

Romanist but developed into the most encyclo-

paedic mind in German law in the nineteenth

century. His self-willed character and volatile

temperament prevented his founding a dog-
matic school, but possibly for that very reason he

exercised a continuous influence upon the gen-
eration which followed him.

Jhering is of importance not only to juris-

prudence but to sociology. While during his life-

time almost all other jurists remained within the

narrow, formal bounds of their science, he was
animated by the problem of the meaning of law

for life. He did not, to be sure, begin in this way:
in the first half of his career he too believed that

the law was a self-contained system; it was only

necessary to know the logically constructed legal

concepts to be able to solve any new problem of

law by a process of dialectic. About the age of

forty, however, he began to destroy that which

he had hitherto regarded as sacred and sought to

remove law from its position of isolation and to

place it in the midst of the current of life.

The individual is the starting point of Jhe-

ring's philosophy. In his most celebrated work,
Der Kampf urns Recht (Regensburg 1872, I9th
ed. Vienna 1923; tr. by J. J. Lalor, 5th ed. Chi-

cago 1915), which has been translated into

twenty languages, he taught that an attack upon
an individual's legal rights was at the same time

an insult to his personality and that he was con-

sequently under a moral duty to repel the attack.

But even here the striving for the idea of com-

munity is already apparent: the assertion of the

law is a duty that the individual owes to society.

Jhering proceeded in the same manner in his

most important work, Der Zweck im Recht (2

vols., Leipsic 1877-83; 4th ed. 1905; vol. i tr. by
I. Husik, Boston 1913). Egoism is the unavoid-

able point of departure for all law, but it is not

unreconcilable with the needs of the world,

which enlists the individual in its service by

giving him the reward that he desires. As long as

the world attracts him to its purposes it can be

sure of his cooperation. This enlistment of the

service of the individual was the very basis of cul-

ture. At another time Jhering expressed the same

ideas in his declaration that the three pillars of

the law were the propositions "I exist for my-
self," "The world exists for me" and "I exist for

the world." From the first he derived the whole

law of persons; from the second the law of prop-

erty, family law and the law of obligations; and

from the third the concept of duty. He even

projected the ideas, although only incidentally,

into international law upon the analogy that the

individual nations existed for the purposes of the

world. To Jhering the state stood, so to speak, in

a subordinate position; it was society that was

the supreme concept. The state interfered by
means of law only to protect the order which was

determined by the purposes of society. Purpose
was the creator of law. Moreover the law was not

the only determining force: Jhering was inter-

ested particularly in such ethical factors of social

intercourse as decorum and politeness. It is thus

seen how strong was the sociological trend in his

thinking.

Entirely new, considering the position of the

jurists of his time, was Jhering's treatment of

property. He does not deny indeed he defends
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the right of private property. But unlike most

of the contemporary jurists, who steeped in the

Roman law attributed absolute powers of dis-

posal to the owner, he insisted that it must be

subordinated to social needs. Attacking the

problem of possession in his Beitrage zur Lehre

vom Besitz (Jena 1868; 2nd ed. 1869, with title

Uber den Grund des Besitzcsschutzes] and over

twenty years later in his Der Besitzwille, zugkich
eine Kritik der herrschenden juristischen Methods

(Jena 1889) he reacted against the conceptualism

of the prevailing "will theory" and pointed to the

social factors which had historically determined

the protection of possession.

In addition to these works must be mentioned

Jhering's celebrated Der Geist des romischen

Rechts auf den verschiedenen Stufen seiner Ent-

tuicklung (3 vols., Leipsic 1852-65; 5th-6th eds.

1906-07), the significance of which he himself

expressed in the motto, "Through the Roman
law but beyond it." Jhering's strong sense of

humor, which achieved satiric heights, is re-

flected best in his spirited Scherz und Ernst in der

Jurisprudenz (Leipsic 1885, loth ed. 1909). In

1857 he founded with Gerber the Jahrbucherfur
die Dogmatik des burgerlichen Rechts, which is

still held in high regard. Almost all of Jhering's

works have had influence beyond Germany, and

the contemporary world may still find in him a

source of inspiration.
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JIHAD, the battle on the path of Allah, approxi-
mates the western concept of holy war. Its his-

tory goes back to the early days of Islam when
the religious obligation to disseminate the faith

either by persuasion or, failing that, by the

4OI
sword explains in large part the tremendous

momentum of early Islam and the unprece-

dented, triumphant growth of Mohammed's re-

ligion only a few decades after its founder's

death.

Mohammed himself did not propound the

obligation on such a scale. There is no mention

of the jihad in the oldest portions of the Koran:

the suras of the Meccan period preached pa-
tience in the face of attack because at that time

no other attitude was possible. It was only in

Medina, after Mohammed had become the

leader of an entire community, that he com-
manded his adherents to return blow for blow

and even to begin war independently. The Koran
in speaking of the jihad against unbelievers often

calls the latter unfaithful and dangerous, and

Mohammed appears to have been less interested

in their conversion than in their subjugation.

They were to be fought not so much because of

their unbelief as on the ground that they were

hostile to his adherents. Thus the Koran (n: 186)

states: "And fight for the cause of God against
those who fight against you; but commit not the

injustice of attacking them first: verily God
loveth not the unjust."

Shortly after the death of the prophet, how-

ever, the war against unbelievers as such de-

veloped into a religious duty; numerous passages
in the Koran were cited in which Allah using
Mohammed as a mouthpiece commanded a

struggle against the unbelieving Arabs. The

jihad became accordingly almost a sixth "com-
mandment" (rukn) and was in fact subsequently

accepted as such by the descendants of the so-

called Kharijites. Such a development was to be

expected in a militant religion which arose

among a warlike nomad people. It also became a

political necessity, for after Mohammed's death

a number of tribes weakened in their allegiance

to the theocracy and external expansion seemed
the best way of remedying the situation. The

holy war with its promise of spoil made Islam

understandable to the Bedouins and won back

their loyalty and support, and the religious im-

petus in turn gave strength to the wars of con-

quest.

The jihad was to be supervised or led by a

Moslem sovereign, or imam, and the entire

world considered to be divided into the dar al-

harb, the war area where Moslems were not in

control, and the dar al-islam, or the regions al-

ready under Islamic rule. Theoretically the

Moslem state was at permanent war with the

non-Moslem world. Hence it was the purpose of
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the jihad to transform the ddr al-harb into the

ddr al-isldm. The implications of this concept
were of course never completely realized and

Moslem theologians were compelled very early

to adapt the doctrine to changing needs. A people

against whom a holy war was to he waged were

first summoned to embrace Islam. Tn case of re-

fusal they had the choice of submitting or fight-

ing. In the first case they were granted mercy
with certain limitations, whereas in the second

they might expect the loss of their freedom as

well as of their property. From the very begin-

nings of Islam large numbers of people of other

faiths inhabited the Islamite areas and special

provision was made for believers in religions

based upon revealed scriptures, especially Jews
and Christians, to allow them to enter into a

protected relationship with the Islamic empire.

Upon the payment of certain taxes they were

guaranteed the fiee exercise of their religion as

well as the safety of their lives and property. In

fact their lives and property had to be defended

to the end against enemies.

Gradually the whole doctrine of the jihad was

modified, and at present it is interpreted as a

joint and not an individual duty of all free, male,

adult Moslems sound in mind and body v\ ho have

the means to reach a Moslem army; this duty
will continue to exist until the entire world has

been subjected to Islam. It is held, however, that

the obligation is fulfilled \\hen a certain number

of the faithful comply with it, and that the

religious law is satisfied if a Moslem sovereign

undertakes one campaign annually or even if he

makes preparations for war and sees to the

preparedness of the army. The imam alone is

empowered to direct the jihad; and in. cases such

as that of the Shiites, whose imam is at present

considered invisible, there can be no jihad until

the imam reappears. If a Moslem country is in-

vaded by unbelievers, the imam may issue a

general call to amis to all the Moslems in the

country and in case of need this summons may
be extended to embrace the entire Moslem
world. As territories once Moslem have come

under the control of non-Moslems, however, the

position has been taken that they do not become

ddr al-harb except under certain conditions, the

most important of which is the non-observance

of legal decisions of Islam. When these condi-

tions are violated the country must be won back

or Moslems must emigrate from it.

These doctrines reflect those changes in the

political and economic background of Islam

which have not only influenced theory but have

also profoundly affected the jihad as a realistic

force. While the duty of war conformed to tribal

custom, the jihad remained a source of strength
to Islam. The promises of rich rewards for those

who die battling for the faith, depicted in the

Koran and more vividly in the traditions (Ha-

dith), naturally increased tremendously the cour-

age and the contempt of death on the part of

Moslem warriors. The belief in the martyrs' bliss

has raised the courage of Moslem soldiers to an

often unbelievable degree even down to recent

times. Nevertheless, the significance of the jihad
diminished consistently as Islam was accepted

by large settled populations and as the Arabs

themselves ceased to be a segregated military

group. The doctrine of the holy war was based

moreover upon the assumption of a unified

Moslem religious-political state, an assumption
which soon proved false. Various religious

groups arose under rival imams, and even at the

time of the Abbassides the empire was a very

shaky structure which rapidly dissolved into a

large number of rather independent governor-

ships and sultanates. The Ottoman Empire,
which united under its scepter most of the

former Abbassidc provinces as well as large new
areas reaching as far as the gates of Vienna, was

difficult to control and disintegrated rapidly

during the nineteenth and the early twentieth

century. The sense of unity, very strong in the

past, was never able to take the place of an or-

ganized ecclesiastical union, which was thwarted

by political circumstances as well as by the cul-

tural level of the Moslem peoples.

The collapse of the jihad as a significant force

was made clear in 1914 when the Ottoman sul-

tan in his capacity of caliph summoned the whole

Moslem world to a holy war against the Entente

powers. The fact that Turkey was acting m al-

liance with infidel countries gave the command
an unorthodox flavor and the only Moslem
rulers to respond were the great Saniisi and the

imam of San' a. The enemy side endeavored sci-

entifically to disprove the dubious claims of the

caliphate; in fact the Moslems in countries con-

trolled by the Entente could not have joined the

Ottoman armies if they had wanted to. The pan-
Islamic propaganda of the pre-war years bore

little fruit, and it was probably the growing

strength of nationalism among Moslem peoples
which as much as any other factor played havoc

with the Turks' appeal for Islamic unity and

made possible the anomaly of Indians and Arabs

fighting with Christian powers against their

Turkish brethren in the hope of furthering their
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own national interests. The summons to a jihad
remained confined to Turkey; elsewhere there

were only a few resolute and devout Moslems
who were not deterred from rushing to arms.

Since the World War the jihad has had even

less practical importance, especially since the

abolition of the caliphate and the disintegration

of the Ottoman Empire. Certain movements
within Islam, such as Wahhabiism in southern

Arabia, still retain the jihad in their program,
but modern theologians tend in general to di-

minish or discredit it. As a practical matter

under present political conditions in the Orient

a holy war for the further spread of Islam is

entirely out of the question. Just as attacks were

repeatedly made upon Turkey during previous
centuries without being immediately denounced

as attacks upon the caliphate and without all the

Moslems being summoned to the defense, an

aggression against a Moslem country in the near

future will scarcely cause the unified Moslem

community to rise against the invader.
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jlMUTAVAIIANA, 'Hindu jurist. He was the

founder of the Bengal, or Gauriya, school of law,

which flourished probably from about 1090 to

1130. The acceptance of these dates, which are

based on astrological minutiae in his works and

on traditions of his descent and of his position
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as chief justice and minister of one of the Sena

kings of Bengal, leads to the assumption that

Jimutavahana 's legal eminence was only tardily

recognized. Although he quotes no writer later

than the twelfth century, he himself is not

quoted until the fifteenth century; the earliest

of his known manuscripts dates fromthe close of

this century, and in fact Jolly and others as-

sign him to this later penod.
Three works of Jimutavahana are extant: the

Kala-viveka (ed by P. Tarkabhilsana, Biblio-

thcca Indica, n s
,
vol. Ixix, Calcutta 1905), on

the determination of the calendar and auspicious
times and seasons; the Vyavahdra Mdtnkd

(ed. by A. Mookerjee in Asiatic Society of Ben-

gal, Alemoirs, vol. 111, 1912, p. 277-353), on

judicial procedure; and the Ddya-Bhdga (tr. by
H. T. Colebrooke in Two Treatises on the Hindu

Law of Inheritance, Calcutta 1810, p. 1-240),

literally "division of inheritance." Although

Jimutavahana no\vhere expressly names the

Mitakshara of Vijnanesvara (tr. in Colebrooke 's

Two Treatises . . .
),
an omission comprehensible

in a contemporary but inexplicable in a fifteenth

century writer, he unquestionably wrote the

Ddya-Bhdga to combat certain doctrines of

which that jurist was the protagonist. He nega-
ti\es the distinction between ancestral and self-

acquired property; between unobstructed in-

heritance, the right to which accrues at birth,

and obstructed inheritance, the right to which

accrues only after the death of the property hold-

er. He denies the doctrine of birth rights and

replaces the Hindu paterfamilias on the pedestal
which he occupied earlier in the Manusmrti as

the unrestricted lord of the family property.
The sons cannot demand a partition against his

wishes; he may sell them into slavery and has

rights over their personal earnings; he may
spend or divide the property in his lifetime,

even mortis causa, although not, strictly speak-

ing, by will. It follows that father and sons do

not in law constitute a joint family. In the same

uncompromising individualism the members of

the joint family are regarded not as joint tenants

but as tenants in common. Their shares are

freely assignable, and a childless widow succeeds

to a share as the heir of her husband. On the

other hand, if her husband dies before acquiring
his right, she is not legally entitled even to

maintenance. Jimutavahana 's touchstone for

the right to inherit is the duty to offer oblations

to departed ancestors. In outline his scheme
differs little from that of the Mitakshara

for obstructed inheritance; but his theory
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enables him to prefer the father to the mother

and the daughter who has or is still capable of

male offspring to one who is not. The duty of

oblations to maternal ancestors serves as a peg
to introduce a select list of cognates for a higher

place in the scheme of inheritance than Vij-

nanesvara allows. Finally, Jimutavahana says
"An accomplished fact outweighs a hundred

texts," which, however, means no more than

factum valet quodfieri non debuit: the exercise of

a legal right is not barred because in a particular

case it happens to be the breach of a moral duty.
Some Bengali scholars have argued against the

prevailing acceptation of this text and have en-

deavored to show that the Ddya-Bhdga differs

less from the Mitakshara than is commonly sup-

posed. These views, however, have not carried

general conviction even in Bengal, although it

is unquestionable that the sentiment of the

Ddya-Bhdga joint family is nearer to the Mitaks-

hara than the bare letter of the law. The system
of law which Jimutavahana propounded is still

followed by Bengalis and is administered for

them by the British courts.
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JIREEK, JOSEF KONSTANTIN (1854-

1918), Austro-Czech historian. Jirecek was born

in Vienna of a family of celebrated Czechish

scholars. He studied at the University of Prague
and lectured there as Privatdozent from 1 877 to

1879. His historical interests centered almost

exclusively about the Balkan peoples in the Mid-
dle Ages; at first he devoted his attention to the

Bulgars and Serbs, then for a time only to the

Bulgars and later in an increasing degree to the

southwestern part of the Balkan Peninsula the

Serbs, Balkan Romans and Albanians and By-
zantium. Political, social, economic and cultural

history as well as historical geography and eth-

nography were included in the scope of his re-

searches. His first major work, Die Geschichte

der Bulgaren (Prague 1876), written at the age
of twenty-one and at a time when the Bulgarian

question was to the fore, secured him a world

wide reputation and special recognition in Bul-

garia. In 1879 the Bulgarian government invited

him to Sofia. In the course of his five years'

activity as secretary general of the Ministry of

Education, as minister of education and as

director of the National Library he won lasting

renown in the organization and extension of the

entire Bulgarian educational system. His work
was especially significant in regard to the pri-

mary and intermediate schools and cultural in-

stitutions (the university, the National Library,
the National Museum and the Bureau of Sta-

tistics). His fame rested also upon his valuable

advice in the formation of the modern machinery
of governmental administration. The profound
first hand knowledge of the Balkan Peninsula

which he acquired through his influential posi-

tion and extensive travels led him to write Das
Furstenthum Bulgarien (Prague 1891), which is

still essential for a study of Bulgaria. In the suc-

ceeding decades he was active in Prague and

Vienna, became increasingly interested in Ragu-
san, Serbian and Byzantine history and after

exhaustive research in the rich Dalmatian ar-

chives treated the most complicated problems
of Balkan, Roman and Albanian history. He not

only collected an enormous mass of entirely new
historical facts but also laid the foundations of

present day knowledge of the ancient history of

the Balkan Peninsula. After his great work on

the Romans in the cities of Dalmatia, which is

of basic importance for late Roman, Byzantine
and mediaeval western history, ethnography,

topography and linguistics, he composed his

masterpiece, the Geschichte der Serben (Allge-

meine Staatengeschichte, pt. i, no. 38, 2 vols.,

Gotha 1911-18), which carries the narrative to

1537 and is still the best work on the subject;

it complements his "Staat und Gesellschaft im

mittelaltcrlichen Serbien" (Kaiserliche Akade-

mie der Wissenschaften, Vienna, Philosophisch-
historische Klasse, Denkschriften, vol. Ivi, 1912,

nos. 2-3, vol. Iviii, 1914, pt. ii, and vol. Ixiv,

1919, pt. ii),
which extends to 1459 and is equally

fundamental for the older cultural history of the

Balkans and southern Slavs, especially of the

southwest.

Jirecek was the most important representative

among the Slavs of the German critical method

in historical science and is recognized as the

leading authority on the past of the Balkan

Peninsula, its historical geography and ethnog-

raphy. The originality and importance of his

contribution to Balkan historiography proceed
from his critical examination of sources, espe-
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daily archives; his break with the constructions

and hypotheses based on the former combina-

tion of history and philology; and the extended

scope of his researches and observations whereby
he secured a mass of separate pieces of informa-

tion and was able to correct former concepts

concerning the most difficult problems; but es-

pecially from the fact that he supported political

data by legal, socio-economic and historico-

ethnographic data and that in his works on cul-

tural history he emphasized as fundamental

socio-economic and legal relations. He thus suc-

ceeded in demonstrating to what extent western

influences prevailed along with the Byzantine
in the governmental as well as the social and

economic structure of the Balkans.
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JITTA, DANIEL JOSEPHUS (1854-1925),
Dutch jurist. Jitta was educated in Holland and

Belgium; after a period of law practise he be-

came professor of commercial and private inter-

national law at the University of Amsterdam.

Subsequently he served as a councilor of state

at The Hague.
His writings, which are characterized by a

cosmopolitan, somewhat idealistic spirit and by
a philosophy of tolerance and reconciliation, are

significant contributions to the theory of private

international law. The most important are: The

Method ofPrivate InternationalLaw (The Hague
1890); The Substance of Obligations in Private

International Law (2 vols., The Hague 1906-

07); The Renovation of International Law, on the

Basis of a Juridical Community ofMankind (The
Hague 1919). Jitta regarded mankind not only
as a de facto community but also as a de jure

community which should be governed by prin-

ciples based upon the requirements of the uni-

versal social group. These principles are the

fundamentals of international law and aim at

establishing a universal reign of law. They must
be respected by the states, which derive their

sovereignty from mankind itself and are obli-

gated to insure order not only for their own
national local groups but also for all society.
Private international law should not be called

the "conflict of laws" but rather "private law

considered from the point of view of what the

juridical community of mankind demands,"
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since the solution of conflicts is not its aim but

only an expedient. In the sphere of private law

he distinguishes between the relations which are

relatively international and those which are ab-

solutely international. The first are relations of

foreign origin, existing between foreigners, in

which the foreign law applies; except where it

conflicts with the public policy, order and morals

of the state in which the case is being adjudi-
cated. The absolutely international relations are

those which do not belong preponderantly to

the juridical life of any single state but which

affect more than one. Here the rules of the com-

mon international law are applicable. Frequently

they can be formulated by resolving the conflict

of laws and adopting the law of one of the com-

peting states. Sometimes, however, this method

is not satisfactory and then a fully independent,

newly formulated rule should be adopted. In

settling questions of private international law

the rule suitable to the universal society of man-

kind applies by virtue of reason, except when
the positive law of the state in which it is adjudi-

cated is opposed to it; for the judge is bound by
the positive law of his own state.
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JOACHIM OF FLORA (c. 1131-^. 1202),

Calabrian mystic and prophet. Legends have

sprung up luxuriantly about the name of Joa-

chim of Flora, but nothing is certain concerning
his life except that he was born at Celico of

humble parentage, that while still very young
he entered the Cistercian order shortly after the

reconciliation of Roger II of Sicily and St. Ber-

nard and that he later abandoned it to found a

monastic congregation more faithful to the rig-

orous Benedictine rule. Although a renegade
from the Cistercians Joachim represented and

expressed better than any other figure the demo-

cratic and cooperative ideas of organization
which the Cistercian movement was propagating

throughout Europe in opposition to feudalism.

In Joachim's interpretation of the Bible may be

found a repercussion of these ideas. Joachim
divides revelation into three stages, each corre-

sponding to a historical epoch: the Age of the

Father, or of the Old Testament; the Age of the

Son, or of the New Testament; and the Age of

the Holy Ghost, or of the future. The first was
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the time of spouses that is, patriarchs and

kirgs and of slaves; the second of freemen and

priests; the third and final era would be that of

friends and mystics, living without class or social

distinctions. The visible church of Rome, to

which Joachim ascribed a merely symbolical and

provisional function, would according to his

reckoning have fulfilled its function in 1260. In

that year it would collapse, making way for the

new epoch of equality and peace, which would

be ushered in by a purified monachism. Thus
at a time when the revival of trade was every-

where sharpening the acquisitive sense Joachim
resurrected the message of primitive Christi-

anity. In 1254, following the attempt of a fervent

disciple to give the Joachite faith a canonical

form with the fatidical title of Evangelium aeter-

num, Rome condemned Joachism. But the faith,

which had reverberated throughout Italy and

southern France, survived the condemnation.

The Spirituals of the Franciscan order were led

by the striking similarity between the Franciscan

religion and the Joachite Age of the Holy Ghost

to proclaim Francis as the inaugurator of the

third era. Joachism became the creed of the

Spirituals and of the Fraticelli; and it was a

logical consequence of their Joachite faith that

these groups became fervent advocates of pov-

erty and communism. Through them it contin-

ued to be a vital element in the spiritual atmos-

phere of Italy and southern France until, after

experiencing an illusory realization under the

brief pontificate of Celestine v (1294), Joachism
and with it mediaeval ecclesiastical communism
were finally overwhelmed by the persecutions

under Boniface vin (1294-1303) and John xxn

(1316-34).
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JOHANN MORITZ, FURST VON NASSAU-

SIEGEN (1604-79), German colonial administra-

tor. Johann Moritz was born in Dillenburg and

after an excellent Calvinistic education in Ger-

many and Switzerland achieved distinction in

the Dutch army. In 1636 he was made governor
of"New Holland," the Dutch West India Com-

pany's foothold in northern Brazil. The com-

pany, organized primarily as a military weapon
to weaken Spain by threatening and appropri-

ating its bullion supply, had chosen the more
vulnerable Portuguese part of the Spanish em-

pire in America as the main object of its attack.

It had acquired New Holland after a hard

struggle, but the colony was grossly neglected
until the failure of the company's frcebooting

enterprise to cover expenses led the directors to

seek an added source of revenue in sugar pro-
duction. For the task of transforming New
Holland into a colony with a developed social

and economic life Johann Moritz was eminently

qualified by his statesmanlike vision and his

military talents. He pushed back the Portuguese
and greatly increased the area of the colony. He

placed all responsible posts in reliable hands,

furthered Protestant missions, organized the care

of the poor, built schools and brought scholars

and artists to the capital, Mauritsstad. The Por-

tuguese planters who had fled were guaranteed
free exercise of their religion and assured of the

return of their property. For a time,, however,

many were afraid to return; the government sold

the unclaimed sugar mills and plantations at

auction on long term credits and by conquests in

Africa provided an adequate supply of slave

labor on similar terms. On the governor's advice

the company's all inclusive trade monopoly

granted in 1621 was restricted in 1638 to the

importation of slaves and ammunition and the

export of brazilwood. All these favorable con-

ditions brought many settlers, amongwhom Por-

tuguese Jews predominated. The governor at-

tempted to maintain friendly relations among
the Dutch, Portuguese and natives; but the

unwise agitation of Calvinist zealots, the en-

croachments of soldiers and the company's offi-

cials on the population and above all the growing
indebtedness of the planters gave rise to increas-

ing dissatisfaction. The danger of the situation

was aggravated when the directors, burdened

with a badly paying colony, ordered a diminu-

tion of the defense forces and an increase of the

sugar export. Finally they suspected Johann
Moritz of seeking to create a principality for

himself, and he resigned in 1644. When Portu-
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guese revolts culminated in the loss of Brazil in

1654, the miserable planning and support of the

company's Brazilian enterprise were fully re-

vealed.
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JOHN QUIDORT OF PARIS (cl. 1306), medi-

aeval theologian and political theorist. John
was a Dominican in St. Jacob in Paris and late

in life he became a licentiate at the University
of Paris. He is the author of a commentary on

the Sentences of Peter Lombard and of other

theological works which mark him as a penetrat-

ing and independent thinker. His chief political

work is his Tractaim de potestate rcgia et papali
written in 1302 or 1303 during the controversy
between Pope Boniface vin and Philip the

Fair of France. John, although not extreme

in his claims, took the side of the king and

particularly attacked the views of such defend-

ers of the pope as Aegidms Rom.mus, James of

Viterbo and Henry ofCremona. Seeking a middle

position between the extreme adherents of the

doctrines of temporal and spiritual supremacy,
he held that church and state are each inde-

pendent within their respective spheres although

there is a reciprocal influence between them.

While allowing for the material basis of the

church John maintained that its authority should

be limited to spiritual matters. A sharp analysis

of the essence of spiritual power, he declared,

reveals that it does not involve the use of

secular authority or of force but is confined

solely to the exercise of moral influence. The

church, it is true, may possess temporal sov-

ereignty and jurisdiction but only when so en-

dowed by the state. It can punish offenses

against the church only indirectly by persuad-

ing the temporal power to take action against

the offenders. John recognized the divine basis

of the papal authority but asserted that the

spiritual powers of the bishops and priests are

likewise derived directly from God. The pope is

not the absolute ruler, but only the responsible
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leader of the universal church which is made

up of a series of communities and churches.

Possession of church property is always vested

in these communities and churches and not in

the hands of an individual, even though he be

pope. John favored a representative and con-

stitutional organization of the church with the

college of cardinals, the emperor and the gen-
eral council possessing the power to limit the

rule of the pope and if necessary to depose him.

The general council, not the pope, is the sup-
reme authority in matters of faith. Germs of

the conciliar theory are undoubtedly present in

John's theories; Gerson and others were influ-

enced by him and Bellarmme cites him as the

representative of the most moderate theory con-

cerning church and state relations.

In his political philosophy John is a follower

of Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas but he em-

phasizes the social contract and restricts the

ethical ends of the state to the moral arid not

the theological spheres. The ideal form of po-
litical organization is the national state with a

representative form of government. He attacked

the idea of a universal empire and declared the

Roman Empire to be extinct.
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JOHN OF SALISBURY (c. 1120-80), English
churchman and scholar. John, author of the first

treatise of strongly sacerdotal tendency written

in England, was, in Stubb's words, "the most

learned man of his day." Trained at Paris, where

he attended the lectures of Abelard, and at

Chartres, John divided his official career during
the peiiod from 1148 to 1159 between the papal
court and the service of Archbishop Theobald

of Canterbury. In 1159 he remarked that he had

crossed the Alps ten times since he first left Eng-
land. That year he fell under the displeasure of

Henry n and was deprived of some of his official

duties, an event which gave him time to com-

plete his two main works, the Pohcraticus and
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the Metalogicus. The latter describes his student

years and early philosophical pursuits; the

former, headed also De nugis curialium, et vesti-

giis philosophorum, enunciates two political doc-

trines the distinction of the legitimate prince
from the tyrant and the subordination of the im-

perial to the priestly authority. The prince is

not absolved from obedience to law; his position
is that of "a minister of the public welfare and

a servant of equity/' since the state exists to pro-
mote equity. From the church the prince re-

ceives the whole authority he wields. The fifth

and sixth books are based upon a work called

by John Institutio Traiani, from which he draws

a lengthy comparison of the state with the hu-

man body: the head is the prince, the soul the

priesthood. But if John was a sacerdotalist he

was also a genuine Englishman, as can bejudged

by the remark that we must normally tolerate the

weaknesses of our rulers and by his invectives

against clerical rapacity.

Soon after the Council of Clarendon in 1164

John found it expedient to leave England. In

this year he began to revise his remarkable His-'

toria pontificate, which carried on from the year

1148 the Gembloux continuation of Sigebert's
chronicle. For the next six years he lived with

his friend Peter de la Celle at Reims. From
abroad he did his best to reconcile Becket with

the king; and when peace appeared to be in sight
he returned in November, 1170, and was with

the archbishop at Canterbury when the murder-

ers entered the cathedral. In 1176 he became

bishop of Chartres and in 1179 attended the

Third Lateran Council.

E. F. JACOB

Works: Opera omnia, ed. by J. A. Giles, 5 vols. (Oxford

1848), the Pohcraticus, 2 vols. (Oxford 1909), and the

Metalogicus (Oxford 1929) have been edited by C. C.

J. Webb; Historia pontificahs, ed. by R. L. Poole

(Oxford 1927).
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don 1920) ch. vii, and "The Masters of the Schools
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and "The Early Correspondence of John of Salis-

bury" in British Academy, Proceedings, vol. xi (1924-

25) 27-53; Stubbs, William, Seventeen Lectures on the

Study of Medieval and Modern History (Oxford 1886)
chs. vi-vii; Carlyle, R. W. and A. J., A History of
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JOHNSON, GEORGE (1837-1911), Canadian

statistician. Johnson entered upon a journalistic

career in Halifax, became editor of the Halifax

Reporter and then Ottawa correspondent of the

Toronto Mail. An early advocate of the con-

federation of the Canadian provinces, he took a

prominent part in the troubled politics of the

Maritime Provinces in the confederation era;

subsequently he strongly espoused the adoption
of protection as a Canadian national policy and

the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
His first official position was that of chief census

commissioner for Nova Scotia in 1881. From

1887 to 1906 he was chief government statisti-

cian and directed the taking of the third census

of the dominion in 1891. In 1886 he was instru-

mental in founding the official Statistical Year

Book of Canada, and he edited the issues for the

years 1892 to 1904 inclusive. The Statistical

Year Book was a noteworthy compilation for its

day; Johnson realizing that the state is not a

series of heterogeneous activities was among the

first to grasp the importance of a general pur-
view in statistical organization. His memoranda
to this end, and in particular one which was

officially printed in 1890, were of pronounced
effect.

R. H. COATS

Important works: Canada, Department of Agriculture,

Canada: Its History, Productions and Natural Re-

sources (Ottawa 1886), and Canada: Its History, Pro-

ductions and Natural Resources (Ottawa 1900, rev. ed.

1904), Alphabet of First Things in Canada (Ottawa

1889, 3rd ed. 1897); jfohnson's Graphic Statistics of
Canada (Ottawa 1887); "Railways" in Canada, De-

partment of Agriculture, Statistical Year Book of

Canada, vol. x (Ottawa 1895) ch. vii. Johnson also

edited The All Red Line: the Annals and Aims of the

Pacific Cable Project (Ottawa 1903).

JOHNSON, JOSEPH FRENCH (1853-1925),
American pioneer in commercial education.

Johnson's most significant work lay in organiz-

ing the teaching and the training of teachers of

business subjects. Under his guidance the School

of Commerce, Accounts and Finance of New
York University, of which he was dean from its

early formative years until his death, expanded

steadily. The success of the Alexander Hamilton

Institute, which he founded in 1909 to bring his
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teaching material and methods by means ofhome

study to people actively engaged in business, in-

dicates how effectively he met the need for

executive training. As a teacher Johnson made
the principles of economics understandable to

the business man through vivid concrete illus-

trations of business problems. Here his early

experience as a journalist stood him in good
stead. He felt, however, that economics for the

business man should include not only a presen-
tation of the general principles but an inductive

and descriptive study of specific fields of eco-

nomic activity. To this end he organized at the

School of Commerce groups of courses in such

subjects as accounting, banking, investments

and corporation finance, a grouping which is

now found in all collegiate schools of business.

For the same purpose he edited for the Alex-

ander Hamilton Institute a popular series of

texts on Modern Business. Throughout his work

as teacher and organizer Johnson insisted on eco-

nomic theory as a basis for the more specialized

fields of study. He believed, however, that those

engaged in business were especially interested in

and in many respects best qualified to study the

science of business. In his own work as a mem-
ber of the National Monetary Commission, in

his writings on questions of money and banking
and in his studies of governmental control of

business activity Johnson stressed the impor-
tance of economics in the practical affairs of

business *and statecraft.

A. WELLINGTON TAYLOR

Important works: Money and Currency in Relation to

Industry, Prices and the Rate of Interest (Boston 1905,

new ed. 1921); The Canadian Banking System, Publi-

cation of the United States National Monetary Com-
mission (Washington 1910); Organized Business

Knozvledge (New York 1923).

JOHNSON, SAMUEL (1709-84), English

journalist, lexicographer, critic. Johnson has

been called the first "man of letters" in the sense

that he made all of literature his field and pur-
sued it as a profession, disdaining the support
of patronage. The famous letter to Lord Ches-

terfield in fact has been held to symbolize the

end of literary patronage as a means of sub-

sistence for the writer. For the latter half of his

life Johnson was the dominating force in English

letters, ruling taste, fixing a prose style and

enforcing his personality to an extent that well

merited his nickname of the "Great Cham."

His Dictionary of the English Language (2 vols.,

London 1755; new ed. by P. A. Nuttall, Lon-

don 1855), published after eight years of prepara-
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tion, was the first English dictionary to be com-

piled with a scholarly and profound talent for

definition despite the current ignorance of ety-

mology. It was an important influence in mold-

ing English usage, and even today, although the

works of specialists have surpassed it in many
ways, it remains a masterpiece in clarity of

thinking.

Johnson's political ideas, which apart from a

few pamphlets written at the request of the gov-
ernment appear mostly in the form of obiter

dicta, are those of a strong eighteenth century

Tory but are too individual to be regarded as

typical. His devotion to the monarchy was fun-

damentally emotional, but his belief in the abso-

lute power of sovereignty was reasoned. "There
must in every society be some power or other

from which there is no appeal." This was to

him a matter of fact; but it was equally true that

if the government abused its position too much
the people would rebel. Johnson's objection to

the American Revolution (as seen especially in

Taxation No Tyranny, 1775) was not entirely

mere prejudice; it arose also partly because the

revolution did not appear to him to be based on

such practical grievances as alone might explain
one can hardly say justify rebellion and

partly because any claim founded on principles
of equality could not be put forward, he thought,
on behalf of a slave owning society. Although
he abused Rousseau, Johnson had a certain be-

lief in the natural rights of man which made him
an early and uncompromising enemy to slavery.

Similarly, although devoted to the Church of

England he criticized severely the intolerance of

the English government in Ireland. In economic

matters he took little interest, his sole work of

the slightest importance in this field being a tract

entitled Considerations on the Corn Laws (1766,
first published in W. G. Hamilton's Parliamen-

tary Logick, London 1808). This defends the

export bounty on corn on the ground that by

stimulating production it lowers the price and

decreases the risk of famine. A believer in the

rule of the landed proprietage, he insisted on

its responsibilities and approved, for instance,

the English system of poor laws. His nature was

fundamentally religious and his conservatism at

bottom a belief that man being naturally rebel-

lious requires the control provided by custom

and strong government.
ALFRED COBBAN

Works: In addition to his literary works Samuel

Johnson wrote the following political pamphlets: The
False Alarm (London 1770); Thoughts on the Late
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Transactions respecting Falkland's Islands (London
1771); The Patriot (London 1774); Taxation No
Tyranny (London 1775).

Consult: Boswell, James, Life ofJohnson, ed. by G. B.

Hill, 6 vols. (Oxford 1887); Stephen, Leslie, Samuel

Johnson, English Men oi Letters series (London 1878),

and History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Cen-

tury, 2 vols (3rd ed. London 1902) vol n, p 20609,
37476; O'Brien, George, "Dr. Samuel Johnson as an

Economist" in Studies (Dublin), vol. xiv (1925) 80-

101; Harvey, C. W., "Johnson's Hatred of America"

in Cornhill Magazine, n.s., vol. Ixvii (1929) 655-68.

JOHNSON, TOM LOFTIN (1854-1911),
American municipal reformer. Johnson acquired
a substantial fortune in his early twenties through
his inventions and his skill in managing street

car properties; he later obtained traction interests

in Indianapolis, Cleveland, Detroit and Brook-

lyn, as well as iron manufactures in Ohio and

Pennsylvania. Through a casual reading of So-

cial Problems he became a convert to the doc-

trines of Henry George. Convinced of the in-

justice of a society which permitted large for-

tunes like his own to be acquired through

monopolistic practises, Johnson determined by

political action to strike a blow at monopoly.
After one defeat he was elected to Congress as a

free trade, single tax Democrat and served two

terms in the House of Representatives (i 891-95).
A convinced believer in decentralized govern-

ment and direct democracy, he conceived the

city to be the most promising field of political

activity. He sold his railroad properties and in

1901 was elected mayor of Cleveland on a public

ownership, three-cent fare platform. He was

three times reelected but encountered strong

opposition to his plans for cheap traction. A
settlement achieved in 1908 was repudiated by a

narrow majority in a referendum; lowered earn-

ings, an economic depression and a strike had

destroyed public confidence in his traction

policy. However, the three-cent fare he had

established remained in effect for a time under

the privately owned company.
Johnson's administration was also distin-

guished by improvements in parks and play-

grounds, municipal sanitation and city purchas-

ing and by the establishment of farm colonies for

defectives and delinquents and group planning
for city building. He was described by a co-

worker as "the greatest administrator, the most

efficient executive that the radical movement has

produced in this country." He brought into

public life such leaders as Newton D. Baker,

John N. Stockwell, W. B. Colver, Edward W.
Bemis and Frederic C. Howe. Johnson's most

notable achievement was the creation of a civic

spirit in Cleveland which stimulated the munici-

pal reform movement throughout the country.

CARROLL H. WOODDY
Consult. Johnson, Tom L , My Story, ed by Elizabeth

J. Hauser (New York IQII), Lorenz, Catl, Tom L.

Johnson, Mayor of Cleveland (New York 1911); Howe,
Frederic C , Confessions of a Reformer (New York

1926); StefTens, Lincoln, Autobiography, 2 vols. (New
York 1931) chs. x\i and xvii.

JOHNSTON, SIR HARRY HAMILTON
(1858-1927), British colonial administrator and

ethnographer. Johnston's career provides an out-

standing example of the mingling of scientific

curiosity with imperialistic and administrative

ardor in the "scramble for Africa." After engag-

ing in explorations in Angola and along Stanley's

Congo trail Johnston in 1884 led an expedition
to Mount Kilimanjaro; this expedition, scientific

in its nature, masked the negotiation of numer-
ous treaties and concessions with native princes,

some of which became the basis of British rule

in Kenya. An article in the London Times of

August 22, 1888, in which he outlined the course

which British expansion was to attempt to follow

in Africa, including the "Cape to Cairo" idea,

was the sequel to a discussion with Lord Salis-

bury. Johnston began his administrative and

consular career in the Cameroons in 1885. From

1889 to 1896 he was engaged in the acquisition

and administration of the Nyasaland protector-

ate, aided financially by Cecil Rhodes, for

whom he also administered other territories

within this period. From 1899 to 1901 he under-

took the definite organization of the Uganda pro-
tectorate. His last African mission, undertaken

on behalf of British rubber interests in Liberia,

was unsuccessful in its objects, although Johns-
ton aided the establishment there of an American
financial protectorate. His administrative policies

emphasized watchful cooperation with other

colonial powers, free trade, the suppression of

the slave traffic, neutrality toward missionary

enterprise and marked sympathy for native insti-

tutions, with the partial exception of communal
land tenures. In large volumes he collated the

data of the physical and economic geography,

biology, physical anthropology, ethnography
and linguistics of the regions in which he served.

He wrote voluminously upon the history and

problems of expansion and of the contacts of

white and colored races, including the American

Negro question. He maintained that the so-

called backward peoples benefited by these con-

tacts in so far as they implied gradual assimila-
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tion of European culture under benevolent

white mastery. His outstanding work is the

Comparative Study of the Bantu and Semi-Bantu

Languages (2 vols., Oxford 1919-22), a com-

pendium of contemporary knowledge of the

subject. Although his formal and theoretical

training was limited, art studies and a free-

dom from theological preconceptions brought
acuteness and objectivity to Johnston's observa-

tions.

LELAND H. JENKS
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JOINT COST. See COST; OVERHEAD COSTS.

JOINT TOCK COMPANY. The phrase joint
stock company is capable of various interpreta-

tions. Interpreted broadly it signifies a company
or group of persons associating in the provision

of a fund of goods or money to undertake some

common business enterprise. It is, however,

more commonly interpreted to include only as-

sociations of persons providing a joint stock and

pursuing a common enterprise, membership in

which is evidenced by transferable shares.

The earliest English trading corporations, the

"regulated" or "open" companies, such as the

Merchant Adventurers, do not fall within this

definition. As corporations they held exclusive

trading rights and possessed a common purse
which was employed for collective defense, the

maintenance of ambassadors and the charitable

assistance of members. But the members traded

on their own behalf and supposedly in competi-
tion with each other. Groups of members did,

however, cooperate to trade with a joint stock

and in the sixteenth century the ideas of the

incorporated company and ofjoint stock trading

were united in the incorporation of the Muscovy,

Levant, East India and other companies, all of
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which possessed exclusive trading privileges.

The device of permanent stock freely transfer-

able developed but slowly during the succeeding

century. Toward the end of the seventeenth

century the speculative possibilities of transfer-

able stocks and the profitableness of company
promotion greatly stimulated the formation of

unincorporated associations, called companies
but regarded at law as partnerships and possess-

ing no exclusive trading privileges. Their in-

ability to sue or to be sued except in the names
of all their members as well as the unlimited li-

ability of their members gave rise to confusion,
and the frenzied speculation in the shares of

such companies during the early years of the

eighteenth century resulted in the Bubble Act of

1719 prohibiting the formation of joint stock

companies except by royal charter. The act was

never effective, largely because of its unintel-

ligibihty, and when it was repealed in 1825 the

aggregate capital of the unincorporated com-

panies in existence was estimated at between

^160,000,000 and ^200,000,000. The statute

then passed amended the common law to permit
the chartering of companies without endowing
them with unlimited liability; unchartered com-

panies remain subjected to the common law, the

provisions of which with regard to such com-

panies were still far from clear. In 1834 authority

was given to endow them by letters patent with

the right to sue and to be sued in their own

names; in 1844 provision was made for registra-

tion and incorporation without limitation upon

liability, the latter privilege being finally granted
in 1855. Since 1862 it has been illegal to form

any new company, association or partnership

consisting of more than twenty persons (ten if

engaged in banking) for the acquisition of gain
without registering the formation under the

companies acts (unless the company is regulated

by special statute or protected by letters patent).

As all companies registered are incorporated, the

unincorporated joint stock company no longer
exists in England. Not all incorporated com-

panies, however, are strictly joint stock com-

panies: companies are incorporated which are

"limited by guarantee" and such companies need

have no capital stock. Nor do all incorporated

companies enjoy limited liability: provision is

made for incorporation with unlimited liability.

Incorporated associations which would in Amer-
ica be called corporations are commonly referred

to in England as joint stock companies or more

loosely and less accurately as limited companies.
In the United States the common law right to
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form unincorporated joint stock companies has

never been withdrawn by statute and the term

joint stock company has a technical meaning

differentiating such common law associations

from partnerships on the one hand and corpora-
tions on the other. Such a company is defined as

an unincorporated partnership with a capital

divided into shares (not necessarily all of one

class) which are freely transferable, and owner-

ship of at least one of which is essential to mem-

bership in the company. Relations between the

members are regulated by a contract (the articles

of association), which brings the association into

being without any charter or grant by the state,

except in jurisdictions where the common law

has been modified by statute. A number of states,

including Michigan, New Jersey, New York,

Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia, have imposed

varying degrees of statutory control, equivalent
in some to the control exercised over corpora-
tions. Elsewhere joint stock companies pay no

franchise tax and make no report to any public
officer upon their formation or their transactions.

In law such companies resemble corporations

only in that they possess sufficient continuity of

existence apart from their members for the with-

drawal of a member not to terminate the exist-

ence of the company. In practise, however, they
resemble corporations in that active control is

exercised by a board of directors elected by the

members (who have no power to contract on be-

half of the company). The company cannot sue

or be sued in its own name, although in many
jurisdictions it may in some it must be sued

through its officers in the first instance. It is in-

capable of holding real estate, which is usually

vested in trustees appointed for the purpose. The
members are jointly and severally responsible
without limit for the debts of the company un-

less every contract provides that the property of

the company alone shall be bound. The joint

stock company is not now a common form of

business organization, partly on account of the

liability of members for all the debts of the

company and partly on account of the greater

convenience of the corporation (q-v.), facilities

for the formation of which have been rapidly ex-

tended since the removal in the early nineteenth

century of the necessity of special legislation to

secure incorporation.

The development of the limited partnership
in many jurisdictions has given rise to a form of

organization allied to the joint stock company.

Partnership in which the liability of some part-
ners for the debts of the group is limited (such

partners usually having only restricted rights to

participate in management) is permitted in

France, where it is known as a societe en com-

mandite\ in Germany, where it is known as a

Kommanditgesellschaft\ in England and in most

American states. In both France and Germany,
however, the rights of the members whose liabil-

ity is limited may be represented by shares simi-

lar in all respects to those issued by corporations.

Such a sodttt en commanditepar actions in France

or Kommanditgesellschaft aufAktien in Germany
resembles a corporation at least one of whose

members is responsible without limit for the

debts of the corporation. In Pennsylvania and

Michigan provision is made for quasi-corpora-
tions known as partnership associations, the

liability of all the members of which is limited

and which may issue stock certificates represent-

ing the interests of the partners; the certificates

arc, however, not freely transferable and mem-
bers have the right to refuse to accept any trans-

feree as a member.

Special facilities have also been provided since

1892 in Germany and since 1900 in England for

the further extension of the privilege of incor-

poration with limited liability to firms owned by
a relatively small number of persons desirous of

avoiding the publicity and regulation imposed

upon corporations. Both the Gesellschaft mit

beschrdnkter Haftwig (G.M.B.H.) in Germany
and the private company in England have a

capital divided into shares. The shares of the

former are not negotiable, the company having
the right to control their transfer. The transfer

of the shares of the private company must always
be restricted. It may not invite public subscrip-

tion to issues of shares or bonds nor may it per-
mit the number of its stockholders to exceed fifty

(subject to exceptions arising out of employee
stock ownership) or to fall below two. The
G.M.B.H. although intended for small enter-

prises has been more widely used than was an-

ticipated, and many ofthe largestand bestknown
German enterprises are organized in this form.

The most evident consequence of the employ-
ment of the principle of joint stock is the de-

velopment of enterprises of enormous size under

single control. In the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, however, the opportunities it offered

for the distribution of risk appear to have been

more important. Political incapacity to provide
for the security of property and the difficulties of

transportation attached considerable risk to trade

with distant parts; these risks were diminished

by the establishment of large companies capable
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of providing for the defense of their property and

were more widely spread by the inclusion of a

number of voyage risks within a single account

and the facilitation of membership in a number
of companies. The opportunities for fraud of-

fered by the divorce of the control of property
from its ownership in the joint stock company
were first exploited on a large scale in the early

years of the eighteenth century. Although two

joint stock companies were incorporated in Eng-
land in 1568 to engage in mining, it was not un-

til the nineteenth century that changes in the

technique of production involving division of

labor and the employment of durable equipment

upon a scale larger than ever before stimulated

the general application of the principle of joint
stock first to canals and railroads and later to

manufacturing. The rapid and progressive in-

crease in the size of corporate units gives rise to

serious questions concerning the consequences
of the increasingly wide separation of ownership
from control and the progressive concentration

of control. Theoretical analysis of these conse-

quences has made little progress, and, partly in

consequence, the problem of the proper policy

of social control remains unsolved.

ARTHUR ROBERT BURNS

See: CORPORATION, CHARTERED COMPANIES; SIOCKS;

PARTNERSHIP; BUBBLES, SPLCULAIIVE.
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JOLY, CLAUDE (1607-1700), French political

theorist. Joly first became a lawyer but at the

age of twenty-four took orders and was later ap-

pointed canon of Notre Dame in Paris. He ac-

companied the duke of Longueville to the Con-

gress of Mimster and retired to Rome during the

Fronde.
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Joly's writings are characteristic of the intel-

lectual unrest which marked the troubled period
of the Fronde and which inspired the many
timely political pamphlets known as Mazari-

nades. Among them his pamphlets stand out be-

cause of their synthetic and philosophic treat-

ment of the problems of government. His most

significant work is the Recueil . . .
,
which was

condemned by the tribunal of the Chatelet. Joly
maintained that this work was by no means fac-

tional but on the contrary conformed to tradi-

tional French political principles. Opposed to

despotism, he declared that the people had ac-

tually instituted the kingship and that conse-

quently kings derived their authority from them.

This theory he attempted to reconcile by rather

subtle arguments with the principle of the divine

right of kings.

Since the royal power is derived and is there-

fore not unlimited, as self-interested counselors

pretend, sovereigns cannot infringe upon certain

individual rights specifically reserved to the

people by a sort of pact between rulers and their

individual subjects. Of these rights, Joly pro-
nounced himself vigorously in favor of liberty of

the press and of religious toleration as formu-

lated by the Edict of Nantes. Moreover kings
have no authority to impose taxes without the

consent of their subjects. Fortifying his position

with examples from history Joly held that every
new tax should be submitted to the Estates Gen-
eral or in lieu of this institution to the parlement,
which he believed had issued from it. The king
moreover cannot undertake war without con-

sulting his subjects. The people may also de-

mand the dismissal of incompetent ministers a

statement which evidently alludes to Mazarin.

Joly offers few precise ideas for the practical
reform of administration. He showed some hos-

tility toward the institutions of the intendant

and the governor and stressed the vexatious

abuses of power by the military. On the religious

question he favored the liberties of the Galilean

church. Joly considered himself quite the oppo-
site of revolutionary; nevertheless, as an adver-

sary of the absolutist principles which triumphed
under Louis xiv he is a precursor of the liberal

writers of the eighteenth century.
HENRI SEE

Important works: Recueil de maximes ventables et im-

portantes pour Vinstitution du roy (Paris 1652; new ed.

with two lettres apologt
!
tiques, 1663); Traitl des restitu-

tions des grands (Paris 1665, 2nd ed. 1680); Le codicille

d'or (Paris 1665).

Consult: Brissaud, Jean, Un liberal au xvu* siedet
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xlviii (Aarau 1913) p. 110-23; Sde, Henri Les idees

politiques en France au xvii siecle (Paris 1923) p. 108-

23; Lacour-Goyet, Georges, L'education politique de

Louis xiv (2nd ed. Pans 1923) p. 59-65, 233-39.

JONES, ABSALOM (1746-1818), American

Negro religious organizer. In 1762 Jones, who
was born a slave in Sussex, Delaware, came with

his master to Philadelphia, where he was per-

mitted to enter night school. In 1784 he was

granted his freedom, but he continued to work

for his former master and accumulated property
of considerable value.

The Negro worshipers in St. George's Meth-

odist Episcopal Church in Philadelphia, humili-

ated by the treatment accorded them, withdrew

in 1787 under the leadership of Jones and Rich-

ard Allen and formed the Free African Society.

The objects of the organization, which repre-

sents the first attempt in the United States at

group organization by the Negro people, were

the exercise of discipline over the personal lives

of its members and the extension of mutual aid

in the time of distress without regard to religious

tenets. Divisions arose within the organization

over religious attachments. Allen decided to es-

tablish the African Methodist Episcopal church,

of which he became the first bishop. Jones sym-

pathized with Allen but finally yielded to the

opinion of the majority and affiliated with the

Protestant Episcopal church. In 1791 the society

changed its name to the Elders and Deacons of

the African Church and in 1794 to the St.

Thomas African Episcopal Church of Philadel-

phia. Jones was ordained to the priesthood in

1804; he was the first Negro priest of this de-

nomination in the United States.

In 1793, when an epidemic spread throughout

Philadelphia, Jones and Allen took the leader-

ship in the organization of relief measures for

the Negro population and later published an

account of these efforts. Jones also founded and

operated an insurance company, organized a

society for the suppression of vice and immo-

rality and with Allen and James Forten raised

a brigade of 3000 Negro soldiers for the War of

1812.

CHARLES H. WESLEY

Consult'. Jones, Absalom, and Allen, Richard, A Nar-
rative of the Proceedings of the Black People during the

Late Awful Calamity in Philadelphia in the Year i?oj
(Philadelphia 1794); Bragg, George F., The First Ne-
gro Organization (Baltimore 1924), and Richard Allen

and Absalom Jones (Baltimore 1916); Douglass, Wil-

liam, Annals of . . . the African Episcopal Church of
St. Thomas, Philadelphia (Philadelphia 1862) p. 118-

22; DuBois, W. E. B., The Negro Church, Atlanta

University publications, no. vni (Atlanta 1903).

JONES, ERNEST CHARLES (1819-69), Eng-
lish politician. After a youth passed in aristo-

cratic circles in Germany and England, Ernest

Jones became a barrister and litterateur. An
early tendency toward radicalism increased until

he became in 1846 a leader of the Chartist move-

ment, then approaching its final stage. As mem-
ber of the Fraternal Democrats, an association

largely composed of foreign refugees, he helped

impart to Chartism an international outlook.

While Jones made no important contribution to

socialist thought, his leadership of the Chartist

movement was characterized by a spirit of mili-

tant socialism which was intensified by direct

contact with Karl Marx in the early 1850*3. His

newspapers, Notes to the People (1851-52) and

the People's Paper (1852-58), propagated Marx-
ian doctrines, especially that of the class struggle;

and Engels said in 1869 that Jones was the only

prominent English politician who thoroughly
understood the socialist movement.

Failing to win over the mass of workers to a

class struggle position, he adopted the program
of a middle class political alliance. In 1858 he

formed a manhood suffrage association of both

classes which helped launch the movement that

secured the franchise for urban workers in 1867.

Throughout the agitation Jones was the uncom-

promising advocate of democracy and was the

chief bridge between Chartism and working class

radicalism. In the election of 1868 his strength
with labor electors forced the Liberals to accept
him as a candidate for Manchester; although he

was defeated he received a large vote.

FRANCES E. GILLESPIE

Consult: Hovell, M , The Chartist Movement (Man-
chester 1918); Gillespie, F. E., Labor and Politics in

England 1850-1867 (Durham, N. C. 1927), Beer, M.,
A History of British Socialism, 2 vols. (London 1919

20) vol. a; Rothstem, Theodore, From Chartism to

Labounsm (London 1929).

JONES, LLOYD (181 1-86), British cooperator.
A skilled tailor and trade unionist, Jones was

converted to Owenite socialism in his twenties.

His attitude to the labor movement was largely

determined by the view that the central problem
was "the relation of the workman to his work."

As an Owenite missionary upholding the prin-

ciple of "reason" he frequently clashed with

Chartist leaders. Although indifferent to religion



he was attracted by those elements in Christian

Socialism which stressed cooperative produc-
tion and the importance of social as distinct from

political evils, and he brought to this movement
not only exceptional gifts of tongue and pen but

a wide knowledge of the labor movement.
While he approved of arbitration and acted as

union advocate in arbitration proceedings he op-

posed sliding scales and held that the overstock-

ing of a market should be met not by reducing

wages but by restricting supply. The mainte-

nance of wage levels alone left untouched the so-

cial evils arising from the divorce of the work-

man from his work, and Jones asserted that to

deal with these wider problems cooperation was

necessary.

He was active in federating retail cooperative
societies. He approved of the cooperative divi-

dend and held that the main question of distribu-

tive cooperation was whether the shareholders

would be willing to share profits with the work-

men instead of treating them as mere "hands"

and, if they did, whether they could make their

capital remunerative in a competitive world.

Distributive cooperation had, he said, broken

down in generosity on this crucial point.

PERCY FORD

Important works: Cooperation; Its Position, Its Policy
and Protpeits (London 1877); The Life, Times and
Labour of Robert Given, ed. by W. C. Jones, 2 vols.

(London 1890) with biographical sketch; Progress of
the Working Class, written in collaboration with J. M.
Ludlow (London 1867).

Consult: Beer, Max, History of British Socialism, 2

vols. (London 1919-20) vol. ii; Holyoakc, G. J., The

History of Cooperation, 2 vols. (rev. ed. London 1906)
vol. i.

JONES, MARY (Mother) (1830-1930), Ameri-

can labor agitator. Mother Jones was born in

Ireland of a working class family and came to

America when she was six years old. After a se-

ries of misfortunes which left her destitute she

was inspired by the Knights of Labor movement
to become a crusader in behalf of American

labor. In 1873 she took part in the strike of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad employees and

from that year until her death was actively asso-

cited with the labor struggle. For years she ap-

peared in most of the major strikes, often by invi-

tation of the leaders but many times by her

ability to insinuate herself into a lead. She did

most of her work among the miners, with whose

union she remained closely associated all her

life, and her work was particularly effective in

West Virginia and Colorado, where as a result
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of her complete fearlessness she was frequently
in jail.

Essentially she was a revolutionist, although
she never fully analyzed her own program or

adopted any one revolutionary philosophy. She

participated as effectively in strikes of the In-

dustrial Workers of the World and other revolu-

tionary bodies as in those of the ultraconserva-

tive unions of the American Federation ofLabor,
but from every platform she urged the workers

to destroy capitalist society. She had no sym-
pathy with woman suffrage or any other woman's

movement, but she urged women to play their

part in the class struggle and organized them in-

to brigades for all strikes. Child labor was par-

ticularly abhorrent to her, arousing her to her

most spectacular activities.

In the union office she was out of place, quar-

reling with officials, offering no constructive

policy of her own and constantly violating union

policy. It was in the field that she made her real

contribution. With one speech she often threw a

whole community on strike and she could keep
the strikers loyal month after month on empty
stomachs and behind prison bars. By virtue of

her outstanding personality, intrepid daring and

complete devotion to their cause Mother Jones

captured the imagination of the American work-

ers as no other woman has yet done.

TOM TlPPETT

Consult: Autobiography of Mother Jones, ed. by M. F.

Parton (Chicago 1925).

JONES, RICHARD (1790-1855), English econ-

omist, cleric and administrator. Jones, who was

educated at Cambridge, became professor of

political economy at King's College, London, in

1833 and two years later succeeded Malthus at

East India College, Haileybury, where he con-

tinued to teach until shortly before his death.

Between 1836 and 1851 as a commissioner of

tithes he played an important part in administer-

ing the act providing for the commutation of

tithes, publishing various pamphlets on the sub-

ject; after 1 85 1 he was active in other administra-

tive capacities.

At a time when the Ricardian approach dom-

inated English economic thought Jones asserted

the claims of the historical method, stressed the

significance of statistics and emphasized the in-

fluence of past experience and social institutions

upon human behavior. He is best known for his

attack upon the Ricardian theory of rent. He
claimed that the pessimistic conclusion that rents

could increase only at the expense of other in,-
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comes arose out of a confusion between propor-
tions and absolute amounts and that the Ricar-

dian assumption of diminishing returns ignored
the inventive capacity ofman and the effect upon
production of increasing investment in capital

equipment. Attributing Ricardo's theory to a too

exclusive attention to English institutions he

attempted to demonstrate by a comparative

study of systems of land tenure the variety of

influences determining rent. The first part of his

An Essay on the Distribution of Wealth and the

Sources of Taxation (London 1831) has been re-

published under the title Peasant Rents (London

1895). While his failure adequately to appreciate
the concept of differential rent exposed him to

attack, his emphasis upon property laws as a

determinant of distribution has now been ac-

cepted by economists. Approaching the theory
of production from the same standpoint he

emphasized the influence of institutional factors

in determining the reaction of the labor force to

an increase in remuneration, advancing thereby

powerful arguments against the contemporary
view that increases in wages almost inevitably

stimulate population growth. His analysis of the

influences affecting the accumulation of capital,

wherein he again took issue with Ricardo, was

later elaborated by Sidgwick and Cannan.

Despite its freshness of approach the relatively

minor influence of Jones' work must be attrib-

uted in part to the entrenched position of the

Ricardian group but perhaps even more to the

pressure of his teaching and administrative du-

ties and to his disinclination to writing. He

published no comprehensive and systematic

development of his ideas; his lectures, occasional

essays and comments were published after his

death, together with a sympathetic memoir, by
his admirer William Whewell as Literary Re-

mains (London 1859). Despite repetition and

lack of order they reveal an original and occa-

sionally brilliant mind.

E. M. BURNS

Consult: Chao Nai-Tuan, Richard Jones (New York

1930); Ingram, John Kclls, A History of Political

Economy (London 1915) p. 139-42; Hilferding,

Rudolf, in Neue Zeit, vol. xxx, pt. i (191 1-12) 343-54.

JONESCU, TAKE. See IONESCU, TAKE.

JORDAN, DAVID STARR (1851-193 1), Ameri-

can naturalist, educator and social philosopher.

Jordan's contributions in various fields of nat-

ural science, notably in ichthyology, were reflec-

tions of his underlying interest in the relation

of the species to environment. In a number of

works written between 1902 and 1915 he devel-

oped the concept of the devastating effects of

war on the human species. Although this hy-

pothesis had been anticipated by Darwin in 1871
and developed by Novikov in 1894, Jordan was

the first to give it thorough scientific support.
His thesis that war by reverse selection leaves

the weaker and less heroic to perpetuate the race

was not universally accepted by authorities but

furnished effective ammunition against popular
social Darwinism. Jordan's researches and re-

flections confirmed his faith in democracy as the

necessary condition of world peace. While re-

jecting socialism he insisted that profits must be

eliminated from the war system. Just as he

desired the students at Leland Stanford Univer-

sity, which he organized in 1891 and of which

he was president and later president emeritus,

to have the greatest freedom of choice after all

the facts had been presented to them, so he

wished to promote peace by an enlightened pub-
lic opinion. As a lecturer at home and abroad,

as a director of the World Peace Foundation and

as the recipient of the Raphael Herman Award
he turned the attention of the peace movement
toward fact finding techniques. His consistent

and at times heroic work for international peace

gives him a permanent place in the history of

the effort to apply science to social problems.
MERLE E. CURTI

Important works. The Days of a Man, 2 vols. (Yonkers,
N Y. 1922); The Blood of the Nation (Boston 1902);

The Human Harvest (Boston 1907); War's Aftermath

(Boston 1914); War and the Breed (Boston 1915); War
and Waste (New York 1913); The Unseen Empire

(Boston 1912), Ways to Lasting Peace (Indianapolis

1916); Democracy and World Relations (Yonkers

1918).

Consult: Evermann, B. W., in Science, vol. Ixxiv (1931)

327-29, Richer, C., "Apostles of World Unity: David
Starr Jordan" in World Unity, vol. i (1927) 13-20.

JORG, JOSEPH EDMUND (1819-1901), Ba-

varian politician and Catholic publicist. Jorg
served as assistant to Dollinger while engaged in

historical studies which resulted in the publica-
tion of his Deutschland in der Revolutions-

Periode von 1522 bis 1526 (Freiburg i. Br. 1851).

In 1852 he took over the direction of the

Historisch-politische Blatter founded by Gorres.

From 1865 to 1881 he was a member of the Ba-

varian chamber, from 1874 to 1879 of the Ger-

man Reichstag. He played a prominent role in

Bavarian politics as leader of the patriotic

People's party, which in 1869 secured the ma-
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jority and brought about the fall of the liberal

premier Hohenlohe. The party did not follow his

lead, however, when in 1870 he opposed partici-

pation in the war with France and demanded an

armed neutrality for Bavaria. He was likewise de-

serted by the party in 1871 when he repudiated
the Versailles treaties for the foundation of the

empire, which appeared to him an insufficient

guaranty of the rights of Bavaria.

Jorg's basic political and social position was

anti-Prussian and antiliberal. He had originally

hoped that by agreement with Prussia there

would be formed a Christian-German Mil-

teleuropa under Austrian-Hapsburg leadership,
in which Bavaria could have a strong position.

In the unification of Germany under Prussian

leadership through the policies of Bismarck he

saw a threat to the independence of Bavaria, a

mediatization of all states by the house of Hoh-
enzollern. Prussia appeared to him as a Prot-

estant power and as the representative of a cen-

tralization directed against historical develop-
ment and the cultivation of local peculiarities.

Jorg's antiliberalism is displayed in a sharp

critique of liberal economics. In his Ge-

schichte der sozial-politischen Parteien in Deutsch-

land (Freiburg i. Br. 1867) he welcomed the

labor movement promoted by Lassalle, since

it was directed against bourgeois liberalism,

but definitely rejected Lassalle 's general Welt-

anschauung. A healthy social leform, which pre-
serves itself from excessive industrialism and

consequent pauperism, he held, is possible

only for a Christian society. Bismarck's socio-

political legislation based on the state was

contemptuously characterized by Jorg as central-

istic and unmindful of the organic construction

of society.

Jorg was gradually forgotten in the Catholic

movement of Germany. No connection was pos-
sible between his position and the political and

social evolution in which the Catholics in the

Center party were cooperating through affirma-

tion of the existing state and prominent par-

ticipation in the construction of socio-political

legislation. Only in late years since the crisis

of 1918 in Bismarck's empire has there been a

noticeable revival of interest in Jorg, especially

is his unsystematically formulated critique of

liberal economics interpreted as an actual

critique of capitalism.

WALDEMAR GURIAN

Consult: W6hler, Fritz, Joseph Edmund jforg und die

sosialpolittschen Richtungen int deutschen Kathohzis-

mus (Leipsic 1929), with an extensive bibliography.

JOSEPH II (1741-90), Holy Roman emperor.

Joseph II represents the purest type of enlight-
ened despot. Even while coregent with his

mother, Maria Theresa, he sought to put into

practise the new concept of the state which he

had learned from the example of Frederick the

Great, from Voltaire and from the French en-

cycloptdistes and physiocrats. The monarch must
be the first servant of the state and devote him-

self to the welfare of the people. But in order to

be able to fulfil his duties he must be absolutely

sovereign; he must not be bound by either stat-

ute or privilege, by church authority or by
ancient law and custom. It is incorrect to con-

sider Joseph II as the forerunner of modern

democracy and equally so to see in him only a

violent absolutist. His significance lies in the

fact that he tried to combine the idea of the wel-

fare state with that of the authoritarian state.

His foreign policy was imperialistic. He fa-

vored the partition of Poland in 1772, took

Bukovina from Turkey in 1775, helped incite

the war of Bavarian succession in 1778 in order to

put the house of Austria in possession of lower

Bavaria, pursued the scheme of a Hapsburg-
Wittelsbach exchange of territories (the Nether-

lands for Bavaria) in 1785, concluded an alliance

with Catherine n against the Porte in 1781 and

played with the idea of a division of the world

between Austria and Russia with Rome and

Constantinople as the capitals. In his rule of the

empire he revived the centralistic imperial policy

of Charles v and Ferdinand n, reformed the de-

cadent High Court of Justice in Vienna and en-

deavored to break the power of the German

princes.

In his internal policy also Joseph endeavored

primarily to strengthen and increase the national

potentiality. He created new administrative dis-

tricts, placed in the cities magistrates appointed

by the throne, instituted paid judges and new
rules of judicial procedure. He forcibly united

the various states in Austrian territory, making
German the official language in Hungary in

1784. This emphasis of state authority led neces-

sarily to conflict with the church. In place of an

ultramontane church Joseph wished to institute

an Austrian national church and to bring it se-

curely under the control of the emperor.

"Josephinism" is accordingly an exact parallel to

the Gallicanism of the French kings. The state

was to educate the priests, manage the church's

patrimony, regulate the forms of service and

through its placet allow or deny church ordi-

nances. Contact between the religious orders and
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the generals of the orders outside Austria was

forbidden. Marriage was removed from the

church's jurisdiction and considered a purely
civil contract.

Even his ecclesiastical policy was guided by
his concept of the welfare state. Religion was

judged according to its civil utility: of the two

thousand monasteries a third were abolished by
the law of 1781 since they served only asceticism

and represented therefore "dead human capital";
the Protestants, Greek Catholics and Jews were

granted toleration by the Patent of Tolerance,

1781, because they were farmers and workmen

performing necessary functions. The humane
views of the Enlightenment bore fruit in all

possible fields. Joseph introduced general com-

pulsory schooling; he built the first national

hospitals, foundling homes and insane asylums,
thus becoming known as "the good Samaritan

on the throne"; he did away with torture and

trials for witchcraft, punished dueling and exer-

cised a very tolerant censorship. More important
was the struggle against the aristocracy and the

abolition of the serfdom of the peasants, who
moreover were thenceforth to remain on their

property not as owners but as free copyholders.
If the new land taxes which Joseph had planned
had been preserved after his death they would
have altered the entire social structure of Aus-

tria by virtue ofthe heavy burden they placed on
the estates of the nobility. His reforms, however,
were without permanent results.Afterten years of

illustrious but precipitate rule Joseph, the public

benefactor, lived to see revolution break out

against him in Belgium and Hungary because of

his disregard for the old constitutional privileges
of Brabant and for the national autonomy of

Hungary.
RUDOLF STADELMANN
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Recht, vol. i (1919-20) 511-28; Moog, G., "Die
kirchhche Reform Josefs n." in Internationale kirch-
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"Kaiser Joseph II. als Volkswirt" in Preussische Jahr-
bucher, vol. cxxix (1907) 277-301; Wolf, G., Das
Untemchtstvesen in Oesterreich unterJoseph n. (Vienna
1880); Gnau, Hermann, Die Zensur unter Joseph 11.

(Strasbourg 1910).

JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS (Joseph ben Matthias)

(c. 37-*:. 100 A.D.), Jewish historian. Josephus
was a scion of the high priests of Judea. He spent
two years, 64 and 65, in Rome moving in circles

close to the emperor Nero and became imbued
with a very strong faith in the power of the

sovereignty of the Roman Empire. Moved by
Jewish patriotism, however, he joined for a brief

period the insurrection in Judea in 66 and com-
manded the insurgents in Galilee. But the first

attacks by the Roman army convinced him of the

utter uselessness of the struggle of a small coun-

try against the world empire and he left his own

people, joined the camp of the Roman chief

Vespasian and during the siege of Jerusalem as-

sumed the role of mediator between the two

fighting armies. After the destruction of Jerusa-

lem and the devastation of Judea (70-73) Jose-

phus went to Rome in the retinue of the con-

querors and lived thereafter at the court of the

emperors Vespasian and Titus. Here he wrote in

Greek his remarkable historical works, which

are among the foremost masterpieces of ancient

rhetorical historiography.
In his first important work, The Jewish War,

Josephus recounted the cruelties of the Roman

procurators in Judea which had driven the

people to revolt and told of his own participa-

tion in the defense of Galilee. He placed the en-

tire responsibility for the struggle and the subse-

quent destruction of Judea, however, upon the

party of fanatical Judean Zealots, who continued

to fight Rome even after it had become evident

that the struggle was doomed. His work was ap-

parently inspired by the Roman conquerors and

was intended to serve as a warning to other

peoples in the East against opposition and revolt.

In hisJewish Antiquities, motivated by the desire

to magnify Jewish civilization in the eyes of the

Gentile world, Josephus attained the level of a

historiographer of national scope in linking his

own epoch to the remote period of the rise of the

Jewish people. In his rhetorical fashion he re-

counts the contents of the historical books of the

Bible and on the basis of Greek sources which

have not survived and from the Apocryphal
books, Maccabees, he describes the Greek domi-

nation in Judea, the independent reign of the

Hasmonaeans, the reign of Herod and the Ro-
man rule down to the last procurators. In spite

of all the characteristic shortcomings of his

historiographical method the presentation of the

post-Biblical epochs in the two works ofJosephus
are of tremendous significance for the political

and social history not only of Judea but of the
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Graeco-Roman world in general. Josephus has

saved from oblivion an extensive period in Jew-
ish history and the sources pertinent to it. His

works constitute a direct but more secularized

continuation of the historical books of the Bible

and of the Apocrypha. His autobiography is also

of some social-historical interest as well as his

apology for Judaism, Against Apion, in which he

cites all examples of Judophobia in antiquity,

particularly in the Jewish-Hellenic metropolis
of Alexandria.

SIMON DUBNOW
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JOST, ISAAC MARCUS (1793-1860), Jewish
historian. Jost was born at Bernburg in Anhalt

and after attending the Samsonschule at Wolfen-

buttel he continued his studies at the universi-

ties of Berlin and Gottingen. He was principal of

a private Gymnasium from 1825 to 1834 and

passed the rest of his life as teacher at the Jewish

Philanthropin in Frankfort on the Main. For

two years from 1839 to 1841 he edited the

Israelitische Annalcn for the purpose of collecting
materials for Jewish history.

Jost is deservedly called the father of Jewish

historiography. With no predecessors except the

Frenchman Basnage, whose compilation he uti-

lized, he collected and worked over the various

sources of Jewish history. A rationalist, Jost dis-

plays not the slightest throb of romantic exalta-

tion in his discussion of even the most martyr
crowded eras of Jewish history. His rationalist
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convictions, however, did not prevent him from

being conservative in his analysis of sources,

particularly those of the Biblical epoch. Al-

though he held the view that the Talmud was

the cause of Jewish misfortunes he appraised
this collective creation of the Jewish people as an

important historical source. A skeptic by nature,

he still defended the "good will" of the Christian

rulers and kings toward the Jews in the period of

their exile. The most important part of his his-

torical work, all of which retains its full value as

a historical source, is the section in which he

deals with his own epoch, the years 1815 to 1846.

The parts dealing with the Jewish settlements in

Germany in the Middle Ages are also of pioneer

significance.

Jost made no contributions to historical meth-

odology and he did not evince the analytical

keenness characteristic of Graetz. His style is

dry, his descriptions devoid of animation and

fantasy; but for a long period his works were

the only sources from which the Christian world

drew its information concerning Judaism and

the Jews. In his social and religious beliefs Jost

was a moderate assimilationist and a supporter
of the moderate reform movement.

JACOB SHATZKY

Important works Geschnhte dcr Israehten seit der Zeit

der Maicabacr bis anf uwere Tape, 10 vols. (Berlin

1820-47); Geschichte des Judenthums und seiner Sekten,

3 vols. (Leipsic 1857-59).

(Consult. Baton, S
,
"I. M Jost the Historian" in

Amciican Academy for Jewish Research, Proceedings

(1928-30) 7-32; Meisl, Josef, "Die judische Ge-

schichtsschreibung" mjude, vol. vi (192122)28396;
Zirndorf, H., Isaac Alarkus Jost utid seine Freunde

(Cincinnati 1886).

JOURDAN, ALFRED (1823-91), French econ-

omist. Jourdan was one of the small group of

twelve professors appointed to teach political

economy in the faculties of law in France when
the subject was introduced in 1878. Apart from

a mediocre work, Epargne et capital (Aix 1879),

which is overloaded with moral and philosophi-
cal considerations and fails to achieve an exact

analysis of the concept of capital, Jouidan left

behind him two works on economics which are

still read with interest. In Du r6le de Vetat dam
Vordre foonomique (Paris 1882), crowned by the

Institut de France in 1882, he develops the doc-

trine of individualism while avoiding the exag-

gerations of the orthodox school. A study of his-

tory, the laboratory of the social sciences, led

Jourdan to conclude that the development of

civilization is marked by a steady decline in state
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regulation of economic activity. But at the same

time that the state was abandoning direct eco-

nomic paternalism it was engaging to an increas-

ing degree in the task of providing the social

facilities prerequisite to economic development,
such as educational opportunities and social

legislation. This double, parallel evolution ex-

presses the law of progress. The recognition of

this law led Jourdan to reject the extreme solu-

tions of both socialism and uncompromising
anti-Hatisme and formulate the theory of mod-
erate individualism. This "true" liberalism is

notable for the support which it provided for the

foundation of the Revue d'e'conomie politique in

1887. Not allowing himself to be intimidated by
the violent hostility of orthodox quarters, Jour-

dan accepted a post on the directing committee,
where he represented, with Edmond Villey, the

individualistic tendency, while Charles Gide

and Leon Duguit supplied the note of interven-

tionism and solidarism. In Des rapports cntre le

droit et IEconomic politique (Paris 1885) Jourdan
stressed the close relation of law and economics

and argued that the two may be legitimately in-

cluded in the same educational institutions.

GAETAN PIROU

Consult: Waha, Raymund de, Die Nationaldkonomie in

Frankreich (Stuttgart 1910) p. 159-62; Gide, Charles,

in Revue <Teconomic politique, vol. v (1891) 765-70;

Schatz, Albert, L'lndtviduahsme economique et social

(Pans 1907) p. 480-86.

JOURNALISM is one of the younger profes-

sions. Courants, gazettes and newsbooks flour-

ished in England and on the continent in the

second quarter of the seventeenth century and

there were more than twenty English newspapers

by the time of the Restoration, but until the

latter part of the eighteenth century journalism
remained rather a business or an adjunct of

politics than a true profession. Only in a very
loose sense are journalists justified in regard-

ing Addison and Steele, Defoe, Swift (who ed-

ited the Examiner in 1710), Franklin and Mar-
montel as early figures in their profession. Ad-
dison and Steele, Swift and Marmontel were men
of letters, Defoe was a pamphleteer and Frank-

lin was a versatile business man. Assuming that

a profession deserves the name only when it

stands alone, requires a distinctive training,

employs men for a lifetime of single minded
endeavor and has a fixed set of non-commercial

standards and aims, the profession ofjournalism
was scarcely born until after 1760. Between

then and 1800 there were in both Europe and

America a small but steadily increasing number
of journalists who were something more than

printers, party hacks or literary men temporarily

using a newspaper or magazine as a mouthpiece.

By 1776 there were well established and im-

portant newspapers in Germany (the Frankfurter

Postzettung, Vossische Zeitung, Hamburgischer

Correspondent and others) and in France (the
Gazette de France

,
the Mercure de France) ,

fifty-three newspapers were published in Lon-

don and the American colonies had thirty-seven
a firm basis for development.

Beginning with 1760 or 1770, four stages may
be marked in the professional evolution of jour-
nalism. The first was the achievement of that

degree of freedom of speech which is essential

to enterprise, dignity and independence. In the

United States the revolution completely unfet-

tered the press; in England the battles of John
Wilkes and Henry S. Woodfall for journalistic

liberty, the establishment in 1771 of the right

to print parliamentary proceedings and the pas-

sage in 1792 of Fox' Libel Act did almost as

much; and on the continent the French Revolu-

tion had liberating effects. The second stage was

the emergence of the press from party subser-

viency to a broad appeal to the reading public.

Until after 1815 the most important newspapers
in Europe and the United States, apart from

commercial gazettes, were supported by political

groups. The ablest American editors, Philip

Freneau and William Coleman, were set up by
Jefferson and Hamilton respectively; the London
Public Advertiser, in which the "Letters of

Junius" appeared, the North Briton and the

Morning Post, in which Coleridge's articles were

said to have led to the rupture of the Treaty
of Amiens, were all party organs; and in France

Condorcet, Mirabeau and Brissot de Warville

brought politics and journalism into the closest

union. The divorce of the press from a servile

dependence upon party took place first in the

English speaking countries. It was achieved

partly through political changes; partly by
broadening the basis of newspaper support, the

penny press of London about 1830 and of New
York a few years later showing that the masses

might be reached; and above all by an immense

development of general news gathering at the

expense of political articles. The enterprise of

the Walter family in England and of James
Gordon Bennett in the United States proved that

far larger rewards might come from the sale of

fresh and comprehensive intelligence than from

that of party opinion.
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The third stage in the development of the pro-

fession, that of individualistic leadership, wit-

nessed the rise of a series of great editorial

moulders of opinion. In the United States

there were Greeley, Bryant, Dana and Godkin;
in England Edward Sterling, John T. Delane

and F.H . Hill; in France Lamennais and Prevost-

Paradol. The profession now at its best level

not only was dignified and lucrative but offered

some great prizes in fame and influence. The

leading Anglo-American editors exercised a

power not inferior to that of the principal states-

men, and independence was an indispensable

part ofthis power. Onthe continent and especially

in France the professional journalist had close

relations with the professional literary man,
and in figures like Sainte-Beuve, whose essays

appeared in the Comtitutionnel, the Temps and

the Moniteur, the two often became one. The
fourth phase in the evolution of journalism wit-

nessed a singular obliteration, at least in

English speaking countries, of this individual-

istic leadership. Journalism was more and more
affected by the vast proliferation of newspapers
and other periodicals, the rise of news associa-

tions and syndicates, the increase in the semi-

educated public, the ever growing demand for

news over opinion and the heavier financial

dependence on advertising. It became more of

an impersonal mechanism more complicated,
more departmentalized and more standardized.

The professional character of the journalist

has thus closely reflected social and economic

changes from generation to generation. In the

United States, for example, we find first a

printer running a job-office and stationery shop
in connection with a dingy weekly; then a party

pamphleteer publishing long essays signed Bru-

tus or Camillus; then an alert purveyor of news

like the elder Bennett or a master of editorial

thrust like Samuel Bowles; then a specialist

sinking his personality in some department of

a huge machine answering to the eras of colon-

ial provincialism, of eager political speculation,
of pioneering individualism and economic

laissez faire, and finally to the complex society
of modern times. In Europe the evolution of

the profession has similarly corresponded to that

of society itself.

The journalist's early conception of his work
in all countries lacked dignity. Dr. Johnson
and others speak of the Grub Street hacks and

political hirelings who infested the profession
in England, and much French journalism during
and after the Revolution was disgraceful. Bal-
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zac's picture of the calling in Les illusions

perdues is scathing. In the United States Bryant
in the 1830*3 decried journalism as wrangling,
brutal and vulgar; it attracted many ill trained

men and Greeley thought a college education a

positive disqualification; its ethical standards

were weak and until long after the Civil War
few American journals were closed to the more
insidious forms of bribery; its relations to other

callings were vague and it was widely re-

garded as a feeder to letters, law, politics or

business. As reflected in literature, from Dick-

ens' Jefferson Brick of the New York "Rowdy
Journal" in Martin Chuzzlewit to Howells*

Bartley Hubbard in A Modern Instance, the

working journalist was likely to be a sorry

figure. Some traditions of the printer-journalist

era still survive and to many practitioners in all

countries journalism is still a craft or "game."
But as the profession has developed it has

gained steadily in dignity. Lincoln greeted W.
H. Russell of the London Times as he would

have greeted a foreign minister, and in fact

told him that the Times was the greatest power
he knew except perhaps the Mississippi River.

The greatest recent change in the profession
has been the specialization entailed by the com-

plex task of gathering news from a thousand

sources to satisfy a multitude of different de-

mands. This specialization has gone furthest in

English speaking countries, where newspapers
are most bulky and comprehensive, but it is felt

everywhere. Until the latter part of the nine-

teenth century the typical newspaperman was

necessarily a jack-of-all-trades, as on small

newspapers he must still be. But the large city

daily of today from Buenos Aires to London
includes two separate categories of specialized

workers. Under the business manager (to use

American nomenclature) are the advertising

manager, circulation manager, promotion man-

ager, mechanical superintendent and auditor,

each with a force of skilled workers. The editorial

department includes the editor and editorial

writers managing editor, city editor, telegraph

editor, financial editor, dramatic and literary edi-

tors, sports editor and perhaps also the political

editor, women's editor and real estate editor,

with reporters and correspondents. News gath-

ering now requires reporters skilled in some

branch of human activity, such as politics,

aviation or finance; expert rewrite men to handle

not only copy from correspondents, press asso-

ciations and other sources, but information

telephoned from street reporters; and experi-
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enced copyreaders. In metropolitan dailies head-

line writing, make up and feature writing are

each assigned to specialists. Journalism in its

larger definition now includes trade papers,

magazines, sports papers, press associations,

free lance writing and publicity work, and each

of these also demands some special equipment.
Thus training for the profession increasingly

requires not only a general education and some

talent or flair, but technical knowledge of a

particular kind. Nearly all newspapermen have

mastered a set of fundamental tools; the best

must learn to master some unique tool as well.

As in law and medicine specialization has

meant a steady increase in the tuition period,

the establishment of schools and college courses

to prepare men for the profession, a sharper dis-

tinction between the expert and the amateur

and more insistence within the calling upon
standards of ethics, dignity and accuracy. Jour-

nalists in all countries are still largely recruited

from high schools, trade schools and general

college courses, but they must go through a

protracted apprenticeship. In some countries

this apprenticeship has taken on a fairly formal

character. In Austria, for example, the be-

ginner enters as an "editorial stenographer"

(roughly what the Anglo-American press calls a

copyreader) and mounts the rungs.
Since 1900 there has been an almost world

wide debate upon the value of schools of jour-

nalism, many defending such schools as making
for a more expert profession and others declar-

ing that practise is the best training and that

schools will force a host of untalented and ill

adapted men into the calling and lower the con-

ditions of employment. It is in the United

States that schools ofjournalism have been most

highly developed. The first was founded in 1908
at the University of Missouri; others rapidly
followed in other state universities; in 1912 the

Pulitzer School was established at Columbia

University; and in the same year the American

Association of Teachers of Journalism was or-

ganized. By 1930 more than fifty American col-

leges and universities were offering full cur-

ricula in journalism, and hundreds of single

courses were being given in other colleges and

in high schools. The average annual number of

graduates of schools of journalism in the years

preceding 1932 approached 1000. Initial distrust

has been largely overcome and until the depres-
sion which began in 1929 employment was easily

found. The special training had largely justified

itself.

In other countries the development was later

but almost equally rapid. In Germany during the

ten years after the World War schools ofjournal-
ism were established in sixteen universities, two

technical schools and five higher commercial

schools; some, like the institute of journalism
at Heidelberg, are notable for thoroughness.
The University of London in 19 1 9 opened a cycle

of courses in journalism leading to a diploma
in two years. The British National Union of

Journalists at first distrustful of such schools

has recently attempted to promote courses in

journalism in various centers and has arranged

university courses for the supplementary educa-

tion of newspapermen already practising their

profession. Australian universities have devel-

oped courses in journalism and the University
of Queensland offers a special degree; several

Canadian universities have schools like those

of the United States; and there is a school of

journalism at the University of Madras. In Italy

one of the five sections of the Fascist Faculty of

Political Sciences created at Perugia in 1928
is devoted to politics and journalism. The
International Labour Office in 1928 found that

special education, while still experimental, is

making progress the world over.

Professional organization like professional

training is as yet new and uneven. In numerous

countries it received a strong impulse from the

economic difficulties which journalists exper-

ienced after the World War. But there are parts

of Europe in which journalism is as yet scarcely

a full time profession; in Spain, for example, it

is carried on largely by men in other callings

who make it a spare time employment. Organiza-
tion is impeded in other countries and es-

pecially in the United States by the fluidity

of the profession, which finds recruits every-

where and whose members are highly migratory.
The strongest professional organization numer-

ically is the National Union of Journalists in

Great Britain which was founded in 1907 and

twenty years later numbered nearly half of the

10,000 working journalists of the country. It

has followed a resolute trade union policy and

is affiliated with the Printing and Kindred

Trades Federation. Australia also has a strong

Journalists' Association with a trade union char-

acter. In Germany the Reichsverband der

Deutschen Presse divided into twenty regional

unions had a membership of about 4400 in 1928
and has been able to do much in safeguarding the

social and economic interests of the members.

Organization in Italy has a considerable history,



culminating in the establishment in 1925 of the

Sindacato Nazionale Fascista dei Giornalisti,

partly political and partly trade union in char-

acter. The only comprehensive French organiza-
tion is the Syndicat des Journal istes, numbering
about 1200 members in 1927, which has a de-

fensive economic aim. Various efforts have been

made in American cities and in Canada to form

professional bodies of a trade union character,

but they have uniformly broken down. In Europe
and Australia not a little has been accomplished
in negotiating collective agreements on hours,

salaries, holidays and the settlement of dis-

putes; uniform contracts have sometimes been

drawn up, and in Austria, Hungary, Italy and

a few minor countries protective legislation

has been obtained.

The opportunities and rewards of the news-

paper profession, although uncertain and irregu-

lar, have manifestly risen in recent years. The

great body of working journalists probably re-

ceive a little less than the general body of doc-

tors and lawyers and a little more than the gen-
eral body of teachers. In France in 1926 the

Syndicat des Jourruilistes obtained a Paris agree-

ment that journalists of two years' experience
should receive not less than 1200 francs monthly.
In Berlin a journalist may not be paid less than

440 marks a month. The highest pay is found in

English speaking countries. In Great Britain in

1921 the Rational Union, of Journalists nego-
tiated a minimum weekly salary of 5/15 for

its members working in cities of more than

250,000 people and 5/3 for members on dailies

in towns of less than 100,000. Some London

journalists have munificent incomes. In New
South Wales and Victoria an agreement of 1924
fixed salaries for three categories of journalists,

ranging from 5/19 weekly for juniors on even-

ing metropolitan dailies to 10/12/6 for

seniors on morning dailies. American reporters

are in general given small salaries, but the

best rewards run very high. In New York City
in 1929 salaries to department heads and special

writers reached $500 a week, and in a typical

city of 500,000 they were $225 a week; noted

syndicate writers make from $40,000 to $100,000
a year; one or two column writers make even

more; "accounts executives" in advertising de-

partments on metropolitan dailies make $25,000
to $75,000 a year; exceptional men in the fields

of publicity and "comic strip" illustration may
have an annual income between $100,000 and

$150,000. The chance of obtaining an excep-
tional income and the fear that a minimum wage
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would also become a standard wage have been

among the chief forces militating against a trade

union movement in America.

Journalism is notoriously a harassing and

exhausting profession. Hours are long and on

morning journals often extend to 2 or 3 a.m.

The frequent changes in proprietorship, the

numerous consolidations of newspapers in the

United States, Great Britain and the dominions,
the revolutionary upheavals in. ideas on the con-

tinent have all made employment precarious;

and the working life is short, many men being
worn out at fifty. Press associations in France,

Germany, Austria and Great Britain have made
active efforts to deal with unemployment, but no

such assistance is given in the United States.

Provident institutions of a professional character

are numerous in Europe; Great Britain, Ger-

many, Italy, France and other countries possess

mutual aid funds which furnish old age pensions
and often unemployment and sickness benefits.

They are unknown in Australia and the United

States, although a number of large American

papers have instituted insurance funds for their

own employees and there are two American

homes for aged journalists, one founded by the

second James Gordon Bennett. Better provision

for professional casualties is in general a crying
need in the newspaper world.

For the dignity and repute of the profession

nothing is more important than the organized

promotion of good ethics and accuracy. There

is in all countries a large field for improve-
ment in this respect. The venality of much of

the French press has been exposed in repeated
scandals. It is matched in other Latin countries

of Europe and South America. In the United

States vulgarity, slovenliness and sensational-

ism arc far greater evils. The most honest,

sober and intellectually respectable journalism
is that of Great Britain, where a long line of

journalistic leaders have established traditions

of continuing power. Professional standards

there are watched over by the Institute of Jour-

nalists, founded in 1880 by royal charter and

including newspaper proprietors as well as work-

ers. The National Union of Journalists with

its monthly organ the Journalist also gives effec-

tive attention to the subject. The United

States has no similar body, although there is

manifest room for a journalistic counterpart of

the American Bar Association or Medical Asso-

ciation. State and national associations of news-

paper publishers, maintained for many years,

have confined themselves mainly to business ob-
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jects. The American Society of Newspaper
Editors founded in 1922 had a membership two

years later of 174 editors in cities of 50,000 or

more, but it lacks scope and authority. At its

second meeting in 1923 a code of ethics deal-

ing with independence, truthfulness, accuracy,

impartiality and decency was adopted, and al-

though it had more resonance than practical val-

ue it marked a beginning. In 1912 the first Na-

tional Newspaper Conference, addressed by

many leaders, was held at the University of Wis-

consin. In 1914 the second conference met at the

University of Kansas and others met subse-

quently. State press associations have adopted
codes of ethics. One valuable force for honesty in

American business offices is the Audit Bureau of

Circulations which carefully audits publishers'

statements of circulation and issues standard-

ized and accurate statistics for the benefit of

advertisers. Bills introduced in state legislatures

to license journalists in the same fashion as

doctors and lawyers have invariably failed.

Several newspapers, notably the New York

World in its last years, have set up bureaus of

accuracy and fair play. The old evils of bribe

taking and blackmailing have largely disappeared
in the United States. But newspapers are

frequently unjust to individuals and news of

libel suits is tacitly but systematically sup-

pressed in most newspaper offices. Many jour-

nals color or suppress news to suit their adver-

tisers; there is much mendacity, distortion and

sensationalism in weaker parts of the press and

particularly among the "tabloids" or small size

dailies; and a subcommission of the New York

State Crime Commission declared in 1927 that

many newspapers made heroes of criminals,

tried cases in their columns and influenced ado-

lescents to emulate crooks and gangsters.

As a profession journalism the world over

suffers from the brevity of its history and a con-

sequent lack of firm traditions; from the process
continued generation after generation of annex-

ing new bodies of readers by establishing jour-
nals which reach out to the ignorant, illiterate

and vulgar minded; from the frequent difficulty

of reconciling the objects of the editorial de-

partments with those of the counting room;
and from the great recent tendency in many
countries toward consolidating rival newspapers,

suppressing individuality of tone and making
the surviving journals commercial in character.

A constant struggle is required to maintain or

elevate journalistic standards. In Great Britain

and the United States, the two countries where

journalism has counted for most, persistent

complaints of deterioration have been heard in

recent years. Yet materially the newspaper has

had and is still having a prodigious develop-
ment. Great strides have been made since 1900
in developing a specialized education, in bring-

ing into existence professional organizations of

a trade union character and in improving both

the economic status and the general repute of

the profession. It has more esprit de corps than

before, manifest in local, national and even

world associations; it presents a steadily widen-

ing range of openings for individual talent; in

some directions it is more progressive than

heretofore. It furnishes less of strong personal

leadership and striking individual talent than

it did in the nineteenth century, but as a routine

occupation for a great mass of workers it is

slowly rising to better levels and offering in-

creased attractions.
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JOURNEYMEN'S SOCIETIES were created

in the period of the decay of the mediaeval craft

guild by artisans (valets, varlets or compagnons
in France; Gesellen in Germany; journeymen or

yeomen in England) who had completed their

apprenticeship but had not attained mastership.
In theory at least the mediaeval guild had united

journeymen and masters, treating them not as

fixed classes but as two different stages in the

development of any competent artisan. But with

the first appearance of capitalism and the drive

toward the attainment of a monopoly of the

sources of private gain the masters deprived the

journeymen of representation in the guild as-

semblies. In the cloth industry, which because

of its technique and commercial position was the

first to assume a capitalistic character, the dif-

ferentiation into classes began not later than the
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fourteenth century. By the sixteenth century a

permanent class ofjourneymen had been created

throughout western Europe. Various devices

were contrived by the masters and through them

by the government to place the mastership vir-

tually beyond the reach of journeymen. The

period of apprenticeship was extended; accord-

ing to the provisions of the English Statute of

Artificers (5 Eliz., c. 4), for instance, it was fixed

at seven years. Dues and entrance fees were in-

creased and more costly gifts and banquets de-

manded of candidates for the mastership. The

masterpiece, which the prospective master was

obliged to furnish everywhere on the continent

as well as in several crafts in England, became a

virtually prohibitive requirement, as it was made

progressively more costly and difficult to

achieve. The journeyman might with difficulty

rise to the intermediate rank of small master.

But the latter class was subjected to the same

treatment, until by the seventeenth century it

consisted almost entirely of wage earners. The
masters of the corps de metier in France and of the

livery companies in England came to form closed

oligarchies tending to bequeath their jealously

guarded monopolies from father to son. Some-
times as a direct result of their elimination from

all influence in the guild, sometimes, as in Paris

in 1530, by special decree, the journeymen
now unhonored gens mtcamques were ousted

from the government of the city. The maltreat-

ment of theYn occasionally took a violent form,
as at Chester in 1358; and there is evidence that

they were persecuted by law throughout Ger-

many and at Pans, Chalons, Rouen, Amiens and

Troyes in France.

In self-defense the journeymen began to form

independent associations with their own chiefs

and treasuries. The early compagnonnages in

France, particularly those in the southwest, had

a religious, charitable character, like the Bruder-

schaften, which were the first Gesellenverbande

in Germany. In the fifteenth century fraternities

ofjourneymen or yeoman cordwainers, saddlers,

tailors and other craftsmen were founded in

London and later in other English cities. Through
these organizations the journeymen were able to

defend their position in the companies, an aim

which they pursued first in cooperation with the

small masters and then independently. From

1434 the Blacksmith Company in London was

forced to accept the presence in its midst of a

special organization of journeymen.
The journeymen's societies soon undertook

the surveillance of handicraft. Such superin-
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tendence had been initiated in Paris in 1406,
when the masters filed a complaint that every

journeyman arriving in the city had to regale the

other workers in a roisterous holiday at his ex-

pense. Especially in Germany and France the

working population was largely mobile. The
idea that the workman must travel in order to

perfect his moral education and his professional

training was deeply embedded; if he were a

mason, for instance, he had to see the famous

monuments. The obligation to travel, the

Wanderschaft, seems to have been first intro-

duced in Germany, probably in the fourteenth

century; in that country the period sometimes

lasted as long as five years. The tour de France,
as the same requirement was called in France,

was still practised in the middle of the nine-

teenth century, as evinced by Agricol Perdi-

gnuer's Le livre du compagnonnage (1839) and

George Sand's Le compagnon du tour de France

(1840). In each town that he visited the young

journeyman had to register at the Herberge of his

craft in France the innkeeper's wife was called

the mother of the journeymen and then to

present the password to the secretary of the so-

ciety, who provided him with work or, if none

was available, with funds to continue his travels

(viaticum).

Out of these practises there evolved a complex
and, to outsiders, mysterious ritual. Assumed

names, cryptic gestures and words, the wearing
of colored ribbons and the carrying of canes

provided means of identification. Elaborate

festivals were held; a system of dues, fees and

fines was established; "secret" correspondence
was conducted between the various local

branches of the craft. The ceremony of initiating

new members under pledge of secrecy repre-
sented a naive imitation of the church cult.

Through these rites a connection has been

traced between the journeymen's society and the

origins of Freemasonry. The name is thought to

have derived from a fraternity of freie Maurer;

according to one theory the/me Maurer founded

in the thirteenth century at the Cathedral of

Strasbourg constituted the first Bauhutte, or

lodge, of the order. The myths of the French

societies are strongly suggestive of a link with

Freemasonry. Divided into three large groups or

devoirs on the basis of their legends and pro-
fessed genealogy, the compagnonnages claimed

descent from the Order of Templars or even

more remotely from the architects of the Temple
of Solomon. The most likely hypothesis is that

the intellectual societies created in England and
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Scotland in all probability at the end of the

seventeenth century took over the rites and sym-
bols of the journeymen builders together with

the name of Freemasons.

Because of the secrecy involved the symbolism
of the societies inevitably aroused suspicion arid

led to charges of sacrilege. In 1655 after informa-

tion had been furnished by spies of the Confrerie

du Saint-Sacrement, a society of the devout

which served the interests of the employers, the

Sorbonne condemned the French compagnon-

nages as impious. The political authorities pur-
sued them also as disturbers of the peace an

accusation not without some foundation since

the members of the rival devoirs were constantly

squabbling and sometimes engaged in sangui-

nary battles.

The picturesqueness of the journeymen's so-

cieties has tended to diveit attention fiom their

essential purpose. Primarily they were organs of

workers' defense against nascent capitalism.

Through their hold over the traveling worker

upon his arrival in town the societies could at-

tempt to monopolize the placement of workers

and to exercise an indirect control of the labor

market. When their demands were refused, they
withheld a supply of workers from the masters

and sometimes even from an entire city. Simi-

larly, those workmen were banned who dis-

obeyed the orders of the group, failed to pay
their assessments or agreed to work at bargain
rates. The societies, in short, conducted an

organized persecution of scabs. The masters

found themselves at odds with the societies if

they exceeded the number of apprentices author-

ized by the rules of the trade, thus diminishing
the number of paid workmen, or if they reduced

wages, nominal or in "bread, meat and drink."

The complaint of the printers of Lyons in 1539
included both charges; the cloth workers of

London petitioned against the first action in

1568, 1574 and 1577, on the last occasion elicit-

ing the reply from the Court of Assistants the

title of the oligarchical councils of the English

guilds that "they must come to their work at

such time as they ought to do by the ordynance
of this house, and to do their work justly and

truly as they ought to do, and to be content with

such reasonable fare." A third object of protest

on the part of the societies was the excessive

length of the working day.

These conflicts frequently ended in strikes,

called variously monopoly, tacquchan, trie, ca-

bale. During the thirteenth century the cloth

workers struck at Rouen, Provins and Beauvais.

The great printers' strike which broke out at

Lyons in 1539, ten years after the general rebel-

lion of the secte artisane of the same city, spread
to Paris in 1541 and was finally settled only in

1571. These strikers had a strike fund and an

almost military type of organization and the

strike was punctuated with outbursts of violence.

It was against such activities as well as for reli-

gious reasons that the Confrerie du Saint-

Sacrement organized devout, docile workmen
into bans compagnonnages, which became genuine
strike breaking societies. In general government
was at all times and in all places hostile to

journeymen combinations. The Imperial De-
cree of 173 1 provoked by the strike of the Augs-

burg shoemakers was one of innumerable at-

tempts at suppression made by the German
authorities. In England immediately after Eliza-

beth's comprehensive statute on industrial

regulation journeymen were condemned for

having "unlawfully consulted and assembled

together from their master's service." In France

journeymen combinations were prohibited in

1539 by the royal decree of Villers-Cotterets,

which was many times reissued under the ancien

regime. During the revolution the Law of

Chapelier of 1791, making it a crime for citizens

of the same profession and for any workmen to

organize or to attempt to regulate their alleged

interests, was dictated by fear of journey-
men's strikes, particularly in the food industry
and builders' and carpenters' trades. All the

laws in France against combination down to

1864 and against association down to 1884 may
be connected with a similar fear.

Explicable partly by the emergence of large

scale industry, partly by the universalization of

the Wanderpflicht, a general federative move-

ment linking up local societies into powerful

organizations set in sometime before 1700 and

lasted until the end of the eighteenth century.
This provides at least one explanation for the

survival of the societies in the face of the uninter-

mittcnt hostility which they aroused. In Ger-

many, where the Wanderpflicht had become

established earliest, great federations spreading a

network sometimes over the entire nation had

been created in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Letters patent of 1777 state that

throughout France the paper makers, who were

particularly susceptible to the movement because

of the scattered distribution of the paper mills

along the waterways, "have united in a general
association by means of which they control the

industry as they please." In eighteenth century
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England on the eve of the modern trade union

movement the journeymen hat makers had a

widely ramified organization. The London Felt-

makers' Company consisting of the master em-

ployers registered a denunciation in 1777 of a

journeymen hat makers' combination, "called a

Congress," which made by-laws for the whole

trade and had a system of fines and sanctions.

The comparatively veiled activities of the hatters

during the century eventuated in 1798 in the

formation of the Journeymen Hatters' Trade

Union of Great Britain and Ireland, which is still

in existence. Sometimes the federation exceeded

state limits; for instance, the hat makers of Brus-

sels were in correspondence with their fellow

craftsmen in French towns.

After temporarily subsiding during the revolu-

tion the French journeymen's societies revived

and gave the imperial administration as well as

the Restoration government more than one oc-

casion for concern. But the progressive develop-
ment of the factory system and of machine

technique, the emergence of specialization,

standardization rendering the Wandcrschaft su-

perfluous, as well as internal weaknesses arising

from exclusivism and feuds with rival societies,

made journeymen's societies increasingly insig-

nificant. Since the advent of the trade unions

they have lost all influence in France as in Eng-
land, although traces of them are to be found

even today. Associations formed among the

workers ot various trades in America toward the

end of the eighteenth century took the name of

journeymen's societies. The primary object of

most of these early American societies was mu-
tual aid and benefit, but during the first half of

the nineteenth century many American journey-
men's societies organized strikes. In Germany
Gesellenvereine still exist, for instance, among
the bakers, while the journeymen's committees,

Innungen and craft guilds recognized by the

Gewerbcordnung of 1929 represent vestiges of the

old institution. The Catholic Gesellenvereine,

founded at Elberfeld in 1845 and at Cologne in

1853 by Adolf Kolping, "father of the journey-

men," reckon more than 300,000 members and

are in correspondence with a Kolping Society of

America.

Admitting only able and conscientious arti-

sans, the journeymen's societies set for their

members a high standard of workmanship as

well as of moral conduct. They improved and

diffused the techniques of industry. In general

they were animated by a lively fraternal spirit

which found expression not only in festivals but
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in a generous expenditure from their treasuries

for purposes of mutual aid and in the establish-

ment of funds for non-interest bearing loans.

They rather than the craft guilds are to be re-

garded as the real forerunners of the trade

unions. While their protests against the em-

ployers were comparatively sporadic, they occu-

pied a position in the defense of labor for which

no other organization before the trade unions

competed.
HENRI HAUSER

See: GUILDS; APPRENTICESHIP; HANDICRAFT; TRADE

UNIONS, LABOR.
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JOVELLANOS, CASPAR MELCHOR DE
(1744-1811), Spanish statesman, economist and

educator. Jovellanos studied philosophy, theol-

ogy and law at the universities of Ovicdo, Avila

and Alcala. In 1767 he was appointed magistrate
in Seville and eleven years later was transferred

to Madrid. He served as minister of justice

under Charles iv in the year 1797-98. Because of

his political affiliations he was twice exiled. He
refused the Ministry of the Interior which was

offered him after the French invasion by Joseph

Bonaparte and became a member of the Junta
Central for Asturias, collaborating actively in the

work preparatory to the Cortes of Cadiz. In his

Memoria en que se rebaten las calumnias . . . con-

tra los individuos de lajunta centrale (2 vols., La
Corufia 1811) he propounds his conception of
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the ideal state: a limited constitutional monarchy
in which the executive, legislative and judicial

powers are clearly separated.

Jovellanos is identified in general with the

group of enlightened Spanish statesmen of the

eighteenth century who sought to improve the

economic position of Spain. He was distinguished
for his encyclopaedic learning and wrote poetry
and drama as well as innumerable treatises on

economic and political questions. Although he

accepted in general the theses of the liberal

school of economists he frequently offered opin-
ions in contradiction to their teachings. His chief

work in this field is his famous Informe . . . en el

expediente de la ley agraria (Madrid 1 795 ,
new ed.

Gij6n 1891), a report made to the Supreme
Council of Castille for the Sociedad Economica

of Madrid. The document, still a classic in

Spain, contains a clear and methodical exposi-
tion of the obstacles to Spanish agricultural

progress, obstacles including not only the nature

of the soil and adverse climatic conditions but

also existing law and custom. To remedy the

situation he advocated irrigation and improved

roads, the break up, for sale or lease, of the com-

mons and waste lands, the abrogation of the

privileges of the Mesta and the education of the

peasants. He favored free trade in grain within

the country but objected to its export and be-

lieved that its importation should be limited. In

Informe que did d la junta de comercio y moneda

sobre el fibre ejercicio de las artes (Madrid 1785)

Jovellanos urged the abolition of the craft

guilds, maintaining, however, that some regula-
tion of the crafts was necessary.

Conscious of the needs of practical and tech-

nical education, he founded the still existing
Real Instituto Astoriano in Gijon and organized
the curriculum, which in addition to mineralogy,

mathematics, physics and the nautical sciences

included courses in modern languages, history
and geography. Jovellanos himself wrote a num-
ber of the textbooks, covering a variety of sub-

jects. His Reglamento (Salamanca 1790) for the

Imperial College of Calatrava outlined the most

complete plan of studies to be found at that time

in Europe. Jovellanos held that with the exten-

sion of the suffrage popular education became a

social necessity and that the government must

provide it.

C. BERNALDO DE QUIROS
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JOWETT, BENJAMIN (1817-93), English
scholar and educational leader. Jowett was tutor

of Balliol College, Oxford, for twenty-eight years

and master for another twenty-three. His funda-

mental educational principles were sympathetic

intimacy between tutor and pupil, strict but un-

mechanical discipline, examinations whichwould

be selective of ability and acceptance of the

obligations of corporate life. He urged the open-

ing of all doors to poor students of intellectual

promise and worked for the extension of second-

ary and adult education. His devotion to Balliol

was unsparing and his labors for its improve-
ment endless: he enlarged buildings, spending
much of his own money on the college; en-

couraged athletics; fostered the teaching of phy-
sical science; inaugurated intercollegiate lectures;

reduced expenses for poorer men. During four

years as vice chancellor of the university (1882-

86) he safeguarded the beauties ofthe parks,

drained the floods, accelerated the production of

the Oxford New English Dictionary, encouraged
oriental studies and the drama.

Jowett believed strongly in the vitality of

classical culture; and his translations of Plato

(1871), Thucydidcs (1881) and the Politics of

Aristotle (1885) are classics in themselves. His

theological writings, however, exposed him to

suspicion of heresy. Although he remained un-

shaken in the innermost chamber of personal
faith he was a rationalist in criticism of formu-

lated dogmas. He held that the perfect liturgy

will contain no creeds and that the spirit of

Christianity is not always identical with the

letter of the Bible. Such views, which were first

apparent in his edition of the epistles of St. Paul

(. . . Epistles to the Thessalonians
, Galatians,

Romans, 2 vols., London 1855; 2nd ed. 1859),

were very distasteful to orthodox opinion, but

established a place for him among the leaders in

modern Biblical interpretation.

MICHAEL E. SADLER
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JUAREZ, BENITO PABLO (1806-72), Mexi-
can statesman. Juarez, a pure blooded Indian of

peasant stock, was educated in the law. In 1855
an uprising of mestizo and provincial interests

against the church and the great landowners ex-

pelled the dictator Santa Anna and initiated a

great Mexican reform movement, which Judrez

supported; he became minister of justice and
chief justice and when intrigues brought about

the downfall of the reform government pro-
claimed himself acting president. He achieved

victory in the bloody War of the Reform from

1858 to 1 86 1 and expelled the papal nuncio and

other ecclesiastics who resisted his decrees. The
clericals and monarchists sought foreign sup-

port for their cause, but Juarez met the joint

military intervention of Great Britain, France

and Spain in 1861-62 ostensibly for the pur-

pose of collecting debts and reparations for

damages suffered by their nationals in the civil

conflicts with dignified and prudent negotia-

tions . When the French remained behind to wage
a war of conquest in the clerical interest and to

establish a^Hapsburg empire under Maximilian,
he displayed a courageous and untiring resist-

ance, which contributed toward a great develop-
ment of the national consciousness. The initial

measure of the reform was the so-called Juarez

Law of 1855, which practically suppressed the

military and ecclesiastical tribunals as class

courts. More anticlerical legislation followed and
a national convention established the liberal,

federal constitution of 1857, the basic document,
in spite of all vicissitudes, of Mexican political

life down to 1917. During the civil war Judrez

promulgated a comprehensive group of reform

laws, which in part confirmed previous legisla-

tion and which together with other measures

confiscated the immense landed holdings of the

church, dissolved the monasteries and convents,

proclaimed the separation of church and state,

secularized the cemeteries and made marriage a

civil contract. His government also enacted

measures contemplating the creation of a class of

small landowners. Upon the downfall of the

empire Judrez reestablished the federal and re-

publican regime; he was elected constitutional

president in 1867 and reelected in 1871. Al-
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though his administration showed less concern

with implanting a genuinely popular and consti-

tutional government than with its continuance

in power, he negotiated advantageous treaties,

strove to keep the military in their place and

gradually restored a considerable degree of civil

order. Today he is revered by most Mexicans as

their greatest national hero and the champion of

their popular rights. Some, however, have con-

demned the rather onerous conditions which he

accepted in 1859 as tne Price of recognition by
the United States and many have questioned
the wisdom of the occasionally radical applica-

tion of the principles of liberalism and individ-

ualism, as developed in Europe and the United

States, to Mexico, with its large aboriginal popu-
lation and its religious and collective traditions.

CLARENCE H. HARING
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JUBAINVILLE, HENRI D'ARBOIS DE
(1827-1910), French historian, philologist and

jurist. D'Arbois de Jubainville was the founder

of Celtic studies in France. Archivist at Troyes
from 1852 to 1880, he published numerous

works on the archives and the archaeology of the

Aube and a seven-volume history on the counts

of Champagne from the fifth to the fourteenth

century. In order that he might understand the

origins of France he learned the Celtic languages

and became a philologist and historian of an-

tiquity. In this new domain he attracted universal

attention with a great work, Les premiers habi-

tants de VEurope (Paris 1877; 2nd enlarged ed.,

2 vols., 1889-94). The chair of Celtic was created

for him at the College de France in 1882, and he

became a member of the French Institute in

1884. He was the author of many articles on

Celtic philology and published a Cours de lit-

ttrature celtique (12 vols., Paris 1883-1902), of
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which seven volumes were composed by him,

the others by his pupils.

Since his youth d'Arbois de Jubainville had

been interested in the history of law
%
He had

indeed begun by studying law at the Ecole des

Chartes. He now returned to the law by way of

philology and published a famous work, Re-

cherches sur I'origine de la propriete fondere et des

noms de lieux habite's en France (Paris 1890).

Thereafter he occupied himself almost exclu-

sively with Celtic law, which he alone was

equipped to study at its sources since he was

both Celtist and jurist. He devoted particular

attention to Irish law, especially the Senchus

M6r. His "Etudes sur le droit celtique" (vols.

vii-viii of Cours de litterature celtique] and his

La famille celtique (Paris 1905) are among his

most important works in Celtic law. As historian

he dissipated many of the fantasies concerning
the ancient Gauls, and as jurist he put the study
of Celtic law upon a scientific basis.

PAUL COLLINET
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JUDAISM. Nineteenth century historians of

religion, especially Christian historians, have

used the term Judaism to denote the religion of

the Jews since the time of Ezra (c. 444 B.C.) in

contrast to the pre-exilic religion, which they
called the religion of Israel. This attitude was

prompted primarily by the belief that postexilic

Judaism was a retrogression, due to foreign in-

fluences, from the teachings of the prophets and

that the true prophetic tradition was continued

in the religion of Christianity. Closer study of

the sources has revealed more and more clearly,

however, that Judaism is but a continued devel-

opment of the teachings of the prophets. Like

every other religion Judaism passed through a

certain historical evolution, throwing off old

elements and acquiring new ones. Foreign influ-

ences were always operating from the earliest

influences of Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria and Per-

sia through the Hellenistic period, the contacts

with Arab culture in the Middle Ages, the

humanistic tradition of the Renaissance down
to the influence of Protestantism on the develop-
ment of reform Judaism. One or another aspect
or tendency may have been especially stressed

or become dominant, but until the close of the

eighteenth century there was never a radical

break with the main tradition and characteristic

form which Judaism assumed during the period
from Ezra to Akiba (c. 135 A.D.). Rather it was

constantly reinterpreted in the course of cen-

turies and adhered to with astonishing fidelity.

The most primitive form of the religion of

Israel was developed probably during the nomad

period. It was characterized by a belief in

demonic powers and spirits, by distinctions be-

tween clean and unclean animals and by adher-

ence to certain death customs. It already con-

tained, however, the germs of the ethical ideas

later developed by Moses and the prophets, and

monolatry rather than polytheism prevailed.

With the entry of the Hebrews into Canaan and

their development as an agricultural people came

also a development of a cultus marked by sacri-

fices, festivals and sanctuaries. This period is

also marked by a struggle between the religion

of Yahvveh and the continued attempts at incor-

porating the worship of local deities.

It was in connection with this struggle that

there appeared in Israel a group of men unique
in the history of the ancient world who brought
the development of the Hebrew religion to its

highest point. The prophets were men of diverse

social classes whose authority was based on the

fact that they were responsible to their God
alone and who were independent and courageous

enough to proclaim what had been revealed to

them, even though their prophecies announced

serious disasters involving the ruin of the whole

nation or the destruction of the temple. Their

teaching was marked by a pure ethical mono-

theism and univcrsalism, a passion for social

justice and a repudiation of the sacrificial cult

as the most distinctive mark of the Hebrew

religion. But the prophets were never able to

establish the complete supremacy of their ideas

and the cruder forms of popular belief persisted

side by side with these more spiritualized reli-

gious and ethical precepts.
After the Babylonian exile the leadership of

the people became hereditary in the priestly

house of Zadok. By this time too the Law had

been reduced to writing and through the efforts

of Ezra and the traditional Men of the Great

Synagogue had been restored as the most essen-

tial factor in the Hebrew religion. This Mosaic

law circumscribed the activities of the priestly

class and became the most effective means of

making the teachings ofthe prophets the inherit-

ance of the individual. The task of furthering
this usage of the Torah (Law) was assumed by
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a new order of scribes, who came from the

people and who by their personal qualifications

proved their fitness for this high calling. The

prestige of the scribes grew especially during
the period when the hereditary priesthood tem-

porized with the inroads of Hellenism. The
scribes assumed the leadership of the middle

class and peasantry in a successful fight for the

preservation of their national and religious in-

tegrity. When a new priestly class developed
which gathered about it the Sadducee aristoc-

racy and founded a new dynasty, they were

challenged by the pietists of the middle class,

now known as Pharisees, who continued the

tradition of the scribes. The Pharisees set up an

ideal based on the democratic belief in universal

priesthood and on the conviction that man's

entire life and activity should be permeated by
a sense of piety. It was at this time too that the

concept of an oral tradition in addition to the

written law came to the fore. The Pharisees, in

opposition to the Sadducees, affirmed the divine

and binding character of the oral law as devel-

oped by the scribes and the rabbis. Although
this doctrine was at first vehemently contested

by the various sects yet it was this doctrine more
than anything else that preserved the vitality of

the Torah and made possible the development
of Jewish life. The Pharisaic conception was the

only one that was able to maintain itself after

the fall of. the Jewish state and the destruction

of the temple. The teachers of the Torah be-

came henceforth the unchallenged leaders of the

people.
The Pharisees, later known as tanaim and

then as amoraim, were likewise men of diverse

social classes; they were kept together and en-

abled to exert their influence over the people

by their common work and ideal It was they
who transmitted and developed the oral tradi-

tion and it was their doctrine and their opinions
that became decisive for the Jews of the whole

world. Their decisions determined the laws,

customs and religious ceremonies of Jewry.

These, however, were never promulgated in

either dogmatic ormandatory form; they were ac-

companied by statements of the controversies

and discussions which their formulation had

required, in order that later generations might
be able adequately to understand the mind and

will of their predecessors.

The opinions and decisions of the tanaim and

amoraim are contained in what has come to be

known as the Talmud, a vast encyclopaedic
storehouse of legal opinions, controversies and
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decisions; of ethical precepts and maxims; and

of legends, history and traditions, which re-

ceived its definite' written form about the year

500. Only a secondary place was given in the

Talmud to the treatment of religious creed, for

in this sphere considerable latitude was allowed.

Chief attention was directed to the practises

which were to regulate the legal and ritual life

of the Jews. With the exception of the Karaites,

who, beginning in the eighth century, formed

a separate sect and refused to recognize the

validity of the oral tradition, all the Jews will-

ingly submitted to the authority of the Talmud.
The initial success of Karaism (today it has

about 12,000 adherents) was of short duration.

The whole movement soon became culturally

petrified. The principles of rabbinical Judaism,
on the other hand, made possible a continuous

cultural development. The Talmud met with

recognition but never with blind worship; no
matter how strong the bonds of tradition, alert

and eager commentators and codifiers always
started afresh and by their work tried to do

justice to the changes in social and cultural con-

ditions. Because there were no rigid and abso-

lutely binding rules of interpretation and no

central or final authority, each commentator

decided on the basis of his personal convictions

how much weight to give to the work of his

predecessors. In most cases, however, the com-
mentators endeavored to find substantiation for

their views in the Bible and the Talmud or in

the work of a previous rabbi; it was seldom that

they dared to contradict an uncontested opinion
in the older literature. Codification of the vast

material soon proved to be necessary, but even

the Mishna torah of Moses Maimonides (1135-

1204), which is distinguished for its complete-
ness and logical unity, did not meet with general

approval. The Shulchan aruch of Joseph Karo

(1488-1575) also aroused great opposition at

first, but it was gradually accepted after the

glosses of Moses Isserles (died 1572) had been

incorporated into it and after it had been fur-

ther modified and reinterpreted by numerous

commentators. In orthodox circles the Shul-

chan aruch thus amended still enjoys decisive

authority. The critical attitude toward it which

Chassidism originally assumed was soon aban-

doned and its authority was submissively ac-

knowledged.
Traditional Judaism as developed in the Tal-

mud, the rabbinical literature and codes of the

succeeding ages came to regulate the entire life

of the Jew. Judaism made no distinct cleavage
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between the sacred and secular aspects of life.

Problems of morality, family life, hygiene, die-

tetics, business relations, sexual life, education

and dress as well as of the more distinctly reli-

gious elements of ritual were encompassed
within the range of rabbinic authority. All the

legal minutiae were created by the rabbis as a

"fence around the Law" to assure the preserva-
tion of the essential features of Judaism. Attacks

have been made on this legalism of rabbinic

Judaism, but it was this body of doctrine that

supplied the independent Jewish communities

scattered throughout the world with what Heine

called a "portable fatherland," with a common

possession which gave to the entire Jewry a

common consciousness and a stamp of unity.

This traditional literature of the Jews was the

source both of the cultural life from which they
derived their spiritual unity and of their con-

tinued cultural and spiritual progress. The sys-

tem performed a further service for Judaism in

identifying religion with the earthly life and in

general removing the religious struggles within

Judaism from the realm of dogma to that of the

concrete, thus liberating human energy for hu-

man activity.

Side by side with the development of rabbinic

Judaism there developed a doctrine of mysti-
cism known as the Kabbala. Indications of these

mystic strains in Judaism are already evident in

the Talmud and in the Midrashic literature. The
first important book of the Kabbala was the

Sefer yetzirah (Book of creation), which became

current about the ninth century. Kabbalistic

literature continued to be developed among the

Jews of France and Germany and in the six-

teenth century flourished especially in Palestine,

where it was cultivated by the schools of Moses

Cordovero (1522-70) and Isaac Luria (1535-72).
The Zohar, a work of unknown authorship,
which became current in the fourteenth century,

came to be considered as the most sacred of

Kabbalistic writings. The Kabbala was devel-

oped along two lines. On the one hand it flour-

ished as a metaphysical system concerned with

the doctrine of divine emanation, with the con-

cept of God as the Infinite (En-Sof), with the

ten intermediaries, or sefiroth, of God and with

the doctrine of transmigration of souls (gilguf).

Alongside of this speculative mysticism there

developed a practical Kabbala which stressed

the sinfulness of human nature, built up a sys-

tem of demonology and magic, encouraged
asceticism and was above all concerned with

Messianism and the problem of the salvation of

Israel. It was this Messianic strain which in-

spired the later activities of Sabbatai Zevi and
the Frankist sects. In a very much modified

form the Kabbala was also one of the sources of

the movement of Chassidism (q.v.). Related to

the Kabbala was the didactic literature (musar)
which grew up to satisfy the more emotional

needs of the masses. The Sefer chassidim of

Samuel Chassid (1115-80) and his son Judah
Chassid (i 150-1217) is the most typical example
of this aspect of Judaism. It is a mixture of noble

ethical principles with popular superstitions

concerning evil spirits and demons. Generally

speaking, both of these currents served as reac-

tions to overdeveloped rationalism and as a

correction for the overassertion of legalism.

They had distinct social roots also, in that their

appeal was greatest among the more humble
classes.

The religious institutions of the Jews varied

with the different periods of development. The
centralization of the cultus at Jerusalem during
the period of the first kingdom resulted in the

displacement of the old local sanctuaries by the

temple in Jerusalem. The temple became the

central religious institution of Jewish life where

all the important rites were to be performed.

During the Babylonian exile the Jews preserved
their religious traditions in assemblies where the

scriptures were interpreted, the psalms or other

religious poems recited, confessions.made and

prayers said either collectively or individually.

This gave rise to a new religious practise, the

prayer service, which from a casual and purely
exilic device became a permanent practise rec-

ognized in Palestine and one of the most impor-
tant innovations in the field of religion. There

was brought into being a form of religious serv-

ice which was independent of consecrated places,

buildings, objects, classes and persons and which

requires only the will of a group.
These assemblies knew no distinctions of

rank; all their members no matter whether they
were natives or strangers were treated as equals;

even women were at first not excluded from the

performance of certain functions. With these

congregations the Jews created an extremely
mobile type of institution. The synagogues,
which were centers both of religious worship
and of learning, accompanied the Jews in all

their migrations, springing up spontaneously

everywhere. It is from Judaism that its two off-

shoots, Christianity and Islam, borrowed this

religious institution.

The prayer service acquired such an impor-



tance in Jewish life that it found its way also into

the temple at Jerusalem; and when the temple
was destroyed for the second time, the syna-

gogue, this "sanctum in miniature," was suffi-

ciently popular to offer in its devotional prac-
tises a substitute for sacrificial services. The

victory of the secular synagogue was by this time

complete, despite the few survivals of temple
customs and the slight privileges which were

granted "for the sake of peace" to the descend-

ants of the old priests. The emergence of a class

of professional readers was caused not by a

desire to create a consecrated caste but by the

technical needs of recitation. Even today all

synagogal functions are open to every member
of the community. The difference between lay-

men and ministers which characterized the syn-

agogue in the last century marks a definitely

backward step.

Evidence of proselytizing efforts on the part
of Jews is found as early as the Exile period.

During the Hellenistic period Jewish missionary

activity was carried on through the Jewish lit-

erature in Greek, through the synagogue with

its readings from the Bible and through personal

influence, especially of the Jewish merchants.

Conversion to Judaism was quite frequent dur-

ing the early years of the common era. After the

triumph of Christianity Jewish proselytizing was

carried on chiefly in non-Christian countries,

like Arabia and Abyssinia. The conversion of

the Chazars is the most important instance of

mass conversion to Judaism. A more subtle form

of proselytizing is evidenced in the Judaizing

sects of Protestantism and those of Russia. It

was not until the time of Moses Mendelssohn

that the doctrine was formulated whereby no

one not born into the Jewish religion should be

converted to it.

An attempt to construct a generalized state-

ment of the leading social and ethical doctrines

of Judaism is made difficult by the fact that the

Bible and rabbinic literature abound in conflict-

ing statements and opinions which can be used

to support contradictory views on the same

problems. The difficulty is intensified also by
the absence of any central authority or court of

last resort in the formulation and interpretation

of religious problems. Certain leading principles

have, however, been fairly constant; and in in-

stances where earlier conflict existed one or the

other opinion has come to be stressed and

accepted under the influence of external con-

ditions and the historical experiences of the Jew-
ish people.
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The basic idea of Judaism is its belief in reve-

lation, that God revealed Himself to the people
of Israel, that He disclosed to them His nature

and will and that He made a covenant with them.

The idea of God in Judaism is a direct continua-

tion of the Mosaic concept of Yahweh as a single

spiritual God of whom nothing but Being is

predicated, and who is never worshiped in the

form of images or statues. This doctrine pre-
cluded all polytheism, all worship of female

deities with its consequent lasciviousness, all

worship of animals and of the heavenly bodies.

It forbade the worship of nature with its good
and evil forces. It forbade child sacrifice, pro-
hibited every form of magic and witchcraft and

rejected ancestor worship and ancestor incan-

tations.

The major prophets conceived of Yahweh as

perfect and holy, as the principle of all spiritu-

ality; that is, as the one and only God. They
dedicated all their efforts to supporting this

conception and to eliminating all anthropomor-

phic elements from Judaism. There was thus

established a solid foundation for the monistic

conception of God and for the repudiation of

all anthropomorphism which was able to with-

stand the force of foreign influences during the

period of the Exile. No definite attitude was

ever adopted concerning the question of angels
and demons. The scribes paid little attention to

them; following the old Biblical writers they

regarded them simply as "messengers" and "in-

struments" of God. In the popular imagination,
on the other hand, these beings grew in number
and significance because of Babylonian and Per-

sian influences. They were regarded by the

people after the fashion of the retinues of earthly

kings at court although still as subordinate crea-

tures of God, whose unity was not thereby in

the least impugned.
In Greek culture Judaism for the first time

came into contact with a systematic and philo-

sophic doctrine of God. The antithesis between

immanence and transcendence, the dualism be-

tween God and the world, was most keenly

perceived by the Greeks, who solved the diffi-

culties involved by assuming the concept of a

mediator. Greek culture gave rise to Philo's

doctrine of the Logos the Son of God and

also to the gnostic conception of the demiurge
God the Creator who, because He is an emana-

tion from the perfect, infinite and fathomless

God, is able to bring about a union with the

material world. These doctrines of the mediator

and the Son of God created an impassable gulf
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between Christianity and Judaism. Gnosis was

of course revived and further developed during
the Middle Ages, especially in the Kabbalistic

tradition, when the belief in God seemed too

abstract and the way from God to man too long
and difficult. The gnostic solution was preceded

by a philosophic examination of the problem of

the divine attributes, finally solved by Moses

Maimonides. In order to preserve the idea of

the strict singleness and unity of God, Mai-

monides resorted to the assumption that only

negative propositions can be predicated of God
and that even these negations can have only a

figurative meaning. It is true that the philosophy
of Maimonides and the study of philosophy in

general met with strong opposition in rabbinical

circles and that the Kabbala with its appeal to

the human imagination became highly popular.
But the doctrine of a God devoid of all plurality

or corporeality remained henceforth dominant

and incontestable.

This concept of God always carried with it

the germ of universality . The prophets especially

preached such a universalism. They proclaimed
their God as the judge over all the nations in

the whole earth; alien nations are instruments

in God's hand for meting out punishment to

Israel. The universal significance of the concepts
"world" and "humanity" became much clearer

during and after the Exile and Judaism was

transformed from a community based upon
blood into a confession. National ideals were

preserved but this did not interfere with the

belief in the ultimate union of all humanity, as

is strikingly illustrated by the attempts to inter-

pret certain of the Jewish religious ceremonies

as symbolizing a time when all nations will be

united and equal; for example, the seventy sacri-

fices performed on the Feast of Tabernacles

were interpreted as representing the seventy
nations of the globe.

Cult and rites were without significance in the

religion of Moses; the Decalogue does not men-
tion them. Fanes, altars and places of pilgrimage
did not exist and the prophets radically ques-
tioned the existence of a sacrificial cult during
the desert period. But in Canaan the conquerors
found a widely ramified and extensive cult of

fertility deities, whose favors were sought after

by all kinds of gifts, magical devices, festivals

and orgies. In this way pilgrimages, sacrifices

and rites became popular among the Israelites

and were as far as possible incorporated into the

ideas of the covenant and assimilated by it.

These practises gained ground rapidly. Cult

centers, particularly royal ones, acquired also

political influence. The prophets fought not so

much against the cultus as such as against the

attempts to attach to it intrinsic value, to regard
it as a fulfilment of the terms of the covenant.

The polemic of the prophets, which is found

also in certain psalms, was instrumental in elimi-

nating cult centers but not in abolishing sacri-

fices, which remained the joy and the support
of the simple man. According to the statement

of Maimonides, the Torah sanctioned sacrifices

and rites as a concession to the low cultural level

of the people of that time.

With the destruction of the temple at Jerusa-
lem in 586 B.C. the sacrificial cult was eliminated;

the Exile allowed only for the performance of

those rites which were independent of the tem-

ple; Sabbath and circumcision were regarded as

signs of the covenant and their observance and

practise were granted also to non-Israelites. But

neither temple, priests nor sacrifices were alto-

gether given up; only sacrifices ceased to be a

matter concerning the priests alone, for the lay

community demanded and obtained the right to

participate in these rites and even raised the

necessary expenses through a poll tax. More
than this, prayer gained for itself a place of

equality with sacrifice and after the Dispersion

completely replaced it.

Since the days of Mosaism the idea of obli-

gation toward one's fellow beings has been

ascendant in Judaism. The system of*law intro-

duced by Moses was not the morality of the

master class but of free citizens possessing equal

rights. It demanded recognition of man by man.

It created the ideal of "the fellow being" and

of "the neighbor." This system of morality

sprang from the experience of the Jew as an

alien, even as a slave in Egypt, and demanded

respect for human dignity. The oldest Biblical

collection of laws, the Book of the Covenant, was

undoubtedly influenced by the code of the Baby-
lonian king Hammurabi. It greatly resembles it

in systematic arrangement but towers above it

in its enlightened social views. While Hammu-
rabi, for instance, conceived law in accordance

with wealth and social position, while he applied
the lex talionis literally and allowed its brutality

to fall upon the shoulders of innocent people,
Israel practised the doctrine of equal rights for

all and recognized the lex talionis only as a

general principle to be sparingly applied. Post-

exilic Judaism finally abolished it entirely, sub-

stituting a money fine. The prophets of Israel

raised thundering accusation against injustice



and oppression of every sort. Not that social

conditions among the Jews were worse than in

other countries nor that Israel was ever threat-

ened hy a social revolution, but the Jewish con-

science was more sensitive; social injustice

weighed more heavily upon it because it was

regarded as a sin against God and a denial of

His covenant. The morality of the prophets has

subsequently become incorporated into the mo-

rality of civilized humanity. Under its influence

Israelite legislation assumed that social and char-

itable character which comes to light especially
in Deuteronomy. Special attention was given to

the protection and care of the propertyless and

the alien (metic). God was regarded as the

avenger of the poor, the father of the orphans
and the friend of the metics. Since the Law
wished to restrict wealth and to prevent poverty
or at least to mitigate it as far as possible, the

propertyless were given the right to share in the

crops. Legal procedure and the administration

of justice were based on principles of humanity
and mildness; labor and service contracts were

inspired by a highly developed social spirit. The
humanization of society was developed system-

atically in post-Biblical Judaism. The word

tzedaka came to designate works of charity, thus

making it an obligation to aid the needy. In all

Jewish communities there was established a well

ordered system of poor relief, for which regular

taxes were raised; and even today many Jews

willingly pay the traditional tithe from their

income for welfare work.

The institution of slavery was never official ly

abolished in Judaism. A distinction was made
between a Hebrew and an alien slave. The for-

mer was permitted to sell himself for only a

limited number of years. If at the expiration of

his servitude he still desired to continue in his

master's service he was forced to undergo the

ordeal of the "boring of the ear" and to serve

his master forever. Rabbinic interpretation later

provided for his release in the jubilee year. The
slave was taken into the family and humane

treatment of him was prescribed by law. The

Jewish community always made strenuous efforts

to redeem a Jew who was enslaved by a non-

Jew. The attitude toward pagan slaves differed

little from the attitude generally prevalent in the

ancient world, but mildness and considerate

treatment were recommended.

The most important social laws in Judaism
are those which are connected with the Sabbath

ideal. Whatever the influence of the Babylonian

Sapattu may have been upon the Sabbath insti-
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tution, it was only in Israel that the idea acquired
a great social importance. After six days all work
must cease, even such important labor as plow-

ing and harvesting; and not only must the master

celebrate but also the slave, the metic and even

the cattle must have their rest. After six years a

fallow year is declared for the soil; the fields are

not cultivated, the grapes are not gathered,
whatever grows uncultivated belongs to the poor
of the locality; debts are canceled so that poverty
shall not oppress the people. After seven times

seven years a jubilee year is declared for all the

inhabitants of the country; in this year all the

slaves become free, even those who have volun-

tarily entered into servitude. The soil is reappor-
tioned and reverts to the tribe; for it is consid-

ered essentially that the land belongs to God,
that men are only God's servants and metics,

that they can therefore sell only the yearly

produce, never the soil. The regulation concern-

ing the jubilee and its revolutionization of prop-

erty relationship was never completely carried

out, but its principle proved an ever effective

exhortation for a more just distribution ofwealth

and a means of preventing the impoverishment
of the masses.

The acquisition of wealth and riches although
not glorified in itself was never expressly con-

demned. Except as found in isolated ascetic

writings the idealization of poverty as found, for

example, in Francis of Assisi and the mendicant

orders is absent in Jewish religious ethics. The
rich were, however, enjoined to consider their

wealth as a trust from God and were to use it

for the relief of their fellow beings. In the matter

of business relations a strict ethical code was
enforced which forbade any resort to trickery
and dishonesty in relations with non-Jews as

well as with Jews. The Bible and the Talmud
allowed the Jews in their dealings with strangers
certain privileges that were forbidden them in

dealings with Jews, and many Jews during the

Middle Ages and modern times have doubtless

practised a double code of business ethics; gen-

erally speaking, however, the mediaeval rabbis

ruled that this had applied only to the old pagan

peoples and explicitly emphasized the fact that

it had no validity for the monotheistic peoples
in whose midst the Jews of the Diaspora live.

The didactic books like the Sefer chassidim

especially emphasized the need for rigid ethical

relations with non-Jews.
Interest on loans to a Jew either in kind or

in money was expressly forbidden. Post-Biblical

Judaism interpreted this law with extraordinary
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vigor and forbade any transaction which bore

even the remotest resemblance to usury. Deu-

teronomy allowed interest to be taken from the

stranger (xxin: 20); but some of the rabbis,

basing their view on the verse in Proverbs, "He
that by usury and unjust gain increaseth his

substance, he shall gather it for him that will

pity the poor" (xxvni: 8), inferred that no inter-

est is to be taken even from the alien (Baba
metzia yob, and Makkoth 243). Moses Maimo-
nides' assertion that the taking of interest from

aliens was made obligatory by Biblical law has

generally been repudiated; Maimonides himself

declared that this exaction had finally been abol-

ished by rabbinical decision. With the increased

participation of the Jews in money lending and

the growth of capitalism a legal fiction in the

form of a contract, known as a shetar isska, was

developed whereby the taking of interest was

made possible even from a Jew. This resort to

legal fictions was often utilized in later Judaism
as a means of modifying the rigor of the law

to meet the realities of new social and economic

development.
Political theory occupies a relatively insignifi-

cant place in Jewish religious doctrine. This is

perhaps accounted for by the fact that the Jews
have lived almost continuously under foreign

rule. In ancient Israel the monarchic form of

government was at first accepted with an aver-

sion which was a natural result of rankling mem-
ories of oppression; but the idealized conception
of David surrounded royalty with a poetic halo,

and the perfect state of the future came to be

associated with the rule of a scion of the house

of Jesse. The prophets were interested in their

country only when it aimed to achieve righteous-
ness and justice. Postexilic Jewry adjusted itself

to foreign rule and lived under its laws with res-

ignation, altogether indifferent to ruling power.
The Pharisees also combated the Jewish rulers

of Israel whenever they violated the laws of the

Torah. The yoke of Rome, "the Kingdom of

Evil," was borne with reluctance, but a modus

vtvendi was finally worked out. The compromise
of Jesus, "Render to Cesar the things that are

Cesar's, and to God the things that are God's,"
was probably chosen by the great majority of

the Jews. It was only a relatively small party,

that of the Zealots, which refused to recognize

any other master but God, and its rebellion

against Rome resulted in the loss of Jewish

political independence. The Jews began to lose

interest in political life and to yearn for the days
of the Messiah in which God will restore the

ideal world kingdom and in which Israel will

enjoy full freedom and will have the rank of

primus inter pares among the nations. In the

meantime the Jews felt that they were in Galuth

(Diaspora); a Palestinian teacher of the third cen-

tury maintained that God made the Jews swear

that they would not revolt against the nations

among whom they were destined to live and

promised that the latter in their turn would not

oppress them over much (Kethuboth ma).
With this the principle of loyalty toward the

state was established, provided it did not jeop-
ardize the integrity of the Jewish religion. The

Babylonian teacher Mar Samuel coined the ex-

pression Dina demalchutha dina, which made the

civil law of the state valid, thus enabling the

Jews to submit to alien legal rule and to take

the oath in alien courts with an easier conscience.

Ancient Jewish life was not devoid of a war-

like spirit. Yahweh was characterized as a "man
of war." The prescriptions of the Torah with

regard to the extermination of the Canaanites

and the story in the book of Joshua describing
the manner in which it was carried out were

extremely cruel expressions of the resentment

engendered by the fact that the absorption of

the Canaanitish population was slower than

anticipated. The progress of religious ideas

among the Jews is attested by the peaceful spirit

that pervades the stories of the patriarchs and

by the Deuteronomic prescriptions with regard
to humanizing warfare. Despite the fact that the

prophets lived in mortal dread of the Assyrian

military power they proclaimed the ideal of

eternal peace. The ideal ruler of the future, it

was foretold, would be a prince of peace. Jewish
tradition transformed King David from a war-

rior into a pious bard who leads his herd in the

ways of God. The Talmud repudiates every war

of aggression and sanctions only wars of defense.

When the Hasmoneans wished to build the Jew-
ish state on a military basis, the Pharisees op-

posed them with their pacifist ideal. The leaders

could not prevent the people from giving free

vent to their passions in bloody revolts, but the

latter persistently clung to the Messianic ideal

and regarded their struggle against Rome as the

birth throes of a better and more ideal day.
The destruction of their political independence
robbed the Jews of all military ambitions; the

state laws even excluded them from military

service. World peace was and still is one of the

most fervent of the Messianic hopes of Judaism.
The family in Judaism is considered as the

corner stone of Jewish communal life. Its pur-



pose is not only to propagate but also to promote
moral adhesion between its component mem-
bers. Marriage is ordained by God; therefore

woman, who like man was created in His image,
was allotted her place in this world in order that

she might be "a helpmeet for him." Polygamy
was permitted, although monogamy was in very

early times the customary form of marriage.
For western Jewry the principle of monogamy
was established by a ruling of Gershom ben

Jehuda in Mainz (c. 1000) and since then has

had the force of a law. Although divorce is

allowed it is looked upon with disapproval in

some circles and in general is regarded as a

painful experience. About the time Christianity

arose the prevailing conception was that divorce

was forbidden by divine law a belief which

has been preserved by the Roman Catholic

church down to our own time. The Pharisees,

on the contrary, sanctioned divorce; there was

difference of opinion among them with regard

merely to the conditions under which it was

justified. According to Biblical law a woman
was powerless to prevent her husband from

divorcing her; but the Talmud and later the

mediaeval rabbis insisted that some considera-

tion be given to the woman's wishes. The legal

status of woman in Jewish law is far below that

of man; as, for instance, in her right to inherit

and to bring suit at court. Even her domestic

duties are prescribed. Despite all these disquali-

fications woman was never regarded as merely
the property of man and as completely without

rights, as were Babylonian, Greek and Roman
women. In this respect social customs under the

quiet influence of religion were far more ad-

vanced than the codified laws. In the course of

ages they have assigned to woman a high social

plane, which she still maintains in the Jewish

family. The close intimacy of Jewish family life

has always and everywhere been recognized as a

special characteristic of Judaism.

Learning and education were particularly em-

phasized in Judaism; throughout Jewish history

learning has in fact been the most admired of

accomplishments. The Pentateuch enjoins all

parents to give religious instruction to their

children; and in post-Biblical Judaism the unique

attempt was made to educate the whole people
in its religion through the institutions of the

synagogue and the school, or beth ha-midrash
y

which usually existed in connection with it. This

emphasis on learning, which is responsible for

the overdeveloped intellectuality of the Jew,
resulted from time to time in the creation of a
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social cleavage between the intellectual aristoc-

racy and the more uncultivated masses. In Tal-

mud ic times a division appeared between the

learned and the "people of the land" (am ha-

aretz), whose strict observance of the Law was

questioned and who as a result were not trusted

as witnesses and with whom intermarriage was

discouraged. This overemphasis upon learning
served also to provoke reaction in the form of

mystical movements, which had a greater appeal
to the masses, and was likewise one of the prime
factors in the rise of Chassidism.

The practise of the Jewish religion has had

considerable influence upon the characteristics

of the Jews, their social behavior and their social

and economic status. The observance of the

numerous regulations imposed on the Jew by his

faith has led to a strong disciplining of the will

as well as to a marked practical rationalization

of life. Above all it has given the Jew a feeling

of otherness, a feeling that he is a stranger.

Observances such as the dietary laws have pre-
vented him from accepting alien hospitality; his

Sabbath and festivals with all their attendant

rites have marked him off from the surrounding
world. This feeling of otherness was further

strengthened by the Jewish belief in the doctrine

of the election of Israel; even as early as the

Hellenistic period in Alexandria enemies of the

Jews continually attacked them for their exclu-

siveness. On the other hand, the belief that they
are a chosen people has contributed greatly to

the continued survival of Judaism despite all

persecution and hostility.

There has been much theorizing as to the

effect of Judaism on the rise of capitalism and

the capitalist spirit. The most impressive at-

tempt of this kind is Sombart's Die Juden und

das Wirtschaftsleben (Leipsic 1911, tr. by M.

Epstein, London 1913). Sombart finds the spirit

of Judaism identical with the spirit of capitalism.

Judaism for him is characterized by "the pre-

ponderance of religious interests, the idea of

divine rewards and punishments, asceticism

within the world, the close relationship between

religion and business, the arithmetical concep-
tion of sin, and above all the rationalization of

life." These characteristics, he claims, have de-

veloped in the Jews those traits which have made
them one of the chief factors in the rise of

modern capitalism. In the light of careful study
of the sources this view is completely one-sided

and exaggerated. Only this can be proved: the

traditional mode of life of the Jews enabled them
to participate in capitalistic activities and their
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religion did not hinder them from exploiting

these opportunities, notwithstanding the fact

that the spirit of both the Old and the New
Testament is diametrically opposed to the spirit

of capitalism. It is not Judaism but the indi-

vidual Jew who has contributed to the develop-
ment of the modern economic system, aided as

he has been by external and purely historic

forces and circumstances. Max Weber also traces

the participation of the Jews in trade and money
lending to the influence of their religion. Ac-

cording to him the practise of rabbinic Judaism
with all its ritual precluded the possibility of

engaging in agriculture. His religious duties

made it necessary for the Jew to live in a city

close to other Jews and to Jewish institutions

and thus he came to engage in trade. Moreover

the emphasis placed on learning led many Jews
to money lending as the occupation which could

provide them with the greatest amount of leisure

for study of the law. Weber failed to see, how-

ever, that similar conditions in Palestine and

Babylonia did not prevent Jews from engaging
in agriculture.

The modern period which brought about

Jewish emancipation caused a serious crisis in

Judaism, from which it has not yet emerged.
The existence of the Jewish traditional mode of

life was threatened from three separate quarters.

The greatest menace issued from the changes
in economic and social conditions. Mercantilism

and early capitalism opened new fields to the

Jewish enterprising spirit. The newly risen

middle class, which began to play an important

part in all countries, was inspired by the ideals

of the Enlightenment and emancipating itself

from traditional religion welcomed into its ranks

the intelligent, enterprising and practical Jews.

For two centuries Judaism had been dominated

by a gloomy philosophy in which this world was

regarded as a vale of tears; it was weighted down
with the yearning for redemption in the world

to come. Now the Jews began to take a deeper
interest in their earthly existence. They wished

to compensate themselves fully for all the depri-

vations they had suffered in the course of the

centuries. They were ready even to renounce

their belief in eternal salvation and to discon-

tinue their observance of the dietary laws and

the Sabbath in favor of worldly well being. In

this way the traditional mode of life that had

existed for ages was destroyed.
The second danger was of an intellectual

nature. Moses Mendelssohn's philosophy of

enlightenment completely rationalized and lev-

eled Judaism by identifying it with natural reli-

gion. It was "revealed law" instead of revealed

religion which now became the center of Juda-
ism. Therefore the followers of Mendelssohn

regarded Judaism as nothing but a mass of

wretched, mechanical restrictions which perpet-
uated the segregation of the Jews, a situation

which they very much resented. They believed

that piety and religion were not essential to

Judaism; and when Schleiermacher, for whom
they had great admiration, declared that the

basis of religions was what he called das Religiose,

they were hard put to find this basis in their

own faith because it was buried under the crush-

ing weight of a rigorous formalism. Thus it

came about that dogmatic Judaism, which for

thousands of years had been preserved intact,

became subject to violent criticism. The leaders

of rabbinic Judaism were incapable of facing

the new problems intelligently. Instead they
insisted upon an even stricter observance of

tradition, ignoring the fact that Chassidism in

its initial stages was a movement concerned with

the inner liberation of the Jews.
The political situation also appeared as a

source of danger. Napoleon was confronted by
the problem whether it was possible for him to

compromise with Judaism in the same way as

with the Christian churches; in other words,
whether the Jews were to be tolerated as a

religious group or whether they were^ to be sup-

pressed as a national unit. The solution which

he himself offered was that the Jews were to

eliminate all national elements in their tradition

and retain only their religious ideals. The Great

Sanhedrin gladly accepted this solution, which

acquired authoritative force in the subsequent

struggle for emancipation. The unity of Juda-

ism, which had persisted despite the Dispersion,
was disrupted by a political power and the Jews
now came to be differentiated according to the

countries in which they lived. For the first time

the absence of a common religious authority

began to be felt; and the Hebrew language,
which up to that time had served as a cultural

and religious bond between Jews, made way
for the languages of their adopted countries.

It was under the influence of these conditions

that Reform Judaism arose in Germany. The

early reformers were concerned with making
Judaism more "presentable" to western civili-

zation. Impelled by the desire for political eman-

cipation and the fear lest their patriotic senti-

ments for the land in which they were residing
be questioned, they tried to make Judaism as



similar as possible to the religion of their neigh-
bors. The first attempts to cope with the situa-

tion were inspired by Protestantism and were

confined exclusively to the aesthetic transforma-

tion of the synagogue service. More decorum
was introduced, the organ was brought in, Ger-

man prayers and a German sermon were added.

Later the prayers concerning the national and

political aspirations of the Jews were excluded

from the Reform prayer book.

The theoretical basis for Reform Judaism was

supplied chiefly by the writings of Holdhcim
and Geiger. A great impetus to modernisation

was furnished also by the romantic movement,
which discovered the concept of "historical

Judaism," and by the new "science of Judaism"
founded by Leopold Zunz. Zunz began to study

Judaism systematically and in the spirit of criti-

cal science. He succeeded in vitalizing its spirit,

in giving greater significance to its institutions,

in establishing the validity of its doctrines and

in lending greater importance to its educational

system. Jewish theology, nourished by the spirit

of idealism, burst into new flower in this fertile

soil. Laying special emphasis upon the prophetic

conception of the unity of the human race and

upon the Messianic ideal it therefore demanded,
besides the purity of faith, religious sentiment

and the permeation not only of the ceremonial

but of all Jewish life with warmth and inner

content. Qeiger emphasized also the historic

character and the relativity of religious phenom-
ena. He insisted upon a historical approach to

religion and upon a return to the prophetic

purity of idea and form. He conceived of the

Dispersion of the Jews as a means of fulfilling

their Messianic mission and of their emancipa-
tion as a progressive step in that direction. The
Reform movement spread to other countries of

western Europe and to the United States, where

it was propagated by Isaac Mayer Wise. The ex-

treme element of Reform Judaism has scrapped
the entire Jewish ritual not merely its religious

mystical elements. In a few instances the practise

of exchanging pulpits between Christian and

Jewish ministers has been introduced and per-

haps the only difference between them is that

concerning the attitude toward Jesus. On the

other hand, other elements of Reform Judaism
have under the stimulus of the Jewish national

movement acquired a much more national ori-

entation than that of the early reformers.

During the early days of the reform movement

Jewish orthodoxy in Germany found its leader

in Samson Raphael Hirsch. Hirsch contrasted
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revealed Judaism with the spirit of the times and
looked upon the Diaspora as a school of purifi-

cation established by God and upon the Jew as

the bearer of the mission to regain his relation-

ship with God through the fulfilment of the

prescribed duties. Conservative Judaism has de-

veloped under the leadership of men like Hildes-

heimer in Berlin and Solomon Schochter in New
York; its aim is to modernize the Jewish religion

and at the same time to preserve its traditional

character in all the essentials. The great mass

of eastern European Jews still adhere to strict

orthodoxy although here too the revolt against
tradition made itself felt in the haskalah (en-

lightenment) movement, especially during the

post-war period with its complete disruption of

Jewish political and economic life. The most

militant elements of orthodoxy have united in

the Agudath Israel, which aims to perpetuate
the rigorous regulation of Jewish life by rabbinic

Judaism. It combines the orthodox elements of

eastern Europe, especially the important Chas-

sidic rabbis, the political orthodoxy of Hungary
and Germany and the western European ortho-

doxy of the school of Samson Raphael Hirsch.

Under the influence of neoromanticism at the

end of the nineteenth century a religious revival

took place. The Reform movement grew more

vigorous, and thinkers like Herman Cohen and

Martin Buber gave a deeper meaning to the

conception of God, communal ideals and Messi-

anism. Simultaneously a great upheaval took

place among the Jews in the east. A large num-
ber emigrated to America and brought along
with them their religious ideals, which in turn

influenced Jewish life in the old countries, now
drawn into the general non-Jewish movements.

The Jewish masses with their national attitudes,

intense experiences and sentiments and their

dreams and hopes nourished by Chassidism

became a decisive factor in Judaism, and their

views and customs gained a foothold in the com-
munities of the west. The national character of

the Jewish religion and ethics was emphasized

by such thinkers as Peretz Smolenskin and Ahad
Ha-am. World Jewry, which had been divided

by differences of religious opinion and national

cultural affiliations, was once more furnished by
nationalism with a common platform. Zionists

propagandized their views in all camps. The
revival of the Hebrew language became a part
of its program; new Hebrew and Yiddish litera-

tures sprang to life. New literary, historical and

religious values were created which established

a bridge between the lives of eastern and western
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Jewry. At first the Jews of the west repudiated
these values, but their own increasing decadence

and the growing influence of east European
Jews helped to revive Judaism in the west.

With the increasing participation of the Jews
in the political, social, economic and cultural life

of the countries of their adoption Judaism no

longer completely dominated their entire life

but constituted only one of their interests. Fur-

thermore industrialization and antisemitism have

driven the Jews to the large cities, where they
are exposed to the pressure of intellectual and

cultural assimilation. Where they live in small

groups they are constantly decimated through
mixed marriages and conversions. The following
of the orthodox ritual has become increasingly
difficult with modern economic conditions. The
observance of the Sabbath prevents a Jew from

receiving employment in most government
offices and with other Christian employers. Eco-

nomic disadvantages are also incurred by the

Jewish shopkeeper who is forced to observe both

Saturday and Sunday. The observance of the

dietary laws results in an increase in living costs,

and the desire to transmit traditional Judaism
to the young generation results in both economic

and spiritual complications. It is perhaps due

to these factors that except in eastern Europe
Judaism has retained its strongest hold on the

upper and middle classes and has relatively little

influence on the mass of Jewish workers.

The historic significance of Judaism is very

apparent. Through Christianity and Moham-
medanism it has become one of the most impor-
tant factors in western civilization. Its "ethics,"

says Max Weber, "still largely forms our present

European and Near Eastern religious ethics"

(Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Religionssoziologie,

vol. iii, p. 6). The Christian church, according
to Harnack, was largely able to carry on its work
because the soil was prepared for it by Judaism.
At the birth of Christianity there were religious
communities to be found in the large cities.

Knowledge of the Old Testament was widely

disseminated, and it was quite easy for the Chris-

tian church to adapt for its purposes the existing

Jewish catechisms and liturgies. The people had

already been accustomed to the religious service

and to the regulation of their private lives.

Christianity inherited from Judaism an impres-
sive apologetic for monotheism, historical tele-

ology, including the day ofjudgment, as well as

a system of ethics which involved the obligation
of individual propaganda. Christian ethics is

also based upon the Jewish. St. Paul of course

wages war upon the Law, but what he opposed
was only the ceremonial law. He accepted the

moral law of Judaism and this gave the church

the opportunity to transform its original hostile

attitude toward this world into an affirmation of

the social and political life. In the body of Jewish
tradition Christianity found the pattern for a

well integrated national life which could serve

as a guide to all the complicated problems of-

fered by political, social and economic activities.

Judaism advanced the idea of a legal order

that was established by God and of a govern-
mental power designed to issue laws and to

punish their transgression. It provided Chris-

tianity with the weekly festival and rest day,

notwithstanding the many controversies called

forth in the church by the character of the Sun-

day celebration. Easter and Pentecost also were

derived from Judaism, even though both were

given a Christian reinterpretation. From the

synagogue Christianity borrowed not only the

idea of a spiritualized religious service but also

a great deal of material for its ceremonial rites

and liturgy; above all, the institution of recita-

tion and the expounding of the Scriptures. The
Christian communities were fashioned after

Jewish models and maintained the same welfare

organizations. The word alms itself originated

in the Greek translation of the Bible. The
church tithe is but a continuation of that of

Biblical times.
,

Most important of all was the Christian ac-

ceptance of the Jewish Bible. "Had it not ac-

cepted the Old Testament," says Weber, "there

would have arisen on the soil of Hellenism

pneumatic sects, mystery cult societies, and the

worship of Kyrios Christos, but there never

would have been a Christian Church and a

Christian daily ethics, as there would have been

no basis for their existence." It was the Old

Testament which proclaimed the God of crea-

tion and of the covenant and became the foun-

dation and the confirmation of the New Testa-

ment. This is evident from the fact that since

the days of Marcion the church has repudiated

all attempts to separate the New Testament

from the Old.

The fact that the Jews preserved the Old

Testament in its original text and studied it

continually had a certain influence on all phases
of Christianity. Christians were able to apply to

their Jewish neighbors for solutions of diffi-

culties in dogma, and from this it can readily be

seen that the church was not wrong in accusing
the Jews of playing into the hands of the her-
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etics. The great period of Biblical influence

came with the Reformation, which not only

preached a repudiation of dogma in favor of

Scripture and made of the Bible a popular book

but also had it translated directly from the He-
brew with the assistance of Jewish commen-
tators.

The Biblical idea of a "general priesthood,"
or of a people of priests, required vindication in

the daily life of the individual, and so beside

the Sermon on the Mount the Decalogue ac-

quired equal importance in the eyes of the

Christian, inasmuch as it contained the prin-

ciple of divine and brotherly love. The Old

Testament became the final court of appeal con-

cerning questions of right, customs, family and

professional life. Moreover its acceptance of

this world had a determining influence on the

new concepts of the state and society. The con-

stitutional history of Israel was the inspiration

for political philosophers of all schools until the

eighteenth century. Calvinism also brought back

into Protestantism the glorification of worldly

activity, an ideal which hitherto had been absent

because of the influence of Pauline doctrines.

This sentiment found its highest expression in

the Bibliolatry of Puritanism, which wished to

identify itself with the spirit of the Bible but

was forced by the sad experiences of religious

persecutions and civil war to pay attention to

only one aspect of Biblical piety. Thus the

Puritan concept of God took on an austerely

severe character, something which had long

been discarded by Judaism and Christianity.

Once more the god of war who punishes and

persecutes ruthlessly, who orders the annihi-

lation of one's enemies without mercy, became

an ideal. The Puritans regarded themselves as

instruments of God's will and therefore thought
it their duty to assert themselves in life. They
took over to a great extent the laws of the Old

Testament and also surrounded the Sabbath

with a new legalism which was as stringent as

that of the Talmud.

Mohammedanism like Christianity branches

from Judaism. The Arabs became acquainted
with Jewish doctrines not only directly but also

indirectly in Christian form, and it is difficult

to demarcate exactly the two spheres of influ-

ence. Mohammed proclaimed to pagan Arab-

dom the most rigid monotheism in all its old

Biblical austerity. He based his ethics upon the

Decalogue and from Judaism he borrowed the

regulations with regard to what is clean and

unclean and the prohibition of foods, excoriating
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transgression as a heinous crime. The Jewish
custom of praying he also assimilated into Islam.

The mosque is patterned after the synagogue.
The Mohammedan weekly day of rest is devoted

to prayer, recitation and sermons, although work

is not prohibited on that day. Mohammed, how-

ever, did not adopt the Bible for Islam. He

regarded himself as the "seal of prophecy" and

proclaimed the Koran as the confirmation and

the divine substitute for the Jewish Scriptures.

Nevertheless, his attachment to the past is in-

dicative of a detailed knowledge of post-Biblical

Jewish lore, for the Sunna, which is regarded
as a source of authority beside the Koran, corre-

sponds to the role of tradition in Judaism.
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JUDD, ORANGE (1822-92), American agri-

cultural journalist. Judd ranks with Henry Wal-
lace and S. A. Knapp as a popularizer of agricul-

tural science. A native of rural New York and a

graduate ofWesleyan University, he became edi-

tor in 1853 of the American Agriculturist, pub-
lished in New York. Subsequently he edited the

New York Times farm section and the Prairie

Farmer and the Orange Judd Farmer, both of

which were published in Chicago. He was ex-

tremely successful as both editor and publisher.
At a time when American agriculture was under-

going great changes Judd preached the value of

scientific farming and encouraged the introduc-

tion of agricultural machinery. lie believed in

the liberal use of advertising, was aggressive in

exposing popular swindles, sponsored agricul-

tural exhibits by his readers and in 1857-58 dis-

tributed sorghum seed from Europe among
many thousand farmers. The insistent efforts of

Judd and the financial cooperation he secured

led the Connecticut legislature in 1875 to estab-

lish the first state agricultural experiment station

in the United States. He became a trustee of

Wesleyan University and made the institution a

gift of Orange Judd Hall of Natural Science.

Judd experimented with building modernized

houses at low cost and published the plans. In

the days of the Grange and populism he insisted

that the solution of the farmers' problems lay in

better fanning and not in agrarian politics an

attitude characteristic of his concentration on the

practical aspects of agriculture.

H. C. NIXON
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JUDGMENTS. The aim of every civil pro-

ceeding before a judicial tribunal is to obtain

from it a pronouncement upon the right asserted

by the plaintiff. That pronouncement when

vested with the necessary legal formality be-

comes the judgment of the tribunal. A judgment

(the decree of equity and admiralty courts) is

therefore an expression of the court's dccisory

power: it represents a conclusion reached by the

court after the application of the law to the facts

a conclusion moreover stamped with the au-

thority of the state, which as indicated either

by the words of the judgment or by necessary

implication from its phrasing stands ready to

lend its aid in translating the conclusion into

terms of social effectiveness.

It is a principle dictated by the public policy

of ordered society that a matter once finally

determined by judgment shall not again be the

subject of legal controversy. This principle is

expressed in the Roman law maxims Ne bis de

eadem re sit actio and Res judicata pro veritate

accipitur and finds similar acceptance in the

Germanic law. But the Roman judgment is in

general binding only upon the parties, while the
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Germanic judgment as the product of a judicial

assembly is binding upon all who have been

present at its rendition. Moreover the judicial

proceeding of republican Rome because of its

two stages ofjus mdjudicium has a certain con-

clusive effect even prior to judgment. This effect

attaches to the litis contestatio, or authentication

of the parties' will to litigate, occurring before

the praetor injure and accomplished in the legis

acto period by ritualistic acts, in the formulary

period by the parties' acceptance of the written

formula defining the activity of the judex. For

with the litis contestatio the plaintiff's right of

action ceases: it has become merged in the right
to a. judicium', that is, to a judicial hearing and

decision. This operation was known as consump-
tio: the right of action was deemed to be con-

sumed or extinguished in the generation of the

new right. But when judgment is rendered in

the cause the new right itself ceases to exist,

for it in turn becomes merged in the judgment.
Thus either the fact of litis contestatio or the fact

of judgment may be a bar to future litigation.

In the formulary procedure this bar must be

effectuated for the most part by exception: the

exceptio rei injudiciwn deductae in the one case,

the exceptio rcijudicatae in the other. It is main-

tained, however, that ultimately the two excep-

tiones became combined in a uniform exceptio

reijudicatae vel in judicium deductae. In the im-

perial procedure, with its effacement of the dis-

tinction Ltetween^'//$ and judicium, there is also

effaced the intermediate consumptio of the for-

mer system, and the original right of action

continues until merged in the judgment a rule

governing in modern procedure. The principle

of conclusiveness of the judgment naturally pre-
vails also in modern law. The French law speaks
of the chosejugee, the Italian of the cosa giudicata

and the German of materiette Rechtskraft, while

Anglo-American law by a direct use of the

Roman term speaks here of the doctrine of res

judicata. In virtue of this doctrine the fact of the

prior judgment "has a twofold operation. Not

only does it estop the parties from afterwards

controverting any question or issue thereby de-

cided, but it also bars the party who has obtained

relief thereby from subsequently receiving the

same relief against the same party" (Bower, G.

Spencer, The Doctrine of Res judicata, p. 175).

The first of these functions comes under the

traditional head of estoppel by record; the sec-

ond is identified by the term merger, inasmuch

as the original claim is absorbed by or merged
in the judgment, in Roman terminology "con-
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sumed" by the judgment. In both respects
therefore the judgment if valid concludes the

same parties from relitigating the same question
in a fresh proceeding and concludes also their

privies; that is to say, those claiming under them.

But conclusiveness in this sense does not in any
modern legal system imply that the judgment
may not be recxamined by competent judicial

authority in a special proceeding for that pur-

pose within the time prescribed by law. In other

words, the doctrine of res judicata in no way
collides with provision made by the state for

appeals or other means of review. Thus a judg-
ment terminating a particular proceeding is final

in one sense upon its rendition, but in another

sense it is not final until the remedies available

against it have been exhausted or the time for

their exercise has passed a distinction which

the terminology of Anglo-American law, unlike

that of the continent, fails to reflect.

The character of the Roman judicial proceed-

ing until the imperial period excludes the notion

of complaint made to higher authority against

the judgment. Since in the periods of legis actio

and formula the proceeding consists essentially

of private arbitration authorized and regulated

by the state, in which the function of pronounc-

ingjudgment lies with the private citizen serving
as judex, the constitutional partition of powers
is such as to prevent any appeal from the sen-

tentia of the judex. A means, to be sure, is

provided for opposing orders of the magistrate

(intercessio]\ but as against the valid sententia

there is no recourse save that which arose in the

formulary period from the presence of the prae-

torian remedy of restitutio in intcgrum, available,

for instance, on account of duress exercised

against judex or party, corruption of the judge
or the fact that the judgment was based upon

perjured testimony or forged documents (Wen-
ger, p. 202). In the Germanic law the judgment
once pronounced is even less open to question
than in the earlier Roman law but for different

reasons. In the Germanic popular judicial as-

sembly each of the freemen present has a voice

in the decision, but as an aid in the transaction

of business there is a committee of one or more

persons charged with the duty of finding judg-
ment (Schoffen, scabini}. If their proposal of

judgment is assented to by the assembly, then

the presiding officer pronounces this finding as

the judgment of the court. But before the formal

pronouncement it is open to either party or any
other member of the assembly to impeach

(schelten, blasphemare) the proposal by denounc-
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ing it as bad law. In that event the impeacher
must offer a substitute proposal. The contro-

versy thus arising as to which of the proposals
is correct is always a personal one between finder

and impeacher (Planck, p. 19). The decision of

this controversy among some Germanic peoples
is by judicial duel; in the later period it appears
to have been obtained by consultation of some

other court, which was presumably a purer and

more secure source of legal knowledge (Planck,

p. 21). The decision is for the information of

the court of the original controversy, which

renders judgment in conformity therewith.

The Germanic judgment, unlike the Roman,
does not pass on the merits of a cause: it is a

proof judgment that under the prevailing sys-

tem of formal, unilateral proof determines which

party has the right of proof, what he is to prove
and which of the recognized means of proof he

is to employ. But inferentially it also declares

the consequences of making or failing to make
the proof in question and hence was said to

be "double-tongued" (zweizungig). Compliance
with the judgment is insured by a contractual

undertaking forthwith exacted from the parties,

the so-called judgment fulfilment promise.
To the existence of res judicata in Anglo-

American law it is essential that the court shall

be in no respect lacking in power to render the

judgment in question; for otherwise the judg-
ment is void. "Broadly speaking, nullity ofjudg-
ments results from one or other of the following
causes: i . Want of a legally organized court or

tribunal; 2. Want of requisite jurisdiction over

the subject matter or the parties or both; 3.

Want of power to grant the relief contained in

thejudgment" (Freeman, Law ofJudgments, vol.

i, sect. 325). And, subject to what will later

be said, a void judgment has no legal effect for

any purpose. Legal inexistence of the null judg-
ment was also the rule of the Roman law, which,

however, extended its category of nullity far

beyond the Anglo-American, since it held to be

null even the judgment which was in plain vio-

lation of a rule of law (contra jus constitutionis).

By the generally accepted view the case was

otherwise in the Germanic law: here once a

judgment had been formally pronounced its

legal existence could never be challenged. This

characteristic of the Germanic judgment has

left its impress upon the continental procedure
of today. For although the latter recognizes

widely the conception of nullity, most of the

defects which in Anglo-American law would

render the judgment void pass in that system

beyond the reach of attack, unless within the

designated time there is employed a proper pro-

ceeding to contest the judgment. In Anglo-
American law the conceptions of nullity and in-

validity are identical. Hence it recognizes, on
the one hand, the erroneous judgment open to

question only by an appropriate proceeding

specifically directed against it and, on the other,

the void judgment open to contest at any time

and in any manner. Correspondingly, distinction

is made between direct attack, which signifies a

contesting of thejudgment by the specific means
furnished by law for that express purpose, and

collateral attack, which denotes attack made in

a collateral proceeding. By the rule generally
followed in the United States collateral attack

by a party or privy is usually limited to the situ-

ation where the invalidity appears on the face

of the record. But a stranger to the original pro-

ceeding may not only use against the judgment

every ground open to the party collaterally but

is also permitted to show generally that the

judgment was obtained by fraud or collusion.

In every case where the judgment bears upon
its face the evidence of its own invalidity the

conception of invalidity as legal inexistence is

absolute. But where the invalidity is not so dis-

closed and yet may be established by extrinsic

evidence, as in the case of a creditor alleging
fraud or collusion, the judgment is not void in

this absolute sense. Such a judgment is com-

monly referred to as voidable. Until \ts invali-

dation by judicial decree it is not destitute of

legal existence, since, for one thing, it may give

good title to an innocent purchaser.
Some few cases excepted, the judgment re-

quires to be attended with the means of carrying
it into effect; in other words, the state must pro-
vide means of execution. But this may assume

a variety of forms dictated primarily by the

varying character of the judgment, which may
be one binding the defendant generally (judg-
ment in personam), binding him only as to spe-
cific property (judgment quasi in rem) or binding

specific property as against all the world (judg-
ment in rem). Viewed from another angle the

judgment may require the payment of money,
the delivery of personal property, the transfer

of the possession of real property or the doing
or not doing or the suffering to be done or not

done of specific acts of many different sorts. Of

principal importance is the execution of money
judgments, which assumes various forms.

The primitive form of execution is the un-

trammeled exercise ofself-help stepstaken by the



creditor to seize the debtor's person or property
to hold as coercive security for the satisfaction

of his claim. Indeed a relic of this very thing

persists today in the Anglo-American law of

distress. But in both the Roman and Germanic

law, with the opening of documented history,

marked by the Roman Twelve Tables and the

Prankish lex salica, this personal activity of the

creditor is already subjected to an important
measure ofjudicial regulation a measure which

the subsequent development tends more and

more to transform into the general requirement
that steps by way of execution shall be preceded

by judicial judgment. Yet in so far as the state

comes to require judgment as a prelude to exe-

cution it may still leave the actual work of execu-

tion to the creditor. This was the case in the

Roman legis actio period; it was largely the case

in the Germanic system. In the Roman law it

is the judgment itself that is the basis of execu-

tion, subject, however, until imperial times to

special ratification (legis actio per mantis injec-

tionem) or authorization (actio judicati) on the

part of the state. In the Germanic law again the

judgment is a remoter condition of execution.

What is executed here is not the judgment at all

but the judgment fulfilment contract, the prom-
ise to prove or pay, which the event of the proof
directed by the judgment has turned into an

unconditional promise to pay. The early execu-

tion may Affect both person and property. Meas-

ures against the person loom large in the law of

the Twelve Tables: the Roman creditor of this

period is entitled to put his debtor to death or

sell him trans Tiberim. By the lex poetelia this

right is cut down to that of holding him in debt

servitude. A generally applicable form of execu-

tion against property does not appear in the

Roman law until the formulary period. Then it

comes as the praetorian missio in bona, whereby
the aggregate property of the debtor is made
available not for a particular creditor but for

his creditors as a class. Postjudgment execution

against specific property (pignus in causajudicati

captum) is a later institution originating in the

time of Antoninus Pius. In the Germanic law

the person of the debtor may be an object of

execution, but the creditor has no such general

right in this regard as is encountered in the early

Roman law. His right for the most part is asso-

ciated with the penalty of peacelessness or out-

lawry, to which is exposed the debtor guilty of

contumacy, as in persistent refusal to give the

judgment fulfilment promise. Normally it is the

goods of the debtor against which execution is
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directed; but this situation is modified in the

later Germanic development.
For English law, since its emergence as an

individual system, the relation of execution to

judgment has been in general the same as it is

today, although the case is different as to the

measures available on execution. The feudal

principle stood in the way of execution against
the person, for this entailed upon the lord the

loss of his vassal's services. It was opposed also

to the subjection of land to the payment of

debts, for this would disturb the feudal nexus.

Hence the common law restricted execution

against the person to cases where the judgment
debt arose out of a forcible injury to the plain-

tiff, involving a breach of the king's peace, and

allowed no ordinary money execution to go

against land. But largely as a result of various

statutes beginning in 1267 execution by way of

imprisonment of the debtor came to be open
very generally to the creditor and long continued

to be an oppressive feature of the administration

of civil justice. Some restraint upon the cred-

itor, however, was exercised by the rule which

forbade his subsequent resort to the property of

a debtor whom he had thus caused to be impris-
oned. In the matter of land the old restriction

was broken into by the Statute of Westminster

II [13 Edw. i, c. 18 (1285)], which enabled the

creditor by writ of elegit in case of insufficiency

of personal property to take possession of a

moiety of the debtor's land for the purpose of

satisfying the debt out of its profits. Personal

property, however, could always be proceeded

against and sold under the writ of fieri facias.

Such was the case as to judgments of the com-

mon law courts. The Chancery, which professed
to act only in personam, relied in the main upon

punishment for contempt of court. But it also

exercised the power of causing a recalcitrant

party's goods and lands to be seized by writ of

sequestration as a means of coercion and for the

purpose of applying the profits to the satisfaction

of the creditor. It should be noticed also that

the creditor with a common law judgment might
have a claim of equitable cognizance, for the

equitable interests of a debtor with slight excep-
tion were beyond the reach of common law

execution. The aid of the court of equity under

such circumstances has come to be known as

equitable execution.

The later development both in England and

America has introduced marked changes. Of

imprisonment for debt, apart from that incident

to the contempt process of courts of equity,
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merely attenuated fragments are left, reserved

in general for cases of fraud and tortious acts.

In the United States by a rule whose history

dates back to a British act of Parliament of 1732,

applying to the American colonies (5 Geo. n,
c. 7) and recognizing a practise already obtaining
in at least some of them, land is everywhere
answerable for the owner's debts, generally by
sale but in some jurisdictions by extent; that is

to say, allotment to the creditor at an appraised
value. In England the case is not quite the same,

yet the creditor after proceeding by elegit, which
now affects the whole instead of a moiety of the

debtor's land, may by application to the court

cause the land to be sold in satisfaction of the

debt. Courts in the exercise of equitable juris-

diction have commonly been given the added

power of enforcing their money judgments by
the same manner of execution as is available for

common law judgments. On the other hand, the

contempt process is no longer generally appli-

cable to money decrees.

From an early day legal systems have been

obliged to contend with the fraudulent acts of

a debtor committed in the endeavor to place his

property beyond the reach of his creditor. Here

the Roman law provided the actio pauliana for

the purpose of setting aside any fraudulent

alienation on the part of the debtor. When the

particular acts against which this action was

directed are considered (Roby, H. J., Roman
Private Law in the Times of Cicero and the

Antonines, 2 vols., Cambridge, Eng. 1902, vol.

ii, p. 274), it may be concluded that in point of

dishonest ingenuity the fraudulent debtor of

that era was not far behind his successor of

today. The devices resorted to by the latter are

of the most varied character. Most elementary
is the conveyance of property to a relative or

friend in anticipation of the judgment; common
also is the collusive judgment intended to pro-
tect the debtor's estate from the judgment of a

bona fide creditor. The corner stone of the

Anglo-American law in the present regard is the

English Statute of Fraudulent Conveyances (13

Eliz., c. 5) dating from 1571, which declared

void all alienations made with intent to hinder,

delay or defraud creditors. This statute has been

hardly more than rewritten by the Law of Prop-

erty Act [15 Geo. v, c. 20 (1925)]. The matter

of fraudulent conveyances also finds regulation

in various modern American statutes, notably
the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act, which

has been enacted in some fifteen states of the

union. While the defrauded creditor is not with-

out remedy through common law processes,

especially as aided by statute, the equitable

jurisdiction of the courts is of superior effective-

ness for his relief. Accordingly the work of un-

doing such fraudulent transactions largely falls

to that jurisdiction. Originally the case here

presented was for the most part one of equitable

execution, for invocation of the equitable aid

presupposed the recovery of judgment by the

creditor and the return of ordinary execution

unsatisfied or at least his recovery of judgment.
This is still the rule, subject to some exceptions,

in perhaps the majority of the American juris-

dictions. Elsewhere, however, and particularly
under the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act

the rule has given way; and as a result the aid

in question may be invoked in advance of the

judicial ascertainment of the creditor's claim.

In case of the debtor's bankruptcy the right to

attack the fraudulent alienation passes to the

trustee in bankruptcy.
A characteristic feature of American legisla-

tion is the emphasis which it places upon the

designation of a greater or less quantum of

property as exempt from execution. At common
law out of the property available to the creditor

nothing but a minimum amount of wearing

apparel could be retained by the debtor. And
in the English law of today his exemption ex-

tends only to bedding, wearing apparel and tools

of trade not exceeding 5 in valuo. A very
different attitude appears in the United States.

The personal property exemption is universally

of a more generous character; sometimes it is

of striking dimensions. Even more significant

is the American policy of liberal homestead

exemption laws which has been influential in

many parts of the world.

In their progression from the original ruthless

treatment accorded the defaulting debtor legal

systems have come fully to satisfy the dictates

of humanity. But in the United States recogni-

tion of the larger social interest involved has

carried it far beyond this point to a distance

which of necessity varies as the particularistic

play of economic and social forces gives the

creditor or the debtor influence the higher meas-

ure of political ascendancy. By and large, how-

ever, the situation in the United States induces

the doubt whether the creditor is receiving the

protection to which he is entitled. There is

general agreement that the way to judgment is

too thickly beset with procedural obstacles. But

after judgment is had, the way to realization is

also an obstructed one. The ultraliberal exemp-



tions frequently encountered; the facility with

which a knavish debtor may effect a concealment

of his assets, to be overcome if at all only by
toilsome effort on the part of the creditor; and,

finally, the impassable barrier which may be

erected by a bankruptcy law not oversolicitous

on the creditor's behalf, all operate to hinder

the creditor from reaching his goal.

A study of the civil courts in New York

City made by the Institute of Law of Johns

Hopkins University in 1931 discloses some star-

tling facts in this regard. Its examination ex-

tended to 4279 of the 9365 judgments entered

by the Supreme Court during 1930 and to all

the judgments of the City Court entered during
that year. From this examination it appears with

respect to the pecuniary aggregates of these two

classes of judgments that satisfaction was re-

corded only as to 6.72 percent in the one class

and 7.17 percent in the other. While on account

of the greater opportunities for subtraction of

assets obtaining in a metropolitan community
such as New York the percentage of realization

is probably much lower than that prevailing in

the country as a whole, these figures have a

highly significant bearing on the general situa-

tion. They tend strongly to confirm the idea

that American law in its present form is not

maintaining the just balance of advantage as

between debtor and creditor.

Finally^ it is to be noted also that the modern

mobility of capital increases the risks of the

international evasion of judgments. With refer-

ence to the international recognition of judg-
ments it is the modern English rule that a foreign

judgment is in the main deemed conclusive,

except as against the objection of lack of juris-

diction or of fraud. In the United States the

doctrine of the federal Supreme Court is sub-

stantially the same, with the significant quali-

fication that this degree of conclusiveness will

attach only to thejudgments of foreign countries

which accord American judgments reciprocal

treatment. This qualification, however, does not

find unanimous acceptance by the state courts.

Despite the conclusiveness thus recognized there

is no merger in the case of the foreign judgment;
in other words, the plaintiff is left free to sue

on the original cause of action if he chooses.

Moreover under Anglo-American law the for-

eign judgment itself is not a basis of execution;

it serves only as a basis for an action, and it is

by virtue of a favorable judgment in this domes-

tic action that execution is had. The rule is

commonly otherwise under continental law: the
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judicial proceeding required being one to obtain

permission (exequatur) to enforce the foreign

judgment. But in foreign countries varying rules

obtain on the question of conclusiveness; some

grant no recognition at all except as this is deter-

mined by treaty, a fact which under existing
conditions prevents the recognition of American

judgments. Most others require reciprocity
another serious obstacle. Italy was formerly
notable for its liberality in recognizing foreign

judgments. But the attitude of other European
countries has led to a stricter policy on its part.

The greatest progress in securing the enforce-

ment of foreign judgments by treaty has been

made on the continent of South America.

Interstate recognition of judgments stands on
a different basis. In the United States it is gov-
erned by the full faith and credit clause of the

federal constitution. In the case of the sister

state judgment, unlike that of the foreign judg-

ment, there is deemed to be a merger of the

original cause of action. But no more than the

foreign judgment is it per se executory; its en-

forcement requires the bringing of a new action.

As between England, Scotland and northern

Ireland the reciprocal enforcement of money
judgment is accomplished as a result of simple

registration. The same thing is true as between

the states of the Commonwealth of Australia

under a constitutional provision which closely

follows the American full faith and credit clause.

A similar method of registration but with pro-
vision for notice to the judgment debtor before

actual execution governs as between Great Brit-

ain and the principal British dependencies. The
future therefore may see the present American

system of interstate enforcement by action give

way to some simpler method, which without

cutting off the opportunity for defense within

the limited scope allowed by law will open to

the creditor a speedier road to realization.
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JUDICIAL INTERROGATION, or the ques-

tioning of witnesses by the judge for the purpose
of investigating the evidence in a particular

case, is characteristic of continental as opposed
to Anglo-American procedure. In the civil pro-
cedure of both systems investigation by the

judge is relatively unimportant, since evidence

is presented largely by the parties to the suit

in accordance with the concept that the civil

case involves the rights of the litigants rather

than those of the state. This theory has devel-

oped historically in the territories influenced

by Roman and Germanic law and is accepted
with certain qualifications in continental and

common law countries. On the continent docu-

mentary evidence predominates; when it is sup-

plemented by oral testimony, whether taken

before or during the trial, it is the judge who

questions the witnesses. In England and even

more in the United States this task devolves

upon the attorneys, although the judge oc-

casionally interposes questions. But in both

types of civil procedure the judge plays a minor

role in establishing the evidence.

In criminal procedure in the Anglo-American
courts the situation remains the same. A trial

is a contest between the accuser and accused in

which the evidence is presented, as it was in

the classical Roman law, through direct and

cross examination of witnesses by the parties

or their counsel. In England, although the ex-

amination is for the most part conducted by the

attorneys, the judge still retains something of

the character of the examiner and often ques-
tions the witness, but in the United States he

has become virtually an umpire, merely re-

straining the attorneys from violating the rules

of evidence. On the continent, however, the

judge in criminal cases is an inquisitor, whose

duty is not to rely on the prosecution and defense

counsel but to investigate the facts of the case

for himself. This concept was derived from ca-

nonical practise which, although it had orig-

inally followed the accusatory theory of the Ro-

man and Germanic law, had by the fourteenth

century definitely recognized an inquisitorial

process. In this process the judge investigated

the case against the suspect, interrogated wit-

nesses and carried on the prosecution. The fea-

tures of inquisitorial procedure were adopted by
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the secular courts. Numerous changes were ef-

fected, particularly through the codes, and al-

though the judge is now a supposedly impartial

director of criminal proceedings he still main-

tains his exalted position in trial procedure,

particularly in the interrogation of witnesses.

The continental system is best epitomized in

the French courts. For major criminal offenses

there are jury trials in the Cour d'assises, where

the president first interrogates the accused,

then permits the witnesses to tell their story
and questions them on particular points. The
indictment has been preceded by an investi-

gation carried on by a juge d*instruction, who
has examined the accused and the witnesses; the

record of this examination is before the pres-

ident at the trial as a partial basis for his in-

terrogatories. The prosecutor and defense

counsel may question the witnesses through the

court but in practise they pose very few ques-
tions and the admission of these is entirely at

the discretion of the court. The judges, how-

ever, rarely deny this privilege. In the course of

the trial counsel may attempt also to rebut the

statements of witnesses. After the taking of

testimony the attorneys sum up, the defense

having the last word. A similar procedure is

followed in general in the correctional courts,

where, however, there is more reliance on the

record of the investigation before trial.

In the ^.nglo-American courts the attorneys

examine their own witnesses, the testimony con-

sisting almost entirely of answers to specific

questions. After the direct examination of a wit-

ness there follows the cross examination by
the opposing counsel, who attempts to break

down the testimony or to change its emphasis.
The judge's task is mainly to prevent improper

questions and to present the case to the jury.

The supporters of the Anglo-American sys-

tem contend that it is only by direct examina-

tion and by the cross examination, which at-

tempts completely to discredit the witness, that

the truth of his testimony can be gauged. On the

other hand, the continental system is extolled as

one in which the evidence does not depend upon
a battle of wits but upon the interrogatories of

a trained non-partisan judge and in which the

verdict is based upon a more honest presenta-

tion of the facts. Both points of view, however,

mistake the logical system for the actual proc-

ess and fail to compare the ultimate results.

In practise the idealized Anglo-American direct

and cross examination is not a method by which

counsel attempts to establish the complete truth
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but rather a legal duel in which each attorney
tries to distort the testimony to his own advan-

tage. Favorable evidence is easily established

by confining the witness to particular questions
and is just as easily discredited by a cross exam-

ination which emphasizes only certain aspects
of the situation and limits the witnesses to mere
affirmations or denials. Further direct and

cross examination may finally elicit the entire

tale but the version is unbalanced and fre-

quently appears, even in the case of honest

witnesses, confused and questionable.

In the continental jury trial the president
of the court encourages the witness to tell his

complete story and then brings out certain

points by his questions. While the interrogation

of witnesses is usually gentle, in the case of the

accused the president often evinces official

prejudice and his sarcastic, insistent questioning

approximates that of a cross examining at-

torney. Even in examining witnesses his un-

conscious prejudices prevent an entirely ob-

jective presentation of the testimony. This

danger is recognized and in France since 1881

the president has not been permitted to sum up
the evidence. The questions suggested by the

attorneys may offset the danger of judicial bias

but they usually play only a minor part in the

trial. The interrogation of witnesses cannot,

however, be regarded as an isolated phenome-
non. It is only an element in trial procedure, and

other factors enter into the verdict in jury
trials. If the clever lawyer rather than the just

cause frequently wins in England and the

United States, he triumphs as often on the con-

tinent. The actual evidence, whether estab-

lished by judge or attorneys, must always be

weighed against the final speeches of counsel.

The eloquent one-sided interpretation of the

testimony and the play upon the emotions of

jurors are effective wherever the performance
takes place.

In non-jury criminal trials, as in the French

correctional courts, the system of judicial in-

terrogation has its obvious advantages. The

president of the court is a trained investigator,
examiner and judge, theoretically free from prej-
udice and partisanship. His examination is

directed to those points on which he desires

further information and no time is wasted in

legal battle or in attempts to obscure the issues.

FLORENCE MISHNUN
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JUDICIAL PROCESS is the name given to the

intellectual procedure by which judges decide

cases. It comprehends all the ways of mind, de-

liberate and subconscious, and all the elements

in personality, profession,and environment which

impel toward judgment. Our knowledge of it is

limited and colored by the available materials,

which arc principally "opinions" in which ap-

pellate courts explain their decisions. In con-

trast with philosophy, in which an abstract argu-
ment is driven uncompromisingly forward, and

with narration, in which a series of events is ob-

jectively recited, the concern of the judicial

process is with the general as it relates to the

particular. Its position is along the front where

legal principles find their application; as case

follows case in endless succession, the cause and

the law are alike upon trial. In the instance the

suits are controlled by the rules; in the aggregate
the rules arc determined by the suits. In a course

of judicial events the abstractions-in-the-books

and the tangles-out-of-hfe are remaking each

other.

The character of the judicial process is deter-

mined by the institution of litigation. It is a way
of inquiry set within arrangements for orderly

legal combat. The state indicts a jobless worker

for stealing bread, a man sues his neighbor be-

cause of unkind words, a buyer attempts to re-

treat from a bad bargain or some other bit of

human behavior or misbehavior raises a jus-
ticiable question, and an intricate legal conflict is

touched off. In the mechanics of trial the wit-

nesses armed with oaths, the attorneys tilting

with verbal and inquisitorial thrusts, the judge

applying the rules to the game and the jury re-

turning "the verdict in accordance with the

evidence" all attest a combat by law. An elabo-

rate code decrees that a case must present "a

cause of action," go before a court which has

jurisdiction and move forward by decorous

stages; it allows an appeal to a higher tribunal

because of "error" in the conduct of the litiga-

tion; and it reflects the solemnity with which a

serious matter is to be dispatched. As the ad-

ministration of justice has developed ritual has

given way to deliberation, the rigidities of pro-
cedure have been softened and the office of

judge has shifted from umpire toward inquisitor.

But the cluster of judicial usages, in a highly
selective manner, still hems in by ceremonial ob-

servance "the consideration of the suit upon its

merits." In the struggle every convention is a po-
tential obstacle against which the cause may
break down; the resourceful attorney may even

employ the devices of due process to wear out

his opponent's case. At every step, from com-

plaint and answer to definitive judgment, ques-
tions may arise which must be presented to a

higher court. In the extended process the suc-

cessive judgments upon procedure determine

the issues of substantive law which demand
decision. A comparison of the intricate record of

a casc-in-the-making with the trim lines of the

judgment into which it is crystallized o^veals the

task of turning litigious struggle to the uses of

inquiry.

The point toward which the judicial process

converges is the disposition of the case. It is the

necessity for decision which winnows out the

relevant evidence and significant issues and

drives the elaborate process of analysis and de-

liberation to its result. Its definite objective

makes the ways of mind of the bench highly

selective and very purposive. The act of judg-

ment, stripped of irrelevance and complications,

is simple; it is an approval or disapproval of acts

of conduct by reference to legal standards. In an

elementary case where the facts are beyond dis-

pute, where the act falls into a definite category
and where the legal consequences are certain the

process of decision follows the easy groove of the

syllogism. But as causes crowded with the stuff

of life come into the courts, the primary terms of

"the law" and "the facts" are found to compre-
hend intricate and disputed permutations of

rules and circumstance. A conflict in testimony,

the disputed motives behind behavior, the du-

bious classification of conduct or the uncertainty
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in meaning of the law may broaden the range of

judicial attention. A number of issues which
differ in kind may have to be cleared up before a

perspective is found; the lesser questions may
have to be settled as best they can by the weight
of evidence, the greater authority or preference
for a value or a principle. The key to a compli-
cated suit may be found to lie in some minor is-

sue which for a time eludes search. A judge, find-

ing himself without formal guidance, may be

compelled to follow an intuitive reaction or to

make an arbitrary choice. The court may have to

resort to tricks of the trade to get ahead with

its work: "judicial notice" enables relevant in-

formation to be used which it would be tedious

or impossible to bring in as testimony; "pre-

sumption" may force the party against whom it

is made to present in rebuttal evidence otherwise

inaccessible. It is often convenient and some-

times quite necessary to employ "fictions" to

help the argument over a hard place, to round

out the picture of the dispute or to serve as a

short cut to a proper result. The assumption
that the act of the agent is the act of the principal

allows damages to be collected by injured per-

sons who might otherwise possess nothing better

than valid but worthless judgments; the make
believe that the corporation is a person con-

veniently forgotten when the fiction does not

work enables a code governing individual

conduct gradually to be adapted to the exigen-

cies of an impersonal business unit. The varied

tasks and inquiries into which an act of judg-
ment is resolved demand quite different intel-

lectual procedures. Even if the syllogism fur-

nishes theskeleton of the argument and the major
and minor premises are poles to which all the

processes of mind move, the patterns taken by

judicial inquiry present a rich and colorful

variety.

In the judicial process the general and the par-

ticular inquiries are aspects of an organic whole.

The quest is not for "the law" and "the facts"

but for the law relevant to the ascertained facts.

The legal standard may be found in the lines of

the constitution, the provisions of a statute or the

precedents of the court. But the written law con-

sists of the lean lines of abstract documents

which lack the faculty of self-interpretation.

They are phrased as general commands and pro-

hibitions, cover incompletely the subjects to

which they relate, fail specifically to provide for

all the permutations in conduct which come

along and do not anticipate the innovations in

circumstance and behavior which social change

brings. Their application to suits at law, filled

with the richness, color and pulsing life of hu-

manity, must depend upon the concrete meaning
which judges discover in their catholic proposi-
tions. In the construction of statutes "the plain
and literal meaning of the words," the pur-

pose which animates the acts or "the manifest in-

tent" of their drafters with reference to the

novelty before the court may be followed. The

interpretation must depend upon the importance
of the cause, the interests which are at stake and

where the sense of the judge makes justice lie. A
jurist refers to "the necessity of having to assimi-

late into the law the occasional obtrusions of the

legislature." In a continuing judicial process the

constitution and the statutes may offer guidance
and impose limits; but it is only as the decrees of

the legislature are converted into detailed state-

ments relevant to the affairs of everyday life that

they become part of the living law.

Accordingly the quest for legal standards runs

into the domain of case law. The applicable

principle must be discovered in former decisions

or distilled from the run of cases in the reports.

If the precedents are in point and unconfused,
the mental journey is easy; if they relate merely
to similar things or hail from a different age or

reveal a conflict of authority, the act ofjudgment
cannot escape discretion. In such instances the

discovery of the law involves all the critical

awareness which the judge can bring to the task.

The substantive issues must be disentangled
from impinging questions of procedure, hold-

ings stripped from the enveloping dicta, and the

relevancy of past utterance to the bundle of par-
ticulars which is the instant case carefully deter-

mined. When the comparison reveals more of

likeness than of identity, the binding force of the

precedent is a matter of imputation. But even

when the going is difficult and
"
therefore 's" are

most dubiously set down, the process is not

blind. The worth of bygone decisions lies as

often in the experience which they hold in the

mass as in the rules of law they specifically em-

body. The values at stake may unconsciously

impel judges to a choice between rival prece-
dents. The most penetrating of jurists will not

ignore an unbroken line of cases which relate to

the issue before him; the most literal minded

servant of "the law" cannot be completely ob-

livious to the difference it makes that the deci-

sion goes one way or the other. A noted jurist

has said that "logic is not to be ignored when

experience is silent"; and the line, "the life of

law is not logic but experience," has become
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classic. At its tightest logic is the dominant ele-

ment in the judicial process; at its loosest the

necessary resort to analogy may become nai've

and unreal. In case law the principle must of

necessity be sought out among the precedents,

but the way of search has no simple chart.

In their quest of "the law applicable to the

case" jurists have developed their own tech-

nology. Every tool in "the legal smithy" has its

use and its hazard; the quality of the product

depends upon the skill of the judicial workman.

The web of the law is woven with words, yet

verbal symbols never carry meaning with preci-

sion. When a case is decided, it is not enough to

set down the specific holding; the behavior in

question must be appraised with reference to a

universal standard. When a later cause comes

along, the overgeneral words may be found to

comprehend particulars they were never meant

to include. Inasmuch as words do not cover tidy

little squares but each possesses its own con-

glomerate domain, it is easy to slip from one

meaning to another; a proposition set down to

broaden the law may, by so slight a change as the

unconscious interpolation of the word "only,"
be used to narrow it. The resort to analogy has its

own peculiar pitfalls: a general term must fre-

quently be chosen as a logical nexus between

precedent and instant case; the category may be

only one of a number which comprehend the two

particulars and its inconsiderate selection may
contain an undistributed middle. Thus the con-

cept "brokerage" has been carelessly used to ap-

ply to employment agencies a rule of law con-

trived for the merchandising of theater tickets.

The word "wousin" has been invented as a name
for a thing which appears to be an autonomous

entity but is a permutation of particulars which

may be put together in innumerable ways. Verbal

currency passes most uncertainly from country
to country and between the generations. As a

result precedents may be made to compel where

they were never intended to apply; but "igno-
rance is a great law reformer," and judges often

assume that their predecessors were men of

sense and reason such as themselves and endow
with current meaning the rules by which they
are bound. In an organized combat the art of

logomachy is not to be escaped, and judges must

be wary of attorneys who take advantage of the

undefined frontiers between conceptual prov-
inces to give to abstract words a little push in the

right direction. In probing into the utterances of

others and in writing down his own decisions the

judge who knows his craft proceeds warily; he

regards words as the necessary instruments of

judgment and communication rather than as

fixed categories which automatically claim their

instances.

Nor are "the rules of law," with which jurists

ply their trade, automata which strip from judg-
ment its choice. They are often mere formulae-

for-decision, providing terms which are recep-
tacles for facts and within which the conflict of

values may be resolved. The appraisal of care-

lessness in conduct by the standard of "the

reasonable man" permits a consideration of the

circumstances and compels judges to use their

common sense. The principle which bases liabil-

ity upon personal fault allows protection to be

extended by a broadening of the latter concept.
In the flexible propositions by which human be-

havior is legally appraised the nouns and the

verbs may pronounce a doom from which the

adjectives and adverbs grant a chance of escape.

An intent may have to be added to an act to

constitute a tort or a crime; unless the deed was

"wilfully and wantonly" or "negligently" done

the perpetrator avoids the penalty. The prefix

"quasi" and the adjectives "implied" and "con-

structive" are habitually employed to extend the

law of property or contract or warranty or what

not into the borderland. A rule which distin-

guishes between the essence of an act and its in-

cidence may invite the judge to an expression of

his own preference: the acts of workmen on

strike are often pronounced innocent or criminal

as they are adjudged to be prompted by the

worthy desire of "benefit to themselves" or the

unworthy motive of "harm to others." In cases

involving acts of negligence, terms of contract

and equities in property, tradition demands that

the specific events out of which litigation has

emerged shall be passed in review. A realization

that the issue between "the taking of property'*
and "the exercise of the police power" depends

upon the measures at work has made of the Fifth

and the Fourteenth amendments formulae of

constitutionality; it has led to the appearance of

"the factual brief" and to a consideration of so-

cial legislation upon its merits. As case follows

case and the points along a line are gradually

pricked out, a richness ofmeaning is given to the

principles. But with human conduct in a chang-

ing culture as their domain rules of law can

never be made to displace practical judgment.
In the judicial workshop even so necessary a

device as stare decisis has only a limited use. As
cases grow in number and variety they become a

storehouse of knowledge and understanding,
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representing the cumulative experience of the

bench in resolving the tangles in human affairs.

For the ordinary cases with which the court

monotonously busies itself the precedents in

point are sufficient for judgment. But as the

novelty in emerging social life gradually creeps
into litigation, their use has its dangers. A term

may abide after its meaning has departed and

the unfamiliar may appear behind the mask of

the familiar. "Every judgment has its generative

power" and tends to beget unlike things in its

professed image; its "directive force for future

cases" may carry it further than the reasons

which brought it into existence would allow. It

is on occasion essential, if the law is to be kept

living, to use rather than merely follow pre-

cedents; but every revision of the domain of a

principle and every addition in meaning to a

concept involves an act of discretion. Even cases

which appear alike may have essential differ-

ences, and the technique of distinction is born of

judicial experience as a check upon the uncritical

use of precedents. The insistence by a court

upon stare decisis when the former decision turns

out to have been erroneous is a vestige from days
of universals and absolutes. It is likely to bring
confusion and delay even when applied to a

statute, where the judicial mistake may be recti-

fied by the legislature; it is likely to perpetuate
an error and even block social experimentation
when empjoyed in constitutional law, where the

judiciary has the last word. In the latter domain

a ruling is now and then frankly overruled. More
often the innovation is hidden behind a formal

distinction and ingenious rhetoric permits the

court alike to defer to a former judgment and to

serve the current occasion.

As bench succeeds bench and suits are end-

lessly turned intojudgments, the law grows. The

flexibility in judicial technique permits the ap-

pearance of elements of novelty; the formal ap-

pearance of rigidity masks the fact of change
from the eyes of the uninitiated. In the everyday

case, where a definite rule is applied to known

facts, the law is made rather than in the making.
But even here if the principle be followed back

through the precedents, its source will be dis-

covered in a conscious choice. It has, like all the

rules which the reports contain, been com-

pounded out of prevailing ideas, common sense,

conventional standards of right and wrong and

the kindred stuff of folk thought. In fact the

creative, as against the mechanical, task of the

jurist is to domesticate to legal use the sanctions

and tabus imposed upon conduct by social usage.
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In an early case involving industrial accident a

British judge argued that the servant knew the

perils of the trade and the careless habits of other

employees better than did the master and de-

nied recovery. An American jurist shortly after-

wards chiseled the common sense of English

squirarchy into the clean cut "fellow servant"

and "assumption of risk" doctrines. These were

in time abstracted from the regime of handicraft,

set down as universal propositions and applied
to conditions of machine industry which could

never have been in the contemplation of their

authors. The very process of abstraction con-

ceals the origin of a rule in prevailing sense and

custom and gives it a dominion far wider than it

could win by an appeal to contemporary reason.

It passes from concrete holding to abstract prec-

edent, to rule of law; it may require the startling

challenge of manifest injustice to secure its re-

consideration.

As with the origin so it is with the develop-
ment of a doctrine. As a series of cases reflects

changing conditions, the law responds certainly,

even if slowly and stubbornly, to newer juristic

necessity. The change may be logical or adven-

titious, systematic or disorderly. On occasion a

court may announce a new principle, or the legal

sport may be concealed by dwelling upon the

novelty of the facts in a "case of first instance."

More often a gradual departure is made from an

outworn doctrine: on the surface the rule seems

to acquire detailed meaning through a process of

deduction; beneath it makes its truce with emerg-

ing circumstance and sense of right. The de-

vices and procedures deliberately or intuitively

employed by judges are sufficient for the legal

emergency. The law has never allowed justice to

be completely subordinated to legalism; it has

always professed to save the unusual cause. It

can, when need commands, set down an "excep-

tion"; but each exception is an invitation to

another and a multiplication of instances will

transmute an imperative into an elastic formula.

A shift in juristic values may even elevate the

exception into the position of the rule. The prin-

ciple of"no liability without fault" first appeared
as a device to save unusual causes from the older

doctrine which held a man to "absolute" re-

sponsibility for his acts; the reverse trend toward

"strict liability" represents the accommodation

of the law of torts to an impersonal society. In

the era of handicraft when its maker sold an

article to its user the formula of "privity of

contract" was an adequate expression of the

rights of the parties. When middlemen were
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interposed between producer and consumer it

became irrelevant: the intermediary had a tech-

nically valid "cause of action" but no complaint;
the user had a complaint but no cause of action.

The problem of recovering the older protection

is being solved by the resort by various courts to

such different concepts as negligence, fraud and

implied warranty. Principles may be converted

into open propositions or even nullified by the

invention of countcrrules. Even before statutes

upon the subject appeared, the employer's de-

fenses of "fellow servant," "assumption of

risk" and "contributory negligence" were being
matched by rules which made even subofficials

"vice principals," required the master to provide
"a safe working place" and imposed upon him
the "non-dehgable duty" of instruction.

In a sequence of cases the difference between

holding and holding may be small, yet the judg-
ments at the beginning and the end may lie far

apart; thus the law grows through illogical incre-

ments too small to be detected in the instance yet

clearly evident in perspective. The weight of

precedent, the fortuitous appearance of cases,

the bondage of judicial technique to litigation,

the unorderly and almost leaderless army of

judges, arrest and confuse the work of restate-

ment. A cross section displays only a clash of

values and a confusion in holdings; a genetic ac-

count is required to reveal the older moorings,
the trends manifest but not realized and the

direction of development. In its longer sweep
the appearance of the judicial process belies

reality; behind an affectation that the law is

static, complete and abiding the judge performs
his social office of squaring the necessity which

time and change bring with the established law

of the land.

Yet the jurist discounts or even disclaims his

creative work. Although the great corpus of the

law is the handiwork of the judiciary, the emerg-

ing decisions are set down as mere applications
of preexisting rules. The rhetorical usage re-

flects a substantial truth, for the continuing
bench rather than the individual judge is the

dominant agent in the process. The original

touch in the single judgment the shading of a

word, a choice between two rules, the giving of a

little neater fit to a precedent, an implication of

meaning not evident until afterwards may de-

mand careful search. Even when a significant

decision "makes judicial history" it is "not the

judge who speaks, but the law which speaks

through him." This stage play is almost a neces-

sity; jurists, whose occupation holds far more

than its proper share of thankless tasks and dirty

work, are more comfortable in having authori-

ties with which to support their decisions, and

the prestige of courts is strengthened by a re-

course to "the law" with which "to beautify
what may be disagreeable to the sufferers." The
world of absolutes and fixed categories and the

mechanistic conception of the universe still

linger in common sense; their counterpart in

Aristotelian logic continues to dominate the

forms ofjudicial expression. It has required the

notion ofgrowth, a skeptical attitude toward uni-

versals and the discipline of the case method to

bring an experimental attitude into law. The idea

of judgment as "hypothesis" is gaming at the

expense of "eternal verity"; but even today the

recognition of trial and error is partial. Com-

promises between authority and necessity result

from the successive formulations of the law. As
conditions and opinion become stable, the law

tends toward organic unity; at the impact of an

advancing culture it becomes disorderly. In a so-

ciety which is ever emerging relevancy must be

bought at the expense of certainty; a tolerable

compromise between desirable values is all that

can be expected. An experimental character can

be given to a legal code only by jurists; their

work lies along the front where the wisdom of

the past is applied to current life and is remade

by it. It is useless to inquire whether judges
should or should not make law; the fgct and the

necessity arc alike inescapable. The goodness or

badness of judicial lawmaking lies in the skill

with which members of the bench ply their trade.

As the judicial process runs ceaselessly on it

leaves a distinctive record. A usage prevalent

among appeal courts requires the way of decision

to be resumed in a written statement. It is im-

possible to say just when "the opinion" came
into vogue; its analogue is to be found in Thomas

Aquinas, in the Justinian code, in the earliest

scraps of legal writing; in the common law its

germ is to be found in Bracton and the Year

Books. In days when judges were wise but not

necessarily literate reasons orally recited were

passed on by the treacherous memory of scribes;

a jurist fearing for his repute complained that

"the reporters will make us out to posterity for a

passel of fools." As case law developed, the re-

sort to writing became a guaranty of the authen-

ticity of holdings. The dignity of the jurist's of-

fice entitles him to his speech; in England when

judges sit en bloc the brethren usually express
themselves seriatim; in America the modified

usage of "the opinion ofthe court" generally pre-
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vails. It is idle to seek the ultimate "why" of so

essential an instrument; in the administration of

justice it serves the multiple purpose of helping
the bench to be critical of its own intellectual

processes, keeping lower courts in order, an-

nouncing legal standards for acceptable human

conduct, extending the courtesy of an answer to

arguments which do not prevail and affording

an opportunity to justify a judgment. The

opinion is indispensable to case law, has made
an institution of the judicial process and gives

continuity to the development of legal doctrines.

The usage of dissent is an expression of the in-

dependence of the judiciary. It has long seemed

unwise to leave important causes to thejudgment
of a single individual; to insure due deliberation

and wise decision they are referred to a bench of

judges. To each, as of right, independent judg-
ment has been accorded and in case of division

the majority prevails. The dissenting opinion
was not deliberately contrived; it is a by-product
of this arrangement. After a case is heard the

members of the court may fail to agree in reasons

or upon the result. A period of deliberation may
reduce these differences but in spite of all effort

there may not be a meeting of minds. The

spokesmen for the court and for the minority
then prepare and exchange tentative drafts of

their opinions, and frequently each document is

rewritten to take account of the argument of the

other. Many jurists regard the public expression
of dissent as a duty, and few members of the

bench question the value of the usage. A knowl-

edge that each judge is free to inquire, to act and

to speak for himself helps to assure lawyer, liti-

gant and the public that all relevant facts and is-

sues will be considered. As a result the bench

does its work under constant self-criticism. The

spokesman for the court is forced to choose his

positions with care, to draw his conceptual lines

sharply and to keep his holdings from becoming
overabstract. The law which comes to prevail is a

far more serviceable agency of social control be-

cause of the cumulative effect of challenge. The

solitary judge is most likely to sense the need for

legal restatement; the path of constitutional law

has often been blazed in dissent. There is little

evidence that the independent expression of

views by individual members weakens the au-

thority of the court. The majority opinion and

the dissent are set down side by side in the rec-

ord, where they can be read, studied and com-

pared. If truth has in itself the capacity to pre-

vail, the law reports accord it an opportunity.
The law reports, crowded with opinions, are
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the treasure house of the jurist's art. The tech-

nique ofjudgment is of its own kind. Unlike the

poet, the historian or the essayist the judge can-

not listen to the promptings of his own heart,

choose the subject upon which he would write,

say in his own manner all that is on his mind
and follow his interest to a fresh theme. In say-

ing his say the place of the jurist is in the institu-

tion of the judiciary; he cannot escape its usages,

must employ its language and tools and is bound

by its limitations. He is a member of a court and

his studied utterances are an incident in the dis-

position of litigation. He cannot speak until the

appropriate cause comes along; he can say only
so much as the issues allow; he must wait for a

suitable opportunity to continue. Even when he

is interpreting the constitution he addresses

himself not directly to public policy but to the

questions of law into which it has been trans-

muted. Injustice as in every craft the artist leaves

his distinctive mark upon his work. Even when
rules compel and one cause is much like another,

the manner of the judge appears in the inter-

stices of opinion. In cases of consequence he

leaves the indelible stamp of his personality

upon his paragraphs. His manner of utterance

differs as he is announcing ajudgment or record-

ing a dissent. When he is the voice of the court

his is usually a compromised statement, often

marked by "the veiled phrase, the blurred edge,
the uncertain line." It represents not what any
member would like to say but what all who con-

cur are willing to accept. In the dissent, on the

contrary, the jurist expresses his unfettered

opinion. The cause has been lost, further de-

liberation would only delayjudgment; "his voice

is pitched to a key that will carry through the

years." I le may elect to include a particular with-

in a concept, to extend a developing doctrine

another step, to round out the law by borrowing
customs of the people, to remake rules to serve a

current justice or to combine elements into a dis-

tinctive method; but in the practise of his trade

he cannot escape being himself. He must recog-
nize both legal rule and social value; and where

they inevitably clash he must effect the best rec-

onciliation that may be between them. The

judge must become the statesman without ceas-

ing to be the lawyer. The quality of his work
lies in the skill, intelligence and sincerity with

which he manages to serve two masters.

It is impossible to contrive a formula for so

delicate and evasive an art. The procedure differs

from case to case; the manner ofwork varies from

judge to judge. It is not the cause but whatjurists
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discover in the cause a mere dispute between

individuals, a standard ofconduct for an activity,

the domain of a legal principle, the definition of

a public policy which holds the key to decision.

The majestic arguments of judges may be di-

rected to inconsequential suits; the battles of ab-

stractions are always dramatized in a concrete

struggle between human beings. The factors

which impel the mind toward judgment present
no standard combination. The jurist is a crafts-

man in the law; he is learned in its lore, respon-
sive to its values, habituated to its discipline;

constitution, statute and precedent must be

compulsions toward decision. But even within

legal formulations the objectives to be served

may clash with the rules in which they find im-

mediate expression. And since judges are men
as well as lawyers, no line can separate profes-
sional from general equipment. The law itself is

but an aspect of the world that lies within the

jurist's head; the judicial process but the biting

edge of a way of mind which stands but a little

exposed. Out of the depths of personality

"forces" which jurists "do not recognize and

cannot name" "traditional beliefs, acquired

convictions, an outlook on life, a conception of

social end" keep "tugging at them." It is im-

possible for the judge to escape his own universe

of fact, preference and conviction; the intan-

gibles in their own subtle way will usurp a role in

the argument. The more novel the issue or the

larger the interests at stake, the greater will be

the influence of common sense, of the climate of

opinion, of the "stream of tendency" which
*

'gives coherence and direction to thought and

action." Jurists differ in sensitiveness to pleas,

facts, legal law and social policy; they respond

variously to the conflicting values which a suit

presents the Tightness of the cause of a party,

a principle which should prevail in spite of the

injustice in the instant case, the need to extend

law and order into a turbulent domain, the

limitations of the judiciary as an agency of con-

trol. The interest and the adventure lie in the

parts played in the drama. It is not the impulses-

to-judgment but the after-thought-of-rationali-
zation which takes its way through the reports.

Here as in other domains of life the emotions

play behind the scenes and leave the show to

reason.

There is in fact something universal about the

judicial process. It seems to be unique, because

courts keep records which are read and criticized.

If business men, university faculties, baseball

players or debutantes were forced to set down

the good reasons for the decisions which make

up their streams of conduct, the result would be

a crude miniature of the judicial process. In law

the rationalization of judgment has become a

convention; about it customs, traditions, ways of

thought, modes of expression, have crystallized

into a cluster of flexible usages. It represents in a

highly artificial form the act of personal judg-

ment; it differs from the ordinary decision of

everyman about an everyday matter as a critical

intellectual process differs from a half intuitive

experience. If the ways ofjurists seem unusually

prone to inconsistency and error, it is because the

way of abstraction is made hard by unanticipated
causes. If the categories of statistics or the

methods of philosophy or the principles of eco-

nomics were continually tested by cases fresh

from life, the outward integrity of these disci-

plines would be seriously disturbed. At present
we know little more of the craft of judgment
than can be gleaned from the words and between

the lines of the reports. An increase in under-

standing must await materials concerned with

and a psychology relevant to deliberation in proc-
ess. But at this point the quest of the "how and

why judges decide cases" runs into the larger
search for the ways of mind.
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JUDICIAL REVIEW is the power of courts to

pass upon the constitutionality of legislative acts

which fall within their normal jurisdiction to

enforce and the power to refuse to enforce such

as they find to be unconstitutional and hence

void. Together with its juristic product, a body
of "constitutional law," judicial review is today
the most distinctive feature of the American

constitutional system; for while it has been imi-

tated to some extent in other constitutions, its

foreign variants have nowhere attained anything

approaching the importance of the original.

Three branches of judicial review should be

distinguished: first, the power of all courts to

pass upon the validity of acts of Congress under

the United States constitution "national" judi-
cial review; second, the power and duty of all

courts to prefer "the supreme law of the land"

as defined in article VI of the constitution over

all conflicting state constitutional provisions and

statutes "federal" judicial review; third, the

power of state courts to pass upon the validity

of acts of the state legislatures under the re-

spective state constitutions "state" judicial re-

view. The most important consideration for

public law is the ultimate role of the Supreme
Court of the United States in the first two

closely related fields. In this article the emphasis
will be upon the judicial review of legislative

acts. The growth of administrative bureaus and

commissions has raised the problem of the judi-

cial review of administrative acts and decisions,

but in so far as this raises unique questions it

will be found discussed under ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW; COURTS, ADMINISTRATIVE; CERTIORARI;

MANDAMUS; STATE LIABILITY.

By the official theory [Federalist, no. 78; Chief

Justice Marshall in Marbury v. Madison, 5 U . S.

137 (1803); Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261

U. S. 525,544 (1923)] judicial review is not a

specifically delegated power, although there are

phrases of the constitution which clearly con-
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template its existence; rather it is the inevitable

outcome of the power of the courts in deciding
cases to interpret the law, of which the consti-

tution is part. More explicitly the doctrine of

judicial review comprises the following propo-
sitions: that the constitution is law in the strict

sense of a body of rulesknown toand enforceable

by courts; that it is law of higher obligation than

any legislative act which purports to have been

made under its sanction; that consequently the

court must in case of conflict between the con-

stitution and a legislative act determine the

rights of parties in accordance with the former;

that by the principle of the separation of powers
a judicial interpretation of the standing law and

so of the constitution is final for the determina-

tion of the case in which it was rendered.

The criticism to be made of this theory is that

while it accounts sufficiently for the power of

the court to decide cases by rules drawn directly

from the constitution, it does not account for

the fact that such rules are generally regarded
as binding the legislature in the shaping of future

legislation. To explain this, the essential feature

of judicial review, one must fall back upon a

somewhat mystical notion of the relation of

judges to law. Others may have opinions of what

the law is, but judges are presumed to know the

law. They are its mouthpiece and the law is not

changed by their utterance of it. Thus judicial

review conserves the constitution; and the judi-
cial version of it is the authentic constitution.

Nevertheless, there have been those who have

dissented from this view among others Madi-

son, Jefferson, Jackson and Lincoln. Thus Lin-

coln while admitting that the decision of the

Supreme Court in the Dred Scott Case was final

for that case denied that it established a rule

which should control Congress henceforth. And
the history of the period of the Civil War and
reconstruction affords ample proof that there

can be times when Congress will consider itself

warranted in ignoring the judicial gloss upon the

constitution and in acting upon its own inde-

pendent reading of the basic document. Even

todayjudicial review is perhaps not an altogether
closed system.
The effort has been made, but unsuccessfully,

to trace judicial review to colonial institutions.

The colonial charters did, it is true, generally

stipulate that the local legislative power as that

of an inferior corporation must keep within the

common law; and in the case of Winthrop v.

Lechmere the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council disallowed in 1728 an act of the Con-
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necticut assembly which abolished the rule of

primogeniture in that colony on the ground of

its transgression of this well recognized principle

(Andrews, C. M., "The Influence of Colonial

Conditions as Illustrated in the Connecticut

Intestacy Law" in Association of American Law
Schools, Select Essays in Anglo-American Legal

History, 3 vols., Boston 1907-09, vol. i, p. 431-

63). This alleged "precedent" for judicial review

was, however, totally unknown to the authors

of the American constitutional system, who far

from regarding the first state legislatures as con-

tinuing the colonial assemblies held them to be

"sovereign" lawmaking bodies after the model

of the British Parliament.

Unquestionably the/on^ et origo of all talk and

all thought about judicial review in the United

States is to be found in Lord Coke's famous

dictum pronounced in 1610 in Dr. Bonham's

Case (8 Rep. 107, 118) that "the common law

will controul acts of Parliament, and sometimes

adjudge them to be utterly void" as "against

common right and reason." One hundred and

fifty years later James Otis invoked this dictum

in his argument in the famous Writs of Assist-

ance Case [Quincy's Mass. Rep. 469-85 (1761)],

and from that time forward similar sentiments

were frequently voiced by colonial advocates.

The early state constitutions did not, how-

ever, at the outset contemplate judicial review,

having been framed under the influence of the

Blackstonian doctrine of legislative sovereignty.

This principle cut in two directions. In the first

place, it asserted for the legislative body the

predominant position in the constitution in-

deed it virtually put all the powers of govern-
ment at the disposal of the legislature. In the

second place, it swept the boards clear of all

categories of "law" except positive law. "Higher

law," "law of nature," "law of God" these

might still be termed law by courtesy but the

only true law was that which had the express or

tacit sanction of the sovereign legislative body.
In this situation for an ordinary court to under-

take to "defeat the intent" of an act of the legis-

lature was, as Blackstone pointed out, little short

of revolution, and the success of such an attempt
would spell the end of the constitution (i Comm.

9')-

How then did judicial review come finally to

achieve a logical foothold in the state constitu-

tions? The answer is to be found in the altered

character which came gradually to be attributed

to these instruments of government. At the out-

set they were regarded as a species of social

compact, the product of revolution and of the

inalienable right of men to determine their po-
litical institutions. But presently, as the process
of constitution making became regularized, they
took on a new aspect, that of a higher form of

statute emanating not from the sovereign legis-

lature but from the sovereign people. Legislative

sovereignty gave way to popular sovereignty.
The first suggestion of judicial review as a

constitutional procedure did not, however, wait

upon its rationalization, although that succeeded

with reasonable promptitude; it was provoked

by the gross abuse of their powers by many of

the early state assemblies. In relation to "judicial

power," "legislative power" was at this date

undefined; and in the general absence of courts

of Chancery it became a frequent practise in

many of the states for the legislature to intervene

in the proceedings of the ordinary courts, an-

nulling or modifying theirjudgments, reopening

private controversies and even determining them

by "special acts." When values based on paper

currency collapsed after the revolution, the ma-

jority of the legislatures fell under the control of

the large farmer debtor class and began to pass
laws for its relief. At the same time they showed

themselves utterly careless of the treaty obliga-

tions of the Confederation, which of course was

entirely dependent upon them for the effectua-

tion of its exiguous "powers." For all these

reasons the leaders of society gradually became

convinced that means must be provided for

curbing the state legislatures in the interest both

of vested rights and of the maintenance of the

union; and from this conviction resulted in due

course the gubernatorial veto, judicial review

and the constitution of 1787 itself.

The first case approximating judicial review

in this country seems to have been the New
Jersey case of Holmes v. Walton decided in

1780. Here the New Jersey Supreme Court re-

fused to enforce an act of the legislature of the

state by which certain criminal prosecutions
were made triable by a jury of six on the ground
that it transgressed the provision in the state

constitution for "trial by jury." Although the

decision met with considerable popular protest,

the assembly soon modified the act so as to

require the trial judge to grant a jury of twelve

upon the demand of either party (Erdman,
C. R., Jr., The New Jersey Constitution 0/1776,
Princeton 1929, p. 91-92). Four years later

Alexander Hamilton, in arguing before the Mu-
nicipal Court of New York City the case of

Rutgers v. Waddington, assailed a recent act of
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the legislature of that state as contrary to prin-

ciples of the law of nations, the treaty of peace
with Great Britain and the Articles of Confed-

eration; and although the Municipal Court did

not venture to pronounce the act "void," it

accomplished the practical results of so doing

by the construction which it put upon the act.

The real importance of Hamilton's argument,
however, lies in the fact that two years Liter it

prompted John Jay, then secretary for foreign

affairs, to suggest to Congress that it recommend
to the several state legislatures the repeal of all

acts contrary to the treaty of peace in general
terms which would leave to the local judiciaries

the decision of all cases arising under the treaty

according to the intent thereof, "anything in the

said acts ... to the contrary notwithstanding."

Congress so recommended in April, 1787, only
a month before the meeting of the Philadelphia

convention, which was soon to elaborate "the

supremacy clause" of article vi of the constitu-

tion. Meantime in 1786 the Rhode Island Su-

preme Court had in the case of Trcvctt v.

Weeden employed the subterfuge of "construc-

tion" to invalidate a paper money law of that

state; and in May, 1787, the North Carolina

Supreme Court in Bayard v. Singleton (i Mar-
tin 42) pronounced "void," without evasion, an

act of that state on the ground of its violation

both of the state constitution and of the Articles

of Confederation. Furthermore in counsel's ar-

gument in the former case as well as in Iredell's

defense of the decision in the latter case as it

appeared in the newspapers the main postulates

of the doctrine ofjudicial review were developed

along the very lines of Hamilton's later argu-
ment in the Federalist (no. 78) and of Marshall's

opinion in Marbury v. Madison.

Despite these developments when the Federal

Convention met judicial review was not as yet

an established institution in a single state in the

union. Indeed the mere suggestion of it had in

most instances elicited condemnation which was

fully as strong as its support, condemnation

based for the most part on Blackstonian prem-
ises. Nor did the Virginia plan, which furnished

the basis of the convention's early proceedings,
evidence the least awareness of judicial review.

By its provisions Congress was to prevent the

states from violating the constitution, while Con-

gress in turn was to be kept within bounds by
a council of revision. Yet as debate on these

proposals developed, judicial review as a logical

and desirable alternative (along with the presi-

dent's conditional veto power over acts of Con-
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gress) was thrust forward more and more in-

sistently, with what outcome is to be seen in the

"supremacy" clause and the opening words of

the second section of article ill defining "the

judicial power of the United States." By the

former the state judiciaries are made the first

line of defense of the constitution, of "the laws

of the United States made in pursuance thereof"

and of treaties of the United States against all

conflicting state laws and constitutional provi-

sions; while by the latter basis is laid for the

appeal of all cases "arising under this Constitu-

tion" to the national judiciary and so ultimately

to the Supreme Court. The latter phrase is

moreover a textually adequate description of

cases in which the question of the validity of

congressional legislation is raised, although
whether it was inserted with this understanding
of it appears at least debatable.

What can be said with some confidence, on

the basis of statements made in the convention,

in the state ratifying conventions and in the

Federalist, is that the leading members of the

convention endorsed, at least at that period, the

idea that the Supreme Court would have the

power to pronounce "void" under the constitu-

tion an act of Congress no less than an act of a

state legislature; and in the later numbers of the

Federalist Hamilton discloses a rapidly expand-

ing appreciation of the potentialities of this

prerogative (cf. nos. 33, 78 and 81). The Judi-

ciary Act of 1789, in the framing of which

several of these same men had a hand, affords

further evidence of like purpose, notably in the

provision which it made in section 25 for final

appeal to the Supreme Court of all decisions of

state courts disallowing claims founded upon
the constitution, acts of Congress or treaties of

the United States. Finally, in 1795 we find the

Supreme Court passing upon the constitution-

ality of the "carriage tax" of the previous year

in a test case devised with the approval of Con-

gress.

Judicial review became "constitutional law,"

indeed the corner stone of constitutional law in

the American sense, in the decision by the Su-

preme Court in 1803 of the famous cause of

Marbury v. Madison. Marbury was prosecuting
a claim for an official commission under section

13 of the Judiciary Act of 1789, which in general

terms authorized the Supreme Court to issue

writs of mandamus to officers of the United

States. The court in the person of Chief Justice

Marshall interpreted this provision as attempt-

ing to vest it with "original jurisdiction" in a
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type of case not enumerated in article in and

so as void. This reading of section 13 in the light

of later cases was erroneous and the view taken

of the constitutional provision was at least ques-

tionable, although it had been earlier asserted

(3 U. S. 321 , 327) and has since been adhered to.

The case in fact smells strongly of powder, for

the battle between the chief justice and Presi-

dent Jefferson was already on. It is all the more

striking therefore that the part of the court's

opinion dealing with judicial review escaped

Jeffersonian criticism, while other features of it

certainly did not. Although the Supreme Court

did not pronounce another act of Congress void

until the Dred Scott Case fifty-four years later,

between 1803 and 1857 it heard argument and

passed upon the validity of a number of acts of

Congress which it sustained [17 U. S. 316

(1819); 19 U. S. 264 (1821); 22 U. S. i (1824);

22 U. S. 738 (1824)]. Meantime the establish-

ment of "state" judicial review was proceeding

steadily; Rhode Island, which did not discard

its colonial charter until 1842, was the last state

to receive it. At no time, however, have the

various state judiciaries been equally aggressive

in pressing their pretensions. Prior to the Civil

War more legislative acts succumbed to judicial

review in New York alone than in all the re-

maining states of the union combined. "Fed-

eral" judicial review was finally put on a secure

basis by Marshall's decision in 1821 in Cohens
v. Virginia (19 U. S. 264), sustaining against an

attack based on states' rights premises the con-

stitutionality of section 25 of the Judiciary Act

of 1789.

Dating from the earliest establishment of ju-
dicial review the courts have attempted the

formulation of various restrictions upon the

power. Some of these are corollary to the notion

of judicial review as an outgrowth of ordinary

judicial function, as, for instance, the rule that

the power may be exercised only in connection

with the decision of genuine, not "moot," cases.

Others, on the contrary, represent a departure
from the logic of the same concept and spring
from a desire on the part of the courts to avoid

collision with the political branches of the gov-

ernment, as, for example, the extremely vague
rule that the courts will not decide "political

questions" whatever those may be. Another

restriction is the rule, first stated by Chief Jus-

tice Marshall in 1834 (Briscoe v. Common-
wealth's Bank of Kentucky, 33 U. S. 118, 122),

that the Supreme Court would not "except in

cases of absolute necessity" "deliver any judg-

ment in cases where constitutional questions are

involved" in which a majority of the entire bench

did not concur, although ordinary judicial func-

tions are discharged by a majority of a quorum
of the bench. Probably the maxim which is most

frequently encountered as governing judicial

review is the statement that all reasonable

doubts on the constitutional issue must be re-

solved in favor of the legislature. Actually of

course a considerable amount of doubt neces-

sarily attaches to almost any question of law

which is prosecuted by competent counsel as far

as the United States Supreme Court; nor in fact

are there many constitutional issues of moment
in the determination of which the court is not

required to exercise, in Justice Holmes' words,
"the sovereign prerogative choice." Likewise

little importance is to be ascribed today to the

maxim that no legislative act may be judicially

disallowed on the ground of its being opposed
to "natural law," "natural rights" and the like

in short, on any other than strictly constitu-

tional grounds. For while this maxim may have

temporarily constricted judicial review, it cer-

tainly has not done so permanently. Today the

most extremely latitudinarian results of extra-

constitutional limitations on legislative power
are freely available to all courts of the United

States in the form of modern conceptions of

"liberty" and "due process of law." Lastly, it

may be mentioned that the Supreme Court in

contrast with many of the state cotirts seems

ordinarily to have discouraged taxpayers' suits

as well as those in which the aggressive party
has disclosed only the general interest of seeing
the constitution observed.

In short, the scope of judicial review and

consequently its importance as a governmental
institution depend very little upon the rules

which the courts have laid down from time to

time in ostensible definition of it. Rather it is

at any time a function of the entire structure of

"constitutional law," which in turn reposes in

the main, so far as the national constitution is

concerned, upon the interpretations which the

Supreme Court has come to affix to three or

four brief phrases thereof. Regarded from this

angle the history of the reviewing power of the

Supreme Court has been as a whole one of pro-
nounced aggrandizement, especially in the "fed-

eral" field, with the result that today the court

enjoys a supervisory role which is quite without

statable limits, particularly in relation to state

legislative power.

First, however, attention should be drawn to
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the exact opposite of the above mentioned de-

velopment, since in four notable instances the

court adopted views of the constitution which
had as their considered purpose the minimiza-

tion of its reviewing power: its decision in the

early case of Calder v. Bull [3 U. S. 386 (1798)]

confining the constitutional prohibition upon
ex post facto laws to retroactive penal laws; its

decision in McCulloch v. Maryland [17 U. S.

316 (1819)] broadly construing Congress' leg-

islative discretion under the "necessary and

proper" clause; its decision shortly after the

Civil War in the Slaughter House Cases [83

U. S. Wall. 36 (1873)] rendering nugatory the

"privileges and immunities" clause of the Four-

teenth Amendment, because, as it recognized,
the alternative construction would have ren-

dered it henceforth "the perpetual censor" upon
all state legislation; its decision in Munn v.

Illinois [94 U. S. 113 (1877)], later reversed on
this point, that the question of the "reasonable-

ness" of charges set by a "business affected with

a public interest" was one subject for final de-

termination by legislative authority.

Of the holdings which have contributed to

give the court's reviewing power its present
dimensions in the "federal" field the following

are outstanding: the interpretation under Mar-

shall of the "obligation of contracts" clause as

applying to public grants, including corporate
charters [Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U. S. 87 (1810);

Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 17 U. S.

518 (1819)]; the interpretation of the "com-

merce" clause, which was also virtually estab-

lished before the Civil War,as a prohibition upon
state power [Cooley v. The Board of Wardens,

53 U. S. 299 (1851)]; the interpretation of

the "due process of law" clause of the Four-

teenth Amendment, first adopted in Mugler v.

Kansas (123 U. S. 623) in 1887, as requiring

that legislation affecting "liberty" and "prop-

erty" be "reasonable," that is to say, reasonable

in the judgment of the court; a series of holdings

whereby the "liberty" thus protected has been

gradually extended to all valuable personal

rights [Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 366 (1898);

Near v. Minn., 283 U. S. 697 (1931)]; the hold-

ing definitely adopted in Smyth v. Ames [169

U. S. 466 (1898)] that charges set by public

authority must yield what the court finds to be

a "fair" return on the "value" of the property
involved. Underlying most if not all of those

holdings is the principle suggested by Marshall

in Brown v . Maryland [25 U. S. 419, 444 (1827)]

that it is not the form of a challenged statute

but its substantial operation which is determina-

tive of its constitutional validity. It is in reliance

on this principle that the court discarded the

historical definition of due process of law as a

form of procedure for the above conception of

it which renders it immediately protective of

substantive rights; and for the same reason, in

applying this conception, the court may recan-

vass the entire factual situation which the legis-

lature had before it when enacting the challenged
statute [Burns Baking Co. v. Bryan, 264 U. S.

504 (1922)]. Indeed its interpretation of the due

process of law clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment today confers upon the court a practically

discretionary veto power upon every state legis-

lature. Sometimes this veto is mildly exercised,

as between 1910 and 1920; at other times it is

applied with considerable rigor, as from 1920
to 1930. Whether it is applied laxly or strictly

depends upon no statable rule but upon the

social philosophy of the majority of the justices.

The principal basis of "national" judicial re-

view has always been the terms in which the

congressional powers are granted, although at

times the court has also ventured despite the

clear terms of article vi, paragraph 2, to erect

state power into an independent restriction on

national power [247 U. S. 251 (1918)]. In recent

years moreover the court has resorted more and

more to what may be termed "covert" judicial

review by giving an act of Congress a narrower

application than it was intended to have in order

to "avoid a grave constitutional issue" [156 U. S.

i (1895); 213 U.S. 366 (1909)].

The power of the Supreme Court in the

"national" and "federal" fields ofjudicial review

rests to an important extent upon the difficulty

of amending the national constitution. Most of

the state constitutions, on the other hand, are

amendable with comparative ease. Indeed it may
be said that since the development of the modern
doctrine of due process of law and the enactment

of legislation securing to the Supreme Court

the final voice in the application of this test

under the Fourteenth Amendment (Act of Dec.

23, 1914; U. S. C. tit. 28, sect. 344c), "state"

judicial review except as a means of holding the

state legislatures to certain procedures in the

enactment of laws has largely lost its raison

d'etre. Hence it is not without significance that

by a provision adopted in 1912 the Ohio con-

stitution ordains that with the exception of a

certain class of cases "No law shall be held un-

constitutional and void by the supreme court

without the concurrence of at least all but one
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of the judges." This, the first notable check to

the development of judicial review in this coun-

try, was sustained by the Supreme Court in 1930

against objections based on the "due process"
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the

"republican form of government" clause of

article iv, section 4 (Ohio v. Akron Metropoli-
tan PTc Dist., 281 U. 8.74).
The introduction of judicial review into the

national constitution was prompted mainly by
the very practical necessity of providing an

effective and unobtrusive check on the ebullient

state democracies which had shown themselves

to be enemies of national unity and of vested

rights, and this has remained its principal em-

ployment. Even so, previous to the Civil War,
when the localistic spirit was strongest, both

"national" and "federal" judicial review oper-

ated in comparatively narrow channels; indeed

it is only since about 1890 that it has come

gradually to spread beyond statable bounds be-

cause of the fact that at that period a majority
of the court was indoctrinated with the then

prevalent economic and social philosophy of

laissez faire. Thus whereas before the Civil War
acts of Congress had been invalidated in only
two cases, nearly forty such cases have occurred

since 1890; and whereas state enactments were

set aside in fewer than twenty cases before the

Civil War, probably twenty times that number
of cases have resulted in the disallowance of state

legislative provisions during the last forty years.

Champions of judicial review have invariably

stressed its importance as an instrument for

preserving the constitution; but the truth of the

matter is that very few clauses of the constitution

have furnished texts for extensive judicial exe-

gesis, while on the other hand the main basis of

"federal" review today is furnished by a judicial

translation of the "due process of law" clause

that is historically indefensible. The "higher
law" conserved by judicial review is in fact

mainly the modus operandi of American business

today; and the values which this "higher law"

conserves are freedom of individual business

enterprise, short of "unethical" practises [253
U. S. 421 (1920)], and the unrestricted flow of

commerce throughout the country [243 U. S.

332 (1916)] . The obvious case for judicial review

is its tendency to stabilize business conditions

nationally by minimizing the disturbing factor

of local legislative interference and the oppor-

tunity which it occasionally offers for the further

clarification and rationalization of public poli-

cies. The obvious case against it is its tendency

to postpone needed reforms beyond the period
when they could have been most easily and

advantageously articulated with the legal and

social structure and its tendency to frustrate the

prompt and effective application of the law, both

state and national, to large interests.

While the written constitution is nowadays
an almost universal feature of popular govern-

ment, judicial review is encountered much less

frequently. For some years from a period ante-

dating the World War a prominent group of

French publicists vainly urged the adoption of

judicial review in France as the logical corollary
of a written constitution. The chief obstacle in

the way of the idea aside from the lack of a

favorable juristic tradition lies in the fact that

the pouvoir constituent as organized in the

French constitution is substantially identical

with the ordinary legislative power. For the same
reason "national" judicial review has not yet
established itself in Germany under the Weimar

constitution, although a strong group of pub-
licists have urged its theoretical claims. "Fed-

eral" judicial review, however, is specifically

provided for (art. 13) and a special Court of

State (Staatsgerichtshof) exists for its exercise.

Dicey taught that judicial review was a neces-

sary accompaniment of federalism; but in fact

it was not a feature of the old German Reich

nor does it appear in the Swiss constitution al-

though it is being agitated there. It is, neverthe-

less, to be found operative to a greater or less

extent in Canada, Australia, Mexico, Brazil,

Argentina, Venezuela and Austria all federal

states. The country in which it most closely

approaches its American model in scope is

Australia, but there are two important differ-

ences. Since 1907 the High Court of Australia

has had exclusive jurisdiction of all constitu-

tional cases whether arising under the common-
wealth or the local constitutions. On the other

hand, the High Court does not countenance any
such doctrine as the modern American doctrine

of due process of law. The constitution of the

Dominion of Canada is an act of Parliament, the

British North America Act of 1867. Since by
the action of the Imperial Conference of 1930
all acts of Parliament applicable to the domin-

ions are subject to alteration or repeal by the

dominion parliaments (MacKay, Robert A.,

in International Conciliation, no. 272, 1931,

p. 520), "national" judicial review in Canada is

left on a precarious basis. While "federal" re-

view will doubtless continue, the Supreme Court

at Ottawa will in due course probably supplant
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the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council as

the court of final resort.

Among the new constitutions of central Eu-

rope that of Poland definitely forbids judicial

review (art. 81); the Czechoslovakian consti-

tution confines it to the question whether the

challenged law was properly promulgated (art.

102); and the Austrian constitution accepts it

and provides a special tribunal called the High
Constitutional Court for its exercise (arts. 137-

48 of constitution as amended in 1929) but

only apparently upon the application of the na-

tional and state governments respectively. For

this reason and because of the comparative ease

with which the constitution may be amended
and because of the immense range of powers

assigned the federal government it may be

doubted whether this jurisdiction of the High
Constitutional Court will prove of material im-

portance. In brief, while judicial review has

recently attracted more attention abroad, the

actual institutional consequences of this show of

interest have so far been negligible.

On the other hand, it is a commonly recog-

nized principle of public law in continental

countries that courts of final jurisdiction may
inquire whether statutes involved in cases before

them were enacted by the proper constitutional

procedure. This type of judicial review, if such

it should be considered, may be termed "for-

mal," to distinguish it from "material," or true,

judicial review. The one is concerned with the

procedure of statutory enactment, the other with

the substance and content of the statutes. For-

mal, or procedural, judicial review is much the

less rigorous of the two. While a content for-

bidden by the courts may be supplied by the

legislature only in consequence of a constitu-

tional amendment or the reversal by the courts

of their unfavorable attitude, a misstep in the

process of legislative enactment is usually easily

remediable. In the United States "formal judi-

cial review" is encountered only rarely. Most

state courts regard the enrolled statute as bearing
on the face of it sufficient and irrefutable proof
of its authenticity, and the United States Su-

preme Court has never taken any other view

[Dodd, W. F., "Judicially Non-enforcible Pro-

visions of Constitution" in University of Penn-

sylvania Law Review, vol. Ixxx (1931-32) 54-

93; Field v. Clark, 143 U. S. 649 (1891); Leser

v. Garnett, 258 U. S. 130 (1921)].
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JUDICIARY. The judiciary of a state may be

defined as that body of officials whose work con-

sists in the resolution of complaint, whether

between subject and subject or between state and

subject, that the laws of the state have been

broken in some particular. Since the time of

Aristotle it has been a matter of fairly common

agreement among thinkers that the judicial

power should be regarded in its nature and even

more in the persons who administer it as separate
from other aspects of political authority. The
reasons for this view are embodied in the theory
of the separation of powers. A legislature is

normally too general and numerous a body to

address itself to particular cases; and to leave to

the executive the task of applying legislation to

particular cases would be to make of it a judge
in its own cause. By making the judiciary a body
of men separate from either the subject is given
an assurance, which he is unlikely to have in any
other way, that his problem is independently

That is not to say that the judicial function

can be easily distinguished from either the

executive or the legislative. Judges who arrange
the order of court business may reasonably be

said to be doing executive work. To draw up
rules of court, as does the committee on rules of

the English judiciary, is to exercise a power
which even if built upon an authority delegated

by Parliament it is difficult not to call legislative;

and when that power includes the right to deter-

mine fees it obviously partakes also of the taxing

power, the most essential power in legislation.

The separation of powers in fact is simply a

convenience of arrangement rather than an im-

mutable dogma; in any rigid sense it is unwork-

able.

This is shown clearly when the function of

judicial decision is considered (see JUDICIAL

PROCESS). If the theory of the separation of

powers were strictly true the judge would do

no more than apply to particular situations a

body of rules with which he was provided from

without and he would at no point be in a position
to determine the content of those rules. But

there has been in fact no legal system in which

the judicial function could be circumscribed in

this way. Old rules have to be stretched to cover

new situations undreamed of by the makers of

the rules; sometimes, as in the case of the fellow

servant rule [Priestley v. Fowler, (1837) 3 M.
and W. i] and many of the rules of equity, doc-

trines have been invented out of whole cloth by
the judges. Under a written constitution like

that of the United States the Supreme Court in

fact determines the limits of the legislative power
of both Congress and the state legislatures. He
who has in his hands the interpretation of the law

is by the nature of things its master. For this

reason it is desirable in any state that there

should be beyond the judicial authority a power

capable in important cases, such as the income

tax cases of the United States, of overriding the

judicial determination in a particular decision.

Unless such a power exists, the judiciary is

bound to become the effective master of the life

and fortunes of the state.

The first great problem that arises in any ju-
dicial system is the method by which the judges
shall be selected. In western civilization this

technique has been of a most varied character.

In Great Britain the judges are of two kinds, lay

and professional; the former are appointed by
the lord chancellor (in the Duchy of Lancaster

by the chancellor of the duchy), the latter by the

prime minister, the lord chancellor or the home

secretary, according to the post involved. All

appointments are for life, subject only to good
behavior, the latter meaning that no judge of the

High Court may be dismissed save by an address

to the crown from both houses of Parliament. In

Great Britain the person making the appoint-
ment has no obligation to consult or to obtain

confirmation from any other body or person; it

has, however, become the practise in the case of

lay magistrates to accept as a rule nominations

put forward by committees advisory to the lord

lieutenant of the county. In the United States

appointments to the federal bench are made by
the president, but he must obtain the consent of

a majority of the Senate and there have been

notable cases (one as recent as 1930) in which

the presidential recommendation has been re-
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jected. In the states of the American union

selection is either by executive appointment, sub-

ject to the consent of an advisory body (as a rule

either the legislature or the governor's council),
or by election. The latter process may consist, as

in Rhode Island and Virginia, in election by
both houses of the legislature on a joint vote; or,

as in most cases, it may consist in election by the

ordinary qualified voters of the state, either vot-

ing at large, as in New York, or by districts with

a separate elected judge from each district.

Regulations vary from provision for a non-

partisan ballot to implicit permission for ordi-

nary partisan candidatures. Appointed judges
in the federal courts sit for life unless removed

by impeachment; in the states the grounds for

removal are various, the widest perhaps being
that of Kentucky, which permits removal "for

any reasonable cause." Elected judges sit for

widely varying periods, of which the two years
of Vermont, the six years of Ohio, the fourteen

years of New York and the twenty-one years of

Pennsylvania may be taken as examples. It should

be added that in Great Britain the heads of the

different courts are appointed by the prime
minister, as the chiefjustice of the United States

Supreme Court is appointed by the president

(the confirmation of the Senate being required),
but in the United States the chief justice of the

highest state court is selected in a variety ofways:
he may be appointed or selected by lot or indi-

vidually elected or chosen by the court itself or

be the judge who has the shortest term to serve

or he may be the seniorjudge, to name only some

of the possible variations.

For lay judges in England no qualification is

required save the approval of the appointing

authority; for professional judges a minimum

period of seven years' service at the bar is re-

quired. A newly appointed judge may go directly

to the highest court of the land; and it is rare for

the head of the whole judicial system, the lord

chancellor (who is a member of the cabinet), to

have any previous judicial experience. The

qualifications demanded in the United States

are more various. None is formally required of

federal judges by the United States constitution;

in the state constitutions are found qualifications

as to age (twenty-five being the lowest), char-

acter, education, residence and length of prac-
tise (in Louisiana for as long as ten years) at the

bar of the particular state.

The appointive system without legislative

confirmation exists in the British dominions and

colonies; and it may therefore be broadly said

that the basis ofjudicial selection in the territory

where the common law prevails is either ap-

pointment or election, with a bias in favor of

the former. On the continent of Europe a totally

different system prevails. There the judiciary

may be briefly described as a special civil service

recruited by a special examination and without

organic relation, as in Great Britain and the

United States, to the bar. A Frenchman or a

German becomes a judge in the same way as an

Englishman or an American becomes a lawyer,
save that there are a limited number of vacancies

every year. Appointment from without is a rare

exception. Promotion, after the original appoint-
ment by examination, is dependent upon the

will of the executive; and there are all the usual

guaranties ofjudicial tenure. The Swiss system,
on the other hand, more nearly resembles the

American. The judges of the highest federal

court are elected by the federal legislature, and

in the cantons there is every variation from ap-

pointment by the executive to direct election by

popular vote. In the new Spanish constitution

(1931) executive appointment prevails; but the

minister is assisted in his choice by a council,

whose verdict is intended to have considerable

weight in the decision.

What is to be said of these different methods?

With the British system of lay magistrates it is

difficult to express any satisfaction. They are

chosen mainly as a reward for political service

the last motive which should enter into judicial

appointment. Save by accident they have no

professional competence, and in any case which

involves something more than common sense

they tend to be at the mercy of the clerk of the

court who acts as their technical adviser. Since

moreover they do not sit continuously the

average magistrate sits for a fortnight in the

year there is a wide range of variation in pun-
ishment for similar offenses, depending largely

upon the views and temperament of particular

magistrates. On the basis of British experience it

must be concluded that the place for the lay mind
is emphatically in the jury and not on the bench.

The system of executive appointment has

clearly much to commend it where it is carried

out in a really responsible way. Its danger is

that, in the absence of a need to secure confirma-

tion for the executive choice, motives irrelevant

to fitness for judicial position may enter into the

appointment. In Great Britain, for example, it

is certain that a place on the bench has only too

often been a reward for political services, and
there has been a tendency to reserve the highest
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places on the bench for men who have occupied

high political office. It is notable, for instance,

that every lord chief justice of England in the

last sixty years has, with one exception, been an

ex-attorney general; and that exception was a

judge who agreed to hold office until it was con-

venient to the government of the day to release

the then attorney general. No doubt there have

been few really dubious appointments under the

British system; but it is worth remarking that

the greatest British judges of the nineteenth

century were either not politicians at all or were

men who did not suit the atmosphere of the

House of Commons. In so far as British ex-

perience may serve as the basis of generalization,

its lesson seems to be that the unfettered dis-

cretion of the executive is not the best way of

appointing judges.
The system of legislative confirmation has

much more to be said for it. Certainly in the

United States it has prevented bad appointments

by compelling the executive to take account of

what public opinion may say when his choice is

made known. It has, however, clear weaknesses.

It may tend to inject purely partisan considera-

tions into the process of confirmation. It gives

opportunity, as in the famous case of Justice

Brandeis in 1916, for strong vested interests to

work against a nomination which they suspect

may be hostile to them. There is, finally, a

chance for the display of all the vices of a cor-

porate body when the choice of the executive

falls upon one of its own past or present mem-
bers. It would not be an unfair summary of

American experience to say that confirmation of

executive appointments is desirable but that it is

not clear that the legislature should either in

whole or in part be the source of the power to

confirm.

A priori the case against the popular election

of judges would seem to be unanswerable, es-

pecially where the term of office is short. The

qualities which go to make a good judge are

rarely to be discriminated by a vast and amor-

phousbody like an electorate;and the necessity for

reelection is not helpful to that independence of

mind without which no judiciary can do its work

adequately. It should, however, be said that the

system has not worked badly in Switzerland and

that in the United States it has produced some

judges of a very high order. But success in a lot-

tery is not an argument for lotteries; and most

observers would probably agree in regarding the

elective system as bad in principle and generally

unsatisfactory in experience.

The system of a judicial civil service has much
to commend it. So far as original appointment is

concerned, it provides a notable safeguard

against favoritism in nomination; and the esprit

de corps engendered has certainly given to

France a body of judges distinguished by their

learning and technical competence. Its weak-

nesses, it may be argued, are twofold. The very
fact that it is a civil service tends to make it both

conservative in outlook and excessively formal-

istic in method; it tends to emphasize the pro-
cedural rather than the substantive side of law.

And the fact that promotion is an internal matter

tends to deprive it of the services of men who
come to the problems of the law with a knowl-

edge of the world outside the courts and there-

fore something of the statesman's insight. A
system like the French may produce judges to

rival Story in eminence or Willes in learning;

it will hardly produce judges with the breadth

of outlook of Mansfield or Marshall. And it may
be argued that in the process of adjusting law to

life the power to produce and use men of the

stamp of Mansfield and Marshall is essential to

the full success of a judicial system.
The implicit lesson of all this experience seems

to be the desirability of executive appointment,

subject to control by an advisory body. The lat-

ter should not be political in complexion nor

should it be dominated by a purely professional

element. Such a body should be relatively small

in numbers, and in the event of disagreement
with the executive the reasons for its decision

should be made known. It is desirable that its

members should sit for a considerable term of

years and that they should not change with a

change in the character of the executive. It is

very improbable that purely partisan or wholly
undesirable appointments would be submitted

to such a body for confirmation; and it is at least

possible that as it developed traditions it would

prove a bulwark of safety in the assessments of

fitness for judicial office.

Certain other problems remain. Experience

suggests that the irremovability of judges, save

for serious misconduct, is fundamental to the

preservation of their independence; and the

Anglo-American method of removal only by

legislative action seems as useful a procedure as

can be devised. It is always possible to use it,

but the very gravity of the method reserves it

for use only on the most important occasions.

Too little attention, however, is given to the

problem of establishing a proper retiring age.

Judges do not often reach really important places
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until they are fifty or over; and as a pension is

seldom afforded until some fifteen or twenty

years have elapsed,judges are frequently old men
who have lost touch with the ideas of a new

generation. Recently, for example, the average

age of the judicial committee of the British Privy
Council was over seventy-five. On the other

hand, it is certain that some of the finest judicial

work of modern times has been done by men of

advanced years; and the case against too early a

compulsory retirement is proved by instances

like Lords Lindley and Macnaghten in England
and Mr. Justice Holmes in the United States. It

is clearly undesirable, however, that a judge
should himself be the sole determinant of his

fitness for continuing to function. The problem
could be met by fixing a normal retiring age of

seventy-five, with a power in the proposed ad-

visory committee to the executive to extend this

period annually where it seems desirable. In

general this would mean that the average judge
had done some twenty years' service at the time

of his retirement while the exceptional judge
would be able to make his activities on the bench

span the experience of a whole generation.

A further problem is raised by the relation of

judges in inferior to those in superior courts: the

difficult question, in short, of promotion. In a

judicial system like that of France the limitation

of the sources of recruitment offers a reasonable

prospect to the judges of a lower court that per-
formance t)f merit will be given some weight in

the assessment of promotion. Influence and even

political opinions doubtless have their part; but

the notion of appointment by merit has its ef-

fective place in the system. In England, however,

there has been no case in which a police magis-
trate has been promoted to the county court and

only one case in which a county court judge has

been appointed to the High Court, while in the

last seventy-five years the highest judicial offices

have been filled far more often directly by first

appointments than even by promotion from the

High Court. In the American federal judicial

system promotion from the district court to the

circuit court has been fairly frequent but pro-
motion from either to the Supreme Court has

been exceptional. Thus in England and to a

lesser degree in the United States the system
tends to discourage able young men from accept-

ing positions on inferior courts because of the

knowledge that theirjudicial career will too often

end there; and it also tends, especially in Eng-
land, to staff the inferior courts with middle aged
men who have not been successful enough at the

bar to hope for the distinction of high judicial

appointment. Any serious consideration of the

problem ofjudicial appointment will have to pay
attention to these implications, for they tend to

make the work of the popular courts unsatis-

factory in quality and, further, to multiply ap-

peals a serious matter where, as in England
and America, litigation is expensive.

Anglo-American practise has widely diverged
from that of the European continent in its in-

sistence that the place of ultimate decision for all

legal problems shall be the ordinary courts of

law. Although the growth of state functions has

led to the development in both England and the

United States of all kinds of special tribunals,

some of which are staffed by officials who are not

trained in the law, the legal problems, especially

in the realm of vires to which the decisions of

these tribunals give rise, have always been

settled in the absence of special statutory pro-
vision by the House of Lords and by the Su-

preme Court. The doctrine underlying this

practise has been that the citizen is not assured

of the full rule of law unless his rights may be

determined, at least in the last resort, by a tri-

bunal independent of the executive power.

Upon the continent a different view has been

taken. The theory of the separation of powers

regards executive and judiciary as upon an equal

footing; for the latter to control the acts of the

former would therefore be a violation of prin-

ciple. Therefore cases which concern the ac-

tivities of ministers or civil servants when acting
in their official capacity come before special

tribunals known as administrative courts, in

which the claims of the parties are determined

by judges usually specialized to this type of

work. In this way cases involving the adminis-

trative process are judged by men who are ac-

quainted with the special problems to which it

gives rise; and they possess the necessary exper-
tise to handle the quasi-judicial issues which are

involved. Such tribunals, further, have the

merits of flexibility, cheapness of procedure and

rapidity of decision, which are seldom character-

istic of the ordinary courts of law. It is tolerably
certain that most of the Anglo-American criti-

cism of administrative tribunals, at any rate as

applying to France and Germany, is miscon-

ceived. Droit administratif is in both countries

a well settled body of law; those who apply it have

all the necessary training, both legal and techni-

cal, for the special problems they settle; and the

special merits claimed for such tribunals do in

fact characterize their operation. Nor can it be
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said that, at any rate for the last sixty years, there

has been lacking in these courts that independ-
ence which assures proper standards of im-

partiality of decision. In so far as it is desirable

to separate public from private law a problem
of grave theoretical complexity the system of

droit administrate/has in the last two generations

satisfied all the canons of adequacy by which a

judiciary is normally tested. In particular, it is

worth emphasizing that the Conseil d'Etat in

France has shown that a body of civil servants

can display all the highest qualities of a great

court of law.

The development of administrative tribunals

in Anglo-American countries has given rise to

special problems upon which judgment is more

difficult. Certain conclusions, however, are clear:

the growth of state functions gives rise to issues

of fact of a highly technical nature for the settle-

ment of which the purely legal training of the

judge is not necessarily adequate; the volume of

work done by administrative tribunals is so large

that to allow appeals from them to the ordinary
courts would congest the latter to an impossible

point; most administrative cases involve the

exercise of an executive discretion which can

be properly appreciated only by officials con-

cerned with the results of policy, and to have

such discretionary problems determined by the

ordinary courts is to leave to judges decisions

upon questions which are not legal at all; ad-

ministrative tribunals can work more flexibly,

cheaply and quickly than the ordinary courts.

In these conclusions there is a truth which it is

impossible to deny. Few impartial observers can

doubt that the record of the English courts in

quasi-judicial cases (e.g. statutes relating to

housing legislation, workmen's compensation
and the like) or of the Supreme Court of the

United States in valuation cases has not been

wholly happy. The ordinaryjudge cannot be ex-

pected to have expertise in these matters, and his

training in the rules of the common law tends to

make him approach issues of public administra-

tion from an unhelpful angle. But if administra-

tive tribunals are to command public confidence

it may be suggested that their membership must

satisfy certain historic canons on which public
confidence appears to depend. Their composi-
tion must be stable in character. The minister or

department head must not be able to change
their membership at his discretion or to overrule

their findings on issues of fact where they exist to

determine such issues. The men appointed to

such tribunals must be known and chosen for

their competence in the theme of their particular

jurisdiction. Such tribunals should moreover

always contain a legal element. These canons

are in fact satisfied by the French and German

systems; it cannot be said that they have yet been

satisfied in the tribunals which the necessities of

the modern state have led Great Britain and the

United States to erect.

Certainly the problems to which the extension

of administrative jurisdictions gives rise are

from the angle of the judicial function grave
ones. If the determination of cases may be

finally left to officials who do not necessarily
have legal training or security of tenure and who
do have an administrative interest in the result

of the case, an appeal from their decision on
suitable legal grounds would seem a priori to be

a proper way of safeguarding public confidence

in them. It is also urgent that their work should

be done with adequate publicity and should be

accompanied by explanations of the results. On
this basis there seems no reason why in suitable

cases the delegation of administrative decisions

should not take place upon an increasing scale.

Purely judicial questions could still be left to the

ordinary courts; but there is no reason to sup-

pose that with appropriate safeguards non-legal
members of administrative tribunals could not

do quasi-judicial work wherever their special

competence is likely to prove of value. Any other

attitude is a sacrifice of relevant experience to

the requirements of a theory of the separation of

powers which the progress of doctrine has made
it increasingly difficult to defend.

This is, in short, to argue that there is a realm

in which decisions that have a legal bearing re-

quire lay judges rather than the traditional ex-

perts of the law, always on the assumption that

the requirements oflaw are properly safeguarded.
But if in quasi-judicial decisions a mixture of

special competence is likely to produce the most

adequate result, the same principle may also be

extended to the normal processes of the courts.

It is difficult to see why the judge there should

not be assisted by lay assessors competent in

some special aspect of the decision he has to

make. The desirability of this procedure is al-

ready admitted, for example, in the British Court

of Admiralty, where naval assessors sit to assist

the judge on technical points. Is it not at least

equally desirable that the judge should be as-

sisted on medical questions by expert medical

assessors and on engineering or valuation prob-
lems by experts on engineering and valuation?

The present position, in which the judge is left
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to find his way between the disparate opinions of

expert witnesses upon highly technical matters

about which only too often he is hearing for the

first time, can hardly be regarded as satisfactory.

It assumes that a legal training combines with a

judicial frame of mind to give birth to an omnis-

cience which is hardly borne out by the deci-

sions themselves. It is even possible to envisage
the time when the process of inflicting sentence

in a criminal case will depend less upon judicial

intuition of what the case is worth as a crime

than upon a series of recommendations from

experts in criminal psychology and social wel-

fare work who advise the judge as permanent
officers of the court.

One final aspect of the place of the judiciary in

the modern state deserves a word. There has

never been any considered effort in modern times

to relate the judicial function organically with

the vital process of improving the law. From
time to time the public is made aware of legal

inadequacies by the obiter dicta of judges, and

from time to time its opinion has been sought,

either individually or collectively, upon particu-

lar problems. In England there is even provision

in the Judicature Act of 1873 for a council of the

judges with suggestions for legal improvement
as one of its aims, but it is said that the council

has not met half a dozen times since the statute

was passed and has not on any of these occasions

transacted important business. The Supreme
Court has on occasion effected useful procedural

changes although of a minor character, but it

has never as a corporate body sought to inform

the executive or the legislature upon desirable

improvements in the law.

Work of this kind ought to be an inherent part

of the judicial function. One of the many diffi-

culties that law reform confronts is the technical

character of its subject matter, of which the re-

sult is a serious limitation of the part that the

layman can play in its improvement. The lawyer
no doubt has always been a conservative force in

society and the stability he largely protects has

its own special social value. But this does not rule

out the desirability of obtaining from the ju-

diciary in a regular and coherent way their view

of the state of the law and the means they would

take, especially in urgent aspects, for its improve-
ment. To allow their experience of its operation
to go unutilized is surely a waste of an important
source of social knowledge. Anyone who com-

pares our present conception of legal institutions

with the ideal, for example, set out by Bentham

jn his Constitutional Code will find it difficult to

resist the conclusion that the mere rendering of

judicial decisions, no matter what the distinction

with which it may be done, does not exhaust the

services the judge can perform. There must be

few judges, to take an obvious example, whose

experience has not led them to a considered view

of the value and limitations of the jury system,

yet our knowledge of the burden of that expe-
rience is limited to an occasional remark in a

biography rarely fortified by serious argument.

Nothing, it may be argued, is more likely to

augment the respect for judges or is more certain

therefore to increase the regard in which law

itself is held than the deliberate attempt to pro-
vide institutional channels for the expression
and utilization of judicial experience, which

are now wanting.
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JUGLAR, CLEMENT (1819-1905), French

economist. Juglar was a physician but abandoned

his practise in 1 848 and devoted himself entirely

to the study of economic problems. He became

a member of the Societ6 d'Economic Politique
in 1852, was one of the founders of the Socie'te'

de Statistique de Paris in 1860 and was elected

a member of the Academic des Sciences Morales

et Politiques in 1892.

Juglar's interest centered chiefly in the prob-
lem of business fluctuations. His Des crises com-

merciales et de leur retour periodique en France
,
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en Angleterre, et aux Etats-Unis (Paris 1862, 2nd

ed. 1889; tr. by De C. W. Thorn, 3rd ed. New
York 1916), which won the award of the Aca-

ddmie des Sciences Morales et Politiques, marks

a turning point in the study of business crises.

It is a painstaking study of changes in commod-

ity prices, interest rates and bank balances in

which Juglar for the first time demonstrated the

rhythmic, cyclical character of economic activi-

ties. His other prize winning study, Du change
et de la liberte demission (Paris 1868), is a useful

study of the exchanges at the end of the eight-

eenth century and the beginning of the nine-

teenth. In 1865 Juglar was commissioned to

translate the text of the English bank investiga-

tions which were largely concerned with com-

mercial crises, and he gave valuable testimony
when a similar investigation was organized in

France. He published a large number of articles

in the Annuaire statistique, the Journal des eco-

nomistes, the Journal de la societe de statistique de

Paris and in Economiste franfaise and wrote the

articles on banks and on crises in Say's Dic-

tionnaire des finances.
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JULIANUS, FLAVIUS CLAUDIUS (Julian

the Apostate) (331 or 332-63), Roman emperor.

Julian, who was the son of a half brother of

Constantine the Great, was born at Constanti-

nople. In the massacre which after Constantine's

death (337 A.D.) freed his sons from the rivalry

of the emperor's other relatives only Julian and

his elder half brother Gallus were spared. Both

suffered from the suspicions of the emperor Con-

stantius and were forced to spend six years on a

remote imperial estate in Cappadocia. About 347

Julian was allowed to return to Constantinople.

During his subsequent travels in Asia Minor he

became a disciple of the neo-Platonist philoso-

phers. For a short time he studied also at the

University of Athens. In 355 Constantius sent

him as Caesar to Gaul. Julian won a decisive vic-

tory over the Alemanni at Strasbourg and re-

organized the administration of the province.
In 360, when Constantius ordered troops from

Gaul to march to the east to repel the Persian

attacks, the army in Gaul revolted and pro-
claimed Julian emperor. The death of Constan-

tius prevented civil war, and Julian succeeded to

the throne in 361.

Upon his proclamation as Augustus, Julian

professed openly for the first time the faith to

which his studies and meditations had converted

him Hellenism. Just as Constantine had con-

sistently endeavored to base the security of the

Roman Empire upon a close alliance between

the state and a united Christian church, Julian

the Apostate sought to secure the prosperity of

the empire through a revival of the worship of

the ancient gods. Christianity was a menace not

only to the pagan faith but to Greek culture as a

whole, for in Julian's mind the faith and the cul-

ture were identified. Believing that only a re-

formed paganism could successfully resist its

rival, he tried to create a pagan church. His

tragedy lay in the fact that he gave to paganism a

reinterpretation for which in the popular con-

ception of the ancient faith there had been no

adequate preparation; his fiery enthusiasm met
for the most part only with indifference or ridi-

cule. In 363 Julian was killed during the retreat

which followed his invasion of Persia. Although
at the outset of his reign he had professed a

policy of religious toleration, imperial favor had

soon become limited to the pagans. On his de-

parture for Persia his animosity against the

Christians was so violent that in the opinion of

many had he returned he would have inaugurated
a fresh persecution. His backward look in reli-

gion was matched by a political archaism seeking
to restore the authority and prestige* of the Sen-

ate. In the sphere of administration his passion
for reform was practical and unmystical, espe-

cially his efforts to increase the membership
and the financial capacity of the municipal

senates, to reduce the expenditure ofthe imperial
court and to renderjustice swift and impartial.
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JULIANUS, SALVIUS, Roman jurist. He was

born at Hadrumetum in Tunis toward the end

of the first century A.D. He succeeded his teacher
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Javolenus as one of the heads of the Sabinian

school but was destined by the authority of his

writings to close its traditional rivalry with the

Proculian school. Julian's fame depends on his

share in Hadrian's legal reforms and on his

Digesta. The earlier emperors had left the de-

velopment of law to praetors and jurists, but

with the growth of the imperial system the inde-

pendence of these authorities had become anom-
alous and indeed unreal. Hadrian terminated

the further development of praetorian law by

confiding to Julian toward the close of his reign
the task of stereotyping the Edict: Julian's Edict

and no other was to be issued by future magis-
trates. It was a work of ripe judgment rather

than of originality, embodying few departures
from the traditional form. Hadrian also associ-

ated the juristic development of law more closely

with the imperial authority by including the

leading jurists, with Julian as chief, in his re-

organized council, of which he so extended the

civil jurisdiction that rescripts nominally im-

perial but actually settled by the legal members
became a main instrument of other than statu-

tory legal progress. Julian's Digesta, covering the

whole law in ninety books (printed in Lencl,

Otto, Palingcnesia iuris ctvtlis, 2 vols., Lcipsic

1889, vol. i, cols. 317-484), belongs probably to

the reign of Antoninus Pius when he was at the

height of his great official career. This work,

unequalled in influence except perhaps by
Labeo's, became the basis of the commentaries

of Ulpian and Paul and is the forerunner of

Justinian's own Digest. What remains of it

(through Justinian) is casuistic and practical;

probably its dogmatic expositions have been

suppressed in favor of those of Paul and Ulpian.

Julian died presumably early in the reign of

Marcus Aurelius and Verus, having preserved
until an advanced age, as he says himself (Dig.

40, 5, 20), with one foot in the grave the thirst for

learning. The emperor Didius Julianus was his

grandson or great grandson.
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JURIEU, PIERRE (1637-1713), French Hu-

guenot publicist and ecclesiastic. Jurieu served

as pastor at Mer and later as professor of the-

ology and Hebrew in the Calvinist academy at

Sedan. In 1681 he was exiled from France and
went to Rotterdam. An ardent controversialist

and a skilful writer, he was soon involved in

many religious disputes not only with his Catho-

lic opponents but also with his Walloon sympa-
thizers and coreligionists. His most celebrated

theological adversary was Pierre Bayle, the

French critic and philosopher. Jurieu's religious

writings, however, have not attracted much at-

tention. His reputation rests upon his political

works. Influenced by the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes he opposed in his Preservatif

contre le changement de religion (The Hague
1682) and Lettres pastorales addressees auxfideles

qui gfaiissent sous la captivite de Babylone (Rot-
terdam 1686; English translation, London 1689)
the divine right theory so cleverly defended by

Bishop Bossuet. Jurieu also became a leading ex-

ponent of popular political and religious liberty

and was one of the outstanding exponents of the

idea of the sovereignty of the people in the seven-

teenth century. A pamphlet attributed to him,
Les soupirs de la France esclave qui aspire apres la

hberte (Amsterdam 1689; English translation, 3

vols., London 1689-90), contained such a true

picture of the political changes which occurred

after its publication that it was reprinted a cen-

tury later under the title Les voeux d'un patriot

(Amsterdam 1788).
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JURISDICTION. The concept jurisdiction

(from the Latin jurisdtctio, which means speak-

ing by the law) appears in the Roman law and

also in the modern civil and common law sys-

tems. It is at once too elemental and too am-

biguous to be defined. It is perhaps an ideal

prototype of a law term which seems to have
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definite meaning but which reduces itself on

analysis to a mere focal point for a variety of

arguments applicable to a variety of dissimilar

problems. The arguments are usually couched in

negative form: that there is no jurisdiction or

that a particular act will be or was in excess of

the court's jurisdiction. The nature of jurisdic-

tion can best be appreciated by considering when
such arguments are appropriate and what they
can accomplish.
A fundamental principle is that without juris-

diction there is no capacity to act as a court. The
individuals who hold judicial office may behave

as though they were holding court. They may
announce their views in formal writing with sig-

natures and seals as though they were pronounc-

ing judgment, but the document is not a judg-
ment. It is a "nullity." If execution issues to en-

force it, those levying execution are not protected
nor can title pass to purchasers on execution sale.

No other court will aid in enforcement of the

judgment or recognize it as settling a disputed
issue. These consequences, however, follow only
if the lack of jurisdiction is pointed out. Other-

wise the void judgment may pass as valid. The
usual method of making timely application to the

court which rendered a judgment or to the

proper appellate court to set aside the judgment
for lack of jurisdictional basis is called direct at-

tack. Collateral attack, on the other hand, is an

allegation that a judgment is void for lack of

jurisdictional basis made in a proceeding other

than the one in which judgment was rendered.

As collateral attack may involve in serious

hardship those who have relied on seemingly
valid and final judicial action, every effort is

made to limit its availability. This is done by

permitting no argument except lack of jurisdic-
tion and by allowing only the narrowest scope to

that argument. Thus the ideal test of the logical

validity of an argument in jurisdictional terms

becomes: is there ground for collateral attack?

It is a test which few jurisdictional arguments
could meet.

In fact no attempt is made to save lack of

jurisdiction untarnished for use on collateral at-

tack. It takes its place with other arguments at

every stage in a lawsuit as a reason for inducing
a court to refrain from acting or to set aside past
action. Counsel asking dismissal are always

tempted to say for emphasis that their reasons go
to the very jurisdiction of the court. Judges

writing opinions fall to talking in jurisdictional
terms partly because it is easier to adopt coun-

sel's argument than to fashion explanation of

their own, partly because this seems the easiest

way to impress the disappointed litigant with the

fact that it is the law not the judge that refuses to

hear him. The resultant descriptions of what

goes to a court's jurisdiction differ with the situa-

tions in which they are used. Different con-

siderations apply to prompt and delayed asser-

tion of jurisdictional objections, to direct and

collateral attack, to collateral attack on default

and contested judgments, to those protesting on

jurisdictional grounds alone and to those seeking
to preserve a second line of defense on the

merits in case their jurisdictional defense fails.

Each situation requires its own balancing of the

objections to the court with the desire not to

delay or defeat litigants on technical grounds.
Different balances are struck in civil and

criminal actions. In civil procedure many subtle

refinements make for stability. Sometimes a

jurisdictional objection may be "waived" by not

raising it or by attempting also to preserve a de-

fense on the merits. Again, the logic may lead to

the paradox that even a court without jurisdic-

tion has a limited jurisdiction to pass on an ob-

jection to its jurisdiction; its decision may be er-

roneous, yet it is subject to correction only by
prompt appeal. If it decides that it has jurisdic-

tion and enters judgment, the judgment will not

be subject to collateral attack, for the issue as to

its jurisdiction is res judicata. Again, the reason

why a particular court is inappropriate may be

called something else than a rule of'jurisdiction

merely a matter of venue. In such a case dis-

regard of it would not affect the validity of the

judgment on collateral attack.

Such stabilizing devices are much less promi-
nent in the criminal law. On the contrary, the

writ of habeas corpus, originally devised to re-

lease prisoners "unlawfully" detained, as by
order of a court acting without jurisdiction, has

become simply one more method of appeal. The

pressure to protect the defendant is here much

stronger than in civil actions. To secure sum-

mary release or release after it is too late to ap-

peal it is necessary for a court issuing the writ

merely to say that the error deprived the former

court ofjurisdiction or at least that thejudgment
rendered was in excess of its jurisdiction. Thus
the concept of jurisdiction having become at-

tached to a remedy expands as new uses are

found for the remedy, and eventually there is a

shift from argument that the court is inappropri-
ate to review of any gross error of substantive

law or procedure, such as violation of a constitu-

tion.



Behind and overshadowing the attempt to fix

the limits of a particular court's jurisdiction may
be some fundamental struggle for power, such

as those which have occurred between church

and state, feudalism and centralized monarchy,
centralized monarchy and a rising middle class,

executive and legislature, federalism and states'

rights, debtors and creditors, agrarian and in-

dustrial interests, economic conservatism and

radicalism. Sometimes the stake is only in the

prestige and revenue to be derived from holding
court or appointing judges. Sometimes the ulti-

mate objective is the disposition of particular

types of litigation and the struggle is to get them
before the courts deemed most likely to reach

the desired results.

As far as the appropriateness of a particular

court is concerned, it is affected by the nature of

the plaintiff's claim, the amount in dispute, the

status, residence and presence of the parties,

their submission to the court and the observance

of procedural prerequisites, such as service of

process. Where the distribution of judicial

business is a major political issue, whatever

compromise is reached is naturally not subject
to modification at the whim of litigants. A tech-

nical expression of this is that lack ofjurisdiction
of the subject matter cannot be waived by a de-

fendant, although he may waive lack ofjurisdic-
tion over his person. But the historical political

issues may, lose importance with the lapse of

time. The result may be a feeling that it would

be too arbitrary and technical to dismiss a suit

where it appears at a late stage that plaintiff has

begun in the wrong court. Again the escape is by

warping terminology. So far as a court can define

the objection as not going to its jurisdiction over

the subject matter it is free to dispose of the

problem as justice to the litigants may require.

These are but scattered illustrations. A com-

plete account of the situations where argument
has been in jurisdictional terms would run the

gamut of legal and constitutional history without

being particularly illuminating. The analysis

would tend to obscure rather than elucidate the

social aspects of the actual problems. It is better

to deal with specific problems and to examine

the part which other concepts as well as juris-

diction play in their determination. One most

important problem is the geographical distribu-

tion of judicial business the place of trial.

The simplest treatment of the problem is to

make a preliminary inquiry as to the testimony
which each party wants to present and to arrange
the place of trial with regard to the convenience
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of the parties and their witnesses, the date at

which trial can be had and the relative burden on

those whose taxes support the courts and who
render jury service. The modern English prac-
tise provides for determining the place of trial

within the country by discretionary order of

court in the light of such considerations.

This result was approached also by the later

common law in a more intricate and indirect

way. Actions were classified as either local or

transitory, the former consisting chiefly of ac-

tions concerning land. If the action was local,

the plaintiff had to designate as the county for

trial that one wherein his claim arose; otherwise

he might designate any county in England. The

place of trial thus designated was called the

venue. The defendant could obtain a change of

venue of a transitory action if the county se-

lected by the plaintiff was inconvenient. The
venue of any action might be changed if it was

impossible to obtain a fair trial in the original

county.
The common law rules can be appreciated

only if they are considered in the light of the

court system of which they were a function. The

royal courts were all centralized at Westminster.

There original writs were obtained, pleadings

exchanged and points of law argued. Unless the

proceedings at Westminster finally disposed of a

case on a point of law they would culminate in an

issue of fact for trial by jury at the assizes. The

judges of the central courts and counsel rode the

circuit of the various counties to conduct the

jury trials. Under such circumstances the place
of trial became merely one procedural incident

in the trial of a case.

It is when the localized jurisdiction of courts

is considered and place of trial is confused with

the plaintiff's selection of a court that troubles

begin. Here talk is likely to be in jurisdictional

terms with metaphysical bugaboos lurking in

every thicket. Thus the logic which describes

action by a court without jurisdiction as a nullity

makes it impossible to consider a case as pending
until it has been brought in a court that has

jurisdiction. Even a court with jurisdiction can-

not simply order the case transferred to a court

of another state or nation as more convenient for

trial. The result is a common assumption of

necessity to choose between trial in the court

where the plaintiff has begun and a dismissal

which forces him to start all over again elsewhere,

thereby delaying him, perhaps depriving him of

the advantage of having attached property of the

defendant, perhaps barring his action altogether,
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if meanwhile the statute of limitations has run.

In so far as this difficulty arises under the

American state system of semi-autonomous

county courts it can be and frequently is ob-

viated by statutes providing that where the

plaintiff has begun in the wrong county court the

defendant's only remedy is to move seasonably
to change the venue to the proper county court.

Substantially the same result might easily be

achieved on an interstate or international scale.

The court where the plaintiff has begun his ac-

tion might, on the defendant's objection to the

forum as inconvenient, stay or dismiss the action

upon condition that the defendant make stipula-

tions which would have the same effect as

though there were a change of venue to some

other state. The defendant could be required to

waive service of process in the other state, to

agree not to plead the statute of limitations and

to furnish substitute security in case the plaintiff

had attached property in connection with his

original action. Jurisdiction would then concern

itself only with the problem of the appropriate-
ness of the courts of a particular state to pass on

the preliminary question of the proper place for

ultimate trial of the case. Since the preliminary

question would be handled on motion and affi-

davit, no difficulties of transporting witnesses

would arise.

But the treatment of the problem has not been

that of a simple matter of procedure; it has ex-

hibited mechanical jurisprudence at its worst.

The common law distinction between local and

transitory actions has been laid down as though
it involved principles of inherent justice, and its

historical origin as an incident of a particular

system of courts has been ignored. The rule that

the plaintiff may lay the venue of a transitory

action where he chooses has been transferred

from county to interstate scale without the

county qualification that the defendant may ob-

tain a change of venue where the plaintiff has

designated an inconvenient place. The rule that

actions for injury to land are local has resulted in

complete denial of relief to the plaintiff when the

defendant has not been subject to the jurisdiction
of the courts where the land is. The attempt is

made to get along with historic categories that go
back to primitive notions as to the necessity of

having a defendant physically in court and con-

senting to a particular method of settling the

controversy. The modern method is to give the

plaintiffjudgment by default after the defendant

has been notified to appear. But early common
law procedure involved resort to a series of co-

ercive measures culminating in outlawry: when
the defendant was forced to appear, weights
were put on his chest until he "consented" to

jury trial.

The foundation of jurisdiction is still said to

be physical power, but the physical basis for the

"power" becomes more and more metaphorical.

Attempt has been made to classify the bases for

jurisdiction over a defendant as presence (how-
ever transient) at the time of service of process,
consent (which might be coerced or "implied")
and allegiance (citizenship, domicile or perhaps
a residence which was less than domicile, if the

defendant were temporarily outside the state).

These concepts have been worked out as though
the norm of litigation were an individual de-

fendant, whereas today most jurisdictional prob-
lems involve enforcement of vicarious liability:

claims against foreign corporations and other

business associations and non-resident indi-

viduals who carry on business within the state

through local agents. Perhaps the one notable

exception is the non-resident motorist, and there

the real party in interest is likely to be a corpo-
rate insurer. Various American statutes have

required non-residents engaging in local activity

to designate local agents, sometimes state offi-

cials, on whom process might be served. Ques-
tions have arisen as to whether these statutes did

or could extend to claims arising outside the

state and as to the effect of non-compliance.
Could consent be implied from the conduct of

business within the state; could the foreign cor-

poration be regarded as present wherever it did

business; was jurisdiction dependent on the

power of the state to exclude the business al-

together; or was it merely an incident of a gen-
eral "police power" to regulate any business

conducted within the state? Where it is not pos-
sible to satisfy the requirements of jurisdiction

over the defendant, there may be jurisdiction

over his property or over debts owed to him, and

there may be a proceeding quasi in rem to apply
the property or debts as far as they will go in

satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim.

The law of interstatejurisdiction has developed
as constitutional law. The full faith and credit

clause of the federal constitution has been held

to require recognition of a judgment of a sister

state only if the court which rendered it had

jurisdiction. The due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment has been held to be

violated by the entering of judgment without

jurisdiction. The power of the Supreme Court

to review state decisions under these two provi-



sions has created a federal law as to the limits of

jurisdiction which a state can confer on its courts.

The tendency of state legislation has been to

provide new machinery and the tendency of the

federal law has been to expand jurisdictional

concepts to justify legislation, affording plain-

tiffs ever wider opportunity to bring suit at

forums convenient for them.

These enlargements of plaintiffs' choices of

forums have made possible vexatious selections.

Forums are chosen not because they are con-

venient for plaintiffs but because they are highly
inconvenient for defendants. This has been par-

ticularly notorious in the field of personal injury

litigation against interstate railroads and the

method has been combined with highly organ-
ized "ambulance chasing." Lawyers in states

known to be good plaintiffs' states have em-

ployed agents to secure personal injury litigation

from distant states. Defendants have tried to

meet this strategy by asking the court selected by
a plaintiff to dismiss on grounds of convenience

and, failing in this, by raising objections to the

jurisdiction under the due process clause.

Moreover by asserting that the exercise of juris-

diction would be an interference with interstate

commerce contrary to the commerce clause of

the federal constitution defendants attempt to

carry these constitutional issues if necessary to

the Supreme Court of the United States. They
have also gone to courts of plaintiffs' domicile

and sougnt equity injunctions against the main-

tenance by the plaintiff at law of his action in a

remote and inconvenient forum. Where the

plaintiff has no substantial property at his domi-

cile and is willing to move to the state in which

he is bringing suit he cannot be punished for

contempt of the injunction, and its efficacy is

dependent upon whether it will be recognized as

a reason for dismissing the action by the law

court in the other state.

Raising points of constitutional law and seek-

ing injunctions against exporting suits are

clumsy expedients calculated to prevent only the

most obviously vexatious choice of forum by a

plaintiff. Defendants were forced to resort to

them by the general failure of state courts to en-

tertain a motion to dismiss on the ground that

some other forum would be more convenient.

The plea of forum non convenient is allowed

in civil law countries and also in England; and

American courts have reached a similar result on

a slightly different theory in cases where the

plaintiff is a foreigner, holding that under such

circumstances it is a matter of discretion whether
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or not they will permit him to sue. But in the

case of plaintiffs who are citizens of sister states

they have allowed suit on transitory actions

wherever there was jurisdiction. This is in part a

mechanical application of common law rules of

venue and in part due to a theory of constitu-

tional law which the Supreme Court of the

United States has recently held to be without

any foundation. The theory was that the privi-

lege of suit was a privilege of citizenship guaran-
teed to the citizens of the several states and that

no distinction could be made between a resident

plaintiff suing at his home and a non-resident

plaintiff suing far from home merely to make

things difficult for the defendant. It remains to

be seen whether exploding this notion of a con-

stitutional requirement will result in leaving the

state of trial largely to the discretion of the court

where the plaintiff has begun his action, as in the

case of related problems concerning the county
or nation of trial. At least one state court has

continued the old mechanical approach.
In criminal procedure one meets again the

familiar concepts of venue and jurisdiction, but

the problems of place of trial, its setting and its

history are each quite different. As in civil ac-

tions, the early common law requirement that

jurors know the facts made necessarily for trial

in the locality of the crime. But this did not dis-

appear with the development of the modern
form of jury trial as readily as it did in civil ac-

tions. Both the peculiar interest of the immediate

community in "seeing justice done" and the

traditional reluctance to deprive the accused of

any ancient advantage tended to keep criminal

actions local. No convenient fiction enabled the

prosecutor to allege that a crime was committed

at A to wit at B. On the contrary, the accused

could escape, no matter how clear the proof that

he had committed a crime, if he could raise a

reasonable doubt as to whether it was committed

in the particular county where he was being
tried. Quibbles could arise if a shot was fired, a

libel sent or stolen goods taken across a boundary
line or if principals acted in one place and ac-

cessories in another. An extreme illustration is

the early holding that if a wound was inflicted in

one county and the victim died in another there

could not be trial anywhere.

Escape from the extremely local basis for

criminal prosecution was found in the fiction of

"continuous crime," which assumed that a new
theft was committed when the stolen goods were

carried into another county; and in a long series

of specific statutes permitting trial in either
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county of crimes committed partly in one and

partly in another and permitting trial of certain

crimes in any county, of others where the ac-

cused was apprehended and still others before

certain courts. The culmination of the develop-
ment is the English Criminal Justice Act of 1925,

which adopts substantially the same practise as

in civil actions. Subject to change on grounds of

convenience, trial may take place in any county
in which the accused is apprehended, is in cus-

tody or appears. Legislation in the United

States has followed the earlier English statutes

removing the most serious difficulties caused by
the strict requirement of local venue in the case

of particular crimes. It is also possible, where

local feeling would prevent a fair trial, for the

accused and occasionally the prosecution to ob-

tain a change of venue to some other county, but

the usual constitutional guaranties of trial by a

jury of the locality have prevented the adoption
of as flexible a procedure as is now available in

England.
If sweeping enough the legislation expanding

the concept as to when a crime has been com-

mitted in a county can also take care of the case

in which there has been action partly in the

county and partly in another state or country.
Where acts of treason or counterfeiting are done

abroad, special statutes provide for trial in the

state prejudiced. There is a peculiar administra-

tive difficulty when the accused is not to be

found in the state where the crime was com-

mitted. Unlike a civil plaintiff the interested

state does not follow the accused about to prose-
cute where he is found. He can be brought to

justice in only three ways: by kidnaping or extra-

dition in order to return him to the state of the

crime or by interest in his prosecution on the

part of the state in which he is at the time. Inter-

state extradition is provided for in the federal

constitution, but it has been held unavailable

where the criminal never enters the state of his

crime and therefore cannot be called a fugitive

from it. This makes possible a failure of justice,
unless his action is also made a crime by the state

in which the criminal act is done. Thus in a

famous case where a murder was committed in

Tennessee by shooting from North Carolina

those accused could not be convicted in North

Carolina nor could Tennessee have them extra-

dited. As between nations, extradition is a mat-

ter of treaty or of occasional acts of courtesy.

Extradition treaties are a relatively modern de-

velopment. The civil law countries ordinarily do

not allow extradition of their own nationals but

go quite far in prosecuting them for major
crimes committed abroad. Italy even tries for-

eigners for major crimes committed outside the

country if prejudicial to its nationals. England
now punishes Englishmen for commission

abroad of such crimes as murder, manslaughter
and bigamy. But American law still clings te-

naciously to the old common law theory that only
the state where the crime is committed has

jurisdiction.

How far a state should go in dealing with

crimes committed abroad depends in part on the

alternative possibility of turning the accused

over to another state interested in prosecuting

him, in part on prevailing conceptions of the

object of the criminal law to what extent the

state is seeking vengeance, to what extent it is

attempting to deal with its criminal population.

Assuming that there is a recognized interest in

preventing a particular accused from escaping

trial, it must be balanced against the desire to

have all possible safeguards against unjust con-

victions. Discussion of the problem as a matter

of jurisdiction is only another illustration of the

use of this concept as an impressive way of beg-

ging a difficult question of degree and making a

hastily assumed result seem to follow from in-

exorable logic.
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JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTES. See DUAL
UNIONISM.

JURISPRUDENCE. In the widest sense of

the term jurisprudence is the science of law.

This is the original and etymological meaning
and the one to which the best usage conforms.

But there are three other uses. In the narrower

sense commonly employed by English writers

jurisprudence might be called the comparative

anatomy of developed systems of law. This

narrower conception became current in English

speaking countries through Austin's Province of

Jurisprudence Determined (London 1832), an

epoch making book written exclusively from the

analytical standpoint. In French usage jurispru-

dence means the course of decision in the courts,
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and this sense has been fixed in good American

usage by the classical work of Judge Story on

Equity Jurisprudence (3 vols., I4th ed. Boston

1918), which traced the course of decision in

Anglo-American courts of equity. By a not un-

natural transition the word has also come to be

used, chiefly in the United States, as a poly-

syllabic synonym for law itself. It might be

best to speak of jurisprudence as the science of

the legal order or of the legal ordering of so-

ciety, including the legal process and also the

institutions and the body of authoritative legal

materials by which it is carried on. For the

word law is used both of the legal order and

of the means by which it is brought about. Thus

"respect for law" means respect for the legal

order but "the Roman law" means the body of

authoritative legal materials with which the Ro-

mans administered justice and maintained the

legal order. Thus jurisprudence is concerned

both with the task of the legal order, namely,
social control through the legal ordering of

human relations in politically organized so-

ciety, and with the means, namely, legal insti-

tutions and law.

The methods and preconceptions of juristic

study have shifted with the large changes in

intellectual attitudes. In the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries men thought of the differ-

ent bodies of organized knowledge of social

phenomena as philosophy, in the nineteenth

century as history and in the twentieth century
as science. These changes often mean little more

than that the rise of some new branch of learn-

ing or some new intellectual interest leads

scholars in every field to rephrase the teaching
of the past in terms of it. When the philosoph-
ical method was dominant jurisprudence was

called a philosophy; when a historical method

prevailed it was thought of as history; and under

the reign of positivism and sociological method

it has been considered a science.

In general analytical jurists have thought of

jurisprudence as concerned with the mass of

authoritative precepts by which justice is ad-

ministered in a developed political society.

Historical jurists have conceived of all social

control as within their province. Philosophical

jurists have tended to think of legal precepts
as a specialized type of moral precept and so

have been led into the whole domain of valua-

tion and regulation of conduct. Sociological

jurists have thought of a process and of the

authoritative materials of administering justice

as something to be treated and appraised with
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reference to that process. Much of this diver-

gence of view as to the scope of jurisprudence
results from difference in the problems to which

these jurists have been addressing themselves.

Analytical jurists have in the main written under

conditions of economic and political (and hence

legal) stability, when there was little or no oc-

casion to draw on materials outside of the au-

thoritative tradition. Hence it seemed to them
that all that the jurist might reasonably require
was to be found within the confines of current

legislation, doctrine and judicial decision.

Historical jurists have sought to replace au-

thority and reason by history as an unchallenge-

able basis for what goes on in the legal ordering
of society. Hence they have drawn upon all

the phenomena of social control in the evolution

of the legal order. Philosophical jurists have

flourished chiefly in times of legal growth and

so have been concerned most with the sources

upon which courts and jurists draw to enrich

the authoritative legal materials. Sociological

jurists looking at law functionally have been

more interested in what law does and how
it does it than in what it is and so have looked

primarily at the legal order. A complete science

of law requires for its different purposes all

of these starting points and resulting methods.

It calls for a grasp of the authoritative materials

of administering justice as they are and as

they have been, of the problems of social con-

trol for which they have grown up or have been

devised and of the extent to which the materials

and their application do or can meet the prob-
lems.

Historical jurists in discussing the nature of

law commonly include under it the whole of

social control. The analytical jurists limit it to a

specialized form of social control through the

administration of justice the adjustment of

human relations and constraining of behavior

to the demands of social life by the authority
of the state. In this sense we may say that law

as a specialized form of social control, such

as we know it in developed political societies,

begins with lawyers. It begins when the tra-

ditional conduct of transactions, decision of

causes and procedure of advising parties to con-

troversies become secularized and pass into the

hands of a specialized profession. At Rome a

turning point was reached when the traditional

formulae of actions were made public and when
a little later the first plebeian pontifex maximus

began to give consultations in public. But

Roman law became significant as a legal system

only with the rise of the professional juris-

consults at the end of the republic. Modern law

had its beginnings when Roman law became the

rival of the law of the church and then set itself

free from clerical control; and the modern
science of law began when jurisprudence was

emancipated from theology. In English legal his-

tory the supremacy of the king's courts the

source of the common law may be dated from

the Constitutions of Clarendon (1164), which

put definite and narrow limits to the jurisdiction
of the ecclesiastical courts. The history of

American law in the original thirteen states

began when the administration of justice came
into the hands of professional lawyers after a

regime of justice carried on chiefly through
clerical and military magistrates.

In the strictest sense the scientific treatment

of law may be said to have begun when lawyers
or law writers first distinguished cases super-

ficially analogous and sought a principle behind

the distinctions. Thus the beginnings of juristic

science at Rome took the form of distinguishing

cases which came within a precept of the codi-

fied customary law from those which did not,

where both might seem to. This method is

reproduced in the "putting of differences"

and "taking of diversities" so characteristic

of the common law until the seventeenth cen-

tury. The next step, after having compared
cases and thus compared rules in a particular

system, was to compare rules of different sys-

tems by analysis. Such a step was taken in Ro-

man law in the later republic. But even before

these beginnings the foundations of a science of

law were laid in philosophy, and here as in al-

most every sphere of mental activity the be-

ginning must be made with Greek philosophy.
In classical Greece law in the lawyer's sense

was not fully or clearly differentiated from

other agencies of social control. The Greek

word nomos, which we translate "law," was a

word of many meanings, among them ethical

custom, religious rites, law in general in the

lawyer's sense, a rule of law and social control as

a whole. While the Greek city-state must be con-

sidered politically organized, it was very close

to and in many ways in transition from a kin

organized society. Indeed if Greek law is in

form political, it is in substance very largely

tribal. Greek philosophers, observing the con-

test between the kindreds and the kinless and

the competition between the traditional tribal

law and the enacted law of the city-state, sought



to find some assured basis of social control

other than tradition and habit of obedience,
on the one hand, or the will of the politically

supreme body, on the other hand. They were

thus led to consider the great diversity of ethical

customs and laws, both as between Greeks and
"barbarians" and as between the Greek cities.

Not only were no two cities alike in these

respects, but the same city often had different

rules of law on the same subject at different

times. Thus from one standpoint it seemed
that the legal order was a mere matter of en-

actment or convention and was subject to the

arbitrary control of anyone wielding political

power for the time being. But since contests

of oligarchy and democracy for political su-

premacy were the staple of life in the classical

Greek city, there was a real menace to the

general security in a conception of the legal

order as a product of arbitrary individual will.

Philosophers sought a more assured basis of so-

cial control and found it in the analogy of the

constant and universal phenomena of physical

nature. They conceived the legal order as an

organizing of human activities so as to keep
each man in his appointed place in the politi-

cally organized society of an ideal Greek city.

They held that right and law had their basis in

a harmony or fitness involved in the nature,

that is the ideal, of things. Right and law were

taken to be independent of human will and to

have universal validity.

Roman lawyers carried these ideas from polit-

ical philosophy over into law. Where the Greek

philosophers wrote on natural right, that is,

the just or the right by nature or ideal, the

Roman jurists spoke of natural law, that is, a

speculative body of universal ideal principles

involved in the ideal of things. This universal

body of ideal principles served as the basis of

lawmaking, of juristic development of legal

materials, and of criticism. The classical period
of Roman law is marked by the attempt to

make the actual law conform so far as possible

to this ideal standard. Natural law substituted

a philosophical juristic technique for the tra-

ditional art of the lawyers of the republic.

Law was one of the chief subjects of study in

the mediaeval universities, and the twelfth cen-

tury represents a new start in juristic thought.
From that time juristic development runs along

two lines legal and philosophical. In the one

there is a gradual development of scientific

treatment of the texts of the Roman law; in the

other there is speculation as to the basis of
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the authority of law and ethical justification

of its precepts and doctrines. Behind the purely

legal development was the academic juristic

theory of the continuity of the empire. In some
sort this was an ideal. For spiritual purposes
Christendom was the church; for temporal pur-

poses it was the empire. The practical law

teaching of the Middle Ages assumed that the

ideal or postulated empire was the empire of

Augustus and Constantine and Justinian. Only
in this way could a legal mind satisfy itself

that the text of the Corpus juris was authorita-

tive legislation binding upon "the empire" and
hence upon all Christendom. From the simple
method of the glossators (twelfth and thirteenth

centuries), who took up the text bit by bit and

interpreted it, there grew up from the thir-

teenth to the latter part of the fifteenth century

among the commentators a highly complicated
method of exposition based upon formal logic

and the scholastic philosophy. System was put
into subjects and departments of the law where

the glossators had confined themselves to par-
ticular texts. Among practical lawyers the

method of the commentators continued to the

seventeenth century but the science of law was

carried forward in the meantime by a new school

of jurists. At the end of the fifteenth century
the revival of learning, the influence of philo-

sophical thinking and in particular humanist

study led to the school of humanists, who made
a scientific study of the law as a whole as dis-

tinguished from the study of the texts and titles

of the Corpus juris. The outstanding jurists

in this school were Cujas (1522-90), the pioneer
of legal history, and Donellus (Doneau) (1527-

91), the pioneer of systematic analytical expo-
sition of the law as a whole.

As a philosophical discipline jurisprudence

grew up as an important branch of theology.

Philosophers began to consider the philosoph-

ical-theological bases of right and of the binding
force of law. While the primitive idea of the

end of law as a mere keeping of the peace had

come back for a time with Germanic law, the

study of the Roman texts and the familiarity of

the mediaeval theologians with Aristotle re-

stored the Greek conception of law as an orderly
maintenance of the social status quo. Law was

conceived as a system of precepts imposed by
authority or by custom to maintain a stationary

society as it was.

In general it may be said that the thirteenth

century put philosophy behind law to sustain

authority. From the thirteenth to the seven.-
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teenth centuryjurisprudence was held to be an

application of theology. The sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries divorced the philosophy
of law from theology and divorced law from au-

thority. In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies what would now be thought of as treatises

on jurisprudence were treatises on the law of

nature and nations. That is, a general philosoph-
ical introduction sufficed as the basis of juris-

prudence, politics and international law. The
institutions and functions of government, the

relations of individuals with each other and

with the state and the relations of states with

each other were the subject matter of one body
of knowledge. The nineteenth century divorced

legal philosophy from political philosophy and

definitely set off jurisprudence as a separate

science. The twentieth century seeks to unite

jurisprudence with the other social sciences

through some form of social philosophy.
After the Reformation the two lines of de-

velopment in jurisprudence, the practical and

the philosophical, converge. The authoritative

basis of practical exposition and the authori-

tative basis of philosophical speculation had

alike failed. The academic doctrine of the con-

tinuity of the empire and the consequent bind-

ing force of the Roman law books were given up,
and law was emancipated from the text of Jus-

tinian. Likewise the Protestant jurist theolo-

gians of the north of Europe had not hesitated to

declare that there was a sufficient basis for

natural law apart from the Scriptures or even, as

Grotius put it, that natural law could be con-

ceived even if there were no God. For a time the

science of law and the authority of legal pre-

cepts were based solely upon reason: jurists

believed that a complete and perfect system of

legal precepts could be built up upon principles

of natural law discoverable by reason and de-

rived from the ideal of the abstract man. Thus
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are in

many respects comparable to the classical era of

Roman law. The fields of jurisprudence and of

ethics were taken to be the same. It was sought
to make law coincident with morals. Legal pre-

cepts were made to conform to what each par-
ticular writer thought on ethical grounds they
should be. An era of creative lawmaking re-

sulted, the influence of which is still felt in law

and in the science of law.

In the nineteenth century certain lines of

cleavage, involved in divergent aspects of

eighteenth century philosophical jurisprudence,
and different phases of reaction from the law

of nature school brought about a separation of

jurists into three well defined schools the

historical, the metaphysical and the analytical.

The influence of an age of absolute govern-

ments, of which the French monarchy of the old

regime represented the type, revived the con-

ception of law as enactment; a doctrine of au-

thoritative legislative declaration of reason

which alone had ultimate authority no longer

proved satisfying. Moreover the philosophy of

Kant had undermined the method of eighteenth

century jurisprudence. For a time the place
held by theology in the Middle Ages and occu-

pied by reason in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries was usurped by history.

Although there were important forerunners,

historical jurisprudence was founded by Frie-

drich Karlvon Savigny( 1779-1861). His method
was philosophical and historical and his con-

tinental followers are frequently called the

German historical school in distinction from the

English historical school founded by Sir Henry
Maine (1822-88). Maine was in a very real sense

a follower of Savigny, but his method was com-

parative and historical and was much influenced

by analytical jurisprudence, as the method of

the German historical school was influenced by
the contemporary metaphysical jurisprudence of

the continent. Historical jurisprudence came to

prevail generally in continental Europe and in

the United States in the last third of the nine-

teenth century. Philosophically the historical

jurists were Hegelians. They urged some form

of idealistic interpretation of legal history,

usually an ethical idealistic interpretation in

which the history of law was thought of as a

record of the realizing or unfolding of an idea

of right or a political idealistic interpretation

in which it was regarded as a realizing or un-

folding of the idea of freedom. They carried

forward the doctrine of those eighteenth cen-

tury jurists who held legislation and precepts
of positive law merely declaratory. The natural

law jurists said they were declaratory of reason.

The historical jurists said they were declaratory

of the social experience in the administration

of justice in which an idea of right or an idea

of freedom was unfolding. In consequence

they regarded law as something which could

not be made consciously. They regarded custom

as the typical growing point of law and found

the basis of observance of law in the social

pressures behind legal precepts, while analyti-

cal jurists found it in sanctions imposed by the

state.
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Philosophical jurisprudence was carried on

in the nineteenth century by the metaphysical

school, which was especially strong in Italy

and in Scotland. This school sought to work out

an ideal critique of legal institutions, legal

doctrines and legal precepts, deduced from a

fundamental idea of right or some single funda-

mental formula of justice. Where the law of

nature school thought of an ideal body of

legal precepts, the metaphysical jurists thought
rather of an ideal element in the law and a cri-

tique of legal precepts on the basis of that ele-

ment. Conceiving the ideal element as the sig-

nificant part of the law, they held with the

historical jurists that law is found not made.

Also they rejected the analytical conception of

sanction, thinking rather of the ethical and

moral bases of legal precepts. In England and

the United States it has been customary to speak

lightly of this school and to assume that their

speculations were wholly in the air. It is true

that they did not directly and immediately affect

the actual course of judicial decision and ju-

ristic writing. But through their influence upon
the historical school they fixed the lines of the

ethical interpretation of legal history and gave
content to the idea of freedom which historical

jurists postulate as unfolding in legal develop-

ment. Maine's famous generalization that the

history of law is the record of a progress from

status to contract simply puts in concrete

form the 'cardinal idea of the metaphysical

school.

Another trend in eighteenth century theory,

which had conceived of an authoritative decla-

ration of natural law by the sovereign, was car-

ried forward in the nineteenth century by the

analytical school. Its founder, John Austin

(1790-1859), was a disciple of Bentham and a

zealous utilitarian. In form this school broke

wholly with philosophy. It conceived law as an

aggregate of rules and considered that when it

had defined a law it had thereby defined law.

It sought to take the authoritative precepts of

developed systems of law as they were and to

analyze legal institutions and legal conceptions
as they actually obtained, and in that way to

reach a universal science of law. So far as they
considered the content of law at all, they looked

at it from a utilitarian standpoint. But they

considered the materials given and shaped by

utility as put in legal form by a lawmaker anal-

ogous to Hobbes' absolute monarch. They
regarded law therefore as something made con-

sciously by lawmakers and held that rules of

law derived their authority from the force and
constraint behind them. They held that no rule

could be said to be a law unless it had behind

it the judicial organs of the state. To them a

statute as a legal precept deliberately estab-

lished by the sovereign was the typical form

of law. If we think of law as made up of three

elements, a body of precepts, a received tech-

nique and a body of received ideals, we may say
that analytical jurists looked exclusively at

the first of these elements. They were con-

cerned only with what one of them has called

"the pure fact of law," excluding all consider-

ation of ideals. They postulated a body of

legal precepts made at one stroke on a logical

plan to which those precepts conformed in

every detail and set out to discover that plan by
analysis.

Metaphysical jurisprudence to some extent

worked out a critique of law from the outside.

But analytical jurisprudence and historical

jurisprudence simply set up a critique of the

particular body of law in terms of itself. They
served well for the period of economic, polit-

ical and legal stability in the latter half of the

nineteenth century. But toward the end of the

century it came to be felt that the science of

law was behind the actual administration of

justice. It was serving to retard growth and

resist the pressure of new interests seeking

legal recognition and security. Analytical juris-

prudence had culminated in what has been

called "the jurisprudence of conceptions." A
certain number of authoritative starting points
for legal reasoning and a certain number of

authoritative categories into which the facts

of particular cases were to be forced by legal

reasoning were regarded as sufficient for the

decision of every conceivable case. New situ-

ations of fact could do no more than call for

logical application of the authoritative prin-

ciples or logical classification in the established

categories. Any new situation was to be met

by deduction from a fixed traditional concep-
tion. The alternative was legislative establish-

ment of a new precept. But when legal precepts
were thought of as mere commands of the

sovereign there was no guaranty that the rules

prescribed would comport with the demands of

reason, as would be called for by the social-

philosophical jurisprudence of today. Likewise

historical jurists took the conceptions of the

traditional law for necessary fundamental con-

ceptions of all law. They insisted that all legis-

lation or restatement must run along idealized
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traditional lines. Even the accidents of legal

history were likely to be insisted upon as neces-

sary principles or necessary categories. Ac-

cordingly toward the end of the nineteenth

century the three schools began to dissolve.

Sometimes they made concessions to each other,

as, for instance, in continental Europe, where

the historical method and the metaphysical
method came to be regarded as complementary.
The metaphysical school definitely disappeared

by the beginning of the twentieth century. The
historical school and the analytical school

still have adherents, but both have been largely

superseded by new types of juristic thought.
In general the development of jurisprudence

in the twentieth century has taken two direc-

tions, one philosophical, the other sociological.

In the one line we find a revived philosophy of

law giving rise to a social philosophical ju-

risprudence. In the other functional study of

legal institutions in the light of all the social

sciences and a conception of the legal order

as a social institution have replaced exclusive

consideration of the authoritative materials

with which justice is administered. Social

philosophical jurisprudence began in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century with the

social utilitarianism of Rudolf von Jhering

(1818-92). His method might be said to be an-

alytical and social philosophical. He insisted

particularly upon the end, or purpose, of law,

analyzing the law of the time and place in order

to reach principles and general conceptions, but

subjecting them to a critique with reference

to the end which law subserves. His great
achievement was in turning attention from the

nature of law to its purpose, insisting on the

interests which the legal system secures rather

than upon the conceptual apparatus by which it

secures them. His theory of rights, in the sense

of analytical jurisprudence, as means whereby
interests are secured, taking the claims or de-

sires of human beings as ends which the legal

order seeks to satisfy, and his rejection of

the jurisprudence of conceptions because it

ignored these ends are enduring achievements

of legal science.

Somewhat later social philosophical jurispru-
dence was carried forward by the neo-Kantians,
who have been the most influential group in

that trend in the present century. Their founder

and leader, Rudolf Stammler (1856- ), carried

forward the philosophical side of nineteenth

century jurisprudence. His method might not

unfairly be characterized as philosophical and

sociological. Stammler's main purpose was to

work out a universally valid method of judging
as to the justice attained by legal precepts in the

time and place. As contrasted with the eight-
eenth century conception of universally valid

ideal precepts and also with Kant's essay at a

universal critique, Stammler sought rather a

universally valid method of developing a relative

critique whereby justice might be achieved in

the time and place. He brought back into juris-

prudence what the French call juridical idealism;

that is, the search for ideals to which law ought
to conform. His great work has been in giving
definite outline to the ideal of the legal order

and the ideal of the end of law by which jurists

and judges are governed in finding and devel-

oping and applying legal precepts. His enduring
achievements for jurisprudence lie in the for-

mulation of the social ideal of the time and

place, thus directing attention to the ideal ele-

ment in law which the analytical jurists had

rejected, and in a theory of the application of

legal precepts where the last century thought

simply of their nature. Nineteenth century phil-

osophical jurisprudence asked whether a par-

ticular legal precept was just. Stammler asks

whether and how far justice may be attained

by means of the precept. Where the nineteenth

century considered that if rules were abstractly

just the results of the application of the rules

in particular cases need not be looked into, he

has taught the present century to seek just re-

sults by means of legal precepts conforming to

and administered in the light of social ideals. J
A third type of social philosophical juris-

prudence is represented by Josef Kohler (1849-

1919), the leader of the neo-Hegelians. His

method was historical and social philosophical,

carrying forward the historical jurisprudence of

the last century. Like the historical school he

recognized limitations on the efficacy of effort

to improve the law, in that any culture must

shape the legal materials which have come down
to it and is limited by those materials; but he

thought of historical continuity as a practical

condition rather than as a necessity. He recog-
nized that law while it must be stable must

nevertheless also change. He thought of law as

a product of the civilization of a people in the

past and of attempts to adjust the results of

that past civilization to the civilization of the

present. The adjustment must be made with

reference to the fact of a continually changing

civilization, and the traditional legal materials

must be shaped so as to further rather than
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retard the developing culture. His most impor-
tant contribution is his theory of the jural postu-
lates of the civilization of the time and place.

He considers it the task of the jurist to discover

and formulate the principles of right assumed

by or expressed by a given civilization. Not

only may these jural postulates serve as a cri-

tique of legal precepts, but, even more, received

ideals may be tried with reference to them;
and definiteness and clear outline may thus be

given to the ideal of the legal order which is

so large an element, even if an unconscious

one, in the development and application of legal

precepts.
In France social philosophical jurisprudence

has shown three types of thought: an adaptation
and broadening of neo-Kantianism; a neoscho-

lastic philosophy of law seeking a firmer grasp
of that element of law which consists of tradi-

tional views as to the end of law and traditional

ideals of the legal and social order; and a posi-

tivist sociological philosophy of law having many
affinities with mechanical sociology. The neo-

scholastic and positivist sociological types are

particularly important. The leader of the former,

Francois Geny (1861- ), has made a notable

contribution to the science of law in pointing
out the importance of the element of technique,
of which more will be said presently. The leader

of the latter, Leon Dugu it (1859-1928), deduced

a positivist natural law from a principle of social

interdependence through a similarity of interest

and a division of labor which were taken to be

observed and verified social facts. His theory
is of some importance in connection with the

problem of values to be spoken of in another

connection.

Historical jurisprudence was modified in an-

other way by Sir Paul Vinogradoff (1854-1925).
Where the historical school saw in the history

of law the unfolding of a single idea, he saw

a succession of ideas, giving rise to a succes-

sion of types the origins of law in totemistic

society, tribal law, civic law or the law of the

city-state, mediaeval law as a combination of

canon and feudal law, individualist law and

the beginnings of socialist law. The central point
of his doctrine was his contention that his-

torical types are the foundation of a theory of

law.

More recently there has been a tendency in

Germany to merge the formerly distinct types
of social philosophical jurisprudence in what

might be called a neo-idealism which seeks to

understand, to organize and to criticize the ideal

element in law. Particularly this school seeks

to transcend nineteenth century individualism

and nineteenth century orthodox socialism by
a conception which shall measure neither com-

munity values and civilization values in terms of

personality values nor personality values and
civilization values in terms of community values

but shall conceive civilization as the end toward

which both a maximum of free individual self-

assertion and an efficient social organization are

but means.

A sociological school is still to some extent

formative. The development of sociology has

been too recent and too rapid to serve as the

basis of a school with a well defined creed and
fixed program. Moreover definiteness in such

matters was in the spirit of the last century
more than of the present. But in a general way
it may be said of the sociological jurists as com-

pared with the nineteenth century schools that

they are concerned not so much with the con-

tent of a body of law as with its working. They
think of it not as necessarily made or neces-

sarily found but as a social institution which

may be improved by conscious effort, whether

its content is made or found or both. They
urge as the basis of its authority the social ends

which law serves. They do not think of either

custom or statute as necessarily the type of a

law but regard the form of legal precepts as

but means to ends which are of more impor-
tance. Chiefly they are positivists or neorealists

but their pragmatist method, as has often been

pointed out, is consistent with more than one

metaphysical doctrine.

Sociological jurisprudence has gone through
three stages and may be said now to be in a

fourth. The first positivist philosophies of law

were mechanical positivist and gave this color

to the first sociological jurisprudence. Indeed

the first sociological jurists did little more than

put positivist philosophy behind the nineteenth

century historical jurisprudence. Where the his-

torical jurists had found a historico-metaphysical

principle behind the development of law, they
found physical laws. But the result was the

same. Juristic and legislative creative activity

were alike futile. Men might observe the inevi-

table operation of social laws but they could

not affect it. The second stage represented a

biological approach to law. It was partly the

old mechanical sociology of law with a biological

vocabulary. Partly also it used biological analo-

gies to work out a sort of embryology of law,

relying upon study of the social and legal
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institutions of primitive peoples to point out

the laws of legal development. In another form

it used some biological principle as a basis for

a philosophical system, as, for example, in the

relationship of the biological struggle for ex-

istence to the theories of law as a product of

class struggle. The psychological stage, which

followed, was of more significance and is still

represented in current juristic writing. It has

brought about study of the world view ofjudges,
doctrinal writers and lawmakers.

About the beginning of the present century

sociological jurisprudence entered what may be

called the stage of unification. While the nine-

teenth century schools sought to construct a

science of law solely in terms of and on the

basis of the law itself and in effect to set up
a critique of the law of the time and place in

terms of that law, it is now recognized that this

complete separation of jurisprudence from the

other social sciences is unnecessary and unhappy
in its results. In the nineteenth century the

problems of jurisprudence were not appreciated

by the related social sciences, and the achieve-

ments of the latter, on the other hand, were

likely to be ignored by the jurist. A gulf devel-

oped between legal thought and popular thought
which was very marked at the beginning of the

present century. The backwardness of legal in-

stitutions in fulfilling social ends and the reluc-

tance of lawyers to permit or even perceive such

ends are in large part chargeable to the science

of law as it existed in the nineteenth century.

In the present stage of unification the socio-

logical jurists recognize that each of the direc-

tions which jurisprudence has taken offers some-

thing to the science as a whole but is not to

be pursued exclusively. Even more they recog-
nize the futility of a detached, self-centered,

self-sufficient jurisprudence. Beginning with the

proposition that the legal order is a phase of

social control and to be understood must be

taken in its setting among social phenomena,

they urge study of the actual social effects of

legal institutions and legal doctrines; sociological

study in preparation for lawmaking; study of

the means of making legal precepts effective in

action; study of the actual methods of juristic

thinking, judicial decision and legislative law-

making; a sociological legal history in which

the social background and social effects of legal

precepts, legal doctrines and legal institutions

in the past shall be investigated; and above all

study of how these effects have been brought
about.

In the immediate present juristic thinking
as a whole appears to be running in two chan-

nels. On the one hand, there is criticism of

ideals and attempt to organize, systematize and

give definiteness to those received ideals that

must be considered a part of the authoritative

legal materials. On the other hand, there is an

increasingly manifest tendency to revert to the

frame of mind of the analytical jurists and ex-

clude everything but the positive legal precept
from the conception of law and the province
of jurisprudence. A group of jurists in conti-

nental Europe seek a "pure juridical science"

by excluding all ideals of interpretation and of

application, conceiving that by throwing out

everything which gives life to the law they
can impart "clarity and rigor" to its phenomena.
Other jurists move in the same direction by
assuming the law to be a normative science

differing from other bodies of knowledge in that

it starts with postulates where others start

with observation. Accordingly a theory of sov-

ereignty and a legal logic assuming the con-

stitution to be a fundamental and unchallenge-
able basis are thought to produce a pure science

of law divorced from all subjective speculation;

the postulates being settled, everything will

flow from them with the inevitableness of a

mathematical demonstration. The leader in this

tendency is Hans Kelsen (1881- ). No doubt

such a universal science is possible, but it is

achieved by ridding the law of all 'the doubts

and difficulties which make a science of law

worth having.
Another phase of this movement for objec-

tivity may be seen in a group of new realists in

America. This school is still formative and can-

not be said to have any detailed or official creed.

But five items to be observed very generally in

the writings of those who may fairly be grouped
in this school are significant. In general these

jurists have faith in the significance of statistics.

They seek objectivity by some one method or

line of approach which is considered to have

exclusive reality. One of these lines of approach
is rigid terminology; another, already spoken

of, is the theory of a normative science depend-

ing upon postulates assumed as unchallengeable

starting points; another is observation of the

phenomena of administration of justice carried

on objectively and scientifically and is expected
to yield formulae as rigidly exact and free from

any personal or subjective element, whether in

formulation or application, as, for example,
those employed by the engineer. Many assert
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that the sole valid approach is by way of psy-

chology and it is commonly assumed that some
one psychological starting point is inevitably
to be chosen. Still another characteristic is

insistence on the unique single case rather than

on the approximation to a uniform course of

judicial behavior. Radical neorealism seems to

deny that there are any rules, principles, con-

ceptions or doctrines, because all judicial action,

or at times much judicial action, cannot be

referred to them, because there is no definite

determination whereby we may be absolutely
assured that judicial action will proceed on the

basis of one rather than another of two com-

peting principles and because concrete cases not

infrequently fall into a no man's land which lies

between most legal conceptions. Since much
takes place in the course of adjudication which

does not fit exactly into the doctrinal plan, it

is assumed that the principles, the conception
and the plan are without reality. Finally, many
of the new realists think of law as a body of

devices for the purposes of the transaction of

business instead of as a body of means toward

general social ends, thus putting the whole em-

phasis on the exigencies of the economic order

where the nineteenth century put the whole

emphasis on the general security of the econ-

omic order.

Much that is likely to prove valuable for

jurisprudence is involved in these recent tend-

encies. But it should be borne in mind that

jurisprudence must consider not merely how

judges do decide but how they ought to decide

to give effect to the purposes of the legal order,

not only how the judicial process actually takes

place but how it should go forward. Psychology

may be of aid in clarifying the manner in which

justice is administered but this cannot dispense
with the question of how justice ought to be

administered. This question of ought turning

ultimately on the theory of values is the most

difficult one in jurisprudence. Those who long
for an exact science analogous to mathematics,

physics or astronomy are inclined to seek exact-

ness by excluding this problem from jurispru-
dence altogether. But such a jurisprudence has

only an illusion of reality; the significant ques-
tion is the one excluded.

In the nineteenth century metaphysical jurists

often argued that jurisprudence must stand still

until all had agreed on the metaphysical funda-

mentals without which there could be no juristic

superstructure. The legal science of that time

succeeded nevertheless in reaching an agree-

ment as to the end of law and in formulating
a criterion of values from each of the many
diverse metaphysical starting points of the time.

Likewise ethical philosophers have been wont

to urge that there could be no accepted measure

of valuing interests for legal purposes until we
were all agreed on the highest good. But jurists

have not awaited the outcome of debates on

this fundamental point. In the last century they
succeeded in coming to certain general ideas

from each of the different ethical standpoints
and found that they served well enough for the

legal science of the time. It would seem there-

fore that jurisprudence need not choose defi-

nitely and decisively from among the competing

psychologies of today and commit itself irrev-

ocably to one of them, nor need it wait for

psychologists to agree, if that is ever likely to

happen. It ought to be able, from whichever of

the important current psychologies it starts, to

reach a sufficient psychological basis for juristic

purposes. As to the denial of reality to rules,

principles, conceptions and doctrines, such a

view is not unnatural as a protest against the

assumption of the analytical school that law is

nothing but a simple aggregate of rules. But it

is equally unreal that is, at variance with what

is significant for a highly specialized form of

social control through politically organized so-

ciety to conceive the administration of justice

or the legal adjustment of relations or even

the working out of devices for the more efficient

functioning of business in a legally organized

society, as a mere aggregate of single deter-

minations.

In the nineteenth century jurisprudence was

chiefly concerned with three questions: the

nature of law, the relation of law and morals

and the interpretation of legal history. Juristic

discussion of the nature of law was largely

futile because it did not connect the question
of what law is and the attendant controversy
as to the relative claims of the common law

and legislation to the name with other prob-
lems of jurisprudence. The significance of the

question of what law is can be brought out

only when it is considered in connection with

the equally old problem of law and morals, with

the distinction between law and equity, with the

discussion of the province of court and of jury,

with the controversy as to fixed rule or wide

discretion in procedure, with the movement for

the individualization of punishment and with

the continental controversy over the application
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of legal rules. The question of the nature of

law must be brought into relation with these

questions as to a considerable extent forming
with them the larger problem of rule and of

discretion in the administration of justice, and

that problem goes back to an ultimate one of a

balance between the general security and the

individual life. A developed body of legal pre-

cepts is made up of two elements, an enacted,

or imperative, element and a traditional, or

habitual, element. There is a constant movement
back and forth between these two. The tradi-

tional becomes formulated in legislation and

becomes imperative. The imperative becomes

overgrown by a judicial gloss and is incorporated

presently in the common law. But the traditional

element comes to rest upon juristic science and

the habitual modes of thought of a learned pro-

fession; thus the basis of its authority seems to

be reason and conformity to ideals of right.

On the other hand, the imperative element rests

upon the authority of the state and is easily

taken for a product of the sovereign will. In

consequence of these two elements of developed
bodies of law and of the different bases upon
which their authority rests two distinct ideas

of law are to be found throughout the history

of jurisprudence, and definitions of law have

oscillated between these two ideas according to

the circumstances of legal systems and the agen-
cies through which their precepts have for the

time being been expressed.
Much of the discussion as to the nature of

law has assumed that jurists were talking about

the same thing, whereas analytical jurists had

in mind the precept element of law (rules, i.e.

precepts attaching a definite detailed legal con-

sequence to a definite detailed state of facts;

principles, i.e. authoritative starting points for

legal reasoning; conceptions, i.e. carefully de-

fined categories to which, when a given situation

of fact is brought within one of them, certain

rules, principles and standards attach; and pre-

cepts prescribing standards, i.e. certain limits

of conduct and authoritative guides to the valu-

ation of conduct to be applied in view of the

circumstances of each case), historical jurists

had in mind very largely the traditional art of

the lawyer's craft (the authoritative traditional

technique of finding the grounds of decision

in the mass of precepts) and philosophical

jurists had in mind the ideal element in law

(a body of received ideals of the social order,

and so of the legal order, of what law is and
what law is for, of what legal precepts ought to

be and how they ought to be applied). Thus
nineteenth century jurisprudence expended
much of its energies in debating whether some
one of the three elements in the authoritative

materials of administering justice possessed ex-

clusive significance. Today we may very well

give up such discussions. All three elements

should be considered and together they consti-

tute the background of juristic writing and

judicial decision and are decisive in the choice

of starting points for legal reasoning and in the

interpretation and application of legal precepts.

Analytical jurisprudence overlooked the tech-

nique element and indignantly rejected the ideal

element. But it is the technique element which
is decisive in giving character to each of the

two great legal systems of the modern world,
the common law and the civil law. There is no

uniformity of precepts in the common law

world nor in the civil law world, yet English

speaking lawyers everywhere understand each

other as perfectly as each fails to understand

the continental or the Latin American lawyer.
Such things as the respective attitude of the

common law and the civil law toward statutes

and judicial decisions or toward specific relief

illustrate the profound influence which tech-

nique plays no matter upon what pretext it is

exerted.

As to the operation of the ideal element it

is significant to compare the way. in which

Married Women's Acts in the fore part of the

nineteenth century were held down as in dero-

gation of the common law with the willingness

of courts to go even beyond the letter of statutes

in giving effect to laws abrogating or altering

rules of the feudal property law. In both cases

the statutes were in derogation, of the common
law. But the doctrine of strict construction of

statutes in derogation of the common law was

not applied to the laws which overhauled the

law of real property and purged it of archaisms.

Married Women's Acts, on the other hand, ran

counter to an ideal of a society which pictured
women as in the home and not about in the

world entering into legal transactions. That the

one set of statutes conformed to a received ideal

and was given the fullest effect, while the other

did not and was held down in operation, is

not to be explained by the common law canons

of interpretation.

In connection with the ideal element in law

it is important to note the growth of ideals

as to the end of the legal order. The first ideal

is a very simple one of keeping the peace.
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Greek philosophers later worked out a concep-
tion of the legal order as a social institution

for maintaining the social status quo. This

conception prevailed in antiquity. With the

downfall of the Western Empire the ideal of

keeping the peace came back for a time, but

the later Middle Ages adopted the Greek and

Roman ideal of an orderly maintaining of the

social status quo. Following the Reformation

a new ideal developed which culminated in the

nineteenth century and perhaps was best formu-

lated by Kant. It might be defined as an ideal

of a maximum of free individual self-assertion

as the highest good. Today that ideal is mani-

festly giving way and the fact that the ideal

element in the law is in transition will account

for many things upon which the new realists

rely to show the futility of the authoritative

apparatus of administering justice. Because re-

ceived ideals are in flux and the line between

authoritative ideals and the personal ideals of

particular judges is more than usually hazy, law

and its application are for the time being much
at odds in some important fields of judicial and

administrative action. What is most needed is a

constructive theory of the neglected element of

the law in which the mischief lies. Here is the

task to which social philosophical jurisprudence
has been addressing itself. A philosophical juris-

prudence which will organize and criticize and

illumine the element of received ideals, as ana-

lytical jurisprudence and historical jurispru-

dence have done for the precept element, will

achieve substantial improvements in the ad-

ministration of justice.

Juristic attempts to formulate a new ideal

of the end of law are taking two directions. On
the one hand, there is endeavor to substitute

an idea of cooperation in the maintaining and

furthering of civilization for the idea of free

competitive self-assertion which obtained in

the nineteenth century. On the other hand,

there are attempts to conceive law in terms of

what has been called social engineering, using

engineering in the large sense which industrial

engineering has made familiar in the United

States. In this mode of thinking the legal order

is assumed to be part of the process of social

ordering, functioning partly by the adminis-

tration of justice, partly by administrative agen-
cies and partly by providing guides in the form

of legal precepts, so that conflicts of interests

are avoided or minimized and individuals are

kept from collision by having pointed out to

them the paths which each is to pursue. The

legal order is taken to be an aggregate of ac-

tivities judicial, administrative, legislative and

juristic so far as they are directed to the

adjustment of relations, to the compromise of

overlapping claims and the securing of interests

by fixing lines within which each may be as-

serted with a minimum of friction and waste,

and to the discovery of devices whereby more
claims or demands may be satisfied with a

sacrifice of fewer. Regarded in this way as one

side of the process of social control, the legal

order is thought of as a task or a series of tasks

in social engineering. It is conceived to be

an elimination of friction and a precluding of

waste as far as is possible in the satisfaction

of unlimited human desires out of a relatively

limited store of the goods of existence. Law is

taken to be the body of knowledge and experi-
ence with the aid of which this phase of social

engineering is carried on. The end of law then

would be to satisfy all human demands and to

secure all interests as nearly as may be with

the minimum of friction and of waste so that

the means of satisfaction may be made to go as

far as possible.

Contemporary discussion as to the relation

of law and morals is corning to be merged in a

broader consideration of the place of law in

the whole process of social control. In a pre-

legal stage, that is, a stage preceding lawyer's

law, law and morality were unditferentiated.

In the first stage of lawyer's law, which might
be called the stage of strict law, law and morality
were sharply differentiated. The law took no

account of precepts or considerations outside

the body of legislative materials. In a succeeding

stage, which might be called the stage of equity
and natural law, law and morals were identified.

If for convenience we use morality to denote a

body of accepted conduct and morals to mean
a theoretical valuation of conduct, the strict law

ignores both. On the other hand, the stage of

equity and natural law would make both the

authoritative legal precept and the accepted

body of conduct conform to the standards of

rationalist morals. In a succeeding stage, rep-
resented by the period of legislation and codi-

fication from Diocletian to Justinian and in the

modern world by the nineteenth century, law

and morals were coordinated or contrasted.

Analytical jurists held that morals are a matter

for the legislator and law a matter for the jurist.

In the present stage of the socialization of law

many of the features of the stage of equity and

natural law are repeated and there is a revival
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of the subordination of jurisprudence to ethics.

Morals are regarded as an evaluation of interests

and law as a delimitation of interests in accord-

ance with such a valuation. Thus the real

problem proves to be one of valuing conflicting

or competing interests, which results from the

historical realizing or unfolding of an idea in

the Hegelian sense. From this standpoint legal

history has been regarded as a record of the

unfolding of an idea of human experience in

adjusting relations and insuring conduct con-

sonant with civilized society. Where the idea

has been recorded from an ethical standpoint as

an idea of right there has been an ethical inter-

pretation. Where, as with most English and

American jurists, it has been recorded from a

political standpoint, there has been a political

interpretation. Later positivist ideas gave rise to

ethnological and biological interpretations. But

the most important of these interpretations of

legal history has been the attempt to understand

the history of law in terms of a single economic

idea.

The Marxian method of economic interpre-

tation attracted little attention in jurisprudence
until the last decade of the nineteenth century.

It passed into American juristic thinking in

the era of Rooseveltian progressivism in the

first decade of the twentieth century and is

still an influential element in American juristic

thought. In its earlier form it was an idealistic

economic interpretation urged by Hegelians,
who regarded the history of law as the unfold-

ing of the economic principle of the satisfaction

of the material wants of mankind. In the United

States a combination of a mechanical positivism

with analytical jurisprudence gave rise to an

economic interpretation in which it was urged
that all law is made consciously by men who
make legal precepts to suit the ends of the

dominant social class. Others have urged a

realist economic interpretation in which it is

conceived that law is concerned with the ends

of groups in power for the time being and is

determined by economic exigencies. Jurists of

this type argue that right and law mean nothing
but power; that questions of law are simply

questions of power; that those in power gener-
alize their purposes and put them in universal

terms and that thus doctrines and principles of

law arise. Much that has been written in sup-

port of the economic interpretation proceeds on

misunderstanding of the legal doctrine of lia-

bility for wrongs done by an agent or servant.

Much more depends on a misunderstanding of

the development of the law of torts at common
law. Much more also has been based on very
doubtful arguments as to liability without fault

in England and in the United States. No one

doubts that economic conditions play a great

part in determining the ideals of the time and

place and that they influence powerfully the

formulation of these ideals. These considera-

tions must be reckoned with in formulating the

jural postulates of a given civilization. Thus the

influence of the economic situation upon the

traditional element of law is clear enough. But

this influence is indirect and often remote.

Frequently the economic situation behind a

doctrine is not the contemporary economic sit-

uation but that of the period when the doctrine

was formulated. One has only to consider the

American law as to business corporations and
the persistence with which courts and legisla-

tures, although they operate in the shadow of

business enterprise, have decided and passed
laws in the spirit of a traditional jealousy of

juristic persons, to realize how slowly law yields

even to the desires of an economically dominant

class.

Three persistent problems recurring in dif-

ferent forms in all stages of legal development

may well be termed fundamental in jurispru-

dence: the problem of rule and discretion; the

problem of the valuing of interests; and the

limits of effective legal action.

Analytical jurists have assumed an antithesis

between law and administration, holding that

justice according to law is necessarily judicial

justice according to formula ("a government
of laws and not of men"). The doctrine of

separation of powers, in which the judicial

power is carefully segregated from the executive

and the legislative, was taken over from politi-

cal theorists and became a cardinal tenet in

the juristic faith of the nineteenth century.
The trend today is to recognize that reliance

must be placed both upon men and upon rules

in any effective fulfilment of the ends of law.

The problem is not rigidly to exclude the one

or the other but to effect a proper adjustment
between judicial justice and administrative jus-

tice, and between a judicial justice held down
to an application of authoritative legal precepts

by an authoritative technique and a necessary

measure of individualization to be achieved

only by free judicial action. Experience seems

to show that in large part rule must be assigned
to one portion of the domain of the legal order
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and discretion to another. Inheritance and suc-

cession, interests in property and the convey-
ance of it, transactions of commercial law and
the creation, incidents and transfer of obliga-

tions have always been a fruitful field for

effective legislation. On the other hand, legis-

lation has achieved little where adjustments
and compromises were to be made not with

reference to interests of substance but in the

weighing of human conduct and passing upon
its moral aspects. Codes and uniform state laws

have achieved their purpose in connection with

the law of property, the law of inheritance and

succession and commercial law. They have

achieved little or nothing in the law of torts

where indeed continental codes are confined to

a few generalizations and the actual working
out of the law has been taking place chiefly

through judicial decision. No one has attempted

seriously to codify the law of torts in the Eng-
lish speaking world nor is any attempt likely

to be made to reduce to legislative form the

doctrines of equity as to the conduct of fidu-

ciaries. On the other hand, the administrative

tribunals which have been set up to individ-

ualize the application of law, as well as those

which have developed in other legal systems,
have to do with cases involving the moral

quality of individual conduct or of the conduct

of enterprises as distinguished from matters of

property and commercial law. Titles to prop-

erty or the collectibility of the assets of a bank

cannot be suffered to depend upon individual

ideas of what is right and just. On the other

hand, no formulation in advance can take care

of the minute variations in individual conduct

which make each item unique and require a

large margin of application if the results are to

be tolerable.

Where the nineteenth century thought of law

as existing to give effect to natural rights

(qualities of individuals by virtue of which they

ought to have certain things or be at liberty

to do certain things), jurists since Jhering have

thought of recognizing, delimiting and securing
interests. It is conceived that a legal system
attains its ends by recognizing certain interests,

by defining the limits within which these inter-

ests shall be recognized legally and given effect

through legal precepts and by endeavoring to

secure the interests so recognized within the

denned limits. For such a theory an interest

may be defined as a demand or desire which

human beings, either individually or in groups,
seek to satisfy and of which therefore the order-

ing of human relations must take account.

Conflicts or overlappings of these interests call

for an ordering of relations and of conduct

if civilized society is to be maintained. The
law does not create these interests: so much
of a kernel of truth there was in the old idea

of a state of nature and in the theory of nat-

ural rights. But the law recognizes certain

interests, classifies them, defines the extent to

which it will give effect to them and devises

means for securing these interests when rec-

ognized and within the defined limits. At every

point in this process recourse must be had

to a theory of values. Interests must be recog-
nized in generalized forms admitting of treat-

ment by general formulae. They must be

weighed and valued as generalized, taking care

that the generalizations do not sacrifice to the

interests which call for rule and formula too

much of other interests and thus result in fric-

tion and waste.

Since Jhering deduction of absolute rules has

been increasingly given up and a method of

weighing claims or demands with reference to

the ends of law has more and more prevailed.

Social philosophical jurisprudence has been

chiefly concerned with the working out of such

a method. Social utilitarians would value in-

terests with respect to social ends, translated

as ends of the law, but this assumes that social

ends are something given. Neo-Kantians value

interests by the social ideal of the time and

place. Neo-Hegelians value them by the extent

to which their recognition and security make
for maintaining or furthering civilization: claims

are to be referred to the jural postulates of

the civilization of the time and place and to be

generalized in terms thereof; then we are to

ask whether and how far they promote civili-

zation. These are typical systems of the imme-
diate past. Discussion of this fundamental ques-
tion still goes on and is likely always to go on.

In the meantime the law must have some prac-

tical criterion and in fact, under the surface

and covered by many theoretical disguises,

courts and jurists have weighed and valued con-

flicting claims by attempting to secure as much
as possible of the whole scheme of interests

with the least sacrifice. Perhaps the juristic the-

orist can do no more than make explicit and

give precision to the method which has actually

obtained. Details must be worked out empir-

ically. Compromises and adjustments must be

sought through a process of trial and error.

Each legal system has and very likely each will
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always have its own solution for many cases of

conflicting and overlapping claims. Comparative
law must always reckon with a certain impossi-

bility of arriving at an absolute valuation. But

the jurist may well aim at all times and in all

the compromises and adjustments which are

involved in the legal order at giving effect to as

much of the whole body of human claims and

desires as possible.

As a result of the functional attitude toward

law the problem of the scope of legal action has

come to be recognized as involving something
more than logical or metaphysical limitations.

In the nineteenth century it was supposed that

certain things were to be dealt with by law be-

cause that mode of ordering them could be

deduced from a fundamental, metaphysically

given datum of free will. Other things were to

be left untouched by law because restraint of

freedom in those respects did not follow logically

from the idea of free will. Contemporary juris-

prudence is more likely to ask what are the

practical limitations upon the scope of law. It

is apparent that there are limitations upon
effective legal action but they are taken to be

inherent in the nature of our legal machinery
and are not attributed to some metaphysically
demonstrated or logically imposed barrier. Thus
with improved machinery the limits of effective

legal action may be extended. None the less,

there is much that cannot be done well by means

of law and what that is must be ascertained

through a theory of values. Where legal inter-

ference sacrifices values other means of social

control must be relied upon. Here the law can

do no more than preserve a social order in which

these other means may operate effectively.

It remains to say that there are certain prac-

tical problems to which jurists of today are

giving much attention. First among these per-

haps is improvement in the form of the law,

whether by codification of parts of the law or

by unofficial restatement, such as that being
carried on in the United States under the aus-

pices of the American Law Institute. Another

matter of scarcely less importance is the devising
of an effective legal apparatus for ascertaining

the social facts involved in lawmaking and in

the judicial finding, shaping and application of

legal precepts. In Europe ministries of justice

are important agencies for this purpose. In the

United States there is no organized study of

the functioning of our legal institutions, the

application and enforcement of law, the cases

in which and reasons for which it fails to do

justice or to do complete justice, the new situa-

tions which arise continually and the means of

meeting them. There is no systematic inquiry
as to what legislation achieves its purpose and

what does not and the reasons underlying both

success and failure. There is no expert and in-

telligent guidance to those who frame and those

who administer the laws. Both in England and

in the United States ministries of justice or

some equivalent institution have been urged.
Sooner or later something of the sort will have

to be set up in English speaking jurisdictions, as

the present system is wasteful and ineffective.

Preventive justice is another subject to which

juristic activity must be directed. Something
has been done through juvenile courts and ad-

ministrative agencies of probation and parole.
But for the most part what is done by way of

preventive justice in the criminal law is achieved

through extralegal agencies. On the civil side

of the law there has been an increasing devel-

opment of preventive machinery, but study
of the possibilities of preventive justice has only

begun . The legal science of tomorrow will have

few opportunities more promising than the

directing of creative energy toward new meth-

ods, new precepts and new machinery for pre-
ventive justice.

Finally, there is the problem of individualizing
the application of law in a society demanding
individualized treatment of many things with

respect to which it was not needed in the sim-

pler, rural, agricultural society of the past.

Where points of contact between men are rela-

tively few, rules of law may suffice for the exi-

gencies of justice. When the points of contact

are enormously multiplied, as in the great city

of today, when individual claims conflict and

overlap on all sides, it becomes necessary to

have fine lines and delicate discriminations,

which are not easily made by means of rules of

law. The demand for individualization has

brought about a multiplication of administrative

boards and tribunals in the United States and

a constantly increasing resort to administrative

action in Great Britain. The legal science of the

past ignored everything but mechanical logical

application of rigidly defined precepts. Today
jurists recognize an administrative element in

the legal order. It is recognized that in many
fields individualization of the application of

legal precepts is quite as important as the pre-

cepts themselves.
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JURY
ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES. Trial by

jury is the characteristic mode of determining
issues of fact at common law and hence in ac-

tions at law in those countries where English
law prevails or is the basis of the legal system.
A common law court could pronounce judg-
ment only upon the pleadings (the statements of

their case by the respective parties) or the

verdict of a jury determining an issue raised

by the pleadings. Hence the pleadings were

directed toward framing an issue to be tried by a

jury and the trial procedure and law of evidence

were shaped by the exigencies of that process.

Along with the doctrine of precedents and

the doctrine of the supremacy of the law trial

by jury is one of the characteristic legal in-

stitutions of the English speaking world.

A jury is described by Maitland as a body of

neighbors summoned by a public officer to

answer questions upon oath. Historically this is

quite true. It is precisely these characteristics,

summons by a public officer, answering some

question or questions put to them by a public

officer and answering upon oath, which are com-

mon to a grand jury, a petit jury, a coroner's

jury, a jury in condemnation proceedings or a

jury in inquest of office found. If these dif-

ferent types ofjury hear evidence and make pre-
sentments or find indictments or hear evidence

and try issues or pronounce as to the cause of

death or view and value land or determine the

alien character of one who is found holding

land, yet they have developed functions of hear-

ing and trying as incidental to the primary one

of answering questions put to them. In origin

the jury was an administrative device. It came
to be used chiefly in the courts but is still

not wholly confined to the courts, as some of

the above cases suffice to show.

When jury trial as a characteristic institu-

tion of English law had come to be regarded as

a bulwark of liberty, standing between politi-

cally organized society and the individual citizen

and securing the latter against oppression, it

was sought to trace the jury to the Anglo-
Saxon period. In the time of uncritical history

it was attributed to Alfred, who had nothing to

do with it. Later its origin was sought in the

doomsmen of the old local courts or in the com-

purgators. Also a somewhat analogous institu-

tion in Scandinavian law was taken to be the

original during the enthusiasm for Germanic law

in the last century. More especially after the

contests between courts and crown in the seven-

teenth century two famous phrases in Magna
Carta were taken to guarantee jury trial to the

ordinary Englishman. But as it stands in the

great charter the phrase "law of the land"

includes all the modes of trial then usual. It

has no particular reference to jury trial. More-

over the phrase "lawful judgment of his peers"
has no reference to the jury. "Judgment of his

peers" refers to the trial of a vassal by his

fellows in the court of their lord. It means

something of which there is still an example in

the trial of an English peer in the House of

Lords or before his fellows in the Court of the

Lord Stewart. Jury trial did not grow up from

any of these modes of trial. It became a mode
of trial after beginning as something else.

The clearly established and authentic history

of the jury goes back to the ninth century. In

829 the emperor Louis the Pious, successor of

Charlemagne, directed that thereafter royal

rights should be ascertained not by witnesses

produced by the parties interested but by the

sworn statement of the best and most credible

persons in the locality. At that time the rights

of the crown rested in custom. The custom was

to be declared by twelve neighbors upon their

oath. It is possible, but the connection has

not been established, that this administrative

device was taken from a bit of Roman adminis-

trative machinery to be found in the fifth century
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in the Theodosian code. At any rate it was taken

over from the empire of the Carolingians to the

Duchy of Normandy and thence to England. At
first it was used by the government as a means

of ascertaining and establishing its rights

and was called an "inquisition," a term of which

some memory still lingers in old forms of pre-
sentment and indictment and in "inquest of of-

fice found." A Norman duke or an English king
sometimes granted to private persons or to

churches the privilege of having their rights

ascertained in this way. In Normandy in the

twelfth century inquisition was made the ordi-

nary mode of trial for all important civil litiga-

tion. In England soon afterward a series of

enactments allowed it generally as an alternative

mode of trial. From these enactments, which

were called assizes, the inquisition of twelve

men in certain proceedings got the same

name.
After the Norman Conquest the inquisition

went on as an administrative device to obtain

information required by the government. Thus

Domesday Book is a collection of answers by
neighbors as to who owned land and other mat-

ters relating to land which the government
needed to know for the purposes of taxation. In

the twelfth century the inquisition was used to

ascertain the custom as to the relations of church

and crown and to discover crimes and criminals.

Forfeitures and fines for crime were an import-
ant source of revenue. Hence it was important to

compel the neighbors to answer the questions

of the sheriff. By the last third of the twelfth

century it was established as the regular mode of

obtaining presentments of criminals and was

thus on the way to becoming the grand jury.

In mediaeval England trial by jury was not a

logical but a mechanical mode of trial. In a

logical trial, such as one before an Athenian

dicastery or a Roman college of judtces, the

case of each litigant is made out by evidence

and fully argued as to the points in dispute.

The beginnings of law do not provide such

trials. A chief purpose of law in such a stage is

to keep the peace, and in times when groups of

kindred were ready on small provocation to re-

dress the injuries done their kinsman it was

not politic to add a controversy as to the

weight of evidence and argument to the contro-

versy under adjudication. A single, simple test,

as to whose application and outcome there could

be no question, had to stand for the determining

agency. At first and for a long time jury trial

was of this type. The jury was a body of wit-
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ness triers, responding to the exact single issue

submitted to them by a verdict pronounced
on their general knowledge as representatives
of the neighborhood. Jury trial was extended at

the expense of the other mechanical modes of

trial partly because potentially it was a mode
of logical trial.

In mediaeval English law the chief modes of

trial were ordeal (hot iron, boiling water, cold

water and the morsel), wager of law, and battle.

But in 1215 the pope forbade the clergy to take

part in the ritual of ordeals, so that these be-

came obsolete as a regular mode of trial. In

the thirteenth century trial by jury had super-
seded all the mediaeval forms of trial for crim-

inal cases. The civil jury as it is today is de-

rived from the old criminal jury. It comes to

us through the action of trespass, which origi-

nally was criminal but became civil. By the

end of the fifteenth century it was very near

its modern form; it had become a body of im-

partial men who heard witnesses and returned

verdicts on the evidence.

Three far reaching changes operated to bring

jury trial into the order of reason and impart
to it some degree of certainty: first, the prac-
tise of hearing witnesses and the development
of a technique of trials; second, the working
out of a rational system of review of verdicts;

and, third, the development of the law of dam-

ages, which established an authoritative measure

of damage for all important situations. The
first was achieved in the Middle Ages. The sec-

ond was completed about the time of the Ameri-

can Revolution. The third was still proceeding
in the nineteenth century. Already in the Middle

Ages, after beginning by summoning the named
witnesses in order to assist the jury, it had

become customary to examine other witnesses

before the jury to help it to arrive at its verdict.

Thus the characteristic common law method
of trying cases as a whole, not in detached frag-

ments as in civil law countries, grew out of

jury trial. In mediaeval practise the only mode
of reviewing a verdict was by the clumsy process
of attaint, going back in its theory to the

time when jurors were not triers on the evidence

but told the court what the neighborhood knew.

A new jury of twenty-four tried the first jury
for perjury. If the first jury was found to have

returned a wrong verdict, the jurors were

imprisoned, they became infamous and their

property was confiscated. Not unnaturally ju-
rors were unwilling to subject a former jury to

the severe penalties involved and by the reign
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of Elizabeth attaint had ceased to be much re-

sorted to. In the sixteenth century a new way
of controlling the actions of jurors was sought
in the Star Chamber, which began to punish
them for verdicts against obvious evidence. But

because of the political prosecutions of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries this was a

dangerous power in the hands of an administra-

tive tribunal controlled by the crown and in

Bushel's case, decided in 1670 (Vaughan, 135),

it was settled that the obsolete attaint was the

only legal pressure upon a jury. Indeed in that

case Chief Justice Vaughan went so far as to

say that a jury ought to be completely free

from direction from the bench. The reasoning
of the court is interesting: the jury might have

acted on evidence unknown to the court. It is

apparent that the conception of the jury as a

body of witness triers still survived.

In the Middle Ages courts had allowed new
trials for misconduct of jurors, and during the

Commonwealth the upper bench took the no-

table forward step of granting a new trial for an

award of excessive damages against the charge
of the court. After the Restoration this de-

cision was questioned, but the practise of grant-

ing new trials was not established until the

eve of the American Revolution. As to the legal

measure of damages, Sir Edward Coke had said

that the jury were chancellors, in other words,
that they had an uncontrolled discretion. It

was not settled that there was a legal measure

of damages in cases of tort until the nineteenth

century, and a remnant of the power to award

damages as the jury likes still exists in cases of

punitive damages for wilful and wanton wrongs.
Political prosecutions for libel in the eight-

eenth century led to Fox' Libel Act of 1792

making the jurors judges of the law as well as

of the facts in such cases. Except for this one

crime, however, there has been a steady develop-
ment in England toward complete judicial con-

trol of jury trials and full exercise of the

common law power of the courts to advise on the

evidence and direct verdicts in accordance with

the law. The colorless type of charge to juries

which Dickens satirized in the Pickwick Papers
became a thing of the past in the last quarter
of the nineteenth century. Jury trial had been

developed into an effective instrument in Eng-
land about the time that the civil jury was to

become moribund.

At common law the jury was selected by the

sheriff upon a writ requiring him to cause twelve

good and lawful men of the vicinage to come to

serve as jurors. If the jurors were not properly
chosen or not qualified, there might be a chal-

lenge to the array; that is, the whole panel

might be challenged. If particular members of

the panel were subject to objection there might
be challenges for favor; it is an interesting

result of the conception of jurors as witness

triers that the causes of challenge were taken

from the rules of the canon law as to the com-

petency of witnesses. These challenges were

tried by triers appointed from the qualified

jurors. There might also be a certain number of

peremptory challenges for which no reason need

be given. If twelve qualified jurors did not

remain, the sheriff was directed to bring in a

certain number of qualified men from the by-
standers tales de circumstantibus called tales-

men from the first word of the term describing
them. The panel now being full, the jury was

sworn "well and truly to try the issues and a

true verdict render." At this point the trial

technically begins. Junior counsel for the party

having the burden of the issue then opens
the pleadings, stating briefly the nature of

the case and the issue to be tried; and senior

counsel for that party opens his case, setting

forth the case as his client claims it to be,

what he expects to prove and how he expects to

prove it. He then calls his witnesses and exam-

ines them orally before the court and jury,

after which they are severally cross examined

by counsel for the adverse party. \$ hen all the

evidence for the party which has the burden of

the issue has been presented, counsel for the

opposing party addresses the jury, commenting
on the case made against him, setting forth his

version of the facts and stating, if he intends

to produce witnesses, what he expects to prove
and how. If witnesses are called they are ex-

amined and cross examined and counsel for the

party having the burden replies. In a civil

case if as a matter of law there could be only
a certain verdict, the trial judge may direct

the jury to return that verdict and it is entered

on the record accordingly. But in a criminal

case only a verdict of not guilty can be so

directed. If there is a sufficient case to go
to the jury, the trial judge then charges the

jury; that is, addresses them orally, explaining
the issue or issues on which they are to pass,

stating the law applicable thereto, summing
up the evidence on each side and, if he thinks

proper, discussing and commenting upon it.

The jury may find a verdict on consultation

with each other without leaving the jury box or



they may retire to the jury room in charge of

an officer of the court. Originally jurors were

kept there without food or drink until they

agreed on a verdict; a mediaeval judge even

threatened to put them in a cart and take them
about with him at circuit until they reached an

agreement. But in modern practise if the court

becomes satisfied that they cannot agree, the

jury is discharged and the case is retried before

another jury. When they agree (for at common
law the verdict must be unanimous) their

verdict is delivered orally in open court by the

foreman and the jurors are then asked collec-

tively if that is their verdict. If they say that

it is, a party may ask that the jury be polled;

namely, that each juror be called by name and

asked if that is his verdict. If all are agreed,

the verdict is entered on the record and the

jury discharged; if not, they may be sent back

for further deliberation. Instead of a general

verdict in the very terms of the issue there

may be a special verdict: the jury may find the

facts in detail and pray the judgment of the

court as to how the issue should be found in

view thereof. This practise comes from the days

of attaint, where the jurors sought to avoid the

risk of a wrong verdict on a doubtful point.

It is used where the facts are not disputed and

only the legal result is doubtful. The special

verdict is drawn by counsel and formally agreed
to by the juiy. The trial judge may submit spe-

cial questions to the jury along with his charge
or when the verdict is announced but before it

is recorded and take the answers of the jury

thereto. The issues being thus determined, it

remains for the court to give the judgment which

the record requires.

Such is jury trial at common law. It has,

however, been much modified in its details in

the United States, and most of the features which

are now felt to call for reform grow out of

those modifications. When jury trial was brought
to this country in the seventeenth century, it

was still essentially mediaeval. The practise

of granting new trials where a verdict was

clearly against the evidence was still in its

beginnings. Much of the judicial guidance or

control which is required to make jury trial

efficient was still to be developed in England.
In many of the states of the United States

new trials were granted only for the mediaeval

reason of misconduct of the jury and in effect

the jury is as uncontrolled as in the seven-

teenth century. In other states it has required
statutes to give the courts power to review
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verdicts rendered against the evidence, and the

statutory provisions, made too often with refer-

ence to some particular miscarriages of justice,

have not always been drawn wisely or well. Un-

fortunately the legal checks upon the jury were

developed independently and under pioneer
conditions. The results, when functioning in the

urban, industrial America of today, contribute

not a little to current dissatisfaction with

the system.
But the chief cause of dissatisfaction is to

be found in the excessive powers which have

been committed to jurors in the several states.

The jury had grown up as representative of the

local community. The jurors were not witnesses

testifying. They were representatives of the

knowledge and traditions of the locality. This

representative character of the jury appealed

powerfully to colonial, to pioneer and to demo-

cratic America. Then too in the seventeenth

century struggles between courts and crown

juries had proved an effective check upon the

crown. Juries had used their power of rendering

general verdicts and the legal requirement of a

verdict as the basis of a judgment to thwart

royal attempts to enforce certain laws peculiarly

obnoxious to Whigs and Puritans. The colonists

who had the most weight in determining Ameri-

can institutions came to the New World
with a strong dislike for efficient law enforce-

ment and bias for jury lawlessness. This was

confirmed for lawyers by the account of the jury
as steadfastly upholding the immemorial rights

of the ordinary Englishman against arbitrary

governmental action which they found in Coke's

Second Institute and in Blackstone. It seemed
to Americans more important to preserve the

jury as a bulwark of political liberty than to

make it an efficient tribunal. This feeling was

reenforced by jury resistance to colonial gov-
ernments on the eve of the American Revolution

and by jury resistance to unpopular legislation

during the rise of Jeffersonian democracy. The

political importance of the largely uncontrolled

or ill controlled powers of the seventeenth

century jury, as it was brought to America, led

Americans to assume that resistance to laws was

more important than enforcement of law and to

exaggerate the scope of jury lawlessness. There

was even a tendency in some states to extend

jury trial to equity, where historically it had

no place, and when law and equity powers were

given to the same courts to be exercised in

the same proceedings, to assume that in the

fused procedure issues of every sort \vere to be
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tried by juries. But on the whole the historical

view prevailed in this particular connection

and jury trial was confined to legal as distin-

guished from equitable features of the com-

bined proceeding.
But the most characteristic feature of Ameri-

can development of jury trial is limitation

of the common law powers of the trial judge.
The New World had been settled in large part

by colonists who sought to escape the religious

and political prosecutions in which masterful

judges had played a conspicuous part. Subse-

quent immigrants brought with them memories

of the trials in which Jeffreys showed the ter-

rible possibilities of a strong personality on

the bench taking charge of a prosecution. The
tradition of such judges, reenforced by the

conduct of some royalist judges in the events

which led to the revolution, and the conduct of

some strong federalist judges at the end of the

eighteenth century, created a deep seated jeal-

ousy of the trial judge which has persisted in

American legal and judicial institutions. While

English legal institutions were adopted in other

respects, radical departures were made from

the English model in respect of the powers of

trial judges. It is significant that this jealousy
does not extend to equity judges or to judges
of appellate tribunals. The scope of injunc-
tions has been greatly extended. Appellate

judges are allowed powers with respect to legisla-

tion which no other judges exercise anywhere.
But Americans have been and on the whole

remain unwilling to allow trial judges in actions

at law the authority without which justice

cannot be administered effectively in the society

of today. It is true that in the federal courts

the judges have retained their common law

powers. Yet here too in many parts of the

country the circuit courts of appeals have been

cutting down those powers on the analogy of

the state practise.

American states very early began their de-

parture from common law rules by requiring the

charge of the court to the jury to be in writing,

and generally throughout the land by custom,

judicial decision or legislation trial judges
were deprived of the power to comment on
the evidence or discuss its weight or advise as

to its application. Many jurisdictions confine

the charge to the giving of abstract written

"instructions" on points of law involved. Some
make the jurors judges of the law as well as of

the facts, in criminal cases at least. Many
take the power of fixing the sentence away from

the judge at least in offenses of great serious-

ness and commit the measure, duration and

form of penal treatment to the trial jury. Some
of the causes of this shearing of judges of

their common law powers have been referred to.

To these it should be added that for a long
time and in many jurisdictions colonial justice

was administered by magistrates who had no spe-
cial competency to advise or assist juries. But

most of all it must be borne in mind that pioneer
communities were caves of Adullam to which

everyone who was in debt or in distress or

discontented repaired to begin anew, and the

Adullamites had no desire that their creditors

pursue them into the wilderness. Extravagant

powers of juries uncontrolled by judges ap-

pealed to the pioneer, not only because an un-

fettered jury trial afforded a spectacle in

times when the theater, the moving picture, the

radio and the automobile were not at hand but

especially because jury lawlessness and pitfalls

of procedure were often the only defense. Later

the ideas and practises to which these condi-

tions gave rise were taken advantage of in the

contests between habitual plaintiff's lawyers
and habitual defendant's lawyers which went on

in all American courts after the rise of great

public service and industrial corporations with

permanent and well organized legal departments.
One group relied on the power of juries to ren-

der general verdicts free from cor.trol by the

courts; the other on a highly technical procedure
full of pitfalls which provided opportunities
for setting aside verdicts and obtaining new
trials. The elaborate codes of civil procedure
which prevailed in the second half of the

nineteenth century and the hypertrophy of

appellate procedure, serving as a check upon
review of jury trial for "error," are to be ex-

plained in large part by this contest. More-

over the weakness and tendency to abdicate such

powers as they had, frequently manifested by
trial judges elected for short terms, served

still further to render jury trial in this country
inefficient and unsatisfactory.

In contrast with its great popularity in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the jury

system is now almost everywhere under attack.

All American constitutions guaranteed it as es-

sential to liberty and free government. Today
it is being modified or restricted on every hand

or is becoming disused. In England, while the

jury in criminal cases operates well and is not

criticized, the jury in civil cases is almost

obsolete. There is now a well established prac-



tise of resorting to it only in cases involving

legitimate appeal to the emotions, such as as-

sault and battery, malicious prosecution, false

imprisonment, defamation and breach of prom-
ise of marriage. In the United States waiver of

jury trial or reference of cases to referees or

auditors has become increasingly common. In

a growing number of jurisdictions a civil jury
is not to be had unless expressly demanded. In

some of these when one demands a jury he must

advance at least a part of the expense. More-

over the growth of administrative tribunals at

the expense of the common law jurisdiction of

the courts and the development of elaborate

machinery for commercial arbitration are due

largely to distrust of civil juries and are means

of avoiding them. To this growing disuse must

be added a long list of modifications which

indicate a moribund institution. Majority ver-

dicts are now allowed in many jurisdictions. In

some the jury is required to answer in writing

a krge number of special questions. In some

the scope of special verdicts is increased and

the practise of finding them is facilitated. It

would serve no useful purpose to go into details

or to specify jurisdictions. There is so much

legislation and changes are so frequent and dif-

fer so much in detail that any exact statement

would be out of date almost before it was off

the press. Suffice it to say that continual tinker-

ing with
tjie

civil jury has achieved little

improvement and is not likely to do so unless

and until the common law powers of the trial

judge are fully restored. There is danger
that before this fundamental reform can be

brought about confidence in the civil jury will

have been so wholly lost that no reform can re-

establish it. As to the jury in criminal cases,

that also is under attack generally but more

as the result of the changes made in pioneer

America than from inherent defects in the com-

mon law institution. A criminal trial before a

jury made judge of law as well as of facts,

with the judge restricted to the position of an

umpire in the almost unrestrained contest of

counsel, with the duty of fixing the penalty

left to the jurors and so made to complicate
the question of guilt, with the charge of the

court reduced to a written dissertation on ab-

stract points of law, is not a jury trial in the

sense of the common law and is not the jury

trial which made that institution one of the

glories of English law. As it is, the steady growth
of waiver of jury trial in criminal cases and

the extension of summary criminal jurisdiction
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present a story very similar to that of the

civil jury.

There are compelling reasons for believing
that the jury in criminal cases will endure. As
a device for political education of citizens who
do jury duty its importance has perhaps
been exaggerated. Such education is expensive
and is less necessary under the conditions of

diffusion of information today than it may have

been in the past. But the jury of the vicinage
is a truly representative institution, and a

representative local judgment upon conduct has

a value which atones for many shortcomings.
The bad features of the jury system in criminal

justice in America are mostly traceable to want

of control and want of power of control by the

trial judge and the abuses which have grown up
in consequence. Thus in an American state crim-

inal trial of any importance it is usual to

take up many days in elaborate and detailed ex-

amination of prospective jurors in order to

secure an absolutely unbiased panel. Where a

jury has extravagant powers and the trial judge
can do no more than give academic explanations
of abstract points of law this may be necessary,
but it is significant that no such protracted
examinations are heard of, because they are not

needed, where the judge has and exercises the

common law powers.
It must be remembered that the jury in crim-

inal cases served as one of a long series of

mitigating devices in criminal procedure. That
list is now excessively long in America: the

discretion of peace officers as to whether or

not they shall report or arrest offenders; the

authority of the magistrate to discharge upon
preliminary examination; the power of the grand

jury to ignore indictments; the discretion of

the public prosecutor as to whether or not he
shall prosecute; the authority of the jury to

acquit by general verdict in the face of the

evidence; the discretion of the judge to grant
a new trial; the discretion of the judge as to

sentence, suspension of sentence and mitigation
of sentence; the individualizing power of ad-

ministrative officials by way of parole; the

executive power of pardon. This long list comes
down from the era of capital punishment for all

serious offenses and the later era of political

prosecutions. Obviously it is much too long.
But there are other points at which to strike,

especially in the American additions to the list

as it stood at common law. On the other hand,
the jury system in criminal cases stands in need

of much improvement. The rapid growth of en-
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forcement of laws against vice by injunction
rather than prosecution is due largely to the

ineffectiveness of jury trial for such cases.

Indeed with the rise of the problem of enforc-

ing law in the urban, industrial society of today
a much more efficient criminal trial system is

imperative.
As to the civil jury it has been much over-

worked in the United States. It was a good tri-

bunal in the old time rural, agricultural so-

ciety, where the jurors knew the men and the

things involved in local litigation. But the

city dweller of today seldom knows his neigh-

bors and the range of his interests and knowl-

edge is specialized. Most of all, however, the

civil jury is too expensive. It wastes the time

of jurors, parties and witnesses beyond what

is justified by any advantage it may have. In

cities where courts sit to try cases continuously
the year round the drain of jury service is

serious and in the end those who would make

the best jurors evade service because neither

they nor the business of the community can af-

ford to have them taken from their everyday
work. If for no other reason, the expense of

the civil jury as an ordinary tribunal for ordinary
controversies is likely to make it obsolete in

the economic order of tomorrow.

ROSCOE POUND

OTHER COUNTRIES. No institution of English
law has achieved so universal a reception as

the jury system. In the nineteenth century the

jury, introduced into civil law countries, be-

came virtually a world institution. If it is

true that the English jury owed its origin to

early forms of continental procedure for Brun-

ner's conclusions as to the royal and inquisi-

torial origins of the jury have been somewhat

questioned since the appearance of the work of

Meyer the debt was thus amply repaid. It must

not be supposed, however, that the transplanted
institution was any more an exact copy of the

English prototype than was the American jury.

In fact it was not the English but the French

jury, representing a considerable modification

of the English institution, that served as a

model for civil law countries.

The jury was ushered into continental coun-

tries as a result of the French revolutionary
movement. It had been among the English insti-

tutions greatly admired by the French philo-

sophes. With its oral and public procedure it

seemed to them ideally suited to undermine the

old secret inquisitorial procedure. Moreover

the substitution of the principle of the free

evaluation of proof for the system of legal

proofs seemed to make the jury imperative. Only
a jury of citizens could be left free to judge
on the basis of their own intimate conviction.

Thus the cahiers of 1789 demanded the introduc-

tion of trial by jury in criminal cases, and

the Constituent Assembly established it by the

law of 16-29 f September, 1791. The jury

system thus introduced survived through con-

sulate, empire and republic. When its retention

was debated in the State's Council in the course

of the drafting of the Code of Criminal Exam-

ination of 1808, it was curiously Napoleon who
was its staunchest defender, for the first consul

realized that it would be a useful weapon in

his hands against the old aristocracy. Estab-

lished in some of the regions that were under

the Napoleonic hegemony, the jury made its way
very rapidly in the Latin countries, which in

all matters followed almost precisely the Code
of Criminal Examination.

Almost everywhere the triumph of the jury

system was assured by the revolutionary move-

ments of 1848. Its reception in all but a very few

of the German states at this time proved deci-

sive. The jury had been retained in the Rhine

provinces after their emancipation from French

domination, and a number of causes celebres in

those provinces made the jury a subject of great

debate throughout Germany. German legal

scholars became interested in the institution and

there began in the 1820*8 the long series of

German works devoted to its origins. For the

period before the Frankfort National Assembly
it may be said that on the whole the majority of

German jurists were opposed to the introduction

of the jury. Feuerbach shrewdly realized that

it would not be a liberal agency until the forms

of government of the European states were fun-

damentally modified. The enormously influen-

tial Mittermaier was at first opposed to it. But

popular clamor for it was not to be resisted.

In the second half of the nineteenth century
the jury continued its conquests and even made
its way into the regions of benevolent despotism.
In Spain it was suppressed in 1875 after a short

trial but was restored in 1888. It was even

introduced into imperial Russia in 1864. The
German Code of Criminal Procedure of 1877

accepted the jury for the whole empire, and the

end of the century saw it established in the

Hapsburg dominions as well. It prevailed of

course in most of the Swiss cantons, and while

it encountered a good deal of resistance in the



Scandinavian countries Norway yielded in 1887.

In fact the only important European country to

refuse to admit it for any purpose was the Neth-

erlands. Its acceptance in the Latin American

countries was fairly general.

In France the jury system has undergone
scores of changes since 1791, and it has often

been somewhat modified in detail in the other

civil law countries which have based their sys-

tems upon the French. But few of these have

departed very radically from its basic principles.

Where fundamental changes have been intro-

duced they have been determined by the neces-

sity of accommodating the jury to so many
diverse forms of government.

In civil law countries the jury is not em-

ployed in civil cases, with the possible excep-
tion of its use to assess the value of property
in condemnation proceedings, as in France.

Moreover it is everywhere recognized that even

in criminal cases the use of the jury is to be con-

fined to the trial of major offenses. Thus the

jury has been regarded in these countries as an

exceptional institution from the very beginning.

The dominant tendency has been to confine it to

the trial of "crimes," using the term in the

technical sense of the tripartite continental

division of offenses into crimes, delicts and

contraventions. The principle of unanimity in

the decision of the jury has been rejected from

the very first. The verdict is usually arrived

at either r>y a simple majority or by a two-

thirds vote. The present French law provides

for the former; the German code of criminal

procedure of 1877 required the latter.

The actual organization and conduct of a jury

trial do not differ very radically from those

which prevail under the Anglo-American sys-

tem. Almost everywhere the jury has been com-

posed of twelve jurors. They are usually chosen

by lot from a small panel and provision is made

for peremptory challenges as well as challenges

for cause, but as in England there is no elaborate

examination of talesmen. The most important
difference between the continental and Anglo-
American systems in the conduct of the jury

trial is the absence in the former of cross

examination of witnesses. The questions are put

by the president of the court, and the only op-

portunity of counsel to attack the case of the

prosecution is in the address to the jury. Since

there are no strict exclusionary rules of evidence

the witnesses usually have the advantage of

haranguing the jury upon any point in any way
related to the case. When the testimony is com-
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pleted, a summary, or re'sume', of it is made by
the court. This feature was abolished in France

in 1 88 1 because of its abuse by ambitious presid-

ing judges, but the prevailing doctrine is that the

judge may summarize the evidence for and

against the defense, provided that he does not

comment upon it in any way. In the actual pres-
entation of the case to the jury the civil law

practise differs from that of the common law in a

curious way. There is no general finding of guilty
or not guilty. The jury is given a series of

written questions to answer based upon various

premises as to the facts, and the questions
must be framed in such a way that they may be
answered "yes" or "no." The practise in the

framing of questions, which at times has run to

a considerable degree of ingenuity, is reminiscent

of the Roman formulary procedure.
The jury has everywhere been regarded as the

"palladium of liberty," but devices have often

been found in civil law countries for reducing
its effectiveness in this role. The classes that

might be opposed to the interest and desires of

the government have sometimes been legally ex-

cluded from eligibility for service and a govern-
mental functionary has been given a further

right of scrutinizing the final lists. The best

example is the composition of the jury under

the Napoleonic regime: the basis of eligibility

was made extremely narrow, and the prefect
was given virtually dictatorial powers over the

lists. The basis for the composition of the jury
in France has changed in accordance with the

character of the regime in power; the present
liberal system rests upon the law of 1872.
Another effective governmental expedient has

been to limit the competence of the jury. Thus
in autocratic countries political crimes and

offenses of the press have been specifically

excluded from its competence. In other words,
the jury has been confined to the function of

judging ordinary crime. Where the jury system
was established in Russia, its use was excluded

not only in political crimes but in such of-

fenses as rape, bigamy and resisting arrest.

The democratic countries on the other hand have

specifically included within its competence
delicts of the press and political offenses. In

some countries jury trial has been provided

only in the case of delicts of the press, as in

Sweden. In Chile a law of 1872 provided for the

trial of press offenses by a jury of seven.

In the present century a few gains have been

made in the further introduction of the jury

system: a constitutional guaranty of jury trial
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was included in the post-war constitutions of

Poland and Austria; and in 1924 the jury was

introduced into imperial Japan except for po-
litical offenses. On the whole, however, the

institution has been on the decline. It has

been abolished in some Swiss cantons. In France

there has been a growing practise of avoiding

jury trial where possible by basing the prosecu-

tion upon such elements of an offense as will

constitute it only a d&it. This "correctionaliza-

tion of crimes," as it has been called, is very
reminiscent of the practise of American dis-

trict attorneys in accepting pleas. Everywhere
there has been a growing discontent with the

jury system, and there are not many continental

jurists who have much to say in its favor except
in connection with press and political offenses.

French jurists have pointed to the readiness

with which juries in their country have acquit-

ted in cases of sexual offenses and the great

severity they have shown in cases of property
crimes. Ferri and Garofalo give accounts of the

functioning of Italian juries that are almost in-

credible. In some of the provinces, it seems,

jurors have almost had fixed scales of charges.

Verdicts of acquittal have been common when
the accusation has been that of embezzling

public money. In regions dominated by the

Mafia and the Camorra juries have been con-

tinually intimidated.

The most serious threat to the continued ex-

istence of the jury system in its present form

is a growing movement to turn the jury into a

board of lay judges, called Schoffen in Germany
and tchevinage in France. The tradition of lay

judges is an ancient one in Europe, going back

to the scabini of the Merovingians. Indeed some
of the early attempts of German scholars to

trace the history of the jury attributed its

origin to these lay judges. Although the differ-

ence between a lay judge and a juror has come
to be recognized, a tendency has persisted to

regard lay participation in the administration

of criminal justice as the essence of the jury

system. In a jury trial the whole judicial func-

tion is divided between the judges and the jury,
while in a trial before lay judges there is no
such division of function. The current move-
ment aims to combine the permanent judges and
the jury into one bench, acting as a unit in delib-

erating and reaching a decision as to both guilt

and punishment. A court of Schoffen composed
of one permanent judge and two laymen had ex-

isted in Germany under the code of criminal

procedure of 1877 for the trial of various minor

offenses. Courts composed ofvarious numbers of

professional and lay judges had functioned also

in other Germanic countries and perhaps else-

where. Such mixed courts had existed in the

French and Italian colonies even for the trial

of serious offenses. In 1924 Germany abolished

its jury system in the case of all major crimes

and substituted for it a court to be composed of

three permanent judges and six laymen to sit

and deliberate together. Its competence was

severely limited to treason, crimes of homicide

and a few other offenses. The change was made
under a plea of economy, and the new institution

is still called a jury (not Schoffengericht but

Schwurgericht) but it is such only in name.
The advantage of combining the lay and profes-
sional judges is obvious. The former have the

guidance of the expert knowledge and experience
of the latter, and the processes of judgment as

to law and fact, formerly separated, are advan-

tageously united. But it is no less equally ob-

vious that the lay judges will tend to be over-

awed by their professional colleagues. Moreover

since the advice of the professional judges is

no longer given to the laymen from the bench in

open court, the guaranties of publicity no longer
exist. It is significant that a system not un-

like the German was introduced into Fascist

Italy in 1931 and that a similar system is used

in Soviet Russia for the trial of offenses in all

criminal courts. The Soviet court is composed
of a permanent judge and only two lay judges,
and the verdict is reached by a majority.
When it is considered that the criminal jury

has been on the decline in common law coun-

tries as well England, the birthplace of the

modern jury, has witnessed a tremendous growth
of "summary prosecution," and in the United

States waiver of jury trial is becoming increas-

ingly common one is forced to look beyond
local causes for a fundamental explanation. It is

doubtful whether procedural differences between

common and civil law countries can be consid-

ered to exercise the decisive influence on the

fate of the jury system. The rule of unanimous

decision and the system of elaborate examination

of talesmen have often been blamed for its de-

cline, but civil law countries have complained
of the jury although they have known neither.

The mere power to comment on the evidence has

never sufficed to control a jury that wished to

go contrary to the judge's opinion. Continental

jurists have recognized frankly that the separa-
tion of law and fact in jury procedure is chi-

merical. Everywhere the jury tends to be omnip-



otent, in fact if not in law. Even the legal

exclusion of the popular and heterodox classes

from the jury in some of the civil law countries

can be overemphasized. Jury packing has not

been unknown in England and in the United

States, where such an exclusion is not provided
for. In all countries, whatever the provision of

law, the middle class tends to dominate in the

jury system. An explanation for the dissatisfac-

tion with thejury system should rather be sought
in the fact that technically the jury represents a

rather cumbersome procedure and politically a

means for effectuating the will of the middle

class. A great deal can be said for the jury, but

it may as well be recognized frankly that

efficiency in the trial of causes is not among its

virtues.
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JUS GENTIUM as a Latin phrase might mean
the law which governs the citizens of all nations

or the law which governs the citizens of a limited

group of nations or else the law which governs
the nations themselves in their relations with

each other. It is doubtful whether the second of

these meanings was ever adopted, but the first

and last were frequently attached to the phrase
in ancient and in modern times and both have

been fruitfully developed.
What were the gentes? Apparently not the

Roman clans, which were ancient and important

institutions, although there was a law that re-

lated to them and this law must at an early time

have been of great moment. But this law was

known zsjusgentilicium, and the fact that it was
never called jus gentium indicates that the latter

phrase did not come into existence until the

gentes as clans had lost importance and the

gentes as national units had gained it. This must
have happened some time before the completion
of the conquest of Italy in the third century B.C.

The various instances of the occurrence of the

phrase have in recent times been exhaustively
collected. When they are carefully examined,

there ought to be little doubt that the earliest in-

formal definition, that given by Cicero (De officiis

in: 5, 23; in: 17, 69; and Tusculanarum disputa-

tionum I: 13, 30), contains the fundamental no-

tion of the term. Cicero says that thejus gentium
is the law which natural reason has established

among all nations, and there is little reason for

qualifying or doubting the accuracy of his state-

ment. Certainly there is no real support in the

sources for the supposition that the jus gentium
was a non-Roman law, the law of non-Roman

gentes, in the sense in which the word gentiles is

used in the Bible. Thejus civile is not contrasted

with the jus gentium but as far as it was rational

is conceived as a part of it.

It is necessary, however, to qualify the impli-

cations of the English version of Cicero's

definition. The gens in his sense was a group of

persons who professed a common descent and

dealt with one another as people who had com-

mon interests and a certain amount of common

responsibility. It was not necessarily an organ-
ized political unit. Every gens had certain pe-

culiarities of its own. The jus gentium, since it

was the law which all of them used, must be the

common element in the jura of the several

gentes. It was not, at any rate not at first, an ideal

law which all men ought to follow but the body
of common rules which gentes, however diverse,

did actually follow. At a later period it was a

favorite exercise of rhetoric to point out the

extreme discrepancies that existed between the

laws of various nations. But when the phrasejus

gentium first came into common use in Rome,

perhaps in the third century B.C., it is likely

enough that the gentes envisaged contained few

violently idiosyncratic examples.
The Roman must have thought of thejus gen-

tium as containing no inconsiderable body of

usages and of usages which were quite concrete

and specific. The real question, however, is not

so much what the jus gentium was but what its

significance was. What was its relation to the

ordinary law? Evidently a Roman magistrate en-

forcing law in the ordinary cases between

Roman citizens would not be likely to appeal to

it, since as far as it constrained him it was part of

thejus civile, which he was bound to administer.

But when he had to enforce law between Roman
and non-Roman or when the Roman law as for-

mulated in statute or in concrete customs was for

one reason or another inapplicable even in cases

involving only Roman citizens, the magistrate
was required to actjustly and conscientiously; in

such cases it was a powerful confirmation of
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conscience and justice to find a rule established

in the common practise of all or nearly all na-

tions, i.e. in thejus gentium.
It is evident, however, that when a doctrine of

natural law is established, empirical institutions

developed in the jus gentium might be found to

be in contradiction to it. One such system of

principles of justice, the stoic doctrine of nat-

ural law, did in fact classify several of the insti-

tutions of the jus gentium, for instance, slavery,

as unjust or morally indifferent. And this par-
ticular form of natural law exercised a powerful
influence on many stoic trained jurists. It is this

doctrine, as quoted by Ulpian in the third cen-

tury, which has been transmitted to modern
times as the classic statement of what natural

law was and how it differed from thejus gentium.
But the stoic doctrine was neither the only one

nor the prevailing one among ancient jurists. In

most cases they clung to Cicero's definition in

which "natural reason" is given as the source of

thejusgentium. When the gentes concerned were

no longer the Italian states around Rome but a

complex of nations extending from Britain to

Mesopotamia and beyond, the common element

in the practises of all of them could hardly be less

than a law dictated by nature itself. It is so de-

fined by Gaius in the second century. That is,

there was no real difference among writers of

this group between jus gentium and natural law.

The later jyrists used the terms interchangeably,
and the Christian doctrine that natural reason is

of divine origin strengthened rather than weak-

ened the tendency to equate them. It may be

said that there were as many kinds of natural law

as there were philosophic schools or religious

sects and that there was only one kind of jus

gentium', but the two would of necessity coalesce.

It was inevitable that the larger and apparently
more comprehensive term should be the more

successful in the early Middle Ages; in the early

schoolmen and publicists jus gentium is of rare

occurrence, even though the popular cyclopaedia
of the Middle Ages, Isidore's Etymologies, fully

defines the term. Upon reading this definition

one is struck by the fact that all the elements

tabulated and listed in it are of a special sort.

They have to do with matters which had at all

times been declared specifically to be a part of

the Roman jus gentium but which had been of

little importance in the time of Rome's primacy.
This was thejus gentium in the sense of mod-

ern international law, the law that regulates the

conduct of gentes among themselves. It is some-

times inaccurately said that modern interna-
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tional law was the equivalent of the Roman jus

fetiale, or fetial law. This latter, however, was

merely a special type of ritual used in declara-

tions of war and in one or two other incidents of

war. Its implications were always magical or re-

ligious and its importance was slight. But the

substantial elements that were concerned in the

conduct of gentes toward each other were defi-

nitely called rules of the jus gentium by ancient

writers. These were matters like the obligatory
force of solemn treaties, the inviolability of am-

bassadors, and rules of warfare, all of which
have clear enough analogues or derivatives in

modern international law.

Isidore's definition was quoted verbatim in

the Decretum of Gratian, the foundation of the

canon law, and accordingly was something of an

axiom among schoolmen. Consequently the

publicists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

were not conscious of having devised a new term

or of having made a new application of an old

one when they used jus gentium to describe the

law which under the conditions of the time had

assumed a new importance, the law that at-

tempted to govern the several nations in their

relations, either warlike or peaceful, with each

other. The jus gentium as a branch of the law of

nature rather than as identical with it provided
a common basis of intercourse for nations, which

no longer acknowledged a common religious

authority. It must not be forgotten that the jus

gentium was itself a particula divinijuris. Perhaps
such a phrase as Vitoria's jus naturale gentium
was an attempt at describing the special character

of this revised aspect of natural law; but the ex-

pressionjus naturae et gentium, Milton's "law of

nature and of nations," was more generally used

until the term international \aw,jus inter gentes,

superseded it. The great Spanish Dominicans in

the sixteenth century laid a natural stress on the

religious sanction of thejus gentium as authorita-

tively determined by the church itself. There

can be little doubt that the analysis of this special

jus gentium, which is particularly detailed in

Ayala, powerfully influenced Grotius, but his jus

gentium was compelled to justify itself by self-

evident principles of morality and by the ra-

tionalized practises of Christian peoples rather

than by appeal to authority.

Thejusgentium of Grotius did not require ab-

solute uniformity of all nations. It was enough
that it included many nations. It passed through
a period of development not unlike that of the

Roman jus gentium, since the immemorial prac-
tises and moral ideals of west European nations
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had a noticeable common fund which gave an

apparent reality and fixity to its rules. Interna-

tional law even in the early nineteenth century
could sometimes be regarded as applying only to

Christian nations. Obviously modern conditions

could tolerate no such anomaly, particularlywhen
non-Christian powers, like Japan, China and

Turkey, had to be admitted into the family of na-

tions. The jus gentium considered as a. jus inter

gentes has accordingly in its expansion once

more placed itself on the basis of a general moral

sense, and its obligatory character has often

been derived from that fact.

Ifjus gentium became limited tojus inter gentes
in the early Middle Ages, the doctrines of the

conflict of laws, which are usually traced to

Bartolus, bid fair to recreate a kind of common

jus gentium in the older sense. This branch of the

law requires the application under definite con-

ditions of a foreign law. The selection of the

conditions, however, is based on principles of

fairness assumed to underlie the application of

any law not specifically statutory. And there is

further a moral valuation often placed upon the

foreign law before it will be accepted. This leaves

at the bottom of the principles of the conflicts of

law a certain modicum of jus gentium which is

capable of considerable extension.

Again, all the tendencies of the study of com-

parative law have been to assimilate the laws of

the countries compared. The mercantile law of

Europe was from the beginning a sort of jus

gentium and is becoming even more so under the

pressure of commercial needs. The countries of

continental Europe are in a fair way to produce
a common private law of obligations, which has

already exercised an attractive force on the

Anglo-American law of contract. While the

movement is consciously only in the direction of

Sijus gentium considered as a segregation of com-
mon elements in existing historical systems, it

is inevitable that the necessary compromises
must meet the test of fairness. Thus ajusgentium
in the sense of a law common to the majority of

civilized communities is not an impracticable
ideal for the present and the concept has not lost

its vitality.
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JUST PRICE. Since the beginning of classical

economics modern theories of value, whether

objective or subjective, have viewed price as a

purely market phenomenon. The just price, on

the other hand, as a conception and as a doctrine

is basically ethical rather than economic. In

antiquity ethics was a branch of philosophy and

the doctrines of the just price formed a part of

philosophical systems. In the Middle Ages eth-

ics was rooted in theology; and accordingly the

just price was treated in theological works and

in summae theologicae.

The general attitude of the Greeks toward

economic matters is represented by Aristotle's

conception of money and price. In the fifth book

of the Nicomachean Ethics he sums up his views

on this subject, which were constantly quoted,

interpreted and developed by the, mediaeval

scholastic philosophers, with the terse phrase,
"Thus has been explained what is just and what

is unjust" (v: 9). Aristotle clearly perceived the

importance of price in the exchange of commod-

ities; and his emphasis on the place of labor time

in the determination of prices has enabled mod-
ern theorists in both objective and subjective
schools to hail him as their ancestor. But it is

with the realization of justice rather than with

price determination that the philosopher is con-

cerned. Justice applies not to the inanimate but

to the animate, not to the commodity but to the

laborer; it is revealed not in the magnitude of

an isolated unit but in the correct relation of

that unit to the organic whole. Hence the just

price does not attach to house or flour or shoe

alone. There is rather a just price relationship

between house and flour and shoe a relation-

ship corresponding to that between builder and
farmer and shoemaker.

Individualistic Roman law made the deter-

mination of prices in commercial transactions

entirely a matter of the legally free will. It is

true that when mediaeval canon lawyers set out
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to harmonize Roman law with the teachings of

the church they discovered a rescript of the

emperor Diocletian (Corpus juris civilis: Codex

iv: 44, 2) which enabled them to read the Chris-

tian concept of an "objective" just price into the

Roman code. This rescript aimed to prevent a

too glaring disproportion between the contrac-

tual price and the "value" of a given commodity
by guaranteeing redress to the seller in cases

where the price amounted to less than half of

the value. But in addition to the fact that it

affected a trifling number of transactions the

rescript was in essence un-Roman. It is indeed

one of the clearest examples of the force with

which the new Christian or rather oriental doc-

trines began in the third century to permeate
and disrupt the Roman structure.

The Christians tried to base all important
doctrines upon Biblical revelation. St. Paul's

instruction to the Thessalonians that "no man

go beyond and defraud his brother in any mat-

ter" (/ Thessalonians iv: 6) therefore acquired a

special significance both for the church fathers

and for the scholastics. It was from this source

that Lactantius developed the doctrine that not

only was it the duty of the seller to point out

to the buyer the possible defects of the com-

modity but also that the buyer should never seek

to profit by the seller's mistakes (Divinae insti-

tutiones V: 16). In St. Augustine's De Trinitate

(xm: 3) Paul's passage received a concrete illus-

tration which for a thousand years it was vir-

tually compulsory for writers on the subject to

reproduce. It concerns the sale of a precious

manuscript by an individual ignorant of the real

value; the buyer evidently St. Augustine him-

self paid the just price (justum pretium} ,
which

was substantially higher than the one demanded.

How the just price was to be determined was

a question raised neither by St. Augustine nor

by writers during the following centuries which

worshiped his authority. In the early Middle

Ages, when over a wide area a natural economy
had supplanted the money economy of antiq-

uity and when significant changes in price

occurred only as a result of crop fluctuations,

it was easy to regard the traditional prices as

just. At that time moreover the ethical precepts
of the church had sufficient force to bind the

faithful in every sphere of life. But in the elev-

enth and twelfth centuries the economic system

began to lose its static character. A money
economy reemerged in the Italian cities making
it possible to satisfy new demands with new

commodities; as a result of the crusades large
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quantities of money and metals began to pour
into the West. Once early capitalism had invaded

the mediaeval structure, upsetting the existing

social order as well as the traditional price sys-

tem, the problem of what factors determined

the just price could no longer be avoided. Al-

bertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas accord-

ingly undertook the task of reconciling the

traditional church doctrines with the ideas of

the recently discovered Aristotle and with the

new economic facts.

Albertus in his interpretation of Aristotle was

the first to introduce the two concepts with

which all the scholastics later tried to determine

the just price: labor and cost (labores et expert-

sae) (Ethicorum hbri v: 2, 28). A more precise

definition of the two concepts is attempted by

Aquinas, who states that the measure of labor

is labor time (In X libros ethicorum ad Nico-

machum v: 5). Cost he leaves undefined, as might
be expected in an age when industrial technique
was only slightly developed and when there was

little fixed capital and little variation between

conditions and therefore costs of production.

But for the determination of labor and cost taken

together Aquinas stresses the significance of

conditto, or social status: just as the worth of

the person depends upon his class, so does the

value of his service (Summa theologica n: 2,

61,2).
With this conception of the just price Aquinas

was able to add an economico-ethical justifica-

tion for the position of moral theology with

regard to usury and interest. Commutative jus-

tice, he declares, is violated whenever the debtor

forfeits more than the creditor (n: 2, 78). On
the other hand, profit from commercial trans-

actions is legitimate in so far as it represents a

compensation for additional labor and cost, such

as would be involved in transportation and

storage. In such cases commercial profit is jus-

tified as stipendium laboris (n: 2, 77, 4). Thus
it is incorrect to say that the just price as for-

mulated by Aquinas and later scholastics was

entirely devoid of economic content. What dis-

tinguishes it from all modern theory and practise

is that it recognizes no validity for economic

activity as such nor independent economic

norms. Its law is derived from theological doc-

trines and from the philosophy of mediaeval

class society. Because the just price was essen-

tially not an economic but an ethical and social

concept it did not necessarily coincide with the

market price, which Aquinas callspretium datum.

For the same reason it was a component of the
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objective order of things and was based on nat-

ural law: human society could not endure with-

out just buying and selling and the just price

(n: '.95. 4)-

The social function of the doctrine was to

prevent material gain from becoming the sole

motive of economic activity, to extend the Chris-

tian way of life to the economic sphere and to

safeguard the traditional social structure; its fate

therefore depended upon the strength of the

faith and of the church and on the authority of

the secular power. As these declined progres-

sively between the thirteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, giving way before the dynamic money
economy or even succumbing to capitalistic

practises, the possibility of retaining the doc-

trine in its rigid form diminished correspond-

ingly. To keep pace with economic development
thinkers like Henri de Gand, Duns Scotus,

Buridan, Nider, Langenstein (Henricus de Has-

sia) and others continuously offered additions

and modifications. A comprehensive system in-

tegrating and supplementing these ideas was

presented early in the Renaissance in the Summa

theologiae moralis of Antonino of Florence (4

vols., Venice 1479-80; new ed. Verona 1740).

At a time when the rise of a new artisan and

merchant class to wealth and political power had

given striking evidence of the changes in the

economic set up and of the dissolution of the

static order by the forces of capitalism, it was

no longer possible to make the preservation of

the mediaeval class structure the determining

principle of the just price system. Antonino as

well as Bernardino of Siena tried to justify the

new economy before the bar of divine justice

and natural law by recognizing as elements in

the just price not only labor and impensae but

also industria the zeal, diligence and creative

activity of the new entrepreneur. Industria was

even legitimate excuse for the merchant to profit

by fluctuations in prices and in money value.

With this broad view a closer analysis could be

made of the concept of cost, which the earlier

scholastics had dismissed as a given, invariable

quantity. Bernardino perceived that scarcity

(raritas) was a presupposition of price, and re-

muneration for risk (periculum) a determinant.

Antonino included as determinants both utility

and scarcity and in addition a third element, the

degree of pleasurableness (complacibilitas). As a

result of all these amendments price ceased to

be treated as a numerically fixed magnitude: a

margin was left for differences in person, place
and time (Summa n : i , 1 6, 3) . In contrast to their

predecessors the late scholastic philosophers did

not view the just price as a static norm; it be-

came sufficiently loose to embrace dynamic
market changes. Antonino distinguishes between

three levels of the just price: the lower, inter-

mediate and upper. In view of the uncertainty

attaching to human calculations he makes allow-

ance even for slight transgressions of these lim-

its, although he is careful to add that "caution"

should be observed in making this known to the

public.

Despite this caution and despite the essential

preservation of the principle of equivalence in

exchange Antonino 's doctrine of the three levels

met the needs of early capitalistic economy.
This is reflected most clearly in the surmounting
of the difficulties which had been caused the

scholastics by the problem of credit purchase
and sale. Since the principle that time is not

salable was the fundamental basis for the pro-
hibition of usury, the scholastics were deter-

mined at all costs to keep it intact. They were

therefore troubled by the fact that it makes a

great difference to a merchant whether he sells

a commodity for cash or on credit and that this

difference is often revealed in the market price.

According to Antonino 's solution, if the inter-

mediate level of the just price is accepted in

cases of cash payment, then the upper level may
be demanded in credit transactions (n: i, 8, i).

Thus the gates of the church were opened to the

emerging credit economy.
'

These changes, which necessarily affected the

doctrine of the just wage an integral part of

the doctrine of the just price and which were

accompanied by similar amendment of the doc-

trines of capital, interest and usury, had impor-
tant repercussions not only from the cultural

and religious points ofview butfrom the political

and economic. As soon as justice was conceived

as a sliding scale rather than an objective norm,
the rigid barriers of social and political life were

removed. Such governmental regulations as fixed

prices lost their objective and metaphysical

basis; the interests of the consumers, whose

protection had been the chiefobject of the ortho-

dox doctrine and the system of fixed prices, be-

came secondary to the interests of the producers,
who through the expansion of production upset
the previous price system and discovered in

price fluctuation itself a new source of profit.

The extension of the doctrine of the just price,

which reached its ultimate conclusion with An-

tonino, thus marks the point at which Christian

theology abandoned its effort to save the
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economic and social system of the Middle Ages.
The sixteenth and seventeenth century jurists

who undertook the task of interpreting and de-

veloping the doctrine were too steeped in Roman
law not to assign greater validity to the idea of

the free contract in commercial transactions.

Thus in analyzing the determinants of price
Scaccia in his Tractatus de commerciis et cambio

(i: i, 436) relegated cost and labor to the last

place and isolated as the primary factors the

intrinsic worth of commodities (bonitas intrin-

seca) and supply (copia vcl inopia). In the eight-
eenth century, when the physiocrats and classical

economists made economics an independent
science, the scholastic doctrine lost all signifi-

cance; henceforth it was of interest only to

historians and theologians.
In spite of the virtual disappearance of the

doctrine the just price as an idea has managed
to survive in the most diverse guises. The "nat-

ural price" of the physiocrats is nothing but the

old just price in a secularized form and in the

new terminology of natural law. Adam Smith's

"normal value" is an obvious survival of the old

doctrine. The classical economists since Ricardo

and the marginal utility and mathematical

schools have, it is true, insisted upon the auton-

omy of economics and have banished from their

science the idea of the just price along with all

metaphysical notions. But the socialistic labor

theory of value represents an attempt to revive

the idea <3f a proper or correct price, although
this price is determined not by transcendental

justice but by social appropriateness. The most

recent doctrines of the universahstic school rep-
resented by Spann have gone so far as to resus-

citate the just price as a concept. Should events

prove that capitalism has begun to decay, a

concomitant development may well be the re-

appearance of the "correct" and perhaps also of

the "just" price as a regulative social principle.

EDGAR SALIN
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JUSTI, HERMAN (1851-1909), American ad-

vocate of industrial conciliation. Justi was suc-

cessively a clerk, statistician, merchant, bank

president and coal operator. He was one of the

leading and most influential originators of the

practise of trade agreements and of the organiza-
tion of employers' associations. Constant labor

troubles, the violation of contracts and the

emergence of a strong miners' union gave him
the opportunity to put his ideas into practise.

The five months' strike of the Illinois bitumi-

nous miners in 1897 made it evident that the

temporary truce should be followed by perma-
nent agreements and that the employers would

be forced to organize for this purpose. Justi par-

ticipated in the formation of the Illinois Coal

Operators' Association and became its first com-

missioner, a position which he held until his

death. The machinery set up involved no arbi-

tration and constituted a sort of self-government
for the industry. Representatives of the miners'

union and of the operators met in annual con-

vention to decide upon a general contract; minor

questions or disagreements under the contract

were settled by permanent machinery operating

through the union's officials and Justi as com-

missioner of the operators' association. Similar

machinery was soon created for the other states

in the central bituminous coal district Indiana,

Ohio and Pennsylvania; operators and miners

joined in conventions for interstate agreements
and then for state, district and individual mine

agreements. Justi actively propagated his ideas,

which had considerable influence in spreading
the form of industrial conciliation which he had

been instrumental in setting up. Among his

published writings, consisting of pamphlets and

reprints of articles and speeches, are Plans of
Conciliation and Arbitration (1900), Conciliation

and Arbitration in the Coal Mining Industry

(1902), Arbitration, Its Uses and Abuses (1902),
The Organization of Capital (1903) and The

System of Joint Trade Agreements (1905). Justi

believed that the labor problem would be solved

"in great measure" by universal adoption of

trade agreements. "Worthy" unions should be

recognized and employers should be organized
into associations. He drew a distinction between

the "consolidation" of capital to promote efri-
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ciency and the "organization" of capital to deal

with labor. "Strikes will occur," he said, "until

organized capital can meet upon common ground
and treat upon equal terms with organized
labor." Justi proposed the organization of an

American federation of industries (as a parallel

to the American Federation of Labor) and a

national board of arbitration, non-political in

character and chosen by all the interests in-

volved.

JOHN R. COMMONS

JUSTI, JOHANNES HEINRICH GOTTLOB
VON (1717-71), German cameralist. Justi, the

leading representative of eighteenth century

cameralism, taught at the Theresianische Ritter-

akademie in Vienna from 1750 to 1753 and at

Gottingen from 1755 to 1757. In 1765 he en-

tered the service of Frederick the Great as an

administrator of mines. He died in the prison
of Kiistrin, to which he had been consigned in

consequence of financial difficulties in his ad-

ministration.

Encompassing the basic presuppositions of

Justi's numerous writings on cameralistic and

administrative science is the political theory
which he makes explicit particularly in Die Na-
tur und das Wesen der Staaten (Berlin 1760). An
advocate of enlightened despotism, justifying

the interventionist policy of Maria Theresa and

Frederick the Great, he uses the postulate of

the general happiness to provide an ethical foun-

dation for the welfare state and explains the

formation of the state by the social contract,

entered into when the instinct for self-preserva-

tion impelled men to renounce their freedom.

In these aspects of his doctrine he identifies

himself with the mechanistic and rationalistic

school represented by Wolff and Pufendorf, as

in his general adherence to the mathematical

method he belongs to the same group; but in

conceiving of the social contract as tacit rather

than express he is affiliated with the organic and

evolutionistic tendency inaugurated by Mon-

tesquieu. Justi stands in fact at the conflux of

these two currents. The extended analysis of

political forms on which he bases his adherence

to monarchy is reminiscent of Montesquieu. He

judges "internal administration" to be the center

of gravity of the state's power. After reaching
the conclusion that a stable balance of power is

rendered impossible by the diversity of national

character he recommends the formation of a

universal monarchy in Europe.
The essential theme of Justi's economic doc-

trine is the importance of stimulating popula-
tion. Increase of population, which at least up
to a still unattained point cannot be carried to

excess since its effect is a corresponding increase

in means of sustenance, conditions the growth
of national wealth. In order to regulate the food

supply a suitable proportion might be estab-

lished between industrial and agricultural enter-

prise. Such devices as tax exemption, subsidies

and extension of building credit should be em-

ployed to encourage the influx of foreigners.

Justi's monetary theory makes money the sym-
bol of national wealth, the economic expression
of political power. Subscribing to the quantity

theory as formulated by Montesquieu but re-

jecting the laissez faireist inferences drawn from

the theory by French and English writers, Justi

views prices primarily from the point of view

of the producing interests. He devotes much
attention to the problem of insuring a plentiful

supply ofworking capital and to this end suggests

borrowing abroad; various banking schemes for

the better organization of credit for instance,

the foundation of a bank combining the features

of mortgage bank and insurance company; the

establishment of pawnshops and other credit

institutions for the benefit of small scale artisans;

and the creation of a Manufacturhaus to accel-

erate the sale of the finished products of the

industrial class. Taking the ideal of economic

self-sufficiency as his point of departure, he is

more interested in effecting centralized control

of industry than in commercial expansion. His

demand for free trade is in line with his demand
for the abolition of government price regulation,

monopolies, trading companies and other privi-

leges. He draws a sharp distinction between the

"general" and the "particular" balance of trade.

For the excise tax, the desirability of which con-

stituted the principal problem of finance the-

orists of the time, he recommends the substitu-

tion of a tax on industry, arguing that the

shifting of the excise would lead to a general and

permanent rise of prices while only a partial rise

would result from the tax on industry. Justi's

significance for the development of systematic

political economy lies in the fact that he endeav-

ored to create a clear demarcation between this

science, or cameralistics, and Polizetzvtssenschaft,

or the science of administration.

LOUISE SOMMER
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JUSTICE. The term justice is currently used

in two senses: as representing, on the one

hand, the faithful realization of existing law

as against any arbitrary infraction of it; and

as representing, on the other, the ideal element

in all law the "idea" which the law tends to

subserve. It is only in the second sense that

the term can have a separable and substantial

meaning. But even in this second sense the idea

of justice is often understood too broadly and

is seen to merge with the entire content of

morality. This generally applies to the extent

to which law is undifferentiated from the

entirety of moral and religious rules or to

which philosophic conceptions are adhered to

whereby such a differentiation is rendered im-

possible. It is only as one aims to establish pre-

cise distinctions between justice and moral and

religious ideals that a clear conception of justice
can emerge.
From this point of view the historical develop-

ment of the idea of justice takes on meaning.

Among primitive peoples religious conceptions,
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particularly with regard to the survival of the

soul and its destiny, are by no means based upon
an unsatisfied sentiment of justice as they tend

to be in the more developed religions; behavior

in this world plays no part in the determination

of the future state of the soul nor is immor-

tality a compensatory justice. This is not to

state categorically that religious representations
in turn have no influence upon the idea of

justice among primitive peoples. Their entire

life and mental attitudes are imbued with

these representations and their idea of justice

is completely dominated by such of their mys-
tical conceptions as their ordeals, human sacri-

fices and tabus.

In Greek civilization there were two opposing

conceptions of justice the popular conception
as expressed in the tragedies and the philo-

sophical conception as worked out by Plato and

Aristotle. By the popular conception the gods
were considered guarantors of human justice,

which consisted primarily of submission to des-

tiny; but the gods in turn were not required to

observe justice in their conduct toward mortals.

What stands out from a sociological viewpoint
in this pagan conception of justice is the dis-

tinction made between two kinds of justice in

its application to human relations: themis, or

justice inherent in the life of the group, a

disciplinary justice integrated with the func-

tioning of the group; and dike, or justice ex-

ternal to the life of the group, a justice operative

as between groups, families and individuals.

Plato and Aristotle, while freeing the idea

of justice from all connection with popular

religion, failed nevertheless to distinguish

sufficiently between justice and morals. This

was due to their one-sided universalist con-

ception, which tended to identify morals

with the philosophy of law. Justice is, accord-

ling to Plato, the supreme virtue which harmo-
'

nizes all the other virtues. But since individual

virtues are but reproductions in miniature of

the virtues of the "social whole," which Plato

considered as identical with the state, one

could discover the nature of justice only by

studying the harmony of the state. This harmony
of the state that is to say, justice consists

in each individual's accomplishing the task

which the need of maintaining the social whole

assigns to him; in other words, he must be a par-

ticular organ in the entire body. Aristotle

modified this purely hierarchical conception of

justice by admitting that justice implies a cer-

tain degree of equality; this equality might,
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however, be either arithmetical or geometrical,
the first based on identity and the second on

proportionality and equivalence. Arithmetical

equality leads to commutative justice, geometri-
cal equality to distributive justice (to each

according to his deserts). The second is the busi-

ness of the legislator while the first is the

business of the judge. Political rights and goods
should be apportioned according to distribu-

tive justice; punishments should be imposed
and damages paid according to commutativejus-
tice. Holding, as he does, that the supreme cri-

terion of the good is the just mean or the

equilibrium, Aristotle recognizes still a third as-

pect of justice: justice as a moving equilibrium
which seeks to reconcile the demands of distribu-

tive justice with those of commutative justice.

This conception recalls the antithesis in the

popular mind between themis and dike without,

however, completely coinciding with it.

Among the stoics justice is increasingly as-

similated to the general law of the universe, to

which all individuals considered as abstract and

identical representatives of the human species
must equally submit. This conception repre-

sents a transition toward the individualism of

the Roman jurists, who borrowed the stoic phi-

losophy and embodied it in theirjuristic theories.

The definition of justice in the Digest (I:

iv), "Justitia est constans et perpetua voluntas

jus suum cuique tribuendi," inclines most

to the commutative aspect of justice, but it

combines it with the most pragmatic meaning of

the term justice as the faithful realization of

existing law.

In Hebrew thought the idea of justice passed

through three phases corresponding to the three

distinct stages in the life of Judaea: social

justice, imposed and sanctioned by God; reli-

gious justice; eschatological justice. Before the

first Exile justice was considered as an ideal

principle having its basis in Yahweh and mani-

festing itself in human relations by benevolence,

honesty and loyalty. During the Exile the

idea of justice was transformed into "Pharisaic

justice" the strict observance of the divine

laws and ordinances and rigorous fidelity to

the rites. In the Hebrew prophets after the

Exile the idea of justice may be regarded as a

preparatory stage for Christian theories. Jus-

tice meant to the prophets the reentrance of the

Israelites into the grace of God. It was the

justice of salvation, of the peace and splendor
of heaven and adumbrated the conception ofjus-
tice among the pre-Augustinian church fathers.

The innovation that Christianity introduced

into the conception of justice lay in its sub-

ordination to charity and love. Justice remains

a purely theological and even eschatological

idea, but being based entirely on grace it is

to some extent differentiated from morality,
which represents the incomparably more effica-

cious aspect of charity and love. And even this

justice, surpassed as it is by charity, may not

be realized, according to St. Augustine's teach-

ing, except in the kingdom of God (civitas Dei),

for it is nothing more than the harmony of the

corpus mysticum encompassing the earth and the

heavens. The visible manifestation of the civitas

Dei being the church, it is only this institu-

tion which can constitute the stronghold of

justice on earth. The state, independent of

the church, has no connection with justice; it

is a latrocinium bene fundatum a deeply rooted

brigandage indistinguishable in principle from

other associations of brigands.
Into this patristic theory of justice Thomas

Aquinas by reviving the Aristotelian tradition

introduced some very considerable changes. He

clearly distinguishes the lumen naturale, per-

taining to man, from the lumen divinum, and in

consequence the lex naturalis from the lex ae-

terna human justice from divine justice. Thus
there are other associations than the church

particularly the state which may serve to ad-

vance justice, although the church as.the mani-

festation of the lex acterna stands supreme in

this respect among all associations. Aquinas
like Aristotle divides human justice into dis-

tributive and commutative justice but gives

these terms meanings slightly different from

the Aristotelian. With Aquinas commutativejus-
tice is the justice of contracts and exchange
an individualist justice. Distributive justice

he understands in a more hierarchical manner

than does Aristotle; the "all," in particular

the state, whose harmony is achieved by this

type of justice, he interprets not as a complex
and objective equilibrium but as the creation

of a commanding power, superimposing itself

upon the community. What is most interesting
about Aquinas' theory is the fact that it repre-

sents the first step toward the secularization

of the idea of justice. It was the disciples of

Aquinas Biel, Almain and particularly Vas-

quez who, in basing their theories on his con-

ception that submission of the will of God to

divine reason was immutable as well as on his

differentiation between lumen divinum and lumen

naturale, were the first to conclude that justice



would subsist even if there were no God a the-

sis made famous in the seventeenth century by
Grotius.

The complete secularization of the idea of

justice could be accomplished only after the

liberating effect of the Renaissance, which mul-

tiplied the worldly aspects of life, affirmed a

way of salvation through activity that was

peculiarly human and mundane and rendered

society autonomous with regard to the corpus

mysticwn. But these secular consequences of

Renaissance thought were not fully realized until

the natural law school of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries. The religious reforma-

tion and the political struggles unleashed by
the Renaissance philosophy contributed in the

sixteenth century rather to a reenforcement of

theological conceptions of justice, as illustrated

particularly in the theories of the monarcho-

machs, who attributed justice directly to the

divine will intervening actively in political

relations. The contract of submission (pactum

subjecttonis) of the people to the government,
which the mediaeval theologians had already

posited, is considered by the monarchomachs

as sealed by God Himself. The violation of

this contract by the monarch is therefore an

offense against God, a revolt against divine

justice, placing the monarch outside the law.

Although the monarchomachs were not indi-

vidualists, the connection of the idea of justice

with the principle of the contract foreshadows

the individualistic theories of justice of the sev-

enteenth and eighteenth centuries.

The "natural law" school received its name

primarily because it based all consideration

of justice on the natural reason of man and op-

posed all consideration of the supernatural.

Two currents in this stream of thought must be

clearly distinguished: the individualistic cur-

rent (the more influential) flowing through

Hobbes, Pufendorf, Locke, Rousseau and Kant;
and the social and universalist current most

notably represented by Grotius, Leibniz, Wolff,

Nettelbladt and the physiocrats. Although both

are rationalist and secular, their conception of

justice differs widely.
While the mechanistic and naturalistic indi-

vidualism of Hobbes and Pufendorf leads to the

identification of justice with the commanding
will of the states, their followers Locke, Rous-

seau and Kant find the content of justice in

the synthesis of liberty and equality. Positive

laws and institutions that contradict these

principles, such as the remnants of the feudal
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regime, absolute monarchy and caste privileges,

are considered unjust and hence illegal. Justice

in society can be realized only by the deduction

of all social order from a presumed contract of

union (pactum conjunctionis] which guarantees
the innate liberty and equality of men. Justice

is not so much an objective order as a subjective

consciousness, identical in all individuals;

this is expressed particularly clearly by Rous-

seau. For him the idea of justice coincides

with the principle of the "general will,"

which should not be confused with the popular
will (or with the majority or the will of all)

but represents "within each individual" the pure

juridical consciousness "which reasons in the

silence of the passions." When the individual

finds that the laws and in general the commands
ofthe public authorities contradict his conscious-

ness of justice (his general will), the realiza-

tion of which alone makes for liberty and

equality, he is released from the obligation to

obey. The idea of justice thus takes a dis-

tinctly revolutionaryand evensomewhat anarchic

turn. It is true that all individuals are supposed
to have an identical consciousness of justice

(whence the term general will) and that the

democratic and equalitarian regime is considered

as a guaranty of the normal coincidence between

the law and justice. Nevertheless, in case of con-

flict society as such may be dissolved by this

recourse to the individual conscience, which is

in the last analysis decisive. It is a theory of

justice with almost illimitable depths of

individualism and subjectivism.

In Kant the individualistic theory leads to

a complete separation betweenjustice and moral-

ity, a separation already suggested in Pufen-

dorf. Since society, as contrasted with the in-

dividual consciousness, is stripped of all direct

positive value and limited to the external rela-

tions of individuals, justice is confined to

the regulation of external activity and to

morality is delegated exclusively the concern

with the inner life. Hence Kant's celebrated

definition ofjustice, "Handle ausscrlich so, dass

der freie Gebrauch deiner Willkiir mit der

Freiheit von jedermann in einem allgemeinen
Gesetz zusammen bestehen konne," or in sum

justice is the external liberty of each person,
limited by the liberty of all others. The merit

of this conception lies in its emphasis on the

prime necessity for preserving the inner life of

man, his religious beliefs and his opinions from

all intervention by social authority. This it

does by fixing clearly a line of demarcation
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between morality and justice so that the latter

may not serve as a pretext for such intervention.

But there are palpable defects and dangers in-

volved in this attempt completely to separate

justice and morality. It regards justice as a

purely external check imposed upon divergent

wills; it makes for the avoidance of conflict but

it does not organize any community of effort.

And how can this external check be effected

if not by a superior will which dominates other

wills like a kind of mechanical force? It is

highly significant that Kant in the applications
of his theory of justice clearly approaches
Hobbes: the individualistic theory of justice

becomes necessarily etatist.

Quite another direction was taken by the so-

cial wing of the natural law theorists. Grotius,

Leibniz and their followers in elaborating
a new concept of society as the cooperation
of beings endowed with reason defined justice

as custodia societatis "Justum est quod soci-

etatem ratione utentium perfecit" (Leibniz).

Justice puts an end to the conflict between

the individual and the universal, the microcosm

and the macrocosm, and brings about the syn-
thesis between the whole and the parts. That is

why justice is by its very essence a justitia

communisy which reconciles in itself and tran-

scends the commutative, distributive and uni-

versal principles. Rational and secular, justice

nevertheless not subjective: it imposes itself

upon the consciousness as an objective equi-

librium between the principles just mentioned

and it is superior to every individual or col-

lective will, which should rather be put at its

service. The distinction between justice and

morality should not, according to Leibniz and

his followers, tend to separate the two do-

mains completely. Justice is "charity in con-

formance with wisdom." It is moral charity in-

tellectualized and logicalized. "Justitia hominis

affectum erga hominem ratione moderatur";
it is intermediary between love and reason or

logical calculation. This theory of justice,

which certainly deserves to be characterized as

social and which was adopted for their various

uses by a series of nineteenth and twentieth

century thinkers, makes of every community and

group a medium for the realization of justice,

according no privilege whatever to the state.

It is thus that Grotius, Leibniz and Wolff con-

tributed particularly to the development of the

idea of international justice which would
achieve collaboration and peace in the supra-
national community.

The early socialist doctrines of the nineteenth

century based their criticisms of economic

inequality and disorder not on the idea of jus-

tice, which seemed to them a mirage produced

by individualist preconceptions, but directly

on the idea of love, of fraternity, of happiness,
or of technology or prosperity. The same
attitude of hostility to the prevailing ideas of

justice and law may be observed in Auguste
Comte on the one hand and in Karl Marx on the

other. But the deepest basis of the socialist

critique was the search for a more profound

justice, not only formal but substantial, which

would consider economic realities. The most ex-

tensive work ever devoted to the idea of justice,

Proudhon's three-volume De la justice dans

la revolution et dans Vtglise, proposes the sociali-

zation of the idea of justice itself and is thus

linked through Fichte and Krause with the

trend begun by Leibniz. It is by means of

justice, according to Proudhon, that a concilia-

tion is effected between the individual and

the whole, which are equally real a balancing
of personal and transpersonal values, which are

equally positive. Justice is at once objective

and subjective, real and formal, or rather it

transcends these opposites because it integrates

individuals in a transpersonal, antihierarchical

order, in which every individual maintains his

own dignity precisely to the extent that he is an

indispensable member of a community that can-

not be reduced to the sum of its parts. Justice

demands the realization of an order which is

"neither communism, nor despotism, nor atom-

ism, nor anarchy, but liberty in order and inde-

pendence in unity." It is through "mutualism,"
the interplay of collaborative associations and

their federations, through the humanization of

property by its transformation into a social

function in the hands of cooperative associations

and, finally, through the counterbalancing of

the state by organized economic society that

justice can be best approximated. Such a justice

is positive and dynamic; it secures with "cer-

tainty and fulness" everything which the older

concept of justice merely permitted, and it

takes account of industrial mobility and change.
Proudhon's conception of justice influenced

equally the reformist socialism of Jaures and

the neoliberal doctrine of the French solidarists.

It is true that in aiming to "bring back fra-

ternity into justice" and to "render the social

debt legal" the solidarists thought not so

much of going beyond individualism and etat-

ism as of rectifying "the applications of com-



mutative justice," bridging the gap between the

solidarity of men and the actual inequality in

their conditions. To apply this conception of

justice requires first of all a "reestablishment

of equivalence ... a realignment in the positions

of the various members of society," which

may be effected by the state through social

legislation, the protection of women and chil-

dren, the progressive taxation of income and
similar measures. An analogous position with

regard to social justice was occupied by English
neoliberalism of the end of the nineteenth

century in demanding the establishment of

"equality ofopportunity" and a minimum stand-

ard of living. Before the advent of neoliberalism

the utilitarian theory of John Stuart Mill, which

valued justice as "the most important and

the most privileged of social utilities," ad-

hered nevertheless to an intransigent individ-

ualism, identifying justice with the affirmation

of the liberty of every individual and making
it thus irreconcilable with anything but a formal

egalitarianism. Herbert Spencer presents an

interesting contrast to Mill. The latter start-

ing with an individualist philosophy arrived

at a social theory of justice. Spencer starting

with the principle of "integration by differen-

tiation," which seemed not only capable of

reconciling naturalistic evolutionism with the

ideal of justice but also of rendering the

latter social, arrived in reality at a conception
of justice *as individualist as that of Kant.

His belief in the law of the "survival of the

fittest" led him to fight any social policy which

would aid those who were economically weak

and dispossessed.

Juristic thought in the first decades of the

twentieth century saw a revival of the idea of

"natural law," movements for a "free" and a

"living" law and the creation ofnew instruments

of international law, especially the Permanent

Court of International Justice. The movements

in favor of a living law and the free inquiry
of the judge must, however, be distinguished
from the others. They revolve not so much
around the question of justice proper as around

that of equity, which consists in thoroughly ap-

preciating the concrete case and in knowing how
to individualize it a process which Aristotle

had already distinguished from justice.

The problem of justice arises only if the pos-

sibility is admitted of a conflict between equiv-

alent moral values. Justice presupposes the

existence of conflict: it is called upon to harmo-

nize antinomies. In an order harmonized in
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advance, in the community of the saints and

angels, for example, justice is inapplicable and

useless. But a simple conflict of forces is not

sufficient: there must be a conflict between

irreducible, positive and extratemporal values.

Only the principle of the synthesis of individ-

ualism and universalism, which excludes any

tendency to reduce the a priori values of the

whole and of the individual the one to the other

but which recognizes them as equivalent, can

permit the problem of justice to be grasped
in all its importance. It is only in the ideal

realm of the moral that the synthesis of indi-

vidualism and universalism premises a perfect

harmony between personal and transpersonal
values: in the actual world they are in fierce con-

flict. And it is precisely this gap between the

harmony of the moral ideal and the disharmony
of reality that gives rise to the problem of

justice.

In the history of ideas justice and morality
have been either identified, confused or too

completely separated. Justice is an essential

medium for the moral ideal, an a priori condition

for its realization. It is its necessary ambiance'

it shines with its reflected light; in its shelter

alone the moral ideal may display its richly

individualized and complex tissues. Inseparably
bound up thus with the moral ideal, justice

is nevertheless profoundly distinguished from

it by its intrinsic structure, and it is precisely

because of this difference in structure that

it can play its role. Justice constitutes, as

Fichte was the first to indicate clearly, a

step in the rationalization of the moral ideal,

which is in itself irrational (alogical). The
moral ideal is accessible only through action,

through a "volitive intuition," consisting in

the participation on the transpersonal plane
of pure creative activity, in which each must

act in a manner absolutely dissimilar from

that of all others, discovering by that very
fact his place in the whole of creative activity.

Justice cools the heat of the moral ideal by

making it pass through a logical intermediary.
It arrests the intuition-action and amalgamates
it into a judgment. Justice is midway between

morality and logic. The act to which justice

presents itself is not the intuition-action

itself but the "recognition" of its value.

The recognition of a value is very different

from the direct experiencing of it. One may,
for example, be insufficiently endowed to

grasp the aesthetic values of a symphony,
but this does not at all prevent one from be-
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coming indignant against whoever disturbs the

quiet of the listeners. It is precisely to this

act of the recognition of the moral ideal that

justice applies itself, and the values which

depend on it are consecutive to moral values.

Through this act of recognition, strongly im-

pregnated with intellectual elements and pre-

senting the amalgam of a judgment and an ac-

tion, the logicalization and the generalization of

the irrational qualities of the moral ideal are

achieved. In justice the general rule is substi-

tuted for the strictly individualized precepts of

the moral ideal; common types are substi-

tuted for subjects not strictly comparable
with each other; a certain, schematic stability

is substituted for creative movement; a quan-
titative element for the ensemble of pure qual-

ities. It is precisely within the shelter of

these boundaries of generality, of stability,

of quantification, which are placed by justice

at the service of the moral ideal, that the

latter can display its creative force.

The relation between justice and the law is

quite different from that between the moral

ideal and empirical morality. It is much nearer

to that between a logical category and the ob-

ject constituted by that category. Justice plays

the role of the Logos rather than of the ideal,

of the law. The moral ideal is essentially op-

posed, inasmuch as it is unrealizable, to em-

pirical morality and cannot be embodied in the

latter; by its nature it can only exercise a

"regulative" function with regard to the moral

point of view. Justice, on the contrary, inas-

much as it is strongly impregnated with logical

values, has the faculty of forming law directly: it

does not oppose it so much as constitute it.

Justice cannot serve as a basis of criticism and

appreciation of the law because it is one of

the elements of it.

It is but a consequence of the particularly

complex position of justice as intermediary
between the logical categories and the moral

ideal that man has always attempted to do jus-

tice. Nevertheless, it would be false to identify

justice with "natural law." This identification,

which was admitted by only a few of the old

theorists of the natural law, commits the triple

error of placing justice on the same plane

as the moral ideal, of pretending to deduce a

body of law from this ideal and of identifying

a juridical reality with the principle of its

appreciation. If in general the existence of

natural law could be admitted, it must in any
case as must also positive law represent an

attempt to realize justice in a given social en-

vironment and must in consequence differ from

justice itself. To deduce concrete law from

justice is at bottom as great an impossibility
as to deduce from a logical category the object
which it constitutes; as sensation must inter-

vene in the domain of perception, so in the do-

main of law there must intervene the resistance

of the empirical social milieu.

Furthermore justice cannot serve as a crite-

rion of appreciation and criticism of law for the

reason that it is infinitely variable, the pre-

liminary reconciliation between moral, per-
sonal and transpersonal values (which may them-
selves also be variable) being essentially mobile

and changing according to place and time,

while the moral ideal remains invariable in

itself. It is not to the idea of justice but to

morality that one must turn to discover the

supreme criterion of a social and juridical policy.

The true role of the idea of justice lies in

its being the indispensable foundation of

every scientific deduction of the general con-

cept of law. In this sense the theory of justice

is the essential prerequisite of a philosophy of

law. From the character ofjustice as the logicali-

zation of the moral ideal there results the

fact that the law the attempt to realize

justice in a given social milieu has a strictly

determined and typical character; its require-
ments are limited and for that very^reason

the

duties of some correspond to the claims of

others. The structure of the law is thus multi-

lateral and imperative-attributive, while the

structure of morality is only imperative and

unilateral, its requirements being infinite

and strictly individualized. Thence follow

the other differences between law and morality:

the necessarily positive character of the rules

of law, premising a guaranty of correspondence
between the claims of some and the duties of

others and thus making a purely autonomous

law impossible; and also the presence in the

law of the element of coercion, which is ab-

solutely excluded from the moral domain.
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JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. The

province of judicial administration is nothing
less than the law in action. The law of the books

presents a theoretical system of legal precepts,

courts, judges and modes of procedure. The
course of judicial administration presents phe-
nomena which cannot always be reconciled with

the law of the books. In an age of legislation

it might be supposed that this tendency to

divergence* would be less marked than in the

age of fiction and equity, but the human factors

in administration are as powerfully operative

as ever. In fact this is worth comment only be-

cause of the wide belief that a government
should be one of "laws, not men." Indeed it

is somewhat confusing to speak of the adminis-

tration of "justice." Justice as the goal of law

is a philosophical idea which is capable abstractly

of various formulations. The administration of

justice is at least theoretically supposed to pro-
ceed according to the precepts of positive law.

Modern juristic practise is dominated by the

conception of "justice according to law." It is

the traditional ideal of all western democratic

legal systems. The law has had a long and diffi-

cult struggle against personal and executive

justice. But the modern revival of the demand
for administrative justice shows that the struggle
is still unabated. Of course popular notions of

justice have always had important impacts upon
the judicial process even where there has been

no direct lay participation through such an

institution as the jury. The belief that even
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trained judges merely disclose the law has been

exploded by sociological jurisprudence. It is

indeed the growing realization of the true

nature of the judicial process that has been pri-

marily responsible for the focusing of attention

upon the course of judicial administration. As

long as mechanical jurisprudence reigned, ju-
rists confined themselves to the study of legal

rules and doctrines. Judges did not "admin-

ister," they simply "declared" the law. What
was supposed to be automatic hardly needed to

be administered.

The judicial machinery of different western

democratic countries shows considerable varia-

tion in particulars, but the leading objectives of

their systems of judicial administration may all

be derived fundamentally from the straining for

justice according to law. Despite all the attacks

of the exponents of realism legal systems still

cling to the ideal of certainty. Granted that the

judge who is unhampered by fixed legal pre-

cepts will not be influenced by improper mo-

tives, it is still argued that both individual rights

and the public security will be better secured

by limiting his powers of free decision. In all

the affairs of life there is a striving against un-

certainty, but an individual who enters into a

legal transaction wishes particularly to know
his rights in advance. Especially a system of

private property demands certainty as a guar-

anty of the security of titles. The ideal of cer-

tainty thus involves the paradox of suppressing
as far as possible the administrative elements of

judicial administration. In other words, judicial

administration must be characterized by a

greater inflexibility than other branches of pub-
lic administration.

Nothing can so undermine the certainty of

justice as a lack of impartiality. Thus the integ-

rity of the administration of justice has been

elevated as an ideal. Moreover the insistence has

been upon a superior degree of integrity as com-

pared with other branches of administration.

Judicial administration has been surrounded

with special safeguards. The modern state has

striven to achieve a legal justice that should be

far superior to its economic justice. In large
measure it has succeeded. A judicial scandal is

considered especially deplorable. The slightest

hint of irregularity or impropriety in the courts

is a cause for great anxiety and alarm. A legis-

lator or an administrator may be found guilty

of corruption without apparently endangering
the foundations of the state but a judge must

keep himself absolutely above suspicion. To
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speak of "the integrity of the administration of

justice" has become almost a fetish. It has per-

haps a more intensive existence in common
law than in civil law jurisdictions, where the

judiciary, since it is not an independent power
in the state but a branch of the administration,

is less exalted, but it exists everywhere in west-

ern countries.

The insistence upon the superior integrity of

judicial administration is closely associated with

another idea: the sublimity of justice. The ad-

ministration of justice is considered not only
as a function of the state but as something of

a mystery. This is apparent from many familiar

practises and sentiments. At least high courts

of justice are everywhere required to be archi-

tecturally magnificent. A trial, particularly a

criminal trial, is as much a rite as a judicial

inquiry. The proceedings are arranged to im-

press both the participants and the spectators

with the solemnity of the occasion, with the

majesty of the administration of justice. Not

only the vulgar but the enlightened still respond
to the ritual with some feeling of awe.

The reasons for these peculiar attitudes to-

ward judicial administration hark back to an

early period in the history of the state, which

established the primary importance of render-

ing justice between man and man. There is a

persisting memory of the anarchy of the period
of self-help. The early sacral affiliations of the

administration of justice are also not forgotten.

When the king asserted his power over war-

ring and intractable nobles, justice was estab-

lished as the very foundations of kingdoms.
The common man now had some measure of

relief against the aggressions of the mighty. In

his gratitude he invested justice with special
attributes of sanctity. For many centuries the

state remained almost solely the policing state,

and the administration of justice was the only

public function it undertook in the interest of

the common man. Legal justice was synony-
mous with social justice, and it was natural

enough that it should be appreciated very highly.

Today the state undertakes many administra-

tive services, and the contact of the average
citizen with the state is far more frequent

through its administrative than its judicial agen-
cies. The average man may pass through life

without coming into contact with the judicial

machinery of the state. But it is still considered

far less calamitous to have to pay a bribe for

an occupational license than to be denied justice

in the courts.

The state has gone a long way in preempting
the field of judicial administration but it has not

yet gone the whole way. In all western countries

the sphere of judicial administration is still

divided into two branches, the one civil and the

other criminal. They have many points of con-

tact, for the same injury may be the basis not

only of civil relief but of criminal prosecution.
Indeed in many continental countries by virtue

of a so-called process of adhesion civil relief

may be sought as part of a criminal prosecution.
But the civil branch of judicial administration

generally differs from the criminal in its prob-
lems and approach. The differences are formally

expressed in the distinction that civil is "pri-
vate" while criminal is "public" law. This is

only to say that the interference of the state is

not as direct and extensive in both branches.

In the criminal law the interest of the state in

the public security has practically eliminated all

vestiges of the system of private composition.
Both American states and continental countries

have given to public prosecution at least a

practical monopoly of criminal administration.

The individual may complain but only the pub-
lic prosecutor may actually initiate a prosecu-
tion. The important exception among western

countries is England, where any private indi-

vidual may begin a public prosecution, but even

in England a director of public prosecution has

been established to take action in the case of

most major crimes.

In the administration of the civil law, where

the stake is not the public security but individual

interests, the state has traditionally maintained

an attitude which has been described as one of

benevolent neutrality. The state is there with

its judicial machinery but it is for the private

parties to invoke its aid. It will not ordinarily

act upon its own motion. Even when a civil

action has been commenced the parties retain

control of its subsequent course. They may
compromise or abandon it at any stage of the

litigation. To a greater or lesser extent they have

been permitted even to vary the steps of the

legal procedure. To be sure, the state is now

prepared to take direct measures of coercion

against recalcitrant parties to a civil suit. It has

gone beyond the indirect and elaborate process
of outlawry which in primitive law in the ab-

sence of the idea of judgment by default was

necessary to make a contumacious defendant

answer. It no longer requires judgment "prom-
ise" before it will issue execution, although
where contempt procedure alone is available the
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situation is fundamentally not very different.

But its general attitude toward civil suits shows

plainly that it has never completely abandoned

the ancient tradition of self-help.

The two great legal systems of the western

world, the common law and the civil law, are

formally organized upon different bases. Judi-
cial administration has traditionally been said

to be more highly centralized in civil than in

common law countries. In continental countries

the control of judicial administration has been

vested in a ministry of justice which is charged
with supervising the whole judicial machinery
of the state. The minister of justice is a member
of the cabinet and thus closely associated with

the policies of the government. He is the liaison

officer between the courts and the administra-

tion. The doctrine of the separation of powers
has never in continental countries been pushed
to the extent of making the judicial department
a distinct department of government. It is sim-

ply a branch of the executive. The ministry of

justice is thus not only a judicial but an execu-

tive department of government. Judicial admin-

istration thus retains something of a Byzantine

cast in the countries which are the heirs of the

Roman tradition.

The United States has usually been held up
as an example of the opposite extreme. Here

the English doctrine of the separation of powers
has been Adopted in such a constitutional form

as actually to make the courts supreme rather

than the law. The doctrine of the separation

of powers has been interpreted in such a way
as to make the judiciary an independent depart-

ment of government which is supposed to be

equal and coordinate with the other departments
of government.
To be sure, American states now have an

officer called the attorney general, but in reality

he exercises little or no control over the judicial

administration of the state. Theoretically he may
have the power to intervene in criminal cases,

but practically criminal prosecutions are so

much in the hands of local district attorneys

that he is quite helpless. Only in a few states,

such as Iowa, Indiana, Nebraska and South

Dakota, can the attorney general attempt to oust

local prosecuting officials, but even there he can

do so only through proceedings in the courts.

Of course he cannot remove or transfer judges.

The attorney general is simply the legal adviser

of the governor and represents the state govern-
ment when it is a party in civil cases. Moreover

in such functions as he discharges he is as a
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popularly elected official beyond the control of

the state governor.
The organization of judicial administration

in the federal government is somewhat more
centralized than in the states. There has been a

Department of Justice in the federal government
since 1870. At its head is the attorney general of

the United States. It actually controls the United

States attorneys throughout the whole country
who are charged with the administration of the

criminal law. Its agents engage in criminal in-

vestigation. The work of criminal investigation

and prosecution is thus coordinated. Over the

judicial hierarchy of course the Department of

Justice has no powers, and the attorney general
unlike the continental minister of justice plays
no part in securing legislation relating to judicial

administration.

It is usual to say that in England there is no

ministry of justice. It is fair to say, however,
that it exists in all but name. As is so often

the case in England the needed institution has

been approximated without being formally cre-

ated. The functions of a minister of justice are

divided between the kw officers of the crown,
the director of public prosecutions, the home

secretary and the lord chancellor. The two latter

are particularly important as ministerial officers.

The home secretary controls pardons, super-
vises the police system and the prison system,

appoints all "stipendiary" magistrates and the

local criminal judges called recorders and

approves of circuit arrangements for the local

judges. Even more important is the lord chan-

cellor, who is a member of the cabinet and who
since the Judicature Acts has been not so much
a judge as an executive and legislative official.

As a member of the cabinet he frames measures

of a legal character; as an executive officer he

appoints judges and supervises the entire court

system; and as a judge he presides over the high
courts.

As soon as one turns from the general ob-

jectives and organization of judicial administra-

tion to its results, the existence of a constant

dissatisfaction is discovered. Complaints of the

perversion of the administration of justice are

practically as old as attempts to enforce legal

rights. Since there has probably never been a

truly static society, a complete complacence with

any human institution is not to be expected.
But complaints against the courts have been of

particularly great volume and intensity. Any
familiar book of quotations will more than prove
the point. Legal reforms have been more or less
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frequent but abuses have persisted. A tabulation

of the very frequency of the reforms will show
the constancy of the discontent. It is expressed
in terms which are familiar enough.
One of them at least, "the law's delay," is

classic. It has served to describe the almost im-

memorial condition of civil suits. The dockets,

or calendars, of civil causes are always over-

crowded, and it may take years to get a trial

on the merits. The expense of commencing a

civil action and the legal costs involved are too

great, and it becomes hardly worth while to base

an action on a small claim. The procedure is too

elaborate and technicalities impede the litigant

at every stage. Even after an initial judgment

appeals may be a further cause of delay. Where
the final judgment is secured, execution is more

than likely to be returned unsatisfied. Under
such circumstances the honest litigant is im-

peded in the assertion of his legal rights, while

paradoxically enough the dishonest litigant is

encouraged to assert unfounded or exaggerated
claims. The very expense of engaging upon a

protracted litigation will cause parties to settle

for smaller sums.

Delay and technicality are operative not alone

in civil actions. But other and more serious

charges have been brought against the admin-

istration of criminal justice. In the predemo-
cratic era the arbitrary character of criminal

justice led to accusations of excessive harshness,

while at present the outcry is against an exces-

sive tenderness toward malefactors. Many crim-

inals are never even apprehended. Those who
are have more than an even chance to escape by

taking advantage of the loopholes of the law.

The inherent drama of a criminal trial in the

very nature of things always favors the defense.

As a result of newspaper exploitation a criminal

trial often becomes a public orgy. Except in

matrimonial actions and libel cases a civil trial

is usually free of such influences. On the other

hand, corruption, favoritism and perjury are

especially operative in criminal trials. Class and

race bias make disinterestedness and objectivity

difficult and cause miscarriages of justice.

Every period has its own cause celebre. It is a

frequently heard commonplace that wealthy and

powerful malefactors escape while the poor and

friendless go to jail. Innocent men are some-

times "framed" by the police; and it is small

comfort that the same technique is employed
to get professional criminals behind the bars

upon fabricated charges.

Popular dissatisfaction with the administra-

tion of justice has certainly not been less in the

twentieth than in previous centuries. A period
of particularly accelerated tempo, it would seem

easy to explain the prevailing dissatisfaction in

terms of institutional transitions. If, however,
the phenomenon is constant it can hardly be

explained entirely as the result of changing
conditions. An explanation solely in terms of

sociological differentials can be adequate only
if more fundamental factors are absent. It is,

for instance, tempting to assign the prevalence
of perjury, which so often in modern courts

undermines the administration ofjustice, entirely
to the decline in influence of religious ideas.

But perjury has always been a not infrequent
crime. It should certainly be no less powerful
a restraint to fear the punishments of this world

than to fear the torments of the next. Authority
has maintained itself somehow despite the de-

cay of religious institutions. To take another

stock illustration, the vast improvement in

means of communication has undoubtedly given
the criminal facile means to attempt escape but

the advantage is balanced by the ease with which

public authorities may pursue him. There is

again the pernicious influence of the modern

city. To it is attributed the congestion of the

courts which is supposed to be the very basis

of the modern maladministration of justice. But

mere size can hardly account for the evils of

metropolitan justice. As a matter qf fact the

city has been the originator of most of the

improvements of procedure in the history of

legal systems. If there are more litigants in the

city, it has the necessary wealth to secure addi-

tional judges.
A great deal has been heard about the break-

down of justice in the United States. Many
special causes have been assigned for the state

of affairs. They have been repeated often enough
to have become stereotyped. Both Puritanism

and the pioneer tradition have been blamed for

that intractableness of the American population
which makes law enforcement difficult. The

suspicion of the magistrate which is supposed
to have characterized Puritanism is held to be

responsible for multiplying the technicalities of

procedure; although in the middle of the nine-

teenth century, when Puritanism was certainly

far less remote than it is now, a puritanical

American state legislature introduced a system
of code pleading which if it had not been per-

verted by a process of judicial interpretation

according to common law tradition would have

gone far toward inaugurating a system of pro-
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cedure much in advance of the times. Curiously
the pioneer too is accused of favoring the pro-
liferation of elaborate procedural devices be-

cause of his distrust of the courts. Yet the

pioneer at the same time is supposed to have

been an exponent of rough and ready justice.

Certainly both Puritan and pioneer attitudes are

hardly living forces in the American scene of

the twentieth century. They were never more

than extreme forms of individualism. At any
rate the reforms of procedure in the last few

decades have been so many that the worst fea-

tures of the old system can hardly be said to

survive. A disposition to be patient with techni-

calities is not a particularly distinguishing fea-

ture of American courts today. Appeals have

been greatly curtailed; the sanctity of jury trial

in civil cases has been undermined by such a

device as the summary judgment; and all sorts

of special civil and criminal courts have been

erected to care for various special types of liti-

gation, suchas domestic relations, juvenile, small

claims and municipal courts.

Nevertheless, it is continually asserted that

the evils of American judicial administration

are primarily due to the failure to "adapt"

eighteenth century English institutions to Amer-

ican conditions. The vast superiority of English
to American criminal administration makes the

charge particularly plausible. Such an expla-

nation is almost inevitable in any country which

at one time was engaged in a process of recep-

tion of another legal system. Similar complaints
of lack of adaptation have been heard in the

countries which have received the Roman law.

Undoubtedly in the initial stage of reception
the receiving legal system is likely to lag behind

its model. But for that very reason it is likely

in succeeding stages to be even more inde-

pendent. Generally speaking, legal reception
involves much the same problem as cultural

diffusion. The institutions of the receiving legal

system are apt to be native inventions with

foreign externals, often only half understood.

As good an example as any is the way the

English "rule of law" became American consti-

tutionalism. As a matter of fact American law

was making striking departures from English
models throughout its history, as the many
technical differences between the English and

American common law systems show. Even the

official dogma was that English law was to be

received only in so far as it was suitable to

American conditions. Thus in such a matter as

debt American law from a very early period
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favored the creditor class to a far lesser degree
than English law. In the organization of Ameri-

can courts the peculiar English structure of

conflicting and overlapping jurisdictions, the

result of a great variety of historical accidents,

was to a large extent avoided, and it may be said

indeed that the more logical American hierarchy
of courts showed French influence more plainly
than English. Particularly in the criminal law

did American legal institutions depart radically

from the English models. American law followed

European at a much earlier date than English
law in introducing the public prosecutor. Until

the establishment of the office of director of

public prosecution in England in the last quar-
ter of the nineteenth century England still

maintained the mediaeval theory of private pros-
ecution. In any event the insistence upon "fail-

ure of adaptation" wrongly assumes that the

English institutions of the eighteenth century
were adapted to the conditions of the mother-

land at the time.

The conventional division of western law into

"common" and "civil" law systems has also

encouraged ready explanations of the compara-
tive quality of their results in terms not only
of sociological but of technical differences.

These certainly were fairly marked in the ear-

lier centuries of their history. But the political

centralization which is necessary to the estab-

lishment of efficient national legal systems, and

which was early achieved in England, has also

been accomplished in continental countries.

The English constitutional struggles of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries have had their

later counterparts in the democratization of

other western countries. The rule of law is not

now the exclusive glory of the common law.

The establishment of administrative courts in

continental countries has brought at least as

great a degree of protection of individual rights

against the arbitrary encroachments of govern-
ment as it is possible now to achieve in Eng-
land by virtue of the immemorial prerogative
writs. Without doubt American constitutional-

ism goes further in favor of individualism, but

the doctrine of judicial review is not now an

exclusively common law institution, since the

right to review legislative acts has also been

established in some European countries although
it may constitute a less rigid form of control

there because of the existence of other factors,

such as the greater ease of reversing an un-

popular constitutional decision by constitutional

amendment and the lesser exaltation of the
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position of the judiciary. It must be remem-

bered that in all modern countries the judiciary

exercises an undue power in the state by virtue

of ordinary powers of judicial interpretation.

While the technology of the private law in com-

mon and civil law jurisdictions differs consid-

erably, in all western countries they have the

same purpose of protecting the institutions of

property and contract. Nevertheless, even tech-

nologically there are many similarities. The
common law can boast the doctrine of consid-

eration but in the civil law may be found the

analogue of causa.

The substantive law of crimes and punish-
ments in all western countries has a remarkable

degree of similarity. As far as criminal proce-

dure is concerned a great deal is still made

of the difference between the continental "in-

quisitorial" as opposed to the Anglo-American
"accusatorial" system. Even in the heyday of

the classic common law the distinction was not

completely justified. The English justice of the

peace for some centuries exercised inquisitorial

as well as judicial powers. The English court

of Star Chamber was hardly an accusatorial

institution. Down at least until the Restoration

the English practise of an unrestrained and

running fire of cross examination by the judges
was hardly better than the continental practise

of systematic interrogation. Any intimate ac-

quaintance with modern continental criminal

procedure will show that there is no longer any
basis for the old scholastic distinction. Every-
where the rights of confrontation and publicity

are recognized. Private prosecution was a fea-

ture of the accusatorial system, but all western

countries provide for the institution of the

public prosecutor in one form or another. The
introduction of the jury into continental coun-

tries in the nineteenth century for the trial

of major crimes greatly modified the inquisi-

torial system. It is true that the jury is now
on the decline in some continental countries

but so it is also in both England and the United

States, in the former country as the result of

the development of "summary" prosecution,

in the latter as the result of the district attor-

neys' legal or administrative powers of bar-

gaining. As a matter of history the praise of

the jury system usually overlooked the devices

developed by the judges for its control and

above all the effect of its middle class consti-

tution. Besides in the United States the use

of the injunction in essentially criminal cases

may be cited as a notable example of a funda-

mentally inquisitorial procedure. To this may
be added the practise of the "third degree"

by the police. As in the Middle Ages the strict-

ness of the rules of proof has led inevitably

to the use of torture. Again, it is frequently said

that the "local" basis of prosecution in com-
mon law jurisdictions, which in its prime made
it impossible to prosecute a criminal for a

transitory crime, makes it easy for a criminal

to escape by crossing territorial lines. In Eng-
land, however, the local basis of prosecution
has been all but eliminated by twentieth cen-

tury legislation and it has been to a large extent

curtailed in the United States by the reception
of early English statutes. Everywhere the insti-

tutions of extradition and interstate rendition

have gone far toward making criminal pursuit

international.

The examples may be multiplied almost in-

definitely. Each system has its technical virtues

and defects but it seems very probable that a

rough balance is produced in the general result.

It is particularly difficult to understand foreign

legal doctrines. But since the course of the

administration in foreign countries is even more

difficult to follow than the law of the books,

it is easy to romanticize the operation of a

foreign system. Indeed its defects often recom-

mend themselves to the native observer as posi-

tive virtues to be emulated. If cultural values

and institutional fundamentals are assumed to

be very similar in most western countries, it

becomes hard to believe that the effects of

variations of juristic technique will not largely

be minimized in the actual course of adminis-

tration.

A universal rather than a particularistic mode
of approach explains a great many of the defects

of judicial administration. Litigiousness is a

strong characteristic of human nature. All over

the world a forensic display attracts the admira-

tion of the multitudes. Curiously legal techni-

calities are despised at the same time that their

ingenuity is applauded. Disappointed litigants

are not always silent. In their defeat they appeal
from "law" to "justice." Lawyers as a class

have too much to gain from maintaining the

intricacies of their art to simplify it to the extent

which would make their services unnecessary.
For many reasons legal institutions lag behind

changes of public opinion much more than do

other institutions.

It seems almost as if the great western tra-

dition of justice according to law has almost

inherent and fateful difficulties. The great con-
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cern for the security of individual property
demands a considerable formalism in civil pro-
cedure. The tendency is for it to run rather to

excess. It is true that a civil suit of major con-

sequence in the present century may be com-

pleted in a year or two or even less, whereas a

few centuries ago it might have taken a decade

or two or even more. But before it is con-

cluded that a great improvement has taken place

the differences of pace of the respective periods
must be taken into account. Again justice ac-

cording to law tends to strain toward equality.

The procedure of the law is devised to deal

with all claims upon the same basis. But that

basis is the degree of protection necessary for

interests of substantial magnitude. To be sure,

as the pressure for real equality has made itself

felt special procedures or courts have been

invented to secure the enforcement of minor

claims in a more or less summary fashion. But

often the procedure is still too formidable for

the size of the economic stake involved. Again,

justice according to law demands that the justice
of the state be exclusive. The pluralistic com-

peting associations are suppressed with the re-

sult that controversies which might have been

adjusted quite readily in the intimacy of the

group are handled by the state with elaborate

delay. The state, which is a stranger to the group,
can necessarily proceed only with great caution.

It may accept the rules of the group but its

procedure w"ill always be its own. A ready ex-

ample is the perversion of the law merchant

in all mature legal systems. Finally, justice ac-

cording to law demands that legal rules be

applied as mechanically as possible. Discretion

is considered dangerous. A rule is sometimes

selected not because it is the best but because

it is easiest to apply. A judgment is often given
not because it works justice in the particular

case but because it is considered unwise to relax

a general rule.

It would be easy enough to overcome the

almost inevitable inefficiency of justice accord-

ing to law. But far reaching changes are cer-

tainly impossible while the regime of individ-

ualism upon which the prevailing ideal is based

is considered desirable. As long as the interest

in individual security is preferred to the in-

terest in the general security both civil and

criminal justice must remain "inefficient" to

a large extent. Those who speak of judicial in-

efficiency are usually unaware of the highly
artificial meaning of the conception. The law

is efficient in civil suits when it enters judg-
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ment and issues execution as expeditiously as

possible. Thereafter its efficiency ceases to be

the primary consideration. As a result of the

humanitarianism which is the necessary corol-

lary of the regnant individualism a whole

series of obstacles arises in the enforcement of

execution. The property of the debtor is often

put beyond the reach of the creditor either by
the procedural delays which make it possible
for the debtor to transfer it or by formal ex-

emptions from execution. The person of the

debtor is of course beyond seizure. In this re-

spect the law of previous centuries, which more

frequently recognized rights of provisional arrest

and imprisonment for debt, was certainly more
"efficient." But a return to the older law will

hardly recommend itself now. In any event

there would still remain the economic poverty
of the debtor to defeat the efficiency of the

law, and it is safe to venture that the latter

would be blamed exclusively for every miscar-

riage of justice. In the criminal law the situa-

tion is somewhat reversed. Once judgment
against a malefactor is obtained it is much more

certain to be executed. But the concern for the

individual is manifest in the procedure to judg-
ment. The provisions are not only considered

procedural safeguards but are great constitutional

rights. They are indeed constitutional rights

which have been won only after many centuries

of bloodshed and in no western democracy
would their abandonment be seriously consid-

ered. The almost insoluble dilemma is that they
benefit not only the ordinary citizen who occa-

sionally finds himself in the toils of the kw
but the professional criminal, who by long ex-

perience has learned to take advantage of all its

defenses.

Although the law has constantly oscillated

between concern for the individual and for the

general security, the perfect balance has prob-

ably never been struck. As one extreme is

reached there is a reaction toward the opposite
extreme. At present after a century of individ-

ualism there is an insistent demand for sociali-

zation. In the criminal law it has shown itself

in a rather vague demand for a "preventive"
criminal justice. In the private law it has led to

proposals to make the state assume through
some public officer the direct burden of admin-

istering civil justice. Less radical proposals look

merely toward the establishment of state legal

aid bureaus. Here and there within recent dec-

ades the conception has begun to penetrate that

even civil procedure should be regarded as
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public or beyond the control of private parties.

But on the whole the movement for "socializa-

tion" can hardly have very much success as long
as the more fundamental social institutions re-

main largely unaffected. It is difficult to see the

possibility of introducing a monopoly of civil

justice as long as private rights are recognized.

Most of those who favor such a scheme hardly
realize its extreme economic radicalism.

To be sure, individualism is not to the same

extent the basis of the social order in all western

democracies. Many compromises have been

made here and there which have had beneficial

effects upon the quality of judicial administra-

tion. Special conditions have sometimes ac-

counted for peculiar results. In imperial Ger-

many the pride of a judicial oligarchy was the

cause of a period of storm and stress which

inaugurated the so-called free law movement.

In post-war Germany the country seethed with

political murder. South American countries are

usually democracies only in name, and dictator-

ship has far reaching effects upon the adminis-

tration of justice. The considerable variation

in the political systems of different countries

has had a particularly marked impact upon their

criminal justice. The political institutions of a

country constitute its fundamental technique of

human relations, of which the criminal law is

only a part. It is to the corruption of the Ameri-

can political system rather than to either Puri-

tanism or the pioneer tradition that the reputed

inferiority of American criminal justice is to be

traced.

Since it is difficult to secure radical alteration

of fundamental social institutions, the reform

of judicial administration usually concerns itself

with adjustments of the judicial machinery. Re-

forms of procedure are far more frequent than

changes of substantive law. Perhaps that is one

of the reasons why the results frequently leave

so much to be desired. It is true that the dis-

tinction between substantive law and procedure
is artificial. All reforms of procedure effect sub-

stantive rights but certainly they cannot improve
the situation where the substantive right is of

a dubious character. In general the creation

of new courts or the appointment of additional

judges to existing courts is a very frequent

expedient in reform. Its popularity with poli-

ticians arises from the fact that it increases their

patronage by providing new offices to fill.

Changes in steps in procedure often have the

curious result of increasing the congestion of

the courts for at least a time. A great deal of

litigation is often necessary to settle their effect.

The fundamental puzzle of procedural reform

is the indispensability of any one particular

device. Since legal technique permits of a

considerable degree of variance for the accom-

plishment of similar ends, it can be said that al-

most any form of procedure reasonably adapted
to secure the fundamental purposes of the law

will work if there is the will to make it work.

Of particular reforms of procedure it is im-

possible here to speak. But as far as the general

organization of judicial administration is con-

cerned there has been a great deal of agitation

in recent years in both England and the United

States for the establishment of ministries of

justice upon the continental model. It is very
much to be doubted, however, that they would

inaugurate a profound change in the direction

of judicial administration. Since in England
the functions that could be discharged by a

ministry of justice are already discharged by
several existing officials, the movement for it is

intelligible only as one for consolidation of

their powers. In the United States a good deal

of supervision of judicial administration takes

place through such semi-official organizations
as the bar associations, which are consulted in

the appointment of judges, which draft legis-

lation relating to judicial administration and

which in general exercise a good deal of super-
vision over lawyers, judges and courts. Com-

plaints of the maladministration of justice have

been so frequent in the United States that they
can hardly be said to be secrets which need

to be revealed to the ignorant legislatures by
ministers of justice. As for the control of the

courts themselves, the great independence of

the American judiciary really makes it impos-
sible. Even the shifting of judges from one

district to another as they are needed can take

place only within limits. Moreover in the pre-

vailing enthusiasm it is overlooked that the

supervisory powers of even the continental min-

istry of justice have been undermined in recent

decades by the introduction of guaranties of

judicial independence. Thus a centralizing

agency is urged that has been decentralized to

a considerable extent in the countries of its

origin. Moreover there can never be a real or-

ganic unity of organization in the administration

of justice as long as there survives a disunity
of procedure in civil and criminal matters. Even

where the ministry of justice exists civil justice

does not receive the same degree of oversight
as criminal justice. It is forgotten too that at
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least as far as civil procedure is concerned the

courts in a considerable number of American

states no longer need an agency to secure relief

for them from the legislatures. In the last two
decades a movement to follow English practise

in giving rule making powers to the courts to

enable them to control procedure has secured

legislative approval in Alabama, Colorado, Dela-

ware, Michigan, New Jersey, North Dakota,

Vermont, Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin.

Curiously the courts in almost all of these states

have made little use of their rule making

powers.
While no American jurisdiction has estab-

lished a ministry of justice, a great many have

established bodies known as "judicial councils"

in imitation of the judicial council provided
for in England upon the consolidation of the

courts under the Judicature Acts. Judicial coun-

cils exist at present in California, Connecticut,

Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, North

Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode

Island, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington,
Wisconsin. These councils have in general been

made not directive but investigative agencies,

and there is little evidence that they are much
more than paper institutions. At the most they
have produced only a few reports. In England
the inactivity of the judicial council of the

Supreme Court has been the subject of com-

ment. A federal council, or conference, of senior

circuit judges established in 1922 has been

more successful. It meets annually to consider

the problems of judicial administration in the

federal courts. Unlike the state judicial coun-

cils it has the important power of transferring

judges to various districts where they are needed

because of the pressure of judicial business.

The right to transfer judges also exists in

other American courts, such as unified munici-

pal courts.

The agitation for American ministries of jus-

tice is closely connected with plans for laying

the foundations of an adequate science of judi-

cial statistics. At present judicial statistics are

almost entirely criminal statistics. In continental

countries the ministry of justice and in Eng-
land the office of the lord chancellor publish
civil statistics, but generally speaking they relate

only to the volume of judicial business and

the pace of procedure. As far as the subjects

of litigation are concerned only such matters

as divorce and bankruptcy are reported with

any degree of adequacy. Divorce and bank-
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ruptcy statistics are often available also in the

United States, where they are reported either

by governmental departments or voluntary as-

sociations, but for the rest not even the Euro-

pean standard has been maintained. Until very

recently there were few statistical reports re-

lating to the civil business of the courts, and
no more than a beginning is represented by
the civil statistical surveys in Ohio, New York
and Maryland which are now being encour-

aged by the Institute for the Study of the Law
at Johns Hopkins University. A few of the re-

ports of the state judicial councils have also been

of some value.

Civil judicial statistics, if their compilation
can be kept dissociated from particular pro-

grams of reform, are bound to prove interesting

if not helpful, but certainly too much is not

to be expected in the way of palpable results,

at least not as far as the immediate future is

concerned. Civil statistics are bound to be far

less reliable than criminal statistics have proved.
It must be remembered again that in civil

matters the state does not press to discover

when a wrong has been committed. In the at-

tempt to use civil judicial statistics to follow

social trends many complicated factors must

necessarily be encountered. An increase of com-

plaints may be traced back to an increase in

legal transactions rather than to more frequent

attempts to escape payment. Again, an increase

of complaints may be due not only to economic

depression but to a boom psychology which

has led debtors to overreach themselves in

taking advantage of easy credit. Such factors

must be considered even in using civil statistics

for the simple purpose of regulating the busi-

ness of the courts. Despite the availability of

statistics it must still remain very difficult to

evaluate the effect of a particular procedural
reform.

The ultimate test of a system of judicial ad-

ministration is the extent of the civil contro-

versies and the public crimes which it prevents

by its mere existence. On the other hand, it

must be remembered that men discharge their

civil obligations and abstain from crime not

only from fear of legal sanctions but also from

moral and practical considerations. The modern

tendency is certainly to stress other forms of

social control. Finally, it must be realized that

even the defects of the administration of justice,
at least in civil matters, may have some social

value in discouraging litigation, in impelling
men to exhaust the possibilities of conciliation.
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In an acquisitive society it is perhaps desirable

that the paths of litigation be strewn with a few

thorns.

WILLIAM SEAGLE

See: JUSTICE; LAW; EQUITY; PROSECUTION; PROCE-

DURE, LEGAL; COURTS; JUDICIARY; JUDICIAL PROCESS;

JURY; JUDGMENTS; LEGAL AID.

Consult: A bibliography of judicial administration

would repeat for the most part the references under

various legal topics. The reader should consult

especially the bibliographies of such central articles

as JUSTICE; LAW; COURTS; JUDICIARY; PUBLIC

PROSECUTION; PROCEDURE, LEGAL. The references

under JURISPRUDENCE will show the juristic forms of

approach toward the general problems of judicial ad-

ministration. The works of the sociological school

will be found to be particularly preoccupied with
the law from the point of view of administration.

For the quality of judicial administration in any

particular country, its standard legal histories should

be consulted. Occasionally there are very illumi-

nating works dealing with a particular period. Thus
the works of Ernst Fuchs give an intimate picture
of justice in imperial Germany. J. W. Hedemann's

Reichsgencht und Wirtschaftsrecht, Jena, Umver-
sitat, Institut fur Wirtschaftsrecht, Schriften, vol.

8 (Jena 1929) is especially valuable in showing
the manner in which the highest court in Germany
adjusted legal rights and interests in the post-war

inflationary period. In the United States the most

prolific writer upon judicial administration has

been Dean Roscoe Pound He recognizes the difficul-

ties which are inherent in justice according to law
but on the whole represents the point of view

that the maladministration of justice in the United
States is due to the failure properly to adapt early

English legal institutions to twentieth century
American conditions. See some of Pound's articles:

"The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Ad-
ministration of Justice" in American Law Review, vol.

xl (1906) 729-49, "The Administration of Justice
in the Modern City" in HarvardLaw Review, vol. xxvi

(1912-13) 302-28, and "Justice According to Law" in

Columbia Law Review, vol. xui (1913) 696-713, and
vol. xiv (1914) 126, and 10331; also his books:

Tfie Spirit of tfie Common Latv (Boston 1921) and
Criminal Justice in America (New York 1930), In con-

nection with the movement to establish ministries of

justice in the United States see: Cardozo, B. N.,
"A Ministry of Justice" in Harvard Law Review, vol.

xxxv (192 1-22) 113-26; Glueck, S., "Ministry of Jus-
tice and the Problem of Crime" in American Review,
vol. iv (1926) 139-56; Edwards, J. Glenn, "The Min-
istry of Justice in France," and Jenkins, W. S., "A
Ministry of Justice in England" in North Carolina

Law Review, vol. vin (1930) 328-40. For the status

of judicial statistics in continental countries see:

Hesse, A., "Justizstatistik" in Handwdrterbuch der

Staatswissenschaften, vol. v (4th ed. Jena 1923) p.

537-42. For American judicial statistics: Marshall,
L. C., "The Beginnings of Judicial Statistics" in

American Statistical Association, Committee on So-
cial Statistics, Statistics in Social Studies, ed. by
S. A. Rice (Philadelphia 1930) ch. vii. A bibli-

ography of the literature on the judicial coun-
cils movement in the United States and the rule mak-

ing powers of American courts is found in Willough-

by, W. F., Principles of Judicial Administration

(Washington 1929) p. 607-52.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE. The office of jus-
tice of the peace represents one of the oldest

and most celebrated of English institutions. By
virtue of this office the process of governmental
centralization was finally completed in England.
The last of the remaining old local courts or

officials the hundred, the tournand particularly

the sheriff, who was virtually the ruler of his

county were gradually displaced. But the new

justice of the peace was no paid royal emissary.

Although appointed by the king and subject to

the control of the king's council or courts he was
a member of the local landed gentry, whose

services very soon came to be entirely honorary.
Thus a balance was struck between the necessi-

ties of centralization and local self-government,
and it was precisely this balance which gave the

office of justice of the peace its strength and im-

portance. The office brought English noblemen
and gentlemen into contact with the common

people of the realm. They became trained in the

affairs of government and in the administration

ofjustice. This training produced great efficiency

in many justices who later became members of

Parliament and had no little effect in determining
the final supremacy of the lawmaking body of

England. In the seventeenth century Coke de-

clared that the office of the justice of the peace
was "such a form of subordinate government for

the tranquility and quiet of the realm, as no part
of the Christian world hath the like, if the same
be duly executed" (Fourth Institute, ch. xxxi, p.

170).

Perhaps the forerunner of the justice of the

peace may be detected as early as 1 195, when the

justiciar, the principal minister of state and di-

rect representative of the king, issued a procla-
mation to the effect that certain knights nomi-

nated for the purpose were to take an oath from

all aged fifteen years and upward to aid in the

preservation of the peace. In anyeventthe justice
of the peace can be readily traced from the reign
of King Edward in. By statute in the year 1327
this monarch attempted to make his position

secure by assigning certain well qualified men in

each county of the realm to act as conservators of

the peace.
The institution of justice of the peace may be

said to date from the year 1360, when the statute

34 Edw. in, c. i, appointed "one lord, and with

him three or four of the most worthy in the

county, with some learned in the law" to keep
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the peace and try felonies and trespasses at the

king's suit. But this authority obtained only
when two or more of these officials acted to-

gether. From now on they became known as

justices and very soon thereafter reference was
made to them as "justices of the peace" in the

statute 36 Edw. in, c. 12 (1362).

From time to time the powers and duties of

the justices of the peace were enlarged, until

they became the most important factors in ad-

ministering local governmental affairs in Eng-
land. In truth for some three centuries they were

the virtual rulers of the county, exercising not

only the functions of the sheriff of an earlier day
but participating in almost all the multifarious

functions of the developing English state, in-

cluding police, administrative and judicial func-

tions. The last were primarily of a criminal

character, for the civil jurisdiction of the justices

has always been extremely limited.

After the middle of the nineteenth century

many fundamental changes began to be made in

the office of the justice of the peace. When a

general county constabulary was established in

1856 (19 & 20 Viet., c. 69), the justices aban-

doned the role of police officials. A series of acts

after the early decades of the century had already

deprived them of some important administra-

tive functions, and they lost most of the remain-

ing ones when the County Councils were estab-

lished in 1888(51 &52 Viet., c. 41, 1-30) and the

Parish and 'District Councils in 1894 (56 & 57

Viet., c. 73). Moreover the office of a justice is

not now always honorary. Legislation has also

made it possible for municipal boroughs and

urban districts to secure the appointment of paid

professional magistrates by petitioning the home

secretary. These are the so-called stipendiary

magistrates. The metropolitan police magistrates

of Greater London are all stipendiaries. Finally

in 1906 came the abolition of the property quali-

fications for justices of the peace (6 Edw. VH, c.

1 6), which had been 20 a year from 1439

(18 Henry vi, c. 11) to 1732 and 100 a year

thereafter (5 Geo. n, c. 18).

The courts held by justices of the peace are

still called Quarter Sessions and Petty Sessions.

The Quarter Sessions are the sittings of the jus-

tices which take place quarterly, although ad-

journed sessions may often be held at other

times. The sessions for divisions of the county

are the Petty Sessions. Two or more justices are

required to constitute a court unless the magis-
trate is a stipendiary. The court of Quarter Ses-

sions has very broad powers: it not only tries

persons who have been indicted but makes pre-

sentments, and it exercises both original and

appellate jurisdiction in civil as well as criminal

cases. Originally the Quarter Sessions had juris-

diction to try nearly all criminal cases except
those involving treason. But custom and statutes

have removed from their jurisdiction cases in-

volving murder and felonies punishable by life

imprisonment and certain other specified offenses

which usually involve difficult questions of law,

although they still try cases of burglary. In the

Petty Sessions the justices have summary juris-

diction over a great variety of criminal offenses

of a petty nature.

Justices of the peace still act as committing

magistrates. The preliminary examinations now
held by them have their origin in statutes en-

acted in the reign of William and Mary. In the

beginning the examinations were inquisitorial

in nature but ceased to be so in 1848 (n & 12

Viet., c. 42-43). The Criminal Justice Act of

1925 (15 & 16 Geo. v, c. 86, 31) extended the

powers of justices of the peace in the issue of

process. Their process now runs to any county in

England or Wales either to effectuate arrest or to

compel appearance.
Thus the justices of the peace have become

agents for the enforcement primarily of the

criminal law. The lay justices had given way as

they proved unequal to the task of ministering to

all the complex needs of the modern state. The
outcome has been much the same in the United

States, where the office of the justice of the

peace was one of the first instrumentalities of

government which was created by the American

colonists.

It was provided for by statute in Massachu-

setts as early as 1630, and the institution was

flourishing in most of the colonies before the

revolution. The principal function of the early

justice was to maintain order. This was done by
the exercise of criminal jurisdiction, which in

some colonies was limited to specific offenses and
in others was expressly made coextensive with

the jurisdiction of the English justice of the

peace.
The Americanjustice ofthe peace has generally

exercised a more extensive civil jurisdiction than

the English justice. Before 1700 the colonial jus-
tice began to exercise jurisdiction in civil causes.

In 1692 Massachusetts Bay Colony authorized

the justice to hear, try and adjudge all manner of

debts, trespasses and other matters involving in

controversy a value not exceeding forty shillings.

In Virginia his civil jurisdiction extended to con-
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troversies involving "one hogshead of tobacco

not exceeding 350 pounds." In addition to his

duties concerning criminal and civil matters the

colonial justice also performed numerous ad-

ministrative functions. Among these were the

taking of acknowledgments, the performance of

marriage ceremonies and the taking of deposi-
tions.

The colonial justice of the peace was an officer

of considerable standing. Within the scope of his

territorial jurisdiction he seems to have been the

ne plus ultra of local authority. The execution of

the powers given him influenced not only the

political, social and economic life of the com-

munity but the private lives of the individual

citizens. That he was recognized as an important
local official and occupied a high place in the

minds of the people of colonial America is evi-

denced by the fact that the office by either

statutory or constitutional provision has become
a part of the judicial system of every state of the

union.

But the justice of the peace of today is not the

justice of colonial days, although in many state

statutes he is still designated "conservator of the

peace." Much of the criminal jurisdiction which

he exercised has been withdrawn. He may try

only certain misdemeanor cases, punishment for

which is specifically limited in both the amount

of fine and the term of imprisonment. The jus-

tice of the peace is more important, however,
in his capacity as a committing magistrate.

In this capacity he has authority to issue warrants

for the apprehension and arrest of persons

charged with the commission of public offenses,

both felonies and misdemeanors. As magistrate

he may hold preliminary hearings, reduce testi-

mony to writing, discharge the accused or re-

mand him to jail and fix bail. His administrative

duties have not materially changed. In his civil

jurisdiction he is limited by the amount of

money claimed or the monetary value of the

thing in controversy. In most states this amount

varies from one hundred to three hundred dol-

lars. Within that monetary limitation the variety

of cases which the justice may hear and deter-

mine is very large.

The justice of the peace today is almost in-

variably an elective officer. His term of office

varies from one to seven years. The usual term

is two years. His compensation generally consists

of fees paid by the party losing in the litigation.

The statutes, beyond requiring the candidate for

justice of the peace to be a resident, elector, voter

or citizen, are silent on the subject of qualifica-

tions. The result is that the justice is usually a

layman.
In the early days of the republic and during

the settlement and carving out of new states on
the western frontier the population was sparse
and the power of government was decentralized.

There were then few laws and fewer lawyers. In

such pioneer communities protection and stabil-

ity depended upon the quality of the man who
administered the rules of society rather than

upon the rules themselves. The justice was usu-

ally a man in whom the community had con-

fidence. He was well known and was chosen

because of his native ability, sound judgment and

integrity. "Rough and ready" justice was nec-

essary, and it was meted out fearlessly. Cases

were few, and the trying of them was but an in-

cident to the justice's principal business of mak-

ing a livelihood. In that atmosphere the office

of justice of the peace was a strong social in-

stitution.

Today, however, the American population, in-

stead of living in backwoods agricultural com-

munities enjoying a simple social life in which

contacts are few, is concentrated in great indus-

trial cities in which social life is most complex
and contacts are many. The agencies of govern-
ment and social control are centralized. The law

rather than the individual who administers it is

in the ascendancy. These conditions have filled

the statute books with multitudinous laws, some

simple and many very complicated! These the

justice of the peace must interpret and adminis-

ter. In a city of any consequence moreover the

candidate for justice of the peace is little known

by more than a few of the voters who elect him,

and instead of electing an officer to try a case

involving an occasional dispute between neigh-
bors the electors are choosing a full time official

of an inferior court.

The changes in the American social and po-
litical structure have thus made the office of

justice of the peace rather anachronistic. In re-

cent legislative enactments there is a tendency to

improve the justice of the peace courts in some

quarters and to abolish them in urban districts

and great metropolitan centers. Where retained

the justices are no longer maintained by fees

paid by the litigants but receive a regular and

substantial salary paid out of the public treasury.

They are legally trained and in many instances

are required to have devoted a definite number
of years to the practise of the law before becom-

ing candidates. Where these innovations are

taking place, however, the new tribunals have
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from the old courts of the justices of the peace.
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JUSTINIAN I (c. 482-565), Byzantine em-

peror. Justinian was born in Macedonia of an

obscure family of Illyrian peasants. Under the

protection of his uncle Justin he received his

education at Constantinople, where he became

saturated with the culture and traditions of

Rome and of Christianity. In 518 Justin, who
had risen to be commander in chief of the impe-
rial guard, was able to assume the throne. As
his counselor his nephew directed the policies of

the government and in 527 became emperor in

his own name. Justinian had one absorbing am-
bition from the moment of his enthronement

to restore the vanished Roman Empire to its

ancient limjts and glory by destroying the bar-

barian kingdoms which had been erected on its

ruins. As soon as internal peace had been

attained by the suppression of the Nika sedition

in 532 he undertook the task of reconquering
the west. In 533-34 his general Behsarius recap-
tured Africa from the Vandals; a prolonged war

(536-52) resulted in the defeat of the Ostro-

goths in Italy; in 554 part of Spain was wrested

from the Visigoths. About the Mediterranean,

once more a Roman lake, there thus emerged an

empire of incomparable prestige, defended by
immense fortifications on all its frontiers and

headed by a skilful diplomat. Seeking to follow

the tradition of the great Roman sovereigns in

his internal policy also, Justinian ordained the

restatement of the Roman law which is embod-
ied in the Corpusjuris civilis (q.v^ made exten-

sive administrative reforms and enhanced the

splendor of his office by the building of public
works and the establishment of a luxurious

court. His eternal glory is assured by two monu-

ments, the Justinian Code and the basilica of

St. Sophia.

Justinian's achievements were bought at heavy
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cost. In his anxiety to undertake the western

campaign he had made a hasty peace with Persia

in 532, and between 540 and 555 Persia was able

to win a disastrous victory over the empire in

Asia; Huns and Slavs found opportunity to make
inroads in the Balkan Peninsula. His gigantic

foreign and domestic enterprises entailed ex-

penditures necessitating oppressive taxation and

leading finally to financial ruin. The legacy of

the aged Justinian to his successors was a dis-

rupted empire, an army near to annihilation and
the difficulties of liquidation.

The end of the reign also demonstrated the

transiency of his religious policy. Justinian had

early realized that in order to secure his pre-
dominance in the west he must effect a reunion

between the Eastern and Western churches, root

out the Monophysite and Nestorian heresies and
establish the orthodox religion of the papacy.
Under the influence of his wife, Theodora, a

friend of the Monophysites, he attempted to

carry out this policy by finding a basis for com-

promise with that sect. All his theological ardor

and all the authoritarian brutality of his "Cae-

saropapism" were employed to this end. But the

death of Theodora in 548 deprived him of a

collaborator of remarkable intelligence and po-
litical wisdom. In spite of the apparent success

of the Fifth Oecumenical Council in 553 he

failed completely to reestablish religious unity.

The miserable close of his reign does not, how-

ever, affect his position in history as an eminent

representative of two great ideas, imperialism
and Christianity. Justinian the Great posterity

in Byzantium did not begrudge him the title-

was indeed the last of the great Roman em-

perors.
CHARLES DIEHL
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JUSTO, JUAN BAUTISTA (1865-1928), Ar-

gentinian statesman and sociologist. Justo stud-

ied surgery in Argentina and Europe and was a

practising physician, abandoning his profes-
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sion upon entrance into the Argentinian
National Congress. In 1895 he founded the

Socialist party of Argentina, which sought to

reform the venal and fraudulent local assem-

blies. With the introduction of secret voting in

1912 by the Law of Saenz Pena he succeeded in

being elected to the Chamber of Deputies as

member for Buenos Aires; he remained there

until 1924, when he was appointed to the Senate.

Justo in 1909 expounded his social doctrine

systematically in Teoria y prdctica de la histaria.

He looked upon life as an intelligent activity

through which man understands and dominates

the biological world and creates the technical

world with which history begins. With the de-

velopment of economic activity and of means of

communication cooperation arises, at first con-

strained, then intelligent; and as a result author-

ity and the state are created. When authority

becomes vested in a class jealous of its own

privileges, the struggle of classes, which is the

dynamic force of history, appears. From the

standpoint of a scientific statesman rather than

of an academic sociologist he analyzed Argen-
tinian life in numerous pamphlets, articles and

speeches. With a passion for individual and

collective discipline he formulated the program
of the Socialist party in Argentina and Uruguay;
he elaborated its doctrine, directed its parlia-

mentary activity and from his vantage point as

critic in the minority party did much to shape
the ideas and methods of other parties. He
translated the first volume of Marx' Capital and

adapted Marxism to Argentinian economy, en-

larging on the questions of land, money and

taxation. He favored direct and progressive in-

come and capital taxes, advocated free trade and

sound money by free convertibility of paper

money into specie and followed the principles

of Henry George in denouncing the privilege

of property in land, in advocating the confisca-

tion of the unearned increment of rent and in

demanding legislation regarding leases in order

to bring about the economic stability of the

farmer and to encourage agricultural progress.

Justo was eminently practical and was an

agnostic in religious outlook. In addition to his

political activity he founded a daily, Vanguardia,
and was instrumental in organizing cooperatives,
trade unions and universities and libraries for

workmen; he imported from abroad new civiliz-

ing procedures and devices from the use of

aseptics in surgery to English political practises.
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JUVENILE COURTS. See JUVENILE DELIN-

QUENCY AND JUVENILE COURTS.

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND JU-
VENILE COURTS. In discussions of the prob-
lem child the term juvenile delinquency is

sometimes loosely applied to youthful aberrance

in general but it is more accurately a precise legal

term defining the legal status of a child offender.

Recognition of an offender as a juvenile delin-

quent places him in the jurisdiction of juvenile

courts rather than the ordinary courts of

criminal procedure; it gives him the status of

ward of the state and subjects him to adminis-

trative authority or direct judicial control

rather than to the processes of criminal law.

He is placed under the legal disabilities and

immunities of infancy. State supreme courts in

the United States have held consistently that

the private informal hearings of juvenile courts,

their admission of social evidence, the absence

of defense attorneys and the lack of trial by

jury do not constitute a violation of due process
of law because the child is not charged with

crime. The procedure is primarily protective,

and educajMnaT^n^e^ than punitive,. <md_

the commission of a child to a correctional in-

stitution is deemed to be for his welfare and

not for the sole purpose of inflicting penalty.

Usually a specific act of misconduct must be

alleged and proved in order to give the court

jurisdiction over the child offender, but once

he is before the court attention shifts from

his act to his total situation in relation to

the community. The informal procedure of the

court and the regimen of correctional schools

may mask real severities but on the whole there

is a vast difference between a criminal procedure

mitigated by occasional leniency on the part
of a humanitarian judge and a legal system
which accords separate consideration to of-

fenders adjudged to be lacking in adult re-

sponsibility.

Theoretically it might be possible to trace

the concept ofjuvenile delinquency in the grad-
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ual evolution of law, which has long recognized
limitations of legal capacity in childhood. Civil

codes of all civilized societies have held that

a child is unable to assume control of property
or to contract personal obligations and have

subjected him to a varying tutelage, endowing
the father, mother, guardian or the court

with authority to protect him from the con-

sequences of folly and inexperience before he

has reached the age of majority. It has been

generally recognized that very young children

are incapable of criminal intent, but the age
of discretion has been placed very low usually
at seven years. Children over the minimum age
limit were usually held fully responsible if

they could be proved conscious of guilt. There

has been no recognition of ameliorative factors,

such as inadequate parental control or environ-

mental conditioning. It is by no means demon-
strated that the concept of juvenile delinquency
was ever present. The line between child and

adult was drawn with discrimination only where

it was in the interests of profitable rights.

To attribute to the early lawmakers the concept
of child delinquency is pure guesswork, based

on the desire to produce an ancient genealogy
for a modern development.
The modifications in viewpoint and procedure

which are entailed in the concept of juvenile

delinquency arose from a changing public opin-

ion, from new scientific knowledge and from the

deliberate effort of social workers, humanitarians

and educators. Their argument was that the

common law concept parens patriac should be

extended to criminal as well as civil law, that

the immunities, privileges and disabilities

which the state had already granted to children

in the civil law dealing with property should

be set up also as a barrier between the child

offender and the rigors of adult criminal law.

It was assumed that the child offender washandi-

capped by immaturity of body and mind and by
a lack of effective parental control so that

the exercise of discretion and the assumption
of legal responsibility for conduct could not be

exacted of him. The first comprehensive for-

mulation in legal terms of the concept ofjuvenile

delinquency, made by a committee of the

Chicago Bar Association concerned with prepa-
ration of the first juvenile court law (1899),
stated that "the fundamental idea of the law is

that the State must step in and exercise guard-

ianship over a child found under such adverse

social or individual conditions as develop
crime. ... It proposes a plan whereby he may be

treated, not as a criminal or one legally charged
with crime, but as a ward of the State, to re-

ceive practically the care, custody and disci-

pline that are accorded the neglected and depend-
ent child, and which, as the act states, 'shall

approximate as nearly as may be that which

should be given by its parents.'
"

It is evident

that the intention of the sponsors of this law

was to create an entirely fresh legal philosophy
in the matter of crime committed by children.

The growing body of knowledge concerning
the physical and mental processes of childhood

furnishes the scientific basis for the concept of

juvenile delinquency. Demonstration of signifi-

cant differences between children and adults in

memory, learning capacity, imagination, reason-

ing and volition have indicated that normal

functioning depends upon maturation. Precise

information as to the age of maturity in this

scientific sense is lacking, but studies of the

integrative action of the nervous system indi-

cate that the adjustments necessary to full

responsibility are impossible to the normal in-

dividual until after adult body size and weight
are reached and the more subtle phases of

neurological growth are completed. Whereas

some individuals may attain "yearsofdiscretion"

at eighteen or twenty-one, other normal indi-

viduals may require a longer period. Whatever

further light research may throw on the biolog-

ical nature of the causes of difference between

the child's organism and the adult's, the fact of

difference is now clearly established. The con-

sequence of this observation is an increasing

awareness of the child's inability to bear the

full burden of adulthood.

Evidence from education and social work

brings additional support to the concept of ju-
venile delinquency and indicates that the child's

conduct is to a great degree a response to his en-

vironment. As knowledge has increased con-

cerning the influence of emotion and personality

upon behavior, techniques of child management
in homes and schools have been gradually im-

proved. Mental and physical health have become

goals to be attained by following the laws of

child development, and misconduct has become
a problem to be solved by the use of knowledge
rather than force.

The shift of emphasis from the symptoms to

the causes of delinquency has led to intensive

study of individual cases. Lying, stealing,

truancy, stubbornness, running away, sex of-

fenses and destructive acts are the chiefobjective

manifestations of delinquency. In so far as
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they are susceptible of a general statement it

may be said that they are due to maladjustments
of the child's personality; these maladjustments

usually result either from an abnormal environ-

ment for the normal range of childish activities

or from a warping of the child's personality

through fear, antagonism and a sense of in-

adequacy.
The first step in understanding delinquency

is the diagnosis of the child's personality.

This is a cooperative task for physician, psy-

chologist and social worker and involves pro-

longed observation. Evidence of physical and

mental health, the objective features of envir-

onment, family background, economic and social

situation, associations, recreation, school life

and influence of religion become the foundation

for an interpretation of the emotional and men-

tal life of the child and for a program of

treatment for the individual in the midst of

his human relationships.

The clinical approach to the study of delin-

quency began in 1909 under William Healy in

the laboratory established for the juvenile court

in Chicago. Healy showed that a combination of

factors is associated with delinquency and the

particular combination varies with the individ-

ual case. Cyril Burt applied the analytic method

to a study of English children in 1925 and

reached a similar conclusion. The Rousseau In-

stitute in Geneva and the German association

for child welfare (Zentrale fur Jugendfursorge)
have further emphasized the individual ap-

proach. Child guidance clinics have been organ-
ized in all large cities in the United States; the

child guidance clinic serves as a diagnostic

center and an agency of consultation for the

juvenile court. It does not relieve the court

of responsibility for treatment. Probation of-

ficers and social workers carry out the recom-

mendations of the clinic and enlist the coopera-
tion of families and schools. The educational

result is therefore beyond that of the case

treated; it includes the adults who assist in the

administration. In 1931 a child guidance clinic

was opened in London.

The habit clinic, which is usually connected

with a hospital, school or state department of

mental diseases, receives cases of incipient de-

linquency and young children subjected to hand-

icap; it is another important resource in the

treatment of delinquency. Adult education class-

es for parents form a further effective means
of instruction in the problems of childhood.

In Los Angeles, Detroit and New York City

foster mothers caring for children under the

jurisdiction of the juvenile court have been in-

structed in classes of hygiene, nutrition, mental

health and recreation. In some cities settlement

houses conduct classes in child care and

parents of delinquent children are urged to

attend.

The two outstanding developments of the last

decade in dealing with juvenile delinquency are

the social control of the mental defective and

the use of foster homes for the normal delin-

quent. The increasing use of standardized men-

tal tests in the public schools has demonstrated

that feeblemindedness occurs among the non-

delinquent population and bears no high causal

relation to delinquency. Training programs for

mental defectives include special education,

within or without an institution, which may be

followed by supervision in the community.
Under such social control the feebleminded are

no more likely to commit offenses than the

normal. Placement of normal delinquent chil-

dren in foster homes rather than in institutions

has developed chiefly in Massachusetts, Cali-

fornia and Virginia. This method of dealing with

delinquency is successful only where an exten-

sive organization exists for child study and in-

vestigation of homes and where supervision by
trained workers is adequate. No comparative

study of costs exists but it is believed that

foster home care is less expensive than is insti-

tutional care and its results of more permanent
value.

A more recent suggestion is the control of

delinquency by influencing the total social

environment rather than proceeding by the case

method. Studies of "delinquency areas" begun

by Clifford R. Shaw in 1926 in Chicago and con-

tinued by Shaw and McKay in 1930-3 1 in Cleve-

land, Philadelphia, Seattle, Birmingham, Den-
ver and Richmond indicate that high delin-

quency rates are always found in the belt of dis-

organized slum neighborhoods in the vicinity of

business and industrial regions. These rates are

relatively uninfluenced by nationality, degree of

intelligence, family discord or psychological
factors. The conclusion is that delinquency is

correlated with the maladies of an industrial,

competitive social order and can be best com-
bated by changing the goals of civilization itself.

The Illinois law of 1899, already mentioned,
introduced the juvenile court into the American

system of jurisprudence. Since that time non-

criminal tribunals for children have been es-

tablished in all the states except Maine and Wy-
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oming. In 1923 a committee appointed by the

Children's Bureau to formulate juvenile court

standards recommended that the age limit under

which the juvenile court may obtain jurisdiction
should be not lower than 18 years; at the pres-
ent time over half the states have accepted this

limit and in 5 states the limit is 21. In 28

states it is possible for a child charged with any
offense, no matter what its degree, to be

brought before the juvenile court. In some
states the judge of the juvenile court may have

jurisdiction at his discretion. In the District

of Columbia, Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana, Massa-

chusetts, New Jersey, New York, Utah and Ver-

mont the law specifically excludes the juvenile
court from jurisdiction in cases of felony or

of crimes punishable by death or life sentence.

In Ohio a recent enactment gives the juvenile

court original jurisdiction in such cases.

In 1918 the Children's Bureau conducted a

study of all courts, with a few minor excep-

tions, which have authority to hear children's

cases involving delinquency or neglect (United

States, Children's Bureau, Publications, no. 65,

1920). Of the 2391 courts addressed 1088 re-

ported 79,946 cases of juvenile delinquency,

390 reported no delinquency cases and 556 did

not report the number of cases handled. Nearly
half of the courts had probation service. There

were 321 courts in 43 states and the District of

Columbia which were "specially organized" in

the sense of offering a significant degree of

specialization and organization for children's

work. Of the total of 57 courts serving areas

containing cities of 100,000 or more population

56 were specially organized and the other court

failed to report. It is probable that most of

the courts not answering the inquiry were un-

specialized.

Accurate statistics as to the volume and ex-

tent of juvenile delinquency are difficult to

obtain because of the lack of any precise and

uniform definition of what constitutes delin-

quency, the variation in the age groups handled

by the courts (15 to 21 being the range of the

upper age limit), the numerous cases of felony

by children which are brought before adult

courts, the meager and inconsistent statistical

records and the failure of the courts to coop-
erate. Statistics of cases coming before the

juvenile courts have been collected by the Chil-

dren's Bureau and figures are available for

1927, 1928 and 1929 (United States, Children's

Bureau, Publication, no. 195, 1929, no. 200,

1930, and no. 207, 1931). A total of 46,312 cases

of delinquency were reported for 1929 by 93

juvenile courts representing 20 states and the

District of Columbia. Because some of the chil-

dren were dealt with more than once this figure

represents only 41,101 children. There were 64
courts which reported cases dealt with unoffi-

cially, i.e. adjusted informally without being

placed on the court calendar, and these num-
bered less than one third of the total number of

cases reported by all the courts. In 16 percent of

the official cases (89 courts reporting) and 2 per-
cent of the unofficial cases the child was com-

mitted to an institution, and in 40 percent of the

official cases and n percent of the unofficial

cases the child was placed on probation. There
were 61 courts reporting cases dismissed from

probation or supervision and 14 percent of these

dismissals were for purpose of commitment to

an institution.

United States Census Bureau figures for ju-

venile delinquents in institutions are available

for no year later than 1923 (United States,

Bureau of the Census, Children under Institu-

tional Care, 1923, 1927, p. 260-381). At that

time figures were collected from 145 institu-

tions in 46 states and the District of Columbia.

On January i, 1923, the number of children 10

to 17 years old, inclusive, in institutions

primarily for juvenile delinquents was 23,003.

On the basis of figures for the first six months

of the year the number of children under 18

years of age admitted during the entire year
was estimated at 18,640. These figures do not,

however, include the entire juvenile population
of correctional and penal institutions. In 1931
the juvenile delinquency section of the National

Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-

ment made a census of minors in the 98 adult

penal institutions listed in the 1930 report of

the Census Bureau. Data were compiled from 78

institutions, having an aggregate of 97,249

inmates, or 77 percent of the total prison popu-
lation in the United States. Of these 54.8 percent
were under 21 years of age when committed.

The total number under 18 was 4493 boys and

228 girls, or 24.6 percent of those under 21.

Juvenile courts have been adopted also in

England and throughout Europe, in Australia,

New Zealand, Japan, Turkey and several other

countries. European statistics are scrupulously

compiled but in the absence of international

definitions of delinquency and procedure com-

parison is almost impossible. It is believed, how-

ever, that the number of children appearing be-

fore juvenile courts is now decreasing through-
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out the world, presumably because of extralegal

methods of child care.

Juvenile courts in Europe were an outgrowth
of American juvenile courts and for some time

were guided by American precedents. Germany
has had juvenile courts since 1908. The leading

juvenile courts of France, Belgium, Holland and

England were established by 1912. In 1930 the

International Association of Children's Magis-
trates was organized in Brussels and 1 5 nations

sent representatives to the convention. The

purpose of the association is an interchange

of the experience and ideas of those persons

throughout the world who work with child of-

fenders under judicial control, "so that young

delinquent aliens may be treated according to a

universal understanding."

European juvenile courts present both simi-

larities and differences as compared with those

in the United States. There are of course im-

portant variations throughout Europe. The
courts of Austria, England, France, Germany
and Czechoslovakia have incorporated educa-

tional ideals into existing criminal procedure,

while Belgium, Holland, Spain and Portugal

have created courts which depart more radically

from penal methods. Throughout Europe, how-

ever, the juvenile courts are under central con-

trol and professional jurists exercise the domi-

nant influence. In the United States there is no

central control. The range of conflicting philoso-

phies to which the child may be subjected is tre-

mendous. For example, theft committed by a

14-year old boy may result in probation or a long

term in an adult prison or commitment during

minority to a juvenile training school or place-

ment in a foster home; nor is the type of treat-

ment always determined by differences in the

child's case history. All degrees of intelligence

and social experience are found in these various

agencies. In the United States the local political

situation and public opinion have more to do in

determining juvenile court policy than a scien-

tifically wrought plan.

According to European legal conceptions the

judge must be the authoritative influence in

juvenile court decisions. In Germany lay judges
are nominated by the child welfare department

(Jugendamt); they assist the judge in applying

psychological and educational methods, but the

treatment is primarily the responsibility of

the presiding judge. This emphasis on legal

authority, while found in some American juve-
nile courts, is entirely absent in others; in Cin-

cinnati, for example, Judge Charles Hoffman

believing that the issues are sociological en-

trusts both decisions and treatment to child wel-

fare experts, and his teaching and practise have

been followed by many other American judges.
In European courts there is a tendency to place
the administration of juvenile probation in

the hands of private organizations, doubtless

because of the unprofessional nature of proba-
tion work in continental countries.

Following precedents ofthe Austrian law Ger-

many has included those 1 8 to 21 years of age
in juvenile procedure, and a strong movement
has grown to withdraw those under 16 and to

place them under a purely guardianship proce-
dure. Belgium has established 1 6 as the age per-
iod below which children are legally sans dis-

cernement; Switzerland and Sweden have fol-

lowed the same principle with certain modifica-

tions. Substitutes for juvenile courts are sought
in a combination of what is called trustee educa-

tion and boards of public welfare.

In the United States the police are dominant

in the supervision of child offenders. In Europe
special bureaus of police officers for children

have developed but they are under judicial

control whenever a child is removed from home.

The American system gives to the police great

discretionary powers over individuals, whereas

in Europe their function is limited to preventive
work under strict supervision of ministers of

justice.

European juvenile courts in general, although

they received their impetus from American

ideals of state guardianship, have been more

critically aware of the original objectives; they
have developed uniform procedures closer to the

civil side of the law than have American juvenile

courts, which fluctuate between civil and crim-

inal methods and are more dependent on the per-

sonality of judges, changes in public opinion
and politics. The juvenile court in the United

States is midway between two goals. It may de-

velop into an agency of protection of the rights

of childhood. In this case it will not administer

treatment directly but will cooperate with

schools, clinics and public welfare departments,
all of them forming together a board of strategy
to work for the best interests of the child. On
the other hand, the juvenile court may become a

criminal tribunal, hearing only serious cases

which public and private social agencies have

failed to prevent. In either case the outcome will

be similar. By introducing the scientific study
of cases, by individualization of treatment, by
use of probation and by quickening the sense of
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collective responsibility for the neglected and

forsaken child the juvenile court method has

permeated the criminal court and has put its

yeast into the entire system of justice.

MIRIAM VAN WATERS

See: CHILD; GANGS; ENVIRONMENTALISM; MALADJUST-
MENT; SOCIAL WORK; MENTAL HYGIENE; MAJORITY,

LEGAL; PROBATION; COURTS; PENAL INSTITUTIONS;

CRIME; CRIMINOLOGY.

Consult: White House Conference on Child Health and

Protection, Committee on Socially Handicapped, The

Delinquent Child (New York 1932); Reckless, W. C
,

and Smith, M., Juvenile Delinquency (New York 1932);

Van Waters, Miriam, Youth in Conflict (New York

1925); Shaw, Clifford R., and others, Delinquency
Areas (Chicago 1929); Cooley, Edwin J , Probation

and Delinquency (New York 1927); Healy, William,
and others, Reconstructing Behavior in Youth, a Study

of Problem Children in Foster Families, Judge Baker

Foundation, Publication, no. 5 (New York 1929);

United States, Children's Bureau, "Juvenile-Court

Standards," Publication, no. 121 (1923); Lou, Herbert

H., Juvenile Courts in the United States (Chapel

Hill, N. C. 1927); United States, Children's Bureau,
"The Child, the Family and the Court," by B.

Flexner and others, Publication, no. 193 (1929);

United States, National Commission on Law Observ-

ance and Enforcement, "The Child Offender in the

Federal System of Justice," Reports, no. 6 (1931);

United States, Children's Bureau, "Juvenile Courts at

Work," by K. F Lenroot and E. O. Lundberg, Publi-

cation, no. 141 (1925); United States, Children's Bu-

reau, ''A Summary of Juvenile-Court Legislation in

the United States," by S. P. Breckinudge and H. R.

Jeter, and "The Legal Aspect of the Juvenile Court,"

by B. Flexrer and R. Oppenheimer, Publication, no.

70 (1920), and no. 99 (1922); League of Nations,

Advisory Commission for the Protection and Welfare

of Children and Young People, Child Welfare Com-
mittee, Organisation ofJuvenile Courts and the Results

Obtained Hitherto, 1931. iv. 13 (Geneva 1932); Ab-

bctt, Grace, "History of the Juvenile Court Move-
ment throughout the World" in Addams, Jane, and

others, The Child, the Clime and the Court (New York

1925) p. 267-73; Hall, W. C., Children's Courts (Lon-
don 1926); Burt, Cyril, The Young Delinquent (Lon-
don 1925), Kleist, F., Jugend hinter Cittern, Jugend-

gefangnis, Menschenbildung und Menschheitsgestal-

tung, vol. vi (2nd ed. Jena 1931); Haeckel, Heinrich,

Jugendgerichtshilfe (Berlin 1927); Owings, Chloe, Le
tribunal pour enfants (Pans 1923); NachSt, Hassan,
Les jeunes delinquants (Paris 1913); Donati, Luigi,
La delinquenza minorile et la sua prevenzione (Piacenza

1924).

KABLUKOV, NIKOLAY ALEKSEYEVICH
(1849-1919), Russian statistician and economist.

Kablukov worked for over two years in the sta-

tistical bureau of the Moscow zemstvo and was

later engaged in gathering statistical data on

rural industries in the various provinces of

northeastern Russia. From 1885 to 1907 he was

the chief of statistics of the Moscow provincial

zemstvo and in this capacity supervised the rural

household census of 1898-1900. His introduc-

tion to the tabular report of this census, reissued

later as a separate volume (Moscow 1912), offers

a valuable guide to the methods employed in

zemstvo statistics. At the same time he was

active in the statistical section of the Moscow
Law Society, which functioned as the coordi-

nating body for the work of zemstvo statisticians.

In 1894 Kablukov began teaching at the Uni-

versity of Moscow; his courses included statistics

(Kurs statistiki, Moscow 191 1), agricultural eco-

nomics and economic theory. He was the first

chairman of the Chuprov society for social sci-

ences, affiliated with the university and editor

from 1914 to 1917 of the Statistichesky vestnik,

a magazine published by the society.

As an economist Kablukov was interested

principally in the question of the development
of Russian agriculture along capitalistic lines.

He did not share the belief current in the 1870*3

and i88o's that national peculiarities of the Rus-

sian people would guard it against the adoption
of capitalism on the western model and pointed
out that even the emancipation of the peasants
in 1 86 1 was dictated by the interests of develop-

ing capitalism. He maintained, however, that

the specific forms of capitalist development vary
in accordance with the characteristic peculiari-

ties of the social economic systems in different

countries. In studying agricultural estates in the

province of Moscow he became aware of the

difficulties encountered in the organization of

large scale capitalist farms in Russia, and his

work on capitalist agriculture in England (Vo-

pros o rabochikh v selskom khozyaystve, Moscow

1884; tr. in part as Die Idndliche Arbetterfrage,

2nd ed. Stuttgart 1889) convinced him that

farming based on hired labor is unprofitable and
inefficient. In a later study, Ob usloviyakh razvi-

tiya krestyanskago khozyaystva v Rossii (Condi-
tions of development of peasant farming in

Russia, Moscow 1899, 2nd ed. 1908), which

appeared at the time when the dispute between

the populists and the Marxists was at its height,
Kablukov supported the contention of the for-

mer group in pointing out that small peasant

farming is capable of progressive development
and that this is one of the essential prerequisites
for the expansion of industry in Russia.

S. PROCOPOVICZ

KADLEC, KAREL (1865-1928), Czech his-

torian of comparative Slavonic law. Kadlec oc-

cupied the chair of Slavonic law at the Charles
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University at Prague from its establishment in

1899 until his death. He was general secretary

of the Czech Academy of Arts and Sciences and

editor of the periodical Sbornik ved prdvnich a

stdtnich (Archives for legal and political science).

Kadlec was an outstanding authority on com-

parative Slavonic law. He broke with the roman-

tic school and treated Slavonic legal history,

which he regarded as a part of general compara-
tive jurisprudence, in a positive and critical

spirit. His special interest was the legal institu-

tions of the Slavs before their dispersion and

cjifferentiation into various nations, for he held

that the tribal characteristics of Slavonic law

had not yet been scientifically established. In

Rodinny nedil cili zddruha v prdvu slovansktm

(Prague 1898, 3rd ed. 1923) he discussed the

Slavonic zadruga, an institution which he ac-

knowledged to be peculiar to all agricultural

peoples at a certain stage in their development
and which he did not idealize in the fashion of

other writers. Together with the history of Sla-

vonic law he treated Hungarian and Rumanian

law, which contain Slavonic elements, and he

also investigated the law of the Wallachians as

one of the foreign systems of law which oper-
ated among the Slavs. His articles in the fourth

volume of the Encyklopedja polska summarized

the history of Slavonic law up to the tenth cen-

tury, which he reconstructed by the comparative

regressive method. In his lectures read at the

university he presented legal history from the

tenth century on in separate courses on the pub-
lic law of the different Slavonic peoples and in

comparative treatments of the history of civil

and criminal law and procedure. He was the

author of Dejiny verejntho prdva ve stredni

Europe (Prague 1920, 4th ed. 1928), which stud-

ied comparatively Polish, Czech and Croatian

public law as part of a system of central Euro-

pean law. Kadlec also devoted considerable

attention to Jugoslav law, especially the Dalma-

tian statutes. At his death he left in manuscript
a glossary of Slavonic law, the preparation and

publication of which was taken over by the

Czech Academy of Arts and Sciences.

THEODOR TARANOVSKY

Other important works: "Verboczyovo Tripartitum a

soukrome" pidvo uherske" i chorvatske" slechty v nem
obsazene

1 "
(Verboczy's 'Tripartitum' and the private

law of Hungarian and Croatian nobility therein in-

cluded) in Ceska Akademie, Prague, Rozpravy, vol. x

(1902) nos. 1,3; Valasiavalassktprdvovzemichslovan-

skych a uherskych (The Wallachians and Wallachian

law in the Slavonic and Hungarian countries) (Prague

1916); "Les Slaves a la lurmere de leur histoire politi-

que" in Monde slave, n.s., vol. ii (1925) pt. ii, 368-400,

pt. iii, 29-61; "Statutem et reformationes insulae

Brachiae" in Monumenta htstorico-juridica slavorum

meridionalium, vol. xi (Zagreb 1926).

Consult: Taranovsky, T., Uvod u ustortju slovenskih

prava (Introduction to the history of Slavonic law)

(Belgrade 1922) p. 182-88; Arhiv za pravne i drust-

vene nauke,^vo\. xxxv (1928) 1-14; Saturnfk, T., in

Slovansk^ Ustav, Rocenka, vol. 1(1928) 5 1-54; Schmid,
H. F., in Zeitschnft der Savigny-Sttftung fur Rechts-

geschichte, Germamstische Abteilung, vol. xlix (1929)

739-43; Odlozilfk, O., "Karel Kadlec" in Slavonic

Review, vol. viii (1929-30) 204-05.

KAGWA, APOLO (1865-1927), Bantu states-

man. Kagwa was converted to Christianity by
Bishop Mackay of Uganda. He supported the

British against the French and Mohammedan
claimants of religious supremacy and trading

rights in Uganda. In 1889 he became katikiro, or

prime minister; three years later he took the lead-

ing part in drawing up the document whereby
the Christian chiefs pledged themselves to

emancipate their slaves. His influence largely

convinced Mwanga, the kabaka, or king, and the

people of Uganda to accept British protection.

When in 1897 Mwanga revolted with the support
of the Sudanese troops, Kagwa remained loyal

to the British and led an army of Baganda against
the rebels. He was the virtual ruler of Uganda
during the long minority of the present kabaka

and was the guiding spirit among the signatories

of the Uganda Agreement of 1900, which de-

fined the constitutional relationship Between the

British and the Baganda. Henceforth he was in-

timately associated with a succession of British

administrators; he directed their educational

program among his people, led the way in im-

proving housing and sanitation and helped to

further the cotton industry. Displaying keen in-

terest in the legends and customs of the Baganda
he rendered assistance to the anthropologist
Roscoe and wrote two books in Luganda on the

history of the Baganda kings and on Uganda
folklore.

I. SCHAPERA

Consult: Gollock, G. A., Lives of Eminent Africans

(London 1928) p. 90-105.

KAHL, WILHELM (1849-1932), German ju-

rist. Kahl was born in Bavaria and studied at

the University of Munich. He taught ecclesi-

astical, constitutional and criminal law at Ros-

tock, Erlangen and Bonn and in 1395 succeeded

Rudolf von Gneist at Berlin. His earliest impor-
tant works are concerned with Protestant eccle-

siastical law. With the exception ofthe important
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expert opinion he rendered in 1896 in the con-

troversy over the succession to the throne of

Lippe, Kahl took little part in the development
of constitutional law, which at that time was

characterized by formalistic tendencies. After

1895 he devoted himself primarily to criminal

law and was influential in bringing together the

classical and modern schools of criminal law

in the preparation of the new criminal code.

Even better known than his achievements in the

academic field are his practical and political

contributions: he played an important part in

the constitutional development of the Prussian

evangelical church; he was instrumental in the

reform of the criminal law and in the prepara-

tory work for a new criminal code; he assisted

in the drafting of the Weimar constitution and

in subsequent legislative achievements under

the republic.

KahPs importance in the history of the social

sciences in Germany is due to his peculiar

combination of theory and practise. He was a

follower of the German historical school of

jurisprudence and of the German idealist phi-

losophy; he did not specialize as do modern

scholars and thus formed no school of his own.

On the other hand, he typified the intellectual

and spiritual universality characteristic of Ger-

man historical and social thought in the middle

of the nineteenth century. This quality was basic

to his practical influence, to his unique elo-

quence,whichwas far more profound than mere

oratorical technique, and to his frequently criti-

cized capacity for compromise. He was the

last representative of the so-called "political

professors."

RUDOLF SMEND

Important works. Lehrsystem des Kirchenrechts und
der Kirchenpohtik (Freiburg i. Br. 1894); "Religions-

vergehen," and "Gemmderte Zurechnungsfahigkeit"
in Vergleichende Darstellung des deutschen und aus-

landischen Strafrechts, Besonderer Teil, vol. 111

(Berlin 1906) p. 1109, and Allgemeiner Teil, vol. i

(1908) p. 1-78; Gegenentwurf zum Vorentwurf eines

deutschen Strafgesetzbuchs, in collaboration with F.

von Liszt and others (Berlin 1911).

Consult: Alsberg, M., Wilhelm Kahl (Berlin 1929)

containing a bibliography of Kahl'a chief works.

KALLAY, BENI (1839-1903), Austro-Hunga-
rian statesman and historian. After a previous
career in parliament, in the diplomatic service

and in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Kallay
served from 1882 until his death as imperial
minister of finance and in this capacity was ad-

ministrator of Bosnia and Herzegovina. He was

especially qualified for these responsibilities by
his travels in the Near East and his constant

studies in the history and literature of the Balkan

nations. His administration was conducted in an

enlightened but cautious and conservative spirit,

natural enough considering the unbalanced state

of affairs of the Hapsburg monarchy at that time.

Kallay was fully conscious of the inevitable dis-

integration of the Turkish Empire and of the

growth of Serbia which would ensue. He was
aware also of the danger for the monarchy and

particularly for Hungary inherent in the situa-

tion; accordingly he and Count Andrassy tried to

counterbalance it by the occupation of Bosnia

(1878). Kallay 's administration of Bosnia con-

sisted in developing the economic and strategic

resources of the country and in trying to create a

special Bosnian nationality distinct from the

Serbian and Croatian. He therefore favored the

Moslem landowning nobility against the Greek

Orthodox Serbian and Catholic Croatian peas-

antry.

Among his notable literary works are Oros-

zorsxdg keleti torekvesci (Budapest 1878, and ed.

1879; tr. into German by H. Schwicker as Die

Orientpolitik Russlands, Budapest 1878), an

analysis of the Russian policy in the Near East,

and two works on Serbian history, A szerbek

tortenete 1780-1815 (Budapest 1877; tr. into

German by H. Schwicker as Geschichte der

Serben von den dltesten Zeiten bis 1815, 2. vols.,

Budapest 1878-85) and A szerb felkeles tortenete

1807-1810 (2 vols., Budapest 1909; tr. into Ger-

man by S. Beigel as Geschichte des scrbischen

Aufstandes, 1807-1810, Vienna 1910). Kallay
was an indefatigable fact gatherer and his judg-
ment of the sources is sagacious and unbiased.

He belongs to that class of historians so rare on

the continent who combine scholarly erudition

with the experience of the practical statesman.

ROBERT BRAUN

Consult: Thall6czy, Lajos, Benjamin Kdllay, Gedenk-

rede (Budapest 1909); Wertheimer, E. von, "Em
ungedrucktes Memorandum Benjamin von Kallays

liber die Annexion Bosmens" in Ungansche Rundschau,
vol. m (1914) 425-34, especially 425-26.

KAMAL MAHMAD NAMUK (1840-88),
Turkish publicist. Kamal was educated by pri-

vate tutors except for a brief period of formal

schooling in Constantinople. The descendant of

eminent government officials who had suffered

from the arbitrary rule of the sultans, he was im-

pressed at an early age with the ideas of resist-

ance to evil and revolt against despotism. As a
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young man he came under the influence of

Shfndsf, who was endeavoring to attract the

Turkish intellectuals to western culture, and at

about twenty he began his journalistic career as a

contributor to Shfndsfs newspaper, Tdszvir-i

Afkidr, in which he attacked fearlessly the old

regime. In 1864 he became its chief editor and

allied himself with the Young Turk movement.
From then on he lived the feverish life of a revo-

lutionary agitator, frequently suffering prison
and exile; the government occasionally effected

his removal from the capital by appointing him
to provincial offices.

Kamdl became the most prominent of the

group of remarkable men who in a mediaeval en-

vironment laid the foundations of a new era. He
aimed at a literary, political and social awakening
in Turkey and through his essays in the period-
ical press, through his historical novels, plays,

poems and histories, he tried to give the Turks a

new interpretation of their past and a new idea of

their destiny. In 1866 he fled to London, where

he published the organ of the Young Turks,

Hurriyat (Liberty), which was distributed se-

cretly in Turkey. Upon his return in 1871 he

published the daily 'Ibrat (Instruction), the most

influential periodical in modern Turkey, which

not only strove to bring about a public spirited

progressive government but also to develop new

principles in morality, in family life and in the

position of women and to create a new and

simpler language. Kamal's patriotic play, Wdtdn

(Fatherland, Constantinople 1872), was pro-
duced in 1873 and created a wave of frenzied

enthusiasm. In the play, which stressed devotion

to the fatherland rather than the older loyalties

to the sultan and Islam, a Turkish girl dressed as

a man became a soldier in a defensive war against
Russia. Wdtdn was suppressed after its second

performance.
Kamdl never completed his history of the

Ottoman Empire, which he considered his life

work. Madkhal, the introduction, deals with

Roman and Islamic history to 1046. The history

proper goes only so far as the death of Sultan

Selim I (1520). These works are, however, more

significant for their style than for their historical

value. KamaTs other historical writings deal

with biographies of prominent Turks and with

remarkable episodes in Turkish history. He also

translated into Turkish the works of Montes-

quieu, Rousseau and Bacon.

Despite the constant suppression of KamaTs
works they were circulated secretly in Turkey
and had a revolutionary effect upon public

opinion. They were an important force in creat-

ing the concept of a Turkish nation and in in-

troducing western ideas. KamaTs outstanding

part in the development of modern Turkish

prose has earned him a unique position in

literary history.

AHMET EMIN
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KAMIENSKI, HENRYK MICHAL (1812-

65), Polish nationalist and social philosopher.
A nobleman and landowner, Kamienski played
both a political and an intellectual role in the

struggle for national independence. He took

part in the armed insurrection of 1830-31 and

in the years following was active as a member
of a secret revolutionary society and as one of

the leaders of the "enthusiasts," the group of

writers and intellectuals who were fostering a

national Polish consciousness. Because of his

revolutionary activity he was banished to north-

ern Russia for three years. After his return he

freed the serfs on his estates and went to live

in Switzerland.

Like Cieszkowski Kamienski sought to work

out a system of national Polish philosophy. Ex-

cept for stating the general philosophip principle

of activism, that existence is justified by action

rather than by thought, he was concerned not

so much with metaphysical principles as with

the development of a system of social economics

applicable to a rejuvenated Polish nation. He
elaborated his views in his chief work, Filozofja

ekonomjimaterjalnej ludzkiego spoleczehstwa (The

philosophy of material economy of human soci-

ety, 2 vols., Poznan 1843-45): accepting as basic

the law of progressive development of society

he viewed the institution of private property
as indispensable to progress and adopted the

general principle of harmony of individual and

social interests operating through the mecha-

nism of exchange. He regarded labor as the

source of wealth and judged the social adequacy
of an economic system by the extent to which

it provided the people with opportunity to work;
he stressed particularly the right of the peasant
to the soil. He condemned all forms of exploi-

tation whether based on physical force or on

intellectual superiority. In 'O prawdalch zywo-

tnych narodu polskiego (On the vital truths of

the Polish nation, Brussels 1844), written under
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the pseudonym Filaret Prawdoski, he argued

convincingly that the success of a political up-

rising against Russia depended upon the eman-

cipation of the peasants, who would thus be

won for the cause of national freedom. In his

Rossja i Europa-Pohka (written under the pseu-

donym X. Y. Z., Paris 1857; tr. into French as

La Russie et Vavenir^ 1858), a profound analysis
of Russian government and society, Kamienski

advises Poland to strive toward an understand-

ing with Russia without renouncing national

independence. He was probably the first to point
out that the Russian agrarian commune was not

an original autonomous institution as repre-
sented by the Slavophiles but an organ created

by Russian bureaucracy in the interests of the

state and the nobility.

FRANCISZEK BUJAK
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K'ANG YU-WEI (1858-1927), Chinese polit-

ical theorist and reformer. After receiving a

classical education K'ang Yu-wei traveled

through China, visiting Hongkong and Shang-

hai, where he was impressed by the achieve-

ments of western civilization. In 1891 he opened
a school in Canton to teach what he conceived

to be the "new learning," an eclectic conglom-
eration of Confucianism, Buddhism, the rational

philosophy of neo-Confucianism and the rudi-

ments of western science. Later he established a

similar school in Kweilin. Convinced that China's

salvation lay in reform along western lines, he

started during the Sino-Japanese War the first

political reform movement by organizing in a

memorial to the emperor over a thousand candi-

dates who were in Peking for the imperial civil

service examination. He continued to petition

the throne for radical political reforms and in

1898 won the confidence of the emperor Kuang-
hsii, who soon proclaimed far reaching reform

measures drafted largly by K'ang and his as-

sociates. When the inevitable reaction set in, the

emperor was deprived of political power and

K'ang fled to Japan. Remaining loyal to the idea

of a constitutional monarchy he founded among
the oversea Chinese the Pao Huang Tang, a so-

ciety for the protection of the emperor and for

Chinese reform. It attained a considerable fol-
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lowing but with the development of Sun Yat-

sen's movement it gradually experienced a loss

of prestige.

K'ang Yu-wei's political philosophy as ex-

pressed in his Ta Tung Shu (The book of the

great communion) was a peculiar combination of

Confucianism and Buddhism intermingled with

socialistic theories. It was based upon a highly

Utopian paragraph in the seventh book of the Li

Ki, where the ideal state was described as the

great world unity in which there was no private

property and everyone had suitable employment,

K'ang acknowledged the Buddhist conception
that life is endless suffering and laid down the

principle that political thinking should aim at

relieving man's suffering and enhancing his

happiness. Human suffering comes from the di-

vision of mankind into contending groups, like

the family, the religious sect, the state and the

race. In K'ang's Utopia all such groupings are to

undergo gradual elimination, ending in the

abolition of national boundaries and the de-

velopment of a world state.

In his theory of the Confucian canon K'ang
was a follower of Liu Feng-lu (1776-1829), who
had tried to prove that the Tso Chuan was an

independent history and not a commentary on

the Confucian Ch'un Ch'iu. K'ang developed the

latter's ideas and won them serious considera-

tion. He tried to revive Confucianism by reinter-

preting it to conform with modern conditions.

To him Confucianism was international and

progressive. Its true doctrines were, he claimed,
to be found only in Confucius' own writings. In

his Hsin Hsueh Wei Ching K'ao (Forged classics

of the new dynasty, Peking 1891) he condemned
a number of the classics as forgeries of the

Ancient Script school, attempting to prove with

copious documentary evidence that these most

readable and therefore most influential of the

Confucian texts were forged by Liu Hsin (d. 22

A.D.) for the support of the dynasty founded by
Wang Mang (9-23 A.D.). But when all these

texts including the Tso Chuan and the Chou Li

are excluded, very little is left of Confucianism;
thus the great leader of the last revival of Con-

fucianism unwittingly sounded its death knell as

a state religion. His theories have, however,
exercised great influence upon modern Chinese

thought.

Hu SHIH
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Ch'iu Pi Hsiao Ta I Wei Yen (Reconstructed original

text and meaning of the Ch'un Ch'iu of Confucius)
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KANKRIN, COUNT EGOR FRANZEVICH
(Georg Cancrin) (1774-1845), Russian states-

man and economist. Kankrin, the son of a Ger-

man engineer in Russian employ, went to Russia

in 1797. He attracted attention with his Frag-
mente iiber die Kricgskunst (St. Petersburg 1809,
2nd ed. Brunswick 1815) and from 181 1 to 1820

occupied important positions in the army supply
service. In 1821 he was appointed to the State

Council and from 1823 to 1844 served as minister

of finance. By exercising the most rigid economy,

avoiding an increase in the public debt and

rationalizing the organization of the ministry and

its accounting system he succeeded in balancing
the normal budget and in raising the badly shak-

en credit of the government virtually to par.

He imposed only one new tax, a moderate to-

bacco excise, and with a view to increasing rev-

enue and combating official corruption restored

the farming out of the government liquor mo-

nopoly. Public revenue was also increased by the

protectionist tariffs which he substituted for the

prohibitory tariff of 1822; he used them deliber-

ately, changing the rates from time to time, to

tax the privileged classes and to encourage the

development of industry either by the promise
of huge profits or by the threat of foreign com-

petition. A similar interpenetration of fiscal and

economic considerations characterized the cur-

rency reform of 1839-43. Since the assignats

(paper money) were at a discount of 70 to 80

percent in terms of silver, he refused to follow

the program of Speransky and the previous fi-

nance minister, Count Guryev, who resorted to

foreign loans in an attempt to raise the value of

the assignats to par. Kankrin proposed instead

to stabilize paper money in relation to silver at

the ratio of 3^ to i . The economic progress of

Russia and the increased Russian output of gold
favored the success of the plan and in 1 839 the

silver ruble was declared the standard coin. In

1840 the government issued in exchange for

gold and silver deposit certificates backed in full

by a metallic reserve. The succeeding stages of

the reform the issue of credit notes with a

metallic coverage of one sixth begun in 1 841 and

the exchange of assignats and deposit certificates

for credit notes begun in 1843 were carried

through at the initiative and insistence of Em-

peror Nicolas i despite the opposition of Kan-

krin, who feared the abuse of credit note issue by
the government, an eventuality which came to

pass during the Crimean War. Aided by cur-

rency stabilization, protection and measures tak-

en to promote technical education Russian

industry advanced rapidly during Kankrin 's ad-

ministration.

As a writer on economic subjects Kankrin

showed more understanding of contemporary
Russia than the German-Russian economists of

the Smith-Say tradition. He was critical of the

abstractness and rationalism of classical econom-

ics, anticipated List's critique of free trade and

some of the ideas of the historico-ethical school

and treated mercantilism in a manner resembling
the later work of Schmoller.
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KANT, IMMANUEL (1724-1804), German

philosopher. A professor at the University of

Konigsberg during his entire academic life, Kant
left an influence on modern philosophy which
is unexampled in its scope. His philosophy,
known as criticism or critical idealism, besides

producing several schools of disciples formed
the point of departure for the development of

the various philosophies of absolute idealism.

In regard to social science and social philosophy
Kant's influence was felt both through the reper-
cussions of his general philosophy and through
the applications which he himself made in his

works on philosophy of history, philosophy of

law, anthropology and the like.
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For a proper understanding of Kant's thought

one must begin not, as is ordinarily thought,
with the Critique of Pure Reason but with the

Critique of Practical Reason. In the didactic and

methodic order of Kant's writings the former

precedes the latter, but in the real, systematic
order Kant maintains always the primacy of the

practical reason. At the center and focus of

Kant's thought there is always to be found the

concept of transcendentalism and the transcen-

dental problem of freedom. But freedom here

means for him not chance or arbitrariness, not

an antithesis to law; it signifies rather the highest
realization of the idea of law in the universe.

Man is free as an ethical subject; for although
as an ethical subject he is governed by a uni-

versal system of laws, the system is not one

which is imposed on him from without through
the impersonal compulsion of things or through
the command of an external authority but rather

one that he has given to himself. The concept
of freedom thus coincides for Kant with the

concept of self-legislation, or autonomy. He
does not maintain that man is free from the

domination of the law of causality: as an em-

pirical being, as a phenomenon in space and

time, he is on the contrary bound by it; and all

his acts taken as purely empirical appearances
fall under this law. But over against this order

of mere nature stands another order, the order

of ends; the noumenal world over against the

phenomenal world, the mundus intelligibilis over

against the mundus sensibilis. In this noumenal

order man reveals himself as free because, while

here too he is subjected to law, this relationship

in no way implies a dependence upon a foreign
will but rather brings his own will to realization.

By his own will must be understood of course

not desire and sensuous inclination but the pure
will of reason, the norm of practical reason. "A
rational being must always regard himself as

giving laws either as member or as sovereign in

a kingdom of ends which is rendered possible

by the freedom of the will. . . . Morality con-

sists then in the reference of all action to the

legislation which alone can render a kingdom of

ends possible. This legislation must be capable
of existing in every rational being, and of ema-

nating from his will, so that the principle of this

will is, therefore, never to act on any maxim
which could not without contradiction be also

a universal law, and accordingly always so to act

that the will could at the same time regard itself

as giving in its maxims universal laws." This

sums up what Kant means by the fundamental
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ethical law, the categorical imperative. This law

implies also that man as a subject of moral self-

legislation can be subjected to no other norm
than one that he can regard as rational and rec-

ognize as intrinsically necessary. Man can never

be considered and treated as a mere means, as

a cog in the social machine; on the contrary, he

is and remains, ethically considered, an uncon-

ditioned end in himself. This self-legislation

includes the state of being an end for oneself:

autonomy includes autotely. The categorical

imperative may therefore be expressed more

precisely and completely in the form: "So act

as to treat humanity, whether in thine own per-
son or in that of any other, in every case as an

end withal, never as a means only."
If the principle of transcendental freedom is

also to be maintained and validated in the field

of theoretical philosophy, then indeed nothing
short of a complete intellectual revolution is

necessary. The nature of the problems treated

by previous metaphysics must be changed from

the ground up. Metaphysics started out from

the concept of being; it attributed to being a

definite nature, i.e. definite predicates which

belong to it necessarily and inherently, and it

taught further that it was the function of knowl-

edge to apprehend these predicates completely.
The truth of knowledge thus consisted in the

fact that in knowledge the essence of things was

correctly and adequately copied. The revolution

made by Kant, which he himself compared to

the work of Copernicus, consists in the fact that

he does not begin with any dogmatic description
of being in order to determine on this basis the

concept and nature of knowledge but rather

starts with an inquiry into knowledge in order

that in the end he may advance to being, to

firmly grounded propositions about the reality

of things. In this sense the key to the problem
of knowledge lies for him in the fact that knowl-

edge must not be regulated by things, but that

things as empirical objects must be regulated

by the fundamental condition of the faculty of

knowledge. For as objects of experience (as phe-

nomena) they can be given to us only in the

form of experience and according to its funda-

mental and universal laws; these laws in turn

depend, however, on the form of the under-

standing and on its a priori basic functions.

Thus here too the spontaneity of the pure under-

standing, the free lawmaking power of the the-

oretical faculty, becomes a condition for every

judgment concerning the being of objects, a

condition for objective truth. Here too we can
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"know of things a priori what we ourselves put
into them"; we find an order in nature, in the

appearances of space and time, because these

appearances in order to be known by us must

have assumed the form of knowledge, i.e. must

be determined in accordance with the general
and necessary rules of perception and pure

thought.
The idea of freedom stands at the center of

Kant's philosophy of history and his social phi-

losophy, and it is this idea which determines

their entire construction. "One can," he explains

in his Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in

weltbiirgerlicher Absicht (1784), "regard the his-

tory of the human race in general as the fulfil-

ment of nature's secret plan to prepare an

internally and, for this purpose, also externally

complete system of government, as the only
condition in which it can fully develop all its

designs on mankind." Thus the greatest prob-
lem for the human race and the greatest concrete

task placed before it become the attainment of

a universal law administering civil society; i.e.

a society which is not founded on a mere rela-

tionship of might, a relationship of rulers and

ruled, but which considers every one of its

members as an end in himself, as a free agent
who participates in the constitution and admin-

istration of the whole and who to that extent

heeds the laws only because he has given them
to himself. In the development of this thought
Kant follows primarily the natural right doc-

trine of Rousseau, who is for him the "Newton
of the moral world." He too bases the state and

society on the idea of the social contract, but

in the formulation of this contract he differs

from Rousseau especially in that he lays a much

greater stress upon the pure ideal significance

of the idea of contract. The original contract is

for him no empirico-historical fact, but it re-

mains nevertheless or rather for this reason the

guiding maxim behind all legislation and all

civil and social administration. It is by no means

necessary to assume it as an actual fact indeed

this is quite impossible; it is rather a mere idea

of reason, which has, however, its unquestion-
able practical reality; namely, "to bind every
law giver to make his laws in such a way as they
could have sprung from the united will of an

entire people, and to regard every subject, in so

far as he wishes to be a citizen, on the basis of

whether he has conformed to that will."

The historical significance of Kant's social

and political philosophy lies not in the specific

content of these propositions, which he took

from the natural right doctrines of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, but rather in

the fact that he translated these propositions
into the language and systematic relations of his

critical philosophy. The effect of this translation

was twofold. In the first place, it separated
natural right or natural law as the basis of social

and political thought from all confusion with

natural law in the physical sense. What the

political rationalists had called natural laws were

for Kant the laws of freedom or moral laws;

and these were applicable to the sense world as

regulative maxims side by side with the theo-

retical laws of science, since both emanated,

although in different ways, from the free law-

making powers of the human spirit and neither

represented the naked laws of being. In the

second place, by setting up the content of nat-

ural right as the contribution of moral reason or

the noumenal world acting in opposition to the

sense world Kant, whether intentionally or not,

introduced a principle of development into his

political theory where the theorists of the En-

lightenment had seen only the fixed and eternal

principles of natural law, which were inciden-

tally those of political individualism and parlia-

mentary democracy. Because the principles of

freedom were regulative maxims, Platonic ideals

rather than fully realized facts, it soon became

apparent that the immanent ideal force behind

these principles was superior to any specific

rational interpretation of them made at a given

stage of human history. It was in this way, for

example, that Fichte proceeding on a Kantian

basis developed the principles of socialism by

reinterpreting Kant's doctrine of the autonomy
of the will and simultaneously overthrowing the

individualistic version of the social contract idea.

Because of the immanence of such fertile seeds

in his doctrine the influence of Kant's social

philosophy has been no less profound than the

theoretical developments which proceeded from

his Critique of Pure Reason. The philosophy of

German idealism, as it took form in the systems
of Fichte, Schelling and Hegel, proceeded essen-

tially from his doctrine. Hegel's doctrine that

world history is a progress in the consciousness

of freedom and that the essential task of all

philosophy of history consists in recognizing the

necessity of this progress is in a certain sense

the complete expansion of the principle formu-

lated and established by Kant in his Ideen of

1784. Hegel ofcourse substituted for the Kantian

opposition of the noumenal and phenomenal
worlds, by means of which freedom is realized,
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the objective dialectic of the historical process;
and as a result he deviates fundamentally from
Kant in the construction of his own philosophy
of law and political theory. He rejects and even

subjects to sharp criticism the notion of natural

law from which Kant set out, and he not only
makes law identical with the positive law of the

state but makes the state the basis of ethics

instead of ethics the basis of the state. Fichte,

on the other hand, followed closely, as has been

said, the original Kantian tendency; and he has

the essential merit of having derived from it

definite, concrete consequences, which have

penetrated deeply into the modern doctrine of

society and which moreover have had a lasting

influence on the development of the socialistic

theories of the nineteenth century.

Fichte was enabled to draw new consequences
from the Kantian doctrine of ethics and politics

principally by bringing together far more closely

than Kant had done the moral world of ends

and the phenomenal world of things. The moral

personality of the individual, which belongs to

the kingdom of ends and which is in no way
to be determined by the world of things or the

empirical influences exercised by the world of

things, must for Fichte express itself in the phe-
nomenal world by imposing its form, its action,

upon it. This conception, when taken in con-

nection with the Kantian categorical imperative

bidding us
t
to regard all personalities as free ends

and never as means, meant that the problem of

freedom and expression for one personality

could not be solved without a simultaneous and

organic solution of the problem of freedom and

expression for all personalities. Otherwise the

free expression of one personality would mean

the exercise of empirical pressure and empirical

determination on other personalities. Thus for

Fichte individual ethics was dissolved into social

ethics. Moreover another consequence of bring-

ing closer together the moral and the sense

worlds was to introduce a continuity between

ethics and politics where Kant had left too large

a gap. For Fichte the moral life in relation to

the state was not confined to a legitimizing of

political obedience as a moral necessity; it in-

cluded the duty of rationalizing the state in

accordance with moral principles otherwise

the moral life could not be properly carried on

even in its own sphere. From this Fichte de-

duced the necessity for economic socialism (cf.

Der geschlossene Handelsstaat, Tubingen 1800)

as an element of the political administration

necessary for the liberation of the individual.

But while enlarging the activity and power of

the state Fichte, unlike Hegel and the philoso-

phies derived from Hegel, sought to make the

state itself subordinate to the invisible moral

society. In this way he remained faithful to the

original Kantian conception of the moral auton-

omy of personality, while deducing from it both

a non-individualistic ethics and a program of

enlarged state functions.

In their joint relationship the basic ideas of

Kant and Fichte have exercised an important
influence on the formation of socialistic theories

in the nineteenth century. While strict Marxism
attached itself to Hegel, the influence of the

Kantian tradition has been manifest in the case

ofnon-Marxian socialist thinkers and sometimes

even in the case of professed Marxists as well.

Among the pioneers of German social democ-

racy Lassalle should be mentioned as having
derived some of his ideas from Fichte. Later

within the movement of German neo-Kantian-

ism the close connection between Kantian ethics

and socialism was strongly emphasized by Her-

mann Cohen and Paul Natorp. They pointed
out that socialism was a necessary consequence
of the Kantian categorical imperative and that

the socialist movement was essentially a moral

movement whose philosophic basis is best ex-

pressed in the Kantian moral philosophy.
An increasing interest in Kant is also manifest

among the political and intellectual leaders of

the socialist movement. Among the French

socialists Jaures particularly referred to Kant in

his thesis De primis socialismi germanici lima-

mentis apud Lutherum, Kant, Fichte et Hegel. In

Germany the revisionist movement headed by
Eduard Bernstein may be said to reflect the

Kantian influence in its denial of the historical

inevitability of socialism as preached by Marx
and in its consequent stress upon the moral

aspect of socialism. On the other hand, a quite
different interest in Kant is represented in the

writings of the Austrian socialist Max Adler.

Disregarding the usual affinity drawn between

the Kantian moral philosophy and the socialist

movement Adler seeks to combine a more or less

orthodox Marxism with Kant's theoretical phi-

losophy, or critical methodology of science.

In contrast to the influence of Kant on the

socialist movement mention should be made of

the neo-Kantian school of jurisprudence repre-

sented by Stammler. Taking advantage of the

Kantian critical metaphysics Stammler rehabili-

tates in his doctrine of the just law the essential

contention of the old theory of natural right but
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gives to natural right a variable content, corre-

sponding to what is just under given historical

conditions rather than to a fixed natural prin-

ciple for all time. In this way he avoids what he

regards as the formalism and circularity of the

legal positivists, who confine themselves to what

the law is and never discuss its relations to the

human purposes which it seeks to express.
While regarding the just law as the regulator

of social and economic life Stammler contrasts

law and economics as form and content, the line

of demarcation between which he defines once

and for all. Unlike many of the philosophical

neo-Kantians he is opposed to socialism and to

any alteration of the present constitutive dis-

tinction between the sphere of law and that of

private economic activity regulated by law.

ERNST CASSIRER

Works: Werke, ed. by E. Cassirer, 10 vols. (Berlin

1912-22); Gesammelte Schrtften, published under the

auspices of the Preussische Akademie der Wissen-

schaften, Berlin, vols. i-xviii (Berlin 1902-28). Eng-
lish translations: Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by N. K.
Smith (London 1929); Critique of Practical Reason,
tr. by T. K. Abbott (6th ed. London 1909); Critique

of Judgment, tr. by J. H. Bernard (2nd ed. London

1914); Philosophy of Law, tr. by W. Hastie (Edin-

burgh 1887).

Consult: Uberweg, F., Gmndriss der Geschichte der

Philosophic, 5 vols. (i2th ed. Berlin 1923-28) vol. iii,

p. 488-620, and bibliography p. 709-49; Caird, E.,
The Critical Philosophy of Immanuel Kant, 2 vols.

(2nd ed. Glasgow 1909); Cassirer, E., Kants Leben
und Lehre (Berlin 1918); Fischer, K., Immanuel Kant
und seine Lehre, vols. iv-v of his Geschichte der neueren

Philosophic, 2 vols. (4th ed. Heidelberg 1898-99);
Hartmann, N., Die Philosophic des deutschen Idealis-

mus, 2 vols. (Berlin 1923-29) vol. i; Kroner, R., Von
Kant bis Hegel, 2 vols. (Tubingen 1921-24); Kuhne-
man, Eugen, Kant, 2 vols. (Munich 1923-24), Kynast,
R., Kant, sein System als Theorie des Kulturbewusst-
seins (Munich 1928); Lindsay, A. D., The Philosophy
of Immanuel Kant (London 1919); Paulsen, Fnednch,
Immanuel Kant, sein Leben und seine Lehre (2nd ed.

Stuttgart 1899), tr. by J. E. Creighton and A. Lefevre

(New York 1902); Renouvier, C. B., Critique de la

doctrine de Kant (Pans 1906); Ruyssen, T., Kant
(Pans 1900), Simmel, G., Sechzehn Vorlesungen uber

Kant (Leipsic 1904), Vorlander, K., Immanuel Kant,
der Mann und das Werk, 2 vols. (Leipsic 1924); Ward,
James, "Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)" in British

Academy, Proceedings, vol. x (1923) 237-56, and A
Study of Kant (Cambridge, Eng. 1922); Broad, C. D.,
Five Types of Ethical Theory (London 1930); Cohen,
H., Kants Begrundung der Ethik (2nd ed. Berlin 1910);

Delbos, V., La philosophic pratique de Kant (Paris

1905); Messer, A., Kants Ethik (Leipsic 1904); Adler,

Max, Kant und der Marxismus (Berlin 1925); Basch,
V., Les doctrines pohtiques des philosophes classiques de

I'Allemagne (Pans 1927); Borries, K., Kant als Poli-

tiker (Leipsic 1928); Duguit, L., "Jean Jacques Rous-

seau, Kant et Hegel" in Revue du droit public, vol.

xxxv (1918) 173-211, 325-77; Jaures, J., De primis
socialisms germanici lineamentis apud Lutherum, Kantt

Fichte et Hegel (Toulouse 1891); Kress, R., Die sozi-

ologischen Gedanken Kants im Zusammenhang seiner

Philosophic, Philosophische Forschungen, vol. vni

(Berlin 1929); Lisser, K., Der Begnff des Rechts bet

Kant, Kant-Studien, supplement, no. Iviii (Berlin

1922); Metzger, W., Gesellschaft, Recht und Staat in

der Ethik des deutschen Ideahsmus (Heidelberg 1917);

Natorp, P., Sozialpadagogtk (4th ed. Stuttgart 1920);
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gen Welt (Leipsic 1930); Rickert, H., Kant als Philo-

soph der modernen Kultur (Tubingen 1924); Webb,
C. C. J., Kant's Philosophy of Religion (Oxford 1926).

KARADZIC, VUK STEFANOVIC (1787-

1864), Serbian language reformer and nationalist

leader. Vuk, the son of a Herzegovinian peasant,

is especially important for his work in the field of

linguistics and literature. He raised the popular
Serbian tongue to the level of a literary language.

He introduced phonetic spelling, brought the

popular vocabulary into lexicographical form

and improved the Serbian grammar. He col-

lected folk songs, tales and proverbs, translated

the New Testament and by overcoming the

enormous resistance of unenlightened tradition

brought about the conditions prerequisite to the

development of the newer Serbian literature.

Skerlicf has called him the "chief author of

Serbian nationalism in the nineteenth century,"

for his work was instrumental in bringing the

Serbians, hitherto under the Turkish yoke and

scarcely known to Europe, into proud self-con-

sciousness. It was as a result of his efforts that

Serbian folk songs were brought to the enthu-

siastic attention of Goethe, Jacob Grimm and

Alexander von Humboldt; and it was his active

preparation and cooperation that enabled Ranke

to write his important work on Serbian history.

The spread of Serbian nationalism was acceler-

ated not only by this new interest on the part of

western thinkers but also by the very nature of

the reform Vuk introduced, which had its roots

in the language and customs of the mass of the

people. The idiom of the peasants and herdsmen

now took on all the dignity of a literary language,

and the Serbian nation became aware of its past

as reflected in song and tradition. In his re-

searches Vuk embraced the whole of Serbian

nationality, unlimited by administrative or reli-

gious boundaries, and thus brought to the Serbs

a new realization of their intellectual and cultural

unity. Maintaining that the essence and strength

of the Serbian people were centered not in the

"European" Serbs of Hungary but in those in

the southwest Serbia, Bosnia, Herzegovina and
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Montenegro Vuk was largely responsible for

the emphasis on the Balkan character of Serbian

nationalism.

Vuk indignantly opposed the attempt to force

on the Serbians the labored designation Illyrians
and put forward the untenable concept that in

the then existing kingdom of Croatia there were
no Croatians but in addition to Slovenians only
Catholic Serbians. Actually, however, Vuk's re-

form of the Serbian language aided Gaj in his

reform of the Croatian language; through the

work of these two men the Greek orthodox and
the Croatian parts of the Serbo-Croatian nation

attained a common literary language, even

though one used the Cirillic and the other the

Latin alphabet. In 1850 Vuk organized in Vienna

a formal literary convention, in which distin-

guished intellectual leaders of Croatia took part;

adopting as its basic principle the view that

"one people must have one literature" this con-

vention proclaimed the phonetically written

dialect of southern Herzegovina as the common

literary language of the Serbians and Croatians,

thus erecting a milestone on the road to Jugo-
slav unity.

HERMANN WENDEL

Consult: Skcrlic, J., Istorija nove srpske knjizevnosti

(History of new Serbian hteiature) (3rd ed. Belgrade

1921) p. 155-94, Stojanovic, L
,
Zivot i rod Vuka

Stefanovica Karadzua (The life and work of V. S.

Karadzic) (Belgrade 1924); Wendel, H., Siidslawuche

Silhouetten (Frankfoit 1924)

KARAGEORGE, PETROVIC (1768-1817),

Serbian nationalist and statesman. One of the

founders of modern Serbia, he was of peasant
stock and fought in the Austrian army against

Turkey. Among the chief organizers of the Ser-

bian rising in the pashalic of Belgrade caused by
the intolerable oppression of the Dahis, the chiefs

of the Janizaries, in 1804 he was chosen com-

mander in chief of the insurrectionary forces.

The revolt began as a typical peasant insurrec-

tion. Even Karageorge believed that his princi-

pal task was to free the pashalic of the "bad"

Turks rather than of Turkish dominion in gen-
eral. Later, however, as the movement succeeded

and as it became obvious that an agreement with

the sultan could not be arrived at peaceably,

Karageorge yielded to the influence of the Ser-

bian intellectuals of Austria-Hungary and di-

rected the movement toward complete inde-

pendence, appealing to the Serbs of other Turk-

ish provinces to join him. He won popular sup-

port in his own province and in 1811 was pro-
claimed hereditary ruler of Serbia by the

Skupshtina (national assembly). Although recog-
nized by the European countries this move was
effected only after a long and embittered

struggle with other leaders and led to party
differences which considerably weakened na-

tional resistance. During Karageorge's rule

schools and courts were established and a na-

tional government was organized under a consti-

tution which aimed at centralized control. The
withdrawal of Russian support, due to the war
between Napoleon and Russia, led, however, to

renewed attacks by Turkey and to the signal de-

feat of the Serbs in 1813. Karageorge fled to

Austria and then to Russia but returned in 1817

intending to foment a general revolt of all

Christians in the Balkans, after a new rising

under Milosh Obrenovic had ended in 1815 in a

compromise agreement with the Turks. Shortly
after his return he was murdered, probably with

the connivance of Obrenovid. Nevertheless, the

relative success of Karageorge's earlier insurrec-

tion gave a tremendous impetus to the move-
ment for the liberation of the Serbs and of all the

southern Slavs living under foreign dominion.

The idea of Jugoslav unity was furthered by

Karageorge's descendants. His son, Prince Alek-

sander Karageorgevic (1806-85), who reigned
from 1842 to 1858, was primarily interested,

however, in transforming Serbia from a Turkish

province into a modern European state and

therefore devoted himself to laying the founda-

tions ofgovernment and to sponsoring an educa-

tional renaissance. The grandson of Karageorge
was King Peter I (1844-1921). He encouraged

parliamentary government and his reign from

1903 to 1921 marked an era of relative pros-

perity.

FERDO SiSic

Consult: Vukicevic, M., Karageorge, z vols. (Belgrade

1907-12); Corovic, V., Karageorge (Belgrade 1923);

Novakovic, S., Vaskrs drzave srpske (3rd ed. Belgrade

1914), tr. into German by G. Grassl as Die Wieder-

geburt des serbischen Staates (1804-1813) (Sarajevo

1912); Temperley, H. W. V., History of Serbia (Lon-
don 1917) p. 180-95, 226-38.

KARAMZIN,NIKOLAYMIKHAYLOVICH
(1766-1826), Russian historian and man of let-

ters. Karamzin, who matured in the second, re-

actionary half of Catherine n's reign, represents
a generation averse to politics and inclined to-

ward literature. Early in life he shed the liberal-

ism borrowed from the Masonic friends of his

youth, the Novikov group, and in the course of

time became increasingly conservative; thus in

i8u he spoke for the nobility in opposing
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Speransky's liberal reforms in a memorial on the

old and new Russia (Zapiska o drevney i novoy

Rossii) presented to Alexander I. Karamzin's

significance in the history of Russian culture is

manifold. As a writer he inaugurated the short

period of sentimentalism which followed the

pseudo-classicism of the eighteenth century. His

tales, Bednaya Liza (tr. as Lapauvre Lise, Paris

1808) and Natalya, boyarskaya dock (Nathalie, a

boyar's daughter), the earliest and best novels of

this school, won for him a large following among
readers and writers. More important is his con-

tribution to the reform of the literary language,
in which he anticipated Pushkin. Striving after

French elegance he substituted a graceful prose
and a number of neologisms of his own for the

heavy Germanic-Latin syntax of Lomonosov
and old Slavonic idioms. His Pisma russkago

puteshestvennika (tr. as Travelsfrom Moscow . . .
,

3 vols., London 1803), describing his journey

through Germany, France, Switzerland and

England in 1789-90, introduced Russian readers

to the literary and philosophical novelties of con-

temporary Europe but failed to indicate any

comprehension of the significance of the French

Revolution.

Karamzin's chief and most lasting work is

Istoriya gosudarstva rossiyskago (History of the

Russian state), which presents a general survey
of Russian history from the earliest times to

1611. It was begun in 1803, when he received

from the government an annual stipend and the

title of historiographer, and was left unfinished

at Karamzin's death. The history, emphasizing
the personalities of the rulers, acquired immedi-

ate popularity; it was written attractively, vividly

portraying the heroes as models of virtue while

painting the villains an uncompromising black.

Its scientific value, however, is limited to the

extensive notes which furnished excerpts from

primary sources, of which some had hither-

to been unknown and others have since been

lost. Karamzin followed the established author-

ities for various periods, such as Schlozer and

Shcherbatov, and remained faithful to the tradi-

tional interpretation of Tatishchev which re-

garded autocracy as the sole state building factor

in Russian history. For this reason Karamzin's

history served under Nicholas I as the banner for

the forces of the official "Russian orientation."

PAUL MILIUKOV

Works'. A collection, which does not include the his-

tory, correspondence and a number of other writings,

was first published in 8 volumes (Moscow 1803-04);
the best later edition is in 9 volumes (4th ed. St. Peters-

burg 1834-35). The first edition of the history ap-

peared in 8 volumes (St. Petersburg 1818); the first

complete edition is in 12 volumes (St. Petersburg
1818-29); the best later edition is the 5th with a

valuable guide by P. M. Stroev (St. Petersburg 1842-
43). There exists a German translation of the history

(n vols., Riga 1820-33), and one in French by St.

Thomas and Jauffret (n vols., Paris 1819-26).

Consult; Pogodin, M. P., N. M. Karamzin, 2 vols.

(Moscow 1866); Miliukov, P. N., Glavniya techeniya

russkoy istoncheskoy misli (Main currents of Russian

historiography) (2nd ed. Moscow 1898) p. 147258;
Mirsky, D. S., A History of Russian Literature (Lon-
don 1927) p. 79-84-

KARAVELOFF, LUBEN (i837?-79), Bul-

garian revolutionist, author and folklorist. Kara-

veloff, whose parents were engaged in commerce

in the Balkan mountains, traveled in his youth

through Bulgaria, Serbia and Bosnia, thus at-

taining a wide knowledge of the life of the Bul-

garian people, which was to serve him in his

works on folklore. In 1857 he went to Russia,

where he remained until 1866; this sojourn was
of decisive significance for his later political and

literary activity and for the genesis and formation

of his ideas. In Moscow he associated with the

radicals prominent in the i86o's and was con-

siderably influenced by the socio-political cri-

tique of Herzen, Bakunin, Chernyshevsky,
Dobrolubov and Pisarev, which aroused him to

constructive activity for the political and social

liberation of his fatherland and his people. This

activity was first concentrated in journalism:
Karaveloif contributed informational, propa-

gandist reports and articles on Bulgaria to Rus-

sian journals; published ethnographical, folklore

material, such as his Pamyatniki narodnago bita

Bolgar (Memorials of Bulgarian folk customs,

Moscow 1861); and wrote tales of Bulgarian life.

After his return to the Balkans in 1867 he soon

attained a leading position in the emigrant
movement in Belgrade and Bucharest. In Bel-

grade he became the authoritative teacher of the

Bulgarian legionaries, whom he provided with

completely new aims and duties, conceiving of

the revolutionary organization of the masses as

the only real means of carrying on the struggle

against Turkey. He was active also as a publicist

among the Serbs and soon attained a leading role

in the Serbian radical youth movement which

cooperated with the Bulgarian legionaries.

KaravelofFs chief activity was carried on be-

tween 1869 and 1874. After the rupture between

the "old" emigrants, who sought liberation

through Russian intervention and demanded for

the Bulgaria of the future a plutocratic constitu-
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tion with a bicameral system, and the younger
radical democratic and social revolutionary pro-

gressives KaravelofT became in 1871 chairman of

the newly formed Central Revolutionary Com-
mittee. Supported by V. Levski he organized a

network of revolutionary organization cells

throughout Bulgaria, which were to serve as the

skeleton of the revolutionary army. The news-

papers edited by him, Svoboda (Liberty) and

Nezavisimost (Independence), also served the

same end, the revolutionary awakening of the

people to active warfare against foreign domina-

tion. After his retirement from political life in

1875 Karaveloff devoted himself to literary and

cultural pursuits.

KaravelorT held that the liberty and independ-
ence of Bulgaria were to be attained only

through revolutionary civil warfare and self-

liberation. He attacked not only the Ottoman

system of political and economic domination

over the Balkan peoples but also its parasites,

the opportunist Bulgarian patricians. Stressing

the idea of a Balkan federation he advocated the

principle of the solidarity of the Bulgarian inter-

ests with those of the other Balkan peoples, the

Serbs and the Greeks. In his Weltanschauung he

was a rationalist and positivist: "knowledge is

power." He was thus in favor of practical posi-

tive knowledge to be dedicated to the attainment

of improvements in material conditions of living,

in the natural and economic sciences, in social

progress ahd in the democratic organization of

social life.

JOSEF MATL
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KAREYEV, NIKOLAY IVANOVICH (1850-

193 1), Russian historian and sociologist. Kareyev

graduated from the University of Moscow in

1873, taught at Warsaw University from 1879 to

1884 and at the University of St. Petersburg from

1885 to 1899, when he was dismissed for ad-

vanced political views. He was able to continue

teaching at the Alexander Lyceum and at the

Polytechnic Institute (from 1902 to 1907) since

neither of these institutions was controlled by
the Ministry of Public Instruction. In the years

preceding the 1905 revolution he was active in

politics as member of the Constitutional Demo-
cratic (Cadet) party, to whose program of au-

545
tonomy for national minorities he was particu-

larly attached, and in 1906 he was elected to the

Second Duma. In 1907 he resumed teaching at

the University of St. Petersburg, where he re-

mained until he was retired on a pension by the

Soviet government.

Kareyev belongs to the generation of Russian

intelligentsia which was influenced by the revo-

lutionary struggle of the populists (narodnikt)

against the government of Alexander n, and his

prolific writings reflect their preoccupation with

the agrarian problem and their social idealism.

Kareyev 's earliest studies dealt with the position
of the French peasantry on the eve of the revolu-

tion, a controversial question which his re-

searches in French archives helped to clarify. In

the last twenty years of his life he returned to the

subject of the French Revolution, publishing

monographs on the Paris sections, on the revolu-

tionary committees and on the historiography of

the revolution. His doctoral dissertation on the

basic questions of philosophy of history, which

elicited a lively controversy upon its publication
in 1883, was the first of his many works on

philosophy of history and on sociology. Opposed
to historical materialism, he emphasized the im-

portance of individuality and individual volition

in the historical process and advocated a sub-

jective-teleological interpretation of history; thus

he shared the views of the Russian subjective

sociology school of Lavrov and Mikhaylovsky
and had points of contact with Simmel and

Dilthey.

Kareyev's writings on French and Polish his-

tory and his collaboration on French scientific

publications brought him renown abroad, par-

ticularly in France. In Russia he was most

widely known for his six-volume text of modern

European history, of which he prepared many
abridgments for secondary school and college

use, and for his five "typological" courses, in

which he surveyed important historical periods

emphasizing the typical political institutions.

Before the World War he was very popular with

the Russian youth, with whom he kept in close

touch as professor, as leader of many private

study circles, as chairman of the St. Petersburg

organization for promoting self-education the

Russian prototype of the English university ex-

tension and as author of general essays in-

tended as aids in forming a Weltanschauung and
in advancing intellectual and moral develop-
ment.

PAUL MILIUKOV

Important works: Krestyane i krestyansky vopros vo
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Frantsii v posledney chetverti xviil veka (Moscow
1879), tr. by C. W. Woynarowska as Les paysans et la

question paysanne dans le dernier quart du xvni* siecle

(Paris 1899); Les sections de Pans pendant la Re'volu-

tion franfaise (St. Petersburg 1911), published simul-

taneously m Russian; Istoriya zapadnoy Evropt v
novoe vremya (History of western Europe in modern
times), 6 vols. (St. Petersburg 1892-1910), the first

five volumes of which passed through several editions;

Osnovnte voprosi filosofii tstom (Basic questions of the

philosophy of history), 2 vols. (Moscow 1883; 3rd ed.

in i vol. St. Petersburg 1897); Sushchnost tstoriches-

kago protsesa i rol hchnosti v istont (The meaning of

history and the role of personality in the historical

process) (St. Petersburg 1890, 2nd ed. 1914); Stane i

novie etudi ob ekonomtcheskom materiahzme (Old and
new essays on economic materialism) (St. Petersburg

1896); Vvedenie v izuchenie sotsiologii (Introduction to

the study of sociology) (St. Petersburg 1897, 2nd ed.

1907); Pisma k uchashcheysya molodezhi o samoobrazo-

vanii (Letters to young students on self-education)

(St. Petersburg 1894, 9th ed. 1907).

KARISHEV, NIKOLAY ALEXANDRO-
VICH (1855-1905), Russian economist. In the

years 1885 to 1899 Karishev, a graduate of the

University of Moscow, taught economics and

statistics at various institutions of higher learn-

ing in Moscow, St. Petersburg and Dorpat.

During some of this time he lived on his estate

in the province of Ekaterinoslav, where he was

active in zemstvo work, particularly in develop-

ing and improving rural education. From 1889
to 1891 he also directed the economic division

of the Moscow zemstvo, where he initiated sys-

tematic assistance to peasant agriculture.

Karishev was a prolific writer on economic

and social subjects, particularly those related

to agriculture and agrarian organization. He
contributed numerous articles to newspapers
and magazines and from 1893 to 1898 published

monthly economic-statistical surveys in the pop-
ulist magazine Russkoe bogatstvo (Russian for-

tune). In Trud, ego rol i usloviya ego prilozheniya
v proizvodstve (Labor, its role and the conditions

of its application to production, St. Petersburg

1897) he provided the first instalment of a sys-

tem of inductive-descriptive economics, which

he strongly championed in opposition to abstract

theory. His most important work, Krestyanskiya

vnenadelniya arendi (Peasant tenancies, Moscow

1892), is a thorough analysis based on a large

collection of zemstvo statistics. The renting by

peasants of lands owned by the nobility was
an important feature of peasant economy in post-

reform Russia; it resulted from the inadequacy
of allotments granted the peasants at the time

of their emancipation and reflected a hunger
for land which was becoming more acute with

the natural increase of the peasantry. Karishev

described the amount and geographic distribu-

tion of peasant tenancies, the variation in the

form and terms of the leases and the influence

of the system on peasant agriculture, the inten-

sification of which it retarded. He found that

the demand for rentable land exceeded its sup-

ply; that land was rented mostly under one-

year leases and often through intermediaries;

that leases calling for rent in kind (share of the

crop or labor) were increasing; and that rent

per unit was inversely correlated with the size

of the peasant's own holdings. In a posthumous
collection of articles, Iz literaturi voprosa o

krupnom i melkom selskom khozyaystve (Problem
of large and small scale agriculture; ed. by A.

Fortunatov, Moscow 1905), he advocated the

development of cooperative agriculture on the

basis of the Russian land commune (obshchina)
in preference to capitalistic large scale farming
on the one hand and small scale peasant pro-

prietorship on the other.

K. KOCHAROVSKY

Consult: Kaufman, A , in Russia, Ministerstvo Narod-

nago Prosveshcheniya, Zhurnal (1905) no. 5, p. 1-16.

KARL FRIEDRICH, MARGRAVE AND GRAND
DUKE OF BADEN (1728-1811). Karl Friedrich

was distinguished for his attempt to introduce

physiocratic principles into the administration

of three villages in his province. Practically he

was concerned with lightening the 'burden of

feudal regulations and with restricting the ex-

cessive subdivision of peasant property. As op-

posed to large feudal estates and farm tenancy
he encouraged the ownership of land by the

peasant cultivator. At the same time he claimed

as a sovereign the right of coproprietorship and

the reversion of a share of the net product in

the form of a land tax. His views as well as his

reforms, which were unsuccessful, were tinged

with a certain cameralistic-fiscal patriarchalism

characteristic of German physiocracy and par-

ticularly of Schlettwein, his learned adviser and

assistant. The margrave received advice also

from French sources; his correspondence with

Mirabeau and DuPont de Nemours (ed. by Karl

Knies, 2 vols., Heidelberg 1892) forms an im-

portant contribution to the physiocratic litera-

ture. The Abrfgt des principes ^de Vtconomie

politique (printed originally in Ephbn&rides du

citoyen, vol. i; published separately, Karlsruhe

1772; reprinted in E. Daire's Physiocrates, Paris

1846, pt. i, p. 367-85), in which the margrave
summarized his views, is nearest to pure physio-
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cratic doctrine and reflects at the same time the

rationalist conceptions of the age of Enlighten-
ment.

LOUISE SOMMER

Consult: Emminghaus, A., "Karl Friedrichs von Ba-

den physiokratische Verbindungen, Bestrebungen
und Versuche" in Jahrbucher fur Nationalokonomie
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Die Agrarpolitik des Markgrafen Karl Fnednch von
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dischen Hochschulcn, vol. via, no. 2 (Karlsruhe

1905), Drais, K. W. L. von, Geschichte der Regierung
und Bildung von Baden unter Karl Friednch, 2 vols.

(Karlsruhe 1816-19).

KARMAN, MOR (1843-1915), Hungarian ed-

ucator. Kdrmdn played a decisive part in the

modernization of the educational system of 1 lun-

gary. While he owed much to the ideas of Her-

bart he possessed considerable originality. After

two years in Leipsic, where he worked with

Ziller, Kdrmdn returned to Hungary and in 1872

joined the faculty of the University of Budapest
as Privatdozent in pedagogy, psychology and

ethics; later he became professor. He influenced

the entire Hungarian educational system as

teacher, writer and public official and trained a

new generation of teachers. The earliest result of

Karman 's activity was the reform of the ele-

mentary school curriculum. His most important

sphere of activity, however, was the high school.

Here he gave expression to the strong national

spirit in education which developed when Hun-

gary regained its autonomy. The entrance of the

middle classes into the high schools and the addi-

tion of the natural sciences to the curricula led

Kdrma"n to the promotion of three types of high
schools emphasizing respectively the historical

sciences, the natural sciences and preparation for

scholarship. At the same time Karman con-

sidered also the possibility of a unified school in

which national literature, history and geography
as well as various elective languages would be

taught all pupils. In methodology he was an ad-

herent of Ziller 's theory of cultural stages and

formed the curricula accordingly. Karmdn as-

signed the methodological and pedagogical

training of high school teachers to the philo-

sophical faculty, to which high schools were at-

tached as practise schools. The curriculum and

disciplinary system which he worked out for the

secondary schools dominated Hungarian educa-

tion until 1927.

HELMUT WIESE

Important works: Kdzepiskolai tantervek (Budapest

1888), tr. into German as Beisptel etnes rationellen
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Lehrplanes fur Gymnasien, Sammlung pSdagogischer

Abhandlungen, vol. in (Halle 1890); "Ungarn" m
Handbuch der Erztehungs- und Untemchtslehre fur
hdhere Schulen, ed. by A. Baumeister, vol. i, pt. li

(Munich 1 897) p. 315-64; Ungansches Btldungswesen:

geschichthcher Uberbhck bis zum jfahre 1848

(Budapest 1915).

Consult: Emlekkonyv Kdrmdn Mor (Budapest 1897);

Magyar paedagogta (1916) no. 10, an issue devoted to

Karman and containing a bibliography of his works;

Kont, I., "L'oeuvre d'un pedagogue hongrois" in

Revue Internationale de I'enseignejnent, vol. Ixii (1911)

325-27-

KARO, JOSEPH BEN EPHRAIM (1488-

1575), Jewish codifier and commentator. Karo

was born in the Iberian Peninsula and as a child

witnessed the expulsion of the Jews from Spain
in 1492 and from Portugal in 1496. He was

brought by his family to Turkey and after 1535
lived at Safed in Palestine, the intellectual center

of the refugee Spanish Jews. Together with his

teacher Jacob Berab he attempted in 1538 to re-

new the old Talmudic ordination, which would

have led eventually to the convocation of a great

Sanhedrin empowered to issue new laws for the

Jewish people, but the movement failed because

of the opposition of the Jerusalem rabbis.

Two extensive commentaries on the great
mediaeval codes of Jacob ben Asher and Mai-

monides constitute Karo's chief work. In his

Beth Yosef(^ vols., Venice and Sabionetta 1550-

59) supplemented by the Bedck ha-bayith (Sa-
lonika 1605) Karo subjected Jacob ben Asher's

code to close scrutiny and supported it by ex-

tensive quotations from the original sources of

Jewish law down to his own contemporaries, fre-

quently, however, reaching an independent con-

clusion. In his Kesef mishnah (4 vols., Venice

1574-75; tr> mto French by J. de Pavly and M.
A. Neviasky as Rituel de judaisme, 12 vols.,

Orleans 1898-1917) he rendered the same serv-

ice to Maimonides, defending him especially

against the attacks of ibn Daud.

But it is to a brief synopsis written primarily
for pedagogic purposes rather than to these ex-

tensive works that Karo owes his great promi-
nence in the history of Jewish codification. In

his Shulchan aruch (Venice 1565) he adopted
Maimonides' method in stating the law briefly

without quotations from previous authorities.

Unlike Maimonides, however, Karo eliminated

all Talmudic laws which were no longer appli-

cable in his own time. In this respect as well as

in the whole arrangement of the four parts he

followed the lead of Jacob ben Asher. The book

at first provoked vigorous opposition, particu-
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larly on the part of the German-Polish rabbis,

who saw in its decisions a one-sided glorification

of the Spanish-Jewish ritual and customs. It also

found a strong competitor in a similar compila-
tion by Mordecai Jafe. Nevertheless, it soon be-

came and still remains the authoritative code of

laws for orthodox Jewry. This achievement was

partly due to the work of an opponent, Moses

Isserles, who through his criticisms helped to

spread rather than to destroy its authority. The
Polish rabbis of the seventeenth century further

enhanced its authority through their own exten-

sive commentaries. On the other hand, the book

has always been severely denounced by anti-

semitic writers who, lifting certain statements

out of their context, managed to give them an

unfavorable connotation. Liberal Jews in mod-
ern times have likewise frequently attacked it as

the embodiment of Jewish "legalism."
SALO BARON

Consult: Cassel, D., "Josef Karo und das Maggid
Mescharim" in Lehranstalt fur die Wissenschaft des

Judenthums, Berlin, Bencht, no. 6 (Berlin 1888) p. 3-
10; Fnedberg, B., Rabbenu Yosef Karo, in Hebrew

(Drohobycz 1895); Tschernowitz, C., Die Entstehung
des Schulchan-Aruch (Berne 1915).

KASIM AMIN (c. 1865-1908), Egyptian social

reformer. Kasim Bey Amin studied law in

France and he was thereafter employed in the

government service for twenty-three years, first

with the Mixed Tribunal and finally as judge of

the Native Court of Appeal.
He was one of the pioneer champions of

women's rights in the Islamic world and the

author of Tahrir al-mar'ah (Cairo 1899; tr. into

German by O. Rescher as Uber die Fraueneman-

cipation, Stuttgart 1928) and Al-Mar'at al-

jadidah (A discussion on the rights of women,
Cairo 1901; Russian translation by I. U.

Krachkovsky, St. Petersburg 1912). The subject
status of women is a tenet of the Islamic faith

and these literary labors for the emancipation of

eastern womanhood would have had little effect

against fanatical conservatism but for Kasim
Amin's presentation of the reform. He not only

protested against regarding emancipation as

antireligious but presented it rather as a religious

reformation and a revival of the equal and equi-
table status assigned to women by primitive Is-

lamic society. His argument that the harem and

purdah are not in their origin Islamic but Iranic

and are due to the corruption of Turkish and
Arabic tribal liberty and sexual equality by

Byzantine and Persian despotisms and disen-

franchisements was sufficiently convincing to

obscure the more fundamental religious fact of

the attitude ofMohammed toward woman as ex-

pressed in the Koran.

His second and more sound approach was that

emancipation is not only in the interests of the

sex but in the interest of society. It is indeed dis-

putable whether women gain by sacrificing the

sufficient if subordinate economic provision for

all sorts and conditions of womankind secured

them in the Islamic community in return for the

more prominent but far more precarious pros-

pects of economic competition with men. Kasim

Amin, however, in insisting that by subjecting

women Islamic society lost its vitality gave the

feminist cause a more convincing case than it

had hitherto had. He urged such specific reforms

as improved education for girls, a gradual transi-

tion from their existing status to one of economic

independence, the abolition of polygamy and

changes in the divorce law. Kasim Amin's work
aroused considerable interest in most of the Is-

lamic countries; but the effect of such academic

attacks as his can easily be overestimated, and

Egypt, the field of his labors, is now one of the

less fertile in feminist progress.
GEORGE YOUNG

Consult: Rescher, O., Introduction to his German ed.

of Tahrir al-mar'ah (Stuttgart 1928).

KASKEL, WALTER (1882-1928), German

jurist. Early in his career Kaskel entered the

national insurance office, where he aided in the

solution of the many legal problems arising from

the recently codified social insurance law. Later

he became municipal counselor for the city of

Schoneberg (now part of Berlin). In 1913 he

began to teach at the University of Berlin, where

he became professor in 1920; he taught with

equal success also at the Berlin Handelshoch-

schule, the Hochschule fiir Politik and the Ver-

waltungsakademie for the education of public
officials.

Kaskel may be regarded as the founder of the

science of modern German labor law. Das neue

Arhcitsrecht (Berlin 1920, 2nd ed. 1920) and the

textbook Arbeitsrecht (Berlin 1925; 4th ed. by
H. Dersch, 1932) furnished the first legal elab-

oration of this new field of law, which has come
to be of basic significance for the whole of Ger-

man legal development. In his legal-dogmatic
and systematic works Kaskel expounded with

unparalleled clarity all the new legal concepts
which underlie the modern tendency toward

socialization of the law. His system of German
labor law is now generally accepted. In addition
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Kaskel's numerous essays and longer works have

on many occasions provided the definitive ex-

positions of various special problems of labor

law.

Kaskel's writings on labor law were preceded

by studies in social insurance law; the Grundriss

des sozialen Versicherungsrechts (in collaboration

with F. Sitzler, Berlin 1912) achieved an impor-
tance in this field almost equal to that later

attained by his labor law writings. Kaskel was

also the founder and codirector of two periodicals

which have become of fundamental importance,
the Neue Zeitschrift fur Arbeitsrecht (1921) and

the Monatsschrift fur Arbeiter- und Angestellten-

Versicherung (1913).
German legal science of the 1 920*8 possessed

scarcely any systematizer who could be com-

pared with Kaskel. In his philosophy of law he

was a positivist, but the charge of specialization

and one-sidedness which is frequently made

against him is unfounded, for he always recog-

nized the interdependence of all fields of law.

He realized especially the necessity of combining

theory with practise, and on this account he

exercised during the third decade of the present

century an influence on the evolution of legis-

lation and the administration of justice which

scarcely any other university professor could

match.

HANS PETERS

Consult: jfuriyische Wochenschrift, vol. Ivii, pt. ui

(1928) 2889-90; Peters, H., in Monatsschrift fur Ar-

beiter- und Angestellten-Versicherung, vol. xvi (1928)

578-83.

KATKOV, MIKHAIL NIKIFOROVICH
(1818-87), Russian journalist. Katkov was a pro-

fessor of philosophy at the University ofMoscow
from 1845 to 1850 and in 1851 leased from the

university its daily newspaper, Moskovskiya ve-

domosti (Moscow Gazette). He began to take his

journalism seriously in 1856, when he estab-

lished a monthly, Russky vestnik (Russian mes-

senger). In 1863 he returned to the Moscow

Gazette, with which he was associated in the last

twenty-four years of his life as owner and editor.

In this capacity he made a reputation as an inde-

pendentjournalist who was allowed unusual lati-

tude in his criticism of the government and

whose opinion carried weight in high circles. In

fact, however, he had no genuine insight into

political problems and was merely trimming his

sails to impending changes in government policy.

His apparent independence was the result of

protection accorded to him by Alexander n and

Alexander in, who regarded Katkov as a con-

servative guide of public opinion.

Although in his youth he belonged to an ad-

vanced group of intellectuals led by Belinsky, as

editor of the Moscow Gazette Katkov attacked

most persistently and venomously the radical in-

telligentsia and the national minorities. He
violently denounced the Polish insurrectionists

of 1863 and thereafter detected "Polish intrigue"
or radical inspiration in whatever incurred his

displeasure. The virulence and occasional bril-

liance of his editorials scarcely compensated,
however, for the instability of his opinions. Al-

though for a number of years he advocated close

collaboration with Germany he died a Franco-

phile. Originally a rabid free trader, he later

became an extreme protectionist. During the

period of liberal reforms under Alexander n,
Katkov professed admiration for the aristocratic

institutions of old England and for this reason

favored the establishment of local self-govern-

ment (zemstvo) and trial by jury; but he attacked

them most bitterly and called for an increase in

gentry representation on zemstvo organs when
after 1870 and especially after the accession of

Alexander in government policy turned reac-

tionary. In this period he advocated also Count

Dmitry Tolstoy's educational reform, which for

ulterior purposes stressed the study of Greek,
Latin and mathematics in secondary schools.

PAUL MILIUKOV

Important works: 1863 god Sobranie statey po pohkomu
voprosu (1863. Collection of articles on the Polish

question), 2 vols. (Moscow 1887); Sobranie peredovikh

statey Moskovvkikh vedomostey, 1863-1887 godov

(Collection of editorials of the Moscow Gazette, 1863

87), 25 vols. (Moscow 1897-98).

Consult: Sementkovsky, R., M. N. Katkov (St. Peters-

burg 1891); Lrwoff, G., Michel Katkoff et son epoque

(Pans 1897).

KAUFMAN, ALEXANDR ARKADIEVICH
(1864-1921), Russian statistician and student of

agrarian problems. Kaufman, a converted Jew,
was graduated from the University of St. Peters-

burg in 1885 and from 1887 to 1905 was in

the service of the Ministry of Agriculture.
Until 1893 he took a prominent part in a study
of Siberian peasantry organized by the ministry,

devoting particular attention to the immigrants
from European Russia who settled in the prov-
inces of Tobolsk and Tomsk. In the course

of this study, whose methods followed those

previously developed by zemstvo statisticians,

Kaufman clearly grasped the characteristic fea-

tures in the development of peasant land tenure
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in Siberia. He found that despite the absence of

serfdom and the relative freedom from admin-

istrative pressure the original individual holding
of land by right of occupation had been chang-

ing, with the growing shortage of land, in the

direction of increasingly communal and equali-

tarian forms of tenure; the unhampered evolu-

tion of landholding in Siberia appeared thus

to reproduce the development of the land com-

mune in Russia proper. This evolutionary

scheme, constituting an important original con-

tribution, Kaufman presented in a manner char-

acteristic of his methods first in an article (in

Vestnik Evropi, 1893, no. 6), then in a small

book (Krestyanskaya obshchina v Sibiri, The

peasant commune in Siberia, St. Petersburg

1898) and, finally, in a large tome (Russkaya
obshchina v protsesse eya zarozhdeniya i rosta,

The Russian commune in the process of its

birth and growth, Moscow 1908). After 1893 he

concentrated upon problems of governmental
land policy in connection with new settlements

in Siberia and in other Russian colonization

areas and prepared a number of official reports

and memoranda. He generalized some of his

conclusions in Peresehnie i kolonizatsiya (Migra-
tion and colonization, Moscow 1905), in which

he held that migration to new areas merely

mitigates the acuteness of the land problem; as

a radical solution he advised the intensification

of agriculture, which he believed to be com-

patible with the maintenance of communal
tenure. In 1905 and 1906 he assisted in drafting
a project for the compulsory alienation of land

from the nobility and its distribution among
the peasants; upon the failure of this plan he

was active as an agrarian expert in the councils

of the Constitutional Democratic (Kadet) party.
After 1908 he taught statistics in St. Petersburg.

Although then past middle age and enfeebled

by a chronic disease he succeeded in becoming
a recognized master in a field relatively new to

him theory and methods of statistics. His

treatise on statistics (Moscow 1912, 4th ed.

1922; German version as Theorie und Methoden

der Statistik, Tubingen 1913), still the best gen-
eral text in Russian, synthesizes the empirical
advances of zemstvo statistics and the logical

mathematical contributions of European the-

orists. His history of Russian statistics published

posthumously (Statisticheskaya nauka v Rossii,

Moscow 1922) furnishes the only available sur-

vey of developments in theory and methodology
from 1806 to 1917.

K. KOCHAROVSKY

KAUTILYA, Hindu political theorist. Kautilya
is identified according to ancient Indian tradi-

tion, which has been questioned by many schol-

ars, with Chanakya, the Brahman minister of the

Maurya emperor Chandragupta, who reigned
from about 321 to 296 B.C. A number of Euro-

pean scholars ascribe the writings of Kautilya
to the Gupta period (c. 320-480 A.D.). He is the

reputed author of a work, long lost but recov-

ered in 1909, entitled Arthashastra, which deals

with the art of government, including civil law

and the science of warfare. Arthashastra signifies

the art of government, and quotations and refer-

ences in the work of Kautilya and others point
to a long antecedent line of individual authors

and schools dealing with this subject. Kautilya 's

task was to summarize and put in order the

chaotic ideas of these authors. His work, how-

ever, is much more than a mere synthesis; it is

rather a reconstruction of the science of govern-
ment. Whereas some of the older teachers in

accordance with the avowed aim of Arthashastra

to promote the security and prosperity of the

state refused to include the holy Vedas among
the four traditional sciences, Kautilya gives the

Vedas along with philosophy, economics and

politics their due place in the social economy.
Nevertheless, he considers politics the deter-

minant of all the rest, because punishment
comes within its sphere. His theory of kingship,

which in the interests of monarchical power
derives the authority of the king from his divine

nature and from a kind of social contract, was

by no means fundamental and was subsequently

superseded by the theory of the king's divinity

by virtue of his office.

But Kautilya's theories of the state were

merely incidental. He was primarily interested

in the concrete problems of government, and

the essence of his thought like that of his prede-
cessors relates to statecraft in the two broad

divisions of the acquisition and preservation of

dominion. His guiding principle is the interest

of the monarch. Education and self-discipline of

the king, he urged, are the first requisites of

successful government. This precept is fortified

by a number of examples from traditional his-

tory, a fact which illustrates the author's appli-
cation of the historical method. Expediency
forms the keynote of Kautilya's rules concerning

foreign relations, and in his nice balancing of

policy with the circumstances of states he makes
a fine art of politics. In sacrificing morality and

religion to the interests of the state Kautilya,
who has been called the Indian Machiavelli,
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followed the example of earlier authors. He ad-

vocated the free resort to assassination for the

suppression of ill disposed and wicked subjects.

His rules for replenishing the treasury in emer-

gencies include various ingenious methods for

the political exploitation of popular supersti-

tions. In general, however, he reserved his im-

moral statecraft for extreme cases, while else-

where, as in his rules for the acquisition of

dominion, he favored kind treatment of subjects

as an important means of insuring royal rule.

Kautilya's influence upon later Hindu politi-

cal theory was far reaching. He founded a tradi-

tion of statecraft which became a synonym for

unscrupulous cunning and which although con-

demned by some was adopted by many later

thinkers. His treatment of the older categories

and concepts of Arthashastra gave them the

stamp of finality in later Indian literature. Fi-

nally, his virtual reconstruction of Arthashastra

probably helped the wholesale incorporation of

its material into the law books (Dharma Shastre)

and the Mahabharata (great epic).

U. N. GlIOSHAL

Works: The Arthashastra was first published by R.

Shamasastry (Mysore 1909, rev. ed. 1924); improved
editions are by T. Ganapati Sastrf in Trivandrum

Sanskrit senes, nos. 79, 80, 82 (Trivandrum 1924-25),
and by Julius Jolly and Richard Schmidt m the

Punjab Sanskrit series, no. 4, vols. i-n (Lahore 1923-

24). An English translation was prepared by R.

Shamasastry with an introduction by J. F. Fleet (3rd

ed. Mysore 1929).

Consult: Banerjee, N. C., Kauttlya, vol. i (Calcutta

1927- ); Stem, Otto, Magasthenes und Kautilya,
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-his-
torische Klasse, Sitzungsbenchte, vol. cxci, pt v

(Vienna 1921); Ghoshal, U. N., A History of Hindu
Political Theories (2nd ed. London 1927) ch. in;

N&g, K&lidas, Les theories diplomatiques de I'Inde

ancienne et V'ArthafAstra (Paris 1923) chs. m-v, tr. by
V. R. Ramchandra Dikshitar in Journal of Indian His-

tory, vol. v (1926) 36-50, 235-66, 331-58, and vol. vi

(1927-28) 15-35; Kane, P. V., History of Dharmasas-

tra, vol. i- (Poona 1930- ) p. 85-104; Winternitz,

M., Geschichte der indischen Litteratur, 3 vols. (Leipsic

1905-20) vol. in, p. 509-29.

KAUTZ, GYULA (1829-1909), Hungarian
economist. Kautz studied in Pest, Berlin, Hei-

delberg and Leipsic and taught first in Pozsony
and later in Nagy-Varad and at the superior
technical school in Pest. From 1863 to 1868 he

was professor of public and administrative law

and from 1868 to 1893 of economics and finance

at the University of Budapest; after 1865 he was
a member of parliament and from 1892 to 1900

governor of the Austro-Hungarian Bank. In

economics he was influenced primarily by
Roscher, but he also devoted much attention to

the doctrines of Hildebrand, L. von Stein and F.

B. W. von Hermann. His interest centered

mainly in the history of economic doctrines, in

which he was undoubtedly the leading figure of

his epoch. This fact was recognized not only by
Karl Knies but also to a greater or less extent by
Alfred Marshall, Ingram, Schumpeter and most

of the new historians of economic theory. His

works are characteristically comprehensive in

scope; they display broad knowledge of the

literature, great accuracy and ama/mg industry.

Kautz endeavors always to explain economic

phenomena and economic doctrines in relation

to the general political and social development of

their periods. Because of the wide range of his

researches in the history of economic thought he

was in many respects a pathfinder. He con-

tributed much to the correct understanding of

Cantillon and was also the first to point out the

significance of the doctrines of Gosscn. Essen-

tially a follower of the older historical school,

Kautz retained its eclectic tendency: with a basic

emphasis on the spatial and temporal diversity of

economic phenomena and special preference for

socio-ethical considerations he still attempted to

introduce in his discussions fragments of clas-

sical doctrine.Hewasstrongerincomprehensive,

synthetic research than in analysis and creative-

ness. In the main his method was narrative rather

than critical; his style somewhat turgid and

fatiguing. In the field of applied economics he

was particularly interested in problems of cur-

rency and credit; in his practical work he

emphasized the interests of an independent but

liberal Hungaiy. Kautz was the author of the

first Hungarian textbook in economics.

THEO SURANYI-UNGER

Important works: Theorie und Geschichte der National-

Okonomik, 2 vols. (Vienna 1858-60), Pohtika vagy

orszdgdszattan (Politics or political science) (Pest

1862; 3rd ed. 1878); A nemzetgazdasdg- es pdnzugytan

(Economics and finance), 3 vols. (Pest 1863; vol. i 5th

ed., vols. ii iii 4th ed. Budapest 188090); Nentzetgaz-

dasdgunk 6s a vdmpohtika (Our national economy and
the customs policy) (Pest 1866), A nernzetgazdasdgi
eszmk fejlGdtsi tdrte"ncte ds befolydsa a kozinszonyokra

Magyarorszdgon (Pest 1868, new ed. 191 1), abridged
translation by Sigmund Schiller as Entwicklungs-Ge-
schtchtc der volkswtrthst haftlichcn Idfcn in Ungarn und
dcren Etnfluss auf das Gcmeimvescn (Budapest 1876);

A tdrsuldsi intezmtnyck a nemzetgazdatdgban (Social

institutions in the national economy) (Pest 1871, new
ed. 1887).

Consult: Fdldes, Be"la, "Kautz Gyula emlekezete"

(Commemoration speech on Julius Kautz) in Buda-

pestt szemle, vol. vi (1911) 321-72.
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RAVELIN, KONSTANTIN DMITRIE-
VICH (1818-85), Russian political philosopher
and publicist. Kavehn received a doctorate at

Moscow in 1844 for his dissertation on Russian

law courts in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. He taught legal history at the Univer-

sity of Moscow from 1844 to l %4& anc^ CIV^ ^aw
at the University of St. Petersburg from 1857 to

186 1 and at the Military Law Academy from

1878 until his death. In the years intervening

between these professorships he was in the

government service. His work as a scholar was

not of lasting value. In accordance with his gen-
eral view that social development involves the

transition from a clan society with the individual

personality completely submerged to a political

society providing for the complete emancipation
of the individual personality he supported
Ewers' theory of clan organization as character-

istic of the early period of Russian history.

Ravelin's work on psychology and ethics, with

which he was occupied after the political tide

had turned reactionary in the late i86o's, was in-

tended merely to provide a broad philosophical

basis for the idealism of Russian youth and a

refutation of positivism and materialism.

Ravelin is most important as a political phi-

losopher and publicist. In the decade following
his graduation he was affiliated with the westcrn-

ists as the friend of Belinsky, Granovsky and

Herzen but later showed himself a true con-

servative, a narodnik (populist) with a monarchist

bias. He advocated the emancipation of peasants
with land in order to create a conservative

property owning class of farmers; for a similar

reason he championed a moderate form of village

community. At the same time he was skeptical

of constitutional reform because it would trans-

fer the dominant role in the state to the nobility

and bourgeoisie and so disturb the political bal-

ance. Although in 1877 and again in 1881 he

pleaded for the emancipation of the judiciary
from political control, for greater autonomy in

local government and for the introduction of

members elected by the zemstvo organs into the

the State Council (the
"
Loris-Melikov constitu-

tion") he remained a consistent exponent of the

idea of "social monarchy" or "autocratic repub-

lic," i.e. "a free czar independent of both the

nobility and the plutocracy."

SOLOMON RUZNETS

Worksi A nearly complete collection of Kavelm's

works has been edited by D. A. Rorsakov, 4 vols. (St.

Petersburg 1897-1900), with biographical notices and

appreciations by D. A. Rorsakov, V. D. Spasovich

and A. F. Koni. His essay on communal tenure is

translated by I. Tarassoff as Der bduerliche Gemeinde-

besitss in Russland (Leipsic 1877) and his correspond-
ence with Herzen by B. Minzes as Soztal-politischer

Briefwechsel (Stuttgart 1894).

RAY-SHUTTLEWORTH, SIR JAMES (1804-

77), English educational reformer. Ray was born

in Rochdale and graduated in medicine from

Edinburgh. In 1842 he married Janet Shuttle-

worth and assumed her name. He was a Ben-

thamite in method, a Protestant by conviction,

an Englishman in his instinct for administrative

compromise, an anti-Owenite in his dislike of

the French revolutionary ideal of centralized

educational control by the secular state. A physi-
cian in Manchester from 1828 to 1835 and a

distinguished physiological and pathological re-

searcher, he became well known by his work

among the poor during the 1832 cholera epi-

demic and by his writings on unsanitary living

conditions among factory operatives. His careful

studies inspired the establishment of the Man-
chester Statistical Society, which investigated
the state of education in northern towns. He
was for a while secretary of the Manchester

Board of Health. An advocate of free trade and

social reform, he saw education as the key to

reform and urged the establishment of schools

for poor children, libraries, mechanics' insti-

tutes, provident associations and adult classes

in science, economics and domestic economy.
He was appointed assistant poor law commis-

sioner and was stationed in East Anglia from

1835 to 1838, when he was sent to London. In

1839 he was appointed first secretary to the Com-
mittee of Council on Education. Between 1834
and 1846 he designed a system of adjusting de-

nominational schools to the central authority by
means of inspection and grants-in-aid, a device

which was copied for India by the East India

Company in 1854 anc* confirmed by the British

government in 1864. Partly guided by foreign

experience, he introduced pedagogical training

and the pupil-teacher system and tried numer-
ous educational experiments. He devised a con-

cordat between government and the churches

on educational affairs which, although attacked

by many Churchmen and Nonconformists,

proved a stable foundation for the modern Eng-
lish elementary school system established in the

acts of 1870 and 1902. After resigning in 1849
he continued to be active in public work; his

chief energies went to the establishment of

evening classes in east Lancashire factory towns,
the development of a public relief system during
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the cotton famine of 1862 and the advancement
of higher education.

MICHAEL E. SADLER

Important works: The School in Its Relations to the

State, the Church and the Congregation (London 1847);
Four Periods of Public Education, 1832-39-46-62
(London 1862); Reports on the Training of Pauper
Children (London 1839); The Moral and Physical
Condition of the Working Classes Employed in the

Cotton Manufacture in Manchester (London 1832, 2nd
ed. 1832).

Consult'. Smith, Frank, Life and Work of Sir James
Kay-Shuttleworth (London 1923), and A History of

English Elementary Education (London 1931).

KEARNEY, DENIS (1847-1907), American

politician. Kearney was born in Ireland and

came to California in 1868. As a drayman in San

Francisco he was for "law and order" and af-

fected contempt for the laboring man. After the

great railway strike of 1877 he became America's

most proficient leader of unemployed workers,

exploiting the popular slogan "The Chinese

must go!" to keep San Francisco in an uproar
and in constant expectation of mob violence. His

vituperative speeches were directed also against

selfish corporations and corporate control of

government. As a result of repeated arrests he

acquired the crown of a labor martyr. His suc-

cess in bringing to a head the issue of Chinese

exclusion he owed to the support not only of the

white California worker but largely to the small

employer arid merchant who also felt the pinch
ofChinesecompetition.HisWorkingMen's party

shaped and carried to adoption a state constitu-

tion favorable to his views and was a major factor

in city and state politics from 1877 to 1880, but

his attempt to become more than a local figure

had failed utterly when he retired in 1884.

The Kearney movement, innocent of any
broad social philosophy, is significant chiefly as

a dramatic forerunner of the job and wage con-

scious trade unionism developed by Gompers
and Strasser a few years later. Incidentally it

contributed to creating a race issue which still

makes for disunion among California workers,

although the Chinese question has become much
less important. Kearney's advocacy of independ-
ent labor politics had little influence.

SELIG PERLMAN

Consult: Eaves, Lucille, A History of California Labor

Legislation, University of California, Publications in

Economics, vol. n (Berkeley 1912); Commons, John

R., and others, History of Labour in the United States,

2 vols. (New York 1918); George, Henry, "The

Kearney Agitation in California" in Popular Science

Monthly, vol. xvii (1880) 433-53.

KEITH, MINOR COOPER (1848-1929),
American capitalist. Keith was the most impor-
tant personal force in the economic penetration
of Central America by the United States. In

1871 his brother, Henry M. Keith, secured a

contract from the Costa Rican government to

construct a railroad from Puerto Limon to San

Jose". When the government funds for the com-

pletion of the project were soon exhausted,
Minor Keith undertook his first piece of foreign

public financing, not only raising the capital for

the railroad but floating a loan to consolidate the

Costa Rican external debt. To supply traffic for

the railroad he introduced banana plantations

along its route and popularized the consumption
of bananas in the United States, where they had

until then been a rare luxury; he thus initiated an

industry which spread all through Central Amer-
ica. In 1899 Keith organized the United Fruit

Company, a combination of his own interests

with the interests of the Boston Fruit Company
and other companies in Cuba, Jamaica and Santo

Domingo. The combination, which owned

plantations, railroads and ships, integrated and

augmented the formerly small and scattered

American interests in the Caribbean. Serious

charges of monopoly were made against Keith

in connection with the organization and opera-

tion of the banana industry, the largest single

activity of the United Fruit Company. The com-

pany with its increasingly varied interests was

the spearhead of economic and political penetra-

tion of Central America by United States capital.

In 1912 Keith organized the International Rail-

ways of Central America, which combined his

railroad interests in Guatemala and Salvador.

His project for a through Pan-American railway
route to the isthmus, linking all the Central

American lines with Mexico and the United

States, was not quite realized before his death.

Keith's imperialist methods led to his personal
flotation of a loan to the Republic of Salvador in

1922, when he signed a contract with the govern-
ment by which he and the International Rail-

ways of Central America secured $19,750,000
for the republic on condition that 70 per cent of

the customs of Salvador should be administered

by an American collector general nominated by
the bankers with the concurrence of the United

States secretary of state, any disputes arising

under the loan contract to be referred to the

chiefjustice of the Supreme Court of the United

States. For his almost single handed enterprise
in exploiting and developing Central America

Keith has been called the American Cecil
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Rhodes. The empire he created expanded. In

1931 the United Fruit Company with fixed as-

sets of $170,000,000 cultivated over 470,000
acres in Central America, Colombia, Jamaica
and Cuba and owned about 2,830,000 unim-

proved acres; it owned or operated 1773 miles of

railroads, 568 miles of tramways and a fleet of

105 ships.

MARGARET ALEXANDER MARSH

Consult: Adams, Frederick Upham, The Conquest of
the Tropics (New York 1914); Crowther, Samuel, The
Romance and Rise of the American Tropics (New York

1929); Bitter, Wilhelrn, Die wirtschafthche Eroberung
Mittelamenkas durch den Bananen-Trust (Bruns-
wick 1921); Dunn, Robert W., American Foreign
Investments (New York 1926).

KELETI, KAROLY (1833-92), Hungarian
statistician. Keleti was the first director of the

department of statistics which was organized in

the Hungarian Ministry of Finance in 1867. In

1871, when largely because of his efforts the

ministerial department was expanded into an in-

dependent central bureau of statistics, he was

appointed its first director and remained its lead-

ing spirit for over twenty years. For a time he was

editor of Eotvos
'

Politikai hetilap and of the agri-

cultural and statistical publication of the Hun-

garian Academy of Science, of which he became
a member in 1868.

Keleti is recognized as the founder of Hun-

garian official statistics. The general lines of sta-

tistical organization as laid down by him are still

followed today. He introduced the use of indi-

vidual census cards in the census of 1880. The

compilation and textual explanations of that

census as well as of the subsequent censuses of

births, marriages and deaths were likewise pre-

pared by him. He provided an exemplary or-

ganization for the collection of trade statistics.

His compilation of Hungarian alimentary sta-

tistics is not only an interesting document on the

standard of living in Hungary but is valuable

also from the biological and medical viewpoint.
Keleti played an active part in international

statistical congresses, for which he prepared
numerous papers and reports.

THEODORE SZEL

Important works: A pohtikai gazdasdg kezikonyve

(Handbook of political economy) (Pest 1863); A
magyar mezo gazdasdg (Hungarian agriculture) (Pest

1867); Telekado es kataszter (Land tax and the cadas-

ter) (Pest 1868); Hazdnk es nepe (Our country and

people) (Pest 1871; new ed., 2 vols., Budapest 1889);

Magyarorszdg szoUszeti statisztikdja, 1860-1873

(Budapest 1875), tr. into French by F. Schwiedland as

Viticulture de la Hongrie (Budapest 1875); Nemzetisdgi

viszonyok Magyarorszdgban az 1880 evi nepsxdmlalds

alapjdn (National composition of the population of

Hungary according to 1880 census) (Budapest 1882);

Magyarorszdg nepessegenek tlelmezesi statisztikdja

(Budapest 1887), in German as Die Ernahrungs-
Statistik der Be^^olkcrung Ungarns (Budapest 1887);

Magyarorszdg nepesedesi mozgalma i8j6-ban (Vital

statistics of Hungary for 1876) (Budapest 1878), with
a sequel for 1878 (Budapest 1879).

Consult- Jekelfalussy, J. de, in Institut International

de Statistique, Bulletin, vol. vii, pt i (1893) 155-57.

KELLER, FRIEDRICH LUDWIG (1799-

1861), Swiss jurist. Keller was born in Zurich.

He was professor of Roman law at the universi-

ties of Zurich, Halle and Berlin. A disciple of

Savigny and a firm adherent of the historical

school, he prepared himself by travel and study
in France and England for a political career. In

Zurich in addition to his scientific work he was

active as leader of the Liberal party, which as-

sumed the political power in 1831 and com-

pletely reformed the constitution of the republic.

Keller insisted on the separation of powers and a

complete reorganization of the administration of

justice. In Zurich he also published his first

scientific works, which established his scholarly

reputation in the field of Roman law. His polit-

ical career having ended in failure, he left

Switzerland in 1844 and devoted himself ex-

clusively to science, after 1847 as successor of

Savigny and Puchta at the University of Berlin.

He died in Berlin.

Keller's scientific works, which are few but

significant, deal especially with civil procedure.
His essentially practical point of view found

compatibility in the Roman jurists. His wide

experience as a magistrate and his highly de-

veloped political sense gave his historical works

a rare degree of clarity. "It was as though he

himself had seen and heard the old praetors,"

writes one of his disciples. Keller took special

interest in the English judicial system and is to

be considered as one of the first to spread knowl-

edge of English legal institutions in Germany.
HANS FRITZSCHE

Important works: Uber Litiscontestation und Urtheil

nach classischem ronnschen Recht (Zurich 1827), Senie-

strium ad M. Tulhum Ciceronem hbri sex, 3 pts. (Zurich

1842-51); Der rd'micche Cwilprocess und die Actionen

(Leipsic 1852; 6th ed. by A. Wach, 1883); Pandekten,
ed. by E. A. Friedberg (Leipsic 1861; 2nd ed. by W.
Lewis, 2 vols., 1867).

Consult: Schneider, A., "Rede zur Feier des hundert-

sten Geburtstages des Prof. Dr. Fr. L von Keller" in

Zeitschnft fur schweizerisches Recht, n.s., vol. xix

(1900) 300-20; Schwarz, A. B., "Pandektenwissen-

schaft und heutiges romanistisches Studium" in Uni-
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versity of Zurich, Rechts- und staatswissenschafthche

Fakultat, Schweizenschcr Junstentag 1928 . . . Fest-

gabe (Zurich 1928) p. 211-52, Fntzsche, H., Begrun-
dung und Awbau der neuzeithchen Rechtspfiege des

Kantons Ziinch (Zurich 1931).

KELLEY, FLORENCE (1859-1932), Ameri-

can social worker and social reformer. She was
interested in most of the social reform move-

ments in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries but was most closely associated with

the campaigns for protective laws for women
workers, for effective child labor laws and for

the establishment of the federal Children's Bu-

reau. For the greater part of her working life

she served as executive secretary of the National

Consumers' League, an organization designed
to use the power of consumers to remedy indus-

trial ills, and she was largely responsible for the

development of the league as an agent of propa-

ganda and for its program of social welfare

legislation.

Her education and previous experience made
her unusually qualified for this work. Her inter-

est in social problems, which was derived largely

from her father, William D. Kelley, an eminent

protectionist, had led her to enter Cornell Uni-

versity as one of its first women students; to

continue her studies in Zurich, where she be-

came interested in the doctrines of Marx; and

at a later date, 1894, to take a degree m law at

Northwestern University. From 1891 to 1899
she lived at Hull House in Chicago, learning at

first hand about living and working conditions

among the poor and seeking measures for their

improvement. She was especially active in the

campaign for the Sweatshop Act of 1893 and

on the passage of the act was appointed by
Governor Altgeld the first chief factory inspector

in Illinois. Her vigorous enforcement of the law

and her reports of the conditions she found in

her inspections are unusual in the history of

factory inspection in this country.
Florence Kelley was outstanding among the

reformers of the period. She fought the battles

of the workers, especially the women and child

workers, with aggressiveness and determination

both in arousing public opinion and in pressing

legislation on the lawmaking bodies. She was

much influenced by Marx and did not hesitate

to show her feeling that employers were enemies

who could be constrained to a minimum of

decency only by legislation, nor did she fear to

state openly that the goal for which she worked

could never be achieved while production was

carried on for private profit. She reflected the
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spirit of her time in her desire for immediate

remedial measures but not in her desire for the

eventual overthrow of a capitalistic order; she

was in accord with her time in her faith in legis-

lation as an instrument of control but she was

in advance of her contemporaries in her belief

in national legislation and in her interest in

skilful, intelligent administration in order to

make laws effective.

HELEN R. WRIGHT

Important works: Translation of Engels' Die Lage der

arbeitenden Klasse in England in 1844 (New York 1886;
new ed. London 1892, with special preface by Engels);
Some Ethical Gains through Legislation (New York

1905); Modern Industry (New York 1914).

Consult: Adams, Mildred, "A Pioneer in Social Jus-
tice" in Woman Citizen, n s

,
vol. ix, no 12 (1924) 9,

29-30; Goldmark, Josephine, "Twenty Five Years of

It" in Nezv Republic, vol. xl (1924) 271-72; Lathrop,

Julia C
,
"Florence Kelley 18591932" in Survey,

vol. Ixvii (1931-32) 677.

KELLEY, OLIVER HUDSON (1826-1913),
American rural organizer. Kelley was born in

Boston and was for a while a newspaper reporter

and telegraph operator. He farmed in Minnesota

from 1849 to 1864, when he became a clerk in

the United States Department of Agriculture. In

1866, following an investigation of southern agri-

cultural conditions, he conceived the idea of

organizing farmers for education and social in-

tercourse. He planned a secret fraternal society

for men and women and in 1867 with six other

government clerks organized the National

Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry, of which

he was national secretary until 1878. For five

years Kelley devoted himself to the difficult

work of organization, and he established the

Grange soundly. Ceremonials and secrecy, de-

riving from Kelley's knowledge of Masonry, ap-

pear to have been effective in maintaining inter-

est. In 1878 he ceased to be active in Grange
affairs.

SOLON J. BUCK

Consult: Kelley, Oliver H., Origin and Progress of the

Order of the Patrons ofHusbandry in the United States

(Philadelphia 1875); Atkeson, Thomas C., Semi-

centennial History of the Patrons of Husbandry (New
York 1916) p. 315-17.

KELLEY, WILLIAM DARRAH (1814-90),
American politician. Kelley, a native of Phila-

delphia, studied law and entered politics as a

Democrat, serving as county attorney and as

judge of the Common Pleas Court in Philadel-

phia. In the late 1850*8 falling under the influ-
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ence of his townsman Henry C. Carey he be-

came convinced that the depression following
the panic of 1857 was due to free trade policies.

He joined the newly formed Republican party
and became one of the most ardent defenders of

the protective system. His membership in the

House of Representatives from 1861 to 1890 and

in particular his association during much of this

time with the Ways and Means Committee, of

which he was chairman in the Forty-seventh

Congress, enabled him to exert a decisive in-

fluence in committing the United States to a

permanent policy of protective tariffs. His con-

stant solicitude over the iron and steel schedule

gained him the sobriquet of "Pig-iron" Kelley, a

designation at which he took no umbrage.

Kelley 's views were embodied in a volume,

Speeches, Addresses and Letters on Industrial and

Financial Questions (Philadelphia 1872), in which

he held that in order to stimulate the active cir-

culation of goods within a country it was neces-

sary to protect capital and labor from foreign

competition. By shutting out foreign products
the nation also encouraged a needed inflow of

immigrants and capital. Price, he maintained,

was a relative term; goods were cheap not ac-

cording to their money price but according to the

ease with which they were disposed of in pay-
ment for purchases. Hence protection made for

true cheapness of commodities by increasing the

purchasing power of labor. Kelley addressed

himself chiefly to the American working man
and farmer. From the protective system, he in-

sisted, every blessing was to flow. Thus in reply
to an inquiry from a trade union group in 1869

concerning his stand on the eight-hour day he

wrote: "Under its [protection's] influence labor

is in demand, and the laborer is steadily becom-

ing more independent; and if we perfect and

maintain a system of thorough protection, you
will be able to establish and maintain the eight-

hour system."
After the Civil War Kelley opposed in a num-

ber of pamphlets the legislation aimed at cur-

rency deflation. He also voted against the Re-

sumption Act of 1875 and for the Bland-Allison

silver purchase bill of 1878, even joining with the

majority to override President Hayes' veto of the

latter measure. But in the Greenback and free

silver agitations of the i88o's he played no part,

leaving to Bland and other western representa-
tives the task of championing the cause of cheap

money.
A. D. H. KAPLAN

Consult: United States, Congress, Memorial Addresses

on the Life and Character of William D. Kelley De-
livered in the House of Representatives and in the

Senate, sist Cong., ist sess., House Miscellaneous

Documents, no. 229 (1890); Tarbell, Ida M., The

Tariff in Our Times (New York 1911).

KELLOGG, EDWARD (1790-1858), Ameri-

can monetary reformer. Kellogg was the son of a

substantial Connecticut farmer and after receiv-

ing an elementary school education followed a

business career in New York. He went bankrupt
in the financial panic of 1837 but subsequently
accumulated a competence and retired to devote

himself to plans of monetary reform. His first

work, Remarks upon Usury and Its Effects (New
York 1841), was followed by Currency: the Evil

and the Remedy (New York 1844, 6th ed. 1846),

which was circulated by the aid of Greeley and

the New York Tribune. His major publication,

which passed through many editions, was Labor

and Other Capital; the Rights ofEach Secured and

the Wrongs of Both Eradicated (New York 1849).

After his death Kellogg's ideas continued to be

promulgated by his daughter, Mary Kellogg

Putnam, who had collaborated with him and

who reissued his writings in many pamphlet edi-

tions between 1861 and 1868 under the title A
New Monetary System. His basic idea was the

abolition of interest, the rates of which were ex-

tremely high at the time. He suggested that the

government issue legal tender notes and loan

them on the security of land or other real values

at i.i percent, which he believed to be close to

the usual rate of accumulation of physical wealth

in the United States. The government was also

to issue bonds bearing the same interest, which

Kellogg called "inter-convertible bonds" be-

cause they were to exchange freely for the notes.

This system, Kellogg believed, would maintain

interest rates close to i percent, the labor cost, as

he calculated it, of carrying on banking. In fact,

during the Civil War the government issued

bonds which yielded 3.65 percent, and which

with the establishment of the national banking

system became the basis of banknote currency.

Although his proposal of government notes as a

substitute for private banknotes did not become

a political issue for two decades, Kellogg may
rightly be called the father of Greenbackism.

Proposals based on Kellogg's theory and put
forward by Alexander Campbell, the author of

The True American System of Finance (Chicago

1864), were endorsed in 1867 by the National

Labor Union. Although these proposals favored

a 3 percent interest rate, whereas Kellogg de-

sired to abolish interest charges in excess of
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banking costs, the improvement over the current

bank rates of 8 or 10 percent was sufficient, from

the point of view of laborers, farmers and small

merchants, to attract considerable support. This

endorsement paved the way for the Greenback

campaigns of 1872 and 1876; in the latter cam-

paign the Greenback party nominated for presi-

dent Peter Cooper (q.v.), who had long advo-

cated the Kellogg plan. In his view that the

process of exchange and the practises of a finan-

ciering class deprive the producing class, which

creates all values, of a full remuneration and in

his proposal to eliminate these factors and to base

the interest rate on the actual labor cost of run-

ning the banking system Kellogg resembled

such contemporary European economists as

Proudhon.

JOHN R. COMMONS

Consult: Commons, John R., and associates, History

of Labour in the United States, z vols. (New York

1918) vol. ii, p. 11921; Destler, Chester McA.,
"The Influence of Edward Kellogg upon American

Radicalism, 1865-96" in Journal of Political Economy,
vol. xl (1932) 338-65.

KELLY, EDMOND (1851-1909), American

social reformer. Kelly was essentially the aristo-

cratic humanitarian in politics and one of the

few Americans of his class and type to become
an avowed socialist. Born in France, he was

graduated from Columbia University, practised

law for many years in New York and Paris and

from 1895 to 1898 lectured on municipal govern-
ment at Columbia. Kelly was actively interested

in the reform of municipal government, as were

many men of his type at that time; and in 1892
he founded the City Club of New York, which

was to mobilize the forces of "good govern-
ment" against civic corruption. But the new

organization, composed of conservative and

wealthy people, rejected Kelly's plan that it

organize a series of subsidiary "good govern-
ment clubs" to appeal especially to workers.

Kelly himself organized many such clubs, which

contributed powerfully to the defeat of Tam-

many Hall in 1894. But he was disappointed by
the results and concluded that "mere good

government in itself did not constitute a plat-

form upon which a political party could be

maintained." His disappointment and further

intellectual development led him to acceptance
of a collectivist philosophy and a mild form of

reformist socialism.

Originally an extreme Darwinian and Spen-
cerian with a strong bias against socialism, Kelly

subjected the individualist philosophy to severe
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criticism; he asserted its validity in the natural

world and in primitive civilizations but insisted

that it did not imply acceptance of the contem-

porary program of laissez faire: "Man is no

longer the mere result of his environment, but

can become its master." In harmony with Lester

F. Ward, who influenced his ideas considerably,

Kelly defined justice as "the effort to eliminate

from our social conditions the effects of the ine-

qualities of nature upon the happiness and ad-

vancement of man, and particularly to create an

artificial environment [government] which shall

serve the individual as well as the race, and tend

to perpetuate noble types rather than those

which are base." Individualism could not offer

an adequate program for a complex civilization;

Kelly consequently espoused collectivism, which

in terms of practical politics meant the municipal
and government ownership then popular among
reformers. Influenced by Fabian ideas and his

own moral approach to the social problem, Kelly
a few years before his death concluded that only
socialism could "put an end to the three gigantic
evils of pauperism, prostitution and crime." His

socialism was idealist and evolutionary, an essen-

tially moral appeal for change by means of suc-

cessive reforms which would "make the Golden

Rule practical." It rejected the class struggle in

favor of "the whole of democracy, including em-

ployer and employee," and favored only partial

elimination of competition and a kind of guild

organization of industry. Kelly had some influ-

ence on men of his class and type but none on

organized socialism, although the American

Socialist party, despite its Marxist terminology,
was in practise close to many of Kelly's ideas.

LEWIS COREY

Important works: Evolution and Effort, and Their Rela-

tion to Religion and Politics (New York 1895; 2nd ed.

1898); Government or Human Evolution, 2 vols. (New
York IQOO-OI); A Practical Programme for Working-
men (London 1906); The Elimination of the Tramp by
the Introduction into America of the Labour Colony
System (New York 1908); Twentieth Century Social-

ism, ed. by Florence Kelley (New York 1910).

Consult: Giddings, F. H , "Introduction" in Kelly's
Twentieth Century Socialism (New York 1910) p. v-

xii; Fuller, Paul, "Memorial of Edmond Kelly" in

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, Year-
book (1911) p. 163-66.

KEMAL MEHMED NAMUK. See KAMAL
MAHMAD NAMUK.

KEMBLE, JOHN MITCHELL (1807-57),

English historian. After leaving Cambridge
Kemble visited Germany, where his interest in
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philology was aroused and where later he pur-
sued philological studies under Jacob Grimm
and others. He gained a reputation, first in Eng-
land and then on the continent, by his edition of

The Anglo-Saxon Poems of Beowulf (London
1833) and by the Codex diplomaticus aevisaxomci

(6 vols., London 1839-48), a valuable if not al-

ways accurate collection of documents. His most

famous work, The Saxons in England (z vols.,

London 1849; new ed. by W. de Gray Birch,

London 1876), was superseded only by Stubbs.

Kemble has been criticized for his exaggerations
and many of his theories concerning early

European society have since been abandoned;
but he will long be remembered as the first

writer to make extensive use of Anglo-Saxon
charters and as a powerful exponent of the

"scientific" methods of Germany. Much of his

writing appeared in periodicals and he was for a

time editor of the British and Foreign Review.

Kemble was an early representative of the

"Germanic school" of English nationalistic his-

torians. He protested in the name of scientific ac-

curacy against the liberties taken by romanticists

like Scott and Thierry, but his own writings
were colored to no small degree by an abounding
enthusiasm for the primitive Germans and by a

tendency toward a racial interpretation of his-

tory. For him the contrast between the turmoil

of continental Europe amid the revolutionary

upheavals of 1848 and the comparative calm of

his own country was explained by England's

heritage, particularly in free representative insti-

tutions, from Anglo-Saxon times. He believed

in the purifying effect of the barbarian invasions

on Roman society, the Germanic character of

the English people and institutions and the

superiority of the German stock to other races.

Although lacking both the art and the desire to

attract wide popular attention he exerted by his

contributions to research a considerable influ-

ence on serious students; and because of the

character of his views this influence helped de-

velop a nationalist outlook.

THOMAS P. PEARDON

Consult: Fraser's Magazine, vol. Iv (1857) 612-18;

Ford, H. J., Representative Government (New York

1924) p. 46-49.

KEMPER, JERONIMO DE BOSCH. See

BOSCH KEMPFR, JERONIMO DE.

KENT, JAMES (1763-1847), American jurist.

In 1779 after the dispersal of Yale's youthful
student body before the approaching revolution-

ary armies Kent, while safe in a Connecticut

country village, found and read "with awe" the

four volumes of Blackstone's Commentaries. Two
years later he graduated from Yale and contin-

ued the pursuit of the law in a lawyer's office,

becoming familiar with Grotius and Pufendorf,
with Hale's History of the Common Laws and the

old Books of Practice. Throughout his life a

Federalist and an eighteenth century gentleman
who methodically read his Greek and Latin

classics, in his early days of practise Kent pieced
out a living by serving in the state assembly of

New York and by lecturing at Columbia College
on civil government, constitutional history and

the law of nations. In 1798 he entered a judicial

career which brought him to the highest offices

in New York state.

As a lawyer and a teacher, as judge and com-

mentator, Kent along with Joseph Story became

the most influential force in the recreation of

American law in the image of Blackstone. Pre-

revolutionary American law was a closed record

to the lawyers of the new sovereign states.

There were no printed colonial reports; the

pre-war bar, which had been thoroughly Tory,
was discredited and exiled. Kent's postrevolu-

tionary generation accepted literally the dictum

of the fathers of the revolution that the rights

of the common law, lightly made identic with

constitutional rights, were brought to the Amer-
ican shores by the early settlers as> the heritage

of free born Englishmen. But not knowing
what had happened in the law imported in the

seventeenth century it accepted the common law

of eighteenth century England, so clearly re-

stated in Blackstone. The population was pre-

dominantly English, and the habits and thought
of the country were receptive to the English
common sense embodied in eighteenth century
common law. The bench and bar intrenched in

Blackstone and schooled by Kent and Story
likewise took over the techniques, the procedure

and, for the rapidly developing commercial life,

the rules of the common law, resisting the blan-

dishments of the civil law despite the pro-
French movements after the French Revolution.

As judge Kent introduced in the New York
courts the practise of written opinions. At a

time when English authority did not stand high
he subdued opposition by a plethora of favor-

able precedents culled from the books; nor did

he hesitate to enrich the common law by em-

ploying the Corpusjuris, whose name his repub-
lican colleagues ingenuously revered. He was

appointed chancellor in 1814 and took to the
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moribund Court of Chancery his broad reading
in English equity reports; by rearing there a new
and powerful court on the English model he

joined Story in laying the foundation of equity

jurisprudence in the United States.

When he reached the statutory age limit of

sixty he retired to a professorship at Columbia

College. His lectures, following closely the

model of Blackstone, were published as the Com-
mentaries on American Law (8 vols., New York

1826-30) and became an authoritative expo-
sition of the English common law from the

American point of view and a standard interpre-

tation of the constitution. The chapters on inter-

national law were published in England as an

independent treatise under the title Commen-
taries on International Law (Cambridge 1866).

Kent was particularly fortunate in that through-
out his terms on the bench his court opinions
were carefully recorded by William Johnson,
one of the best of the early reporters, and that a

generation after his death the twelfth edition of

his Commentaries was edited by Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Jr. (Boston 1873), making its influence

directly traceable into the present century.

NORMAN L. MEYERS

Consult: Kent, James, Memoir* and Letters, ed. by
William Kent (Boston 1898); Duer, John, Discourse

on the Life, Character, and Public Services of James
Kent (New York 1848); Hicks, F. C., Men and Books

Famous in the Law (Rochester 1921) ch. vi, Coxe,

MacGrave, "Chancellor Kent at Yale" in Yale Lazu

Journal, vol. xvn (1907-08) 311-37, 553-72; Scott,

James Brown, "James Kent 17631847" in Great

American Lawyers, ed. by William Lewis, 8 vols.

(Philadelphia 1907-09) vol. 11, p. 491-533.

KETTELER, BARONWILHELM EMMAN-
UEL VON (1811^77), German social Catholic

leader. Ketteler was descended from a noble

Westphalian family. He studied law and entered

the government service as referendary at the

Superior Court in Munster. In 1838 as protest

against the imprisonment of the archbishop of

Cologne and because "he did not desire to serve

a state which demanded the sacrifice of one's

conscience" he resigned and under the influence

of Reisach, bishop of Eichstatt, turned definitely

to the priesthood. From 1841 to 1843 he studied

theology at Munich and in 1844 was ordained.

He was a member of the Frankfort Assembly in

1848, where he worked with the Catholic group
of deputies. In 1849 he became provost of St.

Hedwig's in Berlin and in 1850 was ordained

bishop of Mainz.

Ketteler was always occupied with political

and social matters. He was considered the adviser

of the church in social questions and was recog-
nized by Pope Leo xin as his great predecessor
in the formulation of Catholic social doctrine.

Because of his rigidity and inflexibility of mind
as evidenced in the Kulturkampf he was called

the "fighting bishop of Mainz." In his speeches
and writings he took a decisive stand for the

freedom and autonomy of the Catholic church.

In the first period of his activity Ketteler was

influenced by Lassalle in several respects . He was
convinced that cooperative societies were a

means of solving the social question, and he like-

wise placed much confidence in profit sharing.
On the side of the workers the cooperative move-
ment must of course be pursued in the spirit of

Christianity; on the other hand, only genuinely
Christian capitalists and manufacturers would
be inclined to share their profits with the work-

ers. During this period Ketteler looked upoivthe

supremacy of capital and the rule of economic

liberalism as the root of the social problem. They
were the source of physical, material and moral

disadvantages: the iron law of wages; insecurity

of existence; impossibility of progress; the in-

tellectual, moral and physical decay of the life of

workers. Here the church alone could be of as-

sistance; otherwise there was no hope of a peace-
ful solution of the social problem.

By 1869 Ketteler 's views on the social ques-
tion had undergone considerable modification.

Although he was still convinced that capitalism

should be abolished he realized that producers'

cooperatives could never accomplish this end,
and he came to recognize the possibility that

either the state or the entrepreneur would initiate

a policy of social regulation of industry which

would mitigate the evils of capitalism and in-

dustrialism and result in the improvement of the

workers' living conditions. The immediate cause

of Ketteler's change in socio-political thought
was the publication in 1867 by Alfred Le Roux
of a catalogue of social regulations of industry.
It was this later position of Ketteler's that deter-

mined the direction of Catholic social thought in

Germany and which still dominates the Center

party. In southern Germany and in Austria,

however, there are certain Catholic groups which

remain attached to Ketteler's first position;

namely, that capitalism as a whole should be

discarded.

G. BRIEFS

Important works: Freiheit, Autoritdt und Kirche (Mainz

1862); Die Arbeiterfrage und das Christenthum (Mainz

1864, 4th ed. 1890); Deutschland nach dem Kriege von
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1866 (Mainz 1867); Das allgemeine Conzil und seine

Bedeutung fur wisere Zeit (Mainz 1869); Liberahsmus,
Sociahsmus und Christenthuni (Mainz 1871); Predigten,

ed. by J. M. Raich, 2 vols. (Mainz 1878); Ausgewahlte

Schnften, ed. by J. Mumbaucr with a biographical

introduction, 3 vols. (2nd ed. Munich 1924).

Consult: Pfulf, Otto, Bischof Ketteler, 3 vols. (Mainz
1899); Vigener, Fritz, Ketteler, ein deutsches Bischofs-

lebendes 19. Jahrhunderts (Munich 1924); Brauer, T.,
Ketteler der deutsche Bischof und Sozial'reformer CHam-

burg 1927); Neuefemd, M. M., Bischof Ketteler und
die soziale Frage seiner Zeit (M.-Gladbach 1927);

Metlake, George (Laux, John Joseph), Christian Social

Reform (Philadelphia 1912).

KEUFER, AUGUSTE (1851-1924), French

syndicalist. Keufer was the chief organizer of

one of the most powerful labor groups, the

Fe"deration Fra^aise des Travailleurs du Livre.

During the nineteenth century the typographical
workers had made various attempts at organi/a-
tion without great results. The congress of 1881

created the federation, which three years later

chose Keufer as its secretary general. He re-

tained the office for thirty-six years, from 1884
to 1920; his emphasis on the practical aspects of

union activity assured him an ever increasing
influence. He took part in the frequently violent

discussions which divided the field of labor be-

tween the reformists, who favored legal, pro-

gressive action, and the revolutionaries, favoring
"direct action," that is, force; he was one of the

chief representatives of the reformist tendency
in the Confederation Generate du Travail.

Keufer developed his reformist labor philosophy
in LEducation syndicate (Paris 1910). He played
an important role in the rise to power of the re-

formist elements in the C. G. T. during and

after the World War. Through his own efforts

Keufer had acquired a wide range of culture; a

disciple of Auguste Comte in philosophical and

social questions, he was until his death one of the

most active members of the Societe* Positiviste

de France. After resigning his office as secretary
in 1920 he devoted himself to propaganda on be-

half of the League of Nations.

GEORGES WEILL

Consult: Fe"de"ration du Livre, Les deux methodes

syndicahstes (Paris 1905), and L'imprimerte franfaise
for April 16, 1925; appreciations of Keufer by mem-
bers of the Soci6t6 Positiviste de France in Revue

Positiviste for 1924.

KEY, ELLEN (1849-1926), Swedish feminist.

Ellen Key, the daughter of a prominent member
of the Riksdag, passed her youth in a family
environment imbued with cultural interests and

liberal ideas. At the age of thirty-one she began
to teach and later to lecture in Stockholm on

literature, art and social problems and early in

her career became interested in a study of

women's rights. Contemporary feminists were

laying especial stress on woman's equality with

man in all lines of activity and her right to equal
rewards. Ellen Key deplored women's indis-

criminate competition in what she considered

men's work and expressed her creed that women
are fitted primarily for motherhood. This ap-

parent retrogression within the ranks brought

upon her the bitter antagonism of the feminists.

About 1900 she gave up all other work to devote

her life to clarifying and spreading her views.

The achievement of equal educational eco-

nomic and political opportunities for men and

women was a necessary goal in Ellen Key's

program but not its ultimate purpose. Woman
must have opportunity for complete develop-
ment both because of herself and because of her

mission as mother. Monogamous marriage is the

most desirable type of union, but love without

marriage is preferable to marriage without love.

Ellen Key's judicial, unabashed analysis of sex

relationships and her fearless prescriptions for

improvement resulted in the usual quota of pop-
ular calumny, but her principles were always

recognized as idealistic. She was an important
influence in modifying the nineteenth century

hypocrisy and prudery toward sex, and through-
out the western world her idealism was an in-

spiriting stimulant to the cause of feminism.

Many of her specific aims, such as motherhood

insurance, adequate release from industry before

and after childbirth, protection and respect for

mother and child, either have already been ac-

complished or are much more possible of

achievement than before her crusade.

Ellen Key was an ardent pacifist and worked
in close sympathy with the labor movement.
Her Century ofthe Child, in which she expressed
her views on early training as a basis for future

citizenship, established her also as an important
influence in educational theory. She believed

education to be a vital force in promoting a

synthesis of individualism and solidarism.

FRIDA STEENHOFF

Important works: Missbrukad kvinnokraft (Stockholm

1896, 4th ed. 1914), tr. into German by T. Kriiger as

Missbrauchte Frauenkraft (4th ed. Munich 1911);

Tankebilder, 2 vols. (Stockholm 1898, 3rd ed. 1922),

tr. into German by F. Maro as Essays (7th ed. Berlin

1907); Barnets arhundrade, z vols. (Stockholm 1901,

3rd ed. 1927), tr. as The Century of the Child (New
York 1909); Livslinjer, 3 vols. (Stockholm 1903-06;
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tr. by A. G. Chater as Love and Marriage (New York

1911); Die Frauenbewegung (Frankfort 1909), tr. by
M. B. Borthwick as The Woman Movement (New York
1912); En djupare syn pa krtget (A deeper view of the

war) (Stockholm 1916).

Consult: Hamilton, Louise N., Ellen Key: en livsbild

(2nd ed. Stockholm 1917), tr. into English by A. E. B.

Fries (New York 1913); Landquist, John, Ellen Key
(Stockholm 1909); En bok om Ellen Key (Stockholm

1919); Holmgren, A. M., Ellen Key manmskovannen

(Ellen Key philanthropist) (Stockholm 1924); Lof-

gren, Mia Leche, Ellen Key (Stockholm 1930); Zim-

mern, H ,
"Ellen Key, Sweden's Foremost Woman

and Her Vogue in Germany" in Putnam's Monthly,
vol. lii (1908) 432-39; Schoonmaker, N. M., "Ellen

Key's Ideals of Love and Marriage" in Current His-

tory, vol. xxiv (1926) 529-32.

KEYSER, RUDOLF JAKOB (1803-64), Nor-

wegian historian. Keyser was the first professor

of Norwegian history and the Old Norse lan-

guage at the University of Christiania (appointed
in 1828) and the organizer of the university

collection of antiquities, which he established

on a truly scientific basis by the introduction of

a chronological system. In his lectures he devel-

oped the new conception of Norwegian origins

that became the shibboleth of the Norwegian
historical school: the independent origin of the

Norwegian nation and the exclusively Norwe-

gian character of the Old Norse literature. His

theory concerning the immigration of the Nordic

race from tb northeast, which was propounded
in his program essay of 1839, and his ideas con-

cerning the strength of popular tradition, which

led him to the conclusion that the Eddie poems
of the ninth century were an inheritance from

far off days of national existence and that the

sagas of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

contained accurate reproductions of tales going
back to the ninth century, have not been able

to stand the test of later criticism. But his main

contention that the Eddie poems as well as the

Icelandic sagas were composed in a language

belonging exclusively to the Norwegian race,

having neither common Scandinavian nor even

pan-Teutonic origins, has proved a permanent
contribution to knowledge and has been effective

in strengthening the historical self-assertion of

the Norwegian people.

As a historian Keyser was overshadowed by
his brilliant pupil P. A. Munch. But it was

Keyser who formed the firm historical system
within which Munch accomplished his work,
and of the two he was by far the greater sys-

tematizer. It is by virtue of this quality that his

works are still valuable to the student. Although

most of his writings appeared in print only after

his death in his Efterladte skrifter (3 vols., ed.

by O. Rygh, Christiania 1866-67) anc^ n ^s Sam-
lede afhandlinger (ed. by O. Rygh, Christiania

1868), when many of his theories were already

antiquated, his careful collection and evaluation

of material, the accuracy of his statements and
his lucid presentation of the facts made his

works useful and reliable, particularly with re-

spect to the legal system of mediaeval Norway
and daily life in old Norway and Iceland. While
the scope of his work never extended beyond
the national frontiers of Norway, thus excluding

comparison with foreign history, he performed
his task in an exemplary way and by his sys-
tematical thinking and teaching dominated his-

torical thought in Norway for a full generation.

HALVDAN KOHT

Consult: Bugge, Alexander, in Oslo, Umversitet, Det

kongelige Fredenks Universitet l8ii-iQH festsknft,

2 vols. (Christiania 1911) vol. li, p. 224-34; Koht,
Halvdan, in Syn og segn, vol. ix (1903) 5-13.

KHAMA (c. 1828-1923), South African native

statesman. Khama was the last and most famous

of the native chiefs who played an important role

in the history of South Africa during the last

century. Converted to Christianity in early man-

hood, he from the first took up an uncompromis-

ing stand against those customs of his people,
the Bamangwato of Bechuanaland, which were

repugnant to Christian ideas. When he became
chief Khama enforced reforms with an unswerv-

ing resoluteness. His most notable achievement

was the rigid prohibition of all liquor traffic

within his territory. He abolished the official

initiation rites for boys and girls and substituted

Christian services for the traditional agricultural

ceremonies. In his dealings with the Boer and
British governments he proved himself a re-

sourceful statesman. He successfully preserved
his country at a difficult time from absorption
into the South African Republic. Later by means
of a visit to England he prevented the passing of

Bechuanaland into the hands of the British South
Africa Company, which he distrusted, and it be-

came instead a protectorate directly under the

British crown. He was able to secure the de-

marcation of his territory as a permanent native

reserve and to keep certain rights of self-govern-

ment; he also secured the maintenance of native

law and custom in administration.

I. SCHAPERA

Consult: Mockford, J., Khama, King of the Bamang-
wato (London 1931).
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KHMELNITSKY, BOHDAN (c. 1590-1657),
Ukrainian national leader. Khmelnitsky was the

son of a country gentleman in the Ukraine. He
studied in the Jesuit college at Yaroslav and

spent several years as a war prisoner in Turkey.

Upon his return to the Ukraine he served in the

Cossack army then under the control of the

Polish Republic. In 1646 he came in conflict

with the new administration of the domain of

Chihirin, his native town. His property was con-

fiscated and his life endangered. Toward the

end of 1647 he fled to the Niz (steppes along the

lower Dnieper) and there with other persons
out of sympathy with the Polish Republic he

conceived the idea of an insurrection (see COS-

SACKS). He was proclaimed hetman, gained the

support of the khan of the Crimea and in the

spring of 1648 the Cossack and Tartar troops

fought the Polish army sent against Khmel-

nitsky. At the same time all the Ukraine rose

against the Polish nobles; those of the latter who
had not time to flee perished and with them

great numbers of the Jewish population, many
of whom as the fiscal agents of the Polish land-

owners had aroused the hatred of the Ukrainian

people. Khmelnitsky was soon master of the

Ukraine. At the outset of the revolution he had

no other plans than to insure the rights and

privileges of the Cossack army, and he sought
to come to an agreement with the Polish govern-

ment; it was not until 1649 that, under the

influence of a group of clergy and savants at

Kiev, he conceived the idea of setting up an

independent Ukrainian state. The treason of the

khan, who withdrew from the war, induced him
to seek the protection of the czar in the treaty

of 1654. Later, seeing that the czar aspired to the

domination of the Ukraine, while the Ukrainian

government sought only a military alliance, pre-

serving the sovereignty of the Ukrainian state,

Khmelnitsky conceived the project of an alliance

with Sweden and with the league of Protestant

states headed by Cromwell. Sweden declared

war on Poland in 1655 and the alliance of Swe-

den, Prussia, Transylvania and the Ukraine

was formed in 1656. For Khmelnitsky the goal
of this war was the partition of Poland among
the allies. All Ukrainian territory and the adja-

cent White Russian territory would be united

under the aegis of the Cossack army and its

hetman. The king of Sweden, however, aban-

doned the campaign; the projects of the allies

were interrupted; and an opposition to the war

against Poland made itself felt among the Cos-

sack troops inspired by Muscovite emissaries

under the pretext that the czar had not given
his consent to the projects of the league. The
defeat of the campaign had completely disheart-

ened Khmelnitsky. Before his death he had

chosen as hetman his son Yurko (George).

M. HRUSEVSKY

Consult: Kostomarov, Nikolay, Bogdan Khmelnitsky,

3 vols. (4th ed. St. Petersburg 1884); Hrusevski, M.,

Istoriya Ukrayni-Rusi, vol. viu (and ed. Kiev 1922)

pts. ii-ui, and vol. ix (Kiev 1928-31) pts. i-ii.

KHOMYAKOV, ALEXEY STEPANOVICH
(1804-60), Russian Slavophile. Khomyakov, a

wealthy landowner, was one of the most erudite

and versatile men of his time. He dabbled in

poetry and drama, studied and practised rational

agronomy and agricultural management and en-

gaged in endless polemics on philosophical,

social and historical questions, in which he dis-

played amazing dialectic skill. His claim to his-

torical significance rests upon his elaboration of

the theological aspects of Slavophile doctrine.

He postulated religion as the prime motive force

in historical development and found accordingly
two important types of religion: Cushitism based

on the deification of natural necessity and Iran-

ism worshiping the spirit as a free creative will.

The purest form of Iranism is Christianity, of

which the most genuine expression is the Eastern

Orthodoxy free from the rationalism and mate-

rialism of the western churches. Khomyakov
shared Kireyevsky's faith in the spiritual and

historical mission of Russia because he con-

sidered its culture to be the least distorted out-

growth of Eastern Orthodoxy; he was critical,

however, of many institutions both in pre-
Petrinc and post-Petrine Russia. Although he

was a partisan of autocratic monarchy Khomya-
kov pleaded for the elimination of restrictions

hampering free spiritual development and for

the abolition of serfdom, which he regarded as

unchristian. Together with Kircyevsky and

Samarin he claimed for the peasants a right to

the land they worked, basing it upon their

original coownership with the landlords; he ad-

vocated therefore emancipation with moderate

land allotments. In 1842 before Haxthausen dis-

covered the Russian village community for the

west Khomyakov developed the idea that the

communal land regime was peculiar to the Slavs

and particularly to the Russians, and he proposed
to retain it even after emancipation as a safe-

guard against the extremes of concentration and

parcellation of landed property. He accepted the

peculiar Slavophile concept of bit a complex of
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freely developing normative customs as distinct

from prescriptions enforced from the outside

but found the elements of bit predominant also

in English civilization, whose essential con-

servatism he admired. He believed also that

Anglicanism is nearer to Eastern Orthodoxy
than either Roman Catholicism or Protestantism

and strove for the union of the two churches.

SOLOMON KUZNETS

Works: The last collected edition m Russian is in 8
volumes (Moscow 1900-04); L'Fglise latine ct le pro-
testantisme au point de vue de I'Eghse d*Orient (Lau-
sanne 1872).

Consult: Zavitnevich, V. Z., Aleksey Stepanovich

Khomyakov, 2 vols. (Kiev 1902-13); Berdyaev, N A ,

Aleksey Stepanovich Khomyakov (Moscow 1912);

Masaryk, T. G , Zur russischen Geschuhts- und Reh-

gionsphilosophie, 2 vols. (Jena 1913), tr by E. and C.

Paul as The Spirit of Russia (London 1919) vol. i,

ch. ix.

KHRIMIAN, MUGURDICH (1820-1907),
Armenian national leader. Educated in his native

town of Van, Khrimian took orders as a monastic

priest in 1854. Later he was appointed bishop
and from 1869 to 1873 held office as patriarch at

Constantinople. In 1 878 he headed the delegation
sent by Patriarch Nerses Varjabedian to the

Congress of Berlin to plead for administrative

reforms and was instrumental in obtaining the

inclusion in the resulting treaty of the clause

which pledged Europe to supervise reforms in

Turkish Armenia. Armenian demonstrations

upon Turkey's failure to fulfil its promises were

answered by massacres. Khrimian was forced by
Abdul-Hamid n to retire to Jerusalem in 1890
but in 1893 went to Echmiadzin in Russia as

cathohcos, or supreme head of the Armenian

church, a position he occupied until his death.

Khrimian was one of the outstanding figures

in the Armenian intellectual renaissance and was

constantly active as teacher, writer and preacher.
His main concern was for the welfare of the

masses and their emancipation from their op-

pressors. In religion he was practical, tolerant

and undogmatic. He foresaw an era of national

activity, and in older that the Armenians might
be educated and prepared for their responsibili-
ties he established schools and introduced print-

ing presses. In 1856 he began the publication of

Ardzvi (Eagle) of Vasburagan, a periodical
which sounded a distinct note of national awak-

ening. Around this enterprise Khrimian gathered
a group of disciples and collaborators who later

took their places as leaders in the nationalist

movement. His writings, which are all in

Armenian and which include poetry, sermons

and essays, are, unlike other works of the period,

entirely free from foreign influences and consti-

tute a notable contribution to the national

literature of Armenia.

V. M. KURKJIAN
Consult: Tchobanian, A , "L'ap6tre de 1'Arme'nie con-

temporaine: S. S. Mgrditch Khrimian" in Mercure de

France, vol. Ixiv (1906) 181-201; Macler, F., Autour de

VArmenie (Pans 1917) p. 240-47; "Khnmean and His

Prophecy" m Khnmean, Metertich, The Meeting of
the Kings, Armenian text and English translation by
P. Tonapetean and L. Bmyon (London 1915) p. 3-9.

KIDD, BENJAMIN (1858-1916), English so-

cial philosopher. Kidd, who spent many years in

British civil service as a clerk in the inland

revenue office, later traveled widely investigating

social and economic conditions. In 1898 he

visited the United States and Canada and in

1902 South Africa. His social philosophy was a

mixture of the antirationalistic strains of roman-

ticist philosophy with the teachings of evolu-

tionary biology. Human initiative and individual

reason he believed to be disintegrative forces en-

dangering the very existence of society. He en-

visaged group restraint, which he regarded as the

main condition of social progress, in a mystical

manner, discussing the subject with little insight

into group or crowd psychology. He contended

that since rationalism is individualistic and de-

structive the governing force in human and so-

cial development must be super- rational. This

super-rational factor Kidd found to reside in

religion, which furnishes the "ultra-rational

sanction" for those modes of conduct most con-

ducive to progress. In The Science of Power

(posthumously published, New York 1918) Kidd

further identified religion with the search for the

ideal. In his Social Evolution (New York 1894,
rev. ed. 1920) and his Principles of Western

Civilization (New York 1902) he appealed to

history to justify his conception of social causa-

tion and of progress; the result was a man-

handling and juggling of historical facts.

Kidd's social theories had a considerable

vogue at the turn of the century notwithstanding
their meager value as science and logic, because

they appealed to the large body of laymen who
wished to reconcile religion and evolution. They
were not well received by biologists, however,
who resented his emphasis on religion and his

denial of the value of reason, or by the pious,
who were shocked by his characterization of

religion as irrational. His Control of the Tropics

(New York 1898), which realistically emphasized
the importance of the tropics and of imperialism
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for the future of western civilization, had a con-

siderable effect on the imperialistic policies of

Joseph Chamberlain and others.

HARRY E. BARNES

Consult: Barnes, H. E., "Benjamin Kidd and the

Super-rational Basis of Social and Political Processes"

in American Journal of Sociology, vol. xxvii (192122)
581-87; Giddings, F. H., Introduction to Kidd's The
Science of Power (New York 1918); Mackintosh, R.,

From Comte to Benjamin Kidd (New York 1899);

Kovalevsky, M., Sovremennie sotsiologi (Contemporary
sociologists) (St. Petersburg 1905) p. 210-22;

Sprague, F. M., The Laws of Social Evolution (Boston

1895); Bristol, L. M , Social Adaptation (Cambridge,
Mass. 1915) p. 85-92.

KIDERLEN-WACHTER, ALFRED VON
(1852-1912), German diplomat and statesman.

At the outset of his diplomatic career Kiderlen-

Wachter enjoyed the favor of Bismarck and of

William n; but because of his tendencies to un-

guarded criticism he was removed for a time to

minor posts, until under the pressure of diplo-

matic crisis his services became indispensable.

Bulow appointed him acting ambassador to Con-

stantinople during the Young Turk Revolution

in 1908 and shortly afterward acting secretary

of state of the Foreign Office during the Austro-

Russian crisis provoked by Austria's annexation

of Bosnia. By urging on Vienna a policy of

moderation he succeeded in preventing a diplo-

matic rupture between Germany's ally and Tur-

key. In 1910, at the insistence of Bethmann-

Hollweg, Kiderlen-Wachter was appointed by
the kaiser secretary of state of the Foreign Office.

During his two years as trusted adviser to the

chancellor he set out to reverse Billow's policy

of subservience to Austria and by emphasizing
the independence of German interests and the

peculiarity of German needs to make his country
the dominant force in the Austro-German alli-

ance. Pursuing a policy similar to that which he

had followed in 1908 he met the Austro-Serbian

crisis of 1912 with a strong recommendation to

Bethmann-Hollweg that the Austro-Hungarian

government be made aware, amicably but un-

equivocally, that Germany was no longer dis-

posed to rubber stamp her ally's actions in the

Balkans or the Orient. If Austria wished to

insure the continuance of the alliance she must
accustom herself to submitting in advance her

intended course of action so as to allow Ger-

many opportunity to review it objectively in the

light of the particular elements involved. In his

efforts to bring about an agreement between

Austria and Russia he not only cooperated with

Poincare" with a view to French mediation but

conceived the idea, for which Grey was allowed

to receive the credit, of establishing the perma-
nent London Conference of the Ambassadors of

the Great Powers. Nor did he hesitate, in his

eagerness to bring to an end what he considered

the aberrations of Vienna's foreign policy, to

issue a semi-official statement so direct and out-

spoken that it brought a protest from Franz

Ferdinand, heir to the Austrian throne. This

unwavering directness of Kiderlen-Wachter in

dealing with the Balkan crisis of 1908 and 1912
has led a number of historians to insist that the

"Swabian Bismarck" would have been equally
successful in the not dissimilar situation of July,

1914. He was likewise eager to halt Germany's

growing isolation by forwarding in opposition
to Tirpitz an Anglo-German understanding and

by renouncing, as an initial pledge of good will

to France, Germany's ambitions in Morocco.

ERNST JACKH

Consult: Kiderlen-Wachter, der Staatsmann und
Mensch: Briefwechsel und Nachlass, ed. by Ernst

Jackh, 2 vols. (Stuttgart 1924), tr. into French by
Henri Simondet with introduction, i vol. (Paris 1926);

Andreas, Willy, "Kiderlen-Wachter, Randglossen zu
semem Nachlass" in Historische Zeitschrift, vol. cxxxii

(1925) 247-76.

KIDO, TAKAYOSHI (1834-77), Japanese
statesman. Kido is known as one of the Ishin-

Sanketsu, or "three great men," of the restora-

tion, the other two being Toshimichi Okubo and

Takamori Saigo. Kido was the son of a physician
in the feudal fief of Choshu and he distinguished

himself at an early age as a scholar of the

Chinese and Japanese classics. The national up-
heaval caused by the arrival of Commodore

Perry and other foreign emissaries demanding
trade and intercourse convinced Kido that the

shogunate, the military magistracy which had

held sway for seven centuries, must be abolished

and that the nation must unite under the em-

peror. This view was heartily endorsed by his

feudal chief, the lord of Choshu. As the first step
toward accomplishing the task of restoring the

imperial regime Kido brought about an entente

between the Choshu fief and Satsuma, or Sassiu,

another powerful fief in the south of Japan. The
restoration of 1868 was largely the work of these

two fiefs and thus the new government was for

many years dominated by the Sassiu-Choshu

combination. In the new imperial government
Kido as well as Saigo and Okubo, both of

Sassiu, was appointed adviser to the sosaikioku,

the prototype of the later cabinet. Kido's most

important work is connected with the abolition
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of feudalism. He persuaded the lord of Choshu
to surrender his fief to the emperor and this ex-

ample was immediately followed by Sassiu, Tosa
and Hizen, resulting in 1871 in the replacement
of feudal provinces by prefectures under direct

control of the central government. In September
of the same year, while he was minister of home

affairs, Kido, as a member of the mission headed

by Prince Iwakura and including Okubo and Ito,

went abroad to find out whether the western

powers would agree to the revision of the un-

equal treaties. The mission returned home in

the autumn of 1873 just in time to frustrate the

plan to send a punitive expedition against Korea,
an action which had been vigorously urged by a

powerful group of high officials led by Saigo and

Itagaki. After his return from abroad Kido

served as home minister and minister of educa-

tion. He founded the first regular newspaper in

the country and was in many ways active in the

introduction of western culture into Japan.
KIYOSHI K. KAWAKAMI

Consult: Dai Nihon Jinmei Jisho (Dictionary of Japa-
nese biographies), 3 vols. (2nd rev. ed. Tokyo 1926)
vol. i, p. 839-43; Takekoshi, Yosaburo, Shin Nihon
Shi (History of New Japan) (Tokyo 1895); Morris, J.,

Makers of Modern Japan (London 1906) ch. xvii.

KINDERGARTEN. See PRESCHOOL EDUCA-

TION.

KING, GREGORY (1648-1712), English stat-

istician. King was clerk to Sir William Dugdale,
the famous antiquary, under whose instruction

he laid the foundations of his extensive knowl-

edge of heraldry and genealogy. Later he as-

sisted John Ogilby, the printer, in the production
of the well known Itinerarium Angliae: or, a

Book of the Roads (1675). He was appointed

registrar of the College ofArms in 1684 and sub-

sequently Lancaster herald. His work on local

genealogy and topography together with his bent

toward mathematics suggested to him the possi-

bility of expressing social data statistically. In

Natural and Political Observations and Conclu-

sions upon the State and Condition of England

1696 he set out his deductions. This treatise was

known to his contemporaries and throughout the

eighteenth century (to Adam Smith among
others) from the sections printed by Charles

Davenant in his Essay upon the Probable Methods

of Making a People Gamers in the Ballance of
Trade (London 1699, 2nd ed. 1700). George
Chalmers added it to the 1802 edition of his Es-

timate of the Comparative Strength ofGreat Brit-

ain and later published it separately prefaced

by a life of King (London 1804, new ea*- 1810).
In estimating the population for the year 1696

King took as a basis the returns from the hearth

tax in 1690. After making certain corrections and

allowing for an increase of houses at the corrected

rate of a thousand a year he arrived at a total of

approximately 1,300,000 inhabited houses. He
then proceeded to work out a multiplier which
would give the average number in a house a

number which he apparently identified with the

number in the average family. From the recent

assessments levied on births, marriages and
burials he calculated that the average varied be-

tween 5.5 in London and 4 in villages and ham-
lets. His ultimate result was a total population of

5,500,000. This is a considerably lower total

than that arrived at by Petty, Davenant and

Barbon; but statistical estimates made after the

introduction of the decennial census in 1801, for

example that of Rickman, tend to confirm King's
more conservative figure. He estimated the pro-

portion of males to females, the number in each

social class and their average income. His calcu-

lation of the effect of a decrease in the harvest of

corn on the price of corn attracted considerable

attention. His figures for the proportion of culti-

vated to waste land, for the annual amount and

value of cereal production and of the wool clip

and woolen manufacture, although necessarily

based on meager information, are generally ac-

cepted as a rough approximation to the facts.

King often made pure guesses, but he did so as a

careful and disinterested observer. His work is

therefore crude from a modern point of view,

but it represents an advance over that of his

predecessors, for example Sir William Petty, and

compares favorably with that of the eighteenth

century writers on population, whose work

was usually inspired by a polemical purpose.

King's manuscript autobiography (in the

Rawlinson collection in the Bodleian library,

Oxford) has been printed in James Dallaway's

Inquiries into the Origin . . . of the Science of

Heraldry in England (Gloucester 1793) as appen-
dix ix.

J. F. REES

KING, LEONARD WILLIAM (1869-1919),
British Assyriologist. King, who was born in

London and educated at Rugby and King's Col-

lege, Cambridge, spent the remainder of his life

as assistant and assistant keeper in the Depart-
ment of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities at

the British Museum. He is best known for his

History of Sinner and Akkad (London 1910) and
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his History of Babylon (London 1915), of which

Rogers gave a fair estimate when he said: "They
are immensely learned, rich in citations from

the original sources, a storehouse of acute, in-

genious, and suggestive observations," but

"something less than history as Gibbon would

have written it." His importance to the student

of the social sciences, however, is to be sought
in his other works. In 1896 he began the publi-

cation of the Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian
Tablets . . . in the British Museum, sixteen vol-

umes of which were his own work. The texts

published covered every department of knowl-

edge historical annals, building inscriptions,

grammatical texts, hymns, prayers, omens, in-

cantations, epics, myths and above all huge
numbers of economic documents. Many of these

were published also with translation and com-

mentary. With E. A. W. Budge he edited Annals

of the Kings of Assyria (London 1902), long the

fundamental source for earlier Assyrian history,

and with R. C. Thompson The Sculptures and

Inscriptions of Darius the Great on the Rock of
Behistun in Persia (London 1907), a similar work

in the field of Persian history. In The Seven

Tablets of Creation (2 vols., London 1902) was

contained the important creation story which is

believed to have influenced the Hebrew account

of the creation in Genesis. The Letters and In-

scriptions of Hammurabi (3 vols., London 1898-

1900) showed the Babylonian administrative

machine actually at work and illuminated the

culture. For the student of the social sciences

perhaps the most important of King's editions

was his Babylonian Boundary-stones and Me-
morial-tablets in the British Museum (London

1912). The documents in this volume are in

reality charters by which weakening kings

granted to nobles growing in power exemptions
from the usual dues and services; they portray in

a striking manner a situation parallel to that in

mediaeval Europe a recent feudal system im-

posed upon an age old manorial system. Al-

though King himself did little to synthesize the

results of his researches, his publications were of

service to subsequent social scientists.

A. T. OLMSTEAD

Consult: Rogers, Robert William, in American Journal

of Semitic Languages and Literatures, vol. xxxvi (1919

20) 89-94; Olmstead, A. T., "A History of Babylon"
in AmericanJournal of Theology, vol. xx (1916) 277-86.

KING, WILLIAM (1786-1865), English co-

operator. King, the son of a clergyman, became
a physician with a strong interest in the social

reform movements of his day. In 1822 he settled

in Brighton, where he became distinguished as

an assistant of Mrs. Elizabeth Fry, the philan-

thropist and prison reformer, and as a supporter
of infant schools and mechanics' institutes, at

which he frequently lectured.

From 1827 to z ^3 King was active in the co-

operative movement. He encouraged the Brigh-
ton workers to experiment in cooperation and in

1828 issued the Co-operator^ a monthly magazine
financed and written mainly by himself, which

was the first to advocate cooperation in language
understood by the working class. During the

two years of the Co-operator King not only
stimulated immensely the formation of coopera-
tive societies (three hundred according to his

own estimate) but developed a theory of coop-
eration which has earned him recognition as the

first great theorist of modern cooperation. He

rejected the philanthropic cooperation of Robert

Owen, whose proposals required large capital,

which could be secured only from the rich and

powerful, and appealed directly to workers to

organize cooperatives by utilizing their own
economic power and accumulating their own

capital. Cooperatives were to pay no individual

dividends but to place all profits in a reserve

fund for the common good and for purposes of

expansion. He advocated producers' coopera-
tives as a means by which the workers could

secure the full product of their lahor. While

King had no objection to self-sustaining coop-
erative communities providing they were organ-
ized with the cooperators* own accumulated

capital he stressed the formation of consumers'

and producers' cooperatives within the old soci-

ety to serve not only the members but the

general public as well. The workers could thus

gradually dispossess the capitalist class. King
ceased publication of the Co-operator in August,

1830, owing to dissensions in the cooperative
movement over forms and purposes and devoted

his later life to philanthropy and reform. His

ideas influenced the Rochdale Pioneers and the

subsequent development of the cooperative

movement; many cooperators feel that King
deserves to be called the father of modern co-

operation.
R. W. POSTGATE

Consult: Dent, J. J., The Co-operative Ideals of Dr.

William King (Manchester 1921); Mercer, T. W., Dr.

William King and "The Co-operator" 1828-1830

(Manchester 1922); Muller, Hans, "Zweck und Wesen
dcr Genossenschaft, nach Dr. W. King" in Anthologie
des Genossenschaftswesens, compiled by V. Totomianz

(Berlin 1922) p. 18-26.
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KING, WILLIAM ALEXANDER (1855-

1906), American vital statistician. King first be-

came associated with census work in 1880 and

after 1 900 was the first chief statistician for vital

statistics of the federal Census Bureau. His pio-

neering activities in this field of government re-

porting were of particular significance with re-

gard to the collection and treatment of mortality

figures, and the lines of development which he

laid out are being followed closely today. King
made an important contribution in drawing up
the standard death certificate, the general use of

which in the registration area permitted the col-

lection of uniform basic data on the age, nativity,

parentage, marital status and cause of death of

decedents. Under his direction the division of

vital statistics also adopted the International

Classification of Causes of Death. This made

possible the statistical presentation under a com-

paratively small group of clearly defined titles of

what had been a vast number of unsatisfactory

medical terms and allowed for the comparison
of American with foreign mortality experience.
At his urging Congress passed in February,

1903, a joint resolution calling on state authori-

ties to cooperate with the Census Bureau in se-

curing a uniform system of birth and death regis-

trations. This was the first important federal

recognition of the value of vital statistics as es-

sential to the progress of medicine and sanitary

science. King played an important part also in

drafting the model law for vital statistics, which

a state or municipality was required to adopt be-

fore it could be admitted to the fedeial death

registration area. His labors in perfecting the

methodology of the vital statistics division, par-

ticularly in devising a remarkable system of

checks and cross checks, paved the way for the

excellent annual mortality reports published
since 1900 by the Census Bureau.

GEORGE H. VAN BUREN

Consult: Van Buren, G. H., "William Alexander King
and the Federal Registration Service 19001906" in

American Statistical Association, Journal, vol. xxi

(1926) 267-72.

KINGSHIP. See MONARCHY.

KINGSLEY, CHARLES (1819-75), English

clergyman and social reformer. Kingsley played
an active part in the brief life of the Christian

Socialist movement in the years following 1848.
He was greatly inspired by F. D. Maurice and,
like the rest of the group surrounding Maurice,
he was deeply excited by the Chartist movement

in Great Britain and the Revolution of 1848 in

France. Chartism, however, seemed to him to be

on the wrong lines because it was not based on

religion and because it was mainly political; he

felt that social reform should come through indi-

vidual regeneration and group cooperation. The

attempt of Louis Blanc and others in Paris to

create self-governing workshops roused the en-

thusiasm of Maurice's circle, and the result was

the founding of the Christian Socialist move-
ment with the object of establishing cooperative

workshops in Great Britain. To the first organ
of the Christian Socialists, Politicsfor the People

(published from May to July, 1848), Kingsley
contributed trenchant articles under the signa-
ture "Parson Lot"; in the years 1850 and 1851 he

alsowrotemany articles forthe Christian Socialist.

During the same period he published two

novels, Yeast (1848) and Alton Locke (1850), de-

scribing the evil conditions of working class

life. His pamphlet Cheap Clothes and Nasty

(1850), exposing the sweating system, had a wide

influence. After the failure of the Christian So-

cialist movement, however, he dropped out of

politics and his views gradually came to be far

less radical, although he retained to the end a

keen interest in popular education and the de-

velopment of public health and sanitation.

From 1860 to 1869 Kingsley was professor of

modern history at Cambridge, but he was a

graphic lecturer rather than an exact scholar and

was not regarded as a success. Most of his time

was spent at Eversley, where he was rector from

1844 to tne end f ms hfe- Besides his political

and social works he wrote several novels, notably

Hypatia (2 vols., 1853) and Westward Ho! (3

vols., 1855), children's books and some poetry;
and he published many volumes of sermons and

essays. He was a vigorous but unskilful contro-

versialist and got much the worst of a tussle with

Cardinal Newman. Kingsley 's political and eco-

nomic views were less the result of thought than

of strong reaction against evil conditions and of

enthusiasm generated by his friendship with

Ludlow and Maurice. He was always a social

reformer rather than a socialist and had in many
respects stronger affinities to toryism than to the

radicalism of his day. His contact with the work-

ing class movement through Christian Socialism

was indeed only an episode in his energetic and

varied life as clergyman, novelist, poet, historian,

naturalist, educator and "muscular Christian."

G. D. H. COLE

Works: Works, 28 vols. (London 1884-85).

Consult: Charles Kingsley: Letters and Memories ofHis
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Charles Ktngsley and the Christian Social Movement
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and vol. xlvii (1922) 1-33; Raven, C. E., Christian

Socialism 1848-1854 (London 1920) p. 93-101, 166-

81; Seligman, E. R. A., "Owen and the Christian So-

cialists" in his Essays in Economics (New York 1925) p.
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KINGSTON, CHARLES CAMERON (1850-

1908), Australian statesman. Kingston began his

political career in the South Australian parlia-

ment in 1 88 1 as a believer in comprehensive
state intervention for social betterment. He was

largely responsible for the introduction ofwoman

suffrage, payment of members of parliament, a

state bank, progressive land and income taxes,

factory regulation, employer's liability and re-

striction of Chinese immigration. He also fa-

thered the principles of compulsory conciliation

and arbitration in labor disputes. The disastrous

maritime strike of 1890 convinced him that such

"barbarous expedients" should be forbidden,

for from them right does not necessarily emerge

triumphant. The state must protect non-com-

batants, who suffer severely, and must attempt
to explore what Judge Higgins later called a

"new province for law and order." His bill of

1890, by which employers' and employees' or-

ganizations could if they wished consent to sub-

mit all future disputes to conciliation or arbitra-

tion, while the state was to have power of com-

pulsion if necessary, was not passed until 1894
and was never used; but it inspired W. Pember
Reeves to similar action in New Zealand, where

the first compulsory arbitration act in any coun-

try was enacted in 1894. Kingston was a strong
advocate of Australian federation. He played a

leading part in the drafting of the federal consti-

tution: he was prominent among those who
worked out the first draft of a constitution in

1891; he presided over the convention of 1897-

98, the work of which was influenced by the

preliminary draft; and he participated in the

premiers' conference which gave final shape to

the constitution. The grant of federal jurisdic-

tion over industrial disputes of an interstate

character was originally proposed by him. From

1901 to 1903,when he was the first federal minis-

ter of trade and customs, Kingston prepared the

first tariff. He also inaugurated a system of

bounties,which, however, was restricted to sugar
until 1907.

HERBERT HEATON

Consult: Coghlan, T. A., Labour and Industry in

Australia, 4 vols. (London 1918) vol. iv, p. 1916-29,

2090-91, 2100-03, 2272-2305; Hunt, E. M., American
Precedents in Australian Federation (New York 1930);
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KINSHIP. English terms of relationship show
diverse principles of nomenclature as to both

form and meaning. Formally father and mother
are irreducible parts of speech. But such terms as

father-in-law and mother-in-law are compounds
derived from the rules of canon law as to pro-
hibited degrees, while grandfather and great
uncle are formed by adjectival modification of

the primary noun. Although in English denota-

tive terms are either primary or derivative,

Scandinavian tongues use descriptive as well as

denotative terms by describing certain relation-

ships by juxtaposition of the primary relation-

ship terms. Thus the uncle relationship is ex-

pressed in the Swedish language by two terms,

farbror, meaning father's brother, and morbror,

meaning mother's brother.

English terms also differ in range of applica-
tion. Father and mother unequivocally desig-
nate single persons; but brother or sister may
apply to a number of individuals, and cousin has

a still wider range. In other words, sjDme terms

individualize, other terms embrace a smaller or

larger class of persons and they are thus clas-

sificatory.

Systems of kinship nomenclature differ in the

principles of classification employed and in the

relative frequency of principlescommon to them.

Kroeber's investigation in 1909 resulted in a list

of categories discoverable from North American

data. Kroeber found that kindred are grouped,
for example, according to generation or age level

as well as to differences between direct and col-

lateral lines of descent. Lexical distinctions

might depend on the speaker's sex or on the sex

of the relative intermediary between interlocu-

tors. Kroeber argued that such changes and

groupings did not reflect social usage but were

molded by the psychological factors operative in

language generally. This was in avowed revolt

against the current view that kinship systems
were correlates of social institutions, a principle
which was introduced by Lewis Henry Morgan
in 1868.

The sociological interpretation of kinship
terms antedated the linguistic because anthro-
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pologists have been interested primarily in cul-

tural phenomena rather than in linguistic his-

tory. Terms of relationship are first of all

vocables and what holds for language must ipso

facto hold for them; their linguistic history does

not differ from that of other words. In Dickens

and Thackeray a mother-in-law is sometimes a

stepmother, not a spouse's mother; the subse-

quent restriction in meaning has nothing to do

with a change in the social position of step-

mothers or spouses' mothers. The change is

comparable to the modern restriction in the

meaning of the word monogamy as compared
with the eighteenth century usage as revealed in

The Vicar of Wakefield. The French word tante

was substituted for Muhme in the German lan-

guage and assimilated to native phonetics; the

process of borrowing with modification was in

no sense distinctive of kinship terms and bore no

relation to changes in the German attitude

toward aunts. The indifference of the anthropol-

ogists to these patent facts of linguistic history

has not been due to caprice or perversity. Except
in so far as he is avowedly a linguist the social

scientist has nothing to do with phenomena of

this order, which do not interest him profes-

sionally and which he has no special technique
for interpreting. As well might an ethnographer

try to explain why in some languages nouns for

long objects require certain definite articles,

nouns for rpund objects others; or why in color

vocabularies dark blue is sometimes classed with

black and light blue with green. Anthropological
field workers and armchair theorists have grap-

pled with kinship systems solely because these

were felt to be correlated with social facts.

Sociological interpretations leave a residuum of

facts unexplained, however, which are data for

philological and psychological scrutiny.

Unhampered by the need for considering all

the vagaries of linguistic growth, ethnologists

have been able to develop a relatively simple
classification of systems. In most European lan-

guages individualizing terms for parents occur;

and, correlatively, parents apply the term for

child only to their own offspring, while siblings

differentiate themselves from cousins. The im-

mediate family group is thus sharply differenti-

ated from remote kinsfolk, an emphasis which

warrants the term lineal as defining systems that

segregate the lineal kin from collateral relatives,

who are lumped together as uncles and aunts or

cousins. Collateral systems, on the other hand,

distinguish not only the collateral from lineal

kindred but, at least partly, the maternal from

the paternal collaterals. The Eskimo, the Mono
of California and to some extent the Scandina-

vian languages illustrate these features. A great

many peoples, among them the Australians, the

Ojibwa and the Iroquois, not only bifurcate col-

laterals but identify with a parent his sibling of

the same sex. Thus there is one term for father

and father's brother and another for mother's

brother; there is one term for mother and
mother's sister and a distinct term for father's

sister. By logical correlation tribes using such

nomenclatures, which may be designated as col-

lateral merging systems, recognize as siblings the

offspring of the paternal uncle or maternal aunt

while putting other cousins into a separate cate-

gory. Generation systems such as those of

Polynesia and Micronesia merge all members of

the same generation and the same sex under

one term.

Morgan and his disciples ignored the existence

of all primitive kinship systems except those of

the generation and the collateral merging type
and thus came to postulate a sharp contrast be-

tween primitive and civilized nomenclature and

social institutions. Specifically Morgan regarded
the generation system of the Polynesians as the

simplest of all and accordingly the most ancient.

He could conceive only one reason for classing

together the father and uncles of both types;

namely, that when the terminology originated a

man mated with his brother's wife and with his

own sister, so that from the children's point of

view an uncle was a potential father. Restrictions

on the mating of siblings, Morgan contended,

crystallized in what is here called a collateral

merging system, where the merging of paternal
uncle and father meant that a brother still had
access to his brother's wife although no longer
to his own sister. Monogamy, he believed,

evolved ultimately together with the individual-

izing parent terms of modern terminology. Some
of the rudest peoples, however, are monogamous
and their kinship terminologies approximate
modern European kinship terms. On the other

hand, the Polynesians are far from the nascent

stages of human society, and their generation

system is almost certainly the result of secondary

simplification. Similar simplification of termi-

nology has also been noted in Siberia by Stern-

berg and in America by Lowie. The collateral

merging type is evidently consonant with a clan

organization, since it links persons of the same

clan and separates persons separated by the

exogamous rule. If a clan system weakened, the

differentiation, for example, between mother's
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brother and father's brother might cease to be

significant and in extreme cases a generation

system might develop, as was shown by Rivers.

Morgan was wrong, however, in assuming that

the term father in the aboriginal languages neces-

sarily implied procreation. The term merely de-

notes similarity of status with one's father; many

peoples in fact are indifferent to biological

paternity. Morgan's specific sociological inter-

pretations were therefore at fault; nevertheless,

his intuition that some sort of sociological corre-

lation is involved remains unscotched.

This is in a measure a matter of direct obser-

vation. In Australia the studies of Radcliffe-

Brown and of Warner have shown that every

member of a group stands to every other in a

fixed relationship expressed by a pair of kinship

terms and correlated with fixed behavior pat-

terns. If a man calls a woman by a certain cousin

term, it means that she is a potential wife. The
fact that Australians have no terms of affinity is

a consequence of their marriage rules, by which

every individual must marry a blood relative of

some specific class. Apart from such overt in-

stances the moot problem of sociological correla-

tion can be settled by crucial tests based on the

logic of varying concomitants. The linguist's

challenge is that "the infinitely variable play of

the variable factors forbids any true determina-

tions of causality of a sweeping character." If

this held true, tribes with or without clans, with

maternal or paternal descent, practising or for-

bidding cross cousin marriage, would have on

the average similar systems.
The evidence, however, demonstrates a func-

tional relationship in a mathematical sense be-

tween clan organization and collateral merging

systems. Collateral merging systems are conspic-

uously distributed in North America through-
out the area of clan organization, with occasional

extensions into contiguous tribes. On the other

hand, among the Eskimo, around Puget Sound
and the Columbia River, in northern California

and the Great Basin, that is, among the clanless

aborigines, the lineal and collateral nomencla-

tures hold sway. It cannot be mere chance that

those tribes recognizing the family as the fore-

most social unit are also the ones that stress the

immediate kin and segregate them from more
remote relatives. On the northwest coast the

Kwakiutl have no clear cut clan organization,
while other tribes of the same culture area the

Tlinkit, Haida and Tsimshian have clans; the

latter have the collateral merging terminology
and the Kwakiutl lack it. Of all the Shoshoneans

the Hopi have the best developed clan organiza-

tion, and they alone have a typical collateral

merging nomenclature. Outside of America the

Andamanese, Chukchi and Koryak are clanless

and their kinship terms show no trace of col-

lateral merging systems, which are regularly
linked with the clan organizations of Australians

and African Negroes.
But the phenomena are too complex to warrant

the establishment of a simple causal nexus. The

alignment characteristic of collateral merging
would also result from the combined effect of

two widespread forms of marriage, the levirate

and sororal polygyny. When a man regularly in-

herits his brother's widow and takes to wife his

first spouse's younger sisters, father's brothers

are equated with the father and the mother's sis-

ters with the mother. Since as a rule the tribes

with clans also practise these marriage forms,
one can merely indicate that an empirical mul-

tiple correlation exists without inferring a cause

and effect relationship with either the marriage
forms or the clan organization.
A special case is presented by that form of clan

organization known as the exogamous moiety

system. Primitive peoples frequently dichoto-

mize cousins: only cross cousins or the children

of a brother and of a sister are distinguished by a

cousin term, while parallel cousins, the children

of two brothers or of two sisters, fall into the

category of siblings. This phenomenon is often

linked with the custom of prescribing marriage
with cross cousins and tabuing unions of parallel

cousins. Tylor showed that this grouping fol-

lows from a division into exogamous moieties,

where, whether descent is paternal or maternal,
cross cousins always are in complementary
moieties. On the other hand, the addition of a

third exogamous clan no longer inevitably

groups cousins in this fashion. The theory fits

the cousin classification but is not yet borne out

by the empirical data, since the terminology also

appears in many tribes lacking exogamous
moieties.

Cross cousin marriage, as Rivers showed for

Melanesia, is correlated with specific modifica-

tions of collateral merging nomenclatures. In

cases where the man's maternal uncle and his

father-in-law, his mother-in-law and his moth-

er's brother's wife are identified, where he calls

wife and female cross cousin by a single word
and classes brothers-in-law with male cross

cousins, a study of the nomenclature seems suf-

ficient to prove a correlation. Moreover the

totality of these equations does not seem to occur



except in regions where the marriage form oc-

curs.

Among the Omaha of Nebraska the generation
lines are overridden a mother's brother's son is

called by the same term as a maternal uncle. This

feature is not shared by such fellow Siouans as

the Crow or Dakota, but occurs among several

Central Algonquian tribes. Since, howev er, these

tribes are neighbors, the peculiarity might be

explained through diffusion without recourse to

social phenomena. But when the same termino-

logical feature crops up two thousand miles to

the west among the Miwok of California as well

as in Africa and Asia, one must either fall back on

the caprices of language, that is, abandon ex-

planation, or look for a common determinant.

The latter is found in the common stressing of

the paternal line, for all the tribes in question
have paternal clans and by paternal descent a

maternal uncle and his son will always be in the

same clan. For the Miwok and Omaha parallels

a perfect answer can be given; both permit a man
to marry his wife's brother's daughter the niece

is thus elevated in status, becoming a mother to

the offspring of her husband's first marriage,

whence her brother becomes a mother's brother.

Yet the theory is not adequate; there are tribes

like the Ojibwa which are also patrilineal but fail

to disregard generation lines.

The reverse occurs in Melanesia, in southern

Alaska, among the Crow of Montana, the Paw-

nee of Nebraska, the Hopi of Arizona and in

southeastern United States, where the paternal

aunt's son is reckoned a father and her daughter
a paternal aunt. All these tribes are matrilineal,

so that the father's sister and her children are al-

ways in the same group as herself and her

brother. But here too a supplementary hypothe-
sis is required, for there are matrilineal tribes,

such as the Iroquois, that do not override genera-

tions. For the Melanesian and Tlinkit tribes, at

least, nepotic inheritance of widows provides the

key: a man inherits his mother's brother's

widow, hence her children by the first husband

call their cousin father. In Dobu, Melanesia, as

Fortune has shown, the father's sister's son is

verbally identified with the father only after the

latter's death; Malinowski found that in the

nearby Trobriands the classification obtains

from birth. The steps of the development are

therefore clear in this area.

Lesser is correct in conceiving such marriage
forms as extensions of the sororate and levirate

respectively. Where the simple sororate and

levirate hold, collateral merging systems adhere
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to the generation principle tempered with merg-

ing; in cases of extended sororate and levirate

the generation principle is correspondingly sus-

pended. The extensions are themselves in con-

sonance with rules of descent; it is not the matri-

lineal Dobu but the patrilineal Omaha who per-
mit the supplementary wife to come from her

predecessor's paternal lineage. In other words,
the nomenclature is linked by multiple correla-

tion with a rule of marriage and a rule of descent,

which are functions of each other. Furthermore

it cannot be inferred that nepotic inheritance of

the widow accounts for all the matrilineal cases ,

since other social factors might yield similar re-

sults. Thus if, as in some tribes, a man may
marry his wife's daughter by a previous union, a

son by the older woman will through the com-

mon father be a brother to a son by the younger
wife. He is, however, the latter boy's mother's

mother's son; that is, a mother's brother. Hence

the brother is equated with the mother's brother,

so that brother's son becomes the mother's

brother's son. Since in collateral merging sys-

tems a man's brother's son is designated by the

same terms as a son, the son is equated with the

mother's brother's son; whence by inversion of

the relationship the father becomes the father's

sister's son. There is danger therefore of infer-

ring that a particular social factor is the deter-

mining principle when some other factor is able

to produce like terminological effects, but this

docs not militate against the theory of sociolog-

ical determinism.

The empirical correlations found in Australia

are convincing. Radcliffe-Brown discovered that

wherever the designations of the mother's

mother's brother and the father's father coin-

cided, the tribes practised cross cousin marriage
and were segmented into four sections; where

these relatives were distinguished, marriage was

with a cousin of more remote degree the

mother's mother's brother's daughter's daughter
and there were eight sections.

In summary, kinship terminologies cannot be

wholly interpreted along sociological principles
because of the whimsicalities of linguistic usage.
Diffusion may likewise prove a distorting agency;
it is conceivable that special features may some-

times be borrowed independently of existing so-

cial phenomena, even if one admits that fre-

quently traits of nomenclature are borrowed that

are congruous with the existing social scheme, as

Thurnwald contends. Apart from phenomena
which are at present inexplicable, it must be

recognized that coexisting social factors may
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compete in the shaping of a given system and

that generally insight into the relative impor-
tance and chronology of these factors is lacking.

Notwithstanding such difficulties clear cut em-

pirical correlations between kinship terms and

social organization appear; in fact no other

branch of culture so definitely illustrates two

principles of major theoretical significance: the

occurrence of regularities and the possibility of

convergence.

ROBERT H. LOWIE
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KIRBY, JOHN, JR. (1850-1925), American in-

dustrialist. A manufacturer and director in many
small corporations, Kirby was one of the con-

spicuous advocates of the open shop and an or-

ganizer of anti-union employers' associations.

He was instrumental in evolving a new and ef-

fective type of employers' association consisting

of employers in different industries in the same

city. The Dayton Employers' Association

formed in 1901 under Kirby's leadership actively

promoted similar associations in a number of

middle western cities, the general object being
to resist or to eliminate strong unions. Through
these associations a number of defeats were in-

flicted upon unions, notably in Chicago and

Indianapolis. At the meetings of the National

Association of Manufacturers in 1902 and 1903,

when that association for the first time adopted
a belligerent anti-union program, Kirby was one

of the principal orators on behalf of such a

course. Indeed he wanted to alter and enlarge the

association, to make it a general federation in-

cluding not only manufacturers but all types of

employers, for the purpose of spreading the

open shop. This move was defeated .and instead

Kirby helped to organize the Citizens' Industrial

Association of North America, which for several

years was prominent in the open shop move-

ment. In 1909 he was elected president of the

National Association of Manufacturers and fol-

lowed closely in the footsteps of his belligerent

predecessors, Parry and Van Cleave. He served

until 1913. During Kirby's administration anti-

union feeling ran high in connection with the

trial of the union ironworkers for dynamiting the

Los Angeles Times building, and he used these

events to "prove" that the American Federation

of Labor was "a cold, merciless and murderous

labor trust." Under his administration the lob-

bying activities of the National Association of

Manufacturers, organized by his predecessors,

continued until exposed by a congressional in-

vestigation in 1913. Kirby was also active in the

National Metal Trades Association and in 1916
became a charter member of what is now the

National Industrial Conference Board.

Kirby's presidential addresses are remarkable

for their emotional fanaticism and for a pictur-

esque use of Biblical metaphor. A more re-
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strained statement of his ideas is to be found in

an article on industrial combinations (American

Academy of Political and Social Science, Annals,

vol. xliii, 1912, p. 119-24). He concedes the

theoretical desirability of labor combinations for

improving the moral, intellectual and pecuniary
condition of members if they confine themselves

to "fair" methods, by which he means methods

other than violence, strikes and boycotts.

JEAN ATHERTON FLEXNER
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KIRCHMANN, JULIUS HERMANN VON
(1802-84), Prussian philosopher and sociologist.

After attending the universities of Leipsic and

Halle Kirchmann entered the civil service. He
was prosecuting officer of the Berlin criminal

court and later vice president of an appeal court;

he was removed from the latter post in 1 867 for

advocating birth control as the solution of the

social problem. In 1848-49 he was member of

the Prussian Diet for Berlin, sitting in the left

center led by Rodbertus, and from 1871 to 1876
a member of the Progressive party in the Reichs-

tag. Championing "common sense" in politics

Kirchmann first stigmatized the Prussian and

Imperial Diet systems, which through a cunning

arrangement of franchise and constituencies re-

duced parliament to a tool of the crown, as

Schein-Constitutionalismus (sham constitutional-

ism). He opposed republican ideas in 1848 and

advocated a combination of authority and de-

mocracy by means of a parliamentary govern-
ment assisted by a well developed civil service;

the standing army was to be replaced by militia.

His pamphlets on economics provoked the fa-

mous Sociale Briefe an von Kirchmann (3 vols.,

Berlin 1850-51) of his friend Rodbertus. He re-

jected Hegel's dialectic, accepted Kant's critique

of knowledge and inclined to positivism; in his

later years he was much interested in Comte and
tried to introduce sociology as a systematic
science into Germany. As the author of several

works on criminal and procedural law he startled

the legal world as early as 1847 by proposing to

free legal science from obsolete logical and ver-

bal methods, which he characterized as un-

scientific. He proposed to make of the law a real

science by adopting what he called political

method. His position in this respect was very
close to that of the modern sociological school of

jurisprudence.
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He wrote many philosophical works, edited

Kirchmannsphilosophische Bibliothek and was for

many years president of the Berlin Philosophical

Society and a frequent contributor to its publica-
tions. A sensualistic realist, Kirchmann regarded
sentiment or respect for authority parents,

teachers, state officials, priests, the monarch, the

sovereign people as the basis of morals; the

highest authority being God, who exists as a

feeling if not as a reality. Religion is a great power
for good and evil among the masses; evil op-

pression rather than superstition may be

avoided through religious freedom. Morality is a

personal not a public matter; political science is

concerned only with determining the reasonable-

ness of government.
THEODOR STERNBERG
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KIREYEVSKY, IVAN VASILYEVICH
(1806-56), Russian Slavophile. As a young man

Kireyevsky was strongly indoctrinated with

German idealistic philosophy. In 1827 together
with his younger brother Petr, who later gained

prominence as a collector of folk songs and who
exerted a profound influence on Ivan's develop-

ment, he joined a discussion circle led by the

poet Venevitinov and the novelist prince Odoev-

sky; the members of this group were young

Schellingians who repudiated the revolutionary

legacy and viewpoint of the Decembrists.

Kireyevsky's first important work was a pene-

trating appraisal of Pushkin's poetry, which was

followed by a brilliant article on Russian litera-

ture in 1829. After a short sojourn abroad he
founded in 1832 the Evropeyets, a review which

enjoyed the cooperation of the best Russian writ-

ersjbut
was suppressed after the second issue.

In this review he objected to the cultural isola-
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tion of Russia and advocated the adoption of

western education. Shortly thereafter his outlook

changed radically: he became a devout follower

of the Russian church and plunged into a study
of patristic literature. Thus arose the peculiar

fusion of Hegel and Schelling with Eastern

Orthodox theology which is embodied in the

philosophy of Slavophilism, formulated for the

first time by Kireyevsky. The main outlines of

this philosophy were sketched by Kireyevsky
not later than 1839, but its amplified presenta-
tion appeared in print only in 1852 in the col-

umns of Moskovsky sbornik, a magazine which

he edited.

The focal point of Kireyevsky's Slavophilism
is the conception of bit a system of spiritual

values and social relations shaping themselves

independently of human calculations. Russian

bit escaped the influence of the three most im-

portant institutions of western Europe: the

Roman Catholic church with its extreme empha-
sis on logic, which inhibits the living under-

standing of inner spiritual life and the un-

biased contemplation of outward nature; the

juridical legacy of ancient Rome, which reduces

the individual to a bundle of absolute property

rights; and the political organization bom of

conquest. Underlying Russian bit is the living

spiritual philosophy of eastern church fathers,

which sublimates the rational-mechanical reason

to a morally free speculation and is responsible

for the characteristic features of Russian social

organization, of which the primary foundation is

the living individual. The land in Russia belongs
to the community, because the latter consists of

families composed of individuals who can till it,

while the landlord's right is conditioned by his

relation to the state. The principal cause of all

evils and shortcomings in Russian life is the con-

flict between the true Russian civilization, which

is not to be identified with petrified Byzantmism,
and the cultural elements borrowed from the

west. The remedy lies not in a wholesale repu-
diation of western rationalism and science;

Kireyevsky and other Slavophiles advocated in-

stead a rather mystical synthesis of western cul-

ture with eastern Christianity.

SOLOMON KUZNETS
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KIRK, SIRJOHN (1832-1922), British colonial

agent. Kirk studied botany and medicine at Ed-

inburgh University and was selected to accom-

pany David Livingstone on his official Zambesi

expedition from 1858 to 1863. From 1866 to

1887, in the service of the Foreign Office and the

government of India, he represented British

commercial, philanthropic and political interests

at Zanzibar, where he acquired a dominant posi-

tion as the trusted friend of the Arab sultan

Barghash. In this capacity and Liter as a director

of the Imperial British East Africa Company he

helped to lay the foundations of British rule in

Uganda and Kenya. At this time the slave trade

was flourishing on the east coast of Africa,

mainly in the hands of the Arabs, who devastated

central Africa from their base at Zanzibar. Like

Livingstone, Kirk was deeply impressed by the

evils of the traffic and next to him was the chief

means of ending the scourge; he became the

chief agent of the British government in pressing

for outlawry of the trade. Largely through his

influence Barghash was persuaded in 1873 to

prohibit all export of slaves and to close all pub-
lic slave markets throughout his dominions.

Kirk headed the British delegation at the Brus-

sels Conference of 1889-90 which outlined the

system for exterminating the interior slave trade,

and it was he who suggested the method adopted

by the British in various parts of Africa for the

abolition of slavery itself. This method deprived
the institution of legal status butavoided the dan-

gers of compulsory emancipation. The younger

generation of African administrators long re-

garded Kirk as the wisest exponent of British

traditions in colonial policy.

R. COUPLAND
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KISELEV, PAVEL DMITRIEVICH, COUNT
(1788-1872), Russian statesman. After a brilliant

military career Kiselcv was appointed head of

the provisional government of Moldavia and

Wallachia, territories which were temporarily

occupied by Russia after the Russo-Turkish War
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of 1828-29. While there he enacted important
administrative and social reforms and was largely

instrumental in liberating the peasants from the

feudal power of the landowners. Upon his return

to Russia in 1834 he was appointed member of

the Council of State and in 1838 was entrusted

with the administration of peasant serfs on the

state domains. Kiselev introduced self-govern-

ment in the villages, augmented the size of land

parcels, improved the methods of agriculture

and increased the number of schools. Although
the peasants rebelled against the excessive bu-

reaucratic regulation, their condition was gen-

erally improved. Along with these reforms Rise-

lev applied himself to the task of preparing the

emancipation of all Russian peasants. Russia at

the time was already entering upon a period of

capitalistic development and the continuance of

feudal relations was a retarding factor in the

tempo of industrial expansion. Nicholas I recog-
nized the necessity of freeing the peasants and

lent a willing ear to emancipation projects. The

majority of landowners were opposed to eman-

cipation, and otheis approved the freeing of the

peasants without giving them any land. Kiselev

evolved a plan according to which the peasants
would be given personal freedom and the land-

owners would remain in legal possession of the

land, subject, however, to the obligation of

granting the peasants an inalienable lease on a

definite parcel of land in return for definite dues,

the size of the parcel and the amount of payment
to be fixed by law. Under the pressure of the op-

posing landowners, however, the plan was de-

prived of its compulsory features and when

finally enacted in the ukase of 1842 it remained

practically a dead letter. With the liberation of

the peasants in 1861 the plan became obsolete.

Kiselev was appointed ambassador to Paris in

1856 and retired from public life in 1862.

A. A. KlFSEWETTER
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KISTYAKOVSKY, ALEXANDER FEDO-
ROVICH (1833-85), Russian criminologist.
After studying at the University of Kiev, where

he was later professor of criminal law from 1864
until his death, Kistyakovsky complemented his

university studies abroad and investigated the

leading penal institutions of Europe. His ap-

proach to the problems of criminal law was from

the point of view of the positivism of Auguste
Comte; with a broad humanitarian outlook he
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emphasized the environmental determinants of

crime and society's responsibility for the crimi-

nal. He believed that laws must be studied his-

torically in relation to the social conditions pre-

vailing at the place and time of their origin and

that criminal law, first motivated by revenge and

then by a desire to intimidate the criminal,

should be directed toward social reform and pre-
vention. Opposed to capital punishment he

urged more humane treatment of juvenile de-

linquents through such methods as that adopted
in Rubcshevsky's colony for young offenders, at-

tacked the severe administrative penalties which

at that time were in wide use in Russia and de-

fended the interests of accused persons in the

spirit of modern criminal procedure. He wrote

on the legal history of the Ukraine and brought
the theories of foreign criminologists to Russian

audiences. For many years he was president of

the Legal Society of Kiev, which he founded and

for which he prepared a program advocating
measures of legal reform.

M. CHUBINSKY

Important zcotks: Isiledovame o smertnoy kazm (In-

quuy into capital punishment) (Kiev 1867, 2nd ed.

1896); Elementatny uchebntk obshchaqo ugolovnago

prava (Elementary textbook ot criminal law) (Kiev

1875, 3rd ed. 1891), Molodie ptestupmki i uc/irezfide-

mya dlya ikh Hptavlentya s obozrcmcm russkikk

uc/nczdeny (Juvenile delinquents and institutions for

their reform, with a survey of Russian institutions)

(Kiev 1878), "O zadachakh i tsclyakh nashtkh

uudicheskikh obshchestv i otnoshcmc ikh k sudcb-

noy reforme" m Zhurnal gtazlidaiiskago i ugolovnago

prava, vol xi (1881) no. i.

Consult- Articles by B Naumcnko, I. Luchitsky and I.

Foymtsky in Kievskaya stanna, vol. xlvai (1895) no. i,

p. 1-38, 64-102.

KTSTYAKOVSKY, BOGDAN ALEXAND-
ROVICH (1868-1920), Russian sociologist and

jurist. Kistyakovsky lectured at the College of

Law at Yaroslavl from 1907 to 1916 and from

1916 to 1920 was professor at the University of

Kiev. He was editor of the Uridichesky vestmk

from 1911 to 1917. A disciple of Simmel, Wm-
delband and Rickert, Kistyakovsky was one of

the most able representatives of the neo-Kantian

movement in Russia. From the naturalistic and

organic point of view his sociological criticism,

particularly of Spencer's system, had consider-

able repercussion not only in Russia but also in

Germany. Likewise his analysis of the method of

the Russian subjective school of sociology

(Lavrov, Mikhaylovsky and Kareyev) must be

regarded as a classic. In the theory of law Kistya-

kovsky developed a consistent methodological
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pluralism. He insisted on the necessity of dis-

tinguishing four different conceptions of law,

each of them corresponding to one of the aspects
of objective juridical reality: the dogmatic and

etatist conception of law, which is based on a

procedure of formal classification; the sociolog-

ical conception; the psychological conception;
and the normative philosophical conception. He
maintained that these four conceptions, each of

which is upheld by some jurists as the only cor-

rect one, represent abstractions of single aspects
of law, the fundamental unity of which can be

best seen when it is regarded as a Kulturgut, an

element of culture spiritualized and imbued with

values. Thus Kistyakovsky as distinguished
from the German neo-Kantians was able to

break completely through the confines of juridi-
cal positivism, to appreciate in its entirety the

importance of the movement toward the "living

law" and "free law" and to emphasize the role of

the dynamic and irrational in juridical reality.

GEORGES GURVITCH

Works: Geselhchaft und Einzelwesen (Berlin 1899);

Sotsialniya nauki i pravo (Social sciences and the law)

(Moscow 1916).

Consult: Starosolskyj, V., "Bohdan Kistiakovskyj und
das russische soziologische Denken" in Ukrainischer

wissenschaftlicher Institut in Berlin, Abhandlungen,
vol. ii (1929) 117-26.

KIUPRILI FAMILY. See KOPRULU FAMILY.

KJELLEN, RUDOLF (1864-1922), Swedish

political scientist. Kjellen was professor of polit-

ical science at the University of Goteborg from

1890 and at the University of Uppsala from

1916. He began his career with a series of papers
and books on constitutional law which show the

conservative and orthodox influence of his mas-

ter, Oscar Alin. But the great political events of

the last two decades of the nineteenth century,
the beginning of the era of imperialism and the

study of RatzePs Politische Geographic (1897),
which impressed him deeply, revealed to him

the inadequacy of the purely juridical view in

political science. He therefore made it his life

work to achieve a fuller comprehension of states

as powers in action in the theater of world

politics. Such a conception involved an empirical

study of the resources material and spiritual

possessed by each of the powers. In his first

great work, Stormakterna (1905), he made a

realistic analysis of the participants in the game
of great powers that led to the World War.

After collecting this material Kjelle'n set about

the task of constructing a new biological system

of political science, the principles of which are

most fully expounded in Stolen som lifsform

(1916), and Grundriss zu einem System der Politik

(1920). In designating his study Politik he uses

the term not in the sense of practical political

action but in the Aristotelian sense of a science

of the state, which for Kjelle'n is a science of the

state considered as an organism whose principal
attribute is power. There are five aspects of this

study. Demopolitik is an investigation of the pop-
ulation and of its physical and mental character-

istics as a race and nation. Sociopolitik analyzes
various classes, professional groups and other

elements which comprise the social structure of

the population. Kratopohtik deals genetically

and realistically with the governmental organi-
zation and constitutional forms through which

the state expresses its active will. While these

three categories represent the endogenous ele-

ments in the state's power, it is the exogenous
elements which constitute the subject of the two

final categories, Geopolitik and Oekopolitik. Geo-

politik, manifesting in its conception the direct

influence of Ratzel, aims to analyze those prob-
lems and conditions of life in the state which

arise from geographical factors and natural en-

vironment. Oekopolitik studies the economic

exploitation of the nation's resources, in so far

as such activity directly or indirectly affects the

power of the state. In his monograph, Sverige

(1917), Kjellen illustrated his system by apply-

ing its principles and method to a study of

Sweden. Nearly all of the individual components
of his theory had appeared in some form or other

in the doctrines of previous political scientists,

economists or geographers, but the system as a

whole is one of great originality. Its influence

in Germany has been even greater than in Swe-

den, although it has affected political scientists

of the juridical type less than historians and

geographers. In pursuing Kjelldn's method the

Germans have somewhat neglected the other

aspects of his system in favor of his Geopolitik ,

which has developed into a kind of popular
catchword.

WALTHER VOGEL

Important works: Stormakterna, 2 vols. (Stockholm

1905; 2nd ed., 4 vols., 191113); Samtidens stormakter

(abr. ed. of Stormakterna, Stockholm 1914), German
translation by C. Koch as Die Grossmdchte der Gegen-
wart (Leipsic 1914; 22nd rev. ed. by Karl Haushofer

as Die Grossmdchte vor und nach dent Weltkriege, 1930);

Stormakterna och varldskrisen (new rev. ed. of Samti-

dens stormakter, Stockholm 1920), German transla-

tion by W. A. Berendsohn as Die Grossmdchte und die

Weltkrise (2nd ed. Leipsic 1921); Staten som lifsform



Kistyakovsky Kluchevsky
(Stockholm 1916), German translation by J. Sand-
meier as Der Staat als Lebensform (4th ed. Berlin

1924); Grundriss zu einem System der Pohtik (Leipsic

1920); Sverige (Sweden) (Stockholm 1917); Pohttska

essayer, 3 vols. (Stockholm 1914-15); Varldspohtiken

1911-19 (Uppsala 1920).

Consult: Vogel, W., "Rudolf Kjellen und seine Be-

deutung fur die deutsche Staatslehre" in Zettschnft

far die gesamte Staatswtssenschaft, vol. Ixxxi (1926)

193-341; Haussleiter, O., "Rudolf Kjell6ns empinsche
Staatslehre und ihre Wurzeln in politischer Geographic
und Staatenkunde" in Archiv fur Soztalwissenschaft
und Sozialpolitik, vol. liv (1925) 157-98.

KLEIN, FRANZ (1854-1926), Austrian jurist.

Klein gave up his practise as a barrister in 1885
to lecture on the Austrian law of civil procedure
at the University of Vienna. He soon became

prominent as a jurist and literary spokesman of

the reform movement in this field. Called to the

ministry of justice, he drafted the Austrian code

of civil procedure of August i, 1895, which came

into force January i, 1898. It is acknowledged to

be one of the best in the world. Its outstanding
ideas are publicity, directness and, above all, the

oral method of procedure. The administration

of justice is adapted to social needs. It is made

possible to manage a legal action expeditiously

and with little expense. The law of May 27,

1896, relating to the execution of judgments,
which is also Klein's work for the most part and

which went into effect at the same time as the

code of civil procedure, aims to spare the debtor

as much as possible and endeavors to prevent
the destruction of values. After he had instituted

his procedural reforms Klein became minister of

justice for several years. The profound social

reference which guided Klein in all his scientific

and reformatory activity is evident also in his

work for the protection of youth, which takes ac-

count of social factors; in his solicitude for proper

housing, which he greatly advanced by his law

of 1912 regarding building rights; and in his

writings. Among the last should be mentioned

Pro futuro (Vienna 1891), Mundlichkeitstypen

(Vienna 1894), Die psychologischen Quellen des

Rechtsgehorsams und der Rechtsgeltung (Berlin

1912), Das Organisationswesen der Gegenwart

(Berlin 1913), Der Zivilprozess Oesterreichs (ed

by Friedrich Engel, Mannheim 1927). After the

World War Klein, who was an unswerving

champion of the larger German unity, concerned

himself with juristic problems growing out of

the peace treaties. He was undoubtedly one of

the greatest jurists of Austria.

KARL GOTTFRIED HUGELMANN

Consult'. Sperl, Franz, in Jherings Jahrbucher fur die
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Dogmatik des biirgerlichen Rechts, vol. Ixxviii (1927-28)

v-xxxvi; Benedikt, Edmund, in Neue oesterretchische

Biographic, ed. by Anton Bettelheim, 7 vols. (Vienna

1923-31) vol. iv, p. 930, and further bibliography
there cited.

KLUCHEVSKY, VASILYI OSSIPOVICH
(1841-1911), Russian historian. Kluchevsky,
the son of a poor village priest, was born in the

province of Penza. He prepared himself for the

clergy in the local schools but under the influ-

ence of the growing radical movement re-

nounced his clerical career and entered the Uni-

versity of Moscow in 1 86 1
,
the year of the eman-

cipation of the serfs under Alexander n. The

impression of this event, which he retained

throughout his life, was responsible for his de-

cision to study the history of the social classes

in Russia in the light of Russian economic de-

velopment. Although, as Kluchevsky himself

declared, he owed his general view of Russian

history to his teacher Soloviev, to whom he was

indebted also for much of the material he used,

Kluchevsky's work represents a distinct advance

over that of his teacher. He studied historical

processes from a sociological point of view;

general schemes and interpretation were to him
more important than the mere accumulation of

factual material, and he emphasized especially

the modifying influences of geographical fac-

tors. Above all he represents the synthesis of the

two previous schools of history: the westernists,

who saw in Russian history a development

parallel to that of western Europe; and the

Slavophiles, who emphasized the peculiarities of

Russian development.

Kluchevsky's first important work was his

doctoral dissertation, Boyarskaya duma drevney
Rusi (Duma of boyars in ancient Russia, Mos-
cow 1882, 4th ed. 1909), in which he traced the

causal connection of this institution with the

economic and social processes. Following this

came monographs on the history of Russian

serfdom and especially on the origin and compo-
sition of Russia's earliest representative as-

semblies. In the latter study Kluchevsky dis-

proved the existing theory of the sobor as an

elected assembly of the people and showed that

it was recruited by official selection of the ruling

power. His most important work was his Kurs

russkoy istorii (Course of Russian history, 5 vols.,

Moscow-St. Petersburg 1904-21; tr. into Ger-

man by R. von Walter, 4 vols., Stuttgart 1925-

26, and an abridged translation into English by
C. J. Hogarth, London 1911-31), which was

prepared from his course of lectures at the
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University of Moscow and which extended to

the reign of Nicholas i. His talent for micro-

scopic analysis of the evolutionary processes in

history is successfully blended with one for vivid

synthesis and an intuitive grasp of the psy-

chology of the past. lie considered colonization

to be the distinctive feature of Russian develop-
ment and looked upon the stages of colonization

as marking the divisions of Russian history. As

he reached the more modern period his sympa-
thetic approach weakened and he became criti-

cal of the borrowings from western Europe. He
drew attention to the mechanical and external

side of the Europeanization of Russia by Peter

the Great and turned his wrath especially

aga-inst the nobles and serf owners whose un-

considered imitation of the west destroyed the

unity of Russian cultural evolution.

Kluchevsky was in full sympathy with the

constitutional movement in Russia and as early

as January, 1905, soon after the "red Sunday"

predicted the fall of the Romanov dynasty. lie

was a member of the Constitutional Demo-
cratic party (Cadet) and foresaw the victory of

the revolutionary movement as a consequence
of the government's breach with the moderate

majority in the Duma.
PAUL MILIUKOV

Consult: Kiesewetter, A., "Kluchevsky and His

'Course of Russian History'
"
in Slavonic Rcviezv, vol.

i (1923) 504-22, Bogoslovsky, M. M , mZt-iLchnJtfw
osteutopaische Geichtchte, \ol. in (1913) 309-18, V. ().

Kluchevsky: C/iaraktem>tiki i vosponunamya (Moscow
1912), a memorial volume with essays by Mihukov,
A. S. Lappo-Damlevsky, Platonov, and others, Mos-
cow University, Imperatorskoe Obshchestvo Istorn i

Drevnostey Rossiyskikh, Chtemya for 1914, vol. i.

KNAPP, GEORG FRIEDRICH (1842-1926),
German economist. Knapp was a student of

Heiferich at the University of Gottingen and at-

tended Engel's statistical seminar at the Univer-

sity of Berlin. In 1869 he was appointed head of

the municipal statistical office of Lcipsic. After

teaching at the University of Leipsic for many
years he was appointed professor of economics

at the University of Strasbourg, where he re-

mained until the closing of the German schools

in 1918.

Knapp started his scientific career as a

statistician. He investigated the methodological

principles of population statistics and was the

first to formulate a systematic theory of mortality
measurement. Opposing the viewpoints of

Quetelet and his followers, who claimed that

man's behavior is governed by statistical "laws,"
he viewed statistics simply as a tool in the

realistic study of the manifold social phenomena
and fully realized the limitations of statistical

observations.

In the Baucrnbefreiung und der Ursprung der

Landarbeitcr (2 vols., Leipsic 1887), a product of

the second period of his scientific activity, Knapp
displayed excellent workmanship in elucidating
the development of agrarian organization in

Prussia. He analyzed the two forms of manorial

organization, the Grundhcrrschaft (landlordship)
and the Guhherrschaft (estate ownership), and

viewed the latter as a capitalistic form of land

utilization engaged in production for market.

The hereditary vassalage of the peasants repre-

sented the labor system peculiar to the large

agricultural estates of the time. The abolition of

feudal relations, which Knapp described in de-

tail, did not eliminate the large estates but rather

strengthened their position. The introduction of

the new system of free wage labor, however,

necessitated a wide readjustment in agricultural

organization and provided the background for

the subsequent measures of rural reform.

Knapp 's last major work, Staatliche Theorie

des Geldes (Leipsic 1905, 4th ed. Munich 1923;

tr. by H. M. Lucas and J. Bonar, London 1924),

aroused a storm of controversy, in the course of

which his doctrines were considerably distorted.

According to Knapp money derives its validity

not from the intrinsic value of the metal out of

which it is made or which it represents, but from

the function as a means of payment assigned

to it by an act of state. His "chartalism," a ver-

sion of the nominalistic conception of money,
considered paper money to be a regular and

legitimate form of money. Knapp did not, how-

ever, advocate an arbitrary issue of notes or a

general abolition of the gold standard. He set

strict economic limits to the issue of notes by the

state and recognized some of the advantages of a

metallic standard, particularly as a stabilizing

factor in foreign exchange.
While Knapp deliberately refrained from di-

rect participation in public affairs he exerted a

profound influence from his university chair.

His contributions to statistical methods were

incorporated into official statistics and his semi-

nar at the University of Strasbourg at times in

collaboration with Schmoller and Brentano

became the center of studies in political econ-

omy. The work of the seminar is contained in

the thirty-four volumes of Abhandlungen edited

by Knapp.
FRANZ GUTMANN

Important works'. Uber die Ermittlung der Sterblichkeit
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aus den Aufseichnungen der Bevdlkerungsstatistik (Leip-
sic 1868); Die Sterbhchkeit in Sachsen nach amthchen

Quellen dargestellt (Leipsic 1869); Theone des Bevbl-

kerungsweclisels (Brunswick 1874); Einfuhrung in ei-

nige HauptgebictederNationalokonomie(Munich 1925).
This work contains, in addition to a number of articles,

the papers Landarbeiter in Knechtschaft und Freiheit

(Leipsic 1891) and Grundherrschaft und Rittergnt

(Leipsic 1897), which had previously been published

separately.

Consult: "Georg Friednch Knapp, ein hterarisches

Bildnis" in Wirtschaftsdicnst, vol. vii (1922) supple-
ment to no. ix; Schumpeter, J., m Economic Journal,
vol. xxxvi (1926) 512-14; Gutmann, Franz, in Jahr-
bucher fur Nationalokonomie und Stattsttk, vol. cxxiv

(1926) 193-204; Bortkiewicz, L. von, "Die Frage der

Reform unserer Wahrung und die knappsche Geld-
theone" in Annalen fur soziale Pohtik und Gesetz-

gebung, vol. vi (1918-19) 57-102.

KNAPP, MARTIN AUGUSTINE (1843-

1923), American interstate commerce commis-

sioner, federal judge and railroad labor mediator.

Knapp practised law for many years but the

later portion of his life was devoted to the federal

public service, primarily in connection with rail-

road regulation. Appointed a member of the

Interstate Commerce Commission by President

Harrison in 1891, he served on the commission

continuously from 1891 to 1910 and as its chair-

man from 1898 to 1910. He resigned to accept a

circuit judgeship and to serve as presiding judge
on the newly created United States Commerce

Court, whiph was abolished in 1913. From the

beginning of his chairmanship of the commission

he also served as mediator in railroad labor dis-

putes, first ex officio under the Erdman Act of

1898 and later through appointment by Presi-

dent Wilson to the Board of Mediation and Con-

ciliation which was created by the Newlands
Act of 1913.

Knapp exerted great influence upon the

strengthening of the Act to Regulate Commerce
and upon the commission's early exercise of its

new powers. By 1898 much of the administrative

authority assumed under the original statute had

been invalidated by judicial decision; and the

commission under his leadership urged re-

peatedly and forcefully that it be vested with

rate making power and that the procedure for

the enforcement of its orders be so changed as to

recognize the dominance of administrative con-

trol. These results were achieved in 1906 by the

Hepburn Act as construed by the commission

and as sustained by the Supreme Court. The at-

tempt of the Commerce Court, over which

Knapp presided during its short history, to exer-

cise broad powers ofjudicial review appears out
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of harmony with his experience and attitude

while a member of the commission; but these

controversies, which were generally resolved by
the Supreme Court in support of the commis-

sion, served the important purpose of securing
an authoritative definition of the respective

spheres of administrative and judicial jurisdic-
tion. As a mediator in railroad labor disputes he

participated in numerous settlements and ex-

hibited an informed understanding of the de-

mands of the carriers and their employees; but

the inadequacy of the legislation under which he

and his colleagues were required to act was dis-

closed by their helplessness in the nation wide

dispute of 1916, as a result of which Congress by
the passage of the Adamson Act virtually set

itself up as an arbitration tribunal.

While his service in all these spheres was never

independent but always in cooperation with

others, Knapp unquestionably played an im-

portant role in the development of the principles

and practises of railroad regulation by the federal

government.
I. L. SHARFMAN

KNAPP, SEAMAN ASAHEL (1833-1911),
American educator. Knapp was largely respon-

sible for the development of agricultural exten-

sion education in the United States. For six

years he was associated with the Iowa State

Agricultural College and for three years was edi-

tor of an agricultural magazine. He studied agri-

cultural problems in Japan, China, the Philip-

pine Islands, India and Porto Rico from 1898 to

1902 under the direction of the United States

secretary of agriculture. From 1902 to 1910 he

was in charge of the work of the Department of

Agriculture in demonstrating the value of co-

operative enterprise to southern farmers.

The essence of this work is demonstration

carried out by the farmers under the direction of

a specialist known as county agent or home de-

monstration agent. Efforts to educate fanners by

laboratory method similar to that used in train-

ing physicists or chemists had been tried by
several agricultural colleges before Knapp
launched his program. It was, however, due to

his promotion work, begun in Texas and Louisi-

ana, that the principle became the object of a

nation wide organization which has helped

greatly to improve conditions of rural life in

America.

EDWARD WIEST

Consult: Martin, O. B., The Demonstration Work (Bos-
ton 1921).
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KNIBBS, SIR GEORGE HANDLEY (1858-

1929), Australian statistician. Knibbs, who was

born in Sydney, began his career as a surveyor;
after 1889 he lectured on engineering and in the

year 1905-06 he was acting professor of physics
at the University of Sydney. In 1902 he was

appointed one of the commissioners on educa-

tion and in 1905 commissioner on technical edu-

cation for New South Wales. In 1906 he was

selected to create the Bureau of Statistics for the

Commonwealth of Australia, which he directed

until 1921. As commonwealth statistician he

coordinated the work of the existing statistical

bureaus of the states and organized publications
to present material gathered by the states to-

gether with data pertaining directly to the com-

monwealth. Of these publications the most com-

prehensive is the Official Year-Book, of which

the first volume, issued in 1908, contains cor-

rected statistics for the period from 1788 to

1900, authoritative statistics for the years 1901
to 1907 and a history of Australian statistics.

Knibbs was most attracted to those branches of

statistical work which offered the greatest scope
for mathematical exposition, particularly the

study of population and index numbers. His

outstanding work is The Mathematical Theory of

Population (Melbourne 1917) printed as an ap-

pendix to the first volume of the report on the

Australian census of 191 1, the first to be under-

taken by central authority. It deals with general

mathematical technique in statistics and its appli-

cation to special problems of natality, masculin-

ity, nuptiality, fertility, mortality and migration;

many new methods are expounded including

the extremely flexible curve y = AxmenxP and

secular trends of mortality. His work on index

numbers is incorporated in the reports of the

bureau's Labour and Industrial Branch, of

which Report no. i (1912) and no. 9 (1919) are

particularly important. He also devised the

mathematical formulae on which the Australian

land and income taxes are assessed. From 1921
to 1926 he directed the Institute of Science and

Industry, which commenced under his guidance
a number of important industrial research proj-

ects. Shortly before his death he published The

Shadow of the World's Future (London 1928),

in which he stressed the danger of overpopu-
lation.

E. T. McPHEE

KNIES, KARL GUSTAV ADOLF (1821-98),
German economist. Knies was professor of eco-

nomics at the University of Freiburg i. Br. and

from 186 1 to 1865 represented the university in

the diet of Baden, where he was leader of the

liberal party in its struggle with ultramontanism.

In 1865 he was appointed professor at the Uni-

versity of Heidelberg, where he remained until

his retirement in 1896.

Knies, one of the chief exponents of the his-

torico-ethical school in economics (see ECO-

NOMICS, section on HISTORICAL SCHOOL), was

influenced by Hegel's philosophy of history and
in his turn exercised a profound influence on
Schmoller and other social reformers in Ger-

many. He conceived economics as belonging
neither to the natural sciences nor to the mental

sciences but to the group of historical disciplines

which have for their object the study of man in

society in terms of its historical growth. The aim

of economics as outlined in his theoretical work

Die politische Okonomie vom Standpunkt der ge-

schichtlichen Methode (Brunswick 1853; 2nd

ed. as Die politische Okonomie vom geschicht-

lichen Standpunkte, 1883) is to trace the causal

factors underlying economic phenomena with a

view to establishing laws of development and

formulating generalizations for each successive

stage of economic life. As economic phenomena
have no independent existence of their own they
can be understood only when studied in their

interrelation with the other aspects of social

life, of which they form an intimate part. Only
when this approach is taken does it appear that

man is not motivated exclusively by self-interest;

other fundamental instincts are the sense of

membership in the community and the sense of

justice and equity. Consequently abstraction

from ethical and social considerations, as ex-

emplified in deductive economics in England,
leads to erroneous conclusions which if made
the basis for economic conduct may endanger
the harmonious development of society. As the

state is the embodiment of both the economic

and the ethical aspirations of the nation, it is its

duty to interfere in economic life in order to

counteract an excessive emphasis on self-interest

and to secure not only the maximum of produc-
tion but also the most equitable distribution,

Knies applied his methodological principles

to the study of concrete economic phenomena.
Thus his Geld und Kredit (2 vols., Berlin 1873-

79; 2nd ed. of vol. i, 1885; reprinted Berlin

1931) is still unsurpassed for its masterly treat-

ment of the fundamental problems of money,

capital, credit and interest and for its emphasis
on the close interrelation of economic and legal

institutions. In a supplementary volume, Welt-
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geld und Weltmiinzen (Berlin 1874), he distin-

guishes between the domestic and international

uses of currency and analyzes the concept and

legal status of a currency designed for inter-

national use. Noteworthy also are his earlier

volumes, Die Eisenbahnen und ihre Wirkungen

(Brunswick 1853), in which he discusses the

economic effects and cultural incidence of rail-

road transportation, and Der Telegraph ah
Verkehrsmittel (Tubingen 1857), which is an

exemplary treatment of the system of commu-
nication. Knies possessed a complete mastery
of statistics, for which he claimed the dignity of

an independent discipline in Die Statistik ah

selbstdndige Wissenschaft (Cassel 1850).

HANS GEHRIG
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KNIGHTS OF LABOR. The Noble Order of

the Knights of Labor had two apparently irrec-

oncilable aspects. In its program and ideology
it embodied many of the older cooperative so-

cialist ideals while at the same time it was perme-
ated with middle class liberalism; it held to a

diminishing agrarian radicalism while it tried to

adapt itself to the growth of mechanized industry
and urbanism. For a time, from 1877 to 1887,
the Knights of Labor dominated the American

labor movement, aroused the workers to a high

pitch of enthusiasm and demonstrated its power
in great struggles with employers. Its decline, as

sudden as its rise, was due mainly to the con-

flicting and often vague character of its objec-

tives and to the ascendancy of a craft unionism

absorbed in the business problems of its own
skilled membership with scant concern for the

unskilled or the theory of class solidarity.

In the heat of the second American revolution,

before the frontier closed, before business enter-

prise hardened into a national capitalist system
and the mind of laborers into a wage conscious-

ness, while the disposition of the public lands

and the natural resources, the determination of

the medium of exchange and banking methods,
modes of production and levels of distribution,

control of agencies of communication and the

ownership of transportation, combinations of

employers and corresponding rights of employ-
ees were still debatable issues, the Knights of

Labor achieved a coast to coast organization and

attempted to influence decisions on all such

public matters, which they considered bound up
with the everyday struggles of labor. The pattern
for the total American civilization had not yet
been fixed, and they believed that creative action

could yet fashion it on dreams of the "good life"

for all its inhabitants. It was from the Declara-

tion of Independence with its pronouncements
on freedom and the privilege to pursue happi-

ness, enriched by the French Declaration of the

Rights of Man and the concept of fraternity,

rather than from Marxism or from British trade

unionism that they drew their inspiration, al-

though the latter also had some influence.

Uriah S. Stephens, founder of the Knights of

Labor in 1869, was trained for the ministry,

taught school, traveled extensively, studied his-

tory and became a tailor by trade. "Where," he

asked, "if not here in this Western World, shall

the patriotism and statesmanship be found to

preserve the race from destruction? . . . The en-

tire history of the world, in every age and in

every country, as unvarying as the laws that

govern the universe, demonstrates the fact that

the physical, intellectual and moral condition of

mankind is governed entirely by the conditions

that surround the productive toiler, and marks

the progress of a people, or indicates, unerringly,
the downfall of a nation. This should be the only
criterion of a statesman, the guide of the political

economist, and the inspiration of the philanthro-

pist." Terence V. Powderly, leader of the order

throughout its active national career from 1879
to 1893, urged upon the United States plans fora

rationalized society. According to Powderly, "the

failure which really led to the organization of the

Knights of Labor was the failure of the trade

union to grapple, and satisfactorily deal with the

labor question in its broad, far-reaching prin-

ciple: the right of all to have a say in the affairs of

one."

Behind these great ideals was the reality of the

emerging labor movement, developing its forms

of organization and trying to clarify its objec-
tives. The panic of 1857 and the Civil War had

almost completely disrupted the labor move-

ment; it revived after the war and many unions

were formed, one of the most important of which
was the National Labor Union founded in 1866.

This association united a considerable number
of local unions with several farmers' societies and

mere political groups; it combined middle class

radical politics with a more definite labor pro-

gram covering shorter hours, inclusive unionism
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regardless of craft or skill and organization of the

Negro. But the National Labor Union was in its

decline by 1870.

During the previous year in Philadelphia dis-

solution of a garment workers' union led nine

of the members (Stephens among them) to form

a secret labor society, the Noble Order of the

Knights of Labor. Its growth was slow, but it

received an enormous impetus from the unem-

ployment and mass discontent which prevailed

during the hard times following the panic of

1873. In 1877 the order became a factor in the

great strikes of the coal miners and railroad

workers; its progress thereafter was rapid and it

became the leading national labor organization.

For various reasons it is customary to think of

the Knights of Labor as a distinctly American

phenomenon. Yet its sponsors were not strictly

native. While Stephens had a long American an-

cestry, Powderly was of Irish parentage; and it

was J. L. Wright, a clothing cutter born in Ire-

land, and Frederick Turner, a gold beater born

in England, who drew up its ritual and presided
over its secrets at its inception. The Englishman

injected his Owenite cooperative enthusiasm into

the movement and the Irishmen, particularly

Powderly, remained zealous for their kind;

Powderly 's persistent quest for free homesteads

on the public domain to be reserved for settlers

reflected his loyal concern for the interests of the

Irish who were flooding through the seaports.

The very name of the order was a symbol of Old

World fraternalism, while the signs and pass-

words of its secret stage were mediaeval in

quality. It was said that Stephens' sojourn in

Europe had made him a Marxian, and in the

1870*8 the reverberations of the Paris Commune
echoed through the order. Its membership in-

cluded all the races that made up the proletariat

and the tillers of the soil. It had many features in

common with Chartism. But the optimism with-

in the order's directorate, the catholicity of its

membership which included lawyers and poli-

ticians, preachers and feminists, small business

men and farmers, the skilled and the unskilled,

Negroes and whites the public questions it

confronted and its ways of trying to meet them
were markedly American at the time. Although
the order proposed to organize the entire world

and did set up branches in France, Italy, Bel-

gium, England, New Zealand, Ireland and

Australia, the impulses of its leaders sprang from

a New World environment and an intellectual

atmosphere dominated by a small town and farm-

ing economy.

The industrial masses in the swiftly growing
cities, however, took possession finally of the

leaders. The proud motto of the order, "an in-

jury to one is the concern of all," met a fierce

response in the mood of wageworkers burdened

with a common suffering. At the start the order

was influenced by ideas of pure and simple craft

unionism; but at its first general assembly in

1878, when the organization definitely assumed

national scope, the program of inclusive union-

ism was adopted. Membership in the Knights
was direct, not through affiliated independent
unions. The membership was drawn mainly
from the unskilled, the new specialized workers

created by machine industry and those deprived
of their trades by rapid technical changes

nearly all groups of workers ignored by the exist-

ing unions of craftsmen and subsequently also by
the American Federation of Labor.

Although the national leaders were mainly in-

terested in political reform, the mood of the

masses favored more aggressive action and

strikes were carried on among miners, machin-

ists, railroad shopmen and other workers. They
were bitterly opposed by the employers, who

developed an "iron clad" contract in which
workers were forced to agree not to join the

Knights of Labor. Both the employers' and the

workers' moods resulted inevitably in strikes.

But the order's national officers did not believe

in strikes; they favored arbitration and concilia-

tion. Since employers, however, usually rejected

arbitration, the order introduced the boycott into

labor disputes as a substitute for strikes and it

was used persistently and on a large scale. Amid
these developments the national leaders pursued
no definite policy, except possibly the policy of

avoiding action; Powderly sided now with the

socialists, now with the moderates and again
with the anarchists. Thus the leaders drifted.

The tragedy of bewildered officers played an im-

portant part in the drama of the order.

By 1886 the Knights of Labor was at the height
of its power with a membership of 702,000.
Much of the increase in membership was due to

the workers' enthusiastic response to the eight-
hour movement, in which the order participated,

although the leaders were lukewarm; thus

Powderly issued instructions against eight-hour
strikes and demonstrations on May Day, 1886.

At the very height of its power, however, it met
two disastrous reverses. One was the defeat of a

strike on Jay Gould's southwestern railroad sys-
tem. The other was the Haymarket killing, which

was used by employers and the press to discredit
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the order, although the order had no connection

with the demonstration in Chicago, where an

unknown person threw the bomb among the

police. The national officers not only abandoned

but denounced Albert Parsons and his com-

rades, who were hanged for a crime of which

they were probably innocent; this attitude alien-

ated the socialists, anarchists and the more

radical workers without sparing the order from

continued efforts on the part of its enemies to

hold it responsible for anarchy and violence.

These reverses gave new strength to factional

disputes, which finally resulted in splitting the

organization. The most important of these dis-

putes was that between craft unionists and the

more numerous advocates of inclusive unionism.

The miners of the Pittsburgh region had early

rebelled against dictation by the original assem-

bly of garment cutters in Philadelphia, and the

difficulties arising from the diverse labor prob-
lems in workshop and coalpit forced some ad-

justments. Other segments of labor advanced

jurisdictional claims, and concessions were made.

Nevertheless, the Knights of Labor remained a

centralized body with respect to authority and

leadership; it was an intertrade alliance, whereas

the craft unions demanded autonomy. These

unions increased their efforts to gain supremacy
within the Knights and revise its plan of organi-

zation. The struggle was aggravated by the

hordes of reformers and radicals which the order

had attracted. Political actionists of the Green-

back, labor and socialist schools bored from

within and attacked the order from without in an

effort to commit it to independent political ac-

tion, arguing that this was the logic of the

Knights' important legislative program; an-

archists worked under cover of its banner for

revolution against capitalism by violence; "trad-

ers in votes, seekers for office, spoils hunters,

shopkeepers with an eye to business" allied

themselves with the order for this object or

that; the boycott was used as a weapon in fac-

tories and at the polls with employers, with

commodities, with politicians; cooperators en-

couraged by the society opened plants, made

headway, lost ground. Through all the turbu-

lence of opinion and endeavor to checkmate

capitalism Powderly and other exponents of the

Knights' raison d'etre maintained that its role

was primarily educational, that social principles

must be established by its agitation and that this

was prevented by wage consciousness with its

narrow and precise planks. Weakened by its

motley groups of reformers and radicals, the

order was now abandoned by them and its dis-

ruption was accelerated by the revival of pros-

perity. It is true that prosperity collapsed again
in 1893, but by that time the Knights of Labor

was dead; and the organized labor movement,

represented by the American Federation of

Labor, had another policy and program.
The craft unions, originally submerged in the

order, became an independent national organiza-
tion. Internal resistance on the part of the craft

unions to the order's ideas of inclusive unionism

was followed by their secession and the founding
of the American Federation of Labor. In addi-

tion the masses were disappointed in the practi-
cal work of the order and disgruntled with its

political aspirations. As long as there was a

chance to mold the government by arousing

general public opinion, leaders of the Knights
threw their energies into the enterprise. But

when the issues of the banks and the currency,
the public domain and the railways and the tele-

graphs were settled by Congress in its own way;
when invention had proceeded so far that minute

specialization in manufacture was accomplished;
when the national market was attained; when
cities with factories and tenements rose on the

western plains; when associations of industrial

captains were knit into compact units for their

own advantage; when the concentration of the

craft unionists on wages, hours and the immedi-

ate interests of the crafts appeared to be the more

convincing labor movement, the Knights gave

place to the American Federation of Labor mod-
eled on the plan of the British Trades Union

Congress a wage conscious organization in a

monarchy. "Practical" men took charge of the

labor movement.

In this development no doubt personality was

an element. Gompers and Powderly could never

pull in the same harness, although they did make
some effort to do so. For instance, in 1889 a divi-

sion of activities and spheres was debated with a

view to eliminating dual assemblies by giving the

federation control over trades and leaving the

Knights supreme over popular education. But

the compromise was unacceptable to the

Knights. In 1889-90 they lost their industrial

character and became political, for the moment

carrying the reluctant Powderly with them.

Finally in 1893 the socialist and agrarian factions

under the leadership of Daniel De Leon ousted

Powderly from office and assumed the manage-
ment of the order. De Leon's agrarian allies

broke with him, and he thereupon laid plans for

a new socialist union organization, the Socialist
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Trade and Labor Alliance. The remaining rank

and file drifted for the most part into the Ameri-

can Federation. The Noble Order of the Knights
of Labor was no more.

Still there are fundamental achievements to be

accredited to the Knights. It circulated ideas

of enduring vigor. The Knights of Labor's con-

ception of an inclusive unionism embracing all

wageworkers regardless of craft or skill influ-

enced the American Railway Union in the early

1890*8; the conception reappeared without the

middle class radical politics in the industrial

unionism of the American Labor Union and its

successor, the Industrial Workers of the World.

Many of the political reforms urged by the order

were subsequently enacted into law. It discussed

workmen's compensation; the income tax; fac-

tory laws; safety in mines; the weekly payment
of wages in lawful money; labor exchanges for

the distribution of the unemployed; postal sav-

ings; housing; social insurance; proper control of

immigration; convict competition with law abid-

ing citizens; the recognition of women in indus-

try and provision for equal pay for equal work;

the incorporation of trade unions; legislation

fostering the voluntary arbitration of disputes

between capital and labor; labor bureaus in

the states; a national labor department; adult

education by means of libraries, lyceums and

study courses; and a general eight-hour day to

provide leisure for the improvement of the mind.

The order represented a continuous democratic

criticism and an effort at economic and political

planning which would, it thought, transcend

"decisions now made in industry, in the work-

shops and factories, in the mines and mills, in

the commercial establishments, on the railroads

and in the counting-rooms."
MARY R. BEARD
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KNOWLES, LILIAN CHARLOTTE ANNE
(Tomn) (1870-1926), English economic his-

torian. Mrs. Knowles received her training as an

economic historian at Cambridge under William

Cunningham, whom she assisted with the

second part of the third edition of his Growth

of English Industry and Commerce (2 vols., Lon-

don 1903). In 1904 she began teaching modern

economic history at the London School of

Economics and Political Science; in 1907 she

was given the title of reader in economic history

and in 1921 that of professor of economic history

in the University of London. From 1920 to 1924
she was dean of the faculty of economics and

political science, the first woman dean in the

history of the university.

The study of economic history in England
owes much to the pioneer work of Mrs. Knowles.

When she began to lecture no other English

university offered courses on the nineteenth

century economic history of any country except

England, and even English economic develop-
ment after 1850 with the exception of labor his-

tory received little attention. She had to build up
the subject for herself, and her grasp of original

sources and power of combining exact detail

with vigorous and significant generalization is

shown in her books. But her real me'tier was never

that of a writer. It was many years before she be-

gan to remodel her lecture courses into text-

books and she lived to finish only two volumes,
the others being completed by her husband and

a pupil after her death. The fruits of her work

are to be sought as much in the books of her
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students as in her own, and it was as a teacher

that she chiefly advanced her subject and made
her mark upon generations of students drawn

frpm all parts of the world. She had a personality

of remarkable force and vitality, compact of

learning, enthusiasm, prejudice and wit, and she

was undoubtedly one of the greatest teachers of

her time.

EILEEN POWER
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KNOWLTON, CHARLES (1800-50), Ameri-

can birth control pioneer. With Robert Dale

Owen, Knowlton founded the American birth

control movement and influenced American and

British social life through the promotion of the

institution of voluntary parenthood. Knowlton

was a physician and a self-taught freethinker,

who came into conflict with the Massachusetts

courts for publishing his Fruits of Philosophy

(New York 1832). Reissued soon afterward in

England, the treatise had a limited circulation

until it became the center of the prosecution of

Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant. In 1877 a

court decision for the defendants did much to

vindicate the legal right to disseminate contra-

ceptive information. The publicity attending the

prosecution for publishing Knowlton 's book re-

sulted, in subsequent years, in the distribution

of several million birth control tracts with a

consequent decline in the birth rate. The trial

created a market for more effective methods of

control and paved the way for specialized clinics

under medical supervision.

NORMAN E. HIMES
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KNOX, JOHN (1506-72), leader of the Scottish

Reformation. As reformer, historian and pub-
licist Knox left a deep impression on the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. His intimate

association during his early years with the Scot-

tish reformer George Wishart carried him

gradually in the direction of Calvinism. Involved

in the rebellious movement of protest against

Wishart 's martyrdom, he was disciplined by the

French authorities who controlled his native

land. After nineteen months in the galleys he

was set free in England, where he preached with

distinction as a minister of the Church of Eng-
land until the accession of Mary in 1554. Years

of exile on the continent increased his restless

desire to unite Scotland and England in a solid

front against the growing Roman Catholic threat

of France and Spain, but neither from Calvin

in Geneva nor from Bullinger in Zurich was he

able to elicit unequivocal advice as to the pro-

priety of rising against the tyranny of Mary
Tudor in England and of Marie of Guise,
French regent of Scotland. When in 1559 he

returned to Scotland, the Reformation there had

entered upon a new phase. Based on principles
outlined by Knox in epistles forwarded from

Dieppe, it was now committed in open repudia-
tion of the prevailing tenets of orthodox Cal-

vinism to a campaign of active resistance against
idolatrous rulers in church and state. Under the

vehement leadership of Knox Scotland became
the crucial salient in the fast culminating struggle

between Protestant and Roman Catholic forces

in Europe. In answer to Knox' repeated assur-

ances of a revolution in Scottish sentiment in

favor of England Lord Cecil sent in July, 1560,
an armed body, which drove the French from

Scotland. During the remaining ten years of his

life Knox devoted himself to inaugurating and

consolidating the Calvinistic regime in Scotland;
and in his zeal to disseminate the new truths he

outlined a comprehensive system of education,

which unfortunately was too far in advance of

his age.

Throughout his writings, in his tendencious

History of the Reformation (London 1587) as

well as in his occasional pamphlets, Knox is pre-

occupied almost exclusively with the fortunes of

the Calvinistic faith and with the immediate

factors determining its progress. Engrossed in

blasting idolatry whatever its form, he was not

deterred by juristic subtleties from shattering
the immunity of kings, which Luther and Calvin

had left standing. In his efforts to provide a

theoretical justification for his pioneer challenge
he formulated, although with no pretensions to

a formal system, broader principles of social

contract and popular sovereignty. These inci-
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dental principles may be interpreted as echoes

of familiar mediaeval doctrines which he and

Buchanan had absorbed at the feet of their early

Catholic teacher, John Major, or possibly as

restatements of the principles and procedure
outlined by the later Lutherans. Although his

writings anticipate more nearly than do the

intervening works of the French and Spanish
monarchomachs the fully developed rationalism

of seventeenth and eighteenth century contract

and natural law theories they are essentially

occasional and polemic, deriving their impor-
tance rather from the accompanying historical

movement and from the fact that they constitute

with one or two minor exceptions the earliest

examples of a type of politico-theological pam-
phleteering which during the succeeding century
blasted in piecemeal fashion the foundations of

royal absolutism.

ROBERT H. MURRAY
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KOCH, ROBERT (1843-1910), German med-
ical scientist. Koch came under the influence of

Jakob Henle at the University of Gottingen,
where in 1866 hewas given his degree. In 1872 he

became district physician at Wollstein, supple-

menting his medical practise by microscopic
studies. He first sought the cause of anthrax

among cattle and in 1876 made his epoch making
demonstration of the complete life history and

sporulation of the anthrax bacillus. With full

mastery of the new microscopic methods, which

he did much to perfect, he then worked out the

aetiology of traumatic infectious diseases. In

1880 he was appointed to the Reichsgesundheits-
amt (imperial health department), which with

the further development of his methods of re-

search by means of plate cultures soon became

the leading observatory of contagious diseases in

the world. When announcing the discovery of

the tubercle bacillus by special culture and stain-

ing techniques in 1882 he set forth the methods
of establishing the pathogenic character of a

microorganism which have come to be known, as

"Koch's postulates." In 1883,when hewent with

his pupils on an official German expedition to

study cholera in Egypt and India, he discovered

the cholera vibrio and the ways in which it is

transmitted; he also found the microorganisms
of infectious conjunctivitis. In April, 1885, he

became professor of hygiene and bacteriology at

the University of Berlin; and in the laboratories

of this institution in addition to his ceaseless re-

search in tuberculosis he directed attention to

the problems of general hygiene. In 1890 he an-

nounced tuberculin as a possible remedy for

tuberculosis in its early stages; the claim has not

been entirely substantiated, but tuberculin has

proved a reliable means of diagnosis. The Insti-

tut fur Infektionskrankheiten was founded for

him in Berlin in 1891 and it remained under his

direction until 1904, attracting many of the most

famous bacteriologists of the period. Koch as-

sisted in the campaign against cholera in Ham-

burg, showed how water borne epidemics could

be prevented by proper filtration, devised a

method of preventive inoculation of rinderpest
in South Africa and made significant studies of

Texas fever, black water fever, tropical malaria,

surra, the plague, leprosy, Rhodesian red water

fever, horse sickness, trypanosomiasis and recur-

rent fever in German East Africa. The methods

which he established for the control of typhoid
have been widely adopted.

By virtue of his original contributions in the

campaign against epidemics and his formulation

of methods which enabled others to make im-

portant medical discoveries Koch must be con-

sidered as one of the greatest public benefactors

of all times.

KARL SUDHOFF
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KOGALNICEANU, MICHAIL (1817-91),
Rumanian statesman, historian and social re-

former. Kogalniceanu was born in Moldavia and

pursued his studies first at Jassy and later at
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LuneVille and at Berlin, where he completed his

"Romanische oder wallachische Sprache und
Litteratur" in Magasinfur die Literatur dcs Aus-

landes, vol. ii (1837) nos. viii-x, his Esquisse sur

I'htstotre, les moeurs et la langue des Tziganes

(Berlin 1837) and his Histoire dc la Dacie, des

valaques transdanubiens et de la Valachie, 1241-

1792 (Berlin 1837, 2nd ed. 1854). Upon his

return to Moldavia in 1838 he plunged with

enthusiastic energy into the political arena.

Throughout his entire political career Koga"lni-

ceanu strove to bring about a fusion of the two

autonomous principalities of Moldavia and

Wallachia into a united political state. He took

an active part in the election of Alexander Cuza
as ruling prince of the united principalities and

in the coup d'etat of 1864, which put an end to

Turkish domination.

As head of Cuza's cabinet Kogalniceanu mod-
ified the criminal code by abolishing the death

penalty and by reducing considerably the life

term imprisonment of the criminal. He changed
and consolidated the political administration of

the country by creating in each regional district

a departmental or county council to advise the

prefect on all matters pertaining to administra-

tion and social reform, by giving each munici-

pality local autonomy to pursue its economic

evolution and by secularizing the Greek mon-
asteries and bringing them under the authority
of the Rumanian Greek Orthodox church. His

electoral law of July 14, 1864, advocating the

right to universal manhood suffrage was defeated

by the opposition, but he succeeded in passing

his agrarian law of August 26, 1864, which ex-

tended the franchise to the property holding

peasant class, through his efforts newly liberated

from servitude, tithes and feudal privileges of

the landowning class. By the law of 1864, which

made primary public education compulsory, he

aimed also at making the vote an intelligent tool

in the hands of the peasantry.

Kogalniceanu served as minister of the in-

terior from 1868 to 1871 in Jean Bratianu's

cabinet, from 1877 to 1878 as minister of foreign

affairs and again as minister of the interior from

1879 to 1880. With paramount diplomatic skill

he brought about the parliamentary adoption of

the long disputed equality of civil rights of all

citizens irrespective of their religious or racial

differences and promulgated the law of nat-

uralization, whereby foreigners were enabled to

protect their right to private ownership of land

and real estate. From 1880 to 1881 he was min-

ister plenipotentiary at Paris, where he was

influential in effecting the recognition by the

Great Powers of the kingdom of the united

principalities with Charles I of Hohenzollern

Sigmaringen as ruler.

Kogalniceanu 's influence on Rumanian cul-

ture was as important as his political achieve-

ments. He was professor of history at the

Academia Mihaileana at Jassy, editor of numer-

ous literary and scientific periodicals, founder of

the National Theater at Bucharest and of the

first Rumanian university, established at Jassy
in 1860. His greatest literary contribution is

undoubtedly his excellently documented three

volumes of Letopisetfle larii Moldovei (Chron-
icles of Moldavia, 3 vols., Jassy 1845-52, 2nd

cd. Bucharest 1872-74; abridged translation in

French as Fragments tires des chroniques moldaves

et valaques, 2 vols., Jassy 1845), in which he

traces the intricate political history of Rumania
in its close relation to the social, economic and

cultural evolution of the country; this work con-

stitutes the first important history of Rumania

before the works of Xenopol and Jorga.

CHRISTINE GALITZI

Consult: Dragnca, R
,

Mihail Koqalmccanu (Cluj

1921), loij^a, N
,
Mihnd Kogalmieamt (Bucharest

1920); Oneml, D
,
and lorga, N

, in Academia

Romana, Anelelc, \ol xh (1920-21) 193-221, 221-31;

Xenopol, A D
,
Michail Kogalniceanu (Bucharest

1895); Dame", F
, Histoire de la Roumanie contempo-

raine (Pans 1900).

KOHLER, JOSEPH (1849-1919), German ju-
rist. Kohler became professor of law at Wiirzburg
in 1878 and in 1888 was appointed to the Uni-

versity of Berlin, where he remained until his

death. His versatility was amazing. He left nu-

merous works in almost every branch of the law

and was a dilettante in poetry, music and art. As
a jurist he concentrated especially upon universal

legal history and the philosophy of law but he

made considerable contributions in other fields

as well. He was a pioneer especially in the law

of immaterial rights the law of patents, copy-

right and trademarks.

Kohler sought in his philosophy of law an un-

derlying unity for his highly diverse activity.

He was the acknowledged leader of the neo-

Ilegelian school. Like most members of this

school he retained only the evolutionary and

pantheistic tendencies of Hegelianism and dis-

carded almost completely the Hegelian dialectic.

He did not see in the history of humanity the un-

folding ofthe idea of reason or regard the existent

as necessarily right, but he satisfied his own
fundamental need for idealism by seeking to
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learn from experience the law of universal evo-

lution in human "culture," a term which he used

in the German sense of the control of nature by
science and art. Thus law can be understood only
as part of the whole culture of a people. As a

social product which changes from age to age
it must be studied with the aid of history and

ethnology.
Such a philosophy did not represent so much

a system as a justification of a Faustian urge to

comprehend all knowledge. Although it was

valuable in its time as a reaction, on the one

hand, against the metaphysical tendencies of the

preceding generation, and, on the other, against

the barren historicism of the prevailing his-

torical school neo-Hegelianism was vitiated by
the high degree of relativity which its tenets en-

couraged. It is not always clear to what extent

the necessity for conscious effort in the adapta-
tion of institutions is recognized by Kohler, and

although he perceived a rational purpose in the

universe he often seemed to admit the ir-

rationality of particular phenomena. Thus the

positions he actually took toward various

juristic problems tended to be eclectic. He
was opposed to the fundamental theory of the

sociological school in criminal law but he ac-

cepted nevertheless a great part of its program
of prevention. In the World War he saw the de-

bacle of positivism in international law. Indeed

toward the end of his life he was preoccupied
with the Spanish natural law theorists of the

sixteenth century and the philosophy of scho-

lasticism.

During his lifetime Kohler was regarded by
some as the greatest of living jurists while

others consider him hardly more than an assidu-

ous compiler of an almost endless series ofmono-

graphs. In the last analysis his reputation must

rest upon his achievements as a legal his-

torian and ethnologist. As a legal historian,

however, his work often suffers from his great
reliance upon intuition. He is accused by Dahm
of having treated six centuries of development
in mediaeval Italian statutes as a static period
of almost changeless culture. In his work in

ethnological jurisprudence, in which he carried

on the labor of Post, although he was of

course dominated by the concept of unilinear

evolution, he has been granted praise by an-

thropologists for his treatment of kinship ter-

minologies.
WILLIAM SEAGLE

Consult: Kohler, Arthur, Josef Kohler Bibliographic

(Berlin 1931).

KOLLAR, JAN (1793-1852), Czechoslovakian

poet and nationalist. Kolla*r was born in Slovakia

and when still a very young man came under

the influence of the Slavic ideas of the Czech

national leader, Josef Jungmann. During his

studies at the University of Jena he was impas-
sioned partly by the romantic German nation-

alism, partly by the remains of ancient Slavic

settlements in Saxony; later in his gigantic
sonnet cycle, Sldvy deera (Daughter of Slava,

2 vols., Pest 1824; 2nd ed. 1832), he contrasted

pan-Germanism with pan-Slavism. In this work
he made an attempt to overcome the wretched

condition of the Czechs and Slovaks, who were

menaced by the Hapsburgs and Germanization,

seeking inspiration in the record of the great

geographical extension of the Slavs in the past,

the large Slavic population in his own time and

the promise of a brilliant Slavic future. In the

spirit of Herder he combined enlightened ra-

tionalism with historical romanticism and con-

ceived of the nation as an instrument of human-

ity; moreover he believed that the regeneration
of a united Slav nation would inaugurate a new
era in the history of mankind. He opposed the

lingual separatism of the Slovaks and in his

treatise Uber die litterarische Wechseheitigkeit
zwischen den verschiedenen Stdmmen und Mund-
arten der slavischen Nation (Pest 1837, 2n^ e<^-

1844) he put forward a practical program calling

for the absorption of the four leading Slavic

tongues, Russian, Polish, Czech and Serbian,

into one Slavic language. Kolldr's rhetoric ex-

erted a most powerful and lasting influence on
the national renaissance of the Czechs and Slo-

vaks, although the high hopes inspired by him
were toned down to some extent by the sobering
reaction of Palack^ and Havlfc'ek.

EMMANUEL CHALUPNY

Consult: Masaryk, T. G., Ceskd otdzka (The Czech

problem) (new ed. Prague 1924) p. 48-91; Vldek,

Jaroslav, Novt kapitoly 2 dejtn hteratury teskd (History
of Czech literature) (and ed. Prague 1918) p. 12-40;

Fischel, Alfred, Der Panslavismus bis zum Weltkrieg

(Stuttgart 1919)?. 102-25; Prazak, Albert, in Slavonic

Review, vol. vi (1927-28) 336-43, 579-92.

KOLL4TAJ, HUGO (Kollontay) (1750-1812),
Polish reformer and publicist. Koll^taj was born

in the province of Volhynia and studied theology
and philosophy at the University of Cracow and
in Rome. Appointed canon of Cracow and mem-
ber of the Commission for Public Education, he

reorganized the antiquated educational system
of the University of Cracow. He soon turned his

attention to the constitutional problems which
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confronted the disintegrating Polish state and

became the leading spirit in the work of the

Four-Year Sejm (Diet); he is generally regarded
as the author of the famous constitution of

May 3, 1791. After the fall of Poland Kott^taj

was imprisoned first in Austria and, after a brief

interval of freedom, in Russia. On his release

he returned to Warsaw, where he spent the

remainder of his life.

Although Kolli|taj was a priest he was a free-

thinker and a follower of the principles of Rous-

seau and the French Revolution; he later be-

came an admirer of Napoleon. For Poland, how-

ever, he advocated a constitutional monarchy
headed by a hereditary dynasty with a bicameral

parliamentary system; this he considered as best

suited to the needs of a country weakened by an

unruly gentry struggling for power. A physio-

crat, he nevertheless regarded the activities of

the urban population as productive and favored

the creation of a large middle class both as a

source of financial strength and as a political

balance against the power of the nobility. Be-

sides a single land tax he urged the necessity

of other tax measures, primarily for the purpose
of strengthening the army as the only bulwark

against the encroaching powers of neighboring
countries.

ZOFIA DASZYNSKA-GOLINSKA

Important works: Do Starrislawa Malachowskiego . . .

anonyma listdw kilka (To St. Malachowski . . . sev-

eral anonymous letters), 4 vols. (Warsaw 1788-90);
O ustanovneniu i upadku Konstytucyi polskiej 3 maia

1791, in collaboration with I. Potocki and F. K.

Dmochowski, 2 vols. (Metz 1793), tr. into German

by S. B. Linde as Vom Entstehen und Untergange der

polnischen Konstitution von 3 ten Mai 1791 (Leipsic
I 793) Nil desperandwn (in Polish) (Leipsic 1808);

Porzqdek fizyczno-moralny (The physical and moral

order) (Cracow 1810; new ed. by Z. Daszynska-
Golinska, Warsaw 1912); Rozbidr Krytyczny zasad

kistoryi o poczqtkach rodu ludzktego (Critical analysis

of the principles of history from the beginnings of

mankind), 3 vols. (Cracow 1842).

Consult: Janik, Michal, Hugo Kollqtaj (Lw6w 1913);

Tokarz, Waclaw, Ostatnie lata Hugona KoUqtaja
(1794-1812) (The last years of Hugo Kollatej), 2 vols.

(Cracow 1905); Daszynska-Golinska, Zofia, "Hugo
KoHa.taj jako filozof spoleczny" (Hugo Koll^taj as a

social philosopher), introduction to her edition ofPor-

zqdek . . . (Warsaw 1912).

KOLPING, ADOLPH (1813-65), German so-

cial worker. Kolping, who was originally a

journeyman shoemaker, studied theology at

Munich, the center of the Catholic romantic

movement, and later at Bonn. Upon the comple-
tion of his studies he decided to try to improve

the unhappy social condition ofhis former fellow

craftsmen. He founded in 1847 the first Catholic

social organization, the Katholischer Gesellen-

verein. This Catholic journeymen's guild soon

spread from the Rhineland through all German

speaking countries and today has branches in

nearly all European and several American coun-

tries. Its membership at the present time in-

cludes more than one hundred thousand skilled

workers between seventeen and twenty-five years
of age organized in about 1400 locals. The main

purpose of this organization is to regenerate

family life by establishing its local branches on

the family principle (the priest-president being

spiritual fatherofthe community)and by provid-

ing journeymen with a family home. The guild

introduced an early form of adult education of a

technical character and endeavored by cultural,

moral and physical instruction to develop ener-

getic self-help. Kolping held that social regener-
ation of a class must be preceded by the moral

regeneration of its members based on love, and

he consciously opposed the rising influence of

scientific socialism which looks for the regenera-

tion of mankind through a thorough reorganiza-

tion of economic and social conditions only. In

politics Kolping shared the views of his friend

Bishop Ketteler and put forward no independent

program of his own.

THEODOR BRAUER

Consult: Brauer, Theodor, Adolf Kolping, Klassiker

der katholischen Sozialphilosophie, vol. ii (Freiburg
i.Br. 1923); Zimmerman, Karl, "Der Gesellenvater"

in Stlddeutsche Monatshefte, vol. xxvi (1928-29) 170-

73; Nattermann, Johannes, Adolf Kolping als Sozial-

pddagoge, Forschungen zur Geschichte der Philoso-

phic und der Padagogik, vol. i, pt. i (Leipsic 1925).

KONARSKI, STANISLAW (1700-73), Polish

educational and political reformer. Konarski

studied in Rome and Paris and was a disciple of

Locke and Montesquieu in theory and of Rollin

in the practise of education. He was the first to

attempt a reform of the schools of his nation,

until then almost wholly under the control of

the Jesuits. In his Collegium Nobilium, founded

in Warsaw in 1740, he aimed to train future

statesmen with full regard to the needs alike of

body, mind and spirit. Throughout he employed
the scientific method a novelty of great mo-
ment. In the face of bitter opposition he held to

his course and finally won over even his foes. It

was he more than anyone else who made possible
the creation after his death of a national educa-

tional commission.

At the same time Konarski addressed himself
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to the evils of the Polish constitution. His most

important work, O skutecznym rad sposobie (On
effective counsels) (4 vols., Warsaw 1760-63),
contains a withering attack on the institution of

the liberum veto, which enabled any deputy to

bring about a dissolution of the Diet and so

paralyze all public business, and an elaborate

plan to reform the machinery of state. In this

work may be found not a few principles later

incorporated in the constitution of May, 1791.

By introducing the French language and liter-

ature as a cultural factor in Polish education

Konarski paved the way for the spread of ration-

alism in eastern Europe. As a result he was in-

dicted as a freethinker by fellow Catholics, but

he was able to refute the charges.

WILLIAM J. ROSE

Consult: Rose, William J., Stanislas Konarski (London
1929).

KOPRULU FAMILY, Turkish statesmen. By
their extraordinary intelligence and ability they

interrupted for a time the rapid decline of the

Ottoman Empire. The first of the Koprulu

viziers, Mahmad (c. 1583-1661), came of a hum-
ble family probably of Albanian origin and rose

from menial to honorable posts in the sultan's

service. He held office as governor of Damascus,

Tripoli and Jerusalem successively and in 1656,

when both the internal administration and the

foreign prestige of Turkey had apparently col-

lapsed, was appointed grand vizier. Mahmad
obtained a free hand in carrying out a policy
which he had evidently resolved upon long be-

fore. He suppressed rebellion, restored disci-

pline in the civil and military administration and

reorganized finances so as to enrich the treasury.

Inflexible in purpose, he promptly and liberally

rewarded the obedient and efficient while he

punished corruption and opposition by instant

execution. Within five years there was order in

the empire and its reputation abroad had been

restored.

Mahmad's son Ahmad (1635-76) was twenty-
six when he succeeded his father as grand vizier,

an office which he held for fifteen years. He had

received a thorough training in law and had

served as governor of Erzerum and Damascus.

More humane than his father, hecontinued essen-

tially the same policies. In addition he did a

great deal to protect the people from the arbi-

trary exactions and activities of government
officials and improved the position of the Chris-

tians and the adherents of other tolerated reli-

gions. His military and diplomatic achievements

led to a temporary revival of the empire. De-
feated in a battle against the Austrians at Szent

Gotthard on the Raab, Ahmad nevertheless

concluded a treaty of peace at Vasvar without

loss of territory. In 1669 he brought to an end

the war with Venice over Crete, which had been

going on for twenty-four years, by obtaining

possession of the island. He won and lost battles

in Poland but finally made an advantageous
settlement.

Ahmad 's brother Mustafa (1637-91), an ex-

perienced soldier and governor, was appointed
to the grand vizierate in 1689. In his short term

he regulated taxation, instituted economies,
built up the army and revived the navy. He

recognized the necessity of lightening the bur-

dens of the Balkan Christian subjects, who were

tempted to join the enemies of Turkey, and

arranged a fixed poll tax in three grades to

replace irregular exactions.

Mahmad's nephew Hiisayn (d. 1702) became

grand vizier in 1697 and in that capacity ar-

ranged the Peace of Carlowitz (1699), which

resulted unavoidably in serious losses of terri-

tory. The new vizier followed the policy of his

relatives in improving the financial and military

system and in his treatment of the Christians,

for whom he remitted the poll tax. He was a

patron of learning and the arts and built a num-
ber of schools. His five years of control repaired

considerably the damages of the prolonged war.

Had the Turkish system permitted it, the

Koprulus as monarchs of incomparably greater

capacity might have displaced the house of Os-

man and reformed and modernized the country
with rapidity. Actually for the most part they
revived policies which had been successful but

which were fundamentally unsuited to the

changed times.

ALBERT H. LYBYER

Consult: Eversley, G. J., and Chirol, V., The Turkish

Empirefrom 1288 to 1922 (2nd ed. London 1923) ch.

xin; Creasy, E. S., Turkey, ed. by A. C. Coohdge and
W. H. Claflm, History of Nations series, vol. xiv (rev.

ed. Philadelphia 1906) p. 232-73; Ranke, L. von, Die
Osmanen und die spanische Monarchic tm 16. und 17.

Jahrhundert, Sammthche Werke, vol. xxxv-xxxvi

(4th ed. Leipsic 1877) p. 74-81, tr. by W. K. Kelly

(London 1843).

KOPS, JACOB LEONARD DE BRUIJN. See

BRUIJN KOPS, JACOB LEONARD DE.

KORAES, ADAMANTIOS (1748-1833),
Greek educator and national leader. Koraes, the

son of a merchant, was born on the island of
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Chios but at an early age was taken to Smyrna.
He studied in Amsterdam and in Montpellier,
where he received his doctorate in medicine. In

1788 he came to Paris, where he lived uninter-

ruptedly until his death. His national conscious-

ness was stimulated by the events of the revolu-

tionary period and he was one of those Greeks

who under the influence of the bourgeois revolu-

tionary ideology identified national with bour-

geois liberty. His familiarity with the literary

achievements of the human mind, systematically

cultivated since earliest youth, led him under the

influence exercised upon him by the example of

the French Enlightenment to the realization that

the achievement of Greek national freedom must

be preceded by a period of intellectual enlighten-

ment. He also aimed to establish a national cul-

tural continuity between the civilization of an-

cient Hellas and the Greece of his own day and

thus devoted himself to the endeavor to acceler-

ate the intellectual renaissance of his compa-

triots, who were at that time under Turkish rule.

Aided by the financial support of the merchants

Zosimades he published a series of modern
translations of the ancient classics prefaced with

introductions in which he developed his views

on education and national regeneration. These

works were distributed widelythroughout Greece

and served as the intellectual basis for the Greek

national movement.

Koraes' activity as a national educator is

closely bound up with his philological views.

Since the appearance of the Phanariot scholar-

ship there was evident in Greece a tendency to

replace the popular language developed in the

course of a long evolution by an artificial schol-

arly language approximating ancient Greek.

Koraes opposed this archaistic tendency; he did

not endorse the popular speech as such but de-

clared himself in favor of refining it. In his

polemic against anti-evolutional archaism demo-
cratic motives also played a part; this he ex-

plicitly acknowledged in maintaining that al-

though the scholars are the legislators of lan-

guage they are legislators of a "democratic con-

cern" which belongs to all. This view, which

gave the struggle over the popular speech the

appearance of a social struggle that it retains

even today, invests Koraes' vision with special

significance and marks him as the forerunner of

one of the greatest social movements of the

new Greece.

PANAJOTIS KANELLOPOULOS

Consult: Therianos, D., Adamantios Koraes (in Greek),

3 vols. (Trieste 1889-90); Oikonomos, Christos P.,

DiepadagogtschenAnschauungen des Adamantios Korais
uncl ihr Etnfluss auf das Schulwesen und das pohtische
Leben Gnechenlands (Leipsic 1908), with a bibliog-

raphy of works by and about Koraes.

KORAN. See SACRED BOOKS.

KORKUNOV,NIKOLAYMIKHAYLOVICH
(1853-1904), Russian sociologist andjurist. From

1878 to 1899 Korkunov was professor of consti-

tutional law and theory of law at the University
of St. Petersburg. Although he has often been

associated with the school of Jhering he was in

reality an entirely original thinker; his ideas re-

semble to a considerable degree those of Duguit,
whom he preceded by several decades.

Korkunov firmly and ardently opposed the

voluntaristic theory of law and the state intro-

duced by juridical individualism. At the same
time he affirmed the impossibility of detaching

juridical constructions from the sociological and

psychological study of the reality of law. His

most original conceptions deal with the structure

of public power and of the state. Korkunov held

that public power is not a will but an objective

product of the collective consciousness of de-

pendence on the part of its subjects. The state

moreover is not a juridical person but an objec-
tive juridical relationship; it is a complex system
of relations between the individuals and officials

who in common realize the public power, which

serves as object of these relations. Law accord-

ing to this conception is not a command of the

public power but precedes and goes beyond it,

since it proceeds from the collective conscious-

ness in a more immediate manner than does the

public power itself. One of the most fundamental

problems of the theory of law and of the state

here Korkunov profits by the ideas of Krause and
Lorenz von Stein is that of the relationship be-

tween the state and society, which is governed by
its own extrastate law. The state, however, must

predominate over society, for its power is more
favorable to individual liberty.

In his definition of law Korkunov sought to

unite the conceptions of Kant and Jhering. Law
for him is a "delimitation of interests." The idea

of a limit is inherent in idealistic individualism as

is the idea of interest in positivist sociology. This

amalgamation was not the strongest of Korku-

nov's conceptions, since it was inconsistent with

his own point of view. In fact in opposing juridi-

cal voluntarism and individualism it is difficult

to consider law as a negative limit, just as it is

not easy after having allocated law and power to

the spontaneous collective consciousness forth-
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with to have recourse to the idea of interest.

Fundamentally Korkunov's ideas, which he

himself characterized as an expression of "sub-

ject!vist realism," occupied an independent posi-
tion in the conflict between idealism and posi-
tivism. He applied the principle successfully in

his very original theory of power and the state

but he failed in applying it in his definition of

law.

GEORGES GURVITCH

Important works: Lektsii po obshchey teorii prava (St.

Petersburg 1886, 8th ed. 1908), tr. by W. G. Hastings
as General Theory of Law (2nd ed. New York 1922);
Obshchestvennoe znachenie prava (The social signifi-

cance of law) (St. Petersburg 1890); Sravmtelny ocherk

gosudarstvennago prava inostrannikh derzhav (Com-
parative constitutional lawof foreign states) (St. Peters-

burg 1890); Russkoe gosudarstvennoe pravo (Russian
constitutional law), 2 vols. (St. Petersburg 1892-93,
8th ed. 1913); Ukaz i zakon (Ukase and statute) (St.

Petersburg 1894).

Consult: Hecker, J. F., Russian Sociology (New York

1915) p. 257-64.

KOROLENKO, VLADIMIR GALAKTIO-
NOVICH( 1 853-1921), Russian writer and pub-
licist. During his student years in St. Petersburg
and Moscow Korolenko was twice exiled for

participation in radical activities; and when in

1 88 1 he refused to take a special oath of alle-

giance to Alexander in he was sent again into

exile, this time for three years in Siberia. He
had already been occupying himself with writ-

ing, and during his stay in Siberia he wrote Son

Makara, which on its publication in 1885 (tr.

by M. Fell in Makar's Dream and Other Stories,

New York 1916), when he returned to Russia,

made him famous throughout the nation. In

1904 at the death of Mikhaylovsky he became
editor in chief of Russkoe bogatstvo (Russian

fortune), a monthly periodical representing the

views of the Populist intelligentsia, and he con-

tinued in this position until the nyigazine was

suspended in 1918.
Korolenko was one of the greatest masters of

Russian literature in his time but he was a

profound humanitarian as well as a literary

artist. He called himself "a partisan, defending
the rights and dignity of man wherever it is

possible to do so with the pen." He wrote many
stories and several longer works of fiction but

his most effective medium was the short sketch

for newspaper or magazine. For decades at times

of most acute social crisis in places where events

of far reaching significance were taking place
the "writer Korolenko" appeared without fail.

He was a thoughtful and realistic observer and

in his articles he disclosed and interpreted to

the Russian public the "true nature of the

event." His power as an artist had a far greater
effect in awakening radical sympathies than

would have been possible had he expressed him-

self in purely intellectual terms; and it enabled

him to continue his crusade against intolerance

and injustice despite a rigid censorship. More

specifically, his sketches describing the horrors

and exploitation by landlords during the famine

of 1891 (V golodny god, St. Petersburg 1893),

exposing the injustice of a ritual murder accusa-

tion against half-Christian tribesmen in north-

eastern Russia (Multanskoye zhertvoprinoshenie)

and protesting against the increasing use of capi-
tal punishment after the 1905 revolution (Bitovoe

yavlenie, St. Petersburg 1910) were of profound

significance in shaping a new social conscious-

ness in Russia. A belief in non-violent regenera-
tion and an emphasis on the struggle between

the government and society rather than on the

class struggle are the important elements in

Korolenko 's social philosophy. His longest work,
Istoria moego sovremenntka (begun in 1906, com-

plete ed. in 5 vols. Moscow 1922; vol. i and

part of vol. ii tr. into German by Rosa Luxem-

burg as Die Geschichte meines Zeitgenossen, 2

vols., 2nd ed. Berlin 1919), presents an inval-

uable picture of Russian life during the late

nineteenth and the early twentieth century and

abounds in autobiographical material covering
several decades.

VLADIMIR ROSENBERG

Works: A collected edition prepared by Korolenko

appeared in 1914 (9 vols., St. Petersburg); a definitive

posthumous edition is still in the course of publication

(vols. i-v, vn, viii, xv-xx, xxiv, Kharkov and Poltava

1923-29). Individual works have been translated into

almost every language. In general the French transla-

tions are better than the English.

Consult: V. G. Korolenko, ed. by E. F. Nikitina (Mos-
cow 1928); Pamyati VI. G. Korolenko (To the memory
of Korolenko), ed. by V. A. Miakotin (Moscow 1922);

Batushkov, F. D., V, G. Korolenko kak chelovek i

pisatel (Korolenko as a human being and writer)

(Moscow 1922); Haeusler, Eugen, Vladimir Korolenko

und sein Werk (Kfinigsberg 1930); Umansky, Dmitry,
"Vladimir Korolenko" in Living Age, vol. cccxiii

(1922) 92-99; Savitch, G., "Vladimir Korolenko" in

La revue, yd ser., vol. xlvi (1903) 665-76; Calderon,
G. L., "Korolenko" in Monthly Review, vol. iv

(1901) no. 12, p. 115-28.

KOROSY DE SZANTO, JOZSEF (1844-

1906), Hungarian statistician. Kor6sy was the

founder and first director of the municipal sta-

tistical bureau in Budapest and professor of

statistics at the University of Budapest. His field
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of interest was vital statistics, with particular

emphasis on mortality and morbidity rates. In

measuring the rates of mortality from specific

diseases he devised the method of relative inten-

sity based on the calculation of the proportion of

deaths from particular diseases to the total

deaths within the respective age group. Using
this method to calculate the rates of mortality

from smallpox among vaccinated and non-

vaccinated people he definitely established the

effectiveness of vaccination, which had been

hotly contested by antivaccinationists. He also

investigated statistical regularities in the propa-

gation of typhoid fever and tuberculosis and

studied the effect of housing on morbidity and

mortality. In compiling general mortality tables

Korosy devised the use of the individual regis-

ter, which enabled him to keep the identity of

individuals under observation from birth to

death and thus to construct mortality tables for

specific groups of people. He compiled the first

birth tables after those of Halley and was the first

to study the effect of the age of parents on the

fertility of marriage and the vitality of offspring.

He helped to formulate an international nomen-

clature of professions and causes of death and

worked toward an international unification of the

methods of census taking. With Koch and Ogle
he constructed an international index of mor-

tality, still in use, based on age distribution with

Sweden as a base. Korosy was aware of the

logical limitations of statistical investigation; al-

though he believed in the existence of statistical

regularities in the universe of social phenomena
as early as the 1870*3 he looked upon them as

rules of inconstant probabilities rather than as

laws of absolute validity.

THEODORE SZE"L

Important works: Mittheilungen tiber individuals Mor-

talitats-Beobachtungen (Budapest 1876); Projet d'un

recensement du monde (Paris 1881); Demologische Bei-

tr&ge zur Erweiterung der Nataltt&ts- und Fruchtbar-

keitsstatistik, Mortalitats-Coefficient und Mortalitats-

Index (Berlin 1892); Die statistischen Beweise des Impf-
schutzes (Budapest 1896); "An Estimate of the Degrees
of Legitimate Natality as Derived from a Table of

Natality" in Royal Society of London, Philosophical

Transactions, ser. A., vol. clxxxvi (1895) 781-875.

Consult: Sz6l (Saile), Tivadar Antal, K'6rdsy J6zsef
hatdsa a statisztika fejlodtsere (Influence of Joseph de

KoVfisy on the development of statistics) (Budapest

1927), with a summary in French.

KOSCIUSZKO, TADEUSZ ANDRZEI (1746-

1817), Polish national leader. Kosciuszko, a de-

scendant of Polish-Lithuanian gentry, received

his early education at Warsaw and later pur-

sued a course of study at Paris, where he came
under the influence of the political and social

ideas which culminated in the French Revolu-

tion. Impelled by his enthusiasm for liberty

he participated as a colonel in the American
War of Independence and after his return to

Poland attained distinction in the Polish-Russian

War of 1792 waged in defense of the constitu-

tion of May 3. Two years later, when he was
offered the leadership in the insurrection against
the encroaching control of Russia in Polish

affairs, he assumed the dictatorship and freed

the peasantry from personal servitude and in

part from statutory labor. The crushing defeat

of the Polish army at Maciejowice put an end
to Polish independence and with it to Kos"-

ciuszko's social reforms; he himself was taken

prisoner by the Russians. But although his re-

forms were short lived they had a profound
influence upon Polish political thought, and the

idea of the emancipation of the peasants has

been a part of nearly all subsequent movements
for Polish independence.

Set at liberty after the death of Catherine n,
Kosciuszko went abroad, where he assumed

the moral leadership of the Polish e'migre'es and

of the legions fighting in Italy and Germany
on the side of republican France against the

partitioning powers. He held radical views and

was opposed to the consulate and the empire.
He refused to participate in the partial recon-

struction of his country in the form of the Duchy
of Warsaw and demanded from Napoleon the

restoration of the historical frontiers of Poland

and a liberal constitution; because of this atti-

tude his influence among his countrymen suf-

fered a temporary eclipse. After the downfall

of the empire he endeavored to gain the sup-

port of European opinion and of the victorious

Alexander I for his ideal of an independent

Poland; and during the Congress of Vienna,
which created the kingdom of Poland, he drew

attention to the necessity of improving the lot

of Polish peasants. Disappointed in his hopes,
he spent the remaining years of his life in retire-

ment in Switzerland. Kosciuszko remained the

symbol of the Polish aspirations to the status

of an independent nation, and the Kosciuszko

legend has been one of the main forces making
for the establishment of national independence
and democracy in Poland.

A. M. SKALKOWSKI

Consult: Gardner, Monica M., Kofciuszko, a Biog-

raphy (London 1920); Korzon, T., KoSduszko (in Pol-

ish) (2nd ed. Cracow 1906); Sliwinski, Artur, Potc-
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stanie kosriuszkoivskie (The Kosciuszko insurrection)

(2nd ed. Warsaw 1920); Prdchnik, Adam, Demok-

racja kosciuszkowska (The Kosciuszko democracy)
(Lwdw 1920).

KOSSUTH, LAJOS (1802-94), Hungarian
statesman, orator and political writer; chiefleader

of the Hungarian Revolution of 1848-49. Kos-

suth through his exceptional oratorical gift,

magnetic personality and unique power of or-

ganization symbolized more than any other man

Magyar nationalism, which was at that time in-

timately connected with liberalism. He came

from the poorer nobility; although of Slovak

extraction he embraced whole heartedly Magyar
nationalism, which he, like Karl Marx, con-

sidered the only real cultural and liberal force in

the country. As the delegate of an absent mag-
nate at the Diet he was the founder of Hungarian

journalism, editing for the first time a kind of a

parliamentary gazette (OrszdggyuUsitudusitdsok}.
Embarrassed by his brilliant agitation the Vien-

nese government put him in prison; but his three

years' imprisonment, which he devoted to deep
studies of English language and literature, con-

tributed still further to his development. After

his liberation he became as editor of the Pesti

hirlap (1841) the strongest publicistic influence

of the nation, arousing the distrust and suspicion
of the conservatives, who felt in him the spirit of

the revolution. Although the Austrian govern-
ment was successful in breaking his connection

with the paper, his influence grew rapidly as a

result of his campaign for the abolition of the

entail, the elimination of feudal burdens and

complete national independence of Hungary. In

1847 he became a member of the Diet and his

discourse on March 3, 1848, demanding a con-

stitution not only in Hungary but also in Austria

made him a European figure. So overwhelming
was his campaign that the court was obliged to

cede. A parliamentariangovernment was granted
and Count Batthydny gave Kossuth a portfolio

in his cabinet. The Viennese reaction, however,

did not take these concessions seriously and

fomented a general insurrection of the southern

Slavs and the Rumanians, who were exasperated

by the chauvinistic attitude of Kossuth. War

against the imperial forces became inevitable;

Batthyany resigned and Kossuth assumed power
as president of the Committee of National De-

fense and later as governor of the country. His

success as an army organizer was remarkable,

but after notable victories the situation of the

Magyar forces became untenable as a result of

the intervention of the czar in favor of the de-

posed emperor, Francis Joseph. Kossuth was

obliged to flee and was interned by the Turkish

government. Liberated in 1851 he made a bril-

liant campaign for Hungarian independence in

England and America. He lived forty-five years
in exile, trying to get French, Italian and later

Prussian support against the Hapsburgs. But
his efforts remained unsuccessful and after the

dualist system had been created by Ferencz Dedk
in 1867 Kossuth realized that his cause was lost,

at least for his lifetime. He continued to regard
the Ausgleich as an impossible system doomed to

collapse and set over against it the idea of a

Danube confederation, which he championed as

the only constitutional framework capable of

guaranteeing real independence to Hungary and

the other smaller Danubian nations. Although
the influence of Kossuth was crushed in Hun-

gary by a pseudo-parliamentarian system, he re-

mained the idol of the peasantry and his moral

force is even now a vital factor.

OSCAR JASZI

Works: Iratai (Works), 13 vols. (Budapest 1880-191 1),

vols. i-iii tr. into German by J. Helfy as Meine

Schnften mis der Emigration, 3 vols. (Pressburg 1880-

82), vol. i tr. by F. Jausz as Memories of My E\ile

(London 1880).

Consult: Iranyi, D., and Chassin, C. L., Histoire

pohtiqiie de la revolution de Hongrie 184749, 2 vols.

(Pans 1859-60), Jaszi, ()., A monarchta jdvdje: A
dualizrnus bukdsa A a dunai egyesult dllamok (Budapest
1918), tr. into German as Der Zusarnmenbruch des

Duahsmus und die Zukunft der Donausfaatcn (2nd ed.

Vienna 1918), Szabo, E., Tdr&adalmi es pdrtharcok a

4S-4Q-es magyar forradalomban (Vienna 1921); Szekfu,
G. t Hdrom nemzedfk (2nd ed. Budapest 1922); Gracza,

G., Kossuth Lajos elete mukodese (3rd ed. Budapest
1902); Steier, L., Gorgey 6s Kossuth (Budapest 1924).

KOSTOMAROV, NIKOLAY IVANOVICH
(1817-1885), Ukrainian historian, ethnographer
and publicist. Kostomarov studied at the Uni-

versity of Kharkov and became professor at the

University of Kiev. Arrested in 1847 as a mem-
ber of a Ukrainian secret political society, the

Brotherhood of St. Cyril and of Methodius, he

was imprisoned and exiled to Saratov. Beginning
in 1859 he taught at the University of St. Peters-

burg, where he was much loved by the students;

but he resigned this post in 1862 for political

reasons and was never allowed to resume his

academic career, although the University of

Kiev and other institutions invited him to occupy
their chairs of history.

Kostomarov divided his interest and work

between history, especially the history of the

Ukraine and phases of Russian history, and eth-
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nography. His influence on ethnographical stud-

ies of the Slavic world has been great; he insisted

on the scientific importance of ethnography and
demanded that the historian himself study the

life and the customs of the entire people not

only of the ruling classes. He was hostile to the

Muscovite autocracy, which he viewed as a de-

generation, due to the influence of the Tartar

horde, of the original Slavic forms of life of the

Great-Russian people; these forms he believed

to be preserved in their purest state in the

Ukrainian people. Although he was inclined

toward a Slavophile romanticism he had, how-

ever, a greatinfluenceon the democratic andpro-
gressive movement not only in the Ukraine but
also in Russia. His political ideal was a federa-

tion of the Slav republics with a democratic

constitution; for each nation he demanded the

right to an independent cultural and political

development. As a Ukrainian he was especially
interested in the defense of the rights of the

Ukrainian tongue and in the cultural develop-
ment of his people; he may be regarded as the

leader in Ukrainian life from 1858 to 1880.

M. HRUEVSKY

Works: Sobranie sochineny, 21 vols. (St Petersburg
1903-06), a collection of historical monographs; Nau-
kovo-publttstitithm i polemichni ptsanya (Scientific-

publicistic and polemical writings) (Kiev 1928), Av-
tobiografiya, ed. by V. Kotelmkov (Moscow 1922).

Consult: ^beukrainska Akademiya Nauk, Kiev,
Ukratna (1925) pt. lii, p. 3-87.

KOVACS, GABOR (1883-1920), Hungarian
economist. After serving as Privatdozent at the

University of Kolozsvar, Kovacs became pro-
fessor at the University of Debreczen and in

1918 was called by the Karolyi government to

the University of Budapest. In his writings he

followed essentially the classical tradition but

attempted to reformulate the orthodox doctrine

in the light of new economic problems which
have emerged since the formulation of the classi-

cal principles. He disagreed with the historico-

ethical school because of its inclusion of extra-

economic elements in economic theory; and he

opposed marginalism, maintaining that it is

based predominantly on the psychology of the

consumer and neglects the factors on the supply
side. The general acceptance of marginalism

despite its basic shortcomings he explained on
two grounds: first, because it constituted a wel-

come relief from the vagueness of the historico-

ethical approach; and, second, because it pro-
vided orthodox economic theory with a new
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rallying point in its struggle against the inroads

of Marxism. He was the first economist of aca-

demic rank to adopt an unprejudiced position
in the treatment of socialist doctrine. Of the

post-classical economists Kovacs was influenced

by Marx and Oppenheimer; the former influ-

enced his distribution theory, the latter his pop-
ulation theory. During the World War Kovacs
advocated a thoroughgoing agrarian reform and,
as a preventive measure for the approaching

post-war agrarian crisis, the formation of coloni-

zation societies.

RUSZTEM VAMBERY
Works: Az orosz mir-szervezet szocialgazdasdgtani
6rt6ke (Socio-economic value of the Russian mir)
(Budapest 1904); A nepesedest elmclet ujabb fejlod&e

(Population theory) (Debreczen 1906); Tdrsadalmi

gazdasdgtan (Social economy) (Budapest 1914); A
kozgazdasdgtan elemei (Elements of social economy)
(Debreczen 1915, 2nd ed 1919); A kozgazdasdgtan es

a vildghdboru (Social economy and the World War)
(Debreczen 1916); Ver es kenyer (Blood and bread)
(Budapest 1918), A szocializmus tortenetc (History of
modern socialism), ed. by A. Danos (Budapest 1925).

KOVALEVSKY, MAKSIM MAKSIMOVICH
(1851-1916), Russian historian, anthropologist
and sociologist. Kovalevsky, the son of a pros-

perous noble, was graduated from the University
of Kharkov and completed his training in Paris

at the Ecole des Charles and in England. His

early works dealt with the history of late medi-

aeval and early modern administration in France

and England, tracing the limitation of adminis-

trative discretion under absolutism by the de-

velopment of law and judicial institutions. In

England he became interested in the origin and

history of the village community, a subject much
discussed then, and eventually in primitive
social organization. After 1877 he was professor
of foreign public law and institutional history
at the University of Moscow. At this time he

made several field trips to study at first hand
the Caucasian mountain tribes and published a

number of works based on the material he gath-
ered. In 1887, after being dismissed from the

university for liberal tendencies, he settled in

France. In the following twenty years he pub-
lished a number of books and articles in French

and English, some of them lecture courses de-

livered at various European and American uni-

versities (Stockholm, Oxford, Brussels, Chicago,

California) and at the Ecole Superieure Russe

des Sciences Sociales de Paris, which he founded
in 1901. During his French residence he com-

pleted his two most important works his study
of the origin of modern democracy and his
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economic history of Europe. The first traces

the development of the doctrines of equality

before the law and of popular sovereignty, ana-

lyzes the activity of the French Constituent and

describes the decay of the aristocratic regime
in the Republicof Venice. In this work he main-

tained that the conception of inalienable indi-

vidual liberties was of English origin but unlike

Jellinek, who saw it fully developed by English
dissidents on American soil, Kovalevsky stressed

the importance of the pamphlet and tract lit-

erature in the mother country, particularly that

of the Levellers. The second work stressing

agrarian history and, in its German version ex-

tending to the eighteenth century, incorporates
the results of twenty-five years of effort. In

this he held that increase in population density

is the principal although not the only factor

in economic evolution and corresponding social

and cultural change, thus anticipating Coste,

Durkheim, Loria and the whole demographic
school. Upon his return to Russia during the

1905 revolution, Kovalevsky organized a liberal

party of Democratic Reforms (more moderate

than the important bourgeois party of Consti-

tutional Democrats), founded a party newspaper
and was elected to the first Duma. He resumed

teaching, at first at the university and later

also in other schools in St. Petersburg, and

in 1907 was elected as university representative
to the State Council, Russia's second chamber,
where he was the leader of the very small liberal

minority.
Unlike many Russian scholars who were in-

fluenced by German philosophy and jurispru-

dence Kovalevsky was a positivist in the manner

of Comte and Harrison, a Spencerian evolution-

ist and a staunch adherent of Maine's compara-
tive historical method. His strength lay in

synthesis and generalizations, of which his mind
was unusually fertile; although he was an indus-

trious student of archive material he has often

been criticized for insufficient attention to factual

detail. He exercised considerable influence in

all of the disciplines in which he worked

history of law, political theory and economic

institutions, sociology, anthropology but he

left no school.

E. SPEKTORSKI

Important works: Obshchestvenny stray Anghi v kontse

srednikh vekov (Social organization of England at

the end of the Middle Ages) (Moscow 1880); Sovre-

mermy obichay i drevny zahon. Obichnoe pravo ossetin

(Moscow 1886), tr. into French as Coutume contempo-
raine et lot ancierme: drott couturmer ossttien (Pans
x^93)> Tableau des origines et de Involution de la

famille et de la propriety (Stockholm 1890); Mod-
ern Customs and Ancient Laws of Russia (London
1891); Proiskhozhdenie sovremennoy demokratii (Origin
of modern democracy), 4 vols. (Moscow 1895-97; 3rd
rev. ed. of vol. i, St. Petersburg 1912), vol. i tr. into

French as La France economique et sociale A la

veille de la Revolution, 2 vols. (Paris 1909-11),
and vol. iv tr. into French as La fin d'une aristocratic

(Turin 1901); Le regime Economique de la Russie

(Paris 1898); Russian Political Institutions (Chicago

1902); Ekonomichesky rost Evropi do vozniknoveniya

kapitaltsticheskago khozyaystva, 3 vols. (Moscow
1898-1900), enlarged German version as Die dkono-

mische Entwicklung Europas bis sum Beginn der kapita-
listischen Wirtschaftsform, 7 vols. (Berlin 1901-

14); Sovremennie sotsiologi (Contemporary sociologists

(St. Petersburg 1905); Ot pryamogo narodopravstva
k predstavttelnomu i ot patriarkhalnoy monarkhii k

parlamentanzmu (From direct to representative

democracy and from patriarchal monarchy to parlia-

mentarism), 3 vols. (Moscow 1906); Sotsiologiya

(Sociology), 2 vols. (St. Petersburg 1910).

Consult: Ivanovsky, I. A., in Russia, Ministerstvo

Narodnago Prosveshcheniya, Zhurnal (1916) no. 12,

p. 102-24; Posner, S., in Revue histonque, vol.

cxxii (1916) 236-39; Worms, Rene\ in Revue inter-

national de sociologie, vol. xxiv (1916) 257-63; Gur-

witsch, G., "Ubersicht der neueren rechtsphiloso-

phischen Literatur in Russland" in Philosophic und

Recht, vol. 11 (1922-23); Sorokin, P., Contemporary
Sociological Theories (New York 1928) ch. vu.

KRAEMER, ADOLF (1832-1910), German-
Swiss agricultural economist. Kraemer is con-

sidered the father of agricultural cooperation in

Switzerland. After teaching agricultural eco-

nomics for many years in various Geiman insti-

tutions he became secretary general of the Union
of Agricultural Societies in the Grand Duchy of

Hesse. In 1871 he was appointed director of the

newly founded agricultural department of the

Federal Polytechnic in Zurich, a position which

he held until his resignation in 1905. A few years
after his appointment he started a campaign for

agricultural cooperation and aided actively in

the formation of agricultural cooperatives and of

the Union Suisse des Paysans (Schweizerischer

Bauernverband) in 1897. He also advocated the

development of supply societies into distributive

societies. His department at the Polytechnic, the

success of which was mainly due to his teaching
and administrative work, became a center for the

dissemination of agricultural science in a form

most beneficial to working farmers and much of

his writing had the same end in view. His

practical conception of agricultural economics

led Kraemer to emphasize farm accounting and

animal husbandry (especially cattle raising) as

well as to encourage the formation of agricultural
research institutes. He took a prominent part in
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the framing in 1884 and the revision in 1893 of

the Swiss federal law for the encouragement of

agriculture. His scientific works on agriculture
are most important in their special fields.

ERNST LAUR

KRAEPELIN, EMIL (1856-1926), German

psychiatrist. Kraepelin, who studied psychology
under Wundt and psychiatry under Rinecker

and Gudden, became in 1886 professor of psy-

chiatry in Dorpat; from 1891 to 1903 he held a

similar position at Heidelberg and until 1922 in

Munich, where he founded the institute for

psychiatric research to which he devoted himself

until his death. To this institute Kraepelin drew

leading men of all the special disciplines bearing
on psychiatry and psychopathology and thus

furthered the progress of these sciences.

Kraepelin 's most significant work was on the

classification of the functional psychoses, the

symptomatic aspects of which had previously
been misunderstood and haphazardly classified.

As a result it had been entirely impossible to de-

velop the field of psychopathology, to make gen-
eral prognoses with reference to course and issue

of the diseases, to give general lines of direction

of treatment and to collect necessary materials

for the study of heredity. Especially through his

establishment of the categories of manic depres-
sive insanity and dementia praecox, or schizo-

phrenia, Kraepelin provided a firm ground-
work from* which research could make and has

made further fruitful progress, although his

classifications are being modified as evidence ac-

cumulates. His experimental work was concerned

especially with the psychic effects of toxins. In

1896 he founded the series Psychologische Ar-

beiten, which has been continued by his disciples.

His early work on the indeterminate sentence

gave him rank among criminologists. He was

also prominent in the fight against alcohol in

Germany.
EUGEN BLEULER

Important works: Die Abschaffung des Strafmasses

(Stuttgart 1880); Psychiatric (Leipsic 1883; 8th ed., 4
vols

, 1909-15; 9th ed. with J. Lange, vols. i-ii, 1927),

7th ed. tr. by A. R. Diefendorf (New York 1907), and
vols. 111-1v of 8th ed. tr. by R. M. Barclay as Manic-

depressive Insanity and Paranoia (Edinburgh 1921).

Consult: Wirth, W., "Emil Kraepelin zum Gedacht-

nis" in Archiv fur die gesamte Psychologic, vol. Ivui

(1927) i xxxii.

KRAUS, CHRISTIAN JACOB (1753-1807),
German economist. Kraus' intellectual develop-
ment was decisively influenced by Immanuel
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Kant, who was his teacher and later his colleague
when after 1781 he served as professor of prac-
tical philosophy at the University of Konigsberg.
His studies embraced philosophy, mathematics,
the classical languages, history and politics; it

was not until 1790 that he made economic

science his chief interest. Kraus had been well

grounded in the ideas of the Scottish moralists;

he had also made the attempt to connect

logically the principle of the categorical impera-
tive with the concepts of sympathy and con-

science of the "impartial observer." He dis-

cerned the intellectual relationship which existed

between the doctrines of Hume, whose essays he

translated into German, and Adam Smith's con-

cept of a harmony of interests resting on eco-

nomic freedom. Out of his admiration for the

English constitution, for freedom and for the

encouragement of free economic competition
arose his efforts for the realization of these ideals

in Prussia, which was then governed almost en-

tirely according to the feudal system. Feeble

health prevented Kraus from publishing exten-

sively. His writings comprise only a few short

treatises advocating the introduction of freedom

of industry and the abolition of the guild system;
the suppression of monopoly; the abolition of

serfdom, of feudal dues and of the privileges of

the nobility; the free division, sale and transmis-

sion of property; free trade and deliverance from

governmental paternalism. He achieved his great
success as an academic teacher through his lec-

tures (first published after his death), which

were entirely in the spirit of Adam Smith and

by means of which he brought hundreds of audi-

tors into contact with the ideas of economic

freedom, especially those officials who were later

appointed to participate in the execution of the

reforms of the ministers Stein and Hardenberg
and to make possible the transformation of

Prussia from a feudal state to a modern industrial

state.

KARL PRIBRAM

Works: Staatswirtschaft, ed. by Hans von Auerswald,

5 vols. (Kfinigsberg 1808-11); Vermischte Schriften,
ed. by Hans von Auerswald and J. F. Herbart, 8

vols. (Konigsberg 1808-19).

Consult: Voigt, J., "Das Leben des Professors C. J.

Kraus" in Kraus' Vermischte Schriften, vol. viii;

Roscher, Wilhelm, Geschtchte der Nationalokonomik in

Deutschland (Munich 1874) P- 608-15; Krause, G.,

Beitrage zum Leben von C J Kraus (Konigsberg
1881); Kuhn, E., Der Staatsunrtschaftslehrer C. J.
Kraus und seine Beziehung zu Adam Smith (Konigs-
berg 1902); Milkowski, Fritz, "Die Bedeutung von
Christian Jakob Kraus fUr die Geschichte der Volks-

wirtschaftslehre" in SchmollersJahrbuch> vol. 1 (1926)
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921-61; Hasek, C. W., The Introduction of Adam
Smith's Doctrine into Germany, Columbia University,
Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, no.

261 (New York 1925).

KRAUS, FRANZ XAVER (1840-1901), Ger-

man Catholic church historian and archaeologist.

Kraus was ordained a priest in his native city,

Trier, and from 1878 as professor at Freiburg i.

Br. was recognized as the leading authority on

Christian archaeology. He early approached in

France the liberal Catholicism of Lacordaire and

Montalembert and later became in Italy a fol-

lower of Rosmini. He distinguished between

"religious" and "political" Catholicism (ultra-

montanism); the latter he claimed had been

created by the mediaeval popes, had been sup-

ported by the Jesuits and had predominated
since the Vatican Council of 1870. From this

point of view Kraus wrote his Lehrbuch der

Kirchengeschichte (4 pts., Trier 1872-75; 4th ed.

1896), his Dante
,
sein Leben und sein Werk, sein

Verhaltnis zur Kunst und zur Pohtik (Berlin

1897) in Dante he found the model for his

combatant yet orthodox relationship with the

church and his Cavour, die Erhebung Italiens

im neunzehnten Jahrhundert (Mainz 1902). As a

"religious" Catholic Kraus championed freedom

of conscience, an independent, purely scientific

theology and a modern national state entirely

separate from the church. He condemned the

aspirations of the Curia for supremacy and the

organization of German Catholics into a political

party. In the Kulturkampf he sought unsuccess-

fully to persuade Bismarck to uphold the inter-

ests of a purely religious German Catholicism

against ultramontanism. In his "Kirchenpoli-
tische Briefe,"which he publishedunder thenom
de plume of Spectator in the Munich Allgemeine

Zeitung from 1895 to 1899, he defined as ultra-

montane those who place the church above reli-

gion, confound the pope with the church, attri-

bute worldly laws to the kingdom of God, extort

religious conviction by means of physical power
and sacrifice the individual conscience to outside

authority. A Krausgesellschaft founded after his

death for the purpose of promoting a "reform

Catholicism" patterned on his ideas soon lost its

importance through the antimodernistic meas-

ures of Pius x.

WOLFRAM VON DEN STEINEN

Otlier important works: Geschichte der christlichen

Kunst, 2 vols. (Freiburg i. Br. 1896-1908), completed

by Joseph Sauer; Kunst und Alterthum in Elsass-

Lothnngen, 4 vols. (Strasbourg 1876-92); Real-En-

cyklopddie der christlichen Alterthumer, 2 vols. (Frei-

burg i. Br. 1882-86); Essays, 2 vols. (Berlin 1896-
1901). He also edited Die christlichen Inschriften der

Rheinlande, 2 vols. (Freiburg i. Br. 1890-94).

Consult: Braig, Karl, Zur Erinnerung an Franz Xaver
Kraus (Freiburg i. Br. 1902); Hauviller, Ernst, Franz
Xaver Kraus (2nd ed. Munich 1905); Schrors, Hein-

rich, in Badische Biographien, vol. v (Heidelberg

1906) p. 424-42.

KRAUZ-KELLES, BARON KAZIMIERZ
(1872-1906), Polish sociologist. Krauz-Kelles

studied in Paris, where after 1896 he lectured at

the College Libre des Sciences Sociales; later he

taught at the Institut des Hautes Etudes in

Brussels. He early attracted attention by a lec-

ture delivered at the Sociological Congress con-

voked by the Institut International de Sociologie
in 1894 ("La psychiatric et la science des ide*es,"

Annales, vol. i, 1895, p. 253-303). From that

time his works were regularly published in the

Annales of that institute and in the Revue inter-

national de sociologie.

Krauz-Kelles was one of the most prominent
theorists and leaders of the Polish Socialist party
and an energetic worker for the ideal of Polish

independence. His more important works and

essays in this field were subsequently collected

under the title Wyborpism politycznych (Selected

political works, Cracow 1907), In his journalistic

work he employed many pen names, usually
that of Michal Lusnia. His scientific works and

essays were posthumously published in incom-

plete form in two books: Materyalizm ekonomic-

zny (Economic materialism, Cracow 1908) and

Portrety zmarlych socjologow (Portraits of de-

ceased sociologists, Warsaw 1900). He was at

heart an exponent of the materialistic interpre-
tation of history. His manner of presenting that

theory, however, was marked by a specific trend,

which justifies the assumption that further de-

velopment would possibly have led him to adopt
an attitude fundamentally different from that of

the formal school of historical materialism.

LUDWIK KRZYWICKI

Consult: Krzywicki, L.., Introduction to Materyalizm
ekonomiczny (Cracow 1908) p. vii-xv.

KREITTMAYR, BARON VON, WIGULAUS
XAVERIUS ALOYSIUS (1705-90), Bavarian jurist

and statesman. Kreittmayr's fame rests primarily

upon his work as lawmaker for the Bavarian

state. German legal disunity made clear in Ba-

varia as in Prussia in the middle of the eighteenth

century the desirability of codification. While in

Prussia Samuel von Cocceji, primarily a theorist,

wished to bring about through codification an
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accompanying reform in the spirit of the En-

lightenment, Kreittmayr restricted himself to

the exposition of the existing Bavarian law.

The result of his work was the adoption in

175 1 of the Codexjuris criminalis bavarici (crim-
inal law and criminal procedure), in 1753 of the

Codex juris judiciarii bavarici (civil procedure)
and in 1765 of the Codex maximilianeus bavaricus

civilis (civil law, briefly known as Landrecht), all

of which he drafted. Although scarcely influ-

enced by the spirit of the Enlightenment and of

the law of nature and thus including many anti-

quated provisions Kreittmayr's codes are no-

table for their great lucidity in the exposition of

traditional law, for their originality in the treat-

ment of many individual questions and for their

regard for practical requirements. It is especially

said in praise of the Codex judiciarii that it re-

sulted in an expedition of the course of civil

procedure ;
of the Landrecht that it preserved its

intrinsic independence in face of the Roman law

and displayed an understanding of the indig-

enous German law which was extraordinary for

that time.

The interpretation of these codes was under-

taken in Kreittmayr's best known literary work,
his Anmerkungen, or commentaries, of which

those on the Landrecht (5 vols., Munich 1757-

68) should be especially mentioned for their in-

trinsic merit. Kreittmayr intended them to be

used in legal instruction in the higher schools;

for the same purpose he wrote a Grundriss der

gemeinen und bayerischen Privatrechtsgelehrsam-

keit (Munich 1768). Another of his well known

works is Grundriss des allgemeinen deutschen und

bayerischen Staatrechts (3 vols., Munich 1769-

70).

Thus Kreittmayr not only codified Bavarian

law in its several branches but subjected the

complete private and public law to scientific re-

daction -an achievement which at that time

could be displayed by no other German state.

EUGEN WOHLHAUPTER

Consult: Eisenhart, in Allgenietne deutsche Biographic,
vol. xvii (Leipsic 1883) p. 102-15, earlier literature

there cited; Bechmann, A., Der kurbayerische Kanzler

Alois Freiherr von Kreittmayr (Munich 1896); Stint-

zing, R. von, and Landsberg, E., Geschichte der

deutschen Rechtswissenschaft, 3 vols. (Munich 1880-

1910) vol. iii, pt. i, p. 222-27.

KREK, JANEZ (1865-1917), Slovenian popular
leader. His stay at the Vienna Augustineum from

1888 to 1892 was the deciding period of his life,

for in the Austrian capital he came under the

spell of the doctrine of von Vogelsang, the most

significant theorist of Christian Socialism. Re-

turning to Slovenia as professor of theology at

the Ljubljana seminary for priests, he set out to

improve the economic and social welfare of the

sparse, poverty stricken and oppressed Slove-

nian people. He was instrumental in the founding
of workers' professional unions, workers' con-

sumers societies and workers' building coopera-

tives; he revived commerce by means of pro-
ducers' cooperatives and especially furthered the

organization of all kinds of agricultural coopera-
tion. His ceaseless effort was one of the chief

factors which helped to make Slovenia the classic

land of cooperation. With equal zeal and basing
his activity always on Catholic doctrine he

furthered the cultural advance of the Slovenes,

combating alcoholism and illiteracy and organiz-

ing youth, workers and farmers for purposes of

education.

He engaged also in actual political activity in

the predominantly Christian Socialist party,

which after 1905 called itself Slovenska Ljudska
Stranka (Slovenian People's party). In 1897,

1907 and 1911 he was elected to the Vienna

Reichsrat; after 1900 he was a member of the

Landtag of Carniola. In parliament he was al-

ways a vigorous advocate of absolute democracy.
In his book Socijalizem (Socialism, n p. 1901)
as well as in his parliamentary speeches he came

very near to socialistic lines of thought. He ex-

pressly declared himself in favor of a war against

capitalism, "the system in which free men,
created in God's image, become the slaves of

material wealth."

Krek, who was well versed in most of the

Slavic languages, sought to destroy the narrow,

restricting national community of the southern

Slovenes. He favored an alliance with the Catho-

lic Croatians and also looked to the orthodox

Serbians and Bulgarians, all of whom he con-

sidered as members of the one Jugoslav nation.

His first hopes for a Jugoslav union through and

under the scepter of the Hapsburgs were frus-

trated by the annexation crisis and the Balkan

Wars with all their attendant circumstances.

During the World War he organized the Siid-

slawische Klub (Southern Slav Club), the union

of the Slovenian deputies in the Reichsrat with

the Croatian and Serbian members from Dal-

matia. He was the author of the famous declara-

tion of this group on May 30, 1917, which put
forward as a minimum demand on the ground of

constitutional law and in the name of self-deter-

mination the union of the three peoples; the

formal phrase "under the scepter of the Haps-
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burgs" was included merely to avoid persecu-
tion under the high treason clause.

HERMANN WENDEL

Works: Izbrani spisi, ed. by Ivan Dolenec, 3 vols.

(Ljubljana 1923-25).

Consult: Wendel, Hermann, Aus dem siidslawischen

Risorgimento (Gotha 1921).

KREMER, BARON ALFREDVON (1828-89),
Austrian statesman and historian. After attend-

ing the law course at the University of Vienna

Kremer devoted himself to the study of Islamic

languages. In 1849-50 he traveled in Syria and

Egypt and upon his return to Vienna was for a

short time professor of vulgar Arabic at the

Polytechnic Institute. In 1859 he was appointed
Austrian consul at Cairo, in 1870 consul general
at Beirut and in 1876 member of the Egyptian
National Debt Commission. He was Austrian

minister of commerce in I 880-81. On the basis

of his historical studies and his experiences as

minister Kremer published his much discussed

Die Nationalitatsid.ee und der Staat (Vienna

1885), in which he held that a strong political

tradition emphasizing the idea of the state must

be maintained as a protective measure in states

of mixed nationalities; this work was directed

especially against the Slavicizing and clerical

trend in Austrian internal policy.

Kremer was one of the pioneers in the field of

Islamic studies and without his invaluable works

a realistic, popularized knowledge of Islam

would undoubtedly not have been available

until much later. His brilliant knowledge of

Arabic enabled him to edit Arabic texts and his

original writings, which deal for the most part

with geography and cultural history, reflect his

studies in source material. He was also especially

interested in the financial conditions of the

Arabs. In his Geschichte der herrschenden Ideen

des Islarns (Leipsic 1868) he traced the develop-
ment of what he believed to be the leading ideas

in Islam: the operative concept of God and the

original views of the prophecy in the religious

field and also the idea of the state which so deeply
influenced political life. This book was the pre-
cursor of his Culturgeschichtliche Streifziige auf
dem Gebiete des Islams (Leipsic 1873), which in

turn forecast his still unrivaled masterpiece, Cul-

turgeschichte des Orients unter den Chalifen (2

vols., Vienna 1875-77; tr - ky S. Khuda Bukhsh,
Calcutta 1920), a synthetic work which fully

utilized his intensive reading and research. Here

Kremer described not only the habits, customs

and mode of thought of the Arabs and their in-

tellectual and material achievements but also the

rise and fall of the political organism. Despite its

inaccuracies it remains a unique study in its

field. The papers which Kremer subsequently is-

sued in the publications of the Vienna Academy
of Sciences, of which he became a member in

1876, were intended to develop and extend cer-

tain aspects of his fundamental work.

FRANZ BABINGER

Important works: "Beitr3ge zur Geographic des nfird-

lichen Syriens" in Kaiserhche Akademie der Wissen-

schaften, Vienna, Philosophisch-historische Classe,

Denkschnften, vol. in (1852) pt. ii, p. 2145; Mittel-

syrien und Damascus (Vienna 1853); "Topographic
von Damascus" m Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissen-

schaften, Vienna, Philosophisch-historische Classe,

Denkschriften, vol. v (1854) pt. ii, and vol. vi (1855) P**

ii; Aegypten> 2 vols. (Leipsic 1863); "Studien zur ver-

gleichenden Culturgeschichte" in Kaiserliche Akade-
mie der Wissenschaften, Vienna, Philosophisch-
historische Classe, Sitzungsberichte, vol. cxx (1890)

pts. i and viii.

Consult: Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften,

Vienna, Almanack, vol. xl (1890) 183-88; Pfann-

muller, D. G., Handbuch der Islam-Literatur (Berlin
1 923) P- 38-39, 68, 130, 255-56, 266-69.

KREUGER, IVAR (1880-1932), Swedish fin-

ancier. After concluding his academic studies

Kreuger left Sweden in 1900 and passed the fol-

lowing seven years in the United States, Mexico,
South Africa and other countries, where he en-

gaged primarily in engineering. Hejreturned to

Sweden in 1907 and founded the construction

company of Kreuger and Toll. In 1913 he pro-
moted a combination of Swedish match factories

in opposition to another and earlier combination,

and four years later he united both in the Swed-

ish Match Company. Within ten years Kreuger
had expanded this organization into an interna-

tional trust, with factories in forty-three coun-

tries and control over approximately 80 percent
of the world's match supply. The trust consisted

of a series of holding companies culminating in

the Kreuger and Toll Company, which was con-

verted into a holding and finance company under

Kreuger 's personal control.

Kreuger was a man of extraordinary organiz-

ing and administrative ability. His work resulted

in the practical elimination of the competitive

struggle in the match industry, first in Sweden
and then in the international sphere. In the

course of consolidating the world trust he began
in 1925 to extend loans to governments (secur-

ing the necessary capital mainly in the United

States and England) in return for concessions of

the public match monopoly a development
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based upon the strained and necessitous charac-

ter of post-war government finances. In this

way he acted as intermediary between countries

rich and poor in capital and extended loans of

over $360,000,000 to Poland, Greece, France,

Hungary, Jugoslavia, Latvia, Rumania, Ger-

many, Estonia, Turkey, Lithuania, Danzig,

Ecuador, Bolivia and Guatemala, mainly to

strengthen the match trust but sometimes for

other industrial and financial purposes. Thus he

constructed a concern of a peculiar type, which

has justly been called an economic state, since

it negotiated with states as one with equal rights.

Although the world match trust was industrially

limited in scope it never employed more than

60,000 workers Kreuger erected upon its base

an extraordinarily intricate and powerful finan-

cial structure, which included interests in banks,

real estate, timber, pulp, mining, cement and

other enterprises many of which had no direct

connection with the production and distribution

of matches.

At the height of his power Kreuger enjoyed

nearly unlimited confidence and credit among
financiers impressed by his talents, persuasive

manner and "obvious honesty." He was not only
considered the most successful and capable of

leaders but the creator of a new phase of the

capitalistic system. Consequently the disillusion-

ment was all the greater when after his suicide,

the result of financial troubles, it came to light

that for many years he had falsified accounts,

borrowed on the security of fictitious match con-

cessions, forged Italian government bonds,

pledged German government bonds twice over

as collateral for loans and in general systemati-

cally deceived hisassociates .These manipulations
were enveloped in an almost impenetrable se-

crecy by the complicated array of companies,
some of them fictitious, which he organized

through the holding company device. As the

unusually speculative character of post-war

European and American finance had facilitated

Kreuger 's manipulations, so the financial crisis

of 1930-31 strained the resources of an already
weakened organization and precipitated its col-

WILHELM GROTKOPP

Consult: Sterner, E., Ivor Kreuger (Uppsala 1930);

Grotkopp, Wilhelm, Der schwedische Zundholztrust

(Brunswick 1928); Georg, M., Der Fall Ivar Kreuger
(Berlin 1932); Marcus, Alfred, Kreuger Of Toll als

Wirtschaftsstaat und Weltmacht (Zurich 1932); Deck,
J. F., "The Match Stick Colossus" in Foreign Affairs,

vol. ix (1930-31) 149-56; Menneve"e, R., "Monsieur
Yvar Kreuger, le trust sue'dois des allumettes et

Kreuger and Toll" in Documents politiques, diploma-

tiques et financiers, vol. xii (1931) 77-84, 121-33, 250-
60, 353-63, 4"-39, 747-53, 791-805, 875-87, 932-41;

Flynn, J. T., "Kreuger, Another Holding Company
Debacle" in New Republic, vol. Ixxi (1932) 35-38;

Wmkler, M., "Playing with Matches: the Rise and
Fall of Ivar Kreuger" in Nation, vol. cxxxiv (1932)

589-91; Barman, T. G., "Ivar Kreuger: His Life and
Work" in Atlantic Monthly, vol. cl (1932) 238-50;

Ehrenburg, Ilja, Die heihgsten Cuter (Berlin 1931).

KRIZANlC, JURIJ (1617-83), Croatian theo-

logian and political writer. Krizanic was one of

the first to recognize the feasibility of fusing all

Slavs into a single powerful nation based on

community of ideas and interests. He looked to

Russia as the only Slav power capable of secur-

ing to the Slavs an independent and honorable

place in the family of great nations. He believed,

however, that a cultural and spiritual union must

precede political combination. With that in view

he attempted to effect a reconciliation between

the Russian and the Roman churches in order to

remove the most powerful obstacle in the way of

political cooperation between the two divisions

of the Slav race. After spending many years in

Rome he came to Moscow to appeal to the Slav

consciousness of the Russians. His mission, how-

ever, failed; he was met with suspicion bordering
on hostility and exiled to Tobolsk. Krizanic 's

ideas were in advance of his times, for in the

seventeenth century religion and nationality were

still conceived as inseparable. In Moscow he

aroused suspicion because he lent the national

idea a religious color; in Rome he did not receive

favorable attention because his religious ideal

was tinged with nationalistic tendencies. Kri-

zanic was a political writer of note. His Politica

(published as Russkoe gosudarstvo vo vtoroy

polovine xvn veka, Moscow 1860) contains in

addition to illuminating and objective observa-

tions on the life of Muscovy in the seventeenth

century one of the first formulations of the

theory of enlightened absolutism: the sovereign
is responsible not only to God but to public

opinion as well, and his rule must conform to

the fundamental laws of the country. Krizanic 's

economic views were those of contemporary
mercantilism. He stressed the positive role of the

state in developing the productive forces of the

nation and urged state control of foreign trade.

He departed from the mercantilists in emphasiz-

ing the importance of agriculture, thus antici-

pating the doctrine of the physiocrats.

E. SMURLO

Consult: Jagic, V., Zivot i radjurja Krizanic (Life and
work of J. Krizanic) (Zagreb 1917); Valdenberg, V. E.,.
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Gosudarstvenniya idei Krizhanicha (Political theories

of Kn/anic) (St. Petersburg 1912); Smurlo, E.,

"From Knzanic to the Slavophils" in Slavonic Re-

vtezv, vol. vi (1927-28) 32135, and Jurij Knzanic

(l6i8-i68j): Panslavista o missionano?
,
tr. from Rus-

sian ms. by E. Lo Gatto (Rome 1926), and Le Saint-

Siege et rOrient orthodoxe russe (1609-1654) (Prague

1928).

KROCHMAL, NACIIMAN (1785-1840),
leader in the movement of the Jewish haskalah

(enlightenment) and one of the founders ofmod-
ern Jewish scholarship. Born in Galicia and

brought up in the orthodox Jewish tradition, he

nevertheless acquired a deep and extensive

knowledge of ancient and modern languages,
natural and moral sciences and metaphysics. He

steeped himself in mediaeval Jewish religious

philosophy and in western philosophy from the

period of Spinoza to the close of German ideal-

ism, with special interest in the philosophy of

history. His doctrines were transmitted largely

by oral tradition among a host of disciples and

not until his last years did he commit his life's

work to writing in his More nevuchei ha-zeman

(Guide to the perplexed of our age), which was

first published by Zunz in 1851. Krochmal's

starting point was the problem of faith and

knowledge, particularly as it concerned Judaism.

Religion and philosophy were to him identical,

and the God of Jewish monotheism coincided

with the mediaeval Aristotelian causa prima. In

the philosophy of history, where his thought at-

tained its greatest maturity, he distinguished
four principles: the impulse to sociability as a

formative element of society and state, the idea

of natural development, the spirit and the abso-

lute spirit. He accepted the idea of a Volksgeist,

or spirit of a people, which was derived from

Montesquieu; and he held that the individual

mind was the product of human society, which

expressed this Volksgeist. The absolute spirit, on

the other hand, was the creator of all history. In

his treatment of Jewish history he analyzed the

process of development through the scheme of

three stages occasionally employed by earlier

historians: youth, maturity and decline. He be-

lieved, however, that Judaism, as a icsult of its

alliance with the absolute spirit was at present

enjoying a new youth after having passed

through its stage of decline.

Krochmal, the first secular Jewish historian, is

especially noteworthy for his historical under-

standing and for his ability to relive the periods
of the past. He employed his genetical critical

method in a masterly fashion as a critic of the

Bible, the halacha and the aggada. Besides his

great influence in these fields of scholarship he

affected the thought of various Jewish poets and

thinkers in Galicia and Russia.

S. RAWIDOWICZ

Works: Kitbe Rabbi Nachman Krochmal, in Hebrew,
ed. by S. Rawidowicz (Berlin 1924).

Consult: Zunz, L., in Gesammelte Schnften, vol. ii

(Berlin 1876) p. 150-59; Schechter, S., Studies in

Judaism, First Series (Philadelphia 1896) p. 46-72;

Rawidowicz, S., "War Nachman Krochmal Hege-
lianer?" in Hebrew Union College, Annual, vol. v

(1928) 535-82, and "Nachman Krochmal als His-

tonkei," in Festschrift zu Simon Dubnows siebzigsten

Geburtstag (Berlin 1930) p. 57-75, and introduction to

his edition of Krochmal's works, with additional

bibliography.

KRONVALDS, ATTIS (1837-75), Lettish

publicist, educator and nationalist leader. Kron-

valds came of a peasant family and studied in

Berlin, where he followed the German national

movement and studied carefully the conditions

of the German peasant class. On his return to

Latvia he became active in the young Lettish

national movement, which directed its efforts

primarily against the supremacy of the privileged

Baltic Germans who were allied with the landed

aristocracy and the clergy. The movement found

its chief support among academicians, teachers,

farmers and tradesmen, who organized news-

papers, schools and various nationalist societies;

of these the most important was the Lettish So-

ciety of Riga established in 1868. In 1869 they
founded the newspaper called Baltijas vestnesis

(Baltic courier). Through his writings in

nationalist publications Kronvalds aroused the

Letts to an appreciation of the need for national

education and a revival of national consciousness,

urging the establishment of Lettish high schools

and demanding that the Lettish language be

taught in all schools. His most important work,
Nationale Bestrebungen (Dorpat 1872), which

discussed all these questions, obtained a wide

circulation and placed him among the leaders of

the Lettish national renaissance.

M. VALTERS

Consult: Kundsinsch, K., Kronvalds Attis (Riga 1905);

Blanks, Ernst, Latviesu tautas atmoda (Riga 1927) p.

127-40; Walters (Valters), M. Lettland (Rome 1923).

KROPOTKIN, PRINCE PETR ALEXEYE-
VICH (1842-1921), Russian scientist, sociolo-

gist and anarchist. As an official in Siberia in

1862 Kropotkin made important geographical
and anthropological investigations, which led

him to conclude that state action was ineffective
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while mutual aid was of great importance in the

struggle for existence. He thus affirmed solidarity

as a factor of progressive evolution in contradic-

tion to the Hobbesian thesis of eminent Darwin-

ists, and opposed to the historians' theory of the

constructive value of legal compulsion and state

power the idea that the work of ignorant masses

through spontaneous cooperation was chiefly re-

sponsible for production, construction and prog-
ress. From these beginnings he went on to de-

velop his theory of anarchist federalism, which

in 1872 brought him into the First International

in Switzerland; with the split in that organiza-
tion he went with the Bakuninist Jura Federa-

tion against the Marxist current.

Imprisoned in Russia in 1874 for revolution-

ary propaganda, he escaped to western Europe
in 1876 and thereafter devoted himself to writing
on natural sciences and to propaganda which he

contributed to various anarchist journals. His

writings, translated into many languages, were a

main source of the ideology of the anarchist-

communist movement. Expelled from Switzer-

land in 1 88 1, he went to France, where he was

imprisoned in 1883 and served a three-year term.

After 1886 he lived chiefly in London. He urged
French anarchists not to oppose the extension of

the military service period, on the grounds that

France must defend democracy against German

imperialism; and he championed the Allied

cause during the World War. He returned to

Russia after the February revolution, supported

Kerensky and urged a renewed military offen-

sive. After the Bolshevik revolution because of

his opposition to proletarian dictatorship he de-

voted himself only to writing.

Kropotkin sought a scientific foundation for

anarchist theory. Modern science, he argued,

recognizes in final results the cooperation of the

minutest individualities and substitutes for the

metaphysical concept of law that of spontaneous

equilibrium varying with the variation of factors.

To explain historical facts and to solve problems
in the social sciences it is necessary to see masses

as composed of anonymous individuals and to

study the life, conditions and needs of the latter.

Prejudice in favor of law, which education

fosters, breaks down when we recognize that law

is not intrinsic but that society was originally

governed by custom and spontaneous solidarity.

Law arises when the oppressing tendency

triumphs through violence and superstition.

Adroitly confusing spontaneously respected
moral norms with the sanctification of inequali-

ties law protects privileged usurpers rather than

the rights and liberty of all; the latter are re-

spected only to such degree as the populace can

compel respect. Law and the state correspond to

a regime of economic exploitation; a regime of

equality is incompatible with any government,
even delegates and representatives being subject
to laws and domination. Capitalism cannot

achieve that universal well being which the pro-

gressive technical power of production should,

despite Malthus, insure. Aiming only at private

gain capitalism measures production not by the

needs but by the acquisitive capacity of the

population.

Kropotkin disapproved of Tolstoyan non-

resistance and asceticism as well as of the indi-

vidualist anarchism of Stirner. Instead of the

class struggle Kropotkin urged going "to the

people." Revolution should abolish private prop-

erty and the state. Having destroyed society it

should rebuild on the basis of autonomous

groups and federations from the simple to the

complex, following the tendency already domi-

nant in every field of life and production. All

persons, including intellectuals, from twenty to

forty-five years old are to perform manual labor,

which will become pleasing and voluntary be-

cause unrestrained initiative and invention will

suppress repugnant and unwholesome work and
enable four to five hours daily labor to assure

universal bountiful well being. For the principle
of wages Kropotkin wished to substitute the

principle of needs, of the right to existence and
well being for all who cooperate in producing.
Each will be the judge of his own needs; the

obligation to work will be absolutely spontane-
ous, not forced.

While his system is often ingenious, Kropot-
kin leaves many philosophical and practical

questions unanswered and frequently contra-

dicts himself. Characterizing courts and prisons
as "universities of crime" he held that criminals

must be cared for as unfortunates; on the other

hand, the rebellious and the drones are to be ex-

pelled from the group. Kropotkin never ex-

plained how the rise of the oppressive tendency,
which along with cooperation he saw as the off-

spring of social life, could be avoided in an

anarchist regime; how the multitude, which, he

held, has no clear program and consequently
tends to follow a party of action and to be gov-
erned by it, could avoid this fate under anar-

chism; how everything would be organized
without organs of government; how communal,

regional, national and international groups and

federations of production and consumption
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would function without delegated and represent-
ative authority. The incompleteness of the

anarchist program became especially clear after

the fall of the czar, when Kropotkin had no plan
for "the people" to follow except that of support-

ing the Kerensky government. The nobility of

Kropotkin 's inspiration, his honesty in discus-

sion and the sincerity of his conviction evidenced

by his whole life are, however, beyond question.
RODOLFO MONDOLFO

Important works: Mutual Aid, a Factor of Evolution

(London 1902, rev. ed. 1904); La grande revolution,

178^-1793 (Paris 1909), tr. by N. F. Dryhurst (Lon-
don 1909); Fields, Factories and Workshops (Boston

1899, rev. ed. New York 1913); Russian Literature

(New York 1905), reprinted as Ideals and Realities in

Russian Literature (New York 1915), Paroles d'un

revolt^ (Paris 1885); In Russian and French Prisons

(London 1887); La conqulte du pain (Pans 1892, i2th

ed. 1913), English translation (London 1913); The

State, Its Part in History (London 1898); Memoirs ofa
Revolutionist (Boston 1899); Modern Science and
Anarchism (Philadelphia 1903).

Consult: Plekhanov, G. V., Anarchismus und Sozialis-

mus (Berlin 1894), tr. by E. A. Aveling (London 1895)
ch. vii; Zenker, E. V., Der Anarchismus (Jena 1895),

English translation (New York 1897); Laurentius,

Guido, Kropotkins Morallehre und deren Beziehungen
zu Nietzsche (Dresden 1896), Zoccoh, E., L'anarchia

(Turin 1907), Lorulot, Andre", Les theories anarchistes

(Paris 1913); Diehl, Karl, Uber Soziahsmus, Kom-
munismus und Anarchismus (4th- 5th eds. Jena 1922-

23); Kropotkin's Revolutionary Pamphlets, ed. by
Roger N. Baldwin (New York 1927), with biographical
-sketch and partial bibliography.

KRUEGER, PAUL (1840-1926), German ju-
rist. Krueger was a pupil of Keller, the cele-

brated Romanist and proceduralist, and later

became one of the closest collaborators of

Theodor Mommsen. He participated in the

preparation of Mommsen 's great critical edition

of the Corpusjuris, editing the Institutes and the

Codex. He also collaborated on Mommsen's edi-

tion of the Digest and after the latter's death

superintended the later impressions; in this work

he distinguished himself by evaluating the new

interpolation research at its true worth.

Krueger's special field of work was the writ-

ings of the jurists. His edition of Gaius, which

he prepared in collaboration with the philologist

Studemund in 1877, remained the best until

1925, when it was surpassed in part by the

edition of Kiibler. This background admirably
fitted him to write the Geschichte der Quellen
und Literatur des romischen Rechts (Leipsic 1888,

2nd rev. ed. 1912). Like all his writings it is

rather a literary historical survey than an actual

history of problems. The problem of interpola-

tion was at that time still unrecognized and thus

received no consideration.

His critical edition of the Codex theodosianus

was pursued by a strange misfortune. After

working on it for twenty years, Krueger had

almost completed it in 1898; Mommsen per-
suaded him, however, to transfer his material to

the larger work. Krueger undertook another

edition of his own in 1923 but it was never

completed. Although it does not entirely reach

the level of his other work it surpasses Momm-
sen's edition in many ways.

FRANZ SOMMER

Consult: Die Rechtswissenschaft der Gegenwart in

Selbstdarstellungen, ed. by Hans Planitz, 3 vols.

(Leipsic 1924-29) vol. ii, p. 153-69; Stintzmg, R.

von, and Landsberg, E., Geschichte der deutschen

Rechtswissenschaft, 3 vols. (Munich 18801910) vol.

iii, pt. ii, p. 880-82, and notes p. 369-70; Schulz,

Fritz, "Paul Krueger" in Zeitschnft der Savigny-

Stiftung fur Re(htsgeschichte, Romamstische Ab-

teilung, vol. xlvii (1927) ix-xxxix.

KRUGER, STEPHANUS JOHANNES
PAULUS (1825-1904), South African states-

man. As a boy Kruger participated in the great

trek from Cape Colony a movement to escape
the Anglicization and the native and land poli-

cies of British rule which resulted in the es-

tablishment of the Boer republics. In the course

of the turbulent history of the early Transvaal he

gained recognition as a natural leader of his

people, personifying their characteristics of

dogged determination, impatience of restraint

and devotion to the ideal of a wide, free land.

1 1 is successful resistance to the British annexa-

tion of the Transvaal from 1877 to 1881 led to

his election as president of the republic and

crystallized his policy. He held that unless South

Africa could be united as a Boer nation the

Transvaal must be developed on distinctive lines,

separated from the British colonies politically

and economically and with its social structure

based on the traditions of the pioneers of the

trek. The doom of this policy was sealed in 1886

by the discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand,
which brought into the republic an uitlander

population, mainly British, outnumbering the

Boer burghers. Kruger vigorously resisted the

swamping of his state by the alien element. The
result, the South African War of 1899 to 1902,
marked his failure, but his ideal of South African

nationalism survived and has done much to in-

spire the present day Nationalist party, which,

although its leaders have disavowed the re-

publicanism of its earlier years, emphasizes the
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political and cultural distinctiveness ofthe Dutch
South African.

JAN H. HOFMEYR

Consult: Kruger, Paul, Lebenserinnerungen, ed. by A.
Schowalter (Munich 1902), tr. by A. Teixeira de
Mattos as The Memoirs of P. Kruger . . . Told by Him-
self, 2 vols. (London 1902); Botha, P. R., Die staat-

kundtge ontwikkehng van die Suid-Afnkaanse Republtek
onder Kruger en Leyds (Amsterdam 1926); Walker, E.

A., A History of South Africa (London 1928); Hof-

meyr, J. H., South Africa (London 1931) p. 96-117.

KRUMBACHER, KARL (1856-1909), Ger-

man Byzantologist. Krumbacher was early at-

tracted to the study of Byzantine civilization by
his interest in the phil-Hellenic movement. He
studied at Munich and Leipsic and was professor
at the University of Munich from 1891 until his

death. Although Du Cange had laid the founda-

tions of Byzantine studies in the seventeenth

century, it was Krumbacher who revived the

interest in this field and created in Europe a

center for their advancement. His Geschichte der

byzantinischen Literatur (Munich 1891, and ed.

Munich 1897), an encyclopaedia of Byzantine

culture, opened a new world of research by

showing that Byzantine civilization was related

not only to classical antiquity but also to the

mediaeval East and West as well as to the vast

Slavic world. In 1892 Krumbacher founded the

Byzantinische Zeitschrift, the first special organ
devoted to Byzantine studies. This periodical,

which published articles in all European lan-

guages, treated not only political and ecclesiasti-

cal history but also various social, economic and

intellectual problems. The section devoted to

critical bibliography was particularly well pre-

sented. Krumbacher was also influential as a

teacher; his seminar on mediaeval and modern

Greek at the University of Munich attracted

students from all over the world.

A. VASILIEV

Consult: Byzantinische Zeitschnft, vol. xix (1910)

70008, for a complete list of Krumbacher 's works;

Dietrich, Karl, in Biographisches jfahrbuch und deut-

scher Nekrolog, vol. xiv (1912) 136-42, with further

bibliography.

KRUPP, ALFRED (1812-87), German indus-

trialist. Krupp inherited from his father a small

ironworks in Essen, which he developed into the

largest metallurgical enterprise in Germany. Al-

though he improved the quality of cast steel to a

point where it was superior to the English prod-

uct, the growth of the Krupp works was exceed-

ingly slow for over twenty years. The Zollverein

stimulated industry and commerce in Germany,

especially the building of railroads; Krupp de-

veloped improved rails, which brought him con-

siderable business, and for a time railroad ma-
terial was the main produce of his plant. Krupp
early began to manufacture cast steel cannon,
but it was not until 1857 that large orders for the

new cannon were secured from Prussia and a few

foreign countries. He secured a practical mo-

nopoly of ordnance supply for the Prussian

army, both through the superiority of his

product and by the use of personal and political

influence. For a time he used inferior material in

his cannon while maintaining the same prices;

but when some of the cannon split during firing

and the Prussian government threatened to

withdraw its orders, Krupp used his personal
and political connections to maintain his mo-

nopoly, now his most profitable business. He de-

veloped a new, much improved field artillery.

The Krupp artillery was an important factor in

the Prussian defeat of France in 1870. After the

war Krupp exploited the danger of an invasion

by several of the powers to maintain a large de-

mand for ordnance, a policy continued by his

successors; the growth of the German army

greatly increased Krupp 's business, while the

fame of Krupp ordnance resulted in many orders

by foreign governments.
In addition to ordnance the Krupp works had

an extremely diversified output of metal prod-
ucts. The works grew to vast size, constituting

an integrated enterprise which utilized prin-

ciples of both vertical and horizontal combina-

tion; this development was accelerated by the

enormous industrial expansion of Germany after

1870. Unsatisfactory experiences with his supply
of raw materials led Krupp to acquire direct

ownership of coal and iron mines; he had a large

interest in Spanish iron mines and developed
his own fleet of steamers to import the ore.

Primarily a technician and industrialist, Krupp
underestimated the importance of financial con-

nections; he believed in the self-financing of in-

dustry and fought control by the banks. The
crisis of 1 874 so strained his credit that he almost

lost control of his works to the banks, which he

opposed; he was compelled to borrow money on

oppressive terms 30,000,000 marks at 90 with

repayment at no and with interest at 5 percent.
His situation was, however, relieved by large

foreign orders for ordnance and by orders for

rails from the United States, where the railroad

boom had revived. After Krupp 's death the

works continued to expand and to dominate the

German iron and steel industry.
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Krupp was an opponent of both liberalism

and socialism. He considered socialism the great

enemy and repeatedly warned his workers against

agitators. An authoritarian insistent on being
"master of his own house," he ruthlessly opposed
trade unions and ordered strikes suppressed
under all circumstances. "We want only loyal

workers," he said, "who are grateful in soul and

body that we offer them bread." He created

elaborate benefit institutions, including com-

pany houses, for a small group of trusted work-

ers, who enjoyed almost the status of officials.

ECKART KEHR

Consult: Berdrow, W., Alfred Krupp, 2 vols. (2nd ed.

Berlin 1927); Alfred Krupps Briefe, 1826-87, ed. by
W. Berdrow (Berlin 1928), tr. by E. W. Dickes (New
York 1930); Raphael, Gaston, Krupp et Thyssen (Paris

1925); Krupp 'sche Gussstahlfabrik, Zum loojahrigen
Bestehen der Firma Krupp (Jena 1912), English trans-

lation (Essen 1912); Murray, H. R., Krupp^s and the

International Armaments Ring (London 1915).

KRUTTSCHNITT, JULIUS (1854-1925),
American railroad executive. Kruttschnitt grad-
uated from Washington and Lee University in

1873 with the degree of civil engineer; during
the following five years he taught mathematics

and in 1878 entered railroad service. By 1895 he

had become general manager of the Southern

Pacific lines. In 1901, when the Union Pacific

Railroad acquired the Southern Pacific, Krutt-

schnitt became assistant to E. H. Harriman; he

was in effect in executive charge of the Southern

Pacific and was the mainstay of Harriman 's con-

structive plans. In 1904 he was made director of

maintenance and operation of all the Harriman

lines and in 1913, when the Union Pacific re-

linquished control of the Southern Pacific, he

became executive head of the latter. In 1917 he

served as a member of the Railroads' War Board.

Kruttschnitt was an outstanding builder and

administrator of railroad properties, one of the

few engineers to rise to high executive position.

He took an active part in the rebuilding of two

major systems and acquired a well deserved

reputation because of the high standard of main-

tenance and the low cost of operation of the

properties under his direction. He contributed

greatly to the development of operating statis-

tics, fuel economy and accident prevention.
Such was his success in promoting safety of

operation that during a period of eight years,

within which the Southern Pacific carried 320,-

000,000 passengers, only one passenger lost his

life in a train accident. He recognized the im-

portance of cultivating public opinion, appeared

frequently before Congressional committees and
the Interstate Commerce Commission and made

many addresses and wrote many articles dealing
with railroad problems. He was an earnest advo-

cate of private operation and often protested

against the invasion by the government of the

field of management, although he had an ad-

vanced concept of the public responsibility of

the railroads which demonstrated his ability to

adapt his views to changing conditions.

ELIOT JONES

Consult: "The Career of Julius Kruttschnitt" in

Railway Age, vol. Ixxviii (1925) 1459-62.

KU KLUX KLAN. The original Ku Klux Klan

was a secret organization which flourished in

the southern states of America in the days of

the reconstruction after the Civil War, particu-

larly in the period from 1867 to 1870. Its

purpose was to protest against the conquering
attitude which the administration was taking
in its dealings with the South. The white popu-
lation was impoverished by the war, the Negro

population while technically freed was guided

by leaders, largely political appointees, from

the North (carpetbaggers) and their southern

assistants (scalawags), and the readjustment of

the two groups to the new situation created by
the conflict made for a welter of loosened pas-

sions which pushed both sides into all manner

of lawless and vindictive actions. The evidence

seems to indicate that the aggressors were the

northern politicians, who used the Negroes,

organized into secret organizations such as the

Union League, to terrorize the southern whites

into submission to the politicians' exploitation

of political power. The behavior of Negro poli-

ticians and rowdies was considered not only a

political and economic danger but also an offense

against southern ideals of racial purity and

social superiority. The atmosphere was rife for

some sort of guerilla protest. It came about

through the utilization of a harmless social club

organized in Pulaski, Tennessee, by a group
of young confederate officers. Finding time

hanging heavy on their hands, they organized
in 1866 a secret society which they called by
the Greek name "Kuklos," the circle. The tran-

sition from Kuklos to Ku Klux Klan was easy

enough, and the power of intimidation which

lies in mystery, particularly in dealings with

ignorant and superstitious folk, was readily

apparent. The Ku Klux Klan was not the only

organization of its kind but it has managed to

attract the greatest attention. Of other similar
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organizations the Knights of the White Camelia

was the largest. During its most flourishing

period the Klan is said to have had a member-

ship of around 550,000, which would include

nearly the entire adult male white population of

the South. It was effective in terrorizing the

Negro into retreating to his former state of

political subservience to the white man or at

any rate into giving up most of his political

activities. Klan terrorism against carpetbagger
and scalawag resulted in a Congressional inves-

tigation, which ultimately brought a moderation

of previous political methods and a realization

of the unwisdom of continuing to treat the South

as a conquered territory. It was fortunate that

affairs took this turn because the Klan like all

secret organizations was beginning to be dom-
inated by the more irresponsible members of

the community, who used the motives and the

disguise and the mystery of the organization to

wreak private vengeance or serve private pur-

poses. After 1872 it was no longer necessary
for the white man to don a disguise in order to

fight for white supremacy and the Klan dis-

appeared, leaving in its stead a number of organ-

izations, such as the White League of Louisiana,

which were able to accomplish their purpose
without resort to secrecy. The original Ku Klux

Klan was not only influential in the political

and social life of the South, but it has added

to southern folklore one of its most picturesque
and colorfifl chapters.

The modern Ku Klux Klan has very little in

common with the original Klan except the name.

The problems which faced the men of the recon-

struction period were not present for the found-

ers and adherents of the group which created

such a sensation in the years from 1920 to 1925.

The psychological motivation behind the new
movement will always remain a more or less

puzzling phenomenon. It was originated in

Atlanta, Georgia, in 1915, by William J. Sim-

mons, but it was of slight importance until 1920,

when Simmons associated with himself two

professional publicity agents, Edward Young
Clarke and Mrs. Elizabeth Tyler. The ranks of

the organization soon began to show the effect

of this campaign of promotion. The professed

motives for its activities varied with the region
in which it operated. In the south the Klan ap-

pealed primarily to the fundamentalist beliefs in

morals and religion; in the north it took on more

of an anti-alien and anti-Bolshevik character.

Its tactics at first consisted in meeting under the

blaze of a fiery cross in the open country, where

its members, masked and hooded in white robes

in the traditional Ku Klux manner, listened to

fiery addresses of a high moral or patriotic char-

acter. Soon after there appeared the other Klan

tactics: anonymous threats and occasionally

whipping, tarring and feathering and other acts

of violence including killing. The New York
World tabulated the violent actions occurring
from October, 1920, to October, 1921, as fol-

lows: "four killings, one mutilation, one brand-

ing with acid, forty-one floggings, twenty-seven
tar and feather parties, five kidnappings, forty-

three persons warned to leave town or otherwise

threatened, fourteen communities threatened

by warning posters, and sixteen parades by
masked men with warning placards."

Although these acts of violence were com-

paratively unimportant the effect was to spread
considerable dread and consternation through-
out the land, particularly in the south. The

secrecy and mystery surrounding the Klan gave
it an appearance of great power and enabled

it to make a bid for political control. Some lead-

ing politicians courted it and the Klan began
to play a very important role in the politics of

several southern states. On September 6, 1921,

however, the New York World began the pub-
lication of a series oftwenty-one articles in which

it gave an account of the origin, organization
and activities of the Klan, emphasizing particu-

larly its money making aspects. On September
1 8 the World carried a story concerning moral

turpitude of both Clarke and Mrs. Tyler which

its correspondent had unearthed in the records

of the police court in Atlanta as far back as

October 31, 1919. On November 1 1, 1921, Con-

gress began a preliminary examination into the

activities of the Klan which brought out much
more information concerning its financial ac-

tivities. The total effect of all of these disclosures

and investigations was to cause a break in the

ranks of the Klan, leading inevitably to a re-

organization of its management. Control passed
from Simmons, Clarke and Tyler to a new group
headed by Hiram Wesley Evans, a dentist from

Dallas, Texas, who was made Imperial Wizard,
or chief officer.

The Simmons period was characterized by
the aftermath of the war hysteria and by the

uneasiness which followed the emotional tense-

ness of that struggle, and which was accentuated

by the economic distress consequent upon the

demobilization and the panic of 1920. With so

many irritating provocations it was easy for sec-

tions dominated by "fundamentalist" moral and
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religious attitudes, like the south and portions

of the middle west, to seize upon the explana-

tion given by the Klan as to the source of the

evil: personal deviations from the moral code or

the machinations of Catholics and aliens. The

remedy was as simple as the cause: admonition

and punishment of the offender. Around this

fundamentalist nucleus there gathered other

compulsions: personal animosities; distrust of

the efficiency of the instruments of law and

order; the scapegoat attitude toward the Cath-

olics where the Catholics possessed political

power, as in New York and Connecticut, and

toward the alien and the Negro; and, finally, the

sense of power and importance which came to a

person who felt himself one of a group whose

very name inspired uneasiness and terror.

The Evans regime in the Klan's history coin-

cides with its greatest numerical strength. Esti-

mates of its membership ran as high as 6,000,000

in 1924. Politically it reached out for a wider

territory and it became an effective issue in the

political campaigns in many states. The tactics

were changed and the former acts of violence

discontinued to a very large extent. Interest

seemed to center now in the acquisition of

political power and the means to this end was

the boycott of those considered as undesirables

in politics and business or inimical to the Klan,

the names of those to be elected or defeated

being passed around at the meetings of the local

bodies. In Texas the Klan succeeded in electing

a senator and was an issue in the gubernatorial

elections of 1924 and 1926. The Klan played

an important political role also in Arkansas,

Connecticut, Indiana, Oklahoma, Alabama,

Georgia and Oregon. In Oregon it succeeded

in passing legislation against parochial schools.

Whether it has played any important role in

recent years in national or state politics is diffi-

cult to state; in Texas, where its influence was

greatest, it has apparently ceased to exercise

any political influence and very little is heard

of its doings in any other field. Whatever eco-

nomic basis there was in the Klan motivation,

such as jealousy of the Negro in the south

and of the successful Jew and alien in both

north and south, was wiped out by the shower

of gold and stock dividends which fell upon the

United States after 1924, and in this period
most of the remaining war hysteria seems also

to have disappeared. The feeling against Ca-

tholicism was a factor, however, in the Demo-
cratic convention of 1924 and also in the election

,of 1928, in which the presence of a Catholic

candidate and his identification with the forces

opposed to prohibition caused something of a

flare up of Klan activities.

Both the anti-alien and the anti-Catholic as-

pects of the Klan's platform have had their

counterpart in earlier periods of American his-

tory. The American Party of the 1850*3, gener-

ally known as Know Nothings, and the Amer-
ican Protective Association (A. P. A.), organized
in 1887, were also primarily nativistic manifes-

tations. Like the Klan they flourished at times

of disturbance and transition. The Know
Nothings arose at a time when immigration was

particularly heavy, and the period of the activi-

ties of the A. P. A. corresponded with the great

economic unrest which followed the close of the

frontier, with the definite industrialization of

America and with the wave of political protest

at the end of the nineteenth century.

Whether psychologically the Klan has any
fundamental resemblance to the Fascist move-

ments and to the attendant wave of dictator-

ships which came over Europe in the decade

between 1920 and 1930, it is difficult to say. A
severe economic and moral crisis, like that which

usually precedes the coming of a dictatorship, is

likely to leave the existing instruments of social

control utterly incapable of meeting the situa-

tion. The result is a rising to the surface of the

most violently articulate elements in the com-

munity, who seek to take the place of the legiti-

mate and ineffective instruments of law and

order and who partially succeed for the same

reason which brought them into existence. Hav-

ing no legitimate and legal means of coercion

at their disposal they resort to illegal means

and undercover tactics, which give them greater

power than their numbers entitle them to claim

and which in time result in a great accretion

in their numbers. The organization grows by
cumulation until a crisis either makes it succeed

or breaks it up. Fascism succeeded, but Ku
Kluxism has apparently ceased to exist as a

menace or a power.
MAX SYLVIUS HANDMAN

See: RACE CONFLICT; NEGRO PROBLEM; ALIEN; ANTI-

RADICALISM; ANTISEMITISM; FUNDAMENTALISM; RE-

CONSTRUCTION; INTIMIDATION; INTOLERANCE; FA-

NATICISM.
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of the Reconstruction, 2 vols. (Cleveland 1906-07)
vol. ii, p. 327-77; Lester, J. C., and Wilson, D. L.,

The Ku Klux Klan (rev. ed. by W. L. Fleming, New
York 1905); Davis, Susan L., Authentic History, Ku
Klux Klan, 1865-77 (New York 1924); Frost, Stanley,
The Challenge of the Klan (Indianapolis 1924); Fry,

Henry P., The Modern Ku Klux Klan (Boston 1922);
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KU YEN-WU (Ku T'Inglin, originally Ku
Chiang) (1613-82), Chinese historian. Ku Yen-

wu was the founder of the seventeenth and

eighteenth century "school of I Ian learning," a

scientific movement emphasizing a cautious

skepticism in the use of ancient documents, the

value of hypothesis and the necessity of induc-

tion from wide evidence for the achievement of a

new originality and a new practicality. This

movement coincided in method and in time

with the scientific awakening in the West but

operated almost exclusively in the fields of

etymology, phonetics, epigraphy, textual criti-

cism and geography. Discarding the subjective
methods of the so-called Sung learning, which

had dominated Chinese thinking for five cen-

turies, it aimed at an objective reexamination of

the supposedly most ancient texts those of the

Han period (206 B.C.-220 A.D.).

During the trying period of the Manchu con-

quest of China in 1644 Ku Yen-wu like many of

his intellectual contemporaries declined to co-

operate with the ruling dynasty, preferring to

spend his life in a study of the underlying causes

of the national decadence and the rehabilitation

of sound scholarship. At the age of fifty-four he

left permanently his home in K'unshan, Kiangsu

province, devoting the remainder of his life to

travel, study and writing, reaching conclusions

only on the basis of wide reading and personal

observation of every part of north China. The
results of these studies are incorporated in his

most famous work, Jin Chih Lu (Daily jottings,

32 bks., 1676), comprising carefully formulated

notes written over a period of thirty years. His

special treatises on phonetics and epigraphy laid

the foundation for all later Chinese studies in

these fields, while his great work on geography,
Tien Hsia Chiin Kuo Li Ping Shu (A historical

geography of the empire, 120 bks., 1662), gave

to this subject a practical as well as a historical

importance.
ARTHUR W. HUMMEL

KUENEN, ABRAHAM (1828-91), Dutch

Biblical scholar and historian of religion. In 1846
Kuenen entered the University of Leyden,
where he passed his entire academic life; he

became full professor in 1855 and from 1877 un-

til his death was professor of the Old Testament.

With Wellhausen he was cofounder of the still

prevailing historico-critical school of Old Testa-

ment scholarship. After 1869 he accepted the

view of Graf, also maintained by Wellhausen,
that the so-called Priestly Code of the Penta-

teuch was the latest of the pentateuchal docu-

ments. Together with Wellhausen he defended

the posteriority of the entire Priestly Code, not

merely of its laws. Thanks to his careful and

penetrating scholarship combined with a re-

markable capacity for synthesis he was able to

apply the Hegelian theory of historical evolution

to the religion and literature of Israel more com-

pletely than was Wellhausen. Both Kuenen and

Wellhausen were indebted to Vatke for their

inspiration. By far the ablest of the scholars who

adopted the new theory, they have left their

names indelibly stamped on it. Like Wellhausen,
Kuenen held that before they became mono-
theists the people of Israel passed successively

through a nomadic stage, in which they were

animists; an early agricultural stage, in which

they were hcnotheistic devotees of a nature cult;

and a later agricultural stage. The later agricul-

tural stage was the age of the prophets, who were

followed by the legalists just before the Baby-
lonian Exile.

W. F. ALBRIGHT
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KULIZHNY, ANDREY EVMENEVICH
(1878-1919), Russian cooperative worker. Ku-

lizhny studied at the Institute of Forestry in St.

Petersburg but was soon expelled for partici-

pating in "illegal" student activity. Ordered to

leave St. Petersburg he returned to Poltava,

where he worked as an agronomist of the zem-

stvo and attained some distinction in teaching
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the peasants improved methods of cultivation.

In 1906 he was again imprisoned for political

activity among the peasants. On his release from

prison he entered the Commercial Institute in

Moscow, acting at the same time as secretary

of the Moscow committee on rural industrial

and credit associations. In 1913 he was elected

member of the executive board of the Moscow

People's Bank in charge of the commodity de-

partment which served as the center of the buy-

ing and selling operations of the agricultural

cooperatives. In 1917 under the Provisional

Government he was assistant minister in the

Department of Food Supply. He edited the

Vestnik kooperattvnikh soyuzov (Bulletin of the

cooperative unions) from 1915 to 1917.

Engrossed in practical work in the field of

cooperation, he wrote little and his few publi-

cations were devoted primarily to practical ends.

He believed that the liquidation of a natural

economy which was a survival of serfdom and

the consequent development of production for

the market would increase the economic oppor-
tunities of peasant farming, and advocated the

formation of cooperative societies to aid the

peasant in securing the necessary means of pro-

duction, to familiarize him with rational meth-

ods of cultivation and finally to organize the

marketing of his products.

S. PROCOPOVICZ

Important works: Derevenskaya kooperatsiya (Rural

cooperation) (Moscow 1911, 5th ed. 1920), with a

biographical essay on Kulizhny by E. L. Gurevich;

Kooperativniy sbit produktov selskogo khozyatstva (Co-

operative marketing of agricultural products) (Mos-
cow 1913, 3rd ed. 1918); Organizatsionnaya skhema

kooperativnago stroitelstva v oblasti selskogo khozyaistva

(Plan for the cooperative organization in agriculture)

(Moscow 1918).

KULTURKREIS. See DIFFUSIONISM.

KUNFI,ZSIGMOND(i879-i929), Hungarian
socialist and educator. Kunfi was a teacher of

literature in a provincial high school but re-

signed his position after a conflict with Count
Albert Apponyi, then minister of public instruc-

tion. He went to Budapest and soon became the

most influential journalist and orator of the So-

cial Democratic party and editor of some of its

most important organs. Although an orthodox

Marxist he was an admirer of the French spirit.

During the World War he opposed the Central

Powers and expressed the conviction that the

Hapsburg monarchy would be dismembered.

After the collapse of the empire he became min-

ister of public instruction in the Hungarian re-

publican government of Count Karolyi. Influ-

enced by the Russian Revolution although he

did not accept Bolshevism he became the leader

of the left socialists and the moderate leader in

the Soviet government of Bela Run. He felt,

however, that this experiment would lead to dis-

aster and subsequently reproached himself for

his share in it. Under the White terror of Ad-

miral Horthy he was the last to flee. In Vienna

he was an influential teacher in the Workers'

College, and as an editor of the Arbeiter-Zeitung
he led a strenuous fight against the reactionary

regime in Hungary and against Fascism in gen-
eral. In the Second International he was an au-

thority on Danubian problems. Kunfi was pri-

marily interested in a radical educational and

political reform in Hungary, the indispensable
condition for which, he insisted, was the demo-

cratic alliance of workers and peasants against
the feudal regime of the landed proprietors.

OSCAR JASZI

Consult: Kunfi Zsigmond (Vienna 1930), a memorial
volume containing a biography of Kunfi by L.

F6nyes; R6nai, Zolt&n, biographical introduction to

Kunfi's Die Neugestaltung der Welt, ed. by J. Braun-
thal (Vienna 1930) p. 5-12.

KUOMINTANG. The Kuomintang, or Na-
tionalist party, is the revolutionary and nation-

alist party of China, which since 1924 has be-

come the most vigorous political element in the

country. Its success has by no means resulted

merely from a sudden expression of nationalism

but represents the growth of a revolutionary

movement which dates from the closing period
of the Manchu dynasty. The empire of the alien

Manchus had become enfeebled in the late nine-

teenth century through its inability to cope with

the problems created by foreign commerce and

by the impact of modern ideas from the West
and from Japan; and it was further endangered

by the growing power of the great Chinese

viceroys, by the opposition of the secret societies

and by the extensive Taiping Rebellion. Tardy
and timid reform movements proved of no avail;

there were, however, conscious efforts at revolu-

tion in the activity of a small propagandist or-

ganization, the Hsing Chung Hui (Association
for the Regeneration of China, 1894-1905) and

in the larger T'ung Meng Hui (Revolutionary

Alliance, 1905-1 1), which developed from it and

which later became the Kuomintang. Loose in

organization, these societies owed much to the

attractive personality of Sun Yat-sen. Although

they had no stable base in China they worked
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successfully among the large bodies of Chinese

students in Japan; among the prosperous and

awakened emigrants around the Pacific; among
the Chinese population of foreign possessions

and settlements, such as Hongkong and Shan-

ghai; and among scattered groups in China

proper. By 1911 the T'ung Meng Hui had won

300,000 adherents.

The ideology of these societies had as its fac-

tual basis the needs of China and as its intellec-

tual basis modern political and economic achieve-

ment and theory, the latter as adapted from the

West by Sun Yat-sen, Wang Ching-wei and

their associates. They urged a Chinese national

regeneration in opposition to the rule of the

Manchus and foreign imperialism and demanded

democracy in government, "equalization of land-

ownership" in a form of single tax and a collec-

tivist economic advance to relieve poverty. After

several fruitless uprisings the T'ung Meng Hui

succeeded in affecting the army with its propa-

ganda and in 1911 was able to stimulate and

organize local military risings into a movement
which resulted in a superficial combination of all

China south of the Yangtze in a revolutionary

republic. Sun was its provisional president and

Nanking its headquarters. The conspirators now
became an open political party, the Kuomintang,
which absorbed smaller reform groups. The

victory was, however, far from complete, for the

principles of the Kuomintang had not as yet ob-

tained a fiitn hold upon the Chinese masses; and

the period from the revolution until the reorgan-

ization of the party in 1924 was marked by a

continuous struggle against the forces of reaction.

In order to devote himself to the economic re-

construction of China, which he regarded as the

necessary concomitant of political progress, and

in order to unite the north and south Sun re-

signed in 1912 in favor of Yuan Shih-k'ai, the

strong man of the imperial regime, who had

furthered the constitutional movement in Peking
and secured the abdication of the Manchus in

1912. Although he agreed to observe the provi-

sional constitution Yuan proved an arbitrary ex-

ecutive and was continually challenged by the

Kuomintang majority in the legislative bodies.

The "second revolution" of 1913, fostered by
Sun Yat-sen as a protest against the unbridled

actions of Yuan, was a diffuse military revolt in

the south, which resulted in the destruction of

the only troops upon which the Kuomintang
could depend. Yuan became president and ex-

pelled Kuomintang members from the parlia-

ment, whereupon Sun established among his
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followers an opposition group known as the

Revolutionary party, which helped to counter

Yuan's dynastic ambitions with new revolts.

When Yuan died in 1916 and the provisional

constitution was restored, the old Kuomintang
members returned to struggle in the parliament

against various cliques of military chiefs; but

after a series of inglorious disputes the entire

parliament was dissolved in 1917. In the next

year old Kuomintang leaders and allied generals

set up in Canton a Southern Constitutionalist

Government, which was constantly interrupted

by military dissensions.

The party was at a low point when in 1919 it

received a new impetus from the independent
student movement, from national agitations

against Japanese policies in China and from the

weakness and complicity of the Peking govern-
ment. By military shifts the Constitutional Gov-

ernment was again set up in Canton in 1921 with

Sun as "president of the Chinese republic,"

only to be crushed a year later by Sun's former

mainstay, General Ch'en Ch'iung-ming. The
failure of the Kuomintang even at its southern

base seemed complete, although its propaganda
for a modern centralized government as opposed
to the decadent military feudalism of the north

had spread widely.
In the year 1922-23 Sun sought help for the

Kuomintang in the form of western military

organizers and technical aids; only Russia found

it politic to assist him. Russian diplomatic repre-
sentatives had already spread Communist party

propaganda among students in the north of

China and among the laborers of Chinese ports;

now they expected to profit by strengthening the

Kuomintang in its attacks upon the capitalistic

powers and to gain favor for Communist work in

China on the rising tide of organized national-

ism. The Kuomintang sought an effective co-

operation against the privileged powers and

above all a revolutionary technique for the

achievement of the long desired control of

China. In January, 1923, the Soviet ambassador

Joffe and Sun published their basis of under-

standing, which recognized that the Kuomin-

tang still maintained its own principles as goals.

Late in that year Sun and his followers made a

fresh start in Canton, while Borodin with the

backing of the new Soviet ambassador Karakhan

began his effective efforts as high adviser to the

Kuomintang. The first party congress in January,

1924, was a fairly representative body, which

formulated for the party an impressive manifesto

of policy and a constitution. Communists who
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accepted nationalist principles were admitted to

the Kuomintang, although the latter did not in-

clude Communist principles in their program.
The reorganization of the party was aimed at

correcting its serious deficiencies, its lack of

solidarity in organization, program and propa-

ganda and its dearth of military resources.

The new program, which was strongly influ-

enced by Borodin's ideas, called for strict dis-

cipline and unity with great emphasis upon
energetic, popularized propaganda. Sun's lec-

tures on the San Min Chu 7(tr. by F. W. Price as

The Three Principles of the People, Shanghai

1927) were a part of this phase. These principles,

which were accepted as the goals of the Kuomin-

tang, were nationalism, democracy and the

people's livelihood. Nationalism signified for

Sun a cultural and spiritual as well as a political

union of the Chinese, which should be able to

maintain its independence against foreign states.

A governmental system was to be established in

which four popular controls suffrage, recall, in-

itiative and referendum guaranteed democracy,
while the government was to work through five

separate administrative powers legislature, ju-

diciary, executive, examination (civil service) and

control (impeachment and audit). Although in

Sun's Fundamentals of National Reconstruction

emphasis was laid upon self-government in the

hsien (local district) and province, in practise the

struggle to gain power and to check enemies has

furthered centralism. To insure the people's
livelihood economic equality was to be sought

through equalization of landholding, prevention
of monopolies in land and encouragement of co-

operation. Sun felt that capitalism, while neces-

sary, should be under strict regulation in the

public interest. He considered that even foreign

capital is desirable to speed economic progress,
but that it must be firmly directed by a sovereign

government. Sun also proposed in his Funda-

mentals that the process of reconstruction be di-

vided into three stages: the first, directed toward

the establishment of order, would be under the

control of a military government; the next was to

be a period of political tutelage, during which the

revolutionary leaders were to rule; while the

final stage was to witness the establishment of

popular sovereignty. These ideas were embodied

in a brief popular form in the party manifesto

of 1924.

After the reorganization the Kuomintang was

rebuilt on the lines of the Russian Communist

party with local units leading up through indirect

elections to an annual party conference (actually

held in 1924, 1926, 1929 and 1931), which in

turn was to select central committees as ad in-

terim directing bodies. In practise the Standing
Committee of the Central Executive Committee

has tended to be the effective organ of the party

oligarchy, while the local units have been agen-
cies for carrying out its will rather than the truly
constituent sources of its authority. A political

training school for party organizers and propa-

gandists and Whampoa Military Academy, a

military school for the training of nationalist

officers, were established. Laborers and peasants
were organized for "popular movements" and

special attention was given to women and young

people. Separate bureaus were set up for the

organization of these groups as well as of the

oversea Chinese and the army and navy men;
nationalist armies were trained. In general a

tremendous burst of activity characterized the

Kuomintang immediately after its reception of

Russian aid.

Certain elements continued to resent the rise

of the Communists and their supporters, but the

new policy was dominant in November, 1924,
when Sun accepted the invitation of the north-

ern government to attend a rehabilitation con-

ference. He died amid the contentions of would

be leaders in his party. Borodin now became ex-

ceedingly influential. He utilized the skilfully

stimulated public sentiment over the Shanghai
and Shameen clashes with foreign interests in

May and June, 1925, the large bod)' of radical

and partly armed laborers maintained as "strike

pickets" in Canton and the "political officers"

assigned to supervise each military unit. The
Central Executive Committee expelled from the

party the important conservatives, who then or-

ganized the Western Hills Conference near

Peking. They hoped to secure the adoption of

their anti-Communist program at the Second

National Congress but were unsuccessful: in fact

the Communists continually strengthened their

hold upon the party. Chiang Kai-shek stood out

among the radicals, and in the Whampoa Mili-

tary Academy he produced revolutionary officers

of a new quality. But he showed an independent

will, and preparations for military and political

advance to the north were interrupted in March,

1926, by his anti-Communist coup. He and

Borodin were forced to cooperate, however, in

an endeavor to secure control of the north, the

goal of both the Nationalist armies and the po-
litical organizations. By March, 1927, Russian

methods of propaganda and Chiang's military

activities profiting by the division of opponents
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had won their way well into the Yangtze valley.

Borodin and the radicals used Hankow as the

center of a government increasingly like that of

Soviet Russia. Meanwhile Chiang tried to set up
a new base under moderate Chinese control and

in April succeeded in doing so at Nanking with

the support of Shanghai bankers; his success

marked the victory of the military element in the

Kuomintang and the end of the Communist-

Nationalist alliance.

The Nanking regime claimed to be a restora-

tion of the true Kuomintang through the elimi-

nation of the Russian and Communist elements.

Control by the military and the suppression of

radical "popular movements" were scarcely dis-

guised. The Hankow faction, surrounded by op-

portunist military leaders and discredited by the

revelation of orders from Moscow, melted away
when Borodin's Chinese group expelled him in

July, 1927. The union of almost all the center

and right groups in and with the Nanking party
and the military was finally achieved after labo-

rious efforts. This union made possible in 1928
the advance to the north of the Kuomintang
armies and their allies. The Kuomintang was

thus in control of a large part of the country,
and although the party was sadly diluted and

dependent upon regional military leaders, there

existed an opportunity for a real Nationalist

government of China.

In October, 1928, the Central Executive Com-
mittee adopted the "organic law" which set up
the "five-power government" following Sun's

political system. In Kuomintang terms, the

"military period" of war upon the old regime
had been completed and the period of "political

tutelage," in which the party was to teach the

people how to exercise political rights, had be-

gun. This period would end, it was announced,
in 1935. During the period of tutelage the party
is to act in the place of a representative organ and

sovereignty is to be vested in the party congress.

Wholly or largely from their own membership
the Central Executive Committee and the Cen-

tral Supervisory Committee named a Central

Political Council which appointed and instructed

the chief officers of the national government.
The "five powers" were organized into five ad-

ministrative departments or councils, yuan. In

form the national government is an agent of the

party with no status of its own. Actually there is

much repetition of personnel in the highest units

of party and government and the leaders of the

Nationalist movement have turned somewhat

from the party as a means of revolution to the

government as a means of control. Nationalism,

anxiety for reform, the tradition of officialism

and self-interest, all support bureaucratic tend-

encies in a land which is divided and confused.

Armies and revenues are in the hands of the

national or regional governments, upon whom
the party depends for protection and funds. The
new political experiments have gained a limited

success, continually endangered by civil wars

and by regional, factional and personal rivalries.

The modifications of December, 1931, empha-
sized party control and the separation of powers

by making each of the five yuan directly re-

sponsible to the Central Executive Committee.

In actual administration the government and

military leaders are semi-independent, particu-

larly in the regions which are distant from the

capital.

The significance ofthe role of the Kuomintang
in Chinese national regeneration is difficult to

gauge. It has achieved general success in arous-

ing the more alert of the Chinese people against

the Manchus, military feudalism and foreign

control. It has also greatly increased the concern

with economic and social progress, usually in

collectivist terms; and through the state control

of schools, through the reform of textbooks and

curricula with their emphasis upon natural

science and social and political subjects and

through the required study of the San Min Chu I

under party members it has exercised consider-

able influence upon education along modern and

national lines. The actual accomplishment ofthe

nationalist ideals has been hindered by the un-

educated, unorganized and poverty stricken con-

dition of the vast, dispersed population. Soviet

revolutionary technique and partial militariza-

tion, which together gained for the Kuomintang
its precarious supremacy, brought with them the

spread ofCommunism, the splitting ofthe party,

the accommodation of an idealistic program to

the power of generals and to regionalism. Within

the Kuomintang 's comprehensive aims still

exists the peril of dualism: some members wish

primarily for a political revolution and oppose
radical social change, while others stress social

reorganization and attack the political leaders as

capitalists and feudalists. In addition to the seri-

ous difficulties created by regional movements
the party is torn by factional-personal strife and

continual use of force or intrigue; indeed there

are no two leaders of importance who have re-

mained working companions throughout the

critical years. Since the reorganization of 1924
the gross membership of the Kuomintang has
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averaged about 450,000, or one in a thousand of

population. During the period of "popularmove-

ments" from 1924 to 1927 the party included a

fair number of laborers and peasants, but in gen-
eral the members are chiefly actual or expectant

functionaries, officeholders in the party of the

government, military officers, soldiers, teachers

and students. More than half are under thirty;

about one fifth have a secondary education; 3

percent are women. The Kuomintang has exer-

cised authority for only a short time and it has

encountered tremendous obstacles. Its position
is perilous not only because of the menace of-

fered by certain foreign powers but because it

has developed desires for good government,
national prestige and prosperity far beyond its

ability to fulfil them. It has boldly assumed ex-

clusive responsibility for the nation
,
but despite

the relatively high ability of certain of its leaders

it is still doubtful whether such a dispirited and

faction ridden body will be capable of sustaining
its great burden.

M. SEARLE BATES
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LABAND, PAUL (1838-1918), German jurist.

Laband was the most representative teacher of

public law of imperial Germany. From the east-

ern part of the empire, where in 1864 he became

professor at Konigsberg, he was called to the

newly founded chair in Strasbourg in 1872,
which he continued to occupy until his death.

As member of the first chamber and of the

council of state of Alsace-Lorraine he remained

in direct contact with the political relations of

those provinces.
Laband 's importance in intellectual history

rests on his attempt to found public law as a

pure legal discipline. This implied a turning
aside from political and sociological factors and

the abandonment of a metaphysical basis; there

was to be sought a scientific objectivity and

freedom of evaluation. By following this course

Laband became the true founder of the so-called

conceptual jurisprudence (Begriffsjurisprudenz)

in public law. Adopting the mathematical pro-
cedure of the natural sciences, he endeavored

to show from the postulates of the existing law

that his conclusions were logically inescapable.

Any contrary conclusion rested thus not upon
different ethico-political assumptions but was

entirely false and due to error of thought and

calculation. There was present at the same time

in this conviction the liberal belief in the possi-

bility of the purging of all differences by the

method of intellectual discussion, a belief which

on its side went back to the law of nature. In

the final result this procedure necessarily placed

legal form, as essential in itself, above content

and led to a misunderstanding of the political,

religious, metaphysical and economic back-

ground of the law as well as to the stifling of all

sense of public policy.

Laband 's system signified the proclamation
of the purely intellectual man as the ideal jurist.

But it attained the appearance of scientific ob-

jectivity only because the political differences

within the bourgeoisie of imperial Germany
were relatively slight. Present day doctrine in

Germany has turned aside from the positivistic

Begriffsjurisprudenz and once again clearly per-

ceives the irrational, historico-metaphysical

background of the state. On the other hand, in

Austria the pure jurisprudence of Kelsen has

led to its revival and further extension, so that

to a certain extent Laband still represents the

focal point of the struggle. In any event the

great clarity and the admirable construction of

Laband 's theory of public law were recognized

by his opponents as well as his disciples, and it

ruled German Staatsdogmatik for a full half

century.

ERNST VON HIPPEL

Important works: Das Staatsrecht des deutschen Retches,

3 vols. (Tubingen 1876-82; 5th ed., 4 vols., 1911-14),

abridged edition, i vol. (Tubingen 1883; 4th rev. ed.

as Deutsches Reichsstaatsrecht, 1907; 7th ed. by Otto

Mayer, 1919).

Consult: Sander, Fritz, Staat undRecht, Wiener staats-
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1922) vol. i, p. 701-76; Emerson, Rupert, State and

Sovereignty in Modern Germany (New Haven 1928).

LA BOETIE, ETIENNE DE (La Boetie)

(1530-63), French political theorist and littera-

teur. La Boetie, the adored friend of Montaigne,
was born at Sarlat and died of the plague at

Germignat. His principal contribution to man-
kind was a treatise called Discours de la servitude

volontaire, or Le contr' un, which he wrote at the

age of sixteen or, according to another edition of

Montaigne, eighteen. As the investigations of

Joseph Barrere have convincingly proved, the

work was partly intended as a refutation of

Machiavelli's Prince, published in 1532. The
reason for its failure to mention Machiavelli was

the fact that Catherine de' Medici, who then

dominated the French court and to whose father

the Prince had been dedicated, was a great ad-

mirer of the famous Florentine. The Discours

constitutes at the same time an eloquent protest

against political tyranny and a profound analysis

of the genesis of human servitude, a term by
which La Boetie designates the position of those

subordinated to a government aiming only to

gratify the desires of the governing person or

group. According to its main thesis servitude is,

to use a modern term, a type of political be-

haviorism which has resulted from the distor-

tion of the original free nature of man by long

governmental drill and pseudo-religious educa-

tion. La Bo&ie describes the complicated politi-

cal mechanism and network of corruption ena-

bling the tyrant to maintain his antisocial domi-

nation. In conclusion he points the way to libera-

tion through passive resistance. He declares that

political servitude is voluntary; it can be termi-

nated if those in bondage withhold their support
from the tyrant.

La Boetie subsequently became a councilor in

the Parlement of Bordeaux, then the supreme

judicial body of this region. Under the pressure
of the growing absolutism of the French king and

of constant religious persecutions and civil wars

the Discours remained unpublished except for

brief excerpts until it was included among the

pamphlets collected as Mdmoires de Vestat de

France by the Huguenot pamphleteer Simon
Goulard in 1574. Montaigne omitted it from the

edition of La Boe"tie's work published eight years
after his friend's death; when the prudent skeptic

mentioned it in the 1580 edition of his own es-

says (bk. i, ch. 28) he sought to minimize its im-

portance by describing it as a literary exercise.

This extreme caution of Montaigne aroused the

suspicion of A. Armaingaud, who tried to prove

(in Revue politique et parlementaire, vol. xlvii,

1906, p. 499-522) that the real author of the

Discours was not La Boetie but Montaigne him-

self. Armaingaud contends that Montaigne used

the name of his dead friend as a kind of pseudo-

nym in his fight against the hated regime. This

hypothesis seems, however, to be without suffi-

cient evidence. In the meantime the Discours had

profound repercussions as a circulating manu-

script and influenced some of the later monar-

chomachs. Although La Boetie himself was not a

Huguenot, his pamphlet, deeper and more pro-
found in its denunciation of tyranny than any of

the numerous writings which the French re-

ligious persecutions of the period evoked, pro-
vided the fleeing Huguenots after 1572 with an

ideological weapon. Its later history varied in

different countries. The Anglo-Saxons regarded
it as little more than the rhetorical exercise of a

youth who knew his Seneca; certain eminent

Frenchmen have extolled the beauty and force of

La Boetie 's argument; Tolstoy exalted him as his

precursor. According to Landauer the work was

the first systematic formulation of the message
later developed by Godwin, Stirner, Proudhon,
Bakunin and Tolstoy. Passages in the Discours

sound like a critique of the Fascist and Bolshe-

vist dictatorships.

OSCAR JASZI

Works: Among the editions of La Bodtie's complete
works are those by Le"on Feugere (Paris 1846), and by
P. Bonnefon (Bordeaux 1892), who has also published
a new edition of the Discours (Pans 1922). The Dis-

cours was translated into English (London 1735).

Consult: Feugere, L6on, Etienne de la Boetie, ami de

Montaigne (Paris 1845); Barrere, Joseph, Etienne de la

Boetie contre Nicolas Machiavel (Bordeaux 1908);

Dezeimens, R., Sur Vobjectij red du dtscours d'E, de la

Boetie (Bordeaux 1907); Landauer, G., Die Revolution

(Frankfort 1907) p. 78-96; Weill, G., Les theories sur

le pouvoir royal en France pendant les guerres de religion

(Paris 1892); Allen, J. W , A History of Political

Thought in the Sixteenth Century (London 1928).

LABOR. The valuation placed upon labor is

a significant element in the ideology dominating

any period, for it reflects the social structure

as well as the scale of social values. Primitive

peoples, especially warlike races, often display
a marked disinclination toward labor; the

necessary work devolves upon the women and

upon foreigners, particularly those captured
in wars and feuds, who are treated as slaves.

It is only in a hierarchically organized society,

however, that labor acquires a specifically,
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social character. Slavery existed as a social

institution in Asiatic and in European an-

tiquity, in despotisms and in democracies.

The immense buildings erected by the Asiatic

despots or by the Egyptians represented the

labor of armies of slaves, as did at a later period

the factories of the Roman magnates, the silver

mines in Spain or the fleets of Roman galleys.

Slavery existed also in the Greek city-states,

where the culture of the upper classes was

possible only on the basis of slave labor. In all

these very different social systems labor which

today would be considered socially valuable

was looked upon with disdain. This attitude

is reflected in the biblical quotation: "In the

sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread" (Gen.

Ill: 19). In the Asiatic despotisms contempt for

labor became contempt for all performance. The

names of great artists remain unknown; only the

names of ruling kings are preserved. In ancient

Greece the laborer even when he was a citizen

was scorned as a creature of low breeding. In

contrast is the high esteem in which the peasant

was held in ancient China and Japan; here he

ranked next to the knights and the learned

classes, although he might be only a tenant la-

boriously eking out a bare existence.

The lowly position of labor in most ancient

societies was the result in large part of the

institution of slavery. Since citizens and slaves

worked side by side, for instance, as artisans,

the contemptuous attitude toward slave labor

extended also to the work of the free citizen.

In Rome the emergence of the skilled laborer

and even of the skilled slave effected a loosening

of the system, for it became necessary to give

to slaves possessing special capacities a certain

interest in their work, to provide them with

better living conditions, considerable inde-

pendence and at least the possibility
of purchas-

ing their freedom. This development, which

undermined the old organization of labor,

serves to substantiate the contention that real

slave labor can be only undifferentiated mass

labor controlled by physical force.

With the disintegration of slavery, hastened

and extended by the appearance of Christianity,

the way was paved for a conception of labor as

possessing peculiar dignity and worth. The early

Middle Ages marked the rise of the guilds with

political rights and defensive capacities unknown

to the corporations of antiquity. The guilds

soon became the carriers of a peculiar ethics

of labor. They created the structure within

which developed the professional pride, the

appreciation of one's own labor, the justifica-

tion of wealth by labor, which distinguish the

bourgeois from the feudal mentality. The
fact that labor was valued only as professional

labor was another result of the guild organiza-

tion of society. Although the guilds did extend

into more fields than is generally realized, all

labor outside of corporations and guilds was

looked down upon and abandoned to the ar-

bitrary action of officials. The independent

artisans, the "outsiders" (Bonhasen), the work-

ers not legalized by guild organization but

nevertheless often of great importance to the

economic system, were held in contempt until

through a radical change in ideology free enter-

prise attained the highest esteem, while guilds

and trade organizations sank into disrepute.

The powerful influence of the guilds and the

political alliances they built up, at first spon-

taneously and later consciously, brought about

a new attitude on the part of organized religion;

the church now became a stanch supporter
of the guild system. Christianity, however,

like all other ethical religions was (according

to Max Weber) originally anti-economic; it

recognized no dignity in labor and looked

upon work as only a means of livelihood. The
New Testament exhortation to "walk worthy of

the vocation wherewith ye are called" (Eph. iv:

i) is an expression of indifference. For the

monks labor became a means to the ascetic life

but it had no positive meaning, no value in itself.

Although the guilds in the cities were able to

temper this indifference to some extent, no com-

plete transformation was effected until the

rise of Protestantism. With the abolition of the

cloisters Christian virtues could be practised

only within lay institutions. An explicitly

positive valuation of labor and its products

and therefore also an esteem for economic dy-

namics itself first found expression in Puri-

tanism. Calvin denied the independent impor-
tance of"good deeds," holding that these do not

guarantee the achievement of grace, of eternal

felicity, which is determined by an obscure and

impenetrable decision of God but is nevertheless

indicated by the success of the individual in

the affairs of the world. An individual can best

attain the state of grace by working "methodi-

cally" in everyday life for the glory of God,

Asceticism, particularly in the form of rational

work, became the supreme duty; and thus was

introduced into everyday life esteem for labor,

for the product of labor and finally for wealth.

Wealth was valued not as a means of enjoyment
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but as the warrant of a mode of life agreeable
to God. This approach, however, led soon to the

positive valuation of abstract acquisition, of

profit for its own sake; in short, of a capitalistic

conception of life.

With the development of the science of po-
litical economy the concept of labor received an

independent significance. Although in the doc-

trines ofAdam Smith and of Ricardo (the system
of the physiocrats applied more to agriculture
than to agricultural labor) labor appeared only
as one of the elements of the economic process
it was nevertheless considered as preeminently
the source of productivity. Later when it was
made the principle of value formation labor

acquired an extra-economic significance, which
can be seen most clearly in Marx* theories.

According to the classical economists labor like

land and capital is a factor of production. It

is simply the human factor. In Marx' doctrine

the concept of labor becomes, as do all economic

concepts, a social category. For Marx labor is

the achievement of the workers, not simply of

all who work, and more particularly of those

workers who in different social systems as

slaves, as serfs, as members of the guilds and

finally as workers in shops and factories by
their work first made possible the creation of

social wealth and thus the existence of the

ruling classes. According to Marx the capitalistic

profit economy rests upon the proletariat as

the wage eaVning class, the surplus value of

whose labor is appropriated and controlled

through the legalism and the price mechanism of

capitalist economy, as the surplus labor of

slaves or of serfs was controlled through political

force. Labor under the capitalist economy
has only a fictitious freedom. In reality property-
less labor is narrowly limited by the market

economy, continually reenforced by social

coercion.

The marginal utility school of economists

went back to a socially indifferent conception
of labor as one element in the economic system.

Recently, however, among this group too there

has been a tendency to consider labor in its

social form, as a propertyless wage earning
class. All the anticapitalistic currents of the

present time tend to lead scientific thought in

this direction. Indeed once the social character

of labor has been recognized, it is impossible

to consider it outside of the social struc-

ture.

The various attitudes toward labor are of

course very closely dependent upon the social
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and economic status of the laboring masses in

any particular society, while at the same time

they help to create that status. The conception
of the value of labor constitutes a determinate

ideology, the source of which is not to be found

merely in the actual state of the society or in

the interests of its members. It has already
been pointed out that in ancient Greece the in-

stitution of slavery necessarily diminished the

esteem for labor, even influencing the whole

structure of society, which came to be based on
local instead of professional organization. This

contempt for labor completely erased the differ-

ences between skilled and unskilled labor which

are so important in modern thinking. In India

to choose a totally different social system
the religious castes were at the same time bearers

of definite labor functions, and thus quite irra-

tional values were placed upon different kinds

of labor. Each of the several thousand castes

has its own dharma, or code, which determines

its rank and which is itself conditioned by the

character of the profession. Thus types of

labor which are respectable in Europe are in

India regarded as very low when they are per-

formed by low or "impure" castes. On the other

hand, impurity of caste often reflects the char-

acter of the profession.
The valuation of particular kinds of labor

has varied greatly throughout history. In Japan
and China agriculture is the most respectable

form of manual labor. In Europe the develop-
ment of urban culture resulted in a contempt for

agricultural work. While agriculture is praised
as the source of means of subsistence, workers

on the land, especially peasants, are looked

upon with a certain disdain because of their

lack of culture. European feudalism especially

built up an ideology according to which only
the idle life of the aristocrat was noble; the

peasant, "the coarse fellow" and the city work-

er, the Philistine and the petty trader, were

all treated with contempt. Thus a feudal system
based upon the labor of others leads to an

ideology which scorns all labor and so furnishes

a moral justification for its own existence.

Until very recently the learned professions

have been regarded quite differently from other

forms of labor. Indeed as long as the ability to

read and write was rare, the profession of

writer or even more of jurist, priest, physician

or state official was not considered as "work."

If the members of these learned professions

often held a not very enviable position in the

courts of princes they were treated with marked
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respect by the people. Only bourgeois society
has really emancipated these professions and it

has even put them in a dominant position for

long periods. The fact that they lost caste in

the second half of the nineteenth century was
due in part to the increase in the number of

intellectuals and in part to the fact that, as

the legislative, administrative and economic

institutions created by this epoch and adapted
to its spirit became more and more intelligible

and accessible, the aura which had surrounded

Roman law and its practitioners in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries faded, and the social

status associated with all professions based

on classical culture declined.

Special concern for labor as we find it in

the modern world developed only with in-

dustrialism. Mass labor in ancient Asia, in

Greece, Egypt and Rome was the object of des-

potic control. A benevolent attitude toward labor

can scarcely be said to have existed. In the feudal

period there was a more human attitude toward

the household servants but not toward the serfs.

The fate of the latter varied according to lo-

cality, the quality of the soil and the character

of the people, but everywhere they were

looked down upon and exploited. The so-called

emancipation of the peasants was not a struggle

on their behalf but for their domination. The
state wanted to give them certain opportunities

toward economic development in order to ob-

tain higher taxes. The conception that society is

founded on labor was no more prevalent in the

Middle Ages than in antiquity. In the guilds

interest centered in the work done by the mas-

ter, his personal contribution; both journeymen
and apprentices expected to become masters, so

that the idea of socially inferior labor was

almost completely absent. It is true that oc-

casionally there were strikes and movements of

opposition among the journeymen, but their aim

was not to suppress the guilds but only to im-

prove their standard of living within them.

Only with the formation of a proletariat com-

posed of free individuals, propertyless and con-

centrated in large masses, did the labor problem
become the very center of the social problem.
The first industrial workers were recruited

from among the proletarian weavers, then from

among the unemancipated agricultural workers,
the independent artisans and so forth. They
were a motley crew working under a system of

mechanization and division of labor, under the

orders of foremen who were often brutal. Per-

sonally and formally, however, they were free;

they could when they found work elsewhere leave

their jobs at any time. They were not attached

to a locality or to a factory, and they could

better their situation with improving business

conditions. They were the first great class of

society that forged or suffered its destiny out-

side of legal chains. As whole cities were erected

around the factories, the workers increased

in number more rapidly than did any other

part of the population. Indeed the rapidly

increasing wealth resulting from industrializa-

tion was made possible only by an ever growing

working class. It was therefore natural that

the question should soon arise as to the part

played by labor in the process of the creation

of wealth and as to its rightful share in the

social product.
Since Adam Smith and Ricardo political econ-

omy had placed labor in the center of the theory
of value. Consequently there had arisen the

problem of the part played by land and capital

in the creation of value. Karl Marx declared

that the income from land and capital must be

considered theoretically as a deduction from

workers' wages. The marginal utility theorists

took as their point of departure consumption
rather than the cost of production and found the

source of value in the valuation of the product

by the consumer. Neither theory answers the

question of the relative productivity of labor

compared with that of other classes. All modern
economic theories recognize that labor produces
value, industrial labor as well as agricultural.

There remains only a controversy with regard to

the significance of economic leadership the

labor of management and coordination. When
thetechnicalaspect ofmodernpreduction is taken

into consideration, it is impossible to deny the

necessity of cooperation and coordination.

Particularly is large scale production impos-
sible without special organizing ability which

can assure the efficiency of the technical proc-

esses, establish a plan of production and make
decisions about necessary changes in the indus-

try. Within the capitalistic system production
on a large scale, especially increasing produc-

tion, cannot be achieved without the work of

owners or managers and their staffs of superior
and inferior employees. There can then be no

absolute answer as to how the product can "just-

ly" be distributed among these groups of pro-
ducers. Actual salaries and wages always depend

partly on the monopolitsic position of a given

industry; under a system of free competition

they would be quite different. There are no
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"natural" wages, since, as Marx knew, in every

system the level of wages is influenced by "so-

cial and historical factors"; that is, by the

existence of monopolistic organizations. The

conception of the participation of labor in the

creation of social wealth can thus be considered

only as a general leading principle in the dis-

tribution of that wealth.

The actual organization of labor has varied

greatly in different periods. It is likely that

among many primitive races there was no con-

scious organization of work, which was done

with very primitive tools and with little attempt
to develop more practical methods. Moreover

labor in primitive societies, especially in tropical

countries, is closely related to religious rites

and to artistic activities. For technical, often

even for psychological, reasons the greatest

part of primitive labor is performed collectively,

by a working group, for which songs or the

rhythmic striking of an instrument regulate and

guarantee the performance of a given quantity

of work. Such group work exists today in trans-

portation, agriculture and similar occupations.

The organization of labor among primitive

people is based either on the family the large

family in itself makes possible a certain di-

vision of labor or for religious work and

eventually for work done for the leader of

the group, which frequently assumes a religious

significance, on a larger unit.

Only when society became more differentiated

socially and economically did the various classes

of laborers acquire specific social status. Then
such distinctions became marked. The sep-

aration between agricultural and industrial labor

occurred as a result of the division of labor on

the large estates of antiquity as well as on the

mediaeval farms burdened with the corvee.

The soil yielded a sufficient surplus to pro-
vide not only for the agricultural laborers and

tenant farmers but for spinners and weavers,

blacksmiths, carpenters, masons, shoemakers,

tailors, carpet weavers, coopers and many others

employed in the lord's household. Specializa-

tion of labor was the rule, developing most

markedly in the guilds. Karl Bucher estimates

that there were nearly two hundred separate pro-

fessions at the beginning of the fifteenth century.
The guild was not merely an organization of

labor and industry but also a political corpora-
tion. The guilds endowed chapels in the newly
built churches; they armed their members;
each guild defended its part of the city walls;

guild representatives sat in the city councils.

The industrial revolution could not have oc-

curred within the guild system. Factory industry
and to an even greater extent mechanized indus-

try required freedom in the utilization of market

opportunities, in the employment of working
forces. The guild regulations and customs which

had to a certain degree protected the journeyman
and the apprentice had no validity in the factory;

hence the early days of capitalism witnessed

an immoderate use of women's and children's

labor without limitation of the working day,
conditions which were unknown at the height
of the guild system. The workers in the early
factories were unskilled or only partly skilled;

some had had previous handicraft training. For

a long time, however, the different trades re-

mained distinct; indeed the transformation of

trade unions into industrial unions is only a

very recent development. It is in the so-called

new industries the automobile industry, the

machine industry and the like that the organ-
ization of workers according to industries rather

than trades has proceeded most rapidly. As a

result labor organizations have become more

strongly colored by a general class character and

the workers have become class conscious rather

than profession conscious, although member-

ship in a trade is still of importance and al-

though, especially in Europe, even at the present
time many workers are first trained as handi-

craftsmen.

Of equal importance with the union of differ-

ent trades within the factory in developing a

new status and a new conception of labor was

the mechanization of industry. At first the

artisans resisted the introduction of machinery
and destroyed the machines which deprived
them of their bread. But when as a result of the

rapid spread of factories and of increasing de-

mand for workers for the construction of rail-

ways and new industries unemployment de-

creased or disappeared, there developed the the-

ory that new forms of production automatically

absorb all the workers thrown out ofjobs as a re-

sult of technological improvements. This theory
was largely accepted by the trade unions and cre-

ated among the workers a more tolerant attitude

toward the introduction of machines and the

mechanization of industry. Since the World War
keener theoretical analysesand added experience
have brought this theory into disfavor. There

is an increasing realization, especially among
the working classes, that technical progress
must be controlled.

Modern industrialism first created class con-
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sciousness among the workers. The importance

of the trade, of the kind of work performed, has

become secondary to the common class destiny

of all workers. It is true that class consciousness

is frequently weakened or delayed by differences

of profession, of ability, of the relative im-

portance of particular industries; by divisions

of sex, age, race and nationality. In the prin-

cipal industrial countries, however, these dif-

ferences undoubtedly tend to lose their im-

portance for social action, especially since

increasing competition makes ever more acute

the struggle of the various classes for their share

in the social product, while local and profes-

sional differences in the levels of wages, even

for skilled and unskilled labor, are gradually

diminishing. On the other hand, the psycholog-

ical currents conducive to the development of

class consciousness have thus far had little

opportunity to affect the salaried employees,
who constitute an increasingly larger portion
of the dependent class. Moreover in many Eu-

ropean countries, especially in Germany, the

workers are more sharply divided by different

social philosophies socialistic, communistic,

Christian than by differences of trade or in-

dustry.

In organization and in efficiency of labor the

present epoch represents the highest stage of

capitalistic economy yet attained; never before

in history have productive forces been so fully

developed. At the same time never before has

the great bulk of the working masses been so

aware of its situation and so united as a class.

This solidarity has become international, how-

ever, only in the last few decades. Whereas in

previous centuries only scholars (through the

Latin language and humanism) and the nobility

(through the French language and common class

interests) were internationally united, modern
means of communication and modern methods

of production have created an international sol-

idarity ofproducers, both capitalists and workers.

Within each of the great industrialized na-

tions the working class has become for the first

time in history an important economic and po-
litical force. The World War greatly hastened

this development. Far from wiping out class

stratifications it greatly increased the influence

of the working class. This first resulted in a

rapid increase in the wages, and thereby an

improvement in the standard of living of the

working class, and in a multiplication of col-

lective contracts. As the working class, at least

in Europe, has become an active and decisive

factor in politics, the very principle of capital-

istic economy has come into question. The

problem as to whether the organization of

production should be entrusted to the capitalist

alone is being discussed on all sides. Indeed

the importance of the proletarian movement lies

in the fact that it has brought into actual dis-

cussion the problem of the economic structure

of society. Certainly this problem is far more

significant than that of the level of wages or of

the share of the working class in the social

product. The conception of an organization of

the entire economy in the interest of society as

a whole has been gaining more and more adher-

ents since the war and especially since the

crisis which began in 1929. In particular the

development of the Soviet planned economy has

spread the idea of such an economic organiza-

tion and has thereby greatly enhanced the sig-

nificance of labor in modern society.

EMIL LEDERER

See: LABOR MOVEMENT; ECONOMICS; ORGANIZATION,

ECONOMIC; TECHNOLOGY; OCCUPATIONS; PROFESSIONS;

SLAVERY; SERFDOM; PEONAGE; FORCED LABOR; PEAS-

ANTRY; PROLETARIAT; GUILDS; TRADE UNIONS; CLASS;
CLASS STRUGGLE.

LABOR BANKING. Labor banks are incorpo-
rated profit making institutions carrying on a

general banking business the majority of whose
stock is owned by one or more trade unions as

organizations. They are to be distinguished from

people's banks or cooperative credit organiza-
tions voluntary non-profit mutual aid associa-

tions organized to provide credit on a personal
basis which have functioned for many years in

Europe, in some of the Asiatic countries and to a

lesser extent in the United States. While the

proponents of American labor banking utilized

the achievements of people's banks as convenient

propaganda material, they did not emulate the

cooperative features and purposes but conformed

to ordinary banking practises. The two types of

popular banking moreover differ in their class

character: cooperative credit organizations are

essentially middle class institutions, while labor

banks are an aspect of the institutionalism of

organized labor. Labor banks are also to be

distinguished from cooperative banks, such as

the Cooperative Wholesale Society Bank in Eng-
land, which do not accept purely business ac-

counts and act mainly as bankers for the co-

operative movement.

Although labor banking reached its highest

development in the United States, whence it

influenced the formation of the most important
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European labor bank, the Bank der Arbeiter,

Angestellten und Beamten of Germany, the first

labor bank was organized in Belgium in 1913.

Belgian credit unions despite their growth had

never been closely identified with the trade

unions, except through individual members. The

Banque Beige du Travail was organized to carry
on a general banking service for trade unions,

cooperatives and the Labor party, which also

owned the stock of the new institution. The
bank has a number of branches and in addition

to a personal banking service ministers to the

financial needs of labor, cooperative and indus-

trial enterprises, from which it also receives

deposits. There were no new labor banks until

after the World War. A labor bank was organized
in Denmark in 1919, in Norway in 1920, in

Palestine in 1921 and in Austria in 1922. The
stock of the Palestine Workers Bank is owned by
the Zionist World Organization and the trade

unions, while in the case of the other banks the

stock is held by trade unions and other labor

organizations; no individual ownership of stock

is permitted. While labor party and cooperative

organizations may own stock in the labor banks,

their ownership and control are essentially trade

union.

European labor banking is most highly de-

veloped in Germany, where there are three labor

banks. The Deutsche Volksbank, organized in

1921 ,
is conducted by the Christian trade unions,

while the Deutsche Wirtschaft Bank, organized
in 1923, is under control of the Hirsch-Duncker

trade unions. Both banks are relatively small.

The most important of the labor banks is the

Bank der Arbeiter, Angestellten und Beamten,

organized in 1924; five years later it had re-

sources of 163,180,000 marks and a turnover of

2,787,000,000 marks. This bank is controlled by
the central organization of the German trade

unions, the Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerk-

schaftsbund, with a minority stockownership by
the Deutscher Beamtenbund and the Deutsche

Krankenkassen. The Bank der Arbeiter, which

has made substantial progress since its establish-

ment, receives deposits from the affiliated or-

ganizations and finances enterprises conducted

by trade unions and cooperatives. Another bank,
the Deutsche Landvolk Bank organized in 1923,
is not strictly a labor bank as it represents the

employers as well as the Zentralverband der

Landarbeiter.

The opening of the Mount Vernon Savings
Bank with $160,000 capital and $40,000 surplus
in the Machinists' Building in Washington, D.

621

C., on May 15, 1920, is generally viewed as the

actual beginning of the labor banking movement
in the United States. This is not actually cor-

rect, however, as the sponsoring union, the In-

ternational Association of Machinists, owned
the bank only in part and a majority control was
secured by inclusion of the considerable holdings
of the leading union officers. Labor banking as a

nation wide movement may properly be said to

have begun on November i, 1920, when the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' Coop-
erative National Bank opened for business in

Cleveland with $651,000 paid-in capital. Under
the influence of Warren S. Stone, who had

studied the people's banks in Europe, the

Brotherhood of Engineers had decided as early

as 1915 to open a labor bank at the opportune

moment, but the World War delayed realization

of the project. The Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America was the next large union to

join in the movement; this organization opened
one bank in Chicago in 1922 and another in New
York in 1923. The Engineers' banking activities

expanded rapidly. Within a few years they had

launched several more banks, bought a large

interest in an important Wall Street bank and

branched out into a variety of subsidiary and

collateral banking, investment and real estate

ventures. Their activities involved tens of mil-

lions of dollars of capital investment and ran into

a general turnover of hundreds of millions of

dollars in sales of stocks, bonds and other securi-

ties.

Unions affiliated with the American Federa-

tion of Labor joined the banking movement

slowly and half heartedly. Its leaders viewed

with disfavor the diversion of union funds and

energies into extraneous channels that were not

well charted. As far back as 1904 the federation

rejected a motion to organize several labor banks

where unions could deposit their funds. The

proposal was again rejected ten years later and

again in 1918. But the spectacular success of the

Engineers' banks or, more accurately, the pub-

licity which made their quantitative success ap-

pear as a qualitative success weakened the re-

sistance of the A. F. of L. leaders. In 1923 the

Federation Bank of New York opened for busi-

ness with $500,000 capital and surplus sub-

scribed by practically every A. F. of L. inter-

national union. It claimed to be "the most

representative union labor bank in the country."

Nevertheless, the central leadership of the A. F.

of L. continued its warnings against the new
financial attraction. By 1926 labor banking
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reached its peak; there were then thirty-six labor

banks with a combined capital, surplus and un-

divided profits in excess of $13,000,000 and total

resources close to $130,000,000. Connected with

the banks were a number of investment trusts

and securities companies, and a considerable

number of banks were proposed or partially

promoted. This development of labor banking
was greeted by the financial community with

general friendliness mixed with indifference.

Many thought the new banks might attract the

hoarded savings of workers and that they might
also increase the conservatism oforganized labor.

In some cases, however, general friendliness

rapidly turned into hostility; thus one important
labor bank faced with a severe run was told by
the Clearing House Association, to whom it ap-

pealed for aid, to "go to the labor unions for help
and not ask the bankers," although up to the

moment it closed the bank was declared solvent

by the comptroller of the currency. The clearing

house refused to do for a labor bank what it later

did for commercial banks in the city.

American labor unions were prompted by
several motives in organizing labor banks. The

years 1920 and 1921 were marked by aggressive

open shop drives. Labor leaders felt that bank-

ers were behind the drives against the very
unions whose money their banks carried, capi-

talized and made profit on. The conviction was

Widely held that labor could retaliate effectively

if it mobilized its financial resources to serve

labor's own ends. Walter F. McCaleb, first vice

president of the Engineers' Cooperative Na-

tional Bank, suggested that "if 20,000,000 work-

ers were each to save $i a week and regularly

deposit this money in their own institutions, this

whole civilization of ours would be changed
within the next five years." Peter J. Brady,

president of the Federation Bank of New York,
estimated that "of $25,000,000,000 annually

paid in wages to workers in American industry,

from $6,000,000,000 to $7,000,000,000 is saved

in various ways, and that labor banks hoped

eventually to control," Taking into account the

large accumulated funds and approximately

$25,000,000 paid out annually in various bene-

fits, the unions considered that a better return

on their resources could be secured by organiz-

ing banks and going in for investment. The
unions would render their people a genuine and

appreciable service by creating investment in-

stitutions for the savings of labor.

In addition to the purely financial considera-

tions the unions envisaged an extension of union

power into new fields. Conservatism or progres-
sivism was not the line of division between the

leaders who favored labor banking and those

who opposed it. Rather it was a division between

the labor activists and their more passive col-

leagues. Labor banks could do more than extend

financial help to unions engaged in strikes or

lockouts; with their financial resources they
could help "fair" employers who recognized the

union and thereby strengthen unionism. One of

the purposes of the International Association of

Machinists in organizing its bank was to render

financial assistance to an employer who was un-

able to secure credit through the regular chan-

nels because he recognized the union; and this

specific case was generalized in labor bank policy.

Some of the labor leaders had greater objectives;

they believed it was within the power of labor,

if all the workers' money was mobilized by their

own financial institutions, to make substantial

inroads into,the money control which they con-

sidered oppressively exercised by Wall Street.

Others hoped to get on the controlling boards of

industrial enterprises which were unfriendly to

organized labor and convert the respective man-

agements to a more cordial attitude. To accom-

plish this end they aimed to utilize the power of

their banks as money lending institutions and

also to secure the confidence of employee stock-

holders and act as their proxies in the determina-

tion of the corporations' labor policies. Warren

S. Stone saw labor entering upon a new, third

cycle of development. The first cycle or phase, a

stage necessary for the development of group

solidarity, had been characterized by the growth
of class consciousness; the second, a phase which

"necessitated a period of warfare involving the

use of force, sometimes economic, sometimes

physical, on both sides," by defensive struggles

for recognition of unions and for the principle of

collective bargaining. The third cycle upon which

labor was entering was "one of cooperation
rather than war, and the most striking evidence

of this phase is the labor bank." This program
was an expression of the ideology of the "new

capitalism," which influenced both labor and

capital in the period before the depression which

set in in 1929. Several labor banks emphasized
the development of institutional services to the

workers, such as character loans at reasonable

rates of interest and with equally reasonable de-

mands as to collateral security or the financial

standing of comakers, long term loans to home
builders and the financing of cooperative hous-

ing developments.
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The decline of the movement, which began in

1927, did not at once become evident. On the

eve of the depression early in October, 1929,

there were still in existence twenty-three labor

banks with a total of capital, surplus and undi-

vided profits well over $10,000,000 and total

resources of $110,000,000. Three banks, repre-

senting about 45 percent of the total capital of all

the labor banks and an even larger part of the

total resources, led in the field: the Federation

Bank and Trust Company of New York, the

Engineers' Cooperative National Bank of Cleve-

land and the Amalgamated Bank of New York.

But the Engineers' enterprises were in bad shape.

They had lost many millions of dollars in

questionable investments, in the organization of

holding companies, in speculative land invest-

ments in Florida. Gross mismanagement and

corruption were revealed. The imposing struc-

ture of banking and investment institutions col-

lapsed involving enormous losses to the union

and heavy special assessments on the members.

Moreover the Engineers' enterprises were no

exception. Labor banks proved vulnerable to

temptations of speculation and excessive profit

making, and they neglected the importance of

competent banking personnel. The business de-

pression revealed the weaknesses of the move-

ment and caused many more terminations. By
December 31, 1931, there remained in the field

only seven* labor banks with total resources of

$30,000,000, including capital, surplus and un-

divided profits of $3,615,000. The three largest

banks were the Amalgamated Bank, the Tele-

graphers' National Bank of St. Louis, Missouri,

and the Mount Vernon Savings Bank.

The weaknesses which led to the collapse of

the labor banks are in general weaknesses of the

labor movement itself, from whose characteristic

division of forces and crossing of purposes the

banks suffered. Many banks fell prey to the game
of union politics and disregarded the problem of

competent non-political management. The es-

sentially capitalist orientation of the American

labor leaders led to imitation by labor banks of

high pressure speculative and promotional
methods. Although the labor banks started with

many cooperative features in their charters,

these were soon forgotten. It was originally

planned to limit the number of shares an indi-

vidual could own, to limit the declarable rate of

dividends and to prorate a share of the profits to

depositors, all with a view to restricting profit

making and forestalling individual domination of

labor banks. But in performance in most cases

the cooperative features were amended out of

existence or modified beyond recognition in fa-

vor of the practises of unrestricted business en-

terprise.

Nor did the labor banks receive the confidence

and support of the workers. The workers did

not choose to deposit their savings (enormously

exaggerated by the labor bankers) in labor's

financial institutions, which were in some cases

presided over by leaders who had failed to

achieve much success in fields supposedly their

own. Labor men together with liberal profes-

sionals sympathetic to labor supplied less than

one third of the labor banking business. The
volume coming from small business men at-

tracted to the labor banks, because they offered

credit facilities on easier terms than did the com-

mercial banks, meant temperamental, panicky
withdrawals and frozen assets in times of crisis.

While the American labor banks underwent

their dramatic rise and fall, the European labor

banks made steady progress. In the two years

1928 and 1929 the Bank der Arbeiter, Angestell-
ten und Beamten increased its deposits 50 per-

cent; in the same period there was a decline of 3 1

percent in the combined resources of the Ameri-

can labor banks. The difference in development
reflects important differences in organization and

policy. The European labor banks are central-

ized, national institutions organized under con-

trol and enjoying the protection of the whole

trade union and labor movement of their re-

spective countries. The American labor banks

were primarily decentralized local institutions

organized and owned either by single national

unions or by local groups of unions and indi-

viduals who appreciated the profit making op-

portunities and contact values of the business.

European labor banks moreover were primarily
established as auxiliaries and service agencies of

the labor movement. They do not have the profit

making outlook of commercial banking business.

A large volume of labor banking business awaited

them: management of the funds of the unions,

of the political party and of the well established

consumers' and producers' cooperatives. Invest-

ment in municipal and other social enterprises
offered an outlet for surplus funds. If under these

circumstances profits were not likely to pile up
rapidly, security and solvency were not easily

jeopardized. The American labor banks on the

contrary were primarily business enterprises or-

ganized to provide profitable financial opportuni-
ties for the national union or the local group
which operated the bank. As small banks they
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could secure only the left overs of the business

which the large banks were not anxious to handle.

Afew labor banks sought to establish institutional

services in special areas of activity, but the

majority operated as small competitive banks at

a time when small banks had to fight hard to

survive. Both the financial situation and the

character of the trade unions in general militated

against the permanent success of American labor

banking.
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LABOR-CAPITAL COOPERATION empha-

sizing the harmony of interests between labor

and capital aims to reduce or eliminate conflict

of interests, to regularize production by prevent-

ing strikes and so to increase labor's output
as to benefit both wages and profits. It is part
of the understanding under most labor-capital

cooperative relations that a share of the gains
of cooperation will on some calculable propor-
tional basis accrue to labor; in addition labor

is offered the further advantage of stability

of employment. The practise which the term

represents comes third in the evolution of labor-

capital relations non-recognition of unions,

collective bargaining, cooperation to insure

more efficient production and, in the larger

aspects, social peace.

Labor-capital cooperation may assume forms

which repudiate independent unions or collec-

tive bargaining and involve the direct subordina-

tion of labor to capital. This occurred in the

United States in the period after the Civil War,
when labor-capital cooperation was urged as an

offset to unionism; it still occurs today in

many industries where "cooperation" is forced

upon the workers through company unions and

employee representation schemes. This involun-

tary cooperation prevails also in Fascist Italy,

where cooperation functions through unions or-

ganized and controlled by the government and

not through independent unions of the workers.

In more representative and progressive usage,

however, labor-capital (and in the United States

labor-management) cooperation represents an

industrial relationship in which labor and capital

recognize one another's independence and

voluntarily agree to cooperate in common tasks.

Capital concedes to labor the right to organize
and act through its own representatives; labor

assumes an active interest in and sometimes

partial responsibility for the progcess of pro-
duction. In this sense labor-capital or labor-

management cooperation constitutes an ad-

vanced phase of collective bargaining.
The term labor-management cooperation in

American usage or in the alternative form union-

management cooperation presupposes recogni-

tion of unionism as an independent force co-

operating with management as does the term

labor-capital cooperation in the European sense.

Both rest upon recognition of unionism and col-

lective bargaining. The one covers an American

orientation, the other is characteristic of the

European labor mind. Capital, when conjoined
with labor, tends to emphasize the social aspects

of industry and ownership, the contest of prop-

erty rights and class interests behind the imme-

diate issues of cooperation; hence labor-capital

cooperation assumes general political forms and

operates on a national scale, concerned with

larger issues and solutions. The use of the word

management rather than capital, while it ex-

presses the unusually high development in the

United States of functional separation of capital

ownership and management, also denotes an
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engineering or technological approach to the

issue and implies interest in the immediate ad-

vantages of a simple bargain relationship. La-

bor-management cooperation consequently is

animated by an essentially parochial spirit, ig-

nores larger social issues and is unconcerned

with property rights and class struggle.

The forms and development of cooperation
differ greatly in American and European ex-

perience. The range of difference is from mere
elaboration of traditional collective bargaining

by the creation of additional, better equipped
and permanently functioning machinery for

realizing the ends of all trade agreements in-

dustrial peace and uninterrupted production
to some participation of labor in the manage-
ment of production. While in its major concrete

aspects labor-capital cooperation represents no

basic departure from the general course ofortho-

dox unionism and collective bargaining, its the-

oretical implications and social ramifications are

considerable, particularly as they are revealed in

European experience. Although influences and

efforts striving for labor-capital cooperation
were at work, theoretically and practically, for

many years before the World War and gained
in momentum as socialism in Germany, syndi-

calism in France and laborism in England grew
in power and importance, the specific practise

now covered by the term took shape under the

impact offerees generated by the World War and

accelerated during the post-war period. These

forces were the intensified application of science

to industrial processes and the emphasis on ra-

tionalization, mass production of consumer

goods and the consequent intensification of

competition in both the home and world markets,

the precarious state of business in many coun-

tries and of certain branches of industry in

nearly all countries, the growing unemployment
due in part to technological labor displacement
in industry and agriculture, the rapid growth of

labor unionism in particular and of the power of

labor in general, and the strengthening of revo-

lutionary tendencies in certain countries.

As the forces and conditions which led to co-

operation did not arise simultaneously in all

countries or operate everywhere with equal ef-

fect, the forms and objectives of cooperation
have varied in time and place. In the United

States labor-capital cooperation in the involun-

tary form imposed upon labor by company un-

ions and employee representation plans de-

veloped out of the same general forces which

produced voluntary cooperation in Europe.

Labor-management cooperation, however, was
a product of the unusual American prosperity
which flourished from 1923 to 1929; one of the

results of prosperity was to weaken unionism,
thus forcing the consideration of new policies

(among them, for example, labor banking) and

influencing labor leaders to propose cooperation
with management as one method of strengthen-

ing the unions and collective bargaining.
The vital distinction between American and

European experimentation with labor-capital co-

operation is this: in most American cases, typi-

cally sporadic and local, it was primarily labor

which sought to induce capital to cooperate,
while in the European experiments, planned and

national in scope, capital sought labor's coopera-
tion. Trade unions in the United States, insuffi-

ciently organized and practically eliminated from

the basic industries, sought to realize on capital-

ist prosperity by endeavoring to convince

management that greater efficiency could be

achieved by winning the workers' good will.

Without the additional advantage of power in

politics, such as is yielded by the influential

political parties which labor controls in most

European countries, American labor was able to

use only moral admonitions and warnings against

possible disaster. The distinction reflects differ-

ences in the character of the respective labor

movements: European labor has appeared in the

practise and discussion of labor-capital coopera-
tion as a distinct social class striving for

power, while the American practise and discus-

sion of labor-management cooperation have

avoided social theory, emphasized labor's local

interests and stressed the purely business aspects
of cooperation.
The practise of labor-capital cooperation

reached its fullest development in Germany.

During the World War, when Burgfrieden was

urged upon labor and capital, voluntary joint as-

sociations of employers and workers, known as

Arbeitsgemeinschaften, were organized to effect

cooperation between labor and capital; they

were, however, dissolved in 1924.Meanwhileeco-
nomic decline aggravated international compe-
tition and the pressure of reparations and forced

consideration of an elaborate program of ration-

alization. For such a program it was necessary
to secure the consent and cooperation of German

labor, which was strongly organized in both the

economic and the political fields and enjoyed

legal status as a class. Unwilling or unprepared
to stake its fortune on the overthrow of capital-

ism, German labor accepted labor-capital co-
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operation on a give and take basis. The declara-

tion of the German General Federation of Trade

Unions and General Federation of Unions of

Salaried Officials stated conditional terms of

acceptance in the form of specific demands:

real wages must rise; management must work

closely with the work councils (shop organiza-

tions which have legal standing in Germany);
social hardships resulting from rationalization

must be compensated; rationalization must be

carried out in each industry as a whole; prices

must be reduced; opportunities for promotion of

workers must be provided as well as assurances

given that the management will be efficient;

comprehensive unemployment insurance must

be guaranteed; wealth must be taxed directly and

adequately; tariffs on imported foodstuffs and

raw materials must be reduced; a planned credit

system must be provided to meet new conditions

in industry. Having outlined so complete a pro-

gram of labor-capital cooperation, German labor

simultaneously set forth its socialist view of

the limitations of cooperation: "So long as pri-

vate enterprise exists, it will produce economic

classes which will struggle against each other

to decide their respective shares of the pro-
ceeds of industry. We hold this struggle to be

unavoidable, because an impartial scientific

agreement on this question is not possible. But

without prejudice to this view we also believe

that, for the solution of various economic, finan-

cial, social and political problems, a joint

effort by all parties is worth while with the

object of overcoming the present crisis and de-

veloping the productive capacity of German

industry." Through this cooperation the unions

expect increasingly to acquire functional power
in industry and thus gradually to realize the new
social order. While the revolutionary elements in

the German labor movement, organized in in-

dependent communist unions and the Commu-
nist party, regard labor-capital cooperation as an

abandonment of the class struggle and surrender

to capitalism, Catholic labor unions have been

in line with their general ideology and traditional

attitude the most persistent exponents and

faithful followers of the idea that capital and

labor are constituents of a single organic whole

and that there must be an essential harmony of

interests between employers and employees.
As in Germany the problem of labor-capital

cooperation acquired new significance in Great

Britain during the World War. One result was

creation through government initiative of the

Whitley councils, which were intended to form a

sort of industrial parliament, give labor some

representation in management and realize peace
and cooperation between labor and capital. The
councils were partly an answer to the radical

workers who during the war had formed shop
committees acting independently of the trade

union administrations. Whitleyism never ac-

quired any real practical importance. The prob-
lem of labor-capital cooperation assumed new

significance because of the decline of British in-

dustry in the post-war period. Discussions of the

problem eventuated in 1928 and 1929 in two

conferences, known as the Mond-Turner con-

ferences; Sir Alfred Mond (Lord Melchett) was

head of the employers' group and Ben Turner,
chairman of the General Council of the Trades

Union Congress, was head of the labor group.
The conferences were brought about by the un-

certain state of both capital and labor. Several

important industries were facing virtual collapse

under the joint pressure of German rationalized

industry and American mass production and su-

perior wealth in raw materials. The labor move-

ment was considerably weakened by the collapse

of the general strike in 1926 and the defeat of the

miners' strike. It was generally felt that tradi-

tional trade union methods did not have much

positive achievement to offer. The supporters of

cooperation argued that labor could not watch

indifferently the breakdown of industry and

production, England was not a se^f-sufficient

country, rationalization and the consequent

strengthening of industry were issues of primary

importance and labor's position would eventually

be stronger if it made itself a part of the rehabili-

tation process. Furthermore they did not antici-

pate an immediate and complete breakdown of

the capitalist system but rather a slow, long
drawn out wearing away of its strength, out of

which new developments might come, tempo-

rary and partial revivals; hence, it was argued,
labor would profit by taking an active part in this

evolutionary development. Against this the op-

ponents of cooperation contended that it was not

the business of labor to help decaying capitalism

to gain a new lease on life. Even if an immediate

collapse might be averted and a temporary
restoration of the functioning of the capitalist

system achieved, it would sooner or later break

down again under the weight of the conflicting

forces which operate in the social order and

labor might as well face the basic issue now
rather than endeavor to postpone the unavoid-

able; if labor embarks upon the cooperative

venture it will not save capitalism or prevent
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eventual diaster, and by acting the minor part-

ner in the capitalist game it will take the

edge off the class struggle, demoralize its own
ranks and throw in jeopardy its chances in a

final struggle for power. The Mond-Turner con-

ferences conceived labor-capital cooperation as

involving discussion and joint action on ration-

alization, unemployment, labor supply, the or-

ganization and control of industry, and other

social and economic problems of industry as well

as of wages and hours. Mondism, as this policy
of cooperation came to be known, involved full

recognition of bona fide labor unions, something
like representative government in industry by
means of work councils, employee stockowner-

ship, conciliation of industrial disputes and

machinery for continuous investigation, criticism

and conference. There was strong opposition
to the conference plans among a minority of the

trades unions and even stronger opposition

among influential groups of employers.This op-

position and Sir Alfred Mond's death resulted

in the collapse of the movement.

Labor-capital cooperation in England and

Germany and to a lesser extent in other European
countries is the result of economic decline and

the increasing power of labor. Where labor is

strongly intrenched capital is compelled to se-

cure labor's voluntary cooperation in order to

put through necessary measures and avoid dis-

putes whi<ih may further weaken an already
weakened economic fabric. On the other hand,

labor can no longer concern itself exclusively

with hours and wages: in a period of economic

decline labor is forced into larger action either

cooperation with capital or the overthrow of

capitalism with labor assuming the responsibility

for social reconstruction. Labor-capital cooper-
ation is thus the alternative to revolution.

In the United States the unions suggested co-

operation as a means of strengthening their

position, but the offer was accepted by manage-
ment mainly as a means of solving certain as-

pects of the modern work process involved in

scientific management. In non-union industries

scientific management might be imposed upon
the workers by means of company unions and

similar devices, but in union industries it de-

pended considerably upon overcoming union op-

position by accepting cooperation a much nar-

rower consideration than that involved in

European labor-capital cooperation. This is the

most important reason why none of the Ameri-

can labor-management cooperative ventures has

been large enough to assume to deal with the

whole labor-capital issue or with all the prob-
lems of an entire industry on a national scale.

Their cooperative content ranges from rather

narrow and technical agreements, seeking to for-

tify collective bargaining by labor assisting in

waste elimination and increased output, to

schemes which carry a measure of authority for

labor in determining work terms in relation to

the state of the business. In no case does labor

assume any real measure of industrial control.

Labor-management cooperation in the forms

thus far developed is applicable only where labor

is still appreciably skilled and the workers' in-

itiative can increase output; it is, however, inap-

plicable to mass production industries where the

workers are paced by the machine.

The B. and O. Plan, best known of all Ameri-

can labor-management cooperative experiments,

originated in 1923 in the Glenwood repair shops
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, whence it

spread so that by 1931 it was actively in effect

in the mechanical departments of four major
railroad systems of the United States and Can-

ada covering about one sixth of the combined

mileage of the two countries. The B. and O.

Plan, as interpreted by its leading exponent,
Otto S. Beyer, rests on three main principles:

mutual recognition by labor and management
and their cooperation for improved service and

elimination of waste; fair division by labor and

management of the gains of cooperation; and

stabilization of employment and perfection of

joint administrative machinery to promote co-

operative spirit and effort. Liberal interpreters

of the B. and O. Plan were at one time willing

to see in the extension of the arrangement a

gradual process of substituting workers for

owners, with industry eventually operated with

capital "hired for a fixed and guaranteed wage,'*

thus abolishing the profit motive, and with ef-

ficiency of operation maintained by the coopera-
tion of "trained and conscientious management,

public regulation with adequate standards of

performance, and the enterprise of organized
labor seeking its ends through better service/'

The really potent urge on the part of manage-
ment to viewthe B . and O. Plan with favor sprang
from the technical peculiarities of the mainte-

nance and repair departments of the railroads.

In 1928 the outlay for this part of work on Class

I carriers in the United States comprised 26.4

percent of total operating expenses, decidedly a

large expenditure. It was reasonably expected
that willing workers inculcated with cooperative

spirit and anticipating tangible gains wouM
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do better work than contractors or workers de-

void of that incentive and would thus increase

efficiency, regularize production and reduce dis-

putes. This proved to be true, but it has

also been generally admitted that "the com-

panies receive more lucrative returns from the

practises of cooperation than do the men." As
to stabilization of employment, it is not by

any means certain that the B. and O. Plan ac-

complished any more than ordinary collective

bargaining could achieve. There were in some

instances other motives favoring cooperation;

the government owned Canadian National Rail-

ways, for example, wanted to rally the political

strength of labor in support of the experiment
in nationalization against the efforts of private

business interests trying to thwart it.

Another labor-management cooperative ex-

periment, the National Council on Industrial

Relations for the Electrical Construction Indus-

try, was constituted in 1920 with an equal repre-

sentation of employers and the union, the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The
workers' right to organize was accepted as basic

in the arrangement, but simultaneously the

abandonment of the "philosophy of power and

struggle" was emphasized. The industrial phi-

losophy of the council reduces the major causes

of disputes between workers and employers to

intermittent and shifting employment, price

competition and the lack of any general and ac-

tive understanding of the indissoluble partner-

ship which exists in industry between manage-
ment and labor; the council seeks to remedy these

evils. After ten years of experience with the Na-
tional Council on Industrial Relations resulting

in an almost complete lack of tangible achieve-

ments, the Electrical Guild of North America

was formed with a view to further more aggres-

sively "industrial cooperation in the electrical

construction business on a scale hitherto un-

known and untried." An authoritative spokes-
man for the union thus describes the guild plan:

"It insures democracy by dealing with the volun-

tary society of the workers; it guards manage-
ment by making it the central source of power in

the industry; it establishes industrial government
without aid of the state; it secures stability

without fixity; it elevates craftsmanship and

technology to places of prominence. It has fea-

tures not dissimilar to those of the once-pro-

jected Guild Socialism, with the added virtue

of being a going concern." To which might be

added "and free of the vice of tending to weaken

Bested interests."

The case of the Rocky Mountain Fuel Com-

pany closely cooperating with the United Mine
Workers of America is interesting in its inclusion

in the cooperative plan of sales promotion by
labor. It is in a way a case of labor-manage-
ment-consumer cooperation. This arrangement
followed a protracted sanguinary struggle against

unionization wages by the company under an

earlier administration, together with other coal

companies in Colorado. The organized labor

movement in the state and the Colorado Farm-

ers' Union actively assisted the company to

market its coal as encouragement to a corporation
which recognized unionism in the midst of a

non-union coal center. The general public was

converted to that view with the result that the

company's retail sales grew considerably. This

plan is obviously limited in its application, since

the competitive advantage of labor's help in

consumer sales would disappear if the plan em-
braced any considerable number of companies
in the industry.

In the X-Construction Plan in the men's

clothing factories of the Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Company of Chicago, introduced by the com-

pany and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of

America in 1924, there appeared elements of la-

bor responsibility for production with a share in

control over industrial and business policy. Al-

though spread over a limited area the X-Plan

was the farthest step taken by labor-manage-
ment cooperation in the United States. Under
the arrangement which remained in force for

several years the union assumed responsibility

for a major part of the production process,

namely, the tailoring of the garments after the

raw material left the cutting rooms. It was a clear

case of rationalized production under joint

labor-management auspices with the main ob-

jective of cheapening production costs and low-

ering selling prices of the product so that larger

sales, re-orders and consequently more work in

the shops might be achieved. The workers relin-

quished certain customs and rules restricting

output and expected to be compensated by the

gain in volume of available work and the relative

employment security that would follow increased

sales. The cooperative contribution of the union

consisted in placing at the service of the business

the workers' accumulated industrial compe-
tence, which enabled the company to meet

customer style requirements with progressively
smaller labor costs and substituted team meth-

ods and machine workfor costly individualhand-

work. The larger objective of the experiment
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was to stabilize employment by supporting a

large scale industrial enterprise against the

reckless competition of non-cooperating em-

ployers. Yet the union could not logically with-

hold its cooperation from other manufacturing

concerns, however keen their competitive prac-

tises, if they agreed to deal with labor on a union

basis. Hence only one objective of union-man-

agement cooperation, stabilization of employ-
ment conditions, was met, and that only in part;

the major objective, that of defeating reckless

competition, was not achieved.

The economic depression which began in

1929 dealt a severe blow to those proponents of

labor-management cooperation who saw in the

practise a means of solving the fundamental

issue between labor and capital. On the other

hand, the experience of cooperation, wherever it

was practised by strongly organized union

groups, demonstrated the positive contribution

which labor interested in the production process

as a whole can make to industry if its efforts are

not blocked by the operation of the profit mo-

tive. This positive demonstration of the value

of labor's interest in production has given

practical meaning to the issue of economic or

social planning, which would take into account

all the factors in the productive process. It

has also emphasized the significance of the

power element in the situation: economic con-

cessions aj-e not secured by moral invocations.

Carried on in times of normal business activity,

labor-capital or labor-management cooperation

need not, as its opponents claim, take the edge
off the class struggle or cause a loss of labor

militancy, provided the area of application is a

whole industry or the whole of national indus-

try and cooperation is seen as one aspect of

larger issues. The additional competence that

labor gathers in the controlled exercise of co-

operation is an asset not unlikely to prove of

determining significance in the struggle for

power. The relation of cooperation to the theory

of "harmony of interests between labor and

capital" is not necessarily generic, but it is

tangent. The acceptance by strongly organized
unions of a cooperative plan of procedure need

not signify an eo tpso abandonment by labor of

all opposition to the social status quo, although

experience indicates that it undoubtedly tends

to tame the manifestations of opposition.
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LABOR COLLEGES. See WORKERS' EDUCA-
TION.

LABOR CONTRACT. Narrowly defined a la-

bor contract is an agreement, express or implied,
between an individual worker and an employer
under which the former agrees to perform woyk
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in return for compensation. Entry into the con-

tract creates a relationship of master and servant

or, in more modern terms, of employer and em-

ployee which entails mutual rights and obliga-

tions. These may be mentioned only in the

broadest outlines or not at all in the individual

contract itself but are defined by certain external

controls, such as custom, judicial decision, legis-

lation and collective agreement, and are as-

sumed to form part of the contract. In so far as

the individual labor contracts which prevail in a

given legal-economic system thus largely con-

form to a common set of arrangements, it is pos-
sible to speak more broadly of "the" labor con-

tract which characterizes the system.

Slavery, serfdom and forced labor are types of

employment relation in the determination of

which contract plays no part. In ancient society

with its predominantly slave economy even

such contracts for free labor as were made re-

flected the characteristic arrangements for the

renting or maintenance of slave labor. In feudal

society the typical employment relation was

serfdom, under which the villein, or peasant,

was born into a status from whose customarily
determined obligations he could escape only
under exceptional circumstances. Gradually
there emerged a class of unattached agricultural

and town laborers who were in a position to sell

their services. Typically, however, the terms

upon which they might do so were fixed by
custom, guild regulation or law and not by
contract. In England the Ordinance of Laborers

of 1349 limited the wages that might be paid to

agricultural laborers and workers in certain

trades, compelled them to accept employment
and in other ways determined their status. As

early as 1381 in the Peasants' Revolt the demand
was made that labor contracts should be free of

legal restrictions. But it required four centuries

of time and the dissolution of a subsequent wide-

spread control over the employment of crafts-

men and laborers of all sorts, established by the

Statute of Artificers in 1562, for the peasants'
demand to become an actuality. With the com-

ing of the industrial revolution the system of free

individual contract was established as the

dominant type of employment relation.

Implicit in the concept of the labor contract is

the idea that both parties are not only legally but

actually free to bargain for terms and equally
able to grant or withhold as they see fit the

services or economic opportunities which they
control. The resulting contract then represents

thje terms of the greatest mutual benefit, based

on the genuine consent of the two individuals.

Such an ideal is measurably attained in the type
of agreement whereby the services of a respon-
sible manager or technician are procured by a

business organization. Such a bargain frequently
is concluded only after extended negotiations

have led to the mutual acceptance of specified

terms. A maximum of freely established ele-

ments thus is present in the ensuing employment.
In the great mass of labor contracts in the

present economic system, however, although the

parties are legally free to bargain for terms sub-

ject to limited control by law and collective

agreement, economic necessity drives them to-

gether and along with other forces compels
workers and less frequently employers to accept
conditions which they have had little or no share

in establishing. Market forces, custom, public

opinion, collective bargaining and legislation

play far more important roles than personal

negotiation in dictating these contracts. By the

time of the establishment of the free labor con-

tract in England the legally liberated worker,

who was forbidden to combine with his fellows,

often had to face an employer with whose eco-

nomic power he could not cope. The worker

simply offered his labor, which must be sold

both because it was highly perishable and be-

cause he had no other means of existence. The

employer possessed capital that was more lasting

and that increased his power of resistance, and

he generally had an oversupply of workers from

which to choose. This situation was later aggra-

vated by the emergence of corporations and of

large scale businesses as employers in all im-

portant industries except agriculture. Similar

conditions accompanied the development of in-

dustrialism in the other occidental countries

and have since spread into the Orient.

The history of the labor contract in the west-

ern world during the past century aside from

the progress in abolishing slavery and forced

labor is largely a story of efforts to introduce

formal controls in the interest of the workers and

of counterefforts to preserve individual bargain-

ing as the only acknowledged determinant of

employment relations. The simple contract of

employment has increasingly been recognized as

primarily a means of entry into a relationship
whose characteristics have been determined pre-

viously and may be altered later, analogous in

some ways to the "contract" of marriage. Hence

improvement in the terms of the relationship
has been sought partly through legislation, em-
bodied in safety and health acts, laws regulating
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the dismissal of workers, minimum wage and

maximum hour laws, workmen's compensation
and unemployment insurance legislation and

other measures. At the same time certain em-

ployers have voluntarily improved the position of

their employees not only by reducing hours and

providing better working conditions but also by

introducing company supported welfare work

and pension schemes. More recently a few prom-
inent employers have undertaken to guarantee a

minimum amount of employment each year.

Some concessions spreading through an industry
or occupation have tended to establish certain

customary rights of labor deriving from the labor

contract, the violation of which, while not

legally punishable, results in a loss of the good-
will of labor. All of these measures, however,
have proceeded without regard to the shared

control of the employment relation by employ-
ers and employees which the device of contract

has been supposed to make possible. The effort

to establish such control as a reality has pro-
ceeded largely through the movement for col-

lective bargaining.
Collective bargaining has become possible

through the removal of legal restrictions upon the

right of workers and employers to organize. It

has for its purpose the democratic establishment

of the terms of employment relations. It seeks to

accomplish this end by means of a process of

bargaining between employers, acting singly or

in groups, and organizations of workers, thus

bringing about negotiations between two parties

or sets of parties whose economic strength has

some approximation to equality. Where this

process succeeds it results in controlling agree-

ments which take many forms ranging from in-

formal understandings to written contracts en-

forceable at law. The collective agreement is not

a contract of employment. Of itself it puts no

one to work and fills no jobs. It is rather legisla-

tive in its effect upon employment, for it binds

the parties to bring about the introduction of its

terms into the labor contracts to which it applies.

Thus, in so far as the employees' organizations

are actually in their own hands, collective bar-

gaining confers upon the workers in groups a

share in controlling their employment relations

which they could not enjoy individually. More-

over the evil effect of competition among em-

ployers in the matter of labor costs is diminished

where a number are dealt with on the same basis.

The legal source of the strength which the

workers are able to exert both in seeking to es-

tablish collective bargaining and in carrying it

forward is also the cause of their economic in-

security the terminable nature of the typical

labor contract of modern times. Since involun-

tary servitude has become contrary to public

policy, even a contract of employment for a

definite term cannot be specifically enforced. A
damage suit for its breach would be of no use

against an employee whose property, as is gen-

erally the case, is worth less than the legal ex-

emption from execution. In the United States

moreover the cumbersomeness and expense of

legal proceedings have largely closed the door of

the courts to workers. These reasons combined
with the economic convenience of employers
have caused labor contracts ordinarily to be

made terminable at the will of either party with-

out prior notice. Hence the simultaneous quitting
of employment or shutting out of workers in

furtherance of a collective negotiation is not of

itself a breach of contract or other legal wrong,

except where it violates the terms of a collective

agreement. Neither is it an invasion of the rights

of either party to a labor contract terminable at

will for a third person, in furtherance of an other-

wise legitimate purpose, to attempt to persuade
the other party to withdraw from it. If, however,
abuse can be shown in connection with any of

these activities, an injunction except as against
the bare failure to offer to work or to employ
can be obtained in many states of the United

States and in the federal courts. To aid in pro-

curing this type of judicial remedy the so-called

yellow dog, or individual non-union, contract

has been used by numerous employers.

Preliminary organizing activity among work-

ers having collective bargaining for its objective

must be carried on by securing memberships in

the labor union or at least promises to join from

a considerable number of employees prior to the

presentation of a demand upon the employer.
The yellow dog contract furnishes a legal basis

for checking this organizing activity without at

the same time introducing the element of per-
manence into the employment relation. The es-

sential element in such a contract is the promise
on the part of the worker not to become a mem-
ber of a union so long as he remains in the serv-

ice of his employer. Despite the fact that the only
consideration for the worker's promise is em-

ployment, still terminable at will, the courts have

tended to uphold the validity of these contracts

and to protect the property rights created by
them. In Hitchman Coal and Coke Co. v.

Mitchell [245 U. S. 229 (1917)] the United

States Supreme Court held that efforts to per-
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suade workers who were bound by such con-

tracts to promise to join a union without dis-

closing their intention to their employer or quit-

ting their jobs could be enjoined in a suit filed by
the employer. Thus the power of the judiciary to

enjoin interference with non-union agreements is

used to frustrate organizing activity. In 1930 it

was estimated that well over a million workers in

the United States were bound by such contracts.

Only the New York Court of Appeals has indi-

cated, without expressly holding, that such con-

tracts will not be protected by injunctions

[Exchange Bakery and Restaurant, Inc., v.

Rifkin, 245 N. Y. 260 (1927); Interborough

Rapid Transit Co. v. Lavin, 247 N. Y. 65

(1928)]. The courts of other states when faced

by the issue have followed the ruling in the

Hitchman case. As a result of considerable

agitation by organized labor to nullify the force

of that decision Congress in 1932 passed the

Norris-La Guardia anti-injunction act, which

declared yellow dog contracts contrary to public

policy and unenforceable by injunction or other-

wise in the federal courts. The extent to which

state legislatures and courts will follow this

federal action remains to be seen.

The settlement of terms and conditions of

employment by more or less impartial agencies
of adjustment is variously provided for in mod-
ern legal-economic systems. Conciliation and

arbitration may be established by law or collec-

tive agreement and may be made to apply to

collective disputes or to differences arising out

of individual labor contracts or to both. Where
an agency of adjustment is representative of

workers and employers it involves an extension

of shared control similar to that which is ef-

fected by collective bargaining. Within particu-
lar establishments moreover the formation of

shop rules together with control over a variety of

other matters has been entrusted by law, collec-

tive agreement or voluntary concession by em-

ployers to works councils established for the

purpose. In a few instances substantial participa-
tion in ownership and management has been con-

ferred upon employees and the labor contract

has thus been assimilated to the organic arrange-
ment governing the business enterprise.
The unrelieved individual labor contract ter-

minable at will characterizes what appears to be

relatively a brief phase in the history of the em-

ployment relation. Prior to the industrial revolu-

tion employment contracts in England, in the

absence of stipulations to the contrary, were pre-
sumed to run for a year. Only gradually did it

come to be established that the employer might

dispense with this arrangement by rule or that a

custom might authorize summary discharge. In

virtually all countries the basic law of the labor

contract laid down in judicial decisions or code

provisions arrived at substantially the same re-

sult; but in Italy, France, Germany and other

countries the movement toward a dismissal wage
or notice of discharge, required either by legisla-

tion or collective agreement, has since made con-

siderable headway. This development coupled
with unemployment insurance legislation and

legal provisions which make unpaid wages a pre-
ferred charge in insolvency proceedings defines

the extent of the worker's claim upon the busi-

ness enterprise to which he contributes, over and

above his current compensation. It thus performs
a function similar to the entrepreneur's or stock-

holder's right to the going concern value and to

the bondholder's right to have the assets applied
if need be to the satisfaction of his claim. A
mutual obligation to give prior notice of the

termination of a contract of employment does

not necessarily apply to a strike or lockout, which

may be considered in the same light as a layoff or

shutdown, during which the employment rela-

tion may be taken to continue.

Control over employment on a democratic

basis, extending even to agriculture, has pro-
ceeded farther in Germany since 1918 than in

any other major country. Collective bargaining

between employers and workers who are ex-

tensively organized has been encouraged by

legally established conciliation and arbitration

machinery and supported by well defined legal

sanctions. The ultimate responsibility of the

democratic state for the welfare of workers and

for the steady functioning of trade and industry

is recognized through a discretionary power to

impose agreements in settlement of collective

disputes. A statutory system of works councils

fosters joint control over employment within

industrial and commercial establishments. In

Russia a structurally similar system serves the

Soviet dictatorship both because of state owner-

ship of the important enterprises and because of

state control over the trade unions. In Italy the

dictatorship makes use of a rigidly governed

syndicalist organization and machinery of col-

lective bargaining to maintain a like control over

employment. In the United States individualism

in the labor contract still dominates, partly be-

cause of a traditional adherence to "freedom of

contract" as against both public and private con-

trol and partly because of limitations upon public
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control which the courts have held to be em-
bodied in constitutional provisions. The general

tendency, however, which is being reenforced

by international conventions, seems to fore-

shadow greater security and participation in the

benefits of machine industry for the workers,
whose present insecurity and inadequate com-

pensation are an outstanding weakness of the

legal-economic structure.
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LABOR^ DISPUTES. The terms "labor dis-

pute" and "industrial dispute" are frequently
used or interpreted as having exclusive refer-

ence to a concerted cessation of work. Thus the

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, after

maintaining for some years a separate classifi-

cation for strikes and lockouts, now combines
the data on these mass activities under the head-

ing "industrial disputes." The term may, how-

ever, be used in a broader sense to include all

disagreements and all evidences of disagreement
between employer and employees, whether or

not organized activity is implied and whether
or not the dispute culminates in a strike or

lockout. It is in this broader sense that the term
is used here.

In its most common meaning a labor dispute

implies a definite employer-employee relation

which still exists, although in more or less

strained form, or which has only recently been

broken. It may involve an employer and some
or all of his employees, a group of employers in

the same or related trades and their employees

or, in rare cases such as that of the general
strike in England in 1926, all employers and

their employees over a wide economic or geo-

graphical area regardless of industrial bounda-

ries. Thus defined, it is essentially limited in its

application to the period in economic history

during which the employer-employee relation-

ship has existed, the period of the free laborer.

Yet it is related historically to the unrest and

discontent of the unfree workers of earlier

periods the slaves of antiquity and of the

southern states in the United States, the peas-
ants of feudal Europe and the peons of Latin

America. To these unfree groups individual

escape more difficult for the slave than for the

serf, especially after the rise of the towns

restriction of output or sabotage (q.v.} offered

the only peaceable means of expressing discon-

tent with their status in general or their treat-

ment in particular. Group action by these unfree

workers almost necessarily involved violent up-

risings with considerable bloodshed. Generally
such uprisings were mercilessly put down; yet

occasionally they effected permanent political

freedom for the workers, as in Haiti, or forced

some mitigation of the former status.

Restriction of output and sabotage are ave-

nues for the individual registering of dissatis-

faction by the free worker also. Or, like the

Luddite rioters, he may take his vengeance upon
the machines which seem to threaten his status

or his job. Another indication of unrest is found

in labor turnover, resulting from the voluntary

quitting ofjobs or from insubordination leading
to discharge.

The limitations upon the effectiveness of

individual action led free labor early to seek

the benefits of organization. With the creation
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under the guild system of a group of journey-
men increasingly less likely to rise into the ranks

of the masters, there developed, sometimes

within the guilds themselves but often as inde-

pendent organizations, journeymen's societies

established primarily to defend the position of

these workers against the control of the guilds.

By methods suggesting those of the modern
trade union these societies tried to limit the

number of apprentices, improve wages and

shorten the working week. With the decay of the

guild system and the coming of industrialism

the journeymen's societies lost their power.
There ensued a period of sporadic strikes by the

new factory workers, often sponsored by organi-
zations which sprang up just to see the dispute

through and then disbanded. Gradually out of

these spontaneous evidences of common dis-

content there developed permanent organiza-
tions ready to act as soon as a dispute arose. A
permanent unionism became the principal agent
of the workers in labor disputes. Even in the

twentieth century, however, sporadic strikes

occur by workers who have hitherto been un-

organized.
A further indication of the existence of un-

rest and dissatisfaction among wage earners

appears in their activity in the political field.

The labor dispute arises primarily out of eco-

nomic conditions. But these in turn are pro-

foundly affected by the relation of government
to industry, and the ability of the workers' or-

ganizations to function in an economic conflict

depends in large part upon their legal status.

The essentially economic labor dispute thus

tends to assume a political character. To secure

proper consideration of its rights labor de-

manded the right of suffrage and having obtained

it proceeded to support either the candidates

or parties which seemed to offer it the most or

organized parties of its own. The former pro-
cedure is still followed in the United States,

as it was in England in the latter decades of

the nineteenth century; at present British labor

has its own political party, and in Europe

generally labor organizations are affiliated with

political parties which represent their own in-

terests.

One of the earliest concessions which the

workers sought through political action was the

legal right to organize and carry on their activi-

ties in the economic field as a collective unit

rather than as an agglomeration of individuals.

This right was not easily obtained. In most

industrial countries trade unionism was at first

illegal. England took the first step toward legal-

izing collective labor action in 1824. The same

end was achieved in the United States through
a series of court decisions and in France and

Germany through legislation. The attainment

of the right to organize was followed in Eng-
land by a century long struggle, not yet ended,
for the right to function without interference

by legislation or by judicial decisions. The same

struggle is evidenced in the United States in

the attempts of the unions to restrict the use

of the injunction and the "yellow dog" con-

tract. In varying degrees the political demands

of labor in different countries have come to

include attempts to secure through legislative

action improvements in the status of labor

which could be secured only with great diffi-

culty or not at all through economic action. The

growing body of labor legislation represents the

fruit of this activity and constitutes an impor-
tant factor in the elimination of certain causes

of labor unrest.

Dissatisfaction over wages seems to be the

most important immediate cause of labor dis-

putes. In slightly more than half of the strikes

reported to the United States Bureau of Labor

Statistics, in two periods together covering

forty-one years, some aspect of the wage ques-

tion has been involved; the wage question has

motivated more than twice as many disputes as

any other cause. In other countries for which

records are available the matter of wages occu-

pies a position of similar importance. This is in

part a reflection of the whole area of industrial

hazard. Concentration on the effort to secure

higher wages undoubtedly has its origin not

merely in dissatisfaction over the wage rate

itself but also in a consciousness of the danger
of work interruptions of every sort, which con-

stitute interruptions in earning power. This fear

of loss of stability in earning power is empha-
sized also in the establishment in many labor

agreements of seniority rules, for the protection
of workers longest in service. Other well recog-
nized causes of disputes are such matters as the

length of the working day or week and other

factors generally described as "working condi-

tions." These include shop conditions affecting

comfort, safety and health.

But no concise categories can include all the

causes of strikes. The British Ministry of La-

bour before the World War reported strikes for

such reasons as the refusal of an employer to let

miners attend the funeral of a fellow worker

killed at work, the unwillingness of employees
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to work with certain individuals involved in a

family quarrel or with foreigners and a demand
for the suspension of a policeman who had ar-

rested a workman for using obscene language.
Often the more significant causes of unrest do

not appear among the listed causes of strikes

in the official reports. A denial of what is be-

lieved to be "justice," extremely discourteous

treatment by persons in authority or an invasion

of "rights" may lead to strikes of unusual dura-

tion and bitterness. In the United States some
of the most violent strikes have followed refusal

by an employer to confer with a committee of

workers, refusal to answer communications

from employees or their representatives, dis-

charge of members of workers' committees ask-

ing for an adjustment of grievances and dis-

charge of persons joining unions.

An underlying cause of industrial conflict is

the more or less active consciousness of lack of

status on the part of wage earners generally. It

is this lack of status which makes for economic

insecurity and at the same time accentuates the

sense of injustice arising out of objectionable

conditions of any sort. The achievement of a

condition of freedom, while securing to the

worker individual rights of incalculable impor-

tance, failed to provide him with the right of

access to the means of livelihood. The most

important new individual weapon was the right

to refuse to work under the terms offered.

Among organized workers quitting was and is

the common individual response to dissatisfac-

tion with working conditions. But this "freedom

to quit" is often entirely theoretical. It depends

primarily upon the ability to obtain a new job.

In periods of great unemployment or in sec-

tions which are devoted to one industry and

in which the employers maintain a blacklist, the

right to quit is frequently tantamount to the

right to starve. Where a particular type of labor

is employed by one firm only, quitting entails

the loss of all the advantages of acquired skill

and training.

The employer may deal with industrial unrest

by ignoring its existence or repressing its mani-

festations by disciplinary methods, including

dismissal and the use of the blacklist. This

procedure, although not generally approved by

progressively minded employers, may have the

appearance of success when labor is plentiful or

when artificial barriers to labor mobility exist,

as in isolated centers or in one-industry towns.

At almost the opposite extreme is the method

pf collective bargaining, having as its purpose

an adjustment which will be acceptable to

both employer and employee.
Between these two methods is that of antici-

pating dissatisfaction by considering the needs

of the workers and attempting in varying degrees
to meet them. When offered as a form of philan-

thropy, as in certain types of industrial welfare

work, or as a thinly veiled "sop to Cerberus,"
such methods sometimes create rather than allay

dissatisfaction. Intelligently managed personnel

departments, on the other hand, organized on
a frankly business basis and devoid of pseudo-

philanthropic motives may do much to lessen

unrest and to create an atmosphere of under-

standing and good will.

Company unions (q.v.) are another method
of dealing with unrest which is open to the

employer. These unions generally operate in

connection with plans providing for petitions

and joint committees to hear complaints but

are not so organized as to encourage more vig-

orous action.

Similar alternatives are open to the state. It

may endeavor through protective and other

legislation to eliminate abuses and thus to

raise the level at which disputes arise. Having
done this, it may interfere with the dispute
itself by forbidding it, placing limitations upon
the methods of conducting it or setting up

agencies to promote a peaceable and practical

settlement.

Definite limitations, either of custom or of

legislation, upon the right to carry labor dis-

putes to the point of striking occur most fre-

quently in the case of public employees and

employees of public utilities. Because of legal

restrictions public employees resort to political

influence or to petition for redress of grievances.

Although workers in the civil service are organ-
ized in many fields in many countries, strikes

of these employees are so rare as to be negli-

gible. In the field of public utilities there are

few strikes outside of transportation. This un-

doubtedly is due in part to the relatively small

number of employees engaged at each plant

unit, in part to the fact that much of the work
is unskilled and substitutes could easily be

found, and in part to public opinion, which

would generally be hostile to any interruption
of service and which if put to the test might
favor restrictive legislation. The greater num-
ber of workers, many ofwhom are highly skilled,

has led to the growth of trade unionism in the

transportation service, and here action in labor

disputes has been more aggressive.
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The legal status of strikes and methods of

dealing with them vary in the different coun-

tries. Machinery of some sort for dealing with

industrial controversies has been set up in most

of the states of the United States. The most

common device is a state bureau of mediation

and conciliation with no compulsory powers of

any sort. In a few states the bureau or some
similar agency has power to make an investiga-

tion of a dispute and compel witnesses to testify

under oath. Only one state, Colorado, attempts
to forbid the carrying on of a strike where

neither violence nor other illegal methods are

involved. In this state no strike or lockout may
legally take place while the Industrial Commis-
sion is investigating the dispute. This law is an

adaptation of a Canadian law applying to public
utilities alone.

The United States Department of Labor

maintains a conciliation service which attempts
to mediate in industrial disputes. The federal

law relating to disputes on interstate railroads

provides for a board of mediation which may
offer its services or suggest arbitration. If its

offers are rejected and a strike seems imminent

the board must notify the president, who may
create an agency to investigate and report. If

such an agency is created no strike may legally

take place while it is carrying on its investiga-

tion or for thirty days after it has reported to

the president.

In Great Britain and France as in the United

States official machinery exists for the pro-
motion of peaceful settlement of disputes. In

Great Britain courts of inquiry may be set up
with power to take testimony and make the

findings public. In neither country is arbitra-

tion compulsory nor are there other legal bar-

riers to peacefully conducted strikes. Germany
resorts to compulsory arbitration under certain

limited circumstances and it is the established

practise in Australia and New Zealand. In Italy

all strikes and lockouts are forbidden and in

Soviet Russia, although strikes are theoretically

legal under certain circumstances, the com-

bined effect of restrictive legislation and the

domination of the unions by members of the

Communist party has made strikes practically

non-existent.

It is during the preliminary stage of indus-

trial disputes while negotiations are pending
that governments or other third parties attempt
to facilitate settlement by offering their services.

Frequently a trade agreement calls for the estab-

lishment of an arbitration board whose findings

the groups have agreed in advance to accept.

Occasionally two groups without previous ar-

rangement agree to arbitration by the govern-
ment or by some third party.

Once a dispute has reached the state of an

actual strike or lockout, a definite break occurs

in the continuity of employment and the two

groups assume a somewhat different rektion

toward each other. The same agencies may
still offer themselves or be made available for

the settlement of the controversy after it has

reached the strike or lockout stage, but the

problem has become more difficult by virtue of

this changed relation. A new technique a war

technique is now called into play and the

problem of the government becomes one of lay-

ing down certain rules, seeing that they are

enforced, protecting third parties and attempt-

ing as soon as possible to secure a settlement.

JOHN A. FITCH
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LABOR EXCHANGE BANKS is a composite
term which for the purposes of this discussion

comprises labor exchanges in the older sense,

exchange banks and similar experiments and

plans. These nineteenth and twentieth century

projects were designed to secure a fair compen-
sation for the producer through a currency

reform sometimes linked to a reorganization of

the mechanism of commodity exchange. The
common assumption basic to these plans is that

they reject the system of metallic money and

the credit structure built upon it as an institu-

tion which puts monopolistic power into the

hands of the owner of liquid wealth and enables

him to exploit the producer who must sell his

labor incorporated in commodities. Unlike so-

cialists, who decry the exploitation of the wage-
worker by the private owner of the means of

production, the advocates of these plans find the

root of the evil in the sphere of circulation and

credit; their enemy is not the industrialist but

the merchant and the banker, and in this sense

their outlook is that of the handicraftsman or

small manufacturer rather than that of the wage-
worker. But they go much further than those

who proclaim the parasitism of the middleman;

they condemn the existing currency system,
which enables him to monopolize money and

credit funds rather than the middleman's func-

tion as such. The earlier of these plans empha-
sized the distortion of the true value relation-

ships between commodities caused by the fact

that the possessor of money who tries to buy
cheap and to sell dear intervenes between the

producer and the consumer; they proposed ac-

cordingly a more or less direct exchange ofcom-

modities against one another with a currency
issue designed merely to facilitate such exchange.
The later schemes, on the other hand, attacked

the charging of interest for loans as the most

direct manifestation of exploitation by money
and credit power; their primary aim therefore

was to bring about such a reconstitution of the

currency and credit mechanism as would deprive
the moneyed man and the banker of their mo-

nopolistic status.

The most important of the early experiments
was the National Equitable Labour Exchange
established under Robert Owen's guidance in

London in September, 1832. The principles

underlying it have already been stated in a fairly

developed form in Owen's Report to the County

of Lanark of a Plan for Relieving Public Distress

(Glasgow 1821), presented in 1820 when the

acute post-war depression in England was being

aggravated by measures taken to restore the gold
standard. Owen argued that the prevailing

poverty could not be due to lack of wealth

because man's labor had long been sufficient to

maintain him and recent inventions had multi-

plied its productivity manyfold. The trouble

was due to poor circulation of wealth caused

by the use of an artificial standard of value

gold and silver which "altered the intrinsic

values of all things into artificial values" (p. 5).

"The natural standard of value is in principle
human labour, or the combined manual and

mental powers of men called into action" (p. 6),

for "that which can create new wealth is of

course worth the wealth which it creates" (p.

19). One of the measures required to "let pros-

perity loose on the country" was an arrange-
ment by which "the natural standard of value

shall become the practical standard of value"

(p. 20). This standard obtained under barter

when commodities were exchanged against one

another according to the amount of labor they
contained. But "barter was succeeded by com-
merce the principle of which is to produce or

procure every article at the lowest
,
and to obtain

for it in exchange the highest amount of labour.

To effect this an artificial standard of value was

necessary" (p. 20). Like barter commerce was

adapted to a certain stage of development it

promoted inventiveness but also encouraged
selfishness and greed. With the increase in

wealth resulting from inventions metals have

become inadequate to represent all wealth; nor

can paper money like the Bank of England note

be acceptable, because it gives monopoly of the

standard of value to a private trading company.
Now "the strong hand of necessity" forces man
toward a new system which combines the ad-

vantages of barter and commerce. Its establish-

ment is conditioned upon ascertaining "the net

value of the whole labour contained in any article

of value, the material contained in or consumed

by the manufacture of the article forming a part
of the whole labour" (p. 20) and upon the issue

of a paper representative of the value of labor in

order to facilitate exchanges. Under this system
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"human labour . . . would acquire its natural or

intrinsic value, which would increase as science

advanced. . . . The demand for human labour

would be no longer subject to caprice, nor would
the support of human life be made, as at present,
a perpetually varying article of commerce, and

the working classes made the slaves of an arti-

ficial system of wages more cruel in its effects

than any slavery ever practised by society" (p. 7).

Only under the new system would the producer
be certain to receive "a fair and fixed propor-
tion" of all the wealth he creates, to which he is

justly entitled and which the best interests of

every community require that he should have.

The principles propounded in the Report in-

fluenced producers' cooperative societies estab-

lished in the 1820*5, which early in their history

decided upon the establishment of central ex-

changes or bazaars to facilitate intercooperative
trade at cost prices. An exchange bazaar on "an

equitable time valuation basis" was actually

founded in April, 1832, by the British Associa-

tion for Promoting Cooperative Knowledge (the

central body of the cooperative movement at

the time) before Owen decided to promulgate
a full scheme for a labor exchange with draft

labor notes and rules. According to this plan
the exchange was to receive goods on deposit
and to appraise them in terms of hours of labor.

The appraisal was to be based largely upon the

depositor's own statement, and the cost of raw

material entering into the commodity was to be

turned into labor time at the rate of sixpence
for an hour of labor. A service charge was to

be made of a halfpenny per shilling for members

and double that for outsiders. The labor notes

paid the depositor could then be used by him to

purchase goods delivered by other depositors

and similarly appraised. Thus, Owen concluded,

if a sufficient number of people were to patron-
ize the institution, producers could then ex-

change their goods without the use of money
and the intervention of middlemen.

At the beginning the National Equitable La-

bour Exchange attracted the interest of the

public and met with considerable success. In

the first four months goods to the amount of

445,501 labor hours were deposited and goods

amounting to 376,166 labor hours were ex-

changed. No less than 250 stores announced that

they would accept the labor notes as the equiva-
lent of cash. It was asserted that a great moral

effect had been produced upon the non-laboring

classes, who saw the basis of their existence

Endangered and resolved to seek productive

employment. In December, 1832, the exchange

opened a branch in south London and in the

following year one in Birmingham. A similar

establishment in Liverpool soon followed.

The success of the exchange was, however,
short lived. After a while the number of com-
modities deposited with it diminished and ex-

changes decreased even faster, the holders of

its notes complaining that they could not find

the goods which they needed. The exchange ac-

cepted goods regardless of the demand for them;
its customers took advantage of this to unload

goods otherwise unsalable, particularly com-

modities which required a great deal of labor

and a comparatively small use of raw materials.

Another fatal practise of the exchange was the

setting of equal value upon different kinds of

labor; some of the goods in its stocks were

therefore priced very low and were eagerly taken

by shopkeepers who came into possession of

labor notes. The exchange was compelled after

a time to make use of money. To relieve the

stringent shortage of raw materials in its stocks

it solicited subscriptions of money in order to

purchase materials for distribution among suit-

able members; the goods produced according to

this plan were to be sold partly for cash and

partly for labor notes. A similar arrangement
was made with bakeshops to make bread avail-

able to the customers of the exchange. These

measures, which constituted a radical departure
from the principles of the exchange, forecast

its early end. The labor note lost 25 percent
of its value in the open market and at the end

of May, 1834, it was announced that the ex-

change was to be dissolved.

Owen's experiment was in a sense anticipated

by an American, Josiah Warren, who was a

member of the New Harmony community in

1825-26. Disappointed in collectivism Warren
became an extreme individualist violently op-

posed to monopolies and to the state created to

maintain and perpetuate them. He believed that

under true competition price will be equal to

cost, while in the present order the upper limit

of price is value. Under the value principle

prices are raised in consequence of increased

want and are lowered with its decrease, and that

man is regarded as the most successful who can

create the most want in the community; this,

according to Warren, is no better than "civilized

cannibalism." Under the cost principle price

fluctuations, business insecurity, maladaptation
of supply to demand and every species of specu-
lation will disappear. Moreover, since the cost
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of a commodity is equal to the exertion entailed

in its production, goods which do not involve

exertion, such as natural resources, will be free.

Similarly interest will virtually disappear, as

"the equitable compensation for the loan of

money is the cost of labor in lending it and

receiving it back" {Equitable Commerce, 3rd ed.

by S. P. Andrews, New York 1852, p. 46).

Money shares all the disadvantages of the value

system: it is not a proper medium of exchange
because its relation to property is indefinite.

"Money represents robbery, banking, gambling,

swindling, counterfeiting, etc., as much as it

represents property. . . . We want a circulating

medium that is a definite representative of a

definite quantity of property, and nothing but

a representative. ... A note given by each indi-

vidual for his own labor, estimated by its cost,

is perfectly legitimate and competent for all

the purposes of a circulating medium. It is based

upon the bone and muscle, the manual forces,

the talents and resources, the property and

property-producing powers of the whole people

the soundest of all foundations, and is a cir-

culating medium of the only kind ever to have

been issued" (p. 67-68).
Warren's practise was more moderate than

his theory. In 1827 he opened in Cincinnati an

"equity store^' dealing in general merchandise.

It sold goods at cost prices, but a charge

(4 percent according to some sources and 5 per-
cent according to others) was added to cover

general expenses and the time of the storekeeper
consumed in waiting upon the customer was

paid by the latter in labor notes calling for an

equal amount of his own labor; for this reason

Warren's establishment became known as the

"time store." In addition the store acquired

goods for sale on a labor for labor basis, but

the labor value of such goods was regulated by
the expert opinion in the respective trade and

only goods for which there was an assured de-

mand were bought; a list of staple articles with

labor values attaching to them was available

for ready reference. Apparently not all kinds of

labor were given equal value. Warren main-

tained that "we must discriminate between dif-

ferent kinds of labor, some being more disagree-

able, more repugnant, requiring a more costly

draft upon our ease or health than others. The
idea of cost extends to and embraces this differ-

ence" (p. 42-43). For the sake of convenience

some labor notes equated labor time to corn at

the rate of thirty pounds of grain per hour of

the fanner's labor.

The time store was in effect underselling
other establishments in Cincinnati and was soon

doing a thriving business despite its inconveni-

ent location. But having proved to his satis-

faction the workability of the cost principle

Warren decided in 1829 to discontinue the store

in order to be free for more radical and sig-

nificant social experimentation. Many of the

cooperative settlements which he later founded

had equity stores attached to them, and from

1842 to 1844 a similar establishment operated
under his guidance in New Harmony. In the

meantime some followers of Warren organized
in Philadelphia an association of small producers

eager for independent marketing facilities; it

opened in 1828 a "producers exchange of labour

for labour store," which sold goods both for

money and for labor, depending upon the man-

ner of their purchase by the store. Two similar

stores were established in Philadelphia shortly

after the first was successfully launched; later

the original labor exchange did business also on

a commission basis. It is likewise on record that

in 1847 an equity store was opened near Cin-

cinnati by a follower of Warren.

The provision of marketing facilities for the

handicraftsmen and small manufacturers who
wished to remain independent of capitalist mer-

chants was the need of the hour not only in

the United States but also in France. Only
thus can be explained the successful operation
of a banque d'echange in Marseille from 1829
to 1845. Comparatively little is known of this

institution established by the brothers Mazel,
one of whom, Benjamin Mazel, is known to

have been a lawyer influenced by Fourierist

and Saint-Simonian ideas and professing a belief

that Vepargne tue, Vechange vivifie. Although in

his Code social (Marseille 1843) Mazel proposed
that metallic currency be replaced by labor

money based on a definite valuation of work

performed by each of the seven different classes

into which all the producers were to be divided,

the bank did not provide for valuation on a

labor basis but accepted the prevailing market

price as the standard. It allowed its members
to deliver goods of their own production, paying
for them in exchange notes stated in francs;

the notes were redeemable in goods which could

be selected and priced in members' shops. A
service charge of 8 percent enabled the bank

to maintain the necessary quarters and to pay
a 5 percent return on the invested capital. Its

initial success is illustrated by the fact that

about 50,000 laboring families were enlisted
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as members and that the turnover for the first

six months amounted to 2,400,000 francs. Sev-

eral million exchange operations in many cities

of France, Belgium and Switzerland were ef-

fected under the guidance of the bank before

it collapsed. The reason for its failure is sig-

nificant disputes broke out among members
as to the valuation put upon their products
and a minority refused to honor the bank's notes.

Mazel went to law to force compliance with

the agreement. It was decided that a notary

public in Lyons should be appointed to appraise

the goods of recalcitrant members; he was au-

thorized to compel delivery of goods against the

bank's notes and to collect the additional costs

which such a procedure involved. Mazel hoped
for better luck with the more enlightened artisans

of Paris, but the "societe generate d'echange"
which he planned to establish there in 1848 did

not materialize.

The scarcity of money and the lack of equi-
librium between production and consumption
were the considerations which according to his

own admission impelled Bonnard to establish

an exchange bank in Marseille in 1849. Bon-

nard's institution attempted to bring about direct

exchanges. Its exchange notes unlike those of

Mazel did not represent a general claim against

the labor of its members; they merely entitled

their holder to certain quantities of specific

commodities at a definite valuation. The bank

functioned therefore as a clearing house for

goods on a commission basis with the adminis-

tration operating as an expert appraiser. Its

success, depending essentially upon the skill

with which the appraising was done, was very
marked in the early years of its existence. In

the first year, for example, it transacted business

amounting to 434,624 francs on a capital of

7825 francs and in the following two years it

increased both its capital and its business. An-
other banking practise introduced by Bonnard 's

institution was the granting of credit in its own

exchange notes for the purchase of raw mate-

rials, obligating the debtor to surrender the

finished product to the bank at a definite valua-

tion. The bank was thus able to finance pro-
duction from the initial to the last stage in

striking contrast to the practise prevalent at the

time the financing by the wholesale distributor

from the stage of the finished product down-

ward; it was this aspect of Bonnard's operations
which attracted favorable attention of respect-
able economic opinion, such as represented by
Courcelle-Seneuil. In 1853, when Bonnard

reorganized an ordinary exchange bank in Paris

into a credit central, he introduced a similar

practise there; the turnover of this institution

in 1854-55 was reported to be about 45,000,000
francs. The principle was soon adopted by some

German credit institutions notably in Magde-
burg and Berlin in 1856. In the last years of

its existence the management of the Marseille

bank apparently neglected the rules of ordinary
business prudence; the bank collapsed in 1858
after incurring a loss of 308,000 francs. A fairly

large number of banks similar to those of Mazel

or Bonnard were established in various cities

of France but so far as is known they did not

last long.

Although they were never carried out Proud-

hon's plans for an exchange bank are of greater

interest than those of his French contempora-
ries: they formed an integral part of his general

scheme of social reconstruction and had numer-

ous advocates both in his own day and in later

periods. Maintaining that the principal cause of

poverty and distress is not the anarchy of pro-
duction but the lack of centralized organization
in the field of circulation Proudhon regarded

money and interest as the two chief evils which

distort true labor values and bring about crises.

Both of these could be abolished by a system
of mutual credit which would place the exchange
of goods and banking on an entirely new basis.

The first scheme which he proposed, that of

a bank of exchange, was intended to transform

the bill of exchange into an instrument of

general circulation. The Bank of France, which

was to become the only credit institution in

the country, was to issue irredeemable bans

d'fohange, the sole circulating medium in France,
to be delivered against discounted commercial

paper and in the form of loans based on mer-

chandise collateral. Centralization of banking
and abolition of redeemability in specie would

adjust circulation to the needs of production
and dispense with the privilege of moneyed
wealth; interest as such would be eliminated

and banking charges reduced to the cost of con-

ducting banking operations. Proudhon 's second

scheme called for the establishment of a people's

bank, a voluntary cooperative institution which

would grant free credit on a mutual basis and

facilitate exchanges through the issue of bons

de circulation to be delivered to members against

goods deposited for sale with the bank. In the

valuation of such goods profits were to be re-

nounced and the depositions of members as to

cost checked by the bank's appraisers. The
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people's bank was established in 1849; 36,000
francs of capital in five-franc shares had been

subscribed and a considerable membership both

of individuals and of associations enlisted, but

the bank had not yet begun operations when
Proudhon's imprisonment on a political charge
for a term of three years sounded the death

knell of the institution.

Proudhon's idea of mutual and gratuitous

credit, which he expounded on a number of

occasions independently of his concrete propo-

sals, took vigorous hold upon the imagination of

his contemporaries. It was reflected, for instance,

in Emile de Girardin's scheme of a banque ra-

tionelle to guarantee private credit. This service

was to be rendered at a much smaller cost to

those who agreed to accept the bank's notes in

lieu of legal tender, with the obvious intention

of setting up a mutual credit scheme alongside
the ordinary credit mechanism. The idea of

mutual credit proper was popularized in the

United States by William B. Greene, a Unitarian

preacher of Massachusetts, who published in

1849 a series of articles (reprinted as Mutual

Banking, West Brookfield, Mass. 1850, and sev-

eral times thereafter) which attempted to show
how the system could be adapted to American

conditions. About the same time Charles A.

Dana manifested his enthusiasm for the people's
bank in a series of articles written for the New
York Tribune and reprinted during the 1896

presidential campaign by Benjamin R. Tucker

(Proudhon and His "Bank of the People," New
York 1896), who for many years had advocated

mutual banking in the columns of Liberty (17

vols., 1881-1908). Mutualism has its exponents
to this day both in the United States and else-

where.

Like Proudhon, Edward Kellogg, a New York

merchant who lost his fortune in the panic of

1837, believed that the root of social evil lies in

the charging of interest above the actual cost of

lending. He looked upon money as a creature of

the law and identified the value of money as a

medium of exchange with its value as a means of

accumulation, i.e. the interest rate. Believing

that high interest allows a few large capitalists

not only to despoil the producer of his fair share

of the product but also to exploit the small capi-
talist he regarded the prevalence of high interest

rates as evidence of capitalistic control of the

government. The "true monetary system" which

he proposed (Labor and Other Capital, New
York 1849) would reduce interest to its proper
level and provide for a volume of money corre-

sponding to people's needs. Instead of mutual

banking he advocated the establishment of a

government loan office with branches through-
out the country to issue money as loans against

mortgages on land; the interest charged, about

i.i percent, would correspond to the cost of

operation and regulate charges in private credit

transactions. The quantity of new currency in

circulation was to be made flexible by the issue

of government bonds yielding about r percent
which would be interchangeable with the cur-

rency. Kellogg hoped that the new system would

practically abolish interest, prevent unequal ac-

cumulation, dispense with non-productive capi-

tal capital dissociated from the productive
effort of its owner and establish a standard of

distribution which would almost conform to the

natural rights of man. After his death Kellogg's

critique of the existing order and his reform

proposal became the economic gospel of the

Greenback movement, at least in its early stage

when it demanded cheap credit rather than

cheap money.
Proudhon's ideas of centralization of exchange

and abolition of money influenced Wilhelm

Weitling, who in 185 1 was the leader of German
labor groups in New York City. Weitling advo-

cated the establishment of an exchange which

should issue labor money against the deposit of

useful articles or the performance of useful

work, this money to constitute the sole circu-

lating medium. The labor valuation of the goods
was to be determined by a commission collabo-

rating with the associations of producers in each

trade, which were to fix wages and guarantee

quality. Weitling expected that his plan would

not only dispense with middlemen and reduce

the cost of exchanging goods but would also

stabilize production and abolish unemployment.
The difficulty which none of the early advo-

cates of labor money really attempted to meet

was the establishment of value relationships

between different kinds of labor. It was faced

directly by Karl Rodbertus (in "Der Normal-

Arbeitstag" published in 1871, reprinted in his

Schriften, ed. by Moritz Wirth, 4 vols., Berlin

1899, vol. iv, p. 337-59), who regarded the

preservation for the workmen of the benefits

resulting from the increasing productivity of

labor as a means of stabilizing the social order.

He proposed to arrive at a standard unit of

labor by establishing for each industry a normal

working day, the length of which was to depend

upon the physical and nervous exertion required
for the particular type of work. The output
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of a workman of average skill and application

during a normal working day in every industry
was to be considered of equal value and to

serve as the standard unit of new labor money
to be issued by the state and advanced to the

employers. In order to secure the general cir-

culation of labor money, which was not intended

entirely to displace metallic currency, the out-

put of industry operating under this arrange-
ment was to be assembled in government
warehouses for sale against the new money. The

advantages of this scheme were the definite de-

termination of wages, regulated by the ratio of

actual performance to the standard daily output,
and the easy valuation of all commodities.

While labor was admittedly the sole producer of

wealth it was to get only three tenths of its

product; equal shares were to be left for the

owners of capital and land, while the remaining
one tenth was to be appropriated by the state

to cover government expenses. While the stand-

ard daily output, functioning as the value unit,

was to be revised from time to time in order

to take account of the increasing productivity
of labor caused by new inventions, labor's share

was to remain constant; wages were thus to be

protected from the influences forcingthem down
to the subsistence level.

Attacks upon the iniquities of the monetary
and banking system and advocacy of labor

money or gratuitous credit were submerged after

the triumph of industrial capitalism in the sec-

ond half of the nineteenth century by the rise

of socialism, which became the most important

ideology of the oppressed classes. Socialism,

which looked upon the struggle between the

industrial proletariat and the employers as the

major social conflict, had as its goal the revolu-

tionary appropriation to society of the means of

production as the only feasible comprehensive
solution of the social problem. In its nineteenth

century variants it paid little attention to cur-

rency and banking as such, tending to view them

merely as one of the instrumentalities of the

existing order which was as essential to the

maintenance of the power of the ruling class as

to the normal functioning of the capitalist econ-

omy. During the years 1870 to 1914 fierce

criticism of the established credit and marketing
mechanisms was voiced by small agricultural

producers and the surviving handicraft groups,
both of which were hampered by lack of capital

and by the predatory features of the marketing

organization. Their resentment, however, was

ca/ialized into bimetallist propaganda, the ad-

vocacy of agrarian protectionism and the foster-

ing, often with government aid, of a great variety

of cooperative institutions. Occasionally de-

mands were made for the issue of unlimited

quantities of paper money against agricultural or

other commodities in storage, but these merely
reflected the momentarily depressed condition

of some basic industry and were not taken seri-

ously. More socially significant and intellectually

substantial plans for currency reform as a means
of social reconstruction matured only after the

World War, when confidence in orthodox social-

ism waned and the pre-war mechanism of

money and credit showed signs of collapse.

Perhaps the most interesting of these pro-

posals is that advanced by Major C. II . Douglas,
a Scottish engineer. Douglas contends that at

present the economic organism is dominated by
bankers, who have succeeded in usurping the

privilege of creating purchasing power and

therefore of making prices. According to Doug-
las every new productive process means the

creation by the banks of more purchasing power,
which after a time they must somehow retrieve

and cancel. This can be done only if the prices
of finished goods are raised high enough to ab-

sorb, when sold to ultimate consumers, the

entire amount of purchasing power created by
the banks, even though a part of it has been

used to finance the manufacture of intermediate

goods, not transferred to consumers^. For this

reason manufacturers are driven to raise prices

by every means possible by reducing produc-
tion of consumers' goods at the expense of

producers' goods, by expanding exports and by

forming monopolistic combinations. This sys-

tem of financial accounting, which is out of

accord with the real situation, can be dispensed
with only if prices are regulated so as to allow

for the retention in the hands of the community
of an amount of purchasing power correspond-

ing to the increase in real capital. Prices must be

set at a fraction of costs as calculated by the

manufacturer, a fraction corresponding to the

ratio of the cost value of total consumption (in-

cluding capital depreciation and exports) to the

money value of total production (including capi-

tal appreciation and imports). To reimburse the

manufacturer, who will thus have to sell below

cost, a national authority must create a sufficient

amount of new purchasing power to balance the

accretions to real capital. The essential condition

for the execution of this reform is the restoration

to the community of the banking function; that

is, the ability to create financial evidences of
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purchasing power. In each industry a bank

owned by organized labor should be established

through which the employers will disburse

wages, salaries and dividends and the govern-
ment credit the manufacturers with the differ-

ence between cost and prices. Once this is

accomplished, the artificial limitation of produc-
tion of consumers' goods will be relaxed, in-

dustrial efficiency will approach in practise its

theoretical limits and production in general will

be oriented in the interests of the consumer.

The Douglas scheme of social credit, which is

supported in England by the London weekly
New Age, has attracted attention in recent years
also in the United States but is practically un-

known on the continent.

The foremost currency panacea on the conti-

nent is that proposed by Silvio Gesell, who
advocates "shrinking" or free money. Gesell

explains the exploitation of producers and the

periodic breakdown of the distribution machin-

ery by the inequality of the terms on which the

owners of goods and the owners of money meet

in the market: while most goods are apt to

depreciate if they remain unused, money is an

imperishable value. To restore the balance a

new currency must be introduced which will

impel its holder to exchange it for goods as soon

as possible. Gesell maintains that the purpose
would be answered by paper money which would

depreciate every week by o.i percent. It would

accelerate exchanges and reduce their cost as

well as eliminate interest. Of necessity a man-

aged currency, its issue could be administered

in such a way as to keep the price level stable.

Gesell 's unhoardable currency was actually

tested in 1931 in Schwanenkirchen, a German
industrial community; the experiment, con-

ducted on a small scale, proved successful.

The German National-Socialist (Nazi) Labor

party has its own scheme of economic recon-

struction, the central feature of which is the

abolition of "interest serfdom" by means of a

currency reform. According to its economist

Gottfried Feder the party is opposed not to

capitalism but to its distortion, "mammonism,"
characterized by the hegemony of loan capital,

which thrives by imposing upon the productive
classes the burden of interest charges. There is

no reason why the ownership of money pure
and simple should yield a continuous income

nor is there any ethical justification for it. The

community is the source of all money and credit,

and it is particularly irrational for the state to

follow the methods of ordinary business and

borrow money at interest from private creditors.

In connection with a housing scheme Feder

advocates the establishment of banks which

shall issue notes or book credits lent free of

interest to the owners of the land for use in

building construction. The banks are to be re-

paid within fifty years, during which period the

currency thus injected into circulation will be

gradually withdrawn.

It is too easy to condemn the post-war pro-

posals or the earlier plans in the light of ortho-

dox economic analysis; the obvious confusions

involved are those of the labor cost of pro-
duction with value which is vitally affected by
demand factors and of money with capital or

of short term credit to finance self-liquidating

transactions with long term credit supposed to

come from savings. Such criticism is relevant,

however, only in so far as the assumptions un-

derlying orthodox analysis are in perfect corre-

spondence with economic reality, and it is futile

because the denial of the validity of these

assumptions is basic to the reasoning underlying
the proposals. Much more relevant is the con-

sideration that the plans do not go far enough.
Most of them aim at a radical reconstitution of

the circulating mechanism without infringing

upon the individualistic and decentralized set up
in the sphere of production; therein lies the

principal logical fallacy and the most unyielding
obstacle to their practical execution. The cen-

tralized regulation of the exchange of goods,
such as is implied in authoritarian valuation,

must involve regimentation of both consump-
tion and production, while the abolition of

interest, however accomplished, signifies the

expropriation of the capitalist and a most radical

revision of the relations between the various

factors of production. In the present stage of

capitalism the reform of currency and banking
must form an essential part of any program of

revolutionary reorganization, but it would be

only a part integrally related to changes in the

other components of the existing order.
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LABOR EXCHANGES. See EMPLOYMENT
EXCHANGES.

LABOR, GOVERNMENT SERVICES FOR.
Government services for labor comprise legis-

lative provisions and administrative activities

designed to regulate and improve the conditions

of labor. These services are essentially a product
of the modern industrial system. The rudi-

mentary labor legislation which existed among
most of the peoples of antiquity is not compar-
able to the elaborate government services for

labor which have developed and are growing
more comprehensive and complex in modern
industrial countries. The services vary in char-

acter and scope from country to country, but in

general they are most highly developed in the

more industrialized countries, where wealth is

greatest and labor has achieved significant status.

With few exceptions the welfare of labor did

not receive much consideration before the nine-

teenth century. Most labor, except that of killing

enemies, was held in contempt and was per-
formed by slaves or serfs who had the status of

cattle and enjoyed little or no governmental

protection against their owners or masters. A
few of the peoples of antiquity, however, de-

veloped laws and customs regulating working
conditions. The laws of Hammurabi fixed the

wages of laborers and limited the freedom of

both workers and masters. The labor regulations
embodied in the Mosaic law reproduce the more
ancient laws and customs evolved by the Semitic

peoples of Babylon and other eastern countries.

Some principles in the codes of these ancient

oligarchic and despotic states reappear in mod-
ernized form in the democratic states of today;
thus the Sabbath, prescribed on theological

grounds in the Mosaic code, is now considered

not as a pious acceptance of the precedent es-

tablished by a work weary Jehovah but as a ne-

cessity for health, efficiency, sound morals and

good citizenship. When agriculture became un-

profitable in Roman Italy the government passed
laws improving the status of the slave tillers

of the soil and facilitated transition to a sort

of serfdom. Although in mediaeval Europe the

church considered charity a duty, it can

scarcely be said that there were any government
services for labor in the modern sen^e. Mercan-

tilism projected a series of government services

for industry and commerce but practically none

for labor. It can be broadly stated that until

the beginning of the nineteenth century govern-
ment regulation of labor conditions was designed
to keep laborers in their place, to compel them
to work for such wages and hours and under such

conditions as their masters chose to offer. The
Statutes of Labourers in fourteenth century

England tried to keep down wages and prevent
combinations ofworkers. Somewhat similar laws

to offset demands for "excessive pay" were a-

dopted in the North American colonies. Suppres-
sion not protection of the rights and welfare of

workers was the predominating motive of the

ruling classes; it still is to a large extent, but

the motive of suppression is limited and

modified by the increasing economic and polit-

ical power of labor.

Government services for labor in their mod-
ern purposes and complexity are a direct result

of forces set in motion and changes produced by
the industrial revolution. No systematic or

continuous development of labor legislation was
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possible until modern industry had so altered

social organization as to make possible the as-

sertion of labor's needs and rights and their

recognition as an aspect of the general social

welfare. The first impetus to the development
of government services for labor came from rec-

ognition of the abuses and degenerating influ-

ences of the early factory system, particularly

the danger to the community incident in the ex-

ploitation of women and children and in certain

occupational diseases. Humanitarians and social

reformers insisted on the necessity of enforcing
minimum standards for the good of the enlight-

ened community, and others argued that the

"future of the race" (often interpreted as its

ability to provide efficient soldiers) was threat-

ened by unrestrained industrialism. The steady

increase in the number of industrial wage-
workers and their organization into unions and

labor parties have in some cases enormously

strengthened the pressure for legislation and

other government services for labor. Thus the

elaborate labor legislation of Bismarckian Ger-

many had as one of its main purposes the pre-
vention of the spread of socialism, and this was

equally true of the rudimentary labor legisla-

tion which arose in Russia prior to the World

War. Another contributing factor was the idea

that better working conditions meant higher

productivity of labor; in fact labor standards

were sometimes raised in order to assure the

victory of the employer with a modern produc-
tion technique over his backward competitors.

Modern humanitarian labor legislation in con-

trast to former merely repressive laws began in

England with the Health and Morals of Appren-
tices Act of 1802, an act to regulate the condi-

tions of child labor. The act itself produced
little change in factory conditions because no

adequate administrative machinery was pro-

vided, enforcement being placed, as in the case

of the Elizabethan poor laws, in the hands of

justices of the peace, who generally ignored the

law. It took more than twenty years of agitation

to prohibit children under nine from working in

cotton factories and to limit the work of chil-

dren between nine and sixteen to twelve hours

per day and sixty-nine hours per week, exclusive

of meal times. Reports of investigating commis-
sions indicate that outside the regulated cotton

factories physical weakness and exhaustion

set the only limits upon the age and hours of

employment recognized by many employers.

Early legislation and its enforcement met with

determined opposition from employers and their

sympathizers; John Bright, for example, threat-

ened to close his works if the state interfered be-

tween him and his workers. But the principle of

state interference in industry for the protection
of workers as an important measure of social

welfare was firmly established by the early

factory acts. From these small beginnings have

grown the general recognition of the necessity
of public regulation of private employment, the

extensive systems of laws, court decisions, ad-

ministrative regulations and enforcement agen-
cies for the regulation of employment relations,

and other government labor services developed
in Great Britain and the British Empire.

Outside the British Empire the development
of government labor services has been very un-

even. In general they have expanded with the

development of industry, the labor movement
and democracy. Economically backward coun-

tries, where the rising factory system usually

duplicates many of the worst features of the ear-

lier industrialism in England, offer few services to

labor. Even the United States, highly industrial-

ized and democratic, has lagged behind England
and Germany in government services for labor,

although government services for industry and

commerce have developed on a large scale. This

lag can be explained only in part by the exist-

ence of vast undeveloped resources, the great

opportunities offered ambitious individuals to

rise out of the working class and the consequent

fluidity of classes, for these conditions existed

also in New Zealand and Australia, where gov-
ernment services for labor far surpass those of

other countries. Other causes are comparatively

high wages, the strength of American capitalism

and its resistance to social legislation, the

peculiar heritage of an extreme individualism,

relative lack of interest in social legislation

on the part of the labor movement and the

development of "welfare capitalism" in large

scale industrial enterprises.

The order of evolution of the various govern-
ment labor services in different countries has

also varied considerably. The typical chrono-

logical sequence has been as follows: prohibi-
tion of child labor in certain employments and

regulation of hours of labor for both children

and women; establishment of sanitary and safety

standards; creation of factory inspection and

special commissions to investigate conditions

of labor; provision for conciliation and arbitra-

tion of industrial disputes; provision of com-

pensation for disabilities due to work accidents

and sickness; machinery for fixing minimum
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wage rates; establishment of state health (sick-

ness) insurance and old age pensions; provision
for compulsory unemployment insurance; gov-
ernmental endeavors to promote better em-

ployer-worker relations by setting up machin-

ery for the participation of workers in the man-

agement of industry. In some countries these

services appear in isolated, often unrelated

forms; in others they consist of comprehensive,
unified systems of social legislation and the

necessary administrative machinery.
In the development of government labor serv-

ices laws regulating the work of women and

children were followed shortly by legislation

establishing standards of shop sanitation, ven-

tilation, lighting and protection against danger-
ous machines and work places. The difficulty

of setting up safety standards by legislative

enactment has led most governments to the ex-

pedient of authorizing administrative agencies
to work out safety codes to deal with particular
hazards in each industry. In the United States

greater emphasis has been given to the develop-
ment of safety codes than in other countries

because the industrial accident rates have been

so alarmingly high. The National Safety Coun-

cil, an employers' organization, has cooperated
with state labor officials in perfecting safety

codes for nearly all industrial undertakings.
The passage of labor legislation led to the

organization of administrative agencies designed
to execute the will of the legislatures as inter-

preted by courts or administrative officials.

The Factory Act of 1833 in England created a

system of factory inspection to enforce the fac-

tory laws, which had theretofore remained in

many instances merely dead letters. Since then

practically every country having any con-

siderable industrial development and labor

legislation has provided some administrative

agencies, but their adequacy differs widely from

country to country. The best inspection systems
and the best trained inspectors are to be

found in the industrial nations of Europe;

English factory inspectors and investigating

commissions in particular have earned an en-

viable reputation for efficiency and devotion to

duty. Many economically backward and some

highly advanced countries which can boast of

comprehensive and progressive protective labor

laws have failed to provide adequate and efficient

means of enforcement. China, for example, has

passed legislation embodying the provisions of

the draft conventions adopted by the Interna-

tional Labor Conference respecting limitation of

hours of work, vacation with pay for women at

childbirth, prohibition of the labor of children

below the minimum age, prohibition of night
work of young persons and the prohibition of

the use of white phosphorus in match manufac-

turing. No enforcement machinery exists, how-

ever, and the laws are scarcely more than moral

yearnings inscribed on the statute books. It

is asserted that this failure is due to the con-

stant and continuing turmoil which has pre-
vented the establishment of any effective na-

tional government since the establishment of the

republic. Mexico also has an extremely progres-
sive system of social legislation which is not

rigorously enforced, although in comparison
with prerevolutionary days labor services there

are considerable. In most of the other Latin

American countries labor services have grown
markedly since the World War under the influ-

ence of increasing industrialization, of a grow-

ing labor movement and, to a certain extent, of

the International Labor Organization, all of

which are encouraging new ideas of state regula-

tion of labor conditions. Nevertheless, labor

legislation is still meager and rarely enforced.

Among the most advanced industrial countries

the United States offers many conspicuous ex-

amples of government labor agencies which lag

far behind the enactment of labor laws. A great

variety of labor laws or a total lack of them

and every degree of adequacy or inadequacy in

enforcement may be found in the forty-eight

states of the union.

The development of government labor ser-

vices with their emphasis on social and class co-

operation led naturally to state action for the

prevention or settlement of industrial disputes,

which increased in intensity and magnitude with

the growth of industrialism. Spectacular out-

breaks of "peaceful" industrial war because of

their dramatic features attract much more pub-
lic notice than unemployment, sickness and ac-

cidents. Pressure for state interference in in-

dustrial disputes came from both capital and

labor, although not always simultaneously and

with the same purposes in view. Most western

countries now have agencies to aid employers
and employees to adjust their differences with-

out resort to strikes or lockouts and to resume

employment relations in cases of open rupture.
Great Britain has evolved through long expe-

rience a comprehensive system of non-compul-

sory conciliation and arbitration. Only briefly

during the World War did the United Kingdom
depart from its traditional policy of free agree-
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ments and resort to compulsory arbitration, but

the failure of compulsion to compel caused it to

be dropped as soon as the war emergency ended.

No large claims, however, can be made for the

success of the non-compulsory British system.

Many governments have enacted drastic laws

forbidding strikes and lockouts entirely or until

after public investigation and report. New Zea-

land was the first country to try to bring agree-
ment by compulsion; in 1894 it enacted a com-

pulsory conciliation and arbitration law apply-

ing to public utilities and certain essential in-

dustries, under which the rates fixed by the

arbitration tribunal were binding upon both

employer and employee. The fundamental prin-

ciples of the New Zealand law were adopted by
the Australian states (except Victoria and Tas-

mania) and the Commonwealth of Australia. For

twelve years subsequent to the enactment of

compulsory arbitration New Zealand was known
as "the land without strikes," but since 1906
strikes have been about as frequent as in other

countries with similar industrial conditions.

Canada has tried to prevent strikes with the

Industrial Disputes Investigation Act of 1907,

which has since been amended; the act provides
that no strikes or lockouts are allowed before

the board of inquiry set up by the Department
of Labor has investigated the causes of the

dispute and made a report thereon. Neither party

is obliged {o accept the decision of the public

investigators, and in fact even outlawed strikes

have been merely reduced in number rather

than completely eliminated.

Germany has built up what is perhaps the

most elaborate and comprehensive system for

conciliation and adjudication of labor disputes.

The Industrial Courts Act of 1890 created per-

manent courts for deciding labor disputes, in

which employers and workers are equally repre-

sented. Since the World War the authority of

these courts and their conciliation machinery
has been greatly extended by making them re-

sponsible for the interpretation and enforce-

ment of collective agreements. Germany's con-

ciliation system has developed into a compulsory
arbitration system with compulsory enforcement

of awards. In 1926 the Reichstag created a

unique system of labor courts for adjudicating
labor disputes; with much broader powers than

the courts created in 1890 these courts have ex-

clusive jurisdiction in all labor cases and are en-

tirely independent of the ordinary courts. The
labor court system comprises local labor courts,

district labor courts and a federal labor court,

as the court of last resort; courts in a partic-

ular state are under that state's jurisdiction.

In the United States attempts to prevent
strikes were made by Colorado with a State In-

dustrial Commission based on the Canadian leg-

islation and by Kansas with a Court of Indus-

trial Relations, which were to investigate and
act on labor disputes. Both measures met with

the hostility of capital and organized labor

(especially the latter) and failed to prevent
strikes. Many states have some sort of govern-
mental machinery for conciliation and arbitra-

tion. The federal government has had an indus-

trial conciliation service, started in 1888 but

not given any real functions until 1913, the

main function of which is investigation; it has

a small personnel and is not equipped either

legislatively or administratively to accomplish

any very important work. Another federal con-

ciliation service is the Board of Mediation,
which functions exclusively among the railroads

and is supplemented by the authority of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate
conditions of work and safety.

The conciliation machinery set up by govern-
ments has helped to adjust labor disputes as

well as to prevent their occurrence in many
cases. Compulsory laws seem to have accom-

plished little, however, except to send some
workers to jail and to increase rancor and opposi-
tion to governmental interference. Government
interference in labor disputes usually redounds

to the benefit of the employers, since govern-
ments are mainly interested in preserving the

status quo, which labor strives to upset more

frequently than capital, and act in the name of

"the public," which desires industrial peace at

practically any price. Government interference

in labor disputes appears in its most drastic form
in Fascist Italy and Communist Russia, where
strikes are unconditionally forbidden. Both have

severely regulated employment and have practi-

cally destroyed independent action by laborers

who singly or collectively might seek to achieve

advantages at the expense of other groups.
An outgrowth of the government service in-

volved in labor conciliation, mediation and arbi-

tration is the movement for state action to pro-
mote the ' *

participation oflabor in management .

' *

The movement originated in the United King-
dom during the World War, when radical shop
stewards in some plants repudiated collective

agreements made for the whole nation, even

though the officers of their own trade unions had

negotiated them. To counteract this rebellion
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and to promote organization in unorganized in-

dustries the Whitley councils consisting of rep-
resentatives of employers and workers were set

up by legislation. There are a nationaljoint coun-

cil for each industry, district joint councils and a

local works committee in each plant. Their pur-

pose is to give workers frequent opportunities to

air their grievances and to discuss any matters

of shop management with managers and em-

ployers. It is claimed that the councils have

brought about a better understanding between

employers and workers and a higher morale in

industry, but proof is lacking or uncertain. Few

Whitley councils would have been formed with-

out the strenuous efforts of the government and

still fewer would have survived. The same mea-

ger success met the somewhat similar works

councils in Germany, an extremely elaborate

system set up by the government to give labor a

"share" in management. These attempts are not

strictly governmental labor services but they are

animated by the same general motive better

understanding, cooperation and peace between

labor and capital.

Among the more important government labor

services are benefits for or insurance against

sickness. The fact that more physical suffering

and economic distress are caused by illness than

by accident disabilities was recognized in some

districts and industries in Germany and Austria,

where sick benefits were established with gov-
ernment sanction even before accident benefits

were first inaugurated. The detrimental effects

of sickness, accidents, invalidity and old age

upon workers impelled Germany to adopt in

1883 the famous Social Insurance Act, which

obliged employers in most industries to organize

mutual associations to insure workers against

disabilities from these causes. The money bene-

fits provided were small, but the act clearly rec-

ognized the principle of public responsibility to

workers incapacited for work by any cause.

Austria passed similar legislation in 1888 and

other European countries soon followed Hun-

gary in 1891, Norway in 1909 and England in

1911. Today the principle of compulsory gen-
eral health (sickness) insurance is recognized in

all advanced European countries, but in only
two countries outside of Europe Chile and

Japan. There is no insurance against illness in

the United States or Canada, although European

experience has amply demonstrated that illness is

an insurable hazard and that the administration

of health insurance is little if any more difficult

tjjian
that for accident compensation.

Not until 1897 did the United Kingdom adopt
a compensation law, thus discarding the three

atrocious common law doctrines of fellow ser-

vant, contributory negligence and assumption of

risk, which made it practically impossible for a

worker to collect damages from his employer for

work injuries. Most advanced industrial coun-

tries now have legislation providing for work
accident compensation, although the laws differ

widely in content. In the United States, for

example, all but four of the forty-eight states

have some kind ofworkmen's compensation law,

but no two laws agree completely on any one

point. In some instances identical language in

the laws of two or more states has been so in-

terpreted by the state courts as to make the

identical provisions quite dissimilar in effect.

The workers in only five states and in the federal

service receive compensation for industrial dis-

eases; four other states grant compensation
for certain listed diseases only. The United

States and Canada, although they lag in other

government labor services, have the most ad-

vanced types of law and administration in

workmen's accident compensation.
That labor legislation originates in attempts to

protect the most helpless and exploited groups
of workers is evidenced again in the develop-
ment of legislation for setting minimum wages.
Minimum wage legislation was first enacted in

Victoria, Australia, in 1896 to protect workers

in "sweated trades." The principle, which ap-

plied from the beginning to male as well as fe-

male workers, has been accepted in all the Aus-

tralian states and in New Zealand. The setting

of wage rates, even minimum rates for women
and children, was long fought by workers and

employers alike as an undesirable or unwarranted

interference with employment. It is still opposed

by most American trade unionists on the ground
that a minimum wage is set at the minimum of

subsistence level and that the minimum so fixed

becomes the maximum. The United Kingdom
adopted the principle in 1909 as applying to

women workers in certain "sweated" trades

where wages were exceptionally low but has

since extended it to cover men and women in

practically all unorganized or weakly organized
trades. The Trade Board acts provide for the fix-

ing ofminimum wages by representatives ofem-

ployers and employees. These acts effectively re-

peal the ancient English common law principle

known as freedom of contract, which safeguarded
the "right" of an employee to contract "freely"

with his employer for such wages as the employer
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was able to impose. The minimumwage is oblig-

atory; an employer accused of paying less than

the minimum wage fixed by a board may be sued

by his employees or by the officials of the Min-

istry of Labour and if found guilty is subject to

fine as well as to the payment of all withheld

wages to his employees. The principle of min-

imum wage rates is well established and is ac-

cepted in practically all European countries; in

the United States its application has been brief

and unimportant. In practise the rates fixed

are usually below the level of "health and

decency," but they recognize the standards of

existence which obtain in the given trade. The
International Labor Office has given much con-

sideration to the minimum wage problem and

has recommended that a minimum wage draft

convention be adopted by the Labor Conference.

Unemployment insurance appears to be an

inevitable corollary and a logical culmination of

government labor services. Unemployment re-

lief funds were first established by trade unions.

Today unemployment prevention and relief are

recognized in Europe as the most important serv-

ices the government owes to workers. Seven-

teen European countries and Queensland, Aus-

tralia, have adopted unemployment insurance

systems. If the Wisconsin system of unemploy-
ment reserves be included, eighteen jurisdictions

throughout the world have provided unemploy-
ment insurance, representing nine compulsory
and nine voluntary systems. The United King-
dom established in 191 1 the first nation wide sys-

tem of unemployment insurance, based on an ef-

ficient network of employment exchanges for the

entire country organized under the Labour Ex-

change Act of 1909. In 1920 unemployment in-

surance was extended to all workers except those

engaged in agriculture, domestic service and

casual labor. An important incidental service

provided by this act is a practically complete reg-

istration of all unemployed persons. Since the

war unemployment benefits have been extended

to meet the unemployment and poverty caused

by economic depression.

Among the important and best developed ac-

tivities of government labor bureaus is the com-

pilation of statistics and the preparation of

reports dealing with conditions relating to labor.

This service, performed for the benefit of em-

ployers and employees alike, dates from about

the middle of the nineteenth century; now all

but the most backward countries publish more
or less satisfactory labor statistics. The in-

formation includes statistics of wage rates, earn-

ings, hours of work, cost of living, employment
and unemployment, strikes and lockouts, indus-

trial accidents, workmen's compensation and

other subjects connected with employment. The

publications of the United States Bureau of La-

bor Statistics and of some of the state bureaus

are among the most complete except for the lack

of unemployment statistics; Canada, the United

Kingdom, Germany, Australia and New Zealand

compile very full and useful information. In ad-

dition to regular statistical reports the informa-

tion includes special investigations and reports on

various aspects of labor in industry. This serv-

ice would be much more useful were statistical

aims and methods standardized internationally.

It is impossible to make accurate comparisons of

such a relatively simple matter as the rate of fatal

accidents in mines and factories in different

countries, while in the field of earnings and cost

of living only rough guesses as to relative levels

and rates of change are possible. The Interna-

tional Labor Office is trying to bring about some

degree of standardization, but it will be many
years before the fixed traditions and practises in

the various statistical offices can be modified so

as to yield comparable labor statistics.

Along with variations in the scope and com-

plexity of government labor services in the dif-

ferent countries there are great differences in

the administrative organization of the services.

The range is from wholly inadequate adminis-

trative machinery in such countries as China

to the elaborate and efficient ministries of labor

and other agencies in the United Kingdom,
Germany, Belgium, France and other advanced

industrial countries.

The United Kingdom, which in 1931-32 ap-

propriated 119,000,000 on its labor and social

services out of the central government's total

appropriations of 865,000,000, has a well or-

ganized Ministry of Labour. This ministry, cre-

ated in 1917, has three departments particularly
concerned with labor services: the industrial

relations department; the general department,

comprising the trade boards division, the statis-

tics division and the International Labor Office

division; and the employment and insurance

department. The industrial relations depart-
ment administers the Conciliation Act of 1896
and the Industrial Courts Act of 1916, which

provide for the prevention and the settlement

of trade disputes of all kinds. The Whitley
councils are organized under this department.
In the general department the trade boards

division administers the Trade Board acts, which
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provide for the establishment and enforcement

of minimum wage rates in unorganized trades;

the statistics division gathers and compiles
excellent reports on employment, wages, hours

and conditions of labor, cost of living, strikes

and lockouts, trade unions, employers' associa-

tions and other important subjects relating to

workers; the International Labor Office division

serves as the liaison office between the British

government and the International Labor Office

and has representatives from the Home Office,

the Board of Trade, the Treasury, the Foreign

Office, the Colonial Office and the Ministry
of Agriculture. The employment and insurance

department administers the Employment Ex-

changes and the Unemployment Insurance acts.

The ministry has approximately 1160 local of-

fices grouped in seven major divisions. In addi-

tion to the Ministry of Labour various other

ministries and departments are entrusted with

the administration of various labor laws. Factory

inspection is carried on by the Home Office; the

Health Insurance Act is administered by the

Ministry of Health; the Ministry of Transport
looks after the hours and conditions of work of

railway employees; the mines department in the

Board of Trade looks after the health, safety,

wages, hours and conditions of workers in mines;

while other ministries perform services to

labor in particular industries.

In spite of the disorganization and poverty
caused by the World War Germany has clung to

her historic policy of protective labor legisla-

tion, and the German Ministry of Labor created

in 1918 is perhaps the most comprehensively

organized labor service agency to be found any-

where, with the possible exception of Soviet

Russia. It consists of six divisions dealing with

general policies; social insurance; labor law,

labor protection, wages and social questions;

employment exchanges, unemployment in-

surance and relief; with welfare services, com-

prising social relief, housing and land settle-

ment; and with pension law. There are also seven

subdivisions and fifty-four sections. In 1929 its

expenditures amounted to 723,367,000 marks.

France has had since 1906 a Ministry of Labor,

Hygiene, Assistance, and Social Welfare, which
is now divided into four directorates subdivided

into fourteen bureaus. In addition there are three

services dealing with actuarial matters, statistics

and private insurance societies, and a large num-
ber of councils and commissions. Most types of

labor service are covered, including labor ex-

changes, unemployment, regulation of labor and

wages, industrial hygiene and safety and hous-

ing. It expanded its functions and improved its

administrative apparatus after the passage of the

social insurance law in 1928, although each in-

surance fund is managed by an autonomous body
with the council of administration elected at a

general meeting of insured persons. In addition

there is in France a national labor supply coun-

cil, created in 1920 and attached to the prime
minister's office in 1925, which coordinates the

work of employment exchanges and regulates

the influx of foreign and colonial labor. In Italy

since 1923 services to labor have been placed
in the Ministry of* National Economy, which

includes a general directorate of labor and

social welfare, national social insurance fund,

national industrial accident fund, control sta-

tistical office, general inspectorate of in-

dustry, general directorate of agriculture,

general inspectorate of mines and national

fuels, general inspectorate of industrial educa-

tion and some other services affecting labor

The corporations into which workers and em-

ployers are organized in each major industry

carry out the policies determined by the central

government. A peculiar government labor serv-

ice in Italy is the Dopolavoro, which is similar

to the American Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation. It was originally a private enterprise but

it now functions as an organ of the Fascist state.

The scope of government labor services is

more comprehensive in the Soviet Union than in

any other country, although the administration

is as yet imperfect. This flows from the theory
and structure of the Soviet state, which makes

its primary concern the welfare of labor. Legis-

lation and other government labor services con-

sequently are designed to cover every need

and risk of industrial and agricultural workers.

The Ail-Union Commissariat of Labor is sup-

plemented by similar commissariats in each of

the constituent republics. Within these commis-

sariats are bureaus of labor protection which

supervise the safeguarding of workers in con-

junction with provincial and local administrative

organs; the work although centralized provides
for a large measure of local autonomy. The un-

ions participate in labor protection through
the factory committees on labor protection,

which work in conjunction with the inspectors.

Measures of labor protection are based on the

theoretical material furnished by over eighty
institutes engaged in research on working con-

ditions and by factory research departments and

independent institutes. Another department of
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the Commissariat of Labor is the Bureau of

Central Administration of Social Insurance. So-

cial insurance in the Soviet Union includes all

workers and all forms of insurance sickness,

invalidism and disability (full pay), old age
and maternity (full wages for the working moth-
er two months before and after childbirth, nine

months' maintenance allowance for the child).

No unemployment insurance is provided since

there is presumably no unemployment. The col-

lections and expenditures of insurance funds are

under control of the labor unions. Total expend-
itures on labor protection and social insurance in

1931 amounted to 2,500,000,000 rubles. The
Commissariat of Health spent another 1,271,-

000,000 rubles on public health (including health

work in factories).

The administrative machinery of the govern-
ment labor services is not very highly developed
in the United States, where social legislation

in general is backward. After the Civil War
trade unions and labor leaders demanded gov-
ernment bureaus devoted to the interests of la-

bor. The first government labor agency was the

Massachusetts Bureau of the Statistics of Labor,
formed in 1869; fourteen states created similar

bureaus before the federal government created

the Bureau of Labor in the Department of the

Interior in 1885. Shortly thereafter the Knights
of Labor demanded a department of labor; this

was created in 1888 and absorbed in 1903 by
the Department of Commerce, which became

the Department of Commerce and Labor. The

present United States Department of Labor was

established in 1913 to "foster, promote and de-

velop the welfare of the wage-earners, to im-

prove their working conditions and to advance

their opportunities for profitable employment."
It consists of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

which makes statistical reports upon hours,

wages, productivity and conditions of labor,

wholesale prices, retail prices and cost of living,

industrial accidents and hygiene, workmen's

compensation and other important subjects; the

Bureau of Immigration and the Bureau of Natu-

ralization; the Children's Bureau, which deals

with child welfare in general as well as employ-
ment, wages, hours and conditions of child work-

ers; the Women's Bureau, which makes special

studies relating to the employment of women;
the Employment Service, which continues to

operate in a much curtailed and ineffective man-

ner a national system of employment offices in

conjunction with the several states; and the Di-

vision of Conciliation, which attempts to medi-

ate and settle certain important labor disputes
when invited to do so. The department is handi-

capped by lack of authority, the backward state

of labor legislation and labor services generally,

and inadequate financial resources. It has

about 4908 officials and employees, and its ap-

propriation in 1929-30 amounted to $i i ,322,000
and in 1932-33 to $12,920,770.

Many important services to labor are per-
formed by other federal departments. In the

Department of the Interior the Bureau of Mines,
created in 1910, has charge of safety work and

the reporting of mine and quarry accidents; the

Bureau of Navigation supervises the employ-
ment of seamen. In the Treasury Department
the Bureau of the Public Health Service makes

studies of occupational diseases and fatigue in

relation to lost time and per capita production;
the Interstate Commerce Commission exercises

jurisdiction over wages, hours and conditions of

railroad labor and accidents; the United States

Employees' Compensation Commission handles

industrial accident compensation cases for all

federal employees and all employees and em-

ployers in the District of Columbia; the Federal

Board for Vocational Education, created to pro-
mote vocational education in cooperation with

the several states, also administers the expendi-
ture of federal funds provided to supplement
state appropriations for the rehabilitation of

persons disabled in war and in industry.

The administrative machinery of government
services is also backward in most of the states of

the American union. The early American state

labor departments were agencies for investigat-

ing and studying labor conditions and making
recommendations to the legislatures. At present
the labor departments in most of the states are

responsible for enforcing the labor laws; many
also have quasi-legislative powers in connection

with safety legislation and quasi-judicial powers
under workmen's compensation acts. The de-

partments generally administer some laws which

are not properly labor legislation and have

some duties not connected with labor problems.
A few departments are not charged with enforce-

ment of the labor laws. In about a dozen states

there are separate labor and compensation de-

partments. Nearly all the labor departments are

understaffed and their functions are usually

performed less efficiently than in England or

Germany. In 1929 the total expenditures on

labor administrations of all the states did not ex-

ceed $6,539,000 (exclusive of workmen's com-

pensation administration), of which $3,355,000
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was expended by three states NewYork, Penn-

sylvania arid Illinois. Florida hasno laborbureau

and its only labor official is a factory inspector;

the same holds true of Mississippi, and New
Mexico has only a coal mine inspector. Some
states have no factory inspection and some have

no inspection of mines and quarries. In most of

the states labor protection suffers because in-

spectors are not required to pass civil service ex-

aminations to prove their competence and are

not systematically trained in the duties and

technique of the service. Massachusetts, New
York, Ohio and Pennsylvania have highly organ-
ized departments of labor. The New York de-

partment, which may be taken as the model, is

divided into seven sections: a bureau of inspec-

tion, which is responsible for enforcement of

laws and prosecution of violations; a division of

industrial codes, which holds hearings and in-

vestigations preparatory to the formulation of

new codes; an engineering divison, which ex-

amines and approves plans for public, indus-

trial and commercial buildings; bureaus of in-

dustrial hygiene, ofwomen in industry, of statis-

tics and information and of industrial relations

(mediation and arbitration). It also operates

public employment offices in various cities. In

general the most highly organized service in the

United States and also in Canada is the admin-

istration of workmen's compensation. A unique

quasi-official organization, the International As-

sociation of Industrial Accident Boards and

Commissions of the United States and Canada,
has been formed to establish and better stand-

ards of administration and to improve the com-

pensation laws of both countries. The Associa-

tion of Government Labor Officials of the United

States and Canada has similar functions in the

broader field of general labor administration.

The growth and increasing complexity of

government labor services make larger and

larger demands upon the personnel employed to

maintain the services, creating a large bodyof ex-

perts with a knowledge of economics, tech-

nology and psychology. The character and abil-

ity of the personnel naturally differ from country
to country; in general they are lowest in the

backward countries and the newer industrial

nations and highest in Europe, with the United

States occupying a middle position. Jobs in the

American services are frequently dispensed as

patronage to politicians and labor leaders who
are presumed to influence the workers* votes;

these conditions are, however, slowly changing,
and a body of experts is being developed partic-

ularly in the labor services of the federal govern-
ment. In the advanced European countries the

character and ability of the experts in the govern-
ment labor services are extremely high; the re-

quirements are stringent and the work is con-

sidered a life profession. Factory inspectors,

for example, must pass severe examinations

which necessitate arduous preliminary study and

training. Political appointments are rare, tenure

is secure during good behavior and promotion
determined by competence and service. Because

of the introduction of an international civil serv-

ice system high standards prevail also among
the expert personnel of the International Labor

Organization; this has had an important influ-

ence on raising personnel standards in the labor

services of the more backward countries.

The International Labor Office marks the cul-

mination of decades of effort for common inter-

national action on the improvementof labor con-

ditions. In the twelve years of its existence

the International Labor Organization has been

of great service in directing attention to sub-

standard conditions of labor in many countries

and in fostering public opinion favorable to

higher standards. The importance of the Inter-

national Labor Organization services to labor

should not be judged by the number of draft

conventions adopted by the labor conferences,

the number of ratifications by governments and

the number of new laws passed to carry these

conventions into effect. Of much greater signifi-

cance is the education of public opinion in all

countries to the importance of the standardiza-

tion of labor legislation, improvement in the

quality of labor administration and the necessity

of strengthening both the national and inter-

national services which governments may per-

form for labor.
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LABOR INJUNCTION. The use ofthe injunc-
tion in industrial controversies gives as striking

an illustration as the law affords of the truth that

in the domain of ideas, no less than in the

biological world, an organism cannot be torn

from the context of its environment without de-

stroying its meaning. Abstractly the labor injunc-
tion is merely the application of a generalized

legal idea to particular circumstances. But these

introduce social and economic factors which give
the injunction a unique setting and create for it

an essentially new situation.

The injunction is the powerful and staple de-

vice of the equity side of Anglo-American legal

administration. The first authoritative resort to

this remedy in a controversy between employer
and employees was made by an English court.

But the innovation did not take root in its native

soil. Until its recent formal revival in England
the labor injunction remained distinctively

United States law. As in other fields of so-

cial endeavor similar concepts have, however,

penetrated also into Canada. While as late as

1896 the chiefjustice of Massachusetts could say

in opposing a labor injunction sanctioned by his

court that the "practice of issuing injunctions in

cases of this kind is of very recent origin"

[Vegelahn v . Guntner, 167 Mass . 92 ,
ioo

(
1 896)] ,

the idea once transplanted to America has

burgeoned exuberantly.

An English vice chancellor in 1868 restrained

striking employees "from printing or publishing

any placards . . . whereby the property of the

Plaintiffs, or their business might be damnified"

[Springhead Spinning Co. v. Riley (1868) L. R.

6 Eq. 551]. This precedent was not followed by
the English courts, indeed was criticized. So far

as it looked to law England continued to rely

upon criminal law for the maintenance of indus-

trial peace. After the famous Taff Vale judg-

ment, whereby union funds could be reached for

wrongful acts by union members in the course of

a strike, the Trade Disputes Act of 1906 in

order, as Vinogradoff has said, "to allow organ-
ised labour to exert its action as a counterpoise
to the power of capital wielded by the employ-
ers" (Collected Papers, ed. by H. Fisher, 2 vols.,

Oxford 1928, vol. ii, p. 323) gave unions com-

plete immunity "in respect of any tortious act."

The general strike of 1926 caused Parliament in

1927 to restrict the immunities of the act of 1906
to cases only of "legal" strike illegal strikes

being defined as those whose purpose was other

than to further a trade dispute or those designed
to exert pressure upon the government [Trade

Disputes and Trade Unions' Act, 17 & 18 Geo.

V, c. 22 (1927); see the debates upon this meas-

ure, particularly the speech of the Marquess of

Reading in Great Britain, Parliament, House of

Lords, Parliamentary Debates, vol. Ixviii (1927)

p. 67-68]. The act of 1927 empowered the at-

torney general to apply for an injunction against

the use of trade union funds for the prosecution
of illegal strikes. Ramsay MacDonald's second

Labour government in 1931 sponsored a repeal
of the act of 1927 and a return to the status

created by the law of 1906. The attorney general,
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who was in charge of this bill, referred as an

example to 1 be avoided to the unique record of

American experience with the labor injunction

[Great Britain, Parliament, House of Commons,
Parliamentary Debates, vol. ccxlvii (1931) p.

392-93]. The bill failed, but the act of 1927 has

not occasioned a change in English practise.

In the United States appeal to the courts for

injunction against strikers was facilitated through
the adventitious fact that in the 1870*3, following
the panic of 1873, great railroad properties were

in the hands of receivers and thus, theoretically,

administered by courts. Obstructions to the

operation of such railroads were treated as ob-

structions to the courts, and judicial orders

against strikers naturally suggested themselves.

Disobedience of such orders was followed by

summary punishment for contempt of court,

which had the advantage of avoiding the cum-
bersome process of the criminal law. To grant

injunctions against strikers in cases other than

receiverships was an easy transition for lawyers
and judges.

In law as elsewhere imitation is a potent factor.

But in the spread of the labor injunction the in-

cisive and quick nature of the remedy was a

powerful ally of imitation. An application was

made in a labor case for an injunction apart from

a receivership in New York in 1880 but seems to

have been refused. Such injunctions, however,
were granted in Maryland and Ohio in 1883, in

Iowa in 1884, in Pennsylvania and Massachu-

setts in 1888. There were doubtless other in-

stances; legal records in such matters are most

inadequate. As a legal institution the labor in-

junction reached its maturity in 1895, when in

the famous Debs case the Supreme Court sanc-

tioned the injunction by which probably the

Pullman strike was broken. Thereafter the labor

injunction became a customary weapon in the

strategy of American industrial conflicts. While
no authoritative statistics as to the number of

injunctions are available, there are a few straws.

For the federal courts from 1901 to 1928 the

official reports disclose 118 applications; a con-

gressional investigator in 1914 found 116 unre-

ported injunctions; a private inquiry by Senator

Pepper of Pennsylvania disclosed that during
the railway shopmen's strike of 1922 nearly 300

injunctions were asked for and granted (see

Pepper, G, W., in American Bar Association,

Report, vol. xlix, 1924, p. 174-80). Of these only
12 seem to have been officially reported. For
Massachusetts an official investigator revealed

more than 260 cases between 1898 and 1916, and

for New York City there were at least 250 cases

between 1894 and 1928.
The grounds avowed by courts for resorting

to the injunction in labor cases are the actual or

threatened damage to property rights and in-

adequacy of legal remedies. To resort to the

criminal law, it is urged, is to lock the barn after

the horse is stolen, and suits for money damage
are futile because money cannot compensate; too

many suits would have to be brought in view of

the continuing nature of the menace, and the

strikers are financially irresponsible. Despite the

novelty of the remedy and the serious differences

between a labor controversy and the situations

for which injunctions had been historically em-

ployed, the Supreme Court in the Debs case

concluded that "the jurisdiction of courts to

interfere in such matters by injunction is one

recognized from ancient time and by indubitable

authority." Contemporary legal scholarship

challenges this claim.

The labor injunction derives significance from

the mode by which it has operated. What is

called procedure determines results. In theory
the final injunctive decree alone is an adjudica-
tion on the merits; temporary restraining orders

and temporary injunctions are nominally provi-
sional. In fact, however, the restraining order

and temporary injunction usually register the

ultimate disposition of a labor litigation, which

seldom persists to a final decree. Lack of re-

sources may frustrate pursuit of the litigation or,

as is often the case, the strike has ended before

the final stage is reached and ended not infre-

quently as a result of the injunction. Of the 118

officially reported federal court cases from 1901
to 1928, 70 involved ex parte orders and 88

temporary injunctions. Twelve of the ex parte
orders and 56 of the temporary injunctions were

in fact final dispositions. Of 35 temporary in-

junctions issued by the New York courts from

1923 to 1927 none reached a further stage.

The theoretical safeguards attending the final

decree are therefore largely inoperative. Here as

elsewhere in law its formal doctrines tell very
little of what law does for those who invoke it or

against whom it is invoked. Not the so-called

principles governing the "rights" and "duties"

of the combatants in a strike, but the procedural
characteristics of provisional relief furnish the

key to an understanding of the labor injunction

in action. The truth of the situation is seldom

explored through oral testimony, and the pro-

ceeding largely resolves itself into a clash of affi-

davits. These, because they flow from the pas-
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sionate partisanship of a labor struggle and are

.drafted more with an eye to the requisites of

legal formula than of truth, are generally contra-

dictory in all important particulars. The judge
determines the facts without the aid of a jury,
and the usual safeguards for sifting fact from
distortions or imaginings personal appearance
of witnesses and cross examination by opposing
counsel are lacking. Finally, the opportunity to

correct error by appeal is extremely narrow and

seldom exercised.

To be sure, violence is an incident and too

often an ingredient of industrial strife in the

United States. Latter day labor racketeering is

still another story. Whatever the cause for this

violence the ready resort to violence generally,

the survival of pioneer traditions, the less rooted

habits of the American population, the exacerba-

tion of feeling or the actual incitement to violence

by agents provocateurs and proprietary police

the injunction serves theoretically as a swift and

effective check. Legal theory therefore justifies it

in so far as it explicitly restrains illegal conduct.

But departures from this theory are abundant

and indeed common. The text of the injunction

has grown to be an elaborate and complex docu-

ment a fearsome and ambiguous instrument

reaching far beyond outlawed excesses and

snuffing out trade union activities which as a

matter of abstract law are deemed legitimate. In-

junctions have restrained innocent conduct

through fear of violation of general and all in-

clusive terms of doubtful meaning. They have

restrained conduct that is clearly permissible,

like furnishing strike benefits, singing songs,

maintaining tent colonies; permissible, that is,

on the theory that it is the function of the law

merely to keep the peace and maintain the ring

between employers and employees according to

the prevalent standards of fair economic combat.

The dangers of these dragnet decrees have led a

few of the more farsighted judges to attempt to

define with particularity the line between for-

bidden and permitted conduct. What can be

done by an imaginative and conscientious judge
was shown during the railroad strike in 1922 by

Judge Charles F. Amidon [Great Northern Ry.
Co. v. Brosscau, 286 Fed. 414 (1923)]. While the

injunction is the result of a judicial proceeding
between two litigants, its obligations frequently,

especially in the federal courts, attach to the

general public. By the easy device of blanket

clauses its prohibitions extend to "all persons
whomsoever" or "all persons to whom notice of

this order shall come." All aware of the injunc-

tion must obey it or be punished for contempt.
The practical uses to which the labor injunc-

tion has been put have turned it into a persisting

political issue. It has maintained itself thus to no
small degree because disinterested legal opinion
has supported the essential grievances of labor.

Some of the most learned scholars of equity pro-
cedure have found the labor injunction inconso-

nant with the traditions and philosophy of the

whole equitable process. Ever since the Debs
case it has been urged that except under appro-

priate safeguards and within a defined and re-

stricted area the injunction is not an appropriate
intervention in the conflict of forces between

employers and employed. The decree places the

power of the state upon one side of a complicated
social struggle in advance of and frequently al-

together without that careful ascertainment of

fact which is the traditional protection of the

innocent; the injunction invades by indirection

constitutional safeguards that speech, press and

assembly shall be free from previous restraints;

vague and all inclusive terminology customarily

employed results in sweeping decrees which sub-

ject all activity legitimate no less than illegiti-

mate to the peril of prosecution for contempt;
and therefore the injunction becomes in effect a

penal code enacted, interpreted and enforced by
a single judge without the constitutional securi-

ties available to persons accused of crime.

The extent to which these consequences ofthe

injunction affect the labor conflict lies almost

wholly in the realm of guesswork. There are as

yet no dependable data regarding the effect of

the injunction upon the progress of unionization

in America; and equally meager and inconclusive

is the evidence, aside from opinion testimony, of

the relation of injunctions to the results of par-
ticular strikes. Does interdicted conduct cease or

is it intensified? Are injunctions enforced and to

what extent and with what consequences? An-

swers to such questions require an intensive and

subtle analysis of the elusive factors of particular

controversies in their economic, social and psy-

chological settings. With the exception of some
studies in the New York garment industry by
Brissenden and Swayzee and a recent inquiry
into a few southern strikes by McCracken, social

economists have left this field of inquiry unex-

plored. But considerable evidence has neces-

sarily been gathering upon the effect of the in-

junction on public opinion, particularly on

opinion generated by the feelings of the workers.

To the United States Commission on Industrial

Relations its director in 1915 reported that
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"... there, exists among the workers [of whom
there were then said to be twenty-five million]

an almost universal conviction that they . . . are

denied justice in the enactment, adjudication,

and administration of law, that the very instru-

ments of democracy are often used to oppress
them and to place obstacles in the way of their

movement toward economic, industrial and

political freedom and justice."

Labor's feeling against the use of the injunc-

tion has certainly not abated since 1915. Nor has

its bitterness been appeased by its own occasional

resort to the injunction. Labor has employed the

injunction as a weapon in internecine conflicts

and has invoked it against employers to enforce

collective bargaining agreements, to restrain the

operation of black lists or to insure some forms

of statutory protection. The most significant in-

stance of use of the injunction by labor arose

under the Railway Labor Act of 1926 and re-

sulted in a decision by the Supreme Court

highly favorable to the workers [Texas & N. O.

R. Co. v. Ry. Clerks, 281 U. S. 548 (1930)]. On
the whole, however, opportunities for such relief

have heretofore been comparatively restricted

and the gains achieved have not outweighed the

detriments. Moreover the circumstances to

which the injunction applies when invoked by
labor do not lend themselves to the procedural
abuses that have developed as the normal con-

comitants of the injunctive process against labor.

It is not surprising therefore that according to

the American Federation of Labor the use of the

injunction by labor is "a snare and a delusion."

The pressure of labor for its own immediate

interests has combined with the desires for re-

form of those who are concerned over the weak-

ened prestige of the judiciary, particularly of the

federaljudiciary, and the undermined confidence

in even handed administration of the law. From
the turn of the century there have been manifold

attempts at corrective legislation. In their earlier

form they were directed against a modification of

the ancient doctrines of conspiracy and restraint

of trade as applied to contemporary labor con-

flicts and later on to the outlawry of agreements

by workers not to join or remain members of a

union the so-called yellow dog contracts. Cor-

rective measures did in fact reach the statute

books but were in the main nullified by judicial

construction. Reform then addressed itself to the

procedural aspects of equityjurisdiction in labor

cases, ranging from an outright withdrawal of

the injunction in labor controversies to the

formulation of restricted details in granting such

injunction. Here again the courts largely erased

what the legislatures wrote. Thus a California

statute of 1903 which specifically forbade the

issuance of an injunction was construed by the

California state court to have effected no change
in the law. A similar statute enacted in Massa-

chusetts in 1914 was found by its Supreme Judi-

cial Court to be a denial of due process of law

and of the equal protection of the law and so

unconstitutional. On the other hand, Arizona

sustained such a statute, although it finally

foundered in the United States Supreme Court.

Since this decision [Truax v. Corrigan, 257 U. S.

312 (1921)] was based on the Fourteenth

Amendment it has had far reaching effect upon
the movement for dealing with the labor injunc-

tion. By the Clayton Act Congress in I9i4seemed
to confine the activities of the federal courts in

the issuance of labor injunctions to such narrow

limits that Samuel Gompers hailed the Clayton
Act as labor's magna carta. But the Supreme
Court construed the ambiguous language of the

Clayton Act to be "merely declaratory of what is

the best practice always" [Amer. Steel Found-
ries v. Tri-City Council, 257 U. S. 184, 203

(1921)] and not as remedying drasticallythe evils

which gave rise to the Clayton Act. In effect

therefore the decisions of the Supreme Court

and the actions of the lower federal courts have

so confined the Clayton Act as to leave sub-

stantially intact in some respects oven to en-

large the grievances against the labor injunc-
tion which led to the Clayton Act.

The Supreme Court was more hospitable to

another important provision of the Clayton Act

that granting right to trial by jury in certain

cases of contempt for violation of an injunc-
tion holding it not to be "an invasion of the

power of the courts as intended by the Constitu-

tion" [Michelson v. United States, 266 U. S. 42

(1924)]. This decision was the more significant

in that several state courts, interpreting the doc-

trine of separation of powers as a narrow, me-
chanical rule of law rather than as a maxim of

political wisdom, had invalidated similar state

legislation. But in practise this provision of the

Clayton Act was narrowly applied.
The labor troubles in the coal, rail and steel

industries in the period following the World

War, coming at a time of general conservatism

and "Red" phobia, led to a series of injunctions,

some of which made the Debs decree look mild.

These excesses in turn stimulated a new effort

for corrective legislation. Some states, like Illi-

nois and New Jersey, enacted analogues of the
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Clayton Act, which local courts, following the

decision of the Supreme Court upon the Clayton

Act, severely limited by construction. A number
of states limited and New York and Wisconsin

abolished the issuance of ex parte orders. In

1928 the Judiciary Committee of the United

States Senate proposed a detailed revision of

equity practise in labor litigation which sought
to withdraw the aid of the federal courts from

the enforcement of anti-union agreements, to

correct procedural abuses, define and confine

discretionary jurisdiction and to extend the right

ofjury trial for contempt. This proposal became

law upon March 23, 1932, when President

Hoover signed a bill embodying it (Public no.

65, 72nd Cong., ist sess., 1932).

In 1931 sixteen state legislatures had before

them counterparts of the pending federal meas-

ure. One state, Wisconsin, enacted them into

law; another state, Pennsylvania, enacted all but

the provision invalidating anti-union agreement;
and four states, Arizona, Colorado, Ohio and

Oregon, followed the earlier lead of Wisconsin

in invalidating anti-union agreements.
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LABOR LEGISLATION. No attempt to define the

term labor legislation has been made either in

the leading work on the subject in the English

language or in the principal collection of Ameri-

can labor laws. Where definitions have been

attempted emphasis has generally been placed
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upon the protective or regulatory aspects. From
the former aspect labor legislation is con-

cerned with "raising the lot of the working

classes," from the latter with "exceptions to

general rules of freedom of contract." As a

statement of the general character and purposes
of labor legislation, however, neither concept
is wholly adequate, nor are both combined.

Although labor legislation is a form of social

legislation and of social and political reform,

many important distinctions are involved. Labor

legislation considers the worker as such; social

legislation and reform treat him primarily as a

citizen. Some reforms affect workers directly

and some only indirectly, while others may not

affect them at all. Labor legislation is moreover

not a revolutionary change; it modifies indus-

trial autocracy but affects the capitalist system

only in minor respects. It is supplemental to

employees' solutions, like trade unionism and

collective bargaining, and to employers' solu-

tions, like welfare plans, and is an alternative

to such fundamental changes as socialism, com-

munism or Fascism. Social legislation is a nar-

rower concept than social and political reform

but broader than labor legislation. Labor legis-

lation whether in the form of statutes, adminis-

trative orders or judicial decisions is specifically

concerned with regulating conditions of labor

and relations between employers and employ-
ees. Social legislation includes also such

fields as poor relief, public education and

housing, only minor features of which can be in-

cluded within the concept of labor legislation.

Social insurance is in general labor legislation,

although in some cases it may include non-work-

ers and not regulate industrial relations. Labor

legislation originated in humanitarian legislation

but has become at once narrower and broader

part of a governmental program for the regula-

tion of industry. Here it merges into social legis-

lation and social and political reform the gen-
eral movement to improve and alter social rela-

tions; and hence the reciprocal influences are

many and important.
Modern labor legislation is generally said to

date from the English Health and Morals of

Apprentices Act of 1802, but there were many
earlier statutes regulating the relations between

masters and servants, as in the case of the Statute

of Labourers and the many Elizabethan laws

concerning working conditions and wages. Con-

trary to the impression left by some accounts,

there was never a sharp break between the old

master and servant relation and the modern

employment contract; and many of the early

English laws and decisions have exerted a pro-
found influence on the law of employment rela-

tions to this day. What really made the act of

1802 notable was not its break with the past
but the advent of humanitarian motives in labor

legislation; this act, with most of the early
labor legislation after the industrial revolution ,

was inspired by the misery of the working
classes, enacted before workmen had the right
to vote and trade unions exerted any important
influence in the national life, and merely served

to protect the weakest workers. Following the

pioneer act of 1802, which limited to twelve

hours daily the labor of children in cotton mills,

England passed a series of factory acts; the first

in 1819 further restricted the employment of

children. In 1833 special enforcement officers

known as factory inspectors were appointed.
In the next decade was enacted the first labor

law for women, the twelve-hour law of 1844
and in the same year the first law for the safe-

guarding of machinery, followed a little later

by laws regulating dangerous trades and home-
work. The right to form unions had been legally

recognized in 1824-25. Six years later the first

Truck Act was passed compelling payment of

wages in kind and in full, and in 1862 a pref-

erential wage payments act similar to the Ameri-

can mechanics' lien. The factory acts of 1864
and 1867 broadened the area of factory legis-

lation to include practically all industrial occu-

pations. By this time labor legislation had ceased

merely to protect the weakest workers and was

coming to cover many of the most important

aspects of the relations between employers and

employees. This was emphasized by acts passed
in 1871, 1876 and 1893, which strengthened the

legal status of trade unions; by an act in 1875
to regulate strikes, which provided that a com-

bination to carry on a strike shall not be in-

dictable as a conspiracy unless the acts involved

would be criminal if committed by an individual;

and by a Conciliation Act in 1896 to settle

industrial disputes. The Factory and Workshop
Act of 1901 consolidated and improved all the

existing factory acts; it strengthened the en-

forcement machinery and included legislation

applying to buildings in construction, laundries

and docks. The Trades Disputes Act of 1906
freed trade unions from all liability for torts and

swept away the last vestige of the common law

doctrine of conspiracy in its application to

labor disputes. The advocacy of the trade unions

and of the Labour party was a strong factor in
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the passage of this act as well as of all sub-

sequent labor legislation. The Coal Mines Regu-
lation Act of 1908, which introduced the eight-
hour day, was the first definite regulation by
statute of the hours of labor of adult workers.

Meanwhile a new development had begun with

the Workmen's Compensation Act of 1897,
followed in 1909 to 1911 by legislation for em-

ployment exchanges, trades boards, minimum

wages, health insurance, old age pensions and

unemployment insurance. At the same time

labor legislation came to assume more and more
of a non-parliamentary character because of the

enormous increase of administrative enactments

regulating industrial relations.

Although it developed much later and on a

modified scale labor legislation in continental

Europe followed the English pattern. Prussia in

1839 enacted a Children's Protective Act; thirty

years later the North German Confederation

adopted an industrial code, subsequently incor-

porated in the legal system of the German

Empire, which regulated the labor of women
and children. This merely protective legislation

affecting the weakest workers was followed in

the i88o's by the pioneer introduction of social

insurance covering accidents, sickness and old

age. At the same time other laws were enacted

for the purpose of preventing workers from or-

ganizing economically and politically. The scope
of more specific labor legislation was extended in

1891 by*the Workers' Protection Act, which

decreed Sunday rest, safety regulations, a mini-

mum working day and abolition of night work
for women and children. Labor legislation now

placed increasing emphasis upon adult males; it

was moreover supplemented by repeal of the

antisocialist laws and by laws legalizing trade

unions, regulating collective agreements and

strikes and instituting a system of courts for

the settlement of industrial disputes. From this

time forward the trade unions and the Social

Democratic party were important factors in the

enactment of labor legislation.

In France the first labor legislation properly
so-called was the act of 1841 limiting the work-

ing hours of children to eight hours for those

eight to twelve years old and to twelve hours

for those twelve to sixteen years old; no en-

forcement machinery was provided, however,
and the law was practically a dead letter, as was

the general twelve-hour daykw enacted in 1848.
Until this time such meager labor legislation

as had been enacted aimed primarily at sup-

pression of workers' rights; as, for example, the

law of 1791 prohibiting combinations of work-

ers. A factory inspection law was- not enacted

until 1883. In 1864 the restrictions on the for-

mation of labor organizations were modified;

twenty years later trade unions were legalized,

and legislation was enacted providing an oppor-

tunity for the settlement of industrial disputes
without strikes. A workmen's compensation law

covering factory workers only was passed in

1898; subsequent legislation awarded compen-
sation to other categories of employees. A sub-

stantial legislation gradually developed regu-

lating labor relations in industry but it was

mainly concerned with the weakest workers,

although public opinion manifested an increas-

ingly strong demand for more comprehensive
labor laws and social insurance.

By 1914 the north European countries had

labor legislation comparable in scope to the Eng-
lish and the German as well as social insurance

systems covering all major industrial hazards

except unemployment. Russia and the Balkans

lagged considerably behind, with Italy and

Spain occupying a middle ground. To a much

greater extent than in England and the United

States labor legislation in continental Europe
was embodied in administrative orders rather

than in statutes perhaps one of the more im-

portant reasons why such legislation was con-

sidered paternalistic by Americans.

Before the World War labor legislation reached

its highest development in Australia and New
Zealand, which in the 1890*3 enacted the first

general eight-hour laws, minimum wage laws

and compulsory arbitration laws. These Austra-

lasian states early abandoned the merely pro-
tective principle and promulgated laws covering
all groups of workers and all phases of industrial

relations. The minimum wage laws set up
machinery for fixing minimum wages and indi-

cating the trades in which they were to be fixed

and included workers other than women and

children. Compulsory arbitration regulates the

relations between employers and employees by
means of special boards or courts, which in

practise, however, have not rendered decisions

until all efforts at conciliation have failed.

Strikes have decreased but have not altogether

disappeared. In 1904 an Australian federal law

set up a court for conciliation and arbitration

and made strikes or lockouts an offense if the

dispute extended beyond the limits of a state.

The Canadian Industrial Disputes Act provides
a method of dealing with industrial disputes

midway between the Australasian system of
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compulsory arbitration and the English policy
of governmental non-interference except to pre-

serve law and order or to effect a settlement.

In the United States labor legislation devel-

oped somewhat later than in England but earlier

than in most continental European countries.

The earliest American labor laws were the

mechanics' lien and wage exemption laws of the

i83o's and 1840*8. Massachusetts, the most in-

dustrialized of the American states, was the

pioneer in labor legislation through the nine-

teenth century and blazed the trail by the enact-

ment in 1836 of a statute providing schooling

for employed children; six years later it passed
a ten-hour law for children under twelve years
of age. By 1853 six other states had similar laws

regulating the working time of children. Three

states (including highly industrialized Rhode

Island) passed laws limiting the working time

of women to ten hours, but they were ineffective

because of the provision that the laws were

operative only in case of the absence of a con-

tract to the contrary. Massachusetts was the

first state to enact (1874) an effective ten-hour

law for women; and the state was also the first

to employ factory inspectors (1867), to establish

a state labor department (1869) and to pass an

industrial safety law (1877). Other industrial

states lagged about ten years behind Massa-

chusetts; many non-industrial states still have

few labor laws. Not until the i88o's was there

a considerable volume of labor laws in the

United States, but ever since it has grown rap-

idly, with its greatest development in the i88o's

and early 1890*3 and from 1910 to 1915. Ameri-

can labor legislation, however, lagged behind

the more progressive European and Australasian

countries.

Before the World War labor legislation was

still in its initial stage. It was hampered by
low minimum requirements in the fields which

were covered by legislation and by the absence

of legislation in other fields. The administra-

tion of labor laws moreover was generally inade-

quate, although less so in Germany, England
and Australasia than in the United States and

other countries. The significance of adminis-

tration is extremely great not only from the

standpoint of enforcement but also because so

much labor legislation consists of the enact-

ments of administrative bodies. Both the scope
and quality of labor legislation and administra-

tion were enormously improved in the European,
Asiatic and Latin American countries during the

war and post-war periods. War requirements

led to legislation on behalf of the workers in

all the belligerent countries, such as the eight-
hour railroad labor law enacted by the American

Congress, while in the post-war period labor

legislation was stimulated by the radical mood
and increasing strength of labor in Europe and

by the acceleration of industrialization in Latin

America and Asia; a contributing factor was the

inclusion for the first time in history of labor

clauses in the peace treaty, which provided for

an International Labor Office and international

labor conferences to consist of the representa-
tives of governments, employers and workers.

England during the war promulgated consid-

erable labor legislation in the form of a series of

munitions acts under which minimum wage
rates were established and for the time some-

thing akin to compulsory arbitration was insti-

tuted for a large part of British industry; work-

men's compensation acts which increased bene-

fits in an attempt to offset depreciation of the cur-

rency; and an act to strengthen the powers of the

trade boards set up in 1909 to regulate wages.
After the war labor legislation increased greatly.

Minimum wage legislation was again broadened

and in 1924 agricultural wages boards and agri-

cultural wages committees were provided to fix

minimum wages for agricultural workers. A series

of acts further regulated labor conditions in

mining; one act provided a fund for "social im-

provement." Another series of acts made minor

changes in the workmen's compensation laws by

strengthening the administrative machinery and

extending the compensation to include salaried

employees; but the labor group is very much
dissatisfied with the law and has urged extensive

changes. The scope of social insurance was made
more inclusive. Unemployment insurance was

extended to practically all industries in 1920
and in 1929 the Industrial Diseases Compen-
sation Act consolidated the existing laws and

listed twenty-eight compensable diseases. In

1921 the British Railways Act set up a Rail-

way Wages Board, but its decisions were not

mandatory. This non-compulsory feature also

characterized the permanent machinery for arbi-

tration of industrial disputes set up by the

Industrial Courts Act of 1919 and the "parlia-

mentary self-government" of the Whitley indus-

trial councils for cooperation between employers
and employees. The development of labor legis-

lation parallels increasing state intervention in

industry as a whole; as, for example, the govern-
ment machinery for the unification and develop-
ment of the electric power industry.
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French labor legislation is mainly a product

of the post-war period. The war legislation,

including minimum wage laws, was merely a

prelude to larger developments. In 1919 under

pressure of popular demand and despite the

opposition of employers the government adopted
the principle of the eight-hour working day
without reduction of wages. In the same year
a law was enacted providing compensation for

certain industrial diseases. During the succeed-

ing years the eight-hour law was introduced by
administrative decrees to cover nearly all em-

ployees, who were given joint representation
with the employers in the administrative ma-

chinery to enforce the law as well as in that to

fix minimum wages. In addition to enactments

extending the scope of legislation on industrial

diseases an improved workmen's compensation
law was enacted in 1925, in the passage of which

trade union agitation was an important factor.

In general the most significant factor in the

development of labor legislation in post-war
France was the real activity of the reformist

Confederation Gene*rale du Travail, which sep-
arated itself from the communist unions, aban-

doned the pre-war syndicalist distrust of the

state and legislation and developed a program
for the enactment of comprehensive labor laws.

The reformist unions moreover are repre-
sented on many consultative organs set up by
the state to advise on problems of labor and

social legislation. The culmination of these de-

velopments was the Social Insurance Law of

1928, subsequently modified because of violent

opposition by the employers. At the same time

machinery has been set up by law in many
industries regulating collective bargaining. Si-

multaneously state intervention in industry has

grown greatly, as evidenced in the attempts at

national economic planning.
The greatest development of labor legislation

in the post-war period took place in Germany.
The revolution in 1918 brought an eight-hour
law. In the following year the Weimar constitu-

tion laid the basis for a comprehensive unified

development of labor legislation in the following
constitutional provisions: "The organization
of economic life shall be based on principles

of justice, with the aim of assuring to all the

conditions worthy of a human being. . . . Labor

is under the special protection of the federal

authorities. . . . Manual and non-manual work-

ers shall be called upon to cooperate with

employers on an equal footing in the regulation
of wages and labor conditions." Out of the
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latter provisions grew the Works Councils as

the basis of labor-capital cooperation, but which

were gradually reduced to practical insignifi-

cance by the action of employers. A series of

new labor laws was enacted to meet new condi-

tions and the growing strength and demands of

the workers. They regulated industrial safety,

giving the Ministry of Labor extensive powers
to define requirements for specified undertak-

ings; hours of labor, based on acceptance of

the eight-hour day, including regulation of

overtime and increased protection for women
and children; and introduced more effective

labor inspection and enforcement machinery,
with broader powers delegated to the federal

government. There are also provisions institu-

tionalizing collective bargaining, courts for the

compulsory settlement of industrial disputes,

legal recognition and regulation of collective

agreements and the regulation of wages. Social

insurance covers all hazards that affect the

workers. German labor legislation is now prob-

ably the most highly developed in the world; it

best represents, moreover, the tendency of such

legislation to become part of a coordinated pro-

gram of government regulation of industry.

In most of the other European countries also

the post-war period witnessed a great develop-
ment of labor legislation. Austria followed the

German pattern, including the eight-hour day
and works councils. Czechoslovakia has a series

of labor laws, including social insurance, of

the most progressive character, although they
are scattered and not yet unified in a compre-
hensive labor code. Since the establishment of

the republic Spain has enacted a series of labor

laws modeled on the legislation of the most
advanced countries. Hungary is still extremely
backward in its labor legislation, which is

mainly of an elementary protective character;

scarcely any new labor laws have been enacted

in recent years. Poland is also backward, al-

though it has an eight-hour law, limited unem-

ployment insurance and a measure of regulation
of collective bargaining. In Italy the Fascist

regime has introduced some additions to labor

legislation; its main contribution has been a

new system of administration, the prohibition

of strikes and strict governmental supervision
of the trade unions. Great progress in labor

legislation has been made in Soviet Russia,

where the trade unions participate directly and

actively in the enactment and administration of

labor laws.

Of the non-European countries other than
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the United States the most important develop-
ment of labor legislation has taken place in

Japan, China and Latin America. Japan's pre-
war labor laws were wholly inadequate, con-

sisting of a factory law and a mining law which

served to protect only the weakest workers, and

which were poorly enforced. Since 1919, how-

ever, legislation has been enacted with regard
to employment exchanges, health insurance

(accidents and diseases) and conditions of labor

in factories, including a minimum working age
of fourteen, and maternity protection. In 1924

legislation was enacted providing for arbitration

of industrial disputes, compulsory or optional

according to circumstance. China in recent years

has adopted labor laws of the most progressive

character, but they are not enforced. The stand-

ard of labor laws in other Asiatic countries is

low. Canada's legislation, which developed al-

most wholly after 1900 and has been improved
since the World War, includes safety regula-

tions, unemployment exchanges, workmen's

compensation, minimum wages for women and

conciliation of industrial disputes, national and

provincial. Canadian labor legislation has been

influenced strongly by that of the United States

and compares favorably with that of the ad-

vanced American states. In Latin America labor

legislation is mainly the product of the past

twenty years. It is based on the European model

and includes all phases of labor legislation,

although not all in the same countries. Mexico

has a series of comprehensive labor laws, which

are, however, inadequately enforced. Some of

the Latin American countries, such as Argen-

tina, Chile and Uruguay, have labor laws which

compare favorably with those of European
countries. Most of them have ratified the con-

ventions adopted at the international confer-

ences of the International Labor Office, includ-

ing the eight-hour day. There is considerable

protective wage legislation (including the dis-

missal wage) and protection of women and

children. Unions are generally recognized as

legal, but little legislation on collective bargain-

ing has been enacted.

In the United States there was little develop-
ment ofnew types of labor legislation in the post-

war period, although existing labor laws were

strengthened and their administration materially

improved. In this period labor legislation was re-

tarded by unusual prosperity, increased opposi-
tion on the part of employers, the suspicions of a

large element in the trade unions and the critical

attitude of a majority of the United States

Supreme Court toward all extension of govern-
mental control over industry. Since 1929 de-

pression has made the American public much'

more sympathetic with labor legislation and the

attitude ofthe Supreme Court has been more lib-

eral. The volume of labor laws enacted in 1931
was probably greater than in any other year of

American history.

After the mechanics' lien and wage exemption
laws the first important labor laws in most of the

American states were those restricting child

labor. These at first set very low standards: ten-

year age limits and maximum eleven or twelve-

hour workdays in factories with no restrictions

on the employment of children in other indus-

tries. More adequate child labor laws date from

the i88o's. By 1900 practically every state had

some legislation on the subject. A strong impetus
to higher standards was given by the passage
of the two federal child labor laws of 1916 and

1919, both of which were held unconstitutional,

and the submission of a proposed child labor

amendment to the Constitution of the United

States in 1924, which failed of adoption. Coor-

dination of child labor with compulsory school

attendance laws began quite early and part time

education for employed children was introduced

by the Wisconsin pioneer law of 191 1 and the

passage of the Smith-Lever Act by Congress in

1916. Today child labor legislation in the United

States is still spotty but distinctly in advance

of that of any other country.
'

Legislation regulating hours was first enacted

after the Civil War, although there was agitation

much earlier. The first laws were applicable to

all employees, but they applied only when there

were no provisions to the contrary in existing

employment contracts. Compulsory laws have

been confined to women and to public and

quasi-public employees and to industries pre-

senting peculiar health or public safety hazards.

This development has been due largely to de-

cisions holding restrictions on the hours of labor

of adult male employees to be unconstitutional

in the absence of peculiar hazards. In this re-

spect legislation in the United States is far less

advanced or extensive than in Europe and

differs further from European laws in that it

generally prescribes absolute limitations, while

the continental (but not the English) laws estab-

lish only a standard of hours which may be set

aside in emergencies upon payment of an in-

creased wage for overtime.

American wage legislation is still more lim-

ited, although some types were among the
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earliest of labor laws, and has been regarded

v askance by the courts even more than legislation
of hours. Laws dealing with incidental features

of the wage contract, such as time and manner
of payment; laws giving preference and special

protection to wages due workmen, whether they

appear as creditors or as debtors; laws extending

governmental assistance in the collection of

wage claims; and laws prescribing the wages to

be paid by contractors engaged in public works

are generally regarded as unconstitutional. At-

tempts to regulate wage rates paid adult employ-
ees in private employments have, however, been

discouraged by the courts. In the second decade

of the present century more than a dozen states

and also the national Congress for the District

of Columbia enacted minimum wage laws ap-

plicable to women and minor employees, but

the District of Columbia act was held uncon-

stitutional in 1923 by the United States Supreme
Court. While some of these laws are still being
enforced they have only precarious authority

except as to minor employees and all further

development of minimum wage legislation has

been checked, although there is still some hope
that a constitutional basis may be found for

laws establishing minimum rates to be paid
adult employees.

Safety legislation did not appear except in

Massachusetts until the i88o's, but in a very
short timo it exceeded in volume every other

type of labor legislation. Until 1911 all safety

legislation was embodied in statutes describing
in detail what machinery was to be guarded
and sometimes how this was to be done; but

since that year statutes have kid down the

general standard that employers must provide
safe employment, while the labor department is

delegated to make detailed administrative regu-
lations as. to what guards and other protective
methods are deemed safe. The bulk of industrial

safety laws in the United States is now to be

found in administrative orders; safety legislation

is much more extensive than in European coun-

tries but not nearly so thoroughly enforced.

Legislation relating to sanitation and health

hazards in industry is, however, far less exten-

sive in this country than in Europe. Very few

processes and substances are subject to special

regulation, while in Europe there are numerous

prohibitions.

The United States is also far behind Europe
in public employment exchanges. Despite the

fact that the first public employment office was

established as long ago as 1890 (in Ohio) and

notwithstanding the great interest Curing each

depression period in a more efficient employment
service there were in 1932 fewer than 250 free

public employment offices, while there were at

least 3000 fee charging private employment

agencies. Some of the existing public offices are

conducted by the federal government, but the

majority are under state or city control and only

loosely federated with the United States Em-

ployment Service. During the depression follow-

ing 1929 larger federal appropriations have once

more made expansion possible, but this has

apparently been more competitive than cooper-
ative with the states. Private employment agen-
cies are subject to regulation in most states, but

the United States Supreme Court has held that

they cannot be prohibited and that the states

cannot prescribe the maximum fees they may
charge. Judging by the large number of com-

plaints, regulation in most states is far from

effective but is gradually becoming more strict.

The United States is deficient also in social

insurance legislation, although more attention

is now given to workmen's compensation than to

any other type of labor legislation. The first

workmen's compensation laws held constitu-

tional were enacted in 191 1
,
and within the next

four years the great majority of the states passed
such acts. Today all but four states have com-

pensation laws, and no other type of labor legis-

lation has so generally met the approval of

American public opinion. These compensation
laws resemble much more closely the English
workmen's compensation acts than the conti-

nental European accident insurance laws. With

one exception they require no contributions

from employees and the liability is imposed on

the individual employer rather than on social

insurance funds. Unlike the English acts most of

the American laws require employers to insure

their liabilities and to set up special tribunals for

their administration. The American compensa-
tion laws do not cover all employees. The entire

group of railroad employees concerned with the

actual movement of trains, practically all agri-

cultural and domestic employees, all employees
in small establishments and varying groups of

other employees must still in cases of accident

look for recovery to the common law as modified

by employers' liability laws. These laws, many
of which antedated workmen's compensation,
are distinctly favorable to recovery but do not

escape the necessity of establishing negligence
on the part of the employer before the injured

employee has any claim. .
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After \yorkmen's compensation had spread

through the United States it was expected for

a time that health, old age and invalidity insur-

ance would follow, as in the case of accident

insurance in Europe. No state, however, has

ever enacted a health insurance law and the

question has received little attention since the

World War. Fourteen of the workmen's com-

pensation laws have been amended to include

at least some occupational diseases, but this is

by no means a substitute for health insurance.

Since 1923 old age pension laws have been

enacted in fifteen states, but unlike the Euro-

pean laws they are non-contributory and are not

limited to workers in industry. No state adopted

any unemployment legislation until 1932 and

the Wisconsin unemployment reserves act (ef-

fective July i, 1933) contemplates individual

plant reserves rather than a central insurance

fund as in the English and European systems.
The law governing collective bargaining, la-

bor organizations and labor disputes is in the

United States almost entirely a matter of ju-
dicial decisions rather than of statutes. The

majority of the statutes in this field have had

for their object relieving labor from restraints

imposed through court decisions but have been

so construed that they have had little practical

significance. Statutes extending favors or pro-
tection to labor organizations, except laws to

prevent infringement of union labels, have been

held unconstitutional, and some general laws

not originally considered to have had any ap-

plication to labor disputes, such as the federal

antitrust acts, have been interpreted to impose
additional restrictions. This by no means ex-

hausts all of the American labor legislation.

There is a considerable volume of special legis-

lation for public employees and the employees
of public service companies, particularly the

railroad workers. Very important to the trade

unions are the immigration and convict labor

laws. Similarly, licensing laws for trades,

apprenticeship laws, building and fire preven-
tion codes, adult and vocational education and

vocational rehabilitation all have important
labor aspects.

Labor legislation in the United States has

developed piecemeal and as a remedy for specific

evils. Each proposal has had a somewhat differ-

ent group of proponents and opponents. The

strongest support for labor legislation has come
from the trade unions; liberal political, civic and

church groups; progressive, pioneering employ-
ers; social workers; labor departments; and stu-

dents of labor problems. It has been opposed
most commonly by employers' associations an,d

on social insurance measures by the casualty

insurance companies and the medical as"socia-

tions. In recent years the feminist group known
as the Woman's party has fought against all

special labor legislation for women. Every type
of labor legislation before its enactment has had

the support of some progressive employers, and

nearly all labor laws have after enactment been

accepted by the great body of employers. Neu-

tral groups not directly identified with industry
have often been the arbiters between the trade

unions and the employers' associations in con-

tests over labor legislation. Jealousy of the

farmers and distrust of the trade unions by the

middle class have retarded progress, but the

organized farmers have generally supported
labor legislation favored by the unions.

After enactment nearly all American labor

legislation has been challenged in the courts.

Most labor legislation restricts the right of

contract and consequently is attacked as a denial

of liberty and a seizure of property without

due process of law. In defense the police power
of the state is invoked the right to restrict

freedom of contract in the interests of the

general welfare. The question of constitution-

ality in the final analysis depends upon whether

the courts see a relationship between the chal-

lenged law and the general welfare. Great

weight attaches to precedents, but really deci-

sive is the view of the state and federal supreme
courts of the reasonableness of the legislation.

A further ground for attack on some labor

laws arises out of our federal system of govern-
ment. Attempts of the national government to

regulate labor conditions, particularly child labor

and workmen's compensation, are challenged as

an invasion of the rights of the states; and some
state legislation has been held to amount to an

interference with interstate commerce. The reg-

ulation of labor conditions is mainly within

control of the states; but railroad and maritime

employments present many problems in which

the dividing line between the state and federal

jurisdictions is shadowy, and many a labor law

has been annulled because it overstepped this

indistinct line. For this reason and because of

the further consideration that labor regulations

should be uniform throughout the country in

order not to handicap some employers many
advocates of labor legislation have favored ex-

tension of federal jurisdiction. The great outcry
over states' rights which followed the submis-
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sion of the federal child labor amendment, how-

ever, showed that such extension is not yet
\vithin the range of practical politics.

The list of labor laws which for one reason

or another have been held unconstitutional is a

long one, but the list of those which have been

sustained is much longer. The courts have been

inhospitable to laws favoring organized labor

and to minimum wage laws for adult women

employees, have viewed with suspicion other

attempts at wage regulation and all legislation

of hours for men and have greatly weakened the

regulation of private employment agencies.

They have, however, sustained the great mass

of labor legislation and in a number of fields

have reversed earlier adverse decisions. No im-

portant labor law once enacted and sustained

by the courts has ever been repealed.

Despite its piecemeal character and uneven

development in different countries labor legis-

lation tends to follow a definite pattern. The
fundamental influence involved is the change in

the relations between employers and employees

produced by the development of industrialism.

This new order in its struggle against feudal

restrictions emphasized the economic individ-

ualism of laissez faire and limited the state's

intervention in industry. But economic individ-

ualism itself forced such state intervention.

The state was early compelled to enact laws

regulating competition, commerce, transporta-

tion, banking and corporations. Where state aid

might facilitate any particular economic devel-

opment, as in the building of railroads in the

United States, it was secured regardless of the

theoretical assumptions of laissez faire. Simul-

taneously economic competition and the in-

creasing use of machinery led to the growth of

large scale industry and eventually of monopo-
listic combinations severely limiting economic

individualism and forcing legislative regulation.

Employers moreover organized into associations

to further their mutual interests. Similarly
workers organized into their own associations,

the trade unions. The pressure of these develop-
ments obliterated the pattern of individual

liberty, economic individualism and freedom of

contract. The state was forced to intervene to

develop a program for the regulation of an

increasingly collectivist industry, and labor leg-

islation was an integral part of that program.
But while the theoretical assumptions of

laissez faire were profoundly modified in prac-
tise by the growing integration and complexity
of industry and by state intervention, the prin-

ciples and ideology of individualism persisted

beyond their historical necessity. Thus the de-

velopment of labor legislation assumed the form
of a conflict between the claims of individualism

"individual liberty" and "freedom of con-

tract" and the needs of the workers in an

increasingly collectivist economic order. The
abandonment of "personal liberty" which was
involved in legislation regulating the employ-
ment of child labor was accepted on the theory
that children were not free agents, but similar

legislation for adult female workers was opposed
on the ground that the state should not interfere

with the "rights" of free women. At every

stage opposition to new legislation was particu-

larly strong in the United States, where the

principles of individualism had been incorpo-
rated into constitutions which were later invoked

to declare labor laws unconstitutional.

Behind the struggle of "principles," however,
was the clash of antagonistic class interests.

The employers accepted state intervention where

it aided the growth of industry or assumed the

form of labor legislation directed against the

workers, such as the English legislation of 1800

which made it a criminal offense for workers

to combine and strike and the American judicial

decisions on "criminal conspiracy"; but they

usually opposed vigorously the enactment of

legislation in behalf of the workers. The work-

ers, on the contrary, pressed for labor legis-

lation for protective laws and for laws granting
the right to organize, to bargain collectively

and to strike. Labor legislation emerged out of

the struggle between labor and capital and

bore the scars of that struggle; throughout the

state acted mainly but not entirely as holder

of the balance of power. On the whole, labor

legislation developed most fully where the

economic and political organizations of labor

were strongest, as in England and Germany,

although humanitarianism in the one country
and state paternalism in the other were origi-

nally important factors. In France before the

World War the labor movement under syndi-
calist influence was antagonistic to labor legis-

lation and hampered its development. In the

United States, while trade unions have been the

most important factor in the passage of labor

laws, American unions have characteristically

stressed direct control of working conditions,

whiletheEuropeanunions havegenerallystressed

legislation. In general the minimum conditions

provided by labor legislation in the United

States seldom went beyond the gains already
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8ecured by trade union action, but legislation

spread the 'gains among unorganized workers.

The growth of trade unionism influenced

labor legislation in two ways: by the enactment

of protective laws and by the enactment of laws

regulating bargaining between employers and

employees. No such regulation was necessary

(except negatively in the form of repressive

measures) where the assumption prevailed of an

equality of right between the employer and the

employee, since this made bargaining a personal

relation in which the power of the employer

arbitrarily decided the issue. But where the

workers organized and insisted on collective

action and strikes, the state was forced to inter-

vene and define the "rights" involved. This

intervention resulted eventually in legislation

making unions and strikes lawful, although the

state may still impose various forms of limita-

tions upon both, ranging from the invocation of

"law and order" to the institution of compulsory
arbitration. Collective agreements moreover led

to legislation defining the status of these agree-

ments; in Germany and elsewhere in Europe, for

example, employers and employees are prohib-
ited from making individual contracts in viola-

tion of the minimum conditions specified in the

collective agreements.

Although labor legislation in its later and

larger aspects was mainly the result of increas-

ing labor strength, organization and action,

there were many significant contributing factors.

The original humanitarian motive merged with

the general reform movement and with the

belief that the evils of unrestrained industrialism

were too great for charity, that the public was

seriously affected by strikes and that employers
should not be permitted to burden the com-

munity with the costs of both. Out of this

emerged the concept of community welfare and

standards, and arguments were advanced that

labor legislation raised the level of social life

by improving modes of living, education and

culture. The ideology of social reform through
labor legislation acquired considerable inde-

pendent influence, operating mainly through
democratic and pressure politics and profes-
sional reform groups advocating labor legisla-

tion. Certain employers moreover came to sup-

port specific labor legislation to compel uniform

standards and to equalize competitive condi-

tions, strengthened by the conviction that better

working conditions whether granted voluntarily
or imposed by legislation tended to increase

efficiency and productivity. Much labor legis-

lation represents merely the compulsion of

certain employers to adopt standards which a

large part of the industry has already adopted;

progressive employers are always ahead of legal

requirements, and although they may favor self-

government in industry they deem legislation

to be necessary to bring laggards into line and

deprive them of competitive advantages. Such

motives were supplemented by the desire to

assure peaceful relations between labor and

capital. Finally, both labor and capital in newly
industrialized countries were influenced in their

attitude toward labor legislation by the ex-

perience of older countries.

The results of labor legislation have often

disappointed the high hopes of its proponents

yet have by no means been a negligible factor

in labor's advancement. Labor legislation sets

only minimum standards,which are generally far

below those for which organized labor is con-

tending. To organized workmen labor legislation

has meant a slight raising of the level of the

competition which they have to face from the

unorganized and the improvement of inciden-

tal (although not unimportant) conditions of

employment for which it is not practical to go
on strike. To the unorganized workmen it has

meant much more securing a part of the

advantages which the organized workmen win

through their own efforts. To employers labor

legislation has operated as a slight restriction

upon their freedom to handle their labor prob-
lems as they see fit and as a small increase in

costs to the advantage of competitors not simi-

larly restricted, but it has not been without

offsetting benefits. It has been an important
factor in directing attention to personnel prob-
lems and has operated as a strong stimulus to

the improved methods for dealing with these

problems which were adopted so widely in the

United States during the prosperity period of

1923-29. Moreover by removing entire issues

from all controversy between employers and

employees it has narrowed the field of conflict

and promoted better relations.

One of the most important recent develop-
ments is the growth of international labor legis-

lation, which the Labor Office of the League of

Nations is actively promoting. The greatest

obstacle encountered is the varying character of

labor legislation in different countries; even

when there are identical laws the provisions and

benefits may vary to such an extent as to render

them totally dissimilar on a comparative basis.

In addition to the progressive and ideological
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factors involved international labor legislation

is most important economically from the stand-

point of countries actively competing for foreign
trade. The export industries are usually large

scale with heavy fixed capital, and competitive

changes in the export market tend to depress

wages and labor conditions in the industries

affected, a situation which might be prevented
or modified by international labor legislation

or agreements. The competitive drive itself,

however, tends to prevent the adoption of the

proposed measures of regulation and the higher
labor standards involved.

The basis, scope and probable future devel-

opment of labor legislation must depend upon
a complex of economic and social factors. There

are economic limits to labor legislation, deter-

mined by the efficiency of industry and the

productivity of labor. But while labor legislation

may not exceed these limits it usually falls short

of them. Another factor is the power of the

various social classes: while efficiency and out-

put of industry are lower in Germany than in

the United States, labor legislation is more

highly developed in Germany because of the

greater strength of organized labor. Both the

economic and the class factor will determine the

future of labor legislation; that future, despite

forces to the contrary, will probably witness a

further extension of labor legislation.

EDWIN E. WITTE

LABOR LAW. Anglo-American. About the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century English and

American judges began to work out a body of

legal doctrines for dealing with employment
relations. The process was the familiar one of

the common law, the rule enunciated in the de-

cision of each case serving as a landmark for

guidance in subsequent cases. In the course of

the evolution of this body of labor law the judges
in the several states of the United States have

borrowed their precedents freely from other

states and from England and the English judges
have occasionally resorted to American prece-

dents, although the doctrines are by no means

uniform in all jurisdictions and the differences

have been accentuated by legislation.

The employment situation after the coming
in of the factories was radically different from

what it had been before, and the common law

and equity courts had not concerned themselves

much with the older situation. The judges did

not at first attempt to work out a body of law

peculiar to employment but, so far as they were

not controlled by statutes, derived their prece-
dents from general principles, of English law

supposed to be of universal applicability. The
fundamental assumption was that employer and

employee were free parties owing each other no

legal duties except those which every person
owes to every other or which each has volun-

tarily incurred by entering into a contract. In

practise of course employees may be compelled
to obey many requirements imposed by em-

ployers and employers may be constrained to

observe restrictions imposed by labor unions;

but such obedience on each side is not a matter

of legal duty, unless it has been embodied in a

contract, and the utilization of economic com-

pulsion will not necessarily be regarded as a

violation of the "equal freedom" of either party.

Even when embodied in a contract enforcement

may frequently be impracticable too expensive
for the employee, of no avail to the employer if

the employee is incapable of paying a judgment
for damages. The law cannot be regarded as

settled as to whether collective agreements nego-
tiated between a union and an association of

employers are binding contracts at all or if so

whether they confer rights and impose duties

on the organizations as such or on the individual

members of the two organizations.
In addition to contractual obligations incurred

by the employer statutory duties have been im-

posed on him in regard to safe and sanitary

factory conditions, workmen's compensation,
methods of wage payment and in some cases

hours of employment. To the extent that such

matters are controlled by statutes they are re-

moved from the province of free bargaining.
The bargaining process, at least before the

growth of strong unions, as a rule gave the

employer the upper hand. The theory was that

each party had equal rights and duties and that

superior economic position was due to superior
service rendered to the community; the results

were thought to conform to natural economic

laws. The removal of many of the specific mer-

cantilist restrictions on economic activity and

of the feudal privileges of the aristocracy gave

strength to this notion, flattering to the em-

ploying class and serviceable to them as an

argument against labor legislation, which by
improving the relative position of the workers

seemed to disturb that equality before the law

on which the economic inequalities were sup-

posed to rest.

The premise of legal equality was in fact

fallacious, for legal rights, privileges and duties
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depend on property rights and these depend
on the law. Each, person has a legal duty not

to infringe any other person's property rights,

a privilege to use what he himself owns and a

right to exclude everyone else therefrom except
on his own terms. These statements, however,
are empty abstractions until it is specified to

what particular objects the property rights of

each attach; when it is so specified, the specious

equality disappears. A's duty not to infringe

the property rights of others may circumscribe

his legally permissible activity within very nar-

row bounds; his privilege to use his own prop-

erty, if he owns practically nothing, may not

suffice to permit him to eat or to produce food

without obtaining another's consent; and his

right to exclude others may serve no more than

to protect the clothes on his back. B, on the

other hand, despite his duty not to infringe

the property rights of others may by virtue of

his right (or that of the corporation in which

he owns stock) to exclude others from very

important property be able without effort to in-

duce many others to pay him a generous income.

The respective legal rights of A and B are equal

only in the most formal and empty sense. Nor
are they merely the reflection of inequalities

in services rendered in the past on the basis

of preexisting equal rights. Many of the in-

equalities are the outcome of the purely legal

factor of inheritance of large estates on the one

hand and on the other of legal exclusion from

opportunity during childhood to acquire health

and training in economic usefulness. The ulti-

mate economic position of each person is not

so rigidly predetermined at birth as in the feudal

system, but the law still imposes vastly unequal

handicaps.
As applied to the employment relation the

dogma of equal freedom has taken the form of

the assertion that "the right of the employee
to quit the service of the employer, for whatever

reason, is the same as the right of the employer,
for whatever reason, to dispense with the serv-

ices of such employee" [Adair v. U. S., 208

U. S. 161 (1908)]. As a corollary each may pre-
scribe the conditions upon which he will employ
or accept employment. On this theory whatever

compulsion is involved in the threat of with-

holding the job or withholding the services is

legal and even if sufficient to bring the other

party to terms the law will interpose no objec-
tion. Some limits, however, have been placed
on this theory.

In the early nineteenth century, before the

doctrine of equal freedom had been firmly es-

tablished, a combined threat to withdraw labor

was looked upon askance. Such a combination

might disturb the actual power of the employer
to dictate the conditions of his plant. A com-
bination of workers to refuse to work was made
criminal in England by statute in 1800; in the

United States a combination of workmen was

held without the aid of legislation to be a crimi-

nal conspiracy in the case of the Philadelphia

cordwainers, decided in the Mayor's Court in

Philadelphia in 1806.

The doctrine of criminal conspiracy is now
obsolete as applied to labor disputes. In Eng-
land it was abolished piece by piece by statutes

passed in 1824, 1825, 1871 and 1875. In the

United States it received what was perhaps its

death blow in the opinion rendered by Chief

Justice Shaw of Massachusetts in 1842 in the

celebrated case of Commonwealth v. Hunt (45
Mass. in). In neither country today is a com-
bined withdrawal of labor criminal; nor is it

necessarily even actionable in a civil suit, al-

though it may be.

But there are limits to the legally permissible
use of economic pressure. To cut off the em-

ployer's "free flow" of labor or of customers

by means of violence is an illegal method of

inflicting economic loss upon him. Nor is actual

violence essential to render the means illegal.

Threats of violence would clearly suffice; and

some courts have enjoined threats o'f social

ostracism. In a few states picketing is prohibited

altogether on the ground that it necessarily in-

volves threatened violence. The restrictions on

picketing differ from state to state, but a state

statute denying the remedy of an injunction

against abusive and noisy but non-violent pick-

eting was held unconstitutional in Truax v.

Corrigan [257 U. S. 312 (1921)]. In England

peaceful picketing was legalized by the Trade

Disputes Act of 1906, but the act of 1927 im-

poses criminal penalties for some forms of it at

least. In the United States the supposed legali-

zation of peaceful picketing (as far as federal

law was concerned) in section 20 of the Clayton
Act of 1914 has been given a very restricted

interpretation, which the Norris-La Guardia

Act of 1932 attempts to enlarge.
Even when there is nothing illegal in the

means, a strike is not necessarily lawful. Like

most bargaining pressure it is aimed to compel
a reluctant employer to forego the exercise of

what may loosely be termed a "right." When so

viewed, it is easy to jump to the conclusion that
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the strike violates his right and is therefore

unlawful. Much confusion results from a vague
use of the term right, which the adoption of

Hohfeld's careful terminology would avoid.

Under this terminology it cannot be premised
that the employer has a legal right to pay low

wages or operate long hours or on a non-union

basis; it can be said at the outset only that he

has a "privilege" to do these things meaning

merely that in so doing he is not violating a

duty. Whether in addition he has a right not to

have the privilege interfered with by a strike

(implying a correlative duty on the part of the

strikers not to interfere with
it) is the very

question at issue; the right does not necessarily

follow from the privilege.

The courts which have been clearest on the

question have developed what has been called

the prima facie tort theory, according to which

there is a prima facie presumption that the

intentional infliction of damage or economic

loss on the employer is illegal; but the pre-

sumption can be rebutted by showing a justifi-

cation. This usually takes the form of proving
that the defendants were attempting to promote
some reasonable and not too remote interest of

their own: in deciding what sort of interest is

reasonable and not too remote the courts must

face an issue of policy. When justification is

not proved it is sometimes stated that the mo-
tive of *he defendants was one of "disinterested

malice." According to some statements malice

in the sense of ill will is essential to make the

conduct illegal; according to others it is im-

material. Still other judges use the word malice

as indicating merely the legal conclusion that

the infliction of damage is unjustified. The
word is so slippery that it seems better to follow

those judges who drop it altogether. However,
some judges of the English House of Lords,

as the discussion in Sorrell v. Smith [(1925)

A. C. 700] indicates, still inquire into the state

of mind of the defendants and indulge in specu-
lation as to whether their real motive was to

harm the plaintiff or to benefit themselves, for-

getting that the real motive was probably to

harm the plaintiff in order to induce him to act

in a way which would benefit the defendants.

The prima facie tort doctrine apparently does

not enable an employee to make his employer
show a justification for discharging him, al-

though it might avail him against one who with-

out justification induces his employer to do so.

In Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U. S. i (1915) it was

held that the legislature might not constitution-

ally make it a crime for an employer to discharge
an employee for refusing to" sign a yellow dog
contract an agreement not to be a member of

a union while holding the job. The court did

not find any need for justifying the employer's
conduct. It may possibly have assumed that the

employer's interest in the union affiliations of

his own employees would be a sufficient justi-
fication. More probably its attitude is to be

accounted for by the notion that the prima facie
tort doctrine applies only to affirmative acts and

that mere non-feasance is never a tort. Refusal

to continue to employ is regarded as non-

feasance, as is also refusal to continue to be

employed; but a strike involves the affirmative

act of combining. The distinction is made more

readily acceptable to the courts by the bad

odor which still clings to the concept of a con-

spiracy and by the modern rationalization to

the effect that acts harmless enough when per-
formed by persons acting singly may become
intolerable when performed by many acting in

concert. The rationalization ignores the fact that

discharge by a single employer may frequently
be far from harmless to the discharged employee
if he can find no other job in his chosen occu-

pation. There is no real reason why conspiracy
should be essential for the application of the

prima facie tort doctrine nor would its applica-

tion to the discharge of an employee for failure

to comply with "unjustified" conditions of em-

ployment involve imposing upon the employer
an affirmative duty to employ; it would involve

only the negative duty to refrain from the act

of imposing those conditions.

Courts which apply the prima facie tort doc-

trine differ as to what constitutes a justification

for the intentional infliction of damage by means
of a strike. Higher wages, shorter hours and

improved working conditions are quite gener-

ally regarded as justifiable ends. Strikes for a

closed shop are apparently regarded as unjusti-

fied in Massachusetts but justified in New York.

When a union attempted to instigate non-union

workers in another shop to compel the latter's

employer to unionize, the attempt was said to

be illegal by Justice Pitney in Hitchman Coal

& Coke Co. v. Mitchell [245 U. S. 229 (1917)].

Here, however, he did not apply the prima facie
tort doctrine and bring into the open his grounds
of policy for condemning the union's campaign;
he asserted merely that the union was inter-

fering with the employer's "undoubted right"
to operate on a non-union basis. Chief Justice

Taft, however, in 1921 suggested that unions
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had a legitimate interest in making "their com-

bination extend beyond one shop" (American
Steel Foundries v. Tri-City Central Trades

Council, 257 U. S. 184), and the New York

Court of Appeals in 1927 made an even more

definite pronouncement to that effect in Ex-

change Bakery & Restaurant, Inc., v. Rifkin (245
N. Y. 260). In the latter case an injunction was

denied despite the fact that the union was in-

ducing the plaintiff's waitresses to break their

promises to remain out of the union. These

promises, said the court, when attached to em-

ployment contracts terminable at will, were

lacking in consideration and did not constitute

valid contracts. This view of the law of con-

tracts is at variance with that of the federal

courts, as evidenced in the Hitchman case,

which in addition to the grounds which have

been stated held that inducing the breach of a

yellow dog contract was an illegal means of con-

ducting the campaign. The Norris-La Guardia

Act of 1932 provides that such contracts are

against public policy and shall not afford any
basis for the granting of legal or equitable relief

in the federal courts. It has been suggested that

this provision violates the constitution in the

same manner as did the legislation in the Cop-

page case. The latter, however, made it a crime

to insist on such contracts, while the federal law

merely makes the contracts unenforceable. The

language in the Coppage case was broad enough
to indicate that any legislative interference with

the bargaining power of the employer would be

held to be an unconstitutional interference with

liberty of contract, unless it had direct reference

to health, safety or morals. But this inference

is shaken by the opinion rendered in 1930 by
Chief Justice Hughes, who had dissented in the

Coppage case, affirming an injunction under the

Railway Labor Act which restrained the com-

pany from interfering by threats of discharge

and the like with its employees' free choice of

representatives to negotiate for them (Texas &
New Orleans Railway Co. v. Brotherhood of

Ry. & S. S. Clerks, 281 U. S. 548).

A boycott seems to require greater justifica-

tion than a strike, although courts have not

agreed on the legality of the various types of

boycott. Boycotts against employees have at

times been pronounced illegal, as in Carlson

v. Carpenter Contractors' Ass'n [305 111. 331

(1922)] and in Cornellier v. Haverhill Shoe

Mfrs.' Ass'n [221 Mass. 554 (1915)]; in the

latter case, however, equitable relief was de-

nied on other grounds. A refusal of a union

to work on partly finished non-union materials

in order to favor those manufacturers who em-

ploy other members of the union, while held

lawful in New York [Bossert v. Dhuy, 221

N. Y. 342 (1917)], has been held by the Su-

preme Court to violate the Sherman Anti-trust

Act when aimed against a producer in another

state [Bedford Cut Stone Co. v. Journeymen
Stone Cutters' Assn. 274 U. S. 37 (1927)]. The

exemption in section 20 of the Clayton Act had

been previously held inapplicable to a contro-

versy between an employer and the employees
of other employers [Duplex Printing Press Co.

v. Deering, 254 U. S. 443 (1921)]. The exemp-
tion would probably apply, however, to a con-

troversy between the strikers and their own

employer, except where violence or other spe-

cifically illegal means is used, even if the em-

ployees were directly engaged in interstate com-

merce. But when there is violence, even if the

strikers are not so engaged, their illegal stoppage
of production intended for such commerce may
be construed to be a violation of the Sherman

Act, thus giving the federal courts jurisdiction.

The test seems to be whether the motive is to

prevent the employer from competing with

unionized plants in other states and whether the

effect of the stoppage might reasonably be sup-

posed to affect prices in other states. Where this

is the case the restraint of interstate trade is

called direct; otherwise it is called incidental

and is said not to violate the federal law, how-

ever flagrantly it may violate state laws against

violence. In cases of perfectly peaceable boy-
cotts the federal courts have jurisdiction under

the Sherman Act if the boycotts involve a

direct restraint of interstate commerce; and

despite Justice Brandeis' attempt in his dis-

sent in the Bedford Stone case to apply the

"rule of reason" the majority apparently leaves

no scope for future modification of the court's

conception of justifiability in these cases, for

"restraint of interstate commerce," it said,

"cannot be justified by the fact that the ulti-

mate object of the participants was to secure

an ulterior benefit which they might have been

at liberty to pursue by means not involving such

restraint."

In one respect the Clayton Act changed the

position of labor for the worse; it put into the

employer's hands the remedy of the injunction

for injuries caused by restraint of interstate

commerce. Previously that remedy had been

available only to the government, and all the

employer could do was sue at law for threefold
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damages. The Norris-La Guardia Act appar-

ently abolishes the federal injunction for con-

spiring to instigate strikes without fraud or

violence, and it greatly limits the scope of the

federal injunction in any labor dispute. It also

removes many of the specific abuses which labor

alleges have developed in the practise of issuing

injunctions, such as the grant of temporary

restraining orders on ex parte evidence for peri-

ods long enough to cripple a strike which may
turn out to be entirely legal. Meanwhile the

remedy at law for damages has been rendered

somewhat more efficacious in the federal courts

by the Supreme Court's declaration in the first

Coronado Coal case [259 U. S. 344 (1922)] that

unions although unincorporated are suable in

their own names and "that funds accumulated

to be expended in conducting strikes are subject
to execution in suits for torts committed by
such unions in strikes."

The law's concern with the internal affairs

of unions is of growing importance. Through

membership in his union a worker's real free-

dom may be greatly enlarged, but he must sub-

mit to such restraints as the union itself imposes
on his liberty. The union is a miniature govern-
ment and its rule may at times become oppres-
sive. If so, the member's privilege of withdrawal

may be of no avail to protect him, for leaving
the union may involve loss of all occupation
at his trade and in any event may leave him

exposed to the restraints from which his union

membership had freed him. His vote as a mem-
ber is more important, and courts afford some

remedy for dishonest elections. But votes are

not always effective even when honestly counted,

if the administration is firmly intrenched in

power by the methods familiar in machine poli-

tics. How the law can remedy such a situation

is not very clear. The law does give some relief,

however, from the corrupt conduct of union

officials in the handling of funds and from arbi-

trary action on the part of union disciplinary

committees in the matter of fines, suspension
and expulsion.
When a union succeeds in establishing a

closed shop in an entire trade it is governing not

only its own members but outsiders. If it ex-

cludes the latter from membership it is decreeing
that unprivileged persons may not engage in a

particular occupation. This it sometimes does

on racial or political grounds or to maintain a

higher scarcity value for the privileged labor.

The writer is not aware of any instances where

the law has interfered in these matters, although

the policy of exclusion may perhaps determine

at times a court's position as to the justifiability

of a strike for a closed shop or as to the validity
of a closed shop agreement. If it will admit

the outsiders to membership then it is merely

making membership compulsory. Some courts

object to this; on the other hand, it can be

argued that if the union is a desirable organ of

government then as with other organs of gov-
ernment all those who benefit from its func-

tioning may properly be required to share in the

burden of its support.
In passing on all these questions of labor

law the courts frequently determine very deli-

cate questions as to the extent and manner in

which the distribution of economic power may
be altered through the pressure of bargaining
between employers and employees. While in-

creased bargaining power on the part of em-

ployees will not remove the more fundamental

legal sources of economic inequality it may at

times be highly significant. The justifiability of

its use in such cases would depend upon a

judgment as to the justifiability of the particular

inequalities which its use would diminish. Such
a judgment would be conditioned largely by
the economic philosophy of the judges where
the question is not regarded as already settled

by precedent. While the doctrines developed

by the judges are not infrequently superseded

by legislation, this legislation has to be inter-

preted by the courts. In the United States the

Supreme Court has been severely criticized in

labor circles for adopting the narrower rather

than the broader interpretation of the language
in the Clayton Act which legalized certain

labor activities. The fault may well have been
not so much with the court as with those who
drew up the statute, but it has taken Congress
more than ten years to enact a new law which

would not seem susceptible of the narrow inter-

pretation given to the Clayton Act. Even more

significant to organized labor than the power
of the courts to interpret a statute is their

power to pass on its constitutionality. Judg-
ments on constitutional questions also are nec-

essarily the outcome of the general social phi-

losophy of the judges; for a mere grammatical

interpretation of the language of the constitu-

tion would not be decisive, and the judicial

technique for reaching decisions as to what

legislative interferences with the distribution

of economic power shall be deemed to fall within

the sanction of the vaguely defined "police

power" is as yet, perhaps necessarily, crude.
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The social philosophy of judges is thus a vital

factor in determining how the law shall de-

velop in the absence of legislation, how legis-

lation shall be interpreted pending the enact-

ment of new statutes and how far the legislature

shall be permitted to alter the judge made law.

The philosophy of the trial judge is also of

vital importance to organized labor; for although
his rulings, if erroneous in the view of the ap-

pellate court, are reversible they may decide

the outcome of a particular controversy in cases

where a reversal would come too late. More-

over the judge has wide discretion as to the

finding of facts, the scope of an injunction and

the granting or withholding of a temporary
order on ex parte evidence. Organized labor has

frequently used its political influence to pre-

vent the election, appointment or confirmation

of judges whose viewpoint it regards as unsym-

pathetic. The most conspicuous instance was

its participation in the successful attempt in

1930 to prevent the confirmation of the appoint-
ment of Judge John J. Parker to the United

States Supreme Court. In this activity labor

was following the example set in 1916 when the

confirmation of Justice Brandeis was opposed,

although unsuccessfully, by groups which feared

that his social philosophy was not sufficiently

conservative.

ROBERT L. HALE

Continental. The familiar contrast of char-

acteristics which is based on the division of

western law into Anglo-American and conti-

nental kw is not extensively applicable to labor

law. At present there is a much closer affinity

between English and continental labor law.

American labor law, which has undergone far

less socialization than either, is set apart by
its backwardness; it has simply carried to their

logical extremes certain English developments,
such as the law of conspiracy and the injunc-

tion, and the latter indeed remains its most

prominent feature. In the treatment of labor

problems much the same expedients have been

tried in continental countries as in England and

the United States. Examples of such attempts
to fix wages as those represented by the English
Statutes of Labourers may be found also in

continental countries, where special servants'

ordinances were a particular feature of legisla-

tion. The differences in the history of the labor

law of the various western countries have been

determined not so much by the invention of

new expedients as by the selection from univer-

sally familiar ones. England as the country in

which the industrial revolution first appeared

simply showed the way.
In continental countries as in England the

early relation between employer and employee
was largely one of dependency on the part of

the latter. The idea of relationship at the basis

of the English law of "master and servant" is

a general Germanic conception. Although slav-

ery was known among the Germans, it was

held not unfitting for a freeman to serve an-

other; in cases of such service a relation of

personal loyalty was established between them.

The contract was one of faithful service. The

duty of the retainer to serve his lord was not in

itself contractual but arose from the established

relationship, whence arose also a duty of pro-
tection and care on the part of the lord. Grad-

ually, however, the basis of the service became

contractual; the personal relationship receded

into the background and the promise of service

became the essence of the contract. The sub-

jection of the servant to the master remained

but it was no longer the basis but the conse-

quence of service. Although the status of the

servant class deteriorated progressively from the

end of the Middle Ages, the old relational con-

ceptions persisted.

Even the reception of the Roman law was

unable to effect any considerable displacement
of Germanic ideas. The Germanic law had

developed many specialized forms of latfor con-

tracts which were well suited to the growing
need for free labor, while the forms of the

Roman law were ill adapted to it largely because

they had developed in. a slave economy. The
Roman law had dealt with the labor relation as

a form of lease. There was the locatio conductio

rei, the letting of a thing; the locatio conductio

operiS) the letting of a job; and the locatio con-

ductio operarum, the letting of a service; and

the three forms were assimilated, although free

labor was involved. The common law of the

Pandects preserved the Roman doctrinal union

of the labor contract with the hire of things,

but in actual practise it was of little influence

in most parts of Germany.
As in England and the United States the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century witnessed the

general recognition of the principle that the

labor relation was to be regulated under the

ordinary principles of contract. The French

Revolution ushered in freedom of contract. Em-

ployer and employee were to be treated as

equals. Yet the Code Napotion, slavishly follow-
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ing the Roman law, spoke briefly of a louage

d'ouvrage, a letting of work, and a louage d'in-

dustrie, or a letting of services (sects. 1708-11).
It had in all only two other provisions respecting
labor relations. Article 1780 embodied a pro-
vision which had been part of the customary
law of France since the seventeenth century to

the effect that in any dispute as to wages or

salary between a master and his employee or

servant the master was to be believed upon his

mere affirmation. This provision, which was not

abrogated until 1868, must have been difficult

to reconcile with the declared equality between

employer and employee. The other provision,

contained in article 1781, which related to an

employer's powers of discharge, was also en-

tirely in favor of the employer and was not

modified until 1890. Modern continental legis-

lation has in general regulated carefully the em-

ployer's powers of discharge and the employee's

right to give notice.

The German regional codes of the late eight-

eenth and the nineteenth century completely

rejected the Roman law conceptions of the labor

relation. The Prussian Allgemeines Landrecht of

1794 was the first to do so. It treated the labor

contract under contracts requiring positive acts

(Handlungen) but contained few general pro-

visions, following the Germanic tendency of

regulating particular forms of labor contracts.

The example of the Prussian code in rejecting

the Roman law was followed by the Saxon code,

the Austrian code and the Swiss Code of Obli-

gations and finally by the German civil code at

the end of the nineteenth century. It recognized
two distinct forms of labor contracts, the Dienst-

vertrag (sects. 611-30), or contract of service,

and the Werkvertrag (sects. 631-51), or contract

of work. Its standards of protection of the

worker naturally showed a considerable advance

over the French civil code of the early years of

the century.
Even as the nature of the employment relation

was fixed by the ordinary law of obligations in

the early decades of the nineteenth century, the

liability of the employer for an injury to a

worker was fixed by the ordinary civil law of

wrongs. On the whole, however, the civil law

of employers' liability (q.v.) was somewhat more
favorable to the worker than the Anglo-Ameri-
can common law. The fellow servant doctrine

was applied in Prussia but not in France under

the Code civil. The latter, however, was not

held to allow recovery for injuries arising from

the ordinary risks of the work. On the other

hand, it allowed contributory negligence to go
only to the measure of damages.
The parallel development of the law of com-

bination in England and continental countries is

particularly striking. With the decay of the

guilds there had arisen associations of journey-
men who sought to improve their lot by con-

certed action. A series of imperial ordinances

were directed against them in Germany in 1530,

1548 and 1577, but they proved unavailing. The

Reichszunftordnung of 173 1 was more successful;

it not only forbade combinations and strikes

but provided (in this respect in a characteris-

tically continental fashion) for police surveil-

lance over migratory workers through a system
of certificates of good conduct. The "labor

book" was introduced into France in 1803 and

spread through other European countries. The
ordinance of 1731 was followed very closely in

the German states. In France the guilds were

dissolved after the revolution. In 1791 the Con-
stituent Assembly passed the famous Lot chape-

Her, which outlawed all combinations of masters

or workmen and penalized strikes and lockouts.

These provisions were codified in sects. 414-16
of the Code penal, which had particularly great
influence upon continental legislation.

The first half of the nineteenth century wit-

nessed the general denial of freedom of trade

association, while in the second half of the cen-

tury the prohibitions were gradually relaxed or

repealed. Saxony was the first German state to

allow freedom of trade association (1861). The
latter was recognized by the North German
Confederation in 1869 and by the empire in

1872 subject, however, to important restric-

tions. The penal provisions against trade asso-

ciation were removed in France in 1864, but

freedom of trade association was not proclaimed
till 1884. The close resemblance between the

combination law of France since 1884 and the

combination law of England since 1875 has been

pointed out by Dicey. It must not be supposed,

however, that the recognition of the right of

combination has been more significant on the

continent than in England or the United States

with regard to the removal of all limitations

upon the actual conduct of labor disputes. Gen-

eral statutes against threats and intimidations

have served much the same purpose as has the

common law of conspiracy. Restrictive inter-

pretation of the right of combination has been

virtually a universal phenomenon. The law re-

lating to strikes (see STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS) and

boycotts (see BOYCOTT) must always be taken
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into consideration. A feature of continental labor

law which has been absent in both England and

the United States (except for the ill fated Kansas

Industrial Relations Court) is special indus-

trial courts for adjudicating labor disputes (see

COURTS, INDUSTRIAL).
Even before the second half of the nineteenth

century there began in continental countries

the general abandonment of the principle that

labor relations were to be determined by the

normal law of obligations. The general civil

code provisions were supplemented by special

provisions governing special types of labor con-

tracts. These were sometimes contained in

special laws relating to particular classes of

workers or in supplementary general codes, such

as the continental commercial codes. Most com-

mon were the industrial codes. Prussia enacted

an industrial code in 1845, Austria in 1859.
The industrial code of the North German Con-

federation of 1869 became the code of the Ger-

man Empire. Most important in indicating a

new attitude toward the labor relation was the

legislation for the special protection of the

worker which is described in the article on labor

legislation. Such legislation was sometimes em-
bodied in special statutes and sometimes in a

general code. As a result of these developments
the sources of continental labor law have become

highly complex, while the multiplication of

administrative orders has reduced them almost

to chaos. Thus the functions of judicial inter-

pretation with respect to labor subjects have

been extremely important in continental coun-

tries, although not as important as in the United

States. Continental courts, however, have at

times tended also to exalt the provisions of the

general civil and penal codes, which of course

are not abrogated, to the detriment of special

legislation. The general codes thus serve a func-

tion analogous to that of the Anglo-American
common law.

The practise of codification is a special char-

acteristic of continental law. Such codification

has been made particularly necessary by the con-

fusion in the labor law of the chief industrial

countries. France has a Code du travail et de la

prtvoyance socials of quite recent date; this is

not, however, a really uniform labor code.

Although continental codes are usually state-

ments of an existing body of law according to

some logical plan, the Code du travail is much
more like an Anglo-American volume of com-

piled statutes, merely assembling under various

heads the existing French statutes relating to

labor law. It is ultimately to have seven books,

but so far only two have been published: book

one in 1910 and book two in 1912; books three

and four have been promised.
The labor law of Germany has been more

advanced than that of any other European

country with the exception of Soviet Russia.

The basis of German labor law before the war

was paternalistic; since the Weimar constitution

important new institutions have been created,

and the worker now enjoys by right privileges

formerly granted as favors. Legal provisions

have been made for employee representation.

A new system of labor courts has been estab-

lished, and the collective contract has been in-

troduced as a flexible means of legal regulation

of labor relations in any given industry. Such

collective agreements have normative effects:

not only do they govern the organizations which

have concluded them, but their provisions be-

come part of each individual worker's contract.

The collective agreement may be said to be the

very crux of German labor law; yet all notions

of contract have not been abandoned, for it is

laid down as a fundamental principle that there

must be no compulsion on either side in the

conclusion of the agreement.
The intensive development of German labor

law since the war has led to its treatment as a

special branch of juristic science. The new dis-

cipline of Arbeitsrecht has been cultivated by a

growing number of German jurists, among them
such men as Kaskel, Hueck, Nipperdey, Pott-

hoff, Jacobi and Sinzheimer. The attempt is

being made to work out a body of labor law

upon fundamental principles, to reconcile exist-

ing divergences and to prepare the way for future

legislation, especially for the uniform labor code

which is envisaged by article 157 of the Weimar
constitution. Thus far the existing provisions
of German labor law have been admirably sys-

tematized. As to many fundamental principles,

however, there is still no general agreement.

According to the prevailing view labor law is

conceived as the special law of the dependent

wage earners. The concept of labor law does

not extend to all the labor of men in society but

is confined to a certain type of labor relation

and must therefore be regarded as a purely
modern branch of law. It is partly private law

and partly public, since its content is deter-

mined not by subject matter but by the existence

of a certain relationship. The most desirable

method of regulating the labor contract has also

led to divergence of views. It is possible to
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regulate each form of labor contract separately

or to make regulations which shall govern all

forms of labor contracts. German legislation has

not waited for all possible theoretical difficulties

to be solved but has continued its own develop-
ment. It is perhaps doubtful whether an entirely

consistent system of labor law can be elab-

orated in any western democracy. The com-

promises dictated by the economic system are

bound to be reflected in the principles of the

labor law.

Yet principle is perhaps less important than

might be supposed. The Soviet labor code of

1922 and the Italian charter of labor of 1926
are doubtless more consistent with the regimes
which have established them, although neither

the labor law of the communist nor of the cor-

porative state is unique; both bear a startlingly

close resemblance to that of such states as Ger-

many and even France. The institution of the

collective agreement has been introduced into

all these countries since the World War, and

their legislation for the protection of the worker

has strongly marked common characteristics.

Even compulsory arbitration is not to be con-

nected solely with dictatorship. The labor law

of the great European industrial states repre-

sents virtually a European common law. The
actual differences in the conditions of the worker

in the various countries is determined not so

much by legal factors as by political forms and

economic pressures.

WILLIAM SEAGLE
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LABOR,METHODSOFREMUNERATION
FOR. The methods of remunerating labor in re-

turn for work performed may be classified ac-

cording to the form of payment or according to

the basis for measuring the amount of remunera-

tion. In modern capitalistic society money is the

principal form of wage payment. There have

been periods, however, subsequent to the spread
of coinage as well as antecedent to that develop-

ment, when wages were paid in other media; as,

for example, in kind, in services or in food,

clothing and shelter. In other periods monetary

compensation has been combined with other

forms of remuneration. In such cases money
wages have not always been the most important

component of the compensation but have at

times been merely supplementary to the provi-
sion of food, clothing and shelter.

In the economy of the ancient world after the

development of coinage wages were paid partly
in money and partly in commodities. The rela-

tive importance of these two constituent ele-

ments varied in general with the nature of the

work, the period and the country. Throughout
ancient history payments for agricultural labor

were predominantly in kind; in urban commer-
cial and industrial work, on the other hand, the

monetary element in remuneration tended to in-

crease in importance with time. By the fifth

century B.C. workers in Athens were being paid

chiefly inmoney; in Egypt, however, payments
in kind continued predominant somewhat later

than in Greece and Rome. The rise in the im-

portance of monetary payments was not en-

tirely regular and unbroken; in such periods as

that of the debasing of the Roman coinage in the

fourth century A.D. wage payments, like pay-
ments in general, reverted almost entirely to a

barter form.

In the manor villages of the early feudal sys-

tem the remuneration of labor, craft as well as

agricultural, was characteristically in forms other

than money: in protection, in the right to culti-

vate certain strips of land, in compensatory serv-

ices and commodities. The development ofcom-

merce, the disappearance of the self-sufficient

manors and the rise of merchant and craft guilds
in towns and cities led gradually to payment in

money in addition to other forms of compensa-
tion. Under the guild system industry was gen-

erally carried on in the master's house; the ap-

prentices and even the journeymen generally

comprised part of the master's household, and a

considerable part of their compensation con-

sisted of food, clothing and shelter provided by

the master. Here and there, however, appren-
tices and other workers were Brought together
under conditions which resembled modern loft

factories. The wage system of modern capitalism
with its emphasis on the cash nexus did not reach

its full development until after the industrial

revolution. The invention of power apparatus
and the removal of work from households to

factories made it no longer necessary or practi-
cable for employers to accept the workers as part
of their household, and the payment of money
wages to a body of free laborers became the

characteristic form of remuneration in capitalis-

tic industry.
Yet payments in forms other than money have

not entirely disappeared. In agriculture, domestic

service, lumbering and similar extractive indus-

tries and in construction operations on frontiers,

such as highway, railroad and power projects,
bed and board and other necessities are supple-

mentary forms of remuneration. When in such

enterprises the relations of employer and em-

ployees are intended to be permanent, as in the

development of a mine in an unsettled mountain

region or of a cotton mill on an unsettled power
site, the employer may build homes, establish

retail stores and provide other community facili-

ties for which nominal prices are charged, and
these are rated as supplementary remuneration.

In some instances, however, this payment in

conveniences and "truck" may be equivalent to

a diminution of real wages because of the exces-

sive prices charged. In general these supplements
to money wages are likely to be found today
wherever industrial operations have called a

considerable colony of workers together in a

place unprovided with basiccommunity facilities .

Somewhat different is a type of supplementary
remuneration which is not necessitated by lack of

basic community facilities but is added volun-

tarily by employers in socially developed cen-

ters. In a competitive money economy an em-

ployer hesitates to depart from the payment of

customary wage rates by independent voluntary

increases; yet because of a desire to secure the

advantages of a low labor turnover and a pro-
ductive goodwill he may be willing and able to

give his workers certain supplementary satisfac-

tions. Among these in addition to fair dealing
and good management with the implied corol-

lary of steady employment are exceptionally

favorable conditions of ventilation, heat, light

and cleanliness; rest rooms, cafeterias, gardens
and playgrounds; dental and medical service;

promotion and partial support of employee
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clubs; classes for technical and general education;

savings banks, 'group insurance and group in-

vestment organizations; accident, old age and

unemployment insurance; and other types of

welfare institutions. The term non-financial in-

centives to describe such provisions has taken a

permanent place in management literature. Such

types of welfare activity are, however, not always

accepted whole heartedly by the workers, who
in many cases would prefer an increase in their

monetary wage to be disposed of as they them-

selves see fit. Organized labor, particularly in the

United States, has opposed welfare work on the

grounds that it leads to paternalism and autoc-

racy on the part of the employer, suppresses the

initiative of the workers and delays the progress
of industrial democracy, divides the allegiance

of the worker to his organization and in the last

analysis operates at the expense of wages.
With regard to the classification of methods of

remuneration according to the basis for deter-

mining the amount ofmoney to be paid there are

three principal types: the time wage, in which

payment is for units of time (usually hour or day)
without special regard for output; the piece

wage, in which payment is for units of output
without special regard for the time applied; and

the efficiency wage, in which payment is for the

degree of accomplishment of some predeter-
mined standard, such as quantity per unit of

time, quality, economy of materials consumed or

combinations of these and other standardized

factors. This customary classification is one of

convenience rather than of strictly logical dis-

tinction. To hold hisjob a worker on a time wage
must maintain some minimum quality, a worker

on a piece wage must maintain some minimum

output per unit of time and in all efficiency wage
systems both time and output are major factors

of the various formulae. From the point of view

of the sharing of productivity these basic systems
have different consequences. Generally the time

wage system gives the advantages of improved

technology to the employer, the piece rate system

gives them to the employee and the efficiency

system divides them in some ratio between the

two. These generalizations are true only so long
as no drastic changes are made either in the rate

per piece or per unit of time. In addition under

any wage system competition gives a share of

technological advantages to consumers. The
share of the increase attributed to the worker

under an efficiency system is usually designated
as his premium or bonus. The possibility ofcom-

bining an almost infinite variety of factors in

constructing efficiency wage formulae has led to

the devising of a large number, which are loosely

and improperly labeled systems.

Both the time wage and the piece wage systems
have long histories. They were a feature of the

economic societies of Egypt, Greece and Rome,
and as free labor emerged out of feudal institu-

tions both of these systems returned to use.

Where the tasks required of a worker were va-

ried, as was usually the case, wages were paid on

a time basis; but where the labor was for a defi-

nite task, such as weaving on a hand loom, the

payment was sometimes based on output. With
the development of the larger household indus-

trial establishments and especially of the factory

system following the industrial revolution, the

time wage became the dominant system of wage

payment.
About the third quarter of the nineteenth

century a rapid increase in the size of factories

and of their equipments created new problems
of supervision of factory labor, which caused

special attention to be turned to efficiency sys-

tems of wage payment. The only incentive sys-

tem then known was the piece rate, but rapid

extension of the use of this system was retarded

by labor controversies resulting from the tend-

ency of management to cut the piece rates in

order to obtain some of the benefits arising from

the advances in managerial technology. It was a

period of great mechanical inventiveness, and

the introduction of a new, more productive
machine in a particular industry put those con-

cerns which had piece rates at a disadvantage in

competition with concerns having time rates, un-

less the piece rates could be proportionately re-

duced. A machine lowers costs of production
where time rates prevail, but not where inflex-

ible piece rates prevail. It was not until job

analysis, with its standardization and specifica-

tions, became a part of managerial technology
and made possible flexible and adjustable piece

rates conditioned on the standard elements of

operations that this wage system assumed its

present status among forms of remuneration.

This early difficulty with piece rates stimu-

lated search for some other form of wage pay-
ment which would have incentive value and yet

give the employer a share of the advantage of in-

creased productivity from the invention of a new
machine and from improvements in operating

conditions and methods. This led to the ap-

pearance late in the nineteenth century of a num-
ber of efficiency wage formulae. The first to be

developed was the premium, or gain sharing,
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system represented by the Halsey, Rowan and

Towne-Halsey formulae, which established a

standard based on the average of past perform-

ances; any savings resulting from the fact that

a worker exceeded that standard output were

divided between employer and worker on some

empirical ratio. These premium formulae were

followed by the Taylor differential piece rate and

the Gantt task and bonus formulae, in which the

standards were determined by experiment and

time study measurements; by the Emerson effi-

ciency bonus plan, which established standards

less empirical than the earlier formulae but less

scientific than those of Taylor and Gantt; and

more recently by several scores ofother formulae,
which are only variations of the historic types al-

ready mentioned.

Both the Taylor differential piece rate and the

task and bonus efficiency type of his assistant

Gantt, which Taylor himself adopted as more

manageable than the former, introduced a factor

into the making of incentive wage formulae

which has revolutionized the managerial en-

vironments in which wage systems have been

applied and thereby indirectly so revolutionized

all wage systems that the fundamental differ-

ences between them are disappearing. This fac-

tor is the scientific management principle of re-

search determination of the standard or base

from which differentials are computed. The
earlier Halsey, Rowan and Towne-Halsey for-

mulae had'accepted job conditions as they were

and utilized averages of past performance as the

base. Taylor introduced the technique of pains-

taking experiment to improve the conditions and

methods of each job and then used as the base

the amount of time, determined by a stop watch,
in which the job should be done under the im-

proved conditions. This technique of stop watch

measurement of experimentally standardized

conditions has recently come to be used also in

constructing nearly all efficiency wage formulae

and in many instances in setting standards for

workers on time wage rates. Piece, efficiency and

even time rates based on time studied standard

outputs per unit of time are much the same

fundamentally, the differences being those of

convenience in computation and application
under particular circumstances. The essential

difference between one wage formula and an-

other has thus come to rest on the difference be-

tween the systems of management of which they
are parts rather than on the mathematical char-

acteristics of the formulae themselves.

Comparative data concerning the relative ex-

tent to which the different types of wage pay-
ments are being used are lacking,. Wage statistics

and a few sampling studies here and there indi-

cate that generally throughout world industry
the time wage is dominant, even in the most

highly industrialized regions. In central and

western Europe the piece rate has a strong posi-
tion in many trades, as have both the piece rate

and the efficiency types in the United States. In

agriculture and most extractive industries, in the

heavy unskilled work of manufacturing indus-

tries and in general wherever labor is called upon
to perform a miscellany ofjobs in the course of a

day's work the time wage has proved to be the

most manageable. In manufacturing establish-

ments and in such extractive industries as min-

ing, in which the unit of output is highly stand-

ardized and is measurably related to effort, the

piece rate (including its contract rate variant)

and the efficiency wage occupy an increasingly

important place. The basis of payment is, how-

ever, seldom the same even throughout a single

industry. In almost every time wage factory there

are some pieceworkers and vice versa. A combi-

nation of four recent sampling studies of meth-

ods of wage payment in manufacturing indus-

tries in industrialized sections of the United

States indicates (roughly, because the methods

were not identical) that 40 percent of the wage
earners covered were on time rates, 35 percent
on straight piecework and 25 percent on pre-
mium or bonus plans. In the metal, clothing and

footwear industries the percentage on piece rates

was much higher than the average; and in the

textile, food and printing industries the percent-

age on day rates was much the higher.
These studies show that the major position

occupied by the time and piece rate systems re-

flects two important tendencies in industrial

management: first, increasing use of standardiza-

tion through time studied job analysis and, sec-

ond, avoidance of the complicated formulae rep-

resented by premium and bonus plans in favor

of the simpler wage systems. These tendencies,

as has already been noted, are related. Given the

control ofoperations made possible by thorough-

going time study standardization, the simpler
time and piece rate formulae can be given much
if not all of the incentive value for which pre-
mium and bonus plans were devised. Provided

standardized conditions are present and have

been measured and valued, a time rate may be

conditioned on a standard quantity and quality

performance, just as a piece rate, a bonus or a

premium is conditioned on a standard time of
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performance. In some highly mechanized indus-

tries where'machines in synchronized series set

the pace of output one system of wage payment
has no more incentive value than another.

Therefore those systems which are the simplest
for purposes of record and computation are pre-
ferred as other differences between the various

systems tend to disappear. The stimulus which

led to the devising of premium and bonus wage
formulae was the desire to secure constant rea-

sonable application of less strictly supervised la-

bor energy and particularly constant maximum
utilization of equipment and diminution of over-

head costs and incidentally to win by money in-

centive an acceptance of the new methods of

precise measurement and standardization in

management. Wherever management through
standardization has become familiar and accept-

able to workers, the last element of the stimulus

is no longer so important and the other two ele-

ments can be provided for by either time or piece

rates.

The basis of remuneration, like the rate, has

been a frequent subject of labor controversy.

When first introduced the piece rate met with

universal opposition from the workers, chiefly

because of the employers' penchant for rate

cutting. Although the attitude differs from in-

dustry to industry, organized workers are in

general opposed to piece rates, especially in in-

dustries in which production standards have not

been developed, as in the cloth hat, cap and mil-

linery industries. Where production standards

and a precise flow of materials have been prop-

erly developed, however, the piece rate is more

generally acceptable. Experience with bonus and

premium plans has been much the same. Early

opposition to them was largely based on a fail-

ure to understand the complicated formulae and

the fear that they concealed opportunities for rate

cutting similar to those offered by the piece rate

method. Where production standards have been

developed, these types also have come to be ac-

cepted. On the other hand, where carefully

studied production standards do not exist and

standards and premium ratios are arbitrarily im-

posed, as in many textile plants of the southern

states, efficiency plans of wage payment meet

violent opposition. Controversies involving the

basis of wage payment as an issue generally have

as the more fundamental issue distrust of the in-

tentions and competence of the management.
Where careful organization and standardization

of operations and a definite policy of industrial

relations are present the wage arrangement,

whatever basic type it may represent, can be ef-

fected without controversy because the facts of

the situation are understood by both parties to

the negotiation and the employer's desire for

high production and low costs can be reconciled

with the workers' desire for adequate earnings,

proper conditions of work, absence of discrim-

ination and fair dealing generally. Where these

prerequisites are absent and the management is

inspired by a policy ofopportunism in which the

commodity theory of labor plays a strong part,
workers feel that their interests are best con-

served by the simple time wage. The interest of

consumers as represented in the quality and

price of output is little affected by the method of

wage payment as a factor distinct from the

method of management. No wage system per se

can bring price and quality under control; on the

other hand, competent management can bring
them under control with any system ofwage pay-

ment, although the piece rate and efficiency sys-
tems make the task easier. It is at this point that

the "non-financial incentives" which are always
created by competent management play an im-

portant part.

The group bonus, a recent addition to the

methods of wage payment, is in principle iden-

tical with the individual bonus or premium. The

growing favor which the group bonus as com-

pared with individual bonuses is receiving from

managements is due to the relative simplicity of

the records and computations involved and to

the fact that it stimulates within the group a co-

operative self-supervision. Where group work is

carefully organized and standardized and the

membersare carefullyselected,the methodworks

very well because cooperation is emphasized;
but when such care has not been exercised, the

cooperation may become transformed into a

ruthless policing of the weak by the strong
members of the group with resulting ill will.

On the executive and distributive side of

capitalistic industry the principal method of

wage payment is the time wage. Executives re-

ceive annual salaries, and clerical workers in both

offices and merchandising establishments gen-

erally receive a monthly or weekly wage. In a few

instances office employees are remunerated by
bonus plans on the basis of measured output,
but this is exceptional because of the difficulty of

measuring clerical work. Sales people usually
receive commissions based on volume of sales in

addition to a stated time wage, the commission

usually forming all or the greater part of the

remuneration in the case ofmanufacturers' sales-
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men and persons selling such services as in-

surance but less frequently in the case of retail

sales people. Supervisory personnel may some-
times receive in addition to a time wage a com-
mission or bonus on the earnings of those whom
they supervise. In some enterprises profit shar-

ing (q.v.) is an additional form of remuneration

for the executive group, but its application to the

rank and file of workers after some experiments
in that direction has practically been abandoned.

Employee stock ownership can hardly be classed

as a form of remuneration for labor, inasmuch

as the income is from investment; bonus ele-

ments are present, however, where the stock is

made available at a preferred price or given out-

right or where special privileges are afforded in

the method of purchase.
What the forms and bases of remuneration for

labor would be under a regime of pure socialism

or communism which would utilize modern

technology, particularly specialization and divi-

sion of labor, is wholly speculative. The various

experiments with communistic settlements (q.v.)

have generally employed the principle of equal
claims by all members upon the income of the

community, with distribution in the form of

food, clothing and shelter out of the common
store. In the attempts which have been made at

producers' cooperation (q.v.) payment has con-

sisted in the last analysis of the share of the indi-

vidual worker in the profits of the enterprise,

distributed partially in advance in the form of

more or less regular wage payments and par-

tially in the form of dividends or an equal share

in the increased value of the establishment.

Where, as was frequently the case, outside labor

was utilized by these communistic settlements

and cooperative enterprises it was generally paid
in the form and on the basis prevailing outside

the enterprise.

Such communistic settlements and ventures in

producers' cooperation have been neither suffi-

ciently large nor sufficiently influential to affect

prevailing methods of remuneration for labor;

they have generally tended to disappear even-

tually or to become absorbed into the dominat-

ing capitalistic environment. The industrial re-

gime of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

however, with its ultimate aim of establishing a

thoroughly communist society based on an in-

dustrial mechanized economy rather than on a

simple agrarian economy is of the greatest sig-

nificance, even though its present forms of or-

ganization and of remuneration may not be final.

Speaking broadly, all citizens are workers be-
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longing to one or another functional class as em-

ployees of the collective wholej which owns the

instruments of production and through its agen-
cies conducts the processes of industry and com-
merce. The remuneration of the workers is of

three kinds: money wages, based predominantly
on time and piece rates, varying according to the

grade ofwork but without a wide spread between

the highest (executives) and lowest (unskilled)

and including also certain special or collective

bonuses for increased efficiency awarded to

groups ofworkers engaged in directly productive

work; collective remuneration in the form of so-

cialized services, such as education and training,

recreation facilities, medical care and other wel-

fare attention, housing and various types of in-

surance; and special privileges accorded certain

categories of workers, such as preference given
manual over intellectual workers in the matter of

housing accommodations and retail purchases.

Money wages paid in Soviet Russia are not easily

comparable with those paid in capitalist coun-

tries, because so large a proportion of the Rus-

sian workers' remuneration is in non-financial

socialized forms. The tendency seems to be to-

ward increased emphasis upon payment on the

basis of results and an increasing divergence be-

tween the compensation of different strata of

workers. The presence of so many incalculable

elements in the Russian situation makes it im-

possible to foretell what forms and bases of re-

muneration will ultimately prevail and whether

eventually the communist ideal "from each

according to his ability, to each according to his

need" will be realized.
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LABOR MOVEMENT is the term which is

used to designate all of the organized activity

of wage earners to better their own conditions

either immediately or in the more or less distant

future. In all countries it has run along three

lines political, economic and cooperative.

These have not been parallel but have alter-

nated in predominance in the same country or

have predominated differently in different coun-

tries according to differences in institutions

and economic conditions.

Essentially the labor movement implies the

existence of a wage earning group, but it does

not appear until that group develops some con-

sciousness of the separateness of its interests

as opposed to those of its employers and until

it realizes the necessity for some form of organ-
ization in order to advance these interests.

Its earliest time limit must be sought in the

period of capitalism, when the free wage earner

replaced the bound serf of feudalism. The labor

movement is always a reaction and a protest

against capitalism.

But capitalism is not a single or static con-

cept. It is an evolutionary concept of three

historic stages merchant capitalism, employer

capitalism and banker capitalism. The first arose

out of the extension of markets and the second

out of technology; the last is now dominant

as a result of the prevalence of the credit system.
Labor movements reflect these capitalistic

movements.

Different industries move at different rates

of speed toward final consummation. In the

merchant capitalist stage the wholesaler aided by
the rising commercial banker dominates the ac-

cess to distant consumers, while the producers
are scattered in small shops of masters, me-

chanics, apprentices and helpers. The employer
here is himself a mechanic contracting to deliver

the finished product to the merchant capitalist,

who owns the raw material, while the con-

tractor owns the shop and the journeyman the

tools. This is the sweatshop system of produc-

tion, because the merchant capitalist sets the

contractors to competing with each other and

with homework, prison work and foreign pro-

ducers, so that their profit as employers comes

mainly from the "sweat" of the workers. The

building trades are the typical lag from this

stage of capitalism; in the case of agriculture
this stage survives in the middleman system.

In this merchant capitalist stage arises the

revolutionary philosophy of Proudhon's anar-

chism for industry and cooperative marketing
for agriculture. If a social philosophy means a

certain view of human nature and a goal toward

which a movement is directed, then the philos-

ophy of anarchism is that of individual property
of small producers with voluntary cooperation
to displace the middleman as the goal. The an-

archist philosophy does not abolish private prop-

erty it proposes to make it universal for each

individual, conforming to a stage of industry
where the contractor owns the shop and the

peasant the farm. The small proprietor who
works with his men is idealized as a competent
business man who could succeed in bargaining

cooperatively if the great middlemen and their

banking affiliates did not have monopolistic

power granted by governments. This is indeed

the philosophy of the small capitalist, the petite

bourgeoisie', and it is not surprising that after a

similar revolutionary movement of wage earners

has arisen under the name of syndicalism the

petty capitalists of this stage, unable to combine

cooperatively, should combine politically under

the banner of Fascism to dominate the big

capitalists and bankers on the one side and the

revolutionary wage earners on the other.

It is in this stage of merchant capitalism
that trade unionism also emerges. The trade

union is originally a union of thejourneymen or
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skilled mechanics working in the small compet-

ing shops of the petty employer. They eventually
abandon cooperation and the other ideals of

anarchism and devote their energies to strength-

ening their bargaining power. At first the

unions are confused about the economic posi-
tion of this petty employer who works along with

them and is today a journeyman, tomorrow a

contractor and employer. They admit him to

membership because his economic interest is

that of a wage earner; then they exclude him
because his interest is with the capitalists, for

whose profit he hires the wage earners. This is

the stage of craft unionism which excludes help-
ers and unskilled workers and endeavors to con-

trol apprenticeship and maintain the "union

shop" or "closed shop" for the sake of increased

bargaining power. The philosophy is that of the

skilled mechanic, who has "invested" years of

low wage apprenticeship for the sake of an es-

tablished position and a higher standard of life

and yet sees himself unemployed and brought
down to the level of the lowest by their competi-
tion. It is the stage of trade unionism which be-

gan in 1850 in England and the United States

and of the Hirsch-Duncker unions organized in

Germany twenty years later.

When the employer becomes the capitalist by

owning the machinery and factory as well as the

goodwill which formerly belonged to the mer-

chant, when the contractor moves into the fac-

tory and becomes the foreman, when the skilled

mechanic by specialization and machinery is re-

duced toward the level of the unskilled, then

capitalism becomes employer capitalism and la-

borism tends to become communism, syndical-

ism, guild socialism or industrial unionism. Karl

Marx saw this stage in England after the middle

of the nineteenth century and predicted it for

the world the technological stage of capitalism
on a wide scale, made possible by the preceding
extension of markets under merchant capitalism.

This is the stage of the organization of the

unskilled beginning in the i88o's with the

Knights of Labor in the United States and with

the dock workers, gas workers and general la-

borers in England.
The wage earners as such cannot wait upon a

reorganization of society or upon political action

for jobs and food. If the reorganization comes

suddenly, under the leadership of a Lenin in

the midst of world war, they may fall in line,

even though the ripened employer capitalism
for which Marx would have had them wait has

not yet appeared. Their strikes are at first

blind protests; and, although they t
are thereby

unemployed, it is an unempibyment concen-

trated by their own will and not staggered

through the years at the will of their employers.
Then if successful they acquire "business"

leaders, who by placing the agitational leaders in

subordinate position negotiate with the employ-
ers for the best terms obtainable under the exist-

ing institutions of property and liberty. This is

the collective bargaining and trade agreement

stage of unionism.

Whether the unions turn out to be craft or

industrial depends on the capitalistic stage of

the industry and the class solidarity of the

workers. If they are divided by language, reli-

gion, politics, skill, color, race or geographical

sections, as in the United States, there must

be built up an artificial solidarity, which

reaches only the few who can lift themselves

above the mass into craft unions. If they
are driven together by a history of common sub-

jection to a military, aristocratic, ecclesiastical or

proprietary lordship, as in continental Europe,

they fall into the widespread solidarity of

class struggle and a powerful socialist political

party. But if this solidarity is the result of

the advance of the employer capitalist, then

they vacillate between industrial unionism and

socialist parties.

Thus the two goals which divide labor move-

ments are displacement of capitalism and bar-

gaining with capitalism. Displacement takes the

form of voluntary cooperation primarily through

producers' cooperatives (although consumers*

cooperatives also had this aim at first) or the

compulsory form of politics, communism or

syndicalism. Bargaining with capitalism is union-

ism. But these goals are not inseparable. They
follow a time schedule. In periods of rising

prices, of increasing profits and growing demand
for labor bargaining with capitalism predomi-

nates, because employers can afford to pay and

unemployment has no terrors. Revolutionary

political activity and socialist Utopias are aban-

doned for the immediate and real gains achieved

by union organization. Such political demands
as are made deal with the interference with la-

bor's freedom to organize and act on the eco-

nomic field. In periods of falling prices, of

decreasing profits and unemployment the dis-

placement of capitalism predominates as the

goal, because capitalism cannot furnish employ-
ment and its burdens are actually relieved by

unemployment. Political activity, communist

agitation and quasi-revolutionary strikes replace
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the "business" strikes of unionism. Socialist

and communist parties poll large votes and plans
for a reorganization of society on a non-profit
basis receive serious consideration by unem-

ployed and partly employed workers as well as

by radical intellectuals and others.

The period of banker capitalism is the modern

variation of Karl Marx' theory of the ultimate

concentration of all industry. During the nine-

teenth century the commercial banker with his

short term credits was typical. During the

twentieth century the banking syndicates or the

investment bankers have risen to a dominant

position in the consolidation of industries, the

sale of securities and control of boards of di-

rectors whose corporate securities they have

sold and for which they have become substan-

tially responsible. Millions of scattered investors

now automatically organize themselves by

transferring their savings to securities floated

by trusted bankers.

Labor movements now face a new problem
and take on a puzzling new formation. No longer

are they dealing with the master workman or the

small contractor or even with their own factory

managers; they are confronted with an invisible

army of investors and speculators led by an in-

visible syndicate of bankers. Through interna-

tional affiliations the syndicates are world

bankers. A nation, a section of a nation, a

restless locality, a labor government, a labor

party or a labor union which jeopardizes the

credit of its immediate employer thereby shuts

down the latter 's establishment and transfers

employment to other nations, other sections,

other employers. In the face of this situation

of the twentieth century all labor movements ex-

cept in Russia seem to be helpless and their

leaders despondent. Perhaps returning prosper-

ity will change the situation and reestablish a

militant unionism seeking to restore the rights

taken from it during the depression, or it may
be that labor movements will be relegated to

the history which now shrouds the guilds of the

Middle Ages or that craft unionism will turn to

industrial unionism or communism. Yet many
enduring effects remain. Labor movements make
a new class alignment unknown to history. Be-

fore the industrial revolution it was inconceivable

that an unpropertied class could have a perma-
nent interest in the commonwealth. Now,
whether it be explained by a higher ethics or

merely by the incoming of machine technology,
this proletariat by strikes, revolutions or danger-
ous unrest forces its way into fuller citizenship.

Contrary to previous assumptions the free

worker has been found to be individually more
efficient than the servile worker. This efficien-

cy, however, is acquired at the cost of unem-

ployment. In the small industry or agriculture

of the merchant capitalist stage the worker

could obtain at least food, heat and shelter when

unemployed. But in the banker capitalist stage

the culmination is reached of a huge urban

and factory population unprovided with even

these minimum necessaries of life except through
the money wages which stop when unemploy-
ment sets in. The political and economic menace

of an unpropertied population removed from the
soil yet enfranchised grows with the develop-
ment of the factory system and long distance

transportation. In general the degree to which

the older institutions of property, liberty and

representative government are menaced corre-

lates with the extent to which a non-propertied
class has displaced the propertied classes in

politics.

The cycles ofoveremployment and unemploy-
ment have doubtless been the main cause of the

characteristic movements of this non-propertied
class. Marx' prediction of the decay of capitalism
rested mainly on the use made of the "reserve

army of the unemployed"; and the authorities

of Soviet Russia boast that by overthrowing

capitalism they have eliminated unemployment,
although they admittedly have low w,ages. But

the unemployment which Marx had in mind was

the chronic unemployment of displacement by
improving technology, whereas the cyclical un-

employment which alternates full employment
with unemployment is much more serious. In

prosperous times and in periods of inflation,

when prices are rising and profits augmenting,
the employers compete for labor and they readily

raise wages far above the hopes previously enter-

tained by the workers. In the deflation period,
when profits begin to disappear, the daily rates

of wages are not immediately reduced but

the laborers are laid off.

This cyclical variation from prosperity to

depression has a profound effect upon the psy-

chology of laborers. In the period of full em-

ployment there is no pressure upon them to exert

themselves, because they can quickly get other

jobs at higher wages if they are discharged.

They are careless of machinery, they abandon
their trucks on the streets, they are insubor-

dinate. But in the period of unemployment hun-

ger drives them to speeding up, to longer hours

per day, to lower wages per hour, to submission.
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They are first demoralized, then pauperized,
then coerced.

Trade union policy follows this cyclical ex-

perience, while Marxian socialist policy more

nearly follows technological unemployment. In

a period of returning prosperity the unemployed
are first taken on without a raise in wages; they
must work longer hours and at higher speed.

Then, as full employment approaches, it be-

comes easy to organize; the first demands are for

shorter hours and, as the cost of living rises,

for higher wages per hour. This is the typical

although not the universal procedure. In 1897
at the close of the long period of unemployment
the membership of all American unions was only

447,000. By 1900 with returning prosperity the

membership had risen to 868,500. In 1920 with

the post-war prosperity the membership rose to

5,110,800. The unemployment of 1930 and 1931
reduced it to about 3,000,000. Similar changes
have occurred in other countries.

Yet like communism trade union policy is

based on the philosophy that there is
' '

not enough
work to go round." Although opponents charge
that they aim to restrict output, many union

policies are really designed to ration among the

members the limited amount of work. Most
restrictive working rules look toward the elimi-

nation of job scarcity and the creation of greater

job opportunity and security of tenure. Thus the

closed shop is a prime necessity where the

union is in danger of being undermined by
the presence of non-unionists. The number of

apprentices is limited in order to limit the

present and future number who must share jobs.
The railroad unions concentrate on strict sen-

iority rules which in time of prosperity insure

to the union men an equal chance of promotion
and in time of depression give the older unionists

a chance to preempt jobs of lower rank before

losing their work entirely. The eight-hour day
and the forty-hour week are advocated, whether

by legislative or union action, not only on

the ground of fatigue and leisure but mainly
to share the work with the unemployed.
Labor movements concentrate attention on the

rate of wages per hour rather than on the earn-

ings per year, because they cannot see steady em-

ployment ahead. During the second and third

decades of the twentieth century they begin to

demand unemployment insurance despite the

evident fact, which they recognize, that fiill

wages for employment are better in every way
than part wages while unemployed. It matters

not whether the avowed goal is displacement of

capitalism or bargaining with capitalism all

agree on a policy substantially, based on the ex-

perience and fear of unemployment.
These policies go further. In view of the un-

certainty of employment the older virtues of

thrift, on which Smith's capitalism was built,

lose their appeal and give way to the demand
for a higher standard of living in the immediate

present. While the peasant or farmer or small

business man denies himself present enjoyments
to accumulate for "a rainy day" or for old age
or children, hoping to retire from business in

comfort, the so-called high standard of life of

the bulk of wage earners is present enjoyment
of everything available, including present edu-

cation of their children, by means of high

wages for current work. The working man who
saves and then sees his savings lost or his

home foreclosed becomes a butt of ridicule for

the others who enjoyed their wages while they
lasted and are still as well off as the thrifty

when wages stop. The philosophy of labor move-
ments becomes the immediate present, for to-

morrow is beyond the worker's control.

This explains somewhat the changes of leader-

ship in labor movements and their fleeting af-

filiations with the disappearing peasants and

farmers. What mortgages are to the latter, un-

employment is to the former. The mortgages in

periods of depression precipitate the farmers

into the proletariat of tenancy or wages; then

unemployment masses them into wage or class

consciousness. In the earlier stages of labor

movements and in periods of business depres-
sion there is a loose affinity between laborers and

small farmers. Each has the merchant capitalist

to deal with or in the more feudal countries the

affiliated landlords and capitalists. The issue

then is between the rich and the poor or

aristocracy versus democracy, where later it

becomes the issue of wages against rent, interest

and profit. In this earlier stage the so-called

intellectuals, or intelligentsia, are the natural

leaders, for they have a formulated social

philosophy and an ability to articulate what

the others feel but cannot tell. This is the

stage of Marx, Lassalle, Lenin, Powderly,
Louis Blanc or Proudhon. Their counterparts
survive and come forward in periods of depres-

sion, when workers and farmers are desperate,
and they retire when aggressive organization,
routine and a chance of success call forth

leaders from the rank and file, like a Gompers,
an Applegarth, a Legien, a Jouhaux.

It is often represented as unfortunate that
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labor movements reject these intellectuals, for

they need th*e broader social viewpoint and the

scientific mind of the intellectual. But this

is a confusion of the leader with the expert.
As a leader the intellectual looks to the distant

future of a reorganized society. But the wage
earner is deeply concerned with his job now.

If the intellectual takes his proper place, as he

does in all business organizations, not as a

leader in forming policies but as a technician

in details and an adviser against mistakes,

labor organizations begin to use him. This

seems to be the case in all ripened labor move-

ments. And the expert is increasingly needed

as the new world wide strength of banker capi-
talism threatens labor movements which have

been organized along the older lines of action.

The intellectual has been employed by the

labor movement especially in those of its auxil-

iaries which supplement and implement the

political, economic and cooperative activity.

Such, for example, is the labor press, manned
to a considerable extent by intellectuals who,
as in England, have become attached to the

movement from the outside or who, as in Ameri-

ca, have largely risen out of the ranks of organ-
ized labor itself. Another auxiliary activity in

which greater reliance has necessarily been

placed upon the "outside" intellectual is that

of workers' education (q.v.). But even here

there are strong groups, as in the National

Council of Labour Colleges in England, which

oppose the use of university trained intellectuals

to teach workers' classes; even the English
Workers' Educational Association pays lip

service at least to the ideal of developing out

of the workers' classes themselves a competent

body of teachers for these classes. Another

growing use of the university trained intellectual

is in the research bureaus which are connected

with the important central organizations in the

larger countries and with some of the more im-

portant individual unions.

It must be noted, however, that the intel-

lectual as a "worker by brain" may be forced to

join the trade union movement to seek the secu-

rity he can find nowhere else. Thus in France

the greatest increase in unionization since the

World War is among public employees, and in

the United States the only important gains in

membership in 1931 were among federal em-

ployees. Unemployment among the professional

and white collar workers brings them closer to a

realistic view of the labor movement.

There is especially one kind of appeal, the

nationalistic, wherein the intellectual and the

rank and file leadership come clearly into con-

flict. The intellectual is likely to be a cosmo-

politan, a pacifist, who sees the working men
of other countries subjected to similar capitalists,

but the rank and file are dependent on their

own employers for jobs more than on the

solidarity of the workers of the world. It may
be and doubtless will be more oppressive for

them if a foreign nation conquers both them and

their employers than it will be if they reach

an understanding with their employers jointly

to fight the foreigner. In Germany the rank and

file leadership in the face of a Marxian world

philosophy accepted the nationalistic appeal
and brought many of the intellectuals with them.

The heavy burden placed upon German

industry after the war showed that they were

right.

In other countries a similar appeal can for

similar reasons be relied upon to draw or co-

erce the wage earners away from their labor

movements into collaboration with their employ-
ers. In capitalistic nations as in aboriginal tribes

the whole population is at war. Warfare is not

an aristocratic profession of a military class

suppressing the workers at home and whole

populations abroad; it is the people in arms.

These become mainly wage earners, producing
munitions in the rear and carrying them forward

to the front and manipulating modern war ma-
chines. A new problem is presented of creating

loyalty among those who have little or no prop-

erty to defend, with the result that in the crisis

of foreign war the labor movement is more

powerful in its wage bargaining than in time of

peace.
Yet national wars accentuate a new division,

which has its prior economic foundation in the

expansion of capitalistic industry: the separa-
tion of manual workers from technical, office,

professional, educated and social workers. Large
scale industry and merchandising push the latter

miscellaneous class into a new alignment mak-

ing these groups more or less conscious of

their common interest. They take the place in

the social organization formerly occupied by
small independent proprietors, and with the

remnants of the latter they form that third

minority group which appears under different

names and affiliations in different countries as

progressives, liberals, Fascists, nationalists or

war veterans. Instinctively separated from

the manual workers yet not quite identified

with their same capitalistic employers, their
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growing class consciousness and sense of stra-

tegic position make them more or less able to

turn the scale between capitalism and laborism.

The strength of this group in the ripening stages
of capitalism cannot be measured by inadequate

occupational statistics, for although they are

evidently a minority yet under capable leader-

ship they are able to command concessions or

to dominate situations.

Somewhat similar to the nationalistic is the

religious or ethical appeal, which deters wage
earners or softens their aggressive labor move-

ments. The Catholic church in closer contact

with manual workers and backed by the papal

encyclicals, which have taken over the doctrines

of the earlier Christian socialism, has devoted

itself with varying success to this cause. The
Protestant churches, by historic tradition the

inspiration of individualistic capitalism, have

not been able to appeal to the new class of wage
earners; while the Russian Orthodox church,

long since the acknowledged instrument of czar-

dom, has apparently lost its hold in the face

of a revolutionary materialism. Even the Cath-

olic unions of Germany have begun to make
common cause with the socialistic unions.

It is difficult to give due weight to the

ethical motives which have descended from the

religious training of the past. Perhaps it

should be said that the ethical appeal is becom-

ing an economic appeal and takes such form as

"business ethics," "trade union ethics," "com-
munist ethics," which confessedly spring from

economic conflicts with the rise of various

forms of concerted action designed to bring
under control the individual behavior deemed

contrary to a common interest. While the earlier

guilds and unions had their patron saints, these

modern associations make similar ethical rules

unsanctified by religion.

To counteract the improvidence of an un-

propertied class many devices for thrift and

savings have been instituted. It is evident, how-

ever, that wage earners as such only meagerly or

temporarily participate in them. The patrons of

savings banks in the United States derive their

incomes largely from sources other than wages.

Cooperative home ownership, known in the

United States as building and loan associations,

is an effort to obtain what for the wage earner is

the dubious advantage of tying himself bodily to

a precarious investment, when mobility is of

more substantial advantage in obtaining employ-
ment and higher wages.

Distressed by this mobility and improvidence

employers attempt with scant success and to a

limited extent to set up schemes o*f profit shar-

ing, stock ownership, home ownership, garden

cities, credit unions a sort of compulsory
thrift because preference is given to those

employees who participate. In the beginnings of

unemployment insurance agitation this compul-

sory thrift was imposed upon wage earners by
legislation, requiring them to contribute to

funds when employed in order to provide part

wages when unemployed. Most of these schemes

turn out to be inadequate and even productive
of class feeling when the wage earners reach a

substantial proportion of the population. It is

indeed somewhat of a mockery for propertied
classes to endeavor to impose on the unproper-
tied and potentially unemployed the older ideas

of thrift carried over from the infancy of cap-
italism.

England was the first nation to embark on that

great process of economic change which brought
about modern capitalism, and its labor move-

ment was the first to have a gradually growing
but distinct working class viewpoint. The com-

ing of industrialism resulted at first in various

movements of protest, which expressed them-

selves in such ways as the machine breaking of

the Luddite rioters and in demands for land re-

form, so that this working class, essentially rural

in origin, might have an opportunity to return to

the land and to escape from the evils of indus-

trialism. The collapse of the Chartist agitation
in 1848 marked a new period in the English
labor movement, in which industrialism became

accepted as an established fact; the workers

no longer looked to some ultimate escape from

the factory system but sought merely to amelio-

rate their position in that system. Aided by a

period of prosperity, which came to be known as

the "golden age of English capitalism," trade

union organization developed after 1850, fol-

lowing the so-called new model introduced into

the building trades, and spread to other fields

through the activity and influence of an impor-
tant group of trade union leaders known as The

Junta. The new model unionism was a craft un-

ionism which believed in more thorough central-

ization in union organization and greater co-

operation with the employers and disavowed any

rashly militant strike policy. With prosperity
and better tactics it flourished until the de-

pression in the late 1870*3, which revealed the

limitations of a type of unionism restricted to

skilled workers.

The late i88o's therefore saw a development
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of large industrial unions of unskilled workers

among the miners, dockers, gas workers and gen-
eral laborers. This "new unionism" was led by
a group of socialists and was more class con-

scious than the earlier unionism. But despite

the efforts of Keir Hardie and the Independent
Labour party which he organized in 1893 the

idea of independent political action by labor

in contrast to the policy of supporting left

wing Liberal candidates, known as Lib-Labs,
was not abandoned by the trade unions as a

whole until 1899. With the organization in that

year of the Labour Representation Committee,
which became the Labour party in 1906, the

English labor movement secured a political wing
which contrary to the situation on the continent

was practically created and actually dominated

by the trade unions. The Labour party was Fa-

bian and not Marxian in its social philosophy and

did not officially accept socialism as its phi-

losophy and program until 1918. Contrary to the

situation in Germany, where the trade unions

had to struggle to escape from the domination

of the Social Democratic party, the Labour party
in England has struggled, although as yet un-

successfully, to establish its independence of

the trade unions.

These two essentially British types of labor

activity business unionism and a reformist

non-revolutionary labor party were challenged
before the World War by a type of labor philos-

ophy which came from France. Syndicalism with

its opposition to both political action and col-

lective bargaining and its emphasis on revolu-

tion through a general strike took a strong
hold on the British labor movement before the

war, as it did in the United States, Australia

and New Zealand at the same time. In a country
unaccustomed to revolutions, such as England, a

modified syndicalism under the name of guild
socialism pictured an economic organization of

the state with the business man eliminated but

with the technical engineers sharing power

equally with the workers in a new constitutional

government. The transition to the new system
was to come peacefully and gradually through
the extension of workers' control in the shops.
This served to modify the English brand of so-

cialism, which now began to look upon govern-
ment ownership as dictatorship and to take over

the guild ideas of an economic parliament. By
the end of the war the movement had grown so

strong that large scale experiments in its appli-

cation, especially in the field ofbuilding, were at-

tempted. The failure of these involved the dis-

integration and disappearance of the guild so-

cialist movement.

The post-war labor movement in England has

been seriously hampered by the economic stag-
nation from which the country has suffered since

1920. One characteristic result of that situation

has been the decline in union membership and

the weakened power of the unions. The unions

have made strenuous efforts to resist con-

certed downward movements in wages and

conditions of work. The most heroic of these

efforts, unique in modern British labor history,

was the general strike of 1926, called by the

Trades Union Congress to protect the miners

from an attack on their conditions of work, an

attack which the congress regarded as a fore-

runner to a general attempt to lower the stand-

ard of living. The general strike idea had

haunted the working class movement ever since

the days of syndicalism and labor unrest before

the war. But in the minds of the English work-

ers it was by no means an essentially revolu-

tionary idea. The basis of its appeal was a feeling

that all the workers were subject to the same

changes and that all must stand together in

meeting them. The failure of the strike resulted

in the passage of the Trades Disputes and

Trades Union Act of 1927, which declared il-

legal all sympathetic strikes; in a strengthening
of the Labour party at the expense of the trade

unions; and in an increased emphasis? on class

collaboration as represented by the Mond-
Turner conferences, which promised far reach-

ing changes in English industrial relations until

the opposition of the conservative employers
nullified the work of the conferences.

The rapid rise of the Labour party to the

point where it first displaced the Liberal party
and twice (1923-24 and 1929-3 1) formed minor-

ity governments has been one of the outstanding
features of the post-war British labor movement.
The party has shown an inability and an unwill-

ingness to use its strength to introduce definitely

socialist measures. The crushing defeat which

it suffered in 193 1 was ofsome value in definitely

eliminating from it the party elements which
were essentially liberal rather than socialistic

(see LABOR PARTIES).
Karl Marx* socialism was based on the factory

system of England and was inapplicable to the

merchant capitalism of the continent. Except
for a brief spell of union organization after

the Revolution of 1848 there was no labor move-
ment in Germany until Ferdinand Lassalle is-

sued his Open Letter in 1863. Lassalle's program
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was quite different from that of Marx. Marx
favored confining labor organization mainly to

the economic field, proposing an international

organization of labor to overthrow capitalism in

all countries. Lassalle, on the other hand, sought
to develop a political organization which would

obtain universal suffrage in Germany for labor

and then through control of the state subsidize

workers' producers' cooperatives by state credit

and taxation. His program ruled out trade

unions and voluntary cooperatives, because each

would be ineffective on account of the "iron

law of wages."

Following these two divergent philosophies
there developed in Germany a Lassallean polit-

ical Allgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiterschaftsver-

band and a Marxian group founded by Bebel and

Wilhelm Liebknecht in 1868. In 1875 these two

combined to form the German Social Demo-
cratic party; the consolidation permitted the uni-

fication at the same time of the socialist trade

unions. The Lassallean philosophy, however,
dominated the German labor movement at the

time. The antisocialist law of 1878 outlawed all

kinds of unionism; when that law was discon-

tinued in 1890, Marx' socialism was the dom-
inant philosophy of the labor movement.

The trade unions, some of which had man-

aged to exist after 1878 despite the restrictions

and many more of which were organized after

1890, were subservient to the growing Social

Democratic party. Under the leadership of Carl

Legien, however, these unions gradually de-

veloped a philosophy and technique of their

own. By 1906 they had obtained equal status

with the Social Democratic party; and the check

suffered by the latter in the election of 1907 solid-

ified the position of the unions and converted

the Social Democratic party, at least in practise,

from a Marxian to a revisionist policy.

This continued until the World War, when
both the trade unions and the political party

supported the government. Unionism gained in

influence and status during the war. It obtained

joint boards of employers and employees and

representatives on many government boards. Its

crowning success came with the revolution in

1918 and the incorporation in the republican
constitution of the status obtained by the trade

unions in 1918 through a national agreement
with the employers which granted full recogni-

tion; abandonment of "yellow" or company
unions; abolition of discriminations against un-

ion members; the eight-hour day; shop commit-

tees; joint conciliation boards and joint adminis-

tration of employment bureaus. The power of

the unions showed itself in thejr ability to defeat

bya mass general strike an attempted reactionary
Putsch in 1920. The development of a strong
Communist party in Germany out of the Inde-

pendent Socialist party, which broke away from

the Social Democratic party in 1916 over the is-

sue of supporting the war, has split the labor

movement in Germany. The universal opposi-
tion between communists and socialists has been

aggravated in Germany by the memory of the

bloody repression of the Spartacist revolt of 1919

by the socialist controlled government. The So-

cial Democratic party, which despite the fact

that the communist movement shows greater

political strength in Germany than in any other

country outside of Russia was the largest single

party in Germany until the election of July, 1932,
has turned to the Catholic Center party, the

Liberal Democratic party and the People's party
for coalitions. Since 1929 the National Social-

ists, or Fascists, under Hitler have become the

most formidable opponents of both unions and

Social Democrats. Predominantly a middle class

movement, Hitlerism has attracted many work-

ers disappointed with the results of the revolu-

tion and has enlisted the support of many large

industrialists and landlords who hope to estab-

lish a dictatorship to protect their profits and

rents. The growth of this movement, with its

avowed purpose of suppressing trade unions,

socialists and communists, constitutes the most

serious threat which the German labor move-

ment has faced since 1878.
The labor movement in France before the

World War presented a definite contrast to the

English and German movements of the same

period. Union organization in France dates prac-

tically from 1884, when the most important

changes were made in the restrictive laws con-

cerning labor organizations. But a definite sub-

serviency to the socialist movement, itself divided

into a number of groups, hampered the func-

tioning of the unions. The organization of the

Confederation Generate du Travail in 1895 in-

itiated the development of a peculiar syndicalist

labor movement, which disavowed the political

actionists and the trade unionists. Its philosophy
was formulated by Sorel at the beginning of the

twentieth century. Its weapon was the sudden or

general strike, whose object or tactics was to

take over the factories or farms by "direct ac-

tion"; to repudiate collective bargaining, or

"collaboration with capitalism," which had been

the goal of trade unionism; to have the fac-
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tories or farms operated by an idealized working
man turned.business man; and to displace the

state by an economic cooperation of "production
for use" and not for profit. This philosophy of

working men who were disillusioned by politi-

cians disrupted the socialists and spread to

many countries; it became the dominant char-

acteristic of the labor movements in the Medi-

terranean countries.

The amalgamation in 1902 of the Federation

des Bourses du Travail and the Confederation

Generate du Travail unified the economic side

of the labor movement in France, but it resisted

all attempts of the socialists to control it and

in 1906 after a series of successful militant

strikes it adopted in the Charte d'Amiens a

definite statement of political neutrality. The

coming of the war, however, shattered the

non-political antimilitarist principles of the

Confederation Generate du Travail. It sup-

ported the war, permitted its leaders to serve

in the cabinets of the Union Sacrec and with

rising prices and official government encourage-
ment given in return for labor's support of the

war doubled the trade union membership at the

same time that it substituted the tactics of

regular trade unionism for those of syndicalism.

Superficially it still adheres to the Charte

d'Amiens, but in practise since the failure of

the syndicalist general strike of 1920 the French

labor movement has tended more and more

to follow the tactics of western European un-

ionism. Both collective bargaining and legisla-

tion have been employed by the unions since the

war.

Although the Confederation Generale du

Travail remains the dominant economic group,
the French Communists, organized in a separate

union as the Confederation Generate du Travail

Unitaire, have exercised on the industrial field a

far greater influence in France than in any other

capitalistic country. Catholic unions have also

become significant since the war. A fourth

group, syndicalist in nature, is insignificant.

The best organized industries are those which

are either semipublic, such as mines or rail-

ways, or entirely owned and operated by the

government. Except in large centers the workers

in private industry are largely unorganized,

although they are often class conscious in the

continental radical sense.

Despite the fact that France was the leader

in antipolitical syndicalism socialism always
has been influential with the French working
man, As early as the general election of 1893

the socialists had fifty deputies and the majority
control in many municipalities. Nationally and

officially the Socialist party endorses the Con-

federation Generate du Travail and the whole

cooperative movement. The C. G. T., which
relies more and more on legislation and on

government aid, finds that it must take an active

part in politics. In doing so it definitely regards
the Communists and the right parties as hostile

and in practise restricts its political neutrality
to the Socialists and the bourgeois parties of

the left. The prevailing sentiment, however,
in the higher circles of the C. G. T. is that

the Socialist party is controlled by extremists

who are not in sufficient contact with the trade

union movement. On many questions, such as

the capitalistic "rationalization" of industry,
there is a difference of opinion. The Socialist

party is lukewarm if not hostile to it, whereas

the C. G. T. is wholeheartedly in favor of it.

In accordance with the non-political tradition

of French unionism even the communist unions

are not officially related to the Communist

party although they are in practise.

Unlike England, the United States and Ger-

many, where capitalism developed at so rapid a

pace that workers were unable even in groups to

embark on production, in France capitalism

developed at a comparatively moderate pace and

producers' cooperatives of workers exist side

by side with similar enterprises of
capitalists.

But by the end of the nineteenth century as a

result of the increasing difficulty in obtaining
credit and the growth of class consciousness

consumers' cooperation had outdistanced that

of producers. Since the war cooperation has

moved in step with the newer economic develop-
ment of France away from the isolated neigh-
borhood cooperative to the chain store type
of merchandising, with centralization in buying
and with factories owned by the wholesale

cooperatives. The Banque des Cooperatives
de France became the central financial organ
for the movement. From its beginning the co-

operative movement had been aided by the

French state. It is the best customer of pro-
ducers' cooperatives and in legislation has

favored them against private competitors by the

decree that where the bid is the same the con-

tract goes to the cooperative.
The Italian labor movement priorto the World

War had both a political and an economic wing.
The former was split into three factions: the

reformists, inspired by the revisionism of Bern-

stein; the "integratists," led by Ferri, who re-
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sembled the German Social Democrats of that

^period; and the syndicalists under Labriola,

who severed their connection with the Socialist

party in 1907 and who did not become an im-

portant group until the war. The reformists split

with the Socialist party in 1912 because of their

desire for war; they became a part of the Italian

nationalist movement which the war with Tur-

key over Tripoli in 1911 had stimulated. The
divisions in the trade union movement followed

those in the political movement. There were four

different organizations: the Union of Industrial

Workers, the Union of Agricultural Laborers,

Chambers of Labor and the Catholic Union.

The last was a small group and opposed to the

other three (socialist) organizations.

The labor movement was from the beginning
concentrated in the north. In the region of the

Po river there developed a type of capitalistic

farming with hired laborers and among these,

but especially among the urban workers, social-

ism flourished. The movement was revolutionaiy

to such an extent that the government under

Giolitti prior to and during the World War was

forced to compromise its previously conserva-

tive position in the interest of maintaining peace.

This policy (trasformismo) , by which the govern-
ment tried to be all things to all men, prevailed
down to the Fascist Revolution.

During the war the Socialists under Ferri

remained^to a large extent pacifistic. When the

peace treaties gave Italy little in reward for

her participation in the war on the side of the

Allies, the Socialists had an important talking

point; and the closing down of the war indus-

tries, the rise in the cost of living due to the

rise in foreign exchanges, and the example
of the Russian Revolution all contributed to

turn the whole trend of labor toward revolution.

This took the form of syndicalism, general

strikes and occupation of industries and landed

estates by the workers.

The movement soon failed, however, partly as

a result of a lack of plan of organization, an

inability to obtain credit and to market products
but primarily because of the development of a

well organized terroristic strike breaking or-

ganization in the form of Mussolini's Fascisti.

The apparent purpose of the Fascist reign
of terror was the suppression of trade union,

cooperative and socialist organizations and

it was for this reason that the movement se-

cured financial support from the manufacturers,
bankers and landlords. The establishment of

Fascism was gradual; by 1925 it was fairly

well completed. In the following year the volun-

tary syndicates and trade unions we're replaced

by a nation wide compulsory scheme of syndi-
cate organizations, which alone were recognized
as legal. Four main classes of syndicates were set

up: capitalists, agriculturalists, laborers and

professional men. Each person in order to carry
on a business or get a job must belong to one

of these syndicates and pay dues to it. The

syndicates, organized on a local, regional and

national basis, with officers approved by the

dictator, have made rules fixing wages and even

output. Although the employers and employees
were at first separately organized, the national

Fascist federations of employers and employees
were later combined into corporations.

Fascism embodies the negation of the class

war; its essential principle is class collaboration

and the substitution for the struggle be-

tween classes within the nation of the world

struggle between nations. The interest of the

workers, according to Fascist principles, ends

at the national boundary; except for the quasi-

governmental International Labor Organization
no connections are permitted between labor or-

ganizations in Italy and similar organizations
in other countries. Strikes and lockouts are

forbidden under the law of 1926, which also

provides for giving legal validity to all labor

contracts. To enforce and interpret the con-

tracts a system of labor courts is provided.
Class collaboration is therefore the supreme

doctrine of Fascism. This is illustrated by the

Labor Charter of 1927, which states that there

is no conflict of interests between the various

classes; that they work together for the greatest

production and for the welfare of the nation;

that private initiative is the most useful in-

strument for the welfare of the nation; and

that the state interferes in production only
where private initiative is lacking. While the-

oretically the Fascist state is formed out of

functional economic groups organized into syn-
dicates and corporations, economic groups are

not paramount; instead the state is controlled

by a relatively small political group organized
on a military basis representing no economic

class but recruited from the petty capitalists.

In Soviet Russia the situation is quite dif-

ferent. Here the labor movement is perhaps

younger than that of any other important Euro-

pean country. For a longer period of time than

elsewhere in Europe trade unions, except bogus

organizations formed and controlled by the

police, were illegal in Russia. Genuine union or-
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ganizations nevertheless did develop despite

the restrictions,' particularly among the printers.

The revolution of 1905 brought a promise
of the legalization of trade unions, which re-

sulted in a remarkable growth in union organiza-

tion. But governmental control of these unions

was still strong and contributed to the success

of a drive by the employers which materially

weakened the union movement. Russia en-

tered the World War with a weak trade union

movement; and when the revolution came, it was

the social philosophy of the revolutionary so-

cialist and communist parties which dominated

rather than any wage conscious unionism.

The communist revolution was almost strictly

an urban and wage earners' revolution based on

the Soviets, which were merely the central labor

unions of the locality, a kind of organization

which has arisen in all countries at periods

when unionism is just beginning. Such were the

trade unions of England and America in the

decade of the 1830*8; the Soviets had already

appeared in Russia in the short revolution of

1905. Springingup again afterthe February revo-

lution in 1917 they represented a great variety

of organizations and included "intellectuals"

of various sorts. When the defeated veterans

returned to St. Petersburg they were admitted

to the Soviets, which then became Workers' and

Soldiers' Councils. Lenin and Trotsky advo-

cated and effected the exclusion from these new
Soviets of the intellectuals and of those who,
like the Mensheviks, favored trade union

agreements and collaboration with employers;
the Soviets were then converted into proletarian

organizations bent upon the destruction of the

capitalist system.
It is an important fact, as Calvin Hoover has

noted, that whereas competition for wealth is

paramount in a capitalist country, competition
for political power within the Communist party
has taken its place in the Soviet Union. This

competition really means a competition between

political policies and has centered chiefly

around the question of how far private or com-

munist ownership of industry and agriculture

may be permitted. The struggle on this point
still continues but under the administration

of Stalin there is a strong drive toward the en-

tire prohibition of all private ownership and

private trading. The labor movement of Russia

has thus culminated in the most extreme doctrine

of a classless government controlled solely by
the class of propertyless wage earners.

Where Fascism definitely limited the activity

of its labor movement to the boundaries of Italy,

Russian communism started from the principle

that the revolution must be made world wide

and must be continued until all the world has

accepted communism. But the force of inter-

nal conditions and the stubborn resistance of

capitalists in Germany and England as well as

the development of Fascism in Italy and Ger-

many have forced the Soviet Union to abandon

the principle of world revolution in return for an

opportunity to build its own national common-
wealth. It now seeks world peace and feels that

engaged as it is in the process of "building
socialism" it would be the principal sufferer

from a war. The political Communist Inter-

national and the economic Red International

of Labor Unions are still in existence and still

function, but their revolutionary activities

have been considerably circumscribed by the

internal needs of Soviet Russia.

Fascism and communism, antithetical in their

ultimate ideals and in their standards of value,

present certain striking similarities in their

practical consequences for the labor movement.
The Soviet Union too has abolished the class

war within the nation, not by the submergence
of existing class interests but by an attempt to

eliminate all classes. The dictatorship of the

proletariat embodying the concept of a con-

tinuation of other classes is to be eliminated

when the profit psychology has been eliminated

when all the people are workers and none

lives by interest, rents or profits. In both

Italy and Russia the edge of the class struggle

has been dulled by government control of the

policy and administration of the former volun-

tary trade unions and cooperatives. This has

been done by the simple device of securing the

appointment of members of the Fascist or Com-
munist parties as officers of these associations.

In addition in both countries the function of

the trade unions has ceased to consist of repre-

senting the workers in conflicts with em-

ployers, and they now act as agencies for in-

creased efficiency and productivity. In both

cases they have become instruments for enforc-

ing governmental policy.

In addition to the emergence of communism
and Fascism, which have affected the form and

functioning of the labor movement not only in

the countries of their origin but in other coun-

tries as well, one of the most important develop-
ments of the post-war world has been the capital-

ism of the United States. Here the economic

method of labor action has predominated over
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both the political and the cooperative, because

the overlordship of the aristocratic state and the

church has been eliminated for more than one

hundred years. The electoral suffrage began to

be extended to the wage earners in the decade

of the 1820*3, full fifty years in advance of the

countries of Europe. In the United States

capitalism has had its greatest freedom of de-

velopment; both capitalism and labor organiza-
tions have followed along clear cut economic

lines.

Although American union activity has been

essentially economic directly through trade

unions there have been periods when labor has

turned to other lines of action. As early as

the end of the 1820*8 labor with its newly ac-

quired franchise turned to political action to

secure its ends. Parties which were distinctly

labor developed in various eastern cities, but

their practical proposals were stolen by other

parties and they were left with the advocacy of

radical measures which brought them into dis-

repute. In the period before the 1850*3 labor

again turned to legislation, although not through

independent action; such measures as public

education, mechanics' lien laws and homestead

laws received the general support of labor move-

ments. With the organization of strong national

trade unions after 1850 labor once more con-

centrated upon economic action. But not until

the 1890'$ did this business unionism finally

win out over the type of labor program which

had been proposed by various early labor organ-
izations in the United States, ending with the

Knights of Labor, and which had attempted by

voluntary association to substitute cooperation

and self-employment for capitalistic employment
on the democratic principle of one man one vote

instead of the capitalistic principle of one share

one vote. These organizations frequently broke

down on the one issue of electing managers

by popular vote. Or if they succeeded they

passed over into capitalistic organizations by

closing the doors to new members and hiring

non-members for wages. The experience of the

molders and the coopers with producers' co-

operation ended this phase of the American

labor movement, although in 1919 the railroad

unions offered to assume partial control of the

railways under the Plumb Plan.

American labor activity has not entirely es-

chewed political action, but it has refused to

enter the political arena as an independent

party or to cooperate in the formation of an

independent labor party. Except for 1924, when

the American Federation of Labor supported La
Follette for president, the official labor move-
ment has tended to adopt the policy of support-

ing now one party, now the other, according to

the benefits expected from the one or the other.

This policy of rewarding friends and punishing
enemies has been employed, however, primarily
to insure the freedom of action of trade unions

on the economic field and to secure the passage
of certain measures which could not be attained

through union action, such as workmen's com-

pensation and immigration restriction. As for

substantive contributions to the direct well being
of the workers, such as social insurance laws,

the American Federation of Labor has consist-

ently opposed their passage, believing that

these benefits should be provided or secured by
the unions, thereby making the union member

dependent upon his union only and not upon his

employer or the government.
In line with its conservative non-political

policy the American Federation of Labor has

carefully and consistently avoided any socialist

or communist affiliations and has even been

prominent among the attackers of these social

philosophies. Except for the year 1895, when
the socialist sympathizers captured the presi-

dency of the A. F. of L. and unseated Gompers,
left wing groups have been unable to make any

appreciable headway with the organization. Both

boring from within and dual unionism have

failed to make much impression on the movement
as a whole, although individual unions, such as

the International Ladies' Garment Workers Un-

ion, have been severely crippled by internecine

fights between the communists and other mem-
bers. Some unions and some sections have either

openly supported socialists or communists or

have actively participated in the formation of

labor parties; but the movement as a whole has

carefully avoided any such action and even in the

depression election of 1932 the American Feder-

ation of Labor, although disappointed with the

labor planks in the platforms of the two major

parties, refused to support either the socialists

or the communists.

Unionism in America received a tremendous

impetus through the high prices and the pros-

perity of the war years. In the ensuing periods,

however, membership declined not only in the

depression of 1920-21 but also in the prosperity

period which lasted until 1929. The trade unions

which do exist in America are still powerful

possibly more so than those in Europe. But

capitalism in the United States seems to
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have developed new methods of resistance to the

spread of uniorwsm. Diffusion of corporate own-

ership, labor legislation and voluntary con-

cessions by giant corporations have apparently
rendered unionism unnecessary to many of the

workers. Large scale business has been fore-

stalling unionism by providing for labor as

much as or more than the unions offer. Another

obstacle to the growth of a strong labor move-

ment is the important system of promotion,
which still offers outlets for members of the

working class and hampers the development of

class feeling.

Important contributing factors to the limited

extent and the non-radical nature of American

unionism were the areas of free land available

in the west until the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury and the successive waves of immigration,
which complicated the problem of union organ-

ization by introducing racial and national an-

tagonisms augmented by language difficulties.

In the period before the World War it was rela-

tively easy for large employers to replace

groups which had learned to think collectively

by new immigrants unaccustomed to the philos-

ophy of unionism, anxious to get a start in a new

country, pleased at the relatively high wages and

unapproachable by the spokesmen of the older

groups because of language difficulties. As fast

as one group rose out of this state it was re-

placed by a new group. With the practical ex-

clusion of immigrants after the war the problem
of language barriers became less important.

Regional shifts, such as that of the textile

industry to the unorganized south, present new

problems and the presence of a large Negro

group, which the rank and file of organized
labor has thus far almost consistently refused

to admit, constitutes a perennial strike breaking

menace, which has already given rise to such

fundamentally economic outbreaks as the race

riots in East St. Louis in 1917.
These two elements of free land and immigra-

tion, which would seem to be the common char-

acteristic of new countries, were not present in

the unique Australian labor movement. Faced

from the beginning with a concentration and

monopolization of landownership and conse-

quent difficulty of rising beyond his status as a

wage earner the Australian laborer has always
been conscious of a scarcity ofopportunity. This

factor together with a homogeneity of culture

arising from a common English ancestry, an early

attainment of universal suffrage and the realiza-

tion through experience that the government

serves the "master class" in any industrial

disputes has led labor in Australia to resort to

independent political action. At the close of the

nineteenth century labor with the acquiescence
or support of other groups moved for compul-

sory arbitration after the failure of an intense

opposition to the strikes of the miners, shearers

and maritime workers.

The Australian Labour party, which includes

the parties of the various states, has steadily

broadened its platform in the interest of the

trade unions which dominate it. Having estab-

lished compulsory arbitration in the common-

wealth, New South Wales, Queensland, South

Australia and Western Australia
,
it has attempted

to establish union preference in the courts of

arbitration; to maintain the self-sufficiency of

Australian industry by high tariffs; and to

achieve socialization of industry by a constitu-

tional utilization of the federal, state and

municipal governments. While no progress has

been made in instituting a system of union pref-

erence in the courts, high tariffs have been ef-

fected and Australia has socialized her industry
to a greater degree than any other capitalistic

country in the world. With the support of the

party trade unionism in Australia has steadily

been strengthened, so that in 1931 about

one half of all employees were members of

unions. The courts of arbitration have been

responsible for much of this growth, because

they recognize as parties to disputes only those

workers who are organized and they do not per-
mit employers to discriminate against union

members.

Because Australian capitalism has always been

employer capitalism, unionism in Australia has

tended to develop along industrial lines. An
example of this is the Australian Workers' Un-

ion, comprising for the most part shearers and

other agricultural workers, which is the largest

and perhaps strongest union in Australia and

constitutes one sixth of the total union member-

ship. The Australian Council of Trade Unions,

representing the bulk of union membership
outside the Australian Workers' Union, has con-

sistently urged the organization of labor along
industrial lines and the formation of one big
union.

But the characteristic feature of Australian

unionism has been the creation of a "White Aus-

tralia" by exclusion of all races and nationalities

except the Anglo-Saxon. In many countries

the division along racial and national lines has

been more important than division along
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economic lines. In countries where a single

nationality predominates, such as Germany,
England and Australia, race consciousness sup-

ports the labor movement and trade unions and

political parties are more easily formed.

It is not surprising that when capitalist organ-
ization becomes international, the labor move-

ment follows. This was a basic fact which Marx

recognized in aiding the organization of the

International Working Men's Association in

1864. But Marx' organization preceded by half a

century the banker capitalism which is to be con-

sidered as the real beginning of international

capitalism.
The international labor movement is at pres-

ent made up of over seventy organizations di-

vided into various systems of "tendencies" so-

cialist, communist, syndicalist and Christian

in addition to the quasi-governmental Interna-

tional Labor Organization (q-v.). Of these the

International Federation of Trade Unions (or

Amsterdam International, as it is known from

the location of its central offices, which, how-

ever, were moved to Berlin after 1930) is still the

largest and most coherent despite its decline in

membership since 1921. It is composed of

twenty-seven international trade secretariats

made up of trade unions of the socialist type, is

allied with the political Labor and Socialist (Sec-

ond) International and cooperates with the

International Labor Organization. Its member-

ship of over 13,000,000 includes a majority of

the trade unionists of Europe and some outside

of Europe, although the American Federation of

Labor is not represented. The federation with-

drew in 1920 because, according to Gompers, the

International had "become an international

political body with sovietism as its logical

result and a revolutionary program for 'socializa-

tion' and 'communism'." Some American na-

tional trade union bodies, however, continue to

belong to the international secretariat for their

industry.

The trend of Amsterdam is to merge the so-

cialist ideal with the ideas of "workers' control"

and of industrial democracy; its outlook is re-

formist internationalism, which regards the

transition to a socialist society as a gradual
and slow process. It conceives its main task

to be one of promoting economic and social re-

forms under capitalism. The twenty-seven secre-

tariats are little more than information bureaus

and discussion centers. On the other hand, the

need for international action is causing the

miners' secretariat to support regulation of

the mining industry through an international

commission. The metal workers, faced by the

growth of international cartels, are backing a de-

mand for an international cartel office under the

League of Nations.

The communist Red International of Labor

Unions was established in 1921 as a successor to

the Provisional Council of Red Trade Unions,
which was organized by the Third International

in 1920 to break up the Amsterdam International

with its definite socialist affiliation. The Red
International of Labor Unions is organically con-

nected with the Third International. The great

majority of its membership is of course located

in Russia.

The Christian trade unions which developed
after the issuance of the papal encyclical De re-

rum novarum in 1891 organized an International

Secretariat of Christian Trade Unions in 1908,
which before the World War reached a member-

ship of over half a million, more than two thirds

of which was located in Germany. The war in-

terrupted its activities, as it did those of the

other labor internationals. It was reconstituted

after the war and now has a membership of

about a million and a half. Essentially its purpose
is to try to allay industrial unrest and to estab-

lish economic justice on Christian principles.

The anarchist International Working Men's

Association, which adopted the same name as

Marx' First International as a sign of its

claim to spiritual descent from that body, is

the least important of the international organiza-

tions, with a membership of only a few hundred

thousand.

The labor movement is thus seen to be amaz-

ingly complicated and diverse. There is scarcely
a single principle or permanent trend underlying
it except the aggressive principle of encroaching

upon the domain of capitalism. Even this prin-

ciple is in abeyance during a war for national

survival or conquest. The movement in one

country is not comparable with the movement
in another country, and even in the same coun-

try it changes with transformations in the form

and power of capitalism and in all the social

movements.

Within the movement itself there are many
conflicting trends, which weaken its aggressive-

ness; these range all the way from communism,

syndicalism and unionism to cooperation, and

they are broken up again into many different

forms and temporary combinations. In some
countries one or more of these conflicting in-

ternal movements rises to temporary predomi-
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nance, while in other countries quite the opposite
movemente may predominate.
The modern world wide extension of markets

together with the emergence of international

combinations has correspondingly expanded the

scope of the labor movement, which, however,
has lost ground relatively to world wide capital-

ism. Racial and national differences have made
the movement in one country different from

that in another country where one language and

one race may tend to effect an automatic soli-

darity. Differences in wages and standards of

living have had an equally important part in the

fluctuations of labor movements, and the cycles

of full employment and unemployment have

weakened them more than any other factor.

Nevertheless, with the rapid improvements in

technology, with the transition from an agricul-

tural to an urban population and with the cor-

responding shift from small property owners to

propertyless wage earners the labor movement

by mere weight of numbers becomes a major

problem of western civilization.

JOHN R. COMMONS
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GENERAL. In popular usage the term labor

party serves to cover labor associations or-

ganized to ameliorate the lot of working people

by political and legislative action as distinguished
from capitalist reform parties on the one hand,
and socialist or communist parties on the other.

Within that usage the term further denotes

a membership composed primarily, if not ex-

clusively, of working people and a pragmatic
eclecticism of program, free from commitments

to any integrated social philosophy.
More accurately, existing labor parties may

be divided into three categories according to

their organization and membership. First, there

is the English type, consisting primarily of

trade unions which affiliate with the labor party
en bloc and vote as units. In addition individual

union members and others, whether or not

they are workers, may affiliate through local

labor or socialist parties. The Labour party of

great Britain has ordinarily embodied the larg-

est degree of direct trade union affiliation of

any labor party; in Australia also trade union

members constitute the great bulk of party

membership. The second is the Belgian type, a

permanent triple alliance of the Socialist party,

the trade unions and the cooperatives, which

most closely approximates a formal socialist

party with respect to acceptance of the theoret-

ical tenets of socialism. The Socialist party
maintains an autonomous existence within the

Belgian Labor party not dissimilar to that which

the Independent Labour party held within

the British Labour party until 1932. Third,
there is the American type, which finds organ-
ized expression in only one state but appears
in several other states in the form of more or

less significant local parties. Such parties con-

sist neither of organized trade unions nor

overwhelmingly of individual trade unionists

but of persons of divers social and economic

origins. They view their own efforts as but

initial steps toward the inevitable formation of

a labor party of the country's trade unions.

Wherever they have attained a measure of sue-,

cess or maintained a more than passing existence

these American attempts have been dominated

by a farmers' or agrarian outlook.

In their basic attitudes toward the social

order the functioning labor parties are divisible

into two groups: European and American.

Nearly all the former are at present at least

theoretically anticapitalist, while the latter

are at most anti old parties or anti big interests.

Early attempts to form labor parties in the

United States were outspokenly radical, how-

ever, even though the radicalism was of an

agricultural brand; at a time when the intel-

lectual remains of Chartism were being entirely

absorbed by avowedly socialist groups and Eng-
lish laborism was tamely evolving into Liberal-

Labourism, an active labor radicalism which

sought political expression still existed in the

United States. The organizations of the 1870*8

bore a socialist stamp: the International Work-

ing Men's Association, the First Socialist

International, stood guard over their activities,

and such men as William H. Sylvis and F. A.

Sorge maintained an active correspondence with

Marx and Engels.
The theoretical distinction between the typ-

ical social democratic or communist party on
the one hand and a labor party on the other is

that the former rest upon a social creed or

ideology while the latter is based merely upon
a social class. The socialist or the communist

claim to labor representation rests upon the

ability of the given party to generalize and

effectively to voice presumably existing working
class aspirations. The claim of a labor party
would seem to need no substantiation, for its

very appearance on the scene represents its

credentials. The appealing attractiveness of a

labor party in the eyes of workers seems to

rest upon simplicity of performance "act in

politics as you act in the factory" as well as

upon its implied capacity for action, since a

labor party has direct access to labor's organized

power through the constituent trade union

bodies.

The play of political and social forces has

conditioned the emergence of socialist or creed

parties in certain countries and of labor or

class parties in others. In the light of these

circumstances three major types of relations

between the trade unions and the political move-
ments stand out in the experiences of European
labor. In Germany, the other central European
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countries and the Scandinavian states there

developed parallelism of the economic and the

political organizations. Their essential equality

as well as the mutualism of immediate and

ultimate interests was considered a matter of

course. The Socialist party enjoyed acknowl-

edged leadership in political matters but the

trade unions steadily if tacitly materialized

and extended an "encroaching control over the

whole movement." The battles for universal and

direct franchise and democratic rights generally

and for social and labor legislation kept the

two divisions of organized labor in a working

relationship.

In France, which is industrialized only in

certain sections, developments took another

course. The economic holiowness of most of the

political gains of the French Revolution, the

ruthless suppression of the Commune and the

frequent cases of "treason of the intellectuals"

who used labor's readiness to respond to radical

political appeals as stepping stones to personal

parliamentary careers caused the development of

a strong antipathy to political action and of

anarchistic tendencies in large sections of the

proletariat, especially in Paris, where small

shops and petty industry rather than large scale

establishments flourished. Trade unions were

not assured of legal status until 1884, and trade

unionism or syndicalism therefore acquired a

revolutionary glamour. The rift between the

socialists and the trade unions grew. The local

central labor councils or exchanges (bourses

du travail), under direct anarchist leadership,

housed in buildings erected out of municipal
funds and in other ways publicly supported, be-

came centers of opposition to party politics,

mainly directed against the socialist party.

This trend was essentially similar to the political

course of the American Federation of Labor

under Gompers; it is significant that when

Gompers visited Paris in 1909 the French revo-

lutionary syndicalists received him as their

very own. In time, however, a partial entente

cordiale was established between the party and

the unions under the compelling influence of

the moderate socialist leader Jean Jaures as

well as of the big reformist unions which were

interested in legislation including those in

the industrialized north, in the textile industry

and in the railroad industry, partly under

government control. A similar relation with cer-

tain variations existed in the other Latin

countries.

In Great Britain two basic circumstances pre-

vented the formation of a strong socialist move-
ment. The struggle for the franchise was vir-

tually won as early as 1867, when the Reform
Bill gave voting rights to city workers. In that

struggle the Whigs, or Liberals, supported labor.

The anti-union combination laws were repealed
in 1871; and an effectively built trade union

movement enabled at least the upper strata,

the skilled workers, to secure some benefits

from the preferred position which British

capitalism enjoyed in the markets of the world.

The major causes which generally aided the de-

velopment of the continental socialist parties

the fight for suffrage, the struggle for social and
labor legislation and the economic misery of

the workers did not operate in quite the

same way in the United Kingdom. Here the

two-party political system and the role of rela-

tive economic progressivism which the Liberals,

the party of expanding finance and industrial

capital, played against the party of the land mag-
nates, the Tories, tended to keep labor indif-

ferent to political socialism, with the result that

while many doctrinaire and sectarian socialist

groups developed, no substantial socialist

party arose. Only when unskilled labor rose to

organized influence, beginning with the dock

workers' movement, was the stage set for the

active and independent entrance of labor into

the political arena. Reactionary decisions of

the law courts, notably the Taff Vale decision

in 1901 , hastened the progress of the movement.

But only by relegating its socialist ambitions

to the background was the Independent Labour

party able to make itself a force in the accelera-

tion of the evolutionary course which resulted

in the formation of the Labour party.

Except for the Belgian Labor party, which in

a practical sense merely represents the German

system of close cooperation between socialism

and trade unionism developed to the point of

federation, pre-war political labor activity

took two forms: socialist or social democratic

partyism, recognized to a greater or lesser de-

gree by industrially organized labor, and labor

partyism, based on direct trade union affiliation

as in the United Kingdom and the dominions,

especially the Irish Free State, Australia

and New Zealand. The distinction between

the two rests upon the degree of control exer-

cised by the trade union movement and the po-
litical party. Even the maximal acceptance by
the Social Democracy of the trade union view-

point in all matters of policy and of theory as

affected by it at no time brings the party to
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the point of being a mere "labor caucus" of the

trade union movement, as the British Labour

party has always been. Even the revision of the

constitution of the Labour party in 1918 and

the invitation to the "workers by brain" to join
did not change matters materially. Some of the

intellectuals who answered the call may have

received comfortable appointments and prob-

ably enjoyed gratifying publicity, but in sub-

stance they remained expert if well remunerated

servants of the trade unions acting through the

party. On the other hand, the intellectuals in the

continental socialist and communist movements

dominate their parties.

The difference in basic control has resulted

in different general political and social char-

acteristics. The Social Democratic and Commu-
nist parties maintain an active interest in national

and international matters, in intellectual or

cultural issues and in social theory and their

behavior in crucial situations is determined by
these interests. The course of the Labour party,

on the other hand, has generally been de-

termined by the trade union outlook, and the

immediate concerns of the trade union organiza-

tions have at all times directed labor party

policy. Thus in the matter of relations with

Soviet Russia the socialist intellectual leaders

of the British Labour party were obliged to

subordinate their own partisan animus to the

pragmatic concern of the trade unionists with

the problem of employment. In the crisis of 193 1

the attack by the parliamentary majority on the

unemployment insurance system precipitated

the Labour party's refusal to "carry on" the

government. The members of the Labour gov-
ernment quit office by direction of the trade

union leadership on a straight labor issue, where-

as the Social Democratic party in Germany de-

spite its anxiety to work with the trade unions let

its policy be guided by a desire to "save the

republic." The democratic, or the revolutionary,

outlook has been the dominant consideration of

socialism or communism in politics, while the

class, or the economic, viewpoint has been the

first concern of laborism.

J. B. S. HARDMAN

GREAT BRITAIN. Although an organized work-

ing class with large class conscious sections

existed in Great Britain long before it did in any
other European country, the British Labour

party is a generation younger than continental

socialist parties. Efforts to bring English workers

into politics during the reform struggles in-

spired by the French Revolution left behind only
some suggestive literature and ajist of martyrs to

savage repression. In the 1830*3 such men as

Bronterre O'Brien urged on workers the neces-

sity of winning political power, but after the de-

cline of revolutionary Chartism in the middle of

the century most British workers accepted capi-

talism, then in a definitely progressive stage with

expanding imperial and foreign markets, as in-

evitable. They shared with the Victorian middle

class a faith in thrift, individualism and noncon-

formist religious doctrines. For individual self-

improvement they looked to literary institutes,

for economic advance to collective bargaining.
Labor in general was aware of a social rather

than of an economic cleavage between "the

classes and the masses." Remembering the

quasi-feudal servitude under which their fathers

had lived before the industrial revolution, work-

ers were more critical of landowners than of

capitalists. Robert Applegarth in advocating an

extended franchise represented perhaps the

height of political interest among trade unionists

of his generation. When in 1867 Sheffield work-

ers put up a parliamentary candidate they chose

Anthony Mundella, a Liberal manufacturer, on
a "class harmony" platform. Labor was content

to pursue the Liberal party, through which
miners supported by compact groups following
a hereditary trade secured an appreciable num-
ber of parliamentary seats. The trade union

movement as a whole concentrated on immedi-

ate issues, mainly ofwages and hours, and exerted

only an indirect political influence, greatly to the

satisfaction of Liberals, who regarded it as a

force for "rational conservatism" and a bulwark

against independent labor politics.

Modern socialism in England originated

among middle class intellectuals. William Mor-
ris and H. M. Hyndman, who founded the

Social Democratic Federation in 1881, were

pioneers in preaching class consciousness and

independent labor politics but never won a nu-

merous following. More important and typical

was the Fabian Society, founded in 1883, to

which belonged such intellectuals as Sidney and
Beatrice Webb, Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells.

The Fabians were "gradualists" about the trans-

fer of industry to public ownership, relying on

persuasion and statistics and tending to idealize

the bureaucrat. They were anti-Marxist and

antirevolutionary, decried the class war and were

inclined to be imperialists. Their first strategy

(soon abandoned) was to "permeate" the Liberal

party. Although the society never had a working
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class following, its publications, especially the

Fabian Essays, gradually sapped Victorian indi-

vidualism and complacency among the middle

class youth and later among workers, thus laying
an intellectual and emotional basis for inde-

pendent labor politics. Among other influences

which made the Labour party one must reckon

the Clarion, a lively weekly edited by Robert

Blatchford,whose MerrieEngland(London 1894)
was the most popular of socialist books.

In 1874 the Labour Representation League
and a decade later the Labour Electoral Associa-

tion succeeded in electing Labour candidates to

the House, but both were rapidly absorbed by
the Liberal party. The work of founding a prole-

tarian organization devolved on Keir Hardie

(q<v.), a miner who realizing the limitations and

costliness of isolated strike struggles turned first

to Liberal and later to Labour politics as the al-

ternative. His ethical socialism based on an ideal

of service was well calculated to win workers

prepared by a chapel upbringing. In 1893 he

founded the Independent Labour party and soon

gained Philip Snowden and Ramsay Mac-

Donald, both of working class origin, as lieuten-

ants.

Rising prices after 1896 and the demand for

higher wages favored the growth of a militant

"new unionism," which after the turn of the

century began to combat the
' '

labor aristocracy'
'

(skilled and relatively well paid craft unions),

aiming at a wider industrial unionism and the

organization of the unorganized. The Trades

Union Congress adopted some socialist resolu-

tions and the I . L. P. (as the Independent Labour

party was always called) began to put up candi-

dates for Parliament. Although for years the new

party had to meet the objection that it split the

progressive vote, its persistent election fights

served to propagate its ideas. In 1892 and 1900
Keir Hardie was returned to the House, where

his tactics did much to convert workers to the

idea of a labor party.

Inasmuch as the I.L.P. had made many ene-

mies through its missionary activities, it was un-

acceptable as a basis for a new national party.

Instead the trade union practise ofsending mem-
bers to Parliament was generalized and made the

basis of the new party. It was founded in 1900 as

the Labour Representation Committee and after

1906 was called the Labour party. Unlike conti-

nental socialist parties, which are based upon in-

dividual membership, the Labour party was a

federation of unions and the three socialist

societies; as a result it at once acquired status as

well as funds through a levy on union members.
But it had many weaknesses. Although it in-

sisted that its conception of labor included brain

workers as well as hand workers, it was, com-

pared with the German Social Democracy, al-

ways poor in intellectuals and organized intel-

lectual life. It had for years no party press and

the Daily Herald still does little to popularize
socialism. The mass of unionists were never

converted to socialism, and many who would
answer a strike call would vote Liberal or even

Tory. The unions, which provided most of the

campaign funds, usually nominated as candi-

dates administrative officials,who were unusually
dull in the House. A growing strain was put on

the loyalty of the I.L.P., which, although it did

most of the organizing and propaganda, was so

small as to be subject to the domination of any
bloc of three or four large unions. In recent years
this structural fault in the Labour party has been

partially repaired by the creation of an individual

membership section.

Although the I.L.P. spread socialist propa-

ganda within its ranks, the Labour party re-

mained for long under the spell of Liberal tradi-

tion. Its motive force was not so much socialist

ideas as a demand for independent working class

representation. Until after the World War an un-

avowed alliance often enabled its candidates to

escape Liberal opposition, and in Parliament

they did little more than follow the Liberal lead

in social reform, the constitutional struggle with

the Lords and efforts to confer home rule on

Ireland. They supported Liberal budgets, in-

cluding military appropriations, and generally

acted like a left wing of the Liberal party.

A series of bitter strikes beginning in the

South Wales mine fields in 1905 and culminating
in the formation in 1913 of the aggressive Triple
Alliance of miners, railway men and transport
workers stimulated a feeling of class solidarity

which the World War submerged but did not

obliterate. Since the generation of workers reared

in liberalism was dying out, Lloyd George's
formation of the war coalition completed the

disillusionment of the workers. By the en-

franchisement of women and the simplification

of the electoral qualification the electorate was

more than doubled in 1918 and further increased

in 1929. Under Arthur Henderson the Labour

party built an efficient electioneering machine.

All these developments aided the party, and its

vote grew rapidly.

In August, 1914, MacDonald backed almost

unanimously bv the I.L.P. took a pacifist posi-
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tion. The Labour party declared an industrial

truce and eventually joined the war coalition,

although it advocated a peace of conciliation.

MacDonald lost the leadership of the Labour

party and in the "khaki" election of 1918 he and

Snowden and most of their pacifist followers lost

their seats. At the end of the war the representa-
tives of the strengthened I.L.P. left the Socialist

International for the Vienna International, com-

ing back again in 1923.

LABOUR VOTE AND LABOUR REPRESENTATION IN HOUSE
OF COMMONS, 1895-1931

YEAR OF
ELECTION

*
I. L. P. vote.

t Labour Representation Committee vote.

The chief drama of the Labour movement was

now played outside the House. The post-war

revolutiftfiary ferment in England took the form

of quasi-political strikes, a form as old and as

English as Robert Owen. British labor followed

the Russian Revolution with friendly interest,

agitated against the blockade and contemplated
a strike in 1920 against the government's plan of

military aid to counter-revolutionary Poland.

Lloyd George's failure to act on the report of a

royal commission in favor of coal mine na-

tionalization led to the miners' strike in 1921,
which proved disastrous when railway men and

transport workers influenced by J. H. Thomas
failed to go out in sympathy. There was at this

time some contact between Moscow and left

wing Labour and a small, active Communist

party was formed. But although the Russian

Revolution gave an emotional stimulus to Eng-
lish labor and aroused much sympathy, the main

body of the Labour party held to gradualism and

reformism. At and after the election of 1918 the

Labour party worked for a minimum standard of

life; that is, for the abolition of gross poverty

through social reforms differing only in degree
from recent Liberal legislation. In 1922 and 1923

along with some leading Liberals it concentrated

on the proposal of a capital levy. It wasm earnest

over nationalization only for the coal mines.

In 1922 the party under MacDonald became

second in number in the House and acquired the

rights of His Majesty's Opposition. In 1924 by
an accident inevitable under a three-party sys-

tem Labour came into office. Snowden produced
an orthodox Gladstonian budget. Schemes of

wage fixing for agricultural labor and for pro-

moting workers' housing were adopted. The

outstanding record was MacDonald's at the

Foreign Office. He recognized the Soviet Union
and in association with a left French government
restored European peace after the Ruhr occupa-
tion. Since as a minority government it was pre-
vented from doing anything of which the Lib-

erals disapproved, the Labour government ob-

served all the conventions, respected the mon-

archy and like Tories and Liberals followed be-

hind the scenes the guidance of a singularly
adroit civil service. After nine months the Tories

exploiting the forged Zinovieff letter created a

Red scare during the general election and Labour
was defeated despite the gain in prestige which

resulted from its first period in office.

Interest now again centered in the unions.

The left expressed its inclination to "direct ac-

tion" in the general strike of 1926. This was

without serious revolutionary intention and was

but a bluff of the Trades Union Congress which

the government forced it to make good. The de-

feat of the strike threw the movement back on

opportunism and restored MacDonald's ascend-

ancy. The party expelled all communists and

adopted a frigid attitude toward Russia. The

I.L.P., which had outgrown its ethical atti-

tude, worked out a program to cope with

chronic unemployment, to rationalize backward

industries and agriculture and to initiate the

transition to socialism through the ballot by
capturing for the community control of the main

keys to economic power, especially banking.
MacDonald suppressed this program and substi-

tuted an incoherent compilation of reformist

projects.

The party's automatic growth continued and

it returned to Parliament in 1929 with a plurality.

Few adherents of the Labour party can think of

its second period of office without shame and

disgust. MacDonald treated the Liberals with a

new cordiality, his habit of consulting the oppo-
sition serving as preparation for coalition. The

key cabinet position, a kind of dictatorship to

cope with unemployment, went to Thomas, who
took to repeating the usual reactionary excuses
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for doing nothing for the workers. Snowden, as

chancellor ofthe.Exchequer, fell obviously under

the influence of the bankers and vetoed credit

expansion and any bold program of public

works, such as even the Liberals had advocated.

The legislative machine worked with exasper-

ating slowness. Conditions of widows' pensions
were improved, a bill on Liberal lines rational-

ized the mining industry, another promoted

orderly agricultural marketing. Outstanding suc-

cesses were once more in foreign policy with

Henderson now at the head of the Foreign Office:

MacDonald's conciliatory visit to Washington,
the London Naval Conference, the restoration of

diplomatic relations with Russia, the removal of

the French from the Rhineland, the signing at

Geneva of the optional clause for arbitration.

Tory policy was abandoned in India and the

Round Table Conference summoned. But there

was no coping with the main problem. Although
the government's policy was open to a wider

attack, the I.L.P. concentrated chiefly on criti-

cizing the inadequacy of relief provisions.
In the summer of 1931 a vast foreign loan was

needed to halt a run on the Bank of England's

gold reserves. Prompted apparently by the Bank
of England, American bankers refused to lend

unless the disordered budget were balanced by
drastic economies, including specifically a cut

in unemployment relief. The Labour cabinet,

while sparing armament appropriations, was

willing to economize by devastating the social

services and by reducing the pay of all civil

service grades. When a cabinet majority refused,

however, to give a signal for general wage reduc-

tion by cutting the dole, MacDonald (now a

distinguished individual without a party) ac-

cepted the king's invitation to form a "National"

coalition with Tories and Liberals. The Labour
movement on the whole accepted the secession

of MacDonald, Snowden and Thomas with re-

lief, realizing rather tardily that they had long
since been absorbed by the governing class.

The general election that followed brought on
the Labour party a disaster unprecedented in

English history. The challenge to the money
power which was implied in the Labour party's

project for control of banking caused the com-

bined opposition of Liberals and Tories to be

ranged against it. Its former leaders deliber-

ately created a financial panic. MacDonald jet-

tisoned a life long belief in free trade. Snowden
assailed as "Bolshevism run mad" legislative

proposals for the nationalization of the Bank of

England which stood in draft in his handwriting.

Ill prepared and ill led for the fight the party was

routed and, although its total vote showed only a

20 percent reduction, it came back to the House
a remnant of its former self, only two members of

the late cabinet escaping the deluge.
Since the election of 193 1 the Labourpartyhas

struggled to build up a reliable mass membership
of individual adherents. The discussions leading
to the revised program which was laid before its

annual conference in 1932 revealed a swing to

the left and an attempt to work out something
more than the familiar compilation of unco-

ordinated proposals for social reform. The party
now realizes (as the I.L.P. did before it) that any
advance to a planned economy presupposes the

effective command of the state, involving public

ownership in most cases, over the key positions

which confer economic power. The events of

1930-31 have led the party to concentrate upon
finance. All agree that the Bank of England must
be nationalized; some would nationalize thejoint
stock banks also; the majority would be content

to control them. It is further proposed to set up a

national investment trust under public control

which would direct the flow of savings into so-

cially useful channels in accordance with a

definite plan of development and at the same

time penetrate industry, acquiring a measure of

control through the new capital which it distrib-

uted. The party's monetary policy aims at a

moderate, controlled inflation and prefers a com-

modity standard to any return to gold. The other

key positions chiefly in view are the coal industry
and electricity, regarded as a single complex, the

railways and road transport and agricultural land.

In the tariff controversy the party has abandoned

free trade dogmas as relics of laissez faire but is

suspicious of tariffs and would prefer to control

foreign trade partly through disinterested public

boards, which would directly import wheat,

meat and eventually raw materials with a system
of licenses and quotas for other goods. It is

generally realized that a radical program of this

kind would involve a sharp struggle with the

financial interests and with the House of Lords,

and some influential leaders have said that they
will not again assume office without a majority in

the Commons. This attitude if firmly held would

mean that the party refuses (as some put it) "to

administer the capitalist system" and is now

consciously bent on engineering the transition to

a socialist society. The party has, however, a

right wing to which belong some of the older

leaders, the "machine" and its one newspaper,
the Daily Herald', there is even a section (prob-
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ably insignificant in numbers) which would wel-

come MacDonald's return as leader. The ablest

of its younger leaders, Sir Stafford Cripps, the

best debater in its small parliamentary contin-

gent, belongs emphatically to the left.

The feud which developed in Parliament dur-

ing the second Labour ministry between the

I.L.P. and the official party has resulted in the

secession of the former. The Labour party in-

sisted on stricter discipline in the Commons and

imposed standing orders which, while allowing
a member in a case of conscience to abstain from

voting, forbade a direct vote against the party.

One might have supposed that the departure of

the national leaders would have healed this feud,

especially since the question of voting is of no

importance in a parliament like that following
the 1931 elections, in which the Labour repre-
sentation is very small. Both sides, however, have

shown an unyielding temper, the I.L.P. insist-

ing that standing orders must be modified, the

Labour party requiring that the five I.L.P.

members must rejoin the party before this can

be discussed. The consequent decision of the

I.L.P. to disaffiliate places it in the same posi-

tion of hostile detachment as the Communist

party and may weaken Labour at the next elec-

tion. The underlying reason for the I.L.P.'s ac-

tion appears to be its suspicion of the leaders

and the main body of the party who tamely fol-

lowed MacDonald up to the final split over the

dole.

H. N. BRAILSFORD

BRITISH DOMINIONS. All the dominion labor

parties have been created by the trade unions.

They owe very little to continental socialism,

for their ideas have been imported from the

general stock of British liberalism, Fabianism

and other programs for democratic and social

reform, combined with elements of Ruskin,

Morris, Henry George, Robert Bktchford,
Wells and Bellamy and in later years of guild
socialism. These influences, however, were little

more than a top dressing to a body of aims

based on local labor problems. The real task of

the labor parties was to secure through political

effort those improvements in labor conditions

which could not be obtained by direct trade

union action or by pressure upon the old politi-

cal parties. Once launched, they found that they
must have views on issues which were not

strictly labor problems, such as defense, finance,

the conduct of the World War, tariffs, the native

problem in South Africa and the nationalist

controversy in Ireland. Some of these problems
have more than once caused .serious splits in

the parties. Finally, a party which has captured
the government has found that the obstacles to

socialization are so large, the resistance by
second chambers is so tough, the machinery of

legislation and administration so slow to move,
funds for ambitious social programs are so diffi-

cult to obtain, that rapid and heroic achievement

of party aims has had to give way to "the inevi-

tability of gradualness."
The history of the Australian Labour party,

the only dominion party to reach full stature and
to enjoy the opportunity to shape legislation

and administration, affords the best illustration

of these general statements. Before any labor

party existed Chartist ideas had given Australia

advanced democratic machinery, the need for

railways had led to state construction and man-

agement, the fear of racial mixture and the

strength of the trade unions had secured laws

against Asiatics and for the protection of wage
earners, while land problems had led the state

to experiment in the interest of the small farmer

settler. Trade unions were content to negotiate

directly with employers, to bring pressure to

bear on politicians and to toy with the notion

of direct labor representation. But the strike of

1890 and the years of depression and anti-union

activity which followed smashed the union

machinery, decimated its membership, induced

employers to withdraw concessions they had

made to the unions and revealed the fact that

in a serious conflict the full strength of the state

was at the disposal of "the master class'* as

long as that class controlled the government.
Australian labor therefore turned to political

action. In the New South Wales election of

June, 1891 , 36 out of 45 Labour candidates were

elected. Success came soon in other states, and

in the first federal election in 1901 the Labour

party won 16 seats out of 75 in the House of

Representatives and 8 out of 36 in the Senate.

Universal adult suffrage for both houses helped
to make this result possible, while payment of

members freed the party from the cost of main-

taining its representatives.

Once the party had won more than a handful

of seats in any legislature it held the balance

of power; its support was then given to which-

ever of the older parties would make the highest
bid. Some important legislative and adminis-

trative gains were thus made, but the position
was unsatisfactory to all parties. By 1909 there-

fore Liberals and Conservatives had fused in
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common defense against "the socialist tiger,"

and the Labourrparty became the official oppo-
sition. The next step came with the winning
of an absolute majority; this happened in the

commonwealth in 1909 and in New South Wales

in 1910, and by 1915 Labour was in power in

every lower house but one. The conscription

issue tore the party to pieces in 1916; those

leaders who favored compulsory military service

joined with their Liberal opponents and the rest

of the party continued as an ineffectual oppo-
sition. Labour returned to power later; by 1925
it ruled five states and in 1929 the party captured
the federal government. The depression which

began in 1929 divided the party again; those

leaders who were determined to balance the

budget and strengthen the country's impaired
financial condition by drastic economies went

over into the enemy's camp and the bulk of the

party again passed into eclipse. By 1932 Labour

had lost control everywhere except in Queens-
land and had split into two groups. After the

federal elections of 1931 the moderate group
held 8 out of 36 seats in the Senate and 14 out

of 75 in the House; the left wing group led by

Lang, former New South Wales premier, 2 seats

in the Senate and 4 in the House.

The success of the Australian Labour party

rested largely on its organization and program.
The trade unions provide a firm foundation in

a land where town dwellers constitute nearly

two thirds of the population and where a larger

proportion of the population than in any other

country are unionists. Every unionist is a mem-
ber of the party through his union; non-union-

ists may join the party through local branches,

which are good centers for information and con-

version. The candidate for a particular area

is chosen in a "preselection" ballot by the

unionists and branch members in the area; this

system provides an opening for local talent and

ambition. An annual party conference in every

state, consisting of delegates chosen on the

preselection ballot, offers a chance for the demo-

cratic framing of the party program for the

state. The state conference elects delegates to

the Australian party conference and also chooses

a state executive, which is the essential con-

trolling power between conferences. The Aus-

tralian conference usually meets triennially and

since 1915 also has elected an executive to

function between conferences. The problem of

control of the parliamentary members was raised

at an early date and tight discipline has been

kept through the "pledge" and the functioning

of the party caucus. All candidates who offer

themselves for the preselection ballot must

promise not to oppose the candidate selected

and, if elected, to vote as the caucus deter-

mines. The caucus consists of all Labour mem-
bers of both houses and meets generally at least

once a week. It thus permits the members of

one house to influence action in the other and at

the same time usurps the usually dominant posi-

tion of the premier over the cabinet. The caucus

chooses and controls the cabinet and is itself

more or less effectively controlled by the execu-

tive and the conference. The development of

Labour's organization has altered fundamen-

tally the previous regional decentralized char-

acter of Australian political parties and the

functioning of parliamentary government in

Australia.

Labour's program was not doctrinaire and

had few abstractions; it included a set of trade

union "planks" and aimed to secure democratic

governmental machinery, "equality of oppor-

tunity" in education, heavy taxation of the rich,

the breaking up of underutilized large estates,

the protection of wage earners from exploita-

tion, the safeguarding of infant industries and

of the high standard of living against foreign

competition and the strengthening of Australia's

political and constitutional status within the

British Commonwealth of Nations. In such a

comprehensive program there was something
to attract all classes except the ingrained con-

servative and the old fashioned employer; and

since Labour in office showed itself quite as

statesmanlike as did its opponents, it won the

vote of a large section of the middle class.

On paper it declared for a new social system,
for "socialization of the means of production,

distribution, and exchange" through parlia-

mentary action. But few steps have actually

been taken in that direction, and with one or

two exceptions of which the outstanding was

the establishment of the Commonwealth Bank
in 1911 little has been done to reduce the

field of capitalistic enterprise. At best there

has been an increasing regulation of private

ventures or the establishment of services to aid

the farmer; at worst there have been some costly

experiments in state production and trade, and

socialism is little nearer after forty years of

talk and trial. With the achievement of its

early "practical" nationalistic planks Labour

has been increasingly forced to turn to inter-

national socialism for its immediate program
as well as its ultimate ideal; the result has
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been to alienate considerable sections of its

former essentially liberal but not socialist sup-

porters.

In New Zealand as in Australia an unsuccess-

ful strike in 1890 and a continued depression

together with revelations of "sweating" led the

workers to demand labor legislation and pro-
tective tariffs. This program was largely shared

by the Liberal party, consisting essentially of

small farmers, which was always in close touch

with labor and courted its vote. In the elections

of 1890 six trade unionists were elected as

Labour candidates within the Liberal party, and

from 1891 until 1906 the Liberal-Labour party
ruled the country, passing important land, labor

and state socialistic legislation. But the recovery
of farm prices in the first years of the twentieth

century accentuated the divergence of interests

between the farmers and the workers, and the

combination of these two against the large

landowners showed increasing signs of disin-

tegration. Beginning in 1902 the trades and

labor councils began to agitate for an independ-
ent labor party, but the break did not actually

occur until Seddon's death in 1906. A series

of organizations culminated in the formation

in 1912 of the United Labour party, a moderate

party opposed to the class war principle. By
1928 the party held the balance of power with

20 seats in a house of 80 members; but in 1931

the tw old parties fused into a United-Reform

party and Labour became the opposition, facing

the coalesced farmers and capitalists. The elec-

tions of 1931 gave Labour 24 out of 80 seats in

the House.

In the Union of South Africa the task of

organized labor is to protect the white worker

against the big mining company above and the

native laborer below, with the Dutch farmer

looking on. Soon after the South African War

English immigrants who had known British

labor developments began a Labour party on the

Rand. The drastic handling of the strikes in

1913 and 1922 by General Smuts strengthened
the party's cause and drove it in 1923 into an

alliance with the Nationalists; the latter agreed
to modify their plans for an autonomous repub-

lic, while Labour promised to be silent about

socialization. The alliance overthrew Smuts and

his party in 1924, and Labour took 2 seats in

the new government. But the party executive

growing suspicious of the alliance asked the

ministers in 1929 to relinquish their portfolios.

They refused, were evicted from the party and

formed their own Labour group. An unsuccess-

ful attempt to close this schism, which weakened

Labour at the 1929 election, failed in 1931.
In pre-war Ireland the political allegiance of

organized labor was divided between the Irish

Nationalists and the British Labour Represen-
tation Committee (subsequently the Labour

party), with the southerners in general favoring
the former and the northerners the latter.

Gradually, however, labor sentiment drifted

away from the Nationalists. In 1912 the Irish

Trades Union Congress endorsed the principle
of a pledge bound Irish Labour party and in

1914 its constitution was amended and its name

changed to make it a Labour party also. Its

political activities were practically dormant dur-

ing the World War, and it did not contest any

parliamentary seats in the elections of 1918 and

1921 but supported the republican candidates;

it did, however, contest local and municipal
elections with marked success. With the estab-

lishment of the Free State the Labour party
entered the parliamentary field in the 1922 elec-

tions and won 17 of the 128 seats in the Dail.

The party has fought strenuously for improved
labor conditions, and while it supports national

autonomy it seeks to damp down the flames of

controversy and give Ireland peace in which to

progress. For instance, when the 1932 elections

shifted power from Cosgrave to De Valera but

left Labour holding the balance, with 6 out of

60 seats in the Senate and 7 out of 153 in the

Dail, Labour voted with the government to

abolish the oath of allegiance but did its utmost

to discover a peaceful settlement of the dispute
between London and Dublin.

Canadian labor like that of the United States

has done little party building on a large scale.

It has passed resolutions urging or opposing

legislative and administrative action and has

lobbied. But it is too weak in numbers and class

consciousness to enter politics with any force,

and the left wing has been absorbed by the grain

growers. During the World War the ferment of

ideas on reconstruction led the central executive

of the trade union movement to recommend
the organization of provincial labor parties, and

this was done in six provinces. Some success

followed; in 1921 two Labour members were

elected to the dominion legislature, while in

Ontario and Manitoba a farmer-labor onslaught

captured many seats. The federal representation
has not grown and ground has been lost in the

provinces, but in some municipalities the party
has significant strength.

HERBERT
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UNITED STATES. The first labor party in the

United States and in the world was the Working
Men's party launched in 1828 by the Mechanics'

Union of Trade Associations of Philadelphia.

In the next few years the example was followed

in New York, New Jersey, New England and

states west. These early labor parties were quite

radical in their demands and social outlook.

They were aware of the position of labor as a

class in the social order and their legislative

demands were aimed at furthering the interests

of workers. Their social objective, however, was

to achieve a middle class status for labor and

their ideal was a society of small manufacturers,

merchants and farmers. It was through their

efforts, even if indirectly, that the public school

system was established, imprisonment for debts

abolished and mechanics' lien laws and home-

stead kws were enacted. The intellectuals played
an important part in these movements. Euro-

pean Owenism and Fourierism found active

followers in Albert Brisbane, Frances Wright,
Robert Dale Owen and later Horace Greeley.

Internal dissension over principles, however,

destroyed the Working Men's party in New
York even before the depression of 1837 crushed

unionism. Intellectual utopianism, middle class

aspirations and agrarianism are perhaps a pecul-
iar amalgamation to be found in a labor move-

ment, yet in the prevailing economic and social

set up of the time the development had a logic

of its own. The shifting frontiers of the country

prevented economic solidification of classes on

the lower rungs of the social ladder. It has been

correctly observed that an independent labor

politics which is free from entangling outside

alliances has really never been tried in the

United States.

About fifty years after the first local and spo-
radic attempts at labor party building significant

efforts were again made to harness the potential

political power of labor to class ends. The
National Reform party was created in 1872 by
the National Labor Union, a Central federation

representing local, state and national trade asso-

ciations somewhat similar to the later American

Federation of Labor; at its peak the union was

reputed to have a membership of 640,000. The

party, which was not only representative of

labor but also socially radical in terms of the

America of the day, did not last. The experi-
ences throughout the stormy i88o's, which saw

the rise of the Greenback Labor party in 1880

and of the United Labor party under the domi-

nation of Henry George in New York in 1886,

a period marked by the Haymarket disaster, a

growing anarchist movement and battles all

along the line between the Knights of Labor,
the socialists, the Populists and the A. F. of L.,

resulted in what seemed a final abandonment of

all hope of labor partyism. The activist and
class conscious labor elements bent on using

independent labor politics in the class struggle

reconciled themselves to limited functioning
within a party of creed instead of a party of

class. The Socialist Labor party was established,

then was split and largely superseded by the

Socialist party, which in turn was split and

greatly weakened by the Communist party. Not
until the end of the World War did there appear

signs of a regenerated interest in a labor party.

The first labor party of the new period arose

in Bridgeport, Connecticut, in 1918 as an after

effect of the machinists' eight-hour movement.
The movement, which assumed national pro-

portions in 1919 but disappeared again in 1925,
was the result of two major factors the phe-
nomenal if temporary rise of the United States

as an agricultural produce exporting country
and the impact upon American labor of forces

and influences which followed the war.

Stimulated by the war prices spurted upward,

improving the position of the independent farm-

ers but also stimulating large scale farming based

on control of transport facilities, grain elevators

and credits. The small farmer facing ,a rapid
loss of his independence turned for aid to

group but not collectivist cooperation and to

independent farmer politics. The National Non-

partisan League, a defense apparatus of small

and middle farmers, entered politics class con-

sciously in 1916 through organized participation

in Republican and Democratic primaries and

soon developed spectacular strength; by 1918
it had secured a majority control in the legis-

lature of North Dakota and impressive minori-

ties in Idaho, Minnesota, Montana, South Da-

kota, Colorado and Nebraska. The league be-

came a party in fact if not in name. The logic of

its growth, with the relentless fight against the

league by the parties of corporate capital, made
a farmer-labor alliance logical and necessary. A
working relationship seemed the more possible,

since the league was led by men of socialist

background and experience, for in Minnesota

especially the socialists had achieved not incon-

siderable standing in the pre-war years.

Trade union labor experienced an organiza-
tional and an intellectual revival during the war

years. The first resulted in a considerable
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growth of trade union membership. The second

was more intensive than extensive. The reper-
cussions of the Russian and German revolutions

stirred American labor profoundly. The phe-
nomenal rise of British labor to political signifi-

cance inspired the younger subordinate leaders

in the trade union hierarchy; they saw in inde-

pendent political action a leverage against the

older men whose stock in trade or power not

infrequently consisted only of the advantages of

an illicit political alliance with the old party
machines. A political labor party would give the

new man a place in the sun, would tend to dis-

lodge holdover leadership. Some unions, espe-

cially those whose membership was generally

radical, as, for instance, the coal miners' union,

were committed to the idea of a labor party.

In other cases, as in that of the transportation

unions, economic action was almost impossible

except by way of political pressure. The year

1919 was a banner year for left orientations in

the United States. The gigantic steel strike;

the general strike in Seattle, Washington; the

Boston police strike; the miners' nation wide

strike, which was crushed by an abrupt and

drastic interference of the federal courts at the

instance of the government and at the behest

of the mine operators, were but instances of the

chain of events which set in motion an enormous

psychological transformation. On January n,
1919, the American Labor party of Greater New
York was organized by delegates of the local

trade unions. In May of the same year the

Pennsylvania State Federation of Labor de-

clared for independent political action, to be

followed in September by similar action in Indi-

ana. In April the Illinois body at its annual

convention took steps to form a state labor party.

On November 22, 1919, the National Labor

party was launched.

In all these movements local and state union

officials took an active part along with direct

representatives of the rank and file, while na-

tional union heads were conspicuously absent.

The American Federation of Labor as such was

entirely opposed to the movement. In 1920 the

Farmer-Labor party succeeded the National

Labor party, running candidates for president

and vice president under that party name. The
vote the party received was very disappointing.

Of the more than 4,000,000 workers who par-

ticipated in the mass strikes of 1919 and of the

many sympathizers who followed the strike

movement with anxious interest only 265,411
voted the Farmer-Labor party ticket in 1920.

This setback did not, however, altogether end
the careers of the various state and local parties.

Another effort, of a different orientation, was

in progress. It took the shape of a Conference

for Progressive Political Action (C. P. P. A.), a

somewhat loosely organized body of numerous
national trade unions, local, state and national

labor parties, including also the Socialist party
but not the Communist party. The C. P. P. A.

was organized in February, 1922, and soon be-

came the storm center of the issue of independ-
ent political action. Opposition to the traditional

inactivist political policy of the A. F. of L.

doubtless chiefly motivated the participants in

the C. P. P. A. There unanimity ended. The

majority of the C. P. P. A., led by the powerful
railroad brotherhoods, favored an active non-

partisan policy and operation through old party

primaries where possible, feasible and promising.
Numerous attempts by the adherents of inde-

pendent labor action to form an impressive
national farmer-labor party through the forces

gathered around the C. P. P. A. failed, and the

organization went no further than to run Sen-

ator Robert M. La Follette and Senator Bur-

ton K. Wheeler on an independent Progressive
ticket in the 1924 presidential election. The
Socialist party stood by the ticket. The Execu-

tive Council of the A. F. of L. half heartedly
endorsed the ticket with the stipulation that it

was endorsing the two men but not their Pro-

gressive party or any prospective independent

party. La Follette polled 4,822,856 votes, or

1 6.6 percent of the total of 29,091,417 votes

cast. The C. P. P. A. survived the election just

long enough to prepare its demise. The conven-

tion of 1925 adjourned without fixing another

meeting date. The labor party movement once

more went into eclipse.

In Minnesota, however, there has existed

since 1920 a functioning political labor organi-

zation, the Farmer-Labor party. It grew out

of an informal merger of two forces which were

at one time influential: the Socialist party in

the cities and the National Nonpartisan League.
After many structural and political zigzags the

organization succeeded in lining up the trade

unions for steady joint action with the farmers

and has thus been firmly established as a sig-

nificant factor in the political life of the state.

In 1932 there were in office, elected by the

Minnesota Farmer-Labor party, the governor

(from 1930), one senator (from 1922), one con-

gressman (from 1928), about one third of the

two houses of the state legislature and the
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mayors of four cities, among them the three

largest in t5ie s^tate. Generally viewed as the

potential nucleus of a national farmer-labor

party and with its leaders openly upholding that

view, the Farmer-Labor party nevertheless en-

dorsed the Democratic presidential candidate in

1932. The Minnesota experience in its applica-

tion to certain vital points of contention bears

out the conclusions of Rice: "In . . . Minnesota,
the data are convincing that farmers and working
men have supported the same candidates ..."

and that "Should questions involving political

reform, public utilities, or the rights and privi-

leges of labor or agriculture become dominant

issues . . . there seems a possibility (on the basis

of our legislative data) that a successful political

alliance between these classes might develop"

(Farmers and Workers in American Politics, p.

183 and 219-20).
The only other labor party in the United

States which claims a state wide jurisdiction is

the Independent Labor party of Pennsylvania,

although its existence has been altogether nomi-

nal. Recent attempts to form local labor parties

include the following: the Labor party of Cook

County, Illinois, organized in 1930, largely on

adjunct to the Socialist party; the Independent
Labor party of Kanawha valley, West Virginia,

created by the independent West Virginia Mine
Workers' Union after the failure of its strike

in the summer of 1931; the Independent Labor

party in Philadelphia, sponsored by the Ameri-

can Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery
Workers in that city and hardly distinguishable

from the local Socialist party; the Labor parties

in Kenosha, Wisconsin, in New Bedford, Massa-

chusetts, and in Elizabethton, Tennessee, all

passing outgrowths of workers' resentment

against strike defeats.

These labor parties which appeared after the

breakdown of the "prosperity era" may be and

probably are representative of unexplored po-
tentialities but, save in the Minnesota case, they
are symptoms at best and not active factors.

There is still no functioning national political

labor party in the United States. Furthermore

the registered membership of all the socialist

or creed parties, however potentially valuable

it may be considered as an organizing force, is

rather negligible and is in no wise comparable
to the strength of the continental working class

parties whether they be socialist, communist or

labor.
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LABOR TURNOVER. The fluctuations in the

working force within an industrial establishment

may be divided into two main classes: first, an

increase or decrease in the size of the working
force and, second, the hiring of workers in num-
bers sufficient to maintain the working force at a

given level. One group of students would con-

fine the use of the term labor turnover to the

second of these meanings and consequently con-

siders replacement as identical with turnover.

Replacements correspond roughly with acces-

sions if the working force is decreasing and with

separations if it is increasing; it is this use of the

term which has been adopted by the United

States Bureau of Labor Statistics. Another

group, however, holds that separations consti-

tute the more important phenomenon and should
be used to measure turnover in a contracting as

well as in an expanding working force. This

group considers that labor turnover is a prob-
lem of the instability of employment, and that all

separations regardless of replacement contribute

to the instability of employment.
Labor turnover is essentially a manifestation

of maladjustment. A limited amount of turnover,

expressing the mobility of labor, is unavoidable;

but in its abnormal and acute forms labor turn-

over is an element of industrial 'waste. The
worker suffers from insecurity and depreciated

earnings, while the employer is harassed by
higher labor costs; society meanwhile is deprived
of available labor and potential wealth. All the

causes of excessive labor turnover seasonal and

cyclical fluctuations, conditions within an enter-

prise which produce separations, and partly the

instability of labor are indications of faulty

economic and social organization.
For comparative purposes it is necessary to

reduce the absolute figures of turnover to per-

centages. This can be done by dividing either

replacements or separations by the average num-
ber exposed to turnover. The National Associa-

tion of Employment Managers in the United

States once proposed to use as the denominator

the average number actually employed during a

given pay period. This measurement was defec-

tive, however, because it omitted the absentees,

who were certainly exposed to turnover. To meet

this difficulty it was proposed that the average
number on the pay roll should be used as the de-

nominator, although this was in turn objected to

by Brissenden, who pointed out that it would in-

clude men who were on the pay roll but who had

left the employ of the conqern before the pay

period expired.

The earliest modern studies were made in

Germany and published in the Schriften des

Vereins fur Sozialpolitik in 1909 and 1910. In

the United States public attention was first at-

tracted to the problem shortly before this coun-

try's entrance into the World War, in part be-

cause the shutting off of immigration forced

American industries to conserve their labor

supply more carefully and in part because of the

relative scarcity of labor during the period of

American participation in the war. Another con-

tributing factor was the upward movement of

money wages, which operated unevenly and

which necessarily led many workers to leave their

jobs in order to obtain higher earnings in others.

Studies by Slichter indicated an average turn-

over rate in American manufacturing in 1914 of

approximately 100 percent, while wartime stud-

ies by the Bureau of Labor Statistics showed an

average turnover for 1917-18 in the firms studied

of approximately 200 percent.
These and other studies, notably that by

Alexander, helped to awakenAmerican industries

to the losses which they were experiencing as a

result of the high turnover rates. The advent of

new workers to replace the old generally in-
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volved added costs, ofwhich the most important
were expense in.hiring and training, wastage of

material and breakage of tools and machinery,
increased labor and overhead costs resulting

from decreased production, and idle overhead in

the period before the replacement actually took

place. One of the most tangible evidences of this

increased concern on the part of industry was the

stimulation which it gave to the establishment of

personnel departments. The functions and

powers of these departments varied greatly, but

at their minimum they were designed to aid in

the recruiting of labor and in the greater stabili-

zation of the working force.

The depression of 1920-21 brought about an

appreciable decline in American labor turnover

rates. With the much greater stabilization of

money wages, the improved personnel policies

of employers and the increasing displacement of

labor by improved efficiency which character-

ized the years from 1923 to 1929 this new level

was generally maintained. An extensive survey

by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics

of selected factories in not fewer than seventy-
five industries in the boom year of 1929 showed

an average turnover rate of only 45 percent.

While little or no material has been published
on the subject in Great Britain, it seems probable
from the number of unemployment insurance

cards which are returned annually to the British

employment exchanges in comparison with the

numbers covered by the insurance act that the

average percentage of labor turnover in that

country in recent years has been between 50 and

60 percent. In 1922 the British Industrial Health

Research Board published a study of labor turn-

over during the war in munitions and other fac-

tories, which was considered merely suggestive
because of war conditions and the fact that the

workers covered were almost exclusively women.
The methods of measuring labor turnover were

so diverse that it was extremely difficult to com-

pare one factory with another; even in large

establishments turnover was said to be "not

infrequently a subject of conjecture rather than

precise measurement." A more uniform system
of measuring turnover was proposed by the

board. The study revealed that the turnover rate

was unusually high in the first months of em-

ployment and that it varied with locality, in-

dustry, the age of the worker and the nature of

his work and factory conditions (as distinct from

seasonal and cyclical factors). The board sug-

gested that labor turnover might be reduced by
more attractive wages, shorter hours and better

working conditions. In recent years there has

been considerable interest in the subject in

Soviet Russia because of the large flow of labor

from plant to plant and the high turnover in the

coal and iron industries of the Donets basin. The
causes of labor turnover in Soviet Russia are in

many respects different from those in other

countries; for example, seasonal and cyclical fac-

tors apparently do not operate to any consider-

able extent.

Turnover rates are of course not uniform but

vary widely as between different classes of labor

and differing industries. Unskilled labor, for in-

stance, has generally a much higher rate of turn-

over than has skilled. Thus Brissenden and

Frankel found a percentage rate for skilled

workers from 1913 to 1915 of 60 and for un-

skilled of 129, while in 1917-18 the respective

percentages were 135 and 427. A study at the

University of Chicago of the turnover rates in

various occupations in a large middle western

railroad in 1920 showed a variation between 19

percent for telegraphers and nearly 1700 percent
for freight station laborers.

As would be expected, heavy industries, where

the work is inclined to be less skilled and in addi-

tion is often unusually arduous and disagreeable,

tend to have rates of turnover above the average.
Thus in 1917-18 the following industries had a

turnover rate of over 200 percent: automobiles,

chemicals, leather and rubber, miscellaneous

metal products, slaughtering and meat packing
and furniture and milling. Mercantile trade, on

the other hand, in both the war and the pre-war

periods had turnover rates which were only two

thirds of the average. Still lower were the rates

in the public utility companies, where the pros-

pect of steady work retained a far more stable

working force despite the failure of wage rates

during the war and post-war period to advance

as rapidly as elsewhere. In the public utilities

studied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in

1913-14 gas and electricity companies had a

turnover of only 15 percent, street railways 27

percent and telephone service 39 percent. While

these rates increased greatly during the war they
remained very much below the general average.
The turnover in governmental service is par-

ticularly low. Even in the years 1917 to 1919,
when federal salaries were lagging far behind the

increase in the cost of living, the turnover of

federal employees did not exceed 40 percent. A
more recent investigation by Brissenden for the

entire federal service in 1927-28 showed an

average annual turnover of 19 percent, while in
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the departmental services in Washington, D. C.,

the average was only 8 percent. In general it can

be said therefore that in industries and occupa-
tions where the principle of seniority is com-

monly followed for both promotions and layoffs

the turnover rate tends most decidedly to be

below the average. This is also measurably true

among organized workers, where union rules,

such as the priority system and limitation of the

employer's right of discharge, tend to reduce

considerably the turnover of labor.

A common objection by industrial managers
to the employment of women has been that a

concern cannot be sure of their services for as

long a period of time as it can in the case of men.

It is of course true that because of marriage and

motherhood women do not as a rule remain in

industry for so long a time as men and thus do

not have equal opportunity to rise to the more

skilled positions. There is no evidence to indi-

cate, however, that during the period in which

they are gainfully employed they are more un-

stable than men. On the contrary, while it is

difficult to make comparisons between the sexes

because of the differing types of work which they

perform, such evidence as does exist seems to

indicate a lower turnover rate for women than

for men. Thus in the stores studied by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1917-18 the per-

centage for women was 81 as compared with 144
for met}. In the clothing and textile industries

the relation between the two sets of rates was

very similar: 129 percent for women and 204

percent for men.

It should not be thought, however, that the

average worker in industry moves from job to

job with the relative degree of speed which all of

the above figures might indicate; the bulk of the

turnover is concentrated in the minority of short

service workers, thus leaving the majority to be

employed for longer periods with very much
lower turnover rates. It was found, for example,
that in fifty-three establishments which in 1917-
18 had an average turnover of approximately 133

percent five eighths of the working force had

been employed throughout the preceding year
and the entire turnover had come from the re-

maining three eighths. The average for this

latter group as a whole was therefore approxi-

mately 360 percent. The relative concentration

was still greater in the case of those employed
less than three months. Only 5 percent of the

male workers at the end of a year in a group of

companies had been employed for less than two

weeks, but nearly 29 percent of all the separations

during the year involved men who had been on
the pay roll only for that time. T^his was a separa-
tion rate therefore of approximately six times

that for the employees as a whole. The group
which had been employed for from two weeks to

one month formed in turn only 4.3 percent of the

work force but had comprised 13.2 percent of

the separations, and while those workers who had

been with the companies for from one to three

months constituted only 9.7 percent of the total

force, 21.2 percent of those who had left had

worked only during this period. At the other end

of the scale 35 percent of the force had been em-

ployed for over five years, whereas only 3.6

percent of those who separated had been em-

ployed for that period of time. This was only
one tenth of the general average.

The causes of labor turnover may be divided

into those which are proximate and those which

are more ultimate. Since it is separations which

give rise to replacements, an analysis of their

composition throws light upon the more proxi-

mate causes. Separations may be classified ac-

cording to three main subdivisions. First come

layoffs, when the services of the worker are sup-

posedly satisfactory but there is no longer a job
to be performed. While in the short run those

who identify turnover with replacements would

not regard these cases as truly giving rise to

turnover they would so regard them if a seasonal

or cyclical revival were to demand their replace-

ment. The second class of separations covers

discharges; here the job itself is to continue, but

the worker is adjudged unsatisfactory for it.

Third, there are the voluntary separations, in

which the worker himself takes the initiative in

leaving. In practise the distinction between the

first two of these divisions is frequently blurred

by the management and men are often said to be

laid off who are really discharged, and the re-

verse. Similarly many men are considered to

have left a job voluntarily when in reality they
had merely estimated in advance the probable
intentions of management toward them.

Of these direct causes of turnover voluntary

separations formed 73 percent of the total dur-

ing the years from 1910 to 1915 and 1917 to

1918, while discharges and layoffs comprised 16

and 1 1 percent respectively. But these propor-
tions have of course varied with the progress of

the business cycle. In depression years, such as

1914, the percentage of layoffs rose and that of

voluntary separations fell, while in years of pros-

perity, such as 1917-1 8, exactlytheopposite hap-

pened. The rate of discharges was much more
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constant. These same variations prevailed from

1918 on, although there may be a general tend-

ency for the proportion of voluntary separations
to be less even in prosperous times than it was in

the World War and in pre-war years. This de-

velopment in turn may have been caused by the

much greater stability of money wages as well as

by the rapid increase of separations due to the

installation of labor saving machinery.

Among the more underlying factors of separa-
tions three general groups of causes may be

found: first, those which result from faulty man-

agement and can be largely remedied by each in-

dividual concern; second, those caused by more

deep seated difficulties in industry as a whole,

which are largely beyond the power of any one

enterprise to alter; and, third, those due to diffi-

culties in the circumstances and temperament of

the workers themselves.

The first group includes a wide variety of

causes. In the war and post-war periods the loss

from improper hiring was emphasized and the

hope was expressed that job analysis, which

would disclose the qualities needed at a given

task, and trade and psychological tests, which

would reveal the present trade knowledge and

capacities of the workers, would make possible

far better selection and thereby reduce the turn-

over. Such tests, however, have been used only
to a very limited extent and predominantly for

clerical rather than for manual workers. On the

other hand, there can be little doubt that there

has been a distinct improvement in the relations

between the supervisory force and the rank and

file. This has been due in part to the efforts of

many businesses to train their foremen in their

duties as well as to the very general establish-

ment of personnel departments. These depart-
ments not only centralize the preliminary hiring

of labor (subject generally to review by the fore-

men) but also exercise some degree of control

over discharges and aid in the adjustment of

grievances. The net result has been that friction

between the workers and the supervisory staff

has been diminished. More attention is also paid
to the problems of satisfactory adjustment of

newcomers to their work and to arrangement for

transfers, so that workers may if possible find

the jobs for which they are best fitted. A further

important factor in diminishing labor turnover

has been the lessening of general wage fluctua-

tions as well as the tendency of krge corpora-
tions to adopt a more united wage policy and of

other concerns to watch the movement ofmoney
wages more closely and to keep their rates more

nearly in correspondence with the prevailing

scales, thereby lessening th^movement of work-

ers from lower wage to higher wage plants. By
these and other means, such as the establishment

of shop committees, group insurance, old age

pensions and employee stock ownership, "wel-

fare" capitalism has been able to diminish labor

turnover. That an improved personnel policy

will in fact generally operate to reduce turnover

is indicated by the fact that the average rate of

turnover for the seven years from 1913 to 1919
inclusive was 69 percent in ten concerns with

well established personnel systems, as compared
with an average of 1 1 1 percent for all other es-

tablishments studied by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics for this period.
Far less success has been attained in reducing

those seasonal and cyclical fluctuations which

cause men to be alternately laid off and reem-

ployed. Much attention has been drawn to the

regularization practises of such firms as the

Packard Automobile Company, Proctor and

Gamble, Dennison and Company and a number
of others. These firms were successful in greatly

reducing seasonal slumps by the device of esti-

mating sales in advance on the basis of past ex-

perienceand then dividing theseminimum yearly

quotas into even monthly or weekly portions.

More is produced in the dull months than can

then be sold and this surplus is stored for the

coming of the busy season. Another jn*uiod

which is sometimes used is the development of

side lines or "fillers" upon which the working
force can be engaged in the off seasons. The
firms which have been successful with these

methods have found that they are advantageous
not only because the cost of labor turnover has

been reduced but also because overhead capital

charges have been lessened. In many cases work-
ers have been satisfied to receive a lower hourly

wage, which, however, as a result of steady work

brings a higher yearly income.

Because of a few successes in stabilizing em-

ployment it has sometimes been claimed en-

thusiastically that all American businesses can

stabilize their production and employment if

they so desire. This seems to be a great exaggera-
tion. Upon examination it will be discovered

that stabilization has been successful almost ex-

clusively in concerns producing standardized

commodities which can be stored without fear

that they will be outmoded by the tune the busy
season comes again. The case is far otherwise

with those commodities which are subject to

such changes. In the case of women's clothing,
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for example, it is impossible for manufacturers

to produce in advance. Thus it is those indus-

tries which are most subject to style changes to-

gether with some in which weather fluctuations

cause especial havoc that suffer most from

seasonalyvariations in employment. Moreover

many helvy industries find it difficult to store

products ir to produce supplementary products;
such procaction is usually done by a subsidiary

and the prtylem ofturnover is thus left unsolved.

In so farls cyclical fluctuations are concerned

it is even nWe impossible for individual busi-

nesses to stallize employment. The causes ofthe

business cycKare so interwoven with the cumu-
lative expansijn and contraction of bank credit,

with the wayh which the demand for capital

goods necessary fluctuates far more widely than

the demand fo^onsumers' goods and with the

ever present dd^er
that specific sets of indus-

tries will get outif line with the development of

the economy as fyhole that an individual con-

cern is largely hlbless. The problem of labor

turnover is therefy not simply one of manage-
ment and of separ^ concerns but of industry as

a whole and can b^lved only by collective ac-

tion. \
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